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ARE  YOU  HAVING  TROUBLE  ? 
With  Your  Film  Service 

For  irrmediate  relief  write,  telephone  or  telegraph 
to  our  nearect  branch 

Ovxago  Film  Exchange 
120  Bast  Randolph  >treet    - 

601  Wcstory  Build  'g      - 
Railway  Exchany   Building 
Dooley  Block 

CHICAGO,  ILL.  BrandeisBl 
WASHINGTON,  D.C  Coleman  B 

DENVER,  COL.  Stahlma; 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH  Candle 

.1:1     I 

r  Building 

OMAHA,  NEB. 
LOUISVILLE,  KY. 

NASHVILLE,  TENN. 
ATLANTA,  CA. 

We  ca    >  a 

complete  str  *  of 
feature  so/.  cts 

k      at    all    f°»«» 

for  w' & 
b  we 

£ hav     '*b°- \  g.a,  lis  and 
^   he  aids. 

SCHILLER    BLOC 

INCREASE 

YOUR  JOX  OFFICE  RECEIPTS  BY 

B00KLHG  FEATURE  SUBJECTS 
Tw.ol  the  greatest  feature  subjec  s  01  ill    market 

"Daitmn  and  Pythias,"  and  "Captain 
Dreyfus,  or  Devil's  Island 

We  are  t)(  only  ones  who  have  special  till  >r  "  Damon 
and  I    thias."     Also  lithographs  for  "  DoVil's  Island." 

1 03-OS  E.  Randolph  Street      -      Chicago,  III- 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 

NOW   READY ! 
j  ,.al.    rf    study    w<  '        :"  d    a 

movi  '«  picine  machine  v  'id  .>!  ;ill  vibtan  'ii am'  absolu:  ly  rlickerless,  All  working  parts 
wised  in  a  hiphl 
raso.  Us  construction  is  *o 

simple  iii.  I  [an  withstand  the  hardest  u>age without  of  order. 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
112  r;««t  Randolph  SJ  ,    Dept.  A,    Chicago 

}    ep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool}  Save  £0%  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

JiALLBERG'i  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER FULA.Y 



Ill 
I'URl     \\  i  >RT.D 

a 

Hallberg  Automatic  Electric/  Economizer 
Proprietors*  Managers  and  Operators 

CARE   OPERA   HOUSES    AND    AMOVING    PICTURE  THEATRES    EVERYWHERE 

NEW  YORK,  June  27,  '08. DEAR  SIRS: — When  purchasing  machinery  or  electrical  apparatus,  one  is  jenerally  offered  what  is  supposed  to 
be  the  same  thing — AT  ALL  KINDS  OF  PRICES.  The  low  price  man  tells  you  his  is  just  as  good,  or  better  than  the 
higher  priced  article.  Common  sense  tells  you  this  can  not  be  so.  If  it  was,  a  CHEAPER  MAN  wouia  have  YOVR 
OWN  JOB.  Almost  everything  on  this  earth  finds  its  level,  and  each  man,  or  artUe,  demands  a  certain  price,  fixed  b- 
his  or  its  true  value  to  the  community. 

The  "HALLBERG  AUTOMATIC  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER"  heads  thrust  of  current-saving  devices  and  arc 
controllers  for  moving  picture  arc  lamps,  spot  lights,  etc.  The  "ECONOMIZER'  commands  from  25  to  60  per  cent. 
higher  purchase  price  than  any  one  of  about  twenty  other  current-saving  devices  now  offered  to  the  trade,  but  it  saves 

more  and  gives  better  results  than  any  other  device.  The  best  and  most  conservative  buyers  have  put  in  the  "HALL- 
BERG ECONOMIZER,"  after  trying  choke  coils,  reactors,  compensators,  etc. 

The  "ECONOMIZER"' has  made  good  in  every  instance,  and  all  sales  are  conditbnal  upon  my  guarantees,  or 
your  money  back.  The  saving  of  60  to  90  per  cent,  on  your  arc  lamp  current  bill  is  only  a  part  of  the  economy  guaran- 

teed with  the  "ECONOMIZER."     The  improved  light,  cool  and  safe  operation  are  alone  vorth  the   cost. 
The  name  of  "HALLBERG"  must  be  on  your  "ECONOMIZER,"  otherwise  the  word  "ECONOMIZER"  does 

not  stand  for  the  same  class  of  current-saver.  It  is  easy  to  call  any  current-saving  device  an  Economizer,  but  you  want 
the  HALLBERG  ECONOMIZER. 

EVERY  USER  of  the  "HALLBERG  AUTOMATIC  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER"  is  PLEASED  WITH  IT. 
and  will  gladly  RECOMMEND  it  to  you.  Yours  very  truly, 
H-F     J-  H.  HALLBERG. 

A  FEW  INSTALLATIONS 
G.  H.  Bristol,  2949  Pulton  Street,  Brooklyn,   N.   Y. 
MoKenzie    &    Lane,    4518    Third    Are.,     Brooklyn, 

N.   Y. 
Electric   Theater,    White    Plains,    N.   Y. 
Albert  E.   Wells,   23  North   Main   Street,   Cortland, 

N.  Y. 
G.   H.   Bristol,   381  Fulton   Street,   Jimaica,    N.   Y. 
Bowers     &     Montgomery,     309     Columbia     Street, 

Brooklyn.    N.    Y. 
Chas.    E.    Faust,    778    Manhattan    Aie.,    Brooklyn, 

ist..  ,-.,'..      OMrt     A.     JSltoS,      IOT     ora  -,...'     ■-"IITL-I,      «C»' 
ark,    N.   J. 
A.  Fishbeck,  205  Newark  Ave.,  Jersey  City. 
N.  J.  „     , 
,T.  Wiswell,  132  Thames  St.,  Newport,  R.  I. 
H.  Stubbman,  404  First  Street,  Hoboken,  N.  J. 
E.    Waters,   298  Bergenline   Aw.,    Union    Hill, 

K.   Sibley,  213  Main   Street,   Piterson,   N.   J. 
Bijou    Theater,    Haverhill,    Mass. 

F.'j.   Howard,   504   Washington   St..]  Boston,   Mass. Sehindel    &   Chamberlain.    Mt.    Camel,    Pa. 
National    Amusement    Company.    AHlebe.ro.    Mass. 

rieasant  nour  Theater,  42  North  Street,  Middle- 
tnwn,    N.    Y.  _     , 

Henry    Oehl.    1828   Amsterdam    Ave.    New   lork. 
McKenzie  &  Lane,  78  Westchester  Ave.  New 

York,   N.   Y.  „  _ .   , 
Tille  Bros.,   S47  Prospect  Ave..   Bionx,    New  York. 

Burgert  &  Ratlin?,  207  LaFayette  Ft.,  Tampa,  Fla. 
Bi.iou   Theater.    Newport.    R.   I.       1 

I,  '('    Baker,  30  Church  Street,  Nc.v  Britain.  Conn. 
J.  AnU-iiricth,  Jr..  Ocean  Parkway  and  Ft.  Ham- ilton   Ave..    Brooklyn,    N.    Y. 
Ceo     Baeur.    1351   Boston  Road.   Ironx.    N.    l . 
HicUev   .V.  Kleman,   3229  Third  A\e..   Bronx.    N.  Y. 

Pearee  &  Seheck,  223  North  Calv.rt  Street,  Balti- more,  Md. 

H. 

M. 
W. 

w. 
w. 

Fifth  Ave.  Electric  Theater,  Fifth  Ave.,  bet.  5Sth 
and   59th    Streets.    Brooklyn,    N.    Y. 

Amsterdam  Avenue  Theater,  1740  Amsterdam 

Ave,    New    York. 
E.   E.  Cary  &  Co.,   59  Park  Tliee.   N.   Y. 
Edison    Manufacturing    Company.    Orange,    N.    J. 

Bijou    Theater,    Willimantic,    Conn. 
Mechanic's    Hall.    Manchester.    N.    H. 
Bowery  Bav  Electric  Light  :ind  Tower  Company, 

North  Beach,   L.   I.  .     , 

W.  S.  Fmith,  Ft.  Sea  Side  Ave.,   Rockaway  Beach. L.  r. 
Academy    of    Music.    Newhmgh.    N.    Y. 

Nieoland   Amusement    Co..    "68    Westchester    Ave.. 
Nev   York. 

Lehighton   Opera    House.    Lchighton.    Pa. 
H.   C.   IlHand.   S01  Prospect  Ave..   Bronx,   N.   \. 

A  FEW  INSTALLATIONS 
Toyland   Amuseme.t  Co.,   2811   Third   Ave..   Bron\, 

New    York.       V 
vtaft  Amusement  ,o..  377  E.  13Sth  Street,  Bronx, 

New   York. 
Turk  &  Brown.   30S|  Third  Ave.,    New  York. 
Jttastalla   Company.  341    E.   149th   St..   New   York. 
tfuMullen   &   Holmes    Newport.    R.    I. 
i5ngineering    Equipm«it    and    Supply    Company.    13 

St.    John    Street.  Montreal.    Canada. 
3.  E.   Davis.  Bijou  Dlpam.  Milton.  Pa. 
flip   P.nn   Ton  Theater.  Durham.    X.    C. 
Bijou   Theater.   Mohcri-,   mo. Endel   &   Dawson.   41   l\nover   Street.    Manchester. 

N.  H. 
L.    Parrish,    Durham,    N.  c. 
Nicholas   Seraphine.    19,  \    Street.   Ft.    George   and 

Amsterdam   Ave.    Ne  ■   York. 
Bowery    Bay  Elec.  Lt.  &    I-  Co..  North    Reach,  L  I 
Nickel   Theater.    Haverhil.   Mass. 
Union  Theater.   120  Main  Jreet.   Charleston.    Mass. 
Electric   Theater    Supply    (>.,     17    j,-.    1.1th    Street. 

Philadelphia. 
Bijou   Theater.    Newport.    R   I. 
Knieriem    &  Meeham,    1427  'respect   Ave..    Bronx. 

New   York. Lreamland  Theater.   Lynn.    >iss. 
3.    B.    Miller,    Plymouth.    Pa. 
.1.  B.  Cowen.  404  Brook  Av.  Bronx.  New  York. 
K.  M.  Stiefcl.  2230  N.  Fror  St..  Philadelphia. 
ted   Wing   Amusement  Co..   2:\  Bush    Street,    Red 

Wing,    Minn. Tearco  &  Seheck,   223  North  divert   Street.   Balti- 
more.  Md. 

H.    S.    Janes.    Hannibal.    Mo. 
11.   M.   Steifel.   334  South   St..   Philadelphia,   Ta. 

Nickel  Theater.   Bangor.    Me.        \ 
E.  El  Cary  &  Op.,  S9  Park  Place.y>w  York.  N.  Y. 
.1     B.  Miller.    -'23   Lackawanna   A- ,     Scranton,    Fa. 

Nickel   Theater,    tewiston.   Me. 

HALLBERG  ELECTRIC  ARC  MMPS 
Give  3,000  to  4,000  candle-power,  aud  operate  on  all  electa  circuits 

They  Bring  the  Ptibliic  to  you 

PINK  LABEL  CARBONS,  for  M.  P.  Lanps.  Spot 

Digits  and  Stereopticon  Lamps,  GIVE  PERFECT  AND  STEAD?  LIGHT 

FAN5  ®  EXHAUSTERS,  for  all  circuits  androltages 

MY  GOODS  ARE   FIRST-CLASS.  I      MY   PRICES  ARE  RIGHT. 

WRITE  TO-DAY 

YOU  Can  5a^e  60  to  90 

Per  Cent,  on  ̂   ,Ur  M.  P. 

Lamp   Current      ill    with 

the  ECONOMIZE  e < 

■iOOO-Candle-Power 
Flaminp.  Arc  Lamp 

J.  H.  HALLBERG 
Consulting  Electricat  Engineer 

Associate  Member:   American  Institute  oi  Electrical  Engineers,  National  Elects   Ligbt 
Association,  The  New  York  Electrical  Club,  etc. 

Factory  and  Ceneral  Sales  Offices: 

29 Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York,  U  .I.A. 
12  and  16-inch  Electric 
Fans  for  all  Circuits 
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Moving  Pi    are  World 
With    Which    is     Incorporated 

THE  EXHIBIT 
Copyright,  1908    by 

The  World  Photographic  Publishing  Company,  New  YorK 
125  East  23rd  Street,  (  Beach  Building)  New  YorK 

Telephone  call,  1344  Gramercy. 

Edited  by  J.  P.  Chalmers 

All  communications  should  be  addressed  to  MOVING   PICTURE 

WORLD.    P.    O.    BOX   450,   NEW    YORK   CITY. 

SUBSCRIPTION!     $2.00    per    year.       Post    free    In    the    United 

Stat.s.   Mexico,   Hawaii.  Porto  Rico  and  the  Philippine  Islands. 

CANADA  AND  FOREIGN  COUNTRIES  I    $2.60  per  year. 

lilnTdilnt    Rateai     $-.00    per    tneb|    ir>   eentN   per   line. 

Paris  Representative: 
F.  Grafton,  15  Rue  de  Appenins,  Paris,  France. 

The  contents  of  this  magazine  are  protected  by  copyright  and  alt  infringe- 
ments will  be  prosecuted. 

Vol.  3 JULY  4 No.  1 

Editorial. 

Ourselves. 

This  issue  of  The  Moving  Picture  World  begins  a  new 
volume.  In  the  middle  of  this  number  will  be  found  a 

four-page  insert  bearing  the  contents  of  Volume  2.  This 
can  be  easily  detached  and  bound  up  with  the  volume 
by  those  who  desire  to  preserve  it  for  future  reference. 
We  can  supply  missing  numbers  at  five  cents  each. 

New  readers  who  may  desire  to  possess  Volume  2  may 
obtain  the  26  numbers  postpaid  for  one  dollar,  or  we  can 

supply  the  volume  cloth  bound  at  two  dollars,  express 
prepaid. 

*  *    * 

In  reply  to  the  many  letters  of  congratulation  that  we 

have  received,  we  will  say  that  in  Volume  3  we  will 
endeavor  to  more  justly  earn  these  plaudits.  Let  us  know 
your  wants  and  wc  will  do  our  best  to  respond. 

*  *    * 

We  have  acquired  by  purchase  THE  EXHIBIT,  for- 
merly published  at  Detroit,  Mich.  Subscribers  to  that 

paper  will  receive  The  Moving  Picture  World  until  the 
close  of  their  term.  It  will  facilitate  the  work  of  com- 

bining the  two  lists  if  those  of  our  subscribers  who  were 
also  subscribers  to  THE  EXHIBIT  would  advise  us  as 

to  when  they  paid  their  subscription  to  the  latter  paper, 
so  that  we  can  extend  their  subscription  pro  rata. 

Operators,  managers,  proprietors,  film  renters  and  manufactur- 
ers, you  all  need  the  Moving  Picture  World.  For  a  two  dollar 

bill  you  can  have  it  mailed  to  your  address  for  a  whole  year. 

FILM  SERVICE   ASSOCIATION. 

Special    Meeting,    July    II,    lQOtt,    at 
New   YorK   City. 

rleadquartersi     Prince  George   Hotel,   2  7th 
and   2Mth   Streets,   Between   Fifth 

and  Madison  Avenues. 

Accommodations  have  been  reserved  for  all  membei 

desiring  to  Mop  ;ii  this  hotel.    The  business  meeting  will 
be  held  al  the  hotel  Saturdaj  morning. 

Special  rates  have  been  secured  for  association  mem 
bers  and  their   friends,  on  the  European  plan,  as  folio 

Single  room  and  hath,  $2.00  per  day. 
Double  room  and  hath,  $3.00  per  day. 
All  meals  in  the  main  dining  room  and  in  the  cafe  are 

a  la  carte. 
To  secure  accommodations,  communicate  at  once  with 

the  hotel  direct  and  to  secure  the  special  rates,  mention 
the  Film  Service  Association.  The  reservations  will  be 
assigned  in  order  and  the  earlier  applications  will  receive 
the  preference  and  the  best  reservations. 

The  business  meeting  will  he  called  to  order  promptly 
at  10:30  A.  M.,  Saturday,  July  11,  in  an  assembl)  room 
in  the  Prince  George  Hotel,  reserved  for  the  purpose. 

*     *     * 

By  the  time  the  next  issue  of  this  paper  appears  the 
delegates  will  be  assembled  in  Xew  York.  From  the 

interest  shown  by  the  members  in  its  approach  it  may  hi' 
warranlahly  assumed  that  no  more  important  meeting 
has  been  held.  Rumors  are  afloat  that  there  will  be  some 

sensational  developments,  but  there  is  nothing  to  sub- 
stantiate them.  The  most  prominent  and  influential  mem- 

bers in  and  about  New  York  say  that  determined  efforts 
are  being  made  by  outside  influences  to  inject  a  spirit  of 
hostility  into  the  convention  through  the  agencies  of  some 
susceptible  members,  but  the  plans  will  he  thwarted  and 
when  the  convention  adjourns  the  association  will  stand 
upon  a  stronger  foundation  and  have  brighter  prospects 
than  at  any  other  period  since  its  formation.  They  claim 
that  the  outside  influences  are  tireless  in  their  operations 
upon  the  sentiments  of  some  members  who  seem  always 
ready  to  lend  an  ear  to  mischievous  whisperings  without 

giving  a  moment's  thought  to  the  source  or  motive. *    *    * 

One  of  the  most  significant  moves  on  the  association's 
part  has  been  the  recent  flying  trip  through  the  country 
by  National  Secretary  McDonald.  If  anybody  has  a 
finger  on  the  pulse  of  the  organization  it  is  Mr.  Mc 
Donald  and  if  he  has  detected  anything  discouraging  as 
bearing  upon  the  welfare  of  it  he  has  a  most  wonderful 
power  for  concealing  it.  The  secretary  has  made  no 
official  announcement  as  to  the  result  of  his  trip  and  is 
not  inclined  to  speak  for  publication  concerning  it,  hut 
by  picking  up  a  few  words  dropped  here  and  there  and 
weaving  them  together  the  conclusion  is  reached  that  the 
F.  S.  A.  will  continue  in  existence  and  within  the  next 
few  weeks  give  evidence  of  wonderful  energy.  It  would 

seem  that  there  is  but  one  battle  cry,  "(let  after  the  busi- 
ness," and  this  will  be  the  cry  during  and  after  the  con- vention. Heretofore  the  main  efforts  have  been  directed 

to  a  perfection  of  the  organization.  Much  valuable  time 
has  been  consumed  in  this  and  the  w:ork  is  not  completed, 
but  it  has  sufficiently  progressed  to,  enable  the  promoters 
to  give  part  of  their  time  to  other  channels  and  the  chief 
one  of  these  is  a  locking  of  horns  with  the  opposition. 



THE    MOVING    PICTURE   WORLD 

The  association  men  take  the  stand  now  that  the  time 

for  conservatism  and  moderation  has  passed.  They 
stalled  (ml  with  the  theory  that  they  had  the  goods  and 
could  hold  and  gain  trade  under  their  own  schedule.  For 

some  time  this  theory  was  sustained  by  results,  but  the 
independents  stuck  to  their  guns  and  broke  through  the 

association  ranks  in  many  places,  taking  away  associa- 
tion business  and  working  no  little  harm  in  main1  other 

respects. 

<  )ne  of  the  first  and  important  moves  the  independent 
men  made  was  to  get  hold  of  and  exhibit  association  films 
in  conjunction  with  their  own.  There  were  several  ob- 

jects in  doing  this.  They  wanted  to  show  that  they  could 
get  the  films.  No  matter  how  or  when  they  got  them, 
the  point  was  to  get  them,  and  they  did.  The  accom- 

plishment of  this  had  more  than  anything  else  to  do  with 
the  spreading  of  suspicion  and  discontent  in  the  associa- 

tion ranks,  and  it  cannot  be  denied  that  on  several  occa- 
sions a  cloud  hovered  over  the  F.  S.  A.  It  seems  how- 

ever that  the  effect  was  counteracted  by  diplomatic  moves 
that  were  both  well  planned  and  executed.  The  next 
move  the  independents  made  was  to  take  the  association 
trade  regardless  of  conditions  and  the  F.  S.  A.  claims 
that,  in  pursuance  of  this  policy,  this  trade  was  bid  for 
most  recklessly.  It  is  charged  that  some  of  this  business 
was  captured  by  the  offer  of  film  service  for  almost 
nothing.  There  is  no  getting  away  from  the  fact  that 
such  competition  is  severe.  A  man  may  have  the  best 
article  than  can  be  made  and  offer  it  at  what  seems  to  be 

a  very  reasonable  price,  but  there  are  thousands  of  con- 
sumers who  are  always  ready  to  jump  for  an  article  that 

is  something  like  the  other,  and  much  cheaper.  So  the 
F.  S.  A.  men  are  preparing  to  battle  with  this  kind  of 
competition  and,  from  the  reports  at  hand,  it  looks  as  if 
the  fight  will  be  a  bitter  one. 

That  it  is  not  alone  the  independents  who  cut  prices  to 
an  unnecessary  degree  to  get  the  business  is  proved  by 
the  report  we  have  just  received  from  a  city  up  the  State. 
Here  an  independent  concern  was  getting  $75.00  for  three 
reels  per  week  of  first  run  service,  but  an  F.  S.  A.  man 
offers  the  same  thing  for  $40.00  and  the  exhibitor  takes  it 
up,  but  says  he  is  now  sorry  he  made  the  change. 

From  developments  noted  during  the  past  few  weeks 
it  is  evident  that  the  most  vital  movements  of  the  asso- 

ciation will  be  the  promotion  and  perfection  of  local  or- 
ganization. It  is  claimed  that  the  experiments  made  in 

New  York,  Chicago,  Philadelphia  and  other  places  have 
demonstrated  that  the  Film  Service  Association  is  all 

that  has  been  claimed  for  it.  The  only  drawback  has 
been  the  method  of  operation.  The  system  of  having  the 
national  body  direct  and  look  after  the  thousands  of 
details  has  been  found  a  poor  one.  The  F.  S.  A.  men 
claim  that  more  has  been  accomplished  by  the  recently 
organized  local  bodies  in  one  week  than  the  national  body 
could  have  done  in  two  months.  The  explanation  is  that 
each  locality  has  its  peculiar  local  color  and  conditions 
and  no  body  is  in  closer  touch  with  these  or  more  capable 
of  handling  them  than  the  local  organization.  It  is  said 

this  theme  will  consume  much  of  the  convention's  time 
when  the  move  is  made  to  consider  steps  towards  fur- 

ther strengthening  the  position  o\  the  Film  Service  Asso- 
ciation against  the  independent  exchanges. 

A  prominent  member  of  the  F.  S.  A.  believes  organiz- 

ing local  branches  will  he  the  gist  of  the  convention's  pro- 
ceedings and  that  the  proposition  to  open  the  battle  upon 

the  independents  by  abolishing  or  amending  the  F.  S.  A. 
film  rental  schedule  will  lie  shelved  as  unnecessary,  ft  is 
asserted  that  the  scope  allowed  lw  the  localizing  plan  is 
so  broad  and  the  advantages  provided   so  effective  that 

everything  the  association 
the  independents  is  provk 
serted  that  an  arrangement 

seek  with  which  to  meet 

As  proof  of  ibis  it  C  as- 
been  made  whereby  asso- 

ciation men  in  some  localities  are  daily  gathering  in 
independent  customers.  In  other  words,  when  an  asso- 

ciation man  runs  across  an  independent  customer  he  can 
go  as  far  as  he  likes  and  use  the  independent  tactics  ti 
get  that  customer.  If  this  is  correct,  the  main  argument 
upon  which  the  movement  for  changing  the  F.  S.  A. 
rental  schedule  loses  its  weight.  The  relief  sought,  it 
would  seem,  is  not  through  the  schedule,  but  through, 
local  organization,  or  rather  local  government. 

The  results  of  the  convention  will  be  awaited  with  im- 
patience in  all  quarters  and  none  is  watching  more  closely 

than  the  independent  man.  He  has  made  a  hard  and  in 
many  respects  fruitful,  fight  and  will  not  relinquish  any 
advantage  he  may  have  gained  without  making  just  as 

hard  a  battle,  so  that  he  will  be  on  the  alert  for  develop- 
ments in  order  that  he  may  plan  to  combat  anything 

that  may  be  inimical  to  his  interests. 

By 

Lessons  for  Operators. 

F.  H.    Richardson,  Operator,  Chicago. 

CHAPTER  XIII.— HOUSE  LIGHTS. 

The  manager  who  wishes  to  give  a  really  good  show 
will  pay  attention  to  the  small  details,  since  only  by  so 
doing  can  a  performance  be  made  good  in  all  its  parts. 

There  is  one  little  thing  that  adds  wonderfully  to  the 
pleasing  effect  which,  simple  as  it  is,  not  one  operator  in 
a  hundred  has  the  gumption  to  arrange  to  do. 

Assuming  that  the  show  is  begun  with  an  illustrated 
song,  proceed  as  follows :  Have  either  the  curtain 
border  lights  or  the  ceiling  lights  controlled  by  a  switch 
set  directly  in  front  of  the  operator  as  well  as  by  a 
switch  below.  About  one  minute  before  your  cue  to 

start  is  due  light  your  lamp  so  that  it  will  be  burning 
well.  Do  this  with  the  dowser  down.  Now  when  the 

man  below  is  ready  to  start  he  pulls  the  lights  other  than 

those  controlled  by  the  operator's  switch.  The  operator 
then  shoves  his  song  title  slide,  or  any  announcement 
slide  it  is  desired  to  use.  into  place  and  with  one  hand 
snaps  the  lights  out  while  with  the  other  he  raises  the 
dowser.  By  this  method  the  picture  appears  as  by 

magic  the  very  instant  the  house  is  in  darkness.  The 
effect  is  surprisingly  pleasing.  The  same  thing  may 
be  done  in  starting  with  a  motion  picture,  but  the  effect 
is  not  nearly  so  good. 

There  are  many  so-called  dissolvers  designed  to  be 
used  with  a  single  lamp,  but  they  are  a  farce.  Dissolving 

cannot  be  done  with  a  single  lamp — it  is  an  utter  im- 
possibility in  the  nature  of  things.  As  good  an  effect 

as  can  be  produced,  in  the  writer's  judgment,  is  by  using 
a  piece  of  colored  glass,  about  (1x7  inches,  cut  to  con- 

venient shape,  dashing  it  in  front  of  the  condenser,  shov- 
ing the  slide  carrier  rapidly  and  removing  the  glass  with 

an  upward  jerk.  A  medium  shade  of  green  Venetian  glass 
is  best  For  the  purpose.  To  dissolve  with  electricity  one 
must  have  two  lamp  houses  set  one  above  the  other,  each 
centered  on  exactly  the  same  spot  of  the  curtain.  Now. 

on  the  wall  rig  up  a  movable  piece  o\  board  or  metal 
a  little  wider  than  the  lenses  and  long  enough  to  reach 

from  the  projection  lens  of  one  lamp  house  to  the  pro- 
jection lens  oi  the  other— that  is  to  say  long  enough  so 

that  it  will  just   reach  from  the  upper  edge  of  the  lower 

J 
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lens  to  the  lower  edge  of  the  upper  lens.  Have  both 
ends  of  this  piece  pointed,  making  each  side  of  the  point 
at  an  angle  of  about  45  degrees,  with  the  center  line  of 
the  piece  and  have  one  of  the  points  made  separate  and 
attach  to  the  main  piece  with  bolts  with  slotted  holes,  so 
that  it  may  be  moved  to  make  the  piece  longer  or 
shorter.  Now  in  the  wall  of  the  lamp  house,  between 
the  upper  and  lower  lens  apertures,  set  two  holts  and 
make  slots  in  the  piece  long  enough  so  that  when  it  is 
placed  on  these  bolts  it  can  slide  up  and  down  far  enough 
to  completely  cover  one  lense  leaving  the  other  open 

Dissolving. 

and  then  cover  the  other  leaving  the  first  open.  Next 
rig  a  lever  with  which  to  move  this  piece,  having  the 
bolt  that  holds  its  rear  end  tight  enough  to  hold  the 
piece  in  place  wherever  you  stop  it,  this  latter  assisted 
by  a  counterbalance  weight.  Now  adjust  the  movable 
point  of  the  piece  so  that  you  will  get  the  best  result 
and  you  will  have  a  real  dissolver.  It  acts  like  this : 
Suppose  you  have  a  picture  on  the  screen  from  the  lower 
lamp ;  both  lamps  are  of  course  burning,  but  the  upper 
light  is  shut  off  by  the  piece  which  is  now  in  front  of 
the  upper  projection  lense.  When  the  time  for  the  slide 
change  comes  we  slowly  pull  down  the  lever,  uncovering 
the  upper  lens  so  that  both  pictures,  or  parts  of  them, 
are  on  the  screen  at  once.  But,  as  the  lever  descends, 
the  lower  light  is  cut  off  and  soon  only  the  slide  from  the 
upper  lamp  shows.  The  effect  of  this  dissolver  is  very 
nearly  perfect.  There  are  modifications  of  it  in  use  but 
the  principle  is  the  same. 

It  is  a  difficult  thing  to  describe  intelligently,  but  to 
accommodate  any  one  who  wishes  fuller  information  I 
will,  if  two  dollars  be  enclosed  to  pay  for  the  work  in- 

volved, make  sketches  and  send  description  from  which 
one  may  be  built.  Possibly,  however,  I  have  made  the 

matter  clear — though  I'm  not  certain. 
The  Spot. 

In  many  combination  shows  it  is  desirable  to  use  a 

"spot"  on  some  of  the  vaudeville  turns.  Now  above  all 
things  have  this  spot  clear  white  or  don't  run  it  at  all. 
A  spot  with  yellow  or  blue  corners  is  an  abomination 
and,  moreover,  it  is  a  dead  give-away  that  either  the 

operator  don't  know  the  first  principles  of  his  business, 
is  careless  or  has  a  decidedly  poor  outfit  to  work  with. 
In  any  event  it  looks  like     yes,  as  I  was  saying, 
have  the  spot  white  or  don't  have  it  at  all. 

There  are  some  very  charming  effects  possible  by  the 
use  of  colored  glass  with  the  spot,  but  it  will  be  best  for 
the  operator  to  experiment  for  himself,  remembering 
that  holding  a  colored  glass  of  the  Venetian  variety  be- 

fore the  condenser  hood  and  before  the  projection  lens 
produces  entirely  different  effects. 

Get  some  clear,  light  shades  of  yellow,  red,  blue,  etc., 
and  some  light  green  and  light  red  Venetian  glass,  the 

latter  for  use- in  front  of  the  projection  lens  only.  I 
shall  not  enlarge  on  this  as  a  word  to  the  wise  is  suf- 

ficient. Get  busy  and  experiment,  but  spend  a  little  time 
at  the  ornamental  glass  house  selecting  clear,  light  colors 

or  it  will  be  a  failure.  Don't  hold  the  glass  in  the  light 
long  or  it  will  break  from  the  heat. 

(To  be  continued.) 

•Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving  Picture  "World  —  the only  independent  newspaper  in 
the  trade. 

Something  New  Under  the  Sun. 

A  CAMERA  WHICH  TAKES  MOTION  PICTURES  ON 
A  CONTINUOUSLY  MOVING  STRIP  OF  FILM. 

I  lie    seemiliglj     impossible    lias    been    achieved!       Many    in- 
ventors   have    for    years    been    endeavoring    to    construi 

camera  which   would  permit  consecutive  photographs    being 
made  upon  a  continuously  moving  strip  01   film;  no1   only  to 
overcome  existing  patents,  but  to  attain  a  higher  degn- 
perfection    than    is    possible    with    the    intermittent    mo 
Patents  have  been  taken  OUt  on  all  kind-  oi  devices,  beauti- 

ful in  theory  but  impossible  in  practice.  So  innumerable  have 
been  the  failures  thai  any  new  promoter  of  the  idea  has 
latelj    met   with  little  encouragement. 

Our  position  has  brought  us  in  touch  with  several  inven- 
tors working  along  these  lines  and  one  in  particular  sub*- 

mitted  to  us  a  sample  film  eleven  months  ago  which  was  so 
nearly  perfect  that  we  then  knew  his  success  was  assured. 
This  inventor  was  Joseph  T.  Bianchi,  a  gentleman  well 
known  in  moving  picture  circles  and  at  one  time  at  the  head 
of  the  recording  department  of  the  Columbia  Phonograph 
Company.  He  is  now  a  member  of  a  Canadian  firm  that  is 
promoting  several  of  his  inventions,  the  camera  being  of 
chief  interest  at  the  present  time. 

A  few  weeks  ago  Mr.  Bianchi  sent  us  a  positive  film  which 
was  regarded  as  photographically  perfect  by  all  to  whom  it 
was  submitted.  Last  week  he  demonstrated  the  camera  be- 

fore the  Eastman  Kodak  Company  with  the  result  thai  Mr. 

George  Eastman  pronounced  it  "a  marvelous  piece  of  me- 
chanism." To-day  Mr.  Bianchi  called  at  our  office  and  we 

soon  realized  that  the  marvel  in  the  camera  lay  in  the  sim- 
plicity-  of   its   perfection. 

The  principle  involved  is  a  law  of  optics  that  is  not  new, 
but  which  has  been  overlooked  or  regarded  as  impracticable 
by  other  inventors.  A  stationary  objective  projects  the  image 
through  a  plano-convex  lens  on  to  a  plano-concave  lens 
which  in  turn  refracts  the  image  on  to  the  sensitive  film. 
The  two  single  elements  are  of  compensating  foci  so  that  if 
placed  together  their  focus  is  zero,  but  in  use  they  are 
separated  by  an  air  space.  The  negative  or  refracting  ele- 

ment is  mounted  on  the  margin  of  a  rotary  shutter.  As 
this  shutter  revolves,  driven  byr  the  same  gear  which  controls 
the  movement  of  the  film,  the  image  travels  in  unison  with 
the  film.  Theoretically  an  intermittent  movement  of  the  film 
would  seem  to  be  necessary,  otherwise  a  blank  space  would 
intervene  between  the  exposures,  but  this  is  ingeniously  over- 

come by  a  reciprocating  framing  device  which  spaces  off  each 
picture  in  consecutive  order  and  with  unerring  accuracy.  So 
much  for  the  principle. 

In  construction  the  mechanism  is  simple  and  few  gears  are 
necessary.  The  weight  is  thus  reduced,  while  the  size,  to 
accommodate  200-foot  rolls,  is  about  the  size  of  an  ordinary 
5x7  plate  camera.  The  inventor  claims  that  sprocket  rollers 
are  unnecessary  and  that  he  can  obtain  perfect  registration 
without  perforations  if  desired.  Many  other  points  of  merit 
will  be  made  known  to  the  purchaser.  The  camera  is  fully 
protected  by  U.  S..  and  foreign  patents,  and  we  understand 
that  the  manufacturing  rights  are  for  sale.  Used  in  connec- 

tion with  another  patented  device  of  Mr.  Bianchi's.  for  day- 
light loading,  it  would  make  an  ideal  outfit  for  the  traveling 

cinematographer.  Needless  to  say.  its  sudden  advent  at  this 
particular  time  has  caused  a   stir  among  the   trade. 

We  received  this  week  two  unsolicited  testimonial  letters 
from  two  of  our  steady  advertisers.  One  says  that  the  re- 

turns from  the  Moving  Picture  World  equals  that  from  four 

other  papers;  the  other  said  it  was  the  "only  one  which  had 
paid  him."  If  any  reader  is  not  aware  that  The  Moving Picture  World  is  the  best  advertising  medium  in  the  trade, 
he  can  readily  be  convinced  of  the  fact. 

Mr.  Henry  Ellsworth,  the  well-known  lecturer  on  "Ober- 
Ammergau,  Its  People  and  Their  Plays,''  sailed  Saturday, 
June  13,  for  Ober-Ammergau,  Bavaria,  where  he  will  spend 
his  eighth  consecutive  Summer  among  the  producers  of  the 
"Passion   Play." 

Detroit,  Mich. — The  Lafayette  Theater  has  achieved  great 
popularity  as  a  moving  picture  house. 
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Sunday  Shows. 

MOVING  PICTURE  SHOW  DOES  NOT  VIOLATE 

SUNDAY  LAW. 

Appellate   Division  of  Supreme  Court  of  Brooklyn  Reverses 

Judgment  of  Lower  Court — Decision  Refers  to  John 

Knox's   Visit  to  John   Calvin. 

By  a  decision  of  the  Appellate  Division  of  the  Supreme 
Court,  the  opinion  being  written  by  Justice  Gaynor,  the  pro- 

prietors of  moving  picture  shows,  who  keep  open  on  Sun- 
days, have  gained  a  victory.  Henry  Hemleb  was  convicted 

in  Special  Sessions  on  complaint  of  the  Rev.  F.  Appleton, 

of  St.  Clement's  Church,  of  violating  the  law  by  keeping  open 
a  moving  picture  show  at  No.  2646  Atlantic  avenue,  on  a 
Sunday.  Appeal  was  taken  to  the  Appellate  Division,  which 
has  reversed  the  judgment,  Justice  Gaynor  writing  the  pre- 

vailing opinion.     Justice  Gaynor  says  in  part: 

"The  defendant  was  accused  and  convicted  of  conducting 
an  illegal  public  show  by  throwing  pictures  on  a  screen  with 
occasional  piano  playing  on  Sundays.  The  only  law  that 

applies  is  Section  265  of  the  Penal  Code,  prohibiting  'all 
shooting,  hunting,  fishing,  playing,  horseracing,  gaming  or 
other  public  exercises  or  shows  on  the  first  day  of  the  week, 

and    all    noise    disturbing   the    peace    of   the    day.' " After  reviewing  the  law  touching  on  the  case  the  decision 
concludes: 

"It  will  not  do  to  say  that  the  legislative  mind  was  so 
pregnant  of  the  intention  of  stopping  what  is  called  the  dese- 

cration of  the  Christian  Sabbath  that  the  courts  cannot  set 
the  bounds  to  the  staute  which  the  words  used,  construed  in 
the  usual  way,  set,  without  thwarting  the  legislative  intention. 
When  it  is  considered  that  nowhere  outside  of  the  British 
Isles  has  the  Old  Testament  notion  of  a  still  Sabbath  ever 
existed  in  the  Christian  world,  it  is  impossible  to  attribute 
to  the  aggregate  Christian  mind,  as  rather  fairly  represented 
in  our  Legislature,  with  such  a  varied  national  lineage  in 
its  membership,  any  such  purpose.  Christians  of  no  nation, 
church  or  sect  ever  entertained  the  Old  Testament  notion  of 

a  still  Sabbath,  but  favored  and  practised  innocent  and  heal- 
thy exercises  and  amusements  after  church  on  Sunday.  John 

Knox  visited  John  Calvin  of  a  Sunday  afternoon  at  Geneva 
and  found   him  out  at  a  game  of  bowls  on  the  green. 

"The  judgment   should   be   reversed." 

Winsted,  Conn.,  June  26. — In  the  superior  court  here  to- 
day Judge  Gager,  presiding  the  cases  of  George  W.  Lawlor, 

Samuel  Feale,  J.  S.  Clark  and  J.  S.  Ryan,  who  were  bound 
over  to  the  superior  court  from  Torrington  charged  with 
violation  of  the  Sunday  observance  law  in  running  a  moving 
picture  show,  were  called.  Only  Ryan  appeared  and  the 

bonds  of  the  other  two  were  declared  forfeited.  Ryan's  case has  been   appealed  to   the   supreme   court. 

NOT  A  SONG  HIT  ON  THE  MARKET. 

Music  publishers  in  this  country  are  just  waking  up  to  the  fact 
that  the  popular  song  is  in  a  state  of  extreme  sickness.  Some- 

thing is  the  matter  and  they  don't  know  what.  They  will  tell 
you  with  a  long  drawn  face  that  business  is  good,  but  their  dole- 

ful looks  belie  their  words.  As  a  matter  of  fact,  business  has 
never  been  worse  for  the  publishers.,  and  they  are  powerless  to 
remedy  it. 

The  cause  is  the  moving  picture  theatre.  This  institution,  for 
the  reasons  hereafter  to  be  stated,  has  made  it  impossible  to  make 
;i  hit  no  matter  how  lavishly  the  song  is  advertised. 

\>  long  as  the  regular  theatres  engaged  in  vaudeville  kept 
aloof  from  the  picture  show  there  was  some  chance  for  a  song, 
but  once  they  got  the  fever  a  song  suffered  the  same  fate  at 
their  hands  that  it  did  in  the  store  show.  It  went  on  and  off 

before  the  public  got  a  chance  to  become  acquainted  with  it. 
The  songs  that  are  sung  to-day  in  the  picture  shows  are  all 

illustrated.  Most  of  the  picture  shows,  no  matter  whether  they 
be  in  the  large  theaters  or  in  the  nicolodeons.  change  their  songs 
three  times  a  week.  Many  of  them  change  every  day.  Tn  the 

first  the  song  yets  unl\  two  days'  representation  out  of  the 
week  and  in  the  latter  onl]  one  day.  They  are  sung  for  that 
period  and  thai  is  the  end  of  them.  The  manager  of  the  show 
cheeks  the  song  off  his  li>t  and  is  continually  crying  for  some- 

thing new.  lie  won't  have  a  song  hack  in  his  house  again  after 

it  has  been  sung  there  once,  and  after  three  or  four  weeks' service  about  two  days  in  a  community,  and  often  less  than  two 
days,  the  set  of  song  slides  becomes  junk  on  the  shelf  of  the 
rental    bureau    and    is    sold    for    enough    to    reimburse    the    owner. 

including  the  rentals  for  its  cost,  and  it  goes  to  the  cheap  rental 
bureau  in  the  slums  or  up  into  the  back  woods,  where,  in  perhaps 
three  or  four  weeks  more,  it  is  nothing  but  a  heap  of  broken 

glass. 
Then  the  song  is  retired  and  is  heard  no  more. 

This  is  happening  to  every  song  of  the  present  day.  They  are  ' 
not  run  long  enough  to  let  the  public  become  acquainted  with 
them  and  they  die.  Likewise  there  has  come  a  day  when  the 
manager  of  the  show  is,  whether  he  knows  it  or  not.  working  in 

the  interest  of  the  small  publisher  who  couldn't  afford  to  give 
away  lantern  slides,  but  who  finds  now  that  his  songs  go  just  as 
well  as  those  from  The  House  of  Hits,  and  that  his  slides  sell 
just  as  well.  More  often  than  otherwise  his  songs  are  better 
than  those  of  the  big  houses.  The  managers  of  the  big  theatres, 
the  little  theatres  and  the  singers  in  them  do  not  discriminate 
between  the  publishers  whether  they  be  large  or  small.  They 
sing  the  songs  that  the  rental  bureaus  send  them,  and  the  rental 
bureaus,  incensed  in  many  cases  at  the  large  publishers  for  re- 

fusing them  free  music,  are  favoring  the  little  fellows  and  punish- 
ing the  larger  houses  for  their  arrogance. 

These  are  the  reasons  that  no  song  becomes  a  sweeping  hit 

today.  There  isn't  a  hit  on  the  market,  and  there  won't  be  until 
the  hundreds  of  vaudeville  theatres  now  running  pictures  return 
to  their  legitimate  field.  In  one.  or  rather  in  many  things,  the 
present  condition  of  affairs  is  a  thing  to  be  most  devoutfully 
thankful  for.  It  is  going  to  drive  out  of  the  music  business 
those  publishers  who  sent  their  bad  (free)  singers  into  the  thea- 

ters. It  is  going  to  kill  off  the  $15-per-\veek  vocalists,  who,  get- 
ting their  salaries  from  the  publishers,  went  into  the  theaters 

giving  their  services  to  the  managers  and  causing  some  com- 
petent man  to  lose  his  position.  It  is  going  to  eradicate  many 

of  the  tricks  that  have  brought  disrepute  on  the  music  publishing 
music.  Its  going  to.  and  has  already,  brought  many  of  the  sane 
publishers  face  to  face  with  a  condition  of  affairs  that  will  teach 
them  that  there  is  such,  a  thing  as  honor  in  their  business.  It 
is  going  to  force  the  unscrupulous  and  tricky  publishers  out  of 
business.  It  is  going  to  give  the  song  writer  who  does  not  sell 
his  songs  for  a  pittance  a  chance  again.  And  it  is  going  to  cause 
many  of  the  big  music  printing  houses  to  add  big  figures  on  their 
bad  debt  columns. 

A  Music  Publisher. 

MOVING     PICTURES     AID     TEMPERANCE     MOVE- 
MENT. 

Saloons  Lose  Customers  Who  Patronize  Theaters. 

Moving  picture  shows  are  the  undoing  of  the  saloon  busi- 
ness so  far  as  the  trade  of  the  average  drinker  goes. 

This  is  the  firm  belief  of  every  saloon  man  in  the  city 
of.  Los  Angeles. 

"In  the  days  before  these  nickel  and  dime  moving  pic- 
ture shows  came  into  existence,  the  saloons  were  the  loafing 

place,  the  club  house  for  the  man  who  wished  to  spend  a 

night  at  some  pleasant  resort,"  remarked  a  Los  Angeles  man casually. 

"Now,  when  he  came  to  the  saloon,  he  was  not  driven 
there  by  an  unquenchable  thirst,  understand.  That  is  an- 

other type  of  habitue  of  the  saloon,  vasth-  different  from 
the  type  of  which  I  am  speaking.  Those  thirsty  chaps  still 

patronize   the   bar  as  before.      Xo   moving'  pictures   for  them. 
"But  where  the  mining  picture  show  joins  the  anti-saloon 

league  and  helps  the  temperance  movement  right  at  Los 
Angeles  is  among  the  class  of  men  who  wish  to  spend  a 
night   pleasantly   before   retiring. 

"They  do  not  wish  to  get  drunk.  They  are  looking  for 
some  place  where  they  can  sit  down  and  not  spend  much 
money  and  yet   have  a   pleasant   lime. 

".Maybe  they  do  not  care  for  the  'nigger  heaven'  of  the regular  theater,  and  do  not  have  any  more  money  to  spend 
than   a   nickel   or   a   dime. 

"They  are  sauntering  along  the  street  aimlessly.  In  the 
old  days  they  would  be  attracted  by  the  lights  of  some 
saloon.  There  they  would  have  gone  and  had  to  treat  and 
stand  up  to  the  bar  all  the  time,  instead  of  sitting  down,  and 
become   intoxicated  before   getting  home. 

"Besides  that,  they  would  spend  considerable  money,  maybe 
lose   more   or   get    robbed,   if  drunk   enough. 

"But  nowadays  it  is  different. 
"The  'hawker'  of  the  picture  show  shouts  out  at  the  pass- 

ing promenader.  'come  in  and  rest  a  while;  tine  music,  good 
pictures — all  for  a  nickel'  The  strains  from  the  automatic 
piano,  added  to  the  guards  with  rollicking  rag-time,  smite 
the  passerby  in  the  ear;  he  catches  a  glimpse  of  some  funny 
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pictures  through  the  half-open  screens,  he  pays  his  nickel 
and  >j>t-iiil>  two  hours  enjoying  a  good  laugh  or  some  excit- 

ing  pictures  of  a   hold-up,   possibly. 
He  reports  at  his  lodging  house  at    i<>  o'clock  sober,  and nexl    morning    goes   to   the   office   without   a   headache 

door  mat  in  place  of  a  tongue.     Cost,  five  cents     or  a  dime 

at  the  most."     Los  Angeles  Herald, 

The  Working  Man's  Recreation. 
Unless  one  stopped  to  think  it  over  he  would  not  realize  that 

the  five-cent  moving  picture  shows  were  competitors  with  the 
ns,  but  the  best  evidence  obtainable  indicates  that  they  arc. 

They  arc  not  a  competitor  in  the  sense  that  thej  arc  offering 
something  just  as  good  in  the  same  general  line,  hut  something  a 
great  ileal  better  in  an  entirelj    different   line. 

In  a  factory  village  like  Willimantic  there  are  hundreds  of 
people    whose    only    home    here    is    the    little    sometimes    cold    and 
cheerless  room  where  thej   sleep,     Such  people  are  compelled  t" 
Seek  other  places  for  companionship  ami  social  relations.  I  lie\ 
know  that  the  saloons  are  warm  and  social  ami  that  they  are 
always  welcome,  and  before  the  advent  oi  the  live  cent  show  they 
looked  in  vain  for  any  other  place  more  congenial  anil  where  a 
more  cordial  welcome  could  be  extended. 
Some  oi  the  men  who  are  operating  the  local  moving  picture 

shows  have  always  lived  in  Willimantic  and  they  know  the  peo- 
ple, they  know  who  have  been  in  the  habit  oi  spending  their 

evenings  and  their  nickels  in  the  saloons,  and  their  testimony  is 
that  a  continually  increasing  number  of  such  men  are  cutting 
out  the  saloon  and  spending  their  time,  much  to  their  profit  and 
entertainment,  in  visiting  the  moving  picture  shows.  Men  who 
formerly  were  rarely  seen  on  the  streets  in  company  with  their 
wives  and  children  have  come  to  the  practice  of  taking  their 
family    for  an  hour  almost   nightly  to  the  five-cent  shows. 

If  these  things  are  as  claimed,  the  moving  picture  shows  are 
doing  temperance  work  quietly  and  almost  unconsciously,  that 
years  of  work  by  temperance  reformers  has  been  unable  to  ac- 

complish. If  this  is  so  the  live-cent  shrnvs  are  entitled  to  the 
patronage  of  temperance  people,  if  for  nothing  more  than  for 
the  good  they  are  doing  the  temperance  cause. —  Willimantic 
(Conn.)    Journal. 

Notes  and   Comments. 

The  Masses  Are  Being  Educated. 

Anyone  wishing  to  investigate  will  find  on  the  main  street  in 
the  poorer  section  of  each  city,  where  the  bar-room  once  held 
sway,  the  moving  picture  hall  wide  open.  People  who  have  never 
seen  a  play  have  been  educated  through  this  agency.  Men  whose 
only  form  of  amusement  had  been  to  visit  the  bar-room  and 
smoke  a  pipe  over  a  glass  of  beer  have  begun  to  realize  that 
there  are  other  forms  of  entertainment.  Women  whose  only 
pleasure  was  to  sit  on  the  doorstep  and  watch  the  teams  go  by 
have  been  brought  in  touch  with  real  life.  Children  are  becom- 

ing thinkers  through  its  instruction.  The  peasantry  of  all  coun- 
tries throughout  these  slum  settlements  are  brought  in  touch 

with  scenes  from  their  own  country.  Those  whose  education  is 
limited,  and  whose  faculties  of  understanding  have  never  been 
developed,  unconsciously  find  in  the  moving  pictures  that  which 
they  have  been  yearning  for,  and  which  for  the  time  being,  at 
least,  takes  them  away  from  their  narrow  environment.  This 
form  of  amusement  has  made  it  possible  for  higher  and  more  ele- 

vating education  to  appear.  It  has  lifted  the  people  out  of  their 
ignorance  and  placed  them  on  a  plane  sufficiently  adaptable  to 
the  modern  drama.  And  should  the  moving  picture  show  pass 
away,  or  change  to  something  else,  the  demand  will  be  in  the 

direction  of  progress. — Lawrence   (  Mass.)    Tribune. 

GALVESTON  MANAGERS  COMPLY  WITH  LAWS. 

The  managers  of  the  seventeen  moving  picture  shows  in 
the  city  of  Galveston  have  reason  to  congratulate  themselves 
on  the  following  report  on  their  condition  as  submitted  to 
the  Board  of  City  Commissioners: 

Galveston,  Tex..  June  18. — Hon.  Board  of  City  Commission- 
ers: Attached  hereto  please  find  report  of  chief  of  fire  de- 

partment and  diagrams  showing  entrance  and  exits  to  mov- 
ing picture  shows  now  in  operation  in  our  city.  It  is  our 

opinion  that  adequate  protection  is  given  to  the  patrons  of 
these  shows,  and  that  an  ordinance  requiring  rear  exits  in 
all   of  these   buildings  is  not   feasible   or  necessarv. 

Respectfully.  A.    P.   NORMAN, 
Commissioner  Police  and  Fire  Departments. 

The  report  of  the  Commissioner  is  in  reply  to  a  petition 
presented  asking  that  large  rear  exits  be  added  to  the  thea- 

ters, in  many  cases  this  being  impossible  and  unnecessary. 

\     certain     paper     uhuli     .'.mils     in    I,,      ".,     practical,     Up  t" 
paper,  lull  "i   ideas ,"  printed  in  ■<  Lite  numb  thai 
columns  of  news  matti  i   had   appeared   in   bad    nun 
of  the  Moving  Pi<  n  m    World     We  would  not  have  mentioned 
tins    in  fact   would  n, ,1   have  noticed  it     li.nl  nol    i   World    ub- 

senber    brought    tin-    fact    I"   our   attention. 

Kalem  Company's  film  "Presidential  Possibilities"  has.  been 
in  great  demand  since  the  nomination  of  Secretarj  Taft  for 
the  presidential  chair.  The  film  shows  gome  good  views  m 
and  around  Washington  and  military  manoeuvers,  but  the 
principal  subject  in  the  picture.  Mr.  Taft,  is  naturally  the 
most  prominent  man  before  the  public  at  the  present  ti 
which  adds  considerable  value  to  the  presentati 

The  film  renters  and  exhibitors  who  are  now  holding  their 
own  are  fortunate;  many  are  losing  money  and  expect  to 
do  SO  until  the  ball,  when  the  business  is  expected  to  take 
an    upward    boom.      Some   of  the   large    renting   establishmi 
are  compelled  to  give  extended  credit   to  their  customers  in 
order  to  tide  them  over  the  Summer  months,  and  as  they 
in  turn  have  to  keep  up  their  purchase  of  new  subjects  their 
position  is  not  an  enviable  one. 

A  THOUGHT  AT  LAST.     YE  GODS! 

Suddenly  a  thought  came  to  both  the  INDEX  man 
and   Dr.   Baer — both  at   once! 

"Time   for  dinner."  said  both. 
"Yes,   it   is,"   said   both. 
Finale — away  went  both. 

The  above  is  a  specimen   of  the  profundity  indulged   in  by 
a  contemporary.     It  must  pardon  our  making  the   quotation, 
for,  as  a  bon  mot,  it  is  too  rich  to  remain   in  obscurity,  and 
so  we  pass  it  on  to  our  readers. 

TALL  TALK  FROM   THE  TALL  TIMBERS. 

THE     at  no  time  has  been  nor  ever  will 
be  an  imitator.  Its  guiding  star  has  been  INITIATIVE 
IN  ALL  THINGS.  It  was  the  first  amusement  journal 
in  the  world  to  recognize  the  boundless  possibilities  of 
motography  and  to  publish  facts  in  connection  with  the 
development  of  that  gigantic  industry  on  a  scale  com- 

mensurate with  its  importance.     Since  THE   
paved   the    way    in    heralding   the   claims    of   the    moving 
picture    industry    to    public    recognition    as    the    greatest 
factory-  in  modern  amusements,  every  journal  devoted  to 
entertainment   has    fallen    into    line   and    is    now    actively 

championing  an  enterprise  which  all  alike  for  years  per- 
sistently ignored.     If  THE    ■    should  have  ac- 

complished nothing  more  in  the  first  year  of  its   career 
than  to  place   the  moving  picture   industry  permanently 
before    the    public    as    the    only    logical    solution    of    the 
question    of   cheap    and   educational    amusement    for   the 
masses,  it   might  well  pride  itself  upon  so  praiseworthy 
an  achievement. 

The  above  fulsome  self-praise  appears  in  the  editorial  column 
of  a  theatrical  paper  which  has  just  celebrated   its  first  birthday. 

Yet,  mind  you,  this  lusty  year-old   was   the  "first-  etc..  etc."     It 
"paved   the    way."      In    short,    it    was    from    its    birth    "the    whole 
thing."      If  the   Moving  Picture   World   had  published   the   above 
statement  it  would  not  have  been  so  far  from  the  truth,  but  even 
we   realize   that    there   were   others   ahead   of   us.      Is   the   motion 

picture  business  so  young  that  till  its  important  step-  have  been 
chronicled  in  the  past  year.     Nay,  nay.     But  the  theatrical  papers 
have   discovered   that   there   is   good   advertising    support   in   that 
field  and   get  it  by  such  tall  talk  as  we  have  quoted. 

Dear  Sirs — I  enclose  renewal  for  my  subscription.  I  have 
been  a  constant  reader  of  vour  most  valuable,  interesting  and 
highly  instructive  paper.  C.  T.  LITTLEPAGE. 

Anthonv.  Kan. 

We  compliment  you  in  that  the  World  is  by  far  the  best  of 
any  paper  published,  bar  none.  This  expression  from  us  may 
not  be  surprising  to  you,  but  believe  us,  our  spirit  for  the  success 
of  your  paper  and  our  appreciation  of  what  your  paper  has  done 
and  is  doing  for  the  business  cannot  be  exceeded  by  any  other, 
whether  subscriber  or  advertiser.  We  wish  you  all  the  success 
possible  for  you  to  attain.     Verv  truly  vours, 

CONSOLIDATED"  FILM  COMPANY. (Rochester.)  Chas.  V.  Burton.   Pre*. 
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Trade  Notes. 
NEW  THEATERS  AND  CHANGES. 

New  Castle,  Ind. — The  Alcazar  has  been  opened  under  the 
joint  proprietorship  of  B.  F.  .Brown  and  James  Dolan. 
Norwood,  O. — William  Bakrow  has  leased  the  store  at  4608 

Mongomery  avenue,  for  a  moving  picture  theater.  It  is  said 
that  he  may  establish  other  theaters  in  surrounding  towns. 

Richmond,  Ind. — Messrs.  Leeds  &  Smith,  who  recently 
opened  The  Arcade,  will  open  another  moving  picture  theater 
on  Main  street.  It  is  said  that  Mr.  Omar  Murray  is  also 
looking  for  a  suitable  site  for  a  theater. 

Chambersburg,  Pa. — The  Gem  Amusement  Company  have 
opened  another  moving  picture  theater  in  this  town  in  Me- 

morial square.  It  is  being  run  under  the  management 
of  Ed.  Gelwix. 

Marysville,  Cal. — The  Grand  Theater  has  been  opened  with 
moving  pictures.     Their  first  attraction  is  the  "Holy  City." 

Ashtabula,  O. — The  Bijou  Theater  has  been  purchased 
by  Floyd  Mack,  who  is  also  proprietor  of  the  Navajo  Thea- 

ter at  Conneaut,  O. 

Granville,  N.  Y. — The  attendance  at  the  Bijou  having  over- 
taxed the  limits  of  that  house,  Mr.  Rush,  the  proprietor,  has 

leased  Grange  Hall  and  will  move  his  show  into  the  new 
quarters  this  week. 

Spokane,  Wash. — The  Novelty  Theater  has  opened  at  706 
Main  avenue,  under  the  management  of  the  Causey  Spencer 
Company. 

Liberty,  Ind. — Mr.  Norris  is  altering  the  lower  floor  of  the 
Norris  building  for  a  moving  picture  show.  , 

Dubuque,  la. — The  Grand  Opera  House  has  opened  with 
moving  pictures. 

Owatonna,  Minn. — Guy  Ballard  has  opened  the  only  mov- 
ing picture  show  in  town.  As  Owatonna  has  nearly  eight 

thousand  population  he  should  make  a  good  thing  of  it.     , 
Jacksonville,  111.— The  Bijou  has  been  leased  to  Wm.  Mc- 

Namar  for  a  moving  picture  show. 

Goshen,  Ind. — The  New  Jefferson  Theater  has  been  leased 
to   E.   R.  Joseph  for  a  moving  picture  show. 

Hannibal,  Mo. — The  Mark  Twain  Vaudet  has  been  sold  to 
Messrs.  McClellan  and  Levins.  They  intend  to  run  a  high- 
class  show  and  personally  inspect  all  the  films  before  leasing 
them. 

Traverse  City,  Mich. — Dreamland,  of  this  city,  has  been 
sold  to  Massey  &  Montague.  They  will  run  high-class  mo- 

tion pictures  during  the  Summer  and  in  the  Fall  add  vaude-' ville. 

Iowa  Falls,  la. — N.  P.  Nelson  is  now  the  proprietor  of  the 
moving  picture  show  in  this  town. 

Trinidad,  Colo. — E.  D.  Leis,  the  manager  of  Dreamland, 
has  also  opened  a  show  in  the  Duncan  Opera  House,  Las 
Vegas,  Colo. 

Rockville  Centre,  N.  Y. — Wulff  &  Nugent  have  started  an 
open  air  show  which  is  meeting  with  good  success. 

Eaton  Rapids,  Mich. — E.  B.  Dodge  is  fitting  up  a  motion 
picture  theater  in  the  Corbin  Block  on  Main  street. 

Nevada  City,  Cal. — Pearse  &  Tenby,  who  have  occupied 
the  Auditorium  for  the  last  five  months  with  a  moving  pict- 

ure show,  move  this  week  into  their  own  theater,  The  Bell, 
on  Main  street. 

No.  Adams,  Mass. — James  Sullivan  and  Jas.  W.  Tetlow  have 
formed  a  partnership  and  opened  a  moving  picture  show  in 
Notre  Dame  Hall,  on  Columbia  street. 

Greensboro,  N.  C. — The  old  Edisonia  has  been  reopened 
as  a  moving  picture  show  by  R.  E.  Nowell,  and  the  name 
changed  to  The  Star. 

Oskaloosa,  la. — E.  T.  McCormick  and  Herbert  Hanna  have 
leased  the  Mateer  building  on  First  avenue  west  and  will 
open   up   a   moving  picture   show. 

Canal  Dover,  O. — Martin  Bender  and  S.  Bellcr  have  pur- 
chased the  Nickelodeon  from  Amos  Hostetler. 

Danville,  111. — Chas.  Miller  and  Mr.  Dudley  have  purchased 
the  Arcade.  Since  this  nickelodeon  was  established  it  has 
changed  hands  three  times. 

Pittsfield,  Mass. — The  Pontoosuc  Lake  Theater  has  been 
opened  for  the  Summer  season  with  motion  pictures  and 
vaudeville.  It  will  be  run  by  J.  H.  Tebbctts,  manager  of 
the   Empire   Theater. 

Warren  O. — H.  H.  Andrews  has  purchased  the  Edisonian 
moving  picture  Theater  from  E.  C.  Porter. 

Alliance,  O. — J.  L.  Russell  has  traded  the  Automatic  Thea- 
ter at  523  E.  Main  street  to  Frank  Goddard  for  a  grocery 

store  in  Salem. 

Lorain,  O. — Lou  Gibson  has  opened  the  Dome  moving  pict- 
ure theater  on  Broadway. 

Port  Clinton,  O. — Burglars  stole  the  moving  picture  ma- 
chine and  graphophone  from  Mr.  Petersen's  Temple  Theater. 

Saginaw,  Mich. — The  Bijou  is  a  new  theater  that  will  be 
opened  on  Genesee  avenue  the  coming  week. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. — Horace  G.  Krake.  commissioner  of  the 
Business  Men's  League,  is  desirous  of  having  moving  pictures 
made  of  the  military  tournament  this  Fall.  He  believes  that 
it  would  make  an  interesting  subject,  besides  advertising  St. 

Joseph. 

Nevada  City,  Cal. — A  moving  picture  show  has  been  opened 
in  the  Auditorium,  by  C.  H.  Jackson  and  Harry  Abrahams. 
The  operating  room  will  be  in  charge  of  Sam  Stutz,  an  ex- 

perienced operator,  formerly  at  the  Shell  Theater  in  San 
Francisco. 

Portland,  Me. — Capacity  attendance  is  good  evidence  of 
the  quality  of  the  shows  at  Dreamland.  The  feature  subject 

this  week  was  "Ostler  Joe."  The  Portland  "Express"  says: 
"No  picture  ever  made  a  more  profound  impression  than  this 
pathetic  story  in  poem.  It  caused  the  strongest  men  to  feel 

a   moisture   in   the    eyes." 

The  Duluth  Film  Exchange,  214  Torrey  Building,  Duluth, 
Minn.,  has  only  been  established  a  few  months,  but  Mr  G.  W. 
Weeks,  the  manager,  informs  us  that  business  is  rapidly  increas- 

ing. We  are  pleased  to  note  that  the  exchange  especially  caters 
to  the  educational  field  and  makes  a  specialty  of  furnishing  high- 
class  shows  for  churches  and  societies. 

L.  J.  Simons,  the  manager  of  the  Chicago  Film  Exchange  in 
the  Westory  Building,  Washington,  D.  C,  is  a  good  man  to  call 

on  for  any"  information  pertaining  to  the  business  in  his  section of  the  country.  He  has  a  way  of  inspiring  the  confidence  of 
his  customers,  which  is  largely  responsible  for  the  good  success 
the  Chicago  Film  Exchange  is  meeting  with  in  their  Washington 
branch. 

Elizabeth,  N.  J. — For  violation  of  the  fire  ordinance  gov- 
erning motion  picture  halls  in  Elizabeth.  Sheppard  &  Neil, 

proprietors  of  nickel  theaters  at  First  and  Fulton  streets  and 
No.  709  Elizabeth  avenue,  in  Elizabeth,  were  fined  $100  and 
costs.  They  were  found  guilty  of  not  having  the  seats  prop- 

erly fastened  in  the  hall  in  Elizabeth  avenue.  They  pleaded 
guilty  to  a  similar  offence  at  their  First  street  hall.  The 
fine  was  $50  and  costs  in  each  offence. 

Los  Angeles,  Cal.,  exhibitors  are  undergoing  the  same  rig- 
orous discipline  by  the  city  authorities  that  is  being  meted 

out  to  nickelodeon  proprietors  in  Eastern  cities.  In  some 

cases  this  extreme  vigilance  of  city  officials  is  bordering-  on 
oppression.  Of  course,  they  must  do  something  to  make  a 
pretense  of  earning  their  salaries,  and  the  moving  picture 
show  has  been  made  the  butt  of  their  attacks.  Last  week 
we  referred  to  the  action  taken  against  the  pleasure  resorts 

at  Coney  Island,  and  every  possible  restriction  is  being  en- 

forced, even  to  compelling  proprietors  to  place  a  red  "exit" sign  over  the  doors,  while,  in  fact,  the  entire  fronts  of  their 
places  are  open. 

Savannah,  Ga—  The  Lyric  Theater,  devoted  to  moving  pict- 
ure ami  vaudeville,  has  failed.  The  manager,  Mr.  Rossing- 

nald,  lost  a  considerable  amount  of  money  in  the  investment. 
One  thing  sure  that  is  attracting  attention  all  over  the 

countrv  is  the  automobile  race  which  is  to  be  held  in  Sa- 
vannah on  Tranksgiving  day,  given  by  the  Automobile  Club 

of  America.  Mr.  Arthur  M.  Lucas,  Jr.,  the  Southern  repre- 
sentative of  Miles  Brothers,  makers  of  moving  picture  films, 

wrote  a  letter  to  Mayor  Tiedman  and  the  aldermen  that  they 

would  take  the  pictures  of  the  racers  if  the  people  of  Savan- 
nah would  meet  them  half  way.  If  this  is  done  Mr.  Lucas 

claims  that  he  will  have  the  pictures  out  in  less  than  two 
weeks  after  the  races  and  that  they  would  be  shown  in  more 

than  05.000  theaters  between  Key  West.  Fla..  and  San  Fran- cisco. 
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The  aldermen  will  consider  Ins  offer  at  tlu-  next  meeting) 
which    will   probably   be   held   some   tune   next    week 

The  Orpheuni  this  week  has  clone  another  good  week's 
work.  During  that  time  they  have  sold  out  two  nights  and 

one  night  it  was  free  in  honor  of  Mr.  Wilnesky's  son,  who was  graduated  from  the  Savannah  high  school,  all  of  his 
class  attended  in  a  body.  The  Joseph  Lodge  of  Savannah 
bought  it  out  last  Wednesday  night  for  the  benefit  of  the 
orphans   in   Atlanta,   Ga. 

On  Thursday  night  of  last  week  the  management  of  the  "El- 
dorado Theater"  extended  an  invitation  to  the  members  of  the 

Charleston  and  the  Savannah  Baseball  team  of  the  South  Atlan- 

tic League.  Mr.  Francklyn  Wallace,  the  noted  tenor,  sang  "Take 
Me  Out  to  a  Baseball  Game."  With  this  song  he  used  beautiful 
illustrated  slides.  The  ball  team  attended  in  a  body,  and  the 
house  was  turned  over  to  them  for  fully  an  hour. 

For  the  first  time  since  moving  pictures  has  become  the  craze 

in  Savannah,  "The  Superba"  will  have  a  wonderful  Gaumont 
talking  and  singing  motion  picture  machine.  This  machine  is 
one  of  the  first  to  be  sent  to  this  country  and  will  reach  Savan- 

nah Saturday.  Along  with  the  machine  will  come  two  experts 
from  France,  who  will  start  at  once  to  install  the  machine. 

Mr.  Bandy,  the  owner  of  "The  Superba"  and  "The  Airdome" 
in  Augusta,  Ga.,  stated  last  night  that  "The  Superba"  has  been 
closed  for  the  summer,  and  that  "The  Airdome,"  which  has  just 
been  completed,  will  open  at  once.  Mr.  Bandy  also  stated  that 

"The  Airdome"  has  become  a  popular  thing  in  Augusta,  and  that next  summer  he  will  have  one  built  in  Savannah. 

Last  week  the  manager  of  the  "Arcade  Theater"  sold  out  for 
one  night  to  the  postoffice  clerks.  Quite  a  large  sum  was  made. 
Mr.  Diamond,  the  manager,  announces  that  during  the  coming 
week  the  best  show  that  can  be  gotten  will  be  put  on. 

The  National  Film  Co.'s  latest  venture,  the  "Actologue,"  is 
meeting  with  great  success.  One  company  opened  at  Cleveland 

June  29th,  presenting  "Monte  Cristo"  and  "College  Chums." 
From  Cleveland  this  company  goes  to  the  Great  Southern  at 
Columbus,  where  they  remain  a  week,  and  from  there  to  the 

Opera  House  at  Ludington,  Michigan,  for  a  week's  engagement. 
The  Xo.  2  company,  presenting  "The  Gentleman  Burglar'.'  and 

"A  Lord  for  a  Day"  opens  at  Cleveland  July  1st  for  the  remainder 
of  the  week,  and  then  comes  to  the  Lafayette  at  Detroit  in  place 
of  the  Humanova. 

The  third  company,  presenting  "East  Lynne"  and  the  "Curious 
Mr.  Curio,"  opens  at  Columbus  July  6th. 

The  "Actologue"  company,  which  is  controlled  by  The  National 
Film  Co.,  of  Detroit  and  the  Lake  Shore  Film  &  Supply  Co.  of 
Cleveland,  will  play  all  of  the  houses  controlled  by  Caille  & 
Kundsky  in  the  following  cities :  Detroit,  Toledo,  Columbus, 
Davton,  Springfield.  Battle  Creek,  and  Indianapolis.  Contracts 
are  also  in  force  for  five  more  companies  to  play  the  smaller 
towns.  Fifty  acting  people  are  under  contract  for  the  various 
companies,  and  everything  possible  is  being  done  to  make  the 

"Actologue"  the  foremost  of  all  talking  and  acting  moving 
pictures. 

AMONG   THE    LANTERN    SLIDE      MAKERS. 

Rumors  are  abroad  again  that  a  prominent  slide  concern  in 

Chicago  are  inveterate  copyists  of  other  people's  slides.  We 
have  run  down  this  rumor  and  found  it  to  be  a  fact,  and  all  we 
will  say  at  this  time  is  to  warn  the  exchanges  against  buying, 
at  any  price,  spurious,  smudgy  slides  which  they  must  know  are 
copies.  To  do  so  knowingly  makes  the  buyer  a  party  to  the 
crime — for  it  is  a  crime,  and  the  punishment  will  come.  A  few 
days  ago  we  were  told  of  another  large  Chicago  house  who 
were  copying  and  could  not  believe  it  until  it  was  proven.  This 
house  cannot  now  buy  direct  a  set  of  slides  from  any  of  the  high 
class  manufacturers,  but  manages  to  get  them  through  side 
channels. 

De  Witt  C.  Wheeler  &  Co.  and  the  Slide  Makers'  Protective 
Association. 

More  than  once  we  have  referred  to  the  exquisite  quality  of 
the  slides  produced  by  the  firm  of  De  Witt  C.  Wheeler  &  Co., 
of  this  city.  It  may  seem  fulsome  praise  but  we  cannot  refrain 
from  again  commenting  on  the  perfect  photographic  quality  and 
delicate  coloring  on  two  new  sets  of  slides  which  we  had  the 
privilege  of  examining  this  week.  One  set  had  been  posed  and 
photographed  among  the  hills  of  New  Hampshire,  the  other  was 
made  entirely  in  their  studio.  And,  by-the-way,  bathroom 

photographers  should  see  this  studio  of  Wheeler's  and  its  equip- 
ment and  then — well,  take  up  some  other  means  of  livelihood. 

In  the  skylight  of  this  studio  are  over  800  square  feet  of  glass, 
with  light  enough  and  room  enough  to  produce  motion  picture 

subjects  if  desired.  Scattered  around  the  room  and  m  adjoining 

rooms  are  a  confusing  array  of  "trappings"  capable  ■>!  furnishing 
the  settling  for  any  seem-  from  a  COttonfield  in  ili<  OUth  to  the 
frozen   glaciers   ot    the    north.      Being    independent    iii    weather   or 

climatic  conditions,  they  can  thus  produce  tin-  illustrations  for 
any  song  on  shortest  n    Ellis,  combined  with  long  experi- 

ence and  a  thorough  knowledge  of  all  the  tricks  of  photography, 
is  why  the  slides  of  this  concern  are  so  highly  rated. 
An  amateur  photographer  by  choice,  Mr.  Wheeler  accidentally 

drifted  into  the  song  slide  business  in  its  infancy  and  has  built 
up  what  is  perhaps  the  largest  business  of  this  kind  in  existence. 
With  ample  means  to  satisfy  his  whims,  he  provided  the  best 
equipment  and  trained  his  own  employees.  Although  he  is  now 
a  wholesale  producer,  he  takes  the  same  interest  and  pride  in  a 
perfect  negative  or  slide  as  the  most  painstaking  amateur,  and 
every  set  that  leaves  his  establishment  is  subjected  to  critical 
examination. 

What  can  be  more  discouraging  to  such  a  concern,  or  to  any 
one  who  is  working  on  the  same  lines,  than  to  have  a  set  of  their 
slides  copied  by  one  of  the  pirate  sharks  that  abound?  We  were 
shown  several  original  sets  and  compared  them  with  copied  sets 
which  Mr.  Wheeler  had  procured,  and  the  contrast  was  enough 
to  make  one  weep.  Our  object  in  calling  upon  Mr.  Wheeler 

was  to  discuss  the  proposed  Slide  Makers'  Protective  Associa- 
tion, and  he  was  heartily  in  accord  with  the  idea.  The  most 

wide  reaching  benefit  of  such  an  organization  would  be  to  rid 
the  trade  of  the  junk  of  the  copyist  while  it  would  secure  to  the 
manufacturer  the  recompense  from  a  set  of  negatives  on  which 
he  had  perhaps  expended  hundreds  of  dollars  in  posing  and 
photography. 

Joseph  F.  Coufal,  manager  of  the  Novelty  Slide  Company, 
871  Third  avenue,  New  York,  writes  us  that  business  is  good, 
which  fact  he  aptly  ascribes  to  the  quality  of  their  products. 
As  all  their  slides  are  their  own  original  productions — in 
posing,  photographing,  developing,  printing  and  coloring — 
their  customers  appreciate  the  uniformity  of  the  quality  and 
are   increasing  their  standing  orders. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 
New  York,  June  27,  1908. 

Editor  Moving  Picture   World: 
Dear  Sir:  How  is  it  that  several  of  the  large  theaters  which 

have  gone  over  to  moving  pictures  are  exempt  from  the  law 
compelling  that  moving  picture  machines  be  enclosed  in  a 
fireproof  booth?  EXHIBITOR. 

FROM   THE    PHILADELPHIA    KICKER. 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  June  27,  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World. 

Dear  Sir : — Have  you  noticed  the  asinine  remarks  of  the  edi- 
tor of  "Piffle"  on  the  Film  Service  Association?  Of  course  no 

one  with  an  axe  to  grind  can  be  depended  upon  to  give  an  ac- 
curate account  of  conditions.  This  individual  has  not  yet  ac- 

cepted my  invitation  to  come  to  Philadelphia  and  learn  how  some 
association  members  rent  out  their  films.  One  exchange,  cen- 

trally located,  furnishes  twelve  reels,  two  daily  changes,  for  $25 
per  week.  Another,  not  many  miles  from  Girard  Avenue  Theater 
gives  twelve  reels  including  song  slides  and  signs  for  $25.  Talk 
about  your  cut  prices !  But  what  about  the  kind  of  stuff  they 
send  out? 

Another  thing,  how  is  it  that  some  of  these  gentlerrien  can  sell 

Powers'  machines  at  less  than  manufacturer's  price? 
Yours  truly, 

A  Reader! 

219  Church  Street,  Toronto,  Canada, 
Moving  Picture  World,  361  Broadway,  New  York. 
Gentlemen : — Inclosed  find  samples  of  negative  film  taken  with 

the  Bianchi  Vitophos  (M.  P.  camera).  The  United  States  patent 
has  been  granted  and  we  are  now  preparing  to  make  application 
in  Europe.  It  can  be  made  to  take  pictures  on  films  with,  or 
without  perforations,  and,  owing  to  the  continuous  moving  film, 
there  is  no  need  of  tension  plate  or  loop. Yours  sincerely, 

JOS.  BIANCHI. [The  samples  submitted  show  regular  exposure  and  perfect 
spacing.  Several  months  ago  Mr.  Bianchi  showed  us  some  of 
his  early  attempts  to  record  a  picture  on  a  continuously  moving 
film.  The  image  was  there,  but  blurred,  on  account  of  mechanical 
defect  which  he  was  then  working  to  eliminate.  That  he  has 
succeeded  is  shown  by  the  samples  which  he  now  submits  and 
which  are  sharp  and  clear  in  detail  and  with  no  sign  of  distor- tion.— Eds.] 
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Travelogues 

Lectures  and  Slides  for 

Moving  Picture  Theatres 
In  sets  of  12  or  more,  beautifully  colored,  artis- 

tic lantern  slides,  many  of  them  with  lecture 
readings. 

RENTAL  PRICE  $1.00  PER  WEEK  AND  UPWARDS 

Show  your  patrons  the  grandeur  of  the 

YELLOWSTONE,  YOSEMITE,  NIAGARA  FALLS, 
GRAND  CANYON  and  SWITZERLAND 

Show  them  what  Uncle  Sam  is  doing 

at  PANAMA,  in  the  PHILIPPINES  and  with 

the  GREAT  BATTLESHIP  SQUADRONS 

Flash  before  them  the  wonders  of 

LONDON,  PARIS, 
BERLIN  and  ST.  PETERSBURG 

Seventy-five  sets  to  pick  from.     List  on 
application. 

also  send  us  your  orders  for 

CONDENSERS 
CARBONS 

OBJECTIVES 
REWINDERS 

PARTS  OF  EDISON  AND  POWERS'  MACHINES 

and 

OUR  NEW 

FIRE -PROOF 

BOOTH 

Film  Service  Association 

Try    Our    Independent    Film    Service 
Don't  run   the  same  films  as  your  competitors 

FEATURE  FILMS,  NEW  SUBJECTS 

PROMPT  SERVICE 

'WILLIAMS,  BROWN  (£h  EARLE 
Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents 
All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  films  will  be  protected  by  the  American 

Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Company 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 
for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  should  be  re- 

ferred at  once  to  the 

FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION, 
OFFICE  OF  THE  SECRETARY, 

SUITE  716-734,  15  WILLIAM  ST., 
NEW  YORK  CITY 

Opera  and  Folding 
Chairs 

Our  seats  are  used  In  hundreds  ol  flovlnf 
Picture  Theatres  throughout  the  country. 
Send  for  catalogue  and  prices.  PROMPT 
SHIPMENTS. 

READSBORO    CHAIR    MFQ.    CO. 
READSBORO,  VT. 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  York,  N.T. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

LICENSEE    UNDER  THE 
BIOCRAPH    PATENTS 

NEW  YORK 
662  SIXTH  AVE. 

All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  films 
will  be  protected  by  the  Ameri- 

can Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Co. 

CHICAGO 
52  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 

657  Washington  St., 
Boylston  Bldg. 

SEATTLE Men  I  born  Bldg. 
ST.  LOUIS 

523-4  Commercial  Bldg. 
5th  and  Oliver  Sts. 

MONTREAL,  CAN       WINNEPEO  INDIANAPOLIS      DENVER 
LaPatrleBldg      12  Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.     Ronton  Bldg 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  3d  Avenue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

DES  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prince  William  Street Stockton  Building 
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t  lim  Review. 

AT  THE  FRENCH  BALL.  An  Excruciatingly 
unny     Comedy     of     Errors      (Biograph.)      Hov.      tbe 
tea  conspire  when  we  plan  to  deceive.  Ever] 
in-  -.rims  to  work  in  uur  favor  until,  at  some 
,vkward  mlsbap,  all  tbe  fruits  ot  artifice  and 
ibtertuge  wither.  Mr.  una  Mrs  WllUama,  ■ 
una.  married  couple,  uol  entirely  weaned  of  tbe 
eedoui    of    single    bleaaednesa,    are    both,    unknown 
■  each  other,  obsessed  with   the  Irrepressible  desire 
■  attend  tbe  French  Masquerade  Ball.  Williams' 
ttle  plan  la  to  pretend  to  leave  the  cltj  on  bual 
us,  go  to  bis  Friend  Nelson's  home,  and  there 
ttlre  himself  in  costume.  His  announcement  to 
*ve  town  la  received  with  lll-dlsgulsed  satlsfac 
mi  by  Mrs.  w.  Nothing  could  be  more  favor- 
idc.  Well,  be  departs  ostensibly  on  his  trip,  and 
ic   ai    our,-  proceeds    to  prepare   tor   tbe   ball.      r>.\ 
strange  coincidence  Williams  attires  himself  In  a 

rim's    garb,    while    Mrs.    Williams    appears    us    a un.  At  die  ball  tlie.v  meet,  and  owing  to  the 
their  characters,  are,  naturally,  sympatnetl- 

illv  attracted  one  bj  the  other,  with  tbe  usnal 
Mult.  Thej  dance  together  frequently  and  nr- 
ange  to  have  a  Mule  supper  after  the  ball  is 
ver.  while  enjoying  ■  tete-a  tete  In  the  con 
nvatory,    Williams  ills  off,    and,    although 
e  repiaees  it  Instantly,  his  identity  i>  revealed. 
till,  be  is  in  blissful  Ignorance  of  the  tact,  and 
tlstaklug  the  agitation  of  his  fair  unknown  partner 
or  falntness,  retires  to  procure  for  her  some  ir 
reshinein.  Inking  advantage  of  his  absence,  she, 
owerlng  with  rage,  casts  aside  tor  a  moment  her 
uisk.  possibly  to  give  freer  rein  to  her  anger, 
tearing  him  return,  she  readjusts  her  mask,  hut 
nit    before    be    has    discovered    her.       Now.    here    Is    a 

ouipicx  situation  -each  has  recognised  the  other. 
>ut  neither  recognises  the  fact  -do  you  get  It? 
■acb     isoto    voice)     "Ana!    so,    so:    etc.      l    win 
each  you  a  lesson  you  will  ne'er  forget."  Well, 
.Irs,  Williams  hastens  to  the  ladies'  dressing  room. 
iccompanled  by  her  colored  maid,  whom  she  lm- 
tiediately  invests  with  the  Nun  costume.  Williams 

mstles  Nelson  to  the  men's  loom,  where  he  ex- 
■hanges  costumes  with  him,  Instructing  him  how 
0  act.  The  Frlai  and  Nun  meet  again  and  the 
■  reposed  supper  is  to  be  indulged  In.  We  now 
•ee  them,  still  in  mask,  trundling  along  in  n  cab 
•n  route  to  the  hotel.  The  irate  Williams  and  the 

.'urious  Mrs.  W.  follow,  eaeh  in  different  cabs, 
arriving  at  the  hotel,  they  are  shown  to  a  private 
loom,  and  Nelson  insists  that  his  companion  re- 
uove  her  mask,  promising  to  do  likewise.  As  they 
lo.  in  rush  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Williams  from  different 

entrances  to  witness  the  consternation  of  the  mas- 
querading couple,  even  unto  their  own  amazement. 

The    picture    ends    interrogalorily  — " Who    is    the   joke 
Length.  870  feet. 

AT  THE  CROSSROADS  OF  LIFE.  Biograph 

Story  of  a  Young  Girl's  Wilfulness  (Biograpb). — 
•■oh.  God!  turn  back  thy  universe  and  give  me 
yesterday."  How  often  is  this  prayer  breathed 
by  the  unfortunate  victims  of  self-will?  And  yet. 
There  has  been  a  (dare  ill  their  journey  where  the 
roads  of  lite  forked,  and.  had  they  chosen  the 
right  one.  all  would  have  been  well.  Such  an 
occasion  presents  itself  to  the  heroine  of  this 
story,  and  by  stern  resolve,  she  selects  the  right 
road.  She.  the  daughter  of  a  staid  New  England 
miuister.  is  brought  up  in  absolute  Ignorance  of 
the  ways  of  the  outside  world,  and.  when  she  gets 
the  slightest  inkling  of  its  glamour,  it  makes  a 
decided  Impression.  Into  her  hands  have  fallen  sev- 

eral theatrical  newspapers,  and  she  and  her  girl 
chnin  eagerly  digest  their  contents,  recounting  in 
glowing  terms  what  seems  to  be  a  golden  existence. 
So  wrought  up  were  they  that  they  Immediately 
give  vent  to  their  ebullient  spirits  by  indulging  in 

a  quasi-dramatic  performance.  This  is  a  scene  of 
broad  l.uiies,|ue.  and.  during  its  enaction,  the  min- 

ister enters  and  is  greatly  shocked,  not  to  say 
bcensed.  A  stormy  scene  occurs  between  him  and 
his  daughter,  which  ends  with  her  leaving  home. 
Sic  applies  for  a  position  in  the  chorus  ot  a  New 
York  opera  company.  What  a  contrast  she  makes 
at  the  nial  of  voices,  but  with  determination  she 
pulls  through  the  ordeal  and  is  accepted.  Owing 
to    her    sweet    face    and    manners,     together    with    a 

ul  voire,  her  rise  in  the  profession  is  rapid. 
Still,  she  has  found  that  all  is  not  gold  that  glit- 

ters, and  while  her  artistic  success  is  most  agree- 
able, life  for  her  is  empty,  cold  and  cheerless,  made 

more  odious  by  the  appearance  of  the  inevitable  vile, 

flattering  tempter.  Numerous  loiters  has  she  writ- 
ten to  her  dear  old  father,  but  no  response,  for 

he  has  torn  them  into  shreds  before  he  even  broke 

the  seal.  "OJj,  God,  if  I  could  only  go  back.  If 
this  all  would  prove  but  a  dream."  lint,  no,  there 
is  the  dark  fathomless  future  before  her.  The 
tempter  would  have  her  go  with  him.  and  there 
seems    to    he    no    alternative.      She    is    now    surely    at 

ssroads  of  life.  She  makes  a  final  appeal  to 
her  father  in  a  telegram  begging  him  to  come 
to  see  her  performance  on  the  night  following, 
which  he  does.  Down  the  aisle  of  the  theater  comes 
the  old  minister  in  bewilderment — so  unaccustomed 
is  he  to  the  surroundings,  as  through  the  peekhole 
In  the  curtain  drops  the  girl  views  the  scene  in 
testacy.  After  the  performance  the  old  man  makes 
his  way  to  the  back  of  the  stage,  where  he  once 
more  folds  his  daughter  to  his  heart,  while  her 
would-be  lover  views  the  scene  with  unconcealed 
Chagrin.      The    story    is    a    most    touching    one.    well 

defined,    with    many    bit  i\     to    lighten    It, 
together   with   a   vivid   portrayal   ot   in,,   behind   the 
scenes      Length,    r78    feet 

PIONEERS     CROSSING     THE      PLAINS     IN      '40 
(Kdis        Synoplala   ot    Bcei 

Love's  Young  Dream.  Tom  and  Mmj  on  the  eve 
or  parting  rutting  two  hearts  In  the  bulk  ol  in 

0]U     beaeh     tree       I'll,-     lover-     VOW 
Westward    Hoi     Star    for    Hie    Wesl     In    search    Ol 

gold     Carting    of    the    lovers     Tom    remains    I   i 
Marj    toe-   Wesl   wiih   the   fuiullo     Leaving   tbe  old 
i   lestead     The     laal      Ms-     On     the     nail     in     a 
"Prairie  Sc   ner"   tor  the  Golden   West. 

On    the    Plains.      A    lone    hunter       V    irlendly    greet 
ing    In    the   forest      fording   a    river       \    Bight    camp, 

Indians.      An    Interrupted    meal      A    creeping     toe 
A    shot     that     missed       \    hurried    departure       \n    over 

turned    "Prairie    Schooner." 
Tragedy   of   the   Plains.     Over    the   rolling    prairies 
Tills   1      bj       Indians       Ham;emus        mills      Over 

taken      The    light     behind    Ihe    Wagon      The    hist     Stand 
The    maccacre     Marj     captured    bj      Indians     The 

old      grandfather      left       tor      dead      lie      revives     and 

crawls  across  the  plains  to  Hunter's  ('amp. 
The    Old    Homestead.    -No    news    from    the    Wesl 

Tom     calls     lor     tidings     of     Mur.v      The    old     grand 

father   returns     sad   news    Tom    learns    Mary's    fate 
Tom'S  vow  LoVe  leads  Ihe  MJ  Searching  for 

his     sweetheart       \    clue     from    a     miner      The     Indian 
.amp     Attempted   rescue     Capture   of  Tom     lied   to 
a    wild   horse  and   turned   loos, 

The  Wild  Ride.  Mary's  escape  On  horseback  to 
rescue    t    -The    chase     Over    tbe    plains— Reaches 
her    lover     Cuts    his    I   Is      I, in-    him    on    her    horse 
— Ill    the    nick    of    time  -lie  united.       Appro\.     length, i.     feet. 

I'athc    l-'reres    issue: 

THE  BLACKMAILER.  A  beautiful  young  woman, 
apparently  vcrv  happy  with  her  husband,  is  Indis- 

creet enough  to  carry  on  a  correspondence  with  a 
man  unknown  to  her  family.  We  see  her  go  to 
the  general  delivery  and  receive  a  let  ler  from  her 
secret  lover.  She  carelessly  drops  I  lie  envelope 
on  the  sidewalk,  and  it  is  picked  up  by  a  man 
who  makes  a  business  of  blackmailing.  He  fol- 

lows her.  and  as  she  tears  up  the  letter  and  oasis 
it  to  the  wind  he  gathers  up  the  fragments,  and 
taking  them  to  his  room  pastes  them  together 
and  learns  the  contents.  It  is  a  note  telling  her 
to  meet  her  lover  al  their  old  rendezvous,  lie  goes 

lo  the  woman's  house  and  hands  her  a  letter  in 
which  he  demands  a  large  sum  of  money  to  keep 
her  secret.  She  is  horrified  and  overcome  with  Ihe 
thought  that  her  husband  should  ever  know  of 
her  deception.  She  goes  to  her  room  and  drinks 
poison,  and  when  she  does  not  return  the  villain 
hands  the  letter  over  to  the  husband.  When  the 
latter  reads  its  contents  he  is  dumbfounded,  and 

hastening  to  his  wife's  room  finds  her  lifeless 
body  on  the  bed  with  the  villain's  note  demand- 

ing money  tightly  held   in  her  hand. 
The  husband  realizes  the  situation  at  a  glance, 

and  dragging  the  blackmailer  into  the  room  shows 
him  the  effect  of  his  work,  and  seizing  a  revolver 
shoots  the  villain   through  the  heart.     42G  feet. 

HUSBAND  WANTED.— A  young  lady  with  plenty 
of  money  finds  it  difficult  to  get  a  husband  on 
account  of  a  large  birth  mark  on  the  side  of  her 
face.  Her  father  inserts  an  advertisement  in  a 
local  newspaper,  stating  that  the  young  woman 
desires  to  make  the  acquaintance  of  a  man  whose 
object  will  be  matrimony;  also  saying  that  a  large 
fortune  goes  with  the  match.  Several  men  who 
have  read  the  not  ice  lose  no  time  in  getting  to 
the  home  of  the  young  lady,  and  are  graciously 
received  by  the  parents,  who  present  them  to 
the  girl.  She  keeps  her  face  turned  for  a  time, 
but  as  soon  as  each  one  sees  the  disfigurement  he 
beats  a  hasty  retreat,  and  no  amount  of  money 
can    Induce   him   to   remain. 

Finally  a  young  negro  song  and  dance  man  reads 
the  ad.  and,  seeing  visions  of  the  money,  starts 
out  to  press  his  suit.  Arriving  at  the  house,  he  Is 
iceived  by  the  father,  who  presents  him  to  the 

girl,  and  she.  knowing  that  all  hope  is  gone,  ac- 
cepts hiin.  The  parents  retire,  and.  when  the 

young  couple  are  alone,  he  paints  the  girl's  face 
black,  thus  eliminating  the  mark.  Finally,  we 
see  her  as  a  happy  bride  and  a  member  of  the 
colored  aristocracy.     410  feet. 

ON  BAD  TERMS  WITH  THE  JANITOR.— A 
man  and  woman  are  seen  walking  along  the  street 
when  they  come  upon  a  stray  dog.  and  both  being 
anxious  to  possess  such  a  pet.  take  him  to  their 
home,  which  happens  to  be  in  a  flat  where  the 

rule  of  "no  dogs  allowed"  is  strongly  enforced. 
As  they  are  going  up  the  stairs  they  are  stopped 
by  the  janitor,  who  grabs  the  animal,  and.  rush- 

ing to  tbe  street,  sets  him  free.  The  man  goes 
to  ihe  room,  while  the  woman  follows  the  dog 
and  recaptures  it,  lets  down  a  bedspread,  while 

she  ties  it  to  the  dog's  collar,  and  thus  they  hoist 
him  into  their  rooms  unknown  to  the  cross  old 
janitor.  Now  that  doggie  has  found  a  home  and 
kind  benefactors,  they  take  him  into  the  dining- 
room  to  feed  him.  and  the  woman,  discovering  the 

janitor  on  the  walk  under  her  window-,  throws  a 
pan  of  water  out  on  him.  Enraged,  he  retaliates, 
and  throws  back  every  tnissle  in  his  reach,  knock- 

ing   over    everything    in     the    room,    and    creating    a 

...II      In      n  , 

leave    tu  nuil     lu-lr    ivnj     I 
ami     spill     mill,     all     ■ 

H  hen    Un  i     i. •lur   Igbi ,    in.-,    al  i 

Hi,-,    un 

beii    until    the  Janitor   gets    up   i    ■.•. 
Who     II      is     ||,       I,  > 

(ul     slumbers,       The     couple     Una  II 
la.l.lci        and       climb       lulo       II,.  i 

the    ladder    leaning   iigiilusi    their   wlliduti         \ 
bj     sees    H     and    gives    an    alarm     to    Hie 
hastens   to  s   ,,,n   i  be   police.      L'hey  ell 
  ■    upoi        louple    pai  kin 

Ing     them     for     i  lileves,     pouin  . 

ami    for  a    while  there  is  a  -    until 
Hie      man      lias      all      opp,,r   ll.v       l.i      expl 
offli  •!      iii..    Indlgnll  les    heaped    U|   hem    u      the 
Janitor.      II    changed    the    uspeel    ol     tl 
and    tbej    all    i   ic      Mr.   Janitor   and    kick    him 
out     for     Ihe     un   ossarv      troiilile     he     pal 

524     feel. THE     DREYFUS     AFFAIR.      In  eating 
picture    we    arc    given    a    vivid    ides    ol    tl 
clpal    Incidents    connected    with    tbe    Dn 
w  bleb     caused     such     a     Stir     in     inihiai 
i  ranee  in  the  year  of  1894 

Alfred      llelll.v      llrcyfus.     an     olhocr     on      In. 
stair,    was    charged    with    selling 

to    a     foreign    power.      lie    was    tried     u       Judged 
guilty     on     flimsy     evidence,     and     sentenced      to     Im 
prisoiinieni  on  i (evil's  Island,  where  in  remained 
tor    eight    years,    until    his    Influential    friends,    who 
tOOk      Up      his      case      ill      eal'liesl.      proved      ii       u.is      a 
plot     ion   i     by    other    officers,     who    subsequent!} 
confessed    having    forged    the    document        Hi 
finally    pardoned   by    President    Loubet,    and   returned 
to    his    place    In    the   army. 

In    the    first    scene    we    sec    ESsterbazy    take    tbe 

papers    tr      Henry's    desk    and    send    them    tl     I'.ai'oii 
von    Schwarzkoppen,      Henry    sees    him    tak,     them, 
but     iloes    not     let     il     1„   me     known,     lor    it     was    be 
who     forged     the     document     and     placed     il     where    it 
might    he   taken. 

A  poller  working  in  the  baron's  office  discovers 
Ihe    document    on     the    desk,     and     takes     it     t,.     the 
Minister    of    War.    who    sus|   [S    hivihc.       Hi 

for    the    doomed    man    and    makes   him    sign    his    name. 
This   done,    he   compares    ihe   writing    win.    tl 
Ihe    document,     and    accuses    him    of    treason. 

lie     calls    on     (he    secret     service     men.     and     I>ivy- 
fus     is    arrested.       We     next     sec     him     in     his     cell, 
where     he     is     visited     by     his     faithful     wil. 
firmly     believes     in     his     innocence.        lie     is     brought 
into    court    anil,    alter    a    short    trial.    Ihe    unfortunate 
man    hears    the     terrible     sentence     pr   need     upon 
him.  He  is  then  degraded  in  the  public  square  in 
the  presence  of  his  fellow  officers  ami  comrades, 

by  being  stripped  of  his  stripes  and  I, nitons  and 
his  sword  is  broken  over  the  knee  of  his  superior 
officer. 
He  is  then  led  away  a  prisoner,  branded  as  a 

traitor,  and  is  a  pathetic  sight,  indeed,  as  he 

starts    for    his    lonely    prison    on    Devil's     Island. 
We  see  him  in  his  solitude  as  he  passes  the 

time  looking  across  the  sea  and  dreaming  of  home 
and  family  in  his  native  land  far  away.  finally, 
after  years  of  patient  suffering,  during  which 
his  friends  light  for  his  vindication.  Esterhazv  con- 

fesses the  fogery  ami  soon  after  commits  suicide. 
The  glad  tidings  of  pardon  are  brought  to  the 
prisoner  in  his  liltle  cabin,  and  we  next  see  hini 
returning  to  France,  where  he  is  reinstated  in  the 
position    he    formerly    held    in    the   army.      1,213    feet. 

INTERRUPTED  ROMANCE.— A  loving  couple  ale 
trying  their  best  to  have  a  few  moments  together 
undisturbed,  hut  just  a*  they  are  settled  and  the 
young  Komeo  is  about  to  pour  forth  his  words  ol 
love,  something  always  happens  to  spoil  all  the 
romantic  dreams.  We  see  them  seated  on  a  bench 
in  a  park  and  an  old  woman  comes  along  selling 
baskets,  and  when  she  is  refused  she  insists  on 

telling  the  young  lady's  fortune.  She  stays  so 
long  that  the  lover  becomes  impatient  and  shoves 
her  over  and  settles  back  to  continue  his  wooing. 
But  he  is  not  long  left  in  peace,  for  a  newsboj 
comes  along  and  annoys  them,  and  Anally  a  police- 

man orders  them  out  of  the  park  for  stepping  on 
tbe  grass.  They  are  going  along  when  a  man 
runs  into  them  with  a  bicycle,  knocking  the  ro- 

mantic young  man  down  and  tearing  his 
from  his  back.  The.v  next  go  to  a  quiet  nook 
beside  a  stream,  but  a  fisherman,  in  order  to  rid 
the  [dace  of  them,  throws  stones  into  the  water 
which  splashes  all  over  them.  The  young  man 
remonstrates,  but  when  the  fisherman  tinishes  with 
him  he  is  glad  to  make  a  hasty  retreat.  \. 
sit  under  a  tree  and  the  fellow  above  throws 
apples  down  on  their  beads  and  then  tumbles  down 
on  top  of  them.  Finally  they  go  to  a  bench  in 
the  park,  when  a  dashing  looking  fellow  conns 
along,  and  in  a  very  short  time  wins  the  lady 
from  her  ragged  escort,  who  stands  bj  powerless 
to  Interfere  and  looking  the  picture  of  distress. 
41n    feel.  « 

BUSY    FIANCE.   -A    man    who    is   bo   overwhelmed 
with  business  engagements  that  he  can  not  find 
time  to  pay  the  proper  court  to  his  fiance,  finds 
himself  in  a  peculiar  position,  and  at  the  mercy 
of  his  secretary,  whom  be  sends  in  his  place  each 
time  that  he  has  an  engagement  with  the  young 
lady.  We  see  Hie  busy  fellow  write  a  note  and 
give  it  to  his  secretary  introducing  the  latter  to 
the    girl,    and    slating    that    he    will    take    hi- 
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W*  Stephen  Bush,  Lecturer 
3349  Market  St.,  Phila.,  Pa. 

on  "Passion  Play,"  "Mac- 
beth," "Othello,"  "Romeo 

and  Juliet,"  "Scarlet  Letter" 
"Enoch  Arden,"  "  'Ostler  Jo" 

"  Sbamus  O'Brleo,"  Washington  at  Valley  Forge," 
"The  Blue  and  the  Gray"  and  on  all  kindred  sub- 

jects of  dramatic,  historicorclassiccharacter. 
If  you  wish  to  give  your  patrons  something 

entirely  new  and  attractive,  if  you  wish  to 
attract  new  business  and  get  the  best  class 
of  people  to  come  to  your  place,  if  you  want 
to  increase  your  box  office  receipts  send  for 
free  circular.     It  will  surely  interest  you. 

THE    MOVING   PICTURE   WORLD 

Lectures 

IDEAL    FILM    EXCHANGE 
112-114  E.  RANDOLPH  STREET 

CHICAGO,   ILL. 

Slightly  used  machines  and  films  half  price 
and  less.     It  pays  you  to  inquire. 

Moving  Picture  Films 
500  reels  for  rent  or  sale,  very 

Teasonable,  write  for  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE 
1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia 

FILMS  FOR  SALE 
For  Sale,  20  reels  fine  films.  Little  used. 
This  is  not  a  lot  of  worn  out  stuff,  but  is  in 
fine  condition,  some  only  used  once  for  first 
run  service.  Entire  stock  for  sale.  If  you 
want  any  of  them  write  quick. 

UNIQUE  FILM  EXCHANGE 

P.  O.  Box  637         -  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also    Seating   for   Out 
of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

and  go  driving  with  her.  When  the  young  man 
arrives  at  the  girl's  home  she  Is  growing  Im- patient, and  when  she  reads  the  note  she  Is  in- 

dignant, but  makes  the  most  of  the  situation  and 
away  they  go  In  a  rig  to  a  lonely  part  of  the 
wood.  They  get  out  and  gather  wildflowers,  and 
while  the  girl  Is  climbing  over  a  rock  she  injures 
her  foot  and  the  young  man  is  compelled  to  hurry her  home  before  he  has  an  opportunity  to  tell  her of  his  infatuation  for  her. 
He  comes  again  and  things  are  beginning  to 

take  a  serious  turn  for  the  young  lady  is  con- 
scious of  his  attentions.  Her  fiance  drops  in  for 

a  moment  and  rushes  away  unheeding  the  en- 
treaties of  the  girl  and  her  parents  to  remain. 

This  infuriates  the  father,  and  much  to  the  satis- 
faction of  the  secretary,  he  writes  a  note  to  the 

busy  lover  telling  him  that  as  he  is  much  too 
busy  to  think  of  marrying,  his  daughter  has  de- 

cided to  wed  the  secretary.  The  young  couple  then 
receive  the  father's  blessing  and  are  happy  ever after.     508  feet. 

THE  SPECTER — This  interesting  little  drama 
opens  in  a  cobbler's  shop,  where  the  old  shoe- 

maker is  seen  busy  at  his  work,  assisted  by  his 
apprentice,  who  is  attired  in  the  costume  of  a 
Pierrot.  A  young  and  beautiful  girl  comes  In 
and  leaves  her  order  for  a  pair  of  shoes,  and  the 
young  man  falls  desperately  in  love  with  her  at 
first  sight.  When  the  boots  are  finished  the  old 

"  man  sends  the  boy  to  deliver  them  to  the  young 
woman's  house,  a  magnificently  appointed  estab- 

lishment. After  he  puts  on  the  young  lady's  shoes, 
instead  of  leaving,  he  tarries  and  is  soon  telling 
her  of  his  infatuation.  She  does  not  take  him 
seriously,  but  seems  to  enjoy  his  entreaties  as  a 
good  joke.  She  ridicules  his  clothes  and  tells  him 
that  his  position  in  life  is  too  menial  to  allow 
her  the  money  required  to  keep  np  her  social  posi- 

tion. Finally  she  dismisses  him,  and  he  goes  on 
his  way  back  to  the  shop,  feeling  most  dejected. 

Realizing  that  he  must  have  gold  to  win  the 
girl's  affection,  he  makes  his  way  to  the  old  man's 
room,  where  he  knows  his  money  is  concealed.  He 
rifles  everything  in  his  vain  search  of  fortune,  and 
at  last  finds  a  large  quantity  of  money  sewed 
in  the  mattress.  The  old  man.  hearing  the  noise, 
comes  upon  the  robber,  and  there  is  a  struggle 
between  the  two,  in  which  the  boy  seizes  a  knife 

and   plunges   it  into   the   old   man's   heart. 
Rushing  off,  he  seeks  the  young  woman,  and  is 

not  long  in  winning  her  affection  after  showing  her 
the  money.  After  he  has  confided  his  ill-gotten 
treasure  to  her  care,  his  conscience  disturbs  him, 
and  he  sees  the  ghost  of  the  man  he  robbed  and 
murdered.  The  specter  leads  him  from  the  side 
of  the  girl  and  follows  him  closely  wherever  he 
goes.  Finally,  in  a  fit  of  desperation  at  the  memory 
of  his  crime,  we  see  him  take  a  knife,  plunge  it 
into  his  own  heart,  and  die  by  the  roadside.  508 
feet. 
NATIVE  LIFE  IN  SUDAN.— Pictures  of  travel  in 

such  places  as  the  Orient  and  the  black  conti- 
nent are  always  sure  to  be  interesting,  for  not 

many  of  us  have  sojourned  in  these  countries.  In 
this  picture  we  see  the  black  race  in  their  own 
land  and  have  an  opportunity  of  studying  their 
peculiar   ways   at   close   range. 
We  see  the  natives  unloading  the  boats  and 

carrying  the  merchandise  to  the  shore  on  their 
heads.  The  grain  is  heaped  up  and  they  sort  it  and 
make  their  flour  by  breaking  the  grain  between  two 
stones.  They  are  seen  weaving  rugs,  the  men  at 
work  washing  the  clothes,  and  the  women  attend- 

ing to  their  duties  of  cooking  and  feeding  the 
little  ones.  We  see  the  Pacha  going  among  the 
poor  and  distributing  food  to  the  unfortunates,  who 
clamor   for   it   like   hungry    wolves. 

Lastly,  there  is  a  fete  on  the  public  square, 
and  the  girls  are  dancing  the  native  dances,  while 
the  men  sit  around  and  gamble.     459  feet. 

THE  COUNTRY  OF  THE  "BOGOUDENS."— In 
this  picture  we  are  brought  in  close  contact  with 
the  people  of  Brittany,  who  are  famed  the  world 
over  for  their  simplicity  and  piety.  Bogoudens  are 
the  peculiar  little  bonnets  worn  by  the  people  of 
that  country.  Some  are  more  elaborate  than  others 
in  the  way  of  embroidery;  but  they  are  all  of  the 
same  style,  and  the  women  are  known  all  over 
the   world  by  this  quaint  headdress. 
The  first  picture  shows  the  little  children  romp- 

ing around  a  May  tree,  such  as  we  have  in  our 
own  country  in  the  kindergarten.  Next,  we  see 
the  women  busy  embroidering,  and  we  get  a  view 
here  at  close  rauge  of  these  masterpieces  in  needle 
work.  We  next  see  a  wedding,  and  are  made 
acquainted  with  many  of  their  pretty  simple  cus- 

toms, which  makes  this  film  educational,  as  well  as 
iuli-resting.     360  feet. 
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Kleine-Optical  Company  Issues: 
A  LOVE  AFFAIR  OF  THE  OLDEN  DAYS  (An* 

brosio,). — A  very  beautifully  enacted  dranuF grandiose  settings  with  photographic  detail  and  pat spective  unexcelled. 

The  lord  of   the   manor  has   fallen   madly  in  lo*»" 
with    one    of    his    subjects,    but    the    latter    sptus#»- his  advances,   and  under  pretense  of  a   misdemeanor 
she   is   apprehended    and   taken   into   custody.      Th* 
sister  summons  the  lover  of  the   unfortunate  vk-tln 
and    explains    the    conditions,     whereupon    the     mi 
form    a    pact    to    do    everything    to    bring    about  gf 
rescue.     Clad   in   the   garments  of  a  jester,    he   im- 

personates a   musician   and   this   gains  admission  4< 
the  palace. 
Coming  upon  his  sweetheart,  he  discloses  his  ideaX- 

tity,    and,     taking    her    up.    makes    his    exit    overmr' perilous    route.      The    rescue    is    detected,     pursuit 
follows,    and   the   two   are    recaptured.      The   valiant 
lover   is   cast   into   a   cell,    while    the    girl    is    taken 
before  the  lord.     The  latter  proposes  marriage,   and 
If   accepted   agrees   to   expunge   the   charge    against 
her  and  release  her  lover.     Reluctantly  she   agrees, 
and    when    the    release    order    is    presented    to    her 
she   embraces   her  lord  only   to  abstract   his  dagger  . 
with   which   she   promptly   pierces   his    breast.      She 
makes  her  exit  through  the   window   and  down   the 
precipitous  wall,   approaches   the   building   from    the 
outside,     presents    the    release    for    her    lover,     and 
the  two  quickly  make  their  escape. 

The   series    concludes    with    an    enlarged    view   of" a    happy    little    family    group    taken    several    yean 
later.      Length,    947    feet. 

LOVE    AND    FORTUNE    (Lux).— A    yonng    fellowf 
drudging  along  industriously  to  eke  out  an  existence,!, 
is    in    love    with    an     equally     unfortunate    maiden.  . 
Love  stimulates  them  to  renewed  efforts,  and  hopes! 
run    high    in    the    hearts   of   both.      His   pride    doeal  • 
not    permit   him    to   propose    marriage.      The   condi-l 
tions   prevailing   are   such   as   to   invoke   the   aid   oft- 
the   gods,    and   so  one   day   a   fairy   appears   to   thel 
young  man  as  he  sleeps  at   the  table  in  his  room,! 
and   he   undergoes  an  experience   strangely  exciting.!. 

He   finds   himself   in   possession   of   great   wealth,  I ; 
and  in   his   exuberance  be   forgets  his   maiden   fair.fc 
and  his  flighty  human  heart  alights  upon  the  prettj-l- 
est   young    lady   of   the    town,    the    daughter   of    aalr 

earl.     At    the   palace   all   is   pomp,    and    with    dinVf ' culty   is   he  able   to  pass   the  guards.     Once  with  fill  l 
the  edifice,   he  does  not  stand  upon  form,   but  wins 
an  armful   of  gold,   which   he  pours   at  the   feet  oft 
the   object  of   his   adoration,   his   unannounced   pres- 

ence is  pardoned  and  he  is  royally  entertained. 
During   a    promenade    of   the    castle    grounds,    he 

comes   face   to   face   with   his   maiden   love,    who 
shocked  and   grieved  to  see  him   as  the   support 
another.      He    refuses    to    see    her,    and    she   lea 
with  a  broken  heart.     The  present  is  glorious,    anc 
the   future   looks   more   so,    bnt   fate   will   not   have*  * 
it  so,   and   ere  long  he   meets   with  reverses  and   is-  * 
ejected  from  the  palace.     Ruined,  he  returns  to  hist  J: 
quarters,   and  again  reverts  to  his  drudgery. 

At  this  moment  he  awakens,  and  as  he  realizes" 
that  all  was  only  a  dream,  he  is  content  and 
nappy  that  he  is  still  poor. 
Now  he  musters  up  courage,  and,  though  poor, 

proposes  to  the  maid,  who,  as  the  fates  would 
have  it.  also  had  a  dream,  which  coincided  with 
that  of  her  sweetheart,  and  she  is  ready  to  receive1 him. 
The  nuptials  are  simple  and  the  series  conclude* 

with  a  view  of  the  happy  family  of  three  several 

years    after. The  series  embodies  a  wide  range  of  experiences « 
under  conditions  of  poverty  and  wealth,  and  com- 

bines an  element  of   magic  with  stern  realities. 
Photographic  quality  is  perfect:  settings  and  cos- 

tumes superb.     Length.    760   feet. 

UNREQUITED  LOVE  (Gaumont) .— The  paid 
companion  of  a  lady  of  considerable  wealth  de- 

velops into  the  sweetheart  of  the  latter's  son.  This condition  is  objectionable  to  the  madam,  as  she 
has  selected  as  her  daughter-in-law  a  young  woman 
of  marked  attractions  and  accomplishments.  The 
fortunate  young  woman  is  loathe  to  cause  the  other 
woman  anguish,  and  so  offers  to  resign  in  favor 
of   the  one  less   fortunate. 

The  son  is  satisfied,  but  madam  goes  into  hys- 
terics, and  in  deference  to  the  interests  of  his 

mother,  the  son  repudiates  his  love.  The  com- 
panion is  discharged,  and  disconsolate  she  enters 

the  convent  to  spend  her  years  In  ministering  to 
others. 

Six  years  later  her  old  lover  and  his  wife  call 
at  the"  convent  with  their  little  girl,  which  is  to 
be  left  there  to  be  instructed.  The  old  sweetheart 
recognizes  the  visitors  with  a  start,  but  is  herself 
not  recognized.  For  old  love's  sake  the  Sister 
gives  the  little  one  every  care  and  consideration. 

A  very  pathetic  but  beautifully  rendered  subject. 

Length,  537  feet. 
THE  DOCTOR'S  FORGTVENESS  (Urban-Eclipse). 

— A  highly  sensational  story,  well  rendered.  Dr. 
Moore,  a  prominent  physician,  his  wife  and  little 
daughter  are  the  principal  characters  in  this  series. 
The  home  life  and  conditions  are  serene  and 

happv  until  one  day  the  doctor  returns  unexpectedly 
and  finds  his  wife  In  the  embrace  of  another  man. 
Explanations  are  futile,  and  the  doctor  orders  his 
wife  to  leave  the  premises.  The  doctor  is  heart- 

broken over  the  affair,  but  devotes  himself  entirely 
to  his  profession. 
Five   years   elapse   and   the    mother   and   daughter 



THE    MOVING    PICTURE    \V<  »RLD 

ra  still  estranged   from  bnsband  mui   father.     Tho 

ttle  Klrl  Is  v.t.v  sl,-k  an. I  the  attending  plivHlclaii 
ills  for  h  consultation  He  summons  Dr.  Moore, 
be  answers  promptly,  bnl  when  be  comes  Into  the 
oin    and      t-    the    wife    and    the    patient,    he 
tabes  to  depart.  Mrs.  Moore  blocks  the  door  nml 
slsts  upon  his  rendering  std  to  the  daughter,  The 
her  doctor  and  nlils  sssist  In  pnranadlng  Mm  to 
nder  service.  The  operation  is  successful  and  the 
ttle  one  recuperates.  Mother  and  daughter  now 
ipeal  to  the  bnsband,  and  for  the  sake  of  the 
ttle    one    the    two    hearts    are    reunite, l    and    peace 
lid  Joy  again  reigns  supreme.  Length,  "-it  feet. 
THEY  WANT  A  DIVORCE  (Gaumont).  The  two 
embers  of  a  life  partnership  for  weal  or  woe 

greed  to  disagree,  and  together  consult  a 
wyer  as  to  the  steps  necessary  to  accomplish  a 
gal  dissolution  of   their   bonds.     They   are  advised 
iat    they    must    have    ground    upon    which    to    instl- 
ite    proceedings.      Accordingly,    they    combat    each 
her  In  the  presence  of  others,  but  when  the  affray 
closed    they    thul    the    proposed    witnesses    have 

>parte<l  In  haste.  Numerous  and  novel  arc  the 
tempts  made  to  secure  the  Btautorj  cause  for 
tlon.  and  finally,  all  battered  and  bandaged,  they 
turn    to    the   lawyer    to  recite   their   troubles.      Find 

is:    no    witnesses,    thai    augusl    gentleman    reunites 
it    two    and    semis    them    on    their    waj    rejoicing. 
angth,    in    feet. 

l.EVIERA  IN  MOTOR  CAR  (Lux).  A  very 
series  of  views  Is  furnished  in  this  col- 
The    details    of    the    trip    are    produced    in 

i   realistic    a    manner    as    to    yield    almost    the    same 
is    though    one    covered    the    ground    in 

The    subjects    Illustrated    are    as    follows: 
Nice    Promenade    Des    Anglais     Restaurant    Pe   Ln 

Mom    Boron     Beaulleu     Mor 
mural   Sight   of   Monte  Carlo.      Length,    K20   feet. 

CONSTANTINOPLE  (Raleigh  \  Roberts).— A 
aautlful  series  of  panoramice  views  pertaining  to 
ife  and  conditions  in  Constantinople.  The  per- 
oectlve    and    photographic    qualities   are    perfect    In 
very  detail.  The  tourist,  as  well  as  the  student. 

••Ill  tlnd  this  subject  most  interesting. 
The  subjects  Illustrated  are  as  follows: 
The  Harbor— Old  Stamborel — Dentists — Tailors  - 
hoemakers — The  Bazaar — The  Market  Mosque.  St. 
•ophle— -The  Hippodrome  Place — Fountain  William 
I. — Mosque— Sultan  Ahmud — Interior  Court  and 
'rlests'  Prayer— ("all  on  the  Market — The  Calata 
"idpre — Turkish  Soldiers — The  THirli  Street  at  Pera 
-Fire  Brigade.     Length,  con  feet. 

A  FINE  EASTER  EGG  (Lux).  -The  Betting  is 
hat  of  a  conn  with  its  suite  of  attendants.  A 

jer  is  dispatched  to  a  scientist  for  an  Easter 
•gg.  and  returns  with  the  largest  to  be  procured. 
Vt  the  court  the  egg  is  opened,  and  from  it  is 

aken  a  complete  outfit  of  infant's  wearing  apparel, 
n  magic  a  larger  egg  is  produced,  and  from  it 
ippear  In  groups  of  two  a  gathering  of  ladies  ex- 
misitely  costumed,  who  dance  before  the  Queen. 
Finally,  one  lady  appears  even  more  beautifully 

irrayed.  and  in  her  arms  she  hears  an  infant. 
which  she  present  to  the  Queen.  The  cup  of  joy 
Is  now  full  to  the  brim,  and  nil  partake  of  it 
freely.  The  series  concludes  with  a  number  of 
fancy   dances   beautifully   executed. 

Artistic  settings  and  beautiful  costumes  are  a 
striking  feature  of  this  film.      Length.    250  feet. 

PRECIPITATED  REMOVAL  I  Lux)  .—An  excep- 
tionally novel  subject  of  remarkably  good  detail 

nnd    perspective. 
A     transient    couple    desire    to    rent    a    room,     and 

after    having    made    a    selection,    desire    it    properly 
shed. 

The    mover    is   engaged,    and    opening    up    the    win- 
dow   he    causes    various    furniture    to    make    its    ap- 

pearance,    as     if     thrown     up     from     below.       Each 
tsed    to    assume    its    position,    and    in    a 

comparatively     short     space    of     time     the     room     is 
furnished    and    a    dining-room    table    with    luncheon 
iwaits   the   new   occupants. 
Interesting  and  mvstifving  throughout.  Length. 

10S    feet. 

A  NOBLE  JESTER;  or,  "Faint  Heart  Never  Won 
Fair  Lady"  (Vitagraph) . — Our  story  opens  with  an 
Interim-  view  of  an  old  English  castle.  A  young 
lirl.  rather  listless  and  languid,  sits  reading.  Her 
father  and  tutor  presently  leave  the  room.  As  they 
(0  riie   teacher   shakes   his  finger  reprovingly  at 
Ms  charge.  She  crosses  to  the  latticed  window  and 
looks  out:  becomes  very  much  interested  in  what 
she  Bees.  A  young  nobleman  is  passing  by  on  horse- 
hack,  looks  np.  sees  the  beautiful  girl  at  the  win- 
Sow,  dismounts,  draws  near  and  speaks  to  her.  She 

i  rose  and  throws  it  to  him.  and  just  as  he 
Is  kissing  her  hand  the  father  and  tutor  appear, 
take  her  inside  and  order  the  young  gallant  away. 
tnstde  the  girl  is  reprimanded  for  speakimr  to  un- 

known  gentlemen  and  as  punishment   is   given   extra 

The   young    lady    Is    In    l,,\e,    gOM    al   I    lor 
studies  in  ■  listless  ami  disinterested  manner.    The 
father    and     tutor    notice    her    lack    Of    ambition     and 
apparent  decline  and  summon  the   fatnil]    physician, 
(rbo  pronounces   the  ailment   ■   case  o   >lancbolla 
and  he  ad\  ises  the  parent  t"  procure  ■  Jester,  a 
proclamation  is  written  and  posted  and  I-  obserred 
by  various  prisons,  among  them  the  nobleman  of 
our  former    icene      Here  is  a  chance  for  bim  to  be 
with    and    see    his    lady    hoe.       He    a.r.  n  diliuh     di.sses 
himself  as  a  fool,  ami  is  among  the  applicants  who 
seek  the  position.  The  Jesters  arrive  al  I  he  rustle. 
all     of     distinctly     different       type;     One       tall       and 
melancholy;    one    fat    and    comical;      •   hunchback, 
ami.  lastly,  the  young  prince,  The  father,  tutor 
and    doctor    enter.      The    parent    explains    wbal    is 
wanted  Of  them  ami  each  In  turn  is  bidden  to  tell 
bla  host  tale,  The  three  first  named  do  their  little 
stunt,    but    none   Seem    to   i   i    the    reipilreiiiul  s.     The 
roung  nobleman  rises  and  commences  to  speak.     At 
the  sound  of  his  voice  tlie  girl  starls  rapturously, 
laughs    and    nods    approvingly,    whereupon    he    Is    lin 
mediately   engaged   and   his   competitors   dismissed. 

In    the    park     we    tilld    the    jester     telling    hoe    tales 
to  the  young  lady.  She  is  extremely  happy  and 
light-hearted  again  and  her  father  and  tutor  are 
delighted.  Two  courtiers  enter  and  announce  the 
arrival  of  a   baron,   who  ionics  to  ask   the  band  of 
the    daughter    in     marriage.       The     father     we! 
him.  presents  his  child,  ami  leaving  the  baron  to 
plead  his  cause,  departs.  The  jester  remains  watch- 

ing and  listening,  and  is  wild  witli  Jealous  rage  as 
his  rival  pleads.  To  the  young  lady  the  ordeal  Is 
equal!]  distasteful.  She  attempts  to  run  away,  hut 
Is  roughly   seized  by   the  suitor.     The  jester  comes 
i"  her  rescue,  draws  his  sword  ami  dares  his  rival 

t"    fight.      They    fence,    the    baron's    attendants    rush 
to  his  assistance,  hut  the  jester-nobleman,  being  a 
master  at  fencing,  soon  dispatches  them  all.  At 
this  juncture  the  father,  tutor,  doctor  and  servants 
rush  in.  find  the  girl  in  the  jester's  arms  and  the 
Boor  Strewn  with  wounded  men.  The  daughter  ex- 

plains, accuses  the  baron  of  cowardliness  and  un- 

gentlemanly  conduct,  then  returns  to  her  lover's 
arms.  The  father  is  Indignant  and  horrified  that 
his  daughter  Bhould  display  such  poor  taste.  The 
tester  removes  his  fool  costume,  disclosing  jewels 
and  other  marks  of  nobility.  His  retainers  enter. 

the  prince  asks  for  and  is  given  the  daughter's 
hand,  while  the  haron  sneaks  away.  Length.  650 
feet, 

WHEN  CASEY  JOINED  THE  LODGE  (Vila 

graph).— Casey  is  being  initiated  into  a  new  order. 
The  inrinhi  i-s  remove  the  blindfold,  he  glances 
around,  surprised  and  bewildered,  and  is  given  the 
different  signals  and  signs.  While  the  attention  of 
his  fellow-members  is  diverted  for  a  moment,  Casey 

leans  carelessly  against  a  barrel  marked  "gun- 
powder." lights  his  pipe  and  drops  the  match.  A 

terrific  explosion  follows,  the  members  are  thrown 
all  about  and  a  fearful  gap  is  made  in  the  wall. 
The  next  day  Casey  meets  his  chum  Riley  and  com- 

mences giving  the  signals.  Riley  is  disgusted  and 
pokes  fun  at  his  fellow-countryman,  particularly 
at  an  old  hat  which  Casey  is  wearing.  Casey  there- 

upon starts  for  the  Bowery  and  at  "Halloran's" 
purchases  an  "Eight-Day"  hat  for  $1.90.  He  struts 
•  in  and  down  the  street,  and  is  just  passing  Dun- 

lap's  when  he  sights  Riley  coming  toward  him. 
Casey  jumps  into  the  doorway  and  steps  out  just 
as  his  friend  is  passing,  and  almost  paralyzes  him 
by  telling  him  that  his  hat  is  a  Dunlap.  They  start 

for  a  saloon  and  emerge  a  little  full.  At  Riley's 
home  Mrs  R.  is  setting  the  table  as  the  two  men 
enter.  She  has  no  candle  for  light  and  her  husband 
is  sent  for  one.  He  spies  a  store,  in  the  window 

of  which  is  displayed  a  sign:  "Pin-wheels,  sky- 
rockets and  Roman  candles."  He  buys  one  of  the 

latter  and  starts  for  home.  As  he  is  about  to  enter 
he  lights  the  candle  and  it  goes  off:  the  light  from 
it  discloses  his  friend  Casey  making  love  to  his 
wife.  This  is  a  cue  for  a  fight.  The  two  men  are 
soon  at  each  other  and  in  the  mixup  fall  down 
stairs  rudely  awakening  a  policeman,  who  is  taking 
a  nap  in  the  doorway.  He  arrests  Riley  and  takes 
him  off  to  the  station-house  where  the  injured  man 
is  fined  $10.  po 

Another  scene  at  the  lodge  room.  The  different 
members  arc  in  attendance.  A  new  member  is  led 

in  and  put  through  the  degrees.  When  the  blind- 
fold is  removed  the  new  member  proves  to  be 

Riley,  ami  he  and  Casey  continue  their  fight.  Riley 
grabs  a  brick  and  soaks  Casey  on  the  head.  A 

knock  at  the  door  stops  the  disturbance  and  an- 
other applicant  is  brought  in  and  initiated.  The 

bandage  being  removed  discloses  a  coon.  Riley 
throws  a  stick  of  dynamite  under  the  chair,  the 
colored  gent  goes  up  through  the  ceiling  and  into 
the  clouds.  By  a  peculiar  coincidence  lie  descends 
through  the  roof  of  his  own  home,  landing  on  a 
chair  at  the  table,  and  poes  right  on  eating  as  if 
nothing   had   happened.      Riley    now   proceeds   to   the 
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National  Moving  Picture  Supply 
Power's    and    Edkian's    Machines.      All    Repair 

Work   Guaranteed.     Accessories 

123  Fourth  Avenue New  York 

Don't  Cet  Stung  Any   Longer 
Go  where  you  gel  the  goods,      Power'i    11       I machines.    .  si  bom  .out    ,11 
stock  at  .dl  lines.     Repaii  work  guaranteed. 

National  Moving  Picture  Supply 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc. 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.    J.    COLDTHORPE    &.   CO. 
244  West  14th  Street.  New  York 

LOOK  HERE  MR.  MANAGER 
We  make  the  handsomest  most  dec- 

orative and  best  colored 

ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDE 
on  the  market. 

Pretty    Broad    Statement 
Isn't   it— Mr.  Manager 

PREMIER 
Slides  are  made  by  our  new  and  ex- 

clusive process,  and  for  sharpness, 
brilliancy  and  effectiveness  on  the 
screen  are  unapproached  by  any  other 
slide  on  the  market. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  without  them. 
A  New  One  : 

Taft  &  Sherman  Slides 

Keady,   3")C. KR0M0GRAF    SLIDE   CO. 
Makers  of  "  Premier"  Slide 

5  EAST  8th  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  busiaess. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    ■    San  Francisco,  Cal. 

We  Write  Musi 
and   set  to  Your SONG  POEMS 
Old  Dominion  Co.,  14  W.  27th  St.,  New  TorK 

Music  Writers,  Arrangers,  Printers 
Publishers    and    Booking    Agents 

SONG  and    ANNOUNCEMENT    SLIDES 

Write,  Call  or  'Phone 

TI  CH.ETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181    Pearl  St..  New   York   City 

A  NEW  SONG  WITH  NEW  SLIDFS     YOU  WANT  IT 

COME  BACK  MY  SAILOR  BOY 
Beautiful  slides  by  Chicago  Transparency  Co.   Taken  especially  for  this  song  from  Admiral  Evans'  fleet  at  San  Francisco.    This  song  is  a  hit  everywhere 

it  is  used.     Both  the  song  and  pictures  please. 

Published  by  MILLER  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO.,  294  South  Hermitage  Avenue,  Chicago,  III 
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Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 
56  Fifth  Avenue        -       -       CHICACO. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47   North   lOth  Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highe  t  qualit>  Film  service— Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,   Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,   .  Kansas  City 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  lllastrated  Sonrs 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CrilCAdO,  ILL. 
Frederick  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

/I  AC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
WtO  ln  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

Everything  in  NEWandS.H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Films,  Stereopticons, 
Song  Slides   and  Sup- 
plies.    Same  -wanted. Catalogues  free. 
HARBACH  &  CO., 

809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

station-house,  Into  which  be  throws  another  stick 
of  dynamite  and  the  officers  fly  skyward,  Riley  with 
them.  The  trouble-maker  descends  first,  lands  in 
the  lodge  room,  where  Casey  stands  face  to  face 
with  him.  They  renew  their  fight  and  are  hard 
at  it  when  the  cups  fall  through  the  lodge  room, 
arrest  all  hands  and  drag  them  off.  A  very  novel 
comic.      Length,    335    feet. 

THE  BRAGGART;  or,  What  He  Said  He  Would 
Do  and  Vy oat  He  Really  Did  (Vitagraph).— That  a 
barking  dog  seldom  bites  is  emphatically  demon- 

strated in  this  picture.  A  big  burly  fellow,  the 
braggart,  is  the  center  of  an  admiring  group  of 
females  to  whom  he  is  relating  his  exploits,  ex- 

hibiting at  the  same  time  different  medals,  pre- 
sented for  acts  of  bravery.  The  conversation  la 

interrupted  by  music  from  the  street.  The  ladles 
object  to  the  noise  and  the  braggart  tells  them 
he  will  stop  it.  He  succeeds,  for  the  disturber 
proves  to  be  a  poor  little  girl  playing  a  mandolin, 
whom  he  brutally  chases  away.  lie  returns  to  the 
parlor,  is  telling  of  other  brave  deeds,  when  two 
ferocious  looking  Italians  stop  in  front  and  start 
grinding  a  hand  organ.  The  brave  man  jumps  up. 
rushes  threateningly  to  the  Romans,  but  as  he 
catches  a  glimpse  of  their  savage  faces,  his  cour- 

age gradually  fades.  He  cringes,  gives  each  a 
couple   of    dollars   and   slinks   away. 
Two  young  ladies  are  walking  along  the  street 

when  a  couple  of  rowdies  speak  insultingly  to 
them.  Our  champion  happens  along,  is  told  of 
the  occurrence,  and  starts  off  to  make  an  example 
of  the  two  thugs.  One  glance  at  his  opponents  Is 
sufficient.  All  the  fight  in  him  quickly  disappears 
and  after  treating  them  he  sneaks  off.  A  neighbor 
beats  our  brave  man's  son,  and  the  father  starts 
out  to  do  the  neighborhood  up.  This  man  is  not  one 
of  tue  scary  kind,  however,  and  is  just  as  ready  to 
fight  as  is  the  blower,  so  the  encounter  ends  in 
words.  Reaching  home  our  friend  is  met  at  the 
gate  by  his  wife  who  is  too  frightened  to  speak, 
and  can  only  point  in  alarm  to  the  rear  of  the 
house.  The  husband  rushes  off  and  finds  two  tramps 
rifting  the  ice  box.  helping  themselves  to  chicken, 
pie.  etc.  The  chesty  individual  arrives,  and  im- 

mediately wilts.  He  gives  the  two  tramps  a  drink, 
allows  them  to  help  themselves  to  his  cash  as  well 
as  to  the  refreshments.  Our  boaster  now  enters 
the  dining  room.  From  the  next  room  comes  a 
terrific  noise.  The  cook,  an  enormous  woman,  is  on 
a  rampage,  defying  his  wife  and  her  mother.  The 
conquering  hero  enters,  strikes  an  imposing  atti- 

tude, and  is  quickly  vanquished  by  the  servant. 
By  this  time  the  braggart  is  a  total  wreck.  His 
wife  and  mother  look  over  what  is  left  of  htm, 
and  then  and  there  he  vows  never  again  to  tell 
of  what  he   is  going   to  do.     Length.   430   feet. 
..J  PATRIOT;  or  The  Horrors  of  War  (Vita- 

graph). — A  farmer  is  seen  hard  at  work  plowing 
in  the  fields  when  the  distant  roar  of  cannon  at- 

tracts him.  He  continues  for  a  while,  but  finally 
gives  up  his  work  and  goes  toward  his  home.  Ar- 

riving there  his  wife  is  pacing  the  floor  terror 
stricken.  As  her  husband  enters  she  rushes  towards 
him.  He  takes  her  in  his  arms  protectingly 
and  tells  her  that  he  must  leave   for  the  battlefield. 

POSTERS 
Pathe Melies 
Vitagraph 

Selig 

Edison Urbin 
Essanay 

Kalem 
FILn  SUBJECT! 

5  Cents  a 

Piece 

POSTER.    TITLE    CO. 
231   Bowery,  New  York 

Phone  Connections 

The  frightened  woman  begs  of  him  to  reinaiu  with 
here,  bur  he  is  firm  in  his  determination,  takes  bis 
bat  and  leaves.  We  follow  him  through  the  woods, 
where  shells  are  exploding  on  all  sides.  He  goes 
along  cautiously,  comes  upon  a  party  of  soldiers 
fighting.  He  seizes  the  gun  of  a  dead  man  and  is 
seen  in  the  thick  of  the  fray.  The  party  are  driven 
back  and  forced  to  retire.  They  are  driven  back 
to  an  old  farm  house,  make  a  stand  outside  for  a 
few  minutes,  but  at  last  enter  the  building,  barri- 

cade the  doors  and  take  up  the  fight  from  the  inside. 
The  men  fight  gallantly  against  the  odds.  The 
enemy,  after  suffering  a  loss,  retire  and  take  up 
the  firing  from  a  distance.  The  ammunition  of 
those  inside  is  rapidly  giving  out  and  the  soldiers 
look  at  one  another  in  desperation.  The  besiegers 
observe  the  fire  from  the  building  has  slackened 
and  decide  to  charge.  They  rush  forward,  batter 
down  the  door,  engage  in  a  band  to  hand  conflict, 
in  which  all  those  inside  are  killed  or  captured. 
The  fugutives,  among  them  the  farmer  of  the 
opening  scene,  are  brought  out  and  lined  up  to  be 
shot.  Meantime  the  farmer's  wife  is  patiently 
waiting  and  watching  for  her  husband's  return. She  starts  at  every  explosion,  and  as  hubby  does 
not  come  back,  puts  on  her  shawl  and  goes  ont. 
She  travels  the  same  ground  as  did  her  husband 
and  comes  upon  him  and  the  other  captives.  Just 
as  the  platoon  is  about  to  shoot  she  throws  her 
arms  around  her  husband's  neck.  The  captain 
orders  her  taken  away.  She  is  torn  from  her  hus- 

band's arms.  At  the  same  time  the  platoon  shoots 
and  kills  the  men.  She  rushes  over  and  falls  on 

her  husband's  body  as  the  soldiers  march  away. 
Length.    33S    feet. 
ROMEO  AND  JULIET  i  Vitagraph). — Romeo  and 

Juliet  is  the  only  Shakespearian  tragedy  written 
round  a  love  story.  It  is  a  picture  of  love  as  it 
is  found  even  to-day,  embracing  the  whole  circle 
of  affection  from  childhood  to  old  age.  The  story 
itself  is  a  familiar  one  and  in  treating  it  we 
have   divded   it  into  nine  scenes,   as   follows: 

Scene  1. — Capulet  introduces  his  daughter.  Juliet, 
to   Paris,    her    future    husband. 

Scene  2. — Romeo,  son  of  Montague  (Capulet's 
enemy  i  enters  Capulet's  house  during  a  masked  ball 
and    there    meets   Juliet. 

Scene  3. — Love  at  first  sight. 
Scene  4. — The  secret  marriage  of  Romeo  and 

Juliet  in   Friar  Lawrence's  cell. Scene  5. — Infuriated  by  the  death  of  his  friend, 
Mercutio.  Romeo  fights  and  kills  Tybalt,  a  kinsman 
of  Juliet,   and  is  banished  by  the  prince. 

Scene  6. — Capulet  insists  upon  Juliet's  marriage to   Paris. 
Scene  7. — "Take  this  potion  and  for  two  days  yon 

will  be  as  dead,  then  I  will  come  to  the  tomb  and 

awaken    you." 
Scene  S. — Hearing  of  the  supposed  death  of  Juliet, 

Romeo   buys   poison   and   prepares   to   kill   himself. 
Scene  9. — Juliet  recovers  from  the  effect  of 

the  potion,  and.  finding  that  Romeo  is  no  more, 
joins   him   in   death. 

This,  the  most  beautiful  of  Shakespeare's  plays, 
has  been  magnificently  staged,  gorgeously  costumed, 
and  superbly  acted  by  a  large  and  competent  cast. 
Particular  attention  has  been  given  to  detail  and 
scenic  effects.  The  photography  is  perfect  and 
numerous  scenes  are  beautifully  tinted.  Length,  015 
feet. 

aNCIENT  ROME   (Urban-Eclipse) . — This  superbly 
photographed  series  Introduces  us  to  a  city  of  the 
past,  as  distinct  from  a  city  with  a  past.  Modern 
Rome  is.  as  far  as  possible,  cleverly  eliminated, 
and  as  we  gaze  upon  the  city  of  magnificent  ruins, 
with  its  palaces.  Coliseum.  Forum.  Arches.  Oapl- 
toline  Hill.  Catacombs,  etc..  we  seen:  actually  to 
breathe  the  atmosphere  of  the  mad  Caesars,  of 
Augustus,  Tiberius.  Agrippa.  Cains  Caligula.  Nero; 
of  Julia.  Lydia.  and  Agrippina:  we  forget  our  pres- 

ent environment  as  we  see  the  catacombs  and  colis- 
eum, with  their  memories  of  the  persecution  and 

martyrdom  of  the  early  Christians.  Length,  S7 

feet. 
' 

Manhattan  Film  Rental  Company 
HART  (Si  DAVIS,  Proprietors C.  B.  PURDY,  Manager 

WE  HAVE  THE  FIRST  RUN  OF  GOODS— FILMS  THAT  PLEASE  THE  PUBLIC 

Full    Line    of  Machines,  Accessories,  Tickets, 
Carbons,       Condensers,       Lenses,        etc.,       etc. 

Write  for  List  of  Second  Hand  Films  at  i  cents  and  3  cents  per  foot.  A  few  more  left 

MANHATTAN   FILM  RENTAL  CO.      ::      120  East  23d  Street     ::      NEW  YORK  CITY 
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IS 

If  You  Are  Interested  in  Cutting  Down  Your  Expenses 
these  dull  summer  months,  and  at  the  same  time  ruii|a  quality  of  film  that  is  right  up  to  the  standard 

Give  Us  a  Chance  to  Serve  You 
If  WE  cant  deliver  the  RIGHT  GOODS  at  a  RIGHT  PRICE 

there  is  NO  ONE  in  the  film-renting  business  that  CAN 

Because  of  our  immense  stock  of  films,  every  shipment  goes  out  two  days  ahead.     Not  in  a 
single  instance  have  we  disappointed  a  subscriber,  and  we  will  not  disappoint  you. 

We  are  the   largest  Independent  Film  Renters  in  the  Country,  and  for  an   all 
round  Film  and  Slide  Service  we  are  in  a  class  by  ourselves. 

Did  YOU  get  our  Catalogue  of  subjects? j& If  not  asK  for  it 

INDEPENDENT   FILM    SERVICE 
445  MINT  ARCAD£,  PHILADELPHIA 

G.     H.     WALKER,    Manager. 'PHone    Walnut    1705D 

Let  It  Alone 
If  you  are  offered  something  for 
nothing 

Let  It  Alone 
We  operate  six  large  offices  devot- 

ed exclusively  to  renting  films. 
We  offer  you  nothing  we  cannot 
supply. 

We  can  furnish  you  anything   in 
the  M.  P.  line. 

Any  of  the  following  offices 

Pittsburg,  Pa.  Des  Moines,  la. 
Rochester,  N.  Y.  Toledo,  O. 
Cincinnati,  O.       Lincoln,  Neb. 
PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  FILM  CD. 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 

ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving: 

Picture  Theatres 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special   Prices  on    our  New   Films 
and   Feature   Productions 
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SAVE  ON  YOUR  ELECTRIC  LIGHT  BILLS 
This  is  the  ROYAL  REACTOR  which  will  save  you  from  67 

to  76%  of  your  current  bill  and  give  you  a  clear  white  light  with 
absolutely  no  heat,  danger  from  fire,  blowing  of  fuses,  and  other  troubles 

common  to  rheostats  and  imitation  current  savers.  Money  back  if  not 
satisfied.    Price  $50.00. 

Can  you  invest  that  amount  of  money  in  anything  that  will  give 
you  instant  returns  of  from  67  to  76%  of  your  bills  ? 

Don't  wait  any  longer,  order  now  and  save  money.  Line  your 

own  pocket  instead  of  some  one  else's. 

HERMAN    E.  ROYS 

1368-70  Broadway,  New  York  City 
Wholesale  and  Retail  Manufacturer  of  everything 

pertaining  to  the  Moving  Picture  business 

FEUERBACHER  COMPANY 
M.  L.  SMITH,  Manager, 

1643  Champa  St.       -       Denver,  Colorado 
are  authorized  agents,  and  persons  in  the  West  can 

save  time  by  applying  direct  to  them 

Southern  Agent:  TOM  MOORE,  Washington,  D.C.,  803  9th  St.,  N.W. 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers 

BIOGRAPH. 

At    the   French   Ball   670  ft. 
At   the    Crossroads   of   Life.... 778  ft. 
Over    the    Hills    to    the    Poor- 

house       790  ft. 
The    Outlaw      677  ft. 
The   Man  In   the   Box   544  ft. 
The   Invisible   Fluid   662  ft. 
Mixed    Babies      550  ft. 

'Ostler    Joe       877  ft. 

EDISON. 

Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 
in    *49      1,000  ft. 

Love   Will   Find   a   Way   850  ft. 
Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
Honesty  is  the  Best  Policy   640  ft. 
The   Blue  and  the  Grey   1000  ft. 

The  Painter's  Revenge   745  ft. 
Skinny's     Finish   605  ft. 
Curious    Mr.    Curio   680  ft. 
The   Gentleman  Burglar   1000  ft. 
Bridal  Couple  Dodging  the 

Cameras      785  ft. 
The  Merry  Widow  Waltz  Craze. 705  ft. 
Nero     and     the     Burning     of 

Rome       1050  ft. 

ESSANAY. 

The    Little    Madcap   600  ft. 
The   Tragedian   400  ft. 
Just   Like   a   Woman   500  ft. 

I    Can't    Read    English   450  ft. 
The    Gentle    Sex   750  ft. 
An    Animated    Doll   760  ft. 

Peck's   Bad    Boy   1000  ft. 
Don't    Pull    My    Leg   425  ft. 
James    Boys    in    Missouri   1000  ft. 
A    Lord  For   A    Day   889  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

Lady    Audley's    Secret   705  ft. 
Held    by    Bandits   800  ft. 
The    Female    Bluebeard     
Sailor    in     Philippines   835  ft. 
Man    Hunt   S15  ft. 
An   American    Soldier     
The    White    Squaw     
Kidnapped    for    Hate     
Dolly,    the    Circus    Queen     
With  the  Fleet  in  'Frisco   900  ft. 
Night    Riders   815  ft. 
The     Underdog   725  ft. 

KXEINE    OPTICAL    COMPANY. 

A    Love    Affair    of    the    Olden 

Days      otT  ft. 
Love    and    Fortune   760  ft. 
Unrequited    Love      537  ft. 

The   Doctor's    Forgiveness   SJ"  It. 
Tuev  Want  a  Divorce   -tn   ft, 
Revlcra   in   Motor  Car   620  ft. 

Constantinople      600  ft. 
Fox    Hunting    537  ft. 
Porcelain    Industry      500  ft. 
A   Fine   Easter   Egg    108  f .t 
The    Closing    Hour   314  ft. 

A   Gendarme's  Tribulations. ..  .314  ft. 
Niagara    Falls    in    Winter   360  ft. 

The   Dressmaker's    Surprise. ..  .340  ft. 
French    Dairy    Farm   530  ft. 
Bull    Fight    in    Arcachon   407  ft. 

Blessing    the    Boats    in    Arca- 
chon      344  ft. 

Mr.   Smith,   the   New   Recruit.. 450  ft. 
Swiss    Alps         87  ft. 
Who    Owns    the    Basket?   254  ft. 
Heaw   Seas      154  ft. 
Silk    Hats    Ironed   250  ft. 
An   Unfortunate   Mistake   447  ft. 
Precipitated   Removal      108  ft. 
Ancient    Rome        87  ft. 
The    Old    Actor   480  ft. 

The   Paralytic's  Vengeance   614  ft. 
Faithful  Governess  Rewarded.  .517  ft. 

Penniless    Poet's    Luck   790  ft. 
Cast    Oft    by    His   Father   557  ft. 
Usefulness    at    an    End   560  ft. 

The  Saloonkeeper's  Nightmare. 430  ft. 
Held    for    Ransom   760  ft. 

A  Poor  Knight  and  tl»e  Duke's 
Daughter       S20  ft. 

The  Effective  Hair  Grower   224  ft. 
The    Cat's    Revenge   227  ft. 
Clarinet  Solo   117  ft. 
Magic    Dice   187  ft. 
Three   Sportsmen   and   a    Hat.. 387  ft. 
Mr.  Brown  Has  a  Tile  Loose.. 254  ft. 
Carnival    at    Nice   557  ft. 
Battle  of  Flowers   In   Nice   224  ft. 
Mischievous    Diabolo      167  ft. 
The     Marriage     of       a     French 

Soldier       347  ft. 
Unlucky     Lnck       240  ft. 
Warsmen    at    Play   300  ft. 
Rugby   Match      300  ft. 
River    Avon       284  ft. 
Sammy's   Sucker      357  ft. 
River   in    Norway   -   247  ft. 
A    Mean    Man   284  ft. 

Expensive  Marriage      440  ft. 
Mr.    Farman's    Airship   354  ft. 
Magical   Suit   of    Armor   180  ft. 
Artificial     Preparation     of     the 

Diamond       337  ft. 

Around  the   Coast  of   Brlttany.274  ft. 

MELIES. 

Boston  Normal  School  Pageant. 975  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
The    Little    Peace-Maker   120  ft. 
Pranks  with  a  Fake  P.v thon . . . 532  ft. 

Side    Show    Wrestlers   4S5  ft. 
Hunting    Teddy    Bears   30S  ft. 

The    Miser   900  ft. 
Curiosity    Punished   564  ft. 
Up-to-Date  Clothes  Cleaning. .  .210  ft. 
Justinian's  Hnman  Torches   187  ft. 
A    Fake  Diamond   Swindler   586  ft. 

PATHE     FRERES. 

The    Blackmailer      426  ft. 
Husband    Wanted       410  ft. 
On      Bad     Terms      With      the 

Janitor      524  ft. 
The  Dreyfus  Affair   1,213  ft. 
Interrupted    Romance   410  ft. 
Busy   Fiance      50S  ft. 
The   Specter      50S  ft. 
Native    Life    in    Sudan   459  ft. 

The    Country    of    the    "Bogou- dens"       3G0  ft. 
For   the   Sake   of   a   Crown   852  ft. 
Troublesome    Theft      508  ft. 

Mysterious    Flames      311  ft. 
Mr.    Boozer   Gets   a   Fright   32S  ft. 
Magnetic     Removal       672  ft. 
Our    Dog    Friends   32S  ft. 
Nocturnal    Thieves       524  ft. 
The    Fat    Baby   328  ft. 
Walks    in    Soudan   344  ft. 
Lovers'     111    Luck   278  ft. 
Beatrice   Cenci   770  ft. 
The     New     Maid   721ft. 
Ruffians    Thrashed   164  ft. 
Astrakhan    Fisheries   295  ft. 
Peculiar     People   393  ft. 
Grandfather's    Pills   541  ft. 
Double  Suicide    590  ft. 
Victim    of    His    Honesty   360  ft. 
Unlucky     Artist   442  ft. 
Poor    Pussy   459  ft. 
Tracked  by  the  Police  Dog   328  ft. 

LUBIN. 

Philadelphia,  the  Cradle  of 
Liberty      305  ft. 

Held    For    Ransom   815  ft. 
Student's   Prank,   or  a  Joke  on 

His    Parents      5S0  ft. 
Romance   in   a   Gypsy  Camp... 725  ft. 

The    Old    Maid's    Parrot   250  ft. 

An  Honest  Newsboy's  Reward. 745  ft. 

Two  Little   Dogs   '-10  ft. 
Mephlsto's    Affinity   635  ft. 
Adventures  of  Mr.   Troubles. .  .271  ft. 
The    Hand  of  Fate   070  ft. 

Magnetic    Vapor      345  ft. 

The    Miner's    Daughter   915  ft. 
Two  Brothers  of  the  G.   A.    R.000  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

Texas    Tex       565  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terflj      459  ft. 

A    Chance    Shot   358  ft. 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft. 
The     Will   376  ft 

Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 

The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.  .625  ft 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the   Nor- 

wegian  Army      815  ft. 
Sports  of  All  the   World   574  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpatb.280  ft. 
Honor  Lost — Everything  Lost.. 669  ft. 
Dog-Training     294  ft. 
A    Misalliance       760  ft. 
The    Cba  mpagne    Bottle   167  ft. 
A   Modern    Naval   Hero   713  ft. 
Ihles   and    Antonio    (Boxers) ..  .250  ft. 
Lion    Hunting       694  ft. 

SELIG. 

The    Fighting    Parson     
Damon   and    Pythias     
Damon   and    Pythias     
East    Ly  nne     
Not    Yet.    But    Soon     
The   Shadow   of   the   Law     
In    the    Nick    of    Time     
Summer  Boarders  Taken  In. .  .526  ft. 
Troubles  of  a  New  Drag  Clerk.470  ft. 
The     Blue     Bonnet   925  ft. 

Rip   Van   Winkle   1000  ft. 

VITAGRAPH. 

A    Tragedy    of    Japan   315  ft. 
Mother-in-Law    and    the    Art- 

ist's   Model      37S  ft 
The    Chorus    Girl   190  ft 
A    Rustic   Heroine;   or,    In   the 

Days    of    King    George   630  ft. 
Avenged:    or   The   Two  Sisters. 515  ft. 
Leap     Year     Proposals     of     an 

Old   Maid    . . :   425  ft. 
The    Story    tbe    Boots    Told   600  ft. 
The    Patriot;    or    The    Horrors 

of    War      33S  ft • 

WILLIAMS.   BROWN  &  FAR1.F,. 

The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft 
The    Man    and    His   Bottle   350  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft. 
Tricky    Twins   265  ft. 
Faiuless    Extraction   225  ft. 
Father's    Lesson   600  ft. 
Hunting    Deer   S86  ft 
The     Prodigal    Son   696  ft. 
Catching   a    Burglar   625  ft 
Nasty  Sticky  Staff   S0«  ft 

Professor    Bounders'    Pills   380  ft 
Leap  Year;  or.  She   Would  Be 

Wed       345  ft. 
The   Interrupted   Bath   176  ft. 
The   Gambler's   Wife   540  ft. 
Doctor's     Dodge   260  ft 
The   Great   Trunk   Mystery   502  ft 
Freddie's  Little  Love  Affair... 345  ft. 
The    Mission    of    a    Flower   360  ft. 
Lazy    Jim's    Luck   485  ft 

A    Sacrifice    for    Work   340  ft. 

The    Greedy    Girl   *50  ft. 

Portland    Stone    Industry   450  ft. 
Tell-Tale    Cinematograph   400  ft 
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Money  Saved 
is   better  than 

i1  Money  Earned 

Noiseless Indestructible 

Cut   Down 

Your 
Electric 

Light  Bills 
by 

Using  the 

ELECTRO  MINIMIZER 
For  Alternating  Current  Only.      Price  $80.00 

There  are  others,  but  we  will   back  the  "Electro   Minimizer"   against  them  all.     To  show  our faith  in  it  we  will  send  it  on  THIRTY  DAYS  FREE  TRIAL. 

We  do  not  make  impossible  claims  of  75%  saving,  as  others  do,  but  we  do  claim  that,  on  the  same 

voltage,  the  "  Minimizer"  will  save  more  current  than  any  other  device. 

Test  it  ;it  our  expense.     All  the  risk  you  take  is   to  pay  expressage  one  way. 

If  satisfied  send  us  $40.00  in   thirty  days  and   $5.00  per  week  thereafter    for  eight  weeks.      If 
dissatisfied  return  the  Minimizer  at  our  expense  in  30  days.      References  required  unless 

$40    is  sent  with  order,  which  will    be    refunded    if  you    return    Minimizer. 

CO-OPERATIVE  FILM  SERVICE  OF  AMERICA 
137  E.  17th  Street,  New  YorK  City 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  2233  Vine  St. St.  Louis,  Mo.,  1822  Olive  St. 
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Published  once  a  month. 

THE    MOVING    PICTURE   WORLD 

TRADE  DIRECTORY. Send  us  change  of  address 

Film   Service  Association. 

ALABAMA. 

Bailey  Film   Service,   116  21st  St.,   Birmingham. 
Southern    Film    Exchange,    193    N.    20th    St.,    Bir- 

mingham. 
Theater   Film   Supply  Co.,  Birmingham. 

CALIFORNIA. 

Geo.  Breck,  550  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco. 
Clune    Film    Exchange,    727    So.    Main    St.,    Los 

Angeles. 
Miles  Bros.,   790  Turk  St.,   San   Francisco. 
Novelty    Moving   Picture   Co.,   876    Eddy    St.,    San 

Francisco. 
Talley  Film  Exchange,  Los  Angeles. 

COLORADO. 

IT.  H.  Buckwalter,  713  Lincoln  Ave..  Denver. 
Chicago    Film    Exchange,    Railway    Exc.    Building, 

Denver. 
Eugene   Cline  &   Co.,    1021    Grand    Ave.,   Denver. 
Denver  Film  Exchange,   713  Lincoln  Ave.,   Denver. 
Globe   Film  Service,   2   Nassau   Rlk.,   Denver. 
Little  &  Pratt,  Charles  Bldg.,  Denver. 

ILLINOIS. 
CHICAGO. 

American  Film  Service,  641  Am.  Trust  Bldg. 
Chicago  Film  Exchange,  120  East  Randolph  St. 
Eugene  Cline,  59  Dearborn  St. 
Globe  Film  Service,  79  Dearborn  St. 
Inter-Ocean   Film   Exchange,   59   Dearborn   St. 
Laemmle  Film  Service,   196  Lake   St. 
National   Film   Renting   Co.,   67    N.   Clark   St. 
Royal  Film  Service,  253  La  Salle  St. 
Schiller  Film  Exc,   103  E.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago. 
Standard  Film  Exchange,   79  Dearborn  St. 
W.  H.  Swanson  &  Co.,  160-4  Lake  St. 
Temple  Film  Co.,  Masonic  Temple. 
Theater  Film  Service,  85  Dearborn  St. 
20th  Century  Optiscope  Co.,  89  Dearborn  St. 
U.  S.  Film  Exchange,  59  Dearborn  St. 

INDIANA. 

Indianapolis  Calcium  Light  &  Film  Exchange,   114 
So.  Capitol   Ave. 

Laemmle  Film   Service,   EvansviHe. 

H.   Ldeber   Co.',   24  W.   Washington   St,   In- dianapolis. 
Luther  Day  Service  Co.,  Muncie,lnd. 

KANSAS     CITY. 

Eugene    Cline    &    Co.,    1021    Grand    Ave.,    Kansas 
City. 

Charles   M.    Stebbins,    1028    Main    st. 
20th  Centurv  Optiscope  Co.,  Shukert  Bldg. 
Yale   Film   Renting  Co.,   1116   Main   st. 

LOUISIANA. 

Imported  Film   Supply  Co.,  New  Orleans.  _ 
VV.   H.   Swanson   Dixie   Film   Co.,   620   Commercial 

PI..  New  Orleans. 
Yale  Film  Renting  Co.,  220  Texas  St.,  Shreveport. 

MASSACHUSETTS. 

F.  J.  Howard,  564  Washington   St.,  Boston. 
Miles  Bros.,  Hub  Theater,  Boston. 
New    England    Film    Exc,    682    Washington    St., 

Boston. 
MICHIGAN. 

Michigan  Film  &  Supply  Co.,  Butler  Bldg.,  Detroit. 
National  Film  Co.,   100  Griswold  St.,  Detroit.         ■ National  Film  Co.,  Houseman  Bldg.,  Grand  Rapids, 
Central   Film   &    Supply    Co.,    Saginaw. 
Vaudette  Film  Exc,  103  Monroe  St.,  Grand  Rapids. 

MINNESOTA. 

Eugene  Cline  &  Co.,  Minneapolis. 
Northwestern    Film   Co.,   Minneapolis. 
Twin  City  Calcium  &  Stereopticon  Co.,  720  Henne- 

pin Ave.,  Minneapolis. 
MISSOURI. 

Eugene  Cline  &  Co.,  St.  Louis. 
O.  T.  Crawford,  Gayety  Theater,  St.  Louis. 
W.  H.   Swanson  St.  Louis  Film  Co.,  81354    Chest- 

nut St.,  St.   Louis. 
Western   Film   Exc,  841    Century  Bldg. 

NEW   YORK. 

Buffalo  Film  Exchange,  13  Genesee  St.,  Buff»U. 
Imperial   Moving  Picture  Co.,   301   River  St.,  Troy. 
Mullin  Film  Service.  Solar  Bldg.,  Watertown. 
Pittsburg    Calcium    Light    &    Film    Co.,    158    Main 

St.,    E-.   Rochester. 
Talking   Machine  Co.,  97  Main  St.,   E.,  Rochester. 

NEW    YORK    CITY. 

Actograph  Co..   50  Union   So. 
I'.loctograph  Co.,    mil   Third  Ave. 
Empire  Film  Co..   106  Fulton   St. 
Greater  N.  Y.  Film  Rental  Co.,  24  Union  Sq. 
llarstn  &  Co.,  13  E.  14th  St. 
Imperial  Moving  Picture  Co.,  44  W.  28th  St. 
Improved  Film  Supplv  Co.,  148  Delancey  St. 
Kinetocraph  Co..   41   E.   21st   St. 
Miles  Bros.,  259  Sixth  Ave.  , 
Peoples'  Film  Exchange,   126  University  PI. 

Vitagraph   Co.,    116   Nassau   st. 
Alfred  Weiss  Film   Exchange,  219   Sixth  Ave. 

OHIO. 
Eugene  Cline  &  Co.,  717  Superior  Ave.,  Cleveland. 
Kent  Film   Service,  218   Nicholas  Bldg.,  Toledo. 
Lake  Shore  Film  Co.,  Superior  Bldg.,  Cleveland. 
National    M.    P.    Supply    Co.,    1703    E.    55th    St., 

Cleveland,   Ohio. 
Ohio  Film  Exchange,  11  East  Broad  St.,  Columbus. 
Toledo  Film   Exchange,  Spitzer  Arcade. 
Superior  Film  Supply  Co.,  621  Nasby  Bldg.,  Toledo. 

PENNSYLVANIA. 

Keystone   Film    and    Supply   Co.,    6   Spooner   Bldg., 
Harrisburg. 

PHILADELPHIA. 

C.  A.   Calehuff,  4th  and  Green  Sts. 
Electric  Theatre  Supply  Co.,  47  N.   10th  St. 
S.  Lubin,  2i   So.  8th  St. 
Miles  Bros.,  1319  Market  St. 
Philadelphia   Film   Exc,    1229   N.   Seventh    St. 
L.   M.   Swaab,   338    Spruce   St. 

PITTSBURG. 

Columbia   Film   Exchange,   414   Ferguson   Bldg. 
Harry   Davis,    347    Fifth   Ave. 
Duquesne  Amusement   Supply   Co.,   Bakewell   Bldg. 
Pennsylvania   Film   Co.,   403   Lewis   Block. 
Pittsburg  Calcium   Light  &  Film  Co.,   121   4th  Ave. 

TEXAS. 

O.  T.  Crawford  Film  Exchange,  El  Paso. 
O.    T.    Crawford    Film    Exchange    Co.,    214    Levy 

Building,    Houston. 
Southern  Talking  Machine  Co.,  Dallas. 
J.   D.  Wheelan,   339   Main   St.,  Dallas. 
20th  Century  Optiscope  Co.,  Juaniata  Bldg.,  Dallas. 

TENNESSEE. 

American    Film    Service,    Memphis. 
Laemmle  Film  Service,   78   S.   Front   St.,   Memphis. 

Chicago  Film  Exchange,  Omaha,  Neb. 
Chicago  Film  Exc,  601  14th  St.,  N.  W.,  Wash- 

ington,  D.   C. 
Eugene  Cline  &  Co.,  Salt  Lake  City,  Utah. 
Edison  Display  Co.,  Seattle,   Wash. 
Laemmle  Film  Service,  Omaha,  Neb. 
Miles  Bros.,  Munsey  Bldg.,  Washington,  D.  C. 
Miles  Bros.,   412  E.   Baltimore   St.,   Baltimore,   Md. 
Miles   Bros.,    107    Sixth   St.,   Portland,    Ore. 
Mitchell's  Film  Exchange,  Little  Rock,  Ark. 
Montana  Film  Exchange,  '41  N.  Main  St.,  Butte, 

Mont. 
Oklahoma  Film  Exchange,  Oklahoma  City. 
Pearce  &  Scheck,  223  N.  Calvert  St.,  Baltimore, 

Md. Pittsburg  Calc.  Light  and  Film  Co.,  Des  Moines. 
Theater  Film  Supply  Co.,  Charlotte,  N.  C. 
Theater    Film    Supply    Co.,   Augusta,    Ga. 
Virginia  Film  Exchange,  Norfolk,  Va. 
Western  Film  Exchange,  Mathews  Bldg.,  Milwau- 

kee, Wis. 
Trant  &  Wilson,  63  E.  Third  St.,  So.,  Salt  Lake 

City,   Utah. 
20th  Century  Optiscope  Co.,  Eccles  Bldg.,  Ogden, 

Utah. 

OHIO.- Cincinnati  Film  Exchange,  214  W.  5th  St,  Cin- 
cinnati. 

Cleveland  Film  Renting  Exchange,  Citizens'  Bank 

Bldg. 

Co-operative  Film  Syndicate,  North  Balti- more,  Ohio. 
Eureka  Film  Exchange,  Akron,  O. 
Nolan  Film  Exchange,  11  Fountain  Sq.,  Cincinnati. 
People's  Film  Exc,  746  Euclid  Ave.,  Cleveland, Ohio. 
Southern  Film  Exchange,  148  W.  Fifth  St.,  Cin- "    cinnati,  Ohio. 

Independent   Renters. 
BOSTON,  MASS. 

W.  E.  Green,  228  Tremont  St.,  Boston. 
Eastern    Film    Co.,    578    Washington    St.,    Boston, 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

Consolidated   Film  Co.,  913   Market   St. 
Eagle   Film  Exchange,    159  N.   Eighth   St. 
Girard     Film     Exchange,     1203     W.     Girard     Ave., 
Harbach  &  Co.,  809  Filbert  St. 
Independent  Film  Service,   445  Mint  Arcade. 
Fred  Schaefer,  1610  N.  2d. 
Williams,   Brown   &   Earle,   913    Chestnut   St. 

PITTSBURG,  PA. 

American    Film    Exc,    Wabash    Bldg.,     Pittsburgh, 
American  Film   Exchange,  605   Wabash   Bldg. 
Wonderland   Film   Exchange,   410  Market  St. 
Fort  Pitt  Film  Supply  Co.,  808  House  Office  Bldg. 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Edison    Display    Co.,    67    South    Clark    st. 
Kleine  Optical  Co.,   52  State  St. 

MICHIGAN. 
Alpena  Film  Exchange,   Beebe  Bldg.,  Alpena. 
Central    Supply    Co.,    114    N.    Edwards    St.,    Kala- mazoo. 

NEW  YORK 
Consolidated  Film   Exchange,   143   E.  23d  St. 
Manhattan  Film  Rental  Co..  122  E.  23d  St. 
N.   V.   Film   Exchange,   7  E.   14th  St. 
American    Exchange,   630   Halsey   St.,   Brooklyn. 
Amusement  Supply   House,   110  Franklin  St.,  Buf- falo. 
Consolidated   Film   Exchange,  State  St.,  Rochester. 

Alamo  Film  Exchange,  304  Conroy  Bldg., 
San  Antonio,  Tex. 

Atlanta  Film  Service,   Equitable  Bldg.,  Atlanta,  Ga. 
Birmingham  Film  Exchange,  316  St.  Charles  bl., New  Orleans. 

Canton   Film    Exc,    Market  and  5th,   Canton,   0. 
Cedar  Rapids   Film   Exc,   Cedar  Rapids,   Iowa. 
Central   Film   Exchange,    St.   Mary's,    Pa. 
Crescent  City  Film  Exc,  1002  Canal  St.,  New 

Orleans,  La. 
Detroit    Film    Exchange,    Newberry    Bldg.,    Detroit. 
Grover  &  Bell,  419  First  Ave.,  Spokane,  Wash. 
Independent  Film  Exc,    Masonic  Temple,   Chicago. 
Kleine  Optical  Co.,  662  Sixth  Ave. 
Kieine  Optical  Co.,  657  Washington  St., 

Boston,    Mass. 
Kleine  Optical  Co.,  La  Patrie  Bldg.,  Montreal,  Can. 
Kleine  Optical  Co.,  Mehlhorn  Bldg.,  Seattle,  Wash. 
Kleine  Optical  Co.,  Traction  Bldg.,  Indianapolis, 

Ind. 
Kleine  Optical  Co.,  Boston  Bldg.,  Denver,  Colo. 
Kleine  Optical  Co.,  21)08  Third  Ave.,  Birmingham, 

Ala. 

Kleine  Optical  Co.,  Commercial  Bldg.,  Des  Moines, 
Iowa. 

Kleine  Optical  Co.,  523  Commercial  Bldg.,  St. 
Louis,    Mo. 

C.  T..  Littlepage,  Anthony,  Kans. 
Los  Angeles  Film  Exc,  638  So.  Spring  St.,  Las 

Angeles. 
Mexican  Film  Exchange,  Cinco  de  Mayo,  S, 

Mexico,   D.    F. 

Moore's  Film  Service,  400  9th  St.,  N.  W.,  Wash- 
ington, D.  C. 

New  York  Motion  Picture  Co.,  114S  Scott  St., 
San   Francisco. 

Northern  Film  Exchange,  227  Fifth  St.,  Minneap- olis. 

Newman's  Motion  Picture  Co.,  293  Burnside  St., Portland,   Ore. 

Omaha  .Film  Exchange,  S48  Brandes  Bldg.,  Omaha. 
Oregon  Film  Exchange,  400  Ainsworth  Ave.,  Port- 

land,  Ore. 
Bennett  A.   Pryor,   Colusa,   Cal. 
Ramos  Film  Service,  11  W.  Broad  St.,  Richmond, 

Ya. 
Rocky  Mtn.  Film  Exc,  201  Empire  Bldg., 

Denver,  Col. 
Theater   Palais   Co.,   Suttle   Bldg.,   Meridian,   Miss. 
Turner  &  Dahnken,   1650  Ellis  St.,  San  Francisco, 
World  Film  Exchange,  823  Union  St.,  New  Or- leans. 

CANADA. 

Cinematograph  Co.,  67  St.  Catherine  St.,  Montreal. 
Dominion  Film  Exchange,  32  Queen  St.,  Toronto. 
Ontario  Film  Exch.,  Medbury  lildg.,  Windsor,  Ont. 
Ottawa    Film    and    Supply    Co.,     193    Sparks    St., 

Ottawa,  Can. 
L.  E.  Ouimet,  624  St.  Catherine,  E.,  Montreal. 

Film    Manufacturers 
(Edison   Licensees). 

Edison  Mfg.  Co.,  10  Fifth  Ave.,  New  York. 
Essanay   Film   Mfg.   Co.,  Inc.,   501   Wells  St.,   Chi- 

cago,  111. Kalem  Company,  131  W.  24th  St.,  New  York. 
S.  Lubin,  21  S.  Sth  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Geo.  Melies,  204  E.  38th  St.,  New  York. 
Pathe  Freres,  41   W.  25th  St.,  New  York. 
Pathe   Freres,   35   Randolph  St.,   Chicago,   111. 
Selig  Polyscope  Co..  85  Randolph  St.,  Chicago,  111. 
Vitagraph  Co.,    116   Nassau   St.,   New  York. 

Independent  Manufacturers 
iBiopraph    Licensees1. 

American  Biograph  Co.,  11  E.  14th  St.,  New  York. 
Great  Northern  l'ilm  Co.,  7  E.   14th  St.,   New  York. 
Societa  Italiana  Cines,   145  E.  23d  St.,  New  York. 
Williamson  &  Co..   145  E.  23d  St.,  New  York. 
Williams,  Brown  &  Earle,  918  Chestnut  St,  Phila- 

delphia, Pa.,  agents  for  Cricks  &  Martin  Hep- worth  Manufacturing  Co.,  R.  W.  Paul,  and 
Graphic   Cinematographic   Company. 

Kleine  Optical  Co.,  662  Sixth  Ave.  Agents  for 
Gaumont,  Urban,  Lux,  Raleigh  &  Roberts, 
Theo   Pathe,   Aquila,   Walturdaw,   Carlo  Rossi, 



INI'     \l(  »VING    I'M   I  LJRE    W<  iRLD [O 

Latest   Son§(   Slides. 
NORTH    AMERICAN    SLIDE   CO. 

Are    Vim    sincere? 

My    lli'iirt     Beats    Mono    for    You. 
Mary    Blaine. 
Under   My   Merry    Widow   lint. 

Bring    Dreams  of   You. 

open   l'|i   Your   Heart. 
Swinging. 

Somebody      flint    I    Know    and     Y'ou 
Knou 

Borne   Day,  Sweetheart,  Some  Pay. 
Trading  Smiles. 
CHICAGO  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 

Pear  Alabama. 
While    You    Are    Mine. 

GOLDTHORPE. 

Are  Y'ou  Sincere! 
Don't    Worry. 
Summer-Time. 

pbodj    Loves    Me    But   the   One   I 
Lore. 

Borne   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some  Pay. 

it's    ilnnl   to   i.ove    Somebody    Who's 
Loving  Somebody    Bis* 

For    the    Laet    'l'line    Call    Me    Sweet- heart. 
A    Man.    n    Maid,    a    Moon,    a    Boat. 

DE   WITT    C.    WHEELER. 
Bonlta. 
The    Town    Where    I    Was    Born. 

Are    Y'ou    Sincere? 
There    Was    Never    a    Girl    Like    Ton. 
What    Poes    It    Me»D? 
Mary,    My   Heather   Queen. 
Tlie  Story  the  Picture  Blocks  Told. 
Mary   Blaine. 
I.ove  Pays. 
Take  Me  to  the  Ball  Game. 
Take   Tour  Girl    to  the   Ball  Game. 
I    Am    Afraid    to    Go    Home    In    tht 

Dark. 

VAN    ALLIN    CO. 

I'm    Afraiil    to    tonic     llonir    In    thr 

1     Mivs    You    Like    the     Roses    Mii» 
the    Rain. 

Smai  r» 
Just     Because     1 1  r-     Couldn't     Siny 

"love      Mr      anil      the      World      li 

Mine." 

When     It's     Moonlight,     Mary     Dai) 
in",    'Neath    the    Old    Grape    Arboi Shade. 

A.    L.    8IMP80N. 

You'll    Be   Sorry   Just    Too    Late. 
Billy,    Pear. 
Childhood, 
Won't    You    Walt.    Nellie  Pear? 
Don't    Kur   I.enve    Me,    Polly. 

A    Little    Bit    o'    Sugar    fane. True   Heart. 
Roses  Bring  Dreams  of  You. 

Hoo!     Hoo!     Ain't     Y'ou    Corning     om To-night. 
Just  Someone. 

Santiago  Flynn. 
When  You  Wore  a   Pinafore. 
In   Monkey    Land. 
Pear  Old   East   Side. 

Won't  Yon   Be  My  Baby  Boy? 
Rear   Old   Comrade. 
Over   the   Hills  and   Far   Away. 

You'se  just  a  little  bit  o    sugar  cane 
LA   PINE. 

Will    Y'ou    Always   Call    Me    Honey? 
I    Wish    I    Had   a   Girl. 

"Maybe    I    Was   Meant    for    Yon.    Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Yon. 
Base  Ball. 

B.  .\  L.  Balopticon  Model  C. 

FOK  the    projection  of  Illustrated  Song  Slides  and  other  Project 
Slides  which   are  now  an   important  feature  of   Moving    Met 

ion 
Picture 

l  chibits 

B4USCH  &  LOMB 

BALOPTICON  MODEL  C 
has  proven  a  great  success. 

'{>  It  is  made  with  beds  of  different  lengths,  can  be  fitted  with 
bellows,  and  is  adjustable  to  suit  varying  conditions. 

)'  It  is  equipped  with  our  new  patent  dissolver  which  is  the  newest 
and  most  satisfactory  device  for  securing  a  perfect  dissolving  view.  It 
gives  an  added  interest  to  the  pictures  and  never  fails  to  please  and 
mystify  the  audience. 

V  Give  specifications  and  voltage  and  we  will  quote  price. 

"['  Bauscfa  &  Lomb  Projection  and  Condensing  Lenses  are  standard 
l'  Send  for  booklet  now  in  press. 
§)  PRISM  is  a  little  magazine  of  lens  information.     Send  for  copy. 

OUR  NAME  ON  A  PHOTOGRAPHIC  LENS,  FIELD 

GLASS,  MICROSCOPE,  LABORATORY  APPARATUS, 
SCIENTIFIC  OR  ENGINEERING  INSTRUMENT  IS  A 

MARK  OF  QUALITY 

Bausch  &  Lomb  Optical  Company 
Carl   Zeiss,  Jena      ̂ ^  d 

Offices:    VN 
New  York  \  Z| 

|_     Is)    L»eorge  N.  ̂ acgmuller 
?r     /   San  Francisco 
S  /    Washington 

Boston   \ 
Chicago    \ 

/    London 

/    Frankfort 

ROCHES' 
iER.  N.  Y. 

SECOND     HAND     FILMS     WANTED 

Also  good  copy  of  Pathe's  Passion  Play.  Moving  Picture  Ma- 
chines and  Stereopticons,  Bought,  Sold  and  Exchanged.  Films 

and  Song  Slides  Rented. 

NEWMAN'S   MOTION   PICTURE    COMPANY 
293  1-2   Burnside   Street,  Portland,  Oregon 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPAREIL"    SONG     SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Whe.ro     the     Catskills     Lift     Their        Tho  Holy  City. 
Summits    to    tho    Sun. 

Money      Won't      Make      Evorybody Happy. 

Mollie,  Como  Jump  on  tho  Trol- 
ley. 

Among  tho  Valloys  of  Now  Eng- 
lnnd. 

Anchorod. 

Love's  Old  Sweot  Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green 

Mountain  Homo. Lenore. 

On  Bunker  Hill,  Whoro  Warren 
Foil. 

On   the  Banks  of   tho   Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

II, .■     Little     Old    Rod    S<  hoolhouno 

on  tho  Hill. 
Thero    Stands    a    Flag,    Lot    Them 

Touch   It   il    Thoy    I)  I 
Tho  Old    Now  England   Homastoad 

mi    tho   Dell. 
Whon     tho     Autumn     Leaves     Are Falling. 

Momories. 
Where    the    Tall   Palmettos   Grow. 

In  Old  Illinois. 
Where    Poverty's    Tears    Ebb    and 

Flow, 
Sweetheart   Days. 

Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

"PEERLESS" 

SONG  SLIDES 
Made  by  the  "  Peerless  "  Slide  Firm. 
Try  us  and  be  convinced. 

OUR     COMPLETE     LIST    FOR     THE    ASKING 

See  "  List  of  Latest  Songs  "  in  this  paper. 

North  American  Slide  Co. 
159  and  161  No.  8th  St.,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

Why  not  Buy  the  Best? 

SIMPSON'S CELEBRATED 

SONG  SLIDES 

$5 
PER  SET 

All  Up-to-Date  Hits 

A.  L.  SIHPSON 
\  13  West  I32d  St.     -     New  York  City 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST CHICAGO,  ILL. 

H.  J.   HARWOOD 
220    Devonshire    Street,   Boston 

Seats  of  all  kinds  of  the  best  values  for 

theatres  and  halts,  made  fur  sloping  or 

level  floors    :    WRITE   YOUR   WANTS 



EDISON  FILMS 
NEW     FEATURE     SUBJECT 

PIONEERS  CROSSING  THE  PLAINS  IN  '49 AN  EXCELLENT  STORY  OF  WESTWARD  PROGRESS  AND  INDIAN  CONFLICTS 
•Send     for    Illustrated     Descriptive    Circular    No.     373. 

SYNOPSIS     OF    SCENES 

LOVE'S  YOUNG  DREAM— Tom  and  Mary  on  the  eve  of  parting— 

Cutting  two   hearts   in   the  bark   of  an   old   beech  tree — The  lovers'  vow. 
WESTWARD  HO! — Start  for  the  West  in  search  of  gold — Parting  of 

the  lovers — Tom  remains  East — Mary  goes  West  with  her  family — Leaving 

the  old  homestead — The  last  kiss — On  the  train  in  a  "Prairie  Schooner" 
for    the    Golden    West. 

ON  THE  PLAINS — A  lone  hunter — A  friendly  greeting  in  the  forest 
—  Fording   a   river — A   night   camp. 

INDIANS. — An  interrupted  meal — A  creeping  foe — A  shot  that  missed 

— A   hurried   departure — An   overturned   "Prairie   Schooner." 
TRAGEDY  OF  THE  PLAINS. — Over  the  rolling  prairies — Pursued  by 

Indians — Dangerous    moments — Overtaken — The    fight    behind    the    wagon — 

The  last  stand — The  massacre — Mary  captured  by  Indians — The  old  grand- 
father left  for  dead — He  revives  and  crawls  across  the  Plains  to  Hunters Camp. 

THE  OLD  HOMESTEAD.— No  news  from  the  West— Tom  calls  for 
tidings  of  Mary — The  old  grandfather  returns — Sad  news — Tom  learns 
Mary's  fate — Tom's  vow — Love  leads  the  way — Searching  for  his  sweet- 

heart— A  clew  from  a  miner — The  Indian  camp — Attempted  rescue — Capture 
of   Tom — Tied   to   a   wild  horse   and   turned   loose. 

THE    WILD    RIDE. — Mary's   escape — On    horseback    to   rescue    Tom— 
The   chase   over  the   Plains — Reaches   her   lover — Cuts    his   bonds — Lifts   him 
on   her   horse — In   the   nick   of   time — Reunited. 

No.  6362.         Code,  Velhice.         Approx.  Length,  1,000  feet.  SHIPMENT,  JULY  1,  1908 

OTHER     LATE    FEATURE    FILMS 

Love  Will  Find  a  Way 
A  PRETTY  STORY  IN  A  FOREIGN  CLIME 

No.  6361  Code,  Velhaquete  Approx,  Length,  850  feet 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  372 

Honesty  is  the  Best  Pol  icy 
A  Pathetic  Story  of  Life  in  the  Slums 

No.  6359  Code,  Velhacao  Length,  640  feet. 

Send  for  Circular  No.  368 

No.  63S7— Skinny's  Finish. 
No.  6356— The  Painter's  Revenge. 
No.  6355— Curious  Mr.  Curio. 
No.  6354— The  Gentleman  Burglar. 

Code  Velgjies  Length  605  ft. 
Code  Nelghout  Length  745  ft. 
Code  Velgdrevel.  Length  680  ft. 
Code  Ve'gboor.  Length  1,000  ft. 

No.  6353— Bridal  Couple  Dodging  tne  Cameras.  Code  Velezies.  Length  785  It. 
No  0352  -The  flerry  Widow  Waltz  Craze.  Code  Velettaio.  Length  705  ft. 
No.  6351— Nero  and  The  Burning  of  Rome.  CodeVelerwegen.  Length  I  025  ft. 
No.  6358— The  Blue  and  the  Grey.         Code  Velhacaia;  Length  1 ,085  ft- 

Catalogue  containing  over  1,000  other  subjects  sent  on  request 

SUBJECT  FOR  SHIPMENT 
JULY  8,  1908 

SUBJECT  FOR  SHIPMENT 
JULY  15,  1908 

THE  LITTLE  COXSWAIN  OF 
THE   VARSITY  CREW 

THE  BOSTON  TE;  PARTY 

No-   6363 

Code,  Velhinho 

Approx.  Length  850  ft. 

No.  6364 

Code,  Velhote 

Approx.  Length  830  ft. 

EDISON    KINETQSCOPES 
$175.00 Underwriters'  Model (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 

reduces   the  flicker  50%        ... 
Approved    by    the    New    YorK    Board    of   Fire    Underwriters   and    the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity, 

Includes  among  olhcr  Improvements,  a  new  Antomatic  Shutter,  Improved  Lamphouse, 

Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines,  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 

Take  up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

EDISOri   ,     10VED   EXHIBITION 

MODEL      °NE    PIN    MOVEMENT) $155.00 
Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 

Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 
of  improvements. 

Edison    Manufacturing;     Co. 
MAIN     OFFICE    AND     FACTORY,     72     LAKESIDE     AVENUE,     ORANGE,     N.    J. 

NEW    YORK,     lO     Fifth     Avenue  CHICAGO,     304    Wabash    Avenue 

Office  for  United  Kingdom!    EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  LONDON,  N.  W.,  ENGLAND 
■Selling    Agents  : 

P.   L.   WATERS,   41   E.  21st  St.,  New  YorK  GEORGE    BRECK,   550-554   Grove   St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 
Dealers     in     all    Principal    Cities. 



the: 

Moving  Picture  World 
WITH   'WHICH  IS   INCORPORATED 

THE  EXHIBIT 
PUBLISHED  BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY,  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

Vol.  3.,  No.  2. July  11,  1908 Pric«,  lO  Cents 

8 
8 

FEATURE  FILM  SERVICE 
Prompt  and  Efficient 

by  any  one  of  our  eight 
branch  offices 

8 
8 

Write,  Telephone  or  Telegraph  your  wants  to  the  nearest  address 
All  MaKes  of  Machines  and  Supplies  in  StocK 

Chicago  Film  Exchange 
120  East  Randolph  Street    - 
601  Westory  Building      - 
Railway  Exchange  Building 
Dooley  Block 

-       CHICACO,  ILL. 
WASHINGTON,  D.C 

DENVER,  COL. 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH 

Brandeis  Block 
Coleman  Building 
Stahlman  Building 

Candler  Building 

-    i        OMAHA,  NEB. 
LOUISVILLE,  KY. 

NASHVILLE,  TENN. 
-       ATLANTA,  CA. 

We  carry  a 

complete  stocK  of 
feature  subjects 

at  all  times, 
for  which  we 

have  litho- 

graphs and 
heralds. 

SCHILLER    BLOC 

INCREASE 
YOUR  BOX  OFFICE  RECEIPTS  BY 

BOOKING  FEATURE  SUBJECTS 
Two  of  the  greatest  feature  subjects  on  the  market 

"Damon  and  Pythias,"  and  "Captain 
Dreyfus,  or  Devil's  Island 

We  are  the  only  ones  who  have  special  lithographs  for  "  Damon 
and  Pythias."    Also  lithographs  for  "  Devil's  Island." 

103-09  E.  Randolph  Street      -      Chicago,  III. 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 

NOW  READY  ! 
After  years  of  study  we  have  perfected  a 
moving  picture  machine  void  of  all  vibration 
and  absolutely  flickerless,  All  working  parts 
of  mechanism  encased  in  a  highly  polished 
nickel-plated  steel  case.  Its  construction  is  so 
simple  that  it  can  withstand  the  hardest  usage 
without  getting  out  of  order. 

Write  /or  catalogue  and  discounts 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
112  East  Randolph  St.,    Dept.  A,    Chicago 

A  NEW  SONG  WITH  NEW  SLIDES    YOU  WANT  IT 

COME  BACK  MY  SAILOR  BOY 
Beautiful  slides  by  Chicago  Transparency  Co.  Taken  especially  for  this  song  from  Admiral  Evans'  fleet  at  San  Francisco.    This  song  is  a  hit  everywhere it  is  used.     Both  the  song  and  pictures  please. 

Published  by  MILLER  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO.,  294  South  Hermitage  Avenue,  Chicago,  III. 
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Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer 
Proprietors,  Managers  and  Operators 

CARE   OPERA   HOUSES   AND    MOVING    PICTURE  THEATRES    EVERYWHERE 

NEW  YORK,  June  27,  '08. 
DEAR  SIRS: — When  purchasing  machinery  or  electrical  apparatus,  one  is  generally  offered  what  is  supposed  to 

be  the  same  thing — AT  ALL  KINDS  OF  PRICES.  The  low  price  man  tells  you  his  is  just  as  good,  or  better  than  the 
higher  priced  article.  Common  sense  tells  you  this  can  not  be  so.  If  it  was,  a  CHEAPER  MAN  would  have  YOUR 
OWN  JOB.  Almost  everything  on  this  earth  finds  its  level,  and  each  man,  or  article,  demands  a  certain  price,  fixed  by 
his  or  its  true  value  to  the  community. 

The  "HALLBERG  AUTOMATIC  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER"  heads  the  list  of  current-saving  devices  and  arc 
controllers  for  moving  picture  arc  lamps,  spot  lights,  etc.  The  "ECONOMIZER"  commands  from  25  to  60  per  cent, 
higher  purchase  price  than  any  one  of  about  twenty  other  current-saving  devices  now  offered  to  the  trade,  but  it  saves 
more  and  gives  better  results  than  any  other  device.  The  best  and  most  conservative  buyers  have  put  in  the  "HALL- 

BERG ECONOMIZER,"  after  trying  choke  coils,  reactors,  compensators,  etc. 
The  "ECONOMIZER"  has  made  good  in  every  instance,  and  all  sales  are  conditional  upon  my  guarantees,  or 

your  money  back.  The  saving  of  60  to  90  per  cent,  on  your  arc  lamp  current  bill  is  only  a  part  of  the  economy  guaran- 
teed with  the  "ECONOMIZER."     The  improved  light,  cool  and  safe  operation  are  alone  worth  the   cost. 
The  name  of  "HALLBERG"  must  be  on  your  "ECONOMIZER,"  otherwise  the  word  "ECONOMIZER"  does 

not  stand  for  the  same  class  of  current-saver.  It  is  easy  to  call  any  current-saving  device  an  Economizer,  but  you  want 
the  HALLBERG  ECONOMIZER. 

EVERY  USER  of  the  "HALLBERG  AUTOMATIC  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER"  is  PLEASED  WITH  IT, 
and  will  gladly  RECOMMEND  it  to  you.  Yours  very  truly, 
H-F     J.  H.  HALLBERG. 

A  FEW  INSTALLATIONS 
G.  H.  Bristol,  2949  Fulton  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
McKenzie  &  Lane,  4518  Third  Ave.,  Brooklyn, 

N.  Y. 
Electric   Theater,   White   Plains,   N.   Y. 
Albert  E,  Wells,  23  North  Main  Street,  Cortland, 

N.   Y. 
G.  H.  Bristol,  381  Fulton  Street,  Jamaica,   N.   Y. 
Bowers  &  Montgomery,  309  Columbia  Street, 

Brooklyn,    N.    Y. 
Chas.  E.  Faust,  778  Manhattan  Ave.,  Brooklyn, 

N.  Y. 
Messrs.  Cuff  &  Bless,  191  Market  Street,  New- 

ark,  N.  J. 
H.  A.  Fishbeck,  205  Newark  Ave.,  Jersey  City, 

N.  J. 
M.   J.   Wiswell,    132  Thames  St.,   Newport,    R.   I. 
W.  H.  Stubbman,  404  First  Street,  Hoboken,  N.  J. 
W.  E.  Waters,  298  Bergenline  Ave.,  Union  Hill, 

N.  J. 
W.  K.  Sibley,  213  Main  Street,  Paterson,  N.  J. 
Bijou   Theater,    Haverhill,    Mass. 
F.  J.  Howard,  564  Washington  St.,  Boston,   Mass. 
Schindel   &  Chamberlain,    Mt.    Carmel,   Pa. 
National    Amusement    Company,    Attleboro,    Mass. 
Pleasant  Hour  Theater,  42  North  Street,  Middle- 

town,    N.    Y. 
Henry   Oehl,   1828  Amsterdam   Ave.,   New  York. 
McKenzie  &  Lane,  78  Westchester  Ave,  New 

York,   N.   Y. 
Title  Bros.,-  847  Prospect  Ave.,  Bronx,  New  York. 
Burgert  &  Ratlifr,  207  LaFayette  St.,  Tampa,  Fla. 
Bijou  Theater,    Newport,    R.   I. 
L.  C.  Baker,  36  Church  Street,  New  Britain,  Conn. 
J.  Autenrieth,  Jr.,  Ocean  Parkway  and  Ft.  Ham- 

ilton Ave.,   Brooklyn,   N.   Y. 
Geo.  Baehr,   1351  Boston  Road,  Bronx,   N.   Y. 
Hickey  &  Kiernan,  3229  Third  Ave.,   Bronx,  N.  Y. 
Pearce  &  Scheek,  223  North  Calvert  Street,  Balti- 

more, Md. 

Fifth  Ave.  Electric  Theater,  Fifth  Ave.,  bet.  58th 
and    59th    Streets,    Brooklyn,    N.    Y. 

Amsterdam     Avenue     Theater,     1746     Amsterdam 
Ave.,    New   York. 

E.  E.  Cary  &  Co.,  59  Park  Place,  N.  Y. 
Edison   Manufacturing  Company,    Orange,    N.   J. 
Bijou  Theater,   Willimantic,   Conn. 
Mechanic's   Hall,    Manchester,    N.    H. 
Bowerv  Bav   Electric  Light  and   Power  Company, 

North  Beach,  L.   I. 
W.  S.  Smith,  Ft.  Sea  Side  Ave.,  Rockaway  Beach, 

L.   I. 
Academy   of   Music,    Newburgh,    N.    Y. 
Nlcoland   Amusement   Co.,    76S   Westchester   Ave., 

New  York. 
Lehichton  Opera   House,   Lehighton.   Pa. 
H.  C.  Iffland,  801  Prospect  Ave.,   Bronx,  N.  Y. 

A  FEW  INSTALLATIONS 
Joyland  Amusement  Co.,   2811  Third  Ave.,   Bronx, 

New   York. 
Kraft  Amusement  Co.,  377  E.  138th  Street,  Bronx, 

New   York. 
Turk  &  Brown.  30S3  Third  Ave.,   New  York. 
Guastalla   Company,   341    E.   149th   St.,   New   York. 
MuMullen   &   Holmes,    Newport.    R.    I. 
Engineering    Equipment    and    Supply    Company,    13 

St.   John   Street.    Montreal.    Canada. 
H.   E.  Davis,  Bijou  Dream.  Milton.  Pa. 
The  Bon  Ton  Theater.   Durham,   N.   C. 
Bijou  Theater.  Moberly,  Mo. 
Endel  &  Dawson.   41  Hanover  Street,   Manchester, 

N.  H. L.   Parrish,   Durham,   N.   C. 
Nicholas  Seraphine,   197th   Street,   Ft.   George  and 

Amsterdam  Ave.   New  York. 
Bowery   Bay  Elec.  Lt.  &   Pr.  Co..  North   Beach, L.I. 
Nickel  Theater,    Haverhill.    Mass. 
Union  Theater.   120  Main  Street.  Charleston,   Mass. 
Electric   Theater   Supply   Co.,    47   N,    10th    Street, 

Philadelphia. 
Bijou   Theater,    Newport.    R.    I. 
Knieriem   &  Meeham,   1427  Prospect  Ave..   Bronx, 

New  York. 
Dreamland  Theater.   Lynn.    Mass. 
J.    B.   Miller,    Plymouth,   Pa. 
J  B.  Cowen.  464  Brook  Ave.,  Bronx.  New  York. 
M.  M.  Stiefel,  2236  N.  Front  St..  Philadelphia. 
Red  Wing  Amusement  Co.,  210  Bush  Street,    Red 

Wing,    Minn. Pearce  &  Scheek.  223  North  Calvert  Street,  Balti- more, Md. 
H.    S.    Janes,    Hannibal.    Mo. 
M     M.   Steifel.  334  South  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Nickel  Theater.  Bangor.   Me. 
E  E  Cnrv  &  Co.,  59  Park  Place.  New  York.  N.  Y. 
J  B.  Miller.  223  Lackawanna  Ave..  Seranton.  Pa. 
Nickel   Theater,   Lewiston.   Me. 
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Editorial. 

The  Manufacturers. 

The  esprit-dc-corps  existing  among  American  film 
manufacturers,  and  which  is  noticeably  lacking  among 
their  foreign  competitors,  has  been  productive  of  some 
good,  thanks  to  the  formation  of  the  F.  S.  A.  as  the 
sponsor.  It  occurs  to  us  that  this  sentiment  might  be 
still  further  developed  along  lines  which  would  result  to 
their  credit  and  the  public  weal.  Looking  backwards  over 
the  productions  of  the  past  three  months,  it  is  obvious, 
without  mentioning  names,  that  one  manufacturer  takes 
the  lead  in  comedy,  another  in  drama,  another  in  effects, 
another  in  historic  productions,  and  so  on.  The  environ- 

ment, the  equipment  or  the  personnel  of  the  working 
force,  seems  to  fit  one  establishment  for  a  particular  class 
of  subject  more  so  than  another.  The  consequence  is 
that  while  one  manufacturer  may  make  repeated  hits 
along  one  line,  his  other  efforts  fall  flat.  Now,  as  the 
manufacturers  have  pooled  their  issues  in  other  directions, 
why  not  pool  their  subjects  and  decide  among  themselves 
which  kind  of  subject  is  best  adapted  to  each  individual 
firm  to  produce.  It  seems  to  us  that  such  a  course  would 
not  only  tend  to  give  us  films  of  better  and  more  uniform 
quality,  but  would  also  lessen  the  cost  of  production.  In 
fact,  so  many  other  advantages  occur  to  us  which  would 
accrue  from  such  a  course  that  we  are  surprised  that  it 
has  not  already  been  acted  upon. 

The  paucity  of  subject  and  silly  action  in  some  films 
that  have  recently  been  released  serve  to  act  as  back- 

grounds to  set  forth  the  superior  merits  of  other  produc- 
tions— yet  it  would  be  better  for  the  trade  if  the  nega- 

tives had  been  destroyed.  Also,  we  regret  to  note  the 
poor   photography    in    some    otherwise    meritorious    pro- 

ductions.    While   the  demand    for   new    subji  -   so 
tense  it  is  hardly  to  be  expected  thai  a  manufacturer  will 
discard  a  negative  thai  has  Itch  produced  ai  a  great  ex- 
pense  of  tunc  and  money :  bul  when  the  onl)  fault  lies  in 
under-exposure  of  the  negative  and  consequenl  harsh- 

ness and  lark  of  detail  in  the  positive,  it  should  a1  least 
result   in  a  heart  to  heart    talk   to  the  photographer  and  a 

thorough  understanding  which  will  prevenl  a  recurrence 
of  the  defect. 

*    *     * 

We  ma)  exped  to  see  on  the  screen,  shortly,  a  kid- 
napping stun  h\  Vitagraph,  in  which  the  ending  differs 

entirelj    from  the  original  plot.   Instead  of  escaping  out 
to  sea  in  a  launch  as  had  been  planned,  the  hold  villain 
is  badly  injured  under  an  overturned  automobile,  while 
his  victim  escapes.  So,  if  the  photographer  was  on  to  his 

business,  we  may  yet  get  a  glimpse  of  hair-raising  real- 
ism that  will  make  the  French  chases  look  tame  in  com- 

parison. 
The  Film  Service  Association. 

The  Film  Service  Association,  its  platform  and  its 
rules,  are  still  the  butt  of  the  comic  papers,  but  the  line 
of  advice  and  suggestion  they  offer  is  getting  to  be  past 
a  joke.  There  are  few  members  of  the  F.  S.  A.  who 
have  not  had  their  eye-teeth  cut  and  if  they  do  trouble 
to  read  these  vapid  preachments  they  can  see  through  the 
sinister  motive  as  well  as  condone  the  ebulliency  of 
adolescent  zeal. 

*     *     * 

Someone  "knavely"  remarked  that  we  were  trying  to 
become  the  official  organ  of  the  Association.  Perish  the 
thought !  Such  a  position  might  be  the  ambition  of  one 
who  had  not  the  remotest  idea  of  the  thesis  of  a  news- 

paper, or  of  one  whose  weakness  needed  some  outside 
prop,  but  the  recognized  organ  of  the  moving  picture  in- 

dustry is  not  of  that  class.  However,  as  we  look  upon 
the  Association  by-laws  as  the  lexicon  for  the  preserva- 

tion and  advancement  of  this  business  we  gladly  stand 
up  for  all  the  good  they  have  already  accomplished,  and 
which  completely  overshadows  any  evil  consequences  or 
anything  left  undone. 

Nothing  is  more  foreign  to  the  wish  or  intention  of 
this  paper  than  a  desire  to  assume  the  role  of  dictator  as 
to  the  present  and  future  of  the  Film  Service  Association 
and  it  is  hoped  that  any  sentiments  we  may  express  as 
to  the  convention  of  the  F.  S.  A.  will  be  accepted  as  they 
are  offered :  solely  for  the  best  interests  of  the  moving 
picture  business  as  a  whole. 

*  *  * 

It  is  sincerely  hoped  that  none  of  the  members  of  the 
association  will  go  into  convention  with  any  prejudice 
or  vindictiveness.  Nothing  of  value  has  ever  been  ac- 

complished in  any  undertaking  when  either  of  these  feel- 
ings have  impelled  the  actions  of  those  having  power  to 

act.  We  fear  that  some  of  the  members  may  be  affected 
in  this  manner — unconsciously,  perhaps — through  some 
events  of  the  past  three  or  four  months  that  have  not 
been  thoroughly  understood,  so  each  member,  we  trust, 
will  carefully  examine  himself  before  entering  the  con-, 
vention  and  go  into  it  prepared  to  act  according  to  and 
be  guided  by  the  facts  as  they  actually  exist. 

\\t  believe  that  these  words  of  caution  are  entirely 

justifiable  in  view  of  the  peculiar  situation  that  is  pre- 
sented in  having  the  opponents  of  the  Film  Service  Asso- 

ciation  before   us   with    plans   bearing   upon    its    future. 
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They  actually  have  the  audacity  to  publicly  declare  the 
policy  that  should  be  adopted  by  the  association.  Such 
activity  shows  that  everything  that  can  be  done  to  wreck 
the  association  is  cut  and  dried  ready  for  use.  The  organ- 

ization has  at  no  time  had  better  reason  to  beware  of 
false  prophets  than  at  the  present  time.  The  enemy  has 
been  diligently  at  work  both  inside  and  outside  of  the 
ranks  of  the  association  and  this  should  be  remembered 
by  the  members  if  called  upon  during  the  convention  to 
consider  charges  against  any  members,  or  to  look  into 
any  acts  of  the  officers  that  may  be  questioned.  For 
many  weeks  dissensions  have  been  provoked  and  agitated 
among  the  F.  S.  A.  members  and  many  of  them  have 
already  been  found  to  be  the  work  of  would-be  wreckers. 

It  is  not  intended  to  say  here  that  if  charges  come'  up they  must  be  looked  upon  with  a  jealous  eye.  On  the 
contrary,  every  one  of  them  should  be  received  with  an 
impartial  spirit  and  determination  to  get  at  the  truth ; 
any  other  action  would  be  farcial.  There  is  not  the 
slightest  doubt  that  there  are  some  members  that  could 
be  dispensed  with  to  a  very  great  advantage  by  the  asso- 

ciation. It  is  generally  known  both  inside  and  outside  the 
ranks  that  lack  of  principle,  lack  of  trustworthiness,  and 
a  desire  to  gain  regardless  of  methods  or  results  have 
made  this  class  of  members  a  burden  to  the  organization. 
We  might  go  still  further  and  say  that  they  have  been 
like  a  cancer  in  its  system,  not  only  threatening  and  en- 

dangering the  vital  interests  of  the  honest  and  loyal 
members,  but  in  many  instances  actually  attacking  the 
foundation  of  the  association.  No  better  time  to  get  rid 
of  the  pest  can  present  itself  than  now.  If  the  associa- 

tion will  rid  itself  of  this  bad  timber  nozv  it  will  find  itself 
in  a  better  position  after  the  convention  adjourns  and  the 
members  settle  down  to  real  work.  It  really  seems  a  pity 
that  such  members  should  be  allowed  to  remain  in  the 

organization  and  occupy  places  that  could  be  very  ad- 
vantageously filled  with  some  very  excellent  applicants 

who  are  rapping  for  admission. 
^c       ̂        2je 

Patience,  intelligence,  determination  and  equity  should 
mark  every  action  of  the  convention  and  any  member  who 
has  failed  in  his  trust  should  be  held  to  a  strict  account- 

ability. The  loyal  members  look  for  and  have  a  right  to 
expect  this.  It  is  hoped  nothing  rash  will  be  done  and 
that  no  rash  advice  will  be  followed.  The  Film  Service 
Association  is  excellent  in  principles  and,  despite  the 
natural  obstacles  and  trials  that  attend  the  initiatory  work 
of  all  large  bodies  affecting  an  amalgamation  of  people 
of  varying  characters,  temperaments  and  policies,  it  has 
certainly  accomplished  a  great  amount  of  good  for  its 
members.  If  a  test  vote  were  to  be  taken  to-day  the 
association  men  would  overwhelmingly  declare  that  all 
branches  of  the  film  business  are  in  a  more  promising 
condition  than  ever,  and  much  better  than  they  were  at 
any  time  before  the  association  was  formed.  This  is  the 
reason  that  all  who  have  the  welfare  of  the  film  business 
at  heart  desire  to  see  the  association  go  on  and  improve 
in  its  work. 

*     *     * 

Beware  of  designing  prophets.  Those  who  radically 
advise  the  association  to  break  away  from  the  manu- 

facturers, disband  the  association  and  then  reorganize  it 
are  trying  to  throw  sand  in  the  eyes  of  members  who, 
for  reasons  best  known  to  themselves,  are  not  as  stout- 

hearted as  the  majority  of  their  colleagues.  Such  revolu- 
tionary doctrines  are  offered  but  for  one  purpose,  for  if 

followed  they  would  accomplish  only  that  purpose,  and 
that  is  demoralization.  Through  working  in  conjunction 
with  the  manufacturers  the  association  lias  secured  mam 

advantages  which,  under  other  conditions,  would  have 
been  serious  disadvantages.  To  disband  and  then  re- 

organize the  association  would  be  a  waste  of  time  and 
energy.  Any  member  sanctioning  such  a  course  would 
be  like  the  cow  who  gives  abundantly  of  milk  and  then 
kicks  over  the  bucket.  The  common  enemy  wants  the 
association  disbanded  and  should  his  wishes  be  gratified 
he  will  fight  just  as  hard  to  prevent  reorganization  as 
he  is  now  striving  to  make  it  necessary.  As  a  cloak  to 
their  real  intention s  the  enemy  has  framed  up  a  proposed 

cabinet  of  officers  for  the  reorganized  association  if  af- 
fairs should  go  that  way.  The  shrewdness  displayed  in 

the  makeup  of  this  cabinet  is  the  best  evidence  of  bad 
faith  and  it  is  as  certain  as  anything  can  possibly  be  that 
at  least  a  majority  of  the  gentlemen  whose  names  appear 
upon  the  proposed  slate  do  not  feel  flattered  in  the 
slightest  degree.  They  are  gentlemen  who  have  been 
loyal,  consistent  and  diligent  workers  in  behalf  of  the 
Film  Service  Association  and  not  one  of  them  would  have 
allowed  such  use  of  their  names  had  they  been  consulted 
before  the  publication  was  made.  It  is  a  matter  of  fact 
that  at  least  three  of  these  gentlemen  have  declared  with 
all  the  earnestness  at  their  command  that  the  association 

is  a  good  thing  and  should  be  upheld.  It  is  little  short 
of  libel  to  associate  the  names  of  these  people  with  such 

revolutionary  propositions  as   are   held   out  by  the   re- constructionists. 
*     *     * 

We  extend  our  greetings  to  the  F.  S.  A.  convention 
and  trust  that  their  deliberations  will  be  as  wholesome 
and  fruitful  as  they  have  been  in  the  past.  Of  these 
things  there  can  be  no  doubt:  The  association  will  not 
be  disbanded ;  the  present  organization  will  make  another 
start  after  the  convention  in  better  shape  than  ever ;  and 
upon  its  close  many  members  will  have  a  better  knowledge 
of  what  is  best  for  their  interests  than  they  have  in 
the  past. 

Lessons  for  Operators. 

By  F.  H.    Richardson,   Operator,  Chicago. 

CHAPTER  XIII.— SLIDES. 

Tint  Slides — How  Made. 

The  most  satisfactory  tint  slide  is  colored  glass  which 
may  be  obtained  from  dealers  in  ornamental  glass,  pro- 

vided you  can  personally  select  the  shades,  which  must 
be  very  light.  These  shades  are  hard  to  find,  however, 
and  a  more  or  less  satisfactory  substitute  may  be  made 
by  developing  slide  plates  without  exposing  them  to  the 
light.  This  leaves  a  thin,  perfectly  clear  film  of  gelatin 
that  will  readily  take  color.  Now  make  a  weak  solution 
of  Diamond  dye  of  the  required  shade  and  dip  the  plate 
in  it,  removing  the  dye  from  the  glass  side.  Allow  this 
to  dry  and  repeat  the  operation  until  the  desired  shade 
is  attained.  Bind  the  same  as  any  other  slide  when 
done.  Very  pretty  effects  are  produced  by  slides  made 
from  the  glass  ground  in  geometrical  designs  such  as 
used  to  be  popular  for  front  doors. 

Announcement  Slides. 

A  fair  substitute  for  regular  announcement  slides  may 
be  made  by  writing  with  the  capitals  of  a  typewriter  on 
gelatin  paper  and  dusting  with  dry  bronze  powder.  The 

t\  pewriter  ribbon  must  be  a  good,  well  inked  one,  how- 
ever. Bind  the  gelatin  paper,  when  theink  is  dry.  be- 

tween "lass  in  the  reeular  wav  the  same  as  a  slide. 
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Slides. 

The  on<  most  important  thing  concerning  slides  is  to 
keep  them  clean.  On  receiving  a  set  the)  should  in 
every  case  be  cleaned  thoroughly  before  using,  A  damp 
cloth,  followed  by  polishing  with  a  drj  one,  is  best. 
Once  you  have  them  clean  keep  your  fingers  off  them. 

Pick  them  up  by  their  edges  and  in  removing  from  car- 
rier press  one  finger  to  the  glass  near  edge  of  the  slide 

and  raise,  This  will  hoist  out  the  slide  and  leave  no 

finger  mark,  as  your  finger  will  only  touch  behind  the 
mat.  Kinger  prints  are  esteemed  as  very  valuable  by 
the  police  but  I  never  noticed  that  they  add  materially 
to  the  beauty  of  a  slide.  How  often  have  you  seen  a 

beautiful  scene  utterly  ruined  by  an  operator's  dirty 
finger  mark? 

Another  thing :  in  placing  the  slide  in  and  removing 
it  be  exceedingly  careful  to  not  move  the  carrier  even 
the  least  little  bit.  It  does  not  please  an  audience  overly 
much  to  see  a  thirteen-story  building  they  are  admiring 
wiggle  around  like  it  had  the  St.  Vitus  dance. 

Before  beginning  to  run  a  song  pile  your  slides  neatly, 
their  tops  toward  the  lamp  house  and  rhe  title,  or  No.  I, 
on  top.  In  removing  from  the  carrier  lay  them  down  in 
such  manner  that  in  the  whole  operation  you  have  turned 
the  slide  over.  That  is  to  say,  when  you  picked  the 
slide  up  the  mat  side  was  uppermost,  but  when  you  lay 
it  down  it  is  underneath.  You  will  now  only  have  to 
turn  the  whole  pile  over  to  re-run  them. 

Always  remember  this :  by  poor  work  the  operator 
may  ruin  the  effect  of  the  best  slide  ever  made,  but  by 
good  work  he  may  make  even  the  poor  one  look  very  well. 
The  stereopticon  picture  should  appear  clear  and  bril- 

liant. If  shadows  appear  at  top  or  bottom  your  light  is 
out  of  center  with  the  condenser.  If  yellow  shadows 
appear  at  all  four  corners  your  lamp  is  too  far  from  the 
condenser ;  if  blue  it  is  too  close. 

Cut  the  brass  the  shape  shown  in  Fig.   [.     Drill  the  1 
at   point  marked   A  ;   then   bend  the  Other  end   of  the   lug 

Operating  Room   Hints. 

Care  of  tha  Electrical  Equipment. 

A  great  deal  has  been  said  about  the  care  of  the  head, 
lamphouse  and  the  machine  room  in  general,  but  I  think 
a  little  might  be  said  to  advantage  as  regards  the  care 
of  the  different  electrical  appliances.  In  the  first  place 
we  will  consider  the  carbon  holder  or  carbon  arm. 

Due  to  the  intense  heat  in  the  lamphouse  the  metal  has 
a  tendency  to  oxidize  much  faster  than  it  ordinarily  would. 
The  oxide  forms  a  coating  of  a  high  resistance  nature, 
thus  causing  heat  at  the  point  of  contact  of  the  carbon 
and  carbon  arm,  and  if  allowed  to  remain  will  cause  the 
carbon  to  pit  at  that  point.  All  this  causes  a  loss  of 
energy  which  has  to  be  paid  for  in  the  form  of  electric 
light  bills,  or  in  other  words,  you  do  not  get  the  amount 
of  light  you  should  for  the  amount  of  current  used. 

Every  operator  should  have  a  small  file  not  over  ̂ 2  in- 
wide  nor  over  6  in.  long,  and  clean  the  inside  of  the  carbon 
arms  at  least  twice  a  day.  It  will  only  take  a  minute  and 
you  will  be  paid  for  your  trouble  and  your  carbon  arm 
will  last  longer.    Your  lugs  will  last  longer. 

Another  source  of  trouble  is  to  be  found  in  the  lamp, 
caused  by  the  wire  burning  off  in  the  lugs.  This  can  be 
overcome  by  making  a  lug  out  of  sheet  brass,  No.  18 
gauge,  as  shown  in  the  cut.  This  will  bring  the  point  of 
contact  of  the  wire  and  lug  far  enough  from  the  arc  so 
that  it  can  be  soldered  with  hard  solder,  or  better  still. 
silver  solder.  This  style  of  lug  can  be  made  with  very 
little  trouble. 

□ 

around  the  bared  and  brightened  end  of  the  flexible  wire 
and  solder  with  hard  solder,  Fig.  2.  Be  sure  to  have  both 
wire  and  lug  clean ;  this  can  be  done  with  any  good  solder- 

ing acid.  This  done,  file  off  the  projection  on  top  of  the 
carbon  arm,  where  the  binding  screw  goes  on,  enough  to 
get  a  good  bright  surface,  and  put  the  binding  screw 
through  the  hole  in  the  lug  with  a  washer  on  top  of  the 
lug,  but  not  between  the  lug  and  the  carbon  arm. 

The  lugs  on  the  knife  switches  should  be  looked  to  once 
in  a  while  to  see  that  they  are  tight  and  the  wire  should  in 
all  cases  be  soldered  to  the  lugs  that  fasten  to  the  switch 
terminals.  Look  to  it  that  the  knives  on  the  switches  fit 

in  their  proper  places  and  fit  tight  so  there  will  be  no 
chance  for  a  poor  contact.  Also  see  that  all  the  points  on 
your  rheostat  or  whatever  apparatus  you  may  have  are 
tight.  See  to  it  that  the  fuse  contact  springs  are  kept 
bright  with  a  little  fine  sandpaper. 
Oftentimes  fuses  are  blown  or  rather  become  so  hot  at 

their  contact  points  that  they  melt  the  solder  within  the 
shell,  thus  opening  the  line  when  they  are  not  necessarily 
carrying  an  excess  of  current. 

No  wire  should  be  used  smaller  than  No.  6  B.  S.  in 
connecting  up  a  lamphouse. 

Switches  should  be  of  a  larger  capacity  than  just  the 
amperage  you  are  using.  For  instance,  if  you  are  using 
30  amperes  in  your  lamp  get  a  50-ampere  switch,  as  they 
are  much  less  liable  to  get  hot ;  and  in  constant  use,  as  they 
are,  they  last  much  longer.  E.  A.  C. 

A  STANDARD  GAUGE  ESTABLISHED. 

From  investigations  recently  made  by  the  Society  of 

English  Film  Makers,  we  learn  that  the  exact  measure- 
ment of  different  makes  of  'film  show  considerable  varia- 

tions. A  regulation  of  this  evil  was  indispensable,  and 
as  standard  measurements  the  following  were  adopted : 

Width  of  film .   ,         35  m.m. 
Separation  of  rows  of  perforations.       28  m.m. 
Distance  apart  of  center  of  perfora- 

tions    1/210  m.m. 
Breadth  of  perforation        2.8  m.m. 
Height  of  perforation         1.7  m.m. 

The  separation  between  two  pictures  must  not  lie  be- 
tween two  perforations,  but  instead  through  the  center 

of  a  perforation. 
Trouble  will  always  be  present,  however,  no  matter 

how  exactly  a  standard  gauge  may  be  adhered  to,  on 
account  of  the  alteration  of  the  material  due  to  change 
of  temperature  or  extended  storage.  We  do  not  have 
any  remedy  for  this  evil  at  present  and  all  we  can  do 
is  to  fit  our  machines  with  standard  sprocket  wheels,  so 
as  to  render  the  pictures  as  steadily  as  possible. 
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Notes  and  Comments. 
It  should  be  noted  that  the  most  successful  moving  picture 

shows  are  those  which  have  refrained  from  adding  low-class 
vaudeville  to  the  program. 

"The  Spirit  of  '76"  is  said  to  be  the  finest  film,  for  subject, 
realism  and  photography,  ever  turned  out  by  the  Selig  Poly- 

scope Company,  and  that  is  saying  a  great  deal. 

The  Kalem  Company  secured  a  very  complete  series  of 
views  of  the  successful  flight  of  the  "June  Bug,"  although  the 
day  and  hour  was  very  unfavorable  for  photography.  The 

"June  Bug"  is  the  aeroplane  which  made  a  highly  successful 
flight  at  Hammondsport,  N.  Y.,  on  July  4,  and  which  captured 

the  "Scientific  American"  trophy  cup,  which  has  been  com- 
peted for  by  heavier-than-air  flying  machines,  under  the 

auspices  of  the  Aero  Club  of  America. 

A  stereopticon  operator  out  of  work,  and  with  no  prospects, 
applied  a  few  days  ago  for  a  position  to  run  the  lantern  in  a 
Gospel  tent  where  pictures  are  used.  He  was  told  by  the  preacher 
that  several  gentlemen  who  owned  lanterns  had  volunteered  to 

do  the  work  for  nothing.  The  operator  replied  that  "the  man 
who  will  work  for  nothing  where  it  takes  the  bread  out  of  an- 

other man's  mouth,  is  a  sinner  and  a  scoundrel."  The  preacher 
smiled  and  said :  "Well,  perhaps  he  is,"  but  that  was  all  the 
good  it  did  the  indignant  man  who  wanted  work. 

The  following  is  a  specimen  of  the  more  healthy  remarks 
which  the  leading  daily  papers  are  now  making  on  the  moving 
picture  subject: 

"The  motion  picture  show  as  it  is  developing  is  educational 
and  instructive  and  at  the  same  time  interesting  to  the  blase 
theater-goers.  And  here  just  a  word,  no  matter  how  bored 
you  have  become  through  witnessing  commercialized,  near 
actors  and  near  actresses  in  near  dramas  and  painfully  funny 

comic  operas,  don't  imagine  for  one  minute  that  the  motion 
picture  show  doesn't  hold  some  interest  for  you  well  worth 
the  price  and  the  time." 

We  had  a  call  last  week  from  Mr.  Mack,  the  manager  of  the 
Hub  Theater,  Boston,  and  of  Miles  Bros.'  Eastern  branch.  The 
tone  of  the  business  was  good  in  the  New  England  states,  he 
said,  and  the  little  theaters  were  extremely  popular  with  the 
people,  very  few  places  closing  from  loss  of  patronage,  in  spite 
of  the  constant  worry  they  are  subjected  to  by  legislators  and 
adverse  criticism  of  the  press.  This  adverse  criticism  he  traced 
to  the  fact  that  the  small  shows  do  not  advertise  in  the  daily 
papers,  and  as  the  large  theaters  have  cut  down  on  their  adver- 

tising the  newspapers  blamed  the  nickelodeon  for  their  loss.  This 
proved  to  be  so,  as  several  papers  changed  their  tune  when  mov- 

ing picture  theaters  advertised  in  their  local  papers.  This  is  a 
hint  that  nickelodeon  managers  in  other  localities  might  follow 
with  advantage. 

ILLUSTRATED   SONGS   A  NOVELTY    IN    GERMANY. 

We  learn  from  "Der  Kinematograph"  that  illustrated  songs  are 
being  introduced  as  a  novelty  in  Germany.  A"  film  rental  house 
in  Hamburg  offers  the  trade  a  slide  service  of  three  changes  a 
week  from  $3  to  $5,  according  to  quantity  and  quality  of  the 
goods.  Singers  are  also  furnished,  if  desired,  and  at  reasonable 
charges.  We  should  not  be  surprised  if  American  slide  makers 
would  find  a  ready  market  for  their  goods  in  Germany.  Amer- 

ican songs  are  very  popular  over  there  and  the  duty  and  trans- 
portation cost  is  considerably  less  than  from  Europe  to  America. 

BUSINESS    OR   RELIGION. 

A  moving  picture  show  and  full  liberty  to  smoke  while 

"service"  is  going  on  are  the  latest  attractions  offered  by  an 
Episcopal  church  in  Atlantic  city  to  the  coy  visitors.  They 
can  also  pitch  off  coats  and  collars,  and  perhaps  keep  on  their 
straw  hats,  during  the  services.  Religious  topics  will,  it  is 

added,  be  discussed  "in  a  practical  manner."  This,  according 
to  the  Catholic  Standard  and  Times,  "is  getting  down  to 
business  in  real  fashion.  But  is  it  getting  up  to  religion?" 
asks  that  journal.  "The  idea  of  religion  is  hardly  that  of  an 
amusement  for  jaded  appetites  01   water-surfeited  athletes." 

THE  SHOW  IN  MASSACHUSETTS. 
The  new  law  regarding  the  operation  of  picture  houses 

went  into  effect  on  July  1.  Its  chief  provision  is  that  a  pic- 
ture machine  must  not  be  operated  more  than  twenty  minutes 

continuously,  without  an  intermission  of  at  least  five  minutes 
when  the  lights  are  up.  This  will  probably  work  but  little 
hardship  to  the  local  houses,  as  they  will  be  able  to  show 
pictures  for  twenty  minutes,  then  turn  on  the  lights  and  have 
an  illustrated  song,  the  picture  for  the  song  showing  clearly 
enough  for  all  practical  purposes,  even  with  the  light  in  the hall.    

THE  FITTEST  SURVIVES. 

The  photograph  of  the  working  staff  of  Dreamland  which 
the  Portland  (Me.)  "Telegram"  prints  on  the  anniversary 
of  the  opening  of  that  popular  theater,  gives  us  the  keynote 
to  its  success.  No  manager  ever  surrounded  himself  with  a 
more  intelligent  or  more  capable  staff,  as  far  as  looks  are 
concerned.  Mr.  J.  W.  Greely,  the  manager  and  owner,  is 
alert  to  the  fact  that  the  best  is  always  the  cheapest  in  the 
long  run.  His  film  service  is  the  best  obtainable,  and  for  the 
illustrated  songs  only  the  highest  salaried  vocalists  are  en- 

gaged. Portland  is  justly  proud  of  its  youngest  amusement house.    

COLORING  FILMS  BY  THE  IVES  PROCESS. 

The  process  of  coloring  films  by  causing  re-actuation  of  the 
color  waves  by  the  three  color  disks  described  by  Mr.  G.  Albert 
Smith,  of  London,  England,  is  the  adaptation  of  the  Ives  process 
of  chromography,  and  as  Mr.  Frederick  E.  Ives  has  his  process 
patented  in  every  country  in  the  world  where  a  patent  can  be 
procured,  the  film  makers  or  specialist  who  try  to  use  this  with- 

out Mr.  Ives'  consent  will  run  up  against  a  snag.  The  attempt 
was  made  in  this  country  some  years  ago.  with  Mr.  Ives'  consent, 
as  an  experiment,  and  proved  unsatisfactory.  On  still  pictures 
the  effect  is  marvelous,  the  colors  distributing  themselves  in  their 
proper  places  when  thrown  on  the  screen,  with  absolutely  life- 

like effect.  The  sheen  on  a  peacock's  tail,  the  glitter  of  a  hum- 
ming bird's  plumage,  the  velvet  of  an  orchid,  are  rendered  with 

lifelike  fidelity.  If  some  film  manufacturer  has  been  able  to 
eliminate  the  difficulties  that  beset  the  experimental  stage  of 
adapting  it  to  film  work  he  has  discovered  something  that  will 
not  only  make  him  a  multi-millionaire,  but  also  the  inventor, 
Ives,  who  has  already  spent  fully  half  a  million  dollars  to  per- 

fect his  discoveries.  Its  adaptation  to  films  makes  the  process 
commercially  possible,  which  it  has  not  been  heretofore. 

STATISTICS. 

Lynn  Williams,  writing  in  the  Oakland  (Cal.)  '"Tribune," furnishes  the  following  figures,  which,  perhaps,  come  as  near 
to  the  truth  as  any  that  we  have  seen: 

"The  film  rental  exchanges  bin-  annually  from  the  manu- 
facturers $4,000,000  worth  of  films,  from  which  they  derive  a 

rental  of  $8,000,000  from  the  exhibitors. 
"There  are  about  8,000  moving  picture  theaters  in  America, 

whose  average  operating  expenses  are  $20  a  day,  or  a  total 
of  $160,000,  an  annual  expense,  estimating  300  days  for  the 

year,  as  some  theaters  don't  operate  on  Sundays,  of  $48,000,- 
000.  The  average  profit  is  about  $17,000,000.  so  that  the 
American  public  pay  admissions  of  $65,000,000  a  year. 

"There  are  a  number  of  10-cent  houses,  and  higher,  but 
the  great  majority  charge  but  a  nickel,  making  the  average 
admission  about  6  cents.  It  will  thus  be  seen  that  an  average 
of  1,083,333.333  people  visit  moving  picture  theaters  annually. 

"It  requires  an  average  of  ten  people  to  run  a  moving  pic- 
ture theater,  each  of  whom  is  dependent  thereon  for  his  liveli- 

hood, or  a  total  in  America  of  about  80.000:  there  are  about 
150  film  rental  exchanges  in  the  United  States,  employing  an 
average  of  twenty-five  persons,  or  about  3, 750,  and  there  are 
about  5,000  people  employed  by  the  various  manufacturers,  a 
grand  total  of  88,750. 

"In  San  Francisco  alone  there  are  about  100  moving  picture 
theaters.  Taking  these  figures  as  a  basis  of  computation. 
50,000  San  Franciscans  visit  these  places,  paying  $3,000  a 
day  and  for  a  year  of  365  days  $1,085,000.  Taking  one-fifth 
of  this  number  as  adult  males  entitled  to  vote,  and  we  have 
216.666,666  voters  to  view  moving  pictures  in  America,  an- 

nually, and  in  San  Francisco  3.650.000. 
"From  these  enormous  figures  it  must  be  evident  that  a 

large  part  of  the  population  attends  regularly. 
"Tt  must  be  admitted  that  recreation  is  essential  to  the 

welfare  of  the  human  race,  and  where  can  a  whole  family  be 
entertained  for  the  evening  for  the  insignificant  sum  that 
admits  them  to  a  motion  picture  theater  and  to  a  realm  that 

is  so  strange  withal  that  it  is  indeed  re-creation?" 
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A  MACHINE  WHICH   DOES  ITS   OWN   REWINDING. 

Within  a  few  weeks  there  will  be  placed  upon  the  market  a 
projecting  machine  which  is  so  different  from  the  general  form 
of  construction  followed  by  all  other  models  thai  we  ma\  safely 
herald  it  as  a  decided  innovation  in  this  line.  Last  week  we 
were  invited  to  a  demonstration  of  the  lirst  completed  model.  We 
were  first  asked  to  look  at  a  picture  on  the  screen  and  then 
examine  the  machine.  The  first  thing  noticed  was  the  entire 
absence  of  flicker  and  then  the  steadiness  upon  the  screen.  Our 
greatest  surprise  came  at  the  end.  when  the  reel  was  deftly 
removed  from  the  bottom  magazine,  placed  in  the  top  one  with- 

out rewinding,  threaded  through  the  machine  in  a  few  seconds, 
and  again  projected  the  same  as  In  lore. 
Without  going  into  the  mechanical  details,  wdiich  will  be  illus- 

trated and  described  in  an  early  number  of  this  paper,  we  will 
briefly  say  that  the  flicker  is  eliminated  by  increasing  the  period 
of  rest  in  proportion  to  the  period  of  movement  at  least  25  per 
cent.,  and  also  by  the  position  and  construction  of  the  shutter. 
The  steadiness  was  due  to  the  perfection  of  mechanical  con- 

struction and  also  to  the  fact  that  the  motive  power  was  self- 
contained — a  small  motor  being  suspended  below  the  frame  and 
connected  to  an  ordinary  lamp  socket.  The  rewinding  takes 
place  as  the  film  is  being  run,  the  him  being  fed  from  the 
center  and  rewound  to  the  center.  This  is  done  in  a  manner 
which  exposes  the  film  to  much  less  friction  than  with  the  usual 
method,  and  there  are  several  other  points  about  the  machine 
which  will  tend  to  prolong  the  life  of  the  film. 
Of  more  importance  than  any  of  the  good  features  mentioned 

was  the  elimination  of  all  fire  risk.  When  in  operation  there  is 
none  of  the  film  exposed  except  the  inch  in  front  of  the  window 
frame,  and  this  is  protected  by  a  drop  shutter  which  is  positive 
in  its  action.  The  inventor  claimed  that  a  pile  of  newspapers 
could  be  burned  over  and  under  the  machine  while  it  was  running 
and  nothing  would  happen.  The  manufacturers  of  this  new  im- 

proved machine  are  the  American  Moving  Picture  Machine  Com- 
pany, a  New  York  City  corporation,  and  they  say  that  they  will 

be  ready  to  make  deliveries  on  or  before  September  1.  In  the 
meantime  we  will  present  our  readers  with  a  fully  illustrated 
description  of  the  apparatus. 

SHE    POSED    FOR    THE    PICTURE,    BUT    DID    NOT 
APPRECIATE   THE   SHOW. 

Young  Bros.,  who  conduct  the  Electric  Theater  with  the 
Great  Parker  Shows,  have  the  best  equipped  outfit  of  any 
traveling  show  of  this  character  in  the  world.  In  addition 
to  some  500,000  feet  of  film  of  standard  moving  pictures,  they 
usually  make  and  present  each  week  moving  pictures  of  local 
occurrences.  Not  only  do  they  carry  an  experienced  pho- 

tographer, but  in  their  special  car  on  the  Parker  show  train 
they  have  a  room  fitted  up  with  the  necessary  apparatus  to 
properly  develop  and  finish  moving  picture  films  up  to  a 
thousand  feet  in  length. 
An  amusing  incident  occurred  in  Parsons,  Kan.,  during  the 

Great  Parker  Shows'  recent  visit  in  that  town.  That  is,  it 
was  amusing  to  all  but  the  lady  who  figured  most  prominently 
in  the  little  comedy  the  camera  caught  and  faithfully  repro- 
duced. 
The  moving  picture  man  was  perched  with  his  machine 

in  a  church  steeple,  endeavoring  to  make  a  picture  of  a 
parade  passing  on  one  of  the  main  streets.  In  the  foreground 
was  the  residence  of  a  prominent  business  man.  The  back 
yard  of  this  property  is  enclosed  with  a  high  board  fence,  and 
in  this  yard  the  lady  of  the  house,  who  had  just  emerged 
from  the  bathroom,  clad  in  a  loose  wrapper,  was  engaged  in 

the  task  of  "drying"  her  hair.  As  an  additional  diversion, 
some  of  the  neighbor's  chickens  came  in  through  a  hole  in 
the  fence,  and  the  lady,  seizing  a  broom,  gave  instant  battle. 
Round  and  round  the  yard  they  went,  the  chickens  barely  a 

broom's  length  ahead  of  the  portly,  but  irate,  woman,  who 
with  wrapper  and  hair  streaming  in  the  wind,  developed  an 
amazing  amount  of  speed.  Finally  the  intruders  were  igno- 
miniously  routed,  and  the  lady  resumed  her  seat  and  original 
task,  just  as  the  moving  picture  machine  in  the  church  steeple 
ran  out  of  film. 

The  following  night,  in  company  with  a  dozen  friends,  the 
lady  of  the  picture  visited  the  Electric  Theater,  and  the  party 
chanced  to  get  seated  just  before  the  newly  made  film  was 
put  on.  Horror-stricken  she  sat  and  gazed  as  each  sickening 

detail  of  her  morning's  adventure  was  minutely  reproduced 
on  the  screen,  and  her  consternation  was  only  equaled  by  the 
spasms  of  merriment  into  which  her  friends  were  thrown.  It 
is  alleged  that  she  had  to  be  taken  home  in  a  hack  and  only 
recovered  from  a  prolonged  attack  of  hysteris  when  she 
learned  that  the  horrid  show  people  were  safely  out  of  town. 

PARIS    NOTES. 

By  F.  Grafton. 

l'h<  French  gipsj  corporation  ("Forains")  art  now  taking active  steps,  m  view  .,1  a  general  meeting  this  Winter  with 
the  object  of  forming  a   vast   ayndicati  it   themai 
for  the  manufacture,  Bale,  rental,  etc.,  of  films,  cinemato 
graphs  in  a  word,  of  everything  concerning  the  moving 
picture  trade  Their  aim.  as  can  easily  be  guessed,  is  to  put 
\  check  to  the  output  or  two  of  the  most  important hnns  in  this  country,  and  thus  paralyze  their  action  on  the 
public  fairs,  where  these  people  hold  their  shows  and  obtain such   general    SUC(  1 

A  new  film  company  in  at  the  present  time  in  formation 
here  under  the  title  of  "Film  d'Art."  As  can  \n-  gleaned from  the  name,  the  main  object  of  this  enterprise  will  be  the 
representing  of  historical  and  literary  "scenarios,"  to  use  one 
of  their  own  expressions,  and  this  more  especially  in  com- 

petition with  the  gross  and  very  ordinary  films  which  are 
now  so  widely  scattered  amongst  our  shows.  We  note 
amongst  the  best  known  contributors  to  this  new  company, 
both  as  writers  and  actors,  the  following  names:  Sarah 
Bernhardt,    Rejane,  Jane   Hading.   Jeanne    Gram.  .         Vic- 
torien  Sardou,  Edmond  Rostand,  Jules  Claretie,  Catulle 
Mendes,  Georges  Courteline,  etc.,  etc.,  from  which  it  may  be 
concluded  that  a  very  large  field  of  action  is  open  to  this  new 
undertaking,  more  of  which  we  hope  to  relate  about  shortly. 

NicKelodeon  Architecture— 1. 

BIJOU  DREAM,  ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 

Harry  Davis  Amusement  Company,  Proprietors. 

One  of  Rochester's  progressive  picture  theaters.  The  man- 
ager is  Mr.  E.  L.  Braun,  a  gentleman  of  wide  experience  in 

the  theatrical  world.  He  is  ably  assisted  by  Mr.  John  J. Farren. 

The  Olney  Film  Renting  Company,  Olney,  111.,  is  a  new 
concern  that  is  starting  out  on  the  right  track  under  the 
management  of  A.  L.  Byers. 
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Now  and  Forever  You 

Should  Go  Into  the  Film 

Manufacturing  Business 
Make  your  own  special  films  on  travel,  science,  and  films  of  clean  and 

amusin^  comedy;  the  field  is  wide,  otherwise  the  trust  wouldn't  want 
It.  Let  me  equip  you  with  a  full  outfit,  consisting  of  my  old  cele- brated 

M1R0R  VIT/€  CAMERA 
MIROR  V1T/E  STOP  PERFORATOR 
M1R0R  V1T/E  STOP  PRINTER 

1—500  feet  DRYING  DRUM 
3-200  feet  DEVELOPING  DRUMS 
3—200  feet  DEVELOPING  TRAYS 

Complete  outfit  cost  $1,000.00 

Each  machine  is  made  for  manufacturing  purposes,  for  long  wear, 

of  best  material  and  acknowledged  construction;  25  years'  experience; 
all  my  own  original  ideas  and  patents.  NO  PATENT  SUITS  TO 
EEAH;  MY  PATENTS  WILL  GIVE  YOU  AMPLE  PROTECTION. 

My  cameras,  perforators  and  printers  have  been  employed  with  the 
following  companies:  Edison  Mfg.  Co.,  Am.  Mutoscope  and  Biograph 

Co.,  National  Cameraphone  Co..  International  Film  Mfg.  Co..  20th 

Century  Optiscope  Co.,  Penn  Motion  Picture  Co.,  and  many  others. 

I  also  manufacture  the  "Mlror  Vitse,"  world's  greatest  moving  pic- 
ture machine— built  like  a  machine  for  long  wear.  Another  great 

novelty  is  my  double  dissolving  lantern;  only  one  Illummant  for  both 

lanterns;  no  more  double  arc  or  double  calcium  burner;  no  more  dis- 
solving keys;  greatest  lantern  on  earth.  Miror  Vitre  Announcement 

Slides-  Wire  Lugs  of  improved  type;  Neutral  Film  Rental  Service; 
Lens   Grinding  and  Correcting.      Booklets   for    each   partly   on   hand. 

EBERHARD  SCHNEIDER,  Mgr. 

German-American 
Cinematograph  and   Film  Co. 

109  East  12th  Street,  New  York 

Trade  Notes. 

Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

LICENSEE    UNDER   THE 
BIOCRAPH    PATENTS 

NEW  YORK 
662  SIXTH  AVE. 

All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  films 
will  be  protected  by  the  Ameri- 

can Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Co. 

CHICAGO 
52  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 
657  Washington  St., 

Boylston  Bldg. 

SEATTLE 
Mehlborn  Bldg. 

ST.  LOUIS 
523-4  Commercial  Bldg. 

5th  and  Oliver  Sts. 

MONTREAL,  CAN.      WINNEPEQ  INDIANAPOLIS      DENVER 
La  Patrle  Bldg.     1 2  Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.     Boston  Bldg 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  3d  Avenue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

DES  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prince  William  Street 

Stockton  Building 

Mt.  Gilead,  O. — William  Hartwell  and  Frank  Wilson  will 
put  in  a  moving  picture  show  at  Centerburg,  O. 

Sullivan,  O. — Sims  Bros,  have  purchased  a  moving  picture 
outfit  and  expect  soon  to  start  out  in  their  new  venture. 

East  Liverpool,  O. — Fire  destroyed  the  Gardner  building  oc- 
cupied by  the  Feezel  &  Company  electrical  and  moving  pic- 

ture show. 

Salem,  O. — F.  Y.  Allen  will  open  his  remodeled  theater  on 
Broadway  during  the  week  of  the  Fourth.  The  seating 
capacity  has  been  trebled. 

Geneva,  O. — The  Wonderland  Picture  Show  has  changed 
hands,  Alfred  Moore  purchasing  it  of  E.  L.  Potter,  the  owner. 
Mr.  Potter  expects  to  locate  in  Washington. 

Dayton,  O. — By  special  arrangement  for  the  Summer  sea- 
son with  the  Casino  Company  of  Detroit  the  Victoria  Theater 

will  op'en  with  a  popular  moving  picture  entertainment. 
Canal  Dover,  O. — Martin  Bender  and  S.  Beller  have  pur- 

chased the  Nickelodeon  Moving  Picture  Show  from  Amos 
Hosteler.  A  new  Edison  machine  will  be  installed  in  a  short time. 

Belleville,  111. — Manager  Amman  has  installed  a  moving 
picture  machine  in  his  concert  garden,  and  motion  pictures 
and  illustrated  songs  will  now  hold  forth  at  this  popular resort. 

Youngstown,  O. — George  W.  Bennett,  of  Cincinnati,  has 
closed  a  lease  for  the  continuance  of  the  Wonderland  Theater 
on  East  Federal  street.  Mr.  Bennett  will  entirely  remodel 
the  theater,  opening  it  about  September  io. 

Boise,  Idaho. — At  a  meeting  of  the  Government  Project 
League  in  Coldwell,  it  was  proposed  to  send  two  lecturers  to 
the  East  with  picture  machines  and  films  showing  the  re- 

sources and  opportunities  of  the  State. 

Monticello,  Ind. — This  town  has  now  two  moving  picture 
shows.  The  Electric  has  been  running  for  some  time,  Frank 
Matthews  being  the  manager.  The  Arc  has  been  recently 
opened  by  J.  C.  Shaver,  and  both  places  seem  to  be  doing 

well. 
Denison,  Tex. — As  public  sentiment  is  with  them  and  they 

are  running  strictly  moral  and  instructive  entertainments, 
L.  C.  Hamilton,  one  of  the  proprietors  of  the  Idlehour,  has 
appealed  from  a  fine  imposed  for  keeping  open  on  Sunday 
afternoons. 

Indianapolis,  Ind. — A  new  family  theater  on  Kentucky 
avenue  near  Illinois  street  has  been  opened.  The  seating 
capacity  is  about  400,  the  auditorium  being  absolutely  fire- 

proof. There  will  be  two  matinees  daily  and  three  perform- 
ances every  evening. 

The  Electric  Theater  Supply  Co.,  of  Philadelphia.  Pa..  Mr. 

S'chwalbe,  manager,  ordered  a  month  or  more  ago  a  Hallberg 
Economizer  and  was  so  well  pleased  with  the  device  that  he  or- 

dered ten  more,  which  are  now  installed  in  Philadelphia  and 
vicinity  and  all  giving  excellent  results. 

Fort  Dodge,  la. — The  managers  of  the  Empire  are  being 
served  with  an  injunction  to  prevent  the  showing  of  a  Gotch- 
Hackenschmidt  film  which  the  promoter  of  this  subject.  M.  M. 
Wittig,  says  is  either  faked  or  stolen.  The  outcome  of  the 
fight  will  be  watched  with  interest. 
The  Hadley  Moving  Picture  Company  suffered  a  loss  of 

$700  (no  insurance)  on  property  stored  in  the  Park  Theater, 
Rutland,  Vt.  The  fire  started  in  the  grandstand  of  the  fair 
grounds  after  a  ball  game  and  the  theater  was  in  the  path 
of  the  flames.  The  Hadley  Company  have  our  sympathies  in 
their  loss. 

North  Adams,  Mass..  June  29. — The  Palace,  the  new  mov- 
ing picture  house,  located  at  Notre  Dame  Hall,  opens  this 

evening  under  the  management  of  Sullivan  &  Tetlow.  A.  T. 
l.anglois,  of  the  Gem,  on  Spring  street,  is  to  furnish  Kline 
Optical  Company  films,  and  it  will  be  an  independent  house 
and  no  trust  films  are  to  be  used. 

Evansville,  Ind. — The  board  of  safety  has  instructed  Chief 
Brennecke  to  suppress  the  presentation  of  views  of  the  Gun- 
ness  farm  tragedies  and  kindred  blood-and-thunder  Jesse 
James  views  in  the  moving  picture  shows.  Mayor  Boehne 
talked  with  the  board  and  advised  the  censorship  of  the 
theatoriums  and  nickelodeons,  of  which  there  are  about  twenty 

in  the  city.  The  penalty  for  violation  of  the  board's  order will  result  in  proceedings  to  revoke  license  to  conduct  a  place 
of  amusement. 
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Sheldon,  la.  The  managers  of  Wonderland  have  had 
crowded  houses  all  the  week,  due  to  their  billing  the  town 
that  a  former  well-known  residenl  was  a  leading  chai 
in  the  "Blue  Bonnet."  Sure  enough,  the  audience  recognized and  cheered  as  Mrs  E.  M.  Stringfield  was  recognized  as  the 
kind-hearted   mother   in    this   beautiful    picture    storj    "t    the 
good  work  of  the  Salvation    \rim 

The  Francis  Day  &  Hunter  Music  Publishing  Company,  under 
date  of  July  2,  have  been  circulating  a  letter  over  their  signature, 
amonn  the  other  music  publishers  and  slide  dealers,  calling  atten 

tion    to    the    operation-    of    one    Frank     Mel'ieady,    in    SOng    slides. McCready  is  alleged  to  have  at  various  time-  and  places  hoi 
rowed  from  music  publishers  and  others  large  numbers  of  song 
slides  which  he  said  he  intended  to  use  at  certain  plaees  and 
would  return.  It  is  alleged  that  the  slide-  were  never  returned 
and  that  when  he  was  called  upon  for  them  he  paid  no  attention 
to  the  request 

CHARTERS    ISSUED. 

Bla/a  Amusement  Company,  incorporated,  Morfolk,  Va. 
James  Hughes,  president;  1..  B.  Montague,  treasurer;  S.  D. 
Hope,  Jr.,  secretary,  all  of  Norfolk,  Capital  stock.  $1,500  to 
$10,000.     Objects  and  purposes:    Moving  picture  shows. 

LICENSES. 

Hoboken,  N.  J.— An  ordinance  imposing  a  license  fee  on 
moving  picture  shows  and  all  places  of  amusement  went  into 
effect  on  July  1. 
The  Board  of  Aldermen  of  Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  are  considering 

a  resolution  to  tax  moving  picture  shows  $100. 

SITUATIONS    -WANTED. 

Experienced    Operators. 
David  S.  Robinson,  208  Cruger  Ave.,  Van  Nest,  New  York  City. 
J.  W.  Connors,  255  Baldwin  Street,  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. 
G.  S.  Schlick,  Dansville,  N.  Y. 
Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood,  Ga. 
Philip  Stevens,  Madison,  Me. 

TALKING  EFFECTS  OR  LECTURES. 
Ralph  Knaster,  1524  First  Ave.,  New  York  City. 
N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  St.,  New  York  City. 

Film  Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 
for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re- 

ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  i5  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorH,  N.Y. 

70  Franklin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Travelogues 

Lectures  and  Slides  for 

Moving  Picture  Theatres 
In  sets  of  12  or  more,  beautifully  colored,  artis- 

tic lantern  slides,  many  of  them  with  lecture readings. 

RENTAL  PRICE  $1.00  PER  WEEK  AND  UPWARDS 

Show  your  patrons  the  grandeur  of  the 

YELLOWSTONE,  YOSEMITE,  NIAGARA  FALLS, 
GRAND  CANYON  and  SWITZERLAND 

Show  them  what  Uncle  Sam  is  doing 

at  PANAMA,  in  the  PHILIPPINES  and  with 

the  GREAT  BATTLESHIP  SQUADRONS 

Flash  before  them  the  wonders  of 

LONDON,  PARIS, 

BERLIN  and  ST.  PETERSBURG 

Seventy-five  sets  to  pick  from.     List  on 

application. 
also  send  us  your  orders  for 

CONDENSERS 
CARBONS 

OBJECTIVES 
REWINDERS 

PARTS  OF  EDISON  AND  POWERS'  MACHINES 

and 

OUR  NEW 

FIRE -PROOF 

BOOTH 

Try    Our    Independent    Film    Service 
Don't  run   the  same  films  as  your  competitors 

FEATURE  FILMS,  NEW  SUBJECTS 

PROMPT  SERVICE 

"WILLIAMS,  BROWN  <SL  EARLE 
Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents 
All  purchaser*  and  users  of  our  films  will  be  protected  by  the  American 

Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Company 
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Let  It  Alone 
If  you  are  offered  something  for 
nothing 

Let  It  Alone 
We  operate  six  large  offices  devot- 

ed exclusively  to  renting  films. 
We  offer  you  nothing  we  cannot 
supply. 

We  can  furnish  you  anything  in 
the  M.  P.  line. 

Any  of  the  following  offices 

Pittsburg,  Pa.  Des  Moines,  la. 
Rochester,  N.  Y.  Toledo,  O. 
Cincinnati,  O.       Lincoln,  Neb. 
PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  FILM  CO. 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 

ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving: 

Picture  Theatres 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special    Prices  on    our  New  Films 
and   Feature   Productions 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

THEY   SAY   IT   HAS  A   SOLID   RING. 

Bucyrus,  Ohio,  May  13,  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear    Sir — We    have    received    sample    copies    of    the    Moving 
Picture    World    and    had   not    thought    of    subscribing   until    we 
received  sample  copies  of   ,  and  the  contrast 
was_  so  great  and  made  your  paper  seem  as  the  most  solid  infor- 

mation and  instruction  that  we  could  not  help  but  to  enclose  $2 

for  one  year's  subscription.  HART  BROS., 
Proprietors  and  managers,  Majestic  and  Wonderland  theaters. 

CENT  PER  CENT.,  OR  WHO  PAYS  THE  PIPER? 
Wilson,  N.  C,  July  7,  1908. 

Editor  Moving  Picture  World : 

Dear  Sir — I  take  the  liberty  of  writing  you  a  few  lines  con- 
cerning Film  Service  Association  members  and  their  way  of  doing 

business.  A  certain  New  York  house  was  furnishing  films  here, 
but  along  comes  a  Birmingham  film  company  and  offers  to  give 
their  film  on  a  per  cent.,  so  as  to  cut  out  another  man.  They 
give  film  on  a  basis  of  theater  to  give  per  cent,  of  receipts  above 
$40,  and  as  the  theater  is  not  taking  in  over  $10  a  night  on  an 
average,  they  get  the  film  for  little  or  nothing.  Besides,  they 
have  two  boys  running  their  machine,  who  cut  out  samples  of 
film  from  one  to  two  feet  long  and  give  them  to  their  friends. 
Where  do  the  other  people  come  in  that  use  the  film  after  it  is 
thus  destroyed? 

P.  S. — Both  houses  are  members  of  the  Film  Service  Associa- 
tion.    You  may  publish  this,  but  withhold  my  name.  X. 

PROGRESS  ON  THE  CELLIT  FILM  SEEMS  TO  BE  AS 
SLOW  AS  ITS  POWERS   OF  COMBUSTION. 

Elberfeld,  June  26,  1908. 

Editor   Moving   Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — I  am  sending  you  by  sample-post  a  few  strips 

of  coated  and  developed  Cellit  film,  as  well  as  of  complete 
kinematograph  films,  along  with  a  report  of  a  lecture  de- 

livered by  me  recently  on  the  film. 
I  am  not  yet  in  a  position  to  give  a  definite  reply  to  your 

inquiry  as  to  when  the  product  will  be  placed  upon  the  mar- 
ket. The  manufacturing  plant  employed  at  present  is  only 

a  provisional  one,  producing  only  a  relatively  small  quantity 
of  film,  for  which  reason  the  film  cannot  be  offered  to  the 
trade  in  a  general  way.  Some  time  is  likely  to  pass  ere  the 
plant  to  manufacture  on  a  large  scale  will  be  installed,  and 
even  when  the  manufacture  is  started  we  shall  hardly  be  able 
to  cover  European  requirements.  Hence  an  arrangement  has 
not  been  made  so  far  with  any  American  concern. 

Yours  faithfully, 

DR.  A.'EICHENGRUX. 

THE  PHILADELPHIA  KICKER  AGAIN. 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  July  6,  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
-  Dear  Sir — The  editor  of  that  alleged  journal  with  the  high- 
sounding  claims  seems  to  have  put  his  foot  in  it  again.  For 
weeks  he  has  been  railing  at  the  schedule  of  the  Association,  and 

he  now  prints  an  article  stating  that  a  "$5,000  fine"  has  been 
imposed  upon  a  Western  member  who  has  violated  his  agree- 

ment. He  gives  his  unqualified  approval  to  the  "fining"  of  this member  and  then  continues  to  rail  at  the  schedule  and  further 
incite  other  members  to  the  same  crimes,  but  warns  them  that 
they  will  be  caught  and  suffer  the  same  fate.  He  has  nothing 

to  say  about  the  merits  of  the  case  or  the  justice  of  the  punish- 
ment of  all  law-breakers,  but  advocates  the  principle  that  "it  is 

all  right  to  be  a  crook  if  you  are  not  caught,"  which  is  unfor- 
tunately the  ethics  in  which  so  many  of  his  kind  believe.  This 

alleged  "fair-minded  journal"  has  been  accessory  before  the  fact 
to  all  deflections  of  the  Association  members  and  all  crimes  com- 

mitted by  them.  It  is  an  open  secret  that  the  manufacturing 
interests  behind  that  paper  would  like  to  see  the  schedule  abol- 

ished so  that  they  could  make  a  cut  in  the  price  of  films  which 
would  crush  out  all  opposition  (!).  but  the  attempt  to  do  so 
would  crush  out  the  rank  and  file  of  the  Association  members. 

Few    are    strong    enough    financially    to    withstand    the  strain. 
But  to  return  to  the  story  of  the  Fine!  Why  was  it  published? 

Has  any  self-constituted  society  the  right  to  impose  a  fine,  much 

less  to  collect  it?  If  it  is  simply  a  case  that  someone's  rebate has  been  withheld  and  he  can  prove  that  he  has  not  violated  the 
terms  of  his  contract,  he  has  his  redress  in  the  courts. 

A  READER. 
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IF  YOU  WANT 
GOOD  SLIDES 

THERE    IS    ONE    MAN    "WHO    MAKES    THEM 
HIS    NAME    IS 

DeWITT  c.  wheeler 
AND    HIS    ADDRESS    IS 

120-122  West  31st  Street,  New  York  City 

While  in  town  come  in  and  inspect  the  largest  plant  of  its  Kind  in  the  world 

If  You  Are  Interested  'in  Gutting  Down  Your  Expenses these  dull  summer  months,  and  at  the  same  time  runja  quality  of  film  that  is  right  up  to  the  standard 

Give  Us  a  Chance  to  Serve  You 
If  WE  can't  deliver  the  RIGHT  GOODS  at  a  RIGHT  PRICE 
there  is  NO  ONE  in  the  film=renting  business  that  CAN 

Because  of  our  immense  stock  of  films,  every  shipment  goes  out  two  days  ahead.     Not  in  a 
single  instance  have  we  disappointed  a  subscriber,  and  we  will  not  disappoint  you. 

We  are  the  largest  Independent  Film  Renters  in  the  Country,  and  for  an   all 
round  Film  and  Slide  Service  we  are  in  a  class  by  ourselves. 

Did  YOU  get  our  Catalogue  of  subjects? If  not  asK  for  it 

INDEPENDENT   FILM    SERVICE 
445  MINT  ARCAD£,  PHILADELPHIA 

C     H.     "WALKER,    Manager. 'Phone    Walnut    170JD 
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POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 
Vitagraph  Selig 
Edison  Lubin 
Essanay  Kalem 
FILH  SUBJECTS 

5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
23 I   Bowery,  New  York 

'Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call    for   Samples 

Film  Review. 

Lectures 

FILMS,  FILMS,  FILMS! 
Wanted  good  second-hand  films,  song 

slides,  etc.,  must  be  in  best  of  condition 
Please  send  full  particulars,  also,  names  of 
subjects,  number  of  feet,  etc.  Address 
NEWMAN  MOTION  PICTURE  COM- 

PANY, Portland,  Oregon. 

W*  Stephen  Bush,  Lecturer 
3349  Market  St.,  Phila.,  Pa. 

on  "Passion  Play,"  "Mac- 
beth," "Othello,"  "Romeo 

and  Juliet,"  "Scarlet  Letter" 
'Enoch  Arden,"  "'Ostler  Jo" 

"  Shamus  O'Brien,"  Washington  at  Valley  Forge," 
"The  Blue  and  the  Gray"  and  on  all  kindred  sub- 

jects of  dramatic,  historicorclassiccharacter. 
If  you  wish  to  give  your  patrons  something 

entirely  new  and  attractive,  if  you  wish  to 
attract  new  business  and  get  the  best  class 
of  people  to  come  to  your  place,  if  you  want 
to  increase  your  box  office  receipts  send  for 
free  circular.     It  will  surely  interest  you. 

Moving  Picture  Films 
500  reels  for  rent  or  sale,  very- 

reasonable,  write  for  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE 
1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 

Non-  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship 
immediately- 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also  Seating  for  Out 
of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

THE  KENTtrCKIAN.  Story  of  a  Squaw's  Devo- 
tion and  Sacrifice  (Biograph). — It  has  been  said 

that  the  Indian  is  utterly  devoid  of  sentiment  or 
emotion,  but  such  is  not  the  case,  as  we  illustrate 
in  this  film  story,  which  shows  that  they  are  not 
only   emotional   but   are   extremely    self-sacrificing. 
Ward  Fatherly  Is  the  son  of  a  wealthy  and  in- 

dulgent Kentuckian,  hence,  his  occupation  in  the 
maiu  is  that  of  pleasantly  killing  time.  We  find 
him  at  the  opening  of  the  story  in  the  card  room 
of  a  swell  Louisville  club  playing  poker  with  a 
party  of  friends.  Ward  is  a  heavy  loser  and  de- 

tects one  of  the  party,  who  Is  enjoying  all  the 
luck,  cheating.  A  quarrel  ensues,  and  old  Col. 
Watson  steps  between  to  prevent  blows.  A  chal- 

lenge, however,  is  made,  and  a  duel  with  pistols  is 
fought  in  the  suburbs,  in  which  Ward  mortally 
wounds  his  adversary.  Fearing  the  consequences, 
the  Colonel  assists  Ward  in  getting  away.  We 
next  find  him  on  the  Western  frontier,  whither  he- 
has  gone  incog,  working  as  a  miner.  The  usual 
hangout  of  the  miners  is  the  camp  tavern,  and  to 
this  place  there  comes  a  pretty  Indian  girl  selling 
Indian  goods.  She  is  at  once  smitten  with  the 
handsome  young  Kentuckian,  who,  in  turn,  shows 
a  decided  interest  in  her.  Ward  has  been  bounti- 

fully supplied  with  funds  by  the  old  Colonel,  and 
when  he  pays  for  a  round  of  drinks,  he  exposes  a 
roll  of  bills  that  make  the  eyes  of  a  couple  of 
low-down  Redskins,  who  are  In  the  place,  almost 
pop  out  of  their  heads.  They  must  have  that  money, 
so  they  follow  and  knife  him  almost  into  eternity. 
In  fact,  they  would  have  killed  him  had  it  not 
been  for  the  timely  arrival  of  the  girl.  She  drags 
the  wounded  Kentuckian  to  her  tepee  and  nurses 
him  back  to  health.  The  Inevitable  happens — they 
are  married.  A  lapse  of  several  years  occurs,  and 
we  find  the  little  family — the  Kentuckian,  his  squaw 
and  a  little  son — living  in  blissful  peace,  when 
Colonel  Watson  arrives  with  the  news  that  Ward's 
father  has  died,  leaving  him  sole  heir  to  the  estate, 
and  his  immediate  presence  in  Louisville  is  urgently 
desired.  You  may  imagine  his  position.  He  feels, 
on  the  one  hand,  that  he  cannot  take  his  squaw 
back  and  Introduce  her  into  the  society  of  his  set, 
and  on  the  other,  he  knows  it  would  break  her 
heart  to  leave  her.  No,  no.  He  must  giveup  all 

and  stay  where  he  Is.  All  the  old  Colonel's  per- 
suading is  unavailing,  but  the  squaw  at  once  real- 

izes the  situation.  She  must,  for  her  lover  for  him, 
make  the  sacrifice,  which  she  does  by  sending  a 
bullet  through  her  brain,  thus  leaving  the  way 
clear  for  him — a  woman's  devotion  for  the  man  she 
loves.      Length,    757    feet. 

THE  STAGE  RUSTLER  (Biograph).— What  mar- 
velous influence  a  pretty  girl  has  over  mankind, 

what  a  power  she  exerts,  transforming  the  rough 
and  ferocious  into  lamb-like  beings  and  the  weak- 

lings into  lions  of  daring.  Such  was  the  power 
of  pretty  Roulette  Sue,  the  belle  of  the  mining 
camp.  Phil  Bowen  and  Sam  Lewis  were  a  couple 
of  fearless  road  agents,  and  our  story  starts  with 
them  waylaying  the  overland  stage  coach,  com- 

manding the  driver  and  his  passengers  to  alight  and 
"shell  out."  The  passengers  comprise  a  Chinaman, 
a  tenderfoot  and  Roulette  Sue.  The  tenderfoot  is 
frightened  out  of  his  wits,  while  the  Chink  trem- 

bles so  as  to  almost  dislocate  his  queue,  but  Sue 
stands  and  views  the  episode  with  an  indifferent 
air,  while  Sam  covers  the  little  coterie  with  his 
guns  Phil  Idvests  them  of  their  valuables.  Sue 
has  a  brace  of  pistols  in  her  belt  which  Phil  takes, 
extracting  the  cartridges,  hands  them  back  to 
her  empty  and  harmless.  Her  defiant  mien  makes 
a  decided  impression  on  him,  as,  on  the  other 
hand,  he  has,  by  his  easy,  gallant  manner,  im- 

pressed her;  besides,  a  part  of  his  features,  which 
are  unconcealed  by  the  mask,  gives  promise  that 
he  is  a  handsome  fellow.  Well,  it  Is  surely  a  case 
of  love  at  first  sight.  The  deed  done,  Phil  orders 
the  coach  to  proceed  on  Its  way,  while  he  and 
Sam  go  to  their  shack  to  divide  the  spoils.  The 
coach,  arriving  at  the  camp,  an  alarm  is  given. 
and  a  party  of  miners  start  out  for  the  bandits. 
Sue,  who  is  in  deepest  sympathy  with  the  hand- 

some young  outlaw,  starts  off  at  the  same  time, 
and,  by  a  short  cut,  arrives  at  the  shack  and  warns 
Phil  and  Sam  of  their  impending  danger.  Sam. 
who  has  also  shown  a  weakness  for  Sue.  tries  to 
kiss  her,  but  Is  not  only  repulsed  by  her.  but 
knocked  down  by  Phil  for  the  insult.  Thus  does 
she  transform  two  staunch  friends  into  bitter  ene- 

mies. Still,  there  is  no  time  to  parley,  as  their 
nocks  are  in  danger,  so  they  do  a  quick  get-away. 
Several  days  later  Sam  appears  at  the  tavern  and 
renews  his  attentions  to  Sue.  Again  Phil,  who  en- 

ters at  that  moment,  protects  her,  and  Sam  through 
jealousy  denounces  him  before  the  crowd.     Guns  are 
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drawn,  and  It  looked  for  an  instant  as  if  Phil 
would  be  punctured  in  many  places,  but  quick  as  a. 
flash,  he  picks  up  a  child  from  the  road,  holds  It 
up  in  front  of  him,  backs  off  out  of  harm's  way 
and  makes  good  his  escape.  Sam  now  figures  the 
coast  is  clear  and  awaits  his  opportunity.  But  love 
knows  no  danger,  has  no  fear,  and  hence.  Phil  re- 

turns to  see  Sue,  although  it  is  most  hazardous. 
Phil  and  Sue  are  alone  in  the  tavern  when  the 
approach  of  some  one  forces  him  to  hide  behind  a 
curtain.  It  Is  Sam  who  enters  and,  with  violent 
persistence,  forces  his  odious  attentions  upon  Sue. 
Things  are  becoming  alarming,  when  a  shot  from 
behind  the  curtain  lays  Sam  out.  Sam,  thinking 
the  shot  came  from  Sue's  gun.  raises  himself  on 
his  elbow  and  sends  a  leaden  dart  through  her 
which  closes  the  blinds  of  her  mortal  existence  for- 

ever. He  is  recognized,  gives  himself  np  for  the 
usual  punishment  meted  out  for  those  of  his  kind. 
Length,   670  feet. 

THE  BOSTON  TEA  PARTY  ( Edison )  —Synopsis 
of   scenes: 

Before  the  Storm. — Epoch-making  days. — Liberty 
stirs  the  blood  of  the  Colonists. — Grave  issues  dis- 

cussed.— "Sons   of   Liberty"    take   action. 
The  Man  and  the  Hour. — -"Market  Day." — Eager 

for  news. — Arrival  of  hero  at  tavern. — Posting  call 
for  mass  meeting. — Informer  (rival  of  heroine)  off 
to  sell   information. — Heroine   welcomes  hero. 
British  Headquarters. — Informer  reports. — Leads 

soldiers. — Off  to  capture  hero. — Posting  £1.000  re- 
ward.— Searching  house. 

Heroine  Outwits  the  Enemy. — Secreting  her". — In- 
former baffled. — Fruitless  chase. — Heroine  throws  off 

disguise. — Escape   of   hero. 
The  Rendezvous. — Tea  Tax  arouses  populace. — 

"Sons  of  Liberty"  disguise  themselves  as  Indians. 
— Off   to   the    harbor. 

Attack  on  the  Ship. — A  dark,  silent  night. — Un- 
expected attack. — Crew  overpowered. — Piling  the- tea    on    deck. 

Heroine's  Warning. — A  fast  ride. — Tea  party 
warned  in  time. — Soldiers  get  warm  reeeption. — 
Soldiers  and  crew  imprisoned. 
The  Rattlesnake  Flag. — Throwing  the  tea  over- 

board.— Home  thrust  at  tyranny. — Rattlesnake  flag 
unfurled. — Informer  attacks  hero. — He  follows  the 
tea  overboard. 

Tableau. — Great  historic  picture  of  "The  Tea 
Party  in  Boston  Harbor."     Length.   S50  feet. 

TWO  LITTLE  SHOES  (Lubin).— A  young  stone 
cutter  with  his  wife  and  baby  live  happy,  until  a 
day  comes  when  all  hands  are  discharged.  This  is 
a  stunning  blow  for  the  couple.  But  the  mau  starts 
out  uncomplainingly,  hunting  from  place  to  place, 
only  to  be  refused.  Not  wishing  his  family  to 
starve — he  leaves  a  note  saying  that  he  is  going 
to  seek  his  fortune  in  the  Western  gold  fields — 
and  advising  his  wife  to  go  to  her  father.  He 
takes  her  portrait  and  one  of  the  baby's  shoes, 
leaving  the  other  for  her,  hoping  that  it  may  be 
a  talisman  to  re-unite  them  under  happier  circum- 

stances. During  the  husband's  absence  of  eight 
years  the  wife  dies,  leaving  the  little  girl,  now 
ten  years  of  age.  with  her  grandfather.  Twelve 
years  after  the  father  strikes  it  rich  and  becomes 
n  millionaire.  He  returns  to  the  old  home  only 
to  find  strangers  there.  One  day  In  walking  along 
the  street  he  encounters  a  child  who  bears  such  a 
striking  resemblance  to  his  wife  that  he  inquires 
where  she  lives  and  accompanies  her  home,  and  to 
his  groat  joy  he  sees  on  the  mantel  piece  under  a 
glass  the  companion  to  the  little  shoe,  which  he 
carried  with  him  all  these  years,  and  thus  finds  his 
daughter  and  her  happy  family.     Length.  1.045  feet. 

THE  SPIRIT  OF  '76  (SeligK — Colonial  atmos- 
phere pervades  every  moment,  and  in  this  stirring 

picture  it  discloses  scenes  that  from  reading  have 
become  impressed  indelibly  upon  the  minds  of  every 
man.    woman    and   child   in   America. 

It  is  Philadelphia  in  the  year  of  '76.  The  Brit- 
ish arc  in  possession.  In  the  opening  scene  we 

see  them  roystering  in  the  open  streets.  An  old 
Quaker  arrives  at  the  home  of  the  widow  Morton 
to  find  young  nnrry  Grey — a  captain  in  the  Colonial 

army,  and  sweetheart  of  Pamela,  the  widow's pretty  daughter — saying  farewell  on  the  steps. 
"Thou  art  a  rash  lad  to  have  ventured  here  to 
see  thy  sweetheart  in  that  uniform,  and  our  town 
crowded  with  red  coats.'"  The  mother  appears  and 
urges  the  boy  to  fly.  An  old  negro  servant  rushes 
on  to  say  to  Massa  Harry  that  his  life  depends 
on  immediate  Bight.  The  young  man  laughs  and 
dashes  away,  followed  by  the  servant.  .Tust  here 
D  neighbor's  daughter  is  seized  in  the  street  by  a 
drunken  soldier.  She  screams  and  runs  Into  the 
yard  of  the  Mortons  for  protection.  This  action  is 
ton  much  for  the  man  of  peace,  and  the  sturdy 
follower  of  William  Penn  promptly  throws  the 
brute  Into  the  street.  He  rises,  draws  his  sword. 
only  to  be  confronted  by  Major  Breen.  of  His 
Majesty's  army,  who  orders  him  away,  apologizing 
to  the  family,  and  he  and  his  brother  officer  are 
introduced  to  the  ladles  as  the  particular  mem- 

bers of  His  Majesty's  service  who  will  take  up 
quarters  at  the  widow's  spacious  mansion.  The 
British  were  there  providing  for  quarters  for  their 
otlieers   throughout   the   stricken   city. 

In  the  next  picture,  pretty  Pamela  is  at  her 
dressing  table.  When  the  old  servant  rushes  in  to 
tell  her  that  her  sweetheart  has  failed  to  get 
through    the    lines,    and    is    on    the   roof   outside   her 
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iw.  He  comes  in,  closely  pursued  by  two 
Pamela's  wits  work  rapidly  as  the 

young  man  Is  about  to  give  himself  up.  She  thinks 
fof  the  wardrobe;  Harry  conceals  himself.  The  two 

tered  in  the  house  enter,  one  noes  to 
the  curtains  ol  the  bed,  bat  Major 

Breen's  eyes  are  on  the  young  girl,  lie  sees  the 
quick  look  of  anguish  she  gives  toward  the  ward- 

robe. He  draws  Ills  pistol  and  tnkes  aim  at  the 
door.  Pamela  s, reams  and  shield!  her  lover's  hid- 

ing place.  Breen  orders  the  young  man  to  gtva 
up,  further  concealment  appearing  useless. 

Harry  steps  forward.  Love  lias  shown  the  young 
girl  that  there  la  still  a  chance.  As  the  Major  is 

his  brief  triumph  the  young  American 
officer  throws  up  the  muskets  of  the  two  soldiers 
and  escapes  through  the  window.  is  the  Major 
turns  to  tire  at  the  retreating  man.  Pamela  seines 

st  and  the  bullet  meant  for  her  lover's 
heart  Imbeds  Itself  In  the  ceiling.  Pamela's  chum 

her  officer  by  pushing  him  head- 
long Into  the  spacious  bed.  and  holds  him  prisoner, 

while  Harry   makes   good   bis   escape. 
Six  months  later.  Major  Breen  and  a  party  of 

fellow  officers  are  wblllng  away  the  evening  In 
the  parlor  of  the  Morton  house  over  a  buge  bowl 
of  punch,  when  the  British  general  In  command 
■Hives  to  inform  them  of  a  plan  of  attack  on 

Washington's  weakened  army  that  Is  to  be  put 
In  execution  that  very  night.  The  plan  Is  given 
to  the  Major,  as  he  Is  to  lead  the  van.  It  reads: 

"Washington  is  encamped  In  a  bend  of  the  river. 
Our  forces  will  unite  with  those  of  General  Tryon. 

We  will  menace  the  evening  on  three  sides  "and 
drive  hint  back  to  the  impassable  river."  The 
party  breaks  up.  Cornwallls  and  the  officers  go 
to  cany  out  their  orders  brought  them  by  the 
General.  Breen  lights  tbem  out  and  carelessly 
leaves  the  plan  of  attack  on  the  table.  Pamela 
and  the  servant  enter  to  restore  the  room  to  order. 
As  she  assists  in  cleaning  the  table  she  discovers 
the  paper.  Once  possessed  of  Its  contents,  she  de- 

termines to  warn  General  Washington.  There  is 

but  one  way  to  u-ci  through  the  lines.  The  Major's 
service  clothes,  carefully  brushed  and  folded.  He 
In  plain  sight  in  the  adjoining  room.  Her  mind  Is 

made  up.  "Get  my  horse,  be  ready  at  the  side 
door  in  five  minutes.''  To  ̂ ct  the  clothes,  dash  up the  stairs  to  her  own  room,  takes  but  a  moment. 
The  Major  returns,  misses  the  important  paper,  sees 
an  open  window  and  thinks  it  has  been  stolen  by 
a  spy.  He  Is  astounded  to  see  Mistress  Pamela 
enter  dressed  in  his  uniform.  An  exciting  scene 
occurs  during  which  the  brave  girl  wounds  the 
Major   and    gets    away. 
We  next  see  Pamela  dash  away  through  the  snow- 

covered  streets  with  the  plan  of  attack  in  her  pos- 
She  arrives  at  the  sleeping  camp  to  fall 

exhausted  from  her  horse  Into  her  lover's  arms. 
Washington,  thus  warned,  arouses  his  soldiers  and 

The  girl  returns  and  reaches  her  home 
Just  as  the  British  army  start  out  on  their  errand 

of  slaughter.  A  dispatch  bearer  from  Tryon's 
army  arrives  and  delivers  to  General  Cornwallls  the 

startling  message:  "Useless  to  move  your  army; 
Washington    has    crossed    the    Delaware." 
The  picture  story  closes  with  a  series  of  living 

tableaux  In  which  the  brave  Colonial  girl  is  seen 
clasped  In  the  arms  of  her  soldier  lover,  and  thus 
ends  one  of  the  most  striking  reproductions  of  this 
eventful  period.  Love  staged,  a  love  story  founded 

on  facts,  a  tale  of  woman's  heroism  In  the  "Days 
of  '78."  A  military  story  in  which  the  tragedy 
of  war   is   kept   in  the   background. 

It  can  readily  be  seen  that  his  film  is  the  great- 

est ever  because  of  the  'many  advantageous  adver- tising schemes  which  can  be  worked,  such  as 

"Grand  Army  Day,"  or  "School  Children's  Ameri- 
can History  Day,"  and  with  a  special  Invitation  to 

school  teachers  to  come  and  view  with  their  own 
eyes  something  that  heretofore  they  have  learned 
from  a  book;  in  short,  take  them  back  almost  two 

hundred  years,  to  see  face  to  face  the  great  Ameri- 
can generals,  statesmen  and  early  settlers  who 

made  It  possible  for  a  poor  lad  lad  to  become 
President  of  the  Greatest  Nation  on  Earth.  To 
meet  face  to  face  Washington.  LaFayette,  Schuyler 
and  Jefferson,  the  men  who  installed  the  indomi- 

table "spirit  of  *76"  which  has  made  this  the  most 
progressive  and  enlightened  of  nations. 

If  yon  really  are  after  a  real  live  winner,  some- 
thing different,  something  that  will  appeal  to  every 

man.  woman  and  child  in  every  walk  of  life,  the 

martial  drama,  the  "Spirit  of  '76"  is  the  best  show 
yet. 

Pathe  Freres  issue: 

THE  ACCUSER. — An  elderly  man  is  seen  stand- 
ing on  a  balcony  of  a  hotel  when  his  neighbor 

from  the  next  apartment  steps  out  and  in  a  short 
time  they  are  in  conversation.  The  elderly  gentle- 

man Is  soon  invited  In  by  the  stranger,  who  pre- 
sents him  to  his  daughter,  a  very  beautiful  girl. 

She  makes  such  an  impression  on  the  old  man 
that  he  vows  he  will  win  her,  although  his  age 
seems  against  him.  While  his  host  steps  out  of 
the  room  the  amorons  old  bachelor  makes  advances 
to  the  young  lady,  but  she  qnlckly  repels  him.  He 
Is  not  discouraged,  however,  and  soon  becomes  a 
source  of  great  annoyance.  One  day  when  she 
leaves  the  house  to  stroll  down  the  street  he  fol- 

lows and  makes  love  to  her  against  her  will.  In- 
fnriated  at  his  his  effrontery,  she  strikes  him  and 
be  turns  back,   vowing  vengeance. 

Thar    night    the    ungrateful    wretch    is    being    en- 

tcrtaliieil  hy  the  girl's  father  at  luncheon  and, 
when  the  latter  la  not  Observing  him.  he  pour* 
poison  In  his  coffee.  In  a  Hhort  time  all 
with  the  kind  parent,  ami  after  be  la  laid  away 
and  the  girl  has  no  one  to  protect  her.  the  mil 
cream  comes  to  her  and  tiles  to  peraoa.de  her  again 
to  marry  him.  A  ■truffle  ensues.  Inn  she  finally 
trees  hei'scir  lioin  his  grasp  and  hurries  (o  the 
cemetery  where,  exhausted,  she  tails  in  the  snow. 

lie     vows     vengeance     on     her     tor     the     way     she 
spurned   his   lore  ami   wines   a    letter   to  the  chief 
Ol     police     telling     him     to     perform     an     autopsy  on 
the    bod,     of    the    father,    as    he    was    poisoned    b]  his 
daughter.        They     hurry     to    the    house     and    arc  In 

ttlng     When     her    dead     body     is     borne     In  by 
sonic   Officer!    who    found    her    fro/en    to   death    at  the 

cemetery    gate     The   villain    looks   on    ber   lifeless 
form  and  Is  struck  with  remorse,  and.  going  to  his 
room.  Is  deep  in  thought  when  the  uhosts  ,,f  father 
and  daughter  appear  to  him.  The  specter  bands 
him    a     gun.     ordering     him     to     use     it      to    end     his 

miserable    existence,    which    be    does,    and    ■ 
him    drop    a    corpse    on     the    BOOT,     a    victim    of    his 
own  hand,  while  the  couple  peacefully  disappear, 

Length,  508  feet. 
JEALOUS    FIANCE.     A    party    of    wealth] 

people   leave   their   mansion   and   stroll   through    the 
woods.  When  they  reach  a  remote  spot  they  are 
confronted  by  a  hand  of  highwaymen,  who  halt 
them  ami  at  tile  point  of  a  gun  strip  them  of 
all  their  valuables,  and  arc  about  to  make  awa\ 
with  lliclr  precious  burden  when  the  bandit  king 
appears.  lie  being  a  noble,  though  rough  fellow, 

is  moved  by  the  women's  entreaties,  and  compels 
his  companions  to  return  their  booty  to  the  own- 

ers. He  then  puts  his  horses  at  their  disposal  and 
accompanies  them  back  to  their  home  to  see  that 
no  evil  befalls  them.  There  is  method  In  his 
courtesy,  however,  for  he  has  become  Infatuated 
with  one  of  the  young  women,  and  before  he 
leaves  tells  her  of  his  love.  Her  fiance,'  noticing 
the  attention  showered  on  his  sweetheart,  becomes 

insanely  jealous  and  slams  the  gate  In  the  bandit's 
face.  The  road  agent,  determined  that  be  will  see 
the  girl  again,  steals  around  and  scales  the  wall, 
and  Is  fortunate  enough  to  find  her  alone.  They 
are  in  serious  conversation  when  the  fiance  dis- 

covers them,  and  for  revenge  writes  a  letter  to 
the  chief  of  police,  informing  him  of  the  highway- 

men's rendezvous.  The  young  lady,  learning  his 
intentions,  hastens  to  the  camp  and  informs  the 
bandits  of  their  peril.  Several  of  them  disguise 
themselves  as  police  officers  and  go  forth  and  meet 
the  jealous  lover,  who  Is  ready  to  direct  them  to 
the  spot.  They  lure  him  to  the  camp  and  for  re- 

venge bind  him  and  leave  him  to  his  fate  while 
they    escape,    taking   his  lady   love   with   them. 

When  the  real  "guardians  of  the  peace"  arrive 
they  immediately  place  the  unfortunate  lover  un- 

der arrest,  thinking  him  to  be  one  of  the  band  of 
highwaymen.      Length,    557    feet. 

UNSUCCESSFUL  FLIRTS.— Two  young  ladles  and 
their  colored  page  are  seen  In  a  store  at  the  soda 
fountain  enjoying  some  refreshments  when  a  couple 
of  men  enter  and  try  to  flirt,  but  the  ladies  make 
a  hasty  exit,  leaving  the  flirts  to  imbibe  in  their 
sodas,  which  seems  to  be  well  mixed  with  fire- 

water, for  in  a  short  time  both  fellows  are  under 
the  influence  and  are  lying  on  the  floor  sleeping  off 
the  effects. 

In  a  dream  one  of  them  sees  the  girls  going 
through  the  park  feeding  the  swans,  and  as  they 

come  up  the  girls  seek  other  quarters.  The  fel- 
lows call  the  little  page  and  give  him  their  cards 

and  follow  the  ladles  to  a  cafe,  where  they  are 
partaking  of  some  lunch.  They  receive  the  cards 
and  just  as  the  men  come  up  the  ladles  disappear 
into  space.  We  next  see  the  mashers  following 
tbem  through  the  woods  and  the  same  incident  takes 
place,  and  again  when  the  girls  are  seated  on  the 
lawn,  they  disappear  and  In  their  place  is  seen 
three  dolls.  Finally,  the  men  come  upon  them  as 
they  are  about  to  drive  off  In  a  carriage,  and  as 
the  mashers  climb  into  the  rig  the  girls  again  dis- 

appear,   leaving   the    fellows   alone. 
The  last  pictures  show  the  flirts  .making  love 

to  two  women  on  a  bench  in  a  park,  and  they,  too, 
disappear.  Waking  up  they  order  more  drink,  and 
when  refused  they  break  up  the  furnishings  and 
are  promptly   ejected.     Length,   360   feet. 

THE  PURJURER. — A  young  artist  from  the  city 
is  seen  walking  along  the  road  on  his  way  to  an 
inn  in  the  mountains,  where  he  is  going  to  stay 

while  sojourning  in  the  country,  studying  and  paint- 
ing from  nature.  We  see  him  arrive  at  the  tavern 

and  proceed  to  make  himself  thoroughly  at  home 
for  some  time  to  come.  The  daughter  of  the  pro- 

prietor, a  very  beautiful  girl,  is  immediately  im- 
pressed with  the  looks  of  the  young  artist,  and  in 

her  simple  way  attends  to  all  his  wants,  and  he. 
in  return,  shows  her  that  he  has  a  strong  liking 
for  her.  but  she,  in  her  innocenqe.  Is  deeply  in 
love  with  him.  One  day,  after  returning  from 
a  trip  up  in  the  mountains  where  he  meets  the  girl 
and  makes  ardent  love  to  her,  he  receives  a  letter 

from  his  mother  begging  him  to  return  home  im- 
mediately. Seized  with  the  impnlse  that  he  must 

go  to  his  native  land,  he  makes  ready  and  is  soon 
starting  on  his  homeward  journey,  never  thinking 
of  the  girl  whom  he  has  sworn  to  love  and  pro- 

tect. We  next  see  the  poor  girl  when  she  picks 
up  the  letter,  and,  realizing  that  her  lover  has 
proven  false  to  her,  she  starts  Immediately  to 
overtake    him.    arriving   at   the    station    Just   as    the 
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train  bearing  her  false  lover  is  pulling  out.  In 
her  despair  she  feels  that  she  has  nothing  more 
to  live  for,  and,  joining  a  band  of  Gypsies,  is  soon 
a  child  of  the  highway,  while  he,  happily  and  tri- 

umphantly, returns  to  his  luxurious  home,  never 
giving  her   a  thought. 
Her  life  In  the  Gypsy  camp  is  not  a  bed  of 

roses,  and  she  is  compelled  to  do  her  share  of 
work  for  the  mountebanks,  in  the  form  of  tight- 

rope walker.  One  day  she  is  giving  a  perform- 
ance on  a  public  square  when  she  recognizes  her 

old  lover  In  the  crowd,  and  she  is  so  overcome  with 
joy  at  finding  her  long  lost  love  that  she  swoons, 
but  is  soon  revived.  That  night  we  see  her  escap- 

ing from  the  Gypsies  and  making  her  way  to  the 
home  of  her  deserter.  She  is  closely  followed  by 
one  of  the  wanderers,  who  waits  until  she  is  in 
the  fond  embrace  of  her  old  wooer,  when  he 
attacks  them.  There  is  a  scuffle  between  the  two 
men  and  in  her  desire  to  save  her  lover  she  plunges 

a  knife  into  the  Gypsy's  back,  and  as  he  is  falling 
she  is  once  more  in  the  fond  embrace  of  the  man 
who  caused  her  so  much  sorrow.  Her  happiness 
is  short  lived,  for  the  bandit  regains  his  strength 
long  enough  to  sink  a  steel  blade  into  her  heart, 
and  we  see  the  girl  peacefully  pass  away  in  the 
arms  of   her  first   and  only  love.      Length,   705   feet. 

CUMBERSOME  BABY.— A  young  couple,  whose 
baby   is   in   the    country,    send   a   letter    to   its   nurse 
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telling  her  to  bring  It  home.  She  starts  oat  and 
arrives  in  the  city  safely,  but  being  tired,  lays 
the  baby  on  a  bench  In  a  park,  and  while  she 
turns  her  back  a  mischievous  boy  takes  the  young- 

ster and  carries  It  down  the  street  aud  leaves  It 
with  the  grocer.  The  latter  does  not  know  what 
to  do  with  it  and  hands  it  over  to  the  first  woman 
that  comes  along.  She  being  very  fond  of  children, 
takes  it  home,  but  her  mother  will  not  have  it, 
so  throws  it  out  of  the  window  Into  the  basket  of 
a  refuse  gatherer,  who  happens  to  be  passing.  He, 
unconscious  of  his  burden,  dumps  it  into  an  ash 
can.  A  janitor  finds  it  and  starts  down  the  street 
tu  find  the  owner,  and,  not  being  successful,  throws 
it  into  a  passing  carriage.  The  occupant,  being 
a  man,  is  not  elated  over  the  present,  and  he  turns 
it  over  to  a  waiter  in  a  cafe,  who  in  turn  takes  it 
and  places  it  in  a  railroad  train  beside  an  old  soldier 
who  is  taking  a  nap.  When  he  awakens  and  finds  the 
unfortunate  child  he  throws  it  out  of  the  window 
of  the  fast  moving  train.  It  lands,  none  the  worse 
for  its  experience,  beside  the  track  and  is  picked 
up  by  the  flagman,  who  hastens  to  get  rid  of  it 
by  throwing  it  in  the  sewer.  A  man  is  fishing  at 
the  outlet  and  is  amazed  to  see  the  baby  float 
down  with  the  current.  He  takes  it  and  puts  it 
in  the  basket  of  a  girl  who  is  washing  clothes 
on  the  bank  of  the  stream.  In  the  meantime  the 
nurse  is  looking  all  over  for  the  child  and  beats 
every  one  that  she  comes  in  contact  with  In  her 
wild  excitement. 

Finally  she  goes  to  the  parents  and  when  she 
tells  them  of  her  misfortune  they  are  on  the  verge 
of  desperation,  when  in  walks  the  laundress  with 
their  clothes,  and  when  she  uncovers  the  basket 
they  find  the  child  snugged  up  and  all  are  happy 
at  the  good  fortune  of  having  the  little  one  re- 

turned after  all  worry  caused  by  the  nurse's  care- 
lessness.    Length,  639  feet. 

NOISY  NEIGHBORS. — A  young  man  is  seen  en- 
tering his  room  and  from  the  many  expressions 

on  his  worn  face  one  could  not  doubt  that  he  Is 
just  returning  from  one  grand  night  with  the  boys, 
and  is  in  no  condition  to  be  annoyed  or  disturbed. 
After  administering  to  his  wants  in  the  form  of 
headache  tablets,  he  goes  to  lie  down  for  a  while 
and  sleep  the  effects  of  the  previous  night  off. 
In  a  room  directly  over  him  are  a  number  of  people 
conducting  a  rehearsal.  They  sing  and  dance  and 
make  as  much  noise  as  possible  for  civilized  people. 
The  poor  fellow  is  nearly  frantic  and  tosses  around 
in  bed  until  at  last  he  seizes  a  chair  and  knocks 
on  the  ceiling.  As  soon  as  the  neighbors  realize 
that  they  are  annoying  some  one,  they  take  on 
new  vim  and  move  all  the  furniture  out  of  the 

room  and  start  to  dance  and  jig  over  the  man's 
head  until  he  is  wild  with  indignation.  Finally 
they  get  so  strenuous  in  their  efforts  to  annoy  him 
that  they  break  through  the  floor  and  come  down 

into  the  fellow's  room  with  a  crash,  and  he  has 
the  satisfaction  of  giving  them  all  a  good  drubbing 
as  they  lay  in  a  heap  on  the  floor.  Length,  229 
feet. 
LATEST    STYLE    AIRSHIP   In    this    picture    we 

see  the  possibility  of  aerial  navigation  on  a  very 
simple  scale.  A  messenger  boy  starts  out  on  a 
bicycle  with  a  load  of  paper  boxes  on  his  back. 
He  rides  along  for  some  time  without  any  eventful 
thing  happening,  until  he  collides  with  a  delivery 
cart,  upsetting  everything  all  over  the  street,  and 
causing  no  end  of  excitement.  He  gathers  up  his 
fragments  and  is  soon  on  his  way  again.  Some 
of  the  boxes  lose  their  covers  and  when  the  wind 
gets  a  sweep  at  them  they  serve  an  as  aeroplane 
and  away  he  goes  up  in  the  air,  still  seated  on 
the  bicycle.  We  see  him  traveling  at  a  great  rate 
of  speed  over  the  house  tops,  and  his  feet  twirling 
the  wheels  and  keeping  up  the  velocity.  Finally  he 
drops  on  a  roof  and  knocks  over  the  chimney  on 
the  heads  of  the  pursuing  crowd.  He  climbs  down 
a  pole  to  the  street  and  is  carried  like  a  wonderful 
hero  on  the  shoulders  of  one  of  the  spectators,  who 
appreciates  his  share  in  the  advancement  of  aerial 
navigation.      Length,   262   feet. 

THE  CANDIDATE,— The  life  of  a  politician  is 
no  balmy  dream  in  a  bed  of  roses,  aud  this  pic- 

ture goes  a  long  way  toward  showing  us  the 
vicissitudes  of  a  man  trying,  by  being  a  good  fel- 

low, to  gain  public  favor  and  get  elected  to  office. 
He  leaves  his  home  attired  like  a  fashion  plate 
and  goes  to  address  a  meeting.  Arriving  at  the 
hall  he  puts  the  opposing  candidate  to  rout  with 
his  eloquence,  and  gets  the  promise  of  hearty  co- 

operation from  all  the  voters  present.  Next  we 
see  him  going  along  the  street  spreading  his  litera- 

ture, and  electioneering  in  the  pouring  rain.  As 
he  stands  talking  to  a  gang  of  laborers  a  man 
hacks  up  a  cart  and  dumps  a  load  of  dirt  over  him: 
undaunted,  he  goes  on  and  helps  the  man  paste  his 

bills  on  a  fence.  His  rival's  literature  is  then 
pasted  over  his  by  another  man,  and  in  the  ensuing 
argument  he  has  n  can  of  paste  poured  over  him. 
Next  he  is  canvassing  a  crowd  of  coal  heavers  when 
a  bag  of  coal  dust  is  aimed  at  him.  By  this  time 
he  is  in  a  terrible  dilapidated  condition,  and  when 
he  returns  home  his  wife,  horrified  at  his  condi- 

tion, compels  him  to  make  a  quick  change  before 
she  will   go  near   him, 

The  next  picture  shows  our  hero  on  election  night, 
when  he  is  reported  to  be  elected,  and  all  his 
friends  clamor  to  congratulate  him.  He  supplies 
them  with  all  the  champagne  in  the  house,  and 
they  are  having  a  merry  time  at  his  expense  when 
in  rushes  a  messenger  bearing  the  news  that  a  mis- 

take was  made  in  the  count  and  that  he  is  de- 
feated. The  crowd  soon  turns  its  back  on  him  and 

retires,  leaving  him  alone  with  his  Infuriated  wife, 
who  gives  him  a  good  beating  for  satisfaction. 
Length,  508  feet. 

..PROF.  BRIC-A-BRAC S  INVENTIONS.— Mr.  Bric- 
a-brac  1b  a  wonderful  inventor  and  has  just  com- 

pleted a  magnet  which  attracts  everything  with 
which  it  comes  in  contact.  We  see  him  saunter 
into  the  street  and  the  first  thing  he  meets  is  a 
nurse  maid  In  a  fight  with  a  man.  He  keeps  his 
distance  and  turns  one  of  the  cranks  on  the  mag- 

net and  mixes  them  up  In  a  free-for-all  fight. 
Then  he  goes  to  a  cafe,  where  some  men  are  at  a 
game  of  cards,  and  when  he  starts  the  machine 
they  whirl  around  in  a  circle  and  scramble  in  all 
directions.  Next  he  mixes  up  three  women  and  a 
masher  and  leaves  them  in  a  heap  on  the  street. 
Finally,  he  goes  to  his  home  and  draws  himself 
through  the  window,  and  when  he  looks  out  he 
recognizes  a  friend  and  draws  him  up  with  the  aid 
of  his  magnet.  He  tben  supplies  the  friend  with 
one,  and  they  start  out  on  another  tour  and  turn 
everything  and  everybody  topsy  turvy  before  they 

get  back.  On  reaching  his  room  once  more  some- 
thing goes  wrong  with  the  machine,  and  it  turns 

everything  in  the  place  upside  down,  throwing  him 
on  the  floor,  and  piling  the  furniture  on  top  of 
him.  He  releases  himself  and  readjusts  the  ma- 

chine and  gives  np  exhausted  from  the  strenuous 
life.     Length.  410  feet. 

Kleine-Optical  Company  Issues  ; 

THE  CLOSING  HOUR  (Lux).— Late  one  eve  a 
dutiful  husband  realizes  that  he  is  in  a  rather  un- 

kempt condition,  and  desiring  to  show  his  desire 
to  appear  as  pleasing  as  possible  In  the  presence 
of  his  wife,  he  seeks  a  tonsorial  parlor.  As  he 
reaches  the  place  the  closing  hour  is  indicated  by 
the  hands  on  the  clock.  However,  he  insists  that 
he  must  be  waited  upon,  and  the  men  conspire 
to  make  him  suffer  for  his  persistence.  In  aiding 
him  to  remove  his  coat  they  tear  out  a  sleeve,  they 
shave  half  his  mustache,  and  otherwise  do  him 

up  and  evict  him.  After  considerable  trouble,  he 
reaches  home,  a  woebegone  sight.  His  wife,  think- 

ing that  he  has  been  on  a  "tear."  gives  him  an unmerciful   flogging. 

Good  action  and  detail.     Length,   210  feet. 

A  GENDARME'S  TRIBULATIONS  (Lux).— A 
mounted  guard  takes  affectionate  leave  from  his 
wife  and  goes  to  answer  the  call  of  duty.  He 
stops  for  a  drink,  when  a  couple  of  lads  cut  his 
horse  loose,  which  they  lead  away.  He  gives 
chase,  but  can  make  no  headway,  and  finally  lays 
off  part  of  his  equipment  so  as  to  be  better  able 
to  regain   his   steed,   which   he  accomplishes. 

The  boys  now  steal  the  parts  laid  aside.  Lead- 
ing his  horse,  he  walks  along,  and  when  exhausted 

he  finally  lies  down  to  rest,  they  replace  the  horse 
with  a  little  hobby.  The  horse  and  other  parts 
are  taken  to  his  home,  and  when  be  finally  appears 
with  the  saddle,  which  was  left  him  to  carry  back, 
he  is  met  by  his  wife,  who  has  doned  tbe  garments 
and  now  administers  a  trouncing  to  her  spouse. 

Length,    314    feet. 
NIAGARA  FALLS  IN  WINTER  (Gaumont).— One 

of  the  grandest  sights  to  behold  on  either  hemi- 
sphere, the  Niagara  Falls,  in  all  their  splendor, 

bedecked  in  garments  of  silvery  white.  Incompre- 
hensible and  too  vast  for  description  are  the  won- 

ders here  portrayed  in  a  most  realistic  and  awe- 
inspiring  manner.  The  technical  excellence  and 
artistic  beauty   are   gorgeous. 

The   order  of  views   illustrated   are  as   follows: 
Victoria  Park — American  Falls — Prospect  Point 

from  New  Clifton  Hotel — Canadian  Falls  from  Sus- 
pension Bridge — Goat  Island — Rapids — Three  Sister 

Islands — Falls  from  Prospect  Park — Looking  over 
Canadian  Falls — Passage  to  Cave  of  the  Winds. 

Length,   360  feet. 
THE  DRESSMAKER'S  SURPRISE  (Gaumont).— 

An  exceptionally  novel  subject,  well  rendered  and 
certain  to  cause  barrels  of  fun. 
Becoming  anxious  regarding  the  delivery  of  a 

dress,  the  "-ife  invites  her  husband  to  accompany 
her  to  the  makers.     At  the  dressmaking  estab- 

lishment the  dress  in  question  is  being  completed, 
and  at  tbe  time  the  patraons  arrive  is  on  tbe  model. 
Unknown  to  the  proprietress,  her  son  has  secreted 
himself  In  the  model.  The  dress  Is  being  displayed 
when  the  little  fellow  concludes  to  walk  away, 
giving  the  appearance  of  the  model  having  taken 
life.  He  leads  them  a  merry  chase,  making  a 

queer  sight,  as  the  model  is  headless.  Many  ex- 
citing experiences  are  made  before  the  little  fellow 

reaches  the  home  of  the  patrons. 
Unfortunately,  his  identity  is  disclosed  and  he 

receives  a   good  whipping.     Length,  340  feet. 

FRENCH  DAIRY  FARM  (Gaumont). — A  very  In- 
teresting and  educational  series  of  views  of  life 

and  methods  on  a  dairy  farm  in  France.  The 
series  of  views  includes  scenes  showing  the  young 
calves  in  the  meadows,  milking,  sheds,  model  farm, 
on  the  rounds,  collecting  milk,  filtering,  cooling, 

cleaning  cans,  filling,  loading  and  delivery  to  mar- 

ket. Photographic  quality  Is  predominant.  Length,  630 feet. 

BULL  FIGHT  IN  ARCACHON  (Gaumont). — A 
novel  and  highly  exciting  subject  Is  depicted  In  a 

very    pleasing   manner. 
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Kalem  Films 
NEXT  WEEK   SPECIAL  RELEASE 

Flight  of  Great  American 
Flying  Machine  June  Bug 

LENGTH    525    FEET 

The  Aeroplane  "June  Bug"  won  the  Scientific 
Vmerican  Trophy  tor  a  kilometer  flight,  July  4th 

Glen    II.  Curtis,  inventor,  preparing    for  Flight 

Adjusting  the  "June  Bug's  "  Tail 
Limbering  up  the  40-horse-power  motor 
Testing  the  Controller 
The  Kilometer  Flight 
The  Landing 

NEXT    WEEK-REGULAR    RELEASE 

THE  DYNAMITE  MAN 
Length  800  Feet 

KALEM  CO.,  131  W.  24th  St.,  New  YorK 

■■limn  iiiiHWMWBMwa 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE,  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

The 
Motiograph 
THE  LATEST       THE  BEST 

Motion 

Picture 
Machines 

New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built   and   especially   adapted    for   the 
heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outriit, 

Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons, 
Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 
progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 

Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 
ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL      MFG.     CO. 

83-91  W.  Randolph  Street,  Chicago 

VAN  ALLIN  CO.'S "SENSATION" 

SONG  SLIDES 
$5.00  PER  SET 

Recognized  everywhere  as  the  highest  standard 
Unequalled  for  brilliancy  and  stereoscopic  effect 

GET  OUR  LATEST  LIST 
We    Illustrate    ONLY    the    beat    songi 

THE  VAN  ALLIN    CO. 
1 343  Broadway        ....        New  York 

Manhattan  Film  Rental  Company 
HART  (Si  DAVIS,  Proprietors C.  B.  PURDY,  Manager 

WE  HAVE  THE  FIRST  RUN  OF  GOODS— FILMS  THAT  PLEASE  THE  PUBLIC 

Full    Line    of  Machines,  Accessories,  Tickets, 
Carbons,       Condensers,       Lenses,       etc.,       etc. 

Write  for  List  of  Second  Hand  Films  at  1  cents  and  3  cents  per  foot. 

MANHATTAN   FILM  RENTAL  CO.      ::     120  East  23d  Street     : 

A  few  more  left 

NEW  YORK  CITY 
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The  arena  is  entered  by  a  number  of  men  who 
take  up  their  stations  at  regular  intervals.  A 
bull  is  released  and  dashes  madly  at  the  men,  who 
are  teasing  Iiim.  The  men  either  jump  aside  or 
Vault  clean  ..ver  the  mad  beast  as  it  rushes  down 
npon  them.  Other  animals  are  substituted  from 
time  to  time,  and  the  sport  is  not  only  interesting 
but   iascinating  throughout. 

Good  action  and  detail.     Length,  467  feet. 

BLESSING  THE  BOATS  IN  ARCACHON  (Gau- 
mont). — The  religious  rights  and  fervor  displayed 
on  the  occasion  of  boat  blessing  inspires  one  that 
this  occurrence  is  of  no  little  importance. 
At  the  rime  the  pictures  were  secured  it  was 

raining  very  hard,  but  even  this  did  not  cool  the 
ardor  of  either  the  celebrants  or  the  spectators, 
as   both    are   present    in   great   numbers. 

The  series  concludes  with  a  view  of  the  Arcachon 
Gymnastic  Society.     Length,   344  feet. 

MB.  SMITH,  THE  NEW  EECBTJIT  (Gaumont).— 
Our  friend.  Mr.  Smith,  lias  been  draughted  for 
service,  and  with  a  number  of  other  Smiths  is  in 
quarters  to  get  his  "trimmin's."  His  mether  and 
sister,  anxious  that  the  fare  will  not  agree  with 
him.  have  called  with  a  basket  of  food,  including 
liquor,  and  all  eyes  are  eager  to  participate  in 
the  feast.  Unfortunately,  the  correct  Mr.  Smith 
is  not  located  until  all  the  other  Smiths  in  the 
place  have  been  up  for  a  hearing.  Much  hilarity 
has  been  caused  by  the  occurrences  and  excitement 
runs  high. 
When  finally  the  long  sought  recruit  appears  he 

cheerfully  invites  all  officers '  to  join,  and  a  very pleasing  feast   is  arranged. 
Good  action   throughout.     Length,   450  feet. 
SWISS  ALPS  (Urban-Eclipse). — A  sublime  series 

of  panoramic  views  of  the  Swiss  Alps  'from  the 
Vien-Zemalt  Railway.  The  precipitous  heights  and 
mammoth  forests  are  awe  inspiring.'  Technical  ex- 

cellence and  artistic  beauty  are  combined  through- 
out.    Length,  314  feet. 

WHO  OWNS  THE  BASKET?  (Urban-Eclipse).— 
At  a  beautiful  country  station  a  train  takes  on  a 
number  of  passengers.  One  coach  is  «ntered  by  a 
rural  friend  with  a  big  basket,  which  he  places 
opposite  to  him  and  then  goes  to  sleep.  Other 
passengers  enter  the  coach  and  take  seats,  until 
all  available  are  occupied.  Next  to  the  basket  a 
clerical  gentleman  has  taken  his  seat,  and  is  in- 

dustriously reading  a  book.  Being  requested  to 
move  the  basket  next  to  him  he  refuses.  The  por- 

ter is  summoned,  the  conductor  and  station  agent, 
but  all  to  no  avail,  as  the  reverend  gentleman  re- 

fuses  to   interfere. 
Finally  the  police  are  summoned,  and  when 

threatened  with  eviction  the  man  explains  that  it 
Is  not  his  property.  The  owner,  on  being 
awakened,  removes  the  basket  and  all  is  again 
tranquil. 

Very  amusing.     Length,  254  feet. 

HEAVY  SEAS  (Urban-Eclipse). — A  superb  series 
of  panoramic  views  of  heavy  seas.  The  big  billows 
madly  dash  against  the  cliffs,  and  whipping  them- 

selves into  a  fury,  break  wildly  in  a  dense  spray. 
Tiie  moonlight  scenes  are  grand. 

Appropriately  tinted  throughout.  Photographic 
quality  and  detail  are  unexcelled.  Length,  154 
feet. 

AUSTRALIAN  SPOBTS  AND  PASTIMES  (Urban- 
Eclipse). — Stirring  and  thrilling  scenes  of  wood 
chopping,  sawing,  broncho-breaking  and  general 
equestrian   exercises. 
A  grand  display  of  daring  horsemanship  and 

strenuous  effort  to  conquer. 
Order  of  pictures: 
Competition  of  Axemen. — Wood-cutting  extraordi- 

nary— A   lively   display. 
Wood  Sawing. — Double-handed  saws — energetic; 

exciting. 
Wood  Chopping  on  the  Prone  Log. — Dozen  of 

competitors — a    stirring   competition. 
Bough  Biding. — Episodes  of  the  ring.  Broncho- 

breaking  and  management  of  colts;  difficult,  be- 
cause obstinate. 

Bullock  Biding. — Leaps  and  bounds  remarkable. 
An  unusual  picture.  Conquering  and  conquered. 
Horse  hard  to  beat;  rider  hard  to  unseat.  Thrill- 

ing   incidents. 
A  masterful  pony;  bounding,  jumping,  nncon- 

quered.  Unseats  three  expert  riders.  Another  pony; 
equally  determined  and  equally  successful.  Round- 

up of  ponies.     A  pretty  scene. 
A  girl  rider  attempts  the  impossible.  The  mas- 

terly pony  objects  and  will  not  have  her  at  any 
price.      Most    sensational  picture.      Length,   414    feet. 

SILK  HATS  IEONED  (Urban-Eclipse)  .—A  shop 
where  silk  hats  are  ironed  forms  the  stage  for  the 
enactment  of  a  scries  of  comical  views. 

In  the  presence  of  the  proprietor  business  runs 
along  very  smoothly,  hut  in  his  absence  the  men 
ate  given  to  hilarity.  Meeting  with  an  accident. 
tlie  proprietor  sends  his  hat,  as  also  that  of  a 
friend,  back  to  I  he  shop  to  be  ironed.  The  hats 
are   [nit   in  worse  condition  and   returned. 

i  lie  irate  man  appears  in  persons  and  promptly 
evicts    his    men.      Length,    250    feet. 

AN  UNFOBTUNATE  MISTAKE  (Urban-Eclipse). 
— "An  Ill-wind  that  blows  no  one  good,*'  is  ex- 

emplified when  a  young  lady  has  the  misfortune 
to  fall  from  a  bicycle  on  a  road  iu  the  woods  A 
young  man  following  the  same  path  appears  at 
the    opportune    moment    and    assists    the    lady,    thus 

forming  the  first  link  in  a  chain  of  experiences 
involving  the  two  people.  Friendship  springs  into 
love  when  the  unexpected  happens  and  rudely  breaks 
the  links  so  carefully   welded. 
The  young  lady  returned  to  her  city  home  and 

is  to  be  visited  by  her  bean,  on  the  train  he  is 
reading  the  paper  and  comes  across  an  article  cau- 

tioning travelers  to  beware  of  a  woman  of  certain 
description.  The  only  other  occupant  of  the  coach 
is  a  woman,  and  horrors,  her  description  tallies 
with  that  given  in  t lie  paper.  The  first  suspicious 
move  on  the  part  of  the  woman  causes  our  hero  to 
draw  his  revolver,  and  a  struggle  ensues.  The  alarm 
is  sounded,  and  the  struggling  woman  is  given  in 
charge  of  the  officers,  who  take  her  to  the  station, 
where  she  proves  that  an  error  has  been  made,  and 
then  continues  to  her.  The  young  man,  however, 
goes  direct  to  the  home  of  his  sweetheart  and  is 
received  with  pleasure,  but  when  the  mother  enters 
the  young  fellow  recognizes  in  her  the  woman 
whose  arrest  he  caused.  The  recognition  is  mutual, 
and  despite  his  entreaties  and  pleadings,  he  is 
evicted  from  the  premises  and  his  floral  offering 
thrown  after  him,  while  his  sweetheart  is  in  tears. 
Length,   447  feet. 
a  FOX   HUNT    (Gaumont): 
The  Meet. — The  hounds  are  joyously  romping 

about  in  anticipation  of  a  good  run.  They 
journey  from  the  kennels  to  the  starting  place  of 
the  meet,  where  several  members  of  the  hunt  are 
waiting.  The  master  soon  has  everything  arranged, 
and    the    horn    is    blown    and    off    they    go. 

In  Full  Cry. — The  hounds  are  away.  Picking  up 
the  scent,  off  they  rush  through  hedge  and  wood 
and  bush.  We  catch  sight  several  times  of  the 
fox  scampering  on  in  terror  with  the  hounds  in full   cry. 

The  Kill. — After  an  exciting,  ringing  chase,  the 
hounds  pounce  upon  their  prey  and  quickly  kill. 
They  are  all  gathered  together,  and  off  they  trot 
to  the  assembling  place.  The  dead  fox  is  thrown 
amongst  the  hounds,  who  very  soon  break  it  up. 
The  brush  is  then  presented  to  the  lady  of  the 
hunt. 

Return  to  the  Kennels. — After  such  a  good  chase 
the  horn  is  blown  and  the  return  journey  is  made. 
The  members,  pleased  with  the  chase,  trot  lazily 
back,  and  the  pack  are  conducted  back  to  their 
kennels.      Length,    537   feet. 

IN  THE  KIVIEBA  (Urban-Eclipse).— A  very 
beautiful  short  series  of  views,  depicting  the  grand 
panoramas  which  are  reproduced  with  an  accuracy 
that  cannot  be  excelled.  The  perspective  and  defini- 

tion are  beyond  criticism.  This  subject  is  Instruc- 
tive and  elevating  and  will  meet  approval  of  tie 

most  fastidious.     Length,    157   feet. 

VIEWS  OF  NEW  YOEK  (Urban-Eclipse).— The 
city  is  approached  from  the  Brooklyn  Bridge.  Other 
cars  are  met  as  we  cross.  We  pass  Grant's  Tomb. 
Then  we  continue  our  trip  on  the  elevated  road 
and  pass  up  Herald  Square,  following  the  road  be- 

tween the  mammoth  structures.  The  sights  of  the 
city  are  awe-inspiring,  and  the  entire  series  is  not 
only    interesting    but    highly    instructive. 

Photographic  detail  and  perspective  are  excellent. 
Length,  160  feet. 
A  BAD  BOY  (Urban-Eclipse). — The  morning  is 

started  with  an  altercation  with  the  feminine  con- 
tingent of  the  house,  an  ill-omen  In  itself,  hence 

the  day  brings  a  series  of  misfortunes  to  Mr. 
Crown. 

A  waiter  at  a  restaurant  trips  and  pours  liquor 
all  over  the  illustrious  Crown.  A  slgnbearer  next 
collides  with  him.  Exasperated,  he  hails  a  carriage, 
and  in  going  to  it  he  is  run  down  by  a  bicycle. 
Next  he  Is  held  up,  and  when  the  two  male- 

factors have  an  altercation  over  the  spoils  and  he 
interferes  to  regain  his  property,  he  is  arrested  and 
charged  with  the  crime  that  has  been  committed. 
Length.    200   feet. 

ST.  MABC  PLACE  (Urban-Eclipse).— One  of 
Italy's  most  interesting  places  Is  the  city  of  Venice, 
and  in  this  city  will  be  found  St.  Mare  Place. 
surrounded  by  large  and  stately  structures.  The 
square  is  paved  with  inlaid  tile.  Multitudes  of 
pigeons  are  fed  on  the  streets  by  the  general  pub- 

lic'. A  common  sight  is  a  group  of  people  sur- 
rounded by  pigeons  tamely  feeding  corn  from  paper bags. 

fiobd  perspective  and  detail.     Length,  107  feet. 

FOUNTAINS  OF  BOME  (Urban-Eclipse).— The 
Fountains  of  Rome  have  ever  been  the  subject  of 
great  admiration  among  travelers,  and  the  series 
will  be  found  to  portray  the  splendor  of  this  his- 

toric,   artistic    and    unique    display. 
Detail  and  perspective,  as  also  steadiness,  pre- 

vail throughout.  ■  An  educational  and  interesting 
series  without  which  no  travelogue  on  the  Old  World 
is    complete.      Length,    200    feet. 

KEENEST  OF  THE  TWO  (Lux).— In  a  rural  home 
the  wife  is  seen  to  prepare  for  a  visit  to  the  mar- 

ket, admonishing  her  husband  to  remaiu  at  home 

and  guard  the  savings.' Scarcely  has  she  gone  when  a  friend  enters  and 
Induces  him  to  join  him  at  a  saloon.  Before  de- 

parting a  dummy  is  rigged  up  and  placed  In  posi- 
tion. Thinking  the  house  deserted,  two  vagabonds 

effect  an  entrance,  and  after  belaboring  the  dummy 
detect  the  deception.  One  of  the  number  makes 
way  the  spoils  while  the  other  takes  the  place  of 
the  dummy.  When  the  man  returns  he  is  mo- 
mentarily    pleased   at   his   shrewdness,    then   investi- 

gates, only  to  find  his  loss.  At  this  moment  he 
gets  a  beating  from  the  substitute  dummy.  He 
calls  the  police,  and  when  his  wife  enters  and  as- 

certains the  cause  of  excitement  she  promptly  adds 
a  beating  to  the  befogged  husband,  much  to  the  de- 

light of  the  officers.     Length,  354  feet. 

ARTIFICIAL  BEOODING  (Lux).— A  rural  citizen, 
given  to  frequent  overindulgence  in  liquor,  la 
evicted  from  his  home,  and  taking  refuge  in  the 
lien  house  goes  to  sleep  on  a  nest  of  eggs.  Later 
the  wife  looks  him  up.  and  after  administering  a 
beating,  she  is  agreeably  surprised  to  note  that 
he  has  hatched  the  eggs,  hence  is  pleased  at  the 
result  of  her  husband's  sojourn  in  the  hen  house. 
A  happy   reunion  takes  place.     Length,   337  feet. 

POSTHUMOUS  JEALOUSY  (Lux).— The  bereaved 
widow  is  seen  to  take  a  photograph  of  her  departed 
husband   to   an   artist    for   an   enlargement. 
She  is  entertaining  another  suitor  as  the  picture 

is  delivered  and  placed  in  position  near  the  table 
where  luncheon  is  being  served.  The  image  reacheB 
down  and  plays  numerous  pranks  on  the  widow  and 
her  suitor  until  the  latter  becomes  thoroughly  af- 

frighted and  departs.     Length,  194  feet. 

LESSONS  IN  JTU  JITSU  (Lux).— A  well-written 
advertisement  catches  the  eye  of  an  awkward  but 
rather  enthusiastic  exponent  of  the  manly  art  of 
self-defense.  A  certain  Oriental  personage  adver- 

tises instructions  in  Jin  Jitsu.  Our  subject  falls  a 
ready  victim,  gets  his  first  instruction,  and  buys  the treatise. 

Studying  carefully  as  he  goes  along,  be  Is  held 
up  and  otherwise  courts  trouble,  and  In  each  case 
wishes  to  read  up  on  the  course  of  action  to  take 
with  the  inevitable  result  of  his  being  worsted. 
Finally,  he  returns  to  bis  instructor,  only  to 

receive  a  trouncing,  and  when  finally  all  battered 
and  torn  he  returns  to  his  home  his  indulging  wife 
administers   another   flogging.     Length,   304   feet. 

THE  TWO  PICKPOCKETS  (Luxl.— Two  friends 
meeting  in  a  saloon  lay  plans  by  which  they  hope 
to  realize  easy  money.  Accordingly  both  men  se- 

cure appropriate  disguises  and  go  out  to  lift  the 

loose  articles  of  the  unsuspecting  pedestrians.  "  Un- fortunately for  each  other,  the  two  make  up  so 
swell  that  they  do  not  recognize  one  another,  and 
one  picks  the  pocket  of  the  other. 
Caught  in  the  act,  the  alarm  Is  sounded,  and 

both  are  taken  into  custody,  and  at  the  station 
their  disguise  is  disclosed  and  the  two  friends  are 
allowed  to  share  the  same  fate  in  the  Jail.  Length, 
314  feet. 

FBIGHTENED  BY  BURGLARS  (Lux).— This  is 
a  very  amusing  subject,  depicting  the  pranks  of  a 
highly  imaginative  citizen  affrighted  by  the  nu- 

merous accounts  of  burglarizing. 
After  a  lot  of  reckless  shooting,  he  takes  to  his 

heels,  and  with  difficulty  is  overtaken  and  subdued 
by  a  retinue  of  servants.     Length,  234  feet. 

A  POACHER'S  TRICK  (Lux).— A  novel  series  of 
pictures,  depicting  how  a  poacher,  after  securing 
his  game,  disguises  himself,  and  by  means  of  a 
ruse  incarcerates  the  game  warden  in  the  guard- 

house while  he  makes  good  his  escape.  Excellent 
detail  and  perspective.     Length,  207  feet. 

WANTED:  A  COLORED  SERVANT  (Rossi  1.— 
A  certain  clerk  is  sent  out  to  call  for  a  colored 
person  engaged  as  a  servant.  On  the  return  the 
charge  Is  separated  from  him  and  he  goes  to  the 
station  to  inquire.  He  receives  the  advice  to  ad- 

vertise for  the  fellow,  and  this  he  does,  with  the 
result  that  every  colored  person  within  a  radiug 
of  several  miles  rushes  to  the  place  to  secure  the 
job.  Pandemonium  reigns  supreme  at  the  home  of 
the  proprietor,  and  when  the  clerk  returns  he  is 
promptly  evicted  and  tie  waiting  tribe  of  Africans 
set  upon  him.     Length,  4S4  feet. 

THE  PASTRY  COOK'S  MISFORTUNE  (LuxV— 
A  very  amusing  comedy  portraying  the  unfortunate 
experience  of  a  pastry  cook.  Carrying  a  supply  of 
sweets  intended  for  a  luncheon,  lie  rests  on  a  park 
seat  and  dozes  off  while  two  vagrants  make  away 
with  his  supplies.  When  he  reaches  the  anxiously 
waiting  patrons  he  is  pounced  upon  and  beaten 
while  the  two  vagrants  are  seated  on  the  hillside 
enjoying  their  dainty  repast.     Length,   140  feet. 

THE  TROUBLESOME  FLY  (Rossil.—  A  highly 
amusing  comedy  enacted  in  the  studio  of  an  artist, 
in  which  a  fly  plays  the  leading  role.  Enticed 
at  his  work,  the  artist  is  annoyed  by  a  fly.  which 
causes  him  to  dab  at  it  with  his  brush,  ruining  the 
painting.  In  his  efforts  to  annihilate  the  fly  he 
covers  the  porter  with  paint  and  goes  through  a 
series  oi'  wild  and  amusing  gesticulations.  Excel- 

lent  action   throughout.      Length.    317   feet. 

A  SECOND-HAND  CAMERA  (Theo.  Pathe).— A 
dealer  in  photographic  supplies  has  displayed  in  his 
window  a  camera  bargain.  It  is  purchased  by  an 
enthusiastic'  amateur.  The  photographer  loads  the 
instrument,  and  the  owner  of  the  apparatus  sallies 
forth  to  secure  prize-winners.  After  several  ex- 

posures of  various  cattle  the  Instrument  refuses  to 
work  and  is  returned  to  the  dealer.  Here  it  is 
put  into  the  window  as  a  bargain  in  second-hand 
apparatus.  The  price  asked  soon  brings  a  pur- 

chaser, and  the  new  owner,  without  further  re- 
setting of  the  plates  previously  exposed,  lines  up 

the  individual  members  of  his  family  and  photo- 
graphs   them    In    consecutive    order.      When    the    de- 
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Money  Saved 
is  better  than 

~J  Money  Earned 

Noiseless Indestructible 

Cut  Down 

Your 
Electric 

Light  Bills 
by 

Using  the 

ELECTRO  MINIMIZER 
For  Alternating  Current  Only.      Price  $80.00 

There  are  others,  but  we  will  back  the  "Electro   Minimizer"  against  them  all.     To  show  our faith  in  it  we  will  send  it  on  THIRTY  DAYS  FREE  TRIAL. 

We  do  not  make  impossible  claims  of  75%  saving,  as  others  do,  but  we  do  claim  that,  on  the  same 

voltage,  the  "  Minimizer"  will  save  more  current  than  any  other  device. 

Test  it  at  our  expense.     All  the  risk  you  take  is  to  pay  expressage  one  way. 

If  satisfied  send  us  $40.00  in  thirty  days  and  $5.00  per  week  thereafter    for  eight  weeks.      If 
dissatisfied  return  the  Minimizer  at  our  expense  in  30  days.      References  required  unless 

$40    is  sent  with  order,   which  will    be   refunded    if  you    return   Minimizer. 

CO-OPERATIVE  FILM  SERVICE  OF  AMERICA 
137  E.  17th  Street,  New  YorK  City 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  2233  Vine  St.  St.  Louis,  Mo.,  1822  Olive  St. 
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velopment  is  completed,  the  composite  pictures 
showing  the  head  of  man  on  the  body  of  a  fat 

porker,  woman's  head  on  a  goose,  and  other  ludi- 
crous combinations,  the  family  promptly  blame  the 

instrument  and  go  to  the  dealer's  in  a  body,  where 
they  wreck  vengeance  with  a  will.  Good  detail 
and   definition    throughout.      Length,    GOO   feet. 
THE  LEAKING  GLUE  POT  (Theo.  Pathe).— An 

exceedingly  novel  production  and  certain  to  create 
hilarious  laughter.  The  apprentice  in  a  carpenter 
shop  knocks  a  hole  in  the  bottom  of  the  glue  pot. 
and  when  the  carpenter  carries  his  pot  with  him 
he  leaves  a  dripping  at  every  place  the  pot  is 
allowed  to  rest.  At  a  saloon  a  glass  is  caused  to 
become  inseparably  attached  to  the  table;  at_  the 
baker  shop  the  baker  is  obliged  to  leave  his  shoes 
as  if  riveted  to  the  floor,  and  in  a  park  a  young 
couple  seat  themselves  on  a  bench  from  which  they 
cannot  arise,  and  must  leave  their  outer  garments 
behind  and  go  home  in  a  carriage.     Length,  454  feet. 
NOTHING  TO  DECLARE;  OR,  BESTED  BY 

CUSTOM  OFFICIALS  (Theo.  Pathe).— An  interest- 
ing subject,  depicting  how  a  traveler  won,  only  to 

lose.  Having  purchased  a  quantity  of  lace,  he 
secrets  it  upon  his  person  so  as  to  avade  duty. 
Another  passenger,  carrying  a  lot  of  dutiable  ma- 

terial, is  cautioned  to  distribute  it  upon  his  per- 
son, but  is  detected  and  compelled  to  pay  the  re- 

quired duty.  On  the  continuation  of  the  trip  they 
relate  their  mutual  experiences,  and  the  successful 
smuggler  reveals  his  method  of  successfully  evad- 

ing payment  of   duty,    but  he  is  promptly   compelled 

to  pay  a  large  amount  to  the  other  passenger  or 
submit  to  exposure.  Excellent  detail  and  action 
throughout.     Length,  450  feet. 

LOVE  AND  HATRED  (Orban-Eelipse).— A  film 
abounding  in  exciting  episodes.  In  a  building  sit- 

uated on  an  unpretentious  thoroughfare  a  band  of 
revolutionists  have  made  their  headquarters.  In 

pairs  they  make  their  appearance  to  attend  a  meet- 
ing called.  After  an  exciting  debate  an  oath  of 

allegiance  is  taken.  At  the  crucial  moment  the 
house  is  surrounded  and  broken  into  by  the  police. 
All  inmates  are  taken  into  custody.  The  daughter 
of  one  of  the  revolutionists  is  the  object  of  adora- 

tion by  the  Chief  Inspector's  son.  Through  the 
latter's  kind  offices  the  father  and  daughter  regain 
their  liberty.  The  next  day  a  committee  waits 
upon  the  liberated  man  to  apprise  him  that  he  has 
been  selected  to  kill  the  Chief  Inspector.  True 
to  his  oath,  he  intends  to  carry  out  the  plot.  His 
daughter  accidentally  comes  upon  the  message  and 
endeavors  to  detain  her  father,  but  the  latter  rudely 
thrusts  her  away,  and  after  locking  her  in  the 
room,  is  off  on  his  mission.  The  courageous  girl 
is  not  to  be  thwarted  and  forces  the  lock  of  the 
door  and  hurries  to  the  police  headquarters,  where 
she  arrives  just  in  time  to  intercept  the  bullet 
intended  for  the  officer.  Mortally  wounded,  she 
falls  to  the  floor.  The  despondent  father  now  en- 

deavors to  end  bis  own  existence,  but  is  deterred 

and  taken  into  custody.  Excellent  detail  and  stag- 
ing.    Length,    710   feet. 

THE  CHORUS  GIRL  i  Vitagraph). — This  pathetic 
story  shows  the  other  side  of  the  life  of  an  actress. 

While  outward  appearances  indicate  mirth  and  hap- 
piness, oftimes  the  heart  is  breaking.  The  young 

mother,  who  is  forced  by  circumstances  to  work 
in  a  ballet,  is  found  in  her  poorly  furnished  room 
sitting  at  the  bedside  of  her  sick  baby.  The  doctor 
pays  his  daily  visit,  leaves  some  medicine  and 
departs.  The  mother  glances  at  the  clock  and 
realizes  that  she  must  soon  leave  for  the  theater. 
She  is  at  a  loss  to  know  what  to  do  with  her  baby, 

but  asks  a  neighbor,  who  consents  to  remain  with 

the  little  infant  during  the  mother's  absence. 
Dressing  hurriedly,  the  almost  frantic  woman  leaves 
her  home,  reaches  the  theater,  dresses  for  her  part, 
and  with  the  other  members  of  the  company  stands 

in  the  wings  waiting  her  cue.  She  paces  up  and 
down  distracted.  Her  cue  is  given,  and  she  bounds 
out  on  the  stage  and  dances  alone  or  with  other 
members  of  the  company  light-heartedly  and  gay. 
To  all  appearances  she  has  not  a  care  In  the  world. 
In  performing  her  duties  the  mother  has.  during 

the  excitement,  forgotten  her  troubles.  She  sud- 
denly recollects.  the  expression  on  her  face 

changes,  and  grabbing  her  hat  and  coat  she  rushes 
out.  As  she  emerges  from  the  stage  door,  the 
neighbor  is  waiting  for  her.  The  poor  woman 
fears  the  worst,  and  with  the  neighbor  hurries 
home.  Arriving  there,  the  baby  is  lying  on  the 

bed.  apparently  dead.  The  poor  woman  falls  heart- 
broken on  her  knees  and  sobs  bitterly,  the  neighbor 

offering  condolence.      Length.   190  feef 

Latest  Films  of    all  Makers 

BIOGRAPH. 

The    Kentuckian      757  ft. 
The   Stage   Rustler   670  ft. 
Adventures    of    Dollie   713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
At    the    French    Ball   670  ft. 
At   the   Crossroads   of  Life.... 778  ft. 
Over    the    Hills    to    the    Poor- 

house       790  ft. 
The    Outlaw      677  ft. 
The    Man   in    the    Box   544  ft. 
The   Invisible   Fluid   662  ft. 
Mixed    Babies      550  ft. 

•Ostler    Joe       877  ft. 
EDISON. 

Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 

in    '49      1,000  ft. 
Love    Will   Find   a    Way   850  ft. 
Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
Honesty  is  the  Best  Policy   640  ft. 
The   Blue  and  the  Grey   1000  ft. 

The  Painter's   Revenge   746  ft. 
Skinny's     Finish   605  ft. 
Curious    Mr.    Curio   680  ft. 
The  Gentleman  Burglar   1000  ft. 
Bridal      Couple     Dodging     the 

Cameras      785  ft. 
The  Merry  Widow  Waltz  Craze. 705  ft. 
Nero     and     the     Burning     of 

Rome       1050  ft. 

ESSANAT. 

The    Little    Madcap   600  ft. 
The   Tragedian    .400  ft. 
Just    Like   a    Woman   500  ft. 

I    Can't    Read    English   450  ft. 
The    Gentle    Sex   750  ft. 
An     Animated    Doll   750  ft. 

Peck's    Bad   Boy   1000  ft. 
Don't    Pull    My    Leg   425  ft. 
James    Boys    In    Missouri   inoo  ft. 
A    Lord   For   A    Day   889  ft. 

KALEM     COMPANY     (INC.). 

Lady    Audley's    Secret   705  ft. 
Held    by    Bandits   800  ft. 
The   Female    Bluebeard     
Sailor    In    Philippines   835  ft. 
Man    Hunt   815  ft. 
An   American   Soldier     
The    White    Squaw     
Kidnapped    for    Hate     
Dolly,    the    Circus    Queen     
With  the  Fleet  in  'Frisco   900  ft. 
Night    Riders   815  ft. 

BXEINE    OPTICAL    COMPANY. 

Films  to  be  released   by  the  Kleine 
Optical  Company  during  week  of  July 
6th-llth. 
In    the    Riviera   157  ft. 
Views   of   New    York   160  ft. 
A  Bad  Day   200  ft. 
St.    Marc   Place   107  ft. 
Fountains    of    Rome   210  ft. 
Keenest   of   the    Two   354  ft. 
Artificial    Brooding       337  ft. 
Posthumous  Jealousy      194  ft. 
Lessons    In    Jlu    Jltsu   304  ft. 
The   Two   Pickpockets   314  ft. 
Frightened    by    Burglars   234  ft. 
A   Poacher's  Trick   207  ft. 
The   Pastry  Cook's   Misfortune. 140  ft. 

Wanted:     A   Colored   Servant.. 484  ft. 
The    Troublesome    Fly   317  ft. 
A  Second-hand  Camera   600  ft. 
The   Leaking   Glue  Pot   454  ft. 
Nothing  to  Declare;  or,  Bested 

by    Custom    Officials   450  ft. 
Love    and    Hatred   710  ft. 

A    Love    Affair    of    the    Olden 
Days      947  ft. 

Love    and    Fortune   760  ft. 
Unrequitted    Love      537  ft. 

The    Doctor's    Forgiveness   817  ft. 
They   Want  a  Divorce   444  ft. 
Revlera  in  Motor  Car   620  ft. 
Constantinople      600  ft. 
Fox    Hunting      537  ft. 
Porcelain    Industry      500  ft. 
A   Fine   Easter   Egg   10S  f.t 
The    Closing    Hour   314  ft. 

A  Gendarme's  Tribulations   314  ft. 
Niagara    Falls    in    Winter   360  ft. 

The    Dressmaker's    Surprise   340  ft. 
French    Dairy    Farm   530  ft. 
Bull    Fight    in    Arcachon   407  ft. 
Blessing    the    Boats    in    Arca- 

chon      344  ft. 
Mr.   Smith,   the  New   Recruit.  .450  ft. 
Swiss    Alps         87  ft. 
Who    Owns    the    Basket?   254  ft. 
Heavy   Seas   154  ft. 
Silk    Hats    Ironed   250  ft. 
An   Unfortunate   Mistake   447  ft. 
Precipitated   Removal     108  ft. 
Ancient   Rome       87  ft. 
The    Old    Actor   480  ft. 

The   Paralytic's  Vengeance   614   ft. 
Faithful  Governess  Rewarded.  .517  ft. 

Penniless    Poet's    Luck   700  ft. 
Cast    Off    by    His    Father   557  ft. 
Usefulness    at    an    End   560  ft. 

The  Saloonkeeper's  Nightmare. 430  ft. 
Held    for   Ransom   760  ft. 

A  Poor  Knight  and  the  Duke's 
Daughter      S20  ft. 

The  Effective  Hair  Grower   224   ft. 

The    Cat's    Revenge   227  ft. 
Clarinet  Solo   117  ft. 
Magic    Dice   1 87   f t . 
Three   Sportsmen    and    a    Hat..3S7  ft. 
Mr.   Brown  Has  a  Tile  Loose.. 254   ft. 
Carnival    at    Nice   557  ft. 
Battle   of  Flowers    In    Nice   224   ft. 
Mischievous    DIabolo      157  ft. 
The     Marriage     of       a     French 

Soldier       S47  ft. 
Dnlncky     Luck       240  ft. 
Warsmen    at    Play   300  ft. 
Rugby  Match     300  ft. 
River    Avon       284  ft. 

Sammy's   Sncker      357  ft. 
River   In    Norway   247  ft. 
Expensive  Marriage      440  ft. 

Mr.     Farman's    Airship   354   ft. 
Magical    Suit   of   Armor   ISO  ft. 
Artificial     Preparation     of     the 

Diamond        337  ft. 
Around   the   Coast   of   Brlttany.274   ft. 

MELIES. 

Boston  Normal  School  Pageant. 975  ft. 
The   Miser   900  ft. 

The    Little    Peace-Maker   120  ft. 

Pranks  with  a  Fake  Python... 532  ft. 
Side    Show    Wrestlers   485  ft. 
Hunting    Teddy    Bears   308  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
Curiosity    Punished   564  ft. 
Op-to-Date  Clothes  Cleaning. .  .210  ft. 
Justinian's  Human  Torches. ..  .187  ft. 
A    Fake  Diamond   Swindler..,  .586  ft, 

PATHE     FRERES. 

The  Accuser      50S  ft. 
Jealous    Fiance       557  ft. 
Unsuccessful     Flirts       360  ft. 
The     Perjurer      705  ft. 
Cumbersome    Baby      639  ft. 
Noisy    Neighbors      229  ft. 
Latest    Style    Airship      262  ft. 
The    Candidate       508  ft. 
Prof.    Bric-a-Brac's   Inventions. 410  ft. 
Stockholm       311  ft. 

-The    Blackmailer       426  ft. 
Husband    Wanted      410  ft. 
On     Bad     Terms      With      the 

Janitor      524  ft. 
The  Dreyfus  Affair   1,213  ft. 
Interrupted    Romance   410  ft. 
Busy   Fiance      50S  ft. 
The   Specter      508  ft. 
Native    Life    in    Sudan   459  ft. 

The    Country    of    the    "Bogou- dens"       360  ft. 
For   the   Sake   of   a   Crown   852  ft. 
Troublesome    Theft       SOS  ft. 
Mysterious    Flames       311  ft. 
Mr.    Boozer    Gets    a    Fright   328  ft. 
Magnetic     Removal       672  ft. 
Our    Dog    Friends   328  ft. 
Nocturnal     Thieves       524  ft. 
The     Fat     Baby   328  ft. 
Walks    in    Soudan   344  ft. 

Loyers'    111    Luck   278  ft. 
Beatrice   Cenci   770  ft. 
The     New     Maid   721ft. 
Ruffians    Thrashed   164  ft. 
Astrakhan    Fisheries   295  ft. 
Peculiar     People   393  ft. 
Grandfather's    Pills   541  ft. 
Double  Suicide     590  ft. 
Victim    of    His    Honesty   360  ft. 
Unlucky     Artist   442  ft. 
Poor    Pussy   459  ft. 
Tracked  by  the  Police  Dog   828  ft. 

LUBLN. 

Two    Liffle    Shoes   1045  it. 
Philadelphia,      the     Cradle     of 

Liberty      305  ft. 
Held    For    Ransom   815  ft. 
Student's   Prank,   or  a  Joke  on 

His    Pareuts      580  ft. 
Romance    in    a    Gypsy   Camp... 725  ft. 

The    Old    Maid's    Parrot   250  ft. 

An  Honest  Newsboy's  Reward. 745  ft. 
Two  Little   Dogs   210  ft. 

Mephisto's    Affinity   635  ft. 
Adventures  of  Mr.   Troubles. .  .271  ft. 
The    Hand  of  JF  .^   670  ft. 

Magnetic    rapor      345  ft. 
The    Minsk's    Daughter   915  ft. 
Two  Brothers  of  the  G.  A.   R.600  ft, 

G.IEAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

Vexas    Tex      565  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft. 

A    Chance   Shot   358  ft. 

Two    Gentlemen   2C5  ft. 
The     Will   576  ft. 
Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.  .625  ft. 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian  Army     116  ft- 
Sports  of  All  the   World   674  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 380  ft. 
Honor  Lost— Everything  Lost.. 669  ft. 
Dog-Training     294  ft. 
A    Misalliance      760  ft. 
The    Champagne    Bottle   157  ft. 
A  Modem   Naval   Hero   713  ft. 
Ihles  and   Antonio    (Boxers) ..  .250  ft. 
Lion    Hunting       694  ft. 

SELIG. 

The    Spirit    of    '76     
The    Vanishing    Tramp     

The   Fighting   Parson     
Damon   and    Pythias     
Damon   and    Pythias     

East    Lynne     
Not    Yet,    But    Soon     
The   Shadow   of   the   Law     
In    the    Nick    of    Time     
Summer  Boarders  Taken   In... 626  ft. 
Troubles  of  a  New  Drug  Clerk.470  ft. 
The     Blue     Bonnet   926  ft. 
Rip  Van   Winkle   1000  ft. 

VITAGRAPH. 

John's  New  Suit;  or,   Why  He 

Didn't    Go    to    Church   510  ft. 
The   Guilty   Conscience   400  ft. 
'Twixt   Love  and  Duty   620  ft. 

Get  Me  a  Stepladder   1S5  ft. 
A   Tragedy   of   Japan   515  ft. 
Mother-in-Law    and    the    Art- 

ist's  Model      378  ft. 

The    Chorus   Girl   190  ft. 
A   Rustic  Heroine;   or,   In   the 

Davs    of    King    George   630  ft. 
Avenged;   or  The  Two  Sisters. 515  ft. 
Leap     Year     Proposals     of     an 

Old   Maid      425  ft. 
The   Story   the   Boots   Told   600  ft. 
The    Patriot;    or    The    Horrors 

of    War      338  ft. 

WILLIAMS.   BROWN  &  EABi«E. 

The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft. 
The    Man    and    His   Bottle   850  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft. 
Tricky   Twins   266  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft. 
Father's    Lesson   600  ft. 
Hunting    Deer   366  ft. 
The    Prodigal    Son   696  ft. 
Catching  a    Burglar   62S  ft. 
Nasty  Sticky  Stuff   806  ft. 
Professor   Bounders'    Pills   380  ft. 
Leap  Year;  or.  She  Would  Be 

Wed       346  ft. 
The   Interrupted   Bath   176  ft. 
The   Gambler's   Wife   640  ft. 
Doctor's    Dodge   260  ft. 
The   Great   Trunk   Mystery   602  ft. 
Freddie's  Little  Love  Affair... 345  ft 
The    Mission    of    a    Flower.  ...860  ft. 

Lazy    Jim's    Luck   486  ft- 
A   Sacrifice   for   Work   840  ft. 
The    Greedy    Girl   HO  ft. 
Portland    Stone    Industry   460  ft. 
Tell-Tale    Cinematograph   400  ft* 
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Latest   Song    Slides. 

NORTH   AMERICAN   SLIDE   CO. 

vn-    "i  on    Ho 
.ly    Bear!    Beats   Alone    for    You. 
ilary    Itlulnr. 
(Bdet    My    Morry    Widow    Hat. 

Bring   Dreama   of   Von. 
)|nii    Dp    Your    Heart. 
twinging. 
iomelioily      that     1     Know    and      You 
Know    Too. 

tome    I>ny.    Sweetheart,   Some    Pay. 
[tailing    Smiles. 

GENRE     SONG     SLIDES. 
i  Mary. 

ir,    a    Kiss,    a  Smile. 
Tell    Me. 
Vrt    Dreama    Never  Told. 

Lord.   Remember  Me. 
ae    of    Yon. 

\lerry    Mary,    Marry    Me. 
urts   In    Heaven. 

Dear  Alabama. 
Yon    Are    Mine. 

iDOd-bye,    Annie    I.aurle. 
BatMn?. 
In   My   Merry  OUlsmobtle. 
The    Night    Time    Is    Rlsrht    Time    to 
Spoon. 

GLOBE   SLIDES. 
Cyclone. 
Baby  Darling. 
That    Little    Sunny    Southern    Girl    of 
Mine. 

3wlnglns    In   tbe   Old   Hope  Swing. 
I    Love    You    So. 
SVhen  Vacation  Pays  Are  Over. 
Common  Sense. 

CHICAGO  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansv    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little    Cozy    Flat, 
fust   to   Remind  You. 
Hearts   and    Eyes. 
\  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

vVe   Can't  Play  With   You. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night. 
Cm  Jealous  of  You. 
Dear   Old    Iowa. 

GOLDTHORPZ. 
Are  You   Sincere? 

Don't    Worry. 
Snmmer-TIme. 
Everybody  Loves  Me  But  the  One  I 

Love. 
Some  Pay.   Sweetheart.   Some  Day. 

It's  Hard  to  Love  Somebody  Who's 
Loving   Somebody   Else. 

For  the  Last  Time  Call  Me  Sweet- 
heart. 

A  Man.   a  Maid,   a   Moon,  a  Boat. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERN    SLIDE   00. 
Sweet  Sixteen. 

Stop    Making    Faces    at    Me. 
Sweet  Polly  Primrose. 
If  They  All   Had  a   Her.rt  Like  You. 

Gypsie   Ann. 
When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 

Leaves   Gold. 
When     You     Love     Her     and     She 

Loves   You. 

Don't   Worry. 

DE  WITT   C.    WHEELER, 

of   My    Heart. 
The   Garden    of    Dreams 

the   Hain. 
If  I  Buili    a   Nest   Will  You    Share  It 

With    Me. 
Denr  Heart. 

of    Prairie    Mary. 
Road   to  Yesterday. 
What   Might   Have   Been. 

That's  What   the   Palsy   Said. 
I'll   Teach   You    How. 
Just   Because   It's   You. 

Roses    Everywhere. 
You    Have    Alwavs    Been    the    Same 

Old    Pal. 
A  Sweeter  Story   Still. 
Bontta. 
The   Town   Where   I   Waa   Born. 
Are  You  Sincere? 
There   Was   Never   a   Girl    Like    Yon. 
What   Does   It   Mean? 
Mary,    My   Heather  Queen. 
The  Story  tbe  Picture  Blocks  Told. 
Mary  Blaine. 
Love  Days. 
Take  Me  to  tbe  Ball  Game. 
Take  Your  Girl   to  the  Ball  Game. 
I    Am    Afraid   to    Go    Home    In   tke 

Dark. 

SCOTT   &    VAN    ALTENA. 

Take  ;i  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with   tie. 
\\  ben  tbe  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Bills  "id. That   Hammock   la  Jusl   tot  Two,  You 
know  . 

My  Dreama  of  the  i  .  s.   A. 
\  Man.  ii  Maid,  a  Moon,  ■   Boat. 

Honor    Bright,     I    Loves    "S  •  •< i    Right. Would      t0\i      MlM     MeV 
I.     You    Were    Mine. 

You'll    Always   Be   Sweet    Sixteen  to Me. 

Dixie  and  the  <:iri   i 
If  i  Should  Fall  In  Love  with  You. 
what   win   Your  Answer  i 
Some     One     I     Know     and     You     Know 

To. There    Never  Waa  a  Girl  Like  Von. 
Somebody     I     Know    ..ml     You    Know, Too. 

When     tbe     Nightingale     la     Nesting. 
Sweet  Irene. 

By  tbe  Old  Oaken  Buck<  t,   Loulae. 
It   Might    nave   Been. 
Girl    from    the   Golden   West. 
Tbe  Corn    Is  Waving,    Annie. 
Two  Little  Baby  Shoes. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,    My   Own. 
Are    You    Sincere? 

Don't   You    Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You   Be  My   Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing   Time. 
I'm  Afraid  to  Come  Home  In  the 

Duvk. 
I  Miss  You  Like  the  Roses  Miss 

the  Rain.  , 

Smart" 

Just  Because  He  Couldn't  Sing 
"Love  Me  and  the  World  Is 

Mine." 

When  It's  Moonlight,  Mary  Darl- 
ing 'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arbor Shade. 

HENRY    B.    INGRAM. 

Where  the  Catskllls  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Sun. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollie,  Come  Jump  on  tbe  Trolley. 
Among  tlie  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green Mountain   Home. 
Lenore. 

On  Bunker  Hill,  Where  Warren 
Fell. 

The  Holy  City. 
The  Little  Old  Red  School-house 

On   the  Hill. 
There  Stands  a  Flag,  Let  Them 
Touch  It  If  They  Dare. 

A.   L.   SIMPSON. 

You'll  Be  Sorry  Just   Too  Late. 
Billy,    Dear. 
Childhood. 

Won't  You   Walt,   Nellie  Dear? 
Don't  Ever  Leave   Me,   Dolly. 
A   Little  Bit  o'   Sugar  Cane. 
True   Heart. 
Roses  Bring  Dreams  of  You. 

Hoo!    Hoo!    Ain't    You    Coming    Oat To-night. 
Just  Someone. 
Santiago  Flynn. 
When  You  Wore  a  Pinafore. 
In  Monkey   Land. 
Dear  Old  East  Side. 

Won't  You  Be  My  Baby  Boy? 
Dear  Old  Comrade. 
Over  the  Hills  and  Far  Away. 

You'se  just  a  little  bit  o    sugar  cane. 

LA   PINE. 

Will   You   Always  Call   Me   Honey? 
I   Wish    I    Had   a   Girl. 
Mnvbe    I   Was   Meant    for   You,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  You. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY     SLIDE     EXCHANGE. 

Mary   Blaine. 

My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  You. 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPAREIL"    SONG    SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Where    the    Catskills    Lift    Their        The  Holy  City 
Summit*    to    the    Sun. 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody 

Happy 

Mollie,    Come    Jump    on    the    Trol- ley. 

Among   the   Valleys   of    New   Eng- 
land. 

Anchored. 

Love' 9  Old  Sweet  Song, 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On    Bunker    Hill,    Whore    Warren 
Fell. 

On   the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

Tho    Little    Old    Rod    Schoolhouie 

on  tho  Hill. 
There    Stands    a    Flag,    Let    Them 

It   il   They  Dare. 

The  Old   New  England   Homestead 
in   the   Dell. 

Whon     tho     Autumn     Leaves     Are 
Falling. 

Memories. 

Where    the    Tall   Palmettos    Grow. 

In  Old  Illinois. 

Where    Poverty's    Teara   Ebb    and 
Flow. 

Sweetheart   Days. 

Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

"  PEERLESS" 
SONG  SLIDES 

Made  by  the  "  Peerless  "  Slide  Firm. 
Try  us  and  be  convinced. 

OUR     COMPLETE     LIST    FOR     THE    ASKING 

See  "  List  of  Latest  Songs  "  in  this  paper. 

North  American  Slide  Co. 
159  and  161  No.  8th  St.,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

Simpson's  Celebrated  Slides 
THE  FINEST  SONG  SLIDES  MADE 

$5.00    PER.   SET 
Some  unscrupulous  houses  are  advertising  unauthorized 

slides  for: — "Two  dirty  little  hands,"  "Wont  you  be 
my  baby  boy,"  "Roses  bring  dreams  of  you,"  "You 
splash  me  and  I  splash  you,"  "  Everybody  loves  me 
but  the  one  1  love."  I  have  the  sole  illustration 
rights  of  these  songs  from  the  publishers  of 
same  and  anyone  making  slides  for  any  of  the  above 
songs  are  doing  so  without  authority  and  should  not  be 
patronized. 

A.    L.   SIMPSON, 
113     W.     132a     Street, New     York     City 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 

SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 
SEND  FOR  LIST CHICAGO*  ILL. 

Opera  and  Folding 
Chairs 

Our  seats  are  used  in  hundreds  of  riovlng 
Picture  Theatre*  throughout  the  country. 
Send  for  catalogue  and  prices.  PROMPT 
SHIPMENTS. 

READ5BORO    CHAIR    MFG. 
RBADSBORO,  VT. 

CO. 
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EDISON  FILMS 
NEW     FEATURE     SUBJECT 

The  Boston  Tea  Party 
UNRIVALLED    HISTORICAL    PRODUCTION    OF    COLONIAL   TIMES 

SYNOPSIS    OF    SCENES: 
BEFORE  THE  STORM.— Epoch-making  days— Liberty  stirs  the  blood  of 

the  Colonists — Grave  issues  discussed — "Sons  of  Liberty"  take  action. 
THE  MAN  AND  THE  HOUR.— "Market  Day"— Eager  for  news— Arrival 

of  hero  at  tavern — Posted  call  for  mass  meeting — Informer  (rival  of  heroine) 
off  to  sell  information — Heroine  welcomes  hero. 

BRITISH  HEADQUARTERS. — Informer  reports— Leads  soldiers — Off  to 
capture   hero — Posting   £1,000   reward — Searching   house. 

HEROINE  OUTWITS  THE  ENEMY.— Secreting  hero— Informer  baffled- 
Fruitless   chase — Heroine   throws  off   disguise — Escape   of   hero. 

THE   RENDEZVOUS. — Tea   Tax  arouses  populace — "Sons   of   Liberty"    dis- 

NEXT  SUBJECT        Tf,p  rjttlp 
SHIPMENT  JULY  15, 1908  '"P  LllliC 

guise  as  Indians— Off  to  the  harbor. 
ATTACK  ON  THE  SHIP — A  dark,  silent  night— Unexpected  attack— 

Crew  overpowered — Piling  the  tea  on  deck. 
HEROINE'S  WARNING — -A  fast  ride— Tea  party  warned  in  time- Soldiers  get  warm  reception — Soldiers  and  crew  Imprisoned. 
THE  RATTLESNAKE  FLAG — Throwing  the  tea  overboard— Home  thrust 

at  tyranny — Rattlesnake  Flag  unfurled — Informer  attacks  hero— He  follows the  tea  overboard. 

TABLEAU — Great  Historic  Picture  of  "The  Tea  Party  in  Boston  Harbor." 
No.  6364.  Code,   Velhote.  Approx.   Length,   850  feet. 

Shipment,  July  9,   1908. 

No.  6363 

Code,  Velhinho 
Approx.  Length     -    890  ft. Coxswain  of  t|e  'Varsity  EigDt 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
$175.00 
iderwriters  and  the 

EDISON  IMPROVED    EXHIBITION     01  EC  fin 
MODEL    (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT)        -        tjHJJiUU 

Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 
Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 

of  improvements. 

Underwriters'  Model (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 
reduces  the  flicker  50%       -       -      - 
Approved  by  the  New  YorK   Board   of  Fire  Underwriters  and 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 
includes  among  other  Improvemeuts,  a  new  Antomatic  Shatter,  Improved  Lamphouse, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines.  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take-up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

EDISON  MANUFACTURING  CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,    lO    Fifth    Avenue  CHICAGO,    304    Wabash    Avenue 

Office  for  United  Kingdom:  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  LONDON,  N.  W.,  ENGLAND 

Selling    Agents: 

P.   L.  WATERS,  41   E.  21st  St.,  New  York  GEORGE   BRECK,  550-554   Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal 
Dealers    in    all    Principal    Cities. 

SAVE  ON  YOUR  ELECTRIC  LIGHT  BILLS 
This  is  the  ROYAL  REACTOR  which  will  save  you  from  67 

to  j6%  of  your  current  bill  and  give  you  a  clear  white  light  with 

absolutely  no  heat,  danger  from  fire,  blowing  of  fuses,  and  other  troubles 
common  to  rheostats  and  imitation  current  savers.  Money  back  if  not 
satisfied.    Price  $50.00. 

Can  you  invest  that  amount  of  money  in  anything  that  will  give 
you  instant  returns  of  from  67  to  76%  of  your  bills  ? 

Don't  wait  any  longer,  order  now  and  save  money.  Line  your 

own  pocket  instead  of  some  one  else's. 

HERMAN    E.  ROYS 

I  368-70  Broadway,  New  York  City 
Wholesale  and  Retail  Manufacturer  of  everything 

pertaining  to  the  Moving  Picture  business 

FEUERBACHER  COMPANY 
M.  L.  SMITH,  Manager) 

1643  Champa  St.       -       Denver,  Colorado 
are  authorized  agents,  and  persons  in  the  West  can 

save  time  by  applying  direct  to  them 

Southern  Agent:  TOM  MOORE,  Washington,  D.C.,  803  9th  St.,  N.W. 
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THE  EXHIBIT 
PUBLISHED  BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY,  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

Vol.  3.,  No.  3. July  18,  1908 Price,   lO  Cents 

g  PROMPT  AND  EFFICIENT  g 
8  Feature  Film  Service  ^ 

by  any  one  of  our  8  offices     Q 
All  Makes  of  Machines  and  Supplies  in  StocK 

'Write,  Telephone  or  Telegraph  your  wants  to  the  nearest  address 

Chicag'o  Film  Exchange 120  East  Randolph  Street    - 
601  Westory  Building 
Railway  Exchange  Building 
Dooley  Block 

-       CHICAGO,  ILL. 
WASHINGTON,  O.C 

DENVER,  COL. 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH 

Brandeis  Block 
Coleman  Building 
Stahlman  Building 
Candler  Building 

OMAHA,  NEB. 
LOUISVILLE,  KY. 

NASHVILLE,  TENN. 
-       ATLANTA,  CA. 

POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 
Vitagraph  Selig 
Edison  Lubin 
Essanay  Kalem 

FILn  SUBJECTS 
5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
231   Bowery,  New  York 

'Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call    For    Samples 

Now  it  is  up  to  you 
Mr.  Exhibitor 

You  must  have  good  tilm  to  give  the  public  a 
good  show.  Now,  how  about  your  machine  ? 
You  must  have  a  good  machine  to  do  it.  If 
vour  picture  vibrates  or  flickers  your  show  is 
N.  G.  It  is  bad  for  the  public's  eyes.  Why 
don't  you  stop  it  from  doing  this  ?  You  can't  ? 
lean.     Guarantee  to  do  it. 

ALL   REPAIR   WORK   GUARANTEED 

Carbons,  Condensers  and  Lenses,  Powers 
and    Edison    Machines    always    in    stock 

NATIONAL  MOVING  PICTURE  SUPPLY 
123  Fourth  Ave.,  New  York  City 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $175.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60i  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j.  H.  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York    fully  guaranteed 
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Travelogues 

Lectures  and  Slides  for 

Moving  Picture  Theatres 
In  sets  of  12  or  more,  beautifully  colored,  artis- 

tic lantern  slides,  many  of  them  with  lecture 
readings. 

RENTAL  PRICE  $1.00  PER  WEEK  AND  UPWARDS 

Show  your  patrons  the  grandeur  of  the 

YELLOWSTONE,  YOSEMITE,  NIAGARA  FALLS, 
GRAND  CANYON  and  SWITZERLAND 

Show  them  what  Uncle  Sam  is  doing 

at  PANAMA,  in  the  PHILIPPINES  and  with 

the  GREAT  BATTLESHIP  SQUADRONS 

Flash  before  them  the  wonders  of 

LONDON,  PARIS, 
BERLIN  and  ST.  PETERSBURG 

Seventy-five  sets  to  pick  from.     List  on 
application. 

also  send  us  your  orders  for 

CONDENSERS 
CARBONS 

OBJECTIVES 
REWINDERS 

PARTS  OF  EDISON  AND  POWERS'  MACHINES 

and 

OUR  NEW 

FIRE- PROOF 

BOOTH 

Try    Our    Independent    Film    Service 
Don't  run   the  same  films   as  your  competitors 

FEATURE  FILMS,  NEW  SUBJECTS 

PROMPT  SERVICE 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  <&  EARLE 
Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents 
All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  Kims  will  be   protected  by  the  American 

Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Company 

1! 

Let  It  Alone 
If  you  are  offered  something  for 
nothing 

Let  It  Alone 
We  operate  six  large  offices  devot- 

ed exclusively  to  renting  films. 

We  offer  you  nothing  we  cannot supply. 

We  can  furnish  you  anything  in 
the  M.  P.  line. 

Any  of  the  following  offices 

Pittsburg,  Pa.  Des  Moines,  la. 
Rochester,  N.  Y.  Toledo,  O. 
Cincinnati,  O.       Lincoln,  Neb. 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  FILM  CO. 

Independent 
Filmsin  Texas 

ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving: 

Picture  Theatres 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special    Prices  on    our  New  Films 
and   Feature   Productions 
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Editorial. 

Motion  Pictures  as  an  Advertising 
Proposition. 

Many  enterprising  persons  have  come  forward  recently 
with  propositions  to  turn  moving  pictures  into  a  medium 
for  advertising  various  branches  of  business.  The  idea 
is  not  a  new  one.  Nor  is  it  as  practicable  as  many  sup- 

pose. In  the  first  place,  pictures  arranged  for  adver- 
tising purposes  will  necessarily  drift  into  a  class  of  their 

cwn  and  become  identified  as  advertising  mediums  only. 
Several  years  ago  some  of  the  film  manufacturers  at- 

tempted the  project,  but  the  exhibitors  quickly  detected 
it  and  blocked  out  the  advertising  part.  The  picture 
was  marred  by  this  and  the  objections  became  so  pro- 

nounced that  the  scheme  was  dropped.  The  exhibitor 
claimed  that  he  was  as  much  entitled  to  compensation 
for  projecting  the  advertisement  on  his  sheet  as  the  man- 

ufacturer was  for  putting  it  on  the  film.  Then  adver- 
tisers are  not  willing  to  pay  for  such  mediums  propor- 

tionately. They  may  change  their  minds  later  on  when 
the  value  is  realized,  but  they  will  then  ask,  as  they  have 
in  the  past,  that  some  guarantee  be  given  that  the  people 
to  whom  the  films  are  sold  or  leased  will  exhibit  the 
picture  in  its  entirety  and  not  cut  out  the  advertising 
sections. 

The  proposition  would  be  a  great  money  maker  if  it 
could  be  carried  out,  but  there  are  so  many  people  having 
contingent  interest  in  the  pictures  to  be  satisfied  that  it 
is  impracticable.  The  situation  is  just  this:  You  cannot 
expect  the  exhibitor  to  allow  free  advertising  on  his 
sheet.  The  vaudeville  manager  will  not  allow  actors  to 
use  his  stage  to  advertise  anything.  The  cases  are  iden- 

tical and  they  have  been  considered  many  times. 
To  use  such  pictures  as  lantern  slides  have  been  used 

for  many  years  would  be  another  proposition  and  one 
which  would  not  take  as  well  with  the  advertiser.     Films 

are  a  great   deal     r<    costly   than   lantern   slides,  and 
when  the  advertising  slide  can  be  had  o  much  cheaper 
and  used  just  as  effective!}  in  conjunction  with  moving 
pictures  that  can  also  be  hired  or  purchased  cheap,  few 
advertisers  will  go  to  the  heavy  expense  of  having  .1  film 
especially  made  for  the  purpi 

The  Film  Service   Association. 

We  extend  our  greetings  to  the  I'.  S.  A.  convention and  trust  that  their  deliberations  will  be  as  wholesome 
and  fruitful  as  they  have  been  in  the  past.  Of  these 
things  there  can  be  no  doubt:  THE  ASSOCIATION 
WILL  NOT  BE  DISBANDED;  THE  PRESENT 
ORGANIZATION  WILL  MAKE  ANOTHER 
START  AFTER  THE  CONVENTION  IN  BETTER 
SHAPE  THAN  E\  LK :  \KD  UPON  ITS  CLOSE 
MANY  MEMBERS  WILL  HAVE  A  BETTER 
KNOWLEDGE  OF  WHAT  IS  BEST  FOR  THEIR 
INTERESTS  THAN  THEY  HAVE  IN  THE  PAST. 

The  above  prophetic  remarks  constituted  the  closing 
paragraph  in  our  editorial  of  last  week.  It  is  highly 
gratifying  to  us  to  have  now  to  record  that  this  is  just 
what  really  occurred.  In  marked  contrast  to  the  advice 
which  this  paper  has  humbly  tendered,  the  seditious  and 
whirlwind  utterances  of  our  contemporaries  must  now 
appear  doubly  ridiculous,  to  put  it  very  mildly.  The 
Association  did  not  disband  to  reconvene  with  a  new  set 
of  officers,  whose  consent  to  the  use  of  their  names  was 

not  asked  for  or  given.  The  rental  schedule  is  main- 
tained— this  backbone  of  the  Association  not  being 

broken  to  suit  the  price-cutting  proclivities  of  a  certain 
element.  After  the  adjournment  of  the  convention  we 

were  complimented  by  the  officers  and  executive  com- 
mittee on  the  manner  in  which  the  Moving  Picture 

World  had  handled  the  situation  and  had  the  satisfaction 
of  later  receiving  the  same  compliment  from  the  leader 
of  the  Independents. 

*     *     * 

The  press  was  barred  from  the  meetings  of  the  Film 
Service  Association  and  also  of  the  Licensed  Manufac- 

turers, and  other  precautions  were  taken  to  prevent  de- 
tails of  the  proceedings  from  reaching  the  public.  One 

reason  assigned  for  this  is  that  the  Association  has  the 
right  to  keep  from  its  competitors  any  information  that 
might  tend  to  enlighten  and  better  qualify  them  for  the 
fight. 

From  such  information  as  it  has  been  possible  to  glean 
from  reliable  sources  it  appears  the  convention  was  a 

very  gratifying  one  to  all  concerned.  No  changes  were 
made  in  policy,  schedule,  executive  offices,  or  anything 
else.  The  Association  goes  on  as  it  has  been,  but  with 
a  much  better  understanding  between  some  members 
than  has  existed  lately.  The  film  rental  schedule  remains 
undisturbed;  local  organization,  as  adopted  by  the  New 
York  members,  has  been  approved  and  will  be  advocated 

and  put  in  operation  in  the  various  large  cities.  Instead 
of  taking  the  appointment  of  the  National  Secretary 
out  of  the  hands  of  the  Executive  Committee  and  pro- 

viding for  his  election  by  direct  vote  of  the  Association 
members,  the  Executive  Committee  was  continued  in 
control  of  that  office.  It  is  said  that  this  proposed  change 

was  suggested  by  some  members  who  were  disposed  to 
have  a  new  secretary.  Whatever  grounds  may  have 
existed  for  such  a  report  apparently  lacked  stability.  At 
all  events,  instead  of  making  the  way  clear  for  the  re- 
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moval  of  National  Secretary  Macdonald  the  convention 
gave  him  a  vote  of  thanks  for  the  work  he  has  done  for 
the  Association.  And  thus  it  went  all  along  the  line. 
Differences,  grievances  and  discontent  gradually  gave 
way  before  a  strong  breeze  of  reason  and  harmony,  and 
there  is  not  the  slightest  doubt  that  the  Association  is 
stronger  and  has  brighter  prospects  than  at  any  other 
time  since  it  was  formed. 

The  meeting  of  the  Licensed  Manufacturers  is   said 
to  have  been  equally  satisfactory. 

The  attempts  to  disorganize  and  reorganize  the  Film 
Service  Association  by  parties  who  can  possibly  have 
no  friendly  interest  in  it  have  failed,  as  they  should  have. 
If  there  had  been  any  cause  for  such  action  the  Asso- 

ciation members  should  have  put  the  movement  on  foot. 
The  fact  that  none  of  the  members  attempted  to  do  any- 

thing of  the  kind  shows  conclusively  that  all  such  talk 
preceding  the  convention  originated  with  and  was  agi- 

tated by  outsiders. 

One  of  the  results  of  the  Film  Service  Association 
convention  in  New  York  is  said  to  be  the  arrival  at  an 
understanding  by  which  its  members  are  at  liberty  to 
compete  with  the  Independents  on  prices.  The  nature 
of  the  plan  is  not  officially  given,  but  it  is  said  the  Asso- 

ciation men  have  free  hand  to  meet  the  competition  and 
get  the  trade  wherever  it  is  simply  a  question  of  price. 
This  will  do  away  with  the  discontent  that  has  existed 
among  those  Association  people  who,  in  their  loyalty, 
saw  business  drifting  from  them  on  account  of  their 
inability  to  meet  the  prices  offered  by  their  competitors. 
It  did  seem  unfair  that  these  people  should  remain  with 
their  hands  bound  and  unable  to  help  themselves,  and 
the  action  taken  by  the  convention  was  only  such  as 
could  be  expected  as  a  matter  of  justice,  as  well  as  policy. 

*     *     * 

The  trouble  that  moving  picture  exhibitors  at  Coney 
Island,  N.  Y.,  had  over  the  reduction  of  seating  capacity, 
licenses,  etc.,  appear  to  be  at  end.  Everything  is  mov- 

ing along  serenely  again.  It  is  asserted  that  the  whole 
trouble  was  precipitated  by  a  fight  between  two  political 
leaders. 

Lessons  for  Operators. 

By  F.  H.    Richardson,   Operator,  Chicago. 

A  FEW  THINGS  FOR  OPERATORS  TO  THINK 
ABOUT. 

The  star  movement  (feed  sproket,  also  called  inter- 
mittent sprocket)  or  finger  feed  acts  16.000  times  in  a 

run  of  1,000  feet  of  film.  Can  you  see  the  need  for  fre- 
quent, though  sparing,  lubrication  with  good  oil?  Can 

you  see  the  need  of  careful,  accurate  adjustment? 
Tn  rewinding  the  reel  revolves  about  three  times  to  the 

rewinder  crank  once.  When  the  reel  grows  to  nine 
inches  in  diameter  you  are  winding  about  28  inches  of 
film  each  turn  of  the  reel,  or  seven  feet  to  one  turn  of 
the  crank.  Now,  suppose  you  turn  the  crank  four  times 
a  second  (once  is  fast  enough,  unless  you  are  rushed), 
you  are  then  yanking  28  feet  of  film  out  of  the  box  every 
second,  and  you  know  what  will  happen  if  there  is  a 

snarl,  don't  you? 

The  Edison  and  Powers  machines  both  run  exacth 
one  foot  of  film  to  each  turn  of  the  crank.  About  66  fee 
per  minute,  or  66  turns  per  minute,  is  accounted  norma 

speed. You  want  good  wages,  don't  you?  Do  you  think  ai 
operator  with  a  pipe  in  his  mouth,  twisting  a  crank  wit! 
his  legs  crossed,  while  he  leans  back  looking  at  and  talk- 

ing to  a  visitor,  his  light  dim  and  shadows  on  the  cur- 
tain, is  a  candidate  for  good  wages?  Don't  you  thini 

fifty  cents  a  week  would  be  fifty  cents  too  much  to  pa) 

him?  What  right  have  you  to  demand  good  wages  un- 
less you  are  willing  to  study  your  business,  giving  in  re- 

turn the  very  best  there  is  in  you?  That  the  result  oi 

your  work  as  shown  on  the  curtain  is  "pretty  good"  is 
not  enough.  It  should  be  good — not  pretty  good.  Per- 

haps, were  you  in  the  employer's  shoes  for  a  little  whik 
you  would  wake  up. 

Did  you  ever  stop  to  consider  that  when,  by  your  care- 
lessness (and  it  seldom  happens  otherwise),  you  injure 

a  rented  film,  every  operator  and  owner  who  has  to  use 
that  film  after  you  must  suffer  for  it,  and  your  managei 
may  have  to  pay  for  it  as  well? 
Do  you  make  any  effort  at  all  to  learn  more  about 

your  business?  Do  you  make  it  a  point  to  meet,  talk 
with  and  exchange  ideas  with  other  operators,  or  are 
you  satisfied  to  know  how  to  thread  a  machine,  make  a 
very  poor  mend,  get  a  clear  picture  occasionally  (when 
you  are  lucky)  and  twist  a  crank  at  any  speed  that  strikes 

your  fancy?  If  these  questions  "hit"  you,  the  business 
will  be  very  materially  benefited  when  you  conclude  thai 

it  "isn't  good  enough  for  you"  and  seek  other  fields  oi action. 
And  you,  Mr.  Employer,  do  you  expect  to  get  a  good 

man,  one  that  will  give  you  the  best  service,  on  the 
twelve-dollar-a-week  basis?  Why,  my  dear  sir,  a  man 

could  make  more  than  that  in  the  penitentiary'  -  making 
canes.  True,  he  may  only  work  three  or  four  hours  ir 
the  evening,  but  he  has  to  make  his  living  at  it,  for  if  he 
takes  another  job  in  the  daytime  he  will  be  too  tired  tc 
do  your  work  rightly,  since,  under  those  conditions,  he 
will  be  working  all  day  and  half  the  night  every  day. 
If  you  expect  your  house  to  be  well  patronized,  you  musl 
give  a  good  show.  You  cannot  give  a  good  show  with 
a  poor  operator,  and  good  operators  demand  good  pay 
for  good  work,  and — there  you  are,  my  dear  sir.  It  is 
mighty  seldom  you  can  buy  a  four-dollar  pair  of  shoes 
for  two  dollars. 

EXTRAS,  ETC. 

There  should  be  kept  on  hand  the  following  extra 
parts :  An  extra  lamp,  complete  and  ready  to  put  in. 
An  extra  carbon  holder  arm.  Extra  condenser  lenses, 

tension  springs,  lamp  screws  (particularly  those  that  com- 
press the  carbon  holder),  condenser  casing  complete,  in- 

cluding round,  divider  and  ring,  so  that  it  may  be  fitted 
with  lenses  all  ready  to  slip  into  place ;  fuses,  reel,  blank 
film,  slide  carrier,  slide  binders,  tint  slides,  rubber  bands, 
copper  wire,  German  silver  wire  your  rheostat  size,  and 

plenty  of  carbons. 

For  enterprise  in  achieving  rather  impossible  things  all  the 
medals  should -rightly  go  to  the  manufacturers  of  moving 
pictures.  Of  course  it  is  well  known  that  pictures  depicting 
animate  things  in  motion  are  of  recent  invention.  That  in 
no  way,  however,  prevents  the  moving  picture  men  from 
making  pictures  showing  Abraham  Lincoln  reviewing  troops 
at  the  close  of  the  Civil  War.  More  extraordinary  still  is 
it  to  sit  and  listen  to  the  clear,  ringing  voice  of  Patrick 
Henry,  delivering  his  famous  speech,  while  we  see  his  actions 
depicted  upon  the  screen.  Yet  this  is  the  latest  triumph  of 
the  Cameraphone. 
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Trade  Notes. 

Ottumwa,   la.     A    new    moving   picture    show    is    being    con 
Struct  ill  "ii   Walnut  street. 

Lisbon,  O. — The  Gayety  Theater,  which  has  been  closed  by 
the  cause  of  tire,  has  reopened  again. 

Rock  Island,  111.— The  Family  Theater  will  open  for  a  Sum- 
mer run  of  moving  pictures  and  illustrated  songs. 

Beeville,  Tex. — The  "Arcade."  a  new  moving  picture  show, 
is  installing  machinery  to  run  its  own  electric  plant. 
Colorado  City,  Colo.,  is  to  have  a  new  moving  picture  show, 

which   will  occupy  a  room  in  the  New  Minium    Building. 

Dubuque,  la. — The  Grand  Theater  has  closed  its  doors  for 
the  month  of  July;  during  this  time  it  will  be  renovated. 

Davenport,  la. — The  Lyric  Electric  Theater  opened  again 
after  being  closed  for  a  few  weeks  on  account  of  the  Chau- 
tauqua. 

Wooster,  O. — The  Majestic  Picture  Show,  which  has  been 
closed  for  some  time,  has  been  reopened  by  Edward  Gross- 
weiler,  of  Massillon. 

The  Massachusetts  Film  Exchange,  673  Washington  street, 
Boston,  Mass.,  is  the  latest  comer  in  the  field.  J.  P.  Mande- 
ville  is  the  general  manager. 

Tremont,  111. — Manager  Stiles  of  the  Vaudette  Theater, 
Peoria,  111.,  brought  a  moving  picture  show  here  last  week. 
He  did  a  great  and  thriving  business. 

Lowville,  N.  Y. — The  Casino,  the  leading  moving  picture 
show,  is  doing  capacity  business  and  the  proprietors  are  keep- 

ing up  the  interest  by  daily  changes  of  films. 

Tonopah,  Nev. — The  Nevada  Theater  has  opened  its  doors 
to  the  public  in  an  old  skating  rink,  which  has  been  entirely 
remodeled  and  fitted  up  for  its  present  purposes. 

Los  Angeles,  Cal. — C.  C.  Chapman  is  erecting  a  business 
block  on  the  corner  of  Fifth  and  Los  Angeles  streets  which 
will  also  contain  a  moving  picture  theater  with  a  seating 
capacity  of  500. 

Norfolk,  Va. — The  Berkley  Amusement  Palace  is  a  new 
resort  that  has  been  opened  at  the  foot  of  Chestnut  street. 

Moving  pictures  and  other  attractions,  all  of  a  high-class 
order,  are  drawing  large  crowds. 

Moscow,  Idaho. — A  new  moving  picture  show  has  been 
opened  in  the  Peterson  Building,  on  Third  street.  This  is 
the  second  show  of  its  kind  to  be  established  in  town.  Both 
of  them  seem  to  be  doing  a  good  business. 

Atlanta,  Ga. — A.  M.  Matthews,  of  De  Kalb  County,  and 
George  Garner  and  C.  D.  Logan,  of  Fulton  County,  have 
filed  application  in  court  for  a  charter  for  the  Gayoso  Amuse- 

ment Company,  with  a  capital  stock  of  $2,000. 
Boston,  Mass. — The  Massachusetts  Film  Exchange.  Louis  V. 

Rochette,  president;  Venant  W.  Donais,  treasurer;  John  P.  Man- 
deville,  secretary  and  general  manager.  To  deal  in  moving  pic- 

ture films  and  supplies.  Capital  stock,  full  paid  and  non-assess- 
able, $25,000. 

Chicago,  111. — Moving  picture  shows  given  in  canvas  en- 
closures open  at  the  top  come  under  the  provisions  of  the 

ordinance  governing  public  halls  and  theaters  in  Class  4, 
according  to  an  opinion  given  by  the  city  law  department,  and 
must  be  inspected  and  approved  by  the  building  department. 

Jackson,  Tenn. — Herbert  Simmons  has  rented  the  "Musa- 
torium"  and  its  entire  outfit  and  will  conduct  a  first-class 
moving  picture  show  with  all  of  the  accessories  needful  to 
render  it  attractive  and  pleasant.  Another  theater  here,  the 

"Marlowe,"  is  successful  with  pictures  and  illustrated  songs. 
Easton,  Pa. — The  City  Council  of  Easton,  Pa.,  has  under 

consideration  an  ordinance  providing  for  stricter  regulation 
of  moving  picture  shows.  The  measure  prohibits,  under  fine 
of  $25,  all  pictures  showing  suicide  and  murder  or  crimes  of 

any  kind,  and  imposes  also  a  penalty  for  improper  ventila- tion of  halls  where  the  shows  are  given. 

Newburyport,  Mass. — Geo.  F.  Avery  is  building  a  new 
moving  picture  house  on  the  corner  of  Pleasant  and  Green 
streets  to  be  known  as  the  Star,  with  a  seating  capacity  of 

450.  The  location  is  the  finest  in  the  city,  Pleasant  being  the 

principal  business  street  and  Green  a  fine  residential  avenue. 
The  same  will  be  completed  about  September  1. 

Winston-Salem,  N.  C— The  Twin-City  Amusement  Com- 

pany has  gone  out  of  business  and  the  "Mystic"  closed,  but Mr.  M.  F.  Howell,  who  was  interested  in  the  old  company, 

is  forming  a  new  one  to  reopen  the  theater  under  the  name 

of  "The  Marvel."     Aii  attractive  from   has  been  put   in arrangements  are  being  made  for  high  class  film  service  and 
a  competefil  singer. 

The  Yale  Amusement  Company,  of  Kansas  City,  Mo.,  have 
purchased  ten  Hallbere  Electrii  Automatic  Economizer  and  arc 
equipping   their  own   nouses       Mr    Flintom,   th<  1    and 

ial  manager  of  the  Yale  Film  Service,  was  in  New  York  a 
couple  of  wicks  ago,  and  after  a  careful  investigation  decided 
upon  the  Economizer, 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  June  10.  About  three  thousand  Kcnsing- 
tonians  tried  all  at  unci-  to  gain  entrance  to  a  moving  picture 
show  at  Kensington  avenue  and  Cumberland  street  last  night, 
and  as  a  result  there  was  a  large-sized  panic.  The  arrival  of 
the  police  served  to  increase  the  excitement,  so  that  the 
patrolmen  had  to  use  their  clubs  freely  before  they  could 
subdue  the  crowd  Several  persons  were  trampled  on,  but 

none  seriously  hurt. — "Telegram." 
[We  wonder  what  was  the  subject  on  the  screen. — Ed.] 

St.  Louis,  Mo. —  Building  Commissioner  Smith  is  opposing 
a  bill  introduced  to  permit  stage  performances  in  moving 

picture  theaters.  He  says:  "If  stages  are  permitted,  skits 
are  likely  to  be  produced  which  will  evidence  a  low  order  of 
morality.  This  should  not  be  permitted.  The  only  way  to 
prevent  it  is  to  eliminate  the  stages.  I  believe  in  having  the 
moving  picture  shows  and  the  theaters  classified  differently, 
but  they  are  now  permitted  to  run  under  one  class.  The 

present  law  prohibits  any  platform  in  the  exhibition  room." 

Norfolk,  Va. — The  new  ordinances  governing  the  operation 
of  moving  picture  machines  in  shows  in  Norfolk,  provide 
strict  regulations  for  the  operation  of  the  machines  so  that 
danger  of  fire  spreading  in  the  event  the  machine  starts  a 
blaze,  may  be  lessened  to  a  minimum.  It  is  provided  that 
the  machines  shall  be  encased  in  a  galvanized  iron  enclosure, 
with  inner  and  outer  walls  about  six  feet  square  and  five  and 
one-half  feet  high;  that  all  doors  leading  into  the  enclosures 
shall  swing  on  strong  spring  hinges  so  that  they  will  shut 
when  opened;  that  the  lens  shutter  shall  be  an  iron  plate 
and  held  up  by  a  cotton  string,  so  that  if  ignited  the  shutter 
will  fall,  and  that  all  vents  and  pipes  shall  lead  to  the  outside 
of  the  building. 

MORE  "PRESIDENTIAL  POSSIBILITIES." 

Inspired  by  the  attention  given  to  the  Taft  pictures  issued 

by  the  Kalem  Company,  Manager  Gest  of  Hammerstein's 
Theater  arranged  for  a  special  film  of  Mr.  Bryan  receiving 
the  news  of  his  nomination.  After  covering  the  Hammerstein 
circuit  the  film  will  be  on  the  public  market. 

PERHAPS    THE    OLD    PICTURES    ARE    TO    BLAME. 

Little  Rock,  Ark. — The  moving  picture  business  has  been 
overdone  in  Little  Rock,  as  it  has  in  scores  of  other  cities. 
Ferdinand  Jennens,  the  pioneer  of  the  business  in  Little 
Rock,  was  forced  out  a  few  weeks  ago,  by  the  unfavorable 
conditions.  Some  of  the  places  now  running  in  the  city  are 
using  old  pictures,  that  is,  exhibiting  scenes  that  were  seen 
in  Little  Rock  months  ago.  The  Majestic,  the  Crystal  and 
the  Jo  Jo  use  new  pictures  every  week.  The  many  friends  of 
Ferdinand  Jennens  expect  him  to  get  into  the  business  again 
downtown  with  a  better  outfit  than  ever. 

THE  ACTOLOGUE. 

The  National  Film  Company,  of  Detroit,  apace  with  the  times, 
have  made  rapid  strides  in  the  field  of  talking  pictures  with 
their  new  Actologues. 
They  have  distanced  all  competitors  in  the  field  and  have  taken 

the  largest  single  contract  ever  offered.  At  this  time  they  have 

five  companies  in' first-class  houses  by  agreement  with  Messrs. Caille  &  Kundski :  The  Fairbanks,  Springfield,  O. ;  the  Victoria, 
Dayton ;  the  Southern,  at  Columbus ;  the  Valentine,  at  Toledo ; 
the  Lafayette,  at  Detroit,  and  several  companies  in  smaller  towns, 
and  will  shortly  open  at  the  English,  Indianapolis. 
They  have  also  a  rehearsal  hall  in  the  Telegraph  Building  at 

Detroit,  adjoining  their  offices,  where  managers  interested  may 
see  the  rehearsals  and  overlook  their  subject  work. 

All  the  playlets  are  written  by  James  J.  Morrison,  formerly 
stage  director  of  the  Poli  Stock  Company,  Worcester,  Mass.,  and 
recently  at  the  Majestic,  Cleveland,  who  likewise  has  the  stage 
direction  of  the  companies  and  the  engaging  of  the  performers 
required.  They  will  shortly  open  other  houses  wherein  they  are 
interested  and  will  keep  this  Actologue  as  a  permanent  feature 
of  their  already  large  exchange. 
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THE   SPIELER   IS   STILLED. 

San  Antonio,  Tex. — The  moving  picture  show  "barker"  has 
lost  his  job,  and,  for  the  first  time  in  several  months,  passers- 
by  are  not  annoyed  by  the  stentorian  invitations  of  these 
spielers.  The  change  was  brought  about  by  the  order  of 
Mayor  Bryan  Callaghan. 

It  is  not  known  just  what  rule  the  management  of  these 
places  of  amusement  will  adopt  to  draw  their  pro  rata  of 

the  public's  patronage  from  now  on.  In  the  North  Texas 
cities  the  giant  graphophone  stationed  above  the  window  has 
been  resorted  to,  and  it  is  probable  that  some  scheme  of  this 

kind  will  be  adopted.  In  compliance  with  the  Mayor's  order 
every  moving  picture  show  in  the  city  is  now  as  still  as  a 
country  graveyard  in  contrast  to  former  boisterousness. 

NOTES  FROM    SAVANNAH,  GA. 

Savannah,  Ga.,  July  18. — Last  week  the  "Recreation,"  a  new 
vaudeville  and  moving  picture  house,  opened  at  Thunderbolt,  Ga., 
one  of  Savannah's  Summer  resorts.  Shows  are  given  from  7.30 
until  10.30  every  night  except  Sunday.  The  house  holds  from 
seven  to  eight  hundred  people  and  is  built  out  into  the  water, 
which  makes  it  the  coolest  place  of  any  moving  picture  theater 
in  or  around  Savannah.  Mr.  Hymes,  the  manager,  stated  that 
during  the  Summer  they  would  have  special  matinees  during  the 
week  for  children. 

Last  week  the  Advertising  Club  of  Savannah  accepted  an  in- 
vitation from  Mr.  Hymes,  the  manager  of  the  "Recreation,"  to 

go  out  and  see  the  show  and  also  have  a  light  lunch. 
During  the  Summer  months  from  now  on  the  Savannah  Elec- 

tric Company  will  give  free  moving  pictures  and  vaudeville  shows 
every  Sunday  night.  Last  Sunday  there  were  from  four  to  five 
thousand  people  out  to  see  the  show.  About  four  thousand  feet 
of  film  is  given,  along  with  some  of  the  best  vaudeville^  acts 
ever  seen  here.  July  4  more  than  seven  thousand  people  visited 
the  Casino  and  enjoyed  the  show. 

After  playing  an  engagement  of  forty-five  weeks  and  leaving 
for  one  week,  then  returning  again,  Wilson  Rogers,  known  in 

Savannah  as  the  "man  to  make  you  laugh,"  returned  to  the  city 
Monday,  again,  to  play  for  fifty-two  weeks.  Rogers  once  was 
the  leading  man  for  Lew  Dockstader's  greatest  minstrels,  and  as 
soon  as  moving  picture  houses  opened  up  he  thought  that  there 
was  more  money  in  this  than  in  a  regular  minstrels.  Rogers 
will  be  seen  to-day  at  the  Criterion  in  black-face,  and  after  a 
few  weeks'  stay  there  he  will  go  to  the  Superba  for  the  rest  of 
his  time.  Rogers  has  broke  the  record  for  one  man  staying  in 
one  town".  With  this  contract  it  will  make  exactly  ninety-five weeks  that  he  has  been  in  Savannah. 

THE  PEOPLE  VS.  MOTION  PICTURE  EXHIBITORS. 

State  of  Colorado,  City  and  County  of  Denver— ss : 
WHEREAS,  It  has  come  to  the  notice  of  this  court  that  certain 

defendants  commonly  known  as  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors  or 
Proprietors  of  Moving  Picture  Theaters,  are  not  furnishing  their 

patrons  with  the  latest  and  best  productions  of  the  factories— 
AND  WHEREAS,  The  said  defendants  are  accepting  the 

money  of  the  said  plaintiffs,  the  People,  and  said  money  is  the 
best  in  the  land  or  any  other  land — 
AND  WHEREAS,  It  is  not  only  dishonest  to  accept  good  and 

lawful  money  and  give  in  return  poor  pictures,  but  it  is  also  an 

injury  to  the  business  and  should  at  once  be  stopped — 

THEREFORE,  BE  IT  ORDERED  by  this  court  that  all  ex- 
hibitors of  motion  pictures  and  proprietors  of  motion  picture 

theaters  at  once  communicate  with  the  Denver  Film  Exchange, 

a  corporation  under  the  laws  of  the  State  of  Colorado  and  doing 
business  in  the  city  and  county  of  Denver,  at  713  Lincoln  avenue, 
and  make  immediate  arrangements  for  securing  the  latest  and 

best  motion  pictures  on  the  market  for  the  education,  edification 
and  pleasure  of  said  plaintiffs,  the  People. 

AND  IT  IS  FURTHER  ORDERED,  That  said  defendants 

shall  lose  no  time,  but  shall  AT  ONCE  secure  such  motion  pic- 
ture films  as  will  give  their  patrons  pleasure  and  mental  profit 

or  shall  said  defendants  suffer  the  loss  of  their  patronage  and  the 

profits  of  their  businesses  and  be  considered  back-numbers  and loiterers  along  the  line  of  the  march  of  progress. 
And  that  there  may  be  no  doubt  about  this  it  is  mentioned  that 

this  week  three  of  the  most  startling  and  thrilling  films  ever  put 

out  will  be  sent  forth  to  the  customers  of  the  said  Denver  Film 

Exchange.  First  and  foremost  will  come  "A  Tale  of  Two  Cities, 
a  most  exciting  and  wonderful  production  from  the  studios  of 

Selig.  Then  will  come  "Boston  Tea  Party,"  a  production  of  the 
famous  inventor,  Thomas  A.  Edison.  And  will  also  come  ine 

Mishaps  of  the  New  York-Paris  Auto  Race,"  which  came  from 

the  atelier  of  Melies,  and  it  is  a  very  boisterous,  rollicking  pic- 
ture, calculated  to  disturb  the  peace,  dignity  and  sobriety  of  this 

honorable  court.  In  the  words  of  the  street,  it  is  a  peach.  And, 
incidentally,  from  the  works  of  the  Kalem  Company  will  be  sent 
the  latest  and  last  and  best  reel  of  "Admiral  Evans'  Fleet  at 
San  Francisco,"  and  this  is  said  to  be  a  world-beater  (not  the 
fleet,  the  film)  that  every  exhibitor  should  have  on  his  screen. 
And  there  will  be  many  others  of  equal  worth  and  merit  put 

out  this  week  by  the  Denver  Film  Exchange — including  all  of 
Pathe's  films  as  well  as  those  of  other  makers.  And  now  the 
point  is :  Do  you  want  good  service  for  very  little  money?  Don't stay  in  the  rear  ranks  and  take  the  offcasts  from  Chicago  or 
elsewhere  sent  to  the  West  through  agencies  or  branches.  You 
have  good,  new  money;  you  should  have  bright,  fresh  films.  You 
can't  get  them  through  a  branch  or  agency,  but  must  deal  direct 
with  the  firm  that  is  buying  more  new  films  than  all  the  other 
exchanges  in  the  West  together.  If  this  is  not  enough  to  con- 

vince you  that  our  service  is  the  service  for  you,  let  us  know 
how  we  CAN  convince  you.  We  want  your  business  and  you 

must  have  our  films  and  our  service.  Let's  get  together  on  it 
Don't  delay.  Write  us  NOW.  We're  big-hearted,  honest  and 
square  and  have  money  with  a  willingness  to  spend  it.  We 
want  customers  that  will  stay  with  us  and  we  are  willing  to  go 
to  any  extent  not  only  to  get  them  but  to  give  them  the  goods 
and  make  it  an  object  to  stick.    And  it  is  so  ordered. 

(Seal.) 
July  13,  1908. 

H.  H.  BUCKW ALTER.  Judge. 

NEWLY    INCORPORATED    COMPANIES. 

The  Columbian  Corporation,  Richmond,  Va.  F.  S.  Bulling- 
ton,  president;  J.  S.  Galeski,  vice-president;  E.  P.  Harris, 
secretary — all  of  Richmond.  Capital:  Maximum,  $5,000;  min- 

imum, $500.  Objects:  General  merchandise  and  moving  pic- ture show. 

Pastime  Amusement  Company,  New  York;  theatricals, 
moving  pictures,  etc.;  capital,  $10,000.  Incorporators:  Edward 
Freund,  Henry  W.  Doll,  38  Third  avenue;  Samuel  Bowitz, 
204  East  Fifty- fourth  street;  all  of  New  York. 

Outdoor  Amusement  Company,  Chicago,  111.  Capital,  $25,- 
000;  producing  spectacular  and  theatrical  attractions;  B.  J. 
Efting,  John  B.  Fitzpatrick,  L.  M.  Brown. 

C.  J.  Hite  Company,  to  manufacture  picture  machines  and 
accessories;  capital,  $9,000.  Incorporators:  Charles  J.  Hite, 
J.  A.  Kline,  Philip  Doherty,  Charles  A.  Phelps,  1005  Unity 
Building,  Chicago,  111. 

NEWSPAPER  COMMENTS  ON  FILM  SUBJECTS. 

"Over  the  Hills  to  the  Poor  House"  is  a  pictorial  story  of 
an  every-day  happening  in  human  life. 

"Lady  Audley's  Secret,"  an  illustration  of  the  famous  story 
of  that  title,  is  also  an  interesting  and  melodramatic  picture. 
"The  Mill  Girl"  tells  an  interesting,  fascinating  story  in 

thrilling  dramatic  fashion. 
"The  Spirit  of  '76"  is  a  patriotic  picture  and  is  composed  of 

a  good  subject. 
"Two  Little  Shoes"  is  a  pathetic  reel  that  holds  the  au- 

dience in  suspense. 
"The  Chorus  Girl"  is  a  dramatic  picture  and  one  that  proves 

most  interesting,  though  it  has  some  pathetic  features. 
"Lovers'  111  Luck"  is  a  film  that  tells  a  verv  comicr.1  story. 
"Scenes  in  Philadelphia"  is  a  very  fine  subject  taken  in 

times  supposed  to  be  the  Revolutionary  days. 
"The  Parson  of  Hungry  Gulch"  is  a  famous  dramatization of  a  Western  mining  camp. 
"Porcelain  Industry"  is  a  very  interesting  and  instructive 

subject. 
"The  Stolen  Prince"  is  another  dramatic  film  that  is  bound 

to  please. 
"In  Brazil"  is  one  of  those  highly  interesting  travel  pictures. 

SITUATION  WANTED. 

208  Cruger  avenue,  Van  Nest,  New  York  City,  July  1,  1908. 
Moving  Picture  World : 

Dear  Sir — Knowing  that  from  time  to  time  you  hear  of  man- 
agers wanting  experienced  operators,  I  take  the  liberty  of  writing 

you.  I  have  been  an  electrican  for  twenty  years  and  an  operator 
for  two  years.  Trusting  you  may  know  of  someone  who  will 
require  my  services,  and  thanking  you  in  advance,  I  remain, 

DAVID  S.  ROBINSON. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

EXCESSIVE    FREIGHT    CHARGES. 
[038  Golden  Gate  &\  enue, 

San  Francisco,  Cal.,  June  -5,  hx>8. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — I  notice  in  your  issue  of  June  30  ;m  item  relating 

to  the  excessive  freight  charges  on  moving  picture  machines  l>y 
mil  to  the  West,  and  while  the  writer  is  not  seeking  any  laurels, 
I  would  like  to  say  for  your  information  that  although  a  late 
comer  in  the  business  in  the  extreme  Wesl  it  was  left  to  the 
writer  to  take  the  initiative  tow  arils  getting  a  reduction  in  freight 
rates. 

1  thank  you  for  the  space  you  have  given  this  matter  in  your 
columns,  although  I  do  nol  know  from  which  source  you  re- 

ceived your  information.  1  prepared  the  petition  for  the  freight 
bureau  after  personally  discussing  the  matter  with  various  freight 
agents  in  San  Francisco. 

If  the  present  freight  rate  is  amended  to  a  reasonable  figure, 
same  will  be  due  entirely  to  the  efforts  of  the  writer. 

Yours  truly, 
A.  J.  CLAPHAM,  Mgr., 

New  York  Motion  Picture  Co. 

ABOUT  CURRENT  SAVERS. 
Washington,  D.  C,  June  15,  1908. 

Moving  Picture  World : 
Gentlemen — Would  like  to  have  you  answer  these  few  questions, 

viz. : 
1.  What  machine  will  save  the  most  current  on  moving  picture 

machine  bills? 
2.  What  machine  is  the  safest  for  moving  picture  machine 

operators  to  work  with? 
3.  Is  a  Hallberg  Economizer  a  choke? 
4.  What  machine  is  supposed  to  stand  the  best  for  service? 

X. 1.  For  moving  picture  lamps,  the  current-saving  devices  operat- 
ing with  the  highest  power  factor  with  less  than  5  per  cent,  of 

ohmic  resistance  included  in  the  circuit  will  save  the  most  cur- 
rent, and,  therefore,  show  the  greatest  reduction  on  the  current 

bills.  It  is  not  our  province  to  recommend  any  particular  ap- 
paratus, but  we  know  that  the  Hallberg  Economizer  and  the 

Co-operative  Minimizer  will  do  all  that  their  makers  claim  for 
them. 

2.  The  safest  machine  for  the  control  of  the  arc  in  a  moving 
picture  lamp  is  the  one  which  does  not  permit  any  of  the 

company's  line  current  to  enter  the  moving  picture  lamp.  Further 
safety  is  introduced  if  the  machine  is  so  constructed  that  it  will 
not  permit  the  blowing  of  fuses  if  the  carbons  should  be  held 
together,  and  which  will  at  the  same  time  prevent  the  excessive 
sputtering  at  the  arc  at  starting,  saving  a  considerable  amount  of 

condenser  "breakage. 
3.  The  "Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer"  is  in  no sense  of  the  word  a  choke  coil. 
A  choke  coil  is  always  connected  in  series  with  the  line  and 

the  arc  which  it  controls.  The  "Hallberg  Economizer"  is  always 
connected  in  multiple  with  the  line  and  with  the  arc,  and  no  part 
of  the  line  current  enters  the  lamp  circuit. 

4.  The  current-saving  device  designed  in  accordance  with  the 
above  specifications,  constructed  from  proper  material  by  experi- 

enced labor  under  the  supervision  of  experts  skilled  in  the  art  of 
constructing  this  class  of  apparatus,  will  give  the  best  service  and 
last  the  longest. 

"DESTRUCTIVE    COMPETITION." 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — Allow  me  to  say  a  word  to  the  $3.50  and  $4.00 

lantern  slide  makers.  Gentlemen,  you  are  bringing  disaster 
to  the  trade.  You  cannot  make  a  set  of  eighteen  lantern 
slides  for  four  dollars  and  remain  in  business  any  longer  than 
to  run  yourselves  head  over  heels  in  debt  to  your  photo- 

graphic stock  dealer.  You  are  destroying  yourselves  and 
you  are  causing  many  of  the  old  firms  who  have  plenty  of 
capital  to  put  their  heads  together  with  the  object  of  cutting 
the  price  of  slides  to  such  a  figure  as  to  crush  you  out  of 
existence.  There  are  certain  principles  of  trade  that  it  is 
evident  you  are  in  total  ignorance  of  and  that  you  do  not 
understand.  The  first  is  that  a  manufacturer  must  earn 
enough  profit  on  his  goods  during  the  busy  season  to  tide 
him  over  the  dull  season,  and  if  he  does  not,  then  he  must 
fail  or  borrow  money  to  carry  him  over,  which  is  equivalent 
to  failure,  as  he  hardly  ever  gets  square,  but  pays  out  all  he 
earns  to  replace  the  borrowed  money. 

Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

LICENSEE    UNDER   THE 
BIOCRAPH    PATENTS 

NEW  YORK 
662  SIXTH  AVE. 

All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  films 
will  be  protected  by  the  Ameri- 

can Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Co. 

CHICAGO 
62  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 
657  Washington  St., 

Boylston  Bldg. 

SEATTLE Mehlborn  Bldg. 
ST.  LOUIS 

523-4  Commercial  Bldg. 
5th  and  Oliver  Sts. 

MONTREAL  CAN.      WINNEPEQ  INDIANAPOLIS      DENVER 
La  Patrle  Bldg.     1 2  Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.     Bono n  Bldg 

, 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  3d  Avenue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

DES  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prince  William  Street 

Stockton  Building 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 

Experienced    Operators. 

D.  Nagorsky,  333  E.  6th  St.,  New  York. 
David  S.  Robinson,  208  Cruger  Ave.,  Van  Nest,  New  York  City. 

J.  W.  Connors,  255  Baldwin  Street,  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. 

G.  S.  Schlick,  Dansville,  N.  Y. 

Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood,  Ga.  J 

Philip  Stevens,  Madison,  Me. 

TALKING  EFFECTS  OR  LECTURES. 

Ralph  Knaster,  1524  First  Ave.,  New  York  City. 

N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  St.,  New  York  City. 
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Many  of  you  people  who  are  making  lantern  slides  for 
$3.50  and  $4.00  per  set  figure  only  the  cost  of  raw  material 
and  coloring  to  be  the  cost  of  slides.  In  the  main,  figuring 
this  way,  a  set  of  eighteen  slides  will  cost  you  $2.50  per  set 
to  get  it  ready  for  sale.  You  wonder  why  you  don't  make 
more  money.  I  will  tell  you.  On  this  basis  $4.00  looks  like 

a  profit,  but  it  isn't.  In  the  whole,  you  neglect  to  figure  the following  items  into  the  cost  of  making  your  slides;  and  the 
share  of  these  following  items  must  be  figured  into  every  set 
of  slides  you  make:  Rent  of  your  studio;  waste  of  material; 
goods  left  on  the  shelves  unsold;  original  cost  of  negatives 
for  every  song;  loss  of  time  in  turning  goods  into  money; 
railway  fares;  salary  of  help  other  than  colorists;  board  for 
self,  assistants,  models,  etc.;  material,  cover,  glass,  binding 
strips  and  mats;  salary  of  people  for  models;  advertising  and 
printing;  costumes;  interest  on  the  money  invested;  your 
own  labor;  lost  time  caused  by  rain  and  other  circumstances; 
unforeseen  expenses  which  are  always  accruing;  repairs  and 
improvements  on  apparatus  and  appliances.  Now,  these 
things  have  got  to  be  figured,  and  many  more  that  I  cannot 

at  this  moment  call  to  mind.  But  if  you  don't  figure  these 
things  in  your  expenses,  where  are  you  going  to  get  off? 

Why,  of  a  certainty,  at  the  sheriff's  office  or  in  court  on  a 
■case  of  supplementary  proceedings. 

You  people  may  be  very  smart,  but  you  are  digging  a  hole 

under  your  own  feet  and  you  don't  know  it.  If  you  are  hon- 
est and  put  out  original  slides,  you  must  put  out  more  slides 

than  any  two  slide  makers  in  America  are  making  to-day  to 
make  a  decent  profit,  and  they  must  be  turned  into  cash  as 
soon  as  they  are  made  for  you  to  continue  in  business,  else 
you  will  run  just  long  enough  to  spend  all  the  money  you 
have  as  reserve  capital  and  just  as  much  longer  as  you  can 
impose  on  your  creditors  by  making  them  believe  you  are 

■  doing  a  paying  business,  when,  in  fact,  you  are  losing  money 
■every  moment.  Right  here  I  make  the  assertion  that  there 
is  no  man  in  the  United  States  who  is  making  honest  slides 
:at  $4.00  per  set,  much  less  at  $3.50,  who  is  conducting  a 
paying  business.  If  you  are  copying  the  slides  of  other 
makers,  you  ought  to  be  ashamed  of  yourself,  and  you  must 
iknow  that  you  are  doing  something  that  will  in  the  end  de- 

stroy yourself  and  injure  the  reputation  of  your  neighbor  by 
making  purchasers  believe  that  your  spurious  copies  are  the 
original  work  of  the  man  who  actually  owns  the  original 
negatives.  If  you  represent  that  the  slides  are  made  by  him 
(which  most  of  the  slide  copyists  do),  you  are  guilty  of  both 

counterfeiting  and  forgery  and  can  be  sent  to  State's  prison. 
I  know  a  New  York  slide  maker  who  has  in  his  safe,  to-day, 
evidence  in  copied  slides  which  will  send  another  slide  maker 

to  the  penitentiary  any  time  he  wants  to  produce  them.  The 

offending  slide  maker  never  touches  this  man's  stuff  now- adays. 

I  grant  that  there  are  many  slide  bureaus  that  buy  your 
slides  but  do  they  remain  your  customers  after  dealing  with 

you  a  short  time?  No.  But  an  article  in  the  Moving  Picture 
World  a  few  weeks  ago  told  you  what  they  do.  They  shake 

your  prices  over  the  heads  of  the  old  firms  who  demand  a 

decent  profit  on  their  goods,  like  a  big  stick,  to  make  them 
come  down  in  their  prices.  Of  course,  everybody  wants  to 

buy  everything  as  cheap  as  possible,  and  some  buyers  are 
not  above  telling  falsehoods  to  get  the  price  of  goods  cut, 

representing  that  the  cut  has  been  made  by  some  leading 
lantern  slide  makers,  when,  as  a  matter  of  fact,  the  firms 

who  have  made  the  cut  have  no  standing  in  the  trade  what- 
ever, but  do  it  because  they  must  have  money  or  shut  up shop. 

I  grant  it  that  many  slide  makers  who  are  trying  to  cut 

their  own  and  their  neighbor's  throats  by  cutting  prices  be- 

low the  producing  point  make  good  slides.  I  know  of  several 
firms  who  make  beautiful  slides,  and  that  is  so  much  more 

the  reason  why  they  should  keep  their  price  of  goods  where 

there  is  a  safe  profit  in  them.  They  get  a  reputation,  how- 

ever, of  being  cheap  men,  and  when  they  try  to  get  a  better 
•price  for  their  goods  they  lose  their  patrons. 

And  now  I  want  to  ask  these  cheap  men  if  they  think  the 

leading  slide  makers  cannot  crush  them  if  they  once  come 

to  an  agreement  to  do  it?  Yes,  they  can  put  them  out  of 
business  in  a  week,  so  they  will  never  be  heard  of  again. 

Why  there  are  two  firms  in  New  York  who  pay  close  to 

$10000  per  year  rent  for  their  establishments.  If  these  men 

take  a  notion,  they  will  lose  $50,000  in  profits  to  put  the  price 

of  slides  where  it  will  be  impossible  for  these  cheap  men  to 

sell  a  single  set  of  their  work.  And  with  them  will  sink 

-many  slide  makers  who  have  fought  honestly  to  keep  prices 
where  there  was  a  decent  profit  in  the  product. 

R     

AT  THE  CONVENTION. 

Max  Lewis,  the  youngest  member  of  thu  Film  Renters' 
Association,  attracted  much  attention  at  the  meeting.  Not 
yet  twenty-two  years  of  age,  Mr.  Lewis  is  the  founder  of  one 
of  the  largest  film  renting  concerns  in  the  country,  the  Chi- 

cago Film   Exchange,  with  eight  offices. 
*  *         * 

The  Prince  George  Hotel  was  an  ideal  meeting  place  in 
point  of  location  and  the  delegates  expressed  themselves  as 
highly  satisfied  with  the  service.  The  Old  English  tap  room 
was  the  most  popular  corner  and  the  members  had  to  be 
frequently  rounded  up  out  of  its  nooks  when  a  question  had 
to  be  voted  upon. 

*  *         * 

One  of  the  funny  occurrences  of  the  association  meeting 
was  the  deference  shown  Major  Dick,  manager  of  the  Prince 
George  Hotel,  by  the  delegates  to  the  meeting.  They  ad- 

dressed the  Major  with  the  title  of  "Senator,"  and  it  was  some 
time  before  it  dawned  upon  him  that  he  was  being  taken  for 
Senator  Charles  Dick,  of  Cleveland. 

The  lantern  slide  men  of  the  city,  with  the  exceptions  of 
DeWitt  C.  Wheeler  and  Henry  B.  Ingram,  were  not  in  evi- 

dence at  the  association  meeting.  They  were,  however,  and 

they  didn't  let  any  grass  grow  under  their  feet  in  getting  ac- 
quainted with  everybody  that  they  didn't  already  know. Wheeler  and  Ingram  were  seated  in  the  cafe  at  the  Prince 

George  Hotel  when  Frank  J.  Howard  came  in.  and  pointing 
them  out  to  Bill  Swanson  and  Aiken,  of  Chicago,  and  J.  B. 

Clarke,  of  Pittsburg,  said :  "There  is  a  most  harmonious  meet- 
ing of  the  Lantern  Slide  Makers'  Association  going  on 

over  there."  "That's  one  on  me,"  said  Wheeler,  "let's  lubri- 
cate."    Everybody  lubricated. 

The  American  Moving  Picture  Machine  Company,  who 
have  been  quietly  working  for  many  months  on  the  new  non- 
rewinding  machine  mentioned  in  our  last  week's  issue,  sprung 
a  surprise  upon  the  delegates.  They  had  engaged  one  of  the 
hotel  parlors,  in  which  one  of  their  machines  was  set  up  for 
demonstration.  Biograph,  Pathe  and  Great  Northern  films 
were  exhibited  and  it  was  generally  conceded  by  the  visitors 
that  no  pictures  had  ever  been  seen  that  were  so  steady  and 
flickerless.  Perhaps  the  highest  compliment  paid  to  the 
manufacturers  of  this  machine  was  by  S.  Lubin,  who,  al- 

though a  competitor,  wanted  it  for  his  own  theaters.  Re- 
winding is  avoided  in  this  machine  b\'  feeding  from  the  cen- 

ter of  the  top  reel  which  is  laid  flat  on  a  revolving  disc,  and 
the  demonstration  certainly  proved  that  the  innovation  was 
a  practical  success. *     *     * 

The  following  branch  offices  were  accepted  as  regular  members 
upon  complying  with  the  rules  and  by-laws  of  the  association : 
Actograph  Company,  Troy,  N.  Y.  Chicago  Film  Exchange, 

Salt  Lake  City.  Utah ;  Louisville,  Ky. ;  Nashville,  Tenn. ;  Atlanta, 
Ga.  Eugene  Cline  &  Co.,  Kansas  City.  Mo. ;  Cleveland,  Ohio ; 
Minneapolis,  Minn. ;  Salt  Lake  City,  Utah.  O.  T.  Crawford  Film 
Exchange  Company,  New  Orleans,  La. ;  Louisville,  Ky.  Harry 
Davis,  Buffalo,  N.  Y. :  Philadelphia,  Pa.  Duquesne  Amusement 
Company,  Norfolk,  Va.  Electric  Theater  Supply  Company, 
Mauch  Chunk.  Pa.  Electrograph  Company,  Harrisburg,  Pa. 
Globe  Film  Service  Company.  Denver,  Colo.  Imperial  Film 
Exchange.  Washington,  D.  C. ;  Troy,  N.  Y.  Kent  Film  Service, 
Duluth,  Minn.  Laemmle  Film  Service,  Salt  Lake  City,  Utah; 
Portland.  Ore. ;  Minneapolis,  Minn.  Lake  Shore  Film  and  Supply 
Companv.  Dallas.  Texas.  Lubin  Film  Service.  Cincinnati.  Ohio; 

Norfolk,"  Va.  Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Company,  Cin- cinnati. Ohio;  Lincoln.  Neb.  Royal  Film  Exchange,  Eyansville, 
Ind.  Standard  Film  Exchange,  Sioux  Falls,  Iowa.  William  H. 
Swanson  &  Co..  Omaha.  Neb. :  Richmond,  Va. ;  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
Twentieth  Centurv  Optiscope  Company,  Ogden,  Utah;  Kansas 
City,  Mo. 

By  rare  chance  I have  for  rent  a 
store  room  in  the 
very  choicest  spot 

of  Hamilton,  Ohio,  the  most  prosperous  city  of  its  size  in  this 
country.  Splendid  opening  for  picture  show  of  which  there 
are  only  two  in  out-of-the-way  places  because  of  lack  of  proper 
location  obtainable  heretofore.  Address  J.  COLEMAN,  Box 
247,  Hamilton,  Ohio. 

Great  Opportunity. 
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Flim  Review. 
THE  ADVENTURES  OF  DOLLIE;  Her  Marvelous 

Experience  at  the  Hands  of  Gypsies  (Blograph). 
Our  'i  tin'  most  remarkable  caaea  of  child  itealtns 
la  depicted  in  nils  Blograph  picture,  allowing  tin- 
thwarting  by  a  kind  Providence  of  tin-  attempt  to 
kidnap  tor  revenge  ■■>  pretty  little  girl  i>>  ■  Qypay. 
On  tin'  lawn  or  a  country  residence  ire  Bnd  iiu- 
little  family,  comprising  father,  mother  and  Utile 
Dollle.  tlielr  daughter.  In  front  of  the 
there  Hows  a  picturesque  stream,  t<>  which  tin- 
mother  ami  Utile  one  ^"  to  watch  the  DOJ  s  tisliiug. 
There  has  come  Into  the  neighborhood  a  band  of 
those  peripatetic  Nomads  of  the  Zlnganl  type,  whose 
ostensible  occupation  Is  selling  baskets  and  reed 
ware,  hut  their  real  motive  Is  pillage.  While  the 
mother  and  child  are  seated  on  the  wall  beside 
the  stream,  one  of  these  Gypsies  approaches  and 
offers  for  Bale  Beveral  baskets.  A  refusal  raises 

bis  ire  and  lie  seizes  the  woman's  purse  and  i- 
to  make  off  with  It  when  the  husband,  bearing  her 
cries  of  alarm,  rushes  down  to  her  aid.  and  with 
a  heavy  snakewhlp  lashes  the  Qypay  Unmercifully, 
leaving  great  welts  upon  his  swarthy  body,  at  the 
same  time  BTOnslng  the  venom  of  his  black  heart. 
The  Gypsy  leaves  the  seine  vowing  vengeance,  and 
the  little  family  go  hack  to  the  lawn,  whore  the 
father  amuses  little  Dollle  with  a  game  of  battle- 

dore and  shuttlecock.  During  the  game  the  mother 
calls  papa  to  the  house  for  an  Instant.  This  Is 

the  Gypsy's  chance,  for  he  has  been  hiding  In  the 
bushes  all  the  while.  He  seizes  the  child  and 
carries  her  to  his  camp,  where  he  gags  and  con 

ceals  her  lit  a  water-cask.  A  search  of  the  Gypsy's 
effects  by  the  distracted  father  proves  fruitless  and 
the  Gypsy  with  the  aid  of  his  wife  gathers  up  his 
trails  into  his  wagon,  placing  the  cask  containing 
the  child  on  the  back.  Down  the  road  they  go  at 
breakneck  speed,  and  as  they  ford  a  stream  the 
cask  falls  off  the  wagon  into  the  water  and  Is 
carried  away  by  the  current.  Next  we  see  the 
cask  floating  down  the  stream  toward  a  waterfall, 
over  which  it  goes:  then  through  the  seething 
spray  of  the  rapids,  and  on,  on  until  It  finally 
enters  the  quiet  cove  of  the  first  scene,  where  It 
Is  brought  ashore  by  the  flsherboys.  Hearing  strange 
sounds  emitted  from  the  barrel,  the  boys  call  for 
the  bereft  father,  who  Is  still  searching  for  the 
lost  one.  Breaking  the  head  from  the  barrel,  the 
amazed  and  happy  parents  now  fold  In  their  arms 
their  loved  one.  who  is  not  much  worse  off  for  her 
marvelous  experience.     Length,  713  feet. 

THE  FIGHT  FOR  FREEDOM;  A  Story  of  the 
Arid  Southwest  (Blograph). — It  almost  makes  us 
question  the  justice  of  fate  that  the  innocent  should 
suffer  for  the  crimes  of  the  guilty.  Such,  you  must 
admit.  Is  often  the  case,  as  will  be  seen  In  this 
Blograph  flim  story.  In  a  barroom  on  the  Mexican 
border.  Pedro  Is  engaged  in  a  game  of  poker  with 
several  cow-punchers.  One  of  the  party  seems  to 
be  attended  with  remarkable  luck.  Pedro  becomes 
suspicious  and  at  last  detects  him  cheating.  A 
quarrel  ensues,  which  results  in  Pedro  laying  out 
the  crook,  cold  and  stiff.  The  sheriff  now  takes  a 
hand  in  the  squabble  and  Pedro  dives  through  the 
window,  taking  glass  and  sash  with  him.  followed 
by  a  fusilade  of  44s.  several  of  which  take  effect 
In  his  body.  Staggering  into  his  home,  where  he 
Is  met  by  his  wife.  Juanite.  and  his  mother,  weak 
from  the  loss  of  blood,  he  recounts  as  best  he  can 
what  has  occurred.  They  hide  him  In  the  loft 
above,  and  none  too  soon,  for  the  sheriff  enters 
and  searches  the  place.  He  Is  Just  about  to  leave 
when  he  is  attracted  by  the  dropping  of  blood  on 
the  bed.  Convinced  that  the  fugitive  is  above,  he 
makes  a  start  for  the  loft,  but  Is  shot  by  Pedro, 
who  anticipates  him.  At  this  moment  In  rush  the 
vigilance  committee,  who.  seeing  the  sheriff 
stretched  out,  accuse  Juanita  of  the  crime  and 
carry  her  off  to  Jail.  The  mother  visits  her  and 
devises  a  scheme.  Attiring  Pedro  In  her  clothes, 
she  sends  him  to  the  prison  with  a  basket  of  pro- 

visions. While  the  guard  Is  examining  the  con- 
tents of  the  basket.  Pedro,  still  disguised,  slips  a 

pistol  to  Juanita.  The  guard,  satisfied  things  are 
all  right,  opens  the  Jail  door.  Juanita  and  Pedro 
at  once  pounce  upon  him,  bind,  gag  and  lock  him 
In  the  cell.  Off  they  go,  but  have  not  proceeded 
far  when  their  flight  is  discovered  and  they  are 
pursued  by  mounted  police.  They  go  down  over 
a  rugged  rocky  hill,  which  they  figure  impassable 
for  the  pursuers.  Hiding  behind  the  rocks,  they 
await  an  opportunity,  and  taking  the  guards  un- 

awares, cover  them  with  their  guns  until  they  have 
appropriated  the  horses,  and  make  good  their  escape. 
The  guards,  however,  by  a  short  cut  through  the 
woods,  come  out  on  the  road  ahead  of  the  fleeing 
Pedro   and   Juanita   and   as   they   approach    a   bullet 

from    the    guards    In    auiliiisli    htjl    poor   J  tin  n  1 1 
trail'  aoroaa  her  horse,  dead,   while  Pedro  i'  selied, 
bound    .mil    carried    back    i"    prison    i"    meel    nil 

le       i  tngtb,    7^>    i.ci 

THE  LITTLE  COXSWAIN  OF  THE  'VARSITY 
EIGHT;  A  8tory  of  Love,  Intrigue,  and  Sport 
(BJdlaon),     Synopsis  of  scenes: 

A     Manly     "Stroke".       \     weak     COxawaln       \nd     a 
renegade  member  of  the  "Bight"  who  beta  against 
ins   owi   Ilegc     Plot      t"   win    big   monej    and    ins 

weetheart  — Iu    Hie    end    loses    all    and    repu- 
tation. 

Plotting    Begins.   -Renegade    calls    at    cosawaln' ■ 
house    Lays    snare     Makes    advances    i"    "Btv 
■weetheart     Rebuffed   chagrin       swears    revenge 
"Stroke"      arrives     Greeted      warmly      Kenegioi. nored. 

Gambling  Den. — Coxswain  loses  heavily  Rene- 
gade   advances       k?j    -Again    a    loser— Retires    ills 
■  •-,     \   prej    tor   Renegade, 

The  "Campus."  Typical  scene  of  college  life  — 
Trainer's  daughter  (Coxswain's  sw  eel  heart  l  seeks 
hlni    -Directed    to    "Stroke's"    room. 

A    Student's    "Den."    -Coxswain     Inebriated,     seeks 
"Stroke"    tor    loan  -<;irl    finds    him     Sadden    arrival 
Of    Coxswain's    mother  and   sister    ("Stroke's"    sweet- 

"Stroke"      hides     Coxswain      and     his     girl — 
"Stroke's"  sweetheart  discovers  glrJ  Jealousy- 

Mother  and  daughter  leave  in  anger  -"Stroke"  on 
his    honor— Gives    check    to   girl    to    settle    Coxswain's debt  to  Renegade. 

Day  of   the   Race. — Coxswain    in   Renegade's   power 
— Coxswain  agrees  to  "ipiocr"  the  race — Plotting 
overheard — Renegade  bets  heavily  against  his  own 
boat — Manager  stops  betting — Visitors  arrive — 
"Stroke"  ignored  by  sweetheart — Conspiracy  re- 

vealed— Coxswain  orlered  out  of  crew— Renegade 

shows  fight — Knocked  down — Terrible  predicament — 
No  coxswain— No  race — Trainer's  little  daughter 
pleads  to  take  his  place — Trainer  reluctant — Man- 

ager approves. 
Off  for  Stake  Boat. — All  ready — Away  in  launch — 

Spirited  scenes  during  race — Start — Over  the  course 
—Finish— The  "Eight"  wins. 

Hail  the  Heroes. — Clamorous  reception  at  boat- 
house — Little  Coxswain  and  "Stroke's"  triumphant 

entry — On  the  shoulders  of  the  crew — "Stroke's" 
Joy  marred  by  coldness  of  girl  he  loves — Renegade 
maddened  by  losses — Plans  revenge — Drops  check — 
Trainer  finds  it— Is  enraged— Believes  daughter  dis- 

honored— Attacks  "Stroke" — Coxswain  confesses — 
Crew  turn  on  Renegade — Coxswain  Joins  sweetheart 
— "Stroke"  and  sweetheart  reunited — Little  Cox- 

swain becomes  the  Idol  of  the  "Eight."  Approxi- 
mate length,  1,040  feet. 

Have  yougsont  your  subscrip- 
tion to  the  M.  P.  World?  If  not 

do  so  now,  lest  you  forget  ag     n 

FOR     SALE 

Moving  Picture  Theater 
Doin^  ;i  Splendid  Husincss 

Address   P.  O.   Box    13,  Rockford,   O. 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
Kor  every  purpose  made  to  order.    Illustrated  Songs, etc. 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.  J.  COLDTHORPE  A.  CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

OUTWITTED  BY  HIS  WIFE  (Lubin). — Leading 
a  double  life,  a  man  leads  his  young  wife  to  believe 
he  is  a  successful  business  man.  In  reality  he  owns 
a  "swell"  gambling  place.  Leaving  home  he 
blunders  in  leaving  a  letter  from  another  woman  in 
his  pocket,  which  his  wife  discovers.  Goaded  to 
desperation  she  repairs  to  the  place  mentioned  In 
the  letter,  which  she  learns  from  a  passerby  is  a 

gambling  house  owned  by  her  husband.  She  dis- 
guises herself  and  enters.  She  engages  in  a  game 

with  her  husband  and  breaks  him  completely,  when 
she  discloses  her  identity  and  says  she  has  had 
her  revenge  and  Is  done  with  him.  His  friends 
all  turn  from  him  and  eventually  he  becomes  a 
victim  of  drink  and  a  helpless  outcast.  One  day 
he  meets  the  adventuress  with  another  man.  He 

appeals  to  her  for  help  but  is  met  with  cruel  dis- 
dain. His  attention  is  shortly  attracted  by  a  com- 

motion. He  sees  his  wife  in  a  carriage;  her  horse 
has  run  away.  At  the  risk  of  his  life  he  stops  it, 
and  badly  Injured  Is  placed  in  the  carriage  and 
driven  to  his  old  home.  Dpon  reviving  he  takes  a 
solemn  vow  to  begin  a  new  and  better  life  and  his 
wife  is  willing  to  give  him  a  chance.  Length,  735 
feet. 

THE  NEW  MAID  (Lubin).— There  is  a  new  maid 
in  the  house  whom  everybody  seems  to  like.  She 
is  a  regular  kissing  bug.  The  master  of  the  house 
the  baker,  the  book  agent,  Heini,  the  Dutchman, 
the  Iceman,  the  policeman,  and  other  men,  and  even 
the  reverend  get  a  lesson  In  kissing.  Length,  250 feet. 

"CAPTAIN  MOLLY"  (Lubin). — The  country 
writhing  nnder  the  yoke  of  British  subjection.  The 
infant  colonies  restless  and  fretful  at  the  continual 

tyranny  of  the  mother  country — throw  down  the 
plow  to  take  up  the  sword.  Moll  Pitcher  became 
a  soldier  for  love  of  country  and  husband.  She 
ministered  to  the  wounded  and  when  her  husband 
fell  dead  before  his  cannon  she  took  his  place  at 
the  gun,  ponrlng  hot  shot  into  the  enemy,  and 
helping   to   win    the    Battle   of   Monmouth. 
General  Washington,  always  alive  to  any  act  of 

bravery  or  self-sacrifice,  commended  Molly  and  con- 

LOOK  HERE  MR.  MANAGER 
We  make  the  handsomest  most  dec- 

orative and  best  colored 

ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDE 
on  the  market. 

Pretty    Broad    Statement 
Isn't   it— Mr.  Manager 

PREMIER 
•Slides  are  made  by  our  new  and  ex- 

clusive process,  and  for  sharpness, 
brilliancy  and  effectiveness  on  the 
screen  are  unapproached  by  any  other 
slide  on  the  market. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  without  them. 
A  New  One  : 

Taft  &  Sherman  Slides 
Ready,  35c. 

KR0M0GRAF   SLIDE   CO. 
Matters  of  "Premier"  Slide 

5  EAST  8th  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSE  VI ENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 
500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    •    San  Francisco,  Cal. 

We  Write  Musi 
and    set  to  Your SONG  POEMS 
Old  Dominion  Co.,  14  VV.  27th  St.,  New  York 

Music  Writers,  Arrangers,  Printers 
Publishers    and    Booking    Agents 

SONG  and    ANNOUNCEMENT   SL1DE5 

Write,  Call  or  'Phone 

TI  CRETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181    Pearl  St.,  New   York    City 

A  NEW  SONC  WITH  NEW  SLIDES    YOU  WANT  ITHJJ 

COME  BACK  MY  SAILOR  BOY 
Beautiful  slides  by  Chicago  Transparency  Co.   Taken  especially  for  this  song  from  Admiral  Evans' fleet  at  San  Francisco.    This  song  is  a  hit  everywhere 

it  is  used.     Both  the  song  and  pictures  pleaae.  Hf*  '..--« 

Published  by  MILLER  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO.,  294  South  Hermitage'Avenue,  Chicago,  III 
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A  Paying  Proposition 
In  a  city  of  40,000 — big  ship  yards  and  other 
mercantile  establishments,  finest  Moving 
Picture  Theatre  in  the  South.  Present 
owner  desires  to  sell  one-half  interest  to 
wide-awake  man  who  will  give  his  time  and 
attention  to  manage  the  same.  Apply  to 
STAR  THEATRE,  2703  Washington  Ave., 
Newport  News,  Va. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 
56  Fifth  Avenue       -      -       CHICAGO. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  GO. 
No.  47   North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,   Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plalo  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Songs 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO.  ILL. 

Frederick  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

PiC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
v/IO  In  Cylinders.     -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

Everything  in  NEWandS.H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Flluu,  Stereopticons, 

Song  Slides   and  Sup- 
plies.   Same  wanted. 

Catalogues  free. 
HARBACH  &  CO., 
Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     P0LI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

ferred  upon  her  the  rank  of  sergeant.     Length,  435 feet. 

DH  CUREM'S  PATIENTS  (Lubin).— During  his 
master's  absence  several  patients  call  in  various 
stages  of  illness  and  misery.  The  servant  posing 
as  Dr.  Curem  treats  them  to  a  taste  of  some  very 
strenuous  cures — which  seemB  to  aggravate  their 
troubles — and  they  depart  leaving  him  enjoying  their 
discomforts. 

The  doctor  returns,  so  do  the  patients.  The  ser- 
vant enters.  Seeing  him,  the  patients  chase  him 

out  and  around  the  several  blocks — they  Anally 
catch  him  and  take  him  back  to  the  doctor  who 
boots   him   out.      Length,    475   feet. 

BATTLE  OF  MONMOUTH,  June  28,  1778  (Lubin). 

—The  guns  of  Proctor's  artillery  rapidly  driven 
up  a  hill.  The  battle  is  in  progress.  In  the  heat 
of  the  battle  the  soldiers  throw  off  their  coats  and 
tear  off  their  shirts  working  barefooted  and  with 
nothing  on  but  their  trousers.  Some  fall  down 
dead,  others  wounded.  During  the  battle  Molly 
rushes  down  the  mountain  bringing  water  to  the 

hard-working  soldiers.  Molly's  husband,  who  is  a 
cannonier,  received  a  shot  In  the  head  and  fell 
in  front  of  the  cannon.  The  officers  in  command, 
having  no  man  to  take  his  place,  six  men  having 
been  killed  or  wounded,  orders  the  cannon  re- 

moved. Molly  coming  from  the  spring  saw  her 
husband  fall,  heard  the  order  and  dropping  her 
bucket,  seizes  the  hammer  from  his  lifeless  hands, 
declaring  she  would  take  his  place  and  avenge  his 
death.  Entering  the  sponge  into  the  mouth  of 
the  smoking  cannon,  she  performs  to  admiration 
the  duties  of  the  most  expert  artillerymen,  while 
the  shouts  of  soldiers  ring  along  the  line.  The 
night  ends  the  battle.  Taps.  Burning  camp  fires 
are   seen. 

Pathe    Freres   issue: 

A  BASHFUL  YOUNG  MAN.— A  young  lady,  walk- 
ing down  the  street,  is  overtaken  by  an  elongated 

piece  of  humanity,  who  seems  to  be  terribly  smit- 

ten by  the  young  maiden's  charms,  but  he  is  so 
bashful  that  he  hasn't  the  courage  to  address  her. 
He  follows  her  as  far  as  her  home,  however,  where 

she  enters,  apparently  unconscious  of  the  impres- 
sion she  has  made.  He  tries  to  pluck  up  courage 

to  follow  her,  but  fails,  and  dejectedly  goes  back 
to  his  room,  where  he  writes  her  a  note  telling  of 
his  love.  This  accomplished,  he  decides  to  carry 
the  note  himself  to  his  loved  one,  but  just  as  he 
is  about  to  pull  the  bellcord  he  loses  his  nerve 
and  beats  a  hasty  retreat.  Going  down  the  street, 
he  purchases  a  large  bouquet,  and  hailing  a  cab, 

once  more  returns  to  the  young  lady's  abode,  but 
Instead  of  going  in  himself  he  gives  the  note  and 
flowers  to  the  cab  driver  and  directs  him  to  de- 

liver them  to  the  girl.  The  innocent  cabby  goes 
up  to  the  apartment  and  walks  in  on  the  family 
unannounced  and  presents  the  daughter  with  the 

young  man's  offering.  When  her  father  learns 
the  nature  of  his  errand  he  unceremoniously  kicks 
him  down  stairs.  The  poor  driver  comes  out  the 
worse  for  his  experience,  and  after  giving  the 
masher  a   good   beating,   drives  away. 

Finally,  the  fellow  goes  to  a  nearby  cafe  and 
drinks  enough  wine  to  give  him  courage  to  fight 
a  bull.  He  staggers  back  to  the  home  of  the 
adored  one  and  walks  deliberately  in  on  the  quiet 
family  gathering.  Thowing  himself  at  the  feet 
of  the  girl,  he  tells  her  of  his  infatuation,  while 
she  stands  dumbfounded  at  his  effrontery.  The 

enraged  father  grabs  the  would-be  suitor  and  throws 
him  bodily  out  of  the  house;  he  lands  in  a  heap 
on  the  sidewalk,  where  he  dejectedly  sits  nursing 
his  many  wounds.     475  feet. 

IN  THE  GOVERNMENT  SERVICE.— In  this 
funny  picture  we  see  how  a  man  in  the  government 
service  can  have  things  pretty  near  his  own  way 
and  go  to  sleep  on  the  job,  while  the  citizens  are 
at  his  mercy  and  have  no  redress  for  the  indig- 

nities heaped  upon  them.  The  old  tax  collector 
cooly  comes  into  his  office,  and  while  the  crowd 
on  the  other  side  of  the  grating  are  forming  in 
line  and  fighting  for  first  place,  he  takes  off  his 

coat  and  puts  on  a  smoking  jaeuet.  Next  he  pro- 
ceeds to  cook  his  breakfact  in  full  view  of  the 

clamoring  mob.  Finishing  his  delightful  repast,  he 
lights  his  pipe  and  settles  down  to  have  a  smoke. 
He  then  stretches  a  hammock  across  the  office  and 
climbs  into  it,  and  oblivious  of  the  state  of  affairs 
outside  he   is  soon  in   the   land  of   Nod. 

Things  take  on  such  a  murderous  aspect  ou  the 
other  side  of  the  grating  that  the  police  are 
summoned,  and  are  compelled  to  use  their  clubs 

to  clear  out  the  place,  while  the  old  fellow  peace- 
fully slumbers  on.  undisturbed  by  the  turmoil  where 

men's  hats  arc  broken  and  women's  clothes  nearly torn    from   their  backs. 
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Finany,  the  administrator  makes  up  his  mind- 
to  open  the  window  and  conduct  business.  The 

crow,  return  and  are  so  infuriated  that  as  soon'' 
as  he  opens  the  slide  they  grab  him  and  drag 
him  through  the  window  and  proceed  to  mete 
out  the  Just  punishment  that  he  deserved  for  all 
the  trouble  he  caused  through  his  laziness.  475 feet. 

THE  FATHER  IS  TO  BLAME.— In  this  picture 
we  see  the  Interior  of  a  luxuriously  appointed 
home,  where  a  happy  couple  are  receiving  the 
blessings  of  the  young  lady's  parents  on  the  even- 

ing of  the  announcement  of  their  betrothal.  The 
young  man  leaves  and  goes  to  another  part  of  the 
city — to  the  home  of  the  woman  who  has  first  claim 
on  his  love,  for  she  is  the  mother  of  his  child, 
and  is  living  in  dire  poverty  and  trying  to  sup- 

port her  little  one  on  her  meagre  earnings  col- 
lected by  sewing.  When  he  comes  to  her  and  tells 

her  of  his  intentions  to  marry  another  she  Is- 
heartbroken,  but  cannot  turn  him  from  hiB  purpose. 
The  next  picture  shows  the  fashionable  wedding 
at  the  church  and  the  unfortunate  woman,  with 
her  babe  in  her  arms,  viewing  the  happy  pair  as 
they  leave  the  edifice;  but  her  courage  fails  her 
when  she  is  about  to  tear  him  from  the  other 
woman's   side. 

In  after  years  we  see  her.  when  her  son  Is 
grown  to  manhood  and  she  receives  .his  affection 
and  kindness  in  their  humble  home.  He  goes  out 
to  work,  and  the  mother  is  seen  walking  along 
the  road,  when  she  meets  the  man  who  wrecked 
her  life.  They  immediately  recognize  one  another, 
and  the  old  love  Is  once  more  revived  in  her  kind 
heart.  She  pleads  with  him,  but  he  turns  his 
back  and  retreats.  She  goes  on  her  way  to  her 
home,  and  when  the  son  returns  from  his  dally 
toil  she  tells  him   her  secret  and  dies  in  his  arms. 
The  next  picture  shows  the  man  in  bis  luxurious 

home,  enjoying  the  society  of  his  wife  and  daughter. 
The  girl  suggests  a  trip  down  to  the  seashore,  and 
they  are  soon  enjoying  the  sea  breezes.  As  the 
young  lady  is  running  along  a  high  cliff  she  loses 
her  balance  and  plunges  into  the  water.  The 
parents  are  powerless  with  fright  and  can  lend  her 
no  assistance,  but  a  young  man  standing  near  dives 
in  and  rescues  her.  When  he  brings  her  safely 
to  shore  he  falls  exhausted  and  is  carried  to  the 

home  of  the  girl  whom  he  saved.  When  he  is  re- 
vived, and  upon  trying  to  learn  his  Identity  the 

man  discovers  that  he  is  his  own  son. 
He  tells  the  secret  to  his  wife  and  daughter, 

who  gladly  receives  the  chap  into  the  family 
circle,  and  the  girl  is  highly  elated  over  the  fact 
of  having  such  a  hero  for  a  brother  and  companion. 
606  feet. 

RSSIAN  REVIEW  OF  THE  FIFTIETH  REGI- 
MENT.— We  see  the  officers  of  the  army  lining  up 

for  the  inspection  and  taking  their  places  in  front 
of  the  stand  where  the  religious  ceremonies  are  to 
take  place.  We  next  see  the  old  flags  in  tatters 
and  old  uniforms  passing,  then  the  ceremonies 
of  the  blessing  of  the  new  flag  and  the  presenting 
to  the  officer.  We  get  a  very  good  Idea  of  the 
important  part  the  church  plays  in  the  affairs 
of  Russia,  and  we  can  clearly  see  the  whole  cere- 

mony and  the  devoutness  of  soldiers  and  citi- 
zens. The  last  picture  shows  the  army  on  parade, 

and  it  is  an  inspiring  scene  to  see  the  great  mass 
of   men   passing   the   reviewing  stand.      262   feet. 

THE  POOR  OFFICER.— In  this  pretty  little  story 
we  see  how  a  poor  young  officer  tries  to  maintain 
a  home,  with  a  loving  wife  and  little  one.  on  his 
scant  salary  and  still  keep  up  his  social  position 
among  his  fellow  officers,  who  are  unaware  of  his 
marriage.  The  poor  fellow  runs  himself  in  debt, 
and  his  creditors  try  to  force  him  to  pay  when  he 
is  penniless.  The  old  creditor  goes  to  the  general 
of  the  army  and  presents  his  bill,  and  the  officer 
writes  a  note  saying  that  if  Lieutenant  Miller  does 

not  pay  his  debts  within  twenty-four  hours  his 
resignation  will  be  demanded.  The  general  goes 
himself  to  the  home  of  the  lieutenant  to  deliver 
the  message,  and  when  he  sees  that  he  is  married 
and  so  happy  in  his  domestic  life  the  heart  of  the 
general  is  touched,  and  he  accepts  the  hospitality 
of  the  young  officer  and  his  charming  wife.  He 
takes  dinner  with  them,  and  says  nothing  about  the 
affair,    but    determines    to   befriend    the    young    man. 
The  next  picture  shows  the  young  couple  seated 

on  a  bench  in  the  park,  and  when  the  husband 
leaves  for  a  few  moments  the  young  woman  is 
accosted  by  a  dashing  young  major,  who  Insults  her. 
The  husband  rushes  up  and  strikes  the  fellow,  who 

hurries  away  to  the  general  and  enters  a  com- 
plaint against  the  lieutenant  for  conduct  unbecom- 

ing an  officer.  The  lieutenant  is  reprimanded,  and 
wiien  the  superior  officer  hears  the  circumstances 
of  the  case  he  forces  the  major  to  apologize  to 
the  young  woman.  We  see  the  wife  enter  with  her 
baby  in  her  arms,  and  in  the  presence  of  the  rest 
of  the  officers  the  blackguard  Is  forced  to  retract 
his  insulting  remarks.  When  he  learns  that  the 
woman  is  the  wife  of  Lieutenant  Miller  he  goes 
with  her  to  him  and  grasping  his  hand  shows  hla 
true  sorrow  for  the  indignities  he  heaped  upon  his wife. 

When  the  other  officers  learn  of  the  marriage 

and  happiness  of  the  poor  lieutenant  they  are  all 
elated  and  congratulate  him  and  his  wife,  and 

pledge  their  true  friendship.     492  feet. 
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BOTHERSOME  HUSBAND.— A  pretty  yonnR 
woman  is  busily  entertaining  tier  gentleman  friend 
when  In  rushes  the  maid  and  warns  then  of  the 

old  husband's  unexpected  return.  II  e  roans  woman bides  the  fellow  In  a  cabinet,  and  when  her  hus- 
band cornea  In  she  Is  all  smiles  for  the  unsuspect- 

ing old  fellow.  lie  lines  net  reinnlu  long,  however, 
for  the  maid  hands  him  a  note  and  lie  tnnkes  a 
hasty  departure.  The  lover  Is  liberated,  and  Just 
aa  they  are  In  the  act  of  doing  11  little  cooing 

the  maid  rushes  In  again,  telling  of  the  old  man's 
return.  This  time  the  fellow  hides  under  the 
table,  and  the  husband  takes  a  package  he  had 
forgotten  anil  again  departs.  When  he  Is  gone 
the  young  couple  start  out  for  a  stroll  and  get  as 
far  as  the  corner  when  they  meet  the  old  man.  To 
trold  him  they  take  refuge  In  a  ihoestore,  and 
In  order  to  show  a  motive  for  their  presence  the 
mang  lover  lets  the  clerk  sell  lilm  a  pair  of  tight 
■boes.  When  the  coast  Is  clear  they  start  out 
■gain,  and  are  going  to  take  an  automobile  ride 
wben  along  comes  the  husband.  The  young  fellow 
bides  in  the  auto  while  the  woman  covers  beraelf 
with  a  fur  coat  and  Is  busy  pumping  up  the  tires. 

Next  they  are  enjoying  a  meal  In  a  cafe,  when 
In  walks  the  husband  with  a  friend  and  takes 
a  place  at  the  next  table.  The  young  couple  hide 
under  the  table  until  he  Is  gone,  and  when  they 
come  out  of  their  hiding  place  they  are  forcibly 
ejected  from  the  place  for  causing  so  much  excite- 

ment. He  sees  the  young  woman  home,  and  after 
bidding  her  a  fond  adieu  vows  never  to  see  her 
again.     420    feet. 

CONTAGIOUS  NERVOUS  TWITCHING.— A  young 
fellow,  who  is  afflicted  with  a  nervous  disorder, 
gets  fits  of  twitching,  which  is  contagious  to  all 
within  sight,  for  it  passes  from  one  to  another.  We 
see  him  take  his  medicine  and  start  out,  and  as  be 
goes  down  the  stairs  his  knees  give  an  awful  twirl 
and  immediately  the  old  janitor  does  the  same. 
Going  down  the  street  he  gets  it  while  passing  a 
man  on  a  wheel  and  the  rider  sprawls  all  over 
the  street.  He  is  going  by  a  new  building,  where 
the  architect  Is  taking  notes,  and  he  is  seized  with 
another  convulsion.  Immediately  the  busy  man 
gets  It  and  It  passes  along  to  a  hodcarrier  going 
np  the  ladder  who  falls  in  a  heap,  upsetting  the 
mortar  all  over  the  architect.  He  goes  along  still 
further  and  meets  a  wedding  party,  and  is  seized 
with  the  twitching  which  every  one  in  the  party 
gets,  and  when  he  Joins  them  at  the  breakfast  they 
are  all  glad  to  see  him  leave,  for  he  breaks  up 
the    gathering    with    his    twitching. 
He  is  passing  through  the  park  when  he  gives 

it  to  a  statue,  and  immediately  it  bends  in  the 
knees  also.  A  man  and  woman  are  seated  on  the 
dock  when  he  comes  along,  and  when  they  are 
seized  with  the  twitching  the  woman  plunges  head- 

long into  the  water.  Finally  he  meets  a  police- 
man, and  when  he  sees  the  condition  of  the  young 

man  he  starts  to  take  him  home.  A  citizen  lends 
a  hand  also,  and  as  they  are  going  along  the 
street  they  are  all  twitching  like  the  inavlid.  Fin- 

ally they  arrive  at  his  home,  and  the  doctor  gives 
tbem  all  n  good  dose  of  medicine  which  settles 
their  nerves. — 410  feet. 
KOREA. — In  this  Interesting  and  educational  pic- 

ture we  are  suddenly  transferred  from  our  own 
homes  to  a  village  in  the  land  of  Korea,  where  the 
first  view  shows  the  natives  In  the  village  streets 
going  about  in  their  peculiar  white  costumes  and 
passing  in  and  out  of  their  little  houses.  It  seems 
to  us  rather  strange  to  see  the  noble  buffalo  per- 

forming the  humble  task  of  carrying  wood,  which 
is  loaded  on  its  back.  The  work  of  grinding  corn 
by  pressing  It  between  two  stones  Is  carried  on 
before  our  eyes.  We  also  get  a  view  of  the  tramp 

cobbler  busy  nt  his  work  repairing  the  natives' 
shoes    by    the    wayside. 
A  very  good  picture  is  shown  of  the  old  Im- 

perial Palace,  and  we  see  at  close  range  the  ex- 
travagant and  beantiful  style  of  architecture  of 

the  Far  East.  We  also  see  a  lotus  field  and  acres 
of  the  beautiful  flowers  in  full  bloom.  Next  is  a 
well,  where  the  people  come  and  help  themselves 
to  the  refreshing  waters  which  the  carriers  bear 
in    the   cans   strapped    to   their   backs. 
Following  this  is  a  street  in  Seoul,  with  the 

market  place  where  the  natives  are  doing  their 
purchasing.  A  trolley  car  seems  out  of  place  in 
this  land,  and  still  we  see  one  and  note  with 
amusement  the  peculiar  looking  passengers  aboard. 
Lastly,  we  get  a  view  of  Korean  children  enjoying 
themselves,  as  well  as  a  happy  old  couple  who 
smilingly  give  the  operator  an  opportunity  to  make 
a   study   of  their   happy   countenances.      o57    feet. 

MxsTERT  OF  THE  MOUNTAINS.— In  this  inter- 
esting little  drama  we  are  brought  in  contact  with 

a  man  who  is  one  of  the  highly  respected  citizens 
of  a  little  mountain  village,  while  In  reality  he 
is  living  a  Dr.  Jekyll  and  Mr.  Hyde  existence.  We 
see  him  leave  his  home  and  go  on  his  way  np  into 
the  mountain  to  hunt.  When  he  reaches  a  remote 
part  in  the  forest  he  takes  a  black  cape  and  mask 
from  under  a  rock  and  puts  them  on.  thus  concealing 
his  identity.  He  goes  along  the  road  and  meets 
one  of  hrs  townsmen,  whom  he  waylays  and  robs, 
leaving  him  nearly  dead  on  the  road.  Rushing  off 
he  comes  upon  two  women,  and  after  relieving  them 
of  all  their  valuables  he  dashes  awav.  His  victims 
all  make  their  way  hack  to  the  village  and  report 
their  experience  to  their  friends,  and  while  they 
are  discussing  the  affair  the  road  agent  coolly  comes 

upon  the  scene  and  Joins  the  Indignation  meeting. 
1  .ere  Is  do)  Hie  slightest  suspicion  thrown  on  him. 

The  vlllageiM  form  a  pom  and  Mtart  out  In  pur 
■Oil  of  the  culprit.  He  goes  up  Into  the  mountain 
again    and    manages    to   dude    Hum    for   a    time;    but 
ventually  they  come  upon  him.  and  he  opens  fire. 

Injuring  one  of  the  pursuing  crowd,  l'lnnll>  the; 
lie  In  ambush,  and  as  he  Is  running  along  the  road 
they  lire  at  him.  Injuring  Mm  badly.  Me  fallH. 
mortally  wounded,  and  when  he  Is  unmasked  his 
ooiupioiors  are  horrified  when  they  recognize  him. 
Defiantly  be  takes  a  dagger  from  Ms  belt  anil  cuiIb 
his  own  miserable  existence,  rather  than  be  taken 
prisoner    by    Ms    friends.      450    feel. 

RUNAWAY  MOTHER-IN-LAW.— All  the  family 
are  busy  dismantling  the  house  and  carrying  tbe 
furnishings  down  to  the  sidewalk,  to  be  Carted 
away  to  the  new  abode.  The  old  mother-in-law,  be- 

ing boss  of  the  Job,  carries  down  a  load  of  stuff 
and  places  it  in  a  two-wheeled  cart  that  Is  waiting 
at  the  curb.  The  house  being  situated  on  a  bill, 
there  is  a  steep  Incline  to  the  street,  and  the 
cart  Is  held  secure  to  keep  It  from  rolling  off.  The 
old  woman  in  some  wny  loosens  It  when  she  takes 
hold  of  the  handle,  and  away  it  goes  down  the 
hill,  pushing  her  nlong  In  front,  and  she  holding 
on  for  dear  life.  As  she  speeds  along,  piloting  tbe 
cart  as  well  as  possible,  she  smashes  into  a  nurse- 

maid pushing  a  perambulator.  Next  It  hits  a 
delivery  wagon,  upsetting  It  and  scattering  the 
contents  all  over  the  street.  It  speeds  on  and 
smashes  Into  a  table  In  a  summer  garden,  where 
several  people  are  seated,  and  causes  no  end  of 
excitement.  By  this  time  It  seems  as  though  the 

whole  town  has  Joined  In  the  race  to  Btop  the  un- 
fortunate woman,  but  the  cart  keeps  gaining  in 

velocity  as  it  rushes  through  the  streets,  over 
bridges,  down  a  flight  of  stairs  and  through  an 
obstruction  of  planks  in  the  street,  breaking  tbem 
like  cardboard. 

Finally  the  old  woman  steers  toward  the  river, 
and  we  see  her  come  down  the  bank  and  Into  tbe 
water  with  a  splash.  The  crowd  rush  up  and  rescue 
her  and  carry  her,  exhausted,  back  to  the  starting 
point.      328    feet. 

STOCKHOLM   In   this   picture   we   are   taken   for 
a  trip  through  the  beautiful  city  of  Stockholm, 
and  It  is  extremely  Interesting  to  see  the  thrift 
and  commercialism  of  he  people.  The  first  picture 

is  the  ascending  to  the  Belvedere,  where  an  ex- 
cellent birds'  eye  view  of  the  city  is  obtainable. 

We  see  the  harbor  with  the  boats  busily  plying 
ahout.  and  the  wharves  where  they  are  engaged 
in  shipping  large  quantities  of  merchandise;  also, 
we  see  railroad  yard  and  a  jack-knife  bridge  in 
operation.  Finally,  we  are  taken  for  a  trip  on  the 
top  of  a  tram  car  through  the  principal  business 
streets,  and  it  is  interesting  to  see  the  hustle  of 
the  people  and  everything  is  as  modern  as  in  our 
own  country.     Length,  311  feet. 

Kleine-Optical  Company  issues: 

THE  MEDITERRANEAN  FLEET  (Lux).— A 
highly  entertaining  series  of  moving  pictures — the 
English  fleet  in  the  Mediterranean — beautifully 
tinted. 
The  series  illustarte  various  occupations  in  the 

discbarge  of  duty,  as  well  as  in  executing  maneu- 
vers and  during  recreation.  Panoramic  views  of 

adjacent  territory  are  supplemented  and  enhance 
very  materially  the  value  of  this  excellent  collec- 

tion.     Length.    500    feet. 

A  COSTLY  COAT  (Theo.  Pathe). — A  charming 
young  lady  is  desperately  desirous  of  securing  an 
astraken  coat,  but  the  price  is  a  serious  barrier 
to  her  otherwise  indulging  parent.  She  intimates 
her  desires  to  her  favorite  sweetheart  and  he  vows 
that  she  shall  have  her  wish.  After  vain  effort  to 
secure  a  loan  elsewhere,  he  concludes  negotiations 
with  his  intended  father-in-law,  and  the  cost  is 
promptly  delivered  to  the  appreciating  young  woman, 
while  the  father  debates  in  his  mind  the  certainty 

of  his  having  paid  for  the  gift  made  to  his  daugh- 
ter.     Length,    434    feet. 

DISAPPOINTING  REHEARSAL  (Theo.  Pathe). 
— The  rehearsal  proves  a  fizzle  owing  to  a  series 
of  misfortune  to  a  majority  of  the  stars.  Just  a 

peep  behind  the  scene  depicts  the  difficulties  ex- 
perienced back  of  the  foot-lights  before  a  success- 

ful  presentation   can   be   made. 
Interesting  and  amusing.     Length,  300  feet. 

A  WALKING  TREE  (Gaumont).— A  comedy  of 
merit — short  and  full  of  action — bound  to  creat  much 
laughter. 
Two  prowlers  endeavoring  to  make  their  escape 

seek  refuge  in  a  hollow  log.  Laborers  carry  the 
log  away  and  set  it  up  on  end  while  they  make  a 
stop  for  refreshments.  The  men  in  the  tree  avail 
themselves  of  an  opportunity  to  make  good  their 
escape,  and  use  the  tree  as  a  further  means  to  this 
end.  The  appearance  is  that  of  a  walking  tree. 
The  loss  of  the  tree  Is  soon  detected  and  an  amus- 

ing chase  ensues.  After  considerable  excitement  the 
men  are  captured  and  taken  Into  custody  by  the 
police.     Length,  280  feet. 

WANDERING  MUSICIAN  (Gaumont).— A  com- 
bination of  comedy,  drama  and  pathos,  well  ren- 

dered,   good    detail    and    perspective. 
A  party  of  merry-makers  are  doing  the  stunts 

of  an  amusement  park,  and  when  spirits  are  at 
the    highest    they    engage    a    wandering    musician. 
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THE   MOVING   PICTURE   WORLD 

who,  with  the  aid  of  his  violin,  furnishes  the  music 
for  a  dance.  Well  rewarded,  the  latter  Is  on  his 
way  home  when  he  Is  attacked  by  foot-pads.  His 
cries  for  help  are  heard  at  a  house  party,  where 
a   little   boy   is   playing   a    violin. 
Brought  into  this  home,  the  unfortunate  and 

gray-haired  player  is  revived,  but  is  heartbroken 
to  learn  that  bis  violin   has  been  demolished. 
The  little  fellow  readily  produces  his  small  vio- 

lin,   but    this   the   aged    musician    cannot   accept. 
The  spectators,  moved  to  compassion,  make  good 

the  loss  of  the  old   man.     Length,   494  feet. 
THE  LADY  WITH  THE  BEARD;  OR,  MISFOR- 

TUNE TO  FORTUNE  (Gaumont).— A  lady  and  her 
sweetheart  are  seated  in  a  park  when  the  young 
man  notices  that  the  object  of  his  affection  is  pos- 

sessed of  a  considerable  number  of  stray  hair  over 
her  physiognomy.  He  Is  about  to  desert  her  when 
a  happy  thought  strikes  him  and  he  visits  a  chem- 

ist who  prepares  a  lotion  which  is  to  eliminate 
the  hair.  The  treatment  is  applied,  but  when  the 
poultice  is  removed  the  woman  is  possessed  of  a 
full  beard.  An  idea  occurs  to  the  man,  and  acting 
upon  it  he  promptly  marries  the  girl  and  then  en- 

gages in  the  hair  tonic  busines.  His  wife  makes 
an  excellent  feature  for  his  street  demonstrations, 
and  the  venture  is  so  successful  that  he  soon  finds 
himself   the   possessor  of   great  wealth. 

Excellent  detail  throughout.     Length,   457  feet. 
TRYING  TO  GET  RID  OF  A  BAD  DOLLAR 

(Gaumont). — Finding  himself  in  possession  of  a 
bad  coin,  Mr.  Wise  concludes  to  endeavor  to  dis- 

pose of  it.  His  wife  joins  him  and  together  they 
go  out  on  a  shopping  tour,  but  the  money  always 
comes  back,  and  the  dny  is  spent  in  a  vain  effort 
as  night  finds  them  still  unable  to  dispose  of  the 
coin,  but  in  possession  of  a  lot  of  undesirable  mer- 
chandise. 

"It  is  an  ill  wind  that  blows  no  one  good"  is 
exemplified  in  a  very  effective  manner.  Length, 
527  feet. 
FATHER  IS  LATE!  GO  FETCH  HIM  (Gaumont). 

— At  the  home  the  family  is  seated  at  the  dining 
table  anxiously  awaiting  the  return  of  the  father. 
The  little  son  is  sent  to  the  saloon  around  the 
corner  to  bring  him  home,  but  when  the  little  fel- 

low finds  his  daddy  he  is  pleased  to  remain  with 
him.  The  entire  family,  including  grand  parents, 
are  soon  having  an  excellent  time  at  the  saloon, 
until  finally  the  exasperated  mother  appears  and 
cleans  up  the  place.  The  little  children  are  taken 
home  and  the  doors  locked.  The  husband  and 
grand  parents,  thoroughly  soused,  are  left  to  pound 
at  the  door,  until  an  officer  takes  them  into  ens- 
tody.     Length,   170  feet. 
GOOD  NIGHT  CLOWN  (Rossi).— A  novel  film 

furnishing  a  beautiful  sequel  to  the  entertainment. 
The  ever-beaming  clown  makes  his  appearance 

on  the  stage  carrying  his  drum  hoop  across  the  face 
of  which  is  a  blank  strip.  As  he  tears  away  the 

blank  he  exposes  the  placard  "Good  Night,"  in 
English,  then  in  French,  Italian,  Spanish  and  Ger- 

man  language. 
At  the  conclusion,  he  pushes  his  physiognomy, 

bearing    a    broad    grin,    through    the    hoop. 
Very  amusing.     Length,  40  feet. 
CONSOLING  THE  WIDOW  (Rossi).— Sacrilegious 

as  it  may  seem  to  designate  a  film  of  this  title  a 
comedy,  nevertheless  the  conditions  depicted  re- 

move all  vestige  of  seriousness  and  sense  of  piety. 
The  widow  receives  a  caller  with  whom  she  Is 

much  pleased,  and  rather  favors  his  attentions.  A 
statue  of  her  former  husband  is  carefully  draped 
so  as  to  cause  it  no  pangs  of  jealousy.  A  trip  to 
the  cemetery  causes  a  number  of  amorous  swains 
to  follow  in  her  wake. 

The  next  day  they  call  and  the  maid  receives 
them  as  they  appear,  and  for  a  tip  stowes  them 
away  about  the  place.  Finally  the  widow  appears, 

but  "with  her  is  the  approved  suitor,  and  the  oth- ers enviously  look  on  while  the  two  enjoy  each 
other's  company. 

Good    detail.      Length.    234    feet. 
NICE  (Rossi). — A  very  pleasing  combination  of 

panoramic  views  of  the  beach,  streets,  public  build- 
ings, sea  and  country  adjacent  to  Nice. 

The  perspective,  steadiness  and  general  photo- 
graphic quality  are  perfect,  and  the  entire  series 

will  prove  of  merit  to  all  Interested  in  blgh-class 
scenic  subjects.     Length,  277  feet. 

THE  TWO  BROTHERS  (Rossi).— Tilling  the  land 
are  a  father  and  two  sons.  Bent  with  age  the 
father  still  guides  the  plow,  when  suddenly  over- 

come by  weakness  he  reels  and  Is  caught  In  the 
arms  of  one  of  the  boys.  They  carry  him  home  and 
place  him  upon  the  bed.  One  of  the  boys  and 
the  mother  rush  off  for  medical  aid,  while  the  other 
remains,  bust  Just  as  soon  as  he  is  alone  he  takes 
from  his  father's  pocket  the  keys  for  the  dresser 
drawer,  where  are  secreted  the  savings  of  a  life- time. As  he  places  the  money  In  his  blouse  the 
father,  who  has  arisen  from  the  bed  and  hobbled 
forward,  places  his  hand  upon  his  shoulder  and 

drops  dead  to  the  floor.  He  quickly  replaces  him 
on  the  bed,  and  assnmlng  an  expression  of  grief, 
be  stands  a  few  paces  from  the  bed  when  the  others 
with   the   doctor   return. 

The  next  day  when  the  father  Is  lying  In  state 
the  members  of  the  family  gather,  and  when  the 
drawer  containing  the  savings  Is  opened  the  loss 
Is  detected.  Intuitively  one  brother  accuses  the 

gnllty  one  of  the  theft,  a  quarrel  ensues  between 
the  two  and    It  Is  necessary   for  the  mother  to  in- 

terfere and  remind  them  of  the  presence  of  the 
dead. 

After  the  obsequies  numerous  quarrels  are  ex- 
perienced. A  collector  is  unable  to  realize  on  his 

account  and  the  mother  pawns  her  heirlooms  in 
order  to  meet  the  expenses.  The  younger  brother 
is  about  to  kill  the  elder  when  the  mother  appears. 
A  conflict  ensues,  and  during  it  the  vision  of  the 
father  appears  to  both  the  combatants. 
The  guilty  man  now  acknowledges  his  crime  and 

turns  over  the  stolen  money,  and  the  brothers  are 
reunited.     Length,   377   feet. 

THROUGH  THE  OURAL  MOUNTAINS  (Rossi). 
— A  delightful  series  of  panoramic  views  of  snow- 
covered  mountains  and  dense  forest — adequately 
tinted.  The  common  manner  of  transportation  by 
means  of  a  sledge  is  shown,  as  also  a  group  of 
Russians  enjoying  an  evening  by  themselves.  The 
Russian  dance  is  executed  in  a  very  proficient  man- 

ner. Photographic  quality  and  perspective  predomi- 
nate   throughout.      Length,    214    feet. 

A  TRICKY  UNCLE  (Rossi).— A  story  of  medaeval 
period,  showing  how  an  impecunious  nephew  is 
worsted  by  a  wealthy  uncle  in  quest  for  the  hand 
of  a  beautiful  woman.  The  staging,  costumes  and 
rendition  are  perfect,  while  the  photographic  qual- 

ity is  excellent.    Length,  300  feet. 

THE  BEST  REMEDY  (Urban-Eclipse).— A  good 
comedy  and  well  rendered;  full  of  laughter  com- 

pelling situations. 
The  young  master  is  afflicted  with  a  severe  tooth- 

ache, and  so  he  dispatches  the  maid  to  the  drug 
store  for  a  remedy.  On  the  return  the.  lady  meets 
her  best  beaux  and  they,  of  course,  have  a  chat, 
then  a  little  promenade.  Passing  a  refreshment 
parlor,  they  have  a  few  concoctions.  Every  effort 
on  the  part  of  the  maid  to  get  back  to  her  suffer- 

ing master  with  the  remedy  she  was  sent  for 
meets  with  decided  resistance.  Finally  the  young 
man  replaces  the  bottle  of  tonic  in  her  basket  with 
a  parcel  of  cheese  he  carried,  and  she  rushes  home 
to  the  now  almost  desperate  man.  In  the  ensuing 
altercation  the  lady  slaps  him  on  the  cheek,  and 
although  inclined  to  become  very  angry,  he  per- 

ceives that  the  pain  previously  experienced  has  left 
him  and  his  countenance  assumes  a  radiance  that 
may  be  likened  to  that  of  Old  Sol.  Length,  347 feet. 

AUTOMATIC  SERVANT  (Urban-Eclipse).— A  gen- 
tleman of  inventive  turn  of  mind  has  produced  an 

automatically  operated  figure.  The  page  tampers 
with  it  in  the  absence  of  the  master  and  unfortu- 

nately breaks  the  mechanism.  The  master  having 
invited  his  friends  with  a  view  to  inspecting  his 
masterpiece  is  in  a  predicament,  but  hits  upon  the 
novel  plan  of  substituting  his  valet  for  the  me- 

chanical figure.  The  deception  works  perfectly  for 
a  time  and  it  is  very  apparent  that  the  operations, 
although  quite  regular,  are  mechanically  performed. 
At  the  dinner  a  little  accident,  in  which  the 
master  gets  a  quantity  of  liquor  down  his  neck  in- 

stead of  in  his  glass,  makes  the  deception  all  the 
more  perfect,  but  the  climax  is  reached  when  at 
the  dance  the  figure  drops  a  tray  of  wine  glasses 
and  embracing  one  of  the  prettiest  women,  joins  in the  dance. 

Hilarity  throughout  the  display  of  this  film. 
Length,  367  feet. 

GRAND  CANAL  AT  VENICE  (Urban-Eclipse).— 
One  of  the  most  beautiful  series  of  views  pertain- 

ing to  this  world  famed  city  on  the  water  it  has 
been  possible  to  produce.  Scenes  equisitely  tinted 
enhance  their  value  very  materially.  The  photo- 

graphic quality,  perspective  and  steadiness  are  un- 
excelled.    Length,   277  feet. 

TWO  LITTLE  MOTORISTS  (Urban-Eclipse).— A 
miniature  motor  car  provided  with  an  appendix  that 
serves  as  private  car  for  the  little  sister,  a  youth- 

ful motorist,  as  off  on  a  tour  about  the  streets  of 
town,  furnishing  a  very  amusing  section  to  the 
series. 
When  opportunity  presents  itself  the  little  fel- 

low invites  his  sister  to  a  seat  in  a  large  touring 
car  and  soon  the  two  are  off  on  a  spin  over  the 
roads.  The  owner  pursues  on  a  wheel,  and  after  a 
number  of  catastrophes  succeeds  in  catching  and 
stopping  the  car,  when  the  youth  escape,  while  the 
man  endeavors  to  extinguish  the  Are,  started  by  an 
overheated  mechanism. 
The  car  Is  finally  run  Into  a  creek,  resembling 

a  mess  of  wreckage,  and  the  little  motorists  resume 
their  tour  pn  their  own  little  apparatus,  highly 
elated   with   their  experience.     Length,   710   feet. 

SAMMY'S  IDEA  (Urban-Ecllpsel. — In  answer  to 
an  advertisement  a  number  of  eligible  candidates 
for  matrimonial  ventures  present  themselves  at  the 
home  of  a  wealthy  young  lady  for  whose  future 
establishment  the  members  of  her  family  are  very 
solicitous. 
Owing  to  a  facial  blemish  the  various  candidates 

decline  with  best  possible  grace  the  privilege  of 

acting  as  the  lady's  husband. Sammy,  a  colored  gentleman  of  happy  thought, 
reads  the  advertisement  in  a  morning  paper.  Con- 

fident of  his  winning  ways,  be  presents  himself. 
The  physiognomy  that  beams  upon  him  is  rather 
staggering,  hut  Ills  quick  wit  promptly  serves  him 

and  lie  applies  a  lotion  which  colors  the  lady's  face to  match  his  own.  and  at  the  same  time  cover* 
the  blemish.  The  entire  family  Join  In  the  gleefnl 
demonstration,  and  Sammy  la  soon  united  with  the 
object  of  his  adoratloa. 

Good  action  and  highly  entertaining.  Length, 327  feet. 

HIS  GIRL'S  LAST  WISH  (Gaumont).— A  very touching  drama  is  enacted  inthis  series  of  views. 
Aside  from  the  story,  which  is  full  of  pathos,  the 
views  are  exceptionally  interesting  and  show  steadi- 

ness, photographic  detail  and  perspective  unexcelled. 
"All  the  world  is  in  love  with  a  lover,"  and  so 

the  interest  of  the  audience  is  immediately  centered 
upon  an  officer  on  an  incoming  ship  looking  eagerly 
toward  the  harbor  of  the  city  where  lives  his  sweet- 

heart and  to  which  he  has  come  to  claim  her  as his  wife. 

Vision. — In  his  mind  he  sees  his  sweetheart  eager- 
ly seeking  him  from  the  window  of  her  boudoir, 

from  where  she  watches  the  horizon  for  traces 
of  the  one  in  whom  her  future  hopes  and  happinesB 
are  centered.     This  vision  is  very  beautifully  shown. 

Bitter  Disappointment. — The  young  lover,  how- 
ever, is  doomed  to  disappointment,  as  upon  his 

arrival  he  finds  his  fiance  very  ill,  and  although 
every  means  is  taken  to  bring  about  her  recovery, 
she  steadily  sinks  and  the  physician  is  compelled 
to  acknowledge    his   inability  to   save   her   life. 
To  Be  Wed,  Though  Dying, — The  young  lady 

realizes  her  precarious  condition  and  expresses  her 
wish  to  don  the  wedding  garments  that  were  pre- 

pared for  her  and  have  the  ceremony  performed. 
Death  Follows  Ceremony. — The  groom  is  only  too 

anxious  to  grant  her  wish,  and  all  preparations  con- 
cluded, the  wedding  takes  place,  whereupon  the 

happy  countenance  of  the  bride  becomes  fixed  and 
the  pall  of  death  spreads  over  her  features. 

Celestial  Vision — The  series  concludes  with  a 
view  of  the  officer  on  his  return  to  duty,  showing 
a  vision  of  his  angel-wife  watching  over  him  until 
they  become  reunited  on  yonder  shores.  Lenrth, 444    feet. 

THE  TRIUMPH  OF  LOVE  (Urban-Eclipse).— An 
ideal  feature  subject  full  of  thrilling  experiences 
and  pathos.  Well  rendered  and  of  excellent  photo- 

graphic quality. 
Reduced  to  utmost  poverty,  a  homeless  young 

woman  is  seated  in   a  public  square  crying. 
Two  men  come  upon  the  women,  one  of  whom 

sympathetically  addresses  her,  and,  learning  her 
story,  takes  the  unfortuante  being  to  his  home, 
where  his  mother  ministers  to  her   wants. 
Shown  every  consideration  and  care,  with  no  ref- 

erence to  their  social  difference,  the  woman  is  soon 
as  one  of  the  family.  She  deports  herself  so  well 
that  her  benefactor  falls  in  love  with  her  and  gives 
many  evidences  of  his  high  regard.  She  makes 
many  friends  among  his  acquaintances,  among  them 
the  young  man  who  happened  to  be  present  when 
her   benefactor   came   upon   her. 

Elopement. — One  day  this  yonng  man  calls  and 
induces  her  to  elope,  leaving  the  benefactor  and 
lover. 

Six  years  later  the  same  kindly  interest  prompts 
the  young  man  to  render  aid  to  a  little  girl,  and 
upon  further  investigation  he  finds  her  to  be  the 
daughter  of  the  woman  he  loved.  The  latter  is  in  a 
precarious  condition,  owing  to  poverty  into  which 
she  was  thrust  by  the  unfaithfulness  of  her  hus- band. 

Mother  and  daughter  are  now  taken  to  his  home 
and  his  mother  again  ministers  to  their  wants. 
The  condition  of  the  patient  is  such  that  a  sur- 

gical operation  becomes  necessary.  The  facts  are 
explained  to  the  young  man,  and  after  due  con- 

sideration he  consents  to  submit  to  the  operation 
that  is  to  save  the  life  of  the  patient. 
The  operation  is  successful  and  the  patient  is 

soon  on  the  road  to  recovery-  One  day  the  little 
girl  very  fondly  and  gratefully  places  her  arm 
about  the  neck  of  the  young  man  and  thanks  him 
for   having   saved    the    life   of   her   mother. 
Repentance  and  Reunion, — The  mother,  feeling 

the  great  obligation  resting  upon  her,  sinks  npon 
her  knees  to  implore  pardon  and  to  express  her 
thanks  for  the  many  acts  of  kindness  bestowed  upon 
her.     Length,  567  feet. 

THE  SIMPLETON  (Gaumont). — A  sensational 
drama    full    of    life    and    interest. 
A  half-witted  boy  of  twelve  Is  the  central  fig- 

ure in  an  interesting  group.  The  school  mistress 
joins  the  party,  putting  her  purse  on  a  pile  of 
lumber. 

Purse  Stolen. — When  about  to  leave  the  teacher 
Is  unable  to  find  her  purse,  and  all  efforts  to  trace 
It   prove   unavailing. 
The  Simpleton  Proves  Detective. — The  lad  with 

difficulty  grasps  the  situation,  but.  finally,  points 
to  one  of  the  men  standing  at  one  side,  and  after 
repeated  denials  on  the  part  of  the  latter,  the  little 
fellow  takes  the  purse  from  the  man's  blouse  as  he 
Is  held  prisoner.  Reprimanded,  the  man  is  sent his   way. 

Vengeance. — Vowing  vengeance,  the  man  hatches 
a  diabolical  plot.  While  the  simpleton  Is  seated 
at  the  bottom  of  a  hay  stock,  the  mfflan  teaches 
the  little  fellow  how  to  light  the  matches,  then 
leaves  him. 

Fire. — The  Inevitable  result  of  the  boy's  playing 
with  matches  In  n  hay  stack  Is  not  lone  delayed, 
and  soon  the  conflagration  threatens  to  destroy  the 
entire  premise*. 

Rescue. — The  lad  Is  rescued  and  the  fire  extin- 
guished. An  Investigation  brings  to  light  the  snp- 

plv   of   matches   In   the   hoy's   possession. Fosse  Organized. — When   the  story  of  how  ke  was 
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■applied  with  mntchea  in  drawn  from  the  boj  ■ 
posse  Is  organized  and  the  country  scoured  for  tht 
villain. 

Exciting:  Chase.  The  trull  Once  a  truck,  there  fol- 
lows an  exciting  cbaae.  The  pursued  falls  and  l« 

captured.  The  police  arrive  and  he  is  taken  Into 
custody,     Length.    190  reet. 

THE  STORY  THE  BOOTS  TOLD  (Vitagraph).  - 
One  Pair  of  Patent  Leather  Shoes.  A  young  bach- 
eior  is  observed  In  his  apartments  reading  a  note. 
He  chooses  a  pair  of  shoes  from  among  the  mis- 

cellaneous collection,  pulls  them  on,  puis  on  Ida 
hat  and  coat  and  leaves.  We  follow  blm  (■>  a  ball 
room  where  he  meets  n  young  lady  to  whom  be  In 
very   attentive,   proposes  marriage  and   is  accepted. 

Two    Pairs    of    Shoes.       In     their    homo     the     wife 
her    buaband    lovingly    upon    his    return    and 

exhibits  baby  clothes.     Shortly   afterward   the   letter 
carrier   brings   a    letter    from   her   mother,      The    wife 

happy,    the   buaband    preceptlbly    vexed,    as 
the    visit    Is    to    Inst    six    months. 

Three  Pairs  of  Shoes.  Mother-in-law  arrives,  In- 
terferes with  everything,  making  her  Bon-ln  law  very 

uncomfortable.  The  happy  homo  is  changed.  Hus- 
band and  wife  Quarrel  and  during  the  altercation 

the    old    lady    arrives   on    the    scene    and    makes    more 
trouble.      The    young    man    goes    out.    meets    some 
bachelor  friends,  all  go  to  a  club  bouse  where 
family  troubles  arc  drowned.  We  see  the  hus- 

band   and    his    companions    staggering    home,     the 
lower  cxtrcmctics  only   arc   visible. 
The  trouble  keeps  up.  the  husband  Is  cross,  the 

wife  unhappy.  The  man  accuses  the  old  lady  of 
all  lit'  trouble  ami  angrily  leaves  the  house.  . viler 
his  departure  the  wife  turns  to  her  mother,  avows 
her  Intention  of  sticking  to  her  husband  and  in  the 
end  tells  her  mother  to  go.  Alter  Beelng  the  old 
lady  on  tier  way.  the  wile  slarts  out  to  locate 
her  better  half.  He  is  found  just  about  to  enter 
a  cafe  as  his  life  partner  rushes  up  breathless, 
timidly  touches  bis  arm  and  beps  him  to  come 
home.  At  first  he  ansrlly  refuses,  but  upon  learning 
that  bis  niotber-in-lnw  has  gone,  buss  bis  wife  and 
takes    her    home. 

In  the  sitting  room  we  see  the  husband's  shoes 
on  one  side,  the  wife's  on  the  other  and  a  pair 
of  tiny  white  baby  shoes  toddle  over,  bring  the 
two   together. 

The  husband  Is  pacing  the  floor  nervously,  stop- 
ping  occasionally  and  listening.  The  doctor  enters. 
congratulates  him  upon  being  the  father  of  a  12- 
pound  boy.  at  which  news  the  husband  executes  a 
joyous  dance.  As  a  tilting  climax,  we  look  ahead 

five  years  and  see  seven  p:iirs  of  shoes  -Ma's.  Pa's 
and    live   pairs   of   small   ones.     Length,    fino    feet. 

SWANSON'S  BLACK  TENT 
THEATRE  BARGAIN 
Saves  rent,  always  cool  and  inviting — everybody  pleased 

COSTS    $309     COMPLETE 

Edison   Kinetoscope  with  Siere- 

opticon  complete. 

One   20x40    8-oz.    Black    Tent, 
with  io-ft.  walls. 

100     High -Grade      Folding 
Chairs. 

One   Banner  or  Scenery  Front, 

any  lettering. 

100     Posters,    lithographed     in 

colors. 

10,000  Numbered  Roll  Tickets. 

Instructions    for   erecting   and 

operating. 

Every  article  new— ready  for  shipment 
Larger  outfits  at  various  prices 

WRITE FOR 

CATALOG 

WM.  H.  SWANS0N  &  CO. 
160,  162, 164  Lake  Street  CHICAGO 

ST.  LOUIS 
7th  St.,  Cor.  Pine 

OMAHA 204-5-6  Karbach  Bldg. 

If  You  Are  Interested  In  Cutting  Down  Your  Expenses 
these  dull  summer  months,  and  at  the  same  time  rurra  quality  of  film  that  is  right  up  to  the  standard 

Give  Us  a  Chance  to  Serve  You 
If  WE  can't  deliver  the  RIGHT  GOODS  at  a  RIGHT  PRICE 
there  is  NO  ONE  in  the  film=renting  business  that  CAN 

Because  of  our  immense  stock  of  films,  every  shipment  goes  out  two  days  ahead.     Not  in  a 
single  instance  have  we  disappointed  a  subscriber,  and  we  will  not  disappoint  you. 

We  are  the  largest  Independent  Film   Renters  in  the  Country,  and  for  an   all 
round  Film  and  Slide  Service  we  are  in  a  class  by  ourselves. 

Did  YOU  get  our  Catalogue  of  subjects? 
j& 

If  not  asK  for  it 

INDEPENDENT   FILM    SERVICE 
445  MINT  ARCADE:,  PHILADELPHIA 

G.     H.     WALKER,    Manager. 'Phone    Walnut    1795D 
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Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 
BIOGHAPH. 

The  Adventures  of  a  Dollle...713  ft 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
The    Kentuckian       757  ft. 
The   Stage   Rustler   G70  ft. 
Adventures    of    Dollie   713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
At    the    French    Ball   G70  ft. 
At    the    Crossroads   of   Life   778  ft 
Over    the    Hills    to    the    Poor- 

house        790  ft. 
The    Outlaw      677  ft. 
The    Man   In    the    Box   544  ft. 
The    Invisible    Fluid   6G2  ft. 
Mixed    Babies       550  ft. 

'Ostler    Joe       877  ft. 
EDISON. 

The    Little    Coxswain    of    the 

'Varsity   Eight      1040  ft. 
Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 

In    '49      1,000  ft. 
Love  Will   Find  a  Way   850  ft. 
Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
Honesty  is  the  Best  Policy   640  ft. 
The   Blue  and  the  Grey   1000  ft. 

The  Painter's   Revenge   745  ft. 
8klnny's    Finish   605  ft. 
Carious    Mr.    Curio   680  ft. 
The  Gentleman   Burglar   1000  ft. 
Bridal     Couple     Dodging     the 

Cameras      785  ft. 
The  Merry  Widow  Waltz  Craze.705  ft. 
Nero     and      the     Burning     of 

Rome       1050  ft. 

ESSANAY. 

The    Little    Madcap   600  ft. 
The   Tragedian   400  ft. 
Just   Like   a   Woman   500  ft. 

I    Can't    Read    English   450  ft. 
The    Gentle    Sex   750  ft. 
An    Animated    Doll   750  ft. 

Peck's   Bad   Boy   1000  ft. 
Don't    Pull    My    Leg   425  ft. 
James    Boys    In    Missouri   1000  ft. 
A    Lord  For  A   Day   889  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY    (INC.). 

Lady    Audley's    Secret   705  ft. 
Held    by    Bandits   800  ft. 
The   Female   Bluebeard     
Sailor    in    Philippines   835  ft. 
Man    Hunt   815  ft. 
An   American   Soldier     
The    White    Squaw     
Kidnapped    for    Hate     
Dolly,    the    Circus    Queen     
With  the  Fleet  in  'Frisco   900  ft. 
Night    Riders   815  ft. 

BXEINE    OPTICAL   COMPANY. 

Films    to    be    released    by     Klelne 
Optical  Company  week  of  July   13th- 
18th: 
Two    Little    Motorists   310  ft. 
The  Grand  Canal  in  Venice... 277  ft. 
The  Substitute  Automatic  Ser- 

vant    367  ft. 
The    Best    Remedy   347  ft. 
A    Tricky    Uncle   300  ft. 
Through    the   Oural   Mountains. 214  ft. 
The   Two   Brothers   377  ft. 
Nice       277  ft. 
Consoling   the    Widow   234  ft. 
Good   Night   Clown    40  ft. 
Father  is  Late!  Go  Fetch  Him. 370  ft. 
Trying  to  Get  Rid  of  a  Bad 

Dollar      527  ft. 
The  Lady  with  the  Beard;  or, 

Misfortune    to    Fortune   457  ft. 
The  Wandering  Musician   494  ft. 

His   Girl's  Last  Wish   444  ft. 
The    Simpleton       490  ft. 
A  Walking  Tree   280  ft. 
Disappointing    Rehearsal      300  ft. 

Sammy's    Idea      327  ft. 
The    Triumph    of    Love   567  ft. 

Films  to  be  released  by  the  Klelne 
Optical  Company  during  week  of  July 
<>th-llth. 

In    the    Riviera   157  ft. 
Views   of   New    York   160  ft. 
A  Bad  Day   200  ft. 
St.   Marc   Place   107  ft. 
Fountains    of    Rome   210  ft. 
Keenest   of   the    Two   354  ft. 
Artificial    Brooding      337  ft. 
Posthumous  Jealousy     194  ft. 
Lessons    in    Jiu    Jltsu   304  ft. 
The   Two   Pickpockets   314  ft. 
Frightened   by   Burglars   234  ft. 
A    Poacher's   Trick   207  ft. 
The   Pastry  Cook's  Misfortune.  140  ft. 
A    Costly   Coat   434  ft. 
The    Mediterranean    Fleet   500  ft. 
Wanted:     A   Colored  Servant.. 484  ft. 
The   Troublesome   Fly   317  ft. 
A  Second-hand  Camera   600  ft. 
The  Leaking  Glue  Pot   454  ft. 
Nothing  to  Declare;  or,  Bested 

by   Custom   Officials   450  ft. 
Love    and    Hatred   710  ft. 

A  Love  Affair  of  the  Olden 
Days      947  ft. 

Love    and    Fortune   760  ft. 
Unrequitted   Love      537  ft. 

The    Doctor's    Forgiveness   817  ft. 
They  Want  a  Divorce   444  ft. 
Reviera  in  Motor  Car   620  ft. 
Constantinople      600  ft. 
Fox    Hunting      537  ft. 
Porcelain    Industry      500  ft. 
A   Fine   Easter   Egg   108  f.t 
The    Closing    Hour   314  ft. 
A  Gendarme's  Tribulations   314  ft. 
Niagara    Falls    In    Winter   360  ft. 

The   Dressmaker's   Surprise   340  ft. 
French    Dairy    Farm   530  ft. 
Bull    Fight    in    Arcachon   407  ft. 
Blessing  the  Boats  in  Arca- 

chon      344  ft. 
Mr.   Smith,   the  New   Recruit.. 450  ft. 
Swiss    Alps         87  ft. 
Who    Owns    the    Basket?   254  ft. 
Heavy   Seas     154  ft. 
Silk    Hats    Ironed   250  ft. 
An   Unfortunate   Mistake   447  ft. 
Precipitated   Removal     108  ft. 
Ancient   Rome       87  ft. 
The    Old    Actor   480  ft. 

The   Paralytic's  Vengeance   614  ft. 
Faithful  Governess  Rewarded.  .517  ft. 

Penniless    Poet's   Luck   790  ft. 
Cast   Off   by   His   Father   557  ft. 
Usefulness   at   an    End   560  ft. 

The  Saloonkeeper's  Nightmare. 430  ft. 
Held   for   Ransom   760  ft. 

A  Poor  Knight  and  the  Duke's 
Daughter      820  ft. 

The  Effective  Hair  Grower   224  ft. 

The    Cat's    Revenge   227  ft. 
Clarinet  Solo   117  ft. 
Magic    Dice   187  ft. 
Three  Sportsmen   and   a   Hat.. 387  ft. 
Mr.  Brown  Has  a  Tile  Loose.. 254  ft. 
Carnival    at    Nice   557  ft. 
Battle  of  Flowers   In   Nice   224  ft. 
Mischievous    Dlabolo      157  ft. 
The  Marriage  of  a  French 

Soldier      347  ft. 
Unlucky    Luck       240  ft. 
Warsmen    at    Play   300  ft. 
Rugby  Match     300  ft. 
River    Avon       284  ft. 

Sammy's  Sucker      357  ft. 
River    in    Norway   247  ft. 
Expensive  Marriage      440  ft. 

Mr.     Farman's    Airship   354  ft. 
Magical    Suit   of   Armor   180  ft. 

Film  Service  Association 

MXIXEB. 

Boston  Normal  School  Pageant.975  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
The    Little    Peace-Maker   120  ft. 
Pranks  with  a  Fake  Python... 532  ft. 
Side    Show    Wrestlers   485  ft. 
Hunting    Teddy    Bears   308  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
Curiosity    Punished   564  ft. 
Up-to-Date  Clothes  Cleaning. .  .210  ft. 
Justinian's  Human  Torches   187  ft. 
A   Fake  Diamond   Swindler. ..  .586  ft. 

PATHE     FRERES. 

A  Bashful   Young  Man   475  ft. 
In   the    Government   Service. .  .475  ft. 
The    Father    Is   to   Blame   606  ft. 
Russian  Review  of  the  Fiftieth 

Regiment      262  ft. 
The     Poor    Officer   492  ft. 
Bothersome    Husband   426  ft. 
Contagious  Nervous  Twitching. 410  ft. 
Korea       557  ft. 
Mystery   of   the    Mountains   459  ft. 
Runaway     Motber-in-Law   328  ft. 

,  The  Accuser     508  ft. 
Jealous    Fiance      557  ft. 
Unsuccessful     Flirts       360  ft. 
The    Perjurer       705  ft. 
Cumbersome   Baby      639  ft. 
Noisy   Neighbors      229  ft. 
Latest    Style    Airship      262  ft. 
The    Candidate      508  ft. 
Prof.   Bric-a-Brae's   Inventions. 410  ft. 
Stockholm       311  ft. 
The    Blackmailer      426  ft. 
Husband    Wanted      410  ft. 
On      Bad      Terms      With      the 

Janitor       524  ft. 
The  Dreyfus  Affair   1,213  ft. 
Interrupted    Romance   410  ft. 
Busy   Fiance      508  ft. 
The   Specter      508  ft. 
Native    Life    in    Sudan   459  ft. 

The    Country    of    the    "Bogou- 
dens"        360  ft. 

For   the   Sake   of   a   Crown   852  ft. 
Troublesome    Theft      508  ft. 
Mysterious    Flames       311  ft. 
Mr.    Boozer   Gets   a   Fright   328  ft. 
Magnetic    Removal      672  ft. 
Our    Dog    Friends   328  ft. 
Nocturnal    Thieves       524  ft. 
The    Fat    Baby   328  ft. 
Walks    in    Soudan   844  ft. 

Lovers'    111    Luck   278  ft. 
Beatrice   Cencl   770  ft. 
The     New     Maid   721  ft. 
Ruffians   Thrashed   164  ft. 
Astrakhan    Fisheries   295  ft. 
Peculiar     People   393  ft. 
Grandfather's    Pills   541  ft. 
Double  Suicide     590  ft. 
Victim    of    His    Honesty   360  ft. 
Unlucky     Artist   442  ft. 
Poor    Pussy   459  ft. 
Tracked  by  the  Police  Dog   828  ft. 

LTTBIN. 

Captain     Molly     .'435  ft. Dr.   Curem's  Patients   475  ft. 
Battle    of    Monmouth     
Outwitted    by    His    Wife   735  ft. 
The    New    Maid   250  ft. 

The    Dynamite    Man     Two    Little   Shoes   1045  ft. 
Philadelphia,      the     Cradle     of 

Liberty      305  ft. 
Held    For    Ransom   815  ft. 
Student's   Prank,   or  a  Joke  on 

His    Parents      580  ft. 
Romance   in   a   Gypsy   Camp... 725  ft. 

The    Old    Maid's    Parrot   250  ft. 
An  Honest  Newsboy's  Reward. 745  ft. 
Two  Little   Dogs   210  ft. 
Mephisto's    Affinity   635  ft. 
Adventures  of  Mr.   Troubles ...  271  ft. 
The   Hand  of  Fate   670  ft. 
Magnetic    Vapor      345  ft. 

The    Miner's    Daughter   915  ft. 
Two  Brothers  of  the  G.   A.    R.600  ft, 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

Texas    Tex      665  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft. 

A    Cbance    Shot   358  ft. 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft. 
The     Will   375  ft 
Mr.     Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.  .626  ft. 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian  Army      tit  ft. 
Sports   of  All  the   World   574  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 280  ft. 
Honor  Lost — Everything  Lost.. 669  ft. 
Dog-Training     294  ft. 
A    Misalliance      760  ft. 
The    Champagne    Bottle   157  ft, 
A   Modern   Naval   Hero   713  ft. 
Ihles  and   Antonio    (Boxers) ..  .250  ft. 
Lion    Hunting       694  ft. 

SELIG. 

The    Spirit    of    '76     The    Vanishing   Tramp     

The    Fighting    Parson     
Damon   and    Pythias     
Damon    and    Pythias     

East    Lynne     
Not    Yet,    But    Soon     
The   Shadow   of   the   Law     
In    the    Nick    of    Time     Summer  Boarders  Taken   In... 525  ft. 
Troubles  of  a  New  Drag  Clerk. 470  ft. 
The     Blue     Bonnet   925  ft. 
Rip   Van   Winkle   1000  ft. 

VITAGRAPH. 

Stricken    Blind   426  ft. 
The    Wish    Bone   470  ft. 

The  Chieftain's  Revenge;  or,  a 
Tragedy  in  the  Highlands 
of    Scotland   415  ft. 

The  Mourners;  or,  a  Clever 
Undertaking      4S5  ft. 

John's  New  Suit;  or,   Why  He 
Didn't    Go    to    Church   510  ft. 

The   Guilty   Conscience   400  ft. 
'Twixt   Love  and  Duty   620  ft. 
Get  Me  a  Stepladder   1S5  ft. 
A    Tragedy    of   Japan   515  ft. 
Mother-in-Law  and  the  Art- 

ist's  Model      378  ft. 
The    Chorus    Girl   190  ft, 
A   Rustic  Heroine;   or.   In  the 

Days    of    King    George   630  ft. 
Avenged;   or  The  Two  Sisters. 515  ft. 
Leap  Year  Proposals  of  an 

Old  Maid     425  ft. 
The   Story   the   Boots   Told   600  ft. 
The  Patriot;  or  The  Horrors 

of    War      338  ft. 

WILLIAMS.   BROWN  &  EARLE, 
The    Faithless    Friend   626  ft. 
The   Man   and   His  Bottle   350  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft. 
Tricky    Twins   265  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft. 
Father's    Lesson   500  ft. 
Hunting    Deer   865  ft. 
The    Prodigal    Son   696  ft, 
Catching   a    Burglar   636  ft. 
Nasty  Sticky  Staff   SM  ft. 

Professor   Bounders'    Pills   880  ft. 
Leap   Year;  or,  She  Would  Be 

Wed       345  ft. 
The  Interrupted  Bath   176  ft. 
The   Gambler's   Wife   640  ft. 
Doctor's    Dodge   260  ft. 
The   Great   Trunk   Mystery. ..  .602  ft. 
Freddie's  Little  Love  Affair... 345  ft. 
The    Mission    of    a    Flower   360  ft. 

Lazy    Jim's    Luck   4SI  ft. 
A   Sacrifice   for   Work   840  ft. 
The    Greedy    Girl   260  ft. 
Portland    Stone    Industry   450  ft 

Tell-Tale    Cinematograph   400  ft 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 

for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re- 
ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734.   i5  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
In  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  York,  N.T. 

70  Franhlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
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55 Latest    Sonp    Slides. 

NORTH   AMERICAN    SLIDE   CO. 

Are   You  Sincere  1 
My    Heart    Beats   Alone    for    You. 
Mary    Blaine. 
Under   My    Merry    Widow    Hat. 
Roses    Bring    Dreami    of    You. 
Open    Up    Your    Heart. 
Swinging. 
Somebody      that     I     Know     and      Yon 

Know    Too. 

■  Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

GENRE     SONG     SLIDES. 
Mary. 
A   Tenr,    a    Kiss,    a   Smile. 
Tell   Me. 
Art   Dreams   Never   Told. 
Dear  Ixird,   Remember  Me. 
Because   of   You. 
Merry   Mary,    Marry    Me. 
Sweethenrts   In    Heaven. 
Dear   Alabama. 
While   You   Are   Mine. 

Good-bye,    Annie   Laurie. 
Bathing. 
In  Mv  Merry  Oldsmoblle. 
Tbe    Night    Time    Is    Right    Time    to 

Spoon. 

GLOBE   SLIDES. 

•  Cyclone. 
Baby   Darling. 
That    Little   Sunny    Southern   Girl   of 

Mine. 
Swinging   In   the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I    Love    You   So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  Over. 

■  Common  Sense. 

CHICAGO   TRANSPARENCY  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little    Cozy    Flat 
Just   to   Remind   Yon. 
Hearts    and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With  You. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night. 

I'm  Jealous  of  You. Dear   Old   Iowa. 

OOLDTHOBPZ. 
Are  You  Sincere? 

Don't   Worry. 
'Summer-Time. 
Everybody   Loves   Me   But  the   One   I 

Love. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some  Day. 

It's   Hard    to    Love    Somebody    Who's 
Loving   Somebody   Else. 

For   the    Last   Time    Call   Me    Sweet- 
heart. 

A  Man,   a  Maid,   a  Moon,   a  Boat. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERN    SLIDE    00. 

Sweet  Sixteen. 
Stop   Making   Faces   at   Me. 
Sweet  Polly  Primrose. 
If  They  All   Had  a  Heart  Like   Yon. 

Gypsie   Ann. When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 
Leaves   Gold. 

When     You     Love     Her     and     She 
Loves  You. 

Don't  Worry. 

DE   WITT  C.    WHEELER. 

Heart   of   My  Heart. 
The   Garden   of   Dreams 
After  the  Rain. 
If  I  Built  a  Nest  Will  You   Share  It 

With   Me. 
Dear  Heart. 
Pride   of   Prairie    Mary. 
Road   to  Yesterday. 
What   Might   Have   Been. 

That's  What  the  Daisy  Said. 
I'll   Teach   You    How. 
Just   Because    It's   You. 
Roses.    Roses   Everywhere. 
Yon    Have    Always    Been    the    Same 

Old    Pal. 
A  Sweeter  Story   Still. 
Bonlta. 
The   Town   Where   I   Wa»   Born. 
Are   You   Sincere? 
There   Was   Never   a   Girl   Like    Yon. 
What   Does   It   Mean? 
Mary,    My   Heather  Queen. 
The  Story  the  Picture  Blocks  Told. 
Mary  Blaine. 

'Love  Days. 
Take  Me  to  the  Ball  Game. 
Take   Your  Girl    to  the  Ball  Game. 
I    Am    Afraid   to    Go    Home    In   tie 

Dark. 

SCOTT    &    VAN    ALTEHA. 

Tnko   a  Trip   Down    In   I. mm   wllh    Me. 
When  the  Sonriso  Painta  ii»'  Distant 

mils  with   Rote. 

That   Hammock   la  Just  for  Two,    You Know. 

My   Dreami  of  the  0.  s.   a. 
A    Man.    a    Mul<l.    n    Moon.    ■    BOkti 
Honor   Bright,    i    Lovei   You   itlght. 
Would    You     Miss    Me? 
If    You    Were    Mine. 

You'll    Always    Be    Sweet    Sixteen    to Me. 

Dixie    and    the    Qlrl    I    Love. 
If    I    Should   l''nll    In   Love  with    You. 
What    Will   Your   Answer   Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 
There   Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  You. 
Somebody     1    Know    ..ud    Yon    Know. 

Too. 
When     the     Nightingale    is     Nesting. 

Sweet  Irene. 
By  tbe  Old  Oaken   Buck<  t,   Louise. 
It  Might   Have   Been. 
Girl    from   the  Golden   West. 
The  Corn   Is  Waving,   Annie. 
Two  Little  Baby  Sboes. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are  You  Sincere? 

Don't   You   Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 

I'm  Afraid  to  Come  Home  In  the 
D:..!c. 

I  Miss  You  Like  the  Roses  Miss 
the   Rain. 

Smartv 
Just  Because  He  Couldn't  Sing 
"Love  Me  and  the  World  Is 

Mine." 

When  It's  Moonlight,  Mary  Darl- 
ing 'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arbor 

Shade. 

HENRY    B.    INGRAj*. 

Where  the  Catskills  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Sun. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollle,  Come  Jnmp  on  the  Trolley. 
Among  thr  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green Mountain   Home. 
Lenore. 

On  Bunker  Hill,  Where  Warren 
Fell. 

The  Holy  City. 
The  Little  Old  Red  School-house 

On   the  Hill. 
There  Stands  a  Flag,  Let  Them 

Touch  It  If  They  Dare. 

A.    L.   SIMPSON. 

You'll   Be   Sorry  Just   Too  Late. 
Billy,    Dear. 
Childhood. 

Won't   You   Walt,   Nellie  Dear? 
Don't  Ever  Leave   Me,   Dolly. 
A  Little  Bit  o'   Sugar  Cane. True  Heart. 
Roses  Bring  Dreams  of  You. 

Hoo!     Hoo!     Ain't     You    Coming    Oat To-night. 
Just  Someone. 
Santiago   Flynn. 
When  You  Wore  a  Pinafore. 
In  Monkey   Land. 
Dear  Old  East  Side. 

Won't  You  Be  My  Baby  Boy? 
Dear   Old  Comrade. 
Over   the   Hills  and   Far  Away. 

You'se  just  a  little  bit  o    sugar  cane. 

LA  PINE. 

Will   You   Always  Call   Me   Honey? 
I    Wish    I    Had   a    Girl. 
Maybe   I   Was  Meant   for   Yon,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Yon. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY     SLIDE     EXCHANGE. 

Mary   Blaine. 

My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the   Way   I  Loves  You. 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPAREIL"    SONG     SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  w-  28,h  St.  New  York 

Where     the    Catskills    Lift    Their 
Summits    to    the   Bun. 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody 

Hitppy. 

Mollie,    Como    Jump    on    the    Trol- ley. 

Among   tho   Valleys   of    New   Eng- land. 

Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 

I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 
Mountain  Homo. Lenore, 

On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 

Fell. On   the  Banks  of   the  Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The  Holy  City. 
Tho     Llttla    old    Red    Schoolbouie 

on  tho  Hill. 
Thar*    Stands    a    Flag,    Let    Them 

it  it  The 

The  Old   Now  England   Homestead 
in    tho   Dell. 

When     tho     Autumn     Leaves     Are Falling. 

'iries. 

Where    the    Tall    Palmettos    Grow. 

In   Old  Illinois, 
Whore    Poverty's    Toars    Ebb    and Flow. 
Sweetheart  Days. 

Lexington. 
ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

** 

PEERLESS" SONG  SLIDES 
Made  by  the  "  Peerless  "  Slide  Firm. 
Try  us  and  be  convinced. 

OUR     COMPLETE     LIST    FOR     THE    ASKING 

See  "  List  of  Latest  Songs  "  in  this  paper. 

North  American  Slide  Co. 
159  and  161  No.  8th  St.,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

113     W.     132a     Street, New     York     Cit«< 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST 

Simpson's  Celebrated  Slides 
THE  FINEST  SONG  SLIDES  MADE 

$5.00    PER    SET 
Some  unscrupulous  houses  are  advertising  unauthorized 

slides  for: — "Two  dirty  little  hands,"  "Wont  you  be 
my  baby  boy,"  '  Roses  bring  dreams  of  you,"  "You 
splash  me  and  I  splash  you."  "  Everybody  loves  me 
but  the  one  I  love."  I  have  the  sole  illustration 
rights  of  these  songs  from  the  publishers  of 
same  and  anyone  making  slides  for  any  of  the  above 
songs  are  doing  so  without  authority  and  should  not  be 

patronized . 
A.    L.   SIMPSON, 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 

FOR  SALE 
For  sale,  about  August  1st,  contents  of  Moving  Picture 
Theatre,  consisting  of :  1  Powers  Number  5  Machine 
and  oxtra  head,  used  only  six  months;  225  Opera  Chairs; 
1  Globe  Ticket  Chopper;  Brass  Railings,  etc.  For  particu- 

lars please  address  Fred  Odenbach,  112  State  St.,  Rochester,  N.Y. 
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EDISON  FILMS 
NEW     FEATURE     SUBJECT 

THE  LITTLE  COXSWAIN  OF  THE  'VARSITY  EIGHT A    STORY    OF    LOVE,    INTRICUE    AND    SPORT SYNOPSIS    OF    SCENES. 

,.4  ..^f^JF  STROKE.  — A  weak  Coxswain— And  a  renegade  member  of 
the  I'Aght  who  bets  against  bis  own  college— Plots  to  win  big  money  and t  s  rival  s  sweetheart — In  the  end  loses  all  and  reputation. 
PLOTTING  BEGINS— Renegade  calls  at  Coxswain's  house— Lars  snare- 

Makes  advances  to  "Stroke's"  sweetheart— Rebuffed— Chagrin— Swears  re- 
venge— '  Stroke"    arrives — Greeted    warmly — Renegade    ignored. GAMBLING  BEN — Coxswain  loses  heavily — Renegade  advances  money — 

Again   a   loser — Retires   discouraged — A   prey    for   renegade. 
THE  "CAMPUS" — Typical  scene  of  College  Life— Trainer's  daughter 

iCoxswam's  sweetheart)   seeks  him — Directed  to   "Stroke's"   room. 
A  STUDENT'S  "DEN"— Coxswain  inebriated,  seeks  "Stroke"  for  loan- 

Girl  finds  him — Sudden  arrival  of  Coxswain's  mother  and  sister  (Stroke's 
Bweetheart) — "Stroke"  hides  Coxswain  and  bis  girl — "Stroke's"  sweetheart 
discovers  girl — Jealousy — Mother  and  daughter  leave  in  anger — "Stroke"  on 
his   honor — Gives   check   to  girl   to  settle   Coxswain's   debt  to  renegade. 

DAY  OF  THE  RACE — Coxswain  in  renegade's  power — Coxswain  agrees  to 
■queer  race — Plotting  overheard — Renegade  bets  heavilv  against  own  boat — 
Manager  stops  betting — Visitors  arrive — "Stroke"  ignored  bv  sweetheart — 
Conspiracy  revealed — Coxswain  ordered  out  of  crew — Renegade  shows  flgbt — 
Knocked  down — Terrible  predicament — No  Coxswain — No  race — Trainer's  lit- 

tle  daughter  pleads  to   take   his   place — Trainer   reluctant — Manager   approves. 
OFF  FOR  THE  STAKE  BOAT— All  ready— Awav  in  launch— Spirited  scenes 

during   race — Start — Over   the   course — Finish — The    "Eight"    wins. 
HAIL  THE  HEROES — Clamorous  reception  at  Boat  House — Little  Coxswain 

and  "Stroke's"  triumphant  entry — On  shoulders  of  the  crew — "Stroke's"  joy 
marred  by  coldness  of  girl  he  loves — Renegade  maddened  bv  losses — Plans  re- 

venge— Drops  check — Trainer  finds  it — Is  angered — Believes"  his  daughter  dis- honored— Attacks  "Stroke" — Coxswain  confesses— Crew  turn  on  renegade — 
Coxswain  joins  sweetheart — "Stroke"  and  sweetheart  reunited — Little  Coxswain 
becomes  THE   IDOL  OF  THE   HOI'R. 

No.  6363.  Code,    VELHINHO.  Appro*.   Length.  1025  feet. 
Shipment.   July  15,   1908. 

NEXT  SUBJECTS:    Both  Film  Ready  for  Shipment  July  22,  1908 

The  Face  on  the  Bar-room  Floor  I      Fly  Paper — a  comedy  on  mas Approx.  length  550  ft.    I    No.  6360        Code  VELHAQUEAR        Length  400   ft. Fo.  6366.     CodeVELOCIOADE. 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
$175.00 

EDISON  IMPROVED    EXHIBITION 
MODEL (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) $155.00 
Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 

Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 

of  improvements. 

Underwriters'  Model (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 
reduces  the  flicker  50%        ... 
Approved   by   the   New   YorK   Board   of  Fire  Underwriters  and   the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 
Includes  among  other  Improvements,  a  new  Antomatic  Shutter,  Improved  Lamphouse, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines,  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take-up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

EDISON  MANUFACTURING  CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANCE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,     lO     FiftH    Avenue  CHICAGO,     304    Wabash     Avenue 
Office  for  United  Kingdom:  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden.  LONDON,  N.  W.,  ENGLAND 

Selling    Agents  : 
P.   Lm  WATERS,  41   E.  21st  St.,  New  YorK  GEORGE   BRECK,  550-554   Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Dealers    in     all    Principal    Cities. 

SAVE  ON  YOUR  ELECTRIC  LIGHT  BILLS 
This  is  the  ROYAL  REACTOR  which  will  save  you  from  67 

to  76%  of  your  current  bill  and  give  you  a  clear  white  light  with 

absolutely  no  heat,  danger  from  fire,  blowing  of  fuses,  and  other  troubles 
common  to  rheostats  and  imitation  current  savers.  Money  back  if  not 
satisfied.     Price  $50.00. 

Can  you  invest  that  amount  of  money  in  anything  that  will  give 

you  instant  returns  of  from  67  to  76^6  of  your  bills  ? 

Don't  wait  any  longer,  order  now  and  save  money.  Line  your 

own  pocket  instead  of  some  one  else's. 

HERMAN    E.  ROYS 
1368-70  Broadway,  New  York  City 
Wholesale  and  Retail  Manufacturer  of  everything 

pertaining  to  the  Moving  Picture  business 

FEUERBACHER  COMPANY 
M.  L.  SMITH,  Manager; 

1643  Champa  St.       -       Denver,  Colorado 
are  authorized  agents,  and  persons  in  the  West  can 

save  time  by  applying  direct  to  them 

Southern  Agent:  TOM  MOORE,  Washington,  D.C.,  803  9th  St.,  N.W. 
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IMPROVE  YOUR  LIGHT 
=====  BY  USING  THE  ===== 

Gilles  Arc  Regulator 
Can  be  attached  to  any  light  in  five 
minutes.  Forms  the  crater  on  the 
front  of  the  carlions  and  positively 
eliminates  so-called  traveling  In- 

creases the  light  50  per  cent."  and stops  all  spluttering  on  alt.  Current. 
Write     for    prices    and    particulars. 

RICHARD    L.    GILLES    CO. 
ELECTRICAL  BROKERS 

HELENA  AGENTS  WANTED  MONT. 

Now  it  is  up  to  you 
Mr.  Exhibitor 

You  must  have  good  film  to  give  the  public  a 
good  show.  Now,  how  about  your  machine  ? 
You  must  have  a  good  machine  to  do  it,  If 
your  picture  vibrates  or  flickers  your  show  is 
N.  G.  It  is  bad  for  the  public's  eyes.  Why 
don't  you  stop  it  from  doing  this  ?  You  can't  ? 
I  can.    Guarantee  to  do  it. 

ALL    REPAIR    WORK    GUARANTEED 

Carbons,  Condensers  and  Lenses,  Powers 
and    Edison    Machines   always   In    stock 

NATIONAL  MOVING  PICTURE  SUPPLY 

123  Fourth  Ave.,  New  York  City 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  7S.OO 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

moving  picture  folks  £yrs;  &  s  " KOLORED-KUTOUT "  SLIDES value  of  a  good  announcement  slide?     The  "  KOLORED  KUTOUT  "  slides  were 
first  used  in  California  about  two  years  ago,  and  were  a  pronounced  hit,  the  reason  of  their  popularity  was  because  they  were  "so 
different  from  the  rest  "  and  are  far  superior  to  any  announcement  slide  on  the  market.  Write  for  full  particulars  and  list,  or  send 
50c  with  your  order  and  have  us  make  you  one.  Film  exchanges  will  want  these  sooner  or  later,  write  for  exchange  rates.  Live 
operators  can  make  money  with  these  slides,  write.  EVANS    Sl   CO.,   112  Court  St.,   Los  Angeles,  Cal. 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
has  got  the  service  YOU  want. 
Write,  wire  or  call,  we  are  on  the  spot. 

Philadelphia,  Pa.:  159  N.  8th  St. Norwalk,  Va. 

Keep   Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60  f,  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j#  H<  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York    fully  guaranteed 
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One  Hundred  and  Fifty  Cities  and  Towns 

throughout  the  United  States  have  contracted  for 

CAMERAPHONE 
EXCLUSIVE  RIGHTS 

FOR  THE  NEXT  YEAR 

We  Give  Protection  We  Get  the  Money 
In  Fifty  Cities  in  Big  Theatres  it  is  now  the  Chief  Attraction 

Camerarphone 
The  only  genuine  singing  and  talking  pictures.      Not  fake  shows  with  cheap  actors 
behind  the  screen,  but  special  film  apd  phonograph  records  of  special  productions. 

$100,000  Worth  of  Productions  Are  Now  on  hand 
$250,000  Will  Be  Spent  in  Productions  This  Year 

All  the  Big  Broadway  Hits  in  Song,  Sketch  and  Drama 

See  our  "QUO  VADLS,"  otir  "PINAFORE,"  our  "MIKADO," 

A  continuous  reel  and  singing  performance  for  each  entire  opera 

We  Make  Forty  Minutes  of  New  Entertainment  Weekly 

CAMERAPHONE  COMPANY 
Occupying  an  entire  Building  of  50,000  square  feet  floor  area 

THE  FINEST  MOTION  PICTURE  PLANT  IN  THE  COUNTRY 

A  corps  of  stage  directors.  Numerous  magnificent  studios.  Complete  machine  shops 

CAMERAPHONE  BUILDING 

Eleventh  Avenue  and  43d  Street  -         -  New  York  City 

Note.— WE  SELL  NOTHING.  We  supply  outfits  OPERATED  at  a  weekly 

charge.  Bookings  now  rushing  for  the  opening  of  the  season.  Don't  be 
left  behind  as  hundreds  were  by  being  late  in  making  application  last  spring. 
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The   World  Photographic  Publishing  Company,  Now  Torn 
125  East  23rd  Streot,  (Beach  Building)  New  York 

hone   rail,    1.'  11   1  irunercj . 
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one  solicitor  again  i  another-  -until  service  is  being  given 
in  many  cases  Eor  Ear  less  than  its  value  and  much 
than  the  exhibitor  is  able  and  willing  to  pay. 

The 
Meats 

contents 
will   be 

of  this  magazine   are  protected  by  copyright 
prosecuted. 

and 
all  infringe- 
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Editorial. 

The  Traveling'  Man  a  Loss. 

What  threatens  to  be  a  menace  to  the  profession  is  the 
practice  of  film  renters  sending  solicitors  traveling  about 
seeking  custom  from  exhibitors.  The  usual  course  of 
these  solicitors  is  to  call  upon  the  exhibitors  and  begin 
operations  by  criticising  the  shows.  This  is  followed  by 

question-  as  to  who  is  supplying  the  films  and  the  price 
charged  for  them ;  after  which  an  offer  is  made  of  better 

service  at  lower  prices.  If  this  method  of  getting  busi- 
ness applied  only  to  solicitors  working  in  the  interest 

of  the  association  against  the  independents,  or  the  inde- 
pendents against  the  association,  there  would  be  less  room 

for  criticism  although  still  to  be  deplored.  These  two 

classes  are  pitted  against  each  other  with  an  open  de- 

termination to  "get  the  business  at  any  price"  and  the 
methods  complained  of  must  be  expected.  The  further 
claim  is  made,  however,  that  independents  are  bidding 
against  independents  and  that  association  solicitors  are 
Using  the  tactics  against  association  men  in  an  under 

handed  manner  and  that  evidence  of  this  is  being  col- 
lected. That  gives  the  situation  a  different  color.  If  it  is 

true,  the  officers  of  the  association  should  lose  no  time 

in  proceeding  against  such  people.  If  it  is  not  true,  ef- 
forts should  be  made  to  try  and  get  at  the  source  of  such 

reports.  They  follow  so  close  upon  the  recent  harmonious 
convention  of  the  Film  Service  Association  that  suspicion 
arises  as  to  the  amount  of  good  faith  that  is  behind  them. 

*     *     * 

We  know  of  one  large  rental  concern  who  has  with- 
drawn all  their  road  men,  as  they  found  it  to  be  a  money 

losing  proposition.  The  solicitors  were  working  on  sal- 
ary and  commission,  with  traveling  expenses,  and  it  was 

found  that  the  amount  of  profitable  business  they  secured 
did  not  equal  their  expense  account.  The  solicitor,  in 

his  anxiety  to  make  good,  would  promise  all  sorts  of  in- 
ducements which  the  rental  firm  could  not  comply  with, 

but  which  served  to  make  the  exhibitor  dissatisfied  with 

the  house  he  was  doing  business  with  and  ready  to 

"string"  the  next  solicitor  that  came  along.  And  this 
is  what  some  of  the  exhibitors  have  been  doing — playing 

The  Film  Service   Association. 

A  member  of  the  Film  Association  was  asked  the  other 

day  to  give  a  candid  opinion  as  to  the  practical  results 
and  benefits,  within  his  knowledge,  accruing  to  the  inem- 

and  this  is  what   he  said:    "During  the  first  two  .,r 
three  months  of  its  existence,  I  will  i  Na- 

tion looked  to  me  hi  .  a  confidence  game.  I  really  felt 
thai  I  had  been  roped  in,  but  was  ashamed  to  acknowledge 
it  and  I  took  my  medicine.  Sometimes  I  felt  that  I  was 
a  victim  of  the  manufacturers  and  at  others  it  looked  to 

me  as  if  many  of  the  champions  of  the  cause  were  using 
it  to  cover  up  their  stealing  of  my  business.  \  was  dis- 

couraged, and  no  mistake  ahout  it.  I  listened  with  grave 
doubts  to  the  arguments  that  it  took  time  to  perfect  the 

organization,  correct  evils,  adjust  unlooked  for  contin- 
gencies. All  this  time  I  was  really  losing  business.  1 

was  almost  on  the  verge  of  despondency  and  it  wouldn't have  taken  much  to  make  me  throw  up  my  membership. 
Bui  somehow  I  stuck,  and  I  am  glad  I  did.  What  do  I 
think  of  the  association  now?  I  think  it  is  the  best  thing 

that  ever  happened,  especially  since  the  system  of  local 
organization  has  been  in  operation.  We  were  really  at 
sea  until  we  got  that  and  I  believe  that  within  six  months 
film  renters  will  be  climbing  over  each  other  to  get  into  it. 

The  petty  squabbles  that  do  so  much  to  disturb  trade, 
make  bad  feelings  and  create  distrust,  cause  unnecessary 

anxiety  and  unjust  suspicion,  are  admirably  handled  by 
these  local  oragnizations.  If  I  were  at  liberty  to  tell  you 
of  some  of  the  differences  that  have  been  adjusted  at 

some  of  the  meetings  of  these  local  organizations  it  would 

convince  you  of  the  great  value  the  Film  Service  Asso- 
ciation is  to  its  members.  I  have  seen  people  come  into 

the  meetings  read}-  to  jump  at  each  others  throats  and 
then  go  away  arm  in  arm  pledging  eternal  friendship.  In 

many  instances  these  people  were  led  to  suspect  each  other 

of  treachery,  unfair  dealing,  or  something  else  through 

reports  which,  when  sifted,  proved  to  be  groundless.  In 
other  cases  members  have  been  convicted  of  thoughless 

acts  (and  sometimes  of  acts  deserving  a  more  severe 
term)  but  when  confronted  with  the  facts  and  upon 

having  the  errors  of  their  ways  pointed  out  to  them  they 
have  made  amends  to  the  satisfaction  of  all  concerned. 

These  are  what  I  call  practical  results  and  benefits.  The 

association  is  gradually  drifting  to  a  state  of  brotherhood 

and  is  destined  to  accomplish  all  that  it  set  out  to  do." 

Beware  of  False   Prophets. 

Having  failed  in  predictions  and  efforts  to  realize  a 

wrecking  of  the  Film  Service  Association,  some  of  the 

people  who  exerted  every  endeavor  to  that  end  are  now 

prodding  the  exhibitors  to  start  in  the  revolutionary  busi- 
ness. The  wise  man  will  always  steer  clear  of  such  ad- 

visors and  think  for  himself.  This  is  the  course  we  advo- 
cated before  the  last  convention  of  the  Film  Service 

Association  and  we  were  fully  vindicated  in  the  position 

we  took.  No  sane  man  can  sincerely  advocate  an  upris- 

ing on  the  part  of  the  exhibitors.  If  they  would  organize 

to  drive  some  of  the  cheap,  disreputable  exhibitors  out  of 

the  business  and  clear  the  field  for  the  good  class  the 

movement  would  receive  encouragement  on  all  sides.  To 

organize   for  a  fight  against  the  film   manufacturers  or 
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renters  would  be  silly.  The  exhibitors  are  not  tied  down 
to  any  one  class  of  these  people.  They  are  at  perfect  lib- 

erty to  deal  with  either  the  association  men  or  the  inde- 
pendents, as  they  may  see  fit  and  leave  either  one  when 

the  service  does  not  suit  them ;  and  they  are  doing  it. 
Every  day  exhibitors  are  leaving  the  association  renters 
and  switching  to  the  independents,  and  vice  versa.  This 
is  sufficient  evidence  of  the  liberty  they  enjoy  to  suit 
themselves.  Every  time  the  trouble  agitator  sticks  up  his 
head  rap  it,  as  the  association  people  did.  Constant  tur- 

moil can  benefit  no  line  of  trade  and  one  who  is  con- 
stantly advocating  it  should  be  ignored.  It  is  a  significant 

fact  that  in  urging  the  exhibitors  to  improve  (  ?)  their 
position  one  of  the  self-appointed  would-be  liberators 
directs  his  attacks  only  against  the  Film  Service  Asso- 

ciation. The  motive  is  plain  and  we  predict  the  failure 
of  the  movement  as  surely  as  previous  attacks  in  that 
direction  have  failed.  The  exhibitors  will  not  lend  them- 

selves to  any  such  scheme  as  that  so  clearly  seen  in  this 
latest  move. 

The  Finish  of  Moses. 

A   SAD    STORY,   BUT   A   TRUE   ONE. 

Lessons  for  Operators. 

By  F.  H.   Richardson,   Operator,  Chicago. 

In  Case  of  Fire. 

In  case  of  fire  Don't!  Don't!!  Don't!!!  get  excited. When  a  film  catches  at  the  frame-up,  with  the  machine 
standing  still,  it  does  not  burn  so  rapidly  as  many 
imagine — though  there  is  no  time  to  lose,  mind  you, 
either.  If  the  machine  is  still  moving  stop  it  instantly. 
li  it  is  standing  still,  as  is  most  likely,  don't  start  it,  for 
if  you  do  you  will  run  the  blazing  film  into  the  box  or 
on  the  takeup,  in  either  of  which  cases  fireworks  are 
due  to  begin.  Keep  your  wits  about  you  and  quickly 
grasp  the  film  both  above  and  below  the  gate  and  rip  it 
off.  ̂ You  may  cut  your  fingers  doing  it,  but  rip  it  off, 
and  if  the  blazing  ends  come  with  it  turn  them  up,  in 
which  position  they  may  be  snuffed  out  just  like  an  old- 
fashioned  candle. 

If  you  are  using  a  box  snap  the  trap  shut  the  first 
thing  you  do.  Keep  your  wits  about  you  and  you  will 
never  do  more  than  spoil  a  little  film ;  but  if  the  fire  gets 
into  the  box  get  out — and  do  it  quick.  That's  all  you 
can  do  except  go  right  down  and  resign,  giving  the 
boss  what  salary  is  coming  to  offset  a  little  of  the  dam- 

age caused  by  your  infernal  carelessness.  Oh,  yes,  it 
was  your  fault  all  right — or  the  chances  are  about  one 
hundred  to  one  it  was — there  is,  of  course,  a  bare  possi- 

bility of  fire  where  every  care  is  exercised  by  the  oper- 
ator, but  it  is  a  mighty  slim  one.  Don't  tell  the  boss 

you  "don't  know  how  it  happened"  and  that  "you  were 
not  to  blame."  Perhaps  you  don't  know  positively  how it  happened,  but  you  have  a  darned  good  idea  all  the 
same — its  dollars  to  peanuts  on  that  fact  and  its  twenty 
dollar  gold  pieces  to  plugged  lead  nickels  that  directlv 
or  indirectly  it  was  your  fault.  Practically  the  only 
loophole  of  escape  is  where  the  operator  has  reported 
necessary  repairs  the  manager  failed  or  refused  to  make. 

But  nine-tenths  of  the  fires  are  caused  either  by  the 
operator  failing  to  shut  off  the  light  in  time  or  smoking 
in  the  operating  room  and  then  losing  his  head  and  fail- 

ing to  do  the  right  thing  at  the  right  time. 
In  closing  this  series  of  articles  I  merely  wish  to  say 

that  from  the  letters  received  I  am  led  to  believe  they 
have  done  at  least  some  good,  in  which  case  I  am  more 
than  satisfied. 

By  W.  S.  Bush. 
CHAPTER  I. 

"The  Life  of  Moses,"  told  in  moving  pictures.  Come  and  See. 
Wonder  and  Marvel.  A  sensation  of  ancient  history — and  just 

one  nickel  sees  it  all." In  front  of  a  flaming  poster  with  the  above  urgent    invitation 
and  promise  there  stood  one  day  last  Winter  a  tall,  lean  man, 
clad  in  sombre  black  and  looking  most  sad  and  profound.    With 
melancholy   slowness  he   reached   into   a   capacious   coat  pocket, 
drew  forth  therefrom  a   nickel,  handed  it  silently  to   the  pretty 

cashier    and    then    entered    the    "Palace    of    Electric    Delights." 
The  'Life  of  Moses"  as  depicted   upon  the   canvas  occupied  no 
more   than    an   hour   and   then    repeated   itself.      Most    of    the 

patrons,    "having    seen    the    entire    performance,-'    filed    out,    but 
the    tall,    sad-looking    man    lingered    until    the     janitor     as     an 

ultimatum  began  to  rattle  his  keys.     Hardly  had  the  "Palace  of 
Electric   Delights"    opened   upon   the   next   day,   when  the    tall, 
spare  man  appeared  once  more,  again  parted  with  a  nickel   and 
again  sat  through  the  day  and  the  night.     Who  was  the  mysteri- 

ous stranger?     The  question  suggested  itself  to  every  employee 
of   the   place,    for   his   visits   continued    with    great    regularity. 
Nor  was   the   frequency  of  his  visits   the   only   strange   circum- 

stance.    Though  he  had  now  seen  the  performance  more  than 
fifty  times  at  least,  he  never  for  a  moment  turned  his  eyes  from 
the   scenes   as   they  unfolded   themselves   before   the   patrons    of 
the    house.     He  had   never   spoken   a   word   to   any   one   in   the 
place  and  more  than  once  the  pretty  cashier  had  been  tempted 
to   follow  the   silent  stranger  to   his  home.     Even  if  the  pretty 
cashier    had     indulged    her    curiosity,    her    desire    to    solve    the 
mystery    would    not    have   been    gratified,    on    the    contrary    her 
wonder  would  have  grown  deeper.    She  might  indeed  have  dis- 

covered that  the  stranger   lived  in  a  very  respectable  boarding- 
house  on  the  west  side  of  the  city,  that  his  name  was  Alexander 
Clarke,  that  he  was  the  petted  idol  of  an  ancient  aunt,  who  still 
imagined  that  Alexander  was  her  little  boy,  though  he  had  at- 

tained the  age  of  thirty.     The   aunt  kept  the  boarding-house,  a 
circumstance  which   relieved  Alexander  of  the  vulgar  necessity 
of   toiling   for   a    daily   wage   and   left   him   free   to    think  great 
thoughts.     Had  the  pretty  cashier  seen  Alexander  sitting  in  the 
parlor  poring  over   a  gigantic  family  Bible,   opened  at  the  life 
of   Moses,   had   she   observed    him   measuring    with   slow    and 
solemn  tread  the  length  and  width  of  the  parlor,  had  she  seen 
him  remain  in  a  trance  of  contemplation  and  then  triumphantly 

cry   "Eureka,"   her  marvel   would  have  been  greater  than   ever. 
The   fact  was   that  Alexander  was    passing  through    a    severe 
process    of   mental    incubation.      Once    a    year,    and    once    only, 
Alexander    was    seized    with    a    powerful    and    wonderful    idea, 
which  taken   at  the  flood  would  surely  lead  on  to  fortune  and 
make   the    fickle    lady   forever    captive   in    his   train.      This    year 
Alexander   had   fallen  into  the  throes  of  his   annual  inspiration 
immediately    after    a    prolonged    financial    drought.      When    he 
stopped  in  front  of  the  gorgeous  poster  on  said  wintry  day  his 
condition   was  truly  deplorable.     He   had   arisen   upon   that   day 
with  five  cents  in  his  pockets,  realizing  with  painful  distinctness 
that  the  price  of  his  favorite  cigarettes  was  twice  that  amount 
Mingled    with   the   griping   coldness    of   the   present   there   arose 

before  Alexander's  mind  visions  and   recollections  of  a  stirring 
past.     Lured   from  his   dear   old  auntie's   side  by  the  stunning 
charms    of   a   blonde   equestrienne   Alexander   not   more   than    a 
year  ago  had  followed  a  circus  and  had  in   front  of  the  side- 

show  charmed   the    rustic,   gaping  multitude   with   his   eloquent 

account  of  "the   savage  and  untamable  chief  of  the  Woo-Woo- 
Hoo-Hoo  tribe,  whom  daring  hunters  had  captured  in  the  wilds 
of  Central  Africa  and  who  at  enormous  expense  had  been  pre- 

vailed upon   to  give  up  the  delights  of  the  impenetrable   forest 
for  the  position  of  honor  with  the  greatest  show  on  earth,  etc., 

etc."    He  had  with  the  coming  of  the  cold  season  returned  to 
the   tame    existence    of   a   boarding-house    life,   but   the   fire   of 
romance  and  adventure  lay  smouldering  in  his  expansive  manly 
bosom.     The  proudest  thing  about  Alexander  was  his  voice.    It 
sounded  like  the  clanking  of  iron  chains  in  a  deep,  hollow  vault 
It  gave  to  his  most  commonplace  utterances  a  pathos  and  mean- 

ing, almost  indescribable.     When  at  dinner  he  made  some  ordi- 
nary observation  upon  the  quality  of  the  butter  or  paused  to  re- 
mark that  if  it  did  not  rain  he  would  go  to  the  ball  game  the 

boarders  looked  at  him  in  unfeigned  admiration  as  if  he  uttered 
profound    maxims    of   state    craft.     A    grocery   clerk,    a   fellow 
boarder,    and   slightly   in   arrears  with   his   board   bill,   had   re- 

marked upon   one  occasion   that  Alexander's  place   was   clearly 
in  the  United  States  Senate,  to  which  Alexander  had  given  a 
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modest  assent.    To  those  who  knew  nothing  of  Alexander's  pro- 
fessional career  he  might   appear  to   be  an   undertaker,   tempo 

rarily  disengaged.     He  had  now  suffered  and  labored  long  in  the 
birth  of  a  new  idea  and  thi-.  was  what  he  evolved  at  last:    "Let 
me  take  the  life  of  Moses,  now  admired  but  by  a  few  in  one 
or  two  moving  picture  places,  let  me  take  it  and  show  it  to  the 
great  masses  of  the  people,  let  but  the  public  see  the  life  of 
Moses  in  the  great  theaters  of  this  broad,  fair  land  and  they 
will  come  in  countless  thousands,  the  life  of  Moses  will  make 

them  wonder  and  will  make  me  rich  beyond  a  miser's  dream." Thus  delivered  of  the  new  idea,  bathed  and  radiant  in  the  sun- 
shine of  his  new  hope,  Alexander  sought  to  realize  his  plan. 

Though  by  no  means  without  imagination  and  able  to  figure  out 
with  great  promptness  and  exactitude  the  profits  of  any  enter- 

prise he  wanted  to  undertake,  Alexander  had  for  the  moment 
no  available  medium  of  exchange,  such  as  would  he  accepted  in 
payment  of  taxes  and  in  satisfaction  of  grocer  and  butcher  bills. 
To  turn  the  life  of  Moses  and  all  its  possibilities  into  current 
and  immediate  coin — that  was  the  question.  The  eye  of  Alex- 

ander now  fell  upon  pen  and  ink,  paper  was  close  at  hand,  and 

thus  began  the  history  of  the  famous  "life  of  Moses,"  presented 
by  the  Alexander  Clarke  Amusement  Company: 

"WANTED — Enterprising  gentleman  with  not  less 
than  $2,000.     Experience  not  necessary.     Profits  sure 

and  quick.     Call  at  No.     Blank  Street" 
For   a   trifling   amount,   advanced    by   the    faithful    aunt.    Alex- 

ander   was    permitted    to    dangle    this    tempting    bait    before    the 

"largest  circulation  in  the   world"  and   now  sat  calmly  back  and 
watched  the  movements  of  the  cork  upon  the  sea  of  speculation. 

(To  be  continued.) 

The     Nickelodeon     as     a     Business 
Proposition. 

COST   OF   EQUIPMENT   AND    RUNNING   EXPENSES. 

The  following  review  of  the  conditions  in  Grand  Rapids, 
Mich.,  is  a  fair  representation  of  the  situation  in  other  large 
cities. 

"What  will  the  harvest  be?"  That  is  the  question  some 
anxious  Grand  Rapids  5-cent  theater  men  are  asking  them- 

selves and  others  these  days.  Competition  is  dealing  harshly 
with  the  goose  that  has  been  laying  the  golden  eggs  in  the 
moving  picture  business  here,  and  that  patient  bird  is  now 
threatening  to  change  her  product  to  a  certain  fruit  of  golden 
hue  and  egg-like  shape  but  decidedly  acid  taste.  In  fact,  the 
lemon  crop  looks  decidedly  promising. 
There  are  fourteen  moving  picture  theaters  in  operation 

in  Grand  Rapids  to-day.  This  total  does  not  include  the 
Airdome  and  Ramona,  which  offer  moving  pictures  as  a  part 

of  their  vaudeville  bills.  To  hear  the  "bear"  stories  told  by 
some  of  the  managers  it  would  seem  that  fourteen  is  far 
more  than  an  ample  sufficiency  in  a  town  the  size  of  Grand 

Rapids.  Nevertheless,  in  spite  of  the  "bear"  stories,  in  spite 
of  the  fact  that  it  takes  a  good  many  nickels  to  make  a  dollar 
and  that  a  good  many  dollars  are  needed  to  keep  a  moving 
picture  show  going,  much  less  to  make  a  profit,  and  in  spite. 
of  the  hard  struggle  already  going  on  among  the  fourteen  to 
capture  these  same  nickels,  still  another  5-cent  theater  is  in 
process  of  construction.     That  will  make  fifteen  altogether. 

"They're  getting  too  thick,"  declared  one  prominent  down- 
town manager  this  week.  "Someone  is  going  to  get  an  awful 

bump  before  long  and  there  will  be  several  'someones.'  Com- 
petition is  so  keen  now  that  few  houses  are  really  paying. 

Others  are  lucky  if  they  clear  expenses  these  hot  days. 

"One  manager  was  telling  me  a  day  or  so  ago  that  he 
was  running  behind  about  $15  a  day.  His  daily  expenses 
ran  up  to  $26  and  it  can  be  figured  from  the  difference  that 
he  was  playing  to  between  only  two  hundred  and  three  hun- 

dred persons  a  day. 

"My  prediction  is  that  the  number  of  5-cent  theaters  will 
begin  to  decrease  very  shortly.  They  have  been  gaining  in 
number  thus  far,  but  high  tide  was  reached  long  ago  and  only 
the  more  firmly  established  houses  will  be  able  to  stand  the 

ebb  flow.  I  wouldn't  take  another  house  as  a  gift  right  now 
unless  my  expenses  were  fully  guaranteed." 

What  It  Costs  to  Start  a  Theater. 

It  costs  a  pretty  penny  to  establish  a  5-cent  theater  in  a 
town  the  size  of  Grand  Rapids.  The  first  house,  the  Vaudette 
on  Canal  street,  established  a  high  standard  and  the  others 
have  been  obliged  to  measure  fairly  well  up  to  that. 
The  first  item  of  expense  is  rent.  This  ranges  from  less 

than  $100  a  month  for  some  of  the  outlying  theaters  to  the 

neighborhood  of  I400  a  month  for  certain  <>f  the  downtown 
places.     It  takes  B.000  nickeli  t"  make  $.(oo.     h   takes  onlj 

0  mekels  to  make  $100     That  is  wh  tin  theat* 
tanal  street  is  regarded  as  a  lug  winner,  while  othei   more 
elaborate    tlie.iteis    ,,nl\     .1    few    hl.>  Inl.      doil 
larger  business  are  fa:  profitable 

Decorations  Are  Expensive. 

Xe\t  comes  the  equipping  of  the  theatei  I  in-  cost  of  this 
depends  upon   the   degi       of   elaborateness      One    mai 
placed    the   a\erar  |    $3,500.      This    was    for   an   ordinary 
theater  and  was  based  "H  the  cost  of  a  (anal  street  bousi 
The  new   Monroe  Vaudette  is  said  to  have  COSI    in   the  neigh 
borhood  of  $6,000  and  1-  unusually  elaborate      Peter  Smirfies 
claims  that  the  new  Apollo  will  cost  him  between  $6,000  and 

$7,000. Here  are  a  few  of  Mr,  Smirlies'  items  of  cost  taken  from 
his  contracts  for  the  Apollo:  Woodwork.  $1,750;  walls,  $5_'5; 
staff  work,  $550;  seats.  $315;  painting,  $350;  tile,  $237. 
Good  opera  chair-*  can  be  secured  at  the  rate  of  $1.50  per 

chair.  One  theater  has  -eats  costing  as  high  as  $3.50  apii 

The  moving  picture  machine  itself  costs  about  $175.  'I  he 
film  box,  magazine  and  like  accessories  run  the  initial  cost  up 
to  about  $200. 

Then  comes  the  running  expenses.  These  range  from  $20 
a  day  to  nearly  $50  a  day,  according  to  the  policy  on  which 
a  theater  is  run. 

Rental  of  the  Films. 

The  first  big  item  of  expense  is  the  rental  of  the  moving 
picture  film.  This  cost  varies  according  to  the  class  of  tin- 
film,  the  number  of  changes  a  week  and  the  number  of  reels 
used  at  each  performance  In  Grand  Rapids  the  general  pol- 

icy is  to  run  just  one  reel  at  a  show. 
There  are  two  broad  classes  of  films,  first  run  and  second 

run.  The  first  run  pictures  are  those  that  come  direct  from 
the  producers  and  are  shown  here  for  the  initial  time.  The 
second  run  is  made  up  of  pictures  that  have  already  been 

shown.  There  is  also  a  class  known  as  "junk,"  which  in- cludes old  subjects. 

Several  of  the  first-class  houses  of  Grand  Rapids  use  first 
run  pictures.  They  have  to  pay  extra  for  them,  and  their 
service  for  three  or  four  changes  a  week  runs  up  in  the 
neighborhood  of  $50.  Houses  that  are  not  so  particular  and 
are  willing  to  take  the  milk  after  the  cream  has  been  skimmed 
off  can  rent  reels  as  low  as  $10  a  week.  Each  change  costs 

$4  extra. Thus  if  the  same  reel  was  used  all  week  it  would  cost  $10. 

if  the  reel  was  changed  during  the  week  the  week's  service 
would  cost  $14,  if  three  changes  were  made  the  service 

would  be  $18,  and  so  on,  a  full  week's  service,  with  a  change 
every  day,  costing  $34.  This  is  the  minimum  rate.  There  are 
grades  above  this  and  below  the  first  run,  and  each  grade 
has  its  own  price. 

Salaries  Reach  Good  Total. 

Salaries  likewise  differ  according  to  the  style  of  the  theater 
paying  them.  Most  of  the  downtown  theaters  employ  nine 
or  ten  persons,  some  of  whom  work  in  shifts.  Several  of 
the  outside  theaters  cut  their  forces  right  down  to  absolute 
necessities  and  thus  clip  the  salary  total.  Some  of  them  are 
able  to  do  this  by  virtue  of  the  fact  that  they  only  run  part 
of  the  afternoon  and  all  evening,  or  run  only  in  the  evening. 
The  downtown  houses  give  about  eighteen  shows  a  day. 

General  Manager  Austin  McFadden  of  the  Idle  Hour  and 
Lyric,  gives  the  following  schedule  for  employees:  Opera- 

tors from  $9  to  $21  a  week;  singers  from  $10  to  $18  a  week; 
piano  players  from  $4  or  $5  in  the  outside  theaters  to  $12 
in  the  downtown  houses:  doorkeepers,  ushers,  ticket  sellers, 

etc.,  at  various  prices.  In  the  downtown  theaters  the  ex- 
penses are  said  to  run  from  $250  to  $300  a  week,  or  from 

5,000  to  6,000  nickels. 
"We  use  two  shifts  of  singers  and  musicians  in  our  thea- 

ters," said  Mr.  McFadden.  "It  would  be  pretty  hard  for  a 
piano  player  to  keep  right  on  playing  all  afternoon  and 
evening,  and  for  a  singer  to  repeat  again  and  again  and  stil! 
retain  a  good  singing  voice.  In  some  of  the  outlying  thea- 

ters where  so  many  shows  are  not  given  one  singer  and  one 
player  manage  to  get  along. 

"I  have  one  singer  I  pay  $18  a  week.  This  is  a  top  figure. 
I  also  have  an  operator  I  pay  $21  a  week,  which  is  likewise 
a  top  figure.  I  pay  him  this  because  he  is  also  a  mechanic 

and  can  repair  the  machine  should  it  go  wrong." 
Dr.  R.  M.  Luton,  proprietor  of  the  Lyceum  on  Canal  street, 

which  entered  the  ring  a  little  more  than  a  month  ago.  thinks 
there   is   plenty   of   room    for   his   new    theater,   but   not    for   any 
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more.  "I  think  the  present  number  is  plenty,"  said  Dr. 
Luton.     "The  town  will  scarcely  stand  any  more. 

"I  consider  the  5-cent  theaters  mighty  good  things  for 
the  town.  They  entertain  the  people,  they  assist  in  educa- 

tional matters,  and  I  have  found  only  one  class  of  business 
that  has  claimed  that  they  hurt  it.  That  business  is  the 
saloon  business.  Many  men  who  would  otherwise  go  into 
the  saloon  and  spend  their  nickels  for  beer  now  bring  their 
wives  and  children  to  the  moving  picture  theaters. 

"I  have  made  it  a  policy  of  the  Lyceum  to  run  stereopticon 
slides  of  an  educational  nature.    These  are  largely  of  travels." 

More  Than  City  Can  Stand. 
Manager  A.  J.  Gilligham  of  the  Vaudette  on  Canal  street 

and  the  Monroe  Vaudette,  the  original  5-cent  theater  man 
in  Grand  Rapids,  thinks  Grand  Rapids  has  more  of  these 
theaters  than  it  can  stand.  As  manager  of  the  Vaudette 
Film  Exchange,  which  supplies  all  but  two  or  three  of  the 
local  moving  picture  theaters  with  their  films,  Mr.  Gilligham 
would  naturally  encourage  the  establishment  of  more  .thea- 

ters, but  he  declares  the  limit  has  been  reached  and  passed. 
Thus  far  there  have  been  no  rumbles  here  of  a  price-cutting 

war  such  as  is  being  waged  in  Detroit  and  Toledo.  Many 
of  the  moving  picture  men  are  on  the  best  of  terms  with 
each  other,  but  there  are  factions  and  the  factions  are  hostile. 
They  realize,  however,  that  a  war  is  a  throat-cutting  free- 
for-all,  with  their  own  throats  as  much  in  danger  as  the 
throats  of  their  foes,  and  so  peace  reigns. 

The  list  of  theaters  as  it  stands  now  is  as  follows:  Star, 
on  Madison  avenue;  Alamo,  on  South  Division,  near  Hall; 
Joy,  on  South  Division,  near  Third;  Royal,  on  North  Di- 

vision, near  Monroe;  Monroe  Vaudette;  Vaudette,  Idle  Hour, 
Lyric,  Ideal,  Superba,  Lyceum,  all  on  Canal;  Mystic  and 
Bijou,  on  West  Bridge,  and  a  theater  on  West  Leonard 
street.     The  new  Apollo  will  make  fifteen. 

The  Big  Days. 

The  theaters  all  do  a  big  business  on  Saturday  and  Sun- 
day, some  of  them  counting  on  drawing  at  least  1,800  or 

2,000  persons  apiece  on  those  days.  During  week  days  they 
have  to  be  content  with  many  less.  Week  day  evenings  are 
counted  on  to  give  about  four  crowded  houses,  but  during 
the  day  the  theaters  are  not  so  well  filled.  The  capacity  of 
some  of  the  houses  is  so  small  that  when  they  fail  to  pack 
them  in  frequently  the  receipts  run  behind  the  expenditures, 
although  the  crowds  at  times  may  indicate  the  height  of 
prosperity. 
The  theaters  depend  upon  "repeaters"  for  the  bulk  of 

their  receipts.  There  are  many  persons  who  have  moving 
picturitis  and  who  visit  the  theaters  day  after  day.  For  the 
benefit  of  these  some  of  the  theaters  change  their  bills  every 
day.     Others  change  three  or  four  times  a  week, 

Even  with  the  repeaters  doing  their  best,  hundreds  of  thou- 
sands of  nickels  are  necessary  to  keep  the  fifteen  Grand 

Rapids  moving  picture  theaters  going,  and  the  question  is 
becoming  acute:  "When  will  the  break  come?" — Grand  Rap- 

ids  (Mich.)   "Press." 

NEWSPAPER  COMMENTS  ON  FILM  SUBJECTS. 

"Three  Maiden  Ladies  anda  Bull"  will  keep  the  audience  in 
an  uproar  from  start  to  finish. 

"Honesty  Is  the  Best  Policy"  is  a  melodrama  in  miniature 
full   of  pathos,   tragedy   and   heart  interest. 
"The  Reprieve"  is  a  strongly  melodramatic  subject  and 

affords  many  thrills. 

"Under  the  Black  Flag"  is  a  comedy  drama  of  more  than 
ordinary  interest. 
"The  Volunteer's  Betrothal"  is  a  film  that  tells  the  true 

story  of  military  life  and  is  also  of  great  interest. 

"The  Fighting  Parson"  is  among  one  of  the  best  subjects 
turned  out  by  the  film  manufacturers  this  season,  is  also  in- 

teresting and  heroic. 

"A  Victim  of  His  Honesty"  has  a  dramatic  nature  and  sym- 
pathetic  situations. 

"The  Bachelor's  Baby"  is  a  film  that  put  everyone  in  good humor. 

"Hunting  Teddy  Rears"  is  a  comedy  subject  which  seems 
to  please  immensely. 

"The  Blue  and  the  Gray"  is  a  sensational  film  and  very interesting. 

"Where  Is  My  Prisoner?"  is  a  side-splitting  comedy  of 
pleasing  nature. 

"Curfew  Must  Not  Ring  To-night"  is  a  film  of  an  intensely 
interesting  character  with   main    exciting  incidents. 

"The  Plain  Clothes  Man"  is  a  thrilling  detective  story,  full 
of  exciting  adventures, 

Canton,  O. — The  Orpheum  Theater  opened  for  business 
about  a  week  ago. 

Mingo,  O. — A  Nickelodeon  is  being  opened  on  Commercial 
street  by  a  prominent  business  man  of  Steubenville. 

Los  Angeles,  Cal. — C.  C.  Chapman  has  filed  plans  to  con- 
struct a  brick  building  to  contain  a  moving  picture  show. 

Salem,  O. — Manager  J.  B.  Kay  will  discontinue  his  moving 
picture  show  at  the   Globe  if  patronage  does  not  increase. 

Wellsville,    O. — Joseph    Geisse   has   made    arrangements    to    I 
open  a  moving  picture  show  in  his  building  on  Main  street 

Tulusa,  Okla. — Mr.  Whitmoyer  has  purchased  the  Idlehour 
Theater   and   will   make    a   considerable   amount   of   improve- 
ments. 

Menasha,  Wis. — The  Crystal  Theater,  under  the  new  man- 
agement of  Mr.  Stanton,  is  proving  an  attractive  place  of 

amusement. 

Norway,  Mich. — Joseph  Renz,  of  Iron  Mountain,  has  opened 
up  an  electric  theater  on  Main  street  and  is  being  well 

patronized. 

Mr.  Van  Mater,  formerly  general  manager  of  Miles  Bros.' New  York  office,  has  resigned  and  is  no  longer  connected 
with  the  firm. 

Prof.  J.  Rosenthal,  the  celebrated  X-ray  expert,  of  Munich, 
has  succeeded  in  making  a  kinematographic  reproduction  of 
the  heart's  action. 
Fresno,  Cal. — The  new  enterprise,  which  is  situated  on  J 

street,  opened  its  doors  to  the  public  and  will  give  strictly 
first  class  moving  pictures. 

Mt.  Pleasant,  la. — Mr.  Jericho,  proprietor  of  the  Lincoln 
Theater,  has  decided  to  reopen  the  house  for  a  Summer 
moving  picture  show. 

Waverly,  N.  Y. — J.  C.  Baxter  has  purchased  a  moving  pic- 
ture show  from  A.  L.  Case.  The  latter  will  remain  with  the 

new  proprietor  for  one  month. 
Pratt  City,  Ala. — A  new  moving  picture  show,  known  as 

the  Savoy  Theater,  opened  its  doors  in  Foley's  Hall  and  is 
equipped   in  the  most  modern  fashion. 

Pipestone,  Minn— Brose's  Wonderland  has  opened  as  a 
museum  and  moving  picture  theater.  Mr.  Brose  has  made 

arrangements  to  secure  the  best  and  latest  films. 

Portland,  Me.,  is  to  have  another  moving  picture  theater 
under  the  management  of  J.  W.  Greely.  This  makes  the 

third  now  in  operation  by  him  and  all  doing  fair  business. 

New  York  City.— Lowenfeld  &  Prager  have  purchased  a 

moving  picture  show  in  Brooklyn  from  John  W.  Ritchie,  for 

which  "they  will  give  him  an  apartment  house  in  part  payment. 
Van  Wert,  O.— William  Briggs.  a  mail  carrier  of  Decatur, 

has  purchased  a  moving  picture  show  in  this  city  formerly 

conducted  by  Bogart  Bros.,  and  is  to  run  a  high  class  mov- 
ing picture  show. 

Holyoke,  Mass.— H.  C.  Cook,  of  Northampton,  has  pur- 
chased from  Henry  Hardv  the  Bijou  Moving  Picture  Theater, 

at  4T3  High  street,  and  the  moving  picture  attraction  will continue  under  his  management. 

Wooster.  O  —  A  new  moving  picture  entertainment  organ- 
ization with  musical  members  has  been  formed  and  will  travel 

all  over  the  State.  The  company  will  travel  under  the  name 

of  The  Humanovo  Company.  A.  B.  Lee  is  the  organizer  of the  company. 

Rutland.  Vt.— William  11.  Hickey,  proprietor  of  a  moving 

picture  establishement  in  Rutland,  has  tiled  a  petition  m 

bankruptcy  with  liabilities  of  $45,298.36,  and  assets  of  $200, 

all  exempt,  The  debts  include  $10,000  for  the  rent  of  the 
Mechanics'  Hall  in  Boston. 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange,  159  North  Eighth  street.  Phila- 
delphia. Pa.,  has  opened  a  branch  office  in  Norfolk.  Va..  so 

as  to  enable  them  to  give  closer  attention  to  the  wants  of 

their  customers  in  that  locality.  The  office  is  in  charge  of 
Mr.  Walter  Evans,  formerly  with  Miles  Bros. 
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The  Lubin  Studios  will   shortly    Issue  .1   feature   film,  "Th( 
King's  Diamond,"  .1  thrilling  ston   of  the  chivalrous  days  ol 
Louis  \  I  \     \'o  expense  has  b<  1  n      iared  in  procui  ins  3(  enei  j and   gorgeous   costumes   to    lit    the   production    to   i! 
and  il  promises  to  be  a  film  that  will  make  a  headliner. 

The  Kalem  Company  report  that  tin  >  have  prepared  to 
meet  the  demand  for  the  Taft  film  for  campaign  use  bj  cul 
ting  out  all  the  extraneous  subject  matter,  and  this  film, 
used  in  conjunction  with  the  B/ryan  picture  ol  the  Vttagraph 
Company,  now  makes  an  ideal  subject  for  campaign  purposes. 
The  Taft  pictures  arc  always  popular. 
Lebanon,  O..  July  13.  In  the  course  of  a  moving  picture 

exhibit  at  a  local  vaudeville  hous<  the  portrait  of  President 
Roosevelt  was  thrown  on  the  screen,  causing  an  outburst  ol 
applause  and  cheering  which  lasted  17  minutes.  The  show 
was  stopped  and  the  management  joined  in  the  wave  of 
enthusiasm  that  swept  through  the  little  theater.  l'olice 
ventured  to  restore  order,  but  the  management  said,  "No, 
let  them  yell." 

Williams,  Brown  &  Earle,  of  918  Chestnul  street.  Phila- 
ihia,  Pa.,  inform  us  that  they  are  having  great  success 

with  the  "Travelogue"  feature  of  then-  service.  They  have 
standing  orders  front  some  250  customers  for  this  service, 
which  seems  to  indicate  thai  they  have  the  right  kind  of 
goods  at  the  right  prices.  Although  they  started  to  work 
up  the  travelogue  idea  at  the  beginning  of  the  dull  season, 
the  success  that  they  have  attained  proves  that  the  illustrate. 1 
lecture  is  not  only  popular  with  the  theater  managers  hut 
with   the  public. 

Savannah,  Ga.,  July  25.- -The  Eldorado,  one  of  Savannah's 
first  class  moving  picture  theaters,  has  closed  for  the  Sum- 

mer. The  manager,  .Mr.  Carter,  stated  that  during  the  months 
of  July  and  August  most  of  the  people  go  from  the  city,  and 
it  would  pay  better  to  close  for  the  two  months  than  to 
keep   open.     They  will   reopen   the   first  of   Ssptember. 

Last  week  Savannah  vaudeville  patrons  were  treated  to  an 
unusually  artistic  feast  in  the  engagement  of  Miss  Caroline 
Pullman,  a  charming  soprano  soloist,  who  has  just  concluded 
a  stay  of  more  than  two  weeks  at  the  Superba  and  Criterion 
Theaters.  Miss  Pullman  is  not  only  endowed  with  a  superbly 
sweet  voice  but  has  a  stage  presence  that  wins  admiration. 
During  her  stay  in  Savannah  her  work  demonstrated  the 
very  desirable  quality  of  blending  with  all  kinds  of  acts  and 

shadowing  shortcomings  that  inevitably  appear  in  many 
programmes. 

Last  Wednesday,  July  15,  Miss  May  Keenan.  who  is  now 
appearing  at  the  Criterion  Theater  in  musical  acts,  bore  the 
honor  of  being  the  first  person  in  Savannah  and  in  the  entire 
South  to  wear  a  sheath  gown.  MLs  Keenan  made  one  of  the 
biggest  hits  since  the  house  has  been  opened.  At  no  time 
during  the  shows  was  there  standing  room  and  many  had  to 
go  away  feeling  blue  by  not  seeing  the  gown  on  her. 

THE    KOSMIK    FILM   SERVK  ! 

ADS  WITH  MOVING  PICTURES. 

The  Young  Advertising  Service,  of  Manning,  S.  C,  has 
originated  a  good  advertising  proposition  which  is  now  being 
used  with  profit  by  the  local  merchants.  The  Young  service 
has  arranged  with  several  moving  picture  establishments  for 
space  upon  the  canvas  between  acts.  Accordingly  the  adver- 

tisements of  *he  merchants  are  sandwiched  in  between  the 
scenes. 

ADVERTISING  A  STATE. 

E.  B.  Thompson,  chief  of  the  photographic  department, 
reclamation  service,  has  returned  to  Washington  with  2.000 
feet  of  negatives  showing  the  State  of  Idaho  in  all  its  aspects. 
Lumber  cutting,  sheep  raising,  dairying,  farming,  irrigation 
and  rough  riding  will  make  this  series  of  views  of  living  in- 

terest. Along  with  lantern  slide  views  the  films  are  to  be  used 
in  a  lecture  campaign  to  advertise  the  resources  of  the  State. 

"THE  EVIL  OF  THE  MOVING  PICTURE  THEATERS." 

This  will  be  subject  of  a  lecture  given  by  Mrs.  S.  Gamy. 

of  Grand  Rapids,  next  Thursday  evening  at  the  St.  Mary's 
Hall,  on  Clay  avenue.  It  seems  to  be  paradoxical  that  such 
a  subject  will  be  explained  by  the  aid  of  stereopticon  views, 

but  Mrs.  Gauw  has  ti  mind  the  church  saying  that  "Iron  has 
to  be  sharpened  with  iron"  and  she  is  anxious  to  give  our 
young  people  something  better  instead  of  things  that  are 
forbidden  especially  for  our  Christian  people.  Nearly  every 
pastor  in  town  is  in  sympathy  with  Mrs.  Gauw  in  her  work. — 
Muskegon  (Mich.)   News. 

Just   as   m    gO   I.,   pn     i    Wi  ,,11111,  d    : 
entitled    "  I  In      \Imiii,     \\    ,,ld"    ,,,„,,    ,|i, 
Pan)       <  'i    thi  win,  h    ,,ie   hound     • between  illuminat 

-  ol    the  pictun    show    With   talking   effects 
9uch   l  sin  cago   Vttditoi  ium,  un 
ot    I  l.iii  j    I  ee,  in  toi       U  hile  thi uiinin  d  on  .11   the   Sumnv 

"i   then    run  demonstrated  that  a  pictt 
erlj    presented,  1-  sufni  ienl   attraction  to  fill  .. 
\ not  her  thing  which  was  fully  demonstrati  d  and 
instigated  the  expet  imi  nt,  was  thai  independi  nl  film 
phed   through    the    Ko  mik    Film   Service   of   the    Kl<  in< 
Company,  are   fullj    ■  qual   to   the   demands    ol    thi    most 
tidious  and  the  line  ol  subjects  are  mosl  varied  and  comp 

CAMERAPHONE  HITS. 

Kalamazoo,    Mich.     The    "Cameraphone"    showing    at Bijou  Dream  this  week,  has  proven  the  biggesl  noveltj  ol 
ing  the  moving  picture  business  has  Vet  offered   hen       Hun- 

dreds crowded  into  the  cosy  little  playhouse  yesterday  and  it 
was  one  of  the   record   days   for  the  attendance   since   Mat 
Dickey     has     taken     charge     of    the     amusement     ho 
"Cameraphone"  is  making  good  in  every   sense  the  prom made    for    it.      That    it    actually    produces    talking    picturt 
no    idle    boast,    for    the    imitations    of    George    Cohan, 

Yankee  Doodle  Comedian,"  by  a  clever  vaudeville  perfon are    clear   and    faithful.      TI:  produced    on    thi 
graph    follow    in    perfect    unison    the    movements    of    thi 
lips,     The  subject  showing  Anna  Held  and  chorus  is  ah 
marvel  of  perfection. 

Oakland,  CaL— Manager  Guy  Smith  gave  a  demonstration 
of    the    Cameraphone    to    the    press     and     city     officials     recently 
in   his  new  theater  on    I! roadway  alongside   the    Novelty 
show  was  an  immense  success  and  opens  unlimited   p 
ties   for   amusement    promoters.      Manager    Smith    intends 
put   on   complete    comic    operas   in    the    near    future    and    will 
start   with    "Pinafore"   as   soon    as    the    records    and    reels pictures  come  from  the  East. 

KANSAS  CITY  AFTER  IMMORAL  PICTURES. 

Following  up  the  plan  outlined  some  time  ago.  looking  to 
the  better  morals  of  the  children  and  youths,  especially  in 
the  crowded  tenement  districts,  the  Kansas  City  Franklin 
Institute  recently  instructed  Miss  Beebe  Thompson.  .,  settle- 

ment worker,  to  make  an  investigation  of  the  pictures  shown 
by   the    cheap   amusement    companies   throughout    the    city. 

As  a  result,  one  proprietor,  J.  J.  Dunn,  who  conducts  the 

"Fairyland"  show  at  1,329  Grand  avenue,  has  been  cited  to 
appear  in  police  court  this  morning  and  answer  charges  of 
exhibiting  immoral  pictures.  Others  have  been  found  at 
various  places  which  do  not  tend  to  elevate  or  instruct  the 
youth  or  older  persons,  and  complaints  will  be  lodged  with 
Mayor  Thomas  T.  Crittenden,  Jr..  and  an  effort  made  to  sup- 

press all  such  pictures.  It  is  not  the  object  of  the  workers, 
they  allege,  to  suppress  the  moving  picture  shows,  for  these 
are  the  amusement  places  of  the  poorer  classes,  and.  if  prop- 

erly regulated,  will   prove  a  benefit. 
The  report  submitted  by  Miss  Thompson  is  thorough  and 

covers  every  amusement  place  of  the  moving  picture  class  in 
the  city.  Those  pictures  which  were  found  to  be  pleasing 
are   complimented,   and   those   of  immoral   nature    censured. 

"NICKELODEONS." 
President  Roosevelt,  amid  his  numerous  duties,  lias  found 

time  to  stir  up  the  Washington  authorities  in  the  matter  of 
moving  picture  shows.  It  was  found  upon  investigation  that 
75  per  cent,  of  the  pictures  exhibited  were  unwholesome,  and 
only  a  minor  part  belonged  to  the  best  class  of  entertainment 

described  by  Shakespeare,  "where  amusement  doth  instruction 
bring."  This  work  of  the  chief  executive  should  encourage 
the  majrors  of  all  our  cities  to  have  an  eye  kept  on  these 
cheap  shows. 
The  moving  picture  show  crept  in  on  us  almost  before  we 

were  aware  of  it,  and  has  in  a  way  been  deservedly  popular. 

But  pictures  are  shown  sometimes  that '  are  largely  sug- gestive of  evil,  and  the  more  suggestive  they  are.  the  more 
widely  do  they  seem  to  be  advertised.  A  story  of  illicit 
love  and  its  consequences  is  put  in  after  a  picture  that  is  well 
worth  seeing.  A  hold-up  by  bandits,  so  arranged  that  the  idle 
cut-throats  appear  as  heroes,  often  does  untold  harm.  In- 

iquity calls  for  no  indorsement.     It  has  glamor  enough  with- 
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out  any  attempt  being  made  to  add  to  it.  Such  pictures  may 
easily  become  schools  for  robbery  to  morbid  and  degenerate 
youth.  It  is  a  pity  when  wrong-doing  is  put  before  the  young 
people  in  this  way.— Detroit   (Mich.)   Tribune. 

LARGE  SONG  SLIDE  ORDERS. 

Probably  the  largest  order  for  song  slides  ever  received  in 
one  week  by  any  lantern  slide  makers  or  dealers  came  to  the 
Henry  B.  Ingram  Company,  42  West  Twenty-eighth  street, 
last  week.  The  order  was  for  everybody's  slides  and  there 
was  one  item  of  just  a  mere  bagatelle  of  1,000  sets  from  a 
firm  in  Mexico.  The  order  read:  "Enclosed  find  draft  for 
$250  as  guarantee  of  good  faith,  to  be  applied  as  final  pay- 

ment on  purchase  of  1,000  sets  of  American  song  slides.  We 
are  operating  the  entire  Republic  of  Mexico  and  Central 
America,  with  a  large  and  growing  trade  along  the  whole 
west  coast  of  South  America.  Ship  by  express,  C.  O.  D. 
Send  us  good  slides  for  good  songs  and  from  one  to  six  sets 
of  each,  with  twelve  sheets  of  regular  music  with  each  set. 

The  most  of  this  order  goes  to  Peru  and  Chile."  The  order 
did  not  specify  what  songs  were  to  be  sent,  so  it  was  an- 
wered  by  a  generous  shipment  of  two  hundred  sets  within 
twenty-four  hours. 

Right  on  top  of  this  order  the  Ingram  Company  received 
another  from  one  of  their  regular  customers  for  one  hundred 
and  fifty  sets,  and  from  two  other  sources  orders  aggregating 
nearly  two  hundred  sets  more.  Mr.  Henry  B.  Ingram,  the 
manager  of  the  company,  says  that  anybody  having  good 
slides  to  sell  can  get  a  ready  purchaser  by  taking  them  to  the 
Ingram    Company. 

FINDS  LOST  WIFE  THROUGH  MOTION  PICTURES. 

Boston,  Mass. — While  sitting  as  a  spectator  in  the  Joliette 
Theater  on  Court  street  yesterday,  a  man,  who  claims  to  be 
Wilfred  Halstrom,  of  Hartnett,  Kan.,  rushed  to  the  manager 
of  the  theater  and  said  that  the  figure  of  the  woman  on  the 
screen  was  that  of  his  wife,  who  left  his  home  five  years  ago 
in  a  most  mysterious  manner,  and  for  whom  he  has  been 
searching  without  success.  Just  after  her  departure  an  uncle 
died,  leaving  her  the  sum  of  $500,  which  now  lies  idle  in  a 
Kansas  bank. 

Mr.  Halstrom  begged  Manager  J.  L.  Roth,  of  the  theater, 
to  tell  him  the  name  of  the  photographer  that  he  might  find 
out  where  his  wife  is  now  located.  The  favor  was  granted, 
and  it  transpired  that  the  missing  lady,  who  is  beautiful  of 
face  and  figure,  was  posing  for  a  Philadelphia  film  manu- 
facturer. 
Halstrom  stated  that  he  had  been  married  but  six  months 

when  he  awoke  one  morning  to  find  a  note  on  the  table  say- 
ing that  his  wife  had  gone  because  she  was  tired  of  the 

monotony  of  country  life. 

"I  knew  that  someone  must  have  been  telling  my  wife 
stories  about  the  great  wealth  in  the  East."  he  said.  "I  knew 
that  she  did  not  go  of  her  own  volition,  so  I  started  out  to 
search  for  her.  No  clue  could  be  found  as  to  her  where- 

abouts. But  I  never  thought  I  would  see  her  in  a  moving 

picture.     I  would  know  rer  in  a  thousand." 

CAILLE  &  KUNSKY  LOSE  THEIR  BEST  MAN. 

J.  O.  Hooley,  the  well  known  Toledo  moving  picture  man, 
has  resigned  his  position  as  local  manager  for  Caille  & 
Kunsky  in  Toledo.  Mr.  Hooley  was  manager  of  all  the  Caille 
houses  in  Toledo,  including  the  big  theater,  the  Valentine. 
In  spite  of  heavy  opposition  Hooley  kept  the  Caille  houses 
above  water,  although  every  large  theater  in  town  was  show- 

ing pictures  and  one  of  them,  the  Empire,  was  thrown  open 
to  the  public  free.  This  house  is  exactly  facing  the  Valentine 
and  is  controlled  by  Hurtig  &  Seamon.  who  also  operate 
the  Arcade,  another  big  picture  house  which  is  situated  in 
the  same  block  as  the  Valentine.  A  fierce  war  waged  for 
weeks  and  free  coupons  and  other  expensive  inducements 
were  literally  thrown  at  the  public.  Pages  of  costly  display  ad- 

vertising were  used  by  Hurtig  &  Seamon  and  the  excitement 
ran  high.  One  by  one  the  large  theaters  began  to  give  in  and 
one  after  another  closed  their  doors.  The  fittest  has  survived 
and  in  spite  of  the  sweltering  the  Valentine  is  still  open  and 

playing  to  surprisingly  good  business.  Mr.  Hooley's  resigna- tion is  looked  upon  with  regret  by  all  but  his  opponents  in 
business  and  moving  picture  people  are  wondering  if  Mr. 

Hooley's  successor  will  be  able  to  obtain  the  extraordinary 
results  that  always  followed  his  predecessor's  every  effort. Mr.  Hooley  is  about  to  join  forces  with  the  Toledo   Film 
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Exchange  and  will  superintend  .1  new  branch  <>i  the  business 
which  will  be  devoted  to  the  supplying  of  picture  theaters  with 
operators,  musicians,  illustrated  song  singers  and  talking 
pictures.  The  talking  pictures  will  be  called  the  Talk  0  Photo 
and  will  consist  of  a  number  of  companies,  which  will  each  1 
two  or  more  reels.  Four  companies  are  already  rehearsing 
and  others  are  now  being  organized.  The  dialogue  For  the 
various  subjects  will  be  written  by  Sydney  Wire,  a  well-known 
writer  and  lecturer. 

MOVING  PICTURE  SHOWS  POPULAR  IN  BIRMING- 
HAM, ALA. 

While  New  York,  Chicago,  St.  Louis,  Philadelphia,  and 
all  the  larger  cities  of  the  country,  to  say  nothing  of  the 
smaller  ones,  are  attempting  to  regulate  the  nickel  theater, 
Birmingham  is  not.  and  for  the  very  good  reason  the  moving 
picture  shows  of  this  city  have  a  fairly  clean  record. 
With  scarcely  an  exception  the  moving  picture  shows  of 

this  city  are  on  the  level  necessary  for  the  entertainment  of 
ladies  and  children.  The  pictures  are  not  always  worth  look- 

ing at,  but  there  is  little  to  criticise  in  their  morality. 
A  short  while  back,  the  impetus  with  which  this  class  of 

entertainment  was  introduced,  began  to  fail.  There  are  fewer 
shows  to-day.  only  the  best  have  survived,  but  these  few  will 
always  be  sure  of  a  place  in  the  economy  of  the  city.  More 
than  one  business  man  has  confessed  that  he  likes  to  drop  in 
occasionally.  For  the  country  visitor  they  are  a  boon.  A 
party  of  young  farm  hands  was  observed  on  a  Twentieth 
Street  corner  recently.  Seriously,  without  a  smile,  one  of 

the  party  made  that  deliciously  humorous  remark,  "Well. 
where  do  we  go  from  here?" 

"There's  another  one  around  on  Second  avenue,"  replied 
another.     They  continued  on  their  rounds. 

And  then,  it's  so  cheap. — Birmingham  "News." 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

FILMS   RUINED   BY   WOULD-BE  OPERATORS. 

Lynchburg,  Va.,  July  15,   1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — Attached  you  will  find  communication  to  the 

secretary  of  the  Film  Service  Association  regarding  condi- 
tion of  film  called  "Damon  and  Pythias,"  which  was  run  by me  on  the   nth  inst. 

It  is  a  consummation  devoutly  to  be  wished  for  to  cause 
the  hiring  of  capable  operators  by  managers  of  moving  pic- 

ture shows,  and  if  the  association  members  would  refuse  to 
rent  film  to  managers  unless  a  competent  operator  was  in 
charge  of  the  machine  it  would  no  doubt  accomplish  the 
result  of  eliminating  incapable  operators. 

A  step  in  the  right  direction  was  the  licensing  of  operators, 
but  unfortunately,  licensed  operators  are  not  required  all 
over  the  country. 

I  get  the  World  each  week  and  thoroughly  appreciate  it,  in 

fact  it's  my  "right-hand  man,"  and  I  feel  lost  without  it. 
With  best  wishes  for  your  continued  success,  I  say:  "Con- 

tinue the  good  work."  Yours  very  truly, W.  D.  BURROUGHS. 
[We  heartily  endorse  the  sentiments  expressed  by  our 

reader  and  trust  that  the  association  of  film  renters  or  ex- 
hibitors will  take  up  the  matter. — Ed.] 

Lynchburg,  Va.,  July  15,  1908. 
The   National   Secretary, 

Film  Service  Association,  New  York. 
Dear  Sir — I  am  enclosing  you  several  patches  cut  from 

"Damon  and  Pythias,"  a  film  issued  by  the  Selig  Polyscope 
Company,  of  Chicago,  less  than  thirty  days  ago,  and  which 
I  ran  on  the  nth  inst.  as  operator  in  the  Star  Theater  in 
this  city. 

The  patches  are  self-explanatory.  I  think  that  it  is  a  shame 
for  film  to  be  handled  in  this  manner.  It  is  evident  that  in- 

expert and  altogether  incapable  operators  are  responsible  for 
the  abuse  picture  has  received. 
Do  you  not  think  it  time  for  the  association  to  take  up  the 

matter  in  their  own  interests  of  the  hiring  of  inexpert  and 
negligent  operators  by  managers  of  moving  picture  places 
tr  roughout  the  country?  Thereby  damaging  the  property  of 
the  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association  and  rendering 

it  unfit  for  use  by  both  "jumps"  and  "raining." 
"Damon  and  Pythias,"  as  you  know,  is  an  association  film 
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A  SIMPLE  PROBLEM 
QUESTION: 

ExJlibitor — Why    does    the 
PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  FILM  CO. 

furnish  the  best  and  most  up-to- 
date  Film  Service  in  America  ? 

ANSWER: 

Operator — Because  they  are 
the  largest  purchasers  of  Films  in 
America. 

ExJlibitor — Correct. 

Remember:      He  who  makes   the  most 
noise    is    not    always    the    most     successful. 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  FILM  CO. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.     Des  Moines,  la. 

Rochester,  N.  Y. 
Cincinnati,  O.       Lincoln,  Neb. 

Independent 
Filmsin  Texas 

ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 

Kinds  for  Moving 

Picture  Theatres 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special    Prices  on    our  New  Films 

and   Feature    Productions 

issued  by  one  of  the  Edison  licensees,  and  should  have 
reached  me  without  a  break  and  in  first  class  condition,  but 
it  had  been   cut  at  least  25  times. 
With  best  wishes  for  the  success  of  the  association  and 

assuring  you  that  I  thoroughly  appreciate  the  good  work  it 
has  already  accomplished,  I  beg  to  be 

Yours  trulv, 
W.  D.  BURROUGHS. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column. 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced    Operators. 

D.  Nagorsky,  333  E.  6th  St.,  New  York. 
David  S.  Robinson,  208  Cruger  Ave.,  Van  Nest,  New  York  City 

J.  W.  Connors,  255  Baldwin  Street,  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. 

G.  S.  Schlick,  Dansville,  N.  Y. 
Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood.  Ga. 

Philip  Stevens,  Madison,  Me. 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving  Picture  "World  —  the representative  trade  newspaper, 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 
*%>     P

ER 

C   FOOT Send  for  List  of  New  Films 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street  -  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Great  Opportunity. 
By  rare  chance  I have  for  rent  a 
store  room  in  the 
very  choicest  spot 

of  Hamilton,  Ohio,  the  most  prosperous  city  of  its  size  in  this 

country.  Splendid  opening  for  picture  show  of  which  there 
are  only  two  in  out-of-the-way  places  because  of  lack  of  proper 
location  obtainable  heretofore.  Address  J.  COLEMAN,  Box 
247,  Hamilton,  Ohio. 

THE   BEST  MOVING    PICTURE  MACHINE. 

RHEOSTATS 
CONTAIN 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Catalogue  and  information  upon  request. 

DRIVER-HARRIS    WIRE    CO., 
HARRISON,     N,   J. 
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Film  Review. 

THE  BLACK  VIPER.  A  Human  Serpent 
Crushed  to  Earth  (Blograph). — Most  appropriate  Is 
the    title    given    to    Nils    Blograpb    tiim.    tor    it    is 
the  portrayal  of  the  machination!  of  011c  of  the 
most     viperous,     venomous    creature    In    human     form 
one  coold   Imagine.     This   brute   become!   enamored 
of  Jennie,  a  preitj  mill  girl,  whom  he  redely  ac- 

costs   ns    she    Is    on    her    wiiy    home    from    work,       lie 
is  repulsed  and  in  return  violently  attack!  her, 
knocking  bet  down  am!  kicking  her.  as  Mike  her 
iweetheart,  rushes  to  the  rescue,  giving  tbe  cur 
a  sound  thrashing.  Later  in  the  evening  Mike 
and  Jennie  go  for  a  stroll,  hut  tbe  viper 
meanwhile  has  .'one  to  his  usual  haunt  and  In- 

formed his  gang  of  the  episode,  soliciting  their 
assistance  in  wreaking  vengeance,     in  a  wagon  they 
follow  Mike  aiul  Jennie  and.  at  a  lonely  place  In 
the    road,    seize    and    hind    Mike,     throwing    him    Into 
the    wagon,    hut    Jennie    escapes.      They    drive    off 
witli  him  to  the  toot  of  a  rooky  cliff,  up  which 
they  carry  him.  Jennie  lias  given  the  alarm,  and 
a  rescue  patty  at  once  start  out  in  another  wagon. 
They  reach  the  foot  of  the  cliff  whore  the  viper's 
gang  are  about  half  way  up.  who  roll  large  rocks 
down  to  prevent  their  ascent.  The  gang  reach  the 
top  of  the  cliff  with  Mike  and  take  him  to  an 
old  frame  house,  lock  him  In  and  set  tiro  1  >  It. 
Mike  lias,  unobserved  by  the  gang,  sawed  with  a 
sharp  stone  the  rope  Minting  his  hands  and  so  makes 
his  way  to  the  roof  thTOUgb  a  trap.  He  is  dis- 

covered, however,  and  the  viper  climbs  up  and  a 
terrific  Bffhl  ensues,  ending  with  their  both  rolling 
from  the  root  io  the  ground  below.  Here  the  strug- 

gle is  renewed  and  Mike  succeeds  In  gaining  pos- 
session of  1  or  and  lays  him  out, 

Just  as  Jennie  and  her  friends  appear,  the  ap- 
proach of  whom  has  frightened  off  the  viper's  gang. Length,  TSM  feet. 

THE  TAVERN-KEEPER'S  DAUGHTER  (Bio- 
graph).— In  the  lonely  wilds  ot  Southern  California 
there  stands  a  rural  tavern,  kept  by  an  old  trap- 

per, who  had  been  widowered  years  ago;  his  wife 
leaving  him  a  most  precious  legacy  In  the  being 
of  a  pretty  daughter.  She  was  indeed  the  fairest 
Bower  that  e'er  blossomed  In  the  land  of  the  golden 
sun.  At  this  tavern  there  stopped  the  honest, 
hardy  miners  and  trappers  of  the  neighboring  coun- 

try on  their  way  to  and  from  their  claims  in  the 
mountains.  A  sort  of  a  rest-up  place  for  a  chat 
and  a  smoke  with  the  old  keeper,  and  a  mug  of 
ale.  served  by  the  fair  hands  ot  his  daughter. 
Among  those  who  frequented  this  rustic  hostelery 
was  one  of  those  proletarian  half-breed  Mexicans, 
whose  acidulate  countenance  was  most  odious  to 
all.  particularly  the  girl.  On  the  other  hand,  her 
blue  eyes,  golden  hair  and  sunny  complexion  in- 

flamed him  so  as  to  make  bold  to  kiss  her.  He  is 
indignantly  repulsed,  receiving  a  blow  on  the  face 
from  the  girl  which  sends  him  from  the  place, 
scowling  and  towering  with  rage.  It  Is  nightfall 
and  the  guests  all  having  departed,  the  keeper 
leaves  for  a  short  jaunt  up  the  road,  warning  the 
girl  to  be  sure  to  lock  up  during  his  absence,  which 
she  does:  then  going  to  her  room  to  prepare  for 
her  well-earned  rest.  She  has  just  removed  her  waist 
when  there  is  a  knock  at  the  door.  and.  thinking  it 
is  her  father  returning,  she  throws  a  mantilla  over 
her  shoulders  and  opens  the  door  to  the  Mexican, 
who  had  seen  her  father  depart.  The  cruel,  black 
nature  of  the  brute  now  asserts  Itself,  and  barring 
the  door,  he  seizes  the  helpless  girl,  who  screams 
and  struggles  until  her  father,  bursting  in.  engages 
the  half-breed  in  a  fierce  conflict,  while  the  girl 
rushes  out  into  the  night.  The  Mexican  having 
with  a  blow  stunned  the  father,  follows  after  her. 
Next  we  see  the  poor  frail  creature  dashing  wildly 
and  almost  aimlessly  through  the  thick  forest. 
coming  at  last,  as  morning  breaks,  to  the  cabin  of 
her  nearest  neighbor.  Staggering  into  the  place  in 
a  state  of  exhaustion,  she  relates  her  experience 
to  the  miner's  wife,  who  goes  to  bring  her  hus- 

band's aid.  Hearing  the  Mexican's  approach,  the 
girl  hides  behind  a  curtain.  In  rushes  the  infuri- 

ated beast  in  search  of  his  prey.  While  rummag- 
ing the  place,  he  is  attracted  by  the  childish  prat- 
tle of  the  miner's  baby,  who  sits  in  its  cradle 

playing  with  her  dollle.  His  heart  Is  softened  by 
the  pure,  innocent  chatter  of  the  child,  and  he 
drops  on  his  knees  before  the  crib  and  prays  to 
God  to  help  him  to  resist  his  brutal  inclinations. 
The  girl,  who  Is  deeply  touched  at  this  scene, 
comes  from  her  hiding  as  he  rises  and  is  taken  by 
the  hand  by  her  persecutor,  who  implores  forgive- 

ness, which  is  granted,  and  departs  as  she  takes 
the  babv  in  arms  and  kisses  it  in  gratitude,  for 
was  it  not  her  deliverer? — "And  a  little  child  shall 
lead  them."     Length.  410  feet. 

"THE  FACE  ON  THE  BARROOM  FLOOR" 
(Edisonl. — Synopsis  of  scenes: 
The  Unexpected. — A  convival  group  around  the 

bar. — Weary  Willie  blows  in. — A  human  wreck. — 
Amuses  the  crowd. — Gets  free  drink. — Chance  word 
awakens   pride. — A   soul   laid   bare. 
His  Life's  Story. — Dramatic  recital. — Vivid  por- 

trayal.— (Each  scene  described  shown — as  In  a  vision 
—on  the  mirror  behind  the  bar). — Each  heart 
touched.— Auditors   held    spell-bounC. 

Studio  Life.— Tells  of  happy  artist  days. — "In 
Bohemia." — Boon     companions. — Free     from     care. — 

1. aid.     \\  in.,     success. — Gains     prises,    be rich. 

Home.     Sweet     Home.     How     he     meets     beautiful 
1   lei      Lovi       1     Brat    sight.     HapnUj 
Fine  home.     Life  a  dream, 
The  Serpent  Enters  Edon.  Paints  tilendn  poi 

trait,  Wiie  and  friend  meet,  Husband  unsuspecl 
Ing.     friend  wins  wiie. 

The      Awakening.     Wile  omi       Leave 
note  Husband  returns,  Reads  "Gone  with  a 
handsomer   man."     Heart    broken      Ambition    Dies. 
Hope  "ed. 

The    Downward    Path.      Foi  Seeks    wife. 
Search    fruitless,     sinks    lower.     Ever    downward. 
still    drifting,     a    human    "derelict." 
The  Face  on  the  Floor.     Human  sympatbj    arouses 

the     ■Man'     Revives    the    "Artist."     lie    calls    for 
chalk.    Sketches   wife's    faci      Door,     Falli 
across  the  picture.     111-  life's  storj  ended      Approx. 
length,   550 

FLY    PAPER    (Edison)      Synopsis    "t    scenes: 
Boys     Will     Be     Boys.    Two     mischevlous     boys 

ag   Hies  on   tangle  i""i   flj    paper.    -They   place 
their     huh-    dog     on     the     Dj      paper    and     watch     his 
amies.    They   procure  more  tij    paper  and  start    oui 
on    a    quest     for    fun. 

The    First    Victim.      A    tramp    asleep    in    the    park. 
Plaster   By    paper   over   his   shoes      Wake   him   up 

and     have     -real      inn     through     his     endeavor     to     re 
move      tbe     0]      paper.       lie     slips     off     Ills     si   s     and stalls    after    them. 
Fun  and  More  of  It.  An  old  gentleman  reading 

his  morning  paper.  They  stuff  his  hat  full  of  Uy 
paper.  Tease  him  niiiil  he  grabs  his  lial  and  puts 
it  on.  An  old  maid  making  herself  beautiful  proves 
tbe  next  victim.  \  baby  is  given  some  Oy  paper 
as  an  excellent  plaything. — Interrupted  ill  their 
spori   h.\    the  arrival  of  tbe  other  victims. 
Love  Has  Its  Charms.  -The  boys  cover  a  bench 

wi.11  By  paper.- -Two  lovers  looking  for  a  secluded 
seat,  sii  on  the  bench  with  disastrous  results  to 
the    lover.    The    mischief    makers    find    a    sleeping 
policeman  against  a  lamp  post. — They  contrive  to 
get  fly  paper  under  his  feet  before  their  pursuers 
arrive. 

Mischief  Has  Its  Own  Reward. — They  spread  the 
gateway  of  the  park  full  of  fly  paper.— Stretch  a 
rope  across  the  entrance  and  await  their  pursuers. 
— At  tlic  critical  moment,  tbe  hiding  boys  pull  the 
rope  taut  and  down  goes  the  entire  crowd,  falling 
aud  rolling  in  the  mass  of  sticky  fly  paper. — Their 
glee  is  short  lived. — Are  captured  by  the  police- 

man, and  each  victim  in  turn  plasters  them  over 
witli  tly  paper  from  head  to  foot.     Length,  400  feet. 

A  FATAL  LIKENESS  (Lublu).— While  playing 
on  the  lawn  one  of  the  little  twin  sisters  of  a 
rich  banker  is  stolen  by  a  crook  and  sold  to  a 
band  of  gypsies   who   are   camping  outside   the  city. 

Sixteen  years  have  passed.  The  banker's  family 
are  still  mourning  for  tbe  lost  daughter.  One  of 
the  sisters  is  married,  but  nevertheless,  courted  by 
another  man.  Unable  to  get  her  to  accede  to  his 
wishes,  the  villain  brings  the  husband  to  the  gypsy 
camp  where  he  apparently  sees  his  wife  in  the  arms 
of  a  gypsy.  Enraged,  he  drives  his  wife  from 
house  and  home.  Later  on  the  villain  is  exposed. 
The  stolen  sister  finds  her  way  back  to  her  parents, 
and  the  erring  husband  gladly  takes  back  his  wife. 
Length,    680   feet. 
THE  ROBBERY  OF  THE  CITIZEN'S  BANK 

(Lubin). — A  gang  of  expert  bank  thieves  conceived 
the  idea  of  robbing  a  bank  located  in  a  suburban 
town.  One  of  the  number,  a  venerable,  plausible 
old  rascal,  in  company  with  a  girl,  presumably 
his  daughter,  opened  an  account  and  rented  a  de- 

posit box  in  the  bank  vault.  The  last  action  gave 
them  a  good  opportunity  to  study  the  location  of 
the  treasure.  A  German  member  of  the  gang  rents 
an  empty  store  next  door  and  apparently  does  busi- 

ness as  a  cobbler.  The  rest  come  separately  to 

his  shop  and  wait  for  instructions.  "Old  Doc" shows  a  plan  where  by  tunneling  through  the  cellar 
the  vault  may  be  reached.  A  convenient  time 
comes  when  the  plan  is  put  into  execution.  An 
immense  sum  is  acquired;  a  burglar  alarm  has  been 
overlooked  and   the   robbery  is   discovered. 
A  posse  is  organized  and  follows.  Terrific  rid- 

ing and  shooting  brings  them  to  the  side  of  a 
precipice.  With  the  desperation  of  the  hunted  ani- 

mal, they  descend  the  frightful  chasm.  Fresh 
horses  are  procured.  The  posse  again  gets  on  the 
trail,  driving  the  thieves  before  them,  who  jump 
into  the  river.  The  sheriff  and  posse  finally  corral 
them  in  their  retreat.  After  a  shooting  battle  the 
thieves  are  placed  in  irons  and  the  money  is  re- 

covered.     Length,    680    feet. 

Kleine-Optlcal  Company  issues: 

OFF  TO  MOROCCO  (Gaumont). — A  story  of  nerve 
aad  pluck  on  the  part  of  a  little  boy  intent  upon 
joining  his  father,  who  is  in  command  of  a  detach- 

ment of  French  soldiers  In  Morocco. 
The  Captain,  home  for  &  visit  to  his  family, 

kindly  but  in  a  stern  manner  refuses  his  son  per- 
mission to  accompany  him  to  Morocco,  where  his 

company  has  been  ordered  on  duty. 
Determined  to  join  the  father,  the  little  lad 

lays  his  plans  carefully  and  proceeds  to  carry 
them  out  with  a  determination  that  bids  fair  to 
the  success  of  any  venture  he  might  undertake  in 
his  future  career. 

In   the   dead   of  night   the  lad   steals   away   from 

SPECIAL  NOTICE 

For  campaign  purpos 

we  have  cut    down    the 

TAFT  PICTURES 

to  350  feet. 

This  film,  run  in  con- 

junction with  the  Vita- 
graph  film  of  Bryan, 
is  now  being  heavily 
featured  in  New  York. 

RALEM    CO.,    Inc. 
131  W.  24th  St.  New  YorK  City 

Film 
Renters 

ARE  YOU  TIRED 
OF  THE 

SONG  SLIDE  PROPOSITION 

9 

We  have  the  answer. 

Write,  wire  or  call 

quick  for  our  propo- 
sition to  Film  Rent- 

ers. There  is  money 

in  it  for  you.    ::   ::   :: 

Len.  Spencer's 
Lyceum 44  W.  28th  St.,  New  York 



68 THE    MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 

Have  you  sent  your  subscrip- 
tion to  the  M.  P.  World  ?  If  not 

do  so  now,  lest  you  forget. 

FOR    SALE 

Moving  Picture  Theatre 
Doing  a  Splendid  Business 

Address  P.  0.  Box  13,  Rockford,  O. 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc. 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slipes 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &  CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

LOOK  HERE  MR.  MANAGER 
We  make  the  handsomest  most  dec- 

orative and  best  colored 

ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDE 
on  the  market. 

Pretty   Broad    Statement 
Isn't  it— Mr.  Manager 

PREMIER 
Slides  are  made  by  our  new  and  ex- 

clusive process,  and  for  sharpness, 
brilliancy  and  effectiveness  on  the 
screen  are  unapproached  by  any  other 
slide  on  the  market. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  without  them. 
A  New  One  : 

Taft  &  Sherman  Slides 
Ready,  35c. 

HROMOGRAF   SLIDE   CO. 
Mailers  of  "Premier"  Slide 

5  EAST  8th  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc, 

THE   LARGEST  AMUSEWENT  SUPPLY  BOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 
500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION  PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    •    San  Francisco,  Cal. 

We  Write  Musi 

and   set  to  Your  ' SONG  POEMS 
Old  Dominion  Co.,  14  W.  27th  St.,  New  York 

Music  Writers,  Arrangers,  Printers 
Publishers    and    Booking    Agents 

SONG  and    ANNOUNCEMENT   SLIDES 

Write,  Call  or  'Phone 

TI  CH.ETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New   YorK    City 

home,  and,  unpercelved,  boards  a  waiting  steamer, 
where  he  remains  In  hiding  until  out  at  sea.  An 
inclination  to  administer  rough  treatment  by  the 
crew  is  promptly  checked  by  the  display  of  a 
formidable  pistol. 
Reaching  his  destination,  he  is  landed  In  a 

small  boat  by  two  of  the  crew,  and  waves  them  a 
hearty  farewell  before  starting  across  the  desert 
lands.  Coming  upon  a  couple  of  natives  with  a 
burro,  he  promptly  appropriates  the  animal,  readily 
securing  the  owners'  consent  by  the  display  of  his 
weapon.  He  makes  a  weary  journey  over  hot  sands 
and  finally  reaches  the  encampment  of  soldiers, 
where  he  is  taken  before  the  Captain,  who  can 
scarcely  realize  the  fact  that  it  is  his  own  son. 
Word  Is  immediately  sent  home  to  the  almost 
frantic   mother. 
Well  dramatized  and  of  excellent  photographic 

quality   and   steadiness.      Length,    794   feet. 

A  WOLF  IN  SHEEP'S  CLOTHING  (Gaumont).— 
A  comedy  feature  film  of  merit. 

In  a  large  city  beggars  on  the  streets  are  not 
uncommon  sights — but  munificence  as  rendered  In 
this  instance  and  the  grace  with  which  it  is  ac- 

cepted form  the  subject  of  this  series  of  mirth- 
producing  film. 

Asking  alms,  the  beggar  is  invited  to  the  home 
of  the  philanthropists,  where  he  is  fed  and  clothed. 
This  procedure  brings  forth  much  hilarity  because 
of  the  lack  of  etiquette  and  table  manners  dis- 

played. The  butter  is  made  the  recipient  of  gross 
indignities   by    the   bold   pauper. 
Handsomely  attired,  he  returns  to  his  vocation, 

but  meets  with  positive  refusal  of  assistance. 
When  almost  starved  he  lines  up  at  his  old  haunts 
for  meals,  and  is  roughly  used  by  his  former  con- 

federates. At  night  he  seeks  a  cool  place  on  the 
wharf  under  the  bridge  and  is  soon  sound  asleep, 
only  to  be  aroused  by  some  of  the  regular  habi- 

tues requesting  the  "gentleman"  to  please  go  home. 
Leaving  the  shelter  of  the  bridge,  he  saunters 

along  the  highway,  where  he  is  mistaken  for  a  man 
of  wealth;  his  clothes  are  stripped  from  him  and 
in  his  torn  under  garments  he  again  seeks  his 
attic  quarters,  glad  to  be  left  in  peace  and  happy 
in  his  want  of  wealth.      Length,   717   feet. 

I  WON  ONE  HUNDRED  THOUSAND  (Gaumont). 
— An  artisan  wandering  down  the  street  comes 
upon  the  announcement  of  a  lottery  concern,  and 
although  out  of  work  and  short  of  funds,  he  is 
optimistic,  and  concludes  to  purchase  a  ticket  for 
his  infant  son.  The  little  fellow,  given  the  iieket, 
playfully  secretes  it  in  the  head  of  a  bust.  Want 
at  the  home  grows  worse,  and  the  wife  getting 
desperate,    concludes    to   abandon   her   husband. 
That  day  the  husband  returning  home,  learns 

that  his  boy's  ticket  bears  the  winning  numher for  one  hundred  thousand  dollars.  He  reaches 
home  in  time  to  intercept  his  wife  and  apprise  her 
of  the  joyful  news  of  their  good  fortune.  A  search 
for  the  ticket  proves  unavailing,  and  the  husband 
grows  hysterical,  demolishing  everything  in  sight. 
The  bust  meets  the  same  fate,  aud,  luckily  the 
wife  spies  the  ticket  in  the  fragment  of  china  and 
brie-a-brae  on  the  floor. 

As  a  sequel,  the  series  shows  a  vision  of  a  little 
bed  and  its  occupant,  while  the  latter  is  gleefully 
playing  with  coin  as  it  pours  onto  the  bed.  Length. 
020    feet. 

OBEYING  HER  MOTHER  (Gaumont).— A  re- 
markable portrayal  of  filial  love  and  devotion. 

Poverty  stricken  and  ill  on  the  sea  coast,  where 
the  fisher-folk  interpret  the  dashing  of  the  wild 
waves  into  sweet  music,  live  an  aged  widow  and 
her  daughter.  They  have  no  annuity  from  which 
to  draw  for  their  sustenance,  but  as  their  needs  are 
few  they  could  manage  to  get  along  but  for  the 
illness  of  the  mother,  who  can  give  no  assistance 
to  her  own  support. 

Sailor  Falls  in  Love. — One  of  the  young  men  of 
the  coast,  strong  and  sturdy,  brave  and  true,  but 
poor,  is  not  invincible  to  the  charms  of  the  fisher- 
maiden.  His  regard  and  esteem  for  her  superior 
virtues  do  not  go  unrewarded,  as  the  simple  evi- 

dences of  his  love  are   reciprocated. 
Mother  Interposes  Objections. — Having  come  to  a 

mutual  understanding,  they  approach  the  maiden's mother,  but,  though  all  obligations  rest  upon  her 
to  let  her  daughter  exercise  her  own  good  judg- 

ment, she  has  loftier  plans  in  store  for  her  and 
will   not    listen   to   the   proposition. 

Separation. — Disheartened,  the  two  young  people 
bow  to  the  Inevitable  and  separate,  he  to  enter 
upon  his  calling  as  a  sailor  and  she  to  look  after 
the  wants  of  an  invalid,  selfish  mother:  but  there 
is  between  them  an  unspoken  understanding  to  re- 

main true  to  each  other. 
A  New   Suitor. — Several   years   elapse   and   a   man 

of    noble    character,    interested    in    the    shipping    In- 
dustry,  possessed  of  great  wealth,   makes  his  debut 

upon   this  quiet  sea  coast  town. 
Unavailing    Offerings.— -He    makes    respectful    ad- 

vances to  our  heroine  which  cannot  be  accepted 
in  any  other  manner,  but  she  loves  another,  so  his 
proposal    meets    with    a    flat   refusal. 

Dire  Distress. — The  little  home  occupied  by  the 
widow  and  her  daughter  is  not  unencumbered,  and 
as  it  has  been  a  task  for  the  girl  to  meet  the 
running  expenses,  there  have  been  no  provisions 
made   for   liquidating   the  standing  indebtedness. 

Relief. — The  wealthv  suitor  is  present  when  a 
demand  is  made  for  the  money  owing,  and  he 
promptly    supplies    the    required    amount. 

Ingratiating  himself  by  this  kindly  deed  and 
divers  other  acts,  prompted  by  sincere  love  and  de- 

votion, he  is  gradually  winning  the  esteem  and  re- 
gard of  the  object  of  his  adoration. 

Mother's  pleadings  and  the  long  absence  of  her 
lover   gradually   overcome   her  objections. 

Bethrothal. — She  consents  to  marry  the  man  of 
her  mother's  choice;  disregarding  her  own  pleasure and   convictions. 

A  celebration  is  given  in  honor  of  the  event,  and 
the  entire  populace  turns  out  as  an  expression  of 

good  will. Return  of  Lover. — -As  the  festivities  are  at  their 
height  the  lover  makes  his  appearance  and  is 
shocked    at   what    his   eyes   behold. 
The  maiden  overcome  by  remorse  at  the  sorrow 

she  has  caused  her  lover,  swoons.  The  latter's 
sense  of  honor  will  not  permit  him  to  remain  and 
argue  the  matter;  he  contents  himself  to  drain  the 
dregs  of  life's  chalice — bitter  disappointment. 
The  accepted  suitor  realizes  the  situation,  and 

his  sterling  character  leads  him  to  make  the  noble 
sacrifice  of  releasing  the  girl  from  her  honorable 
obligations   to   him. 
The  two  lovers,  reunited,  now  return  to  the 

mother,  who,  upon  the  urgent  behest  of  the  former 
suitor,    gives    her    consent    to    the    bethrothal. 
Happiness  at  the  beautiful  sequel  of  an  exciting 

romance  is  full  recompense  to  the  suffering  lovers 
and   the   philanthropic   suitor.      Length,    637   feet. 

THE  TORRENT  (Gaumont). — A  series  of  grand 
and  awe-inspiring  views  of  dense  forest  with  luxuri- 

ant foliage.  The  rippling  brook,  its  course  down 
the  peaceful  mountain  side,  until  it  tears  along  a 
raging  torrent  and  drops  over  precipitous  heights, 
one  immense  spectacle  of  falling  water. 

The  photographic  quality  and  detail  are  extraordi- 
nary.     Length.    170   feet. 

THE  STORY  OF  THE  KING  OF  FREGOLA. 
Colored  (Gaumont). — An  exceptional  feature  sub- 

ject, combining  excellent  quality  with  desirability of  subject. 

The  page  falls  In  love  with  the  Kind's  daughter, and  as  this  misalliance  is  exceedingly  objectionable 
to  His  Majesty,  the  page  is  discharged  and  for- 

bidden the  premises.  Through  the  aid  of  a  fairy 
the  young  fellow  is  endowed  with  supernatural 
powers,  and  so  decrees  that  at  a  certain  hour  the 
King  shall  be  possessed  of  another  head. 
Every  possible  precaution  is  taken  to  avoid  the 

predicted  catastrophe,  but  without  avail.  Although 
the  change  of  heads  is  only  for  a  brief  period  of 
time,  the  recurrence  thereof  is  exceedingly  annoy- 
ing. 

Expeditions  to  capture  the  page  are  disastrous 
failures,  and  the  King  himself  is  outwitted  and 
captured.  The  page  now  dictates  the  terms,  with 
the  result  that  the  hand  of  the  princess  is  no 
longer  denied.  The  court  scenes  are  beautifully 
hand  colored. 
Good  action,  appropriate  costumes,  settings  and 

scenery,    with    very    effective    dramatization. 
Interesting  in  every  phase  and  a  very  desirable 

feature    subject.      Length.    854    feet. 

PROMOTED  CORPORAL  (Gaumont). — A  series  of 
side-splitting  occurrences. 

At  a  drill  of  recruits  one  of  the  men  is  compli- 
mented for  his  efficiency  and  awarded  a  promotion. 

All  enthusiasm,  he  returns  to  his  home  where  mem- 
bers of  the  family  are  subjected  to  a  drill.  Having 

mastered  the  rudiments,  a  more  extensive  cam- 
paign is  launched — a  battle  with  spirited  charges, 

but  the  enemy  secures  reinforcements  and  It  be- 
comes necessary  to  beat  a  retreat.  Finally  a  flag 

of  truce  brings  about  a  cessation  of  hostilities. 
Length,   367   feet. 
THE  SAW  MILL  (Gaumont). — A  very  instruc- 

tive series  of  views  exploiting  the  milling  indus- 
try. The  views  depicting  the  process  of  manipula- 

tion of  lumber  In  its  chronological  order. 
The  order  of  pictures   Is  as  follows: 
Huge  logs. — Barking. — Long  saws. — Circular  saws. 

— Sharpening  saws  mechanically. — Vertical  saws. — 
Tlanlng. — Burning   sawdust.      Length.   3S7   feet. 

A  PLEASANT  EVENING  AT  THE  THEATER 
(Gaumont). — Three  men  visit  the  theater  together, 
and  after  taking  thoir  seats  find  that  an  equal 
number  of  women  take  seats  in  the  row  ahead. 
Ad. >rnod  with  stupendously  large  headgear,  the 
ladies   obstruct    the   entire   view    of   the   gentlemen, 

A  NEW  SONC  WITH  NEW  SLIDES    YOU  WANT  IT  f 

COME  BACK  MY  SAILOR  BOY 
Beautiful  slides  by  Chicago  Transparency  Co.  Taken  especially  for  this  song  from  Admiral  Evans' fleet  at  San  Francisco.    This  song  is  a  hit  everywhere it  is  used.     Both  the  song  and  pictures  please. 

Published  by  MILLER  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO.,  294  South  Hermitage'Avenue,  Chicago,  III. 



Till-    MOVING    IMi   rURE    WoUl.D 

ami   positively   refuse   to  remove   their   ImtN   »  Urn   a" 
requested. 

Piqued  at  this  dJaconxteay,  the  men  leave  the 
theater,  and  at  a  refreshment  parlor  meet 
Uexlcana  with  large  aombreroa.  The  bitter  are 
engaged  to  attend  the  theater  and  to  secure  the 
row  of  aeata  in  front  of  the  ladlei  Mm  b  amuse- 

ment is  caused  iiy  ihls  retaliation,  and  Dually  a 
compromise  is  arranged  bj  the  management  by 
which  all  are  to  remove  their  lints.  Lang 
feet. 

TOO  POLITE  (Oaomont).  a  short  subject  but 
hi(;iii\  amusing  are  the  experiences  "i  a  jeutleman 
endeavoring  to  be  polite  to  all  mankind.  He  causes 
wreck  and  ruin  In  bis  wake  through  his  awkward 
in'ss.  and  is  the  recipient  of  many  an  unkind  blow 
aud  boost    for  his  trouble. 

iient  quality   ami  action.     Length,   200   teet 

THE  TYRANT  FEUDAL  LORD  (Gaumont). — A 
feature  subject  of  highest  order,  depleting  \  ividly 
scenes  of  touching  pathos.  The  costumes  are  su- 
perh.  ana  the  settings  of  castles  In  medlava]  age 
magnificent,  with  dramatic  effect  well  executed. 

ulal  lord,  living  in  licentious  revelry.  Ignores 
his  famine-stricken  subjects. 

The    parish    priest    makes    futile    efforts    to    arouse 
the  compassion  of  the  lord,   and   In  desperation  he 
leads    a     tarnished    host     to     the    palace,     where    the 
Conner  is  living  In  revelry  with  a  retinue  of  court 
attaches. 

Augered  at  this  effrontery,  the  soldiers  are  or- 
dered to  rout  the  pleading  populace,  and  the  lord 

himself    strikes    down    the    priest. 
spirits  of  the  unfortunate  priest  and  bis 

parishioners  now  haunt  the  palace,  and  life  there 
becomes  unbearable  tor  its  master.  The  shocking 
experiences  are  repeated  with  such  frequency  aud 
are  so  Intense  that  they  cause  the  demise  of  the 
lord. 

Excellent  photographic  detail,  perspective,  steadi- 
ness,   quality   aud   dramatization.      Length.    417    feet. 

A  NEW  FRUIT  vGaumont).— Certain  to  create 
barrels   of    fun. 

in  ingenious  fellow  is  endowed  with  the  idea 
of  a  new  production  by  means  of  which  he  can 
grow  pork  on  trees.  He  has  an  artist  make  a 
large  picture  of  a  tree  in  full  blossom  with  the 
little  porkers.  Attired  in  his  lust  bib  and  tucker, 
he  descends  upon  the  urbanites  with  his  new 
Idea. 

Ills  plans  and  proposition  meet  with  great  ap- 
proval, and  with  considerable  pouip  the  party 

march,  to  the  tune  of  local  music,  to  the  most 
fertile  ground  in  the  place.  The  seed  is  planted 
and  a  contingent  of  the  army  waters  the  ground 
freely.  A  phantom  spirit  in  the  person  of  His 
Satanic  Majesty  causes  a  number  of  young  porkers 
to  rise  by  magic  out  of  the  ground,  and  the  seten- 

-ather  them  up  eagerly  while  the  discoverer 
of  the  process  is  given  an  ovation  and  carried  about 
on  the  shoulders  of  stalwart  men,  while  others  pro- 

claim and  herald  his  fame  throughout  the  land. 
Many  of  the  most  ludicrous  situations  are  por- 
trayed. 

l>otail  and  action  good  throughout.  Length.  524 
feet. 

STURDY  SAILOR'S  HONOR  (Gaumont).— Strong 
sentiment   depicted   iu   this  story   of  love   and   honor. 

\  sailor  falls  in  love  with  a  maiden,  who  In 
company  of  her  parents  visits  the  sea  beach. 
They  meet  a  number  of  times  despite  the  vigilance 
of  the  parents,  who  are  averse  to  the  maiden's 
forming  affections  for  young  men.  One  day  he 

3  the  palatial  home  and  is  fortunate  enough 
to  meet  the  girl,  who  passes  a  note  to  him  through 
the  Iron  gate.  Hurriedly  reading  the  note,  he 
rushes   off   exultant   with   joy    at   bis   good    fortune. 
At  his  home  be  is  particularly  cheerful,  and 

that  evening  spends  more  time  than  usual  In  pre- 
paring  his   toilet. 

Arriving  at  the  girl's  home,  he  climbs  over  the 
high  wall,  and  in  descending  he  falls,  breaking  his 
limb. 

Suffering  intense  pain,  he  crawls  toward  the 
house,  where  he  calls  a  servant  to  his  aid.  The 
latter  apprises  the  master  of  the  sailor's  presence, 
and  when  pressed  for  an  explanation  as  to  the 
purpose  of  his  visit,   he  refuses  to  answer. 
Under  suspicion  of  attempting  burglary,  he  is 

turned  over  to  the  police.  His  family  is  in  great 
distress  over  the  affair.  Looking  over  his  old 
clothes,  the  mother  finds  the  note  from  the  girl, 
and  hurrying  off  with  it  to  her  home,  makes  ex- 

planation  to   the   father. 
The  mystery  of  the  visit  cleared,  the  party  hurry 

to  the  station,  where  the  fellow's  release  Is  promptly 
secured. 
The  noble  traits  of  character  of  the  young  man 

cause    the    father   of    the   young   lady    to   relinquish 

iiis  stern  policy,   and  ho   bestows  his  paternal 
p 'ii   the   now    happy    coople, 

Dxcellenl  photographic  quality  and  steadins 
vail.     Length,   IM  feat. 

ON    Tin:    war    path    (Qaumont) 
al    i,   certain   home   is   momentarily    disturbed 
alar    Intervals    bj     the    Idloayncraeles    ol     ■> 
in  law.      riic    subject    of 

exceptionally     violent    demonstration    on    bet    part, 
and  the  husband  of  her  daughter  la  compelled  to 
Bee.       lb'    is    pursued,    anil    many    very    i   i-lnt;    en 
counters  are  portrayed  in  the  running  battle,  se- 

curing as  an  ally  a  similarly  afflicted  mortal,  the 
two  men  capture  the  enemy,  ami  securing  her  in 
a  large  canvas  cover,  they  hurry  her  back  home, 
whole  she  is  delivered  to  her  anxloi  er.     in- 

furiated    at     the     Indignities    Suffered,     the     'har    old 
lad]    determines   to  end   hoi-   sojourn   with    the   son in-law.    much    to    the    relief    of    the    latter. 

Certain     to    create    barrels    of     tun.       Length,     117 
feet 

PHYSICAL  PHENOMENA  (Urban-Ecllpae).  An 
educational  series  of  highest  order.     Wonderful  and 
fascinating    as    are    these    pictures    to    the    ordinary 
person,    their  value   to   the   professor   and   his  class, 
  uparisou  with  present  methods,  is  immense. 
Order    of   pictures: 
Kaleidoscopic    Effects.— Positive    and    Negative. 

Electrical    Discharges.— Spherules    of    Turpentine. — 
Smoke   Vortices.— Story  of  a  Soap   Bubble  and  Soap 
Films.      Length,   B1C    feet. 
MATRIMONIAL       STAGES        i  I  rhan  l-Vlipse).— A 

series  of  mirth-producing  situations  in  which  the 
marly  ted  son-in-law  plays  a  leading  role  and  comes 
out  victorious. 

The  mother-in-law  insists  upon  accompanying  her 

daughter  and  the  hitter's  husband  on  all  occasions 
and  otherwise  deports  herself  in  such  a  domineer- 

ing manner  that  the  poor  hen-pecked  man  is  driven 
to  desperate  means. 

Accordingly,  be  hits  upon  a  plan  by  which  lie 
lids  himself  temporarily  of  her  gracious  presence, 
and  then  hurries  back  to  the  home  where  the  per- 

sonal belongings  of  himself  and  wife  are  packed, 
and    they    start    for    parts   unknown. 

Having  left  a  note  for  ber  ladyship,  the  mistress 
of  his  home,  tbey  are  off  to  the  depot,  get  iu  their 
coach,  and  the  train  barely  makes  a  start  when 
the  madam  makes  her  appearance,  but  too  late  to 
further  pursue  the  fleeing  couple.     Length.   500   teet. 
TRANSFORMATION  WITH  A  HAT  RIM  (Kossi). 

— A  very  interesting  series  of  views,  depicting  a 
number  of  very  successful  impersonations  by  means 
of  a  hat  rim  and  alteration  of  the  facial  expres- 
sions. 

Excellent    detail.      Length,    117    feet. 
VENICE  AND  THE  LAGOON  (Rossi).— A  beauti- 

ful series  of  panoramic  views,  portraying  the  mar- 
vels of  this  grand  and  wonderful  city.  Stately  aud 

palatial  structures  lining  the  canals  and  the  various 
craft  plying  the  waters  are  shown.  Other  views 
depict  St.  Marc  Place,  Bridge  of  Sighs,  Grand 
Canal,    On   the   Canal,    and   On   the   Lagoon    (tinted). 

Perspective  and  photographic  detail  Is  perfect. 
Length,    334    feet. 

Films   for   Sale 
Tweiitv    subjects    in  good    condition 
a!    your  own    price.      Write    for    list, 

Addrws,  GUARANTEE,   Box  926. 
Madison    Square     I'.    ().,    \t-\v     York 

City. 

FILMS,   FILMS,  FILMS! 
Wanted  good  second-hand  films,  sung 

slides,  etc.,  must  be  in  best  of  condition 
Please  send  full  particulars,  also,  names  of 

subjects,  Dumber  of  feet,  etc.  Address 
NEWMAN  MOTION  I'lCTURK  COM- 

PANY. Portland,  Oregon. 

W-  Stephen  Bush,  Lecturer 
3349  Market  St.,  Phila.,  Pa. 

Lectures 

Pathe   Freres  issue: 

KING  SCATTEEBRAIN'S  TROUBLES.— A  young 
nobleman  goes  to  an  old  wizard  and  begs  his  aid 

in  getting  the  old  King's  consent  to  marry  his 
daughter.  The  wizard  goes  with  the  lover  to  the 
council  chamber,  where  the  monarch  is  sitting  in 
state,  surrounded  by  all  his  courtiers.  When  the 
old  magician  states  the  nature  of  his  mission  the 
obdurate  old  King  orders  him  from  his  sight.  But 
nut  t<>  be  thwarted  so  easily,  he  tells  the  King 
that  he  will  bring  down  the  maledictions  of  the 
spirits  on  him,  and  hereafter  be  will  receive  a 
beating  from  ghosts  every  time  the  clock  strikes 
until   he   gives   his   consent    to   the    marriage. 
The  old  King  does  not  heed  the  warning,  and 

retires  to  his  private  chamber,  and  as  the  clock 
strikes  two  he  receives  his  first  beating  from  the 
supernatural  beings.  He  is  at  a  great  banquet 
when  they  again  attack  him  and  spread  terror 
among  the  guests,  who  flee  for  their  lives  when 
they  see  the  King  and  his  valet  receiving  a 
terrible  thrashing.  Everything  is  upset  and  broken 
and  the  King  is  left  to  himself  among  the  ruins. 
He  goes  to  the  kitchen  to  give  orders  and  while 
there  he  is  again  attacked,  and  everything  Is  in 
an  uproar  as  the  spooks  belabor  him  with  knives 
and  forks.  Finally  he  goes  to  his  bed  cbambe*r, 
and,  after  getting  patched  up,  he  retires.  He  has 
just  fallen  asleep  when  the  ghosts  visit  him  again 
and  drag  him  out  of  bed  and  throw  him  on  the 
floor.  When  the  attendants  rush  to  his  assistance 
they  find  everything  in  chaos,  and  the  King  and 
the    valet   neariy    dead   from    the    experience. 

The   former,   seeing   that   there   Is   no  use   In  bat- 

on "Passion  Play,"  "Mac- 
beth," "Othello,"  "Romeo 

and  Juliet,"  "Scarlet  Letter" 
'Enoch  Arden,"  "  'Ostlc  r  Jo" 

"  Sbamus  O'Brlea,"  Washington  at  Valley  Forge," 
"The  Blue  and  the  Gray"  and  on  all  kindred  sub- 

jects of  dramatic,  historicorclassiccharacter. 
It  you  wish  to  give  your  patrons  something 

entirely  new  and  attractive,  if  you  wish  to 
attract  new  business  and  get  the  best  class 
of  people  to  come  to  your  place,  if  you  want 
to  increase  your  box  office  receipts  send  for 
free  circular.     It  will  surely  interest  you 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also    Seating    for   Out of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 
Vitagraph  Selig 
Edison  Lubin 

Essanay  Kalem 
F1LH  SUBJECTS 

5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
231   Bowery,  New  York 

'Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call     For    Samples 

LATEST     AND     MOST     BEAUTIFUL     SONG     SLIDE     NUMBERS     JUST     OUT 

Thirteen  artistic  slides  Q«wr***»#    D«ins«Vk    /\f  HticiAc      Beautiful  set  of 
and  novelty  chorus.  .      jWCCl    DUI1CH    OI    l/alSlCS     eighteen  slides. Rainbow 

This  song  beautiful  is  most  wonderfully  pictured  in  this  §et  of  slides.     Get  these  two  and  you  will  be  delighted.     $5  per  set      Twelve  others  in  preparation 

EMPIRE  SLIDE  CO. 131  West  41st  St.,  New  York  City 
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THE   MOVING   PICTURE   WORLD 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue       -      -       CHICACO. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47   North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  Si.oo  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Songs 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

FredericK  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

piC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
U/\v3  In  Cylinders.      -     -     - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

^Everything  in  NEWandS.H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Film*,  Stereopticons, 

Song  Slides   and  Sup. 
plies.    Same  wanted. 
Catalogues  free. 
HARBACH  &  CO., 

809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

WANTED 
Agents  in  every  city  to  solicit 
subscriptions  for  the  Moving 
Picture  World.  Liberal  induce- 

ments. Items  of  interest  and 

instructive  articles  paid  for  on 
publication.  Correspondence 
solicited. 

tling  with  the  supernatural  powers,  summons  the 
wizard  and  the  young  lover  to  his  council  chamber 
and  gladly  gives  his  consent  tu  the  marriage.  The 
happy  young  couple  receive  his  blessing,  while  old 
Mr.  Wizard  looks  on  triumphantly.  Length.  CSS 
feet. 

MR.  SOFTHEAD  HAS  A  GOOD  TIME.— A  young 
man,  with  strong  sporting  proclivities,  but  who  is 
tied  down  by  his  watchful  parents,  allows  himself 
main  liberties  during  their  short  absence  from 

home.  He  goes  up  to  his  father's  room  and  dons 
his  frock  coat  and  silk  hat  and  starts  out  with 
the  full  intention  of  doing  the  town.  He  stops 
at  a  cafe,  where,  after  a  short  flirtation  with 
two  charming  ladies,  invites  them  to  dine.  They 
all  retire  to  a  private  dining  room,  where  they 

enjoy  the  best  in  the  house,  and  the  wine  flow's freely.  In  a  short  time  the  youth  is  feeling  in 

a  rather  boisterous  mood,  and  starts  a  "rough 
house,"  breaking  everything  in  the  room,  upsetting 
the  table  and  scattering  the  contents  over  the 
floor.  The  proprietor  rushes  in  and  remonstrates 
with  him,  whereupon  the  young  man  presents  him 
with  his  card  (which  happens  to  be  one  of  his 

father's,  who  is  a'  highly  respected  attorney);  so 
the  young  imposter  is  allowed  to  depart  with  the 
good   will  of  all. 

The  next  picture  shows  our  hero  taking  his  com- 
panions for  an  automobile  ride,  and,  as  the  ma- 

chine comes  winding  down  the  street,  it  knocks 
down  a  man,  injuring  him  badly.  The  crowd  try 
to  mob  the  young  sport  and  his  companions,  but 
he  makes  his  escape,  and  is  staggering  along  when 
he  is  met  by  two  men,  who  volunteer  to  assist  him 
as  far  as  his  home.  They  get  him  into  the  house 
and  throw  him  onto  the  bed.  where  he  lies  in  a 
stupor.  They  then  attack  the  servant,  and.  after 
imprisoning  her  in  the  chimney,  they  rifle  the 
house,  stealing  all  the  valuables,  and  make  good 
their    escape. 

When  the  parents  return  they  are  horrified  to 
find  the  maid  in  her  perilous  position  and  learn 
with  sorrow  that  the  house  has  been  robbed.  They 

go  to  the  sou's  room  and  are  shocked  to  find  him 
in  such  an  inebriated  condition.  Finally  we  see 

the  good  father  paying  the  expense  of  his  son's 
escapade.     Length.   524  feet. 

IT  STICKS  EVERYTHING— EVEN  IRON.— In 
this  very  droll  picture  we  .see  the  stove  in  a 
kitchen  of  an  apartment  sending  out  large  volumes 
of  smoke  and  nearly  suffocating  the  maid.  She 
rushes  to  the  man  of  the  house  to  summon  aid, 

and  at  a  glance  he  realizes  the  cause  of  all  the 
trouble.  The  stovepipe  leading  out  of  the  brick 
chimney  on  the  roof  has  blown  down,  so  he  takes 
a  pot  of  sure-stick  glue  and,  with  his  wife  and 
the  maid,  proceeds  up  to  the  housetop  to  remedy 
the  trouble.  He  smears  everything  with  the  glue, 
and  when  the  maid  takes  hold  of  the  pipe  it  sticks 
fast  to  her  hands.  In  his  vain  effort  tu  extricate 
her,  he  upsets  the  whole  can  and  it  tumbles  down 
and  smears  all  the  sidewalk.  In  the  excitement 
the  lady  sits  on  the  brick  chimney,  and,  before 
she  realizes,  she  has  stuck  fast.  The  unfortunate 
maid,  with  the  stovepipe  still  clinging  to  her  hands, 

goes  down  to  the  street  to  call  for  aid.  A  police- 
man, who  happens  to  be  passing  at  the  time,  steps 

in  the  glue  on  the  sidewalk,  and  his  shoes  become 
permanent  fixtures  on  the  spot,  and  he  is  compelled 
to  release  his  feet  from  them  in  order  to  go  to 
the  assistance  of  the  people  on  the  housetop.  A 
man  passing  gets  his  fingers  in  the  glue,  and,  as 
he  tries  to  remove  the  shoes,  he  too  becomes  a  fix- 

ture. By  this  time  a  large  crowd  has  gathered 
and  in  their  desire  to  help  the  unfortunates  they 
clamber  up  to  the  roof,  each  getting  his  share  of 
the  sticky  stuff  on  his  hands,  and  it  is  not  long 
until  all  are  stuck  together,  forming  a  chain,  with 
no  end  of  excitement. 

Finally  the  maid  rushes  off  to  the  fire  station 
to  summon  help,  and  when  the  firemen  arrive  they 
turn  the  hose  on  the  crowd,  thus  softening  the 
glue  and  liberating  the  prisoners,  who  fall  In  a 
heap   on    the    sidewalk    below.      Length,    344    feet. 

HOME  WORK  IN  CHINA.— This  picture  carries 
us  to  the  Orient,  where  the  first  scene  shows  us  a 
Chinese  girl  engaged  on  some  Intricate  embroidery. 
A  close  view  of  her  work  gives  us  an  idea  of 
what  masters  In  the  art  of  needle-work  as  well  as 
the  art  of  designing,  these  Chinese  people  are. 
.  The  next  picture  shows  that  in  this  country. 
as  well  as  in  our  own,  there  are  many  who  prefer 
living  on  the  bounty  of  their  charitable  neighbors 
to  working  themselves.  The  long  line  of  pro- 

fessional beggars  gives  us  an  opportunity  of  see- 
ing  the   different    types   of   Chinese   paupers. 

Next  we  see  a  Chink  making  his  toilet,  and  It 
is  funny  to  see  the  peculiar  way  they  have  of 

shaving,  and  the  care  of  the  hair  is  a  very  essen- 
ii:il     thing    In    their    get    up.       We    also    see    them 
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making  lanterns,  and  the  coolies  at  their  meal  and. 
while  they  are  not  exponents  of  table  manners, 
they  seem  to  relish  their  dishes,  and  it  is  amusing 
to  see  the  quaint  way  they  eat  their  food.  Length. 311  feet. 

CROCODILE  TURNS  THIEF.— In  this  very  funny 
picture  we  see  a  large  crocodile  skin  lying  on 

the  floor  of  a  taxidermist's  laboratory,  when  two 
ruffians,  bent  on  robbing  the  place,  climb  in  through 
the  window,  and  are  just  about  to  help  themselves 
when  they  hear  footsteps  approaching.  One  fellow 
makes  his  escape  the  way  he  entered,  while  the 
other  takes  refuge  under  the  crocodile  skin.  When 
the  old  professor  opens  the  door  he  Is  panic  stricken 
at  seeing  the  object  moving  around  the  room.  He 
rushes  out  to  get  his  gun,  thinking  that  the  reptile 
j  as  come  to  life,  and  while  he  is  gone  the  animated 
skin  makes  its  way  down  the  stairs  to  the  street 
below.  The  old  fellow  follows  and  tries  to  shoot 
it.    but  he  is  so  excited  that  he  misses  his  aim. 
The  object  crawls  on  all  fours  down  the  street, 

followed  by  a  large  crowd,  which  increases  at  every 
square,  until  the  whole  town  seems  to  have  joined 
in  the  chase.  Finally  the  fellow  climbs  up  a  drain 
pipe  and  enters  an  apartment  where  the  family 
are  at  tea.  On  seeing  the  horrible  object  they  are 
terror  stricken,  and  seek  refuge,  leaving  him  in 
sole  possession.  When  he  is  alone  he  steals  all 
the  valuables  in  the  place,  and  makes  his  escape 
the  same  way  he  entered.  By  the  time  the  crowd, 
who  are  all  afraid  to  enter  the  apartment,  return 
to  the  street,  the  fellow  is  gone,  leaving  the  hide 
on  the  sidewalk.  The  old  professor  shoots  and 
i  his  rime  is  sure  he  hit  his  mark,  for  the  reptile 
remains  still.  They  are  all  bewildered  when  they 
discover  that  the  hide  is  empty  and  the  burglar 
has   escaped    with    his   booty.      Length.    459   feet. 
THE  AFFAIR  OF  THE  SELECT  HOTEL.— A 

traveler,  w"bo  is  going  on  a  long  journey,  rides  up 
to  the  railway  station  just  In  time  to  see  his  train 
pulling  out.  It  being  the  last  train  until  the  next 
day,  he  is  compelled  to  seek  shelter  for  the  night 
iu  a  nearby  hotel.  He  goes  to  the  hostelry,  and, 
after  registering,  is  shown  to  his  room  on  the 
top  floor,  where  he  retires  immediately.  The  next 
picture  shows  him  two  hours  after,  snugged  up  in 
his  comfortable  bed  and  deep  in  the  land  of  nod. 
Being  a  very  restless  sleeper,  he  does  some  severe 
kicking,  and.  in  his  wild  unrest,  lie  pushes  his 
feet  through  the  foot  of  the  bed  and  the  partition 
into   the   adjoining   room. 
A  young  couple  are  shown  up  to  the  room  and 

upon  entering  the  man  hangs  his  hat  and  coat 
on  the  protruding  feet  without  noticing  them. 
Finally  the  woman  gets  her  eye  on  them  and  then 
the  fun  begins.  She  takes  a  scarf  and  binds  the 
feet  together  and  holds  them  while  the  fellow 
lights  a  paper  and  gives  them  a  singeing.  Xext 
he  gets  a  bottle  of  shoe  polish  and  daubs  it  all 
over  the  struggling  feet,  and  not  being  satisfied 
to  end  the  joke  here,  they  drag  the  fellow  througt 
the  hole  in  the  wall  into  the  room.  Things  now 
take  on  a  different  aspect,  for  the  traveler  pro 
ceeds  to  get  revenge  for  the  anuoyauoe  caused  him 
He  gives  the  young  man  a  good  beating,  and.  seiz 
ing  the  woman,  carries  her  to  the  window,  wheri 
he  throws  her  out.  She  lands  on  the  top  of  a  lam] 
post,  where  she  dangles  until  the  excited  specta 
tors  procure  a  ladder  and  rescue  her  from  he 
perilous  position.     Length,   426  feet. 

CUMBERSOME    FIRST    PRIZE.— A    man    goes    t 
a   lottery  office   and  purchases   a   ticket   in  the   gam 
of  chance,   and  when  he  refers  to  the  eata! 
discovers  that  his  number  has  won  a  prize.      High] 
elated,   he  goes  to  the  office  and   presents  his  ticke 
and   in   return   they    give   him   an   ugly   looking.    use| 
less    animal:    a    llama.      He    takes    his    prize,    an 
starts    home    to    his    wife    with    it.    and    as    he    il 
valuing   along   the   street   the  clumsy   animal  knock 
two    women    over    and    causes    the    owner    plenty    c 
trouble.      Xext    he    bumps    into    a    tradesman    earrj 
ing    a    load    of    provisions    and    upsets    him.    spillln 
the    tilings    over    the    street.      He    takes    the    animi 
into    a    Summer    garden    and    causes   a    panic    anion 

the    patrons    when    they    see    the    dangerous    looking 
beast.      Finally   he   mounts  him   and  rides  home.    fo| 
lowed   by  the   amused   crowd.      When   his  wife   se« 
the   prize    she    is   horrified,    aud    orders    her    husban 
away    from    the    house    with    his    burden.      Plsguste 
with   his   prize,    he   takes   him    to   a   circus   and    sel 
him   to   the   manager  and  returns  home  a    few  dollal 
richer  and   wiser   from   his  experience  with   the  gan 
of  chance.      Length.   344  feet. 

STORY  OF  A  FISHERMAIDEN.— In  this  inte 
esling  little  drama  we  see  a  beautiful  young  lishe 
maiden  attending  to  her  duties  on  the  wharf,  ar 
selling  the  fish  which  her  brothers  have  eaugh 
A  young  naval  officer,  who  is  deeply  infatu.it> 
with  this  charming  maiden,  now  appears  on  tl 
scene,  and  we  see  him,  after  gaining  her  brother 
consent  to  make  her  his  wife,  arranging  with  u 
sweetheart  to  take  her  to  the  home  of  his  paren 
in  order  to  get  their  approval  as  well.  At 
appointed  time  the  happy  girl  meets  her  lover  ai 
they  go  to  his  home,  a  magnificent  country  estat 
where  she  is  presented  to  the  father.  When 

latter  hears  of  his  son's  intentions,  he  flatly  t 
fuses  his  consent,  as  he  is  very  ambitious  for  t 
boy  and  does  not  wish  him  to  marry  one  so  f 

beneath    him. With  her  heart  aching,  the  dejected  girl  gc 
back  to  her  home  and  tells  her  brothers  of  t 
irrcat    disappointment   that   has   come    to  her   In   t 
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first    love    affair.      Infuriated    at    the    t it-.i ( tn.-n i    their 
r  has  received,   they  vow  vengeance 

The  next  picture  shows  the  »i<- 1 ■  man 
feeling  the  pangs  of  the  disappointment,  and  sit 
ting  alone  thinking  of  his  lost  love.  s,v 
his  Mends,  who  are  enjoying  the  revelries  ..r  the 
Manll  <;r:is,  come  In  and,  after  much  coaxing, 
the]  finally  Induce  him  to  don  a  fanci  costume 
and    loin   In   the   fun. 

When  the  girl's  brothers  learn  of  ills  presence 
in  the  happy  throng  they  dress  in  nntque  costumes 
nnd.    with    their    sister,    keep    a    close    watch    "ii    the 

I    man's  movements. 
Wo  now  see  the  throngs  of  merry  makers  as  they 

participate   la   the   festivities,   ami  among   them   «■■ 
ilie   the   young   lover,    who   seems   to   have    for- 

gOtten    his    troubles,     anil    Is    as    merry    as    tin     rest. 
The  trio  shadow  him  wherever  he  goes  and,   Anally, 
he  flirts  with   the   girl,   not   recognising  her  in   her 
pretty    disguise,      She    Baunters    away    with    Mm    to 
n   remote   part   of   tin'   park,    where   the   brothel 
follow,    ami.    Bteallng    up    behind    the    unsuspecting 
young    Officer,     sink    a     knife     Into    his    heart        Thej 
carry    the    lifeless    form    back    to    his    father's    house 
and  leave   it   seated   in  a   chair,   and.   when    I 
msn    takes   off    the    mask    and    recognizes    his    Bon,    he 
falls    prostrate    over    the    hod  v.       Length,     7^7     feet. 

HARD  TO    GET   ARRESTED.    -In    this   aerlo-comic 
picture    we    see    a     poor    unfortunate    in    his    squalid 
room,    nearly    famished    with    hunger.      He    hits    upon 
a   scheme   through    which   he    Is   sure   of   get  tin 
food,    and    starts   out    to    give    himself    up    to    i 
lice.      He    meets    an    officer    and    is    escorted    into    the 

captain's    room,     ami    when     the     latter     learns     that 
there    Is   no   charge    against    the    man.    he    orders    him 

out    of    the    place.      'The    fellow,    however 
and  begs  bo  he  looked  up.  hut  his  entreaties 

are  In  vain,  so  they  are  forced  to  eject  him.  dur- 
ing which  process  he  knocks  over  everything  In 

the  room.  Our  hero  then  goes  to  a  cafe  and  or- 
ders a  hearty  meal,  with  plenty  to  drink.  He  en- 
joys it  thoroughly,  hut  when  it  comes  time  to 

pay  the  cheek,  lie  refuses  to  hand  over  the  money 
with  the  hope  of  being  arrested,  but  again  he  Is 
doomed  to  disappointment,  and  Is  lgnomlnlonsly 
kicked  out  of  the  place.  Next.  In  his  vain  ef- 

fort to  get  locked  up.  he  iocs  into  a  store  and 
smashes  the  plate  class  window,  and  when  the 
police  rush  In  and  recognize  him.  all  they  do  Is 
hustle  him  out  of  the  place.  Fie  realizes  now  that 
further  efforts  on  his  part  to  get  arrested  are 
vain,    so   lie   returns   to   his   room    disgusted. 

Not  long  after  he  receives  n  letter  containing  a 
large  quantity  of  money,  and  now  that  he  has 
plenty,  he  goes  to  a  cafe  and  has  a  Mc  feast. 
When  the  proprietor  of  the  place  sees  the  large 
roll  of  greenbacks,  he  becomes  suspicious  and  de- 

cides to  notlfv  the  police.  We  next  see  our  poor 
friend  struggling  desperately  for  his  freedom,  but 
the  officers  overpower  him  and  hurry  him  off  to  the 
station  house,  where  he  and  bis  money  are  parted 
for   a    time.      Length.    402   feet. 

LIVING  POSTERS.— In  this  amusing  picture  we 
first  see  a  man  pasting  advertising  posters  on  the 
fences  In  a  country  town.  One  poster  adorning  a 
fence  surrounding  a  barn  yard,  where  a  number 

of  cows  are  crazing,  shows  the  picture  of  a  eow's 
head.  As  the  curious  crowd  stands  gazing  at  the 
poster  one  of  the  animals  pokes  Its  head  through  it. 
and  makes  It  appear  as  If  the  poster  bad  really 
come    to    life. 
The  next  shows  a  largo  poster  advertising  a 

brand  of  champagne,  with  a  picture  of  a  bottle 
Standing  nut  in  bold  relief.  A  man  with  a  hose 
on  the  other  side  of  the  fence  purs  the  erowd  to 
rout  when  be  pokes  the  nozzle  through  the  picture 
and  makes  it  appear  that  the  bottle  is  in  action. 
The  last  poster  is  one  of  Pa  the  Freres.  showing  a 
number  of  dancing  girls.  The  erowd  is  dumb- 

founded when  the  Objects  in  the  picture  come  to 

life  and  dance   a  beautiful   billet.      Length,    in1',   feet. 

"BOBBY  WHITE  IN  WONDERLAND."  A  Panto- 
mimic Phantasy  (Sellfl. — Bohbv  White,  a  social 

derelict,  stranded  on  life's  highway,  settles  him- 
self for  a  snooze  on  a  grassy  bank  In  the  park.  An 

old  acquaintance  has  given  Bobby  a  bottle  of  booze, 
and  our  hero  has  succumbed  to  its  effects:  being  a 
man  of  imagination,  slumherland  for  him  means 
queer  flights  of  fancy.  He  dreams  that  a  eouple 
Of  beautiful  children  Importune  their  nana  to  pur- 

chase an  Italian's  entire  stock  of  toy  balloons  with 
the  laudable  purpose  of  giving  him  (Bobby  1  a  rise 
In  the  world.  The  Italian  gets  the  money,  and 
Bobby  gets  the  balloons.  As  the  man  from  Italy 

ties  them  to  Hobby's  frail  raiment,  he  finds  him- 
self lifted  into  space  to  the  Joy  of  the  children 

and  the  amazement  of  papa.  A  trip  through  the 
Clouds  and  a  sudden  dron  lands  Bobby  at  the  feet 
of  a  beautiful  woman,  who  nroves  to  be  the  Queen 
of  Wonderland.  Bobby  is  conducted  to  her  palace 
and  showered  with  favors.  The  Oneen  asks  him 
his  name,  and  when  she  learns  that  it  is  White, 
thinks  he  should  have  an  appearance  In  keeping. 
She  places  Bobby  in  the  magic  shell,  and.  presto. 
our  hero  becomes  a  clown.  From  now  on  be  has 
a  busy  time.  A  dozen  pretty  girls  surround  him 

and  elamor  for  a  kiss.  "Oh!  this  is  easy."  says 
Bobby,  but  the  Queen  waves  her  wand  and  the 

girls  disappear,  to  Bobby's  consternation.  His  ride 
through  the  clouds  has  sharpened  his  anpptitp.  and 
he  expresses  a  desire  for  food.  The  Queen  places 
him  on  the  throne,  and  a  repast  fit  for  the  gods 
Is   spread    hefore    him.      But    our    hero   soon    realizes 

that    he    is    in    Wonderland,    us    he    cracks    a    largo 
egg    and    ii     live    gosling    springs    (rat.       Ha 
his    napkin    and    the    little    girl    whom    he    In 
purchasing     balloons     to    start     id       this    strange 
adventure.      IsUgbl     III     Ills     fine  lie     lulliM     to     his 
repast    i ii. i   tumbles  headlong   to  the  mound  us   the 
table     vanishes     beneath     till     bund         Twelve 

sol, Hers.       Ihe      (.Picon's      body       guard.       niareh       past. 
Bobb]     decides    thai     If    he    had    a    gun    he    eoiild    kill 
game  ami  utlsf]  his  hunger  in  :i  mora  substantial 

Queen  waves  her  wand  and  «  hunter 

walks  bj  Bobb]  says,  "Mc.  to..."  .M,,i  the  Queen 
conducts  him  to  the  forest,  knottier  wave  of  the 
wand    ami    Bobby    tinds    himself    equipped    in    true 
hunter    fashion.      The    t.'ucen    leaves    him    to    lil 
and   a    large    tiger   stalks    Into    view        Our    hero   sloils 
Ills    eves,     pulls     the     trigger     and     Is     highly     gratified 
to  find   the  animal  groveling  at    his   feel        lie  proudly 
surveys   t in-  effect  of  bis  wonderful   marksmanship, 
and    as    he    stalls    to    turn    the    fallen    foe    over,    the 
Inanimate    tiger    becomes    the    laughing    boy    that 
helped    bis    little    sister    start    blin    on    this    amazing 

He     starts    back     In    surprise    and     Is    con 

fronted    by    a    huge     Vfrtcan    lion.      'the    .Monarch    of 
the  Fores!  proceeds  to  terrorize  Bobby,  chasing  him 

nother     pari      of     the     tOl  ill   n      ;i|i 

pears  and  by  her  Influence  subdues  the  beast,  and 
after  a  proper  Introduction  to  Mr.  White  the  Hon 
and  Bobby  become  fast  friends.  lint  our  hero 
decides  that  life  In  Wonderland  Is  entirely  too 
strenuous  and  expresses  a  desire  to  return  to  his 
proper  person,  and  then  back  to  the  land  of  the 

id  the  home  of  the  brave.  A  wave  of  the 
magic  wand,  and  an  Immense  airship  flying  the 
colors  of  his  native  land  is  at  his  side.  He  him- 

self is  once  more  arrayed  as  he  was  upon  arrival 
in  this  land  of  surprises.  lie  asks  tile  Queen  and 
the  Hon  to  come  back  to  America  with  him,  and 
is  highly  delighted  when  they  agree.  All  aboard, 
and  the  airship  starts  on  the  return  trip.  But 
alas,  for  poor  Bobby,  a  sudden  lurch  and  his  com- 

panions and  the  ship  shoot  up  out  of  sight  as  he 
falls  earthward.  Biff.  bang,  and  he  lands  on  his 
grassy  couch  with  an  awful  bump.  As  he  rubs  bis 
eyes  and  takes  a  survey  to  see  if  lie  is  all  there. 
be  remembers  that  bottle.  If  whiskey  makes  a 
man  have  a  dream  like  that— me  for  the  water 
wagon.     Length,  740  feet. 

WEARY  WAGGLES'  BUSY  DAY  (Sellg),  is  the 
title  of  a  brief  spasm  of  mirth  with  a  laugh  every 
second.  Waggles  slaris  the  morning  by  embroil- 

ing two  gentlemen  In  an  altercation  in  a  beer 
garden.  He  crawls  under  the  table  and  purloins  first 
one  glass  of  beer  and  then  the  Other.  The  gentle- 

men, astounded  at  finding  their  glasses  empty,  and 
being  strangers  to  each  other,  mutual  accusations 
are  in  order.  Weary  helps  himself  to  one  of  their 
cigars  and  leaves  them  to  fight  it  out.  He  gets 
a  job  attending  an  electric  machine.  An  old  farmer 
comes  along,  and  Weary  inveigles  him  into  grasp- 

ing the  handles  of  the  machine,  and  when  he  sees 

his  victim  well  anchored,  grasps  the  farmer's  valise 
and  eseapes.  The  funds  gained  in  this  way  enable 

him  to  purchase  a  bottle  of  "Oh!  Be  Joyful."  and 
after  he  lias  Imbibed  freely  he  wanders  into  a 
park  and  falls  asleep,  bis  half-finished  bottle  beside 
him.  He  is  astounded  upon  awakening  to  find  a 
half-grown  cub  bear  drinking  the  balance  of  his 

It  is  all  grist  that  comes  to  Weary's  mill, 
and  he  promptly  steals  the  bear.  He  is  arrested, 
hut  eseapes  the  policeman  by  jumping  into  a,  con- 

venient ash  box.  An  old  Biddy  comes  along  and 

empties  a  hod  of  hot  ashes  on  Weary's  head.  The 
officer  be  first  eluded  Is  hot  on  his  trail.  Things 
are  now  becoming  quite  warm  for  Weary.  He 
dashes  out  of  the  alley,  and  headlong  into  the 
bane  of  his  existence.  A  fireman  is  watering  the 
street  and  ea Plies  poor  Weary  in  the  face.  Over 

and  over  he  goes.  "Water,  ye  gods,  water.'  No 
help  for  it.  they've  got  me  right,  this  time.  I 
did  swear  I'd  never  touch  that  stuff  again,  and 
now   this  fireman   lias   made  me   break    my    word." 

A  really  warm  comedy  witli  a  cool  finish  for  hot 
weather    crowds.      Length.    220    feet. 

LADY  JANE'S  FLIGHT;  A  17th  Century  Ro- 
mance (Yitagraph). — This  story  Is  a  conventional 

love  tale  set  about  the  year  1700.  The  strong  inci- 
dents in  the  dungeon  and  tavern  scenes  and  the 

girl's  flight  in  tights  ami  doublet  and  wedding  at 
the    seashore    gives    it    an    element    of    novelty. 

In  the  library  of  the  old  earl's  manor  a  suitor 
asks  for  his  daughter's  hand.  The  father  angrily 
refuses  and  orders  his  guards  to  escort  the  young 
man  outside.  The  girl  begs  of  her  father  to  re- 

lent, and  upon  his  refusal  falls  fainting  to  the 
floor.  She  quickly  revives,  and  we  next  find  the 
lovers  under  a  huge  oak  tree  planning  an  elope- 

ment. They  are  surprised  by  the  sudden  appear- 
ance of  the  Irate  father  and  his  guards.  The  girl 

Is  carried  back  to  the  manor,  the  young  man  to  a 
dungeon,  whore  he  is  given  the  choice  of  leaving 
the  country  or  being  put  to  death.  The  lover 
knocks  the  lamp  over,  slips  over  to  the  door,  and  as 
the  guards,  attracted  by  the  noise,  rush  in.  he 

-  in  the  darkness,  locks  the  door  of  the 
dungeon  and  starts  for  the  manor.  He  bursts 

through  the  window  of  his  sweetheart's  room, 
dresses  her  in  a  suit  of  boy's  clothes,  which  he 
has  brought  with  him.  then  both  mount  horses 

which  have  been  left  in  readiness  and  ride  hur- riedly away. 

At  a  seashore  tavern  a  captain  is  about  to  sail 
for  the  new  world.  The  lovers  appear  and  express 
their    wish    to    make    the    voyage    with    him.      The 

t  lithe!  Ii      the iii    the 

situation,   bid 

lid     OlSpi     down      tin-  I 
up    with    lil.    foil)  while 

plain  and  his  men  depart   with  thi 
tiorl   dial  b  '"■•■  be]  and   tbi 

of    th,  watch    'he 
lipid     I  h,  in     and     ,li  I  v  , 

after       r. siart    for    tl.  \     friar    rid.  tnulS 
ni.i  is  requested  to  unite  the  eh. ping  couple  Ha 
perform!    the   cere   n]    and    rldei   away,    while    the 

boat      and     pull     off     for 

i  Hiding     bio  ited      Ho-     noblemsn 
ulldlj    in   tie    beach,   while  those   in   tin'  boat 
■ii    his  discomfiture,     Length,   588  feet. 

I.EVITSKY'S   INSURANCE   POLICY;    OR.    WHEN 
THIEF    MEETS    THIEF     (Vitagraph)       \     Hebrew 

denier    is   experiencing    bard    til 

over     his     I   kS      'lid     .nit      in     Ids 

w  Ife,     v  iv  ill.    him    In    lil-    cala.mil  They 
look   tii  counl    the   little   money    left, 
Hid     liuallv      come     upon     the     tire     lnsiiriinee     policy. 
FTere    is    an    opportunity     to    replenish     the    empty 

e  di  >"  d   flown,   the  merchant 
enters   with    a    bundle   of   shavings,    wbii 
teis     around     the     store,     pours     oil     over     them     and 

out. 

Outside  a  sneak  thief  Is  seen  prowling  around. 
He    succeeds     In     prying    open     the     window,     enters 
in,  store  to  tind  nothing  but  empty  boxes.  The 

safe    is    also    depleted,    and    all    around    is    the    .-vl- II     to    burn     the     building    has     been 

mole.         Hearing      footsteps,      the     burglar     dodge        he- 
Ind    a    ens,,    and    Levi    enters    with    a    lighted      He. 

ii..   thief  confronts   the   Hebrew  and   demands  hush 

whlcb   is  reluctantly  given  him.     After  tak- 
ing   all    the   money    the   poor   .Tew    has.    the    bnrclar 

  s    out    through    the    window,    leaving    the    W( 

iii-,.  bug  In   a    Btate  of  utter  collapse.     As   the   thief 
the     sidewalk,     he     spies    s     fire-alarm     box. 

counts   his      nej    again,    and    determine 

the  clothing  dealer  a  lesson.  He  turns  In  the 
alarm  and  runs  away.  The  Hebrew,  now  that  Ids 
scheme  has   failed,   starts  to  clean  up  the  shavings. 
but     is     interrupted     by     the    sudden     and     unexpected 

appearance    of     the    firemen,     who    turn    on     the    hose 
and    take  all    the   fire   out   of  the   merchant.      Length. 

feet. T"E  PPESS  G.ANG-  or.  A  Romance  in  the  Time 
of  King  George  the  Third  (Vitagraph).  The  plot 
of  this  picture  is  laid  in  the  early  reign  of  King 

George  III.,  at  Portsmouth,  England,  and  the  sur- 
rounding country.  John  Southwell,  a  gentleman  of 

limited  means,  is  sitting  on  his  porch  reading  a 

newspaper  as  a  servant  enters  and  hands  him  a 

biter.  Onening  it  lie  reads:  "Your  debts  to  me' 
for  money  loaned  fall  dee  in  a  month.  I  am  will- 

ing to  take  your  daughter  rboche  in  marriage  and 
cancel  them.  If  not.  I  shall  have  yon  arrested  for 
debt.  I  shall  come  to-nleht  for  my  answer. 

(Signed!  JOHN  HARBOLD."  Southwell  seems 
disturbed  and  calls  his  daughter  and  shows  her 
tlie  letter.  Phoebe  reads  it.  shakes  her  head,  evi- 

dently refusing  the  offer.  She  endeavors  to  com- 
fort her  father.  He  kisses  her  affectionately  and 

goes  slowly  into  the  house,  while  Phoebe  falls  into 
B    .hair    despondently. 

Squire  narbnld.  a  coarse,  middle-aged  man.  en- 
ters, advances  to  the  girl  and  bows.  He  immedi- 
ately makes  known  his  errand,  and  as  Phoebe 

shakes  her  head  bis  manner  becomes  threatening. 
Then,  altering  his  demeanor,  the  Squire  puts  his 
arm  around  her  and  tries  to  kiss  her.  The  girl  Is 
struggling  to  escape  as  Arthur  Irwin,  her  accepted 
suitor,  rushes  into  the  garden,  throws  the  older 
man  to  the  ground  and  nuts  his  arm  proteotingly 
round  In's  sweetheart.  Harbold  gains  his  feet.  Is 

about  to  attack  the  young  lover,  then  changes  bis 
mind  and   walks  away,   vowing  vengeance. 

At  a  low  tavern  by  the  water  side,  with  low 
ceilings  and  blackened  walls.  Tim.  the  head  of 
the  Press  Gang,  with  several  of  his  companions. 
are  seated  around  loafing  and  drinking  as  Harbold 
enters  and  orders  drinks  for  everybody.  He  plans 
with  Tim.  pays  him  for  the  Job  and  departs.  On 

the  street  the  arch-plotter  comes  upon  Arthur,  apolo- 
gizes for  what  he  has  done,  and  the  two  start 

for  the  tavern,  evidently  forgetting  the  encounter 
of  a  short  time  before.  Harbold  calls  for  drinks, 
and  at  a  signal  from  him.  Tim  comes  over  and 

picks  a  quarrel  with  Arthur.  A  general  struggle 
takes  place  in  which  the  young  hero  Is  knocked 
senseless  and  taken  away  by  some  sailors.  He  re- 

gains his  senses  to  find  himself  on  board  a  ship. 
Tie  begs  the  captain  to  be  allowed  to  go.  but  his 

supplications  are  met  with  derision.  He  refuses 
to  obey  orders  and  Is  about  to  be  punished  when  a 
sailor  rushes  up  to  the  captain  and  points  to  a 
fire  in  the  hold.  The  sailors  refuse  to  obey  their 

superior's  commands,  and  Arthur  asks  if  his  free- 
dom will  be  granted  If  he  will  go.  To  this  the 

captain  agrees,  and  we  follow  the  young  man  into 
the  hold,  where  several  barrels  of  powder  are 
stored.  In  desperation,  be  removes  the  barrels 
throws  them  overboard,  comes  to  the  deck  and  Is 

allowed   to  go. 
With  Arthur  removed.  Harbold.  with  two  halllff 

officers,  proceeds  to  carry  out  his  threat  Rather 
than  see  her  poor  father  dispossessed.  Phoebe  de- 

termines to  saerlfice  herself.  She  agrees  to  wed 
Harbold,    Is   going   away   with   him   as   Arthur   enters 
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through  the  gate  with  a  lawyer.  A  legal  looking 
document  is  handed  to  the  Squire,  who  looks  at  it, 
and  in  a  rage  turns  to  depart  as  the  lawyer  takes 
another  document  and  hands  it  to  the  bailiff.  They 
frab  Harbold  and  hustle  him  away,  while  Arthur 
and  Phoebe  embrace  each  other  and  shake  hands 
with  her  father  over  the  happy  turn  of  affairs. 
Length,    548   feet. 

A  POLICEMAN'S  DREAM  (Vitagraph).— The 
opening  scene  shows  a  policeman  making  his  regu- 

lar beat.  He  seems  to  enjoy  his  work,  and  is 
evidently  proud  of  his  badge  of  officialship.  He 
fills  his  pipe,  lights  it,  reclines  upon  a  grassy 
spot   along   the    roadside   and   is   seen    fast   asleep. 
Dream  No.  1  (Big  Capture). — A  constable  is  mak- 

ing his  beat  as  usual,  when  he  observes  a  notice 

posted  on  a  tree  nearby,  "$1,000  reward  for  cap- 
ture or  apprehension  of  Mike  Stove,  alias  Buck 

Reed,  cracksman  and  murderer;  is  5  feet  C  inches 
tall;  bony,  cross  on  left  jaw;  good  dresser.  This 
reward  held  by  R.  E.  Barns,  Sheriff  Baxter 
County."  A  man  hurriedly  passes  the  constable,  but 
is  spied  by  him,  due  to  the  fact  that  the  passerby 
bears  a  cross  on  his  left  jaw.  He  runs  after  the 
rcsu,  and  after  a  fierce  struggle  subdues  and  olaces 
him  under  arrest.  At  the  jail  the  constable  brings 
In   the   prisoner,   hands   him   over   to   the   sheriff   and 

receives  the  reward.  Just  as  he  is  counting  the 
greenbacks,  he  wakes  up,  finds  another  soft  spot 
and  dreams  again. 

Dream  No.  2  (A  Hero). — A  beautiful  young  girl 
is  taking  her  morning  gallop  along  the  highway 
on  a  very  spirited  saddle  horse.  As  she  is  about 
to  turn  into  another  road  a  large  automobile  dashes 
by  and  badly  frightens  the  horse;  he  bolts,  dashes 
down  the  road,  with  the  girl  clinging  helplessly 
to  his  neck.  The  officer  catches  sight  of  the  ap- 

proaching runaway,  runs  forward,  seizes  the  horse 
and  stops  him  in  a  most  heroic  manner.  Citizens 
rush  up  just  as  the  exhausted  girl  falls  into  the 
arms  of  the  cop,  who  squeezes  her  so  hard  that  he 
again   wakes  up. 
Dream  No.  3  (In  Love). — A  moonlight  scene.  In 

her  home  a  beautiful  young  girl  is  waiting  for  her 
lover.  She  is  very  impatient,  but  at  last  sees  him 
coming,  leans  out  over  the  Venetian  window  and 
waves  at  him.  The  policeman  enters  and  the  two 
embrace  and  kiss  each  other.  At  last  he  is  kiss- 

ing her  good-night,  when  from  above  a  pail  of 
cold  water  soaks  him  from  head  to  foot  and  he 
awakens  to  the  reality  of  a  pail  of  water  being 
poured  on  him  by  a  joker  who  caught  him  asleep. 
Even  after  this  ducking  he  is  sleepy,  and  further 
along   the   road   sits   down   to  doze   again. 

A  Hot  Awakening. — Two  boys  observe  the  police- 
man and  decide  to  awaken  him  in  a  most  singular- 

manner.  They  pile  a  lot  of  dry  grass,  set  It 
on  fire,  then  hide  behind  a  stump  to  await  develop- 

ments. The  officer  dreams  that  he  Is  heroically 
rushing  up  a  ladder  In  front  of  a  burning  building. 
He  dashes  Into  the  fire  and  smoke  just  as  the  real- 
flames  begin  to  scorch  him,  and  in  fright  he  takes 
to  flight,  to  tie  extreme  jov  of  the  two  bovs. 
Length,   387   feet. 

Trade 

!(aa(ni)0Dt| 
Mark 

INDEPENDENT  FILMS 
THE  FINEST  FILMS 
IN   THE  WORLD 

THE  WHITE  CHIEF  (Lnbin).— An  American^ 
trapper  and  an  Indian  maid  are  lovers.  His  rival 
is  a  Mexican  who  brings  presents  to  the  Indian 
Chief  and  thus  gains  his  conent  to  marry  his- 
daughter.  A  horse  race  decides  the  fate  of  the 
girl.  The  Mexican  wins,  takes  his  bride,  but  ber- 
heart  remains  with  the  American  boy.  Tears 
have  passed.  The  American  youth  has  joined  the 
Indians.  They  make  him  chief.  The  Mexican 
has  become  a  gambler  and  drunkard  and  maltreats- 
his  Indian  wife.  The  "White  Chief"  hears  of 
this.  He  takes  his  tribe  on  the  warpath  to  rescue 
the  Indian  Princess  and  punish  the  brute.  During 

the  fight  the  Mexican  gets  killed  after  he  tried' 
to  kill  his  only  child.  The  "White  Chief"  be- comes  united   with    his   love. 

FILM  FOR  SALE 
50  Reels,  2c  foot.     Fine  condition.     Sent 

anywhere  C.  O.  D.,  subject  to  examination 
if    sufficient   deposit   covers  transportation 
charges.     Address 
P.  O.  Box  305         -         New  Orleans,  La. 

Trade:  Marks 
Designs 

Copyrights  &c. 
Anvone  sending  a  sketch  and  description  may 

quickly  ascertain  our  opinion  free  whether  an 
invention  is  probably  patentable.  Communica- 

tions strictly  confidential.  HANDBOOK  on  Patents 
sent  free.  Oldest  agency  for  securing  patents. 
Patents  taken  through  Munn  &  Co.  receive 

special  notice,  without  charge,  in  the 

Scientific  Hmericatt 
A  handsomely  illustrated  weekly.  I.nreest  cir- 

culation of  any  scientific  journal.  Terms,  $3  a 
year;  four  months,  ?L   Sold  by  all  newsdealers. 

MUNN&Co.361Broad»a>  New  York Brancb  Office.  625  F  SU  Washington.  D.  C. 

SAVE  ON  YOUR  ELECTRIC  LIGHT  BILLS 
This  is  the  ROYAL  REACTOR  which  will  save  you  from  67 

to  76%  of  your  current  bill  and  give  you  a  clear  white  light  with 

absolutely  no  heat,  danger  from  fire,  blowing  of  fuses,  and  other  troubles 
common  to  rheostats  and  imitation  current  savers.  Money  back  if  not 
satisfied.    Price  $50.00. 

Can  you  invest  that  amount  of  money  in  anything  that  will  give 

you  instant  returns  of  from  67  to  76%  of  your  bills  ? 

Don't  wait  any  longer,  order  now  and  save  money.  Line  your 

own  pocket  instead  of  some  one  else's. 

HERMAN    E.  ROYS 
1368-70  Broadway,  New  York  City 
Wholesale  and  Retail  Manufacturer  of  everything 

pertaining  to  the  Moving  Picture  business 

FEUERBACHER  COMPANY 
M.  L.  SMITH,  Manager. 

1643  Champa  St.       -       Denver,  Colorado 
are  authorized  agents,  and  persons  in  the  West  can 

save  time  by  applying  direct  to  them 

Southern  Agent:  TOM  MOORE,  Washington,  D.C.,  803  9th  St.,  N.W. 
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TEST  THE 

ELECTRO 
MINIMIZER 

at  our  expense 
for 

30  Days 

Indestructible 

Then  pay  us  out 
of  the  money 

you  will   save. 

CO-OPERATIVE  FILM  SERVICE  OF  AMERICA 
137  E.  17th  Street,  New  YorK  City 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  2233  Vine  St. St.  Louis,  Mo.,  1822  Olive  St. 

For   Alternating 
Current    Only 

OUR     Free     30-day
 

offer    shows    that 

we   are    ready    to 
back       the      Minimizer 

aeainstall  other  current- 

saving  devices. 

It  not  only  saves  cur- 
rent, but  gives  you  a 

better  light  and  a  cooler 
operating  room. 

190 
CO-OPERATIVE  FILM  SERVICE  OF  AMERICA. 

Gentlemen:— Please  ship  us  one  (1)  Electro=Minlmlzer  subject  to  30  days 
trial.  At  the  end  of  30  days  we  (I)  agree,  If  same  prove  satisfactory,  to  pay 

the  sum  of  $4000,  and  $5.00  weekly  thereafter  until  the  sum  of  $80.00 

has  been  paid,  which  Is  the  full  price  of  the  Elect ro-Hinlmlzer.  if,  however, 

It  should  not  prove  satisfactory  we  agree  to  return  same  to  you  at  your 
expense  not   later  than  30  days  from  receipt  of  same. 

Signed 

Voltage 

References 

Frequency 
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Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 
BIOGHAPH. 

The    Black    Viper   724  ft. 
The    Tavern-Keeper's     Daugh- 

ter      410  ft. 
The  Adventures  of  a   Dollie...713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
The    Kentuckian      757  ft. 
The   Stage    Bustler   670  ft. 
Adventures    of    Dollie   713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
At    the    French    Ball   670  ft. 
At   the   Crossroads   of  Life   778  ft. 
Over    the    Hills    to    the    Poor- 

house        790  ft. 
The    Outlaw      677  ft. 
The    Man  in   the    Box   544  ft. 
The   Invisible   Fluid   662  ft. 
Mixed    Babies      550  ft. 

'Ostler    Joe       877  ft. 
EDISON. 

The     Face     on     the    Bar-room 
Floor       550  ft. 

Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
The    Little    Coxswain    of    the 

'Varsity  Eight     1040  ft. 
Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 

in    '49      1,000  ft. 
Love   Will  Find  a  Way   850  ft. 
Fly     Paper       400  ft. 
Honesty  is  the  Best  Policy   640  ft. 
The   Blue  and  the  Grey   1000  ft. 

The  Painter's  Revenge   745  ft. 
Skinny's    Finish   605  ft. 
Carious    Mr.    Curio   680  ft. 
The  Gentleman  Burglar   1000  ft. 
Bridal     Couple     Dodging     the 

Cameras      785  ft. 
The  Merry  Widow  Waltz  Craze.705  ft. 
Nero     and     the     Burning     of 

Borne       1050  ft. 

ESSA2TAY. 

The    Little    Madcap   600  ft. 
The   Tragedian   40Q  ft. 
Just   Like  a   Woman   500  ft. 

1    Can't    Read   English   450  ft. 
The    Gentle    Sex   750  ft. 
An    Animated    Doll   750  ft. 

Peck's   Bad   Boy   1000  ft. 
Don't    Pull    My    Leg   425  ft. 
James    Boys    in    Missouri   1000  ft. 
A    Lord  For  A   Day   889  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

The    New    Hired    Girl     
The    Renegade      S55  ft. 
Dynamite    Man      800  ft. 
The     Girl     Nihilist   910  ft. 

Flight  of  the    "June   Bug"   525  ft. 
The    Taft    Pictures   350  ft. 
Mrs.    Guuness       S50  ft. 
The    Man    Hunt   820  ft. 
An    American    Soldier   S35  ft. 

The    Fleet    at    'Frisco   900  ft. 
Held    by    Bandits   875  ft. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL    COMPANY. 

Off   to   Morocco   794  ft. 

A  Wolf  in  Sheep's  Clothing. .  .717  ft. I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand.620  ft. 
Obeying    Her    Mother   637  ft. 
The    Torrent      170  ft. 

The  Story  of  the  King  of  Fre- 
gola        854  ft. 

Promoted    Corporal      307  ft. 
The    Saw  ■  Mill   387  ft. 
A     Pleasant     Evening     at      the 

Theater      367  ft. 

TOO     l'olite       290  ft. 
The    Tyrant    Feudal    Lord   417  ft. 
A    New    Fruit   524  ft. 

Sturdy    Sailor's    Honor   7G4  ft. 
On    the    War    Path   417  ft. 
Physical    Phenomena      310  ft. 
Matrimonial    Stages      500  ft. 

Transformation     with     a     Hat 
Rim      ,.117  ft. 

Venice  and  the  Lagoon   334  ft. 
Films    to    be    released    by     Kleine 

Optical  Company  week  of   July   13th- 18th: 
Two    Little    Motorists   310  ft. 
The  Grand  Canal  in   Venice... 277  ft. 
The  Substitute  Automatic  Ser- 

vant     367  ft. 
The    Best    Remedy   347  ft. 
A    Tricky    Uncle   300  ft. 
Through   the   Oural   Mountains. 214  ft. 
The   Two   Brothers   377  ft. 
Nice       277  ft. 
Consoling   the    Widow   234  ft. 
Good   Night   Clown    40  ft. 
Father  is  Late!  Go  Fetch  Him. 370  ft. 
Trying    to  Get   Rid   of    a   Bad 

Dollar      527  ft. 
The  Lady  with  the  Beard;  or, 

Misfortune   to   Fortune   457  ft. 

The  Wandering  Musician   494-  ft. 
His    Girl's  Last   Wish   444  ft. 
The    Simpleton       490  ft. 
A   Walking  Tree   280  ft. 
Disappointing    Rehearsal      300  ft. 

Sammy's    Idea      327  ft. 
The   Triumph    of   Love   567  ft. 

Films  to  be  released  by  the  Kleine 
Optical  Company  during  week  of  July 
6th-llth. 

In    the    Riviera   157  ft. 
Views  of   New   York   160  ft. 
A  Bad  Day   200  ft. 
St.    Marc   Place   107  ft. 
Fountains    of    Rome   210  ft. 
Keenest   of   the    Two   354  ft. 
Artificial    Brooding      337  ft. 
Posthumous  Jealousy     194  ft. 
Lessons    in    Jiu    Jitsu   304  ft. 
The  Two   Pickpockets   314  ft. 
Frightened    by    Burglars   234  ft. 
A   Poacher's  Trick   207  ft. 
The  Pastry  Cook's  Misfortune.  140  ft. 
A   Costly   Coat   434  ft. 
The    Mediterranean    Fleet   500  ft. 
Wanted:     A   Colored  Servant.. 484  ft. 
The    Troublesome    Fly   317  ft. 
A  Second-hand  Camera   600  ft. 
The   Leaking  Glue  Pot   454  ft. 
Nothing  to  Declare;  or,  Bested 

by   Custom   Officials   450  ft. 
Love    and    Hatred   710  ft. 

A  Love  Affair  of  the  Olden 
Days      947  ft. 

Love    and    Fortune   760  ft. 

Unrequitted   Love      537  ft. 
The    Doctor's    Forgiveness   817  ft. 
Thev  Want  a  Divorce   444  ft. 

Rev'lera  in   Motor  Car   620  ft. 
Constantinople      600  ft. 
Fox    Hunting      537  ft. 
Porcelain    Industry      500  ft. 
A   Fine   Easter   Egg   10S  f.t 
The    Closing    Hour   314  ft. 

A   Gendarme's  Tribulations.'. .  .314  ft. 
Niagara    Falls    in    Winter   360  ft. 
The   Dressmaker's   Surprise   340  ft. 
French    Dairy    Farm   530  ft. 
Bull    Fight    in    Arcachon   407  ft. 

Blessing  the  Boats  in  Arca- 
chon      344  ft. 

Mr.   Smith,   the  New   Recruit.. 450  ft. 
Swiss    Alps         S7  ft. 
Who    Owns    the    Basket?   254  ft. 

Heavy   Seas     J54  ft. 
Silk    Hats    Ironed   ^50  rt. 

An   Unfortunate    Mistake   44 1    ft. 

Precipitated   Removal      108  ft. 
Ancient    Rome        87  "• 

The    Old    Actor   4S0  rt. 

The   Paralytic's   Vengeance   614  ft. 

1CELTEB. 

Boston  Normal  School  Pageant.975  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
The    Little    Peace-Maker   120  ft. 
Pranks  with  a  Fake  Python... 532  ft. 
Side    Show    Wrestlers   485  ft. 
Hunting    Teddy    Bears   308  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
Curiosity    Punished   564  ft. 
Up-to-Date  Clothes  Cleaning. .  .210  ft. 
Justinian's  Hnman  Torches   187  ft. 
A   Fake  Diamond   Swindler   586  ft. 

PATHE     FHERES. 

King   Scatterbrain's  Troubles .. 6S8  ft. 
Mr.      Softhead     Has     a     Good 

Time      524  ft. 

It      Sticks      Everything — Even 
Iron      344  ft. 

Home  Work  in  China   311  ft. 
Crocodile    Turns    Thief   459  ft. 

The   Affair   of   the   Select   Ho- 
tel      426  ft. 

Cumbersome    First    Prize   344  ft. 
Story   of   a   Fishermaiden   787  ft. 
Hard    to    Get   Arrested   492  ft. 
Living   Posters      196  ft. 
*A  Bashful   Young  Man   475  ft. 
In    the   Government   Service. .  .475  ft. 
The    Father    Is    to    Blame   606  ft. 
Russian  Review  of  the  Fiftieth 

Regiment      262  ft. 
The     Poor    Officer   492  ft. 
Bothersome    Husband   426  ft. 
Contagious  Nervous  Twitching. 410  ft. 
Korea       557  ft. 
Mystery   of   the   Mountains   459  ft. 
Runaway    Mother-in-Law   328  ft. 
The  Accuser     508  ft. 
Jealous    Fiance       557  ft. 
Unsuccessful     Flirts       360  ft. 
The     Perjurer       705  ft. 
Cumbersome    Baby      639  ft. 
Noisy   Neighbors      229  ft. 
Latest    Style    Airship      262  ft. 
The    Candidate      508  ft. 
Prof.   Bric-a-Brac's   Inventions. 410  ft. 
Stockholm       311  ft. 
The    Blackmailer      426  ft. 
Husband    Wanted      410  ft. 
On     Bad     Terms      With     the 

Janitor      524  ft. 
The  Dreyfus  Affair   1.213  ft. 
Interrupted    Romance   410  ft. 
Busy   Fiance      508  ft. 
The   Specter      508  ft. 
Native    Life    in    Sudan   459  ft. 

The    Country    of    the    "Bogou- dens"       360  ft. 
For   the   Sake   of   a   Crown   852  ft. 
Troublesome    Theft       508  ft. 

Mysterious    Flames       311  ft. 
Mr.    Boozer   Gets   a   Fright   328  ft. 
Magnetic     Removal       672  ft. 
Our    Dog    Friends   328  ft. 
Nocturnal     Thieves       524  ft. 
The    Fat    Baby   32S  ft. 

LTJBrN. 

The     White     Chief   S10  ft. 
The   Fatal   Likeness   6S0  ft. 

The   Robbery   of   the   Citizen's Bank       6S0  ft. 
Captain    Molly   435  ft. 
Dr.   Curem's  Patients   475  ft. 

Battle    of    Monmouth     
Outwitted    by    His    Wife   735  ft. 
The    New    Maid   250  ft. 

The    Dynamite    Man     
Two    Little    Shoes   1045  ft. 
Philadelphia,      the     Cradle     of 

Liberty      305  ft. 
Held    For    Ransom   S15  ft. 
Student's   Prank,   or  a   Joke  on 

His    Parents      580  ft. 

Romance   in    a    Gypsy   Camp... 725  ft. 

The    Old    Maid's    Parrot   250  ft. 

An  Honest  Newsboy's  Reward. 745  ft. 
Two  Little    Dogs   210  ft. 

Film  Service  Association 

Mepulsto's    Affinity   635  ft. Adventures  of  Mr.   Troubles ...  271  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

Texas    Tex      565  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft. 

A    Chance    Shot   358  ft. 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft. 
The     Will   875  ft. 
Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.. 628  ft. 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian Army     »15  ft. 
Sports   of  All  the  World   674  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 280  ft. 
Honor  Lost — Everything  Lost.. 669  ft. 
Dog-Training     294  ft. 
A    Misalliance      760  ft. 

The    Champagne    Bottle   1B7  ft. 
A   Modern   Naval  Hero   713  ft. 
Ihles  and   Antonio    (Boxers) ..  .250  ft. 
Lion    Hunting       694  ft. 

SELIG  POLYSCOPE  CO. 

Bobby  White  in  Wonderland . .  740  ft. 

Weary   Waggles'   Busy   Day... 220  ft. 

The    Spirit    of    '76     The    Vanishing    Tramp     

The   Fighting   Parson     
Damon   and   Pythias     • 
Damon    and    Pythias     

East    Lynne     
Not    Vet,    But    Soon     
The    Shadow   of   the    Law     
in    the    Nick    of    Time     
Troubles  of  a  New  Drug  Clerk. 470  ft. 

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Lady    Jane's    Flight   5S3  ft. 
Levitsky's     Insurance     Policy; 

or,  When  Thief  Meets  Thief.352  ft. 
The  Press  Gang;  or,  A  Ro- mance in  the  Time  of  King 

George    III   54S  ft. 
A    Policeman's    Dream   3S7  ft. 
Stricken    Blind   426  ft. 
The    Wish    Bone   470  ft. 
The  Chieftain's  Revenge;  or,  a 
Tragedy  in  the  Highlands 
of    Scotland   415  ft. 

The    Mourners;     or,     a     Clever 
Undertaking       4S5  ft. 

John's  New  Suit;  or.   Why  He 

Didn't    Go    to    Church   510  ft. 
The    Guilty    Conscience   400  ft. 
'Twixt   Love  and   Duty   620  ft. 

Get  Me  a  Stepladder   1S5  ft. 
A    Tragedy    of    Japan   515  ft. 
Mother-in-Law  and  the  Art- 

ist's  Model      37S  ft. 
The    Chorus    Girl   190  ft. 
A  Rustic  Heroine;  or,  In  the 

Days    of    King    George   630  ft. 

WILLIAMS.   BROWN  Be  FftRl.E. 

The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft. 
The    Man   and    His  Bottle   350  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft. 
Tricky    Twins   265  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft. 
Father's    Lesson   500  ft. 
Huuting    Deer   555  ft. 
The     Prodigal    Son   696  ft. 
Catching   a    Burglar   628  ft. 
Nasty  Sticky  Stuff   508  ft. 
Professor    Bounders'    Pills   380  ft. 
Leap    Year;   or.   She   Would  Be 

Wed       345  ft. 
The    Interrupted   Bath   175  ft. 
The   Gambler's   Wife   640  ft. 
Doctor's     Dodge   250  ft. 
The   Great   Trunk   Mystery   502  ft. 
Freddie's  Little  Love  Affair... 345  ft. 
The    Mission    of    a    Flower   360  ft. 

Lazy    Jim's    Luck   488  ft. 
A   Sacrifice   for   Work   S40  ft. 
The    Greedy    Girl   150  ft. 
Portland    Stone    Industry   450  ft. 
Tell-Tale    Cinematograph   400  ft 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 

for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re- 
ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  15  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
In  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
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Latest   Song   Slides. 

NORTH    AMERICAN   SLIDE  CO. 

Are    You    Sincere  ? 
My  Heart    Beats  Alone  for   You. 
Mary    Blaine. 
Under   My   Merry   Widow   Hat. 
Rosea   Bring   Dreams   of    You. 
Open   Up   Your   Heart. 
Swinging. 
Somebody      that    I     Know,    and      You 

Know    Too. 
Some   Pay.   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

GENRE    SONG     SLIDES. 
Mary. 
A  Tear,    a   Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell   Me. 
Art   Dreams   Never  Told. 
Dear  Lord,   Remember  Me. 
Because   of  You. 
Merry    Mary,    Marry    Me. 
Sweethearts   In   Heaven. 
Dear  Alabama. 
While   You   Are   Mine. 
Good-bye,    Annie    Laurie. 
Bathing. 
In  Mv  Merry  Oldsmoblle. 
The    Night    Time    Is    Right    Time    to 

Spoon. 

GLOBE   SLIDES. 
Cyclone. 
Baby  Darling. 
That    Little    Sunny   Southern   Girl   of 

Mine. 
Swinging   in  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I    Love    You   So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  Over. 
Common  Sense. 

CHICAGO   TRANSPARENCY  CO. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little    Cozy    Flat. 
Just   to   Remind   Yon. 
Hearts   and   Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  In  Dixie. 

We  Can't  PUy  With  Yon. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night 

I'm  Jealous  of  Yon. Dear   Old   Iowa. 

GOLDTHORPE. 

Are  You  Sincere? 

Don't    Worry. 
Summer-Time. 
Everybody  Loves  Me  Bnt  the  One  I 

Love. 
8ome  Day,   Sweetheart,   Some  Day. 

It's  Hard  to  Love  Somebody  Who's 
Loving  Somebody  Else. 

For  the  Last  Time  Call  Me  Sweet- 
heart. 

A  Man,  a  Maid,   a  Moon,  a  Boat. 

THE   ELITE   LANTERN   BUDS   00. 

8weet  Sixteen. 
Stop   Making   Faces   at  lie. 
Bweet  Polly  Primrose. 
If  They  All  Had  a  Heart  Like  Yon. 
Gypsie   Ann. 
When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 

Leaves   Gold. 
When     You     Love    Her     and     She 

Loves  You. 

Don't  Worry.  ' 

DE   WITT   C.    WHEELER. 

Heart  of  My  Heart. 
The   Garden   of   Dreams 
After  the  Rain. 
If  I  Built  a  Nest  Will  Yon   Share  It 

With   Me. 
Dear  Heart. 
Pride   of   Prairie    Mary. 
Road   to  Yesterday. 
What   Might  Have  Been. 

That's  What  the  Daisy  Said. 
I'll  Teach   You    How. 
Just   Because   It's   Yon. 
Roses.    Roses   Everywhere. 
Yon    Have    Always    Been    the    Same 

Old   Pal. 
A  Sweeter  Story  Still. 
Bonlta. 
The   Town   Where   I   Was  Born. 
Are   Yon   Sincere? 
There   Was    Never   a   Girl   Like   To*. 
What   Does   It  Mean? 
Mary,    My  Heather  Queen. 
The  Story  the  Picture  Blocks  Told. 
Mary  Blaine. 
Love  Days. 
Take  Me  to  the  Ball  Game. 
Take  Your  Girl   to  the  Ball  Game. 
I    Am   Afraid  to   Go   Home   In   the 

Dark. 

8C0TT   *   VAN    ALTENA. 

Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna   with  Me. 
When   the   Sunrise  Taints  the   Distant 

1 1  til  a  with    Rose. 
That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,   You K  DOW. 

My    lirenms  of  the   U.   S.    A. 
A   Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor  Bright.    I  Loves   You   Right. 

You    Hiss   Mel 

If   Yon.   Wore   Mine. 

You'll    Always    Be    Sweet    Sixteen    to Mo. 
Dixie   and   the    Girl    I    Love. 
If   1   Should  Kail  In   Love  with  You. 
What    Will    Your   Answer   Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 
There  Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  Yon. 
Somebody    I    Know    ..ud    You    Know, 

Too. 

When    the    Nightingale    Is    Nesting, 
Sweet  Irene. 

By  the  Old  Oaken  Racket.   Louise. 
It  Might  Have  Been. 
Girl   from   the   Golden   West. 
The  Corn   Is  Waving,   Annie. 
Two  Little  Baby  Shoes. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are   You  Sincere? 

Don't    You    Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 

I'm   Afraid   to   Come   Home   In   the 
Da.lC 

I    Miss    You   Like    the    Roses    Miss 
the   Rain. 

Smartv 

Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sing 
"Love     Me    and    the    World     It 

Mine." 

When    It's    Moonlight,
    

Mary    Darl- 
ine,   'Neath   the  Old  Grape  Arbor 
Shade. 

HENRY    B.    INGRAM. 

Where  the  CatskUls  Lit t  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Snn. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollle,  Come  Jnmp  on  the  Trolley. 
Among  th*  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On  Bunker  Hill,  Where  Warren 

Fell. The  Holy  City. 
The  Little  Old  Red  School-house 

On  the  Hill. 
There  Stands  a  Flag,  Let  Them 

Touch  It  If  They  Dare. 

LA  PINE. 

Will   You  Always  Call  Me  Honey? 
I   Wish    I   Had   a   Girl. 
Maybe  I  Was  Meant  for  Yon,  Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Yon. 

Base  Ball.  ' 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    EXCHANGE. 

Mary   Blaine. 
My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  You. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I    Love. 
Dear   Old   Comrade. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Childhood. 
Hurrah    for   Uncle   Sam. 
Billy.    Dear. 
Sweet  Rosle  May. 
When    We   Listened    to    the    Chiming 

of    the    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's    Only   Me    in    My    Nightie. 
A   Yiddish   Cowboy. 

You'll    Be    Sorry    Just    Too   Late. 
Sunb<  .net    Sue. 
You'll   Be  Sorry  Just   Too  Late. 
Billy.   Dear. 
Childhood. 
Won't   You   Wait,   Nellie  Dear? 

P.  n't    Brer    l.enve    Me.    Dolly. 
A    Little    Kit  Of   Su»;ar  Oune. 
True    Heart. 

Roses  Bring  Dreams  of  Yon. 
II'     '     II. hi!     Ain't     Yon    Coming     Ost To  night, 
JtiKt  Someone. 

Santiago   Klynn. 
When    You   Wore  s   Pinafore. 
In    Monkey    Land. 
Dear   old    East   Side. 
Won't   You   Ke  My    Baby  Boy? 
Dear   Old   Comrade. 

Over    the    Htlln   and   Far    Away. 

You'se  jutt  a  little  bit  o    sugar  cane. 

EMPIRE    8LIDE    CO. 

Sweet    Bunch   ol Ralnb irle. 

Tell    Me    ̂ ..ur    Dream    and    rn 

Mine. 

i  ine 

Be)    Not    1 1   i  bye. 

In  answer  to  numerous  inquiries  the  pub- 
lishers desire  to  sax  that  there  is  in  stock 

a  limited  quantity  of  all  bacK  numbers  of 
the  World.  These  will  be  mailed  for  five 
cents  each  to  old  subscribers  only,  who 
desire  special  numbers,  or  new  subscribers 
may  date  bacK  their  subscription  to  begin 
with  any  number. 

NEW  SLIDES 
This  Week  for  the  following  New  Songs: 

ROSES,  ROSES  EVERYWHERE 
A.  SWEETER  STORY  STILL 

Published  by  OLIVEE  DITSON  CO.,  Boston,  Mass. 

YOU  HAVE  ALWAYS  BEEN  THE  SAME  OLD  PAL  ' Published  by  WITMARK  &  SONS,  New  York  City 

JUST  BECAUSE  ITS  YOU 
Published  by  YORK  MUSIC  CO.,  New  York  Csty 

Send  for  catalogue  of  over  300  Illustrated  Songs 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
THE  SLIDE  HIT  STUDIO 

I  20- I  22  W.  3  I  st  Street         -  NEW  YORK  CITY 

By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 
Where    the    CatskUls    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City. 

Summits   to   the   Sun. 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody 
Happy. 

Mollis,  Come  Jump  on  the  Trol- 
ley. 

Among  the  Valleya  of  New  Eng- land. 

Anchored. 
Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green 

Mountain  Home. Lenore. 

On  Bunker  Hill,  Where  Warren 

Fell. On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 
I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES.    ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

Simpson's  Celebrated  Slides 
THE  FINEST  SONG  SLIDES  MADE 

$5.00    PER.    SET 
Some  unscrupulous  houses  are  advertising  unauthorized 

slides  for: — "Two  dirty  little  hands,"  "Wont  you  be 
my  baby  boy,"  "Roses  bring  dreams  of  you,"  "You 
splash  me  and  I  splash  you,"  "  Everybody  loves  me 
but  the  one  I  love."  I  have  the  sole  illustration 

rights  of  these  song's  from  the  publishers  of same  and  anyone  making  slides  for  any  of  the  above 
songs  are  doing  so  without  authority  and  should  not  be 

patronized. 
A.    L.   SIMPSON, 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPAREIL"    SONG    SLIDES 
The    Little    Old    Red    Schoolhouse 

on  the  Hill. 
There   Stands   a   Flag,    Let    Them 

Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 
The  Old  New  England  Homestead 

in  the  Dell. 
When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are 

Falling. 

Memories. 

Where    the    Tall   Palmettos    Grow, 
In  Old  Illinois. 

Where    Poverty's    Tears   Ebb   and 
Flow. Sweetheart  Days. 

Lexington. 

113     W.     132a     Street, 
New    York    City 
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EDISON    FILMS 
TWO  NEW  FEATURE  SUBJECTS.    Ready  for  Shipment  July  22. 1908 

"THE  FACE  ON  THE  BARROOM  FLOOR" SYNOPSIS  OF  SCENES: 

The    Unexpected.— A    eonviral    group    around    the 
bar. — Weary    Willie    blows    in. — A    human    wreck.   
Amuses  the  crowd. — Gets  free  drink. — Chance  word 
awakens   pride. — A  soul  laid  bare. 

His  Life's  Story. — Dramatic  recital. — Vivid  por- 
trayal.— (Each  scene  described  shown — as  in  a  vision 

— on  the  mirror  behind  the  bar). — Each  heart 
touched. — Auditors   held   spell-bound. 

Studio    Life. — Tells    of    happy    artist    days. — "In 

SYNOPSIS  OP  SCENES: 

Boys  Will  Be  Boys. — Two  mischevious  boys 
watching  flies  on  tangle-foot  fly  paper. — They  place 
their  little  dog  on  the  fly  paper  and  watch  his 
antics. — They  procure  more  fly  paper  and  start  out 
on  a  quest  for  fun. 

The  First  Victim. — A  tramp  asleep  in  the  park. 
— Plaster  fly  paper  over  his  shoes. — Wake  him  up 
and  have  great  fun  through  his  endeavor  to  re- 

move the  fly  paper. — He  slips  off  his  shoes  and 
starts  after  them. 

Bohemia." — Boon  companions. — Free  from  care. — 
Works  hard. — Wins  success. — Gains  prizes. — be- comes   rich. 
Home,  Sweet  Home. — How  he  meets  beautiful 

model. — Love  at  first  sight. — Happily  married. — 
Fine   home. — Life   a   dream. 

The  Serpent  Enters  Eden. — Paints  friend's  por- 
trait.— Wife  and  friend  meet. — Husband  unsuspect- 

ing.— Friend  wins  wife. 
The  Awakening. — Wife  deserts  home. — Leaves 

note.— Husband     returns. — Reads:     "Gone     with     a 

FLY  PAPER 
Fun  and  More  of  It. — An  old  gentleman  reading 

his  morning  paper. — They  stuff  his  hat  full  of  fly 
paper. — Tease  him  until  he  grabs  his  hat  and  puts 
it  on. — An  old  maid  making  herself  beautiful  proves 
the  nest  victim. — A  baby  is  given  some  fly  paper 
as  an  excellent  plaything. — Interrupted  in  their 
sport  by  the  arrival  of  the  other  victims. 
Love  Has  Its  Charms. — The  boys  cover  a  bench 

with  fly  paper. — Two  lovers  looking  for  a  secluded 
seat,  sit  on  the  bench  with  disastrous  results  to 
the  lover. — The  mischief  makers  find  a  sleeping 
policeman   against   a  .lamp   post. — They   contrive   to 

handsomer  man." — Heart  broken. — Ambition  flies. — 
Hope    dies. — Crushed. 
The  Downward  Path. — Forsakes  art. — Seeks  wife. 

— Search  fruitless — Sinks  lower. — Ever  downward. 
— Still    drifting. — A    human    "derelict." 
The  Face  on  the  Floor. — Human  sympathy  arouses 

the  'Man" — Revives  the  "Artist." — He  calls  for 
chalk. — Sketches  wife's  face  on  floor. — Falls  prone 
across  the  picture. — His  life's  story  ended. No.  6366 

Code,  Velocidade Length  550  ft. 

get   fly   paper   under  his   feet  before   their  pursuers arrive. 

Mischief  Has  Its  Own  Reward. — They  spread  the 
gateway  of  the  park  full  of  fly  paper. — Stretch  a 
rope  across  the  entrance  and  await  their  pursuers. 
— At  the  critical  moment,  the  hiding  boys  pull  the 
rope  taut  and  down  goes  the  entire  crowd,  falling 
and  rolling  in  the  mass  of  sticky  fly  paper. — Their 
glee  is  short  lived. — Are  captured  by  the  police- 

man, and  each  victim  in  turn  plasters  them  over 
with  fly  paper  from  head  to  foot. 
No.  6360  Code,  Velhaquear         Length  400  ft. 

No,  6360       Code,  Velocinad  e       Approx.  Length  900  feet 
Shipment  July  29,  1908 Next  Subject:  A  DUMB  HERO 

An    Excellent   Subject    Depicting    Canine 
Sagacity. 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
$175.00 UNDERWRITERS'   MODEL (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 

reduces  the  flicker  50% 
Approved   by  the   New  YorK   Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 
includes  among  other  Improvemeuts,  a  new  Automatic  Shatter,  Improved  Lamphouse, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines,  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take-up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

$155.00 
EDISON  IMPROVED    EXHIBITION 
MODEL  KONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 

Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 
Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 

of  improvements. 

EDISON   MANUFACTURING   CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,    lO    Fifth    Avenue  CHICAGO,    304    W&bash    Avenue 
Office  for  United  Kingdom:  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  LONDON,  N.  \V.,  ENGLAND 

.Selling    Agents  : 
P.   L.  WATERS,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  York  GEORGE   BRECK,  550-554  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Dealers    in    all    Principal    Cities. 

8888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888888 

THERE    IS    A    REASON 
Why  we  are  able  to  maintain  eight  offices  in  as  many  States 
and  each  one  doing  more  business  than  their  nearest  competitor 

GUESS  THE  REASON? The  answer  in  our  next  week's  advt. 

Chicago  Film  Exchange 
All  MaKes  of  Machines  and  Supplies  in  StocK 

Write,  Telephone  or  Telegraph  your  wants  to  the  nearest  address 

120  East  Randolph  Street    - 

601  Westory  Building      -  ' 
Railway  Exchange  Building 
Dooley  Block 

-       CHICAGO,  ILL. 
WASHINGTON,  D.C 

DENVER,  COL. 
SALT  LAKE  CITY,  UTAH 

Brandeis  Block 
Coleman  Building 
Stahlman  Building 

Candler  Building 

OMAHA,  NEB. 
LOUISVILLE,  KY. 

NASHVILLE,  TENN. 
-       ATLANTA,  CA. 

88888888888888888  88888888888888888  88888888888888888  8888888888888888 
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FOR  SALE— FOR.  A  SONG 

SLOT    MACHINE    PHONOGRAPHS 
Also  Picture  Machines,  Athletic  Machines 

and  Miscellaneous  Machines  of  All  MaKes  and  Descriptions 

DIRT     CHEAP     FOR     CASH  —  WRITE     FOR     PRICES 

AUTOMATIC  VAUDEVILLE  COMPANY 
48   EAST  FOURTEENTH    STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $1  75.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

moving  picture  folks  "ur  £  S  "KOLORED-KUTOUT"  SLIDES 
value  of  a  good  announcement  slide?      The  "  KOLORED  KUTOUT  ''  slides  were 
first  used  in  California  about  two  years  ago,  and  were  a  pronounced  hit,  the  reason  of  their  popularity  was  because  they  were  "so 
different  from  the  rest  "  and  are  far  superior  to  any  announcement  slide  on  the  market.  Writefor  full  particulars  and  list,  or  send 
50c  with  your  order  and  have  us  make  you  one.  Film  exchanges  will  want  these  sooner  or  later,  write  for  exchange  rates.  Live 
operators  can  make  money  with  these  slides,  write.  EVANS    &.    CO.,    I  12   Court   St.,    Los   Angeles,   Cal. 

A  NEW  SONG  WITH    NEW  SLIDES    YOU  WANT  IT 

COME  BACK  MY  SAILOR  BOY 
Beautiful  slides  by  Chicago  Transparency  Co.  Taken  especially  for  this  song  from  Admiral  Evans"  fleet  at  San  Francisco.    This  song  is  a  hit  everywhere it  is  used.     Both  the  song  and  pictures  please. 

Published  by  MILLER  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO.,  294  South  Hermitage  Avenue,  Chicago,  III. 

THE     EAGLE     FILM      EXCHANGE 
Machines,  Tickets,  Carbons,  Films,  Song  Slides,  etc.,  Everything  in  the  Moving  Picture  Line 

159  N.  Eighth  Street,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA.  342  Main  Street,  NORFOLK,  VA. 

Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60i  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j.  H#  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York     fully  guaranteed 
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THE  REAL 
ECONOMY  COIL 

We  Have  It  AT  LAST ! 
After  one  year's  experimenting  on  a  coil  for  the  re- 

duction of  electric  light  bills  on  hand  feed  arc  lamps, 
such  as  used  on  Moving  Picture  Machines,  Spot  Lights, 
etc.,  and  after  discarding  several  instruments  and  re- 

fusing to  market  them,  because  they  were  like  the  ones 

already  on  the  market.  "Not  Just  Right,"  and  with  the 
determination  to  produce  a  machine  that  could  be  sold 
at  a  reasonable  figure,  within  the  reach  of  all,  that  would 
be  thoroughly  reliable  in  every  particular,  and  save  as 
much  if  pot  more  current  than  that  claimed  by  other 
makers  of  similar  machines. 

After  several  thorough  tests  during  the  past  few 
months,  which  have  proved  more  than  satisfactory,  we 
are  convinced  we  have  a  current-saving  machine  which 
cannot  be  equalled.    We  therefore,  place  before  you  our 

ECONOMY  COIL 
It  is  smaller  and  more  compact  than  anything  hereto- 

fore attempted. 
It  remains  absolutely  cool  at  all  times. 
It  does  not  eat  up  carbons. 
Is  practically  noiseless. 
It  cannot  burri  out. 

FOR  USE  on  ALTERNATING  CURRENT  ONLY 
Write  for  particulars  at  once.  You  cannot  afford  to 

wait.     Delay  means  money. 

OUR  GUARANTEE 
1st.  We  guarantee  that  this  instrument  is  as  good  if 

not  better  than  any  of  the  high  price  machines  now  on 
the  market. 
2nd.  We  further  guarantee  that  our  ECONOMY 

COIL  will  save  from  60rr  to  75%  of  the  current  used for  your  arc  lamp. 
3rd.  We  also  guarantee  to  refund  the  money  for  any 

coil  not  proving  satisfactory  within  sixty  days  after  you 
receive  it. 

4th.  We  guarantee  also  that  your  light  will  be  as 
good  if  not  better  than  vou  are  now  getting  with  your 
rheostat. 

PRICE  OF  ECONOMY  COIL  IS  $40.00 
We  are  prepared  to  offer  such  extremely  liberal  terms 

to  anyone  desiring  this  coil,  that  he  cannot  refuse  to 
accept  it. 

IT  DOES  NOT  GOST  YOU  ONE  GENT 
The  ordinary  theatre  whose  bill  is  $40.00  or  over  per 

month  will  pay  for  this  instrument  in  two  months,  by 
the  saving  of  current  by  this  remarkable  instrument. 
We  are  not  the  first  to  market  a  machine  of  this  char- 

acter, but  we  think  we  are  the  first  to  market  a  coil 
that  is  absolutely  perfect  in  every  particular. 

OUR   MOTTO: 
Be  sure  }'ou  are  absolutely  right  then  go  ahead,  even 

if  the  other  fellow  does  get  an  inferior  machine  out 
first. 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  &  FILM  CO 

Pittsburg,  Pa.         Des  Moines,  la. 

Rochester,  N.  Y.        Cincinnati,  0.        Lincoln,  Neb. 
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Editorial. 

They    Do    Some    Thing's    Better    in the  West. 

Great  credit  is  due  to  Mr.  William  Fox  for  his  fight 
against  the  tenement  house  commissioner  who  seeks  to 
close  up  theaters  which  have  been  constructed  at  great 
expense  and  in  full  compliance  with  the  regulations  of 

the  various  city  departments.  We  have  watched  a  some- 
what similar  tight  for  what  is  right  and  fair  which  has 

been  conducted  in  Los  Angeles.  Cal.  The  common 
council  of  that  city,  in  compliance  with  the  request  of  a 

petition  signed  by  5,000  persons,  has  amended  the  re- 
strictive ordinance  so  that  theaters  which  are  already  in 

existence  shall  not  be  molested,  but  the  restrictions  shall 

stand  against*  the  opening  of  any  new  places  in  crowded 
tenement  districts  unless  in  specially  constructed  and  de- 

tached buildings.  This  is  a  compromise  that  is  at  least 
reasonable  and  we  do  not  see  how  the  New  York  City 
commissioner  can  act  otherwise  in  face  of  the  remarks 

made  by  Judge  Erlanger,  who,  while  denying  the  appli- 
cation for  a  restraining  injunction,  recognized  the  rights 

of  the  plaintiff. 

Enterprise   Unrewarded. 

The  recent  celebration  at  Quebec,  Canada,  brought  out 
the  utter  ineffectiveness  of  granting  to  any  one  concern 
exclusive  rights  for  taking  moving  pictures  of  a  public 
event.  In  the  case  of  a  prize  fight,  football  match  or  any 
like  event  taking  place  within  an  enclosure,  or  a  place 
that  can  be  properly  policed  to  protect  the  rights  of  the 
party  to  whom  the  privilege  is  granted,  exclusive  rights 

may  amount  to  something  more  than  under  other  circum- 
stances, although  even  in  such  cases  shrewdness  has 

beaten  the  game.  An  English  concern  paid  about  $|,ooo 
for  the  exclusive  right  to  take  moving  pictures  of  the 
recent  Canadian  event.  At  least  half  a  dozen  other  mov- 

ing picture  concerns  had  their  operators  scattered  through. 
the  city  and  every  one  secured  views  without  expending  a 
cent  for  privileges. 

The    Renter   and    Exhibitor. 

\\  e   have    Frequent '     ad\  ised    0111  •<  >  iall) 
those  who  are  engaged  iii  the  film  renting  and  exhibiting 
business,   to  beware  "i    false   prophel       fal  1    friend 
radical,  reckless  advisors;  and  1l1.it  advice  dovetails  with 
the  conditions  of  to  day.  I  here  is  .1  trong  revolutionary 
current  running  under  the  moving  picture  industry  that 
all  intelligent  people  should  stand  guarded  against. 
Revolutionarj  organization  is  being  advocated  m  the 
strongest  language  and  yel  not  one  good  reason  is  given 
for  it.  Exhibitors  are  urged  I"  organize  and  assert  their 
rights  against  the  renters  and  against  the  manufacture 
In  justification,  it  is  charged  that  the  renters  are  dealing 
out  scratched  and  worn  out  films  and  the  manufacturers 

are  making  unclean  subjects.  Why  all  this  call  to  arms? 
Win  advocate  the  torch  and  the  sword?  If  tin-  renters 
now  serving  them  arc  not  doing  what  is  right  let  tin 
hibitors  leave  them  and  seek  service  elsewhere.  If  the 

manufacturers  are  putting  on  the  market  films  that  violate 
the  laws  of  decency  why  not  invoke  the  aid  of  the  law, 

which  amply  covers  all  such  cases,  and  not  resort  to 
anarchistic,  cowardly  tactics.  The  truth  is  that  the  fight 

is  being  made  in  disguise.  Spite  can  he  plainly  read  be- 
tween the  lines  and  we  are  sure  that  no  exhibitor  will 

lend  his  efforts  to  any  such  scheme. 
Such  arguments  as  have  thus  far  been  advanced  by 

the  would-be  champions  of  the  exhibitors'  interests  are 
really  insults  to  the  very  people  they  are  pretended  to 
assist.  They  are  biased.  Every  poisoned  arrow  is  shot 

straight  and  only  at  a  certain  class  of  renters  and  manu- 
facturers. No  one  can  challenge  this  statement  in  view  of 

the  following  quotations  taken  from  the  last  issue  of  one 
organ  that  is  constantly  flaunting  the  firebrand: 

"A  certain  element  of  French  film  is  doing  more 
to  ruin  the  exhibitor  than  any  local  authority  can  do, 

or  is  doing." "He   (an  exhibitor)   declared  to  us  that  under  no 

circumstances  would  he  exhibit  any  French  film." 
"Since   March   2   no   selection   has   been    made   by 

the  renters  to  secure  clean  and  decent  film." 
"It  is  time  for  the  war  dogs  to  rally  and  see  that 

their  powder  is  dry." 
"There  are  thousands  upon  thousands  of  feet  of 

film  being  imported  from  other  countries  every  week, 
and  millions  of  feet  are  already  on  their  way  to  cope 

with  the  demand." 
What  better  proof  can  be  asked  in  support  of  the  state- 

ment that  the  call  to  arms  is  not  made  in  good  faith  and 

that  the  uprising  advocating  is  sought  only  in  behalf  of 
a  certain  class  of  manufacturers  and  renters?  It  is  an 

unfair  course  of  campaign — the  work  of  one  who  min- 
isters to  the  evil  passions  of  another.  Such  champions 

are  neither  steadfast  in  purpose,  stout  of  heart  nor  strong 
in  mind  and  they  must  eventually  work  great  injury  to 
those  whose  favor  is  sought.  A  publication  that  pretends 
or  wishes  to  be  a  trade  journal  should  give  its  efforts  to 
promoting  that  trade  and  not  resort  to  every  means  within 
reach  to  keep  up  a  constant  state  of  turmoil. 

It  should  he  remembered  that  the  exhibitors  of  moving 

pictures  are  dependent  upon  the  renters  and  manufactur- 
ers for  their  supply  of  films  with  which  to  entertain  their 

audiences  and  in  no  possible  way  can  they  assume  the 

dictatorship.  If  the  supply  offered  is  not  to  his  liking 
the  exhibitor  is  at  liberty  to  seek  films  elsewhere,  but  he 
certainly  cannot  force  the  manufacturer  to  make,  or 
renter  to  deal  out.  such  pictures  as  he  wants  and  those 
onlv.     Too  much  radicalism  is  shown  by  the  people  who 
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are  trying-  to  induce  the  exhibitor  to  believe  that  he  can 
become  a  dictator.  Some  have  gone  so  far  as  to  put  into 

the  exhibitor's  head  the  idea  that  if  the  renters  and 
manufacturers  do  not  give  him  what  he  thinks  he  should 
have  he  can  drive  them  to  the  woods  by  making  his  own 
films  and  renting  to  himself  at  the  actual  cost  price. 
Anyone  who  has  had  much  experience  in  the  film  business 
knows  that  such  an  idea  is  ridiculous  to  the  extreme. 
Some  of  the  oldest  and  brightest  exhibitors  in  the  country 
tried  this  scheme  at  various  times  and  failed.  They 
found  it  too  costly. 
We  think  that  if  any  such  radical  steps  are  taken  they 

will  be  made  on  the  part  of  the  manufacturers  who  have 
their  plants  established  and  know  both  the  manufacturing 

and  exhibiting-  branches  of  the  business  thoroughlv.  It 
has  frequently  been  hinted  that  the  time  will  come  when 
the  manufacturers  will  form  and  supply  circuits  direct, 
thus  cutting  out  the  two  intervening  agencies  now  formed 
by  the  renters  and  the  exhibitors.  There  is  nothing  in 

view  to  justify  the  belief  that  any  such  step  is  contem- 
plated, but  it  is  something  worthy  of  considerable  thought 

when  so  much  is  heard  of  what  the  exhibitors  can  do  if 
they  will  band  together  and  make  a  fight  against  the 
manufacturers.  Such  an  event  would  bring  the  exhibit- 

ing business  into  the  control  of  very  few  hands,  forming 
a  combination  very  much  after  the  style  of  the  railroad, 
oil,  sugar  and  like  industries  of  the  day.  The  effect  upon 
the  existing  renter  and  exhibitor  can  be  imagined  and 
those  who  are  constantly  advocating  the  use  of  the  sword 
would  have  cause  to  regret  that  they  did  not  resort  to 
more  sane  methods  and  leave  well  enough  alone.  We 
sincerely  trust  that  such  a  monopolistic  move  is  in  the 
very  distant  future,  but  we  cannot  help  feeling  that  if 
trouble  breeders  are  not  controlled  in  some  way  the  film 
business  will  eventually  drift  into  such  a  turbulent  state 
that  those  having  the  greater  amount  of  capital  at  stake 
will  feel  obliged  to  take  the  bit  in  their  teeth  and  make 

the  move.  So  long  as  reason  is  exercised  and  a  disposi- 
tion to  give  everybody  fair  play  we  do  not  think  any  such 

move  will  be  attempted. 

The  Finish  of  Moses. 

A   SAD    STORY,  BUT   A   TRUE    ONE. 

Film  renters  in  all  parts  of  the  country  are  complain- 
ing of  a  falling  off  in  business.  Reports  of  a  similar 

nature  come  from  the  Canadian  provinces.  The  depres- 
sion is  felt  in  all  lines  of  business,  so  the  moving  picture 

people  have  at  least  the  consolation  that  thev  are  not  the 
only  sufferers.  A  few  days  ago  one  of  the  foremost  busi- 

ness men  of  the  State  predicted  in  a  newspaper  interview 
that  next  Fall  will  bring  a  general  revival  of  business,  so 

le'u  the  picture  men  retain  confidence. 

Hans  Leigh,  who  occasionally  makes  some  pointed 

remarks  in  our  pasres.  will  write  next  week  on  "How  the 
Vogue  of  the  Motion  Picture  Mav  Be  Preserved." 

SHAKESPEARE  IN  MOTION  PICTURES. 

The  Kalem  Company  announces  the  completion  of  a  magnifi- 
cent production  of  Shakespeare's  "As  You  Like  It"  done  by  an 

experienced  Shakespearian  cast  on  the  splendid  estate  of  Mr. 
Ernest  Seton  Thompson.  Windygoul,  Cos  Coh.  Conn.  Tn  pho- 
tography,  scenic  effects  and  beautifj*!  costuming  the  new  produc- 

tion is  easily  a  masterpiece.  "As  You  T.ike  It"  will  he  put  out 
early  in   the  Fall. 

The  small  theaters  throughout  the  country  are  at  present 
making  a  bid  for  popularity  by  exhibiting  the  Taft  and  Bryan 
films.  By  the  way,  the  Vitagraph  Company  made  record 
work  in  producing  the  Bryan  film.  All  the  apparatus  for 
taking  the  pictures  and  developing  the  films  was  taken  to 
Fairview.  and  as  soon  as  (lie  films  were  exposed  they  were 
hurried  to  a  train  and  development  took  place  as  the  train 

sped  back  towards  New  York.  A  dark-  room  was  made  out  of 
the  state  room  of  a  sleeping  car  and  it  worked  well. 

By  W.  S.  Bush. 

CHAPTER  II. 

THE  RISE  OF  "MOSES." 

Alexander's  quest  for  a  man  with  sufficient  capital  and insufficient  experience  was  laborious,  and  at  first  the  event 
seemed  doubtful.  Many  indeed  called  and  listened  attentively 
to  the  siren  song  of  Alexander,  in  fact  they  agreed  with  him 
in  his  proposition  that  no  amusement  scheme  recently 
planned  had  better  prospects  of  success  than  the  "Life  of 
Moses,"  but  pleading  various  excuses  they  went  away  with- 

out investing.  Upon  the  second  day  after  the  appearance  of 
his  advertisement,  Alexander  was  wistfully  looking  out  of  the 
window  when  he  caught  sight  of  a  little  man  approaching  the 
house.  It  must  be  confessed  that  there  was  nothing  about 
the  manner  or  appearance  of  the  newcomer  calculated  to  bull 
the  gold  brick  market.  A  man  small  in  stature  with  keen 
black  eyes,  his  chief  characteristic  seemed  to  be  a  lack  of  con- 

fidence in  his  own  species.  Restlessly  he  looked  about  him  as 
he  walked  along,  eyeing  even  the  very  sparrows  with  suspi- 

cion. Alexander,  in  answering  the  stranger's  pull  at  the  bell, looked  him  over  in  a  most  benevolent  and  patronizing  way 
and  suavely  inquired  what  his  pleasure  might  be.  Repaying 
Alexander's  look  of  benevolence  with  one  of  ill-concealed doubt  and  disdain,  the  little  man  asked: 

"Mister,   you    advertise   " 
Alexander's  attitude  now  grew  into  one  of  positive  affection as  he  replied: 

"Yes,  indeed.  Come  in  out  of  the  cold,  right  into  this 
parlor.     It  is  warm  here  at  any  rate." 

As  the  little  man.  who  in  spite  of  a  heavy  overcoat  was  not 
far  from  the  freezing  point,  accepted  the  hospitable  invitation, 
he  introduced  himself. 

"My  name,"  he  said,  "is  Joseph  Goldstein.     I  vould  like  to 

hear  some  more  about  your  plans   " 
Alexander's  very  pores  now  began  to  ooze  with  the  milk 

of  human  kindness.  Begging  Mr.  Goldstein  to  be  seated,  he 
walked  over  to  the  mantelpiece  and  assuming  an  oratorical 
pose  he  thus  launched  forth: 

"It  means  gold  and  laurels  to  both  of  us,  sir.  I  consider 
your  coming  here  at  this  moment  as  a  direct  interposition  of 

Providence." Observing  a  look  of  perplexity  steal  into  the  prospective 

partner's  eye,  caused  mainly  by  this  bold  soaring  into  rhetoric 
Alexander  exchanged  his  pose  of  eloquence  for  that  of  busi- ness and  asked: 

"My  dear  Mr.  Goldberg— beg  pardon.  Goldstein,  in  whal 

particular  business  have  you  been  engaged  until  now?" Mr.  Goldstein  explained  that  he  had  been  selling  shoes 
This  reply  seemed  to  present  a  somewhat  different  transitior 

to  so  sublime  a  subject  as  "The  Life  of  Moses."  but  Alexander 
was  not  dismayed  by  any  means.  For  a  moment  he  stooc 
as  if  in  thought,  and  then  with  an  air  of  conviction  and  once 
more   addressing  Mr.    Goldstein,  he   continued: 

"Selling  shoes  is  a  business  which  requires  enterprise,  am 
I,  sir,  am  about  to  embark  in  a  scheme  that  requires  the 

services  of  an  enterprising  man.  I  presume.  Mr.  Goldbaum— 
beg  pardon.  Mr.  Goldstein,  that  you  are  provided  with  the 
necessary  capital  according  to  the  terms  of  the  advertisement : 
Of  course,  of  course.  Now.  sir.  let  me  tell  you  that  I  am  at 
home  in  the  world  of  shows  and  amusements  and  this  i< 
what  T  propose  to  do.  sir.  I  propose  to  exhibit  a  great  am 
glorious  moving  picture,  rescue  it  from  the  common  at 
mosphere  of  the  cheap  nickelodeons,  lift  it  to  a  higher  plane 
and.  in  fact,  take  it  to  every  large  theater  in  the  U.  S.:  anr 

properly  presented,  sir.  with  the  lecture  which  I  have  com- 
posed and  intend  to  deliver  with  it.  sir.  we  will  mark  a  new 

epoch  in  the  world  of  entertainment.  For  this  we  need  noth- 
ing but  a  moving  picture  machine,  an  operator  and  the  filn 

itself." 

(Mr.  Goldstein  sat  deeply  attentive.) 

"Sir."  pursued  Alexander,  as  he  gazed  in  rapture  on  the 
rainbow  of  his  vision:  "the  picture  I  mean  to  take  out  am 
immortalize,  the  great  film  that  T  will  lecture  for  and  tha 

will  make  you  and  me  shining  marks  hereafter,  is  the  'T.ife of  Moses.'  ]  have  here  in  this  parlor  an  engagement  to  shov\ 
the  'life  of  Moses'  in  one  of  the  largest  theaters  in  the  State 

of  M   (  and  there  I  propose  to  fire  the  first  gun." 
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Uexander  here  spoke  the  truth,  For  he  held  a  contract  for 
the  production  of  "The  I  if<-  of  Moses"  in  the  largest  theater in  the  big  Southern  town  of  C  before  the  astonished gaze  of  Goldstein. 

"Do  not  hesitate,  my  dear  Mr,  Goldman  beg  pardon, Goldstein  Once  we  have  shown  in  this  large  theater,  i 
the  people  have  heard  my  lecture,  our  only  difficulty  will  be 
i"  stand  off  the  clamoring  managers,  our  fame  will  indeed 
travel  before  us  and  the  names  of  Clarke  and  Goldstein  will 
become  household  words  from  one  end  of  this  proud  con- 

tinent   to   the  other." 
Goldstein  could  resist  no  longer  With  the  voice  of  one. 

who  after  doubt  and  darkness  has  at  last  seen  the  beacon 
light  of  i  <  ality,  he  exclaimed  : 

"Mister,  draw  up  a  regular  contract." 
\  moisture  came  into  Alexander's  eyes.  Tie  held  out  both 

hands  to  Goldstein  and  Goldstein  making  no  responsive 

motion,  he  grasped  that  gentleman's  hands,  shook  them  long 
and  hard  and  begged  I"  be  allowed  to  call  his  partner  "Joe," 
t"  which  Goldstein  gave  a  somewhat  wondering  and  doubtful 
assent.  A  contract  was  then  and  there  entered  into,  Goldstein 
to  furnish  the  capital  and  Alexander  to  provide  the  experience. 
An  operator  was  duly  hired,  a  machine  was  bought,  the  film 
was  likewise  procured  and  at  once  Alexander  went  into  the 

aforesaid  city  of  ('  —  to  work  up  the  enthusiasm  of  the 
populace  for  the  "Life  of  Moses."  For  two  solid  weeks 
Alexander  had  been  engaged  in  this  missionary  work,  when 
the  main  body  of  the  Clarke-Goldstein  production  arrived  in 
the  shape  of  Goldstein  and  the  operator.  Upon  his  arrival 
in  the  eitv  which  was  to  witness  the  first  performanee  it  be- 

came evident  even  lo  the  suspicious  and  slow-believing  Gold- 
stein that  Alexander  had  worked  hard  indeed.  Scenes  from 

the  "Life  of  Moses"  confronted  the  people  everywdnerc.  The 
dailv  papers  had  given  columns  of  their  space  to  the  "Life  of 
Moses."  sandwich  men  perambulating  the  main  thorough- 

fares of  the  city  forced  the  populace  to  think  about  the  sub- 
ject, the  announcement  of  the  great  coming  production  was 

to  be  read  on  umbrellas,  on  street  cars  and  even  on  baby 
carriages. 
The  attire  of  Alexander  must  have  appeared  faultlessly 

fashionable  to  the  people  of  the  remote  burg  in  the  South. 
With  an  air  of  universal  benevolence  Alexander  wore  a  high 
hat,  somewhat  Parisian  in  the  bold  irregularity  of  its  con- 

struction, a  Prince  Albert  coat  antedating  by  several  vears 

the  Japanse-Russian  war,  patent  leathers  of  exceeding  glossi- 
ness and  red  tan  gloves  of  a  pronounced  shade.  As  he  re- 

ceived his  partner,  descending  from  the  train,  Alexander 
Seemed  pre-eminently  fitted  to  call  the  masses  from  their 
daily  rounds  of  toil  to  any  sort  of  amusement  which  he  saw 
fit  to  praise  and  commend.  His  manner  toward  the  rest  of 
the  Clarke-Goldstein  production  was  impressive  with  a  touch 
of  courtliness.  Alexander  was  lodged  in  the  foremost  hotel 
in  the  city  (special  rate  to  him  of  $2  per  day)  and  thither 
Goldstein  and  the  operator  followed  him. 

As  they  sat  down  to  their  dinner  the  group  would  have 
tempted  any  painter  or  novelist.  They  were  on  the  eve  of 
a  great  battle  and  he.  Alexander,  was  the  general.  Tt  was 
an  occasion  that  would  have  called  for  a  speech  from  the 
plainest  and  sternest  of  soldiers,  and  it  is  but  just  to  say  that 
\le\ander  rose  to  the  full  height  of  the  great  argument.  His 
was  the  inspiration  that  came  to  the  great  Napoleon,  when  he 
Stood   in   the    shadow  of  the  pyramids. 

"Hoys."  he  began  in  his  deepest  bass,  well  knowing  that 
every  guest  and  even  the  colored  waiters  were  listening  with 

rapt  attention.  "Roys,  to-morrow  is  the  great  day;  if  we  fail 
to-morrow  all  will  be  over.  We  will  not,  we  cannot  fail,  I 
have  taken  care  of  that.  Let  me  tell  you  everybody  here  is 

for  the  'Life  of  Moses.'  The  laboring  classes  are  for  the  'Life 
of  Moses,'  the  miners  are  talking  about  little  else,  the  clergy 
have  formally  endorsed  it,  the  business  men  have  come  out 
strong  in  its  favor,  the  market  people  arc  dceoly  impressed 
and  we  have  the  bankers  with  us  to  a  man.  The  mayor  of 
the  town  will  be  at  the  show  to-night,  the  chief  of  the  fire 
department  will  be  there,  so  will  the  chief  of  police,  the  sewer 
and  water  commissioners,  every  justice  of  the  peace  and  the 
united  constabulary  of  the  county.  T  know  they  will  be  there 
(because  T  gave  them  tickets)  If  we  need  it  we  will  have 
ample  police  protection  to  handle  the  crowd.  Joe,  you  had 
better  get  out  all  your  diamonds  and  put  on  rubber  gloves  to 
hand'e  the  tickets  and  the  money.  The  doors  will  open  at 

seven,  the  performance  will  begin  at  8.15." 
(To  be  continued.) 

Why  not   send    your  Subscription   now? 
Six  Months,  $1.00;    One  Year.  $2.00. 

FOX  AGAIN  TO  THE  RB8CUE 

William    Fox,   president   of   the    Greatei    New    York    film 
Rental  Company,  is  again  the  martyi   for  the  moving  pictun 
business  in  the  case  "i  William  Fo*  .01,1  Sol    Hull,  plaim 
against    Edmond    I     Butlei .  as  tenement   housi    comm 
of  the  city  of  New  Yorl      Gustavus  A.  Rogers,  1  ...  . 
for  pi. inn 

The  following  are  tin    extracts  "f  th<-   I  aw    fournal,  dated 
July  24,  with  reference  i"  the  decision  ;1S  handed  down   b 
Judge   Michael  L.   Erlanger,  in  which  he  Bays: 

"The  plaintiffs  are  tin    i  1  premise!    [498  Third mie.   Borough  of  Manhattan,  ami  of  8<>(  an. I  889   Broad 
in  the  Borough  of  Brookbj  n     <  m  the  premisi     on    rhird 
nue  tluy  conduct  the  business  of  giving  moving  picture  1  xhi 
bitions,  which  consists  >■!  throwing  stereopticon  views  upon 
a  sheet   by  means  oi  an  electrical  device      On  the   p 
in  Brooklyn  they  conduct  the  same  business      Before  starting 
business  on  the  premises  referred  i".  alterations  wen      
s.ny    and    in    compliance    with    the    law,    plans    weir    tiled    with 
(he    Tenement     Mouse    Department,      The    alterations    are    al 
leged   to  have   invplved   a   large  expenditure  of  money   ami   tin 
plans    were    filed    and   approved.      The   plaintiffs    after   securing 
the    necessary    licenses    commenced    business    and    continued 
operations  until  June,   1008,  when  the  defendant   served   notici 
of  the  revocation  of  the  previous  approval  given  by  the  Tern 
incut    Mouse  Department  and  of  the  plans  filed   with   thai    di 
partment.      The   defendant   claims   that    in    giving   exhibitions 
of  moving   pictures  a    film   is   used   which    is   combustible   ami 
he  further  contends  that  in  revoking  his  approval  of  the  plan- 
he   was  within  the  rights  under  Section  40  of  the  tenement 
house  act.     That  section  provides: 

"'Combustible  Materials. — No  tenement  house,  nor  any 
part  thereof,  nor  of  the  lot  upon  which  it  is  situated,  shall  be 
used  as  a  place  of  storage,  keeping  or  handling  of  any  com 
bustible  article  except  under  such  conditions  as  may  be  pre- 

scribed by  the  Fire  Department,  under  authority  of  a  written 
permit  issued  by  said  department.  No  tenement  house,  nor 
any  part  thereof,  nor  of  the  lot  upon  which  it  is  situated,  shall 
be  used  as  a  place  of  storage,  keeping  or  handling  of  any  arti- 

cle dangerous  or  detrimental  to  life  or  health,  nor  for  the 
storage,  keeping  or  handling  of  feed,  hay,  straw,  excelsior, 

cotton,  paper  stock,  feathers  or  rags.' 
"The  plaintiffs  in  their  affidavits  show  that  the  films  which 

are  used  are  not  stored  upon  the  premises  but  are  kept  in 
the  offices  of  the  Greater  New  York  Film  Rental  Companv. 

24  Union  square,  Borough  of  Manhattan,  and  only  such  film- 
as  are  in  actual  use  for  the  purpose  of  the  exhibitions  are 
temporarily  at  the  place  of  such  exhibition,  and  that  the  film 
is  kept  in  a  sheet  iron  fireproof  box  from  which  it  passes 
through  a  trap  and  is  operated  by  means  of  a  crank,  that  it 
is  exposed  to  light  and  heat  only  when  in  motion  and  that 
there  is  never  at  any  time  exposed  more  than  twelve  inches 
of  the  film  of  which  only  one  inch  is  exposed  to  the  heating 
effect  of  the  light. 

"I  doubt  very  much  whether  such  use  can  be  considered 
a  storing  of  combustible  articles  within  the  meaning  of  Section  40 
of  the  tenement  house  act.  That  section  evidently  applies  to  a 
place  which  is  devoted  or  used  in  whole  or  in  part  for  storing, 
keeping  or  handling  combustible  articles  and  does  not  con 
template  a  situation  similar  to  the  one  in  the  case  at  bar. 
But  even  if  the  act  of  the  plaintiffs  brought  them  within  the 
provisions  of  said  section,  the  remedy  is  not  the  revocation 
of  an  approval  of  plans  which  refer  to  the  construction  or 
alteration  of  the  building.  ...  In  using  the  films  the 
plaintiffs  did  nothing  that  was  contrary  to  the  plans  which 
related  solely  to  the  alterations  intended  to  be  made  to  the 
building  .  .  .  Again  after  the  approval  of  the  plans  and 
the  expenditure  of  money  thereof,  it  is  not  within  the  province 
of  the  defendant  to  withdraw  or  revoke  his  approval  and 

thereby  destroy  the  value  of  the  improvements  made  pur- 
suant to  the  approved  plans.  The  plaintiffs  ask  thai  he  de 

fendant  (Tenement  House  Department)  be  restrained  from 
interfering  with  them  in  the  conduct  of  their  business  and 
from  directing  them  to  vacate  the  premises.  If  they  are 
doing  no  wrong,  as  it  seems  to  me  that  they  are  not,  then  in 
any  proceeding  instituted  by  the  defendant  (Tenement  M 

Department)  plaintiffs  have  an  absolute  defense;  but  I  cannot 
enjoin  a  municipal  officer  or  department  from  enforcing  a 
statute  on  the  claim  that  the  plaintiffs  are  innocent  or  that 
they  have  done  nothing  that  will  justify  proceedings  against 

them.     Motion  denied." 

The  foregoing  decision  handed  down  by  Judge  Erlanger 
should  be  of  great  encouragement  to  moving  picture  shows 
now  in  tenement  houses  as  they  can  see  their  way  clear  by 
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the  individual  action  taken  by  William  Fox,  of  the  Greater 
New  York  Film  Rental  Company,  which  paves  the  way  for  a 
continuance  of  business  without  molestation. 

William  Fox  asked  the  assistance  of  no  other  concerns  in 
the  transaction  of  this  case  but  used  his  own  individual  efforts 
as  well  as  the  large  expenditure  entailed  in  the  legal 
proceedings. 

MOTION   PICTURES   OF   FARMING  METHODS. 

Mr.  C.  W.  Martin,  an  Omaha  man,  has  demonstrated  that 
the  motion  picture  show  can  be  turned  to  other  uses  besides 
entertainment. 
As  a  result  of  a  conference  with  the  managers  of  the 

National  Corn  Exposition,  which  is  to  be  held  at  Omaha 
December  9  to  10,  Martin  is  visiting  the  "model"  farms  of 
Illinois,  Iowa  and  Nebraska  and  making  pictures  which  are 
to  be  later  shown  at  the  big  agricultural  show  in  Omaha  and 
the   various    colleges    and    experiment    stations    in    the    West. 

Farmers  will  be  shown  on  the  canvas  using  the  latest  plant- 
ing, cultivating  and  harvesting  machinery.  While  a  lecturer 

explains  the  process,  the  model  farmers  will  be  seen  going 
about  their  work. 

Every  one  will  be  interested  in  knowing  something  more 
of  the  process  responsible  for  the  loaf  of  bread  that  comes 
to  the  table  daily.  The  moving  picture  camera  will  show 
the  modern  wheat  drill  at  seeding  time;  the  perfection  self- 
hinder,  which  cuts  the  grain,  binds,  bunches,  ready  for  the 
shockers  at  one  process,  and  the  modern  steam  thrasher, 
which  cuts  the  bands  from  the  bundles,  feeds  the  grain  into 
the  machine  with  more  than  human  precision,  separates  the 
grain  from  the  straw,  fans  and  cleans  it  ready  for  the  great 
mills  and  elevates  the  grain  into  the  wagon  ready  for  its 
journey  from  the  farm  to  the  flouring  mills. 

MOVING   PICTURE    PLANTS   INSTALLED    IN 
LONDON  HOSPITALS. 

London,  July  18. — The  latest  innovation  in  London  hos- 
pitals is  a  complete  cinematograph  plant  in  the  operating 

room,  to  have  records  taken  of  interesting  operations  and 
also  of  patients  suffering  from  nervous  diseases,  their  pecu- 

liarities, gait  and  other  symptoms.  It  is  honed  that  this  ar- 
rangement will  prove  to  be  very  useful.  Films  will  be  sup- 

plied  for  exhibition  in  medical   colleges   and  hospitals. 

SUCCESS  OF  THE  HALLBERG  ECONOMIZER. 

The  Keith  Nickel  Theatre  circuit  has  purchased  a  Hallberg 
Electric  Economizer  for  each  of  the  following  theatres :  Haver- 

hill, Mass.;  Bangor,  Me.;  Lewiston,  Me.;  Manchester.  N.  H. ; 
Montreal,  Can.,  and   St.   John,  New  Brunswick. 

NEWSPAPER  COMMENTS  ON  FILM  SUBJECTS. 

"Nocturnal  Thieves"  is  a  film  of  a  very  merry  nature  and 
induces  the   most  spontaneous   laughter. 

"The  Rival  Sisters"  can  be  witnessed  as  a  splendid  word- less drama. 

"Wanderer's  Return"  tells  a  delightful  story  of  slavery 
days  in  the   South. 

"In  the  Country  of  Koreans"  is  an  interesting  and  educa- 
tional picture  in  which  we  are  transferred  from  our  own 

homes  to  a  village  in  the  land  of  Korea. 
"The  Girl  Nihilst"  is  a  film  that  shows  some  of  the  con- 

ditions in  Russia,  featuring  the  incidents  in  the  career  of 
Marie    Spiradonova. 

"The  Indian's  Gratitude"  is  a  film  that  amuses  both  young and  old. 

"Mephisto's  Affinity"  is  a  good  film  showing  scenes  in 
modern  magic. 

"A  Pretty  Little  Dog"  is  a  very  funny  comedy  subject, 
and   one  that  will  cause  much  laughter. 

"Pioneers  Crossing  the  Plains"  is  one  of  the  most  vivid 
and  descrintive  phases  of  life  ever  shown  in  pictures,  and  is 
educational   as  well. 

"The  Justice  of  the  Redman"  tells  a  most  dramatic  story 
and  the  scenes  with  the  Indians  trailing  the  murderer  arc 
very    realistic. 

'  'Twixt  Love  and  Duty"  is  a  dramatic  romance,  full  of 
heart-interest. 

"Tec  Cutting  in  Sweden"  is  a  very  interesting  subject,  and is   also   of  an   educational    nature. 

"A    Troublesome   Theft."   an    excruciatingly    funny   subject. 
"Two  Gentlemen"  is  a  comical  subject  rendering  the  ex- 

perience of  two  gentlemen. 

show   at    St.   Croik   Opera 
until    August    12,    during 

Woodbine,  la. — W.  M.  and  Joe  Tupper  have  rented  the 
Crane  Building  and  are  conducting  a  moving  picture  show  . 

Humboldt,  Kan. — A  new  Electric  Theater  has  opened  its 
doors  in  Germania  Hall,  under  the  management  of  Piersol 
&  Kerns. 

Waverly,  N.  Y. — Clarence  Maxwell  has  purchased  the  Fam- 
ily Theater  from  A.  L.  Case,  and  J.  C.  Baxter  purchased  the 

Theatorium. 

Danville,  111. — A  new  moving  picture  theater,  under  the 
name  Theatorium,  has  opened  at  25  West  Main  street.  Frank 
E.  Wells  is  manager. 

Ansonia,  Conn. — The  Nickel  Theater,  on  Bank  street,  which 
has  been  closed  for  some  time,  will  reopen  on  September  1 
under  new  management. 

Fremont,  Neb. — C.  L.  Peck,  of  Neola,  Neb.,  has  purchased 
an  electric  moving  picture  theater  here,  where  he  will  himself 
assume   the  management. 

De  Kalb,  111. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  has  been 
opened  in  the  Rowe  Building,  on  Main  street.  Messrs.  Stiles 
&  Swanson  are  the  proprietors. 

Richwood,  O. — Elmer  Hall  and  P.  Speyer  have  a  lease  on 
the  Robert's  Building  and  will  soon  have  it  fitted  up  for  a 
first-class  moving  picture  show. 

Calis,  Me. — The  moving  picture 
House  has  discontinued  business 
which  time  it  will  be  renovated. 

Painesville,  O.— The  Bijou  Theater,  in  the  Wilcox  Block 
on  Main  street  has  been  rented  to  J.  H.  Kennery  and  will  be 
renovated  with  the  latest  improvements. 

Oregon,  111. — The  Star  moving  picture  show  has  opened 
for  business  under  the  management  of  Davis  Boos,  in  the 
Gitchell    Building,   on    North    Fourth    street. 

Bowling  Green,  O. — W.  E.  Huber  has  purchased  a  moving 
picture  show  from  Louis  Myers,  who  was  the  former  pro- 

prietor.    The  theater  is  located  on  Main  street. 

Great  Falls,  Mont. — Managers  Moore  &  Son  are  putting 
in  a  swell  front  at  their  popular  playhouse  (the  Orpheum). 
It  will  be  most  attractive  and  also  will  be  well  ventilated. 

Fresno,  Cal. — The  New  Airdome  Theater,  on  J  street  be- 
tween Tulare  and  Kern,  has  opened  and  is  meeting  with 

great  success  under  the  management  of  Messrs.  Parra  & Dorsey. 

Harrison,  Mich. — A  new  five-cent  theater  will  be  installed 
in  the  Masonic  Building  and  will  be  fitted  up  with  the  latest 
building  ideas.  This  is  the  first  moving  picture  show  ever 
located  in   Harrison. 

Youngstown,  O. — I Tarty  Levison  has  purchased  an  interest 
in  The  Dome,  a  motion  picture  theater,  in  West  Federal 
street  near  Hazel,  and  will   devote  his  attention   to  same. 

Ridgeville,  Ind.,  is  coming  to  the  front  with  a  moving  pic- 
ture theater.  It  will  be  conducted  by  Frank  Meeker  and 

W.  S.  Crozier. 

The  American  Federation  of  Labor  has  granted  permission 
to  the  International  Union  of  Stage  Employees  to  enroll 
under  their  banner  the  Union  of  Moving  Picture  Employees. 
At  the  convention  in  Minneapolis.  Minn.,  charters  for  the 

following  locals  were  granted:  New  Orleans,  Indianapolis. 
Lynn,  Boston,  St.  Louis.  Los  Angeles,  Chicago.  Denver  and 
Vancouver. 

Anthony,  Kans. — An  accident  occurred  in  the  Edison  Theater 
which  resulted  in  the  loss  of  a  film  and  a  scare  which  has  started 

the  authorities  to  impose  more  restrictions.  The  operator  was 
adjusting  some  part  of  the  machine  while  it  was  standing  still 
and  accidentally  raised  the  drop  shutter,  and  the  film  flared  up 
at  once.  [Why  was  not  the  machine  head  moved  out  of  the  path 
of  light   while  the  adjustment  was  being  made?— Ed.] 
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THE  VOGUE  OF  THE  MOTION   PICTURE. 

Indianapolis    Has   Twenty-One    Five-Cent   Theaters,   and   All Well  Patronized. 

More  than  100,000  nickels  and  dimes  arc  dropping  cadi 
week  into  the  votive  offering  box  at  the  shrine  oi  the  moving picture    111     Indianapolis. 

More  than  doo.ooo  nickels  are  dropping  each  week  into  the little  tin  boxes  in  Indiana. 

1  verj  week,  on  an  average,  at  hast  during  these  Summer 
months,  Indiana  is  paying  from  $35,000  to  $37,500  for  the pleasure  oi   looking  at   the   picture  that   chases  itself   across 
the  Screen,  thai  even  talks  and  thai  incidentally  catcher  the 
little  grains  oi  sand.  Indianapolis'  share  of  the  bill  at  this tune  is  averaging  approximately  $6,375  a   week. 

Opened   Marvelous  Window. 

When     the     miracle-working     wand     of     inventive     Renins 
brought  forth  the  moving  picture  it  opened  a  marvelous  win- 

dow to  which  the  person  who  pays  his  live-penny  price  may 
crowd  and,  taking  a  peep  through  it.  get  the  biggest  bargain 
that  to-day  is  ottered  on  the  world's  5-cent  bargain  counter. 
And  it  the  bill  for  Indianapolis'  peep  and  Indiana's  look  is 
astounding  there  is  one  thing  certain — it  is  well  worth  it. 

I  ooking  out  of  it  on  the  little  world-screen,  one  sees  living 
and  breathing — and  sometimes  talking,  the  actors  of  distant 
lands,  performing  their  little  dramas — their  farces,  their  tear- 

ful little  tragedies  and  fairy  stories  in  stage  settings  most 
elaborate.  On  the  screen  Hash  the  marvelous  and  beautiful 
effect-,  of  American  stage  ingenuity  and  comedies  and  dramas 
of  home  and  Western  plain  and  mountain;  on  it  rolls  the 
ocean  so  naturally  that  one  can  almost  smell  the  salt  in  the 
air  and  when  raging,  comes  the  storm  at  sea,  one  listens  to 
catch  the  liner  creak  as  she  wallows  in  the  tiough  and  bat- 

ters against  the   walls  of  water. 

Now  it  is  a  glimpse  of  South  Africa  by  rail,  a  moonlight 
ride  on  the  Zambesi  and  the  rainbow  arched  Victoria  Falls  in 
the  Dark  Continent;  a  peep  at  the  wheat  harvest  in  the 
Argentine  and  the  falls  of  the  Iguasau  in  Central  South 
America;  a  ride  across  Siberia,  a  trip  down  into  the  diamond 
mines,  a  tour  of  Mars  by  projectile  or  a  creep  along  the  sur- 

face of  the  lost  Atlantic  by  submarine..  No  fairy  ever  had  so 
wonderful  a  wand  with  which  to  transport  poor  little  girls  to 
such  wonderlands  of  fancy  and  delight.  And  certainly  the 
old  family  album  never  was  to  be  compared  with  this  one 
that  5  cents  opens  and  puts  into  motion. 

Attack  of  Nickelodeonitis. 

Indianapolis  has  had  a  bad  attack  of  nickelodeonitis.  It  was 
three  years  ago  that  a  man  named  C.  L.  Southerland,  who 
had  been  in  the  shoe  business  in  Minneapolis,  came  to  Indian- 

apolis with  a  little  money  and  with  it  opened  a  "5-cent  thea- 
tre," which  he  named  "The  Bijou,"  in  a  vacant  storeroom  in 

Washington  street,  between  Pennsylvania  and  Delaware 
streets.  That  was  the  beginning,  but  though  Indianapolis 
people  had  for  some  time  been  seeing  moving  pictures — and 
of  course  liking  them — as  the  final  act  of  vaudeville  shows, 
they  did  not  take  quickly  to  a  moving  picture  show.  The 
very  fact  that  it  was  a  5-cent  theater  caused  many  people  to 
look  down  on  it  and  assume  the  attitude  that  anything  that 

was  worth  only  a  nickel  wasn't  worth  the  time  it  took  to  see  it. Southerland,  it  is  understood,  had  a  difficult  time  for  the 
first  six  months  keeping  the  doors  open  and  the  lights  going. 
Hut  that  time  has  passed.  The  merit  of  the  5-cent  show  car- 

ried it  through  and  out  of  that  beginning  Southerland  to-day 
has  a  string  of  four  5-cent  theaters  in  Indianapolis,  is  playing 
to  more  than  6,000  people  a  day,  is  paying  more  than  $15,000 
a  year  in  rents  for  his  four  locations  in  Washington  and 
Pennsylvania  streets  and  certainly  is  taking  in  the  cash, 
though  it  only  comes  in  drops.  Southerland  is  most  of  the 

Family  Amusement  Company.  The  other  "part"  that  has 
the  four  theaters  is  Mrs.  Southerland — hence  the  name;  they 
are  all  in  the  family  and  the  family  at  this  time  is  away 
spending  the  Summer  at  one  of  the  ocean  resorts. 

Twenty-One  in  This  City. 

From  this  beginning  have  sprung  not  only  this  chain  of 
theaters,  but  also  seventeen  other  5-cent  theaters,  making  the 
total  of  twenty-one  in  the  city.  In  addition,  10-cent  moving 
picture  shows  are  running  in  the  English  and  Grand  Opera 
Houses  and  a  full  fledged  little  10-cent  theater,  the  principal 
stock  in  trade  of  which  is  the  moving  picture,  has  been  built 
in  the  downtown  section  of  the  city  this  Summer.  A  dozen  of 
these  take-the-nickel-right-out-of-your-oocket  theaters  are  in 
the  center  of  the  city  and  the  embellishment  of  some  of  them 

ranges  up  to  $10,000  Othen  ....  located  out  in  the  commu- 
!'";    cente«    "i    Indian   lis,    such    as    Fountain     «uare     Wcsi Indianapolis   and    Haughville.      Indiana    avenue    has   two 

'h<'  ",;m  who  w   lered  how  one  oi  these  shov  ,  ,,pV a  $0,000  a  year  location  and  make  its  operator  am   mom 
S  cents  ahead  may  be  surprised  to  learn  thai  renl  is  no  item 
■"    •'",     "   the  people   pass   the   place   an. I    the    ,   .,u„ enough  to  hoi,  them,  $-'5,000  a  yeai  rental  would  be  nothing tor  a  picture  show  and  that  amount  is  paid  for  several  loca- 

tions in  (  hieago,  New   York  and  other  ..ties  and  these  pi 
are  equipped  with  chairs  as  g   I  as  any  opera  hous<       I 
in  Dayton,  p.,  a  $10,000  rem., 1  is  paid  for  on.-  nickelodeon location.      I  he  limit   in    Indianapolis  is  approximately  $1 
a  year. 

At  least  six  of  the  best  and  most  expensively  located  nickel 
theaters  m  Indianapolis  must  play  to  1,200  to  1,500  pei 
$00  to  $75  a  day  to  pay  expenses,  and  they  moil-  than  do  il A  lot  ol  money  has  been  lost  in  the  nickelodeon  world,  but 
it  seems  that  m  Indianapolis,  at  least,  it  has  nol  been  lost  by the  man  who  pays  the  seemingly  staggering  rent. 

Take  in  Money  Rapidly. 

Though  these  downtown  rooms  look,  and  arc  small,  most 
ot  them  seating  about  100  people,  they  take  in  the  money 
rapidly.  Each  runs  1,000  feet  of  film  and  an  illustrated  song. 
If  there  is  no  rush  these  pictures  are  run  through  and  the 
show  is  completed  in  from  twenty  to  twenty-live  minutes,  but 
if  it  is  a  big  rush  time  and  people,  as  they  arc  every  Saturday 
night,  are  packed  in  front  of  the  entrance  waiting  to  get  in 
for  the  next  show,  the  pictures  are  run  through  at  a  faster 
rate  and  the  show  shortened  to  fifteen  or  seventeen  minutes. 
In  the  shorter  show  nothing  is  cut,  and  if  the  pictures  are 
run  through  faster  a  snappier  and  better  exhibition  is  usually 
produced.  This,  however,  depends  on  the  character  of  the 
pictures. 
The  moving  picture  is  simple  if  you  do  not  try  to  get  too 

deep  into  it.  Pictures  are  taken  by  a  machine  capable  of  pro- 
ducing many  a  second.  They 'thus  catch  every  movement. The  pictures  are  in  continuous  strip  and  run  sixteen  to  the 

foot.  Each  one  is  an  inch  wide.  They  are  reproduced  by 
being  wound  on  reels  and  as  they  pass  the  magnifying  eye 
through  which  the  bright  light  shines,  they  are  flashed  on 
the  screen  enlarged,  so  perfectly  and  so  quickly  that  the 
action  is  continuous  and  each  single  picture,  measuring  only 
1-15  to  1-30U1  of  a  second,  is  lost  in  the  animation. 

Record  in  Indianapolis. 

The  record  business  in  Indianapolis  up  to  date  is  4,500 
people  played  to  in  one  day  at  one  of  the  downtown  theaters. 

The  pictures  that  drew  the  "business"  were  those  of  the  Gans- 
Nelson  prize  fight,  and  the  notable  feature  of  the  audiences 
was  the  fact  that  the  women  greatly  outnumbered  the  men. 
As  a  rule,  owing  to  the  possibilities  of  the  business,  the  num- 

ber of  performances,  which  begin  at  9  o'clock  and  last  until 
11,  is  from  twenty-two  to  thirty-six  a  day.  In  the  theaters 
located  outside  of  the  high  rent  and  the  crowded  district, 
from  ten  to  twenty  shows  a  day  are  given. 

The  "films" — the  long  reels  of  the  little  pictures — are  1,000 
feet  in  length  in  all  the  nickel  shows.  This  means  16,000 
separate  pictures.  Every  time  the  twenty-one  nickel  theaters 
in  Indianapolis  run  through  a  film  they  collectively  show 
their  audiences  3  51-52  miles  of  pictures,  and  if  the  aver- 

age for  the  twenty-one  shows  in  Indianapolis  is  eighteen 
"reels"  a  day,  then  Indianapolis  people  see  in  the  nickel 
theaters  a  fraction  over  seventy-one  miles  of  pictures  a  day. 

In  the  10-cent  shows  at  the  Grand  and  English's,  from  3,000 
to  4,000  feet  of  film  are  used,  the  performances  ranging  from 
one  to  one  and  one-half  hours  in  length,  thus  adding,  approx- 

imately, another  ten  miles  of  pictures,  raising  the  total  to 
more  than  eighty  miles  a  day.  At  this  rate  Indianapolis  is 
paying  for  her  scenic  feasts  about  $12  a  mile.  The  illustrated 
songs — and  some  of  them  are  beautifully  illustrated — are 
thrown  in  for  good  measure. 

Will  It  Last,  the  Question. 

The  question  has  arisen  in  many  minds — is  this  a  per- 
manent form  of  amusement,  or  will  the  people  tire  of  it  and 

the  moving  picture  theater  pass?  This  is  exactly  what  the 
moving  picture  people  themselves  are  asking  one  another. 
All  agree  that  at  least  the  nickelodeon  is  in  its  infancy  and 
that  no  one  knows  its  possibilities  any  more  than  its  future. 
Thus  far  it  is  on  the  gain  and  the  men  who  have  their  money 

invested  in  it  argue  that  the  growth  of  illustration  in  news- 
papers and  magazines,  and  its  growing  popularity  and  per- 

manence, indicate  that  so  long  as  people  have  eves  they  will 
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Travelogues 
Lectures  and  Slides  for 

Moving  Picture  Theatres 
In  sets  of  12  or  more,  beautifully  colored,  artis- 

tic lantern  slides,  many  of  them  with  lecture 
readings. 

RENTAL  PRICE  $1.00  PER  WEEK  AND  UPWARDS 

Show  your  patrons  the  grandeur  of  the 

YELLOWSTONE,  YOSEMITE,  NIAGARA  FALLS, 
GRAND  CANYON  and  SWITZERLAND 

Show  them  what  Uncle  Sam  is  doing 

at  PANAMA,  in  the  PHILIPPINES  and  with 

the  GREAT  BATTLESHIP  SQUADRONS 

Flash  before  them  the  wonders  of 

LONDON,  PARIS, 
BERLIN  and  ST.  PETERSBURG 

Seventy-five  sets  to  pick  from.     List  on 
application. 

also  send  us  your  orders  for 

CONDENSERS 
CARBONS 

OBJECTIVES 
REWINDERS 

PARTS  OF  EDISON  AND  POWERS'  MACHINES 

and 

OUR  NEW 

FIRE -PROOF 

BOOTH 

Try    Our    Independent    Film    Service 
Don't  run   the  same  films   as  your  competitors 

FEATURE  FILMS,  NEW  SUBJECTS 

PROMPT  SERVICE 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  <&  EARLE 
Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents 
All  purchaser*  and  users  of  our  films  will  be  protected  by  the  American 

Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Company 

wish  to  see  things  that  are  out  of  the  ordinary,  that  are 
interesting,  that  are  pleasing  and  that  are  a  change  from the  things  around  them. 

If  they  can't  go  to  the  ocean,  they  like  to  have  it  brought 
to  them  and  dashed  into  their  faces;  if  they  can't  get  out  to the  forests  to  hear  the  rustle  of  the  leaves  they  like  to  see 
the  trees  swaying  in  the  wind;  if  they  can't  go  to  foreign lands,  they  like  to  get  true  glimpses  of  them  and  their  re- 

sources, their  crops,  their  scenery  and  their  romantic  castles and  scenes. 
The  picture  shows  certainly  have  proved  the  fact  that  men 

and  women  have  not  outgrown  the  fairy  tales,  when  beauti- 
fully colored  and  placed  in  castles  in  fair  far  lands  or  on  the 

bottom  of  the  sea  or  in  the  moon,  they  are  enacted  for  them. 
The  drama  pictures  that  talk  are  the  latest  development.  In 
some  of  these  shows  the  phonograph  is  hitched  to  the 
pictures,  but  in  most  of  them  men,  women  and  children  in 
flesh  and  blood  are  behind  the  screen  doing  the  talking. 

Romance  of  Pictures. 

The  romances  of  the  pictures  are  many.  It  was  only  two 
weeks  ago  that  the  press  dispatches  carried  a  story  from  an 
Ohio  town  that  illustrates  the  accumulating  love  of  the  mov- 

ing picture.  An  emigrant  dropped  into  one  of  the  shows  and 
was  astonished  to  see  his  wife,  from  whom  he  had  been 
separated  several  years  ago,  and  whom  he  thought  was  dead 
acting  in  one  of  the  pictures.  He  opened  telegraphic  corre 
spondence  with  the  moving  picture  makers  and  they  were united. 

A  story  is  told  of  an  American  who,  while  watching  mov 
ing  pictures  in  a  hall  in  Paris,  saw  a  reproduction  of  a  Broad- 

way throng  at  the  noon  hour.  His  interest  in  the  old  familiar 
scenes  was  intensified  when  he  saw  his  own  face  and  figure 
in  the  crowd.  When  he  was  close  to  the  camera  he  was  still 
more  surprised  to  see  a  valuable  watch  charm  which  he 
had  always  worn  attached  to  his  fob  drop  and  disappear  from 
sight.  He  had  mourned  the  loss  of  this  jewel  for  several 
months,  but  had  no  idea  where  it  was  lost.  Then  out  of  the 
moving  throng  appeared  a  young  woman,  who  suddenly 
stopped  and  picked  up  the  charm  from  the  pavement.  The 
man  gasped  and  dropped  back  in  his  seat  when  ha  recognized 
the  features  of  the  woman  as  she  approached  closer  to  the 
camera.  A  few  weeks  later  he  recovered  his  watch  charm 
after  he  had  cabled  to  the  woman  to  ascertain  if  there  was 
any  truth  in  the  strange  coincidence  or  whether  it  was  all 
fiction. — Indianapolis  (Ind.)  New:. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

SMOKERS     NOT     WANTED     IN     THE     OPERATING 
BOOTH. 

Berlin,  Ont.,  July  26,  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — The  daily  papers  are  still  making  much  of  every 

little  fire  which  occurs  in  an  operating  booth,  and  I  thought 
that  I  would  send  you  an  item  on  the  cause  of  these,  if  you 
care  to  print  it  in  your  valuable  paper.  The  cause  in  nine 
out  of  ten  cases  is  nothing  but  carelessness  on  the  part  of 
the  management  in  allowing  their  operators  to  smoke  cigars 
or  cigarettes  in  the  operating  booth,  or  allow  visitors  who 
distract  their  attention  from  their  work,  or  reading  news- 

papers while  they  are  turning  the  handle  of  the  machine.  No 
machine  should  be  run  without  the  fireproof  magazines  and 
fire  shields,  and  then  there  is  practically  no  danger  if  the 
operator  will  attend  to  his  business.  We  have  tried  in  our 
theater  the  safety  of  these  magazines  by  touching  a  match 
to  the  film  between  the  magazines  and  it  would  only  burn 
as  far  as  the  magazine  rollers.  Yours  trulv. 

WM.  HOOD. 
Tenor  Soloist.  Star  Theater. 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST 
CHICAGO,  ILL. 



WANTED  AT  ONCE    Actors  and  Actresses 
to  talk  and  work   out  Moving   Picture    Films.     Must   have 

special  act  of  their  own  .  also  able  to  sing. 

THE  SUPERIOR  FILM  SUPPLY  CO. 
621    NASBY  BUILDING 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 Send  for  List  of  New  Films 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street 
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SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Qeod  Operators  out  oi  have  theii  names  liated  n  «r  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you   have  secured  a   position. 

Experienced    Operators. 

Simon  Terr,  1326  Brool    u<..\«w  v.nk. 

I).  Nagorsky,  333  B.  6th  St..  New  York. 

David  S.  Robinson,  208  Cruger  Ave.,  Van  Nest,  New  Vbrk  1 
J.  W.  Connors,  255  Baldwin  Strict,  New  l!i  unsvvick,  N.  J. 

G.  S.  Sehlick,  Daasville,  N.  Y. 
Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood,  Ga. 
Philip  Stevens,  Madison,  Me. 

TOLEDO,  OHIO 

*%  PER 
C  FOOT 
MFG.  CO. 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION   LENSES 
are  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  They  give  belter  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  film. 

PRICE  $18.00  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of 

picture  wanted 

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  CLINTON  AVENUe.  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-91  West  Randolph  St. 
Chicago,  111. 

TALKING    EFFECTS    OR    LECTURES. 

N.  Finkelstcin,  274  Broome  St.,  New  York  City. 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

Deutsche  Mutoskop=und  Biograph=Gesellschaft  m.b.H. 
Berlin  W.  8,  14.  July  1908. 

Dear  Sir. — 

We  place  a  sensational  invention  on  -the  market,,  called 
"BI0GRAPH0N" 

an  instrument,  patented  in  the  United  States,  to  produce  Singing, 
Talking  and  Moving  Pictures. 

No  electric  connection,  therefore  no  wires  necessary,  can  be 
attached  in  a  few  minutes  to  any  projecting  machine  at  very  small 

expense. 

Our  agent,  MR.  PAUL  ADOLPH,  423  Broome  Street,  New  York, 
will  in  about  two  weeks  time  be  able  to  install  in  a  first  class 
Vaudeville  Theatre  of  New  York  a  complete  apparatus  for  the 
purpose  of  performing  magnificent  exhibitions. 

We  will  be  glad  to  send  you  an  invitation  to  an  exhibition 
if  you  will  write  to  the  above  mentioned  address. 

The  "Biographon"  is  a  marvellous  instrument,  brings  you 
crowded  houses  and  is  a  first-class  moneymaker. 

Yours  truly, 
DEUTSCHE  MUT0SK0P  &  BIOGRAPH  GES. m.b.H. 

Sole  Manufacturers. 
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Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

LICENSEE    UNDER  THE 
BIOCRAPH    PATENTS 

NEW  YORK 
662  SIXTH  AVE. 

All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  films 
will  be  protected  by  the  Ameri- 

can Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Co. 

CHICAGO 
52  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 
657  Washington  St., 

Boy Iston  Bldg. 

SEATTLE 
Mehlborn  Bldg. 

ST.  LOUIS 
523-4  Commercial  Bldg. 

5th  and  Oliver  Sts. 

MONTREAL,  CAN.      WINNEPEQ  INDIANAPOLIS      DENVER 
La  Pa  trie  Bldg.     1 2  Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.    Boston  Bldg 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  3d  Avenue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

DES  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prince  William  Street 

Stockton  Building 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 

ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving 

Picture  Theatres 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

I   Write    for  «ur  Special    Prices  on    our  New   Films 

and    Feature   Productions 

New  and   Improved   Projection 

Apparatus. No.   l. 

THE  VIASCOPE  SPECIAL 

is  the  name  of  the  new  moving  picture  machine  made  by  the  Via- 
scope  Mfg.  Co.,  112  East  Randolph  street,  Chicago,  111.  Like  the 
Viascope  No.  4  Model,  it  is  built  mainly  for  the  long,  hard  ser- 

vice required  in  five-cent  theaters.  The  new  machine  is  simple 
in  construction,  rigid,  artistic  and  durable.  The  working  parts 

of  the  Viascope  Special  are  enclosed  in  a  handsomely  nickel- 
plated  steel  case  so  that  they  are  absolutely  protected  from  all 
dust  and  foreign  matter.  It  is  constructed  throughout  of  the  best 
materials  obtainable.  All  of  the  shafts  are  made  of  the  finest 
grade  of  tool  steel ;  the  movement,  also,  is  made  of  the  best  grade 
of  tool  steel,  hardened  to  prevent  wear.  All  of  the  bearings  are 
so  arranged  that  they  can  be  replaced  by  any  one,  at  any  time. 
All  parts  of  the  machine  are  interchangeable.  It  is  oiled  by  a 

series  of  oil  tubes  extending  from  the  outside  frame  to  the  bear- 
ings inside  of  the  machine. 

FINISHED    HEAD    OF    THE    VIASCOPE. 

The  main  points  of  the  Viascope  Special  are  its  steadiness  and 
its  lack  of  flicker.  If  the  film  is  perfect  it  shows  a  picture  that  is 
perfectly  steady.  There  is  absolutely  no  vibration  to  the  machine 
itself.  The  film  is  moved  by  a  single  cam.  which,  having  a  con- 

nection on  all  four  sides  at  once,  is  always  in  contact  with  the 
film  carrying  mechanism.  The  machine  is  as  nearly  flickerless 
as  it  is  possible  for  a  machine  to  be.  the  shutter  being  very  small 
and  at  the  same  time  covering  the  picture  during  the  entire 
movement  of  the  film.  Now  in  framing  a  picture  on  the  Viascope 
you  never  get  away  from  the  shutter  as  in  other  machines,  for 
the  shutter  is  so  constructed  that  it  always  remains  in  the  same 
position  with  the  framer  and  lens.  It  is  possible  to  frame  two 
pictures  with  this  machine  and  still  keep  the  shutter  in  the  same 
position   with   the  framer. 

Another  good  point  is  that  it  is  absolutely  fireproof.  All  that 
is  necessary  if  the  film  gets  on  lire  at  the  framer  plate  is  to  let 
the  machine  stand  --till.  The  tire  will  not  burn  farther  than  the 
framing  plate.  On  the  other  hand,  suppose  that  the  machine  is 
running  by  a  motor  and  the  operator  goes  to  sleep:  the  film  has 
a  bad  spot  on  it  (perhaps  the  perforations  on  both  sides  are 
torn)  when  the  bad  spot  gets  to  the  intermittent  movement  the 
film  stops:  the  film  tires  at  the  framer.  the  upper  sprocket  is  Mill 
feeding  the  film  :  instead  of  the  machine  feeding  the  film  in  a 
big  loop  right  to  the  lire,  it  takes  film  all  away  from  danger. 
The  film  at  the  framer  burns  itself  out  and  there  is  no  further 
danger.  The  machine  saves  its  own  cost  by  preventing  film  from 
burning,  thus  avoiding  a  panic  among  the  audience  and  perhaps 
saving   life,   which   are   points  worth   considering. 

It  is  also  fool-proof,  as  all  part';  are  so  made  that  anyone  tak- 
ing the  machine  apart  can  get  the  various  parts  in  the  right 

place,   for  it   is  impossible  to  get   it   together  any  other  way. 
All  of  the  work  on  the  machine  is  done  by  skilled  mechanics, 

each  an  expert  in  his  own  line.  The  work  is  under  the  personal 
supervision  of  Mr.  J.  J.  Pink,  the  president  of  the  company.  Mr. 
Pink  has  had  long  experience  in  the  manufacturing  and  repairing 
of  all  kinds  of  mining  picture  machines,  and  is  himself  an  in- 

ventor   and    practical    mechanic. 
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is§? 
Flim  Review. 

INTERIOR    MECHANISM    OF    VIASCOPE 
HEAD. 

DETAIL    OF    SINGLE    CAM    MOVEMENT. 

FILM    GATE    OF    VIASCOPE    HEAD. 

No  part  of  the  film  is  exposed  except  the 

dth  of  two  pictures  opposite  the  window. 

DECEIVED    SLUMMING    PARTY     (Biograph) 
"  riii-    Bowerj .    the    Bowerj 
,Tu»J    ''"   »nch    thing*,    ,,„,i   thtj    mj    lucta    things   <•    Bowery,    the    Bowi 
I'll  11. mi-  ,.,,  there   en]    moer." 

Not    11. mii   "Bab'i   Balled 
Whll«'  ""'  '   n  line*  .11,1  no)  suggest  the  picture we  present,  still  we  are  tare  thai  the] 

repeated  bj  the  many,  after  a  Journej  through the  labyrluthlan  byways  of  thai  quarter.  For  lome 
P«»l  "  baa  been  ..  fad  1..  form  a  little 

i""''>'.  "'"<""  a  "rubberneck"  caboose,  and  wltb rakish,  reckless  abandon  plunge  Into  "near-devil 
tab.  sports  ..r  ,1  nlgbl  in  11,,.  slums.  How  lu- 

dicrous 11  nil  is.  imt  more  *,,  1,.  the  babltuea  than 
1..  iii.'  visitors,  for  ii  is  nol  only  a  source  of  amuse- 

ment 1.1  them,  but  a  pecuniary  benefit  us  well 
Bverj  evening  the  stage,  us  n  were,  is  set  tor  u.is 
greal  comedy,  and  the  character!  nil  made  up  and 
ready  tor  their  parts  when  the  "eaaj  marks"  ar 
' m'  So  11  was  for  the  little  party  win.  comprise 
ii..'  principal  characters  of  nils  story,  old  Ezra 
Perkins  and    his  wife,    Matilda,   are   Induced   by    the. 
gllb-tong   1    ballyhoo    1..    Investigate    the    mysteries 
of    thai    famous   section   of   our   greal    metropolis 
1  ho    Bowery,       They    are    Joined   b]     Mr.    Reginald 
Oliver   Churchill    Wlttlngton,   an   English   gentleman, 
\\h..  was  willing   in  blow   lils   last   farthing   in  order 
l.i    sec    ll„.    thing    to    the    very     limit.       Fine    lor    the 
Bowery  I  tea.  Away  they  go  on  "rubecart"  ami  arc 
soon  landed  In  a  Chinatown  opium  joint.  Here  the] 

Unit  everything  carried  on  in  a  conventional  fashion', for  just  before  they  arrive  the  occupants  are  tipped 
oil  10  get  busy,  ami  this  act  of  a  little  comeaj 
Btarts   in.      While   there   one  of  the  girls   pretends 

'•'    '■   it     suicide,      Here    Is    scandal.      Reggie    is 
quite  perturbed,  as  is  also  Ezra  and  Matilda,  and 

they    aro   i|iiit,-    willing    to    "give   up"    handsomely 
to  be  allowed  to  depart,  and  nut  he  detained  as 
Witnesses  at  the  coroner's  Inquest — flimflam,  No.  1. 
Next  a  .hop  sney  emporium  is  visited  and  by  a 
well-planned  hit  of  business  Ezra  is  made  to  upset 
a  tray  of  dishes.  Great  excitement  among  the 
Chinks.  '1'lie  dishes  are  said  to  be  of  Intrinsic  china 
from  China,  and  worth  a  fabulous  sum.  Ezra 

forks  out  the  "fah."  From  here  they  arc  shown 
to  the  kitchen  and  witness  the  concocting  of  the 
succulent  Chinese  sausage.  Matilda  is  very  inueii 
interested  in  the  operation  when  a  Chink  brings 
in  a  lot  of  rats  which  escape,  causing  her  to  leap 
upon  a  table,  and.  losing  her  balance,  falls  into  the 
machine  and  is  soon  transformed  into  sausage.  But 
by  reversing  the  machine  she  is  recovered,  none 
the  worse  for  her  experience.  Next  they  visit  u 
typical  Bowery  saloon  and  Reggie  treats  the  crowd, 
laying  down  a  ten-dollar  hill,  expecting  change 
and  lots  of  it.  This  is  the  cue  for  a  row  between 
two  of  the  regulars  which  terminates  in  what  ap- 

pears to  he  a  murder.  So  the  slumming  party  are 
glad  to  escape  with  their  lives  leaving  the  change 
behind.  This  is  enough  and  they  beat  it  hack  each 

with  a  stern  resolution  "Never  again."  Length, 4S3   feet. 

THE  REDMAN  AND  THE  CHILD  (Biograph).— 

A  Biograph  story  of  an  Indian's  vengeance.  In 
the  release  of  this  subject  the  Biograph  Company 
unquestionably  presents  a  feature  film  in  the  ex- 

treme sense  of  the  term,  for  there  never  has,  to 
date,  been  a  more  powerfully  dramatic  picture; 
thrilling  iu  situations  and  intensely  interesting  in 
its  story.  There  is  not  an  instant  in  its  entire 
presentation  that  the  interest  flags,  while  the 
denouement  is  the  most  novel  ever  protrayed.  So 
extremely  impressive  is  the  subject  that  the  mere 
recounting  of  the  scenes  most  inadequately  gives 
the  reader  an  idea  of  its  value.  It  must  be  seen 
to  be  appreciated. 

Alongside  of  a  beautiful  mountain  stream  in  the 
foothills  of  Colorado  there  camped  a  Sioux  Indian, 
who  besides  being  a  magnificent  type  of  the 
aboriginal  American,  is  a  most  noble  creature,  as 
kind-hearted  as  a  woman  and  as  brave  as  a  lion. 
He  eked  his  existence  by  fishing,  hunting  and  min- 

ing— having  a  small  claim  which  he  clandestinely 
worked,  hiding  his  gains  in  the  trunk  of  an  old 
tree.  It  is  needless  to  say  that  he  was  beloved 
by  those  few  who  knew  him,  among  whom  was  a 
little  hoy,  who  was  his  almost  constant  companion. 
One  day  he  took  the  little  fellow  to  his  deposit 
vault — the  tree  trunk — and  showed  him  the  yellow 
nuggets  he  had  dug  from  the  earth,  presenting  him 
with  a  couple  of  them.  In  the  camp  there  were  a 
couple  of  low-down  human  coyotes,  who  would 
rather  steal  than  work.  They  had  long  been 

anxious  to  find  the  hiding  place  of  the  Indian's 
wealth,  so  capture  the  boy,  and  by  beating  and 
torture  compel  him  to  disclose  its  whereabouts.  In 
the  meantime  there  has  come  to  the  place  a 
couple  of  surveyors  who  enlist  the  services  of  the 
Indian  to  guide  them  to  the  hilltop.  Here  they 
arrive,  set  up  their  telescope  and  start  calcula- 

tions. An  idea  strikes  them  to  allow  the  Indian 

to  look  through  the  'scope.  He  is  amazed  at  the 
view,  so  close  does  it  bring  the  surrounding  country 
to  him.  While  bis  eye  is  at  the  glass  one  of  the 
surveyors  slowly  turns  it  on  the  revolving  head 
until  the  Indian  starts  back  with  an  expression 
of  horror,  then  looks  again,  and  with  a  cry  of 
anguish  dashes  madly  away  down  the  mountain 
side,    for   the   view   was   enough   to    freeze   the   blood 

trrtvlng  ai    ii,,-  old   tree   trunk    hi. 
11    'be    teli  1     r,,r    there 
1     hN    Improvised    bank    rifled,    and    the 

"lcl  "•''  '  •■'    11-  little  boy,   i   „,,t   followed 
!"   Isercants.  murdered.     Picking  n„-  .,1,1  man  up he  carries  •■>-  nreh-KH  form  back  to  the  camp,  reach- 

ing  there  juhi    after   the   murderers,    win,   the   boj 
'""'   ileearoped  in   a  canoe,     Laying  tba  body  on  the ■mi  1   covering   11    tenderly   win,   hi*   sbawl   be 
stands   over    it    and    solemnly    rows    to    i„.   „.. 

U            ■""  '"I    picture    he    strikes    as    be lils     lawny     skin     sill,   -It,-, I     SgalOSl     Ii  | 
will,    mUHles    turgid    and    Jaws    set    I,,    grim    .1. 
nation       [I    Is    but     for    a    moo, em    i„.    stands    thus 
yel    the   pose  speaks   volumes      Turning   qulekl 
bap-    Into    a    canoe   at    the    bank    and    puddles    swiftly ..n,,     n„.    rugutlves.     On,    on    goes    the   chase,    the 
Indian      gaining      steadily      on      them,      until      al      last 
abandoning    hope,    they    leave    their    cat      .,,,.1    try 
to    wade    to    shore    iis    the     Indian    comes    up         Leaping 
rr       I||H    boal     he    makes     tor    t|„.     p„lr.     seizing    ,„„• 
as    the    Other    swims     to     |l,   Iposlte    shore         Clutch 
Ing  Jilm   by    the   throal    the    Indian    forces   his    bead beneath      II, e     surface     of     t|„.     water     and     bold*      II 
there    until    life    is   extinct,    after    which    1   ashes 
1,1    PUrsnll    of    tl,   „.,-.      This    proves    to    be    a    most exciting    swimming    race    tor    „    life,      They    reach 
11   the*     shore     almost     simultaneously,     and     a ferocious    conflict    takes    plac   1    the    sands    term 
mating   In       1   „„    forcing  his  adversary   to  slay himself   with    lils   own    dagger.      Having   now    fu 

bis    vow    he   leaps    Into    the   water    ami    swims   back 
'"    the    cat      in    which    sits    the    terrified    boy     and as  night  falls  he  paddles  slowl]  bad,  to  camp, 
We  must  candidly  admit  the  above  to  be  but  a 

■■  description  of  the  subject,  while  In  unde- 
niable truth  claim  it  to  i,e  the  very  acme  of  photo 

graphic  art.     Length.  s.-,r  feet. 

A   DUMB   HERO    (Edison).     Synopsis  of  scenes: 
The     Simple     Life.     A     young     fisherman,     content 

With    life.      A    good    wife.      Winsome    little   girl.— Pur- 
sues   his    calling.      At    peace    with    the    world. 

The  Darkening  Cloud.  A  blase  Idler- Surfeited 
with      pleasure.      Cruising     on      his     yacht.      Stops     at 
fisherman's  cottage.  "Breaks  Bread."  Casta  long 
Ing  eyes  on  wife,     starts  plotting. 
A  Happy  Trio.  On  the  beach. — Fisher  men, ling 

boat. —Little  girl.  -Boy  sweetheart. — Faithful  "Car 

lo"      (Big     Newfoundland).-  Watch     the     father. 
Romp    about.       (lather    llowers    and    shells. — Enjoy    life as  children   do. 

At  the  Cottage.  -Fisherman's  wife  alone. -Sings 
at  her  work.  Interrupted  by  Idler.  -He  makes  ad- 

vances.— Brave  woman  indignant. — Dreads  a 
"Scene."  — Warns  Idler.-    Husband  expected.— 
Idler  reckless. — Attempts  to  kiss. — Fisher  returns.— 
Caught  in  the  act. — Well  trounced. — Barely  escapes 
With  life. — Threatens  vengeance. — Departs  crest- fallen. 

A  Dastard's  Deed. — On  the  beach. — Children 
alone.— Playing  in  boat. — Watched  by  Idler.— 
Awaits  chance. — Removes  oars. — Bores  hole.— Cuts 
boat  adrift. — Children  unconscious  of  danger. — 
Drift   to   sea. — Idler   gloats. 
A  Terrible  Moment.— Caught  in  the  tide. — Chil- 

dren realize  danger. — No  help  near. — Boat  sinking. 
— Night  approaches. — Boy  a  hero. — Kisses  girl. — ■ 
Swims  for  help. — Struggles  ashore. — Staggers  for 
aid. 

"Carlo"  to  the  Rescue. — Mother's  despair. — 
Neighbors  console. — Boy  arrives. — Off  to  the  beach. 
— "Carlo"  leads. — Dilemma. — No  way  to  reach  child. 
— Boy  thinks  of  "Carlo." — Dog  understands. — Taken 
the  water. — Breathless   suspense. 

"Carlo"  Earns  a  Medal. — In  the  nick  of  time.— 
"Carlo"  overtakes  boat.  —About  to  sink. — Child 
overboard. --"Carlo"  saves  her. — Swims  ashore.— 
Joyful  reception. — Searchers  return. — Had  lost  hope. 
— Boy  lielt>s  girl  ashore. — (Had  reunion. — Father  tells 
of  Idler's  end. — "Carlo"  the  hero  of  the  hour. 
Length,    9n0   feet. 

THE  WOMAN  WHO  GAMBLES  (LublnL— Bridge 
whist  Is  a  most  fascinating  amusement — but  un- 

fortunately it  has  been  the  means  of  bringing  ruin 
upon    many    a    home    Of    refinement    and    luxury. 
A  young  lady  [days  a  little  quiet  game  with 

some  girl  friends.  Her  flance  calls  but  receives 
scant  al  tent  ion  from  her — and  feeling  vexed  and 
hurt,  leaves  in  anger.  It  is  not  long  after  that 
she  recalls  her  error  and  a  meeting  is  arranged. 
This  time  wltb  better  results — for  he  really  loves 
her  and   makes   a    proposal   of   marriage. 
Three  months  later  they  return  from  their  wed- 

ding tour.  Meeting  her  old  friends,  she  again  lapses 

into  the  gambling  habit.  Her  little  baby  Is  neg- 
lected and  so  is  the  husband.  With  the  habit  grow- 

ing stronger,  she  becomes  the  more  reckless.  If 
the  means  arc  not  at  hand  she  will  steal  them 
from  her  husband.  From  one  step  to  another  she 
sinks,  until  at  last  she  is  thrown  bodily  from  a 

gambling  house,  where  she  has  precipitated  a  dis- 
turbance. She  Is  locked  up  and  in  her  visions  sees 

all  that  she  has  lost,  all  that  life  holds  most  dear 
vanish  before  her.  Perhaps  it  has  been  part  of 
the  Divine  scheme  for  her  reformation.  Her  sor- 

row is  sincere  and  deep.  Her  husband  comes  to 
her.  takes  her  to  his  breast  and  there  Is  every 
indication  that  her  life  branches  out  to  something 
cleaner    and    belter.       Length,    815    feet. 
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Have  you  sent  your  subscrip- 
tion to  the  M.  P.  World  ?  If  not 

do  so  now,  lest  you  forget. 

M.  P.  Theatre 
For  Sale 

Paying  proposition    in   New   York  City 

Established  January  1st,  1907.  Reasons 
for  selling,  am  leaving  city.  Price  $1,800, 
which  includes  $500  deposit  on  lease  which 
can  be  renewed.     Address 

OPPORTUNITY 
Box  226  Madison  Square  P.O. 

NewYorK  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
Kor  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs, etc. 

We  handle  tbe  PREMIER  Announcement  Slipes 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &.   CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

LOOK  HERE  MR.  MANAGER 
We  make  the  handsomest  most  dec- 

orative and  best  colored 

ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDE 
on  the  market. 

Pretty   Broad    Statement 
Isn't  it— Mr.  Manager 
PREMIER 

Slides  are  made  by  our  new  and  ex- 
clusive process,  and  for  sharpness, 

brilliancy  and  effectiveness  on  the 
screen  are  unapproached  by  any  other 
slide  on  the  market. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  without  them. 
A  New  One  : 

Taft  &  Sherman  Slides 
Ready,  35c. 

KROMOGRAF   SLIDE   CO. 
MaKers  of  "Premier"  Slide 

5  EAST  8th  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  BOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    -    San  Francisco  Cal. 

We  Write  Musi 

and   set  to  Your  '■ 
SONG  POEMS 

Old  Dominion  Co.,  14  W.  27th  St.,  New  York 

Music  Writers,  Arrangers,  Printers 
Publishers    and    Booking    Agents 

SONG  and    ANNOUNCEMENT   SLIDES 

Write,  Call  or  'Phone 

TI  CRETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New  York   City 

Kleino-Optical  Company   Issues: 

THE  MIRACULOUS  FLOWERS  (Urban-Eclipse). 
— The  story  of  the  bereavement  visited  upon  a 
mail  carrier  ami  his  daughter  by  the  loss  of  the 
wife  anil  mother  is  very  beautifully  portrayed  In 
this   series. 

The  borne,  otherwise  ncal  anil  tidy,  is  being  neg- 
lected, although  the  little  girl  of  eight  strives  bard 

to  do  tbe  work   and  keep   up  her  lessons   for   school. 
One  morning  the  little  one  is  so  discouraged  and 

crestfallen  that  she  seeks  consolation  at  her  mother's 
tomb,  taking  with  her  a  bunch  of  wild  (lowers 
which  siie  picks  on  tbe  roadside. 
As  a  consequence  of  her  visit  to  the  cemetery 

she  Is  late  at  school,  for  which  she  receives  a 
severe  reprimand  and  a  dunce  cap.  The  father,  de- 

livering a  letter  at  tbe  school,  is  shocked  to  see 
his  daughter  thus  distinguished,  and  reprimanding 
her  he  leads  her  home. 

At  tbe  home,  preceding  their  return,  the  phantom 
figure  of  mother  makes  its  appearance,  and  after 
doing  up  all  tbe  work   as  of  old,   vanishes. 

The  two,  returning  to  tbe  home,  find  tbe  apart- 
ment so  cheerful  and  inviting,  the  bouquet  of  flow- 

ers left  at  the  cemetery  having  been  placed  on  the 
table  to  cheer  them,  that  they  hug  each  other  and 
intuitively  resolve  to  help  one  'another  bear  the 
unhappy    lot  thrust  upon  them. 
Well  dramatized  and  of  excellent  quality  and 

detail.     Length,  307  feet. 

A  RUSSIAN  BEAR  HUNT  (Urban-Eclipse).— A 
veritable  record  of  a  bear  hunt  in  Russia,  and  the 
pursuit  of  Bruin  by  a  motley  multitude  armed  with 

axes,  pitchforks,  bludgeons,  and,  least  of  all,  fire- arms. 

This  Is  In  no  sense  a  "faked"  or  an  improvised 
film,  but  an  actual  battue,  only  successfully  photo- 

graphed after  many  failures,  and  at  obvious  risk 
to  the  man  behind  the  camera. 
Fertile  In  incident,  the  whole  hunt  is  sown  In 

realistic  pictures  of  Winter  beauty  of  forest  and 
snow. 

Trackers  and  peasants,  in  a  long  procession,  form 
a  semi-circle,  acting  as  beaters  to  drive  the  bear 
towards   the   guns. 

Duly  driven,  the  black  bear  makes  his  appearance 
and  is  first  wounded,  then  attacked  at  close  range 
by  revolvers,  and  finally  dispatched  by  a  true  shot 
from  the  leader  of  the  expedition. 
The  whole  subject  is  unique  by  reason  of  its 

perfect  novelty  and  realistic  scenes.  Snow,  knee 
deep,  is  joyfully  negotiated;  sportsmen  are  exu- 

berant, peasants  loud  in  praise,  and  the  black  mon- 
ster is  finally  carried  away  by  sleigh,  In  a  beau- 

tifully  photographed   scene.      Length,    3S7   feet. 

AN  EMBARRASSING  GIFT  (Urban-Eclipse).— An 
extremely  hilarious  subject,  depicting  bow  the  af- 

fection of  a  devoted  spouse  finds  expression  in  a  fat 
porker  which  he  calls  for  at  the  stock  farm,  and 
after  many  of  the  most  ludicrous  experiences  en 
route,  succeeds  in  delivering  and  presenting  to  his 
estimable  wife.  Tbe  latter,  however,  after  stren- 

uous remonstrances,  evicts  tbe  gift  as  well  as  the 
donor.     Length,  360  feet. 

TOO  HUNGRY  TO  EAT  (Urban-Eclipse).— A  pa- 
thetic subject,  illustrating  a  picture  story  of  ex- 

ceptional interest;  a  touching  human  document,  p-r- 
fectly  presented  and  well  enacted.  Order  of  pic- 
tures: 

Tramp,  penniless,  homeless,  hopeless,  awakes  from 
sleep   under  a  railway  arch. 

He  ventures  forth  in  search  of  food.  At  an  early 
morning  coffee  stall  he  is  repulsed  and  bis  en- 

treaties ignored. 
A  poor  woman  with  two  children  begs  a  loaf  of 

bread  from  a  baker.  The  tramp  follows,  but  assist- 
ance is  denied  to  him. 

In  despair,  the  tramp  attempts  to  steal  food  from 
school  children,  and  is  roughly  handled  by  passing 
workmen. 

A  public  soup  kitchen.  Soup  served  to  all  comers 
who  possesse  a  vessel  in  whicli  to  carry  it  away. 
The  tramp  persuades  a  woman  to  drink  her  own 
soup  and  hand  him  the  dtsli,  which  he  presents  add 
is  supplied  with   a  portion. 
He  seeks  a  retired  spot  In  whicli  to  enjoy  his 

meal.  While  previously  drinking  at  a  street  foun- 
tain, two  boys,  lighting,  upset  bis  soup.  Despair  of 

the    tramp  on   realizing  his  loss. 
Woodland  scene.  Tramp  longingly  gazes  at  chil- 

dren who  have  money  whicli  they  hasten  to  spend. 
A  man  approaches:  the  tramp  ventures  from  hid- 

ing to  attack  him,  hut  his  action  is  witnessed  by  a 
park-keeper,  who,  after  a  struggle,  secures  the tramp. 

He  tells  bis  story  to  the  keeper,  a  man  of  com- 
passion. The  keeper  takes  the  tramp  to  his  ovu 

home  in  tbe  park.  Food  Is  served,  and  the  tramp 
further   arouses   sympathy. 
The  keeper  and  bis  wile  furnish  clothes,  money 

and  a  letter  of  recommendation  for  employment,  and 
the    scene     closes    Willi     a     most     pathetic    display     of 
gratitude  by   the  tramp  to  his  benefactors.     Length. 
r>30  feet. 

SENSATIONAL  DUEL  (Urban-Eclipse!.— Another 
very  laughable  series  of  views,  depleting  how  two 
respected  Citizens  clash  in  a  public  cafe,  and  after 
a  healed  argument  both  rather  reluctantly  repair  to 
the  battle  held  where  (heir  differences  are  to  be 

adjudicated. The    combatants    form    very    ludicrous    figures    as 

they  take  their  positions  for  tbe  battle.  When  the 
signal  is  given,  the  pistol  shots  ring  out  and  two 
of  the  seconds  fall,  both  antagonists  having  sho wild  off  the  mark. 

Joyful  that  the  light  of  day  shines  bright  upon 
both,  they  are  united  in  fond  embrace.  Length 267  feet. 

FOLLOW  YOUR  LEADER  AND  THE  MASTER 
FOLLOWS  LAST  (Clarendon).— The  playground  ol 

Mr.  Bircbem's  Academy  is  the  scene  of  this  film which   abounds  with   ludicrous   effects. 
The  students  start  the  game  of  follow  tbe  leadei 

in  tbe  usual  way.  forming  a  procession  of  iml 
tators.  Tbe  teacher  chases  the  last  boy  on  account 
of  offenses  committed.  Through  various  excit_t 
adventures  we  see  tbe  boys  follow  one  after  the 

other,  upsetting  people,  climbing  roof  tops  ant 
breaking  skylights.  On  each  occasion  the  unfor 
tunate  master  is  taken  for  one  of  the  miscreant 
and  arrives  in  time  to  receive  the  punishment  they 
have  richly  earned.  The  film  has  a  good  finish 
boys  and  master  rolling  from  the  top  of  a  house 
into  the  water  below,  a  drop  of  sixty  feet.  Length 224  feet. 

OUT  OF  PATIENCE  (Gaumont).— A  gentleman  ol 
unusual  good-nature  permits  himself  to  be  abusec 
and  otherwise  mistreated  at  his  home  and  abroad 
The  limit  of  his  endurance  is  reached  when  i» 
witnesses  a  little  girl  being  abused  by  her  mother 
Upbraiding  tbe  cruel  mother,  he  retraces  his  stent 
and  visits  retribution  upon  everyone  who  had  pre 
viously  dared  to  impose  upon  him.  At  his  home 
where,  at  the  instigation  of  his  mother-in-law.  his 
pipe  had  been  taken  from  him,  he  now  smokes 
furiously,  and  cleans  up  the  place  when  objection: 
are  interposed.     Length,   244  feet. 

BAFFLED  LOVER  (Gaumont)  .—A  bashful  love 
worsted  by  the  irony  of  fate. 

Scene  I. — Dining  room:  Miss  Train  entertains  he 
lover  at  dinner;  proposal  and  presentation  of  ring 
acceptance;   eestacy  over  diamond;   lover  leaves. 

Scene  II. — Lover  purchases  flowers;  places  then 
at  door  of  home  with  card;  drunkard  replaces  flow 
ers  with  empty  bottle;  Miss  Train  provoked  at  thi 

gift. 

Scene  HI. — Lover  purchases  hat;  leaves  it  at  door 
maid  replaces  hat  with  dust  broom;  mother  in  : 
fit   over   insult. 

Scene  IV. — Lover  purchases  statuary;  leaves  it  a 
door;  janitor  breaks  statue  and  leaves  fragments 
father  wild  at  the  added  effrontery. 
Scene  V. — Lover  calls  with  more  flowers:  re 

ceived  with  unrestrained  ill-feeling;  abused  an 
ejected;  janitor  finds  and  pockets  discarded  rinc 
Length.   617  feet. 

THE  CHRONIC  LIFE-SAVER  (Gaumont).— A  s« 
ries  of  uproariously  funny  situations  from  the  sul 

ject  of  this  film. 
Scene  I. — Man  drowning,  shrieks  for  help:  is  res 

cued;  proves  a  bore  to  his  rescuer. 

Scene  II. — "You  saved  my  life;  I  am  yours  fo 

ever." 

Scene  III. — "Buy  me  a  suit  or  I'll  blow  my  brair 

out." 

Scene  IV. — "Buy  me  flowers  or  I'll  permit  myse 

to  be  run  over." Scene  V. — The  rescued  man.  allowed  every  indu 
gence  because  of  his  continued  threat  to  coinm 
suicide,  is  smoking,  drinking,  etc.,  at  the  expem 
of  his  philanthropic  rescuer. 

Scene  VI. — He  accompanies  the  family  to  partv 
is  evicted  by  host:  returns  to  home  of  rescuer. 
Scene  VII.— Demands  the  hand  of  daughter  i 

marriage:  refused:  rushes  off  to  commit  suicide 
tries  water  and   finds   it    too  cold   to  commit  suieidt 
Scene  VIII. — Entire  family  of  rescuer  chase  t 

beach  to  save  tbe  vagrant;  find  him  leisurely  saui 
tering  along;  jubilant  at  having  i\d  themselves  c 
the   obnoxious  vagrant.      Length.    614   feet. 

FISHING  BOATS  ON  THE  OCEAN  (Gaumont).- 
An  instructive  and  intensely  interesting  series  < 
views,  depicting  the  maneuvers  of  fishing  boats  o 
the  ocean.  The  various  occupations  and  process* 
of  work  are  very  accurately    reproduced. 

Quality,   steadiness  and  tones  are  faultless. 

Length,   540   feet. 

AN  INTERESTING  CONVERSATION  (Gaumont 
— Two  friends  meet  and  enjoy  a  very  interestin 
conversation.  Tbe  prime  relator  grows  animate 
and  demonstrative  so  that  the  other  soon  makes  a 
effort   to  escape. 

His  endeavor,  however,  proves  futile,  and  m 
until  he  drops  exhausted  on  a  park  seat,  diveste 
of  almost  all  clothing,  is  he  left  to  himself,  an 
then,   he    is   taken    into  custody   by   the   police. 

Action  is  good  and  subject  Is  full  of  fun  througl 
out.      Length,    267   feet. 

PEASANT  AND  PRINCE  (Rossil.  —  A  beautifl 
story,  depicting  in  a  very  vivid  manner  the  ancle) 
for  a  sou  and  heir  for  the  perpetuation  of  tl 
family.  In  the  house  of  a  lord  there  have  bee 
born  three  girls,  and  the  latest  advent  is  of  tl 
same  sex.  to  the  extreme  disappointment  of  tl 

father.  The  chief  officer  proposes  to  exchange  tl' 
new-born  princess  for  the  son  of  a  peasant.  Tl 
plan  Is  carried  out.  to  the  extreme  chagrin  ( 
the  mother  of  the  infant  son.  Tbe  avaricious  fatal 
however,  so  Instructs,  and  the  guards  forcibly  di 
tain  the  woman  while  the  officeer  makes  tbe  e: 
change.      For   this   cruel    act   the   wife   deserts   tt 
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ad.    taking   tbe    Infant   prlncea    with    ber    ami Joins  11  gj  pgy  camp. 
.   T»'"11  Bve   yeara   later   tbe   two  pt   Ipi   ton in   tills   Incident    are  again    the  central    Benren    In   a remarkable  adventure           i„   .,.,   |„   Mll,   „,„„,.. 
""•'    ""'    alleged    prince    end,  nvoi  a    to    make    love    to 

'  I.    woe   e    roster    motliei  ,,    tbe 
acene  and  violently  attacks  the  amorous  routli     n,e 
lord   bavlng   beeu  attacked  mi  a   bunting  expedition     """"''    ("enema    tne    uotea    tor    llqnldatlon,    bul      t 

1    stunned   on   the  ground,    where   be    Is    round    '"'''s  notn'n*  "'"'  ta  obliged  to  |   1            . 
B]    ins  guards.     Scouring    the   "   -   ror   the   guilty      ""ll,','s    the    many    valuable   papara   and   currencj    In ■    possession    ot    bis    creditor    a'nd    resolves    to    secure 

iii. 

the    TRAMi"s    DATfORTSB    (I.hm       \    tramp 
""'    l,v   choice  bul   bj    torci   Ire         in  this 

"'J    narrowlj    averta   being   defe      1   criminal   charge  ot   nui 

n"'    openlni    icei   1    this    series    la    the    II   In 
""""  "'  :'"  1   'tnnai   isan  «   1  nnubie  to    Edition  M.P.  Machine.  Underwriters'  Model ""''-1  •  ertaln  payments  on  notea  laaued  bj    hlni 

FOR  SALE 
bolder   preaenta   tbe    notea    tor   liquidation, 

ilir.v  came  upon  tbe  alleged  prince  and   the   isi-pales 
whom   they  lake  prisoners  10  the  see   r  attack  on  papers  in  which  be  is  dlrectlj    Inten    ted     benci 

the  lord.     The  older  ot  the  gypsies  here  recugnlsea    '"'  i""'s"*'s  ""'  man,  and  In  a  secluded  pari    '•'in  or   the   guan  one   who   r. guard  ns   the  one   wl 
t.Kik    ber    son    in   exchange    rnr    the    princess       The 
man    acknowledges    to    the    lord    tils    guilt,    and    a 
happy    reunion    ot    mother    and    son    ami    lord    and 

woods  through  which  tbe  land  owner  passes,   attacl 
iiini.   commits   murder,    and   secures    the    puper   aim money  desired. 

\    tramp    passing    through    tbe    woods    with    bis 

Kul]  equipment,  as  k<>,«i  as  new. 
SIMON  TERR, 

1326   Mrook    Avenue,  New  York  City 

FILMS,    FILMS,   FILMS! 
Wanted    good    second-hand   films,    song 

m  a    daughter   lies  down  to  sleep  while   tbe   latter  rovei    slides,  etc.,   must    be    in    best  of   condil princess   takes    place.     Then    the   lord 

"    "';'   Prtnceaa  and   the   peasant,    whereupon  about    the   woods   in   quest 'ot   recreation.     Shunned    Please  send  full  DarrJculara   also   names  rrf be ̂ blesses  them  and  then  falls  back  lifeless.  bj    everbody,    approaching    footsteps    cause    her    to        \       .  '      particulars,  aiso,  names  ot Costumes  aiv   verj    appropriate  and    the   rendition  seek    shelter   of    a    bush    to    avoid    a    meeting     and Excellent    pbol   graphic   quality    prevails  from     tills     point     sin 
out.     Length;  sit  feet. 

THE  SMUGGLER  AUTOMOBILIST  (Lux).  The 
Ingenuity  of  a  smuggler  of  whiskey  bids  luir  to 
kucceed  In  outwitting  (he  officers  bul  tor  an  acol- 
dent   occurring   a<   an   Inopportune  moment. 

A  rubber  figure  is  Inflated  with  liquor,  and  dressed 
as    a    woman    is    placed    In    an    automobile.      When 

'„   ,;;;,',.; „„'"'„,;;;    •subjects,    number    of    feet,    etc.      Address 
1    the    hold-up    and    NKWMAN     MOTION    PICTURE    COM- PANY, Portland,  Oregon. murder. 

When  the  artisan  leaves  tbe  spene  of  bis  crime 
he  comes  upon  tbe  sleeping  tramp  and  storea  upon 
the  latter's  person  a  quantity  of  his  victim's  prop 
city,  then  repairs  to  police  headquarters,  where  hi 
reports    the   murder   committed,    bul    points    to    ttje 
tramp    as    the    guilty    poison.       The    tramp    Is    liik.i 

near  the   frontier  an  accident   occurs  and  throws  all    lnto  c,,s""lv   :""1  »  search   reveals  the   Incriminating 
In  the  car  to  the  ground.     An  officer  passing  along 
promptly    comes    to   the   rescue   and   naturally    lends 

Ircumstantial    evidence,    but    the    latter's    daughter 
now  comes  to  the  front,  and  telling  her  story,  polnti 

W.  STEPHEN  BUSH 
3524  Filbert  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

LECTURER  on  GREAT  SUBJECTS 
IN  MOVING  PICTURES 

1    to   the   woman,    with    the    result   that    the    'o^e  Informer  as  the  guilty  person.    "Murder  will    To  M.  P.  Theatre  Owners  and  Manaaers 
is  discovered.  '""      1S  exemplled   In   a    very  Btrlklnl  and   etteetivi  ...         ineaire  uwnei*  anu  maaagers 

decepl  Ion 
When  the  men  recover,  they  overpower  the  officer, 

Wmi  and  gag  bim,  and  speed  on.  They  su  icesa 
tally  cross  the  frontier,  bul  the  officer,  momentarily 
Outdone,  reports  the  Incident  and  a  hot  flgbl 

manner. 
Excellent    photographic    quality    and    well    dram; 

Used.     Length,  .vjo  feet. 

Arrange  for  a  lecture  night  as  often  as 
your  patronage  will  warrant.  Select  subject 
yourself  or  leave  makeup  of  special  feature 

sen,-    is    that    of    a    large    experimental    laboratory  visi"n  of  bis  victim,   which  haunts  him   persistently 
equipped  wiih  various  scientific  appurtenances    draw'-  :""1   Anally  causes  his  death   by   shock. nu.'s,    models,  etc.  Tue    dramatization    and    quality    are    unexcelled 

a    huge    airship    is    carefully    guided    out    of    the  Length,  444  feet. 
building    and    all   preparations    for    a    trial    trip,    with 

phi  a   or   New    York.     A    boon   to   the   box 

Mice  receipts." 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also    Seating    for   Out ol-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W 

^^m^T^^^mT^'t^ie^Toi  ™  sbe .hides  £J?  thf  *2S*&     '  ,!,1,e  V"  e   STEEL  FURNITURE  CO., Grand  Rapids, Mich. 

a    great    deal    of    pomp   and    under    Imposing    formal! 
1  lee,   completed. 
En  route  the  learned  Inventor  and  his  assistant 

drop  anchor  to  appropriate  a  basket  of  victuals 
carelessly  set  to  one  side  by  a  gossiping  maiden 
latter  on  an  accident  causes  0  hurried  descent  hi 
a  parachute,  lint  the  landing  is  made  on  an  island 
Inhabited  by  cannibals.  Both  men  are  condemned 
lo  the  slew  pot,  hut  the  queen  does  the  Pocahontas 
ad.  and  the  captain  is  saved  from  death,  where- 

upon lie  rushes  to  the  aid  of  his  assistant,  whom 
he  rescues  ill  the  nick  of  time.  The  return  trip  is 
promptly  undertaken  and  the  final  lap  made  in  an 
aulo.  The  men  arc  received  with  great  honors  and 
glory    by    their    fel'.ow-citizcus. 

This  series  will  make  a  good  feature  number. 
length,    (i04   feet. 

A  COMICAL  EXECUTION   (Lux).— A  highly  amus- 
ing series  of  views  are  rendered   by   an    Impecunious. 

artist,    a    severe    landlord    and    a    set    of    child's    fin 
niture. 

Unable  to  pay  his  rent,  the  artist  receives  notice 
that  his  furniture  is  to  be  attached.  Relating  his 
experience  to  a  sympathetic  tenant  in  the  same 
building,  they  evolve  a  plan  to  outwit  the  con 
stable.  Accordingly  the  furniture  is  moved  tr 
the  next  flat  and  the  child's  toy  set  Is  brought  into 
the  artist's  compartments.  When  the  constable  and 
landlord  arrive  they  are  nonplussed  by  the  turn  of 
affairs,   but  must  acknowledge  defeat,   and  depart. 

Sure   to  win   hearty   applause.      Length,    294    feet 

THE     DEAR     LITTLE     HEART       (Ambroslo).— A 
beautiful     little     drama     of     human     Interest.       The 
scene   is   the   drawing    room   of   a   well-to-do   family. 

i     MOTHER'S     MELODY     (Lux). -A     splendid     It  is  the  birthday  of  the  only  child,  a  girl  of  tvvelv
e 

c„i,i.n.     „..,u    ,i.o,„.,n,„.i     „..„..ii..„,    !   1;,,.     and    the    table    is    decked    with    flowers,    sweets    and 
other  gifts,  including  a  purse  with  coin.  A  chimney 
sweep  is  ushered  in  and  enters  the  fireplace,  and 
all  leave  the  room,  but  the  girl  returns  to  give 
the    lad    some    candy;    taking    the    contents    of    her 

feature   subject,    well   dramatized,    excellent   quality 
and   detail. 
The  opening  scene  is  in  the  sleeping  compart- 

ment of  the  only  child,  a  son.  of  a  wealthy  mer- 
chant.     The    mother,    as   customarily,    plays    upon    a 

to  the   land  of  Nod. chimney  sweep  and  then  departs.     The  maid   enters, 

&Tthe,   dead "oT  night    the    child    is    stolen    and    and  J0"0,1"?,  thf  ,fmpt,y  Snr9e\.*Bh5  ?!,ves  t,he1al,arm 
brought  up  under  the  rare  of  his  captors,  and  is  the    anrt   the   llttle   fellow   ls   brought    forth    and    charge,, 

New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

with  theft.  At  this  moment  the  girl  returns  and 
vindicates  the  little  fellow.  He  is  endeared  to 
all  because  of  his  innocence,  and  despite  his  black 
face  the  little  girl  is  allowed  to  repeatedly  kiss 
him.     Length,  287  feet. 

SECRET  OF  HYPNOTISM   (Lux).— A  hypnotist   is 
making    a    demonstration    of    his    ability    to    a    largi 

recipient  of  much  abuse.  Naturally  his  environ- 
ment and  companions  lead  him  to  develop  a  career 

that  promises  to  become  more  lawless  even  than 
that  of  his  master.  One  night  lie  is  taken  out  as 
an  accomplice  and  is  assigned  to  guard  duty  while 
the  safe  of  the  wealthy  merchant  (his  father)  is 
broken    into. 

The   unfortunate    mother,    as    a   result   of    the   kid-  alI'(jien'ce  and  invites  a   number  of  spectators  to  par napping   of   her   child,    loses   her   reason,   and   despite  ticipate    as    subjects.       He     is    successfully    demo,, 
all   efforts  cannot  be  comforted.  strating    the    force   of   his   personality    in    that    nont 

This    night    she    is    induced    to    play    as    she    was  hut    such    as    he    s0    wiiis   are    abIe    to    ]lft    a    weigh1 
wont    to,    and    as    the    sweet    strains    penetrate    the  hp  nas  p]aoe(i  upon  the  table,  until  an  athlete  makes 
house    the    little    fellow    standing    on    guard    is    tin-  uis   appearance,    and   contrary   to   his    alleged    inabil 
wittingly   drawn   by   them   to  the   room   from   whence  itT    he  rajses  not  only  the  weight  but  also  the  table. 

they    emanate.      A    sound    at    the    door    betrays    his  (li"sc.iosjns  a   mon  in  hiding  under  the  table,   who  has presence    and    he    flees,    but   is   pursued   by    both    his  been  holding  the  weight  from  the  bottom. 
father  and  mother.     In   the  room  where   his  master,  Pandemonium   follows  this  exposure.      Length,    124 
the  burglar,   is  at  work,   the  latter  is  surprised   and  feet 
about   to  attack   the    father   when   the   little   fellow 
turns    his    weapon    upon    the    master    and    shoots    to  THE  POLICEMAN  AND   THE   COOK    (Ambroslo). 
till.  An  amusing   incident,   demonstrating   animal   saga 

Face    to    face    with    the    boy.    the    mother    readily  city.      The    servant    is    dusting    the    clothes    of    he, 
recognizes  him,   her  reason  is  restored,   and   a  happy  master  from   the  fire-escape  and   unfortunately   drops 
reunion    takes   place.      Length,    500   feet.  the     coat.       A     rag-picker     passing,     quickly     appro- 
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priates  the  coat.  When  the  maid  appears  on  the 
street  she  is  unable  to  find  the  garment,  and  ac- 

costs the  rag-picker,  who  denies  all  knowledge  con- 
cerning it.  She  promptly  returns  to  the  house  and 

unfastening  the  dog  starts  him  on  the  trail,  with 

the  result  that  he  traces  the  coat  to  the  rag-picker's 
bag,  which  he  grasps  and  holds  onto  with  a  fero- 

cious grip  until  officers  secure  the  man.  Lengtu, 
137  feet. 

OVERFLOWING  IN  ITALY  (Ambrosio).— This 
series  of  views  depicts  very  accurately  the  devasta- 

tion and  ruin  caused  by  the  recent  overflowing  of 
the  Po  River  at  Piacenzo.  The  entire  village  is 
inundated.  The  effective  work  of  the  soldiers  In 
saving  life  and  property  is  accurately  shown.  The 
camp  life  of  the  rescued  is  an  interesting  supple- 

ment.    Length,  494   feet. 

MAKING  OF  TOMATO  SAUCE  (Ambrosio)  .—This 
series  of  views  depicts  very  vividly  the  various 
operations  in  the  preparation  of  tomato  sauce,  show- 

ing the  vegetable  delivered  in  baskets  at  the  fac- 
tory where  it  is  prepared  and  put  into  cans  of 

various  sizes,    all   of   which   are   hermetically   sealed. 
The  series  concludes  with  a  kitchen  scene,  beau- 

tifully colored,  showing  a,  pretty  cook  preparing  the 
savory  dish  of  macaroni  and  tomato  sauce.  Length, 
390   feet. 

WAR  EPISODE  (Ambrosio). — The  village  school, 
the  schoolmaster  and  the  scholars  form  the  arena 
and  central  figures  of  this  story. 
War  has  been  declared,  and  the  teacher  has  been 

instructed  by  the  authorities  to  dismiss  the  class 
at  noon.  A  detachment  of  soldiers  arrives  and  the 
commanding  officer  visits  the  school  to  salute  his 

old  instructor.  A  pretty  damsel  bearing  the  coun- 
try's flag  visits  the  school  and  leaves  a  basket  of 

flowers  for  the  boys  to  throw  at  the  passing  soldiers. 
Before  the  close  of  school  the  teacher  gives  the 

class  the  last  writing  lesson,  the  text  of  which  Is 

"God  Save  Our  Country."  School  is  then  dls- 
dismissed  with   a   blessing.      Length,   424  feet. 

Pathe  Freres  issue: 

THE  SECRET  OF  THE  IRON  MASK.— An  eccen- 
tric sort  of  a  fellow,  who  is  prying  into  everything, 

finally  gets  into  trouble  through  his  inquisltiveness. 
He  goes  into  a  curio  shop  one  day,  and,  not  being 
satisfied  with  looking  at  a  coat  of  armor,  lie  tries 
un  the  iron  mask.  To  his  horror,  it  suddenly 
clasps,  and  thus  the  excitement  starts,  for  no  one 
has  a  key  with  which  it  can  be  opened  and  re- 

moved, lie  rushes  away  with  his  head  tightly  in- 
cased in  the  warrior's  shield  and  frightens  people 

out  of  their  wits.  He  goes  to  a  cafe  and  tries  to 
drink,  but  is  not  successful,  and  the  waiter  gets  a 
syringe  and  squirts  the  fluid  through  a  crevice  in 
the  mask.  He  goes  on  and  when  he  is  held  up  by 
two  robbers  he  is  protected  when  they  beat  him 
on  the  head,  and  soon  puts  them  to  rout.  He 

gropes  his  way  home,  and  when  he  enters  the 

apartment  he  causes  a  panic  among  the  occupants. 
A  fellow  takes  him  to  the  kitchen  and  tries  to 
saw  the  mask  off,  but  gives  it  up  as  a  bad  job. 

He  takes  the  unfortunate  to  the  police  station  and 

they  are  at  a  loss  to  know  just  what  to  do.  Then 

they  lay  him  on  the  ground  and  pound  on  the  mask 

with  he'avv  mallets,  but  this,  like  the  rest,  is  fruit- 
less. Finally  a  fellow  hits  on  a  bright  idea,  and 

places  a  stick  of  dynamite  in  one  of  the  crevices, 

lights  it  and  blows  the  thing  off.  The  happy  fellow 
is  none  the  worse  for  his  terrible  experience  and 
returns   home   a  wiser  man.     Length,   590   feet. 

PICTURESQUE  NAPLES.— This  interesting  film 

takes  us  to  sunny  Italy— to  the  city  of  Naples,  and 

so  realistic  is  the  picture  presented  that  it  would 

seem  as  if  we  were  really  wandering  through  the 

streets  of  this  picturesque  town  and  enjoying  the 

sights.  As  we  look  on,  a  beautiful  Italian  girl 

makes  her  appearance  and  goes  through  the  motions 

of  one  of  the  native  dances,  thereby  calling  forth 

our  heartiest  admiration  tor  her  grace  of  body  and 

beauty  of  face.  Wo  next  see  the  famous  Pactions 

date.'  and  though  everything  is  so  strikingly  pic- 
turesque as  we  look  around,  the  streets  seem  to 

us.  accustomed  as  we  are  to  well  laid  out  high- 

ways, terribly  narrow  and  congested,  but  the  bright 
colors  worn  by  the  people,  as  they  pass  up  and 

down,  more  than  make  up  for  any  lack  of  order 

or  system  in  the  layout  of  the  streets.  For  those 

who  have  not  been  fortunate  enough  to  see  the 

beautiful  Bay  of  Naples,  they  have  here  an  ex- 
excellent  opportunity  to  behold  It  in  nil  Us  beauty 

and  color.  The  film  ends  with  a  tarentella  exe- 

cuted by  Italian  youths  and  maidens  with  n  bcauly 

of  motion  known  only  to  this  music-loving  race. 

Length,  377  feet. 

WANTED— A  SON-IN-LAW  ON  TRIAL.  — A  young 

man  reads  an  advert Iseniont  In  a  newspaper,  stating 

that    a    wealthy    woman   desires   to  marry    her    daugh- 
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ter  to  a  man  who  is  willing  to  prove  himself  worthy 
of  such  a  match  by  showing  respect  for  the  girl's mother  and  complying  with  her  wishes  In  every  par- ticular. 

He  sees  visions  of  a  large  fortune,  so  starts  out 
to  win  the  fair  maiden,  undaunted  bv  the  thoughts 
of  an  exacting  mother-in-law.  Stopping  at  a  flower 
stand,  he  purchases  a  beautiful  bouquet,  and  saun- 

ters off  to  meet  his  fate.  Arriving  at  the  home  of 
the  girl,  he  is  shown  in  and  received  verr  gra- 

ciously by  mother  and  daughter.  He  presents  the 
young  lady  with  his  token  of  affection,  and  then 
the  old  woman  proceeds  at  once  to  test  his  qualifi- 

cations for  the  positiou  of  son-in-law.  She  gives 
him  an  apron  and  leads  him  into  the  kitchen, 

where  he  is  made  to  scour  the  kettles  and  pans'. Next  they  take  him  to  the  hall  and  compel  him  to 
take  up  the  rug  and  shake  it.  which  he  does  so 
vigorously  that  the  old  woman  is  nearly  smothered with   the  dust. 

He  is  then  shown  into  the  parlor,  and,  to  the 
accompaniment  of  the  piano  played  by  the  girl,  he 
is  compelled  to  sweep  and  polish  the  floor  under 
the  direction  of  the  old  woman.  The  latter,  satis- 

fied with  the  test,  and  finding  the  young  man  all 
that  she  desires,  decides  to  give  her  consent  to  the marriage. 

The  next  scene  shows  the  happy  couple  and  their 
guests  at  the  wedding  breakfast,  and  the  mother 
seems  the  happiest  of  the  group,  ror  she  has  at 
last  found  a  son-in-law  worthy  of  her  daughter. 
When  the  honeymoon  is  over,  however,  and  they 
are  settled  down  to  quiet  married  life,  things  take 
on  a  different  aspect,  for  the  young  man,  as  head 
of  the  house,  decides  to  assert  himself.  We  see 
him  lead  the  old  woman  very  gently  Into  the 
kitchen,  where  she  Is  made  to  wash  the  dishes  and 
clean  up  generally,  while  he  struts  around  like  a 
mighty  monarch,  and  enjoys  seeing  her  taking  a 
dose  of  her  own  medicine.     Length,   541  feet. 

IT  SMELLS  OF  SMOKE.— A  young  artist  at- 
tempts to  do  some  cooking  in  his  studio,  but  not 

being  a  very  skilled  chef,  he  lets  the  things  bum 
on  the  pan.  and  the  house  is  soon  filled  with  smoke. 
The  janitor,  thinking  that  the  place  is  on  fire, 
hastens  to  turn  in  an  alarm.  The  engines  hurry 
to  the  scene,  followed  by  a  morbid  crowd.  The 
firemen  make  their  way  up  through  the  smoke-filled 
hall  and  enter  an  apartment  where  a  couple  are 
enjoying  a  meal.  The  smoke  from  the  cooking 
causes  the  firemen  to  think  that  the  fire  is  there, 
and  they  turn  the  hose  on  the  unfortunate  pair. 
giving  them  a  good  drenching.  They  then  rush  up 
to  the  next  floor,  and  seeing  steam  issuing  from 
tlie  cracks  of  the  door,  force  their  way  into  the 
apartment  and  turn  the  water  on  a  woman  who  is 
having  her  face  steamed,  and  succeed  in  nearly 
drowning  her  and  the  horrified  maid.  Next  they 
play  the  stream  on  a  man  who  is  in  a  bathtub, 
but  he  seems  to  rather  enjoy  the  shower.  They 
then  make  their  way  into  an  apartment  where  a 
young  couple  are  trying  to  commit  suicide  by  In- 

haling charcoal  fumes.  They  turn  the  stream  into 
the  smoke-filled  room  and  give  the  lovelorn  couple 
a   drenching. 

Finally,  they  make  their  way  to  the  house  top. 
and  the  weight  of  the  crowd,  who  are  peering 
through  the  skylight,  causes  the  roof  to  cava  in, 
throwing  them  in  a  heap  on  the  floor  of  the  studio. 
The  firemen  turn  the  hose  on  them  and  the  angry 
mob  are  seen  struggling  in  a  miniature  Niagara. 
Length.    2115   feet. 

THE  UNCLE'S  FORTUNE.  — A  man  bids  his  fam- 
ily adieu  and  leaves  for  South  America,  to  take  a 

position  as  overseer  of  a  large  plantation.  We  see 
nim  arriving  at  his  destination,  where  he  is  gra- 

ciously welcomed  by  his  employer,  and  they  start 
out  together  on  a  tour  of  inspection  around  the 
vast  estate.  When  they  parr,  and  the  planter  is 
on  his  way  back  to  the  mansion,  he  is  confronted 
by  a  beggar,  who.  upon  being  refused  aid.  becomes 
Insolent,  and  thereby  so  enrages  the  old  man  that 
he  strikes  him.  The  beggar  vows  vengeance,  and 
goes  In  search  of  his  companions,  a  hard  lot  of 
pirates,  and  tells  them  of  the  treatment  he  had 
received.  They  go  in  a  body  to  the  plantation  and 
steal  silently  Into  the  mansion,  but  just  as  they 
are  about  to  assault  the  old  man.  the  new  super- 

intendent rushes  in  with  some  of  the  servauts  and 
puts  the  outlaws  to  death  and  saves  the  life  of 

the   planter. The  old  man.  too  feeble  to  withstand  the  shook, 
Is  soon  In  a  very  grave  condition,  and.  realizing 
that  he  has  only  a  short  time  to  live,  sends  for 
his  rescuer,  to  whom  he  leaves  his  vast  fortune  as 

a   mark  of  appreciation  for  his  heroic  deed. 
In  the  next  picture  we  see  the  traveler  returning 

home  a  rich  and  happy  man.  thanks  to  the  gener- 
osity of  his  grateful  employer.  During  his  absence 

one  of  his  nephews  married  well  and  Is  living  in 
good  style,  while  the  other  bo<r  still  remained  poor. 
In  order  to  test  their  affection,  he  dresses  up  In 
old  clothes  and  calls  on  them.  He  first  visits  the 

rich  nephew,  but  the  latter,  on  seeing-  the  dilapi- 
dated condition  of  his  uncle,  orders  him  out  of  his 

house.  A  warmer  welcome,  however,  nwaits  him 
nt  the  home  of  his  less  fortunate  relative,  for 

there  he  is  received  with  open  arms  and  is  cor- 
dially invited  to  share  the  scanty  meal  laid  out  on 

the  table. 
On  returning  to  the  hotel  the  uncle  summons 

both  nephews  by  messenger,  and  when  they  arrive 
he  hands  over  his  fortune  to  the  poor  but  hos- 

pitable   couple,    and    orders    the    others    out    of    the 
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place,  string  them  ■  taat«  of  the  treatment  be  re- 
celved  al   their  bands,     Length,  898  r.'ci. 
water  CURE,  v  haughty  follow  enters  a  botel 

mill  la  assigned  to  a  luxurious  room.  The  servants 
are  rery  attentive  to  him,  and  when  be  la  nicely 
aettled  lii>  seems  to  want  to  make  life  unbearable 
fur  them,  for  be  is  continually  polling  the  bell cord,  calling  them  to  wail  on  him  and  band  bim 
things  that  in-  could  easily  reach  without  the  slight- 
es1  exertion.  The  atendanta  gel  tired  >>f  this  after 
a   ahorl    time   and   row   vengeance  on   the   stranger. 
When  be  leaves  the  room  they  go  to  the  bathroom 
■nd    lake    n    portable    shower    bath    ami    ham-     It     In 
the  drapery  over  his  bed,  when  be  geta  Into  bed 
be  reaches  for  the  bell  cord,  but  instead  he  grasps 
the  rope  attached  to  the  shower.  Immediately  be 
is  in  n  heavy  downpour,  which  angers  him  not  n 
little.     Deetermlned  to  be  avenged  on  the  servants, 
he   seizes   «    K»n    and    follows    them    out    of    the   house 
and  down  the  street,  followed  by  a  curious  crowd. 
He  comes  upon  a  sprinkling  wagon  and,  at  the 
polnl    of    the    revolver,    gives    the    two    servants   a 
shown-  bath.  They  are  powerless  ami  are  seen 
sitting    In    a    tub    which    be    procured    nearby,    taking 
a    .lose   ,,f   their  own    medicine,    while    the   amused 
erowil   look   on.      Length,    .'«>:!    feet. 

HEAD  OVER  HEELS  IN  POLITICS.  In  this 
funny  picture  we  are  given  a  good  Idea  of  how 
men  Interest,', 1  In  politics  will  argue  and  forgot 
everything  nround  them  In  the  heat  of  their  dis- 

cussion, atopplng  for  nothing  In  their  vain  effort 
to  win  their  point  on  a  Subject  which  very  often 
they    know    Utile   about.      We    see    two    men    in    such 
an  argument,  and  they  really  appear  like  manikins, 
wound  op  to  go  for  eight  ilays.  They  sre  appar- 

ently oblivious  of  everyone,  ami  everything  around 
them,  anil  as  they  go  nlong  the  street  nrgulng 
away,  they  nre  knoeked  over  by  a  herd  of  cattle, 
but  still  continue  their  discussion  while  lying  on 
the  ground,  They  then  go  toward  the  river,  nnd 
are  seated  on  the  bank  when  all  at  once  they  slip 
In.  but  this  does  not  tend  to  cool  their  nrdor.  for 
they  clamber  out  nnd  go  home,  where  they  nearly 
drive  their  wives  to  distraction.  At  this  point 
the  house  entches  on  fire  nnd  everyone  flees  for 
his  life,  leaving  our  two  friends  alone  in  the 
burning  house,  where  they  sit  still  nnd  continue 
their  controversy  until  finally  the  firemen  arrive, 
nnd  carry  them  both  down  the  ladder  on  their 
bneks  nnd  sent  them  on  chnirs  on  the  lawn,  still 
arguing. 

Realizing  that  hernle  measures  must  be  tnken, 
they  turn  the  hose  on  them,  putting  nn  end  to  the 
discussion.      Length,    410    feet. 

THE  LITTLE  MAGICIAN.— When  the  vonngstor's 
dnddy  lenves  him  alone  in  the  study,  ho  finds  things 
too  quiet,  so  starts  out  looking  for  diversion.  After 
fixing  himself  up  like  n  little  man.  he  goes  down 
the  street  to  a  enfe.  where  he  enters,  nnd  soon 
lias  things  nil  bis  own  way.  He  sits  up  on  n  table 
and  lights  n  eignrette.  much  to  the  dismay  of  n 
eouple  sitting  nt  the  opposite  table.  lie  becomes 
friendly  with  them,  however,  nnd  amuses  them  by 
performing  some  wonderful  tricks  in  magic,  nnd 
soon  hns  nil  the  food  on  the  table  doing  stunts. 
A  can-opener  gets  up  and  walking  over  to  n  enn 
of  sardines  proeeeds  to  out  it  open.  A  knife  then 
cuts  the  brend  nnd  butters  it  without  the  aid  of 
human    bands. 

Next  a  nursemnid  nnd  soldier  enter  nnd  the  lit- 

tle mngieian  changes  the  beard  from  the  man's  fnee 
to  the  womnn's.  We  next  see  a  poor  pensnnt  come 
in  and  the  boy  mesmerizes  him.  and  soon  has  his 
money  jumping  out  of  his  noekets  nnd  into  his  own. 
which  performance  naturally  astonishes  nil.  Finally 
nn  old  miser  enters,  and  orders  a  drink  for  him- 

self. The  boy  throws  his  spell  over  the  decanter, 
which  moves  from  its  place  and  fills  all  the  glasses 
for  the  party,  lenving  none  for  the  old  fellow. 
The  waiter  then  presents  the  latter  with  his  bill, 
but   be   refuses   to  pay,    so   is  promptly  ejected. 
The  next  picture  shows  the  little  fellow,  ns  he 

makes  the  different  objects  on  the  counter  move 
around  ns  if  posssessed.  and  now  satisfied  with  the 
entertainment  he  has  afforded  the  crowd,  he  starts 
out.  but  as  he  reaches  the  door  he  is  met  by  his 
father,  who  takes  him  up  in  his  nrms  and  carries 
him   home.      Length.   GOC   feet. 

A  BOARDING  HOUSE  ACQUAINTANCE.— Two 
young  women,  who  were  old  acqunintances  in  a 
bonrding  house,  meet  in  n  down  town  store,  nnd 
have  a  friendly  ehat.  It  had  been  some  time  since 
these  two  friends  had  met.  for  they  hnd  married 
and  lived  in  different  sections  of  the  city.  One 
wns  now  the  wife  of  a  prosperous  business  man. 
but  the  other  hnd  married  n  burglnr,  and,  though 
appearing  to  live  a  respectable  life,  she  was  In 

renllty  her  husband's  main  accomplice  in  his  dis- 
honest calling.  As  the  women  part  the  burglar's 

wife  is  met  by  her  husband,  and  they  start  off 
together  for  their  home.  They  stop  nt  the  gro- 

cer's on  the  way,  and  while  the  man  is  tnlking 
to  the  clerk,  the  woman  slips  some  goods  into  a 
bag  under  her  overskirt.  The  same  thing  is  re- 

peated nt  the  baker's  nnd  at  the  wine  merchant's. 
So  they  arrive  home  loaded  down  with  stolen  goods 
nnd  are  prepared  to  entertnln  company  at  the  ex- 

pense  of   their  trndespeople. 
We  next  see  the  dishonest  wife  calling  on  her 

friend,  who  receives  her  most  preciously,  and  intro- 
duces her  to  her  husband.  She  does  not  remain 

long,  however,  but  when  leaving  Invites  the  couple 
to   come    and    take    luncheon    with    her.      The    next 

picture   shows   the  i   i,,,,,,    p,,,,,    „i    ,|,,.   burglar's 
1   "'       ""'I     We     sec     the     butler      (who     Is     ivnlh      II, e 
husband   in  disguise)   banding  the  Ind.i    or   the   bouse 
a    note,     which    Is    a    summons    lion,    her    iniiit.    who    Is 
dying,  to  go  to  her  Immediately  She  is  apparently 
overcome    by    the    sad    news,    nnd    excusei    beraelf, 
leaving   the  guests   to   (lnlsb    thelc     al,    promising 
to  return  soon 
she  hurries  off  with  the  butler  (her  husband), 

but   Instead  of   going   to   the  sick   aunt,    they   drive 
direct      to      Hi,,      apart  mcu<  s      of      their      unsuspecting 
friends,  and  oarrj  awaj  everything  of  ralne  they 
could  lay  their  bunds  on.  The  wife  then  hurries 
back  io  her  Mends  and  iintshes  the  meal,  but  seems 
rery  much  depressed  with  the  sad  news.  Her  guests 
soon     leave     and     when     they     arrive     home     Ihcv     are 
horrified    to   find    their  apartment    has   been   robbed. 
They    hasten    to  report    to    the   police,    ami    upon    nrrlv 
lug   nt    tiie   slut  ion   they   are  confronted   bj    nil   the 
tradespeople  who  have  been  duped  by  the  same 
pair.  They  all  go  to  the  home  of  the  thieves,  ami. 

peering  through  the  key  hole,  see  them  counting 
the  stolen  money  and  dividing  It.  The  police  batter 
down  the  door  and  take  the  pair  unawares,  and. 
after  a  desperate  resistance,  tliev  arc  both  landed 
in   jail.      Length.    628    feet. 

THE  VACUUM  CLEANER.  In  this  funny  pic- 
ture   we    see    the    vacuum    cleaner,    the    modern    dust 

eradlcator,   performing  some   very   droll   tricks.     A» 
soon  as  the  fellow  turns  on  the  air  then  the  fun 
begins.      It    Is   all    accomplished    through    some   clever 
trick    photography.     First    we    see    two    attendants 
start  out  to  do  a  cleaning  Job.  and  while  they  stop 
to  lake  sonic  refreshments,  two  men.  who  happen 
to  be  passing,  take  the  machine  and  start  down 
the  sheet  to  have  sonic  fun.  They  meet  n  woman 
With  a  dog  on  n  leash,  and  al  a  turn  of  the  wheel, 
the  dog  and  Its  mistress  are  quickly  drawn  into 
the  spout.  Next  a  nurseimi  Id  comes  sauntering 
down  the  street,  and  when  they  level  the  spout  at 
her  she  meets  the  sanie  fate.  A  girl  nnd  her  lover 
nre  the  next  to  disnppenr  off  the  fnee  of  the  earth, 
and    still    they    go    along,    looking    for    more    victims. 
Coming  to  a  hoilse.  one  of  the  men  climbs  In  a 

window,  and  wdien  the  one  onlside  turns  the  crank 
nil  the  furnishings  of  the  house  are  drawn  into  the 
machine.  A  maid  rushes  In  to  find  out  the  cause 
of  the  commotion,  but  before  she  can  look  nround, 
she  nlso  is  swnllowed  up.  As  they  move  down  the 
street  they  draw  up  two  bales  of  straw,  and  then, 
as  they  stop  in  front  of  a  meat  store,  it  is  amus- 

ing to  see  all  the  provisions  hnnping  up  and  jump- 
ing into  the  machine.  Two  policemen  now  become 

interested  In  the  pnlr.  but  pny  for  their  curiosity 
by  being  drawn   up    also. 

Tired  nnd  exhausted,  the  fellows  sit  down  to 
hnve  n  drink,  but  while  their  backs  are  turned 
some  men  steal  the  machine,  nnd  before  they  real- 

ize what  lias  happened,  they  also  go  flving  up  the 

spout.  The  end  of  this  film  shows  the  men  re- 
versing the  wheel  and  releasing  all  the  victims, 

nnd  it  is  an  amusing  sight  to  see  them  nil  come 
tumbling  out  of  the  spout  onto  the  Inwn  in  a  heap. 
Length,   303    feet. 

THE  ROAD  TO  RUIN  (Seltg).— A  picture  drama 
of  one  woman's  life.  A  great  moral  lesson  of  such 
virile  strength  and  unquestionable  truth  that  no 
young  woman  who  sees  it  can  help  but  be  the 
better    nble    to    resist    temntntion    of   n    like    nature. 

Norene  Blnck.  n  beautiful  English  girl,  has  mar- 
ried and  emigrated  to  Australia  with  her  stalwart 

husband,  and  they  nre  living  the  simple  life  in 
the  land  of  quick  fortunes  and  blasted  hopes.  He 

engnged  in  mining,  which  nt  the  time  of  our  story's 
opening,  bus  only  proved  big  in  prospect.  The  girl 
wife  has  tired  of  this  existence,  with  its  loneliness, 
hardships  and  struggle,  nnd  longs  to  return  to 
the  gny  world  she  hns  left.  We  witness  a  qunrrel 
between  husband  and  wife.  He  tries  to  pacify 
her  nnd  buoy  up  her  spirits,  with  the  nssurance 
that  he  will  yet  strike  it  rich  nnd  take  her  hack 
to  happiness,  ease  and  luxury  in  that  England  they 
both  know  and  love.  Rut  the  demon  of  unrest 

has  entered  the  young  girl's  soul.  He  no  sooner 
leaves  for  his  work  at  the  mines  than  she  deter- 

mines to  end  it  all.  She  pens  a  few  brief  lines, 
telling  him  it  will  be  useless  for  him  to  look  for 
her,  ns  she  prefers  death  to  the  loneliness  of  the 
life  she  is  leading  here.  Suicide,  however,  hns  no 
plnce  in  her  thoughts.  She  gets  together  n  few 
necessities,  and,  taking  what  money  they  have, 
makes  her  first  false  step  down  the  Road  to  Ruin 
and    desertion. 
We  next  see  her  board  the  stesmer  nt  Melbourne. 

"The  last  of  you,  Australia,  and  of  him.  I  have 
youth  and  benuty:  they  shnll  help  me  enrve  out  a 

brilliant  socinl  future  in  England."  Then  we  see 
the  steamer  in  mid-ocean,  homeward  bound.  She 
arrives,  secures  a  position  as  governess  in  the  coun- 

try house  of  a  well-to-do  English  squire.  While 
here  she  meets  a  wealthy  widower,  a  Mr.  Hamilton 
by  name,  who  fnlls  in  love  with  her,  and  six 

months  later  the  deluded  girl  marries  him.  "Who 
will  ever  know  of  my  previous  marriage?  He  is 

on  the  other  side  of  the  world."  Bigamy — and  so 
the  path  of  crime  opens  before  her.  with  its  inevit- 

able pitfalls.  Mr.  Hamilton's  son  brings  home  avlsltor. 
Norene  enters  the  brenkfnst  room.  "Wife,  let  me 
introduce  my  son's  friend  from  Australia."  She 
(urns  to  greet  the  guest  and  faces  the  husband 
she  deserted.  A  spasm  of  horror,  one  brief  moment 

of  suspense.  "Will  he  betray  me  now?"  nnd  she 
hears    as    If    In    a    dream    the    man    she    so    cruelly 

"  rouged,    saj  lug,    "Excuse    n  bul    l    bare 
  I     Mrs       II ton    tx  fori  i    .     .  n  i    pulls    her 
frlgbl   d    faculties    together      i     replies      "Wby, 

■■  '   «   each  other  h,    kast rails  "     Blie  know. 
ihe    reprieve    is   onlj    lempoi  :,,.   baa   read 
In  the  eyes  of  Ihe  no   he  h.l   i,,,|  I  I,,,  1  she    I 

ex|   t  nt   -rev  from  bim  Watching  her  oppor- 

tunity,  a   servant   is  dispatched   with   a    not,-     "Meet 
me    at     Ihe    Old    stone     well    III     the    pi.rk         I     must     see 

you   alone;   ti     let   exposure   ,■    |        pathway 
of     erlni   ice      Hodden      gives      Its      Victim      no     rest 
"".'     crl       lends     on      to     mo Hi,.  II      Is     ||„.     Inevitable 

law    laid    down    by    the    nil  wis,-    ,  i   i        Norene 
knows     Hint      the     Willi     of     that     old     well     Is     unsafe. 
ii      the    destroyer,    bus    weake   i    ihe    masonry, 

"I'll      lure     Mill      there,      and     If     Ihe     chun, '   s     In- 
shall    never    cross    nn    path    again  "      The]     meet; 
Hie     win   i     feigns     raininess.       "Wster!       Dip     my 

handkerchief  in  the  bucket  ■■    The  mini  does blow  on  tile  hen, I  with  her  beavj  riding  stock,  nnd 
ns  her  husband  turns  to  defend  himself  the  des 
penile  woman  pushes  him  with  nil  her  Strength 
against     Hie     rotten     WSll.        A     crash,     and     the     victim 

has   disappeared,      "Dead    men    tell    no   tales," 
She  flees  buck  to  her  room,  but  fate  again  turns 

the  tables  on  the  criminal,  Murk  I'lehlin''.  a  drunken 
Inn  keeper.  Is  paving  court  to  one  of  Mrs  lliunil 

ton's  maids,  and  as  be  passes,  overhears  Mrs. 
Hamilton  nnd  her  stepson's  guest  In  high  words, 
lie  COBCealS  himself  111  the  shl'ubbcrv.  wilm  . 
the  deed,  and  alive  Io  Ills  own  Interests,  secures  ;, 
bidder  and  With  the  aid  of  a  strong  rope  i 
Ihe  unconscious  man,  secretly  conveying  him  Io 

the  hospital  of  a  neighboring  town,  telling  the  an 
thorilles  thnt  the  man  Is  n  relative  of  bis  who 
lias  met  with  an  accident.  We  next  see  the  son 

and  Mr.  Hamilton's  servants  beating  the  woods 
and  searching  for  the  missing  guest,  a  few  days 
later  Mrs.  Hamilton  receives  an  unwelcome  caller. 
Fielding  confronts  her  with  the  fact  Hint  be  saw 
Hie    murder    committed,    and    demands    hush    money. 
"XuSt     ns     I     thought     I     was     free,     this    new     dS   T 
threatens."  Fielding's  visits  become  frequent.  She 
robs  her  indulgent  husband  to  meet  bis  demands. 
We  see  Fielding  visit  the  hospital  and  pay  the 
doctors  to  care  for  the  patient,  who  Is  fighllng 
for  his  life  in  the  grasp  of  brain  fever.  The 
son's  suspicions  nre  aroused  when  be  witnesses  a 
meeting  between  his  stepmother  and  the  drunken 
inn  keeper.  He  confronts  her:  "Why  do  yon  pay 
that  man  money?"  A  quarrel  ensues:  the  father 
enters.  "Husband,  be  insulted  me!"  cries  the  des- 

perate woman.  The  father  sides  with  ills  young 
wife,  nnd  the  son  is  ordered  from  the  house.  De- 

termined to  put  his  suspicions  to  the  test,  lie 

takes  up  quarters  nt  Fielding's  inn.  piles  him  with 
liquor,  hoping  to  lenrn  the  truth.  In  nn  ungunrded 
moment  Norene  lienrs.  through  her  former  mnld. 

now  Fielding's  wife,  of  this  new  dnnger.  The 
necessity  of  nnother  crime  is  again  apparent.  She 
calls  at  the  inn.  learns  the  location  of  the  step- 

son's room,  finds  Fielding  in  n  drunken  stupor,  sends 
the  wife  on  a  false  errand,  nnd  nfter  setting  fire 
to  the  building,  locks  both  men  in  nnd  mnkos 
good  her  retreat  unobserved.  The  son  awakes  in 
time  to  realize  his  dnnger.  smnshes  the  window 
of  his  room  nnd  leaps  to  safety,  but  Fielding,  in 
his  stupefied  condition,  staggers  up  the  stairs,  only 
to  fall  crushed  and  bleeding  before  the  locked  door. 

He  is  rescued,  but  only  after  being  fatally  burned 

He  tells  the  son  the  woman's  secret.  The  firsr victim  of  her  treachery,  now  convalescent,  nnd  the 
dying  man  Fielding,  are  brought  to  the  mansion. 
and  Norene's  sins  find  her  out.  An  officer  steps 
forward  to  handcuff  her  after  the  accusations,  but 
her  erlme-stained  brain  can  no  longer  bear  the 

strain,  and  she  realizes  that  she  has  indeed  reached 
the  end  of  the  Road  to  Ruin.  She  darts  up  the 

steps  of  the  magnificent  mansion  where  her  presence 

has  brought  such  shame  and  horror,  her  heart 
breaks,  and.  with  a  scream  of  ngony.  she  fnlls 
dead  in  the  arms  of  her  captors.     Length,   073   feet. 

LOVE  LAUGHS  AT  LOCKSMITHS  fVitagraplil.— 
This  love  story  of  the  eighteen  century  opens  in 
the  office  of  an  English  vintner.  The  bend  clerk 

— n  very  crabby  looking,  middle-aged  man — is  mak- 
ing up  Ills  accounts  in  a  ledger,  while  his  com- 

panion, a  youth  of  18 'or  1ft.  Is  writing  out  lnbels for  bottles.  The  clerk  falls  in  a  doze  over  his 
hooks.  The  young  man  notices  the  approach  of 

his  employer's  daughter — who,  by  the  way.  Is  his 
sweethenrt — and  the  young  people  concoct  a  scheme 
to  annoy  the  sleeping  clerk.  They  attach  a  large 
fly  to  the  end  of  a  fish  line  and  proceed  to  dangle 
it  over  the  nose  of  the  bookkeeper.  He  partially 
awakens,  and  slnps  nt  the  insect  several  times.  In 
his  efforts  to  kill  the  fly  a  bottle  of  ink  is  upset, 
nnd  that  finally  arouses  him.  He  mops  up  the 
ink.  resumes  his  work,  but  again  dozes  off.  Once 
more  the  fish  line  is  brought  out.  This  time  the 

jokers  catch  the  clerk's  wig  on  the  hook,  pulling 
it  off.  In  doing  so  the  young  mnn  overbnlanees 
himself  and  falls  to  the  floor,  nwakening  the  sleeper 
and    exposing    the    Joke. 

In  the  vintner's  parlor  the  proprietor  nnd  a 
wealthy  brewer  nre  In  earnest  conversntion.  The 
Inst  nnmed  takes  from  his  pocket  a  legal  looking 
document,  which  proves  to  he  a  mnrringe  contract 

between  the  brewer  and  the  wine  denler's  daugh- 
ter. It  Is  evidently  mutually  satisfactory.  The 

vintner  summons  his  clerk,  who  Is  dispatched  for 
the  daughter.  He  finds  her  in  company  with  the 
young  clerk  of  our  first  scene,   and  without   molest- 
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whom  h  Tn  the.  cIerk  rc'"rns  "°  llis  ma»ter.  to 
r!.  h  „  ,hVe,Us  of  the  Slrl'i  whereabouts.  The rather  is  furious,  comes  upon  the  lovers,  beats  the young  man,  and  kicks  him  out  of  the  yarn.  The daughter  is  brought  to  the  house  and  presented to  her  prospective  husband.  She  rebels  ai  the union,  and  not  yielding  to  her  father's  per- 

suasions, is  given  a  whipping  and  placed  i,  a wine  vault  on  a  bread  and  water  diet.  Her  lover in  some  manner  locates  her  prison  and  manages  to s  ip  her  a  note  of  encouragement.  Riding  his  time 
,  rniiLng-  T'\ *eeTete*  himself  In  a  barrel,  which s  rolled  into  the  vault  by  two  men.  After  thev leave  the  young  man  emerges  from  the  barrel- 
the  two  lovers  embrace  and  a  plan  for  escape  Is quickly  made.  When  the  old  clerk  comes  with 
more  bread  and  water  for  the  prisoner,  lie  is  (ripped up.  and  before  he  can  intercept  them  the  lovers escape.  They  make  their  way  to  the  yard  of  an inn.  mount  a  horse  already  saddled,  and  dash  out of  the  gate.  A  moment  later  the  father,  bis  clerk 
and  the  brewer  come  upon  the  scene.  A  coach  Is 
brought  out  and  the  three  men  start  in  pursuit of   the  eloping   couple.     Length.   552   feet. 

CAPTURED  BY  TELEPHONE    (Vltagraph).— In   a back  yard  of  a  comfortable  suburban  home  a  little boy  and  girl  are  seen  emerging  from  the  back  door 
-the  boy  has  two  empty  tin  cans  and  a  long  piece of  twine.  He  explains  to  the  little  girl  how  he can  make  a  telephone.  After  demonstrating  it  to their  entire  satisfaction,  they  enter  the  bo'ise  with 
the  improvised  telephone,  fasten  it  to  (lie  wall 
and  converse  through  it.  The  children  now  go  to the  back  yard  to  the  hen  house,  where  one  end  of 
the  telephone  is  attached  and  the  other  end  taken 
to  their  nursery.  They  speak  into  the  tin  can, 
exchange  places,  the  boy  going  to  the  nursery,  the little  girl  to  the  hennery.  The  mother  is  shown 
the  toy  telephone,  and  speaks  through  it,  as  does 
the  cook.  That  night  a  negro  burglar  is  seen 
sneaking  up  to  the  same  hen  house.  He  carries  a 
big  bag,  looks  up  with  fear  of  detection,  at  last 
breaks  the  lock  and  passes  inside.  Now  the  nursery 
is  seen  lighted  by  moonlight.  The  window  is  open, 
and  the  children's  two  cribs  are  conspicuously  in evidence.  The  mother  comes  in  and  kisses  each 
child  good-night.  A  short  time  elapses.  The  little 
boy  stirs,  rises  in  bed  and  climbs  out  in  his  pa- 

jamas. The  telephone  catches  his  eye,  and,  uncon- 
scious of  anything  being  wrong,  piaces  it  to  his 

ear.  He  starts  back  in  amazement  as  strange 
sounds  come  from  it,  the  burglar  breaking  into  the 
hen  coop.  He  calls  his  sister,  also  his  parents. 
Everyone  is  excited.  The  father  hurriedly  gets  a 
shotgun,  and  following  him,  the  other  members  re- 

pair to  the  chicken  house.  The  dog  is  just  openins 
and  the  negro  is  coming  out  with  his  bag  filled 
with  chickens.  He  is  surprised  by  the  party  and 
quickly  surrenders.  The  constable  takes  him  off 
to  Jail.  The  father  pets  his  little  boy  and  girl, 
congratulating  them  that  their  innocent  toy  was 
the  means  of  capturing  a  marauder.  Length,  360 
feet. 

THE  VIKING'S  DAUGHTER.  A  Story  of  the 
Ancient  Norsemen,  (Vltagraph)). — This  story 
of  Norway's  early  history  shows  Theekla,  the 
Viking's  daughter,  reclining  on  a  couch  in  her 
father's  castle  surrounded  by  waiting  servants,  lis- 

tening to  the  music  of  a  harpist,  who  sits  beside 
her.  The  door  is  thrown  open,  a  messenger  enters 
and  delivers  a  message,  presumably  announcing  the 
return  of  Olaf,  her  father.  The  daughter  bedecks 
herself   to   fittingly   welcome   the   returning   warrior. 

Passing  from  the  castle  to  the  beach  Mow.  Olaf 
and   his    followers   are   just   embarking.      The   Viking 
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is  dressed  In  a  costume  of  the  ancient  warrior 
wearing  armor  and  carrying  sword  and  battle-axe 
He  ascends  the  path  to  the  castle,  his  men  follow- 

ing. Between  two  of  them  walks  Alfred,  a  young Saxon  prisoner.  They  enter  the  castle,  where  Olaf 
Is  affectionately  greeted  by  his  daughter,  who  dis- 

misses the  attendants.  When  alone,  Olaf  presents 
the  daughter  with  necklace,  bracelets  and  jewels, the   spoils  of   war. 

In  the  guard  room  of  the  castle  the  captive  Is 
seated  on  a  bench,  with  soldiers  carefully  watch- 

ing him.  The  door  opens  and  Theekla  enters,  with 
a  servant,  carrying  food  and  wine.  The  famished 
man  looks  up  at  the  girl  gratefully,,  while  she 
starts  in  confusion  at  the  manly  prisoner.  Alfred 
raises  her  hand  to  his  lips  in  thanks  for  her  kind- 

ness. At  this  moment  Olaf  enters.  His  daughter 
lays  her  hand  on  his  arm,  points  to  the  prisoner, 
and  pleads  for  him.  The  father  shakes  bis  head. 
At  this  juncture  the  high  priest  of  Odim  enters, 
hands  a  parchment  to  the  Viking,  who  slowly  un- 

rolls it.  He  reads,  "Odim,  the  god  of  war.  de- 
mands a  sacrifice,  and  the  prisoner  must  be  offered 

up  to-morrow  at  sunrise."  Again  Theekla  pleads with  her  father.  who  shakes  his  head  and 
points  to  the  priest. .  He  also  is  dumb  to  her 
entreaties,  and  commands  her  to  leave  the  room. 
She  rises,  staggers  and  falls  fainting  in  her  father's arms. 

The  following  morning  a  procession  of  soldiers 
and  priests,  the  captive  walking  between  the  lat- 

ter, start  for  the  temple,  where  the  sacrifice  Is  to 
be  offered  up.  The  prisoner  is  led  to  the  altar 
and  laid  upon  it.  The  priest  takes  a  sacrificial 
knife  from  his  girdle  and  is  about  to  strike,  when 
a  messenger  In  terror  rushes  in  and  points  towards 
the  castle.  The  priests  release  Alfred  and  all  start 
in  the  direction  of  the  building.  Over  the  rocky 
path  it  can  be  seen  enveloped  in  flames  and  smoke. 
The  young  Saxon  has  outdistanced  the  others,  and 
rushes  into  the  burning  building  before  his  cap- 
turers  are  half-way  up  the  summit.  Inside  Theekla 
is  seated  on  a  couch  in  deep  dejection  as  a  maid 
rushes  Into  the  room  and  excitedly  points  to  the 
hall  whence  she  has  come.  The  young  girl  opens 
the  door,  but  Is  beaten  back  by  a  cloud  of  smoke 
and  flame.  She  sinks  on  her  knees,  raises  her 
hands  to  heaven  in  prayer,  then  falls  senseless  on 
the  couch.  Alfred  rushes  in,  seizes  the  unconscious 
girl  in  his  arms  and  plunges  out  again  through  the 
flames.  At  the  gate  he  comes  upon  Olaf  and  his 

followers,  and  places  the  daughter  in  her  father's 
arms.  She  quickly  revives,  smiles  in  her  father's face,  and  turns  to  her  rescuer,  who  reverently  kisses 
the  hand  held  out  to  him.  Again  Theekla  pleads 

with  her  parent,  who  grants  his  daughter's  wish, and  gives  a  command  to  one  of  his  soldiers,  who 
comes  forward  and  gives  a  sword  and  helmet  to 
Alfred,  hail  him  as  a  hero  and  grant  him  his  free- 

dom. Then  Olaf  takes  his  daughter  by  one  hand 
and  her  rescuer  by  the  other,  joins  their  hands 
and   raises   his  own   In   blessing.      Length,   447  feet. 
THE  FEMALE  POLITICIAN.  Mrs.  Bell  is  Nomi- 

nated for  Mayor  (Vltagraph). — In  a  cozy  little  home 
Mr.  Bell  is  seen  bedecked  with  an  apron  working 
industriously,  carrying  the  baby  on  one  arm.  while 
with  the  other  he  works  a  carpet-sweeper.  His 
wife,  a  very  attractive  young  woman,  comes  home. 
removes  her  hat  and  wraps,  which  her  husband 
very  obediently  puts  away.  A  telegram  is  received 
and  the  lady,  upon  opening  it,  reads:  "To  Mrs. 
.Ting  L.  Bell — The  convention  instructs  me  to  in- 
from  you  that  it  has  chosen  you  as  its  candidate 
for  mayor.  Mrs.  Gettem.  President."  Mrs.  Bell 
is    delighted    at    this    unexpected    honor,    while    her 
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better  half  is  correspondingly  dejected.  The  can! 
didate  puts  on  her  wraps,  kisses  hubby  good-bye 
and  sallies  forth  in  ipiesr  uf  votes.  The  first  man 
she  meets  and  asks  for  his  vote,  shakes  his  head 
"No"  several  times.  After  she  chucks  him  under 
the  chin  he  answers  in  the  affirmative.  The  lady 
meets  several  other  men.  who  promise  their  sup- 
pnrt,  each  in  turn  dragging  on  behind  the  "mayor 
to  be."  Coming  upon  some  laborers  working  in  a 
ditch,  Mrs.  Bell  asks  for  their  votes.  Each  one 
signifies  bis  willingness  to  support  her  at  $2  per 
vole.  She  motions  them  to  turn  their  heads  while 
she  takes  the  money  out  of  ber  Stocking  to  give 
them.  At  a  street  cornel  the  lady  meets  some  of 
her  own  sex.  She  kisses  eacli  one  of  them,  when 
the  women  notice  the  men  following  their  leader. 
They  each  grab  one  man  and  lead  him  away.  The 
politician  distributes  cigars  of  doubtful  quality  pro- 
miscuously,  interviews  the  newspaper  reporters,  and 
has   her  picture   taken. 

The  following  morning  Mrs.  Bell  Is  in  bed  read- 
ing a  newspaper.  In  it  Is  a  cartoon  showing  her 

as  a  uiasoulinely  inclined  female  with  her  bat  on 
the  side  of  her  head,  while  Mr.  Bell  is  pictured 
in  one  corner  as  a  puny  little  fellow  doing  the 
housework  and  minding  the  baby.  Mrs.  Bell  tears 
the  paper  up  in  disgust,  goes  to  her  desk  and 
writes.  "I  hereby  resign  my  candidacy  for  mayor. 
Mv  family  needs  my  attention.  Mrs.  Bell."  Length. 4t)2   feet. 

JOHN'S  NEW  SUIT;  or,  Why  He  Didn't  Go  to 
Church  (Vltagraph). — John,  a  mechanic,  is  finish- 

ing dressing  for  church:  has  a  loud  looking  suit 
— light  Trincc  Albert  coat,  fancy  vest,  white  spats 
and  very  high  collar.  Fully  attired.  John  enters 
the  dining  room  where  his  mother  is  serving  break- 

fast. His  wife  and  little  girl  are  already  eating. 
They  look  up  and  praise  him  for  his  fine  appear- 

ance. John  sits  down  and  reads  the  paper,  drink- 
ing liis  coffee  at  the  same  time,  with  the  result 

that  he  spills  coffee  on  his  vest  and  shirt.  His 
wife  and  mother  try  to  clean  with  towels,  but  with- 

out success,  and  John  goes  back  to  his  bed-room, 
removes  the  vest,  puts  on  a  puff  tie  to  bide  the 
soiled  shirt  and  is  ready  once  more  for  church. 
The  family  start,  when  the  mother  discovers  a 
large  grease  spot  on  her  boy's  coat.  The  wife  and 
daughter  start,  leaving  the  unfortunate  man  to 
clean  his  coat.  A  bottle  of  naphtha  is  brought,  and 
as  his  mother  commences  cleaning.  John  lights  his 
pipe  and  accidentally  drops  the  match  on  the  coat, 
starting  a  blaze  and  spoiling  his  coat.  He  rushes 
upstairs,  puts  on  another  coat  and  derby  bat  and 
again  starts  for  church.  He  rushes  out  of  the 
house,  is  running  down  the  steps  when  a  scrub' woman  throws  a  pail  of  dirty  water  on  the  new 
trousers.  The  unlucky  man  goes  back  to  his  bed- 

room, pots  on  an  old  pair  of  trousers  and  once 
more  starts.  This  time,  instead  of  rushing  out. 
John's  head  looks  cautiously  around  the  side  of 
the  door,  then  emerges  by  installments.  The  c-oast is  clear:  he  lights  his  pipe  and  runs  off.  He  Slghtf 

his  wife  and  child  ahead  and  finally  catches  '— 
with  them.  They  stand  aghast  at  his  appearay  | 
and  tell  him  to  walk  behind,  as  they  are  ashamed 
of  him.  He  explains  the  case  to  them,  and  his 
wife  insists  that  he  stop  smoking.  He  apologizes, 

puts  the  pipe  in  his  pocket  and  walks  on.  Pres- ently smoke  is  sean  issuing  from  his  coat  tail. 
Arriving  at  the  church,  people  are  entering,  his 
wife  and  daughter  leading.  John  in  the  rear  with 
the  smoke  fairly  pouring  from  his  coat.  A  little 
cirl  calls  their  attention  to  it.  John  looks  down, 
dances  wildly  around,  then  rushes  off.  pursued  by 
bis  wife  and  other  members  of  the  chruch.  He 
dashes  alons  the  street,  runs  Into  a  couple  of 
street  cleaners,  knocking  them  over.  The  pursuer? 
catch  no.  throw  pails  of  water  over  him  and  finally 
douse  him  in  a  watering  tren-h.  ne  scrambles  out 

dripping  wet.  The  street  cleaners  dump  him  Into their  cart  and  wheel  him  away.  He  eventual! 
reaches  home,  enters  wet  and  forlorn,  nis  mother 
tries  to  console  him,  but  John  wants  no  sympathy, 

lie  goes  to  his  room,  returns  dressed  in  his  ol' overalls  and  u".Vrshirt  and  throws  his  new  tor 
to  the  street  cleaners.  A  great  comedy.  Length, 

510  feet. 

IMPROVE  YOUR  LIGHT 
BY  USING  THE 

Qilles  Arc  Regulator 
Can  be  attached  to  any  light  in  five 
minutes.  Forms  the  crater  on  the 
from  of  the  carbons  and  positively 
eliminates  so-called  traveling  In- 

creases the  light  50  per  cent,  and 
slops  all  spluttering  on  alt.  Current. 
Write     for     prices    and     particulars. 

RICHARD    L.    GILLES     CO. 
ELECTRICAL  BROKERS 

HELENA  M-HNIS   WANTED  MONT. 
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One  Hundred  and  Fifty  Cities  and  Towns 

throughout  the  United  States  have   contracted  for 

CAMERAPHONE 
EXCLUSIVE  RIGHTS 

FOR  THE  NEXT  YEAR 

We  Give  Protection  We  Get  the  Money 
In  Fifty  Cities  in  Big  Theatres  it  is  now  the  Chief  Attraction 

Cameraphone 
The  only  genuine  singing  and   talking  pictures.      Not  fake  shows  with  cheap  actors 
behind   the  screen,  but  special  film  and  phonograph  records  of  special  productions. 

$100,000  Worth  of  Productions  Are  Now  on  hand 

$250,000  Will  Be  Spent  in  Productions  This  Year 

All  the  Big  Broadway  Hits  in  Song,  Sketch  and  Drama 

See  cmr  "QUO  VADIS,"  otir  "PINAFORE,"  otir  "MIKADO," 

A  continuous  reel  and  singing  performance  for  each  entire  opera 

We  Hake  Forty  Minutes  of  New  Entertainment  Weekly 

CAMERAPHONE  COMPANY 
Occupying  an  entire  Building  of  50,000  square  feet  floor  area 

THE  FINEST  MOTION  PICTURE  PLANT  IN  THE  COUNTRY 

A  corps  of  stage  directors.  Numerous  magnificent  studios.  Complete  machine  shops 

CAMERAPHONE  BUILDING 

Eleventh  Avenue  and  43d  Street  -         -  New  York  City 

Note.— WE  SELL  NOTHING.  We  supply  outfits  OPERATED  at  a  weekly 

charge.  Bookings  now  rushing  for  the  opening  of  the  season.  Don't  be 
left  behind  as  hundreds  were  by  being  late  in  making  application  last  spring. 
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Latest? Films  of  all  Makers. 
BIOGHAPH. 

The  Redman  and  the  Child   S3"  ft. 
Deceived  Slumming   Party     487  ft 

The    Black    Viper   724  ft.' 
The    Tavern-Keeper's     Daugh- 

'cr     •   410  ft. 
The  Adventures   of  a   Dollie...713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 

The   Kentucklan      757  ft' The   Stage   Rustler   G70  ft 
Adventures    of    Dollle   713  ft. 

The    Fight    for    Freedom,   729  ft' At    the    French    Ball   67(1  ft. 

At    the   Crossroads   of   Life   778  ft' Over    the    Hills    to    the    Poor- 

_.hou!*   ,   790  ft. The    Outla.v      077  ft. 
The   Man   In   the   Box   544  ft! 

The   Invisible   Fluid   CG2  ft.' EDISON. 

A  Dumb  Hero   900  ft. 
The     Face    on     the    Bar-room 

r,,Fl0"r       5.10  ft. Fly    Paper      40o  ft 
The     Little     Coxswain     of     the 

'Varsity   Eight      1040  ft. Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 

,   ln    '*?       1,000  ft. Love  Will  Find  a   Way   850  ft 
Fly    Paper       400  ft! 
nonesty  Is  the  Best  Policy   C40  ft 
The   Blue  and  the  Grey   1000  ft. 
The   Painter's   Revenge   745  ft. 
Skinny "s     Finish   605  ft. Cartons    Mr.    Curio   680  ft! 
The  Gentleman  Burglar   1000  ft! 
Bridal     Couple     Dodging     the 

Cameras      735  ft. 
Nero     and     the     Burning     of 

Rome       1050  ft. 
ESSANAY. 

The    Little    Madcap   600  ft. 
The   Tragedian   400  ft. 

Jast   Like   n    Woman   600  ft' 
I    Can't    Read    English   450  ft' The    Gentle    Sex   750  ft 

An    Animated    Doll   750  ft' 
Peck's   Bad    Boy   1000  ft. 
Don't    Pull    My    Leg   425  ft. James    Boys    In    Missouri   1000  ft. 
A    Lord   For  A    Day   889  ft. 

KALEM     COMPANY     (INC.). 
The    New    Hired    Girl     
The    Renegade      855  ft. 

Dynamite    Man        800  ft' The    Girl     Nihilist   910  ft! 

Flight  of  the   ".Tune   Bug"   525  ft 
The   Taft    Pictures   350  ft. 
Mrs.    Gunness       850  ft! 
The    Man    Hunt   820  ft! 
An    American    Soldier   835  ft. 

The    Fleet    at    'Frisco   900  ft. 
Held    by    Bandits   875  ft. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL   COMPANY. 

The    Miraculous    Flowers   307  ft. 
A    Russian    Bear    Hunt   387  ft. 
An   Embarrassing  Gift   360  ft. 
Too  Hungry   to  Eat   530  ft. 
Sensational   Duel      267  ft. 
Follow    Your    Leader    and    the 

Master   Follows    Fast   224  ft. 
Out  of   Patience   244  ft. 
Baffled    Lover      617  ft. 
The  Chronic   Life   Saver   614  ft. 
Fishing    Boats   on    the    Ocean.. 540  ft. 
An    Interesting   Conversation. .  .267  ft. 
Peasant   and   Prince   817  ft. 
The    Smuggler    Automobilist. .  .567  ft. 
The    Learned    Mr.    Cornelius. .  .604  ft. 

His  Mother's  Melody   500  ft. 
The   Tramp's  Daughter   520  ft. 
The  Killing  Remorse   444  ft. 
A  Comical  Execution   294  ft. 

The  Dear  Little   Heart   2S7  ft. 
Secret   of   Hypnotism   124  ft. 
The   Policeman   of  the   Cook...  137  ft. 
Overflowing    in    Italy   494  ft. 
Making  of  Tomato  Sauce   390  ft. 
War    Episode      424  ft. 
Off   to   Morocco   794  ft. 

A  Wolf  in   Sheep's  Clothing. .  .717  ft. 
I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand. 020  ft. 
Obeying    Her   Mother   637  ft. 
The    Torrent      170  ft. 
The  Story  of  the  King  of  Fre- 

eola        854  ft. 
Promoted   Corporal      367  ft. 
The    Saw    Mill   387  ft. 
A     Pleasant    Evening    at     the 

Theater      367  ft. 
Too    Polite       290  ft. 
The    Tyrant    Feudal    Lord   417  ft. 
A    New    Fruit   524  ft. 

Sturdy    Sailor's    Honor   704  ft. 
On    the    War    Path   417  ft. 
Physical    Phenomena      310  ft. 
Matrimonial    Stages      500  ft. 
Transformation     with     a     Hat 

Rim      117  ft. 
Venice  and  the  Lagoon   334  ft. 

Films  to  be  released  by  Klelne 
Optical  Company  week  of  July  13th- 
18th: 
Two    Little    Motorists   310  ft. 
The  Grand   Canal  in   Venice... 277  ft. 
The  Substitute  Automatic  Ser- 

vant     367  ft. 
The    Best    Remedy   347  ft. 
A    Tricky    Uncle   300  ft. 
Through    the   Ournl   Mountains. 214  ft. 
The   Two   Brothers   377  ft. 
Nice       277  ft. 
Consoling    the    Widow   234  ft. 
Good    Night   Clown    40  ft. 
Father  Is  Late!  Go  Fetch  Him. 370  ft. 
Trying   to   Get   Rid   of   a   Bad 

Dollar      527  ft. 
The  Lady  with  the  Beard;  or, 

Misfortune    to   Fortune   457  ft. 
The  Wandering  Musician   494  ft. 
nis    Girl's  Last  Wish   444  ft. 
The    Simpleton       490  ft. 
A   Walking  Tree   280  ft. 
Disappointing    Rehearsal      300  ft. 

Sammy's   Idea      327  ft. 
The   Triumph    of   Love   507  ft. 
Artificial    Brooding       337  ft. 
Posthumous  .Tealonsy     194  ft. 
Lessons    ln    .Tlu    Jitsu   304  ft. 
The   Two   Pickpockets   314  ft. 
Frightened    by   Burglars   234  ft. 
A    Poacher's  Trick   207  ft. 
The  Pastry  Cook's  Misfortune.  140  ft. 
A    Costly   Coat   434  ft. 
The    Mediterranean    Fleet   500  ft. 
Wanted:     A   Colored    Servant.. 484  ft. 
The    Troublesome    Fly   317  ft. 
A   Second-hand  Camera   600  ft. 
The   Leaking  Glue  Pot   454  ft. 
Nothing  to  Declare:  or.  Bested 

by    Custom    Officials   450  ft. 
Love    and    Hatred   710  ft. 
In    the    Riviera   157  ft. 
Views   of   New   York   160  ft. 
A   Bad   Day   200  ft. 
St.    Marc   Place   107  ft. 
Fountains    of    Rome   210  ft. 
Keenest   of    the    Two   354  ft. 
A    Love    Affair    of    the    Olden 

Days      947  ft. 
Love    and    Fortune   760  ft. 
Unrequited    Love      537  ft. 

The    Doctor's    Forgiveness   817  ft. 
They  Want  a   Divorce   444  ft. 
Revlera   1n   Motor  Car   620  ft. 
Constantinople      600  ft. 
Fox    Hunting      537  ft. 
Porcelain    Industry      500  ft. 
A   Fine   Easter   Egg   108  f.t 

Film  Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 

for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re- 
ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  ij  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 

MELrEB. 

Boston  Normal  School  rageant.975  ft. 
The    Miser   BOO  ft. 

The    Little    I'eace-Maker   120  ft. 
Pranks  with  a   Fake  Python. .  .532  ft! 
Side    Show    Wrestlers   485  ft. 
Hunting    Teddy    Bears   308  ft! 
The    Miser   nOO  ft. 
Curiosity    Punished   564   ft. 
Up-to-Date  Clothes  Cleaning.  .  .210  ft! 
Justinian's   Human   Torches   187  ft. 
A    Fake   Diamond    Swindler. ..  .586  ft. 

PATHE     FRERES. 

The  Secret  of  the  Iron  Mask.. 590  ft. 
Picturesque    Naples      377  ft. 
Wanted  —  A      Son-in-Law      on 

Trial      541  ft. 
It    Smells    of    Smoke   295  ft. 

The     Uncle's    Fortune   623  ft. 
Water    Cure      393  ft. 
Head  Over   Heels   in    Politics.  .410  ft. 
The    Little    Magician   606  ft. 

A     Boarding     House     Acquain- 
tance      623  ft. 

The  Vacuum   Cleaner   393  ft. 

King   Scatterbrain's  Troubles.  .688  ft. 
Mr.      Softhead     Has     a     Good 

Time      524  ft. 
It      Sticks      Everything — Even 

Iron      344  ft. 
Home  Work   in   China   311  ft. 
Crocodile    Turns    Thief   459  ft. 
The   Affair  of   the   Select   Ho- 

tel      420  ft. 
Cumbersome    First    Trlze   344  ft. 
Story   of   a   FIshermaiden   787  ft. 
Hard    to    Get    Arrested   492  ft. 
Living    Posters      196  ft. 
A   Bashful   Young   Man   475  ft. 
In    the    Government    Service. .  .475  ft. 
The    Father    Is    to    Blame   600  ft. 
Russian  Review  of  the  Fiftieth 

Regiment      202  ft. 
The     Poor    Officer   492  ft. 
Bothersome    Husba  nd   426  ft. 
Contagious  Nervous  Twitching. 410  ft. 
Korea       557  ft. 
Mystery    of    the    Mountains. ..  .459  ft. 
Runaway     Mother-in-Law   328  ft. 
The  Accuser     508  ft. 
Jealous    Fiance      557  ft. 
Unsuccessful     Flirts       300  ft. 
The    Perjurer       705  ft. 
Cumbersome   Baby      639  ft. 
Noisv   Neighbors      229  ft. 
Latest    Style    Airship      262  ft. 
The    Candidate      508  ft. 

Prof.   Bric-a-Brac's  Inventions. 410  ft. 
Stockholm     ..      311  ft. 
The    Blackmailer      426  ft. 
Husband    Wanted      410  ft. 
On     Bad     Terms      With     the 

Janitor      524  ft. 
The  Dreyfus  Affair   1,213  ft. 
Interrupted    Romance   410  ft. 
Busy   Fiance      80S  ft. 

ITTBIN. 

The    Woman    Who    Gambles. .  .S15  ft. 
The     White     Chief   810  ft. 
The   Fatal   Likeness   680  ft. 

The   Robbery   of   the   Citizen's Bank      680  ft. 
Captain    Molly   435  ft. 
Dr.  Curem's  Patients   475  ft. 
Battle    of    Monmouth     
Outwitted    by    His    Wife   735  ft. 
The    New    Maid   250  ft. 

The    Dynamite    Man     Two   Little   Shoes   1045  ft. 
Philadelphia,      the     Cradle     of 

Liberty      305  ft. 
Held    For    Ransom   815  ft. 

Student's   Prank,   or  a  Joke  on 
His    Parents      580  ft. 

Romance   ln   a   Gypsy  Camp... 725  ft. 

The    Old    Maid's    Parrot   250  ft. 

An  Honest  Newsboy's  Reward. 745  ft. 

Two   Little    Dogs   210  ft. 

Mepulsto's    Affinity   635  ft. 
GREAT    NORTHERN     FILM    CO. 

Texas    Tex       51a  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  u  But- 
terfly     459  ft, 

A    Chunce    Shnr   358  ft. 
Two    Gentlemen   205  ft. 
The     Will   375  ft. 
Mr.     Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The   Flight  from   the  Seraglio.  .625  ft 
Winter  Maneuvera  of  the  Nor- 

wegian   Army      113   ft. 
Sports   of   All    the    World   574  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 280  ft. 
rionor   Lost — Everything   Lost.. 669  ft. 
Dog-Training      294   fL 
A     Misalliance       760  ft. 
The     Champagne    Bottle   157  ft. 
A    Modern    Naval    Hero   713  ft. 
Ihles   and    Antonio    (Boxers) ..  .250  ft. 
Lion     Hunting       694   ft. 

SELIG  POLYSCOPE   CO. 

The    Road   to    Ruin   975  ft. 

Bobby    White   In    Wonderland.  .740  ft. 

Weary    Waggles'    Busy    Day... 220  ft. 

The    Spirit    of    '70     The    Vanishing    Tramp     
The    Fighting    Pareon     
Damon   and    Pythias     
Damon    aud    Pythias     
East     Lynne     
Not    Yet,    But    Soon     
The   Shadow   of   the    Law     
In    the    Nick    of    Time     

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Love   Laughs  at  Locksmiths. .  .552  ft. 
Captured   by  Telephone   360  ft. 

The   Viking's  Daughter   447  ft. 
The    Female    Politician   492  ft. 

Lady    Jane's    Flight   5S3  ft. 
Lcvltsky's  Insurance  Policy; 

or,  When  Thief  Meets  Thief.352  ft. 

The  Tress  Gang;  or,  A  Ro- 
mance in  the  Time  of  King 

George    III   54S  ft. 

A    Policeman's    Dream   3S7  ft. 
Stricken    Blind   426  ft. 
The    Wish    Bone   470  ft. 

The  Chieftain's  Revenge;  or,  a 
Tragedy  in  the  Highlands 
of    Scotland   415  ft. 

The  Mourners;  or,  a  Clever 
Undertaking      4S3  ft. 

John's  New  Suit;  or,  Why  He 
Didn't    Go   to   Chnrch   510  ft. 

The   Guilty   Conscience   400  ft. 
•Twixt   Love  and  Duty   620  ft. 
Get  Me  a  Stepladder   185  ft 
A    Tragedy    of    Japan   515  ft 
Mother-in-Law     and     the     Art- 

WILLIAMS.   BROWN  ft  EARLZ. 

The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft 
The    Man    and    Uls   Bottle   350  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft 
Tricky   Twins   265  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft 
Father's    Lesson   600  ft 
Hunting    Deer   839  ft 
The     Prodigal    Son   696  ft 
Catching   a    Burglar   535  ft 
Nasty  Sticky  Stuff   iOfl  ft 
Professor    Bounders'    PI1U   380  ft 
Leap   Year;  or.  She  Would  3e 

Wed       S45  ft. 
The   Interrupted   Bath   175  ft. 

The  Gambler's   Wife..      540  ft 
Doctor's     Dodge   250  ft. 
The   Great   Trunk   Mystery   502  ft 
Freddie's  Little  Love  Affair... 345  ft 
The    Mission    of    a    Flower   360  ft 

Laiy   Jlm'a    Lnck   4<a  ft 
A   Sacrifice   for  Work   340  ft. 
The    Greedy    Girl   250  ft. 
Portland    Stone    Industry   450  ft 
Tell-Tale    Cinematograph   400  ft. 

L 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order  j 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company! 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  HI. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  FranHlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa 
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Lottest   Song   Slides. 

NORTH   AMERICAN    SLIDE   CO. 

Are    You    Sincere? 
My   Heart    Beats  Alone   for  You. 
Mary   lilalne. 
Under    My    Merry    Widow    Hat. 
Rosea    Bring    Dreams    of    You. 
Open    Up    Your    Heart. 
Bwlnglng. 

ly      that     I     Know    and      Ton 
Know   Too. 

Some   Day.   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

GENRE     SONG     SLIDES. 
Mary. 
A   Tear,    a   Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell  Me. 
Art    Dreams   Never  Told. 
Dear   Lord,    Keinember  Me. 
Because    of    Yon. 
Merry    Mary,    Marry    Me. 
Sweethearts    In    neaven. 
Dear  Alabama. 
While    You    Are    Mine. 

Good-bye,   Annie   Laurie. 
Bathing. 
In  Mv   Merry  Oldsmoblle. 
Tbe    Night    Time    Is    Right    Time    to 

Spoon. 

GLOBE   SLIDES. 
Cyclone. 
Baby   Darling. 
That    Little   Sunny    Southern    Girl   of 

Mine. 
Swinging   In   the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I   Love   You   So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  Over. 
Common  Sense. 

CHICAGO   TRANSPARENCY  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little    Cozy   Fist 
Just   to   Remind  You. 
Hearts    snd    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With  You. 
Monterey. 
Last  Night. 

I'm  Jealous  of  Yon. Dear  Old   Iowa. 

GOLDTHOBPZ. 

Are  You  Sincere? 

Don't   Worry. 
Summer-Time. 
Everybody  Loves  Me  But  tbe  One  I 

Love. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some  Day. 

It's  Hard  to  Love  Somebody  Who's 
Loving  Somebody  Else. 

For  the'  Last  Time  Call  Me  Sweet- heart. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,   a   Moon,  a  Boat. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERN    BUDS   00. 

Sweet  Sixteen. 
Stop   Making   Faces   at   Me. 
3weet  Polly  Primrose. 
If  Tbey  All   Hsd  s  Heart  Like  Too. 

Gypsie   Ann. 
When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 

Leaves   Gold. 
When     You     Love     Her     and     She 

Loves  You. 

Don't  Worry. 

DE   WITT  C.    WHEELEB, 

Heart  of  My  Heart. 
The   Garden   of   Dreams 
ifter  the   Rain. 
t  I  Built  a  Nest  Will  You  Share  It 
With    Me. 

Dear  Heart. 
?rlde   of   Prairie    Mary, 
load   to  Yesterday. 
That   Might   Have   Been. 

rtat's  What   the   Daisy   Said. 
'11  Teach  You   How. 
fust    Because   It's   Yon. 
loses.    Roses    Everywhere. 
Ton    Have    Always    Been    the    Same 

Old    Pal. 
I  Sweeter  Story  Still, 
lonlta. 
rne   Town   Where   I   Was  Born, 
ire  You  Sincere? 

"here    Was   Never  a   Girl   Like   Tern. 
That  Does  It  Mean? 
lary,    My  Heather  Queen. 
Ilie  Story  the  Picture  Blocks  Told, 
fary  Blaine. 
.ove  Days. 

"ake  Me  to  the  Ball  Game, 
'ake  Your  Girl  to  the  Ball  Gams. 

Am    Afraid   to   Go   Home    In   the 
Dark. 

SCOTT   *   VAN    ALTENA. 

Tnke  a  Trip  Down   bo  r.mm   with   Me. 
When    the   Sunrise   I'ulntB   the    Ulstunt Hills   with    Row. 

That    Hammock   Is  Just  for  Two,   You 
Know. 

My   Dreamt  of  the  0.  S.  A. 
A    Man,   a   Maid,   n    Moon,   a   Boat. 

Honor  Bright,    I   Loves  Y'ou   night. Would    You    Miss    Me! 
If    Ton    Were    Mine. 

I    Always    Be    Sweet   Sixteen   to Me. 

Dixie  and   the   fiirl   I   Love. 

If   1    Should   l'all    In    Love   with    Y'ou. I    Will    Your    Answer   Be? 

Some    One    I     Know    and    Y'ou     Know To. 

There   Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  Yon. 
Somebody    I    Know    -  nd     You    Know, Too. 

When    the    Nightingale    la    Nesting. 
Sweet  Irene. 

By  the  Old  Oaken  Bucket,  Lonlse. 
It   Might   Have  Been. 
Girl   from   the  Golden  West. 
The  Corn   Is  Waving,   Annie. 
Two  Little  Baby  Shoes. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen.   My  Own. 
Are  Y'ou  Sincere? 
Don't   You    Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 

I'm    Afraid   to   Come   Home   In    the Diik. 
I    Miss    You    Like   the    Roses    Miss 

the  Rain. 

Smartv 
Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sing 

"Love     Me     and     the    World    Is 

Mine." 

When    It's    Moonlight
,    

Mary    Darl- 

inc,   'Neath  the  Old   Grape   Arbor 
Shade. 

HENRY    B.    INGRAM. 

Where  the  Catskllls  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Sun. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Hsppy. 
Mollle,  Come  Jump  on  the  Trolley. 
Among  til*  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old   Sweet  Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On  Bunker  Hill,  Where  Warren 
Fell. 

The  Holy  City. 
The  Little  Old  Red  School-house 

On  the  Hill. 
There  Stands  a  Flag,  Let  Them 

Touch  It  If  They  Dare. 

LA   PINE. 

Will  Yon  Always  Call  Me  Honey? 
I   Wish    I    Had   a   Girl. 
Maybe   I   Was  Meant   for  You,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  You. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY     SLIDE     EXCHANGE. 

Mary   Blaine. 

My  Fluft-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  You. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I    Love. 
Dear   Old  Comrade. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,    Some   Day. 
Childhood. 
Hurrah    for   Uncle   Sam. 

Billy.    Dear. 
Sweet   Rosle  May. 
When    We    Listened    to    the    Chiming 

of    the    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's   Only  Me   in   My   Nightie. 
A    Yiddish    Cowboy. 

You'll    Be   Sorry    Just   Too   Late. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 

You'll   Be  8orry  Just   Too   Late. 
Billy,   Dear. 
Childhood. 
Won't  Yon  Walt,  Nellie  Dear? 

Don'1   Brer  Leave  Mr,   D 
A    Little    Hit   o'    Sugur  Cam 
True    Heart. 
Hoses  Bring   Dreams  of  You. 

Bool     Bool     Ain't     Yon    Coming    Oat 
tO  night. Just  Someone. 

Santiago    Flynn. 

When    You    Wore   a    Pinafore. 

in  Monkey   Land. 
Dear    (U,l    Bast    Side. 
Won't    You    Be  My    Baby   Boy? 
Dear    Old   Comrade. 

Over   the   Htlla  und   Far   Away. 

You'se  just  s  little  bit  o   sugar  cane. 

EMPIRE    SLIDE    CO. 

I     Hunch    ,d Rainbow. 

\lr     Y  .ur     .  i     I'll    Tell You    Mine. 

Mainly     I 

S:iy    Not    (iood-bye. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.L.SIMPSON,  113  VV.I32  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Pineal  Made      JS  pet  Set 
All  of  the  New  Son]    Bil 

NEW  SLIDES 
This  Week  for  the  following  New  Songs: 

ROSES,  ROSES  EVERYWHERE 
A  SWEETER  STORY  STILL 

Published  by  OLIVEE  DITSON  CO.,  Boston,  Mass. 

YOU  HAVE  ALWAYS  BEEN  THE  SAME  OLD  PAL 
Published  by  WITMARK  &  SONS.  New  York  City 

JUST  BECAUSE  ITS  YOU 
Published  by  YORK  MUSIC  CO.,  New  York  City 

Sendjfor  catalogue  ofjoverl30(£lllustrated  Songs 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
THE  SLIDE  HIT  STUDIO 

I  20- I  22  W.  3  I  st  Street  -  NEW  YORK  CITY 

THE   WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPAREIL"    SONG    SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Where    the    Catskills    Lift    Their 
Summits   to   the  Sun. 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody 
Happy. 

Mollie,    Come   Jump   on   the    Trol- ley. 

Among  the  Valleys  of   New  Eng- land. 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 
Fell. 

On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The  Holy  City. 

The    Little    Old    Bed    Schoolhouss 
on  the  Hill. 

There    Stands   a   Flag,    Let   Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are Falling. 

Memories. 
Where   the   Tall  Palmettos   Grow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 

Where    Poverty's   Tears   Ebb    snd Flow. 
Sweetheart  Days. 

Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

A 

"PEERLESS" 

SONG  SLIDES 
Made  by  the  "  Peerless  "  Slide  Firm. 
Try  us  and  be  convinced. 

OUR     COMPLETE     LIST    FOR     THE    ASKING 

See  "  List  of  Latest  Songs  "  in  this  paper. 

North  American  Slide  Co. 
159  and  161  No.  8th  St.,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 
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EDISON    FILMS 
NEW  FEATURE  SUBJECT.    Ready  for  Shipment  July  29.  1908 

A    DUMB   HERO 
AN    EXCELLENT   SUBJECT    DEPICTING    CANINE    SAGACITY 

SYNOPSIS  OF  SCENES:  At    the    Cottage. — Fisherman's    wife    alone — Sines  approaches — Boy  a  hero — Kisses  jrirl — Swims  fur  help 
at  lier  work— Interrupted  by  "Idler" — He  makes  ad-  — Struggles  ashore — Staggers  for  aid. 

The    Simple    Life.— A    young    fisherman,     content  vances— Brave   woman   indignant— Dreads   a    "scene"        ••Carlo"   to  the  Rescue      Hfnthor'c  ,i»sn«ir     v»ie.h 
with    life-A    good    wif,— Winsome    little    girl-Pur-  -Warns    Idler-Husband    expected-Idler    reckless-  bors TSnsole-Bw  arrive^Off to  the  belS^Cario" sues  ins  calltag-At   peace   with   the  world.  Attempts  to  kiss-Fishermnn  returns-Caught  in  the  l!^JhtlnJa-yoT^  rZi !  . 'hlw-Bov  tMnks 

The    Darkening     Cloud.-A    blase    Idler-Surfeited  SS,~^£   vl^^^Z^nirt.  iM^Ai  ̂ ^  of     "Carlo"-Dog     understands-Takes     to    "water- 
with  pleasure-Cruising  on  his  yacht— Stops  at  fish-  Threatens   vengeance— Departs  crestfallen.  Breathless  snspense. 
erniair-      cottagt — 'Breaks      bread"— Casts     longing  A  Dastard's  Deed.— On   the  beach— Children   alone         "Carlo"    Earns   a   Medal.— In   the   nick    of    time — 
eyes  on    wife— Starts   plotting.  —Playing  in  boat — Watched  by  Idler— Awaits  chance  "Carlo"   overtakes  boat— About   to  sink — Child   over- 

a    Wor,™,,    Trio      n,     n,„    hooni.     rM,.,                    j  — Removes     oars — Bores     hole — Cuts     boat     adrift —  board — "Carlo"   saves  her — Swims  ashore — Jovful  re- 

ins     boat-Little      "irl-Bov     Wee tlieart     Fairhful  Children   unconscious   of   danger-Drift   to   sea-Idler  eeption-Searehers  return-Had  lost  hope— Boy  help. 

"Carlo"?    (big    NtwfoundiandJ-WaTch    the    tather-  **»*■  ^L^^U^TStTn^l    ^    °£    Idler'8 Romp    about— Gather   flowers   and    shells— Enjoy    life  A  Terrible  Moment.— Caught  in  the  tide— Children                                                            e 
as   children   do.  .realize    danger — No   help    near— Boat    sinking — Xight  No.   6367             Code,  Velocifere.             Length,   900  ft. 

no.6360  co.e.ve.oc^e  ̂  99S ...  Next  Subject  =  TALES  THE  SEARCHLIGHT  TOLD 
Shipment  August  5,  1908 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPE8 
UNDERWWpRS^MODEL  C  I  7K  fl fl    EDIS0N    ,MPR0VED     EXHIBITION     *  I  C  C  f]  fl 
reduces  the  flicker  50%  -       -       Q  I    iJlUU       MODEL  -(ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT)  01  JJiUU 

Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 
Approved  by   the   New   YorK   Board   of  Fire  Underwriters  and   the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 
Includes   among  other  Improvements,  a  new  Automatic  Shutter,  Improved  Lamphouse, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines.  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved    I  Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 
Take  up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection.  of  improvements. 

EDISON   MANUFACTURING   CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,     lO     Fifth    Avenue  CHICAGO,     304    Wabash     Avenue 
Office  for  United  Kingdom  :  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden.  LONDON,  N.  \V.,  ENGLAND 

Selling     Agents  : 

P.   I*.   "WATERS,   41   E.  21st  St.,  New  YorK  GEORGE    BRECK,  550-554   Grove  St..  San  Francisco,  Cal. 
Dealers    in    all    Principal    Cities. 

88888888888888888  88888888888888888  888888888888888888888888888888888 

FILM  SERVICE 
Just  a  Little  Better 

Than  the  Other  Fel- 
low   is    the    Reason 

Why  we  are  able  to  maintain  eight  offices  in  as  many  States 
and  each  one  doing  more  business  than  their  nearest  competitor 

Chicago  Film  Exchange 
All  MaRes  of  Machines  and  Supplies  in  StocK 

"Write,  Telephone  or  Telegraph  your  wants  to  the  nearest  address 
120  East  Randolph  Street    ....        CHICAGO,  ILL. 
601  Westory  Building      -  -  -  WASHINGTON,  D.C 
Railway  Exchange  Building  -  DENVER,  COL. 
Dooley  Block  S  «LT  LAKE  CIT  f,  UTAH 
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Editorial. 

Although  the  period  conceded  to  the  dull  season  in  the 
moving  picture  business  has  several  weeks  to  run,  there 
have  been  a  number  of  indications  of  an  improvement 
the  past  ten  days.  Several  of  the  manufacturers  report 
that  they  know  of  renters  who  are  already  preparing  to 

place  increased  orders  and  they  look  for  gradual  improve- 
ment toward  the  close  of  the  present  month. 

The   Sub  Renter. 

According  to  the  statements  of  members  of  the  Film 
Service  Association  the  Independents  are  not,  after  all, 
the  worst  enemy  they  must  contend  with.  It  is  claimed 

that  they  suffer  more  at  the  hands  of  the  sub-renter.  The 
Independent  can  be  located  and  competition  can  be  used 

against  him.  With  the  sub-renter  the  case  is  different. 
He  is  hard  to  locate  with  certainty  and  competition  with 
him  is  impossible.  Such,  at  all  events,  are  the  claims  of 
those  who  say  they  are  suffering  at  his  hands. 

So  far  as  they  have  been  gleaned  the  facts  appear  to 

be  as  follows :  A  wide-awake  fellow  goes  to  a  film  renter 
and  contracts  for  a  certain  number  of  reels  of  film  at  a 

lump  sum  per  week.  These  he  takes,  or  has  sent,  to  his 
territory  and  he  rents  them  out  to  exhibitors.  He  gives 
changes  of  program  and  keeps  the  reels  moving  in  a 
circuit.  If  he  is  an  exhibitor  himself  the  scheme  gives 
him  his  show  for  nothing  and  he  realizes  a  handsome 

profit  on  the  reels  he  sub-lets  or  rents. 
The  rub-renter  is  looked  upon  by  many  of  the  Associa- 

tion people  as  little,  if  any.  less  than  a  marauder.  So  far 
as  his  operations  affect  the  business  of  the  straight  renter 

it  is  not  surprising  that  such  severe  terms  should  be  ap- 
plied to  him  :  but.  as  a  matter  of  fact,  when  everything 

is  taken  into  consideration  we  hardly  think  he  is  a  plun- 
derer. It  takes  a  shrewd,  active  man  to  work  the  scheme, 

and.  after  all.  in  the  absence  of  any  breach  of  contract 
there  is  nothing  illegitimate  in  it.  Many  illustrations  can 
be  taken  to  prove  this.  For  instance:  Suppose  a  man 
hires  a  horse  for  one  week  and  no  restriction  is  made  as 

to  who  shall  use  the  animal  during  that  period,  or  as  to 
what  uses  it  shall  be  put  to.  there  is  nothing  to  prevent  the 
man  who  does  the  original  hiring  from  giving  the  use 

ot  the  horse  to  othei  people  within  the  p>   I  covered  bj 
the  original  bargain      lie  is  accountable  to  the  owner 
onlj  for  the  price  agreed  ui   and  the  return  of  the  prop 
eii\  in  good  condition.  \m  profit  be  maj  have  made 
during  the  contract  period  bj  hiring  the  horse  to  other 
parties  is  legitimately  hi-  own.  So  it  is  in  the  relation  ol 
landlord  and  tenant,  [f  a  man  rents  or  lea-  es  i  house  and 
no  provision  is  made  that  he  shall  nol  sub  let  the  whole 
or  any  part  of  the  premises  during  his  tenancj  he  is  at 

libert)    to   do   so   and    make  all    tin-   monej    h(    can. *      *      * 

It    will   thus  he  seen  that  the  sub-renter   is  not   as  black 

as  he  is  painted.     True,  he  creates  ruinous  competition 
at  the  expenst  of  the  direct  renter,  hut  if  am  hlam 
to  fall  upon  anyone  for  it,  the  original  renter  is  thi 
countable  part)  for  not  providing  that  the  reels  rented 
are  to  he  used  Onl)  1>\  the  parts  originally  securing  tluin 
and  must  not  be  sub-rented  to  anyone  else.  It  seems  that 
the  people  complaining  of  the  injustice  and  injury  done 
to  them  through  sub-renting  have  a  very  simple  remedy 
in  thus  requiring  all  their  fellow  members  to  enforce  this 

prohibitory  clause.  It- is  not  our  mission  to  say  how  such 
people  shall  conduct  their  business,  nor  to  unnecessarily 

defend  the  sub-renter ;  but  it  does  conic  within  the  prov- 
ince of  a  trade  journal  to  point  out  the  real  cause  of  a 

trade  being  so  seriously  affected  as  it  is  claimed  the  mov- 
ing picture  business  is  by  the  system  of  sub-renting.  It 

is  alleged,  and  proof  is  given  in  support  of  the  allegation, 

that  some  sub-renters  for  say  one  hundred  dollars  a  week 
get  enough  reels  to  supply  a  circuit  that  brings  to  the 

party  who  originally  secures  the  reels  between  two  hun- 
dred and  fifty  and  three  hundred  dollars  per  week.  The 

prices  secured  individually  on  the  sub-rentals  are  very 
low,  so  low  that  the  renters  cannot  meet  them  on  direct 
transactions,  but  in  the  aggregate  at  the  close  of  the  week 
the  man  who  has  engineered  the  deal  has  more  than  a 
handsome  profit. 

H=        ̂         * 

There  is  no  doubt  that  the  system  of  sub-renting  has 
been  the  means  by  which  exhibitors  have  been  able  to 

use  both  Association  and  Independent  films.  The  opera- 
tion is  explained  thus :  One  sub-renter  gets  his  stock 

from  an  Association  renter  and  another  gets  his  from 
the  Independents.  The  exhibitor  then  rents  from  both 

sub-renters.  Time  and  again  efforts  have  been  made  dur- 

ing the  past  two  or  three  months  to  fasten  upon  Associa- 
tion members  charges  of  furnishing  Association  films  to 

exhibitors  using  Independent  films,  but  in  almost  every 
case  the  efforts  failed.  The  Association  men  were  not 

dealing  with  the  exhibitor  in  question  and  did  not  know 

him,  only  in  the  list  of  exhibitors.  When  the  sub-renter 
furnishing  the  exhibitor  was  traced  and  located  it  was 

found  that  he  was  hiring  and  sub-renting  only  Associa- 
tion goods,  so  the  trail  would  lead  back  to  the  exhibitor 

and  he,  of  course,  would  very  truthfully  declare  that  the 
Association  man  was  giving  him  Independent  goods. 
This  loophole  gradually  enlarged  so  that  the  original  plan 
of  the  Association  people  to  withdraw  their  films  from 
houses  using  Independent  films  became  inoperative.  The 
Association  members  could  not  withdraw  the  films  be- 

cause they  were  not  renting  to  the  exhibitor  and  it  took 

weeks  of  investigation  to  finally  fasten  the  charge  of  sub- renting. 

When  this  was  finally  accomplished  little  more  than 

mild  protests  were  indulged  in.  It  was  more  of  a  senti- 
mental affair  than  anything  else,  some  Association  men 

claiming  that  as  the  Association  was  against  sub-renting 
no  member  should  rent  films  to  a  party  known  to  be  a 
sub-renter.     Then  followed  a  test  as  to  knowledge  that 
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a  party  renting  films  was  a  sub-renter.  In  time  this  was 
thrashed  out  and  now,  it  is  stated  by  those  in  touch  with 
existing  conditions,  the  Association  is  about  to  enforce 
a  iule  that  will  at  least  stop  the  spread  of  sub-renting. 
It  is  stated  that  many  customers  have  been  lost  through 
the  system  during  the  past  few  weeks  and  until  recently 
most  of  the  losses  have  been  attributed  erroneously  to 
the  Independents.  It  is  thought  by  many  that  the  admis- 

sion of  the  many  additional  rental  agencies  by  the  recent 
Association  convention  will  also  tend  to  diminish  sub- 

renting in  several  parts  of  the  country. 

The  Finish  of  Moses. 

A    SAD    STORY,   BUT   A   TRUE    ONE. 

The   Importance   of  Running 
a  Clean  Show, 

Although  the  Thaw-White  pictures  were  suppressed 
in  many  places  last  year,  they  are  again  being  flaunted 
by  managers  who  see  in  them  the  sensational  feature  that 
is  calculated  to  draw  a  crowd.  Down  in  Mobile,  Ala., 
they  were  suppressed  by  the  mayor  and  chief  of  police 
last  week,  and  this  week  we  see  them  as  a  headliner  in 
other  sections.  Following  in  the  wake  comes  the  usual 
complaints  to  the  press  and  action  against  the  nickel- 

odeons by  school  principals  and  others. 
When  will  the  film  renter  and  the  theater  manager 

awake  to  the  fact  that  their  trying  to  force  such  pictures 
upon  the  public  works  direct  injury  not  only  upon  them- 

selves but  upon  the  business  in  general?  It  is  not  the 
manufacturers  who  are  so  much  to  blame,  as  the  fact 
that  this  old  film  has  been  resuscitated  proves  that  the 
present  supply  of  highly  sensational  subjects  is  not  equal 
to  the  demand. 

The  exhibitors'  associations  in  all  cities,  the  renters 
and  the  manufacturers  should  unite  in  exercising  a 
wholesome  restraint  upon  a  certain  element  among  the 
exhibitors  and  managers  who  let  their  baser  instincts 
run  riot  and  use  their  theater  privilege  as  a  means  of 
pandering  to  the  lowest  strata  of  the  community. 

Ye  theater  owners  who  are  lamenting  the  falling  away 
of  patronage,  do  not  try  to  heal  the  sore  with  the  poison 
of  the  snake  that  bit  you.  Get  wise  to  the  fact  that  it 
is  the  continued  public  attacks  such  as  the  following  that 
does  more  than  anything  else  to  keep  the  public  away 
from  your  places : 

KEEP   THE   PICTURES    CLEAN. 

Evelyn  Reilly,  principal  of  one  of  the  large  schools  of  Sait 
Lake  City,  has  taken  a  stand  in  favor  of  the  censorship  of 
the  moving  pictures  to  which  all  the  children  of  that  city 
have  access.  She  says  in  a  report  on  the  subject  to  the  super- 

intendent that  the  impression  made  by  one  bad  picture  cm 
the  mind  of  a  young  child  is  deeper  than  that  made  by  six 
good  ones,  and  that  for  this  reason  the  pictures  should  be 
censored. 

There  is  food  for  reflection  here.  The  moving  picture  is 
the  great  amusement  development  of  the  day.  The  picture 
show  is  cheap,  easy  of  access  and  thoroughly  enjoyable  when 
the  pictures  are  good. 
The  manager  of  such  places  of  amusement  has  it  within 

his  power  to  do  great  good  along-  educational  lines,  or  along 
lines  of  innocent  amusement.  They  have  it  in  their  power 
also  to  do  great  harm  by  presenting  questionable  pictures  to 

the  gaze  of  children. — Salt  Lake  "Tribune.' 

A  mother  claimed  that  the  class  of  moving  picture  free 
shows  at  a  public  park  in  Omaha,  Nebr.,  was  the  direct  cause 
of  the  downfall  of  her  son  who  was  caughl    stealing. 

By  W.  S.  Bush. 

THE  MOVING  PICTURE  WORLD,  the  one  paper 
alwavs  in  the  lead  with  news,  facts,  and  information. 

Watch  the  procession  follow  and  try  to  imitate. 

CHAPTER  III.     (Concluded) 

Promptly  at  seven  the  doors  of  the  place  were  opened,  the 
electric  lights  blazed  forth,  the  box  office  was  put  in  readi- 

ness, change  was  lying  conveniently  in  the  cash  box,  Alex- 
ander assumed  an  appropriate  pose  in  the  lobby,  the  ushers 

in  brand  new  uniform  stood  at  attention — all  was  read}'  to 
receive  the  palpitating  masses.  The  theater  was  fairly  in  the 
center  of  the  city  and  hurrying  groups  passed  the  place  con- 

stantly. Neither  man  nor  woman  nor  child  passed  within 
the  blazing  portals.  Alexander  was  mentally  rehearsing  his 
lecture,  but  as  the  hour  of  eight  was  drawing  nigh  and  not 
a  human  being  inside  the  theater  except  the  ushers  and  Gold- 

stein himself,  Alexander  abandoned  his  pose  and  went  out 
on  the  sidewalk.  Still  the  people  passed  by  most  carelessly. 
What  nocturnal  duties  of  office  kept  away  the  Mayor?  Where 
were  the  Sewer  and  Water  Commissioners?  At  last  a  fire- 

man appeared  and  sadly  announced  that  he  had  been  assigned 
to  watch  the  booth  of  the  operator.  Just  as  the  musicians 
passed  into  the  orchestra  seven  people  appeared  at  once;  five 
had  passes  and  the  other  two  paid  twenty  cents  each. 

At  that  moment  hope  took  wings  out  of  C   ,   the   glare 

of  the  electric  lights  recoiled  from  the  gloom  in  Goldstein's bosom  and  Alexander  looked  like  Ajax  defying  the  lightning 
and  likewise  the  rain  without  an  umbrella.  The  "Life  of 
Moses"  indeed  went  on;  it  dragged  its  historic  length  across 
the  $35  curtain — the  special  property  of  the  Clarke-Goldstein 
production;  the  sepulchral  bass  of  Alexander  resounded 
through  an  unfilled  seating  capacity  of  1,800;  but  despair  had 
left  her  Plutonian  shore  and  sat  in  sombre  triumph  en- 

throned on  the  moist,  pale  brow  of  Goldstein.  That  night 
the  component  parts  of  the  Clarke-Goldstein  production 
sought  the  hotel,  too  full,  or  rather  too  empty,  for  utterance. 
Goldstein  just  brooded  and  brooded;  he  heard  the  call  to 
breakfast  the  next  morning  and  kept  on  brooding,  and  only 
when  Clarke  reminded  him  that  breakfast  would  be  charged 
against  him  anyway  whether  he  ate  it  or  not  did  Goldstein 
breathe  again  and  develop  a  very  respectable  appetite.  The 
first  articulate  utterance  of  Goldstein  was  a  quest  for  infor- 

mation for  the  best  and  quickest  way  of  getting  back  to 

New  York.  Like  one  of  Homer's  heroes,  rallying  quickly 
from  defeat,  Alexander  thus  addressed  the  craven  partner: 

"Joe,  why  this  despair?  After  Bull  Run — Gettysburg." This,  alas!  made  no  impression  on  Joe.  who  had  landed 
in  Ellis  Island  something  like  fortvr  years  after  Appomatox 
and  whose  activitjr  in  the  shoe  line  had  given  him  but  scant 
leisure  for  historical  studies. 

"Joe."  resumed  Alexander,  perceiving  his  mistake,  "the  fates 
were  against  us.  We  could  not  have  succeeded.  The  patrons 
of  this  theater  were  not  educated  up  to  the  life  of  Moses. 

What  do  you  suppose  was  last  week's  attraction  there?  'The 
Lady  Sports  of  the  Bowery.'  The  jump  to  the  'Life  of  Moses" was  too  much.  Let  us  avoid  the  big  cities  hereafter;  the 
people  there  are  altogether  too  sophisticated  and  unbiblical. 
Let  us  seek  out  the  plain,  simple  people,  though  they  be  rude. 
I  know  of  a  town,  but  So  miles  from  here,  where  honest 
miners  and  lumbermen  live — men  whose  souls  are  not 
cramped  by  the  mercurial  life  of  the  city;  men  whose  hearts 
are  as  open  as  their  purses.  Thither  let  us  hasten,  and  the 
mine  will  be  deserted,  the  camp  will  be  empty,  when  they 

hear  of  the  Clarke-Goldstein  production  of  the  "Life  of 

Moses." 

The  soul  of  Goldstein  still  drooped,  but  he  yielded  to  per- 
suasion and  to  circumstances — both  Alexander  and  the  opera- 

tor had  cast-iron  contracts  for  a  month  and  a  lien  on  the  film 
and  the  machine.  When,  early  next  morning,  a  miserable 

train,  consisting  of  one  and  one-half  passenger  and  one-half 
freight  car.  started  on  its  way  beside  the  muddy,  yellow 
Potomac,  the  "Life  of  Moses"  and  the  entire  force  of  the 
Clarke-Goldstein  production  were  among  its  precious  bur- 

dens. The  scenery  after  historic  Harper's  Ferry  was  by  no 
means  enchanting  and  consisted  exclusively  of  endless  stumps 
in  irregular  succession,  of  dead,  diseased  and  mutilated  trees. 
It  reminded  the  classical  Alexander  of  the  entrance  to 

Dante's  Inferno,  though  he  said  nothing  about  it  to  Joe.  The 
train  showed  no  eagerness  to  break  any  speed  records,  but 

almost  in  spite  of  itself  it  arrived  in  Davids,  their  destination, 
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at  last.  Just  as  the  train  arrival  in  David s,  where  fii  the 

following  day  the  "Life  of  Moses"  was  to  set  things  afire, 
the  daily  newspaper  of  the  town  was  offered  for  sale  at  the 
depot,  and  Goldstein  quicklj  bought  a  copy.  II  is  eye  fell 
upon  the  weather  news,  which  in  that  section  of  the  country 
was  on<  of  the  and  sometimes  the  only  sensation  of  the  day. 

anil  tin-  was  the  flaring  headline:  "Fair  to  day,  easterlj  winds, 
heavy  frost  to-morrow  night."  M  Goldstein  had  been  a 
Shakespearian  scholar,  which  he  most  assuredly  was  not,  he 

would  have  cried  out.  "Oh,  my  prophetic  soul'"  The  three 
members  of  the  troupe  sought  humble  lodgings,  found  them, 
and  then  waited  for  the  event  of  the  coming  day.  The 

"op'ry"  house  of  Davids  was  by  no  means  elegant  and  offered 
but  very  few  point-  to  the  student  of  architectural  beauties, 
but  its  seating  capacity  was  large.  The  day  passed,  the  \\  in 
ter  sun  seemed  glad  to  withdraw  front  Davids,  and  to  borrow 

the  elegant  language  of  Alexander's  lecture  —  night  spread  her gable  mantle  over  the  earth,  anil  as  the  lighting  system  of 
Davids  was  of  but  recent  institution,  the  city  was  left  in 
muddy  darkness.  Goldstein,  the  operator  and  Alexander  at 

last  found  the  "op'ry"  house.  Its  interior  was  brilliantly 
lighted,  but  absolutely  empty.  It  remained  so  during-  the 
entire  performance,  but  for  one  man.  who  entered  the  house 
shortly  after  Alexander  began  his  lecture.  lie  sat  motion- 

less throughout  the  performance.  The  poor  man  was  stone 
olind  and  stone  deaf,  but  assured  both  Goldstein  and  Clarke 

that  he  had  enjoyed  the  performance  very  much.  He  turned 
out  to  be  part  owner  of  the  .theater.  Goldstein  after  the  per- 

formance exhibited  that  horrible  gayety  sometimes  observ- 
able in  the  last  minutes  of  the  condemned  before  execution. 

"Veil,"  he  said  to  Alexander,  "what  shall  I  do  mit  the  'Life 
ot  Moses'?" 

bly  did  Alexander  stand  his  ground. 

"Joe,"  said  he,  "the  miners  and  lumbermen,  however  simple- 
hearted  they  may  be.  are  not  religious  enough.  Let  us  go 
into  a  religious  community,  Joe.  A  community,  Joe,  where 
they  sell  no  liquor,  where  they  have  either  local  option  or 

prohibition.  I  have  a  date  we  can  fill  there,  Joe,  'way  down 
in  Virginia,  where  they  never  saw  the  'Life  of  Moses'  before 
ind  where  the  owner  of  the  'op'ry'  house  is  the  Mayor  of 
the  town.     It  is  only  175  miles  away  from  here." 
Involuntarily  Joe  pulled  out  his  mileage  book  and  gazed 

at  it  with  sincerest  sadness.  Thrice  he  counted  the  strip  and 

then  groaned,  "Let  us  go." 
They  went,  and  waited  in  the  historic  old  Virginia  town 

three  days  to  make  a  last  rally  with  the  "Life  of  Moses." 
Every  minister  and  priest  had  been  invited,  likewise  the 
faculty  of  the  local  college  and  every  other  person  of  prom- 

nence.  The  "Life  of  Moses"  here  was  to  be  presented  in  an 
Did  armory  left  over  from  ante-bellum  days.  It  was  now 
ised  as  a  skating  rink.  When  the  train  had  pulled  into  the 
depot  of  the  poor  old  poverty-stricken  Southern  town  it  was 
remarked  by  the  observant  operator  that  about  two  dozen 
yellow  dogs  with  sadly  drooping  tails  had  evidently  awaited 
he  coming  of  the  train,  and  when  a  tender-hearted  old  lady, 
noved  to  pity  by  the  sight  of  the  almost  protruding  ribs 
}f  the  unhappy  animals,  had  cast  the  remnants  of  a  pie  and 
sandwich  among  them  they  had  fought  for  the  morsels  like 
Siberian  wolves  for  a  dead  horse  in  midwinter.  Scare  and 

'shoo''  them  as  they  would,  the  dogs  followed  Alexander ind  Goldstein  with  persistent  familiarity  from  the  depot  to 
he  shack  known  as  the  Belvidere  Hotel.  There  or  near 
here  the  dogs  remained,  and  no  amount  of  brutality  could 
rheck  their  affectionate  demonstrations  every  time  Goldstein 
)r  Clarke  left  the  hotel. 

The  fatal  night,  when  the  "Life  of  Moses"  was  to  be  put 
Ml  its  last  trial,  had  arrived.  For  three  days  the  weather  had 
>een  perfect,  but  about  five  in  the  afternoon  a  sharp,  heavy 

•ain  began  to  come  down.  It  kept  on  steadily  all  evening, 
ind  when  the  rink  was  opened  the  streets  were  deserted. 
The  dropping  rain  sounded  dismally  in  the  interior  of  the 

■ink,  as  it  pattered  heavily  against  the  shaky  old  rafters. 
r^ate.  however,  had  decreed  that  the  "Life  of  Moses,"  before 
t  went  out  altogether,  should  have  at  least  one  fitful,  dying 
licker.  To  the  astonishment  of  Goldstein,  something  like 

wo  dozen  people  came  into  the  rink  shortly  after  8  o'clock. 
There  was   a   faint   flutter  of  hope   in  hearts  almost   doomed 
0  despair.     Every  man  and  woman,  boy  and  girl  had  brought 
1  pair  of  skates  along  and  in  a  minute  or  two  the  skating 
vas  in  full  blast.  Presently  the  plot  thickened.  The  curtain 

or  the  "Life  of  Moses"  was  spread.  The  skating  went  on. 
The  operator  flashed  the  signals.  The  skaters  paid  no  atten- 
ion.  Alexander  and  Goldstein  immediately  went  to  the  man- 
iger  and  indignantly  demanded  that  the  skating  cease  in- 
tanter.  Was  it  to  be  imagined  that  Alexander  would  deliver 
lis  lecture  while  people  were  skating  around  the  rink?     How 

could  they   possibly   understand   him       The   managei 
suggested   that    the    "Life   of    Moses"   tal  course,    while 
the  natives  skated.  The  offended  Alexander  raged  in  vain 
The  manager  of  the  rink  explained,  with  brutal  candor,  that 
the  skating  and  the  "I  ife  ol  Moses"  had  been  adverti  ed  to 
gether  and   would   have   to   go  on   together. 

"Do    \<>u   think,"   he   added,   to   clinch    the   argument,   the 
of  Moses'  would  have  brought  a  soul  hen    to-night  in 

this  rain?     Don't   fool  yourselves     The  folks  down  hen 
skating  crazy  just  now  and  that  is  the  attraction 

Sure    enough,    the    program    was    carried    out,    skating. 
tuie,  pictures,  all  in  one  grand,  wild  jumble  of  pleasui 
ever  humiliating   it    may   have   been   tO  the   pride  of  tin     ' 
Goldstein    production    to   sbarc   honors   with  a  skating    pro 
gram,  the   financial   result    was  the  most   flattering  up   to  date 
The  share  of  the   partners  was  $4.35. 

As  the  little  band  gathered  on  the  next  morning  in  the 
cheap  Greek  restaurant  of  the  city,  the  contracts  of  the 
operator  and  of  Alexander  were  just  about  to  expire.  As 
Goldstein  handed  over  the  last  wages,  he  cried  out  in  ag 

"Shentlemens,  we  are  disbanded;  we  are  disbanded  right 

now." 

There  is  little  more  to  be  told.  Alexander  is  back  in  the 

unromantic  but  safe  boarding-house,  sure  of  his  three  meals 
per  day  and  waiting  for  his  next  annual  idea.  Goldstein  has 
gone  back  to  selling  sinus  and  is  anxious  to  find  a  buyer  for 

his  machine  and  the  "Life  of  Moses."  The  operator  has  been 
laughing  ever  since. 

How  the  Vogue  of  the  Motion 
Picture  May  be  Preserved. 

By  Hans  Leigh. 

The  question,  "Is  the  moving  picture  business  on  the 
decline?"  is  very  much  to  the  front  just  now,  and  many- 
opinions  are  being  expressed  on  both  sides. 

Not  many  months  ago  I  expressed  the  belief  that  the  busi- 
ness as  exemplified  in  the  theatorium  would  soon  show  a 

falling  off  unless  a  good  deal  of  improvement  was  manifested 
by  the  manufacturers;  and  so  eminent  a  gentleman  as  Mr. 
J.  B.  Clark,  president  of  the  F.  S.  A.,  occupied  two  pages  of 
your  space  to  show  that  there  was  no  cause  for  complaint 
and  that  the  business  was  in  a  most  hopeful  condition. 

In  a  later  issue  of  the  World  I  notice  an  article  to  the 
effect  that  a  number  of  theatorium  managers  who  have  re- 

cently failed  in  business  attribute  their  ruin  to  the  poor  qual- 
ity of  the  pictures  sent  them  by  renters. 

Editorially  you  express  disbelief  of  this,  and  attribute  their 
failure 

1.  To  careless  management. 
2.  To  unwise  choice  of  pictures. 
3.  To  lack  of  accessories. 
And  you  urge  the  proprietors  to  strengthen  their  picture 

shows  by  adding  better  singers,  lecturettes,  props  and  what not. 

Now,  these  accessories  are  either  necessary  or  unneces- sary. 

If  the  former,  it  is  idle  to  advise  them.  If  the  latter,  it 
means  that  the  pictures  are  not  strong  enough  to  draw  by 
themselves,  and  must  be  reinforced  by  other  attractions. 
Why  is  that  the  case?  A  year  or  two  ago  no  accessories 

were  needed.  The  pictures  drew  by  themselves.  Why  do 
they  not  draw  so  well  now?  Is  it  because  they  are  not  so 
good  in  1908  as  they  were  in  1907?  Obviously,  no.  The 
pictures  are  just  as  good. 

There  is,  then,  but  one  other  answer,  and  that  is  that  the 
public  is  less  interested  than  they  were  when  the  unsupported 
pictures  commanded  their  patronage. 

Now,  if  they'  are  less  interested  in  1908  than  they  were  in 
1907,  it  is  a  logical  conclusion  that  they  will  be  still  less 
interested  a  year  from  now  than  they  are  at  present;  and 
so  on  until  the  moving  picture  is  about  as  popular  as  the 
bicycle — unless  the  manufacturers  do  something  to  brace  up 
the  quality  of  their  work,  and  this  improvement  must  be 
dramatic  as  well  as  photographic. 

It  is  useless  to  advise  the  exhibitor,  as  you  do,  to  make 

a  "better  selection"  of  pictures.  The  exhibitor  has  practicallv 
no  choice.  He  must  take  what  the  renter  gives  him,  and  the 
renter  must  take  whatever  the  manufacturer  chooses  to  push 

on  him.  The  question  of  the  exhibitor's  success  is  "up  to'' the  manufacturer,  and  no  number  of  denials  will  weaken  that 
undeniable  fact. 

I    write    all    this    feelingly,    because    my    own    business    has 
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shown  a  decline  in  gross  volume  of  from  33  to  50  per  cent... 
and  my  profits  have  declined  more  than  75  per  cent. 
And  yet,  I  have  done  all  the  things  which  you  suggest  as 

cures  for  a  failing  business. 
To    begin   with,    the    decorations    of   my    theatorium   were 

designed  by  a  decorative  artist,  and  while  I  have  seen  more 
ornate  interiors,  I  have  never  seen  a  prettier  one. 
My  place  is  always  clean. 
When  the  paint  soils  it  is  repainted,  and  this  occurs  three 

or  four  times  a  year,  inside  and  out. 
It  is  brilliantly  lighted  outside  and  in. 
Intermissions  rarely  exceed  five  minutes,  and  we  start  our 

shows  on  time  even  if  we  have  but  one  child  for  an  audience. 
Our   programs   are   advertised   freely   both    by   display   and 

reader  "ads." 
Our  pictures  are  the  best  obtainable.  They  cost  me  $35  a 

week,  and  are  better  than  those  for  which  I  recently  paid 
$40  a  week.  In  many  cases  I  have  pictures  on  my  screen 
before  they  appear  in  the  film  review  of  the  Moving  Picture 
World. 

My  machine  is  a  Power's  No.  5,  cared  for  as  though  it  were a  watch.  I  have  a  direct  current  of  no  volts  and  a  first-class 
light. 
When  the  pictures  are  not  very  obvious,  my  singer  reads 

an  explanatory  article  for  each,  and  if  the  house  is  crowded, 
I  "spiel"  a  lecture  while  the  picture  runs. 
The  picture  is  accompanied  by  "effects,"  or  what  you  call 

"props" — not  only  the  every-day  kinds,  but  many  effects which  we  have  improvised  ourselves. 
Between  the  acts  I  have  a  Victor  talking  machine,  price 

$120,  which  plays  band  and  orchestra  music,  and  vaudeville 
sketches.  For  some  time  I  gave  my  audiences  red  seal  rec- 

ords at  from  $3  to  $5  each,  but  they  did  not  appreciate  them. 
My  pianist  is  capable  and  industrious  and  my  singer  far 

above  the  average.  In  fact,  I  have  never  heard  as  good  a 
singer  in  a  theatorium.  He  is  a  singer  of  light  opera  by 
.profession  and  has  a  fine,  vibrant  baritone. 

In  front  I  have  an  Edison  Triumph  phonograph,  kept  in 
good  condition,  with  a  change  of  records  every  20  minutes. 

In  harmony  with  the  house,  our  audiences  are  politely  made 
to  keep  order.  Crushing  is  not  allowed.  Patrons  must  take 
their  hats  off,  smoking  is  not  permitted,  and  drunkards  are 
put  down  with  a  strong  hand.  I  have  had  five  ruffians  fined 
Or  imprisoned,  and  our  place  has  the  reputation  of  being  the 
"best"  in  town.  I  forgot  to  say  that  it  is  well  ventilated  by 
two  exhaust  fans  and  is  heated  in  Winter  by  a  hot-water 
plant. 

To-day  we  are  giving  a  better  show  than  ever  before.  We 
are  always  trying  to  do  better,  but  business  is  getting  worse. 
Why  is  this?  Simply  because  the  manufacturers  are  not 

putting  brains  into  their  work.  They  have  hitherto  lived, 

and  the  exhibitors  have  lived,  on  the  "vogue"  of  the  moving 
picture.  Now  the  vogue  is  beginning  to  decline,  and  the 
pictures  have  not  the  real  merit  which  can  alone  secure 
permanency. 

It  is  idle  to  compare  the  moving  picture  with  the  drama. 
A  machine  can  never  compete  on  even  terms  with  actors  of 
flesh  and  blood. 

But  the  handicap  under  which  the  moving  picture  lies  is 
reduced  by  the  lowness  of  the  price,  and  it  might  be  still 
further  reduced  if  the  picture  dramas  were  thoroughly  well 
constructed,  well  acted,  and  well  photographed. 

But  they  are  not.  A  really  strong  film — "a  top-liner,"  a 
"drawing  card" — is  a  rarity.  Four  out  of  every  five  films 
should  never  be  allowed  to  see  the  inside  of  a  theatorium. 
They  are  weak,  poorly  acted,  badly  photographed  and  often 
injurious  to  public  morals. 

That  the  vogue  of  the  moving  picture  is  on  the  decline  is 
proved  by  the  way  exhibitors  are  reaching  out  for  vaudeville, 
lecturettes,  props — anything  and  everything  which  may  pos- 

sibly bolster  up  a  failing  business. 
Now  the  only  thing  that  can  save  the  business  is  better 

pictures  and  more  of  them. 
And  the  sooner  the  manufacturers  realize  this  the  better 

for  themselves  and  the  trade  at  large. 

Your    publication    is    a   very    important    factor    in    the   moving 
picture  business.  AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE. 

640  Wabash  Bldg.,  Pittsburg,  Pa. 

success. 
We   favor  your  wonderful  paper.     Wishing  you   every 

SOUTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE, 
146-148  W.  5th  street,  Cincinnati,  O. 

Painesville,  O. — The  Bijou  Theater  of  this  city  is  being  re- 
modeled and  will  soon  be  opened  again  for  business. 

Pawnee  City,  Nebr. — The  Powers  Electric  Theater  was 
opened  in  the  Horton  Block  last  week. 

Sioux  Falls,  S.  D. — Dreamland  is  a  new  show  in  town  which 
is  owned  by  J.  V.  Brison. 

Humboldt,  Kans. — A  moving  picture  show  has  been  in- 
stalled in  the  old  Germania  Hall  by  Robert  Pearson  &  Co. 

York  City,  Pa. — L.  E.  Miller  is  putting  up  a  moving  picture 
show  on  Baltimore  street. 

Lancaster,  O. — A  new  vaudeville  theater  on  South  Broad- 
way will  be  opened  as  soon  as  the  seats  are  installed.  Messrs. 

Updyke  and  Gardner  are  the  managers  of  the  theater. 

Anaconda,  Mont. — The  Lyric  Theater,  a  new  picture  show 

house,  opened  its  doors  to  the  public,  on  X'orth  Main  street, near  the  Daly  Bank. 

Colorado  Springs,  Colo. — The  Opera  House  has  opened  for 
the  Summer.  They  will  exhibit  singing  and  talking  pictures 
as  shown  by  the  marvelous  Cameraphone. 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich. — M.  Content.  477  South  Division 
street,  has  been  granted  a  license  to  operate  a  moving  pic- 

ture  theater. 

Sioux  Falls,  S.  D. — The  Electric  Theater  has  opened  its 
doors  to  the  public,  and  will  show  refined  vaudeville,  motion 
pictures  and  illustrated  songs. 

Hartford,  Wis. — The  Empire  Electric  Theater  opened  a  few 
days  ago  with  a  satisfactorv  attendance.  The  manager  is 
well  pleased  with  the  outlook. 

Champaign.  111. — John  Mitchell,  of  Danville,  has  rented  th< 
vacant  room  in  the  Trades  Palace  Building,  fronting  on  Saga 
mon  avenue,  and  has  prepared  it  for  a  nickelodeon. 

Plymouth,  Mass. — On  the  first  of  August  a  new  movim 
picture  theater  was  opened  to  the  public  in  the  Memoria 
Building.     Messrs.  Moning  &  Connors  are  the  managers. 

Canastota,  N.  Y. — The  Mystic  Theater  is  to  be  reopenec 
under  the  proprietorship  of  the  Rochester  Amusement  Com 

pany. 
Wheeling,  W.  Va. — Mont  Taylor  has  returned  to  his  forme 

vocation,  as  news  agent  on  the  B.  &  O..  having  sold  his  pic 
ture  business  to  Alfred  Tomlison  and  Will  Siverts. 

Springfield,  111.,  will  have  another  moving  picture  theate 
added  to  its  already  long  list,  which  will  occupy  a  room  01 
Fifth  street,  between  Monroe  and  Adams. 

Amboy,  111. — A  moving  picture  .theater  will  be  opened  ii 

Amboy,  'on  East  avenue.  Messrs.  J.  A.  King  and  C.  0 Schaeffer  are  the  managers. 

Norfolk,  Va.— Henry  V.  Vail,  formerly  of  the  Lyceun 
Amusement  Co..  has  gone  into  bankruptcy.  Among  the  cred 
itors  are  Miles  Bros.T  of  New  York   City. 

Marysville,  Cal. — The  Grand.  Gem.  Criterion  and  Dream 
land  were  closed  temporarily  by  the  authorities  until  the 
complied  with  the  requirements  of  the  theater  ordinance. 

Topeka,  Kans.,  is  having  a  "blue"  Sunday  revival.  Al theaters  and  even  cigar  stores  and  ice  cream  saloons  ar 
closed  tight  on  that  day. 

Norfolk,  Va. — The  Royal  Theater,  a  new  moving  pictur 
show  on  Granbv  street,  near  College  place,  under  the  direc 

tion  of  C.  St.  John  Howard,  has  opened  its  doors  to  th 

public. Franklin,  Pa.— A  one-story  structure  will  be  built  by  Samue 

Steinfield,  and  will  contain  two  store  rooms  and  a  vaudevill 
theater.  The  theater  will  be  fireproof  and  managed  by  BroWi| 
&  Dion,  of  Kane.     The  -eating  capacity  will  be  500. 
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Portland,  Me.- J.  \Y.  Greeley,  manager  of  Dreamland,  a moving  picture  theater  at  the  corner  of  Oak  and  Congress streets,  announces  that  he  is  to  build  a  new  theater  on  the 
site,  with  a  seating  capacity  oi   1,000. 

Portland,    Me.     Emil    Gerstle,    manager    of    the    Congress 
Moving    Picture   Theater,   situated   at    the   corner   of   Temple 
and    Congress    streets,   announced    that    the    theater    will    be 

ed   until   September    1,   while   carpenters   arc    remodeling 
the  interior  of  the  building. 

Trenton,  N.  J.-   The   Star  Theater  is  up-to-date   (in   some 
respects).     Ice  cream  is  being  given  tree  to  the  patrons,  but 
the    pictures   are   of    the    Thaw-White    tragedy.      Something 

mere  tempting  than  ice  cream  would  be  needed  to  per- 
suade some  people   to  sit  out  this  shown. 

Chicago,  111. — The  Lyceum  is  a  new  10-cent  theater  opened 
at  the  corner  of  Cottage  Grove  avenue  and  Thirty-ninth 
street  by  Messrs.  Jones,  Linick  &  Schaefer.  The  same  firm 
1-  building  the  Crystal  Vaudeville  Theater  at  North  and 
\\  ashington  avenues. 

(  (kmulgee,  Okla.,  July  23.— H.  E.  P.  Stanford,  candidate 
for  Republican  nomination  in  the  Third  Congressional  Dis- 

trict,  has  adopted  a  novel   method  of  campaigning.     He   has 
leased   a   moving  picture  machine,  which   is  used   at  intermis- 

sions in  his  speech  to  draw  the  crowd. 

New  York  City. — Deputy  Commissioner  Cozier,  of  the  De- 
partment of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity,  will  here- 

after pass  on  the  competency  of  operators  of  moving  picture 
machines.  He  was  requested  to  undertake  this  work  by 
officials  of  the  Fire  Department,  who  regard  the  safe  opera- 

tion of  the  machines  a  dependent  largely  on  the  ability  of 

the  operators.  Hereafter  Mr.  Cozier"s  assistants  will  examine all  who  ask  for  certificates. 

Pine  Bluff,  Ark. — Manager  Haney  of  the  Theatorium  says 
that  he  has  now  one  of  the  coolest  places  in  town.  The 
warm  weather  had  a  tendency  to  cut  down  the  attendance, 
but  the  hall  is  now  well  supplied  with  electric  fans  and  he 
reports  a  full  house  at  each  performance.  His  amusement 
place  was  opened  Decmber  27,  and  with  the  exception  of 
Sundays  it  has  never  closed  its  doors.  With  the  increased 
attendance  Mr.  Haney  announces  that  lie  will  have  a  com- 

plete change  of  moving  pictures  daily  and  that  he  will  cling 

to  his  motto,  "B.  P.  O.  E." — best  pictures  on  earth. 

The  managers  of  the  Santa-Fe  Railroad  have  secured  from 
the  Indians  the  exclusive  photographic  privilege  for  making 
moving  pictures  of  the  Indian  corn  dance  festivals  of  the 
natives  of  Santo  Domingo.  The  films  will  be  made  by  a 
Chicago  firm  and  the  railroad  will  use  them  for  advertising 
purposes. 

SHOW   TICKETS   FOR  DOGS. 

Tarrytown,  X.  Y.,  July  30. — Pound  Master  William  Martin 
has  put  this  advertisement  in  the  Tarrytown  News: 

DOGS  WANTED.— To  any  boy  who  will  bring 
me  a  dog  I  will  give  him  six  tickets  for  the  moving 
picture  show  that  will  give  him  an  opportunity  to 
enjoy  himself  every  night  in  the  week. 

WILLIAM  MARTIN.  Pound  Master. 
Martin   gets   $1.25   from  the   village   for  each   dog  he   kills, 

and  as  the  tickets  cost  him  only  25  cents  he  expects  to  cash 
,$1  on  each  dog  and  make  $25  a  day. 

The  boys  are  now  searching  the  village  for  dogs,  and  they 
say  when  the  supply  in  Tarrytown  runs  short  they  will  go 
to  other  villages  and  ring  them  in.  The  moving  picture  man 
is  also  happy. 

DAKOTA    SECRETARY    OF    STATE    WEDS    NICKEL- 
ODEON  PIANIST. 

Bismarck.  N.  D..  July  26  (Special). — Alfred  Blaisdell.  Sec- 
retary of  State  of  North  Dakota,  renewed  a  boyhood  love 

when  he  strolled  into  a  5-cent  theater  at  Minot,  N.  D.,  and 
there  met  Miss  Grace  Emmons,  the  pianist,  whom  he  had 
known  as  a  girl  in  Minnesota.  The  meeting  resulted  in  their 
marriage  here  yesterday. 

Miss  Emmons  is  the  daughter  of  G.  H.  Emmons,  post- 
master at  Emmons.  Minn.  Mr.  Blaisdell  was  born  at  Fair- 

mont, only  a  short  distance  from  Emmons.  They  were 
sweethearts  as  children  and  had  not  see  each  other  for  many 
year-  when  their  chance  meeting  occurred. 

Miss  Emmons  became  a  professional  musician  and  obtained 
a  position  at  Minot,  N.  D. 

SHOWMAN    FINED    ONE    THOUSAND    DOLLARS. 
Little    K-.k.    v  i  displaying  a   lithogi  tph    1 

a    Newport,   I\\  ,  '"in   hi   10,111   ,,1    his  moving    pit  ture hou  1     ,i   Ninth  and    W.  h  streets,  W.  V.  Hi 
man  From  Pittsburg,  I'..  .  was  fined  $1,000  and  comn jail  in  default  "i   bond 

Hettegei    was  found  guilty  by  Judge  Sandei  iting 
liu    statutes  covering  "obscenity."     The  objei  tionab graph   pictured  a   negro   minstrel    cakewalking    with    a    mow 
girl,    which.    11    was    proved    in    court,    represented 
woman,     The  prosecution  introduced  several  prominem 
/ens  as  witnesses.      The   minimum   tine   for  the  .  ffi 
Eietteger  will  appeal. 

CLEVELAND      (O.)      TO      ENFORCE     LAWS      REGU- 
LATING   SHOWS. 

With    tlu-    question    of    revoking    the    license    -1    Thomas Wathey,  manager  of  the   Eureka  picture  show,   717  Sup- 
avenue,  N.  E.,  will  bc.yin  the  enforcement  of  the  moving  pic- 

ture show  ordinance  and  a  crusade   which    Building   [nspi 
W.   S.   Lougee  is  to  wage  against  any  shows   which  do  not 
comply  with  the  law. 
Wathey  is  charged  by  Mr.  Lougee  with  allowing  Joseph 

Brown,  twelve  years  old,  to  operate  the  picture  machine. 
The  city  law,  which  became  effective  April  15.  provides  that 
only  license  operators  more  than  eighteen  years  old  may  run the  machines. 

"This  is  only  the  first  case,"  said  Building  Inspector  Lougee yesterday  after  his  officers  had  reported  to  him  concerning 
the  case.  "We  will  follow  it  up,  and  will  see  that  any  per- sons, no  matter  who  they  be,  who  violate  the  law  are  pun- 

ished. We  intend  to  keep  the  shows  inside  of  the  law  if 
we.  have  to  arrest  every  picture  show  proprietor  in  Cleveland. 
The  fire  marshals  reported  this  case  to  me." 

Fire  Marshal  Neiswinter,  in  whose  district  the  Eureka 
show  is  located,  said  that  he  had  found  the  twelve-year-old 
boy  operating  the  machine.  He  declared  that  he  had  warned 
the  proprietor  of  the  show,  but  that  the  violation  continued. 

TALKING  PICTURES  SEEM  TO   BE  POPULAR. 

Pueblo,  Col. — The  Cameraphone  is  a  hit  at  the  Grand  Opera House. 

Los  Angeles,  Cal. — The  Chronophone  has  been  installed  as 
a  permanent  feature  in  a  theater  named  for  itself. 

Helena,  Mont. — A  legal  fight  is  on  between  the  Western 
Film  Exchange  and  the  Cameraphone  Company  of  New  York 
over  territorial  rights. 
Columbus,  Ga. — The  Cameraphone  is  proving  a  success  at the  Elite. 

Youngstown,  O. — The  Cameraphone  is  drawing  large 
crowds  to  the  Grand. 

Baltimore,  Md. — The  Holliday  Street  Theater  is  continu- 
ing its  successful  exhibitions  of  the  Cameraphone. 

Houston,  Tex. — The  Synchroscope,  the  latest  talking  mov- 
ing picture  machine,  is  being  hailed  as  the  "eighth  wonder 

of  the  world"  at  the  Superba  on  403  Main  street. 
Marion,  O. — Talking  moving  pictures  with  vaudeville  com- 

prise a  good  show  at  the  Grand  Opera  House. 

THE   ACTOLOGUE. 

An  experiment  is  an  experiment  only;  chance  may  make 
it  a  "fad."  The  virtue  of  a  fad  is  more  to  the  credit  of  ex- 

periment than  it  is  to  the  honor  of  the  fancy,  yet  when  ex- 
periments become  fads,  success  must  surely  follow. 

The  "Actologue"  is  an  experiment  that  has  become  a  fad, 
yet  a  worthy  fad  and  one  that  the  public  appreciates  as  a 
valuable  adjunct  to  numerous  hitherto  either  misunderstood 
or  not  understood  subjects  that  are  beautiful  and  interesting 
yet  not  comprehended  stories. 

With  the  appearance  of  the  "Actologue"  new  interest  is 
lent  to  the  subjects,  and  the  effect,  in  "toto,"  is  to  present  a 
drama  in  tabloid  form.  A  drama  presented  by  capable  actors, 
with  every  detail  beautifully  worked  out,  every  effect  added 
and  played  in  a  creditable  manner  throughout. 

The  ten  companies  already  out  are  meeting  with  unparal- 
leled success  among  the  best  audiences  possible,  and  The 

National  Film  Company  have  reason  to  congratulate  them- 
selves on  the  rapid  strides  they  are  making. 

Why  not   send   your  Subscription   now? 
Six  Months,  $1.00;    One  Year,  $2.00. 
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NEWSPAPER    COMMENTS    ON    FILM    SUBJECTS. 

"King  Scatterbrains'  Troubles"  is  a  film  which  generates great  laughter. 

"The  Great  Northwest"  is  a  film  subject  of  an  educational nature. 

"The  Tale  of  a  Hat"  has  numerous  hearty  laughs,  and  many a  man  could  recall  many  similar  episodes  in  his  youthful  days. 
"The  Boston  Tea  Party"  is  an  exciting  historical  film. 
"Mystery  of  the  Mountains"  is  an  excellent  dramatic  film 

picture. 
"Around  New  York"  is  an  exceptionally  good  subject. 
"The  Swiss  Alps"  is  a  picture  of  travel,  and  is  also  of  great instructive  benefit. 

"The  Multnomah  Falls"  is  a  beautiful  picture  of  natural scenery  in  Oregon. 

"Sleeping  Beauty  and  Prince  Charming"  is  a  subject  or" fairy  tale  fame. 

"Troublesome  Husband"  is  a  new  production  in  comical motion  pictures. 

"The  Poor  Officer"  is  a  neat  little  love  story  taken  from life  in  an  army  corps. 

"In  the  Hands  of  the  Enemy"  is  a  film  story  of  the  dark 
days  of  the  Civil  War,  and  is  very  interesting. 

"French  Dairy  Farm"  is  a  good  entertaining  and  educa- tional subject. 

"Cast  Off  by  His  Dad"  is  a  subject  to  sit  and  laugh  at. 
"The  Drunken  Mattress"  is  a  subject  that  amuses  both 

young  and  old. 

"The  Third  Degree"  is  well  exemplified  in  this  picture. 
"Winter  Sports"  is  an  interesting  subject  showing  some very  fine  scenes. 

"Modern  Hercules"  is  a  comical  subject,  full  of  excitement. 
"Home  Life  in  China"  is  a  film  showing  many  of  the  occu- 

pations carried  on  by  these  people. 

THE   GILLES  ARC   REGULATOR. 

This  is  a  new  device  which  will  be  noticed  in  our  adver- 
tising pages,  and  according  to  the  testimony  of  a  reader  who 

has  had  one  in  use  for  two  months,  it  gives  perfect  satisfac- 
tion. It  is  designed  principally  for  alternating  current,  as  it 

eliminates  the  sputtering  of  the  arc  and  holds  it  in  a  fixed 
place  in  front  of  the  carbons  next  to  the  condensors  and 
forming  the  crater  there,  thereby  giving  the  greatest  possible 
amount  of  light.  It  burns  the  carbons  perfectly  even  and 
causes  them  to  burn  a  little  faster  in  the  front  than  in  the 
back,  thereby  giving  a  light  that  is  free  from  shadows  and 
perfectly  steady.  The  regulator  is  connected  in  series  with 
the  lamp  and  does  not  use  any  extra  current  to  operate,  and 
is  designed  to  carry  a  current  of  50  amperes.  The  regulator 
is  guaranteed  for  one  year,  and  any  part  proving  defective 
will  be  replaced  free  of  charge.  Operators  who  are  having 
trouble  with  their  arc  should  write  to  the  Richard  L.  Gilles 
Company,  Electrical  Brokers,  Helena,  Mont. 

CHASING   THE    "VILLAIN." 
There  is  an  amusing  story  going  the  rounds  of  the  press  of 

the  making  of  the  film  showing  a  young  lady  escaping  from 
a  house  where  she  had  been  held  a  prisoner  by  an  admirer. 
A  young  fellow  was  coming  up  the  street  in  his  auto  when 
he  suddenly  heard  a  woman  cry  for  help  and  turning  around 
saw  a  young  lady  running  toward  him.  He  stopped  and  she 
jumped  in  with  him  and  begged  him  to  save  her  from  the 
villains.  He  started  his  auto  at  a  fast  rate,  when  the  pur- 

suers secured  another  one  and  started  in  pursuit.  The  faster 
the  man  with  the  maiden  went  the  faster  the  others  followed. 
Soon  several  shots  were  fired  at  the  two  in  the  lead.  The 
chase  kept  up  for  a  number  of  miles,  when  she  asked  him 
to  stop  the  machine.  He  finally  did  so  and  was  surprised  to 
see  the  young  lady  get  out  and  get  in  the  other  machine  and 
with  a  "thank  you"  to  the  rescuer  rode  away.  When  he  found 
out  that  they  had  simply  used  him  to  help  make  a  picture  film 
he  was  indignant  and  threatened  suit  if  the  film  was  used. 
Whether  the  case  ever  was  brought  or  not.  the  film  was  used 
and  proved  one  of  the  most  popular  ones  ever  shown. 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving  Picture  "World  —  the 
representative   trade   newspaper. 

NORDISK  FILMS  AT  THE  INTERNATIONAL   EXPO- 
SITION. 

The  above  illustration  shows  a  corner  of  the  International 
Cinematographic  Exposition  at  Hamburg.  Germany,  and  the 
booth  of  the  Great  Northern  Film  Co.  As  stated  in  a  pre- 

vious number,  the  Great  Northern  Film  Co.  (Xordisk  Films"! received  the  gold  medal  at  this  exposition. 

RAISING  THE  WIND  IN  NEW  BEDFORD,  MASS. 

Moving  pictures  which  moved  so  rapidly  that  patrons  of  the 
show  could  not  see  them,  and  a  picture  operator  who  added 
to  the  realism  by  moving  hurriedly  out  of  town,  formed  an 
entertainment  which  interested  but  did  not  delight  hundreds 
of  Portuguese  residents  of  this  city. 
The  sight  of  hundreds  of  people  about  the  vicinity  of  the 

entrance  to  Odd  Fellows'  Hall  attracted  attention  and  inquiry revealed  that  most  of  the  members  of  the  gatherinar  were  40 
cents  apiece  short  on  account  of  an  exhibition  which  they 
expected  to  see  in  the  hall,  but  for  which  the  hall  had  not 
been  engaged,  in  spite  of  a  ticket  sale  and  advertisements  in 
Saturday's  papers. 
The  deus  ex  machina  was  Joseph  Morris,  late  of  this  city, 

present  residence  unknown  but  the  object  of  earnest  inquiry. 
For  three  or  four  weeks  past.  Mr.  Morris  has  been  selling 
tickets,  at  40  cents  a  head,  for  an  exhibition  of  moving 
pict-ures.  comprising  a  collection  of  views  of  Portugal 
and  the  islands.  lie  found  a  lively  interest  in  this  show, 
and  the  tickets  sold  rapidly.  A  newspaper  advertise- 

ment announced  "Devine  Moving  Pictures,  April  5th  and 
6th."  The  promoter  paid  for  his  advertisement,  paid  the 
Portuguese  job  printer  who  printed  his  tickets  and  pro- 

grammes, and  everything  seemed  correct  until  a  clothing 
dealer  who  had  been  furnishing  Morris  with  goods  on  credit 
grew  suspicious  of  him,  and  communicated  his  suspicions  to 
the    police. 

Inspector  Gendron  was  sent  up  to  Odd  Fellows'  Hall,  and on  interviewing  the  janitor,  learned  that  the  hall  had  not 
been  engaged  for  any  picture  exhibit.  Then  Inspector  Sylvia 
was  sent  i"  Morris'  residence  on  South  Orchard  street,  only 
to  find  that  Morris,  his  wife  and  three  children,  all  arrayed 
in  new  Spring  garments,  bought  on  the  dollar-down  plan  and 
si  ill  unpaid  for.  had  made  their  departure  without  leaving 

word  of  their  next  -topping  place.     On  Morris'  door  were  the 
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messages  ol  several  credit  firms,  one  with  reference  to  a 
gold  watch,  another  to  gold  eyeglasses  and  another  bearing 
upon  $31   worth  of  clothes. 

Morris  lias  lived  here  for  over  \z  years,  bul  was  not  known 
to  have  worked  of  late,  with  the  exception  of  his 
quick  project.  A  tew  years  ago  he  attempted  to  start  in  the 
moving  picture  business  with  a  little  Edison  machine,  and 
advertised  exhibitions  in  two  halls,  but  was  unable  to  make 

the  machine  work.  On  this  occasion  Ik-  acted  with  perfect 
honesty,    refunding    the    money    to    all    who    had    purchased 

In  his  latest  venture,  it  is  estimated  by  the  printer  who  pro- 
I  the  tickets,  that   Morris  cleaned  up  between  $400  and 

He  had  1,364  tickets  printed,  but  the  printer  sold  some 
y<\   them   for  him,  and   still   has  the   money  to  return   to  the 
purchasers. 

li  \Kl>  LUCK  STORY  OF    \  REPORTER  WHO  WANTED 
TO   CHEER    UP,    BUT    HAD   ONLY    \    CAR    ru/kl   l 

\\P   FIVE   CEN  IS. 

The   other  day   a    reporter  had    faithfully   covered   lus   assign- 

ments, but    for  him   there  had   been   "nothing  doing."     Further 
more,  in  his  desperation  he  had  even  traveled  out  to  the  old  Ex- 

tion  grounds.     What  he  saw  there,  however,  did  not  add  to 
rheerfulness.     Buildings,  once  the  scene  of  many  glories  and 

pleasures,   now    going  to   rack   and   ruin.     The  grounds,   once  so 
beautifully    ami    artistically    laid   out.   now    a   broom    grass    field. 
Where  all   had   been  life — the  very   air  laden  with   music  -there 

•  stillness.    The  once  famous  Midway  a  ploughed  field! 
Being,    however,    still   the   happy   possessor  of   five   cents — and 

11  the  very  eve  of  pay  day.  too — he  braced  himself  up  and  upon 
1    entering   the    city    stopped    at    one   of   the   moving   picture 
S  on  King  street. 

The  music  hall  was  all  right  and  he  felt  a  little  more  cheerful 
Women,  attractive  and  otherwise,  girls,  attractive  and  more  so, 
were  there  in  full  force.  Just  in  front  of  him  were  two  vacant 
seats.  A  few  minutes  later,  however,  they  were  occupied  by 
two  young  ladies — one  a  blonde,  the  other  a  brunette.  They 
were  both  handsome,  the  brunette  especially  so,  and  both  stylishly 
dressed.  The  blonde  appeared  happy  and  inclined  to  talk ;  the 
brunette  thoughtful  and   reserved. 
The  show  began  and  the  pictures  thrown  upon  the  canvas 

were  amusing.  Then  came  the  last — pictures  beautifully  colored 
and  illustrative  of  suburban  life — the  devotion  of  a  boy  and  girl ; 
the  growth  of  their  affections;  their  separation;  his  return  after 
many  years,  no  longer  a  youth :  his  efforts  to  find  the  girl  of 
his  younger  days,  only  to  find  her  grave,  at  which  he  is  seen  to 
kneel.  Throughout  it  all  a  song  is  sung,  sweet  and  pathetic,  and 
the  words  of  which  the  pictures  were  illustrations. 

At  the  conclusion  there  was  applause  and  the  hall  was  again 
brilliantly  illuminated.  The  two  figures  were  still  in  the  front  of 
the  reporter.  Both  were  quiet.  The  blonde  was  looking  straight 

in  front  of  her ;  the  brunette's  head  was  resting  on  her  left  arm. 
The  blonde  said  something.  Sut  there  was  no  response.  Then 
turning,  she  touched  the  brunette,  who  looked  up.  Then  the 
blonde  broke  out  in  a  laugh  and  said : 

"Why — von  babv!" 

-Why?"' 
"You've  been  crying." 
"I-t-'s  n-o-t  s-o." 
But  her  face  was  turned  away  from  her  companion — a  handker- 

chief went  up  and  there  was  silence.  The  reporter  went  out. 
borrowed  fifteen  cents  from  a  policeman,  disappeared  through 
the  doorway  of  a  building  across  the  street,  only  to  emerge  a 
few  minutes  later  with  a  cheerful  smile  upon  his  face  and  in  a 
more  cheerful  frame  of  mind. 

WONDERS   OF  THE   CINEMATOGRAPH. 

The  cinematograph  is  about  to  come  into  our  daily  life.  Tt 
has  hitherto  been  used  to  amuse  us.  but  in  the  very  near  future 
it  will  be  pressed  into  service  for  our  instruction.  Mr.  Martin 
Duncan,  a  prominent  cinematographer  of  London,  for  example, 
stated  a  few  days  ago  that  before  long  it  might  be  possible  to 
secure  animated  pictures  showing  the  changes  undergone  by  the 
parasites  in   malarial   fever,   says   a  writer  in   the   London  Mail 

It  is  a  part  of  Paris  nowadays,  the  cinematograph  entertain- 
ment. In  a  gaily  decorated  theater,  for  one  or  two  francs,  it 

is  possible  to  obtain  a  reserved  seat  for  a  performance  which 
lasts  for  perhaps  three-quarters  of  an  hour  or  an  hour,  and  a 
string  orchestra  accompanies  the  living  pictures  with  appro- 

priate music.  These  "theaters"  are  immensely  popular  all  over 
the  Continent,  and  draw  a  full  house  at  almost  every  perform- 

ance. They  are  at  present  largely  in  the  hands  of  the  Pathc 
Company. 

\\  i.Nhl  I 

One  cannot    help    wondering    when   wil         ay,  .1   trip   to 
the  moon  01  a  div<   into  fairyland,  how  such  photograph    can  be 
obtained       \    sudden    explosion,   an   abrupt    changi    of     cene,   .< 

'  111. 1111  e    «  liu'li    "ii<     would    think    abflohltl  1 
on    tin    stage    these    at        ubjects    which    are    presented    to    us 

But  for  tlv   product!   i    in  li  film  .  which  are  t«  i  h 

nicallj   known  as  "trick    films,  not  only  is  a  special  thi 
quired,  but   a   set   oi    actors,  highly  trained,  and   all   expert 

work,  i-  also  emp  \   new    theater   foi    the  produc 
iion  ol  tograph  films  is  shortly  to  bi  n  I  ondon 
the  top  oi  ...   larg<    building,  so  that  as  much  lighl   will  be  avail 
able  as  possible,  and  a  perfect  galaxy  of  furnitun 
equipment!  oi  all  !  inds  will  be  necessary  to  assi  i  tin   performers 
to  make  a  life  like  repn   entation  of  imaginary  but  thrilling 
delightful   incidents      It   must   not    be   thought   thai    the   pii 
which  an    shown  u    ol  life  on  a  cattlt    ranch,  events  of  di 
lands,  ami  so  forth,  an    mere  delusions.     The  wonderful  an 
"i   the  en1  is  only    resorted   to   in   th< 
i   luction    "i    pur;  ;inary    or    fantastical    pieces.      Enor 
ill.. lis   expenditure   is    necessary   to   obtain   many   of  the   animated 
pictures  which  give  us  such  instructive  ideas  of  what  goes  on  in 

lands,  and   the  nun   who  secure  them   an    □   
standin  .:-     ible  ability. 

Photographs  ok  Bird  Life. 

Marvelous   photographs   have  been  taken  of  bird   life,   when  the 
operator  has  had  to  conceal  his  apparatus  most  ingeniously   from 
the  birds,  .md  animated  pictures  have  been  obtained-  only  after 
infinite   patience   and    the   employment    of   noiseless   machim 
oi  the  mother  bird  feeding  her  young  in  the  nest,  and  of  similar 
and   equally    fascinating    subjects,   all    of    which    it    would    be    mi 
possible   to   observe    in    ordinary   circumstances.      Pond    life    has 
been   cinematographed   by   means   of  special   micro-photographic 
apparatus,  and  even  the  movements  of  bacteria— the  smallest  or 
ganisms  known  to  the  scientist — recorded. 

As  regards  the  rapidity  with  which  daily  events  can  be  pin. to 
graphed,  and  shown  within  an  hour  or  two  to  the  general  pub- 

lic, the  following  account  of  the  arrangements  made  for  the 
Grand  National  1907  Race  will  suffice  to  give  some  idea:  Six 
taking  machines  were  at  work  on  different  joints  of  the  race- 

course, and  a  special  van  was  in  readiness  for  the  films  to  be 
developed  while  en  route  for  London.  The  moment  the  race 
was  over  the  train  started,  and  while  running  full  speed  home- 

ward the  operators  were  hard  at  work  developing.  Indeed,  not 
only  were  the  films  developed,  but  they  were  washed  and  dried 
on  a  special  mechanical  drum.  On  arrival,  a  motor  car  in  wait- 

ing carried  the  film  quickly  to  the  printing  establishment,  where 
five  hundred  and  twenty  feet  of  it  was  printed  on  to  the  posi- 

tive film.  As  soon  as  this  was  dried  it  was  rushed  off  to  the 
Alhambra,  Empire  and  Oxford  Theaters  and  shown  to  an  almost 
incredulous  audience.  When  the  final  cup  tie  was  played  at  the 
Crystal  Palace  a  motor  car  drove  the  film  to  London,  and  within 
three   hours   a  cinematograph   display  of  the  match   was  given. 

Remarkable  Celerity. 

The  royal  wedding  which  took  place  recently  at  Wood  Norton 
was  another  occasion  on  which  remarkable  celerity  was  dis- 

played by  the  energetic  cinematographers.  The  Bourbon  bride- 
groom and  the  procession — a  view  of  which  will  be  of  permanent 

interest  owing  to  the  number  of  crowned  heads  which  were  pres- 
ent— were  photographed  with  apparatus  which  had  been  perfectly 

adjusted  beforehand.  The  moment  the  necessary  photographs 
were  secured  the  films  were  rushed  through  at  breakneck  speed, 
and,  as  is  well  known,  the  wedding  ceremony  was  shown  to  Lon- 

doners on  the  evening  of  the  same  day. 
Yet   another   innovation   was   introduced   a   few    days   ago     the 

application  of  cinematography  to  medical  science.     A  display   of 
the  characteristic  movements  of  patients   suffering  from   various 
forms    of   paralysis,    brain    diseases,    blood    poisoning,    etc.,    was 
given    before    a    distinguished    gathering   of   medical    men    in    the 
west  of    England,  and    later  on  some  animated  photographs   of 
an   actual   operation   were  shown.     The  latter  were  prepared    in 
France,  owing  to  the  prejudice  which  exists  at  present  in  I 
Britain  in  the  matter.     It  has  been  unanimously  agreed  that  the 
cinematograph    will    almost    immediately   be    adapted    to    mi 
and  surgical  teaching,  as  when  once  a  film  has  been  obtain. 
the   eye  or   limb  movements   of   some   interesting  case,   a   perma- 

nent  record   of  it   results,   which   will   obviously   serve   the   same 
purpose  to  the  demonstrator  as  a  living  example. 

Already  the  educational  authorities  have  the  matter  of  using 
the  cinematograph  in  general  education,  under  consideration,  and 
that  they  will  utilize  it  before  very  long  in  the  teaching  of 
natural  history  is  not   for  a  moment  to  be  doubted. 
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The 
Motiograph 
THE  LATEST       THE  BEST 

Motion 
Picture 

Machines 
New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built   and   especially   adapted   for   the 
heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outfiit, 
Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons, 
Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 
progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 

Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 
ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL      MFG.     CO. 

83-91  W.  Randolph  Street,  Chicago 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 

ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving 

Picture  Theatres 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write    for  our   Special    Prices   on    our   New   Films 
and    Feature    Productions 

PASTOR   SAYS    FIVE-CENT    SHOWS    ARE    SCHOOLS 
FOR  CRIMINALS. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — In  a  sermon  on  "The  Evil  City"  the 
Rev.  Milton  Tweedle,  pastor  of  the  Calvary  Evangelical 
Church,  1417  Columbia  avenue,  declared  that  Mayor  Reyburn, 
as  head  of  the  present  city  administration,  is  responsible  for 
immoral  pictures  that  are  being  shown  daily  in  the  cheap 
five-cent  theaters. 

"I  do  not  see  how  the  Mayor  of  our  city  and  the  other 
authorities,  who  are  supposed'  to  look  after  the  welfare  of our  youth,  can  allow  vile  pictures  to  be  spread  on  canvases 

in  the  cheap  five-cent  shows,"  he  said.  "These  picture  shows 
become  schools  for  degenerates  and  criminals,  and  by  sanc- 

tioning them  the  Mayor  and  all  the  others  merely  forward 

vice  in  our  midst." Further,  he  urged  his  congregation  to  get  up  a  petition 
against  these  shows  and  present  it  to  Mayor  Reyburn.  The 
Rev.  Mr.  Tweedle  added  that  he  had  made  a  personal  inves- 

tigation of  conditions  and  was  ready  to  back  all  his  allega- 
tions. 

[The  reverend  critic  must  have  only  visited  a  few  places 
which  are  running  old  junk  which  ought  to  have  been  cre- 

mated long  ago.  No  films  of  recent  manufacture  can  be  classed 
as  "vile." — Ed.] 

THE   CULT    OF   THE   MOTION   PICTURE   SHOW. 

Most  Popular  of  Public  Entertainments. 

From  the  rock-ribbed  coasts  of  Maine  to  the  sunny  slopes 
of  California;  from  the  Great  Lakes  on  the  north  to  the — 
well,  in  short,  all  over  the  country — Brooklyn  included,  man- 

kind's chief  form  of  amusement  is  rapidly  becoming  the  mov- 
ing picture  show. 

You  can  scarcely  turn  yourself  about  in  this  city  (Brook- 
lyn) without  stumbling  on  a  theater  devoted  to  this  sort  of 

entertainment.  It  may  be  in  the  rear  of  an  ice-cream  saloon, 
or  it  may  be  one  of  the  big  theaters,  but  wherever  it  is.  you 
may  be  sure  that  it  will  always  be  crowded  with  men,  women 
and  children. 

Strange  as  it  may  seem  to  the  observer  who  glances  only 
at  the  face  of  things,  the  audiences  are  made  up  largely  of 
men — not  of  men  who  are  out  of  work  and  have  nothing 
better  to  do,  but  substantial  business  men.  who  find  relief  in 
the  coolness  of  the  theater  and  the  humor  of  the  pictures 
which  are  thrown  upon  the  screen. 

There  is.  indeed,  a  sense  of  relief  from  the  care  of  the 
world  in  a  moving  picture  show,  where  it  is  cool  and  where 
the  bright  light  of  the  sun  does  not  permeate,  if  it  is  day.  and 
where  the  subdued  gleam  from  the  electric  bulbs  cast  a  calm 
over  the  scene,  broken  only  by  the  music  of  the  piano  and 
the  soft  rattle  of  the  moving  picture  machine.  Of  course,  in 
very  many  cases,  the  piano  music  is  extremely  indifferent,  and 
often  it  might  be  better  for  all  if  it  were  dispensed  with. 
Some  of  the  more  ambitious  shows  have  "vaudeville"  acts 

sandwiched  in  between  the  pictures.  These  "acts"  are  either of  the  monologue  or  the  song  variety.  To  be  exactly  correct, 
the  applause  which  they  receive  from  the  audiences  is  not 
of  the  most  enthusiastic  kind,  yet  the  artists  seem  satisfied 
with  the  work  and  there  have  been  no  complaints  received 
from  the  audiences. 

It  is  the  pictures,  however,  which  attract  the  audiences. 
There  are  a  great  many  of  the  films  imported  from  France, 
where  the  art  of  making  them  seems  to  have  reached  a  very 
high  plane.  The  American-made  pictures,  however,  are  most 
true  to  life,  and  they  are  the  ones  most  appreciated,  since 
many  oi  them  are  made  right  here  in  Brooklyn  and  depict 
familiar  scenes. 

There  is  scarcely  a  subject  which  one  can  mention  that  has 

not  boon  depicted  in  the  "life-pictures."  The  most  popular 
subjects,  however,  are  those  in  which  long  drawn  out  chases 
involve  the  principal  actors.  These  chases  are  in  the  air. 
on  the  earth  ami  in  the  waters  under  the  earth;  and  one  mar- 

vels at  the  ingenuity  which  prompted  their  origin. 
Young  Brooklyn  prefers  the  motion  pictures  to  a  game 

of  baseball,  while  his  father  and  mother  welcome  with  equal 

pleasure  an  opportunity  for  easily  acquired  entertainment, 
and  during  the  tightness  of  the  money  market  and  the  re- 

luctance of  the  laboring  man  to  spend  fifty  cents  or  a  dollar 

to  provide  a  trip  for  his  family  to  the  seashore,  this  form 
n\  entertainment  is  a  veritable  God-send. — Brooklyn  (N.  Y.) 

"Times  " 
. 
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^Cracked  Condensers 
A  SIMPLE  GUARANTEED  METHOD 

BY    MAIL,  $1.00 

A.  U.  RICHARDSON,  M .  P.  Operator 
Haitian's  Point      -      Toronto.  Canada 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 
*%       PER 
C    FOOT Send  for  List  of  New  films 

INTERNATIONAL 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street Philadelphia,  Pa. 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION   LENSES 
are  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  Thev  give  better  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  him. 

PRICE  SI8.00  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance   from   lens  to  screen  and  size  of 

picture  wanted 

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  CLINTON  AVENUE,  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-U1  West  Randolph  St 
Chicago,  111. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  named  listed  tree  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you   have  secured  a   position. 

Experienced    Operators. 
Sheldon  S.  Henry,  321  Lincoln  St.,  Wilmington,  0. 
Sydney  Baebr,  720  E.  1  K)th  St.,  New  York  City, 

Simon  'lVrr,  1326  Brook  Ave.,  New  York. 
David  S.  Robinson.  20s  Cruder  Aye.,  Van  N'est,  New  York  City. 
J.  W.  Connors,  255  Baldwin  Street,  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. 
G.  S.  Schlick,  Dansville,  N.  Y. 
Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood,  Ga. 

TALKING    EFFECTS    OR    LECTURES. 
N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  St.,  New  York  City. 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Fifty  times  the  resistance  of  copper 

THE  BEST  WIRE  FOR 

Moving  Picture  Machine 

RHEOSTATS 
DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 

HARRISON,  N.J. 

Deutsche  Mutoskop=und  Biograph=Gesellschaft  m.b.H. 
Berlin  W.  8,  14.  July  1908. 

Dear  Sir. — 
We  place  a  sensational  invention  on  the  market,  called 

"BI0GRAPH0N" 
an  instrument,  patented  in  the  United  States,  to  produce  Singing, 
Talking  and  Moving  Pictures. 

No  electric  connection,  therefore  no  wires  necessary,  can  be 
attached  in  a  few  minutes  to  any  projecting  machine  at  very  small 

expense. 

Our  agent,  MR.  PAUL  AD0LPH,  423  Broome  Street,  New  York, 
will  in  about  two  weeks  time  be  able  to  install  in  a  first  class 
Vaudeville  Theatre  of  New  York  a  complete  apparatus  for  the 
purpose  of  performing  magnificent  exhibitions. 

We  will  be  glad  to  send  you  an  invitation  to  an  exhibition 
if  you  will  write  to  the  above  mentioned  address. 

The  "Biographon"  is  a  marvellous  instrument,  brings  you 
crowded  houses  and  is  a  first— class  moneymaker. 

Yours  truly, 
DEUTSCHE  MUTOSKOP  &   BIOGRAPH  GES. m.b.H. 

Sole  Manufacturers. 
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Have  you  sent  your  subscrip- 
tion to  the  M.  P.  World?  If  not 

do  so  now,  lest  you  forget. 

M.  P.  Theatre 
For  Sale 

Paying  proposition    in   New   York  City 

Established  January  1st,  1907.  Reasons 
for  selling,  am  leaving  city.  Price  $1,800, 
which  includes  $500  deposit  on  lease  which 
can  be  renewed.     Address 

OPPORTUNITY 
Box  226  Madison  Square  P.O. 

NewYorK  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc . 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slipes 

CEO.  J.  COLDTHORPE  &,   CO. 
244  West  J  4th  Street.  New  York 

Flim  Review. 

LOOK  HERE  MR.  MANAGER 
We  make  the  handsomest  most  dec- 

orative and  best  colored 

ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDE 
on  the  market. 

Pretty   Broad    Statement 
isn't  it— Mr.  Manager 

PREMIER 
Slides  are  made  by  our  new  and  ex- 

clusive process,  and  for  sharpness, 
brilliancy  and  effectiveness  on  the 
screen  are  unapproached  by  any  other 
slide  on  the  market. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  without  them. 
A  New  One  : 

Taft  &  Sherman  Slides 
Ready,  35c. 

KROMOGRAF    SLIDE   CO. 
HaKers  of  "  Premier"  Slide 

5   EAST  8th  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc, 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUbE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    •    San  Francisco,  Cal. 

We  Write  Musi 

and   set  to  Your  ' SONG  POEMS 
Old  Dominion  Co.,  14  W.  27th  St.,  New  York 

Music  Writers,  Arrangers,  Printers 
Publishers    and    Booking    Agents 

SONG   and    ANNOUNCEMENT    SLIDES 

Write,  Call  or  'Phone 

TI  CRETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New   York   City 

THE     BANDIT'S     WATERLOO      (Biograph)  .—The 
Outwitting  of  an  Andalusian  Brigand  by  a  Pretty 
Senora.  The  hills  of  Southern  Spain  were  infested 

by  a  gang  of  lawless  freebooters  who  terrorized  ilu- 
country  and  made  travel  in  the  mountains  a  haz- 

ardous pastime.  They  waylaid,  robbed  and  often 
murdered  the  unwary  tourist  who  chanced  their  way. 
In  the  opening  of  this  Biograph  picture  a  party  of 
these  Andalusian  bushrangers,  in  command  of  their 
chieftain,  are  seen  hiding  behind  a  huge  rock  in 

waiting  for  prey.  They  haven't  long  to  wait,  for 
after  having  held  up  and  relieved  several  pedes- 

trians, a  stylish  landau  approaches  in  which  are 
seated  an  old  gentleman,  a  duenna,  and  a  pretty 
young  Senora.  The  inevitable  happens — all  are  re- 

lieved of  their  valuables,  and  while  the  gentleman 
and  dunena  are  sent  on  their  way,  the  girl  is  held 
a  prisoner.  She  realizes  her  helplessness,  and  at 
the  same  time  assumes  that  her  beauty  has  made 
an  impression  on  the  chief,  hence  resorts  to  wom- 

an's wiles  to  captivate  the  bandit.  In  this  she 
succeeds,  but  must  use  strategy  to  regain  her  jew- 

els, which  are  still  in  his  possession.  Her  subtle 
artifice  is  promising,  when  they  are  surprised  by 
the  police,  who  take  them  in  hand,  but  the  ser- 

geant finding  them  possessed  of  so  much  wealth,  is 
content  to  take  that  and  let  them  go.  From  here 
they  go  to  the  mountain  inn,  where  later  the  ser- 

geant again  puts  in  au  appearance,  so  Senora  bribes 
the  waiting  maid  to  allow  her  to  act  in  that  ca- 

pacity, and  as  the  sergeant  does  not  recognize  her, 
she  having  been  veiled  when  they  met  in  the  road, 
he  is  lured  to  a  private  room,  where  he  is  over- 

powered, bound  and  gagged  by  the  bandit,  who 
regains  the  jewels,  and  with  Senora  flees  to  an- 

other hostelry.  Here  Senora  piles  her  conquest  with 
cajolery  and  wine  until  he  falls  into  a  drunken 
sleep.  Now  is  her  chance.  She  secures  her  jew- 

elry and  after  leaving  a  derisive  letter  for  the  en- 
amored bandit,  departs  to  rejoin  her  friends,  chuck- 

ling in  anticipation  of  the  chagrin  of  the  pillager 
upon    his    awakening.      Length,    S39    feet. 

A  CALAMITOUS  ELOPEMENT  (Biograph).— How 
It  Proved  a  Windfall  for  Burglar  Bill.  The  maxim, 

"The  course  of  true  love  never  ran  smooth"  was 
never  more  clearly  verified  than  in  this  Biograph 
picture.  Frank  loved  Jennie  and  Jennie  loved  Frank, 

but  Papa  couldn't  see  Frank  with  field  glasses,  so 
he  was  forbidden  the  house.  "Faint  heart  ne'er 
won  fair  lady,"  and  Frank's  heart  was  anything 
but  faint,  so  he  braved  the  terrors  of  Papa's  No. 
S's  and  intruded.  He  has  hardly  arrived  when 
Pa  puts  in  an  appearance  and  he  is  unceremoniously 
evicted.  But  dauntless  still,  he  appears  that  eve- 

ning in  the  garden,  and  with  a  signal  calls  his  fair 
charmer  to  the  window  on  the  balcony.  He  sug- 

gests an  elopement  that  night,  to  which  Jennie  ac- 
quiesces, and  then  goes  to  arrange  matters.  Here 

our  old  friend  Bill  the  Burglar  butts  in  on  the  scene, 
ties  up  a  rope  ladder  and  is  about  to  ascend  to 
relieve  the  family  of  some  of  their  wealth  when 
Frank  returns.  Bill  hides,  and  Frank  thinking  Jen- 

nie had  supplied  the  ladder,  attempts  to  climb  it. 
His  work  here  would  never  pass  in  a  naval  exami- 

nation, and  after  almost  breaking  his  neck,  gives 
it  up  and  secures  a  more  solid  form  of  asceut.  Mak- 

ing the  balcony,  he,  assisted  by  Jennie,  lowers  her 
trunk.  It  falls  with  a  bang  on  the  ground,  arous- 
iug  the  constabulary  gentleman  of  the  beat  from 
his  nap,  who  rushes  up  as  the  elopers  are  struggling 
with  this  bothersome  baggage.  The  copper,  as  you 

may  imagine,  takes  them  for  a  couple  of  house- 
breakers and  carries  them  to  the  police  station. 

Bill  coming  from  his  hiding  seizes  the  trunk  and 
skiddoos.  After  carrying  it  several  blocks  he  sets 
it  down  to  rest.  Someone  is  coming;  escape  is  cut 
off,  so  he  vamouses  by  the  trunk  line,  that  is  to 
say,  gets  into  the  trunk.  A  copper  coming  up  sees 
the  lone  trunk,  calls  aid  and  takes  it  to  the  police 
station,  arriving  as  the  lovers  are  trying  to  explain 
mat  tors.  The  arrival  of  the  trunk  helps  them  ma- 

terially, hence  they  are  finally  released,  taking  the 
trunk  with  them — Bill,  of  course,  inside.  At  the 
hotel,  a  telegram  calls  Frank  and  Jennie  to  the 
parlor  for  paternal  forgiveness.  While  they  are 
absent.  Bill  comes  out  of  the  trunk,  packs  into  a 
couple  of  suitcases  all  that  is  worth  taking  in  the 
room  and  heats  it.  'Tis  an  ill  wind  that  blows  no 
good.  Furthermore.  Frank  and  Jennie  are  too  happy 
to  mourn   their  loss.     Length,   73S   feet. 

TALES    THE    SEARCHLIGHT    TOLD     (Edison).— 

The  Farmer's  Visit:  "Si"  Sloeum  visits  Coney — 
Mounts  the  Observation  Tower  at  Dreamland — Hires 

a  spy-glass — Running  comments  create  amusement — 
He  sees  it  all — Ami  a   few   things — Rare  sights. 
Panorama  of  Coney  Island:  Perfect  bird's-eye 

view  Taking  in  the  entire  Island  Crom  the  top  of 
the  tower  -Inland  and  ocean  front  -Bathers — Life- 
savers — Boats — Throngs   on    Surf    avenue. 
What  "Si"  Sees  First:  Into  range  comes  the 

gianl  s\viu'4  -Visitors  riding  the  camels —Indian  girl 
shooting  at  .glass  I'.i lis  -Shooting  the  Chutes— With 
long  water  glide— Diving  horses— Diving  horse  and 
rider  The  Great  Divide — Looping  the  Loop — Vir- 

ginia Keel  illiis  is  a  laugh-maker) — The  immense 
Ferris  wheel  -"SI"  spots  a  young  couple  in  mid- 
ait'    Indulging    in    a    Soul    Kiss —"Where    ignorance    is 
Miss.   't,s  folly  to  be  wise." 
Coney  Island  Illuminated:  Darkness  gradually 

descends    Daylight     fades — One    by    one    the    lights 

come  out— A  beautiful  effect— Like  a  real  fairvland 

—One  blaze  of  moving  light— Like  festoons  of"  glit- tering diamonds. 

"What  Are  the  Wild  Waves  Saying?":  "Si"  now 
follows  the  searchlight — Operator  humors  him — "Si" 
nearly   topples  off  the  tower — Such  is  his  delight. 

In    the    Surf:      Two    little    tots    come    into    view   
Clothes  tucked  up — Hand  in  hand — Wading  in  the 
ocean — No   "kick"   from   them,   though. 

Teaching  Her  to  Float:  "Si"  picks  up  a  couple — 
Gent  teaching  the  timid  creature  to  swim — How 
she  clings  to  him — How  he  "kicks"  when  the  search- 
light  finds  him — Starts  for  operator — Next  a  lovelv, 
lone  lady,  built  like  a  model,  fills  the  lens — "How 
'Si'  lingers" — But  she  objects  and  starts  for  the tower. 

The  "Sandman":  A  big  fellow  is  next  discovered 
buried  by  his  girl  in  the  sand — Hates  to  be  dis- 

turbed— Motions  operator  to  turn  off  the  "light" — 
No   use — Another   mad  couple  go   for   the  operator. 

On  the  Ocean's  Wave:  "Si"  almost  paralyzed — 
(An  old  man  and  young  maid) — United  In  one  long 
"Soul  Kiss" — "Si's"  mouth  waters — Tbey  catch  on 
— Break  away — Start  for  tower — Ana  so  rn.in  scene to  scene. 

Operator  "Gets  His":  Up  on  tower — Sudden  in- 
vasion— "Si"  dumbfounded — Crowd  rush  operator — 

"Husky  one'  carries  him  off  bodily — Rest  follow— 
"Si"  sees  him  taken  to  beach — Out  in  deep  water — 
Soused  repeatedly. 

Suspended  Animation:  Last  scene  of  all  thar  ends 

"Si's"  strange  experience — Turns  the  searchlight 
himself  and  discovers  his  erstwhile  friend  hanging 

to  a  spile  in  the  deepest  water — Kicking  like  a 
crab  and  no  help,  while  on  the  beach  his  victims 

stand   and   "laugh  last."     Lengtfi.   995   feet. 

THE  SENSATIONAL  SHEATH  GOWN  iLubin). 

— Miss  Fluffy  Ruffles  is  up  to  date  in  her  gowns. 
She  only  wears  the  latest.  She  creates  quite  a  sen- 

sation with  her  elegant  sheath  gown,  so  much  that 
wives  take  their  husbands  from  her  side  while  at 
the  ball.  Embarrassed  and  angered,  she  leaves  the 
ball.  To  get  even  with  the  mashers,  however,  she 
lets  her  colored  maid  don  the  gown  and  she.  heavily 
veiled,  accompanies  one  of  the  ardent  admirers  on 
a    stroll   through    the   park. 

She  creates  a  commotion  in  the  street  car.  is  the 

cause  of  an  ambulance  going  empty  to  the  hospi- 
tal  and   creates   all-around   excitement. 

At  last,  when  alone  with  the  admirer,  he  insists 
on  lifting  the  veil.  He  has  not  been  seen  since. 

Length,    600   feet. 
POLICEMAN  FOR  AN  HOUR  (Lubinl.— One  of 

our  finest,  quite  tired,  lays  down  for  a  rest.  Being 
too  hot,  he  takes  off  his  coat.  A  tramp  seeing  his 

chance  for  a  little  fun,  dons  the  policeman's  coat, takes  his  helmet  and  club  and  sails  forth. 

He  is  policeman  for  an  hour  and  has  an  all-around 
good  time  until  he  is  discovered.  He  is  now  laid 
up   for   repairs.      Length.   300   feet. 

THE  BOGUS  LORD  (Lubin). — Lord  Gumboil  is  a 
very  exacting  man  with  his  servants.  One  thing 
of  all  others  he  insists  on,  and  that  is  sobriety. 
"Perkins."  his  valet,  has  stolen  the  keys  of  the 
wine  cellar  and  become  drunk.  The  Lord  is  furi- 

ous at  his  absence  and  dispatches  the  other  servants 
to  find  him.  They  do  so.  The  valet  proceeds  to 
wait  on  his  master  and.  in  doing  so.  empties  the 

contents  of  a  tray  over  his  Lordship'  head,  who 
immediately  cuffs  and  kicks  him  out.  Smarting 
under  the  blows  he  resolves  to  get  even.  He  hires 

a  wig  and  mustache  and  proceeds  to  change  his  ap- 
pearance to  look  like  his  Lordship.  The  resemblance 

is  startling.  The  real  Lordship  invites  his  fiance 

to  a  lawn  party.  The  Lord  and  future  mother-in- 
law  stroll  off  and  the  bogus  Lord  conies  in.  Con- 
sternation  reigns  at  the  apparent  insanity  of  his 

Lordship.  His  Lordship's  fiance  is  treated  to  a 
terrifying  experience.  "Perkins"  soundly  thrashes 
two  officer  friends,  who  in  turn  thrash  "Gumboil." 
Mistaking  "Perkins"  for  the  Lord,  the  lady  goes 
boating  with  him.  He  tumbles  overboard  and  is 
chased  over  hill  and  dale,  and  finally  captured  and 
arrested  after  profuse  apologies  all  around.  Length. 

830  feet. 

Pathe   Freres   issues: 

MISS  HOLD'S  PUPPETS.— This  wonderful  and 
beautifully  colored  picture  is  difficult  of  descrip- 

tion,   and  one  must  sec   it  in  order  to  appreciate   it. 
We  note  with  wonder  the  ingenuity  of  the  pho- 

tographer who  has  here  made  full-grown  men  ap- 
pear like  midgets  measuring  not  more  than  six 

inches  in  height.  We  first  see  these  tiny  people 

as  they  stand  on  a  table  performing  many  inter- 
esting tricks  under  the  direction  of  the  Mistress 

Of  Ceremonies,  Miss  Hold,  who  exercises  a  sort 
of  magician-like  power  over  them,  making  them 

appear    ami   disappear   at   will. 
In  the  first  picture  we  see  Miss  Hold  on  the  stage 

with  two  men.  who  place  a  table  in  the  fore- 
ground and  hand  her  a  magician's  outfit.  She 

now  takes  a  niece  of  paper,  which  she  rolls  up, 
then  cuts  it  in  half,  and  out  of  each  half  she 
tonus  a  cone,  from  which  emerge  tiny  acrobats. 

These  cunning  fellows  amuse  us  with  many  won- derful stunts,  am!  when  they  have  been  restored 
to  their  respective  cones,  a  number  of  wee  ballet 
girls,  who  execute  some  very  pretty  figures,  take 
their  place.  A  man.  disguised  as  a  woman,  next 

appears,  and  when  lie  hops  up  on  Miss  Hold's  fiu- ger  we  all  look  on  aghast,  as  we  know  him  to  he 
of    ordinary    size,    and    to    see    him    there    poised   on 
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tte  twui  Bnger  »  .1,,  Hold.  „  extended  ,,,,,,. 
'."  "-  ut0e  fhort  of  marvelous.  k  flown  then Jumps    up    and    proceeds    with    all    kinds    ol     funnj 
Three  Btelns  are  now  placed  on  toe  table,  and "'"'"  ""'  Has  are  removed  out  pop  three  little "owns,  ruese  funny  fellows  amuse  us  with  a  dron pantomime,  and  when  they  have  Onioned  each  re- turns to  his  respective  stein,  the  lid  ol  which  Is tightly  closed  down  by  Miss  Hold. 
in    the    last    scene   we   see    Uiss    Hold    carryins   n   itnlning    flowers,    which    she    throws    In    n 

mi    the   floor,    when   all   at   once   out    of   each blossom   steps  one  or  the  characters  who  has   taken part  in  the  performance,   but  now.   Instead   of  mid- 
life   see    women    and    men    of    ordlnarj 

themsi  Ives  around    Uiss   » ■ . .  1 .  i  and   form 
itiful  picture  aa  the  Bin  closes      i  enirth    .v'i foot. 

THE  knowing  BIRDS.-In  this  wonderful  01m i  can  be  taughi  to  do  tricks 
«nh  seemingly  human  Intelligence.  They  perforin 
on  H  trapese,  horiaontal  bars  and  do  man:  things that  are  extremely  Interesting,  One  shoots  off  a 
toy  cannon,  and  another  draws  a  little  carriage with  a  coach  and  footman  In  their  respective  places The  man  holds  oul  his  hand  and  the  little  things 
perch  on  iiis  Angers,  looking  quite  like  a  family party,  and  eal  oul  of  his  hand,  apparently  enjoying the  situation  ns  much  ns  the  spectators.  Length, I s    feet. 

JEWEL  OF  A  SERVANT.  -The  Sinipkins  family 
are    here    seen    in    a    hi.L'li    state    of    elation    over    the 

having  secured  the  services  of  s  new  man- 
servant,  who  is   the  possessor  or  credentials  of  the 

highest  character.  Their  pleasure  is  short  lived. 
howevei  all     the    awkward    simpletons    that 
,ver  walked  into  a  well  appointed  house,  this  seat- 
terbralns  is  the  limit,  His  flrst  duty  is  to  awaken 
his     master     in     the    morning,     so     he    eonies    on     the 
Bcene  armed   with   a   large  i>eii.   which   be  rings  so 
strenuously  his  master's  bearing  is  almost  ruined 
as    a    consequence.      He    next    brings    In    the   coffee. 
Which    he    upsets    all    over    Mr.    Slmpkin'S    head,     and 

i  of  being  disconcerted  by  the  unfortunate 
occurrence,  we  see  him  convulsed  with  laughter  at 
his  own  stupidity.  He  is  equally  unlucky  in  his 
endeavor  to  dust  the  ornaments  and  articles  lyins 
about  on  the  mantelpieces  and  tables;  everything  is 
smashed  regardless  of  its  value.  When  his  master 
calls  to  he  uelped  on  witli  his  coat,  the  new  ser- 

vant, with  his  usual  adroitness,  mixes  thims  up 
to  such  an  extent  that  Mr.  Sinipkins  has  difficulty 
in  extricating  himself.  His  next  performance  is 
the  takins;  of  an  impromptu  hath  In  the  most  ex- 

pensive perfume  In  the  house,  and  then  descending 
to  the  drawing-room  he  piles  the  costly  furniture 
in  a  heap  on  the  floor,  preparatory  to  giving  the 
room  a  thorough  cleaning.  All  at  once  his  appe- 

ised  by  the  sight  of  two  nice  wax  candles 
ornamenting  the  piano,  and  he  hastily  devours 
same.  .lust  at  this  moment  the  mistress  of  the 
house  enters  and  flees  In  horror  at  the  sight  that 
greets  her  eyes.  But  the  "jewel  of  a  servant" 
has  not  yet  completed  his  devastations,  for  the 
dining-room  still  remains  intact,  but  after  his  ef- 

forts to  clear  the  table  and  tidy  up  the  room,  one 
would  not  recognize  the  place — it  would  seem  as 
if  a  whirlwind  had  swept  through  it,  wrecking 
everything  In  its  trail.  The  head  of  the  house.  Mr. 
Simpkins.  by  this  time  has  come  to  the  end  of 
his  patience,  so  without  further  parley  he  pre- 

emptorily  kirks  the  stupid  fellow  out'  into  the street.      Length.    492   feet. 

THE  CURSE  OF  DRINK.— In  this  picture  we 
see  a  happy  little  home,  where  the  mother  and 
sou  are  awaiting  the  father's  return  home  from 
lis  daily  toil.  Fie  comes  in,  with  a  companion, 
and  tells  his  family  that  he  is  going  to  the  tavern 
to  have  one  soeial  drink  with  his  friend,  and  that 
he  will  return  immediately.  They  go  out  and  have 
their  drink,  and  start  back  home,  but  stop  to  have 
another,  and  after  a  few  more,  the  man  forgets 
all  about  his  loved  ones,  who  are  anxiously  await- 

ing his  return.  ITe  goes  on  from  tavern  to  tavern, 
until  the  accursed  beverage  takes  its  usual  effect, 
and  changes  him  from  a  kind,  inoffensive  man  to  a 
raging  fiend.  In  one  place  he  becomes  boisterons 
and  wants  to  fight,  and  when  the  proprietor  remon- 

strates with  him.  he  seizes  a  chair  and  strikes  him 
severely  over  the  back.  He  then  grabs  a  bottle  and 
brandishing  it  in  the  air.  keeps  the  rest  of  the 
crowd  at   hay  while  he  makes  his  escape. 

In  the  meantime  his  wife  is  becoming  anxious. 
and  sends  her  son  out  to  look  for  the  father.  The 
young  man  goes  to  the  different  taverns  in  the 
neighborhood,  but  at  each  place  is  told  that  his 
father  has  gone  home.  As  the  youth  starts  back 
he  sees  his  parent  coming  toward  him.  pursued  by 
an  angry  mob.  ne  hastens  to  his  father's  assist- 

ance, but  the  latter,  in  his  stupor,  strikes  him 
over   the   head   with    the   bottle,    thereby    inflicting   a 

terrible  wound,  and  leaving  the  i"1:  prostrate  on 
tire  ground  He  eludes  his  pursuers,  and  returns 
home   to   his  anxious  wife 

\oi  long  after  his  arrival  the  injured  boy  la 
borne  In,  and  when  be  accuses  his  father  ,>r  the 
ghastlj  deed,  the  latter  i   omes  violent  with  re- 

morse ami   is  carried  awaj    a  raving  maniac. 
i  h>-    lasi    picture    shows    him    being    placed    In   an 

asylum   for  the  Inai     a   hopeless  lunatic  from  the 

, .Herts  of    his   flrst    > nii.is       i  ength,   -IT.",   feet. 
A   WONDERFUL  FLUID.       \    wise  old  chemist   has 

lost  compounded  a  wonderful  mixture,  which 
leaves    an, I     blossoms     I"    :i"»     On    einpl 
when     applied     to     the     face     or     head,     brings     out     n 
rich    crop   Of    hair.       lie    has    a    very    jollj     time    with 
ids  experiments,  ami  causes  the  curious  crowd  thai 
loiiows    iiini    no    end    of    amusement,      n   
incuts    tirsl     with    a    bare     twig,     and    when     h,      i   
some    ol'    the    fluid    on    It.    we    see    it    sprout  ho.:    willi    a 
beautiful   foliage,     lie   then   pours  a  llttlt 
low's    nose,    ami    behold,    up    springs    a    sort    of    bram- 

ble.      He     then     applies     it     to    a     woman's     faci 
Immediately   ahe  I"   mes  the  possessor  of  a  luxurious 
beard.      Next    he    sprinkles    a    Utile    on    a    lamp    post. 
around  which  a  beautiful  vine  entwines  Itself.     The 
fellow's  hat  takes  on  an  enormous  size  from  a 
tew    drops,    while    the    (lowers   on    a    woman's 
come   a   real   flower   garden,    ami   a    man's   overcoat turns  into  a  heavy  fur  coal  when  sprinkled  with  tile 
fluid. 

Finally  a  funny  fellow  steals  the  bottle,  and 
he  drinks  some,  a  heavy  beard  sprouts  out 

on  his  face.  He  is  carrying  a  small  plant,  and 
when  it  receives  a  few  drops  of  the  famous  elixir, 

iWS  to  be  a  large  tree,  and  the  fellow  has 
his  troubles  carrying  it  home.  It  knocks  over 
every    one     that     he    meets,     and    causes    no    end    of 
trouble  and  excitement,     lie  is  followed  by  a  mob, 
and  when  he  arrives  home  he  gets  a  beating  from 
his  wife,  hut  she  saves  him  from  a  similar  fate 
at   the  hands  of  the   infuriated   crowd.      Length,   492 
THE  INCONVENIENCE  OF  TAKING  MOVING 

PICTURES.— In  this  picture  we  see  how  the  artists 
engaged  to  pose  for  the  pictures  make  the  scene 
so  realistic  that  they  get  themselves  into  all  kinds 
of  trouble  in  the  city  where  people  are  not  fa- 

miliar with  their  mode  of  doing  things.  The  first 
picture  shows  the  camera  set  to  take  a  picture 
of  a  tragic  hold-up.  The  manager  gets  the  people 
in  position,  and  when  they  are  ready,  a  woman 
and  girl  are  seen  walking  along  the  street,  when 
three  men  spring  out  from  behind  a  wall,  and,  after 
stabbing  them,  go  through  their  pockets,  relieving 
them  of  oil  their  valuables.  When  the  performance 
is  finished  they  all  start  away  to  the  next  place 
io    pose    for   another   picture. 
A  young  hoy  sees  the  performance,  and  mistakes 

it  for  a  real  hold-up.  and  rushes  off.  spreading  the 
terrible  news  through  the  town,  and  summoning  the 
police.  A  large  crowd  start  to  the  scene  of  the 
great  tragedy,  and  when  they  arrive,  they  find  no 
one  there.  They  rush  off  in  pursuit  of  the  artists 
and  soon  overtake  them.  After  a  desperate  strug- 

gle they  are  carried  off  to  jail,  followed  by  the 
excited  crowd.  Although  they  make  an  effort  to 
explain  the  situation  to  the  magistrate,  he  refuses 
to  listen,  and  so  they  are  ignominiously  thrown 
into  a   cell. 
When  the  manager  of  the  moving  picture  show 

hears  of  the  trouble,  he  hastens  to  the  assistance 
of  his  artists.  Arriving  at  the  station  house,  he 
succeeds  in  explaining  matters  to  the  satisfaction 
of  those  in  authority,  and  the  prisoners  are  re- 
leased. 

The  next  picture  shows  a  real  hold-up,  and  when 
the  police  are  notified,  they  believe  it  is  still  the 
moving  picture  men  at  work,  so  quietly  walk  to 
the  scene  where  the  robbers  have  a  man  bound 
and  gagged,  and  after  putting  the  crowd  to  rout 
engage  in  conversation  with  the  astonished  high- 

waymen. They  then  go  back  to  the  station  house, 
while  the  robbers  go  on  their  way,  congratulating 
themselves  that  they  have  the  protection  of  the 
police.      Length,    442   feet. 
AN  IMPROVISED  STATUE.— A  poor  country  jay 

goes  to  the  city  of  Paris  to  see  the  sights,  and 
not  being  schooled  in  the  tricks  and  ways  of  the 
students,  who  abound  in  that  city,  he  is  easily 
taken  in  and  made  the  butt  of  the  crowd  of  prac- 

tical jokers,  who  escort  him  around  the  town  and 
have  no  end  of  fun  at  his  expense.  He  is  taken 
down  the  boulevard,  and  to  the  amusement  of  the 
spectators,  they  make  him  bow  and  salaam  to  the 
statues.  Finally  they  go  to  a  part  of  the  park 
and  put  a  sign  on  a  pedestal  offering  five  dollars 
an  hour  to  any  person  who  will  stand  on  the  pedes- 

tal for  two  hours  without  moving.  The  country 
fellow  is  induced  to  try  it,  and  we  see  him  climb 
up  and  strike  an  attitude  in  an  endeavor  to  re- 

semble as  nearly  as  possible  the  other  statues  in 
the    park.      He    tries    to    remain    still,    but    the    flies 

FOR  SALE 
Kdisuii  M.r.  Machine,  Ui  derwrlters'  Model 

Pull  equipment,  as  good  as  new 
SIMON  TERR, 

1326  (irook   Avenue,  New  York  City 

FILMS,   FILMS,  FILMS! 
Wanted  good  second-hand  films,  song 

slides,  etc.,  must  be  in  best  of  condition 
Please  send  full  particulars,  also,  names  of 
subjects,  number  of  feet,  etc  Address 
NEWMAN  MOTION  PICTURE  COM- 

PANY. Portland,  Oregon. 

W.  STEPHEN  BUSH 
3524  Filbert  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

LECTURER  on  GREAT  SUBJECTS 
IN  MOVING  PICTURES 

To  M.  P.  Theatre  Owners  and  Managers: 
"Arrange  for  a  lecture  night  as  often  as 

your  patronage  will  warrant.  Select  subject 
yourself  or  leave  makeup  of  special  feature 
programme  to  me.  Charge  not  less  than  lfjc. 
Fine  dramatic  and  musical  effects  with  suit- 

able subjects.  I  will  come  with  or  without 
films,  if  you  have  seating  capacity  of  150  or 
more  anu  are  witnin  300  miles  of  Philadel- 

phia or  New  York.  A  boon  to  the  box 

office  receipts." 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 
Non-BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also    Seating   for   Out of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 
Vitagraph  Selig 
Edison  Lubin 

Essanay  Kalem 

FILiT  SUBJECTS 
5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
231   Bowery,  New  York 

"Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call    For    Samples 

LATEST     AND      MOST     BEAUTIFUL     SONC     SLIDE     NUMBERS     JUST     OUT 

Rainbow  3 weSSrSdes  :  Sweet  Bunch  of  Daisies eighteen  slides. 

This  song  beautiful  is  most  wonderfully  pictured  in  this  set  of  slides.     Get  these  two  and  you  will  be  delighted.     $5  per  set      Twelve  others  in  preparation 

EMPIRE  SLIDE  CO. 131  West  41st  St.,  New  York  City 
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Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 
56  Fifth  Avenue CHICACO. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47   North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  §1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,   -  Kansas  City 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Songs 

60     DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO.  II. L. 

KredencR    I      McLe 'd    Manager 

HARBACH'S  BARGAINS 
$175  Ediscn  Underwriters'  Kinetoscope  (Electric)    $110 

$160  American  Projectograph  .    .    ,    .       "  75 

$140  20th  Century  Marvel          "  100 
Cineograph  $15      Cineograph  $25      Cineograph       55 

Passion  Play  (Plain)  1865  feet        117 

Pathe's  Passion   Play  (latest  colored,  etc  )  Low  Price 
OTHER  BARGAIIvS.       SRND  FOR  SUPPLEMENT  27 

HARBACH  &  CO.  809  Filbert  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

riC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
l7/\0  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rat*. 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTT  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

WANTED 
Agents  in  every  city  to  solicit 
subscriptions  for  the  Moving 
Picture  World.  Liberal  induce- 

ments. Items  of  interest  and 

instructive  articles  paid  for  on 
publication.  Correspondence 
solicited. 

and  mosquitoes  bother  him,  and  it  is  an  impossibility 
for  him  to  keep  from  moving  about.  The  people 
passing  in  the  park  notice  that  he  is  not  a  real 
Btatue,  and  call  the  police,  who  try  to  remove  him, 
but  to  no  avail,  for  he  is  determined  to  win  the 
reward.  Finally  they  get  the  gardner  with  the 
hose,  and  he  turns  a  stream  on  him,  and  we  see 
the  fellow  standing  his  guard  and  taking  the  duck- 

ing with  iron  determination  to  remain  in  place  un- 
til the  allotted  time  expires.  Wnen  the  time  Is 

up  ne  comes  down  off  his  perch,  and  is  arrested 
for  causing  so  much  excitement,  and  is  led  away 
while  the  jokers  look  on  highly  amused.  Length, 
442  feet. 

THE  MASQUE  BALL.— In  this  funny  picture  we 
see  two  men  reading  a  notice  in  a  paper  adver- 

tising a  fancy  ball  that  is  to  take  place  in  the 
town,  and  at  which,  the  announcement  states,  a 
prize  will  be  awarded  the  person  appearing  in  the 
most  original  costume.  Bent  on  winning  the  re- 

ward, an  idea  comes  to  one  of  them  which  he  com- 
municates to  the  other,  and  which  they  proceed  to 

carry  out.  They  secure  a  small  cabinet,  and  after 
sawing  holes  in  it  for  the  head  and  arms,  one 
of  the  fellows  gets  into  it  and  it  fits  around  him 
like  a  coat.  They  start  off  to  the  ball,  and  the 
next  picture  shows  them  on  the  scene,  where  the 
judges  are  viewing  the  different  droll  characters 
that  are  portrayed.  Finally  our  friend  saunters  up 
before  the  judges,  and  the  vote  is  unanimous  in 
favor  of  his  costume.  When  the  judges  and  the 
rest  of  the  guests  retire,  the  pair,  not  being  sat- 

isfied with  winning  first  honors,  decide  to  lay  in  a 
store  of  the  good  things  set  out  on  the  table  for  the 
guests,  and  use  the  costume  for  this  purpose  to 
very  good  advantage.  They  go  over  to  a  table 
that  is  laden  with  wines  and  good  food,  and  the 
cabinet  is  quickly  filled  with  the  delicacies.  Be- 

fore the  guests  return  they  beat  a  retreat,  and 
when  they  get  out  on  the  street  the  fellow  in  the 
cabinet  crouches  down,  resembling  somewhat  a  tur- 

tle, while  the  other  man  loads  the  burden  on  the 
back  of  a  carrier,  who  starts  off  staggering  under 
the  terrible  weight.  Next  he  puts  it  on  a  wagon 
and  in  a  short  time  it  is  delivered  at  their  home. 
The  fellow  then  comes  out  of  his  shell  and  the 
pair  sit  down  and  enjoy  a  hearty  meal  on  the 
provisions  secured  under  such  trying  circumstances. 
Length,   574   feet. 

THE  BOUNDARY. — There  is  a  long-standing  feud 
between  the  families  of  Bart  and  Willis,  who  live 

on  adjoining  farms,  as  to  the  boundary  line  be- 
tween their  possessions.  Old  Mr.  Bart  one  day 

removes  the  stone — the  boundary  mark — a  few 
inches,  and  when  his  neighbor.  Willis,  discovers 

what  he  has  done,  he  hastens  to  the  farmer's  cot- 
tage and  remonstrates,  but  gets  very  little  satis- 

faction. The  next  picture  shows  the  Willis  cot- 
tage with  a  farmhand  sitting  outside  making  love 

to  his  master's  daughter.  All  at  once  young  Bart, 
who  stands  in  favor  with  his  enemy's  daughter, 
comes  on  the  scene  and  is  earnestly  conversing 
with  the  girl  when  her  father  appears  and  orders 
the  young  man  off  his  premises.  The  old  man,  who 
is  wrought  up  to  a  murderous  temper  over  the  af- 

fair, threatens  to  shoot  his  old  neighbor,  but  the 
girl  dissuades  him  and  soon  has  him  calm.  The 
farmhand  takes  it  upon  himself  to  get  revenge  for 
the  injury  done  his  master,  and.  taking  his  gun, 
goes  to  the  Bart  home  and,  as  the  family  are 
saying  grace  before  their  evening  meal,  he  levels 
the  gun  through  the  window  and  shoots  the  old 
man.  The  son  rushes  out,  but  the  murderer  has 
made  his  escape,  leaving  the  gun  behind.  The 
young  man  hastens  to  the  police,  who  go  with  him 
to  the  home  of  Willis,  where  the  old  man  identifies 
the  gun  as  his  and  is  placed  under  arrest,  charged 
with  the  crime.  The  poor  girl  follows  them  to  the 

station  and  pleads  for  her  father's  release,  pro- 
claiming his  innocence.  Terror-stricken,  she  rushes 

off  to  the  river  to  end  it  all.  but  she  is  overtaken 
by  the  real  murderer,  who  tries  To  turn  her  from 

her  ghastly  purpose.  He  pleads  with  her  and  finally 
confesses  his  guilt.  The  young  rival  is  directly 
behind  them,  and  when  he  hears  the  confession  he 
grabs  the  culprit  and  throws  him  into  the  river, 
where  he  sinks.  Thus  avenged,  lie  takes  the  girl 
back  to  see  her  father  released.     Length,   6SS  feet. 

SUSCEPTIBLE  YOUTH.— In  this  funny  picture 
we  see  a  young  man  who  is  possessed  with  an  over 
amount  of  admiration  for  the  fair  son.  and  Ills 
lack  of  discretion  in  forcing  his  attentions  on  every 
woman  that  he  meets  leads  him  into  many  em- 

barrassing positions,  out  of  which  lie  emerges  as 
a  rule  much  the  worse  for  wear  at  the  hands  of 
a  strong  brother  or  father.  The  first  picture  shows 
him  following  a  beautiful  young  woman  down  the 
street,  and  into  an  apartment  where  she  goes  to 
look  at  rooms.  When  the  janitor  shows  the  lady 
in    the    masher    is    close    at    her    heels    and    tries    in 

POWERS'  CAMERAQRAPH 
with  all  fireproof  attachments 

constantly  on  hand.   FILMS  to  RENT 
EDISON  EXHIBITION 

MODEL  with 
fireproof  mafailaet. 

EsTAHLI 

AH  latest  subjects  always  on  hand.    Operators  and  machines,  and  films  furnished 
for  Sundays  and  all  other  occasions.     Send  for  lists  and  prices. 

F.  J.  HOWARD,  564  Washington  Street,  Boston,  Mass. 
shed  1804  (Opposite  Adams  H 

ouse) 

ev.ry  way  to  attract  her  attention.  His  efforts  are unsuccessful,  however,  as  she  utterly  ignores  him. 
But  finally,  so  persistent  does  he  become,  that  she 
in  an  effort  to  rid  herself  of  his  presence,  throws 
him  on  the  floor  and  rushes  out,  locking  him  in  the room.  Soon  we  see  him  climbing  out  of  the  win- 

dow and  crawling  along  the  ledge  to  another  apart- 
ment in  which  a  woman  is  seated  reading.  She  is horrified  when  confronted  by  the  stranger  and  is remonstrating  with  him  for  his  audacitv.  when  her 

husband  enters,  and  mistaking  the  intruder  for  one 
of  his  wife's  admirers,  proceeds  to  give  the  inno- cent woman  a  beating,  and  follows  the  fellow  down stairs,    kicking   him   at   every   step. 
Undaunted  by  this  harsh  treatment,  the  voung masher  climbs  up  on  a  tram  car,  and  seats  himself 

between  two  women.  He  forces  his  attentions  on 
one  of  the  ladies,  and  at  last  becomes  so  obnoxious that  her  escort  throws  him  down  into  the  street 
and  jumps  down  himself  to  have  it  out  with  him 
The  fellow  overtakes  a  cab  in  which  a  voung  lady 
is  riding,  and  to  escape  his  enraged  pursuer,  he 
jumps  in  and  explains  the  situation  to  the  voung woman,  who  is  powerless  to  resist  his  entreaties, 
lltey  soon  arrive  at  the  girl's  home,  and  when  they 
get  out  she  tells  her  father  of  the  stranger's  con- duct. The  former  not  only  administers  a  well  de- 

served beating  to  the  offender,  but  wipes  up  the 
thoroughfares   with    his   remains.      Length,    360   feet. 

THE  COWBOY'S  BABY  (Selig).— A  grim  re- minder of  pioneer  days,  but  a  storv  that  carries 
with    it   the   saving   grace   of    honor. 
The  first  scene  is  without  doubt  the  most  ac- 

curately staged  presentation  of  an  Indian  massa- 
cre ever  used  in  a  motion  picture,  utilizing  as  it 

does  the  services  of  over  100  real  Sioux  warriors, 
mounted  on  their  spirited  ponies,  we  see  them 
swoop  down  on  a  wagon  train  of  earlv  settlers. 
The  doomed  pioneers  tight  with  the  courage  of 
despair,  but  the  odds  are  too  heavy  and  they  are 

annihilated.  The  victorious  Indians  "first  loot  them, tire  the  wagons,  then  scamper  away  to  secure  the 
stampeded  mules  of  the  murdered  settlers,  when 
a  party  of  cowboys  ride  up  to  the  scene  and  Tiew 
this  tragedy  of  the  plains.  A  great  fight  follows, 
and  they  succeed  in  driving  the  Indians  off  to 
the  mountains,  and  when  they  return  and  pre- 

pare to  give  the  dead  a  Christian  burial,  they  are 

amazed  to  hear  the  wail  of  an  infant  coming"  from under  the  cover  of  one  of  the  wagons  that  has 
escaped  the  torch  of  the  Indians.  A  big-hearted 
cowboy,  Joe  Dayton  by  name,  clambers  into  the 
wasron  and  reappears  with  the  sole  survivor  clasped 

awkwardly  in  his  arms.  "What  ye  go'en  to  do 
with  him.  Joe?"  "Adopt  him,  of  course."  answers 
Joe.  When  he  rides  up  to  his  ranch  and  pre- 

sents the  baby  to  his  astonished  housekeeper,  that 
worthy  old  lady  is  in  a  flutter  of  joy.  She  soon 
oiscovers  a  note  the  heart-broken  mother  has  pinned 
to  the  infant's  clothing,  showing  that  even  In 
the  face  of  death  she  was  hoping  against  hope  that 

her   darling's   life    might   be   spared" We  next  see  the  foster  father  of  the  little  infant 
just  about  buying  out  the  country  store  in  his 
awkward  attempt  at  getting  together  things  the 
baby  might  want.  Then  we  see  Joe  wheeling  a 
baby  carriage  and  trying  to  quiet  his  little  charge. 
but  the  hopelessness  of  his  task  dawns  upon  him 
and  he  puts  Into  execution  a  cherished  plan. 
Mabel  Deering.  the  daughter  of  a  neighbor,  has 
won  the  heart  of  our  hero  long  before  our  story 
opens,  but  she  has  other  admirers — among  them 
a  prosperous  Mexican  cattle  king,  and  though  being 
courted  has  hesitated  about  giving  up  her  free- 

dom. But  Joe  leads  trumps,  he  pens  the  follow- 

ing note  to  his  coy  sweetheart:  "Pear  Mabel: 
Twice  you  have  turned  me  down,  but  I  am  now 

the  adopted  daddy  of  a  fine  baby  boy.  Won't  you be  his  mother?  Answer  quick.  The  kid  is  too 

much   for   me.      Joe." Mabel  is  listening  to  the  proposal  of  the  wealthy 

Mexican  when  Joe's  quaint  offer  arrives.  The  girl's heart  goes  out  to  the  motherless  child,  and  Joe 
gets  the  answer  lie  is  hoping  for.  The  wedding 
takes  place,  but  the  greaser  swears  vengeance. 
He  determines  to  steal  the  helpless  infant.  An 

opportunity  soon  offers.  Sing  Low.  Joe's  Chinese servant,  has  put  the  youngster  to  sleep  in  his  baby 
carriage  and  loaves  him  to  attend  to  culinary  mat- 

ters for  a  few  moments.  The  Mexican's  hirelings 
are  on  the  watch,  they  grab  the  sleeping  babe, 
mount  their  horses  and  dash  away.  Sing  Low  re- 

turns, misses  him  ami  gives  the  alarm.  Then  be- 
gins a  race  for  life.  Joe  gets  together  his  own 

men  and  goes  in  pursuit.  The  news  spreads  and 
soon  the  whole  countryside  is  aroused  and  the  ranch- 

men from  near  and  far  congregate  for  the  man 
hunt.  Even  Sing  Low  mounts  a  borro  and  jojus 
in  the  chase.  Over  prairies,  up  mountains,  across 
livers,  through  dense  woods,  the  ranchmen  pursue 
the  cowards,  until  on  the  bank  of  a  swift-rushing 
stream  the  villains,  fearing  the  cries  of  the  infant 
will  load  their  pursuers  to  them,  throw  the  help- 

less child  into  the  river.  But  assistance  is  at  I 
hand.  Joe  and  his  men  arrive,  rescue  the  baby  and 
mete  out  swift  Western  justice  to  the  cowardly 
Mexicans.  The  baby  is  once  more  returned  to  his 
adopted  homo.  Sing  Low  is  roundly  cursed  for  his 

carelessness,  and  vows  never  to  let  the  cowboy's baby   get   onl   of  his  siirht  again.     Length.   990   feet. 

AN    INDIAN'S   HONOR    ( Vitagraph).— In    a    fron-   < 
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tlei  bai  room  men  are  lounging  about,  playing  cordi 
and  drinking,    when   two   gamblers   enter,    go   to   the 

■  i   order  drinks,     While   thej    are  drinking   an 
Indian    enters,    al*.   orders   a    drink,    and    In 

1   Ilsplays  a  roll  ol   bills  which  the  gaii 
sec  and  Immediately  covet.     After  a  whispered  eon 

Ion    i  ii<->    puna   to  one  of   the   tables  and   begin 
a  game  of  cards,   Inviting  the  Indian  to  j    them. 
He  agrees  Hie  game  proceeds,  One  wins  and 
then  the  other.  One  of  the  sharps  starts  a  dispute 
and  restrains  the  Indian  from  taking  the  money 
which  is  his  by  right.  The  Indian  Insists  Phi 
gambler  draws  a  knife,  rushes  at  blm,  whgn  the 
Indian,  In  self-defense,  Ores  bis  gun  and  kills  the 
gambler.  Be  then  calmly  gathers  the  money  and 
is  about  to  leave  when  the  sheriff  enters,  notices 
the  genera]  disturbance,  ascertains  the  cause  and 
arrests  the  Indian.  The  trial  takes  place  In  a  fron- 

tier cabin,  the  evidence  Is  submitted  and  the  Jury 
renders  a  verdict  of  guilty.  The  prisoner  Is  about 
to  be  led  awaj  when  another  one  of  his  race,  who 
has  witnessed  the  trouble,  comes  forward  and  of- 

fers himself  as  substitute  prisoner  until  the  time 
set  for  the  execution,  (This  custom  prevailed  In 
the  time  <>r  the  early  West,  and  the  convicted  man 
was  given  temporary  freedom,  his  substitute  agree 
Ing  i"  forfeit  his  life  In  case  the  condemned  man 

to  report  in  time.) 
In    the    cabin    used    as    a    Jail    the    convicted    Indian 

is  finishing  a  meal  as  ids  friend  enters  and  signifies 
ss  tn  take  the  place  of  the  prisoner.  The 

men  elasp  hands.  Tii,'  sheriff  releases  the  con- 
demned man.  who  returns  to  his  old  haunts  for 

just  one  more  spree  before  ids  death.  He  visits 
the  Baloon,  the  scene  of  his  trouble,  imbibes  freely 
and  falls  asleep  at  a  table.  The  surviving  gambler 
of  our   opening   scene   comes   In,    Bees    the   drunken 
man.  and  as  the  bartender  turns  aside,  steals  the 

Indian's  money  and  goes  away  unmolested.  The 
bartender  returns,  rouses  the  sleeper,  who  flndfl  his 
nionex    gone   and    no   means    of   returning    to   the   Jail, 
a  place  i  e  must  reach  by  sundown.  The  saloon- 

keeper refuses  him  a  loan,  as  do  various  other 
persons  to  whom  be  appeals  for  aid.  Every  resource 
falling,    the    journey    must    be    made   on    foot. 

At  the  Jail,  as  the  time  draws  near  for  the  exe- 
ihe  sheriff  grows  impatient.  The  substitute 
is  indifferent  and  has  eonfldenoe  in  his 

friend.  Finally  several  men.  presumably  minor  of- 
ficials, enter.  The  sheriff  tells  the  Indian  the  time 

is  up.  Still  show  iin,-  indifference,  the  prisoner  ac- 
companies his  executioners  to  a  tree  where  an  im- 

provised sallows  has  been  made  ready.  Meanwhile 
the  real  prisoner  is  with  difficulty  making  his  way 
over  the  country  roads,  through  swamps  and  under- 

brushes, until  he  comes  in  sight  of  his  friend  being 
prepared  to  pay  the  penalty  of  his  crime.  He 
waves  his  hands  frantically,  shouts,  and  staggers 
forward.  lie  reaches  the  officials,  pushes  aside  his 
friend  ami  tries  to  take  his  place,  but  falls  ex- 

hausted to  the  ground.  An  examination  reveals  the 
fact  that  he  is  dead.  The  substitute  Indian  is 
freed,  and  as  he  walks  away  he  tenderly  covers 
the    form   of   his   friend.      Length,    (104   feet. 

THE  PROMISE:  Henri  Promises  Never  to  Gamble 
Again  (.Vitagraph). — In  a  handsomely  furnished  sit- 

ting room.  Henri,  his  wife  Jeanette.  and  Marie, 
their  little  child,  are  sitting  at  a  table.  A  servant 
enters  and  admits  three  friends,  who  ask  Henri  to 
accompany  them  to  the  club  to  play  roulette.  Jean- 

ette objects  to  this  and  the  young  men  depart. 
The  maid  enters,  takes  the  little  child  to  bed.  the 
mother  following.  Alone.  Henri  falls  asleep  and 
dreams  that  he  is  leaving  his  chateau  with  his 
friends  and  proceeding  to  the  clubhouse.  Here  he 
is  warmly  welcomed  by  everybody,  and  in  playing 
at  chance  he  is  a  constant  winner.  One  of  his 
friends,  exasperated  by  continual  losses,  slaps  his 

glove  in  Henri's  face.  The  two  men  draw  swords 
and  fight.  Little  Marie  enters  unexpectedly  and. 

Henri's  sword  is  thrust  through  her  body  and  she falls  to  the  floor  dead.  Henri  is  arrested,  and  we 
find  him  in  his  cell,  an  officer  reading  the  death 
warrant.  A  priest  enters  and  prays  with  him. 
Four  gendarmes  appear,  bind  the  prisoner  and  lead 
him  away.  His  wife  meets  the  procession,  falls  on 
her  knees  and  begs  them  for  his  release.  The 
officers  are  dumb  to  her  entreaties  and  the  con- 

demned man  is  ordered  on. 
At  the  public  square  the  guillotine  is  erected,  the 

executioner  tests  the  death  machine  and  stands 
ready  to  do  his  duty.  Onlookers  are  all  about, 
drinking  and  smoking,  as  the  death  cart  containing 
Henri  appears.  He  ascends  the  steps  and  bows  his 
head  for  the  final  stroke. 

His  wife  Jeanette  enters  the  room,  slaps  him  on 
the  back,  and  he  awakens  to  find  it  has  only  been 
a  dream.     Length.   31S  feet. 

THE  WATER  SPRITE:  A  Legend  of  the  Rhine 
(Vitagraph  V — Count  Rudolph,  a  bankrupt  German 
baron,  is  seated  at  a  table  in  one  of  the  rooms  of 
his    castle.      There    is    but    little    furniture,    and    that 

lie     shabbiest,        UK    die  orij   |     Ol 
material.    Is   disordered    and    ibabbj       He    looks    ut 
t,ii\     miserable,    and,    iis    it     in    drown    his 
from    i line    to   ii     tn i  ,  hta  of  v,  Ini 
from   a    \ess,-i   before   blm,     ii  .in  ,    in   .iid   servant 

Ightened    and    wearied,    speaks    i. 
bis    master    ami    Is    angrllj    ordered    away,       \*    th< 
servant    turns    to    go  idesmen    enter    and 
demand     payment     ol      their     accounts,        \s     the 
visitors      bee,. no   iv      excited      and      refuse      to      In 

pacified,     Rudolph,     In     desperation,     Bouriehei      til 
sword    and    .buses    them    away,    then    sinks    In    a    chair. 

burying  his  tare  en  bis  arms.  We  find  him  at  night 
emerging    if      the   woods,    staggering  as   if   drunk 
or  in  utter  despair,  and  with  a  gesture  of  misery 
be    throws    himself    en    a    rock    beside    the    river    Rhine, 

ii,-  points  t"  the  water  as  it  Intimating  that  be 
would  drown  himself,  ai  thai  moment  Lurline,  tin 
queen  water  sprite  of  the   Rhine,  clothed   in  dlapfa 
anOUS    robes,    rises    out    ol     the    water    before    hlui    ami 
beckons    him    ro    follow,      lie   stands  surprised    ami 
motionless.  She  seizes  blm  by  the  hand,  ami  to- 

gether   they    plunge    Into    the    river.      They    reach    the 
cave  "i    the   water  sprite,   where    Rudolph   is  given 
food  and  drink  and  bags  of  gold  and  Jewels.  After 

making  an  agreement  to  return  "In  a  year  and  a 
day,"  be  returns  to  earth  again.  He  proceeds  t" 
his  castle  and  finds  Huns  surrounded  by  his  cred- 

itors, who  demand  the  master,  He  enters  altlred 
in  magnificent  clothes,  carrying  a  bag  of  gold  in 
his  hands.  He  pays  the  tradesmen  and  kicks  them 
out  as  the  servant  enters  with  more  bags  of  dia- 

monds   and   jewels.      With    his    good    fortune    Rudolph 
forgets  his  benefactor  and  makes  strenuous  love  to 
Gertrude,  daughter  of  Baron  Bernstein.  His  suit 
is  successful  and  preparations  are  made  for  the 
wedding.  The  day  arrives,  the  procession  starts. 
Suddenly  the  lightning  flashes,  the  wind  moans. 
Increasing  In  volume  each  minute.  There  is  an 
unusually  loud  crash  Of  thunder  and  a  flash  of 
lightning  which  illumines  the  whole  scene,  and  in 
the  weird  light  in  the  window  stands  Lurline.  She 
holds  aloft  the  paper  which  Rudolph  signed  and 
motions  him  to  follow.  He  tears  himself  from  Ger- 

trude and  with  the  water  sprite  runs  to  the  river. 
Into  which  they  plunge,  the  waters  closing  over 

them.     Length,   .".is  feet. 

THE  LITTLE  DETECTIVE  (Vitagraph).  —  A 
woman,  richly  dressed,  carrying  a  well-filled  purse 
and  lavishly  adored  with  jewels,  stops  before  a  real 

estate  office  and  looks  at  a  list  of  "To  Let"  signs. 
An  evil-looking  man.  passing,  sees  her  and  shows 
by  his  actions  that  he  means  to  rob.  The  woman 
enters  the  office,  followed  by  the  man.  Inside  a 
bargain  is  reached,  and  the  agent  hands  his  cus- 

tomer a  key  with  a  card  attached.  The  robber 
sneaks  up  behind,  reads  the  address  on  the  card 
anil  leaves  the  office.  He  lingers  outside  until  his 
victim  appears  and  starts  for  the  house,  then  hur 
ries  on  ahead.  Arriving  at  the  address,  he  looks 
about  cautiously,  pries  open  a  window,  enters  and 
conceals  himself  in  a  closet.  In  due  time  the 
lady     arrives,     examines     the    different     rooms,     and 

iliiallj   ci  low  hi.  i,  the  man  i» 
\       be  open  the   man   pounces   upu 
tab     her   i"  den M 
  i  valuables,  ami  ough  tin-  n  Indow        Hi ,i  ,,iiii, I     in    a     fright 

,.,    ,,i    in.-   woman's   waist,    ■•■    ,  i    was  torn   in   the 
i     and    Ion  i  i,  lii    bl- 

llll     I.-      the        del  el       dl  OPS       i      W    I  i ,  ■  1 1  .      W  hi 
boj      in    passing,    picks    up.    and    I 

  ii  I  bl  I   t]  'I  In 
1,-1    notes  the  building  •    him 
mH    that   i   an   return,   then  starts   for  tin-  police Btal  Ion, 

Returning    to    the   emptj    i   ,     >    i  ig  picker   in 
seeming    about,    comes    ui   be    piece     of     waist 

thrown  away  b]   the  murderer.     Be  pli   *  n   in  his 
hag.    discovers    the    npen    Window,    and    .limbs    thTOUgh, 
Me     ,   les     upon      Ihe     body     Of     Ihe     murdered     WO 

Is  horror-stricken  at  the  sight,  ami  is  leaving  t<> inform    the   authorities   when    two  officers   note    the 

suspi, -lous    move,    ask    the    cause    and  mi    In- 
side   again.       The    police    find     Hie     bodj 

portion   of   the   waist    torn    from   the   Woman   in   the 
rag  picker's  bag.      They   cal    two    fellow   Officers,    "ho 
take    charge    of    the    body,    while    they    bustle    the 

Italian      to     the     slat  Ion   house.        The     evidence      feints 

In  the  rag  picker's  guilt,  and  be  Is  committed  to 
prison.  In  a  few  moments  the  little  boy  enters Ihe  stal  ion  house,  lolls  his  story  and  band 
the  watch.  Inside  is  a  photograph  of  the  victim, 
and  being  satisfied  that  the  murderer  Is  the  man 

who   dropped    the    watch,    the    judge    tells    the    officers 
to    go    to    the    shanty.       The    box     a<   uipanics    them. 
signals  the  police,  who  enter  and  overpower  the 

real  murderer  and  drag  blm  away.  lie  Is  searched 
and  the  money  and  valuables  are  found  upon  blm. 
His  guilt  is  fully  established  and  he  is  sent  to 
prison,  while  the  rag-picker  Is  released  through  the 

lii  tie   boy's  ability   as  a  detective.      Length,    t:'.^  feet. 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE, $176.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

Trad< 

ICaaCuirjOTjtf 
Mark 

INDEPENDENT  FILMS 
THE  FINEST  FILMS 
IN   THE   WORLD 

A  NEW  SONG  WITH  NEW  SLIDES     YOU  WANT  IT 

COME  BACK  MY  SAILOR  BOY 
Beautiful  slides  by  Chicago  Transparency  Co.   Taken  especially  for  this  song  from  Admiral  Evans  fleet  at  San  Francisco.     This  song  is  a  hit  everywhere 

it  is  used.     Both  the  song  and  pictures  please. 

Published  by  MILLER  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO.,  294  South  Hermitage  Avenue,  Chicago,  III 
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EDISON    FILMS 
NEW  FEATURE  SUBJECT.      Ready  for  Shipment  August  5,  1908 

Tales  the  Searchlight  Told 
A  great  picture  of  Coney  Island.     Aside  from   the  comedy  and   picture  value,  the  panoramic  bird's-eye  view  and 

Illumination  at  night  stamp  it  as    unique  in  motion  pictures. 

SYNOPSIS    OF    SCENES. 

The  Farmer's  Visit. — "Si"  Slocum  visits  Coney — 
Mounts  the  Observation  Tower  at  Dreamland — Hires 
a  Bpy-glass — Running  comments  create  amusement — 
He   sees   it   all — And   a    few   things — Rare   sights. 
Panorama  of  Coney  Island. — Perfect  bird's-eye 

view— Taking  in  the  entire  Island  from  the  top  of 
the  Tower — Inland  and  Ocean  front — Bathers — Life 
savers — Boats — Throngs   on    Surf   Avenue. 
Coney  Illuminated — Darkness  gradually  descends 

— Daylight  fades — One  by  one  the  lights  come  out 
— A  beautiful  effect — Like  a  real  Fairyland — One 
blaze  of  moving  light — Like  festoons  of  glitering 
diamonds. 

What  "Si"  Sees  First — Into  range  comes  the  giant 
swing — Visitors  riding  the  camels — Indian  girl  shoot- 

ing at  glass  balls — Shooting  the  Shutes— With  long 
water   glide — Diving   horses — Diving   horse   and   rider 

— The  great  divide — Looping  the  Loop — Virginia 
Reel  (This  is  a  laughmaker) — The  immense  Ferris 
Wheel — "Si"  spots  a  young  couple  in  mid-air  in- 

dulging in  a  Soul  Kiss — "Where  ignorance  is  bliss, 
'tis   folly   to  be  wise." 
"What  Are  the  Wild  Waves  Saying?" — "Si"  now 

follows  the  Searchlight — Operator  humors  him — "Si" 
aearly  topples  off  the  Tower — Such  is  his  delight. 
In  the  Surf — Two  little  tots  come  Into  view — 

Clothes  tucked  up — Hand  in  hand — Wading  in  the 
Ocean — No   "kick"    from   them,    though. 

Teaching  Her  to  Float — "Si"  picks  up  a  couple — ■ 
Gent  teaching  the  timid  creature  to  swim — How  she 
clings  to  him — How  he  "kicks"  when  the  searchlight 
finds  him — Starts  for  operator — Next  a  lovely,  lone 

lady,  built  like  a  model,  fills  the  lens — "How  'Si' 
lingers" — But  she  objects  and  starts   for  the  Tower. 

The  "Sandman" — A  big  fellow  is  next  discovered 
buried    by    his    girl    in    the    sand — Hates,  to    be    dis- 

turbed— Motions  operator  to  turn  off  the  "Light" — No    use — Another    mad    couple   go    for   operator. 
On  the  Ocean's  Wave — "Si"  almost  paralyzed — 

Old  man  and  young  maid — United  in  one  long  "Soul 
Kiss" — "Si's"  mouth  waters — They  catch  on — Break 
away — Start  for  Tower — And  so  from  scene  to  scene. 

Operator  "Gets  His" — Up  on  Tower — Sudden  in- 
vasion— "Si"  dumbfounded—Crowd  rush  operator — 

"Husky  one"  carries  him  off  bodily — Rest  follow — 
"Si"  sees  him  taken  to  beach — Out  In  deep  water — Soused   repeatedly. 

Suspended  animation — Last  scene  of  all  that  ends 
"Si's"  strange  experience — Turns  the  Searchlight 
himself  and  discovers  his  erstwhile  friend  hanging 
to  a  spile  in  the  deepest  water — Kicking  like  a  crab 
and  no  help,  while  on  the  beach  his  victims  stand 

and   "laugh  last." 
No.   6369.       Code,  VELOCIPEDE.      Length,  995  feet. 

No.  6368   Code,  Vel.Cnane    Length  960  fee,       NCXt      SU^Ct  \  LIFE'S     A     GAME     OF     CARDS 

Shipment  August  12,  1908 I 
EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 

EDISON    IMPROVED    EXHIBITION    01  EC  (in 
MODEL    (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT)         ■       01  J  J  I  U  U 

Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 
$175.00 UNDERWRITERS*   MODEL (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 

reduces  the  flicker  50% 
Approved   by   the    New   YorK   Board   of  Fire   Underwriters  [and   the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 
Includes  among  other  Improvements  a  new  Automatic  Shutter,  Improved  Lamphouse, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines.  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take  up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 
of  Improvements. 

EDISON    MANUFACTURING   CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,     lO     FiftH    Avenue  CHICAGO,     304     Wabash    Avenue 
Office  for  United  Kingdom  :  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden.  LONDON,  N.  W  ,  ENGLAND 

Selling     Agents  : 
P.   U.   WATERS,   41   E.  21st  St.,  New  YorK  GEORGE    BRECK,   550-554   Grove  St.,  fan  Francisco,  Cal- 

Dealers    in     all     Principal     Cities. 

SAVE  ON  YOUR  ELECTRIC  LIGHT  BILLS 
This  is  the  ROYAL  REACTOR  which  will  save  you  from  67 

to  76%  of  your  current  bill  and  give  you  a  clear  white  light  with 

absolutely  no  heat,  danger  from  fire,  blowing  of  fuses,  and  other  troubles 
common  to  rheostats  and  imitation  current  savers.  Money  back  if  not 
satisfied.    Price  $50.00. 

Can  you  invest  that  amount  of  money  in  anything  that  will  give 
you  instant  returns  of  from  67  to  76%  of  vour  bills  ? 

Don't  wait  any  longer,  order  now  and  save  monev.  Line  vour 

own  pocket  instead  of  some  one  else's. 

HERMAN    E.  ROYS 

1368-70  Broadway,  New  York  City 
Wholesale  and  Retail  Manufacturer  of  everything 

pertaining  to  the  Moving  Picture  business 

FEUERBACHER  COMPANY 
M.  L.  SMITH,  Manager, 

1643  Champa  St.       -       Denver,  Colorado 
are  authorized  agents,  and  persons  in  the  West  can 

save  time  by  applying  direct  to  them 

Southern  Agent:   TOM  MOORE,  Washington,  D.C.,  803  9th  St.,  N.W. 
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TEST  THE 

ELECTRO 
M1NIMIZER 

at  our  expense 
for 

30  Days 

Noiseless Indestructible 

Then  pay  us  out 
of  the  money 

you   will   save. 

CO-OPERATIVE  FILM  SERVICE  OF  AMERICA 
137  E.  17th  Street,  New  YorK  City 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  2233  Vine  St. St.  Louis,  Mo.,  1822  Olive  St. 

For   Alternating 
Current    Only 

OUR     Free     30-day offer    shows    that 

we   are    ready    to 
back       the      Minimizer 

against  all  othercurrent- 

saving  devices. 

It  not  only  saves  cur- 
rent, but  gives  vou  a 

better  light  and  a  cooler 
operating  room. 

190 
CO-OPERATIVE  FILM  SERVICE  OF  AMERICA. 

Gentlemen :— Please  ship  us  one  (1)  Electro=Minimizer  subject  to  30  days 
trial.  At  the  end  of  30  days  we  (I)  agree,  If  same  prove  satisfactory,  to  pay 
the  sum  of  $40.00,  and  $5.00  weekly  thereafter  until  the  sum  of  $80.00 
has  been  paid,  which  is  the  full  price  of  the  Electro-ninimizer.  If,  however, 
It  should  not  prove  satisfactory  we  agree  to  return  same  to  you  at  your 
expense  not   later  than  30  days  from  receipt  of  same. 

Signed      

Voltage 

References 

Frequency 
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Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 
BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 

Tie      Bandit's      Waterloo   S.'JO  ft. 
A    Calamitous    Elopement   738  ft 
The  Kedman  and  the  Child   857  ft. 
Deceived   Slumming  Party   487  ft 

The    Black    Viper   724  ft.' 
The    Tavern-Keeper's     Daugh- 
_ter     •   410  ft. 
The   Adventures   of  a   DolIIe...71.3  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
The    Kentucklan      757  ft. 
The   Stage   Rustler   070  ft. 
Adventures    of    Dollle   713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
At    the    French    Ball   070  ft. 
At    the    Crossroads   of   Life   778  ft. 
Over    the    Hills    to    the    Poor- 

house       790  ft. 
The    Outlaw      C77  ft. 
The   Man   In   the   Box   544  ft 
The   Invisible  Fluid   0G2  ft. 

EDISON    MFG.    CO. 

Tales    the    Searchlight    Told.. 995  ft. 
A   Dumb  Hero   900  ft. 
The     Face    on     the     Bar-room 

Floor      550  ft. 
Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
The     Little     Coxswain     of     the 

•Varsity   Eight      1040  ft. Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 

.  1"    '49      1.000  ft. 
Love   Will   Find   a   Way   850  ft. 
Fly    Paper       400  ft. 
Honesty  is  the  Best  Policy   640  ft. 
The   Blue  and  the  Grey   1000  ft. 
The  Painter's  Revenge   745  ft. 
Sklnny's    Finish   605  ft. 
Carious    Mr.    Curio   680  ft! 
The  Gentleman   Burglar   1000  ft. 
Bridal     Couple      Dodging     the 

Cameras      785  ft. 
Nero     and     the     Burning     of 

Rome       1050  ft. 
ESSANAT. 

The    Little    Madcap   600  ft. 
The   Tragedian   400  ft. 
Just   Like   a   Woman   500  ft. 

I    Can't    Read    English   450  ft. 
The    Gentle    Sex   750  ft. 
An    Animated    Doll   750  ft 
Peck's    Bad    Boy   iooo  ft. 
Don't    Pull    My    Leg   425  ft. James    Boys    in    Missouri   1000  ft. 
A    Lord  For   A    Day   889  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

The   Walls   of   Sing   Sing     
A   Gypsy   Girl's   Love      
The    New    Hired    Girl     
The    Renegade      855  ft. 
Dynamite    Man      800  ft 
The     Girl     Nihilist   910  ft. 

Flight  of  the    "June   Bug"   525  ft. 
The   Taft    Pictures   350  ft. 
Mrs.    Gunness       850  ft. 
The    Man    Hunt   820  ft. 
An    American    Soldier   835  ft. 

The    Fleet   at    "Frisco   900  ft. 
Held    by    Bandits   875  ft. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL    COMPANY. 

The    Miraculous    Flowers   307  ft. 
A    Russian    Bear   Hunt   387  ft. 
An   Embarrassing  Gift   360  ft. 
Too  Hungry   to   Eat   530  ft. 
Sensational   Duel      267  ft. 
Follow    Your    Leader    and    the 

Mrster   Follows    Fast   224  ft. 
Out  of   Patience   244  ft. 
Baffled    Lover      617  ft. 
The  Chronic   Life   Saver   614  ft. 
Fishing    Boats   on    the    Ocean.. 540  ft. 
An    Interesting   Conversation..  .207  ft. 
Peasant    and   Prince   817  ft. 
The    Smuggler    Automoblllst. .  .567  ft. 

The    Learned    Mr.    Cornelius. .  .604  ft. 

Hi*  .Mother's  Melody   500  ft. 
The    Tramp's   Daughter   520  ft. 
The   Killing  Remorse   444  ft. 
A  Comical   Execution   294  ft. 
The   Dear   Little   Heart   287  ft. 
Secret  of  Hypnotism   124  ft. 
The   Policeman   of   the   Cook... 137  ft. 
Overflowing    in    Italy   494  ft. 
Making  of  Tomato  Sauce   390  ft. 
War    Episode      424  ft. 
Off   to   Morocco   794  ft. 

A  Wolf  in  Sheep's  Clothing. .  .717  ft. 
I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand.G20  ft. 
Obeying   Her  Mother   037  ft. 
The    Torrent      170  ft. 

The  Story  of  the  King  of  Fre- 
gola        854  ft. 

Promoted   Corporal      367  ft. 
The    Saw    Mill   387  ft. 
A    Pleasant    Evening    at     the 

Theater     367  ft. 
Too    Polite       290  ft. 
The    Tyrant    Feudal    Lord   417  ft. 
A    New    Fruit   524  ft. 

Sturdy    Sailor's    Honor   764  ft. 
On    the    War    Path   417  ft. 
Physical    Phenomena      310  ft. 
Matrimonial   Stages      500  ft. 
Transformation     with     a     Hat 

Rim      117  ft. 
Venice  and  the  Lagoon   334  ft. 
Two    Little    Motorists   310  ft. 
The  Grand  Canal  in  Venice... 277  ft. 

The  Substitute  Automatic  Ser- 
vant     367  ft. 

The    Best    Remedy   347  ft. 
A    Tricky    Uncle   300  ft. 
Through   the   Onral    Mountains. 214  ft. 
The    Two   Brothers   377  ft. 
Nice       277  ft. 
Consoling    the    Widow   234  ft. 
Good    Night   Clown    40  ft. 
Father  is  Late!  Go  Fetch  Him. 370  ft. 
Trying    to   Get    Rid   of   a    Bad 

Dollar      527  ft. 
The  Lady  with  the  Beard;  or, 

Misfortune    to    Fortune   457  ft. 
The  Wandering  Musician   494  ft. 
His    Girl's  Last  Wish   444  ft. 
The    Simpleton       490  ft. 
A  Walking  Tree   2S0  ft. 
Disappointing    Rehearsal      300  ft. 

Sammy's    Idea      327  ft. 
The    Triumph    of    Love   567  ft. 
Artificial    Brooding       337  ft. 
Posthumous  Jealousy     194  ft. 
Lessons    in    Jiu    Jitsu   304  ft. 
The   Two    Pickpockets   314  ft. 
Frightened    by    Burglars   234  ft. 
A    Poacher's   Trick   207  ft. 
The   Pastrv  Cook's  Misfortune.  140  ft. 
A    Costly   Coat   434  ft. 
The    Mediterranean    Fleet   500  ft. 
Wanted:     A   Colored   Servant.. 484  ft. 
The    Troublesome    Fly   317  ft. 
A   Second-hand  Camera   000  ft. 
The   Leaking  Glue   Pot   454  ft. 
Nothing  to  Declare;  or.  Bested 

by    Custom    Officials   450  ft. 
Love   and    Hatred   710  ft. 
In    the    Riviera   157  ft. 
Views  of    New   York   160  ft. 

HELIE8. 

Boston  Normal  School  Pageant. 975  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
The    Little    Peace-Maker   120  ft. 
Pranks  with  n  Fake  Python ..  .532  ft. 
Side    Show    Wrestlers   4S5  ft. 
Hunting    Teddy    Bears   308  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
Curiosity    Punished   504   ft. 
Fp-tn-Pnte  flotlies  Clcnnlne.  .  .210  ft. 
Justinian's  Human  Torches. ..  .187  ft. 
A    Fake  Diamond   Swindler   586  ft. 

Film  Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 

for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re 
ferred  to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  15  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 

PATHE     FRERES. 

Miss      Hold's      Puppets   524  ft. 

The    Knowing    Birds   .'J2s  ft. Jewel    of    a     Servant   492  ft. 
The    Curse    Ol    Drink   475  ft. 
Wonderful    Fluid      492  ft. 
The    Inconvenience   of   Talking 

Moving    Pictures      442  ft. 
An    Improvised    Statue   442  ft. 
The    Masque    Ball      574  ft. 
The     Boundary       OSS  ft. 
Susceptible    Youth       300  ft. 
The  Secret  of  the  Iron  Mask.. 590  ft. 
Picturesque    Naples      377  ft. 
Wanted  —  A      Son-in-Law      on 

Trial       541   ft. 
It    Smells    of    Smoke   295  ft. 

The     Uncle's    Fortune   023  ft. 
Water    Cure      393  ft. 
Head   Over  Heels  in    Politics.  .410  ft. 
The    Little    Magician   600  ft. 

A     Boarding     House     Acquain- 
tance      023  ft. 

The  Vacuum   Cleaner   393  ft. 

King   Scatterbraln's  Troubles.  .688  ft. Mr.     Softhead     Has     a     Good 
Time      524  ft. 

It      Sticks.     Everything — Even 
Iron      344  ft. 

Home  Work   in   China   311   ft. 
Crocodile    Turns    Thief   459  ft. 
The   Affair   of  the   Select   Ho- 

tel     426  ft. 
Cumbersome    First    Prize   344  ft. 
Story   of   a  Fishermaiden   787  ft. 
Hard    to    Get    Arrested   492  ft. 
Living   Posters      196  ft. 
A  Bashful   Young  Man   475  ft. 
In   the    Government   Service. .  .475  ft. 
The    Father    Is    to    Blame   606  ft. 
Russian  Review  of  the  Fiftieth 

Regiment      262  ft. 
The     Poor    Officer   492  ft. 
Bothersome    Husband   426  ft. 
Contagious  Nervous  Twitching. 410  ft. 
Korea       557  ft. 
Mystery    of    the    Mountains   459  ft. 
Runaway    Mother-in-Law   328  ft. 
The  Accuser      508  ft. 
Jealous    Fiance       557  ft. 
Unsuccessful     Flirts       3G0  ft. 
The     Perjurer       705  ft. 
Cumbersome    Baby      639  ft. 
Noisy    Neighbors      229  ft. 
Latest    Style    Airship      262  ft. 
The    Candidate       508  ft. 
Prof.   Bric-a-Brac's   Inventions. 410  ft. 
Stockholm       311   ft. 
The    Blackmailer      426  ft. 
Husband    Wanted      410  ft. 
On     Bad     Terms      With      the 

Janitor      524  ft. 
The  Dreyfus  Affair   1,213  ft. 
Interrupted    Romance   410  ft. 
Busy    Fiance      508  ft. 

S.    LTJBIN. 

The     Bogus     Lord   S30  ft. 
The   Sensational  Sheath   Gown. COO  ft. 
Policeman    for    an    Hour   300  ft. 
'The    Woman    Who    Gambles. .  .815  ft. 
The     White    Chief   810  ft. 
The    Fatal    Likeness   6S0  ft. 

The   Robbery   of   the   Citizen's Bank       680  ft. 
Captain     Molly   435  ft. 
Dr.   Curem's  Patients   475  ft. 
Battle    of    Monmouth     
Outwitted    by    His    Wife   735  ft. 
The    New    Maid   250  ft. 

The    Dynamite    Man     Two    Little   Shoes   1045  ft. 
Philadelphia,      the      Cradle     of 

Liberty      305  ft. 
Held    For    Ransom   S15  ft. 

Student's   Prank,   or  a   Joke  on 
Flis    Parents      580  ft. 

Romance  In  a  Gypsy  Camp... 725  ft. 
The    old    Maid's    Parrot   250  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

Texas    Tex       565  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft, 

A    Chance    Shot   358  ft. 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft. 
The     Will   378  ft. 

Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.  .628  ft 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian  Army      SIS  ft. 
Sports   of   All   the   World   674  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath.280  ft. 

Honor  Lost — Everything  Lost.. 669  ft. 
Dog-Training     294  ft. 
A    Misalliance      760  ft. 
Thp    Champagne    Bottle   1S7  ft. 
A    Modem    Naval    Hero   713  ft, 
[hies   and    Antonio    (Boxers) ..  .250  ft. 
Lion    Hunting       694  ft. 

SELIG     POLYSCOPE     COMPANY. 
The    Road   to   Ruin   975  ft. 

Bobby   White  in   Wonderland.  .740  ft. 

Weary   Waggles'    Busy   Day... 220  ft. 

The    Spirit    of    '76     The    Vanishing    Tramp     

The    Fighting    Parson     
Damon    and    Pythias     
Damon    and    Pythias     
East     Lynne     
Not    Yet,    But    Soon     
The   Shadow   of   the   Law     
In    the    Nick    of    Time     

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

As    Indian's    Honor   664  ft. 
The    Promise       31S  ft. 
The    Water    Sprite   51S  ft. 
The     Little     Detective   43S  ft. 

^Love   Laughs  at   Locksmiths. .  .552  ft. 
Captured   by  Telephone   360  ft. 

The   Viking's  Daughter   447  ft. 
The    Female    Politician   492  ft. 

Lady    Jane's    Flight   583  ft. 
Levitsky's     Insurance     Policy; 

or.  When  Thief  Meets  Thief.352  ft. 

The  Press  Gang;  or,  A  Ro- mance in  the  Time  of  King 

George    III   548  ft. 

A    Policeman's   Dream   387  ft, 
Stricken    Blind   426  ft. 
The    Wish    Bone   470  ft. 

The  Chieftain's  Revenge;  or,  a 
Tragedy  In  the  Highlands 
of    Scotland   415  ft. 

The  Mourners;  or,  a  Clever 
Undertaking      485  ft. 

John's  New  Suit;  or,  Why  He 

Didn't    Go    to    Church   510  ft. 
The    Guilty    Conscience   400  ft. 
'Twist   Love  and  Duty   620  ft. 
Get  Me  a  Stepladder   185  ft. 
A    Tragedy    of    Japan   515  ft. 
Mother-in-Law    and    the    Art- 

WILMAMB.   BROWN  &  EARLE, 
The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft. 
The    Man    and    His   Bottle   350  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft. 
Tricky    Twins   265  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft. 
Father's    Lesson   600  ft. 
nuntlng    Deer   555   ft. 
The     Prodigal    Son   696  ft. 
Catching   a    Bnrglar   835  ft. 
Nasty   Sticky  Stuff   i09  ft. 
Professor    Bounders'    Pills   380  ft. 
Leap    Year;   or,   She   Would   Be 

Wed        345  ft 

The    Interrupted    Bath   175  ft 
The   Gambler's    Wife   540  ft 
Doctor'*     Dodge   260  ft 
The    Great    Trunk    Mystery   602  ft 
Freddie's  Little  Love  Affair... 345  ft 
The    Mission    of    a    Flower. ..  .360  ft 

Lazy    Jim's    Luck   485  ft 
A   Sacrifice   for   Work   S40  ft. 
The    Greedy    Girl   260  ft 
Portland    Stone    Industry   450  ft. 
Tell-Tale    Cinematograph   400  ft 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
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Latest   Song   Slides. 

NORTH    AMERICAN    SLIDE   00. 
Are    Yon    Sincere? 
My   Heart    Beats  Alone  for   Ton. 
Mary    Blaine. 
Under   My   Merry   Widow   Hat. 
Rosea   Brine   Dreams   of   Ton. 
Open   Up   Your   Heart. 
SwlDglng-. 
Somebody      tbat    I    Know    and      Yon 

Know   Too. 
Some  Day.  Sweetheart.  Some  Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

GENRE     SONG     SLIDES. 
Mary. 
A   Tear,   a   Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell  Me. 
Art   Dreams  Never  Told. 
Dear  Lord.   Remember  Me. 
Because   of  Yon. 
Merry   Mary,   Marry  Me. 
Sweetbearts  In   HeaTen. 
Dear  Alabama. 
Wblle   Yon   Are   Mine. 
Good-bye.   Annie   Lanrle. 
Bathing. 
In  Mr  Merry  Oldsmoblle. 
Tbe    Night    Time    Is    Rlgbt    Time    to 

Spoon. 
OLOBE  SLIDES. 

Cyclone. 
Baby   Darling. 
That    Little    Sunny    Southern    Girl    of 

Mine. 
Swinging  In  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I    Lore    Yon   So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  OTer. 
Common  8ense. 

CHICAGO   TRANSPARENCY  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little   Cory   FlaL 
Just  to   Remind  You. 
Hearts   and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie, 

We  Can't  Play  With  Yon. Monterey. 
Last   Night 
I'm  Tealou:  of  You. 
Dear   Old    Iowa. 

GOLDTHORPE. 
Are  Yon  Sincere? 

Don't   Worry. 
Summer-Time. 
Everybody  Loves  Me  But  the  One  I 

Lore. 
Some  Day,   Sweetheart,   Some  Day. 
It's  Hard  to  Loye  Somebody  Who's Loving  Somebody   Else. 
For  tbe  Lest  Time  Call  Me  Sweet- 

heart. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 

THE   ELITE    LANTERN    SLIDE   00. 
Sweet  Sixteen. 
Stop  Making  Faces  at  Me. 
Sweet  Polly  Primrose. 
If  They  All  Had  a  Heart  Like  Yon. 
Gypsie   Ann. 
When     Autumn     Tints     the    Green 

Leaves   Gold. 
When     You     Love     Her     and     She 

Loves  You. 

Don't  Worry. 
DE    WITT  C.    WHEELER, 

Just  Because   It's    Yon. 
On  the  Banks  of  the  Old  Mill  Stream. 
Playing  School. 
Home  in  the  Golden  West. 
The  Last   Voyage. 
Heart  of  My   Heart. 
The   Garden   of   Dreams 
After  the  Rain. 
Dear  Heart. 
Pride   of   Prairie    Mary. 
Road   to  Yesterday. 
What   Might  Have   Been. 

That's  What  the   Daisy  Said. 
I'll  Teach   Yon    How. 
JnBt   Because   It's   Yon. 
Roses.    Roses   Everywhere. 
Yon    Have    Always    Been    the    Same 

Old    Pal. 
A  Sweeter  Story  Still. 
Bonlta. 
The   Town   Where   I   Was   Born. 
Are   Yon   Sincere? 
There   Was   Never   a   Girl   Like   Yon. 
Mary,    My   Heather  Queen. 
The  Story  the  Picture  Blocks  Told. 
Mary  Blaine. 
Take  Me  to  the  Ball  Game. 
I    Am    Afraid   to    Go    Home    In   the 

Dark. 

SCOTT   *    VAN    ALTXJTA. 

Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
When  tbe  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills   with    Rose. 
Tbat  Hammock  Is  Jnst  for  Two,  Yon Know. 

My    Dreums  of  the   U.   S.    A. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor   Bright.    I    Loves    You    Rlgbt. 
Would   You    Miss   Me? 
If   Yon   Were   Mine. 

You'll   Always   Be   Sweet  Sixteen  to Me. 

Dixie  and  tbe   Girl   I   Love. 
If  I  Should  Fall  In  Love  with  Yon. 
What  Will  Your  Answer  Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 
There  Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  Yon. 
Somebody    I    Know    -nd    Yon    Know, 

Too. 
When     the     Nightingale     Is     Nesting. 

Sweet  Irene. 
By  tbe  Old  Oaken  Bucket,   Louise. 
It  Might   Have  Been. 
Girl  from  tbe  Golden  West. 
Tbe  Corn   Is  Waving,   Annie. 
Two  Little  Baby  Shoes. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are  Yon  Sincere? 
Don't   You    Understand.    Honey? 
Summer   Time's   the   Time. 
Won't  Yon  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 
I'm   Afraid  to  Come   Home   In   the 

D-vk. 
I    Miss    You    Like    the    Rosea    Miss 

the  Rain. 
Smarrv 
Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sing 

"Love     Me    and    the     World     Is 

Mine." 

When    It's    Moonlight,
    

Mary    Darl 
in<»,  'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arbor 
Shade. 

HENRY   B.    ENOBAjst. 

Where  the  Catskllls  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Snn. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
MoIIle,  Come  Jump  on  the  Trolley. 
Among  th»  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 
On  Bunker  Hill,  Where  Warren 

Fell. 
The  Holy  City. 
The  Little  Old  Red  School-house 

On  the  Hill. 
There  Stands  a  Flag,  Let  Them 

Touch  It  If  They  Dare. 

LA  PINE. 

Will  Yon  Always  Call  Me  Honey? 
I   Wish    I   Had  a   Girl. 
Maybe  I  Was  Meant  for  Yon,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Yon. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    EXCHANGE. 

Mary   Blaine. 
My  Flnff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the   Hillside    Where    tbe   Honey- 

suckle Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  Yoo. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  is  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I    Love. 
Dear   Old   Comrade. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,    Some   Day. 
Childnood. 
Hurrah    for   Uncle   Sim. 
Billy.   Dear. 
Sweet  Rosie  May. 
When    We    Listened    to   the   Chiming 

of    the    Old    Caurch    Bell. 

It's  Only  Me  i'J,  My  Nightie. 

Don't    Ever  Leave   Me,   Dolly. 
A   Little   Bit  o'   Sugar  Oane. True  Heart. 
Roses  Bring  Dreams  of  You. 
Hoot    Hoo!    Ain't     Yon    Coming    Out To-nlgbt. 

Jnst  Someone. 
Santiago   Flynn. 
When   You   Wore  a  Pinafore. 
In  Monkey   Land. 
Dear  Old   East   Side. 
Won't  Yon  Be  My  Baby  Boy? 
Dear  Old  Comrade. 
Over  tbe   Hills  and  Far  Away. 

You'se  just  a  little  bit  o   sugar  cane. 

EMPIRE    SLIDE    00. 
..1I.I1T. 

H  Looks  Like  •  Big   Night,  To-night, 
1  Want  Bom  II  Mr  "Dearie. " 1     Hunch    of    Daisies. 
Rainbow, 

Tall     Mi-    Your    Dream    and    I'll    Tell 
Yon    Mine. Mandy    Lane. 

Borne    Day. 
Say    Not   Good-bye. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  C 

The  Finest  Made.     «5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST 

32   So.  HOYNE    AVE. 

CHICAGO.  ILL. 

Slide  Quality 
is  as  important  to  you  Mr.  Film  Renter  as 

FILM  QUALITY 
The  Best  SONG  SLIDES 

on  the  Market  are  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
I  20- I  22  W.  3 1  st  Street         -  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Send  for  Catalogue  of  over  300  Illustrated  Songs 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPAREIL"    SONG     SLIDES 

By 

HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 
the    Catskills    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City. 

The    Little    Old    Bed    Schoolhonae 
on  the  Hill. 

There   Stands   a   Flap,    Let   Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are Falling, 

Memories. 
Where   the   Tall  Palmettos   Grow. 

In  Old  Illinois. 
Where    Poverty's    Tears    Ebb    and Flow. 

Sweetheart  Days. 
Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

Where 
Summits   to   the  Sun. 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody Happy. 

Mollie,    Come   Jump   on   the   Trol- ley. 

Among:  the  Valleys  of  Vew  Eng- land, 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 
On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 

Fell. On   the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 
I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

WANTED  AT  ONCE— Actors  and  Actresses 
to  talk  and  work  out  Moving  Picture    Films.     Must  have 

special  act  of  their  own ,  also  able  to  sing. 

THE  SUPERIOR  FILM  SUPPLY  CO. 
621   NASBY  BUILDING TOLEDO,  OHIO 
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We  Told  You  We  Had  It  At  Last 
RECEIVED  42  ORDERS  FOR  OUR 

ECONOMY  COIL 
DURING  THE  PAST  WEEK 

The  Biggest  Thing  of  the  Season 
Was  your  order  among  the  ones  received,  if  not  get  it  in  at  once,  as  the  demands  were  beyond 

our  wildest  expectations,  and  as  the  output  is  limited  you  may  have  to  wait,  and  this  means  big  money. 
W§  Our  past  reputation  will  bear  us  out  that  we  would  not  market  an  article  unless  it  was  perfect. 
In  this  coil  we  have  a  perfect  current  saving  device,  which  is  much  cheaper  than  any  machine  on 
the  market,  and  we  know  from  what  we  have  seen  of  others  it  is  much  better,  and  will  save  more 

current  than  the  majority  of  them. 
We  could  have  charged  $75.00  to  $100.00  for  our  machine,  same  as  others,  but  we  are 

satisfied  with  a  small  profit. 
NO  MIDDLEMAN  DEAI   IT  IS  FROM  US  DIRECT  TO  YOU 

We  do  not  ask  you  to  pay  for  this  instrument  all  at  once ;  we  are  going  to  sell  them  on  their 
merit,  and  all  we  require  is  a  cash  deposit,  for  while  we  give  you  our  Economy  Coil  on  sixty  (60) 
days  trial,  if  it  does  not  do  all  we  claim  for  it  after  this  time,  return  it  at  our  expense,  and  if  you 
are  satisfied  with  it,  pay  the  balance  and  it  is  yours. 

Do  you  suppose  we  would  make  this  offer,  if  we  did  not  know  what  we  have?  Not  on  your 
life,  we  would  demand  the  money  first. 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  FILM  CO. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.       Des  Moines,  la.       Rochester,  N.Y.       Cincinnati,  O.       Lincoln,  Neb. 

150 Cities  and  Towns  throughout  the  United  States  have  contracted  for  CAMERAPHONE 
EXCLUSIVE  RIGHTS  for  the  next  year.    We  give  protection.     We  get  the  money. 

In  fifty  cities,  in  big  theatres,  it  is  now  the  chief  attraction. 

CAMERAPHONE 
The  only  genuine  talking  and  singing  pictures.     Not  fake  shows  with  cheap  actors 
behind  the  scenes,  but  special  film  and  phonograph  records  of  special  productions. 

$iAAAAn    WORTH   OF  PRODUCTIONS  (ICAAAn    WILL    BE    SPENT    ON 
IUU,UUU  now    on     hand  «pZ£>U,UUU  productions  this  year 

All  the  big  Broadway  hits,  in  song,  sketch,  vaudeville  and  drama.     See  our  "  QUO 
VADIS,"  also  our  "  PINAFORE  "   and  our  "  MIKADO."     The  entire  opera 

in  one  continuous  reel  and  singing  performance. 

We  Make  Forty  Minutes  of  New  Entertainment  WeeKly 

The  Finest  Motion  Picture  Plant  in  the  Country 
A  Corps  of  Stage  Directors.     Magnificent  Studios.     Complete  Machine  Shops 

CAHERAPHONE  COHPANY  SfM'?i8S?i$8 CAMERAPHONE  BUILDING  Occupying  an  entire  building  of  50,000  square  feet  of  floor  area 

VT      i.      I      WE  SELL   NOTHING.     We  supply  outfits  OPERATED  afl    ̂ ekly  charge.     Bookings  now  rushing 

I^OICJ      for  the  opening  season.     Don't  be  left  behind,  as  hundreds  -wj 
late  in  applications  last  spring 



the: 

Moving  Picture  World 
WITH  WHICH   IS   INCORPORATED 

THE  EXHIBIT 
PUBLISHED  BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY,  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

Vol.  3.,  No.  7. August  15.  1908 Price,  lO  Cents 

EDISON    FILMS 
Shipment  August  12,  1908        Send  for  Descriptive  Circular  No.  379 

Life's  a  Game  of  Cards SYNOPSIS   OF  SCENES: 
Prelude,     sir  John  Lubbock  -  a  game." 

Liki-  the  game  Ot  '-arils.  Fate  deals  each  hand. 
daily,  face  down  -In  litv.  -it  is  nof  always  in 

and.  but  in  playing  a  bad  hand 

well"  Our  hen.  starts  handicapped  with  poTerty. 
pride,    and    ambition. 

The    Game    of    Cards.— Hero    at    swill    reception — 
at    woman    be    loves  —Catena*    rival    cheating 

;it     c:'  -     him— Incurs     host's     censure — 
Rather   tnkes   rival's   part     Orders    hero    from   bouse 

Forbids    heroine    i"    see    bim    again. 

Planning    an   Elopement. — Hero   plays   a    "hand" — 
jfteets  rges   speedy   marriage-  -The 
to    elfl  iril    by    rival — Part    to    prep; 

The  Villain's  "Hand."  —  Rival  pints  with    •■Crimps" 
Hero   to   ho    "shanghaied"    to   Africa   and 

tinned    adril  gain     sealed. 

"Clubs  Are  Played." — Hero   leaves  bom< — Ti 
heroine     Waylaid     bj     "Crimps"   -The     attacl 
ianl    defense    -Numbers    count— Overpowered— Taken tn  boat. 

The    Heroine    Waits. — At    the    rendezvous    -Heroine 

Alarmed  —Conflicting     emotions — 
Misjudges    hero— Believes   deserted — Rival    appears — 
Wins    ag   In     Escorts    heroine    home. 

"Shanghaied." — "Crimps"    furies  hero   Into   I 
Taken  Rough      treatment      resented— Hero 

Forced  to  work— Carried  to  sea. 

In  South  Africa.— Off  the  coast— The  favorable 
moment — Hero  haves  ship — Swims  ashore — Reaches 
mining    camp    -Recj  sistance — Miners    ^ive   an 
outfit     Starts  for  gold  fields. 

"Spades    Are    Trumps." — Hero    reaches    gold    fields 

-strikes    ii     rich     Deter- stakes    claim- 
ni  ln<  s   to  return   home. 

"Diamonds  Are  Led."     Home  of  her    ne     No  news 
Heroine  sad     still   true     Rival  continues   to   plot — 

Presses  suit — Gains  parents'    favor     Presents  hi 
diamond     necklace — Heroine     in     despair     Abandons 

Agrees  to  mat  rj    rival. 

"Hearts   Are   Trumps." — The    wedding    daj    -Rival 
■    in  rrivo  -       Her. mi, ■       dOfl  n. 

Banns     are     called     Bero     appears     on     time     Stops 
Exposes    rival  —Rival    turned    oui     I 

welcomes    hero — Happj     reunion — "All's     well     that em's  v,  ell." 

Code.  Velocimane. Length,  960  feet. 

No.  6371    Code,  Velocity    Length  800  feet Next  Subject :  WHEN  RUBEN  GOMES  TO  TOWN Shipment  August   19,   1908 
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Approved    by   the   New    YorK    Board    of   Fire   Underwriters  >nd    the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 

Includes  among  other  Improvements,  a  new  Automatic  Shutter,  Improved  Lamphouse, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines.  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take  up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 
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Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60  £  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
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Sharpen  Your  Pencil 
and  figure  if  your  light  bill  is  $60.00 
per  month.     We  save  you  with  an 

ECONOMY     COIL 
approximately  $40.00  making  your 
light  bill  $20.00  per  month  instead  of 
$60.00  or  $480.00  per  year,  or  in  one 
month  you  can  get  our 

ECONOMY     COIL 
for  nothing  by  the  saving  in  your 
light  bill . 

ASK    YOURSELF 
can  you  afford  to  let  a  proposition  of 
this  kind  pass  you  by?  If  so,  you 
belong  to  the  never  succeed  class. 

ONE    CENT 
will  bring  you  all  the  information  re- 

garding this  remarkable  investment. 

SLIP    US    A    POSTAL 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  FILM  CO. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.  Rochester,  IV.  Y. 

Des  Moines,  Iowa.        Cincinnati,  0.        Lincoln,  Neb. 

Independent 
Filmsin  Texas 
ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving: 

Picture  Theatres 

MAIN    OFFICE: 

405   MAIN   STREET DALLAS,  TEX. 

BRANCH   OFFICE: 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special    Prices  on    our  New  Films 
and   Feature   Productions 

£2 

I  ̂ /"\  Cities  and  Towns  throughout  the  United  States  have  contracted  for  CAMERAPHONE 
l^Vy  EXCLUSIVE  RIGHTS  for  the  next  year.     We  give  protection.     We  get  the  money. 

In  fifty  cities,  in  big  theatres,  it  is  now  the  chief  attraction. 

CAMERAPHONE 
The  only  genuine  talking  and  singing  pictures.      Not  take  shows  with  cheap  actors 
behind  the  scenes,  but  special  film  and  phonograph  records  of  special  productions. 

$tflf\  f\f\f\    wORTH   OF  PRODUCTIONS  tf»TCAAAA    WILL    BE    SPENT    ON 
IVU,UUU    NOW       ON       HAND  «J>  Z  3U ,UUU    PRODUCTIONS  THIS   YEAR 

All  the  big  Broadway  hits,  in  song,  sketch,  vaudeville  and  drama.     See  our  "  QUO 

VADIS,"  also  our  "  PINAFORE  "   and  our  "  MIKADO."      The  entire  opera 
in  one  continuous  reel  and  singing  performance. 

We  MaKe  Forty  Minutes  of  New  Entertainment  WeeKly 

The  Finest  Motion  Picture  Plant  in  the  Country 
A  Corps  of  Stage  Directors.     Magnificent  Studios.     Complete  Machine  Shops 

CAflERAPHONE  COHPANY 
CAMERAPHONE  BUILDING 

ELEVENTH    AVENUE    AND 
43d  STREET    -    NEW  YORK 

Occupying  an  entire  building  of  50,000  square  feet  of  floor  area 

NT|-wfpk  I      WE  SELL  NOTHING.     We  supply  outfits  OPERATED  at  a  weekly  charge.     Bookings  now  rushing 
l^lvJlC  .      for  the  opening  season.     Don't  be  left  behind,  as  hundreds  were  by  being  late  in  applications  last  spring 
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Editorial. 

Why  Some  Renter*  Don't  Succeed. 

There  has  been  a  lot  of  talk  about  the  poor  quality  of 
some  subjects  that  have  been  sent  out  by  the  manufacturers 
lately.  On  the  other  hand,  there  has  been  the  highest 
praise  extended  to  certain  subjects  which  seemed  to  stand 
out  from  all  the  others  as  headliners.  Those  critics  who 
are  most  bitter  probably  have  no  idea  of  the  immense 
cost  and  amount  of  brains  and  energy  required  to  pro- 

duce a  headliner,  or  any  him  subject  for  that  matter. 
If  the  manufacturers  have  been  falling  off  in  quality  or 
in  the  elaboration  of  their  subjects,  rather,  there  is  good 
reason.  Especially  during  the  Summer  months  the  sale 
of  prints  has  fallen  so  low  that  when  all  the  expenses 
of  production  are  considered  there  is  nothing  in  it.  A 
good  many  copies  of  a  subject  have  to  be  sold  before 
the  manufacturer  gets  back  the  amount  of  money  in- 

vested. The  manufacturers  who  cater  to  the  F.  S.  A. 

fare  somewhat  better  than  the  independent  manufactur- 
ers do  at  the  hands  of  the  independent  renters.  We  know 

many  independent  renters  who  boast  of  the  fact  that  they 
have  not  purchased  a  new  film  for  months.  They  have 
an  accumulation  of  old  junk  which  is  being  patched  up, 
cleaned  and  tinted  and  run  as  long  as  a  sprocket  hole 
remains.  They  also  boast  of  the  fact  that  they  can  get 
possession  of  all  the  F.  S.  A.  film  they  want  after  it  is 
a  week  or  two  old.  This  is  consistency  with  a  vengeance. 

Are  these  so-called  "independent"  renters  aware  of  the 
fact  that  if  there  were  no  independent  manufacturers 
then  their  own  existence  would  be  snuffed  out  like  a 
candle?  If  the  independent  renter  is  not  penny  wise 
and  pound  foolish  he  will  advance  his  own  ends  by  pur- 

chasing more  liberally  from  the  independent  manufac- 
turer. If  not,  he  may  eventually  find  himself  up  against 

two  alternatives,  either  of  which  would  mean  his  ruin. 
Suppose  that  the  independent  manufacturers  should  unite 
with  the  associated  manufacturers  so  as  to  more  thor- 

oughly control  the  situation :  Suppose  that  the  indepen- 
dent manufacturers,  to  find  an  output  for  their  products, 

should  establish  their  own  branch  offices  throughout 
the  country  for  the  direct  rental  of  their  films :  In  either 
case  the  lease  of  life  and  prospects  of  the  man  who  de- 

pends  altogether  on  the  renting  and   i 
junk   would  be  broughl   to finish. 

Harmony  Is  0\ir  Slogan. 

\\  IiiK'  ii  in.i\    een  vertheli 
animals  to  make  an  eflforl 

i  \  en  ili-  nigh  thai  incl   sh<  iuld  and 

thai  i"  withdraw  into  the  hole  and  "pull  the  hole  in  a 
them,"  to  use  a   somewhat   ludicrous  phrase,   would   b 
more   to    their   interest,   and    more   consistent    with    the 

policj  of  good  sense. 
We  have  endeavored  in  our  humble  wa)  to  show  in 

past  issues  that  the  advocation  of  everything  that  can  be 
beneficial  to  the  moving  picture  busim  is  i  preferable  to 
the  advocacy  of  discontent  and  strife  among  and  between 
the  various  classes  and  branches  connected  with  and  inter- 

ested in  the  business.  We  do  not  believe  in  arraying  the 

employee  against  the  employer,  or  vice-versa.  We  do 
not  believe  in  provoking  quarrels  between  the  manui 
turer  of  films  and  the  renter  or  exhibitor,  or  between  the 
renter  and  exhibitor,  or  between  the  exhibitor  and  the 
operator.  It  is  against  public  policy  to  try  and  make  one 
believe  that  the  other  is  his  enemy;  it  is  against  common 
sense  to  try  and  make  anyone  believe  that  peace  of  mind, 
promotion  of  trade,  or  confidence  can  be  established  by 
the  daunting  of  the  reg  flag,  the  swashing  of  the  flaming 

torch,  or  the  waving  of  the  sword.  Prosperity's  seed 
never  took  root  in  any  such  soil,  and  those  who  maintain 
a  doctrine  that  has  such  measures  for  a  basis  should  be 
shunned  in  a  most  decisive  manner. 

Some  radical  people  tell  us  that  the  manufacturers  and 
renters  of  films  are  dependent  upon  the  exhibitors  and 
the  operators,  and  that  it  is  to  these  that  the  public  look 
for  enjoyment.  Such  arguments  are  made  solely  and 

only  for  the  applause  of  the  gallery.  Diagnose  the  situa- 
tion and  get  down  to  the  truth.  Dissect  the  sentiments 

and  unearth  the  motive.  The  sentiment  expressed  comes 
from  the  pen  of  one  who  has  always  played  to  the  gallery. 
He  has  tried  to  become  the  journalistic  representative  of 
the  operators,  and  now  he  seeks  to  father  the  unionism 
of  the  exhibitors,  and,  in  his  zealousness,  to  prove  that  he 
is  a  friend  of  both  these  branches  of  the  business,  he 

arrays  them  against  the  manufacturer  and  the  renter.  If 
he  claims  he  is  not  doing  this  he  must,  to  be  truthful, 
admit  that  he  is  not  doing  anything  that  will  bring  them 
closer  together. 

The  wolf  cannot  parade  long  in  sheep's  clothing.  He 
must  in  time  betray  himself.  The  man  who  thinks  his 
pen  can  cast  into  the  eyes  of  the  thinker  an  ink  that  will 
permanently  blind,  is  foolish.  The  says  of  many  years 

ago  remains  true  to-day:  "You  can  fool  all  people  some 
of  the  time ;  some  people  all  the  time ;  but  you  cannot 

fool  all  the  people  all  the  time."  Sowing  seeds  of  dis- 
cord may  appeal  very  strongly  to  some  people  sometimes, 

and  at  times  it  may  afford  amusement  to  a  great  many ; 
but  in  time  such  a  policy  becomes  monotonous,  and  in 
time  disgusting  to  the  very  people  in  whose  interest  it 
is  supposed  to  be  directed. 

As  an  impartial  trade  paper  we  have  strongly  advo- 
cated a  condemnation  of  the  irritation  of  feeling  between 

the  two  classes  of  renters,  and  we  have  reason  to  believe 
that,  bitter  as  the  competition  between  these  two  for  trade 
may  be  at  the  present,  we  will  be  fully  vindicated.  No 
good  purpose  can  be  promoted  or  attained  by  lending 
hand  to  any  course  that  will  embitter  one  against  the 
other.     Let  them  fight  it  out  between  themselves  and  in 
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time  one  or  the  other  will  eventually  win  out,  if  a  truce 
is  not  declared  before  that  point  is  reached. 

Why  embitter  the  renter  or  exhibitor  against  the  manu- 

facturer' Why  embitter  the  exhibitor  against  either  of 
the  former?  And,  why  should  the  operator  be  urged  to 
wage  strife  against  any  nf  them? 

Where  is  there  an  exhibitor  who  honestly  believes  that 
if  lie  closed  his  doors  the  film  renter  would  be  obliged  to 

close  his  shop  and  the  film  manufacturer  would  be  com- 

pelled to  stop  making  pictures?1  The  idea  is  reallv  silly. The  advocates  of  the  radical  theories  to  which  we  refer 

seem  to  be  suffering  from  the  narrowest  kind  of  a  vision. 
They  lose  sight  of  the  fact  that  the  nickels  and  dimes  that 
go  in  the  aggregate  to  pay  the  operator,  the  exhibitor, 
renter  and  the  manufacturer  comes  from  the  pockets  of 
the  people  at  large  !  In  whom  are  the  people  interested  ? 
Surely  not  in  either  the  manufacturer,  the  renter, .  ex- 

hibitor or  the  operator,  but  in  the  pictures  themselves.  If 
the  pictures  fail  to  draw,  none  of  the  producing  factors 
mentioned  would  amount  to  as  much  as  a  ripple  on  the 
surface  of  the  ocean.  The  truth  stands  out  that  all  the 

factors  referred  to  are  dependent  to  a  more  or  less  extent 
one  upon  the  other,  and  for  that  reason  efforts  should  be 

made  to  draw  them  closer  together  and  bring  harmony 
and  good  will  between  them,  rather  than  incessantlv  urge 
discord. 

Character  of  Yotir  Pictures. 

By  Burton  IT.  Allbee. 

Specially  contributed  to  the  Moving  Picture   World. 

No  exhibitor  can  hope  to  satisfy  everybody  with  his 
pictures,  no  matter  whether  he  uses  moving  pictures 
exclusively,  slides  exclusively,  or  a  combination  of  the 

two,  together  with  short,  pungent  lectures  or  explana- 
tions. If  he  shows  to  full  houses  on  circuit,  or  maintains 

a  permanent  show  in  some  town  or  city,  the  same  obser- 
vation will  apply.  He  will  find  some  who  are  dissatisfied 

and  some  who  will  criticise. 

It  is  well  to  understand  this  feature  of  the  business, 
so  it  will  not  discourage  an  exhibitor  and  will  not  cause 
him  to  feel  that  his  show  is  not  entirely  successful. 
There  are  always  critics  who  find  fault  because  they 
misunderstand  or  because  they  want  to  criticise.  What- 

ever the  cause  may  be,  the  effect  is  the  same. 
One  thing  the  exhibitor  should  always  bear  in  mind, 

and  that  is  to  hold  the  quality  of  his  pictures  up  to  the 

very  highest  quality.  The  public  is  entitled  to  this  con- 
sideration and  it  should  be  granted  them  regardless  of 

all  other  features  of  the  business.  Poor  pictures,  using 
the  word  poor  in  the  widest  possible  sense,  should  not 
be  tolerated.  No  exhibitor,  whether  on  the  road  or  in 

his  own  theater,  should  ever  introduce  anything  which 
is  not  up  to  standard.  If  in  any  degree,  whether  in  point 

of  workmanship,  or  in  quality  or  film,  or  in  moral  influ- 
ence, the  picture  should  be  eliminated  before  it  is  pro- 

duced. In  a  degree  this  will  do  away  with  one  fruitful 
cause  of  criticism  and  will  reduce  the  danger  of  any 

carping  critic  having  any  substantial  basis  for  his  com- 
plaints. 

Many  exhibitors  go  almost  to  the  limit  in  producing 

pictures,  offering  films  and  slides  that  offend  by  sug- 
gestion, if  not  by  actual  representation.  In  numerous 

cases  the  suggestion  is  worse  than  the  actual  picture. 
Morally  its  influence  will  be  worse  and  the  effect  upon 
the  young,  particularly,  will  be  even  worse  than  the  actual 

representation.  It  is  easy  to  understand  the  influence 
of  the  actual,  but  the  subtle  influence  of  the  suggestive 
picture  grips  one  and  cannot  be  shaken  off.  It  attracts, 
but  does  not  disgust  like  the  picture  which  represents 
the  real  object.  Therefore,  all  suggestive  pictures  should 
be  abolished. 

Sometimes  one  is  disposed  to  think  that  the  contention 
of  those  who  want  to  see  anything  which  indicates  crime 
or  immorality  of  any  sort  stricken  out  of  the  category 
of  film  manufacture,  is  correct.  There  is  a  subtle  con- 

nection between  suggestion  and  actual  crime  which  can 

often  be  traced  to  a  train  of  influences  started  by  a  pic- 
ture. If  anything  as  lifelike  as  a  motion  picture  is  seen 

and  this  picture  suggests  crime  by  illustrating  a  hypothet- 
ical instance,  it  would  seem  as  though  the  contention 

is  correct.  It  would  seem.  too.  that  there  may  be  a 
more  important  connection  and  influence  here  than  is 
generally  supposed.  It  is  stated  over  and  over  again 

that  books  which  treat  of  crime,  or  even  newspaper  arti- 
cles which  describe  in  minute  detail  a  crime,  will  often 

be  followed  by  an  outbreak  of  similar  crimes  wherever 
the  influence  may  extend. 

Assuming  that  there  is  a  psychological  connection  be- 
tween these  two.  it  would  seem  as  though  the  influence 

exerted  by  pictures  would  be  even  greater.  The  motion 
picture,  particularly,  would  be  a  stronger  influence  of 

this  character  than  reading  the  story.  The  scene  is  en- 
acted with  lifelike  vividness  before  the  eyes  of  the  audi- 

ence. It  ought  to  be  comparatively  easv  for  anyone  to 
go  out  and  do  likewise.  It  is  impossible  to  be  too  careful 
about  these  influences.  They  are  subtle  and  persuasive 
and  their  effect  is  far  more  powerful  than  anything  that 
can  possibly  be  written.  Exhibitors  and  lecturers  should 
understand  this  phase  of  their  business  and  refrain  from 
doing  anything  which  will  tend  to  corrupt  the  morals 
or  increase  the  danger  of  falling  into  evil  ways  of  their 

audience.  It  doesn't  matter  if  they  are  strangers.  The 
moral  responsibility  is  quite  as  strong  and  the  opportunity 
to  exert  a  beneficial  influence  is  quite  as  marked.  There 
should  be  nothing  of  the  sort  allowed,  and  sometimes 
one  is  disposed  to  believe  that  the  authorities  will  be 
doing  only  their  duty  when  they  promptly  suppress  all 
such  pictures. 

The  future  of  the  moving  picture  business  and  illus- 
trated lectures  depends  wholly  upon  the  attitude  assumed 

by  those  who  are  catering  to  the  amusement  of  the  public. 
In  the  long  run  the  public  will  condemn  all  pictures, 
whether  moving  or  otherwise,  which  do  not  maintain  the 
average  high  standards  of  morality  practiced  by  the  bulk 
of  the  public.  There  are  always  a  few  who  are  looking 
for  sensational  thrillers  and  who  in  consequence  favor 
those  which  are  more  or  less  spiced  with  crime  or  what 

borders  dangerously  near  to  it:  but  they  do  not  consti- 

tute the  majority  of  an  exhibitor's  patrons,  and  he  should 
not  lose  sight  of  this  fact,  no  matter  how  vigorously  these 
slightly  off-color  pictures  may  be  applauded. 

Good,  live  subjects  are  so  plentiful  that  one  wonders 
sometimes  why  it  has  been  necessary  to  resort  to  some 
of  the  subjects  which  have  been  ottered.  They  are.  in 
plain  terms,  vulgar,  and  their  influence  is  against  the 
high  moral  standards  which  ought  to  prevail  and  which 
ought  to  be  inculcated.  And  in  exactly  the  proportion 
that  the  exhibitors  allow  themselves  to  be  deluded  into 

the  belief  that  the  undesirable  pictures  are  what  the 

people  want,  will  they  eventually  lose  custom.  The  ex- 
hibitor, whether  in  his  own  hall  or  on  the  road,  who 

forgets  that  the  bulk  of  the  American  people  have  little 
use  ior  thrillers  that  teach  wrong  conceptions  of  life,  the 
sooner  will  his  crowds  increase. 

I
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1  _*  i 
This  does  not  mean  that  the  pictures  should  be  dull,  or 

uninteresting,  or  should  oven  preach  sermons.  Perhaps 

they  may  do  the  latter,  bul  if  they  do  it  will  be  the 

subtle  sort  which  are  never  recognized  as  sermons  and 

which  influence  the  audience  l>\  the  quality  which  is  so 
elusive,  hut  so  powerful,  and  which  cannot  he  adequately 
explained.     Every  exhibitor  knows  this  and  realizes  it 

ome  extent;  hut  in  far  too  many  instances  the)    I 

been  carried  away  by  the  applause  which  has  greeted  the 

exhibition    of   sensational    and    somewhat    risque    pictures 
and  they  have  felt  that  this  was  the  royal  road  to  success. 

There  is  no  reason  for  an  exhibitor  to  assume  the  role 

of  the  minister  or  the  teacher,  hut  the  exhibitor  can  show 

lively  pictures  which  will  supplement  the  work  of  those 

two  important  and  necessary  individuals  and  at  the  same 

time  l'dl  his  own  coffers.  The  public  will  pay  for  good 
pictures  and  crowded  houses  will  greet  the  man  who  has 
such  pictures  in  his  list. 

One  man  in  particular  might  he  mentioned  who  has 

traveled  for  a  number  of  years  with  moving  pictures  and 
in  nearly  all  towns  has  to  turn  away  those  who  want 

tickets.  Yet  he  has  never  shown  a  picture  which  is  in 

any  sense  immoral  or  which  would  in  any  decree  incul- 
cate a  sentiment  not  in  accord  with  the  best  traditions  of 

morality  and  correct  conduct.  His  success  is  sufficient 

proof,  if.  indeed,  any  were  needed,  that  the  American 

people  want  to  see  and  hear  the  good  things,  not  those 

which  may  be  sensational  and  for  a  time,  perhaps,  in  a 

degree,  attractive.  Give  the  public  the  better  grade  of 
pictures  and  give  them  all  they  want.  They  will  reward 

you  with  that  portion  of  money  which  will  swell  your 

profits  and  make  you  familiar  with  the  appreciation  which 

is  always  inseparably  connected  with  a  good  thing,  no 
matter  whether  in  pictures  or  whatever  else  it  may  be. 

If  one  proceeds  upon  this  basis,  the  moving  picture  and 

illustrated  lecture  business  has  only  begun.  It  is  a  satis- 
factory and  inexpensive  form  of  amusement,  and  with 

the  best  traditions  of  art  and  literature  remembered  and 
followed  the  future  is  assured. 

MISTAKES    AND    POSSIBILITIES    IN    THE   MOVING 
PICTURE  BUSINESS  AS  REVIEWED 

BY  AN   OUTSIDER. 

Competition  Too    Keen. 

Unfortunately  for  the  moving  picture  business,  there  are 
many  sections  where  two  or  three  such  theaters  are  found  in 
one  block,  following  the  example  of  the  saloon.  Competition 
is  healthy,  but  such  wildcat  speculation  is  ruinous  to  the 
small  manager.  He  thinks  that  to  have  his  machine  and  to 
rent  his  films  are  sufficient.  He  does  not  calculate  upon 
whether  or  not  the  location  is  good;  he  does  not  plan  how 
to  manage  his  audiences:  he  believes — judging  by  the  profits 
that  others  have  made — that  the  show  will  run  itself,  whereas 
it  is  subject  to  the  same  rules  as  other  businesses.  The  aver- 

age exhibitor  of  moving  pictures  must  either  show  brains — 
which  he  is  not  doing — or  else  go  under.  Though  his  outfit 
may  be  mechanical,  his  audience  is  not:  the  people  have 
definite  tastes  regarding  what  they  see.  and  the  exhibitor, 
the  manufacturer  and  the  renter  must  watch  this  public  in 
order  to  sound  its  varying  desire-. 

Tt  must  lie  borne  in  mind  that  the  exhibitor  has  to  deal 
with  the  manufacturer  through  a  middleman.  There  is  a  film 
trust,  just  as  there  is  a  theatrical  trust,  and  the  exhibitor  is 
not  allowed  to  rent  directly  from  the  manufacturers.  There 
are  two  dangers  consequent  upon  this  arrangement.  The  ex- 

hibitor often  has  no  choice  but  to  take  what  the  renter  gives 
him.  If  he  receives  a  good  subject  one  day  he  has  to  expect 
a  poor,  a  sensational,  a  common  subject  the  next.  This  would 
be  obviated,  provided  the  exhibitor  could  select  his  films  for 
each  show  directly  from  the  manufacturer.  To  judge  by 
investigations  it  will  be  found  that  the  exhibitor  has  not  yet 
discovered  that  he  is  not  obliged  to  take  what  he  does  not 
wish.  The  trust  situation,  as  it  confronts  the  kinetoscope 
business,  is  a  struggle  carried  on   between  several  organized 

manufacture)  -  on  th<    on<  band  and  a  numb 
in  ma  "M   the  oth<  i       i  he   i  ichibitor,  then 
thai  stage  when  he  grabs  what  he  can 

Educational  Possibilities. 

The  important  poin  the  mo\  ing  pi<  ture  is  that 
it  has  educat i< mal  The  fi>  not 
onbj   a  i  lean  an. in  nc<    bul  ambitious  as  well       l  hi 
Hirers  oi    films  have  thus  far  produced  much 

1  ially  in  theii   i   ic  or  wli.it   they  call  hai  i 
They    have    unnecessarily    sensational  that 
much  of  their  obje<  t  is  simply  to   supplj 
rather  than  to  impi  o\ «   thai  demand.     I 
is  alwaj  ted  in  desirable  subjects  that   will 
the  occupations,  customs,  arch  i   racial 

i  s  of  the  ' 
The  five  cenl  audience  is  interested  in  wild  animal  life  and 

in  historical  views  mm               l  han  in  the  ridi< 
thai  are  not  so  su                                     inam      i  i 
police   have   been   obliged   at   tunes   to   put   a   stop   to   certain 
subjects  thrown  upon   the  screen,  not   becausi    ol   theii 
ward    suggestiveness    bul    because    ol    their   lack   of   healthy 
moral,     The  Children's  Court   has  had   to  considei    cases  of 
grand  larceny  inspired   bj    the  moving   |                of  a  but 

re  have  been  petty  the                nitted  by  children  who 
five  rents  have  been  taught  the  be                         ting  what  be- 

longs to  others.     But  as  a  general  rule  thi    n    i    
  ving   picture   theaters     oi    which  there  arc   some  thn 
four  hundred  in  New   York  City     p  i   harmless  bil 

fare  if  not  a  very  educational  one.   -New   York  "Herald." 

TEACHING  BY  MOVING  PICTURES. 

Surgical  Operations  and  Nervous  Diseases  Before  the  Camera. 

One  of  the  new  uses  to  which  moving  pictures  are  put  is 
teaching,  and  at  least  one  house  dealing  in  films  publishes  a 
list  of  some  hundreds  intended  for  class  room  use. 

Most  peculiar  of  all  are  the  pictures  of  operations  intended 
for   display  in   hospitals  and  medical   colleges.     In   fact  it  is* 
explicitly  stated  that  medical  and  surgical  films  are  restricted 
to    exhibition    before    such    institutions    and    cannot  be    leased 

except"  under  strict  guarantees  that  their  use  will  be  so  limited. 
Perhaps,    however,    the    general    public   would    not    care    to 

sit    through   a  vaudeville   show   and   at   the   end  as   the   h 

was  darkened   read  in   letters  of  light  upon  the  screen:    "Re- 
moval of  a  myxomatous  tumor  of  the  thigh,"  or  "Extirpation 

of  a  bilateral  exopthalmic  goitre." 
The  catalogue,  which  describes  these  films  and  which  prom- 

ises many  more  than  are  contained  in  the  issue  for  this  year, 
describes  them  in  great  detail.  One  series  consists  of  half  a 

dozen  operations,  all  of  the  same  general  nature,  the  "Extir- 
pation of  cncapsuled  tumors,"  and  in  all  more  than  one-fifth of  a  mile  of  film  is  needed. 

Surgery  is  not  alone  in  being  thus  illustrated.  Medicine  has 

its  pictures',  more  particularly  to  illustrate  the  diseases  in 
which  there  is  a  characteristic  walk.  Various  forms  of  par- 

alysis where  the  diagnosis  is  dependent  on  the  gait  are  shown 
in  detail.  The  pictures  of  such  a  disease  as  paralysis  agitans 
show  the  characteristic  rigidity  of  the  body  when  the  sufferer 
is  walking  and  of  the  face  muscles  when  talking. 

An  unusual  series  illustrates  the  effect  of  beri-beri  on  the 
natives  of  Borneo. 

Moving  pictures  also  have  their  use  in  solving  problems 
of  agriculture  and  public  health.  The  dealers  in  films  an- 

nounce that  by  a  process  which  they  describe  as  micro- 
kinematography  they  can  show  the  typhoid  bacilli  magnified 
850  diameters  in  all  stages  of  growth  and  movement.  Simi- 

larly the  circulation  of  blood  in  the  web  of  a  frog's  foot is  shown,  and  the  movement  of  the  chlorophyl  or  green 
coloring  bodies  in  the  leaf. 

The  possibility  of  teaching  geography  in  this  way  is  easily 
understood,  and  the  motion  picture  camera  has  invaded  most 
parts  of  the  civilized  world.  Even  the  religious  field  is  not 
neglected  and  the  attention  of  Sunday  schools  and  mission- 

ary socieites  is  called  to  such  subjects  as  "Open  air  Bible 
classes  in  India,"  conducted  by  native  evangelists,  or  "Out- casts of  India:  Procession  of  men.  women  and  children  who 

have  embraced  the  Christian  religion." Zoology  offers  a  list  of  subjects  that  ought  to  charm  any 
child  into  forgetting  that  he  is  learning.  The  subjects  range 
from  polar  bear  fishing  to  camels  crossing  the  desert.  Very 
many  of  these  pictures  have  been  made  in  the  famous  wild 
animal  park  of  Carl  Hagenback  near  Hamburg. 

Of  the  microscopic  picture  some  600  feet  is  devoted  to  the 

one  subject  of  "Life  in  a  water  butt."  with  a  cheerful  collec- 
tion of  vicw-s  of  such  creatures  as  megatherium  bacilli  and 

Paramecium,  or  a  swarm  of  water  fleas. — Xew  York  "Sun" 
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Joliet,  111. — L.  M.  Rubens  will  open  a  five-cent  theater  on 
the  Werner  Block,  Chicago  and  Van  Buren  streets. 

Antigo,.  Wis. — A  new  moving  picture  theater,  under  the 
name  of  the  ""Gem,"  has  opened  its  doors  to  the  public. 

Marinette,  Wis. — The  "Queen,"  a  new  five-cent  theater,  has 
been  opened  in  Marinette.     Mr.  S.  M.  Stem  is  the  manager. 
Minonk,  111. — Carl  Everetts  and  Sabatino  Di  Bartolome 

opi  ned  another  moving  picture  theater,  which  is  located  in 
Hillard  Carls'  building. 
Brockton,  Mass. — The  Orpheum  Theater,  on  East  Main 

street,  under  the  management  of  F.  U.  Bishop,  will  be  opened 
for  business  about  August  31. 

Iowa  Falls,  la. — The  Bijou,  the  only  moving  picture  show 
in  this  city,  has  been  sold  by  Nelson  &  Black,  of  Webster 
City,  to  Boughton  Bros.,  of  Vinton. 

Rutland,  Vt. — Dreamland  Theater,  on  AVest  street,  has  been 
leased  by  the  Co-operative  Film  Service  of  America  and  will 
be  managed  by  Guy  W.  Whitcomb,  of  this  city. 

Brockport,  N.  Y. — Work  has  begun  on  the  new  Lyric  Thea- 
ter, located  in  the  Winslow  Building,  on  Main  street.  The 

manager  expects  to  open  the  theater  in  about  two  weeks. 
Albuquerque,  New  Mex. — Mr.  Orendorff,  manager  of  the 

Crystal  Theater,  kindly  donated  the  receipts  of  one  evening 
to  the  Woman's  Christian  Temperance  Union  of  this  city  and 
provided  special  and  appropriate  subjects  for  the  evening. 
Mauch  Chunk,  Pa. — Hugo  Eggenweiler  has  sold  his  interest 

in  the  Orpheum  moving  picture  show  at  Nesquehoning  to 
Charles  Rotet.  who  was  his  partner  in  this  popular  business 
and  will  continue  the  same  with  many  new  and  up-to-date 
pictures  and  other  features. 
The  Alamo  Film  Exchange  (Independent)  are  branching 

out,  which  means  that  business  is  good  with  them.  The  main 
office  of  the  concern  is  at  405  Main  street,  Dallas.  Tex.,  and 
a  flourishing  branch  office  at  304  Conroy  Building.  San  An- 

tonio, Tex. 

The  Electrograph  Company  (Inc.),  now  under  the  super- 
vision of  Mr.  Fred.  Beck,  president  and  general  manager, 

have  removed  to  new  and  commodious  quarters  at  8  East 
Fourteenth  street.  With  elegant  showrooms  and  a  full  line 
of  supplies,  as  well  as  a  repair  shop  under  the  care  of  an 
expert,  they  are  now  prepared  to  meet  any  requirements  in 
the  moving  picture  line. 

Marion,  O. — Hart  Bros.,  who  are  proprietors  of  the  Won- 
derland and  Majestic  theaters  in  Bucyrus,  Ohio,  have  opened 

a  new  theater  in  Marion  in  the  place  formerly  known  as  the 
Lyric.  The  theater  is  called  the  New  Wonderland  and  will 
run  only  strictly  high-class  pictures  and  songs.  Hart  Bros. 
report  that  business  is  good  in  all  their  places.  They  are 
Minn  for  engagements  or  for  the  purchase  of  other  suitable 
1(  '.it  ions. 

A  Canton  (O.)  theater  is  said  to  have  drawn  record  audi- 
ences last  week  with  "The  Renegade"  and  "Pioneers  Cross- 

in-  the  Plains  in  '49."  Good,  clean  drama  can  never  fail  to 
please  any  audience.  The  Nickel  Theater,  of  New  London, 
Conn.,  also  reports  that  this  house  was  packed  with  "The 
Dumb  Hero"  as  a  hcadlincr,  "The  Secret  of  the  Iron  Mask." 
a  dramatic  story,  and  "Wanted — A  Son-in-Law"  as  comedy. 

Savannah,  Ga. — A  new  law  is  being  drafted  limiting  the 
number  of  patrons  who  may  enter  a  moving  picture  theater 

to  the  place's  seating  capacity.  When  the  seating  capacity  is exhausted  then  no  one  else  may  enter  until  someone  comes 
out.  The  maximum  number  of  patrons  the  house  can  accom- 

modate will  then  be  the  number  of  seats  that  are  provided. 

The  "Standing  Room  Only"  sign  will  be  a  thine  '^i  the  past 
aboul  the  vaudeville  houses,  as  (here  will  be  no  standing  room 

For  -ale.  \  chain  will  be  placed  across  the  general  entrance 
when  the  seats  are  all  filled  and  patrons  must  wait  outside 
until  seats  are  vacated  before  entering.  The  entrances  and 
exits  arc  required  I..  be  kept  clear  at  all  time-;,  except  for 
the  one  entrance  where  a  chain  easily  detached  will  regulate 
the   number  of  admissions   I''   the  house 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — The  Victor  Theater,  Kensington  and 
Lehigh  avenues,  having  changed  ownership,  will  reopen  Fri- 

day evening,  August  21.  The  proprietors  have  secured  the 
services  of  Mr.  Edwin  R.  Sonneborn  as  manager.  Mr.  Son- 
neborn  is  a  member  of  the  profession  and  he  will  utilize  his 
wide  experience  to  give  the  patrons  of  the  house  the  best 
entertainment  possible.  Now,  how  is  this  for  a  bill  of  fare? 
Strictly  high-class  motion  pictures,  foreign  and  domestic: 
latest  illustrated  songs  and  vaudeville  surprises  at  every  per- 

formance; vaudeville  and  pictures  changed  nighth-— and  all 
for  five  cents!  For  the  opening  night  the  following  will  be 
the  vaudeville:  Tommy  Burns,  world-famous  buck  and  wing 
artist:  Francis  X.  Kuel,  elocutionist;  Forans  Orchestra;  Prof. 
Wm.  Hamilton,  hypnotist;  Kennedy  and  Malond.  black-face 
comedians.  Wre  wish  the  Victor  Theater  all  kinds  of  suc- 

cess, but  do  not  see  how  they  can  keep  up  the  standard  they 
have  set  with  only  a  five  cents  admission.  Ten  cents  is  little 
enough  to  charge  for  such  a  show  and  the  public  will  cough 
up  the  dime  just  as  readily  as  the- nickel  if  the  show  is  good. 

IMPELLED   TO   SLAY     BY    PICTURE    SHOW. 

Fresno,  Cal.,  Aug.  3. — After  a  silence  of  about  a  week  in 
jail,  Charles  H.  Loper  has  confessed  to  the  brutal  murder  of 
his  friend  and  patron,  Joe  Vernett.  a  well-to-do  stockman,  at 
Sentinel,  in  the  foothills,  thirty  miles  from  Fresno. 

Loper  told  the  story  in  all  its  grewsome  details  with  little 
show  of  feeling  of  any  kind.  He  declared  that  ill  success  in 
a  number  of  undertakings  had  caused  him  discouragement 
and  that  attendance  at  a  number  of  moving  picture  shows 
wdiere  nothing  but  murders  and  burglaries  were  depicted  had 

put  it  in  his  mind  to  kill. — Los  Angeles  (Cal.)  "Examiner." 

PRODUCING  THE  EFFECTS. 

Just  fifteen  persons  are  employed  to  offer  "Music  and 
Poetry,"  the  headliner,  which  was  introduced  on  the  bill  at 
Hopkins'  Theater  yesterday,  but  the  audience  saw  only  one 
of  them — the  lecturer.  The  second  man  operates  the  machine 
which  casts  the  picture.  The  other  thirteen  are  behind  the 
great  white  screen  on  which  the  picture  is  projected.  The 
story  is  a  comedy.  It  tells  of  the  trials  of  a  poet  who  seeks 
to  court  the  muse  while  rooming  next  door  to  a  trombone 

player. "If  3-011  think  it  is  easy  to  run  a  motion  picture,  come  with 
me  to  the  stage."  said  Edward  W.  Dustin.  manager  of  the 
Hopkins,  last  evening  to  a  reporter.  "Music  and  Poetry"  was just  starting.  Every  motion  of  the  picture  could  be  seen  as 
plainly  on  the  reverse  side  of  the  screen  as  from  the  front. 
Thirteen  alert  men  and  boys  were  on  hand.  There  was  a  man 
with  a  trombone.  Two  men  operated  base  viols  that  had  seen 
better  days.  An  Italian  was  there  with  a  hand-organ  and 
over  in  one  corner  lay  his  monkey,  apparently  delighted  with 
the  opportunity  for  rest  and  sleep. 

Half  a  dozen  boys  were  equipped  with  bells,  tin  cans  and 
other  instruments  of  torture  to  the  ear.  while  in  the  rear  of 

the  stage  one  "artist"  operated  a  big  "horse  fiddle."  The 
story  of  the  picture  required  that  all  these  instruments  should 
be  used  at  one  time.  The  supers  did  their  work  well.  The 
reporter  quickly  found  it  a  more  comfortable  and  congenial 
atmosphere  out  in  front,  where  the  audience  was  roaring  with 
delight  over  the  comedy.  Truly  it  takes  a  heap  of  people  to 

properly  present  a  picture  like  "Music  and  Poetry,"  but  ap- parently, from  the  enjoyment  the  audience  gets  out  of  it.  the 
effort  is  worth  wd-iile. — Louisville  Courier. 

The    Thaw-AA "bite    trial    pictures    were    suppressed    in    New Orleans  last  week  by  the  chief  of  police. 

Wellington.  O.— Mr.  Ben.  Aring  is  the  new  proprietor  of 
the  moving  picture  show  in  the  Woo  3  B  ock.  E.  I..  Christ- man  is  the  manager. 

Memphis,  Mo.— Frank  W.  Hudson  has  bought  the  interest  of 
Chas.  W.  Harding  in  the  Aeolian  and  will  continue  to  run  it  as  a 
high-class  moving  picture  show. 

OUT    OF    BUSINESS. 

Fairbury,  Neb. — The  Tallin  Theater  has  closed  its  doors. 
Auburn,  N.  Y. — The  Novelty,  on  Genesee  street,  is  to  be 

closed.  Opened  two  years  ago.  it-paid  for  a  time,  but  patron- 
age fell  off.  The  theater  was  fitted  tip  at  great  expense  and 

now  the  promoters  have  to  face  a  bond  of  S5.000  which  was 
given  to  restore  the  premises  to  its  original  condition. 
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MINTS  TO  CPKRATORS. 

By  Mark   Light. 

Hav<  ndcnsers  fit  I       in  the  case, * 

1 1  i  lu  >  are  too  I;  1,1  them  di  >»  n  lerj 

*  *    * 

\  "in-  condensers  expand  when  heated,  thei  mist 
■  1  for  expansion, *  *     * 

The  "cul  ofl   cornet "  stei  n   \  iew   is  the   fatill 
Iia\  ing  the  i"  c<  mdensers. *  *     * 

To  get   good  results,  clean   your  condensers  twice  a   wi 
and  oftener  if  n 

A  little  wood  alcohol  will  polish  them  nicely *  *     * 

A  cold  draught  coming  through  your  lamp  house  will  ca 
the  condensers  to  crack. 

*  *     * 

By  keeping   the   hack   and   top  of  your  lamp   house 
can  avoid  th 

* 

trouble  by  doing  things  properly. *  *     * 

Xow  For  the  film:     It  should  have  its  proper  care  as  well 
a?  the  other  pans  of  the  mechanism. 

*  *     * 

Most  breaks  in  your  film  are  duo  to  careless  splicing. *  *     * 

Keep  your  film  ten-ion  springs  and  pictun  plate  free 
from  dirt. 

*  *     * 

When   making  splices  avoid   cutting  off  too  many  pictun *  *     * 

When  splicing,  have  both  ends  with  emulsion  side  up. *  *     * 
The  film  drying  causes  it  to  break  and  crack. *  *     * 

Keep  it  from  being  exposed  as  much  as  possible. *  *     * 

When  not  in  use,  keep  it  in  a  tin  box. 

COMMENTS   ON   FILM    SUBJECTS. 

"The  Tercentary  Celebration."  This  film  is  a  reproduction 
oi  some  of  the  most  important  events  of  the  recent  celebra- 

tion at  Quebec. 

"The  Troublesome  Fly."  A  film  which  is  comical  from 
beginning  to  end. 

'The  Renegade"  is  a  dramatic,  thrilling  and  exciting 
picture. 

iood    Repentance"    is    a    strong,    dramatic    picture    of intense  interest. 

"The  Chieftain's  Revenge"  tells  a  thrilling  story  of  Scottish life  in  earlier  days,  when  lawlessness  and  violence  swayed. 

"The  Specter."  A  tragic  story  of  man's  passion  and 
woman's  duplicity,  ending  in  crime  and  subsequent  punish- ment. 

"The  Mourner's  Clever  Undertaking"  is  an  interesting-  and laughable  subject. 

"The  Redman  and  the  Child"  is  a  meritorious  film  and 
amuses  both  young  and  pld. 

"Uncle's  Fortune"  is  a  highly  interesting  drama,  well worked  out. 

"A  Tragedy  of  Japan"  is  a  thrilling  and  interesting  picture. 
telling  a  sad  tale  of  an  American's  perfidy  and  its  disastrous results  to  himself. 

"Dick's  Sister"  is  a  splendid  subject  of  exceptional  dramatic value  that  cannot  help  but  reach  the  heart  of  every  spectator. 

"The  Stolen  Dagger"  is  a  strong  dramatic  picture  with  a 
good  moral. 

The  news  comes  from  France  that  the  Paris  courts  have 
declared  that  all  cinematographic  reproductions  of  operas, 
dramas  and  pantomimes  are  a  direct  infringement  of  the 

author's  rights  and  all  such  films  wherever  found  may  be impounded  and  destroyed. 

•Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving'  Picture  "World  —  the representative   trade   newspaper. 

HUMOR'S  I    IRT  IN  MOVING  PICTUR] 

Things  that  Ar<-  Lil    ly  to  Be  [Tncomfortabli    Fot   Both  A- and  Audien 

A  number  i 

till  and  " 

at  w  hat  i ' Not  long  ago  thi 
her  and  amused  the  hous  [ohn, 
just  see  that;  them  is  us."    The  photographer  whili 

their  porch. 
Thi  its  that  !  n   up 11  and 

i  ined   to  find   that    while   in  the  >n   in 
wn  by  the  sea  th<  i  had 

lit   them.     Probably  nobody  in  the 
knew   it.     II  timan  natui  e  is  such,  hi 
the  whole  house  was  i  >n     Thi  ] 
wished    themselves    anywhere    but    in    theii 

.■■..,    i • t         S, 

The  Capture  of  a  Moving  Picture  Convict. 

One  of  the  most  amusing  incidents  of  this  kind  concerns 
patrolman  Young,  ambitious,  he  longed  to  distin- 

guish himself  so  that  hi  might  be  p  had 
a  long  and  lonelj  beat  He  kept  both  of  his  eyes  wide  open 
all  the  time  so  that  he  should  not  miss  a  blessed  opportunity. 

One  day  he  was  amazed  at  seeing  a  man  in  convict's 
tumb  and  then  mi  the  dead  run  take  to  the 

woods.  Behind  the  convict."  with  many  gesticu  -ame 
what  the  now  rather  dazed  patrolman  thought  was  a  i 
a  really  ana  truh  mob,  in  pursuit.  Our  friend  wanted  the 
honor  and  dreamed,  as  his  mind  cleared,  of  the  glory  that 

should  be  his  if,  single  banded,  he  captured  the  fugitive' Helter   skelter  across  tin  ind  into  the  wood   ran   the 
patrolman.  He  heard  wild,  but  indistinguishable  yells  from 
the  pursuers.     H<  upon  the  desi  a   shot  or 
two  in  the  air,  but  the  desperate  one  seemed  mighty  desperate, 
for  he  kept  on  with  undiminished  speed,  until  his  fool  caught 
in  the  branches  of  a  fallen  tree,  when  down  he  went.  The 
patrolman  was  on  top  of  the  fugutive  in  an  instant,  handling 
him   rather  roughly. 

"Hi,  hi.  this  isn't  in  the  game;  what  the  devil  are  you  up 
to?"  Then,  looking,  up  he  recognized  (though  the  patrol- 

man didn't)  the  situation  and  burst  into  laughter.  "For 
heaven's  sake,  you  surely  don't  take  me  for  a  real  escaped 
convict,  do  you?" 
"Come,  now.  that'll  do;  none  of  your  nonsense!"  said  the 

officer,  who  was  proceeding  to  handcuff  the  "prisoner"  when 
the  companions  of  the  latter  came  up  and  explained,  though 
it  was  hard  to  convince  the  cop  that  he  had  added  a  surprise 
photo  to  a  moving  picti 
The  most  delighted  man  of  them  all  was  the  picture  man. 

To  use  his  own  words,  he  was  "tickled  to  death." 
"Great!  Great!"  said  he.  "Just  think  of  it — I've  got  a 

real  policeman  in  the  picture,  a  real,  live  policeman!" 
"Well,   what's   there    great   about    that:"    he    was   asked. 
"Oh,  you  chuckleheads,  don't  you  understand — a  real,  live 

policeman.  Have  you  ever  seen  a  'fake'  policeman  on  the 
stage?  Don't  you  know  that  everybody  in  the  house  sees 
the  difference.  That's  one  of  the  most  difficult  of  parts  to 
make  up;  it's  the  despair  of  actors,  but  I've  got  the  goods. 
the  real  thing,  and  don't  you  forget  it!" 

The  alleged  "convict"  in  reality  was  an  actor.  In  some  of 
the  suburban  resorts  many  of  his  class  may  be  seen.  In  the 
dead  Summer  months,  when  the  play  houses  are  closed  .and 

there's  nothin'  doin'  for  the  lesser  grade  thespians.  a  few 
bones  for  doing  stunts  for  the  moving  picture  man  come  in 
mighty  handy.  Only  the  other  day  in  one  of  these  places  a 
rather  good  looking  chap  was  telling  an  admiring  group  of 
beer-tossers  of  his  last  season  in  Shakespeare.  An  hour  later, 
distinguished  as  a  woman,  he  was  flying  down    i!  while 
the  photographer  was  working  over-time.      Brooklyn   Citizen. 

Our  ad  in  vour  paper  seems  to  bring  better  results  than  in  anv 

other  papers.'  C.  T.  LANG  'O.. Olcan.   N.   V. 
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Travelogues 

Lectures  and  Slides  for 

Moving  Picture  Theatres 
In  sets  of  12  or  more,  beautifully  colored,  artis- 

tic lantern  slides,  many  of  them  with  lecture 
readings. 

RENTAL  PRICE  $1.00  PER  WEEK  AND  UPWARDS 

Show  your  patrons  the  grandeur  of  the 

YELLOWSTONE,  YOSEMITE,  NIAGARA  EALLS, 
GRAND  CANYON  and  SWITZERLAND 

Show  them  what  Uncle  Sam  is  doing 

at  PANAMA,  in  the  PHILIPPINES  and  with 
the  GREAT  BATTLESHIP  SQUADRONS 

Flash  before  them  the  wonders  of 

LONDON,   PARIS, 
BERLIN  and  ST.  PETERSBURG 

Seventy-five  sets  to  pick  from.     List  on 
application. 

also  send  us  your  orders  for 

CONDENSERS 
CARBONS 

OBJECTIVES 
REWINDERS 

PARTS  OF  EDISON  AND  POWERS'  MACHINES 

and 

OUR  NEW 

FIRE -PROOF 

BOOTH 

Try    Our    Independent    Film    Service 
Don 't  run   the  same  films   as  your  competitors 

FEATURE  FILMS,  NEW  SUBJECTS 

PROMPT  SERVICE 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  <&  EARLE 
Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents 
All  purchaser!  and  users  of  our  rilms  will  be  protected  by  the  American 

Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Company 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

ANENT   SLIDE  COPYING. 

Chicago,  August  io,  1908. 
My  Dear  Sir: 
Yours  of  recent  date  with  clipping  received.  I  regret  to 

state  that  there  are  several  firms  in  Chicago  who  are  copying 
and  making  song  slides:  the  quality  of  these  slides  is  inferior 
both  from  a  photographic  standpoint  as  well  as  color.  I  do 
not  know  to  which  firm  the  author  of  this  article  refers,  but 

agree  with  him  in  regard  to  the  "punk"  slides  that  are  offered for  sale  by  some  Chicago  firms.  There  has  been  a  great  deal 
of  poor  material  on  the  market  and  apparently  the  public 
are  not  willing  to  pay  for  higher  priced  slides.  In  addition 
to  this,  there  are  many  firms  who  do  no  posing,  but  depend 
entirely  upon  securing  one  of  the  first  copy  of  new  song 
slides,  from  which  they  make  negatives.  From  such  nega- 

tives they  offer  slides  at  lower  price  than  we  will  furnish 
them,  and  a  great  many  of  the  film  renting  firms  will  pur- 

chase these  cheap  slides  in  preference  to  a  higher  grade  that 
cost  a  little  more.  It  is  for  this  reason  we  are  doing  at  pres- 

ent comparitively  little  in  the  illustrated  song  work.  Y\~e  have been  devoting  our  time  and  energy  to  other  lines  of  the  slide 
work,  which  we  find  more  profitable  and  much  more  satis- 

factory.    With  best  wishes,  I  remain. 
Most  sincerely  yours,  X. 

[The  above  is  a  copy  of  a  letter  received  from  a  prominent 
Chicago  lantern  slide  manufacturer  by  another  slide  maker 
in  Xew  York  City.  The  writer  is  wrong  in  the  belief  that 

the  public  are  not  willing  to  pay  for  the  best  slides.'  They are  getting  wise  to  the  work  of  the  copyist  and  good  work 
is  always  in  demand. — Ed.] 

BACKER   WANTED    FOR   NEW   PROJECTING 
MACHINE. 

Chicago.  August  6.  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — Knowing  that  your  valuable  paper  goes  into  the 
hands  of  everyone  connected  with  the  moving  picture  trade. 
I  desire  to  announce  through  its  pages  that  I  have  just  com- 

pleted the  plans  and  specifications  for  an  entirely  new  pro- 
jecting machine. 

The  features  of  my  machine  are  the  absence  of  a  shutter 
and  balance  wheel;  also  a  new  movement  of  ray  own  inven- 

tion which  gives  the  film  seven-eighths  of  exposure  to  one- 
eighth  of  movement  and  which  does  away  with  the  present 
style  of  cams  and  Geneva  movements  and  projects  a  rock 
steady  and  flickerless  picture. 

I  would  like  to  hear  from  some  capitalist  who  will  aid  me 
in  placing  this  machine  upon  the  market  and  will  give  details 
of  the  above  mentioned  features  and  other  improvements  to 
interested  parties. 
Thanking  you  in  advance.  I   am. Yours  verv  truly, 

CHARLES  A.  HALL. 
General  Deliverv.  Chicago.  111. 

A  PERSONAL  LETTER  FROM  FRED  BECK.  OF  THE 
ELECTROGRAPH. 

Xew   York.  August   12.   100S. 
I  take  pleasure  in  notifying  all  who  have  dealt  with  the 

Eleetrograph  Company,  that  I  have -bought  out  all  the  rights 
of  the  above  mentioned  company,  and  in  the  future  shall 
personally  conduct  the  business. 

I  am  now  in  a  position  to  satisfy  all  customers,  as  I 

have  brought  my  concern  into  the  very  heart  of  Xew  York's busy  business   section.  8   East   Fourteenth   street. 
With  enlarged  headquarters  and  better  facilities,  new  and 

up-to-date  methods,  each  department  under  the  direct  care 
of  iMie  who  is  thoroughly  efficient  and  reliable,  and  finally 
under  my  own  personal  supervision  my  customers  may  be 
assured  of  courteous  treatment  and  reliable  service. 

\  splendidly  equipped  office,  machine  shop  and  salesrooms. 
covering  an  area  of  2.500  square  feet:  experienced  assistants 
in  all  the  departments,  gives  me  greater  opportunity  than 
ever  to  supply  the  trade  with  anything  and  everything  in 
the  moving  picture  line,  besides  furnishing  and  equipping 
first  class  vaudeville  shows. 

Trusting  that  1  may  retain  the  good  will  and  custom  of 
all  those  who  have  conducted  business  with  me  in  the  past. 
ami  soliciting  from  those  who  may  be  in  need  of  such  service 
as    1    am   in    a    position    to    give,    1    remain. 

Very  respectfullv  vours. 
FRED  BECK. 
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MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  Stock.         Pirsi  class  Films  for  rt.Mil  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices,     We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
From  515  up,  fine  condition,  wi  ite  for  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  I II  M  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 
f%       PER 
C    FOOT Send  for  List  of  New  Films 

INTERNATIONAL  G.  i 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street Philadelphia,  Pa. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  Iree  in  this  column. 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a   position. 

Experienced    Operators. 
Sheldon  S,  Henry,  321  Lincoln  Si.,  Wilmington,  1 1 
Sydney  Baehr,  120  B.  140th  St.,  New  York  City. 
Simon  Terr,  L326  Brool     \vi\,  Nrw  York. 
Davids.  Robin-,-.  ugei   \vi-.,  Van  Nest,  New  York  City. 
J.  W.  Connors,  255  Baldwin  Street,  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. 
G.  S.  Schlick,  Dansville,  N.  Y. 
Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood,  Ga. 

TALKING    EFFECTS    OR    LECTURES. 
N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  St.,  New  York  City. 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION   LENSES 
are  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  Thev  i;ive  belter  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  film. 

PRICE  $18. OO  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance  from   lens  to  screen  and  size  of 

picture  wanted 

GUNDLACH-IVUNrlATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 

808  CLINTON  AVENUE.  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-U1  West  Randolph  St. 
Chicago,  111. 

THE   BEST   MOVING    PICTURE  MACHINE. 

RHEOSTATS 
CONTAIN 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Catalogue  and  information  upon  request. 

DRIVER-HARRIS    WIRE    CO.. 
HARRISON,     N,   J. 

Deutsche  Mutoskop=und  Biograph=Gesellschaft  m.b.H. 
Berlin  W.  8,  14.  July  1908. 

Dear  Sir. — 

We  place  a  sensational  invention  on  "the  market,  called 
"BIOGRAPHON" 

an  instrument,  patented  in  the  United  States,  to  produce  Singing, 
Talking  and  Moving  Pictures. 

No  electric  connection,  therefore  no  wires  necessary,  can  be 
attached  in  a  few  minutes  to  any  projecting  machine  at  very  small 

expense. 

Our  agent,  MR.  PAUL  ADOLPH,  423  Broome  Street,  New  York, 
will  in  about  two  weeks  time  be  able  to  install  in  a  first  class 
Vaudeville  Theatre  of  New  York  a  complete  apparatus  for  the 
purpose  of  performing  magnificent  exhibitions. 

We  will  be  glad  to  send  you  an  invitation  to  an  exhibition 
if  you  will  write  to  the  above  mentioned  address. 

The  "Biographon"  is  a  marvellous  instrument,  brings  you 
crowded  houses  and  is  a  first-class  moneymaker. 

Yours  truly, 
DEUTSCHE  MUT0SK0P  &   BIOGRAPH  GES. m.b.H. 

Sole  Manufacturers. 
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W.  STEPHEN  BUSH 
3524  Filbert  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

LECTURER  on  GREAT  SUBJECTS 
IN  MOVING  PICTURES 

To  M.  P.  Theatre  Owners  and  Managers: 

"Arrange  for  a  lecture  night  as  often  as 
your  patronage  will  warrant.  Select  subject 
yourself  or  leave  makeup  of  special  feature 
programme  to  me.  Charge  not  less  than  10c. 
Fine  dramatic  and  musical  effects  with  suit- 

able subjects.  I  will  come  with  or  without 
films,  if  you  have  seating  capacity  of  150  or 
more  ana  are  witnin  300  miles  of  Philadel- 

phia or  New  York.  A  boon  to  the  box 

office  receipts." 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

W   Also   Seating   for   Out 
of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

Flim  Review. 

POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 
Vitagraph  5elig 
Edison  Lubin 
Essanay  Kalem 

FILn  SUBJECTS 
5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
231   Bowery,  New  York 

'Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call    For    Samples 

THE  VIASC0PE 
SPECIAL! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  75. OO 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

THE  MAN  AND  THE  WOMAN  (Biograph).- 
Biograph  Story  of  a  Minister  and  his  Wayward 
Brother — "Lead    us   not    into   temptation."      What    a 

n    there    is    in    this    appeal,    and    this    subject 
awful   result  of  not   heeding  the  warning 

voice    of    Divine    Providence.      John    and    Tom    Wil 
I  in      are    bro  ad    must    divergent    in    natures 

man    and   a    noble,    upright    fellow. 
'ii  sci   -race,    wild,   reckless  and  un 

iuIous.      \'  'i  le    parental    guiadnce    sc 
essential    in  is    fatber    beinp    dead    and    bis 

blind,     he    drifted    into    bad    company,     the 
■  mating  influence  deeply  affecting  his  sus 

ceptible  nature.  Despite  the  earnest  pleading  ot 
bis   brother  John   he   sank   lower  in   morass   of   trans 

m,    spending     "    31  his    time    at    the    ale 
drinking  and  at  cards.  All  this  John  has 

succeeded  in  keeping  from  his  dear  mother,  whose 
blindness  is  almost  a  blessing,  for  a  mother  would 
rather  her  eyes  be  sightless  than  to  view  the  in- 

discretions of  her  loved  ones.  So  she  possessed  the 
blissful  impression  that  her  boys  were  both  para- 

gons of  righteousness.  God's  mercy  is  unfailing— 
you  will  admit  this  Divine  Charity.  In  the  village 
there  dwelt,  as  neighbors  to  Wilkins,  Farmer  To 
bias  and  his  wife,  and  their  daughter,  Gladys. 
Tom  and  Gladys  grew  up  together,  and  were  child 
sweethearts,  which  grew  stronger  with  Gladys  as 
time  went  on.  So'  deeply  did  she  love  the  hand 
some  Tom  that  she  put  her  entire  trust  in  him. 
feeling  sure  that  he  would  reciprocate  her  sacrifi 
eial  devotion  with  the  honorable  obligation  it  mer 
ited.  But,  oh.  bow  mistaken  she  was,  and  onlj 
after  prayers  and  tearful  entreaties  does  he  agree 
to  marry  her.  and  then  only  upon  condition  thai 
she  elope.  To  this  she  consents  most  reluctantly, 
for  which  act  she  is  disowned  by  her  parents.  The 
villainy  that  is  wrapped  up  in  the  black  heart  ot 
Tom.  Truly  a  marriage  ceremony  is  performed,  but 
it  is  by  a  rowdy  friend  of  Tom's,  disguised  as  a 
clergyman — in  fact,  a  mock  marriage.  For  a  time 
Gladys  lived  in  ignorance  of  tbe  truth,  but  it  at 
last  came  out  when  Tom  deserts  her.  Back  to  ber 
home  she  trudged  carrying  her  infant,  and  at  the 
door  she  is  met  by  her  mother  with  open  arms 
but  when  the  father  appears,  he,  still  obudrate. 
drives  her  away.  She  then  goes  to  John  Wilkins, 
and  tells  her  sad  story.  He  calls  Tom  and  de- 

mands he  make  immediate  reparation.  Tom  treats 
the  matter  lightly  and  the  brothers  are  on  the 
verge  of  blows  when  the  blind  mother,  like  a  min- 

istering angel,  appears,  and  Tom's  heart  is  at  last softened.  He  takes  Gladys  and  their  child  to  his 
boson,,  while  they  receive  the  benediction  bestowed 
by    their    priestly    brother.      Length,    77G    feet. 

THE  GREASER'S  GAUNTLET  (Biograph).— - 
Though  somewhat  obscure  in  the  beginning,  this 

subject  shows  the  efficacy  of  a  mother's  prayer. 
Holy  is  the  name  Mother,  and  many  who  stray 
from  the  path  of  righteousness  to  the  radiantly 
alluring  avenues  of  sin  and  prodigality,  are  res- 

cued from  the  inevitable  end  by  her  prayers.  So 
it  is  with  the  hero  of  this  story.  Jose,  a  hand- 

some young  Mexican,  leaves  his  home  in  the  Sierra 
Medra  Mountains  to  seel;  his  fortune  in  the  States. 
On  leaving,  his  dear  old  mother  bestows  upon  him 
her  blessing,  presenting  him  with  a  pair  of  gaunt- 

lets, upon  the  dexter  wrist  of  which  she  has  em- 
broidered  a  Latin  Cross.  This  she  intended  as  a 
symbol  and  reminder  to  him  of  her  and  her  pray- 

ers for  his  welfare.  She  cautions  him  to  be  tem- 
perate, honest  and  dispassionate:  to  bear  the  bur- 

den of  life's  cross  with  fortitude  and  patience.  We 
next    find    him    in    a    tavern    on    the    border,    where 
  ij  regate    the    cowboys,    miners    and    railroad    con- 
s   inn     employees — a     new     line    from    the     States 
into  Mexico  having  just  been  started.  This  tavern 
is  the  principal  hotel  of  tbe  place,  and  as  a  mat- 

ter of  course  there  is  a  motley  assemblage  in  the 
barroom,  which  also  serves  as  the  office.  Tom 
Berkeley  is  the  engineer  of  the  construction  com- 

pany and  the  affianced  of  Mildred  West,  a  New 
York  girl.  Mildred,  being  of  a  romantic  turn  or 
mind,  and  wishing  to  cheer  Tom's  life  in  this 
sandy  purlieu,  consents  to  join  him  and  become 
his  wife.  This  is  the  day  of  Mildred's  arrival,  and 
Tom  meets  her  and  her  father  at  the  train  to  bring 
them  to  this  hotel.  Bill  Gates,  an  assistant  engi- 

neer, has  long  loved  the  fair  Mildred,  but  lias  re- 
ceived no  encouragement,  in  fact  his  attentions  arc 

to  her  odious  in  the  extreme,  for  she  has  seen 
behind  his  veneer  of  gentlemanly  civility  the  des- 

picable brute  that  he  is.  Their  entrance  at  the 
tavern  causes  quite  a  stir,  for  the  pretty  face  or 
the  girl  makes  an  impression  on  all,  particularly 
Jose.  Me  is  silting  drinking  with  a  friend  on  one 
side  of  the  room,  while  just  across  the  way  is  a 
party    of    cowboys    playing    poker.      One    of    the    boys 

takes  a  roll  of  money,   which  is  done  up  in  a  ban- 
danna  handkerchief,   from   his  hip   pocket,   peels  off 
and  puts  the  roll  back.     Xbe  Chinese  servant 

ids    and    upsetting    a    glass    of    liquor    ou    the" 
_•    -    down,    ostensibly    to   wipe   it   up. 

the   money  and  drops   the   bandanna   at  Jose  - 
who    upon   rising    thinks   it   his   own.    puts   it   in   bis 

He    ba"s    hardly    left    tL. 
the    robbery    is   noticed   aud   of   course    suspi- 

cion  points   to  him,   which   seems   well.-grounded.    up- 
on   his    being    brought    back    with    the    incriminating 

.na  hanging   from    his   belt.      At   once   t 
Lynch    him!" — and    although   he    protests 

his    innocence,   and   despite   the  plet        -  Mildred, 
believes   him   so,    he   is    taken   out   to   be 

hanged.       Off     to    the    woods    they     drag    him     and 
g    the   rope   about   bis  neck   they   give   him   one 

more    <  confess,    but    still    insisting    be    is 
lit,    he    asks    for    a    chance    to    pray.  I 

eye  falls  upon  the  cross  on  his  gauntlet  his  t 
I;  to  her.   who.  no  doubt,   is  now  praying 
i  id     for    hjm.     through    a     mother's    intuition. 
nib-    Mildred    at   the   hotel   is   in   the   extreme 

Jose,    who   she   is   sure   is  guilt- 
less.      Coming    from    her    room    she    runs    suddenly 

into   the    Chinaman    in   the    act   of    hiding   a    roll   or 
under  the  ball  carpet,   and  before  he  is 
presence    she    has    snatched    tbe    money    from 

his    bands   and   gained   the   admission   that   he   is    the 
blBf.     Like  a   flash  she  is  off  after  the  would- 

be    lyinches,    arriving    just    as    Jose,    taking    - 
glance   at   tbe  cross   is   swung   in   tbe   air.      Breaking: 
through    the   crowd   she   causes   the   startled   c 
to   release   their   hold    on    the   rope,    and   Jose    drops 
to    the    ground     uninjured.       A    hurried    explanation 
and    return    of    the    money    to    the    owner,    and    all 
start   after  the  Chinaman,   leaving  Mildred  and  Jose 
on     tbe    scene.      He    cannot    express    the    gratitude 
he    feels    for    tbe    girl,    but    swears    that    if    ever    she 
needs    bis    help    he    will    come    to    her.      Taking 
bis    knife    be    cuts    in    two    the    gauntlet    aud    gives 
her  the   wrist  as  a   token  of  his  pledge,  and  as   she 
takes   it    her   eyes   sink    deep   into   his   heart,    enkin- 

dling   a    hopeless     passion     for    her.       She    in     turn 
  ises.  to  always  keep  his  token  with   her.     Time 
runs  on,  and  Jose  cannot  obliterate  the  sweet  face 
of  the  girl  from  his  mind's  eye.  She  has  in  a measure  usurped  that  of  bis  dear  mother,  hence 
to  ameliorate  his  sorrow,  he  takes  to  drinking 
and  goes  to  tbe  depths  of  degradation.  At  the 

of  five  years  the  railroad  contracts  are  eom- 
pletd  and  a  garden  fete  is  given  m  Honor  of  Tom 
Berkeley,  the  engineer,  by  tbe  officials.  Bill  Gates. 
of   course,    is   present    and    renews   his   attentions   to 

d,  who  is  now  Tom's  wife.  She  at  first 
mildly  repulses  him.  but  when  he  becomes  insult 
in::!'  persistent,  she  screams,  which  brings  to  lie. 
side  Tom.  who  with  one  blow  sends  Gates  crashing 

trellis  work  of  the  arbor.  Gates  swears 
and  going  to  a  low  tavern  for  help 

comes  upon  Jose,  drunk,  of  course,  and  with  him 
and  another  greaser  they  waylay  Tom's  carriage  in 
a  lonely  road  on  their  way  home  from  the  fete 
A  blow  on  the  heart  puts  Ton:  out.  and  Gates  car 
ries  Millrcd.  who  bad  fainted,  to  tbe  tavern,  where 
he  takes  her.  assisted  by  Jose,  to  the  upper  floor 
Jose  then,  at  Gates'  suggestion,  goes  downstairs 
for  some  drink.  During  his  absence  Mildred  .-e 
vives  and  makes  a  desperate  strngsle  to  escape 
but  she  is  restrained  by  Gates,  and  finally  falls 
exhausted  on  the  cot.  as  Jose  returns  with  the 
bottles.  There  upon  the  floor  is  the  cross  embroid 
ered  wrist  of  tbe  gauntlet,  which  Mildred  has 
dropped  during  the  struggle.  Jose  seizes  it  and 
the  truth  at  once  dawns  upon  him.  "Oh, what  have  I  done.  Yet  it  is  not  too  late  to  undo 
it."  So  with  tbe  ferociousness  of  a  wolf  lie  leaps 
at  tbe  throat  of  Gates  and  after  a  terrific  battle 
drops  him  lifeless  to  the  floor,  as  tbe  husband  and 
friends  burst  into  the  room.  The  tables  a: 
turned  and  Mildred  has  a  chance  to  than, 
for  his  deliverance.  Jose  at  the  sight  of  the  cross 
makes  a  solemn  resolution,  which  he  immediately 
fulfills— to  return  to  bis  dear  old  mother  in  the 
mountains,  in  whose  arms  we  leave  him.  concluding 
a  file:  story  i  hat  is  one  continuous  concentrated 
absorbing  thrill,  and  promises  to  be  as  big  a  hit 
:\s      the  Redman  and  the  Child."     Length.  1027  feet. 

THE  CRUSHED  TRAGEDIAN  (Lubin) .— Mr.  Pan- 
da ly  after  showing  some  of  his  art  to  a  theatrical 

i  i'  is  engaged,  lie  begins  bis  engagement  as 
Mark  Anthony  which  also  ends  bis  engagement. 
Tired  and  hungry  be  comes  to  a  farm  house.  The 
women  folks  are  delighted  with  bis  art  while  the 

men    folks    hare    no    use    for    "them    actors." Xext  Mr.  Dandaly  drops  into  a  picnic  party.  He 
is  made  to  ride  the  rails  until  his  ardor  is  cooled 
in  a  nearby  pond.  While  walking  the  ties  he 
takes  a  rest,  when  a  train  comes  and  gives  him  a 
lift.       He     lands     in     a     coal     pile     from     where    he 

|  THE 
EAGLE FILM EXCHANGE  1 

Machines, Tickets,  Carbons,  Films,  Song  Slides, etc.,  Everything  in  the  Mot King  Picture  Line.    INDEPENDENT  SERVICE. 
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-    u  uli    unoruBhed    s|ilric.       Nexl 

inoiiK  colored  folk'i  dli  where 
all   his  on  n   <vaj       i  i 

WANTED:   AN   ARTIST'S   MODEL    (Lubln).— Mr. 
.    I,i-    friends,    tbe  Us    I" 

Ml    out 

Ol     Ills i.un.     He  advertises  tor  an  artist's  model,      u 
urered    and  liil'nr 

fated  models,  and  i   cold ■ 

THE    KING'S    DIAMOND      I  Z\     Ol 
lied  well,   enters  the  council  Cham 

ministers   who  are   holi 
ated    al    their    reports,    he    leaves    In   « 
e    while    ii  ej    seem    -num.  .1    and   hope 

Shortly    aftei 
a    plan    to    a  ml    to 
i  a     ruinous    diamond     purclu  se     it    and 

bring    it    seeretlj     t>>    France.       v  ■     \  who 
■'lain   at   heart,    Intends  having   thi 

ji  a  band  of  outlaws  and 

jewel.      "Fontenelle,"    h   young   marqnle 
for  the  Important   mission.     He  Becurea  the  diamond 
Inn  Buffers  shipwreck      Landing  on  a  barren  coast  lie 

M  old   Inn.  la  noni 
bther  than  the  outlaw   leader  who  drugs  bis  wine  and 

•ndeavo  ire   the  Jewel.     "Fontenelle"   by   a 
quick   passage  at   arms  escapes. 

ring   at    i.is   homo   be    is    received   with    great 

Joy.      Mme.    Pompadour,    the   king's    favorite,    shows her  affection  for  him  which  be  receives  coldly.     His 
Hi  l. no.    is   Insulted  by   the   kim:  while  on   a 

frolic   and   Is   knocked   down   by    Fontenelle.       le    Is 
put  in  prison  and   Pompadour  ol. tains  his  temporarj 
release,    during    which    she    again     pleads    for    his 

Being  refused   she  orders  ins  reincarceration, 
but    by    a    clever    ruse    be    walks    out    to    freedom 
Once  at   liberty   be  flies  to  his   home  only   to   learn 
of   the  abduction  of  Helene  and  tbe  stealing  of  the 

id.      Tracking    the   outlaw    to    his    rookery   be 
.    the    girl,    and    on    a    raft    battles    with    the 

outlaw  i   despatches   the   thief. 
He    repairs    to    the    palace    where    the    ball    is    In 

ss    and    arrives    just    In    time    to    presenl    the 
and    denounces    the    Vlcomte,    who    is    made 

prisoner.      Fontenelle    is    commended    for    his    valor 
and  suitably   rewarded  by   the  kins-     Length,    1,085 
feet. 

THE  LIGHT  IN  THE  WINDOW  (Lubin).  Hol- 
land— the  fisher  folks  and  their  daily  toil  amid  the 

dangers  of  the  sea:  the  happy  homo  comings  and 
the  sad  partings.  Alas  too  often  the  last  kiss,  when 

the  tongue  refuses  to  speak  the  thought,  "it  may 
be    the    last." 
Here  is  a  hardy  young  follow  and  I  is  father 

and    i  '    working;    not!.: 
fishing,     the    son  —his    girl    may    be. 
They  marry;  the  wedding  celebrated  in  tlie  old 

style  is  jolly  and  will  be  talked  of  for  to  years 
by  all  the  guests.  A  year  elapses,  another  little 
addition:  something  more  to  strhe  for.  It  is  all 
the  harder  to  part  now.  but  what  ean  the  poor 

1  ie  last  parting  comes.  Little  do 
they  think  it.  but  the  boat  floating  bottom  upward 
is    a    mute    testimony    to    the    death    of    its    owner. 

His  wife  always  leaves  a  light  burning  at  the 
window  to  guide  him  home.  How  often  he  has 
watched  the  little  glimmers  from  the  sea:  but  the 
light  will  burn  on  ami  on.  and  the  dead  eyes  will 
not   see  it. 

The  body  is  cast  up  by  the  sea.  and  is  found 
by    a    part'.  ien.      The    wife    runs    in    and 
seeing  the  body  instantly  becomes  insane.  Ten 
years  elapse.  The  poor  woman  still  lights  nightly 
the  lamp  at  the  window  for  her  loved  one.  Her 
little  girl  has  grown  up  and  proves  very  useful  to 
the  poor  mother.  One  night  a  vision  of  her  hus- 

appears  in  the  aet  of  blessing  her.  A  seraphic 
smile  illumines  her  countenance  hut  the  heartstrings 
snap  and  she   is  no  more.     Length.   9i;o   feet. 

Kleine  Optical  Company  issue: 

MOSCOW  UNDER  WATER  (Radios).  —  Great 
floods  occurring  in  certain  districts  of  Russia  on 
the  break  up  of  the  winter  frosts,  furnished  a 
unique  opportunity  to  our  Moscow  operators  for 
securing  a  most  unusual,  original  and  thrilling  pic- 
ture. 
Tremendous  volumes  of  water  flowing  in  constant 

and  rapid  streams  through  the  streets  of  the  city 
converted  them  for  the  time  being  into  swiftly 
flowing  rivers,  hemmed  in  on  either  bank  by  shops, 
houses    and    public    offices. 

Traffic  moved  with  difficulty  and  danger,  and  a 
novel  spectacle  is  presented  of  vehicles  of  every 
description,  hub-deep,  being  drawn  by  horses,  knee- 
deep,    through    the    rushing    flooo. 

Boats,    punts    and    trollies,    conveyed    soldiers    and 

ale   wlti 
dlfll 

culty.  ■    ami    lines    an-    iii    constant    re 

HUMAN       VUI.TURI  B 
full     oi 

Ian:,  in    OJI  I  d    tb( 
under    the    lm| 

i,\     anot  ber     \  essi  I,     w  ouli 

II,    sailing    ii   
would    dash    upon    tin 

:  eck, 

On    the   principal    thai    ".had   men   tell   no   tales," mot    with    Bcanl    no  • 
the    han.1-.    of    tin-    wickers,    who    often 

liable  hauls  of  merchandise  and  li.i   -  on  the  I 
   i    the   m  Bsel    I  to  iis   destru 

I    i    ,  ited   in i    Interesting 
■  ■in     words. 

.  ,'.     i in-    rack  bound    coast    of 

Brittanj    forms  a    moat  soiling   for   this 
eleverlj     enacted    Bensatlonal    drama,    depleting    one n.     Length i  et 

UNDESIRABLE     TENANTS      (Rai 
of   means,    a    bacbi  e    his    home 

■  i    his  i.uticr  ami   make  an  extended  tour 
of   tbe  continent.      Bags   and 
the  start   is  made,   and   the  butler   is  in  glee   in   an 
tlclpatlOD     of     the     good     limt   lilillg. 

master   gone,    the   butler   proceeds   to  don   the 
I       ThUB   atl  Ired,    he  displays 

ird     announcing     that     the     premises     arc     for 
rent. 

\  i  ,,i  ii'.  .'.  torelj  in  i  ■  renl  the  place  and  the 
butler  is  off  to  enjoj  his  holiday.  Unexpectedly, 
bowever,  the  master  returns  and  finds  the  new 

tenants  disporting  themselves  to  their  heart's  con leni.    causing    wreck    and    ruin    of    the    place. 
The    police    are    summoned    and     the     entire    party 

is     taken     into     custody.         The      butler,     thoroughly 
.  brought   in:   the  mystery  clears   itscir 

..   iii-w    tenai  the  butler   incar- 
cerated,   while   his    master    returns    to   his   domicile 

but    wiser    for    his    experle 

The      many      very      ridiculous     situations     depicted 
make    this   subject   a    comedy    of   merit.      Length,    530 
feet. 

THE    PICTURE    (Radios). — Intense    pathos    in    the 
-in, 'in  of  a   wife  and  daughter  upon  the  deato 

of    the    husband. 
Scene  I.:  Living  room  of  bereaved  family  after 

the  funeral.  Friends  saying  farewell.  Husband's 
picture    draped    in    black. 

Scene  II.:  Six  months  later— Same  room — Gentle- 
man visitor — Offers  advances  to  widow — Child  Te- 

nnises    Poll    gift    discarded. 

Scene  III-:  gentleman  accompanies  wi- 
dow- and  child  to  amusement  garden— Child  cold 

and  distant — Dine  together — Wine  served,  man  be- 
hold,    girl    endeavors    to   run    away. 

Scene  IV.:  Dining  room — New  home,  widow  hav- 
ing   married    her    suitor — Trouble    at    table. 

Scene  V.:  Night,  six  months  later  -Husband  takes 
valuables    away    to    realize   on    them    for   liquor. 

Scene  VI.:  Husband  demands  money  for  liquor — 
Attempts  to  strike  wif( — Child  pleads  with  step- 

Breaks  her  bank  to  secure  contents  for  bim 

—  Husband  attempts  lo  take  picture  of  the  girl's 
father — Girl  implores  and  finally  threatens  before 
the    man    desists.       Length,    584    ' 

THE  POOR  MAN,  Homeless.  Wants  to  Go  to 
Prison  (GanmonO. — Homeless  and  in  need  a  luck 
less  mortal  pleads  with  the  officials  to  be  sent  to 

prison. Refused,    lie    grows   desperate    and   breaks    a    large 
plate  window,   but  owing   to  the   intervention   of   the 

tor's    wife,     who    has    compassion    upon    him, 

he    is    not    prosecuted.      Again    seeking    arrest    he    be- 
comes   a    public   nuisance,    but    the   otlieers   judge    him 
less"    and    take    no    heed    of    his    actions. 

Discouraged,  he  returns  to  his  attic  room  and 
■.main  there  until  he  is  separated  from 

his  misery.  A  letter  delivered-  to  him  contains  a 
large  sum  of  money,  left  him  as  an  inheritance. 
Beside  himself  witli  joy.  he  rushes  down  tbe  street 
and  invites  a  number  of  acquaintances  to  have  a 
drink  with  him.  To  these  he  imparts  the  good 

fortune   that  has  befallen   him.   but   the   waiter,    sus- 

M,  P.   Theatre 
For  Sale 

Paying   proposition    in   New   Vorfc   City 

1 1 

enewei       Adt 

OPPORTUNITY 
Box  226  Madison  Square  P.O. 

NewYorR  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
Kor  every  purpose  made  to  order,   111 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLOTHORPE    &.   CO. 
244  West  14th  Street.  New  York 

LOOK  HERE  MR.  MANAGER 
We  make  the  handsomest  most  dec- 

orative and  best  colored 

ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDE 
on  the  market. 

Pretty    Broad    Statement 
Isn't   it— Mr.  Manager 

PREMIER 
Slides  are  made  by  our  new  and  ex- 

clusive process,  and  for  sharpness, 
brilliancy  and  effectiveness  on  the 
screen  are  unapproached  by  any  other 
slide  on  the  market. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  without  them. 
A  New  One  : 

laft  &  Sherman  Slides 

Ready,  3"ic. KROMOGRAF    SLIDE    CO. 
Makers  of  "  Premier"  Slide 

5   EAST  8th  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THe  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

506  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    -    San  Francisco,  Cal. 

TI  CRETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St..  New  York   City 

Have  you  sent  your  subscrip- 
tion to  the  M.  P.  World?  If  not 

do  so  now,  lest  you  forget. 

LATEST     AND      MOST     BEAUTIFUL     SONC     SLIDE      NUMBERS 

Rainbow  2?£ii?3££tal  :  Sweet  Bunch  of  Daisies 

JUST     OUT 
Beautiful  set  of 

eighteen  slides. 

This  song  beautiful  is  most  wonderfully  pictured  in  this  set  of  slides.     Get  these  two  and  you  will  be  delighted.     $5  per  set.     Twelve  others  in  preparation 

EMPIRE  SLIDE  CO. 131  West  41st  St.,  New  York  City 
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FRED  BECK,  President  and  Manager 
Now  located  at 

No.  8  East  14th  Street 

MOVING  PICTURE  SUPPLIES 
OF   ALL    KINDS 

Films,  Machines  and  Accessories.    Expert  Repair 
Work  a  Specialty. 

FILMS,   FILMS,  FILMS! 
Wanted  good  second-hand  films,  song 

slides,  etc.,  must  be  in  best  of  condition. 
Please  send  full  particulars,  also,  names  of 
subjects,  number  of  feet,  etc.  Address 
NEWMAN  MOTION  PICTURE  COM- 

PANY, Portland,  Oregon. 

We  Write  Musi 
and   set  to  Your SONG  POEMS 
Old  Dominion  Co.,  14  W.  27th  St.,  New  YorH 

Music  Writers,  Arrangers,  Printers 
Publishers    and    Booking    Agents 

SONG   and    ANNOUNCEMENT   SLIDES 

Write,  Call  or  'Phone 

IMPROVE  YOUR  LIGHT 
BY  USING  THE 

Qilles  Arc  Regulator 
PAT.    APPLIED    FOR 

Can  be  attached  to  any  light  in  5  minutes. 
Forms  the  crater  on  the  front  of  the  car- 

bons and  positively  eliminates  so-called 
travelling.  Increases  the  light  50%  and 
stops  all  spluttering  on  alt.  current.  Con- 

sumes no  extra  current.  Burns  carbons 
clean  to  the  end.  Write  for  prices  and 
particulars. 

RICHARD    L.    GILLES     CO. 
ELECTRICAL  BROKERS 

HELENA  AGENTS  WANTED  MONT. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CU. 
No.  47   North   lOth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,    -   Kansas  City 

pli  of   the   man,  reports  him  to  the  police.     The 
sight  of  the  supply  of  funds  on  bis  person  Is 
deemed  sufficient  cause  to  warrant  his  arrest  and 
be  is   Incarcerated.      Length,   400  feet. 

THE  CHEESE  RACE  (Gaumont).— Hilarious 
laughter  sure  to  result  from  the  projection  of  this 
lilm.  In  the  display  of  a  delicatessen  establish 
ment  the  cheese  is  so  strong  that  it  takes  to  flight. 
A  novel  chase  follows,  giving  rise  to  many  ludi 

crous    incidents.      Length,    .':,~.l    feet. 
MOTHER'S  DARLING  (Gaumont) . — Every  moth 

er's  son  is  a  darling  in  her  own  .yes.  Seated  on 
a  high  fence  enclosing  a  brick  structure,  are  two 
of  these  darlings,  and  their  deportment  for  the 
course  of  two  hours  gives  rise  to  considerable  pre 
dicament  to  a  number  of  people  and  an  endless 
lot    of    fun    to   an    innumerable    number    of    others 

Sister's  sweetheart  is  greatly  humbled  and  be 
comes  the  object  of  derision — a  man  wearing  silk 
hat  is  humiliated,  two  tradesmen  are  embroiled  in 
warfare  and  a  fruit  vendor  is  despoiled  of  his 
wares,  to  the  delight  of  all  the  little  folk  of  the 
neighborhood,  before  the  guilty  little  fellows  are 
apprehended  and  placed  in  good  keeping.  Length, 

254   feet.' 
MUSIC  HALL  AGENT'S  DREAM  (Gaumont). — 
Engaged  at  his  work,  a  music  hall  agent  is  be 

sieged  by  numerous  artists  in  quest  of  work,  each 
applicant  in  turn  doing  a  little  stunt  in  the  line 
of    posing    living    pictures. 

After  a  siege  of  exerting  work  he  drops  off  tc 
sleep  and  his  active  mental  faculties  now  put  in 

a  little  overtime  and  he  commences  to  "s,ee  things.' An  amusing  series  of  living  pictures.  Length  2S7 
feet. 

Pathe    Freres    issue : 

DIEPPE  CIRCUIT,  1908.— In  -this  thrilling  pic- 
ture we  see  some  of  the  perils  of  the  great  French 

motor  race  and  get  a  good  view  at  close  range 
of  all  the  principal  and  dangerous  points  along 
the  course.  The  picture  shows  us  two  distinct 
races  going  over  the  same  course,  one  is  the  com- 

petition for  light  runabouts,  and  the  other  for 
heavy  racers.  The  first  picture  shows  the  men 
getting  ready  for  the  struggle,  and  starting  away 
amidst  the  cheers  of  the  excited  throng.  In  each 
race  we  see  the  cars  from  the  same  points  and 
get  a  clear  view  of  the  road  from  an  elevation, 
and  see  them  dashing  along  at  a  terrific  rate  of 
speed.  We  get  a  view  at  close  range  of  one  of 
the  machines  as  it  dashes  around  a  curve,  and  turns 
turtle,  rolling  over  many  times,  killing  the  driver 
and  injuring  the  assistant.  The  next  picture  shows 
a  point  on  the  course  where  there  are  two  curves 
within  a  short  distance  of  one  another,  and  the 
spectators  are  held  spellbound  as  the  cars  reach 
this  point  and  round  them  at  a  terrific  speed.  A 
few  go  amiss,  however,  and  we  see  them  turn 
completely   around   and   topple   over. 
Another  point  of  interest  is  at  a  very  sharp 

curve,  similar  to  the  hairpin  curve  on  tiie  Van- 
derbilt  course,  which  is  inclosed  by  a  high  fence 
to  keep  the  spectators  back.  The  cars  dash  around 
it  at  full  speed  and  a  number  make  it  without  a 
mishap,  but  we  see  a  few  who  lose  control  of 
their  cars,  skid  around  and  dash  through  the  fence, 
upsetting,  and  causing  no  end  of  excitement. 

The  last  picture  shows  the  finish  and  we  get  a 
view  at  close  range  of  the  winners  and  their  cars, 

and  see  their  happy  faces  as  they  receive  the  beau- 
tiful   and   well    deservd   trophies. 

NEW  YORK. — In  this  picture  we  are  shown  many 
of  the  principal  points  of  interest  in  and  around 
(he  metraopolis,  starting  with  a  good  view  of 
Ellis  Island,  where  we  see  the  immigrants  land- 

ing from  foreign  ports.  We  get  a  view  of  the 
Statue  of  Liberty  and  the  city,  from  the  bay,  also 
a  number  of  pictures  taken  from  the  Brooklyn 
Bridge.  Some  wonderful  views  of  the  downtown 
section  are  shown,  taken  from  the  tops  of  the 
highest  buildings.  We  see  the  Singer  building  and 
the  Metropolitan  tower,  the  two  highest  structures 
in  the  world,  also  good  views  of  Central  Park. 

Soldiers'  Monument.  Grant's  Tomb  and  many  other 
points  of  interest  too  numerous  to  describe.  73$ 
feet. 

THE  SAILOR'S  DOG.  — In  this  little  drama  we 
see  a  sailor  bidding  his  family  a  fond  adieu,  as  he 
is  about  to  start  out  on  :i  trip  across  the  sea. 
His  good  wife  and  over  faithful  dog  accompany 
him  to  the  wharf,  where  they  watch  the  final 
preparations  for  the  journey.  We  then  see  them 
gazing  fondly  after  him  as  he  sails  out  through 
the   bay.    herded    for    foreign   ports. 
When  he  is  lost"  to  view  the  wife  returns  with 

Mi,>  dog  to  the  cottage,  where  we  sec  her  busily 
engaged  with  ber  household  duties,  though  longing 
tor  ber  husband  and  praying  for  his  safe  return. 
A    few    days    elapse,    anil    the    dog   strolls   away    from 

POWERS*  CAMERAQRAPH 
vllb  all  fireproof  attachments 

constantly  on  band. FILMS  to  RENT 
EDISON  EXHIBITION 

MODEL  with 
fireproof  matailaet. 

AH  latest  subjects  always  on  hand.    Operators  and  machines,  and  films  furnished 
for  Sundays  and  all  other  occasions.     Send  for  lists  and  prices. 

F.  J.  HOWARD,  564  Washington  Street,  Boston,  Mass. Established  1804 
(Opposite  Adams  House) 

:Ottage,  and  runs  down  to  the  seashore  In 
the  hope  that  he  will  see  his  master  returning 
A-  he  runs  along  he  comes  upon  the  body  of  the 
sailor,  lying  on  the  sand,  where  the  waves  have 
washed  it  after  a  terrific  storm  in  which  the  boat 
was  wrecked  and  all  hands  lost.  The  dog.  with 
human  intelligence,  recognizes  his  master  and  takes 
his  cap  in  his  mouth  and  starts  back  to  the  cot- 

tage. When  the  sailor's  wife  sees  what  the  dog 
holds  in  his  mouth  she  realizes  at  once  what  h 

happened,  and  quickly  follows  the  faithful  animal 
back  to  the  beach.  When  they  come  upon  the  spot 

where  her  husband's  body  lies,  she  can  bear  up 
no  longer,  but  falls  grief-stricken  over  the  lifeless 
form.     24G   feet. 

PROSPECTIVE    HEIRS. — We    see    a    young    sport 
.all   on  his  rich  uncle,   who  is  delighted  to  see  him, 

but    the    frigid    youth    receives    the    old    man's    em 
-    with    utter    indifference,    which    naturally    in- 

furiates    the     uncle.       While     they    are     conversing, 

another   youug   man   arrives   and   returns   the   uncle's' affectionate    embraces,    and    it    is    easily    seen    that 

be   stands  higher  in  the  old  man's  good  graces  than the   first   comer.     The   uncle   shows   both   youug   men 
his  will  and   then  places  it  in  his  safe  in  the  study. 

He    bequeaths  to  each   of  them   a   very   comfortable^ 
fortune,    but    is   curious   to   know    if    they    have    anyF 
real    affection    for    him    and    bow    his    death    would  I 

affect   them   now   that   they   are  bis  heirs,   so  decidesP- 
upon   a   plan    to   find   this  out. 

After  they  leave,  he  and  the  maid  go  up  into 
the  garret  and  procure  a  dummy  and  dress  it  up 
in  his  clothes  and  hang  it  by  the  neck  to  a 
chandelier  in  the  library.  This  done  he  sends  the 
maid  to  inform  the  nephews  of  the  terrible  state 
of  affairs,  ami  awaits  developments  to  learn  for 
himself  their  true  love.  When  the  first  fellow 
hears  the  news  he  is  so  delighted  that  he  is 
overcome  with  glee,  and  after  jumping  around  like 
a  maniac  he  hastens  to  the  home  of  bis  benefactor 
and  makes  a  bee-line  for  the  safe,  hardly  noticing 

the  supposed  suicide  in  the  center  of  the  room. 
As  he  is  helping  himself  to  the  gold  the  uncle 
walks  in  and  confronts  him.  and  he  is  nearly  over- 

come with  surprise  and  disappointment,  and  can 
hardly  believe  his  eyes. 
The  second  nephew  comes  in  broken  hearted  at 

the  sad  news,  and  when  the  old  man  sees  his  grief 

he  speaks  to  him.  and  the  young  man  is  imme- 
diately changed  into  a  happy  being  on  seeing  that 

his  benefactor  is  really  living.  The  uncle  orders 

the  mercenary  fellow  out  of  the  house  and  L-ives 
everything  to  the  one  who  has  shown  himself 
worthy    of   the    old    man's    generosity.      541    feet. 

»■:: 

THE  POWERFUL  TENOR. — In  This  picture  we  e 
see  an  operatic  aspirant  who  discovers  that  he 
has  a  wonderful  tenor  voice,  and  believes  he  has 

^  uce  of  reaching  the  top  notch  in  the 
operatic  world.  He  has  a  feast  on  raw  eggs  to 
give  power  and  elasticity  to  his  wonderful  tons, 
and  starts  out  to  have  his  voice  tried.  Arriving  t 

at  the  professor's  studio,  be  is  shown  in  and  put 
through  the  vocal  gymnastics,  and  his  voice  is 
so  powerful  when  he  strikes  a  high  tone  that  he 
shatters  the  glass  in  the  skylight.  The  old  pro- 

fessor encourages  him  and  tells  him  of  his  won- 
derful possibilities  of  attaining  wealth  and  fame 

with    such    a    voice. 
The  next  picture  shows  him  on  the  night  of  his 

debut  at  the  Grand  Opera  House  in  Faris.  He  is 
seen  in  his  dressing  room,  getting  ready  to  appear 
in  Faust,  and  devouring  his  usual  quantity  of  eggSJ 
and  striking  high  tones  to  the  admiration  of  his 

loving    wife. Next  we  see  him  make  his  appearance  on  the 
si  il  ami. 1st  the  deafeaning  applause  of  the  large 

audience  assembled  to  hear  the  newly  discovered 
artist.  He  does  nor  proceed  far  in  the  role,  how- 

ever, before  the  audience  discovers  what  a  terrible 
frost  he  is.  and  hiss  and  jeer  at  him.  but  he. 

undaunted,  stands  his  ground  and  continues  to 
pour  forth  his  big  notes.  Finally,  everyone  in  the 
place  seizes  something  and  hurls  it  at  him.  and  we 
see  him  singing  in  the  midst  of  the  terrible  tur- moil, while  his  wife,  who  is  the  only  one  who 
appreciates  his  talent,  stands  in  the  background 
edsing  him  on  to  success.  Finally,  exhausted,  be 
tails  in  a  heap  of  rubbish,  while  the  audience  bolts 
for    the    exits.      360    feet. 

LADY-KILLER  FOILED.— In  this  extremely  funny 

picture  we  see  a  fellow  who  can  not  resist  the 
charms  of  the  fair  sex.  and  who  gets  himself  iuto 
all  Kinds  of  trouble  as  a  consequence.  One  day 

he  meets  a  young  woman  by  chance  on  the  street. 
and  is  so  much  attracted  by  her  good  looks  that 
he  follows  her  to  her  home,  where  she  enters 
and  slams  tiie  door  in  his  impertinent  face.  Phis 
does  not  discourage  him.  however,  for  he  goes  in 
in.l  s,. mis  up  his  card.  The  lady  consents  to  see 
the  si  rancor,  but  when  she  recognizes  in  him  the 
fellow  who  has  been  annoying  her.  she  immediately 
throws  him  out  of  the  house.  Undaunted  by  this 
treatment,  he  tries  another  scheme,  and  gets  of 
go  terms  with  the  maid,  and  when  madam  sends 
for  the  hairdresser  the  girl  sends  word  to  the  love- 
smitten  young  man.  who  disguises  himself  as  a 
coiffeur  atul  once  more  enters  the  apartment  of  his 
adored  one.  w  ho  is  seated  passively  in  an  easy 

chair,  awaiting  bor  hair  treatment.  The  fellow 
fumbles  around  in  an  awkward  manner  and  tries 
his  best  to  comb  her  tresses,  hut  gets  so  nervous 
that  lie  tortures  the  woman,  who  resents  sit* 

treatment.     When  she  looks  up  she  is  horrified  upon 
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■eeognlalng  ber  unwelcome   admirer,  aixi  proceeds  to 
•a   n   beating  and   k irk   him  out. 

Next    he   meets   a    fellon    entering    the   apartment 
.1  do  some  cleaning,  and  ̂ hrs  him  some  money   to 
change  clothes   with   him,    which   be   does,      w  ■ 
>ur   hero   once    more   under    the   Bame   root    wli 
ufebantress,    but    this    time    her    buband    Is    a    bar 
Icr.  and  the  fellow  does  everything  to  rid  the  place 
>f   tl   Id    fellow.      He   tortures   him 
minding   the   stepladder   down   on   bis    toot,    till    the 

ii'iHi  ol  the  bouse  seeks  refuge  In  tbe  Btreet,     When 
i    is   clear   tbe   ardenl    wooer   again    li 

ive  i"  iln'  woman,   but   he  timls  ber  as 
and  this  time  Bhe  throws  him  bodily 

>ut  of  tin'  window,  where  he  falls  on  her  unfortunate 
nfaband,   who   is  Beated  underneath. 
Completely    out    of    patience    with    the    sta 

utalrs,    she    discbarges    tbe    maid    ft  the 
nan  to  annoy  her  so  much,  and  as  the  >:iii  is  leav- 

tneets    tbe   masher   at    the   door,    and    gives 
ilui    a    case   of    female    wearing    apparel,    which    he 

i.i    «<ms    the    position    :is    new    maid    in    the 
-    upon    his   duties    it    Is   not 

ii  rore    he    is    r<   _  or    he    makes    an 
ittrmiit    to   kiss   the   madam,    but    is   caughl    bj    ber 
inshami.   who  gives   blm   such   a   beating    thai    be   Is 
Mail    to    give    up    his    wooing 
'eet. 

ARMY   DOGS.     Lovers  of  titan's   besl    friend,    the 
i  be   Interested  In  this  picture,   for  it 

is    how    they    can    be    used    in    tbe    arm]     hospital 
ftps.     We   have   Been    the   dog   usi  ad 
(stage  by  the  police  In   helping  to  run  down  crim- 
nals.    but    now    they    take   On   B    more    noble    air.    an.l 
ire    hitched    to    stretchers    on    wheels,     nu.i 
he   red  endants   on    to   the   battle   Held    In 

■arch   ■  tided.     When   a    patlenl    Is   placed 
m    the    Btretcher    we    see    tbi  iff    for 
he  main  thoroughfare  at  a  fast  trot,  am 
■thin  the  bounds  of  the  camp  where 
■an  be  administered  to  the  Blck  and  wounded, 
vVhen  they  have  finished  they  appear  to  be  well 
atistieil  with  their  duties  and  Seek  a  quiet  spot 
nr  rest,  where  they  are  patted  by  the  kind-hearted 
oMiors  who  appreciate  their  .  which 

o  with   almost  human   Intelligence.     246   feet. 

A  KIND-HEARTED  POLICEMAN.      In   this  picture 
a    man    who    is    vested    with    authority    to 

■tn'oivo    the    law,    but,    unlike    the   usual   sort    of    men 
MKupying   the   same   position,   he   is  so   kind-hearted 
hat     ofttitnes    he     '  '1     by     his     sentiments. 
nnl  is  very  Indiscreet  In  meting  out  just  punish 
nent  to  offenders,  lie  is  patrolling  In  the  country, 
.vhere    1  -    are    not    u  ince    in 
i   while   it    will   happen  that   somebody    is  guilty   of 
in  act  that  is  not  just  in  keeping  with  propriety. 
His  tirst  duty  is  to  arrest  a  pair  Of  lovers  whom 

lies  kissing,  bur  when  he  comes  upon  the 
ove-sick  couple,  anil  threatens  to  arrest  then',  his 
icart  is  softened  by  their  tears,  so  he  allows  liierr 
in    go    their    way     v.  Next    lip 

and  following  one  of  their 
number,  a  woman,  lie  examines  the  contents  of  her 
basket  and  discovers  that  she  has  some  rabbits 
tliey  trapped,  so  threatens  to  lock  her  up.  Bui  she. 
like  all  good  women,  uses  her  tears  to  advantage 
:mil  when  the  officer  sees  her  grief  it  is  foo  much 
for  him.  and  he  gently  dries  her  eyes  with  the 
corner   of   her   apron   and   lets    her   go  on    her    way. 

II is  next  encounter  is  with  an  old  woman  and 
little  girl,  whom  he  finds  stealing  some  fire  wood. 
When  he  threatens  them  with  the  law  the  same 

thing  occurs — a  shower  of  tears  -so  he  gives  the 
old  woman  some  money  and  with  a  kind  word  lets 
her  go.  Next  he  meets  a  tramp  on  the  highway 
whom  he  proceeds  to  admonish,  but  at  the  same 
time    gives    the    unfortunate    the    price    Of    a    meal. 

Finally  he  has  an  opportunity  to  show  that  he  is 
of  some  value  as  an  officer;  for,  as  be  is  returning 
to  the  station,  he  comes  upon  a  ruffian  healing  a.i 
old  man.  He  quickly  grabs  the  fellow  anil  after 
■  desperate  resistance,  lands  him  in  jail.  Finally. 
we  see  him  return  to  his  home,  where  he  sits  down 
to  enjoy  a  hearty  meal  with  his  happy  familv.  442 
feet. 

THE  DOG  AND  THE  PIPE.— In  this  funny  pic 
tine  we  see  a  young  lady  with  her  pet  dog.  occu- 

pying a  compartnment  In  a  traveling  eoacb.  A 
stranger  enters  and  proceeds  to  make  himself  as 
comfortable  as  possible  in  anticipation  of  a  long 
jojnrney.  The  lady  is  deeply  absorbed  In  a  book 
ami  does  not  take  any  notice  of  her  fellow  passenger 
till  he  lights  a  cigarette,  whereupon  she  becomes 
indignant  and  asks  him  if  he  will  kindly  refrain 
from  smoking.  lie  very  gallantly  extinguishes  the 
fire  and  thinking  that  a  good  cigar  might  meet  with 
her  approval,  tries  that,  but  after  a  puff  or  two 
he  is  compelled  to  give  this  up  also.  Finnaly  be- 

takes out  a  pipe  with  a  hope  that  it  will  be  a 
little  more  agreeable  to  the  young  lady.  By  this 
time  the  young  woman  has  lost  all  patience  with 
the  traveler,  so  seizes  the  pipe  and  throws  it  out 
of  tbe  window.  For  revenge  he  grabs  her  dog  and 
docs  the  same  with  the  poor  inoffensive  animal. 
while  the  woman  looks  on  powerless  to  help,  for 
the   train   is  now  going  at  a  great   rate  of  speed. 

The  next  picture  shows  us  the  dog  as  he  lands 
on  the  track,  picking  up  the  pipe  and  starting  it: 
pursuit  of  the  fast-moving  train.  He  keeps  up 
with  it  for  a  long  distance,  and  finally  when  the 
train  slows  up  it  gives  Mr.  Doggie  an  opportunity 
to  get  past  it.  He  reaches  the  station  before  the 
train  and  when  the  couple  alight,  there  sits  the 
animal    with    the    pipe    in    his    month.       The    man    is 

■o  glad   t"  get    in-   pipe   back   that    be  jumps   with 
..i  hastens  uwaj    while   the  bappj    woman   goes 

m  the  opposite  direction  with  her  pet.     !-'■ 

THE  POISONED  BOUQUET,  An  Italian  Tragody 
nf  the  Fifteenth  Century  (Vltagraph),  Co 
I  ian.es, -a  is  iteated  on  a  dlavan  In  a  room  ot  tier 
luxuriantly  furnished  palace,  Acta  Met.  ber  Nubian 
slave  outers  and  ushers  In  Count  Antonio,  then  bows low    ami    leavi 

i. .in.,  warmly,     lie  kisses  ber,   then  seats  hlmsell  al 
le   tabic.     Thej    i. ill-   eagerly, 

the    i. ui.i    occasionally    caressing    hi  on,    but 
he    srcins    cold    and    pi   :upl(    ... 
pleads     «  ilh     linn     to    remain.     I. Ill     hi 

ives  by   «a.\   of  tin-   terrace.     As  he  doe* 
s...    unobserved    by    blm,    a    lockel  om    bis 

io    the    Boor,       The    Countess    picks    it    up, 
i     and    a    look    Ol     tut'}     i   cs    Over     liel      lace    Ms 

n  on   ii.,'  outside      "  Co    \" 
I'io in    ins    Loved   our.      Lucia.*'      Inalde 

minis  l  in  c     ol      a       si      I..      l  ii  l      n  ..man.        I'i  .. 
strikes    a    gong,     which     is    answered     bj     her     Nubian 

in.    Bhows  .'ii.i    points 
alter    Antonio.       The    si  <    QUlcklj     de- 

parts, leaving  his  mltress  weepin)   bitterly.        Through 
the   narrow   Btreets   ol    old    Rome,     Lntonlo   proceeds, 
ami   after   him   Acb    Met.    gliding   along 
under    the    shadows   ol    the    houses.      Coming    to   the 

i  knocl  i  in-   door 
and     is    admitted.       The     Nubian     .■limbs     a     tree    and 
drops   over    the    will.       I  n   1 1    .,  ..m 
greets    Antonio    lovingly,      lie   embraces    ber, 

.in  Irelj    different    to 
The    Blavi .■    in, or    beads,    a 

look   ol  ace 

■   ami   down    tin-    room,    w  ben 

MANAGERS 
YOU  "WANT  THIS ! 

REAL  TALKING  PICTURES 

No  people  or  ordinary  phonograph  used. 

The  Chronophone,  the  machine  that  ran 
successfully  for  fifteen  months  at  the 

London  Hippodrome. 
We  are  now  ready  to  PLACE  AND 

OPERATE  this  wonderful  machine  in 

your  theatre  on  a  rental  or  percentage 
basis.    For  terms  apply  to 

REPROBUCTOGRAPH  CO. 
138  Alexander  Avenue.  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Who  Wants  Me? 
At  liberty  Sept.  ist,  Licenied  0] 

tor  who  produces  "  K  ESI  I. 'IS  "  with 
pictures,  props,  advertising,  etc. 

Catchy  and  novel  ideas  that  uttract 
and  hold  patronage  and  increase  box 
office  receipts.  Can  manage  house 

if  desired.  Might  consider  partner- 
ship oiler  and  have  a  red  hot  money 

making  side  line  proposition  for  the 

right  party.  Address,  OPERATOR  , 
Box   562,   Padncah,  Ky. 

1  lie  Chicago  Transparency  Co, 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Songa 

>o     DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAQO,  ILL. 
Kredericn  T    Mcl.ead,  Manager 

HARBACiTS  BARGAINS 
$175  Edison  Underwriter,'  Kinetotcop      Elecu  $110 

imerican  Projectograph  ....  75 

$140  20th  Century  Marvel          "  100 
Cineograph  $15      Cineograph  $25      Cinecgraph  55 

Passion  Play  (Plain)  1865  feet  ...  117 

Pathe's  Passion  Play  (latest  1  .                   .  lew  Price 
OTHER  BARGAINS.       .1-SD   I  ■    I.   *  I   I  II   IM1M    '^? 

HARBACH  &  CO.  809  Filbert  Street.  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

/"*  A  ̂   Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
U/\<3  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 
26  William  St.,  Albany,  R.  T. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR   &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 
AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REV0LV1N0 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

Trad< 

IGaUroorjtf 
Mark 

INDEPENDENT  FILMS 
THE  FINEST  FILMS 
IN   THE   WORLD 



no THE    MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 

d   Acb   Met 
which    tbe cloak. 

with    bod   and       \it  mask,  S  ib 
lead    the   way,    and  with    him.      Their 
destinal  ust.     On  be- -<•   of   money 

d  ?en   a   deadly   i  olson.     Again 
drawn,    a    nigbt 

light    is    burning    <>n    the    table.      The    Countess    is uneh   of 
beside  her.     She ■  Hi    tbe 

her    cloak    and    with    Antonio   pro- 
oui  i    ba  11.      The    clo  iug    scene    Is   In   a courtiers, 

are    moving    about    as    Fran- 
leaning   on    \   nio's  arm.    enters.     From  tbe 

opposite  side  comes   i   la  and   her   father.     Antonio 
Introduces    bis    companloi   lem.      Lucia   admires 

new  acquaintance,  and 
Willi  a  smile  Franceses  hands  tnem  to  ber.  Lucia 
raises  the  (lowers  to  her  face,  staggers  and  falls 
back  dead.  Antonio  rushes  to  the  stricken  girl, 
thinking  she  has  fainted.  He  raises  the  flowers  to 
bis  face,  when  Franceses  grabs  them  and  tramples 
them  miller  ber  feet.  This  convinces  Antonio  that 
the  flowers  were  poisoned.  He  accuses  tbe  Countess 
of  the  crime.  In  a  fit  of  jealousy  sne  takes  the 
locket  and  tramples  it  beneath  her  feet,  holds  the 
phial   of  poison   to  ber  nostrils   and   falls  hack   dead. 

onio   kneels    -  en   over    the 
of   Lucia.     Length,    170 

BURIED    ALIVE;     Or,    Frolics    on    the    Beach    at 
Coney  Island    (Vitaf  lear   on 

ich,   cut   up  a    few  capers,    then   two  of  them 
bury    their    companion    under    the    sand,    making    ;> 
nice   mound   above   him.     Tie'   two  young   men    take 

away   to  watch   the   fun.     A 
along      'ml    put    rneir    baby    on 

icb    up and    down,    lifting   the    baby    orr.      The    pan 
frightened,    pick    up    the    little    one    and    run    away. 
The    three   laugh   over  In    cover    the 
young    man    up,    ami    pack    fresh    sand   over    him.      A 

couple   come   along,    spy    the    mound,    put    up 
-      larasol,    sit    down    and    begin    to    kiss    ami    ling 

The    buried   joker   slowly   raises  up   and 
stares  :it   them.     The  couple  get  scared  and  scamper 
away.     Again   the  man   is   covereu   up  as  an   Italian 
fruit    vendor  appears,   and   while  endeavoring   to   sell 
fruit   to    Xos.    1   and  2,    No.   3   is   very   busy   stealing 
it.      After    the    departure   of   the    fruit   man   a    fussy 
old    maid   appears   and   sits   down    to   read   her   book. 
The    joker    raises    his   feet    and    pushes    her    forward 
-  a    her    face.      She    gets    up,    is   not    frightened,    but 
proceeds     to    beat    the    helpless    man    unmercifully. 
This  unlooked  for   treatment  is  too   much   for  No.    3 
and  he  balks  at  being  buried  again.     His  companions 
coax    him.      He    finally    submits    and    is    covered    up 
once    again.      A    fat    policeman    next    appears.      The 
two   salute   him.     One   engages   him   in   conversation. 

ii  his  hands  and  knees. 
iollceman   is  er  and  lands  heavily  on 

the  mound,  almost  killing  the  burled  joker,  ne 
squirms  out,  rushes  off  as  the  cop  gets  to  his  feet, 
and  receives  a  good  beating.  His  companions  stand 
aside.  laughing  heartily.  The  officer  sees  this, 
throws  off  his  coal  and  helmet,  and  starts  out  for 
the    retreating   pair.      Length,    4G5    feet. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 
56  Fifth  Avenue        -       -       CHICACO. 

WANTED         ~ 
Agents  in  every  city  to  solicit 
subscriptions  for  the  Moving 
Picture  World.  Liberal  induce- 

ments. Items  of  interest  and 

instructive  articles  paid  for  on 

pu  blicati  on . 
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Film  Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 
for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re- 

ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  15  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company  i 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  FranHlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 
BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 

The    Greaser's    Gauntlet   1027  ft. 
The   Mail   and   the   Woman ....  776  ft. 
The     Bandit's     Waterloo   839  ft. 
A    Calamitous    Elopement   738  ft. 
The  Itedman  and  the  Child   857  ft. 
Deceived   Slumming  Party   487  ft. 
The    Black    Viper   724  ft. 
The    Tavern-Keeper's     Daugh- 

ter      410  ft. 
The   Adventures  of  a   Dollie...713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
The   Kentucklan      757  ft. 
The   Stage   Rustler   670  ft. 
Adventures    of    Dollle   713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 

EDISON    MFG.    CO. 

Life's  A  Game  of  Cards   960  ft. 
Tales    the    Searchlight    Told.. 995  ft. 
A  Dumb  Hero   900  ft. 
The     Face    on     the     Bar-room 

Floor      550  ft. 
Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
Tbe     Little     Coxswain     of    the 

'Varsity   Eight      1040  ft. 
Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 

In    '49      1,000  ft. 
Love   Will   Find   a   Way   850  ft. 
Fly     Paper       400  ft. 
Honesty  Is  the  Best  Policy   640  ft. 
The   Blue  and  the  Grey   1000  ft. 

ESSANAY. 

The    Little    Madcap   600  ft. 
The   Tragedian   400  ft. 
Just    Like   a    Woman   500  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

The  Walls  of  Sing  Slug     
A  Gypsy  Girl's  Love     
The    New    Hired    Girl     
The    Renegade      855  ft. 
Dynamite    Man      800  ft. 
The    Girl     Nihilist   910  ft. 
Flight  of   the    "June   Bug"   525  ft. 
The   Taft    Pictures   350  ft. 
Mrs.    Gunness      850  ft. 
The    Man    Hunt   820  ft. 
An    American    Soldier   835  ft. 
The    Fleet    at    'Frisco   noil  ft. 
Held    by    Bandits   875  ft. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL   COMPANY. 

Moscow    Under    Water   274  ft. 
Human    Vultures       600  ft. 
Undesirable    Tenants      530  ft. 
The    Picture       584  feet 
The   Poor   Man,   Homeless,    Wants 

to    Go    to    Prison   400  ft. 
The    Cheese    Race      354  ft. 
Mother's     Darling       254  tt. 
Music    Hall    Agent's    Dream..  .2S7  ft. 
The    Miraculous    Flowers   307  ft. 
A    Russian    Bear   Hunt   387  ft. 
An  Embarrassing  Gift   360  ft. 
Too  Hungry   to   Eat   530  ft. 
Sensational   Duel      267  ft. 
B'ollow    Your    Leader    and    the 

Master  Follows  Fast   224  ft. 
Out  of   Patience   244  ft. 
Baffled   Lover      617  ft. 
The  Chronic   Life   Saver   614  ft. 
Fishing  Boats  on  the  Ocean.. 540  ft. 
An    Interesting   Conversation..  .267  ft. 
Peasant   and   Prince   817  ft. 
The  Smuggler  Automobillst. .  .567  ft. 
The    Learned    Mr.    Cornelius. .  .604  ft. 
nis  Mother's  Melody   500  ft. 
The   Tramp's  Daughter   520  ft. The  Killing   Remorse   444  ft. 
A  Comical  Execution   294  ft. 
The  Dear  Little  Heart   287  ft. 
Secret   of   Hypnotism   124  ft. 
The   Policeman  of  the  Cook... 137  ft. 
Overflowing    in    Italy   494  ft. 
Making  of  Tomato  Sauce   390  ft. 
War    Episode      424  ft. 
Off   to   Morocco   794  ft. 

A  Wolf  in  Sheep's  Clothing. .  .717  ft. 1   Won  One  Hundred  Thousand. 620  ft. 
Obeying    Her   Mother   637  ft. 
The   Torrent      170  ft. 
The  Story  of  the  King  of  Fre- 

gola        S54  ft. 
Promoted   Corporal     367  ft. 
The    Saw    Mill   387  ft. 
A     Pleasant    Evening    at     the 

Theater     367  ft. 
Too    Polite       290  ft. 
The    Tyrant    Feudal    Lord   417  ft. 
A    New    Fruit   524  ft. 

Sturdy    Sailor's    Honor   764  ft. On    the    War    Path   417  ft. 
Physical    Phenomena      310  ft. 

PATHE     FRERES. 

Dieppe    Circuit        
New    York       73S  ft. 
The    Sailor's    Dog   246  ft. 
Prospective   Heirs      541  ft. 
The    Powerful   Tenor      360  ft. 
Lady-Killer   Foiled      639  ft. 
Army   Dogs      246  ft. 
A  Kind-Hearted   Policeman   ...442  ft. 
'The   Dog  and   the   Pipe   426  ft. 
Miss     Hold's     Puppets   524  ft. 
The    Knowing    Birds   32S  ft. 
Jewel    of    a    Servant   492  ft. 
The    Curse    of   Drink   475  ft. 
Wonderful    Fluid       492  ft. 
The    Inconvenience   of   Talking 

Moving    Pictures       442  ft. 
An    Improvised    Statue   442  ft. 
The   Masque   Ball      574  ft. 
The    Boundary       6S8  ft. 
Susceptible    Youth       360  ft. 
The  Secret  of  the  Iron  Mask.. 590  ft. 
Picturesque    Naples      377  ft. 

S.    LTJBIN. 
The     Crushed     Tragedian   503  ft. 
Wanted:    An    Artist's    Model.  .415  ft. 
The   King's   Diamond   10S5  ft. 
The   Light  in   the   Window   960  ft. 
The     Bogus     Lord   830  ft. 
The   Sensational  Sheath   Gown. 600  ft. 
Policeman    for    an    Hour   300  ft. 
The    Woman    Who    Gambles. .  .815  ft. 
The     White    Chief   810  ft. 
The   Fatal    Likeness   680  ft. 

The   Robbery   of   the  Citizen's Bank      6S0  ft. 
Captain     Molly   435  ft. 
Dr.   Curem's  Patients   475  ft. 
Bnttle    of    Monmouth     
Philadelphia,      the     Cradle     of 

Liberty      305  ft. 
MELTE8. 

Boston  Normal  School  Pageant.975  ft. 
The    Miser   900  ft. 
The    Little    Peace-Maker   120  ft. 
Pranks  with  a  Fake  Python... 532  ft. 
Side    Show    Wrestlers   4S5  ft. 
Hunting    Teddy    Bears   30S  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 
Texas    Tex       565  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft. 

A    Chance   Shot   358  ft. 

Two    Gentlemen   265  ft. 
The     Will   375  ft. 
Mr.     Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.  .628  ft. 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian  Army      SIS  ft. 
Sports   of  All   tbe   World   674  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  tbe  Warpath. 280  ft. 
Honor   Lost — Everything  Lost.. 669  ft. 
Dog-Training     294  ft. 
A    Misalliance      760  ft. 
The    Cb«  mpagne    Bottle   157  ft. 
A   Modern    Naval    Hero   713  ft. 
Ihles   and   Antonio    (Boxers) ..  .250  ft. 
Lion    Hunting      694  ft. 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    COMPANY. 
The    Lion's    Bride   S10  ft. 
A    Hindoo's    Ring      175  ft. 
The   Road   to   Ruin   975  ft. 
Bobby   White   in   Wonderland.  .740  ft. 
Weary    Waggles'    Busy    Day... 220  ft. 

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

The    Poisoned    Bouquet   476  ft. 
Buried   Alive;  or.    Frolics  on  the 

Beach    at    Coney    Island   465  ft. 

The    Gypsy's    Revenge      429  ft. 
A     Kind-hearted     Bootblack;     or, 

Generosity    Rewarded      400  ft. 
.An    Indian's    Honor   664  ft. 
The    Promise      31S  ft. 
The    Water    Sprite   51S  ft. 
Tbe     Little     Detective   43S  ft. 
Love   Laughs   at   Locksmiths. .  .552  ft. 
Captured  by  Telephone   360  ft. 
The   Viking's  Daughter   447  ft. 
WILLIAMS.   BROWN  &  EARLE. 

The    Faithless    Friend   625  ft. 
The    Man   and    His   Bottle   350  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft. 
Tricky   Twins   265  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft. 
Father's    Lesson   ,.600  ft. 
Hunting    Deer   855  ft. 
The     Prodigal    Son   696  ft. 
Catching  a   Bnrglar   636  ft. 
Nasty  Sticky  Stuff   J06  ft. 
Professor    Bounders'    Pills   380  ft. 
Leap   Year;   or,   She   Would  Be 

Wed       345  ft. 
Tbe   Interrupted    Bath   176  ft. 
Tbe   Gambler's   Wife   640  ft 
Doctor's     Dodge   260  ft. 
The   Great   Trunk    Mystery   602  ft. 
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THE    MOVING    IMi    NJRE    WOULD 

Latest   Song    Slides. 

«ORTH    AMERICAN    SLIDE    CO. 

|    Ynu    Sincere? 
Henri    Beata   Along   for    Vmi. 

rv    lilaliie. 
■  Irr    M>     Merry    Widow    lint. 

log    Dreama  ol   You. 

[Ml    I'p    Your   Heart. 
InRlni:. 

I  urn body       that     I     Know     ami       You 
Too. 

•    inn-    Pay.    Sweetheart,    Some    Day. 
|j  ratlin:;    Smiles. 

GENRE     SONG     SLIDES. 

I    Tear,    a    Kiss,    a   Smile. 
ell    Me. 

|  rt    Drennm    Never   Toltl. 
I  ear   Lord,    Remember  Me. 
•cause   of  You. 
erry    Mary,    Marry    Me. 
.veet hearts    lu    Heaven. 

I  ear   Alabama. 

"Ii lit-    You    Are    Mine, 
flood-bye,    Annie    Laurie. 
•thing. 
i   My   Merry  Oldsrooblle. 

i  be    Nlgbt    Time    Is    Right    Time    to 
I    Spoon. 

GLOBE   SLIDES, 
yclone. 
ahy    Darling. 
bat    Little   Sunny    Southern    Girl   of 
Mine. 

I  winding   In   the   Old   Rope  Swing. 
Love    You    So. 

'hen  Vacation  Days  Are  Over. 
i  ommon   Sense. 

CHICAGO  TRANBf  AHEHCY  CO. 

/hen   the  Apple  Blossoms   Bloom. 

ansy    Mine. 
be   Way  of  the  Cross. 
.    Little    Cozy    Flat 
ust   to    Remind   You. 
leans    and    Eyes. 
High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

i/e  Can't   Play  With   You. 
lonterey. 
ast   Night. 

'm  Jealous  of  You. 
j  'ear    Old    Iowa. 

GOLDTHORPE. 
re  You  Sincere? 

•on't    Worry. 
ummer-Tlme. 
verybody  Loves  Me  But  the  One  I 
Love. 

ome   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some  Day. 

t's  nard  to  Love  Somebody  Who's 
Loving   Somebody   Else. 

'or  the  Last  Time  Call  Me  Sweet- heart. 
,  Man.   a  Maid,   a  Moon,  a  Boat. 

'HE    ELITE    LANTERN    SLIDE    CO. 
weet  Sixteen. 

top    Making   Faces   at    Me. 
weet  Polly   Primrose. 
f  They  All   Had  a   Hea.t  Like   Yon. 
jypsie    Ann. 
Vhen     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 
Leaves   Gold. 

•Vhen     You     Love     Her     and     She 
Loves   You. 

Don't    Worry. 

DE   WITT   C.    WHEELER, 

ust   Because   It's    You. 
)n  the  Banks  of  the  Old  Mill  Stream, 
'laying  School, 
lome  In  the  Golden  West. 
?he  Last   Voyage, 
leart   of   My    Heart. 
The   Garden   of    Dreams 
Ifter  the   Rain. 
)ear  Heart. 

*rlde   of    Prairie    Mary, 
load   to  Yesterday. 
.Vbat    Might    Have   Been. 

That's   What   the   Daisy   Said, 
i'll  Teach    You    How. 
lust    Because    It's    Yon. 
Roses.    Roses    Everywhere. 
You    Have    Always    Been    the    Same 

Old    Pal. 
A  Sweeter  Story  Still. 
Bonlta. 
The   Town   Where   I   Was   Born. 
Are   You   Sincere? 
rhere   Was   Never   a   Girl   Like   Toe. 
klary.    My   Heather   Queen. 
rbe  Story  the  Picture  Blocks  Told. 
Mary  Blaine. 
Take  Me  to  the  Ball  Game. 
I    Am    Afraid   to    Go    Home    In   the 

Dark. 

SCOTT    4    VAN    ALTENA. 

Take   ■   Trip   Down   to   Luna    with    Me. 
When  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills    with    Row. 

Thai    Mammock    Is  Jimt   for  Two,    You Know. 

Mj    Dreams  of  the   0.  S.    A. 
A    Man.   a    Malil.    a    Moon,    a    Boat. 

Honor    Bright,     I    loves    You    Itlght. 
Would    Yon     Miss    Me? 
If    You    Were    Mine. 

You'll    Always    B«    Sweet    Sixteen    to Me. 

Dixie    anil    the    Girl    I    Love. 
If    I   Should  Tail   In    l.ove  with   You. 
What    Will    Your    Answer    Be 

Some    One     I     Know    anil     Y'ou     Know To. 

There    Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  You. 
Somebody    1    Know      nd     You    Know, Too. 

When     the     Nightingale    is     Nesting. 
Sweet  Irene. 

By  the  Old  Oaken  Buckt  t,  Louise. 
It   Might   Have    Been. 
Girl    from    the   Golden   West. 
The   Corn    Is  Waving,    Annie. 
Two  Little  Baby   Shoes. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen.    My  Own. 
Are  You  Sincere? 

Don't    You    Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 

I'm  Afraid  to  Come  Home  In  the 
Du.k. 

I  Miss  You  Like  the  Roses  Miss 
the   Rain. 

Smartv 
Just  Because  He  Couldn't  Sing 
"Love  Me  and  the  World  Is 

Mine." 

When  It's  MoonliRht,  Mary  Darl- 
ing, 'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arbor 

Shade. 

HENRY    B.    INGRAM, 

Where  the  CatskllU  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Sun. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollle,  Come  Jnmp  on  the  Trolley. 
Among  th»  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green Mountain   Home. 
Lenore. 
On  Bunker  Hill,  Where  Warren 

Fell. 
The  Holy  City. 

The  Little  Old  Red  School-housr 
On   the   Hill. 

There  Stands  a  Flag,  Let  Them 
Touch  It  If  They  Dare. 

LA    PINE. 

Will    You   Always  Call   Me   Honey? 
I   Wish    I   Had   a   Girl. 
Maybe   I   Was   Meant   for   Yon,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 

She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  You. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY     SLIDE     EXCHANGE. 

Mary    Blaine. 
My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  You. 

A.    L.    8IMPS0N. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I   Love. 
Dear   Old  Comrade. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,    Some   Day. 
Child.iood. 
Hurrah    for   Uncle   Sam. 
Billy,    Dear. 
Sweet   Rosle  May. 
When    We    Listened    to    the    Chiming 

of    the    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's   Only   Me   In   My   Nightie. 
A    Y'lddish    Cowboy. 
You'll    Be    Sorry   Just   Too   Late. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 

You'll   Be  Sorry  Just   Too  Late. 
Billy.   Dear. 
Childhood. 

Won't   You   Walt,   Nellie  Dear? 

Don't   Brer  Leara   Me,   I 

A    Utile    ltlt    o'    BllgaC    fane True    Heart. 

Rosea  Bring   Dreamt  or 
Bool    Uool    Ain't     Y..n    Com  I  nf    Obi 

To  nlgbt, 

.lust    S«   -one. 
Santiago   Flynn. 

Whin    You    Wore    a    I'lnafore in  Monkey    Land. 
Dear  Old   Baal   Bide, 

Won'l   You   Be  My  n.iby  n-.j? Dear  Old  Comrade. 

liver    the    Hills   anil    Far    Away. 

You'te  J  nit  a  little  hit  o    sugar  cane 

CO. 
iow. 

Tell    Mi     four  i    ru   Tell 

S"ou 

Manil\     ' 
Say     NO)     Good  b 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made,     ̂ s  per  Set 
be  New  Song  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Slide  Quality 
is  as  important  to  you  Mr.  Film  Renter  as 

FILM  QUALITY 
The  Best  SONG  SLIDES 

on  the  Market  are  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
I  20- I  22  W.  3  I  st  Street         -         NEW  YORK  CITY 

•  Send  for  Catalogue  of  over  300  Illustrated  Songs 

"PEERLESS" 
SONG  SLIDES 

Made  by  the  "  Peerless  "  Slide  Firm. 

Just  illustrated :    "Under  My  Merry  Widow  Hat."  "Let 
the  Love  Light  Linger  Longer  Lady  Lou. "  "Quaker  Lady" 

See  "  List  of  Latest  Songs  "  in  this  paper. 

North  American  Slide  Co. 
159  and  161  No.  8th  St.,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

Bound  Volumes  of  Moving  Picture  World 
VOLUME  I.  MARCH-DECEMBER,  1907  (limited  number) 
VOLUME  2,  JANUARY-JUNE,  1908  (indexed) 

TWO  DOLLARS  EACH,  EXPRESS  PAID 

$5.00  for  the  two  volumes  and  a  year's  subscription 
MOVING  PICTURE  WORLD.  125  East  23d  Street,  New  York  City 
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cGaan)oi)5 

LUX 

WARWICK 

CLARENDON 

RALEIGH 
&    ROBERTS 

We  control  for  America 

the  entire  output  of 
films  made  by 

the  most 

Celebrated 
European 
Factories 

Films  are  sold  outright 
without  restrictions 

as  to  their  use 

We  rent  films  to  theaters 

anywhere  in  the 
United  States 
or  Canada 

WRITE  TO  OUR  NEAREST  OEFICE 

Merchandise  and  Film  Catalogues 
free  upon  request 

C. 

LICENSEE    UNDER    THE 
BIOCRAPH  PATENTS 

NEW  YORK:  662  Sixth  Ave. 

URBAN-ECLIPSE 

AMBROSIO 

RADIOS 

THEOPHILE  PATHE 

AQUILA 

Walturdaw 

CHICAGO:  52-54  State  Street 
INDIANAPOLIS 
Traction  Bids. 

BOSTON 
657  Washington  St. 

Boylston  Bldg. 

DENVER  SEATTLE  DES  HOINES 
Boston  Bldg.  Mehlborn  Bldg.  Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  LOUIS  BIRHINOHAM  DALLAS.TEX. 
523-4  Commercial  Bldg.,    2008  3d  Avenue,  405  Main  St. 

6th  and  Oliver  Sts.  Harrington  Bldg.        SAN  ANTONIO 

W1NNIPEO  ST.  JOHN,  N.  B. 
613  Ashdown  Bloek  94  Prince  William  St. 
Manitoba,  Canada  Stockton  Building. 

LOS  ANOELES  MONTREAL.  CAN. 
369  Pacific  Electric  Bldg.        La  Patrie  Bldg. 

304  Conroy  Bldg. 
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Independent 
Films in  Texas 
ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving: 

Picture  Theatres 

MAIN    OFFICE: 

405   MAIN   STREET DALLAS,  TEX. 

BRANCH   OFFICE: 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special    Prices  on    our  New   Films 

and   Feature   Productions 

SOMETHING 
  FOR   

NOTHING 
Although  we  have  been  advocates  of  the  fact 

that  no  one  will  giye  you  something  for  nothing, 
we  will  have  to  back  water  for  once,  because  in 
offering  you  our 

Economy  Coil 
you  are  getting  an  instrument  that  will  pay  for 
itself  and  costs  you  nothing.  The  best  and 
lowest  price  current  saving  device  on  the  market. 

Guarantee 
We  will  ship  this  coil  on  a  small  deposit,  with 

a  sixty  days  trial  and  a  guarantee  if  it  does  not 
prove  satisfactory  you  can  return  same  and  vour 
deposit  will  be  refunded.  Could  you  ask  for  a 
better  deal  than  this  ? 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  EILM  CO. 

Pittsburg,  Pa.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

Des  Moines,  Iowa.        Cincinnati,  0.        Lincoln,  Neb. 

POWERS'  CAMERAGRAPH 
vitb  all  fireproof  attachments 

constantly  on  hand.   FILMS  to  RENT 
EDISON  EXHIBITION 

MODEL  with 
fireproof  magaileet. 

All  latest  subjects  always  on  hand.    Operators  and  machines,  and  films  furnished 
for  Sundays  and  all  other  occasions.    Send  for  lists  and  prices. 

F.  J.  HOWARD,  564  Washington  Street,  Boston,  Mass. 
  •«"'  u  (Opposite  Adams  House) Established  1894 

TI C  RETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST     PH.lv   ts 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  K'cw  York   City 

{Keep  Your  OPERA  TOR  Cool Save  60%  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j.  h.  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York    fully  guaranteed 
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Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

e. 
LICENSEE    UNDER  THEj 

OCRAQ-H    PATENTS 

NEW  YORK 
662  SIXTH  AVE. 

All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  films 
will  be  protected  by  the  Ameri- 

can  Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Co. 

CHICAGO 
52  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 
6S7  Washington  St., 

Boylston  Bldg. 

SEATTLE 
Mehlborn  Bldg. 

ST.  LOUIS 
523*4  Commercial  Bldg. 

5th  and  Oliver  Sts. 

MONTREA"  .CAN.      WINNEREQ  INDIANAPOLIS       DENVER 
La  Pairle  Bldg.     1 2  Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.     Boston  Bldg 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  3d  Avenue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

DES  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prfnce  William  street 

-   Stockton  Building 

The 
Motiograph 
THE  LATEST       THE  BEST 

Motion 
Picture 

Machines 
New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built   and    especially   adapted    for    the 
heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outnit, 

Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons, 
Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 
progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 

Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 
ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL      MFG.     CO. 

83-91  W.  Randolph  Street,  Chicago 

150 Cities  and  Towns  throughout  the  United  States  have  contracted  for  CAMERAPHONE 

EXCLUSIVE  RIGHTS  for  the  next  year.     We  give  protection.     We  get  the  money. 

In  fifty  cities,  in  big  theatres,  it  is  now  the  chief  attraction. 

CAMERAPHONE 
The  only  genuine  talking  and  singing  pictures.      Not  take  shows  with  cheap  actors 

behind  the  scenes,  but  special  film  and  phonograph  records  of  special  productions. 

$1  AA  AAA    WORTH   OF  PRODUCTIONS  (DTCAAAA    WILL    BE    SPENT    ON 
1UU,UUU    NOW       ON       HAND  «J>Zt?l/,UUU    PRODUCTIONS  THIS    YEAR 

All  the  big  Broadway  hits,  in  song,  sketch,  vaudeville  and  drama.      See  our  "  QUO 
VADIS,"  also  our  "  PINAFORE  "   and  our  "  MIKADO."      The  entire  opera 

in  one  continuous  reel  and  singing  performance. 

We  MaKe  Forty  Minutes  of  New  Entertainment  Weekly 

The  Finest  Motion  Picture  Plant  in  the  Country 
A  Corps  of  Stage  Directors.      Magnificent  Studios.     Complete  Machine  Shops 

CAHERAPHONE  COHPANY  SS^XvSS 
CAMERAPHONE  BUILDING  Occupying  an  entire  building  of  50,000  square  feet  of  floor  area 

JVI^f  £»  I      WE   SELL  NOTHING.     We  supply  outfits  OPE  RATED  at  a  weekly  charge.     Bookings  now  rushing 
I^IOLCI      for  the  opening  season.     Don't  be  left  behind,  as  hundreds  were  by  being  late  in  applications  last  spring 
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Editorial. 

Advance  in  Price  of  Films. 

The  executive  department  of  the  Manufacturers  of  Li- 
censed .Motion  Pictures,  which  is  the  parent  hody  of  the 

manufacturers  with  which  the  Film  Service  Association 

is  in  co-operation,  has  officially  announced  an  advance  in 
pie  price  of  films,  to  take  effect  September  i,  1908.  Al- 

though this  announcement  has  just  been  made,  it  is  not 
entirely  new  to  the  members  of  the  Association,  as  the 

manufacturers  agreed  upon  the  new  schedule  at  the  con- 
vention held  in  New  York  City  on  July  nth,  last,  and 

intimation  of  an  advancement  in  prices  leaked  out  at  the 
time,  or  very  soon  after. 

The  new  schedule  fixes  the  list  price  of  films  at  13  cents 
per  foot  and  the  standing  order  price  at  n  cents.  This 
is  an  advance  of  2  cents  per  foot  on  both  the  list  and 
standing  order  prices  now  in  force.  Compared  with  the 
schedule  that  prevailed  during  the  first  three  months  of 

the  Association's  existence  it  is  an  advance  of  one  cent 
on  the  list  price  and  the  same  amount  on  the  standing 
order  price  when  only  one  print  of  each  subject  was  pur- 
chased. 

A  new  feature  of  the  schedule  is  a  provision  that  on 
orders  placed  for  films  sixty  days  after  their  release  date 
the  price  will  be  nine  cents  per  foot,  which  is  the  present 
uniform  price  for  new  subjects. 

The  10  per  cent,  rebate  provision  is  still  maintained 
with  the  modification  that  beginning  with  September  1st 
it  will  be  due  the  customers  after  sixty  days,  instead  of 
at  the  expiration  of  every  three  months,  which  is  the  rule 
now  in  force  and  was  the  rule  during  the  first  three 
months.  It  is  understood  that  there  was  some  debate 
over  a  proposition  to  abolish  the  rebate  and  fix  a  flat 
price  for  the  films,  but  the  proposition  was  shelved  on 
the  argument  that  an  exchange  that  behaves  itself  and 
is  faithful  in  all  respects  to  the  terms  of  its  contract  is 
entitled  to  some  recognition  in  addition  to  that  given 
exchanges  that  are  not  so  particular  as  to  compliance  with 
the  terms  of  agreements  they  make.  Hence  the  official 
announcement  continuing  the  ten  per  cent,  rebate  states 
that  it  will  be  allowed  after  sixty  days  to  any  exchange 

fulfilled  the  terra  ■.  ith  the 
n  turers. 

1  .  mtrai  y  to  the  f  the  new   1  mi 
n<  1  iniiii  to  In >\\    li in  mi.     \\ 

i  hedule  wa    anm iunc<  -I  h   w a    d<  finite! 
that  any  exchange  faithfully   complying   with  thi 
of  its  agreement  and  maintaining  its  stam  ler  from 
June  1  to  August  3]  would  be  entitled  to  ten  per 
cent,  "ii  all  purch  ide  during  that  peril  id.     1 
practically  a  notice  thai  the  schedule  wa  ided 
to  remain  in  force  th  mths  and  thai  there  would  be 
something  doing,  whether  it  would  be  a  continuance  of 
the  schedule,  or  otherwise,  If  the  new  schedule  has  any 
time  limit  it  can  onl)  be  taken  from  inference.  It  will 
be  noted  that  the  rebate  is  to  be  allowed  after  sixty  da 
\  reasonable  inference  to  be  taken  from  this  is  that  the 
life  of  the  new  schedule  is  intended  to  be  indefinite  after 

the  sixty  days  following1  September  tst  expire  and  that it  can  he  amended,  withdrawn,  or  replaced  at  any  time 

after  that  date:  or  can  be  allowed  to  run  definitely  with- 
out having  meetings  of  the  manufacturers. 

*     *     * 

It  is  a  little  too  early  to  reflect  the  sentiments  of  the 
Association  members  on  the  new  schedule  for  the  reason 

that  sufficient  time  has  not  elapsed  since  the  announce- 
ment to  give  opportunity  to  glean  them.  As  stated  be- 
fore, however,  the  exchanges  knew  an  advance  in  price 

was  to  be  made  with  the  expiration  of  the  present  sched- 
ule, and  from  the  remarks  overheard  various  times  since 

the  members  became  cognizant  of  what  was  to  occur,  it 
is  not  likely  that  any  strained  relations  will  follow  the 
official  announcement.  Of  course,  as  in  all  cases  where 
prices  are  advanced,  there  will  be  criticism  of  the  new 
schedule,  because  the  advance  is  somewhat  sharp.  Tak- 

ing 1,000  feet  of  film  as  a  basis,  we  find  under  the  exist- 
ing schedule  the  price  at  Q  cents  per  foot  would  be  $f).ooo. 

The  10  per  cent,  rebate  allowed  brings  the  net  price  on 
each  1. 000  feet  down  to  $81.00.  Under  the  new  schedule 
each  1,000  feet  at  11  cents  will  cost  $110.00  and  the  10 

per  cent,  rebate  will  bring  it  down  to  $99.00,  or  an  ad- 
vance of  $18.00  per  1,000 — a  fraction  over  22  per  cent. 

This  is  the  way  one  Association  man  figured  it  on  the 
new  schedule  and  he  said  that  he  could  see  no  way  open 
for  the  renters  but  to  advance  prices  on  the  exhibitors. 
He  added,  however,  that  with  more  time  to  consider  the 
matter  his  views  might  be  less  radical.  He  said  the  new 
schedule  would  not  feel  so  heavy  in  cases  where  a  man 

has  a  good  "first  run"  trade  because  "first  run"  exhibi- 
tors are  willing  to  pay  better  prices  than  others,  but  they 

are  the  exception,  and  not  the  rule.  The  offer  of  films 
sixty  days  old  at  9  cents  per  foot  the  renter  quoted  did 
not  accept  as  an  inducement,  because  new  films  are  now 
secured  at  that  price  and  it  is  like  inciting  a  riot  these 
days  to  offer  any  exhibitor  films  that  are  more  than  two 
weeks  old. 

On  the  other  hand,  the  manufacturers  claim  that  the 

only  people  who  have  been  getting  the  cream  of  the  mov- 
ing picture  business  have  been  the  exhibitors.  They  have 

been  demanding  the  very  latest  and  very  best  films  at 
prices  far  below  the  value  of  the  service,  and  to  force  this 
claim  have  been  jumping  from  one  renter  to  the  other 
and  resorting  to  tactics  of  various  sorts  that  have  resulted 
in  demoralization  in  many  quarters.  They  have  put  up 
the  claim  to  the  renters  that  as  they  can  secure  new  films 
at  the  same  price  that  older  subjects  can  be  secured  the 
new  stuff  should  be  at  the  disposal  of  the  renters.  The 
new  schedule,  the  manufacturers  claim,  is  an  assistance 
to  the  renters,  in  that  a  distinct  line  is  drawn  between 
new  and  old  subjects  and  the  renter  will  have  a  good 
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basis  for  his  demand  for  better  prices  for  new  films.  It 
is  also  claimed  that  the  new  condition  of  affairs  will  tend 

to  allay  the  existing  craze  for  "stuff  right  from  the  fac- 
tory." The  exhibitor  who  can  afford  to  do  so  will  get 

these  kind  of  films  at  the  advance  price.  The  exhibitor 
whose  business  will  not  justify  this  kind  of  an  investment 
will  know  what  to  expect — there  will  really  be  only  two 
classes  of  film  on  the  market  hereafter — new  subjects  and 
subjects  sixty  days  old,  or  over.  The  latter  will  be  rented 
cheaper  because  they  will  cost  less. 

Still  another  claim  put  forward  by  the  manufacturers 
is  that  despite  their  reductions  in  the  price  of  films  from 
time  to  time  the  increase  of  trade  has  not  been  what  was 
expected  or  it  should  be.  The  retail  price  three  or  four 
years  ago  was  fifteen  cents  per  foot ;  then  it  dropped  to 
12  cents,  then  to  10  and  so  on  until  under  the  existing 
schedule  the  net  price  to  those  abiding  by  their  agreement 
(with  the  10  per  cent,  rebate  off)  is  8  i-io  cents  per  foot. 
This  price  the  manufacturers  claim  is  too  low  to  allow 
a  reasonable  margin  of  profit  in  view  of  the  great  expense 
attached  to  the  manufacture  of  the  products.  They  ad- 

mit that  the  price  of  film  stock  has  dropped  far  below 
the  cost  at  the  time  when  films  were  sold  at  15  and  12 
cents,  but  to  counteract  this  they  contend  that  the  con- 

stant enlarging  of  plants,  increasing  of  working  forces, 
increase  in  price  of  the  various  chemicals  and  other  ma- 

terials, together  with  the  existing  high  scales  of  wages 
made  it  absolutely  necessary  to  raise  the  schedule. 

However,  we  hope  the  coming  Fall  and  Winter  season 
will  balance  all  things  and  that  the  patronage  to  be  ac- 

corded the  pictures  will  allow  a  fair  margin  of  profit  to 
manufacturer,  renter  and  exhibitor. 

Lectures  on  Moving  Pictures. 

By  W.  Stephen  Bush. 

Specially  contributed  to  the  Moving  Picture  World. 

No  invention  since  the  discovery  of  the  movable  type  has 
done  more  for  the  entertainment  and  education  of  man- 

kind than  the  moving  picture.  This  great  art  is  still 
in  its  very  infancy.  As  we  to-day  smile  at  the  firearms 
of  bygone  ages,  as  we  wonder  at  the  awkward  typog- 

raphy of  ancient  books,  even  so  future  generations  will 
look  with  pitying  curiosity  at  the  moving  picture  art  as 
it  existed  in  the  year  1908.  The  details  of  its  future 
progress  and  development  it  is,  of  course,  impossible  at 
this  time  to  foretell,  but  the  careful  and  sympathetic 
student  of  the  art  may  be  able  to  catch  a  glimpse  of 
some  improvements  that  seem  not  far  away.  The  two 
great  factors  that  seem  destined  to  strengthen  the  hold 
of  the  moving  picture  upon  the  people  of  all  kinds  and 
classes  seem  to  be  music  and  the  living  voice.  The 
effects  of  music  in  connection  with  the  moving  picture 
theater  may  well  form  the  subject  of  a  separate  article, 
but  let  it  be  said  right  here,  that  my  conception  of  it 
rises  above,  the  impulse  of  the  piano  player  to  be  unduly 
noisy  when  a  man  falls  from  his  horse.  In  this  article 
T  will  confine  myself  to  the  consideration  of  the  living 
voice  as  a  creative  aid  to  the  moving  picture  entertain- 
ment. 

Lectures  were  a  popular  method  of  conveying  instruc- 
tion and  entertainment  long  before  the  invention  of  the 

moving  picture.  The  history  of  American  education 
shows  the  far-reaching  importance  of  the  lecture.  Free 
lectures  have  become  a  favorite  medium  for  instruction 
in  every  large  city  of  the  United  States.  Such  lectures 
arc.  with  but  rare  exceptions,  not  illustrated  and  do  there- 

fore make  no  direct  appeal  to  the  senses.     Alan  perceives 

and  finally  understands  through  the  senses  and  through 
the  senses  alone.  It  seems  clear,  therefore,  that  a  kind 
of  entertainment,  which  appeals  to  both  eye  and  ear,  the 
keenest  and  most  important  of  the  senses,  is  the  most 
perfect  in  results  and  the  most  pleasing  in  form.  Per- 

haps the  more  effective  way  would  be  to  have  the  picture 
follow  the  lecture,  and  there  may  be  development  along 
these  lines  in  the  future,  though  at  present  such  a  course 
seems,  of  course,  impracticable.  Happily  the  variety  of 
subjects  suitable  for  lectures  is  very  great.  Such  was 
bound  to  be  the  case  from  the  very  beginning  of  the 
moving  picture  art,  and  the  film  makers  who  provided 
such  subjects  were  but  following  the  natural  and  the  best 
instincts  of  the  true  artist.  I  mention  this  because  there 
are  exceptions.  A  person  prominently  identified  with  a 
Philadelphia  film  maker  was  advised  to  take  up  a  Shake- 

spearian subject,  the  very  play  which  shortly  afterwards 
was  successfully  handled  by  a  New  York  firm.  This  was 

the  man's  classical  reply :  "Ve  go  from  the  brincible 
ouidt,  dat  efery  person  vat  goes  to  a  moving  picture  blace 

is  the  stoobidest."  I  insert  this  slight  digression  merely 
to  again  emphasize  the  wonderful  vitality  of  the  moving 
picture  art.  An  art  which  has  successfully  withstood  the 
wholesale  invasion  of  graduates  from  the  tonsorial  par- 

lor, the  milk  route  and  the  sweatshop,  is  equal  to  any 
test  it  is  possible  to  the  human  mind  to  conceive. 

That  a  good,  descriptive  and  well-delivered  lecture  is 
as  much  appreciated  by  the  people  as  the  picture  itself  is 
too  plain  a  truth  to  need  elaboration.  What,  then,  are 
the  requirements  of  such  a  lecture?  What  are  the  requi- 

site qualifications  of  the  lecturer?  An  easy  and  perfect 
command  of  the  English  language  is  the  first  essential 
requirement.  A  clear,  resonant  voice,  trained  in  public 
speaking,  is  the  next.  Some  skill  in  elocution,  rising, 
when  occasion  offers,  to  the  heights  of  eloquence,  is  like- 

wise indispensable.  It  may  safely  be  asserted  that  the 

average  moving  picture  audience  is  possessed  of  a  com- 
mon school  education.  Though  such  audiences  may  lack 

the  power  of  expression  and  though  they  may  in  the  hard 
struggle  for  existence  have  lost  much  of  the  knowledge 
acquired  in  school,  they  are  remarkably  quick-witted  and 
critical  enough  to  detect  in  a  moment  the  difference  be- 

tween a  "barker"  and  a  good  speaker  with  scholarly 
attainments.  They  always  enjoy  hearing  good  and  cor- 

rect English.  They  are  eager  to  learn  and  swift  to  appre- 
ciate. The  great  art  of  the  lecturer  consists  in  making 

the  picture  plain  and  at  the  same  time  attractive.  To 
achieve  this,  his  language,  while  absolutely  correct  and 
free  from  the  slightest  blemish  of  slang  or  vulgarity, 
should  be  plain  and  simple.  There  are  points  of  power 
and  beauty  in  very  many  pictures,  which  appeal  strongly 

to  any  artistic  temperament,  and  to  bring  these  out  force- 
fully and  effectivevly  is  the  business  of  the  lecturer.  His 

instinct  and  impulse  must  be  his  sole  guides  here  and 
he  must  have  enough  of  the  genuine  variety  to  make 
dependence  upon  them  safe  for  him  and  sure  for  his 
success.  The  ideal  lecture  will  satisfy  and  stimulate  the 
humblest  intelligence  without  offending  the  highest.  Let 

me  give  an  example.  Take,  for  example.  "Macbeth." The  film  is  scarcely  a  thousand  feet  long,  and  within 
these  narrow  limits  the  film  makers  have  compressed  the 
great  tragedy,  which  in  the  mere  reading  occupies  more 
than  two  hours.  Condense  the  lecture  even  as  the  film 

has  been  condensed,  prepare  your  own  book  with  it.  pre- 
serve the  sublime  dramatic  effects,  as  far  as  the  film  will 

permit,  and  the  main  effects  may  be  introduced  substan- 
tiallv  as  they  exist  in  the  drama  itself — and  the  moving 
picture  "Macbeth"  yields  very  little  to  the  drama,  as 
produced  by  master  artists  on  the  stage  itself.     Musical 
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jffects  of  great  power  maj   also  be  produced.     1  asked 
a  stout  man  of  Teutonic  extraction,  whoso  local  habita- 

tion was  Trenton,  X.  ].,  how  Shakespeare's  tragedy  went 
in  his  place,  and  he  replied:  "Oh,  it  ain't  so  much." 
The  dumb  show,  hurled  at  his  patrons  with  the  same 
careless  indifference  with  which  the  operator  turns  the 
handle  on  some  slapstick  comedy,  had  bewildered  his 
patrons,  who  might  have  been  thrilled  and  delighted  with 
a  proper  presentation  oi  the  work.  A.s  to  the  effective- 

ness of  the  great  play  1  prefer  to  take  the  judgmenl  of 

thirty  generations  of  critics  rather  than  that  of  my  Ger- 
man friend.  In  all  my  travels  through  the  South  and 

Middle  West  [  have  never  discovered  an  audience  which 

was  not  eager  and  thankful  for  a  good  lecture  and  which 
did  not  gladly  pa\  an  advance  in  the  price  of  admission. 

That  the  lecture  platform  in  the  moving  picture  thea- 
ter will  in  the  course  of  time  attract  a  superior  class  of 

men.  who  will  find  its  rewards  as  profitable  as  the  income 
o\  the  average  lawyer  or  minister,  is  scarcely  ripen  t.i 
doubt.  1  fere,  indeed,  the  harvest  is  great  and  the  laborers 
are  few.  The  number  of  churches  where  the  Sunday 
sermon  is  really  a  series  of  comments  on  lantern  slides 
is  increasing  rapidly.  The  lecture  on  the  lantern  slide 

1"  course,  easier  for  the  speaker  than  the  moving  pic- 
ture, but  the  comment  on  the  moving-  picture,  as  the 

living  voice  runs  with  the  motion  on  the  screen,  is  far 
effective  :  it  gives  a  thrill,  a  most  pleasing  touch  of 

life  to  the  entertainment;  the  interest  of  the  spectator  is 
much  more  intense.  When  here  and  there  points  of 
beauty  or  power  are  aptly  and  eloquently  brought  out  as 
the  picture  runs  along,  the  spectator  experiences  new 
and  pleasing  sensations,  and  having  once  heard  a  good, 
effective  lecture  he  will  always  be  glad  to  hear  another. 
Why  do  so  many  people  remain  in  the  moving  picture 
theater  and  look  at  the  same  picture  two  and  even  three 
times?  Simply  because  they  do  not  understand  it  the 

first  time ;  and  this  is  by  no  means  in  every  case  a  reflec- 
tion on  their  intelligence.  Once  it  is  made  plain  to  them, 

their  curiosity  is  gratified,  they  are  pleased  and  go. 

A  few  hints  for  the  lecturer.  Be  sure  above  all  things 
not  to  talk  over  the  heads  of  your  audience.  As  a  rule, 

plain  and  simple  language  is  the  most  effective.  An  occa- 
sional rise  to  the  heights  of  eloquence  will  come  naturally 

to  the  man  who  has  the  vocation  and  nothing  will  please 

an  audience  better.  Avoid  the  sing-song  style  and  never 
repeat.  Speak  only  on  the  scenes  that  invite  and  need 
comment.  Never  lecture  on  a  subject  that  requires  no 

lecture.  It  does  not  help  the  picture  and  makes  the  lec- 
turer ridiculous.  If  you  are  not  sure  about  the  range  of 

your  voice,  learn  from  the  man  in  the  most  remote  cor- 
ner of  the  theater  wdiether  he  understands  every  word 

you  utter.  Lecturing  on  dramatic  subjects,  follow  as 

far  as  possible  the  language  of  the  dramatist ;  comment- 
ing on  historic  or  classic  subjects,  be  accurate  as  to  dates 

and  events.  A  short  preliminary  address  is  advisable 
on  many  subjects,  firstly  because  it  paves  the  way  to  the 
lecture,  and  secondly  it  gives  the  speaker  a  chance  to 

form  an  opinion  of  his  audience  and  guide  himself  ac- 
cordingly. Never  shout,  and  avoid  as  the  most  fatal 

fault  of  all  the  "barker"  style:  "Here  we  see  on  the 
left."  "In  this  picture  we  behold  entering  oh  the  left 
the  beautiful  heroine."  This  style  infringes  on  the  an- 

cient copyright  of  the  man  who  describes  the  charms  of 
the  living  skeleton  and  the  bearded  lady.  Study  the 
picture  before  you  attempt  to  lecture  on  it.  Give  the 
lecture  the  form  of  a  connected  narrative,  which  if  printed 
as  you  deliver  it  would  give  a  fair  idea  of  the  subject 
without  the  picture.  If  you  have  a  good  lecturer,  or  if 
with  these  hints  and  the  necessarv  natural  ability  you  are 

able  to  enter  the  li-t-    yourself,  YOU   will  leave  your  I 

petitors  \\  ithi iu1  the    1.  ature  far  In-hind 
sional  lecture  nighl  will  be  a  decided  advantage,  for  the 
time  is  surel)  coming  when  the  good  1' 
much  a  p. 11 1  of  the  ul  movinj 

I. imp.  tin-  lens  and  tit.    c  ;ut ■■  ■  ■ 

How  TalKing  Pictures  Are  Made. 

Scarcity  of  Picture  Actors. 

5ydney  Wire. 

Sptcially   contributed   to   the   Moving   Picture   World. 

Since  the  advent   1  if  the  u  an  an 

ment  feature  no  phase  of  tin-  industry  has  ever  !"■ 
Opular  as  the  talking  picture. 

Various  devices  of  a  phonographs  have  i 
placed  upon  the  market,  and  some  of  them  have  been  in 
a   large  measure   successful,  but  they   have  all,   moi 
less,  been  characterized  by  the  unnatural  and  discordant 
mechanical  grate  so  usual  with   most   forms  of  talking 
machine. 

The  most  successful  idea  in  the  talking  picture  field 
is  the  plan  recently  introduced  by  Will  H.  Stevens,  of 
New  York  City,  and  which  consists  of  a  small  cast  of 
versatile  actors  who  speak  the  lines  which  are  apropos 
to  the  various  characters  from  behind  the  screen,  and 

who  imitate  the  different  sounds  descriptive  of  the  varied 
situations  in  the  picture. 

The  above  system  was  termed  "Humanovo"  and  was 
a  phenomenal  success  from  the  start.  Many  different 
companies  were  sent  out,  each,  with  one  or  more  reels 

of  "film,  and  in  most  cases  playing  week  stands.  The 
Humanovo,  like  all  successful  undertakings,  soon  had  its 
imitators,  and  up  to  the  present  moment  there  are  at 

least  a  dozen  different  concerns  engaged  in  the  promo- 
tion of  moving  talking  pictures. 

The  putting  out  of  this  new  form  of  talking  picture,  is 
by  no  means  as  simple  as  one  might  at  first  imagine,  and 

it  requires  a  thoroughly  competent  and  long-experienced 
stage  director  to  select  suitable  people  and  to  rehearse 

the  varied  subjects.  Many  inexperienced  and  incompe- 
tent people  have  naturally  drifted  into  the  business,  but 

their  efforts  are  always  immediately  recognizable  by  the 

marked  insipidity  and  amateurishness  of  their  produc- 
tions. In  the  staging  of  the  talking  picture  there  are 

many  important  details  to  consider,  and  the  smallest  de- 
tail is  ofttimes  the  most  important.  It  is,  of  course,  im- 

perative, that  the  author  of  the  dialogue  for  the  different 

parts  be  a  writer  of  ability,  with  an  all-round  experience 
of  foreign  travel  and  a  good  knowledge  of  human  nature. 
He  must  also  be  of  an  imaginative  nature  and  quick  of 

eye,  as  the  overlooking  of  some  small  situation  is  some- 
times apt  to  spoil  the  entire  story.  The  writer  must  now 

be  assisted  by  a  rapid  and  able  stenographer  who  can 
take  down  the  lines  as  fast  as  the  composer  speaks  them 
off.  In  the  framing  up  of  the  impromptu  dialogue  for 
the  talking  picture,  the  reel  is  usually  run  off  a  few 
times  to  enable  the  producer  to  become  familiar  with 
his  subject. 

The  lines  and  business  are  then  crudely  recorded  in 
shorthand  and  are  afterwards  typed  and  modified,  and 
the  characters  are  sorted  out  to  suit  the  different  talkers. 
The  actors  are  then  rehearsed,  and  after  a  few  sugi 
tions  and  alterations,  the  company  is  ready  for  the  road. 

In  the  selection  of  actors  some  judgment  must  be  used, 
and  care  must  be  taken  to  secure,  when  possible,  people 
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properly  fitted  for  the  work.  They  should  be  posse 
of  good  voices,  above  all  things,  as  in  talking  behind  a 
picture  screen  much  depends  upon  the  carrying  power 
of  the  voice,  as  a  feeble  voice  is  unable  to  penetrate 
through  the  sheet  and  is  soon  lost  in  the  echoes  of  the 

fly-loft.  The  talking  picture  actor  should  be  a  good  all- 
around  player  and  an  artist,  capable  of  extemporizing 
when  occasion  demands.  In  the  rehearsing  of  talking 
pictures  attention  should  be  paid  to  mechanical  effects, 
as  thereupon  depends  much  of  the  success  of  the  picture. 
It  is  the  better  policy  to  allow  the  talkers  themselves  to 
work  their  own  effects,  as  they  are  the  most  familiar 

with  the  subject,  and  will  get  better  results  than  by  rely- 
ing upon  the  different  house  employes,  who  are  often 

neglectful  and  careless,  and  are  often  absent  when  the 
cue  for  effects  arrives. 

Now  that  the  regular  season  is  at  hand  it  will  perhaps 
be  a  matter  of  some  difficulty  to  obtain  capable  people 
for  the  now  popular  talking  picture,  as  most  actors  and 
actresses  are  either  already  on  the  road  or  are  rehearsing 
for  some  legitimate  production.  The  talking  picture  pro- 

ducer is  unable  to  pay  large  salaries,  and  amateurs  and 
dramatic  students  are  being  largely  utilized.  Much  of 
the  success  of  the  talking  film  depends  upon  the  com- 

petency of  the  talkers,  and  it  is  to  be  deplored  that  good 
professional  people  are  so  scarce.  When  the  talking  pic- 

ture man  is  able  to  pay  higher  prices  for  talent,  the  pic- 
tures will  be  materially  improved;  as  it  is,  many  com- 

panies are  doing  excellent  work,  and  there  is  a  demand 
for  this  kind  of  attraction  all  over  the  country. 

The  Humanovo  pictures  were  put  out  during  the  light 
season  and  some  excellent  talent  was  secured,  the  people 
being  recruited  from  the  ranks  of  the  many  thespians 
who  were  at  that  time  idling  and  who  were  glad  to  take 
advantage  of  the  opportunity  it  presented  to  earn  a  few 
dollars  during  the  light  season.  The  work  was  easy,  as 
it  does  not  necessitate  any  changes  of  costume  or  facial 
make-up.  For  this  reason,  and  in  spite  of  the  small 
remuneration,  many  of  the  people  have  stayed  in  the 
work,  but  with  the  springing  up  of  so  many  new  pro- 

ducing concerns,  and  with  the  increased  demand  for  pic- 
ture actors,  it  seems  as  though  the  demand  will  more 

than  counterbalance  the  supply,  and  will  necessitate  the 
employing  of  many  who  are  hardly  proficient  enough  for 
the  work,  which  will  be  the  cause  of  many  weak  and  un- 

satisfactory productions. 
The  talking  picture  is  in  demand  to-day,  and  is  sure 

to  have  a  big  run  during  the  coming  season,  and  it  is 
more  than  probable  that  most  every  picture  theater  that 
can  afford  the  extra  expense,  will  make  it  a  feature  until 
something  newer  and  more  suitable  turns  up  to  replace  it. 

Mr.  William  B.  Moore,  of  the  Moore-Bond  Lantern  Slide 
Company  of  Chicago,  has  betn  in  the  city  this  week  exhibit- 

ing his  new  electric  sign.  The  exhibition  was  at  the  rooms 
of  the  Henry  B.  Ingram  Company,  Inc.,  42  West  Twenty- 
eighth  street. 

The  Imperial  Moving  Picture  Company,  doing  business  at 
3or  River  street,  Troy,  N.  Y.,  has  placed  Mr.  W.  E.  Milliken 
in  entire  charge  of  the  Troy  office. 

Phil.  Cohen,  of  the  I. en.  Spencer  Lyceum,  has  gone  on  a 

four  months'  trip  into  the  West  looking  up  business  for  the 
Spencer    Lyceum-    gone   where   "angels  fear  to  tread." 

George  Colston,  only  son  of  Herbert  Colston  Wales  of 

the  Kleine  Optical  Company's  Montreal  branch  and  formerly 
treasurer  of  Bennett's  Theater,  that  city,  died  suddenly  15th 
in-.!.,  aged  eighl   months. 

\  chemist  of  international  repute  has  asked  us  to  announce 
thai  He  is  prepared  to  submit  a  -ample  and  furnish  the 
working  Formula  For  the  preparation  of  a  celluloid  base  that 
is  less  fragile  than  the  common  article  now  in  use.  that  it 
.111  be  produced  at  less  cost  and  that  it  is  absolutely  non- 
inflammable.  Offers  for  the  purchase  of  the  formula  may 
be  addressed  to  Cellose,  care  of  Box  226,  Madison  Square 

l'    l  1  .  Mew  York  City. 

"The  nickelodeon,"  say^s  Joseph  Medill  Patterson,  the 
young  millionaire  Socialist,  "is  developing  into  theater-goers 
a  section  of  the  population  which  formerly  knew  and  cared 
little  about  the  drama  as  a  fact  in  life.  The  drama,  always 
a  big  fact  in  the  lives  of  the  people  at  the  top,  is  now 
becoming  a  big  fact  in  the  lives  of  the  people  at  the  bottom. 
Two  millions  of  them  a  day  have  so  found  a  new  interest  in 
life.  To-day  the  moving  picture  machine  cannot  be  ever- 

looked  as  an  effective  propaganda  of  democracy." 

Henry  Ellsworth,  the  illustrated  lecturer,  has  just  returned 
from  Ober  Ammergau.  in  the  Bavarian  Alps,  where  he  spends 
his  Summers  among  the  actors  of  the  genuine  Passion  Play. 
He  brought  back  with  him  a  unique  document,  the  first  of 
its  kind  ever  brought  to  this  country.  It  is  a  proclamation 
signed  by  Anton  Lange,  the  Christus,  Adolph  Zwink,  the 
Judas,  and  by  some  twenty  of  the  other  principal  characters 
of  the  Passion  Play  and  by  the  burgomaster  and  deputy 
of  Ober  Ammergau,  that  no  moving  pictures  of  the  genuine 
Passion  Play  have  ever  been  made  and  that  under  no  cir- 

cumstances will  thej'  ever  be  allowed  to  be  made.  The 
document  contains  the  great  seal  of  the  county  and  village 
of  Ober  Ammergau  and  will  be  photographed  and  used  by 
Mr.  Ellsworth  in  his  lecture  the  coming  season.  This  docu- 

ment stamps  with  absolute  truth  the  assertion  that  all  of 
the  Passion  Play  moving  picture  films  ever  exhibited  are 
specially  made  up  pictures  and  not  the  real  play. 

Mr.  Robt.  W.  Paul,  the  London  manufacturer  of  apparatus 
and  films,  has  found  it  necessary,  owing  to  the  development 
of  the  kinematograph  film  manufacturing  business,  to  se- 

cure a  general  manager  for  this  department  and  has  appointed 
Mr.  J.  W.  Smith  to  this  position  Mr.  Smith  is  well  and 
favorably  known  to  every  exhibitor,  having  until  now  man- 

aged, under  Mr.  Will  Barker,  the  business  of  the  Warwick 
Trading  Company.  Previous  to  this  he  was  with  Mr.  Paul 
for  about  six  years,  before  which  he  was  with  Mr.  Walter 
Gibbons,  who  made  so  well  known  the  bio-tableaux  exhibits 
with  the  Randvoll  machine.  David  Devant.  now  of  Maskelyne 
&  Devant,  Horace  Chester,  the  lecturer  whose  dioramic  ef- 

fects with  the  triple  lantern,  which  Mr.  J.  W.  Smith  worked, 
used  to  be  one  of  the  features.  Thus  he  has  a  thorough 
knowledge  of  the  requirements  of  the  up-to-date  showman, 
as  well  as  extensive  experience  in  taking  scenes  at  home  and 
abroad.  He  is  an  enthusiastic  kinematographer  and  boasts 
that  he  has  never  yet  failed  to  fulfil  a  promise  to  a  pros- 

pective customer,  or  disappointed  an  exhibitor  in  the  delivery 
of  a  film  whether  in    England   or  abroad. 

FILM  MANUFACTURE  NO  EASY  TASK. 

The  careless  amusement  seeker  little  knows  the  great 
pains  involved  in  producing  one  of  the  films  which  touch  his 
sympathy  or  excite  his  risibilities.  The  manufacturers  must 
maintain  a  corps  oi  playwrights  to  devise  the  plots  required 

by  a  public  which  cannot  bear  to  see  the  same  - 
twice   and   which   is   inordinate   in   its   demand   for   shows. 
During  the  coming  week  the  Vitagraph  Company  will 

release  a  historical  subject,  "The  Discovery  of  Canada  by 
the  French."  This  film  is  close  to  1.000  feet  in  length  and  is 
the  first  of  a  series  of  historical  subjects  to  be  produced  by 
this  firm.  Some  of  the  scenes  were  taken  thousands  of  miles 
apart  and  are  very  elaborate  The  costumes  and  customs  of 
the  French  court  of  the  sixetenth  century  are  rendered  and 

it  actually  seems  as  if  hundreds  of  people  were  really  taking- 

part. 

It  requires  ability  out  of  the  ordinary  to  plan  a  moving 
picture  act.  The  dramatist  must  convey  his  thought  by 
gestures  and  facial  expression  alone.  The  need  of  insistency 
and  force  sometimes  leads  him  to  the  other  extreme,  and  he 
reiterates  a  motion  or  a  look,  so  that  the  idea  cannot  miss 

being'  impressed  on  the  spectators,  until  the  artificiality  of 
In-,  vehicles  of  expression  becomes  too  apparent. 

It  is  no  slight  task  to  unfold  a  whole  drama  and  com- 
plete it  in  a  few-  thousand  pictures  requiring  ten  minutes, 

perhaps,  to  run  off.  His  plot  must  be  simple,  the  difficulties 
into  which  the  characters  are  led  as  obvious  as  the  sun,  and 
the  solution  of  them  intelligible  to  the   lowest  understanding. 

After  the  playlet  is  composed  there  must  be  rehearsal  upon 
rehearsal,  for  one  mistake  on  the  part  of  the  actors  would 
ruin   a   costly  film. 
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Blue  Earth.  Minn.     G    \\     Si  Ifci    has  opened   a   new    n 
ing  picture  show  at  the  Oscai    1  ehmann  building 

Oklahoma  City.  Okla.      Tin-  new   Crystal,  217  South   Broad 
way,  opened   its  doors   with   moving    pictures   and    vaudei 
acts. 

Boise,  Idaho. — The  Crystal  rheatei  has  passed  into  the 

hands  of  Van  Proskj  &  Jacobsen,  La  N'oir  having  turned the  business  over  to  them. 

Leavenworth,  Kan.— The  new  Airdome  Theater  has  been 
constructed  on  Fourth  street,  the  manager  will  place  onlj 
the  best  and  latest  pictures. 

Emporia,  Kan.— The  Crystal  Moving  Picture  Show  lias 
changed  hands  and  has  opened  for  business  under  the  new 
proprietorship  of  Nash  &  McNichol. 

Cedar  Rapids,  Iowa.— Boughton  Bros,  have  purchased  from 
Nelson  &  Black  the  Bijou  Theater.  The  new  managers 
will   renovate   it   with   the   latest   id* 

St.  Louis,  Mo.-  Of  the  105  moving  picture  shows  operated 
in  the  city  all  but  ten  have  complied  with  the  new  regulal 
and  these  have  been  ordered  to  be  closed. 

Pueblo,  Colo.-  The  Majestic  Theater  has  opened  to  the 
public  at  500  North  Main  street.  It  will  offer  the  latest 
and  besl   singing  and  talking  moving  pictures. 

Greenfield,  Ind. — Suess  Bros..  W.  Carr  and  N.  Troy  are 
working  hard  to  get  their  new  moving  picture  show  started 
as  soon  as  possible.  They  expect  to  have  it  ready  in  a  few 
days. 

Baltimore.  Md. — The  new  addition  to  Lubin's  Moving  Pic- 
ture Show  is  almost  completed.  The  building  is  36x1:0 

feet.  Fourteen  hundred  new  electric  lights  have  been  in- 
stalled. 

Atlanta,  Ga. — The  Elite,  36  Peachtree  street,  reports  top- 
notch  business  last  week  with  the  two  subjects,  "The  Dieppe 
Circuit  Automobile  Race"  and  "Tales  the  Searchlight  Told 
at  Coney  Island." 

S.  Louis,  Mo. — The  Olive  Amusement  Company  leased  the 
Chronicle  building,  on  Sixtli  street  between  Walnut  and 
Market  streets.  The  place  will  be  transformed  into  a  mov- 

ing picture  theater. 

Edward  Van  Buren,  recently  manufacturing  song  slides 
at  Gouverneur,  N.  V.,  has  disposed  of  his  business  to  the 
Solar  Slide  Company,  of  Watertown,  X.  Y.,  and  is  now 
located   in   that  city   in   charge  of  the   studio   there. 

Lawrence,  Mass. — Mayor  Kane,  acting  on  letters  of  com- 
plaint, has  instructed  the  city  marshal  to  inform  the  pro- 

prietors of  moving  picture  theaters  that  henceforth  if  any 
playhouse  persisted  in  showing  questionable  pictures  of  any 
kind  the  license  would  be  revoked  at  once  and  that  it  would 
not  be  renewed. 

Rochester,  N.  Y. — This  is  the  second  week  of  the  Can;. 
phone  talking  pictures  at  the  Knickerbocker  Theater.  The 
large  audiences  daily  is  indicative  of  the  continued  popular- 

ity of  this  wonderful  invention.  Manager  Gerling  says  that 
results  have  been  very  gratifying.  He  is  to  be  congratulated, 
on  his  enterprise  in  securing  the  same. 

The  International  Film  Co.,  420  Sixth  avenue.  New  York 
City,  is  the  latest  comer  in  the  renting  field  and  bids  fair  to 
be  an  important  factor.  Messrs  Chas.  O.  Baumann  and 
Robert  W.  McGuire  (already  well  known  in  the  trade)  are 
the  proprietors.  They  started  in  right  by  ordering  a  file  of 
the  Moving  Picture  World  up  to  date. 

Milton,  Pa. — Last  Wednesday  evening,  while  riding  on  his 
way  to  Milton  Park,  the  operator  who  turns  the  crank  of 
the  picture  machine  at  this  popular  resort  accidentally 
dropped  a  lighted  match  upon  a  reel  of  film  resting  on  the 

seat  beside  him.  Fireworks'  were  immediately  in  order,  re- sulting in  a  total  loss  of  the  film,  but  as  this  was  of  the 

variety  commonly  known  as  "junk"  no  value  has  yet  been placed  on   the  loss. 

Henry  Ellsworth,  the  lecturer,  who  has  just  returned  from 
Europe,    says    that    the    moving    picture    business    in    Europe 
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is  another  instance  which  demonstrates  beyond  a  doubt 
alternating  cu  can  be  used  just  as  satisfactorily  as 

direct   current    for  moving    picture   lamps  when   the   Halll 
Automatic    Electric    i  conomizer  is  installed. 

Salem,  Ore. — Salem  supports  four  moving  pictun 
at  the  present  time,  and  at  least  two  more  are  promised  in 
the  near  future.  Like  most  other  cities.  Sab  m  has 

tracted  the  moving  picture  fever,  and  it  has  not  yet  passed 
its  highest  mark'.  \  Few  months  ago  no  one  would  have 
predicted  that  four  1  heaters  furnishing  the  same  class  of 
entertainment  could  prosper  in  this  city,  but  it  has  so  come 
to  pass,  and  behold,  the  end  is  not  yet. 

S,    S.    Range,   pri  1    of   the   Vaudette   and   Dreamland. 
and    owner    of    a    string     if    moving    picture    theaters    through 

the  Willamette  valley,  says:     "The  moving  picture  busii 
in  Salem,  as  elsewhere,  is  still  in  its  infancy.     Improvements 
are    constantly    being    introduced    which    increase    the    realism 
of  the  scene  thrown  on  the  white  cloth. 

"The  possibilities  of  the  moving  picture  are  tremendous. 
Had  the  machine  been  invented  one  hundred  or  more  years 

.1"".   we   could  now  look-  upon  the    -  if  the   Declaration 
of    Independence,  the   assassination    of    Lincoln,   or  any  other 
liisi..  ,  nt  just   as  people  will   se<    the  scenes  of  to-day 
re-enacted   a   hundred    years    from    n 

Kingston,  N.  Y. — The  Bijou  Theater  in  Kingston,  N.  Y.,  is. 
without  question,  the  handsomest  dime  theater  in  the  State 

of   Mew   York  between    New    York  and   Buffalo.     It  is  one  of' 
tiecke   &  Vincent's   enterprises,  yet    they  wish  to  dispose 

of   it.      Here    is    a    good    chance    for    someone   with   money   to 
.net    this   place,  and   by   putting  in   a   good   show,  make   some 

any  prospective  buyer  need  tal  irning  about 
the    city    of    Kingston.      The    fire    regulations   there    are   just 

ringent  as  they  are   in   the   city  of   New-  York  and   they 
are  enforced.     No  license  will  be  given  to  anyone  to  operate 
any    picture    show    who    is    not    an    American.      No    Sunday 

s    will    be    allowed,    and    dirty    and    suggestive    pictures 
will  be  suppressed  in   Kingston  with  an  iron  hand.     Immoral 
representations   like   the   Thaw  murder   trial  pictures  are  not 
welcome  in   this   Puritanical   bastile.  and   managers  who  cater 
to    the    canaille    and    semi-criminal    element    will    do    well    to 
keep  out. 

There  are  four  dime  1  heaters  now  in  Kingston,  the  Lyric, 
the  Bijou,  the  Novelty  and  the  Star.  Koenecke  &  Vincent. 
who  own  the  Bijou,  have  had  the  patronage  of  the  very  best 
element  of  the  population  and  as  much  of  it  as  they  could 
handle,  but  they  are  going  into  larger  lines  by  leasing  large 
theaters  in  larger  cities  and  they  arc  thus  willing  to  let 
go  their  holdings  iii  cities  of  the  size  of  Kingston. 

Kingston,    \.    Y.,    has    a    population    of   about   29,000,   with 
iably    a    floating    population    of    6.000    daily.      The    im- 

mediately adjoining  towns  and  villages  of  Ulster  county  have 
1    population    of   not    less    than    12.000.    and    thus   within    four 
miles    of    the    Kingston    city    hall    there    is    probably    40,000 

lation.     The  Bijou  is  an  opportunity  for  some  man  who 
is    willing    to    be    as    thoroughly    clean    and    respectable    as 
Koenecke  &  Vincent   ■>  en      nd  the  esteem  that  the  people  of 
Kingston  held  them  in  will  descend  to  their  successor,  who- 

he  may  be. 
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FRED  BECK  LEASES  A  THEATER. 
The  Electrograph  Co.,  now  under  the  management  of  Fred 

Beck,  have  leased  the  Music  Hall  at  South  Norwalk  for  ten 
years,  and  will  give  it  the  reputation  it  deserves.  The  house  is 
one  of  the  largest  in  Connecticut,  and  Mr.  Beck  announces  that 
as  soon  as  alterations  are  completed  South  Norwalk  will  have 
one  of  the  prettiest  theaters  in  the  State.  Vaudeville  and  pic- 

tures will  be  the  policy,  and  the  opening  day  is  set  for  August  29. 

"At    the    Crossroads    of    Life"   is   one   of   the    finest   dramas 
that   was   ever  attempted    to   be  shown   in   motion   pictures. 

"A   Wolf  in  Sheep's  Clothing"  is  a  comedy  drama. 
"Bryan's    Reception   in    New    York"    is    a    splendid   subject. 

PITTSBURGER     GETS     IT     IN     MOVING     PICTURE 

STYLE. 
If  the  treatment  accorded  Edward  Saunders.  Rochester 

representative  of  the  Pittsburg  Calcium  and  Light  Company, 
and  his  bride  in  Pittsburg  last  week  is  the  regular  thing  at 
Pittsburg  nuptials,  it  is  not  to  be  wondered  at  that  the 

|(  nts  of  the  Smoky  City  have  the  reputation  of  being 
shy  of  the  marriage  relation.  Mr.  Saunders  left  Rochester 
early  last  week  to  marry  Miss  Maud  Higgins.  of  Pittsburg. 
The  ceremony  took  place  on  Thursday.  The  friends  (?)  of 
the  young  couple  enjoyed  themselves  after  the  wedding  by 
handcuffing  the  bride  and  groom  together  and  dragging  them 
about  the  city  in  an  ash-wagon,  which  was  liberally  decorated 
with  signs.  These  and  similar  festivities  were  continued 
until  midnight,  when  it  is  said  that  even  the  fires  of  con- 

jugal affection  could  not  warm  the  long-delayed  wedding 
supper  into  a  palatable  state. 
Telegraphic  advices  from  Pittsburg  are  to  the  effect  that 

arrests  and  prosecutions  will  grow'  out  of  the  outrage  on  the 
bridal   couple. 

GOINGS   ON  IN  THE  SLIDE  BUSINESS. 

There  is  one  thing  that  ruins  all  kinds  of  business,  and 
that  is  men  intruding  into  lines  they  know  nothing  about 
because  they  see  other  men  making  money  therein.  _  For 
instance  we  know  of  a  sign  painter  with  a  good  business 
who  knew  nothing  about  photography  going  into  the  slide 
business.  He  put  out  a  seductive  advertisement  saying  that 
he  had  the  most  complete  establishment  in  America  for 
making  lantern  slides,  when  as  a  fact  his  whole  establishment 
consisted  of  a  closet  about  four  feet  square.  He  made  every- 

thing by  contact,  hiring  a  boy  to  do  the  work,  and  he  cut 
the  prices  below  the  profit  point.  Many  people  were  de- 

ceived into  the  belief  that  he  did  have  a  big  establishment 
and  bought  his  goods.  His  performance  so  incensed  another 
slide  maker  that  he  hired  a  first  class  poster  artist  and  now 

he  is  bidding  for  this  man's  trade  in  the  poster  line. ^  *  ^= 
And  now  that  slide  maker  that  got  incensed  because  the 

painter  had  butted  into  his  business  finds  that  the  sign 
painter  had  seduced  his  photographer  away  from  him.  He 
is  not  losing  much  and  now  we  hope  he  will  get  a  real 
photographer  instead  of  an  incompetent  one.  Anything  can 
be  had  for  money  and  we  advise  him  to  get  a  first  class 
operator  this  time,  one  who  will  be  a  credit  to  him  and 
enhance  his  reputation  instead  of  one  wdiose  work  makes  his 
customers  desert  him.  He  ought  to  be  glad  that  the  sign 
painter  is  going  to  get  this  man  and  ought  to  advertise  the 
fact.  We  have  before  called  attention  to  the  fact  that 

"shoemakers  ought  to  stick  to  their  lasts,"  and  we  reiterate 
that  si,vn  painters  are  in  danger  when  they  monkey  with  the 
lantern  slide  business,  and  slide  makers  ought  to  let  the 
sign  painting  business  alone. 

NEWSPAPER  COMMENTS  ON  FILM  SUBJECTS. 

"Talcs  the  Searchlight  Told"  is  a  magnificent  series  of 
pictures  showing  Coney  Island  at  night,  when  Coney  is  at 
its  best. 

"Picnickers   Disturbed"   is   a  rattling  good  comical  subject. 
•'(  hild    Slave   Freed"   is  a   -rand    dramatic   production. 
"Enchanted  Hat"  is  one  of  those  seemingly  impossible 

subjects,  but  one  which  is  nevertheless  highly  entertaining, 
nera  in  a  Motor  Car"  is  a  scenic  picture,  instructive 

and   interesting. 
"A    lesson    in    I i u    Jitsu"    is   a    very   entertaining   subject. 
"The  (  hecker  Fiends"  is  a  subject  thai  amuses  both  young 

and   old. 

"The  50th  Regiment  Jubilee"  is  a  picture  of  the  review  of the  celebrated  Russian  regiment,  and  shows  the  military 
methods  of  that   country. 

"The  Father  Is  to  Blame"  is  a  story  of  a  man's  perfidy 
and  a  woman's  devotion. 

"  i'v    Automatic  Nurse"  is  a  film  thai    is  \en    pleasing. 
"The  New  York  to  Paris  Automobile  Race"  is  a  meri- torious film  subject. 

HARRIS,    SONG   WRITER,    SOLVES    THE   GREATEST 
BOARDING    HOUSE    PROBLEM    OF   THE   AGE. 

A  simple  method  for  rendering  the  toughest  old  rooster 
on  earth  as  tender  and  juicy  as  a  milk-fed  squab  has  been 
perfected  by  Charles  K.  Harris,  of  this  city,  a  Summer  resi- 

dent of  Central  Islip,  L.   I. 
The  process,  which  is  destined,  Mr.  Harris  says,  to  make 

boarding  house  life  one  long  dream  of  joy.  was  disceivered 
by  accident.  The  song  writer  recently  went  into  chicken 
raising.  Among  the  brood  he  purchased  for  starting  pur- 

poses was  an  ancient  cock-a-doodle-doer. 
"Why  that?"  asked  Harris,  pointing  his  finger  disdainfully. 

"He  can't  lay  eggs,  and  no  self-respecting  hen  would  take 

him  for  a  husband." The  farmer  said  the  rooster  was  a  prize  fighter,  so  he 
was  kept. 

One  night  the  venerable  rooster  tried  to  pick  a  bug  off  a 
live  electric  wire  that  ran  up  the  side  of  the  chicken  house 
and  fell  dead,  a  current  of  several  hundred  volts  having 
passed  through  his  body. 

Harris,  as  an  experiment,  cooked  the  electrified  fowl.  The 
result  was  astonishing.  The  rooster  melted  in  the  com- 

poser's mouth.  Harris  is  thinking  of  rigging  up  a  "chair" 
for  tough  hens  and  roosters  and  become  a  regular  electro- 
cutioner. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

NEW  ORLEANS  OPERATORS'  UNION. 
Xew   Orleans,  La.,  August  15,  1908. 

Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — At  a  meeting  held  at  the  Shubert  Theater,  at 

New  Orleans,  La.,  to  organize  a  Moving  Picture  Machine 

Operators'  Union.  C.  J.  Lines,  a  well-known  moving  pic- 
ture operator,  remarked: 

"We  feel  that  it  would  not  only  be  beneficial  to  a  man  who 
makes  a  living  by  operating  a  picture  machine  by  becoming 
a  member  of  a  labor  union,  but  also  the  manufacturer,  the 
renter,  the  exhibitor  and  the  public  who  patronize  the  moving 

picture  shows. 
"The  pleasure  and  safety  of  the  public  is  enhanced  by 

employing  a   skilled   operator.     A   skilled   operator  will   keep 

C\ut.  J,   Links,  Secretary  and  Treasurer 
Electric  Picture  and  Projecting  Machine  Operators. 
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his  machine  in  first  class  condition,  thus  preventing  Bcratch- 
Mid   chopping   "i   sprockets   which   proves  destructive   t>' 

valuable  films,  besides  mans-  other  costly   annoyances   which 
an  unskilled  operator  inflicts  on  exhibitor  and  the  pi 

'As   skilled  mechanics,  we   should   protecl   ourselves   from 
tin'   competition  of   unskilled   and    therefore  >us   com 
petition— dangerous  to  the  skilled  operator,  foi  unskilled 

accepts  less  wages  than  will  the  skilled  operator,  thus 

being  a  menace  to  the  skilled  operator's  verj  existence;  foi 
'lie  who  steals  the  me. ms  wherebj  1  live  steals  life  itself.' 
Then  there  is  danger  to  films  exhibited,  danger  to  the  public 
and  danger  to  the  exhibitor,  for  incompetencj  cannol  give  a 
■lean  and  exhibit  a 

he  moving  picture  operator  must   possess  intelligence,  a 
I    mechanics   and   electricity,   he   musl    be   sober, 

ndustrious    an. I    a    steach    worl 

"Thi      workman    possessing    such    commendable    qualities 
should  be  encouraged  and   protected  by  all  those   whose  in- 

rves,   directly   or    indirectly.      B  nizing   to 
urselves  from  cheap  competition,  we  protect  all  who 

nterested  in  the  moving  picture  business,  whether  manu- 
facturers,  renters,   exhibitors   or   the   public. 

"The   skilled   moving  picture   operator  being  a   man   of  in- duce,   will    enter    more    lucrative    fields    of    effbrl    unless 

he   receives   a  just   compensation,   which   would   prove   calami- 
tous indeed  to  the  moving  picture  business. 

"I    am    pleased   to   state   that   several   theater   managers   ap- 
organization  and  promise  their 

sympathy  and  support,  and  I  am  also  glad  to  say  that  the 
New  Orleans  moving  picture  operators  have  the  honor  of 

the  first  organization  organized  in  the  United 
s  known  as  the  Electric  Picture  and  Projecting  Machine 

Operators'  Union,  Branch  No.  i,  of  the  I.  A.  T.  S.  E.,  which 
has  proven  a  success:  all  the  leading  moving  picture  houses 
in  the  city  employ  union  operators. 

Yours    fraternally, 
J.   H.   E.   BROWN,   Pres. 
C.  J.   T.IXES.   Sec.   and  Treasurer. 

FROM  AN  EXHIBITOR. 

Bradford,   Ind.,   August   16,   1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — Find  enclosed  subscription  to  your  valued  paper. 

[  don't  see  how  anyone  interested  in  the  moving  picture msiness  in  any  way  can  afford  to  be  without  this  paper. 
Will  we  ever  get  the  manufacturer  of  film  to  use  more 

•are  and  give  better  and  sharper  photographed  films  and 
inderstand  that  one  bum  film  will  do  more  to  kill  off  busi- 
less  than  any  other  cause?  If  so,  then  we  will  have  less 
ailures  and  less  kicking.  It  is  indeed  a  nice  way  to  treat  a 
nan!  Agree  to  let  him  have  film  and  take  his  money  and 
hen  send  him  a  lot  of  junk  that  will  put  him  out  of  business. 

don't  know  what  it  is.  if  it  isn't  robbery.  I  speak  from 
ny  own  experience  as  I  have  handled  several  hundred  thou- 
and  feet  of  film  and  I  am  safe  in  saying  that  at  least  one- 
talf  of  it  was  not  fit  to  use  and  no  man  could  build  up  a 
msiness  on  such.  Yet  they  take  your  money  and  wonder 

vhy  you  don't  get  rich  right  away.  I  am 
Respectful]  v, 

O.  P.  M.  DAVIS, 
1423    New    Jersey    street. 

ANENT  SLIDE  COPYING. 

Chicago,  111.,  August  17,  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — Referring  to  "X's"  remarks  anent  slide  copying 
n  your  last  issue,  if  you  want  to  find  out  what  film  bureaus 
re  using  the  copied  trash  put  out  by  the  thieves  in  Chicago 
vho  are  copying  the  work  of  reputable  slide  makers,  just 
dvertise  for  second-hand  slides.  You  get  the  copied  trash 
vhich  sells  now  for  three  and  three-fifty  per  set  brought  to 
011  by  every  film  bureau  who  wi-hes  to  unload  their  old 
lides,  while  these  same  men  hold  a  membership  in  the 
ssociation  of  film  renters  which  was  formed  to  hold  up 
■rices  and  prevent  the  copying  and  duplicating  of  films; 
et  they  patronize  the  very  men  who  are  robbing  men  of 
he  fruits  of  their  labor  that  is  not  protected  by  copyright 
r  patent,  because  they  can  get  the  trash  a  couple  of  dollars 

er  set  cheaper.  Consistant.  isn't  it?"  Yet  I  am  glad  to 
ay  that  the  better  class  of  film  bureaus  wouldn't  buy  a  set 
f  copied  lantern  slides  any  quicker  than  they  would  play 
rith  a  rattlesnake.  Any  film  bureau  that  puts  out  copied 
intern  slides  is  defrauding  its  patrons  iust  as  much  as  if 
hey  put  out  copied  films.  A   SLIDE  MAKER. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  outofworkin.i.    h.ur  thru  ted  It  cr  In  this  column. 

Notify   us   when  you   have  secured  a   position. 

Experienced    Operators. 
Sheldon  S.  Hem  y ,  coin  St.,  Wilmic 
Svdne\  Baehr,   120  E.  140th  St. ,  New  York  City. 
Simon  Terr,  1326  Brook    \vc.  New  York, 

David  S.  Robinson,  208  Cruger  Ave.,  Van  Neat,  New  York 
J.  W,  Conn.':  ildwin  Street,  New  Brunawick,  N.  J. 

G.  S.  Schlick,  Danavilh  .  N.  V. 
Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood,  Ca. 

DEVELOPER First  class  developei  wants  po 
in  New   York  (  it\  ,  addl 

\V.  R.   BORKUS,   1717  N.  42nd  St.,  W.  Philadelphia,  Pa, 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

tne  Moving  Picture  "World  — the representative  trade   newspaper. 

moving  picture  films 
I.ar^e  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  #15  up,  line  condition,  write  for  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia 

V 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 Send  for  List  of  New  Films 

INTERNATIONAL 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street 

r%>     per 

C   FOOT 
MFG.  CO. 
Philadelphia,  Pa. 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION  LENSES 
are  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  They  give  better  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  film. 

PRICE  $18.00  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance  from   lens  to  screen  and  size  of 

picture  wanted 
GUNDLACrWVUNHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 

808  CLINTON  AVENUF,  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-91  West  Randolph  St. Chicago,  111. 

The  Kinematograph  and  Lantern  Weekly 
The  only  English  paper  devoted  entirely  to  the  projection  trade. 
American  buyers  desiring  films  will   find   the  most  detailed   and  best 

informed  description  of  the  new  subjects  in  the  "Week  ly American  manufacturers  will  find  it  the  best  medium  through    which 
to  reach  the  English  markets.    We  guarantee  our  circulation   in 
Great  Britain,  on  the  Continent  and  in  the  Colonies 

Ad   rates  may  be  obtained  through  the  Moving  Picture  World,  which 
is  authorized  to  accept  advertisements  for  us. 

Subscriptions  $1.75  per  annum      Specimen  copies  free  on  application. 

E.  T.  HERON  &  CO,,  9  Tottenham  Street,  LONDON,  W. 
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FOR  25  CENTS 
I  will  mail  formula  (or  making  best  film  cement  on 
earth.  20  CENTS  makes  year's  supply.  Large  bottle 
postpaid  IS  CENTS. 

Two    Big   Paying   M.P.  Theatres    for  Sale 
$700  EACH 

THE  L.  L.  WESTERLAND  CIRCUIT,  Lock  Box 
■14   Ann  Arbor,  Mich. 

THE    MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 

Flim  Review. 

W.  STEPHEN  BUSH 
3524  Filbert  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
LECTURER  on  GREAT  SUBJECTS 

IN  MOVING  PICTURES 
To  M.  P.  Theatre  Owners  and  Managers: 

"Arrange  for  a  lecture  night  as  often  as 
your  patronage  will  warrant.  Select  subject 
yourself  or  leave  makeup  of  special  feature 
programme  to  me.  Charge  not  less  than  10c 
Fine  dramatic  and  musical  effects  with  suit- 

able subjects.  I  will  come  with  or  without 
films,  if  you  have  seating  capacity  of  150  or 
more  and  are  witnin  300  miles  of  Philadel- 

phia or  New  York.  A  boon  to  the  box 

office  receipts." 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 

Non- BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also    Seating   for   Out 
of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 
Vitagraph  Selig 
Edison  Lubin 

Essanay  Kalem 

FILn  SUBJECTS 
5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
231  Bowery,  New  York 

'Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call    For    Samples 

THE  VIASC0PE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  7S.OO 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

THE  FATAL  HOUR.  A  Stirring  Incident  of 
the  Chinese  White-Slave  Traffic  (Biograph). — Mint 
has  been  primed  by  t lie  daily  press  on  this  subject, 
but  never  has  it  been  more  vividly  depicted  tban 
in  this  Diograpb  production.  Pong  Lee,  a  Mephisto- 
pbelian,  saffron-skinned  varlet,  has  for  some  time 
carried  on  this  atrocious  female  white  slave  traffic. 
in  which  sinister  business  be  was  assisted  by  a 
stygian  whelp,  by  name  Ilendricks.  Pong  writes 
Hendricks  that  he  has  need  for  five  young  girls, 
and  so  Ilendricks  sets  out  to  secure  tbem.  Visiting 
a  rural  district,  he  has  no  trouble,  by  bis  glib, 
affable  manner,  in  gaining  the  confidence  of  several 
young  and  prettj  girls.  Pong  is  on  band  with  a 
closed  carriage  to  bag  the  prey.  One  of  the  girls, 
as  she  is  seized,  emits  a  yell  that  alarms  the 
neighborhood  and  brings  to  the  scene  several  police- 

men and  a  couple  of  detectives,  who  have  long  been 
on  the  lookout  for  these  caitiffs.  The  Chinese  get 
away  with  the  carriage,  however,  and  Hendricks  by 
subterfuge  throws  the  police  on  the  wrong  scent. 
One  of  the  detectives  is  a  woman,  and  possessed 
of  shrewd  powers  of  deduction,  hence  does  not 
swallow  the  bald  story  of  the  villain,  and  exercises 
her  natural  acumen  with  success.  She  shadows 
Hendricks,  and  by  means  of  a  flirtation  inveigles 
him  to  a  restaurant,  where  she  succeeds  in  doping 
his  drink.  He  falls  asleep  and  she  secures  the  let- 

ter written  .  by  Pong,  which  discloses  the  hiding 
place  of  the  Chinaman.  This  she  immediately  tele- 

phones to  the  police,  and  while  so  doing  Hendricks 
awakes  and  starts  off  to  warn  his  friends.  He  ar- 

rives at  the  old  deserted  house  ahead  of  the  police, 
but  escape  is  impossible,  so  the  police  rescue  the 
girls,  but  fail  to  secure  Pong  and  Hendricks,  who 
afterwards  seize  the  girl  detective,  and  taking  her 
to  the  house,  tie  her  to  a  post  and  arrange  a  large 
pistol  on  the  face  of  a  clock  in  such  a  way  that 
when  the  hands  point  to  twelve  the  gun  is  fired 
and  the  girl  will  receive  the  charge.  Twenty  min- 

utes is  allowed  for  them  to  get  away,  for  the 
hands  are  now  indicating  11:40.  Certain  death 
seems  to  be  her  fate,  and  would  have  been  had 
not  an  accident  disclosed  her  plight.  Hendricks 
after  leaving  the  place  is  thrown  by  a  street  car. 
and  this  serves  to  discover  his  identity,  so  he  is 
captured  and  a  wild  ride  is  made  to  the  house  in 
which  the  poor  girl  is  incarcerated.  This  incident 
is  shown  in  alternate  scenes.  There  is  the  help- 

less girl,  with  the  clock  ticking  its  way  towards 
her  destruction,  and  out  on  the  road  is  the  carriage. 
tearing  along  at  breakneck  speed  to  the  rescue,  ar- 

riving just  in  time  to  get  her  safely  out  of  range 
of  the  pistol  as  it  goes  off.  In  conclusion  we  can 
promise  this  to  be  an  exceedingly  thrilling  film,  of 
more   than   ordinary   interest.     Length.    S32   feet. 
FOR  LOVE  OF  GOLD.    A  Story  of  the  Underworld 

Told   in   Biograph   Pictures    (Biograph). — 
O  cursed  lust  of  gold!     When  for  thy  sake 
The   fool   throws   up   his   interest  in  both   worlds 
First     starved     in     (his.     then     damn'd     in     that     to 

come. — Blair. 
True,  indeed,  are  the  above  lines;  for  what  will 

not  man  do  for  gold?  No  deity  is  more  devoutly 
worshipped  than  Mammon.  Men  will  barter  etern- 

ity's crown,  yield  honor — all  for  love  of  gold.  It 
is  often  said  there  is  honor  amoug  thieves,  but  not 
so,  as  we  shall  see  in  this  story.  Two  denizens  of 
the  underworld  are  seen  in  their  squalid  furnished 
room  planning  a  robbery.  Their  intended  victim  is 
known  to  hold  at  all  times  in  his  safe  at  home  a 
large  sum  of  money  and  a  wealth  of  jewels.  Gather- 

ing together  the  tools  of  their  nefarious  calling,  thej 
start  off,  arriving  at  the  house  shortly  after  the 
master  had  retired  for  the  night.  Entrance  is 
easily  and  noiselessly  effected.  A  chloroform-soaked 
handkerchief  soon  puts  the  master  beyond  the  power 
of  interfering  and  the  safe  is  broken  open.  The 
Sight     that    greets    them    almost    makes    them    gasp 

There  in  this  strong  box  is  not  only  an  enormous 
sum  of  money,  but  many  valuable  jewels  as  well, 
prominent  among  which  is  a  handsome  diamond 
necklace.  All  this  is  put  into  a  cloth,  and  a  hur- 

ried egress  made.  Back  to  their  room  they  go  to 
divide  the  spoils  of  their  night's  haul.  The  diamond 
necklace  being  an  indivisible  article,  a  contention 
is  at  once  raised  between  the  partners  in  crime. 
There  is  no  way  in  which  they  seem  able  one  10 
satisfy  the  other,  so  they  drop  the  argument  tor  the 
time  being  to  eat  lunch.  One.  to  make  sure  that 
he  shall  be  the  possessor  of  the  loot,  drops  poison 
in  the  COttee  of  liis  chum,  Which  he  drinks,  and  is 
soon  in  the  throes  of  convulsions,  falling  to  the 
floor  lifeless,  while  the  oilier  stands  by  sardonically 
gloating  over  his  seeming  victory;  but  his  elation 
is  Short-lived,  for  he  is  now  seized  with  the  same 
agonj  and  pilches  forward  alongside  bis  partner. 
The  two  had  played  the  same  game,  each  unknown 
io  tin-  oilier.  "Honor  among  thieves?" — Bah! 
Length,  548  feet. 

LIFE'S   A   GAME   OF   CARDS    (Edison).— Synopsis <<\'    scenes: 

Prelude.  Sir  John  Lubbock  says  "Lite's  a  Game" 
like  the  game  of  ear. Is.  fate  deals  each  hand,  daily. 
face  down  lii  life,  "II  is  not  always  in  holding  a 
good  hand  bill  in  playing  a  bad  band  well" — Our hero  siaris  handicapped  with  poverty,  pride  and 
ambition. 
The  Game  of  Cnrds.  -Hero  at  swell  reception— 

Home    of    woman     he    loves     ralehos    rival    cheating 

appears— I 

aids — Exposes      him — Incurs     host's     een  are   
lather  takes  rival's  part — Orders  hero  from  housi 
Forbids   heroine    to    see    him    again. 

Planning   an   Elopement. — Hero   plays   a    "hand"   Meets   heroine — Urges   speedy    marriage — They   agree 
to    elope — Overheard    by    rival — Part    to    prepare. 

The  Villain's  "Hand."— Rival  plots  with  •'Crimps" the  sailor — Hero  to  be  "shanghaied"  to  Africa  and) 
tuned    adrift— The    bargain    sealed. 

"Clubs  are  Played." — Hero  leaves  home — To  meet 
""■— Waylayed      by       "Crimps"— The      attack— 

\  aliant      defense — Numbers      count — Overpowered   Taken    to   boat. 

The    Heroine   Waits. — At    the   rendezvous— Heroine   I 
becomes     nervous— Alarmed — Conflicting     emotions- 
Misjudges   hero — Believes   deserted — Rival 
Wins    again — Escorts    heroine    home. 
"Shanghaied." — "Crimps  forces  hero  into  boat- 

Taken  to  ship — Rough  treatment  resented — He; 
I. eaten — Forced   to  work — Carried  to  sea. 

In    South    Africa. — Off    the    coast — The    favorable 
moment — Hero    leaves    ship — Swims    ashore — Reach 
mining    camp — Receives    assistance — Miners    give 
outfit — Starts  for  gold  fields. 

"Spades  are  Trumps." — Hero  reaches  gold  fields— * 
Prospects — Stakes  claim — Strikes  it  rich — Determin 
to   return   home. 

"Diamons   are   Led." — Home   of  heroine — So   news   ■ 
— Heroine  sad — Still  true — Rival   continues   to  plot- 
Presses  suit — Gains  parents'    favor — Presents  heroin* 
diamond     necklace — Heroine     in     despair — Abandon! 
hope — Agrees   to   marry   rival. 

"Hearts  are  Trumps." — The  wedding  day — Rival 
triumphant — Guests  arrive — Heroine  downcast — Bant  t 
are  called — Hero  appears  on  time — Stops  wedding- 
Exposes  rival — Rival  turned  ont — Father  welcome! 
hero — Happy  reunion— "All's  Well  that  Ends  Well." 
Length.   0G0   feet. 

WEN    RUBEN    COMES     TO     TOWN     (Edison).i 
Synopsis  of  scenes: 

The  Eventful  Day  Arrives. — Farmer  Green's   Holi 
Dressed    in    store   clothes — Off    to   Town  -Wifej 

primps    him    up — Warns   him   against   bun.-.,   men— ■ 
the   rig — Wiley   waves    "Good-by." 

In  Town. — Arrival  of  Ruben— The  Landlord's  wel  l 
come — Shown  to  his  room — Payment  in  advance-) 
Ruben  turns  in  on  a  downy  (?)  couch — A  iuidniik 
prowler — A  giant  bedbug  crawls  down  the  wall— 
Into  the  bed — Takes  a  nip  at  Ruben — "Muri 
"Watch!" — Ruben  finds  the  intruder — Knocks  bin 
out — Back  to  bed — "Sweet  slumber." 

"Revenge." — A      bedbug      scout — Reconnoiterlng 
Off    for    reinforcements — Bedbugs    galore    enter    fron   !- 
evcrywhere — From   behind  pictures,    through  the  duo 
and   from   the  walls  and  ceiling  they  march   in   milJ 
tar?  order— Charging  the  bed — Ruben  and  bed  clothe 
dragged   to    ihe   floor — Ruben   makes   a   bed    in 
trunk — Safe      at      last — A      peaceful      smile — Asia 

again. "No  Rest  for  the  Weary." — Faces  at  the  windoi  *■ 
— Burglars! — Going  through  Ruben's  clothes — Gooc  • 
by  to  watch  and  wallet — Discovering  the  trunk — I  "r-s 
is  locked — Off  with  the  trunk — Through  the  windc  :; 
— Down  the  porch — A  safe  "get  away" — On  the  roaiffc 
— Trunk  trots  heavy — A  needed  rest — Fast  asleep. 

An  Animated  Trunk. — Trunk  suddenly  starts  rol 
ing  along  the  read — Discover  loss — A  hot  foot  ehas 
-Down  the  hill — Hitting  only  the  high  plaees- 
Burglars  in  second  place — Into  the  river — Down  tt stream. 

Two   Hoboes. — Enjoying   a   rest   on   a   river  bank-   ' 
Discover    the    trunk — riunge    into    the    stream    an 
recover     it — Arrival     of     burglars — A     wordy 
Equal    shares — Breaking    the    lock — Out    pops    Rube 
in   night   shirt — Taken    for   a   ghost — The   chasi       ■ 
ben    escapes. Home.       Sweet       Home. — Anxious       wife — Looklll 
down   the   road — An    apparition — Ruben   dressed    in 
barrel   -Horrified   wife — Wifey   wins  a    lively   ser.-ip- 
I n to  the  bouse  by  the  ear — "Never  again."     Lengtl   C 

sen    feet. 

AEROPLANE  FLIGHTS  BY  HENRY  FARMAB 
CONEY  ISLAND.  N.  Y..  U.  S.  A.  (Edison V— Till 
liliu  shows  clearly  and  ill  detail  the  exhibition 
Henry  barman  and  his  aeroplane.  The  per  fee 
handling  of  this  airship  by  the  French  aviator.  Als 
a  close  view  of  the  mechanical  arrangements 

Length,    200    feet. 

- 

'■'i 

PIVALS  FOR  A  WEEK  (Lubin V— Two  gentleme 
aspire  the  hand  of  a  beautiful  heiress.  They  tt 
io  outdo  one  another  in  their  attentions  toward 
the    lady    of    their  choice. 

Every  day  each  rival  finds  sonic  new  trick  to  be 
little  the  other  one  in  the  eyes  of  the  chosen  one 
and   it    is    funny    Indeed    to   see   how    they    succeed. 
The  fun  Starts  on  Sunday  and  ends  on  Satut 

day.  Sad  to  relate,  none  of  the  two  rivals  win1 ihe  fair  lady,  but  while  they  are  fighting  a  due 
with  buckets  Of  water  a  lucky  third  walks 
with  the  heiress.  Length,  74o  feet. 

"THE  WRONG  VALISE  (LnblnV— A  farmer  pi 
a  duck  in  bis  satchel  to  take  it  to  a  enstomel 
I  niorlunately.  Mr.  linsyinan  carries  Ihe  same  kin 
of  a  valise  and  havivng  just  five  minutes  to  catc!| 
ihe  train,  he  runs  to  the  depot  as  fast  as  be 
\  sneak  thief  steals  the  farmer's  satchel  and  po 
io  Mr.  Busyman  as  the  thief.  Now  begins  a  11 
,  hase.  full  of  humorous  incidents.  Mr.  Busy: 

misses  his  train  and  is  caught  by  the  purs' 
crowd.  The  thief  is  also  caught  in  the  ac 
suatchlng  a  hand  satchel  from  a  lady.  Both 
brought    before    ihe    magistrate,    where    the    mil 



INK    MOVING    PICTURE    WOULD 

cleared   up.      An   extreuielj     [uunv    illm. 

SCENES  FROM   THE  BATLEFIELD  01    G]    i  lYS 
JRli  i  lie     Unttl   ..i  i ) 

n^lit  on  . 1 1 . l >    l.  *J  and  "■.    I vf.::,   between   tin     \rin> 

IMl       I  lie         \1IH-         lit      SlU  -Hi  li  T 

e  leadership  of  General    Robi  rt  E     Lee       It  I 
itiil    tliat    General    Meade    lint]    an    effect iv<     Force 

i   of  about    S  I  Uti   i      tnd  un> 
■neral    Lee  netuall  I  men    and 

ii   guns.      During    the    three   days'  I  nlon 
killed,     wounded    and     m: 

d    the 

ml    '•(     Hi.tiiS,    or    neurlj    one  third    of    the    n 
nilur   of    men   on    the   Held. 

ittle-Kioimd   rovers  about   twenty-five  square 
..1    inn  monuments  on   the  Belt), 

rated    with    the    utmost    rare    In    the   exact    locall 

i   standing    In   » ■'.«!<   or  open   liehls.    bj    the 
ndside.     on     the     sinus      riil-cs.     In     gardens,     and 

all   designs,   executed   In   bronze,    marble  or 
suite  i  ns   been   expended   on   the 
ootids    and    monuments.     The    battlefield    Is    p 
l.v    better    marked,    topographically    and    by    art, 
in   any    battlefield   In    the   world. 

orj     at    Chnncellorsvllle    in    May, 
Confederates  determined  to  carry   the  war 

tin'   North   Into   the  enemy's  country.     Lee  Bath 
•d  nearly   BO.i  ii    Culpeper,    Va.,    Including 
!■:.   B.   Stuart's  cavalrj    force  of   in. mm  men.     The 
Ion     Vrmy,    i   landed    by    General    Booker,    "as 
ii  encamped  along  the  Rappahannock  River,  south 
Gettysburg.     Lee  started  across  the  P   nac,  but 
oker  did  not  discover  it   for  some  days,   and   then 
lowed    him.      The    Confederates    crossed    between 

and  June  25,   and  concentrated  at   Ha 
vn.    in    i lir    Cumberland    Valley,    up    which    ilioy 

il<-   a    rapid   march,   overrunning   the   entire   eoun- 
to  Hie  Susquehanna   River.     Hooker  was  late   in 

vi'iinni    and    cro-wed    i lie    Potomac    on    June    28. 
ore   wi         i  i  nion   troops   In   (in-  garrison   at 

the   Potomac,   and  Hooker  asked 
t  they  be  added  to  his  a  liny  .  bm   the  Government 
lined,  and  Hooker  Immediately  resigned  his 
ml.     Fie   was  succeeded   by   General   Meade,    who 

i  in-    bai  i  le    became    i  lie    Union 

miaudi'i".     I     hearing  of  the   Union  pursuit  and 
•    from    his   base,   determined   to   face  about 

iple  ins  pursuers,   fixing  upon  Gettysburg  as 
point  of  concent™ 
in-   battle  opened  on  July   l.    iln<   Union   Cal 
omlng    engaged    with    Ou<    Confederate    advance, 

cavalry    was    at    lirsi    victorious,    but    was    at 
overwhelmed     by     superior    numbers,     and 

h  their  Infantry  support  under  General   Reyni 
-  killed,  were  driven  Lark  through  Qcttys- 

to  tli-  cemetery  and  Culp's  Hill.  These  were 
mod  by  fresh  troops  that  had  come  ni>.  When 

de  heard  of  Reynold's  death  and  the  defeat, 
sent  Hancock  forward  to  take  command,  who 
burned  that  the  Cemetery  Ridge  was  i  lie  place 
tve  battle. 

cond  day  opened  with  the  armies  eonfront- 
battle.  in  the  long  Inter- 

valley  ami  upon  the  ravines  and  slopes  ol 

Cemetery  Ridge  and  Culp's  Hill  the  main  bat- 
wa<  fought.  Lee  opened  the  attack  by  Long- 
et  advancing  against  the  two  Ronnd  Tups,  hut 
■    a    bio  lonists    held    them. 
lis.  wiin  lirld  Hie  line  to  the  south  of  Little 
ml  Top,  tliousht  he  could  Improve  his  position 
advancing  towards  Seminary  Ridge.  The  enemy 

upon    Sickles,     front    any  almost    over- 
lmins  his  line  In  the  "Peach  Orchard,"  and 
bg  it  back  to  the  adjacent  "Wheat  Field." 
lfoi'eeinents    were     poured     In    and    there    was    a 
conflict,    Sickles    being    seriously    v.   led    and 
farce   almost   cut   to  pieces.     Lee,    Inspirit 

partial    successes,    determined    to    renew     the    -i :  - 
next    iniin 

i  the  third  and   last  day   General   Meade  opened 

combat    by    driving    Swell's    b 
early    in    the    morning.      Lee    did    not    he 
but   had   an   idea    that   both    the    I  nion    i 

riRht  whit:  had  been  weakened  the  previous  day, 
during  the  night   he  planned  an  attack   in   front. 

■>e    aided    by    a    cavalry    movement    round    that 
-ail    the   rear,    thus   following   up    Bwell's 

osed   advantage;      About    l    P.    M.    the    I 
es   opened    fire,    and    the    most    terrific    art 
of  the  war  followed  across  the  intervening   val- 
six  trims  being  discharged  every  second.     After 

hours'    deafening    cannonade,    Lee    ordered    bis 
d    attack,     the    celebrated    charge    by    Ge      al 
ett.   a   force   of   14,000  men   with   brigade   front 
ncim:   across   the   valley.     They    had   a    mile    to 
hut     before     they     got     half  way     across     till     the 
n    '-'mis    were    trained    upon    them.       The    -    ipe 
canister    of    the    cannonade    ploughed    fu 

iijrh     Pickett's    ranks.      When     the    column    got 
in    three    hundred    yards.    Hancock    opened    rius- 
■   fire  willi   terrible  effect.     Thousands   fell,   and 
brigades    broke    in    disorder,    but    the    adv.  uce, 
ed    by    General    Armistead    on    foot,    contit    ed 
about    one    hundred    and    fifty    men    leaped 

ties   at   the   angle   to   capture   the   1     ion 
Lieut.     Cushing.    mortally    wounded    in    both 

'I  is,    ran    his    last     serviceable    gun     towards    the 
and  shouted   to   his  commander:    "Webb.    1    will 
them   one    more   shot."      He    fired    the    gnn    and 
Armistead  put  his  hand  on  the  cannon,   waved 

id    and    called    out.     "Give    them    the    cold 
hoys";    then,    pierced    by    bullets,    he    fell    dead 

\\  i  bb    t 

.,      anil      the     si. in  iillnl.  The 
Confederates   wen  fourth '.urn.    compi 

Mom. i     , 
IV  In  a  i  n 

»  ii  lulrev,      I 

■       I  he Potomac.     The  day    of   I  nckaburg   sur 
i 

I'.        lii  i  -site; 

THE  BLUE  BIRD.  In  this  beautiful  incline  we 

see      I'rin.ess      limine     with     her     queen     mother     and 
Bister  Trouty  in  their  apartment  In  the  castle. 
iToniy,    who    is    verj    ugly,    is    the   spoilt    child   of 

i in-,   who  is  beautiful, 

to  be  in  do  great  favor  with  her  mother,  the  Queen. 
Hie    King    now    enters,    bearing    a    message    from 
Prince    Charming,    stating    that    be    Intends    paying 

•    visit,      Tbej    make    great    preparations    to 
■'hi  in '['Inn. in,  and  when  lie  ar- 

rives tbej  receive  him  with  great  pomp  and  cere- 
in,. in       He  ..   .  .  ii    in  i      ;,n,i    i :i Hi   des- 

perately     in     love    with     her    at     first     si^hl.     but     the 
who    has   other   designs    lor   her    royal    guest, 

presents   Trouty,    who   she   hopes   will   captivate    the 
young    man:    bill    when    the   Prince   sees  her   ugly   face 

urns  away   In  disgust  and  leaves. 
The   Queen    has    Fiorlne   locked   up   In    the    tower 

so   as    lo   be   rid   of   her   and    her   beguiling    ways;    bill 

rl  -    governess    succeeds   in   getting    the    keys 
"in    the   keeper   and   is  assisting   Plorine  to 
when   they   meet   t lie  Queen  on  the  stairs  and 
is    the   girl    back    into  her   prison. 

in  the  meantime,   Prince  ('harming,   who  has  come 
to  aid   in   the   rescue,    is  waiting  at   the  foot  of  the 
stairs.     The     tber,   bent  on  having  her  way,    throws 

a  veil  over  Treaty's  head,  and  the  happy  Prince, 
thinking  the  veiled  lady  is  the  beautiful  Florlne, 
gently  leads  her  away  to  the  fairy  Queen  and 
King,  who  make  great  preparations  for  (he  wed- 

ding. .1  ust  as  they  are  about  lo  be  married  be 
a    the   deception   and   denounces   the   woman, 

and  ictuses  to  accept  her  as  his  wife.  The  King, 
to  protect  him  In  his  designs,  turns  him  Into  a 
bine  bird  and  he  Hies  away,  paying  a  visit  to 
limine    in    the    tuwer. 
The  soldiers  chase  I  lie  bird  and  capture  it,  and 

take  ii  back  to  the  Fairy  King,  who  changes  It 
into  Prince  Charming  again.  The  young  man  is 
then  supplied  with  an  army,  which  he  leads  in  an 
attack  on  the  castle,  and,  rescuing  Plorine,  carries 
her    away    to    Fairyland. 

i  in  last  picture  shows  the  grand  reception  and 
the  marriage  of  the  happy  Prince  and  Plorine,  while 
they  kneel  and  receive  the  father's  blessing. 
Length,  984    feel. 
MANUAL  OF  A  PERFECT  GENTLEMAN.— In 

this    picture     we     see    a    young     fellow     leaving     liume 
carrying  a  book  containing  rules  of  etiquette.  While 
seated  on  a  bench  in  the  park  an  occasion  pre 
sents    itself   to   practice   some   of   Its    precepts,    for 
.1  nursemaid  comes  along  with  a  baby  in  her  arms 
and  sits  beside  liini,  and  while  she  does  some 
work  he  volunteers  to  mind  the  youngster.  He 
does  not  keep  it  long,  however,  tor  it  sets  up 
such  a  squeal  that  he  is  glad  to  return  It  to  the 
maid  and  hasten  away.  Next  be  meets  a  prettj 
young  woman  who  is  having  some  difficulty  btitton- 

Br  shoe,  and  he  very  gallantly  volunteers  to 
assist  her,  but  she.  misunderstanding  his  desire  to 
be  kind,  considers  his  conduct  impertinent  when 
be  raises  her  ruffles  a  trille  high,  and  she  gives 
him  a  slap  and  hastens  indignantly  away.  leaving 

him  sprawling  on   the  ground. 
lie  ue\t  .onus  upon  a  beggar  and  gives  the  un- 

fortunate a  few  pennies,  but  when  the  Impostor 
sights  the  wallet  be  compels  the  generous  young 
man    to    give    him    every    cent    tit    the    point    of    a 

We    next   see    him   as  he   passes   a   river  into   which 
  i     have     just     thrown    a     dummy,     anil     he. 

thinking  that  it  is  a  man  in  distress,  dives  in  and 
J]  s  the  thing  to  shore,  much  to  the  amusement 
i.t    the   spectators. 

When    he     realizes    that    the    joke     is    on    him     he 
tea  hardened,  and  vows  to  go  his  way  through 

life  always  bearing   in   mind   the  axiom,    "Self-preser- 
vation  is  the  first   law  of  nature."     Length  360  feet. 

A  KINDNESS  NEVER  GOES  UNREWARDED.— 
In  this  pre!  l.v  drama  we  see  a  little  girl,  the 
daughter  of  very  wealthy  people,  out  walking  with 
her  nurse,  .and  as  they  pass  a  little  barefooted 
girl  leading  an  old  blind  street  musician  the  rich 
child's  heart  is  touched  and  she  hands  the  little 
waif  some  pennies.  The  nurse  and  child  then  con- 
i  i nil,-  on.  when  all  at  once  they  are  set  upon  by 
two  ruffians  who  bind  and  gag  the  nursemaid  and 
kidnap  the  little  girl.  They  take  her  to  a  lonely 
hut.  where  Ihey  have  a  female  accomplice,  and 

put  the  child  in  a  cellar,  intending  to  keep  her 
there    until    her    father    pays    them    a    ransom. 
The  old  blind  musician  and  his  little  girl  happen 

to  be  passing  the  hut  when  their  attention  is  at- 
tracted  by  the  Bound  of  a  child  crying.  Thi 
aboul  to  Investigate,  but  before  they  carry  out 
their  designs  the  ruffians  appear  and  tiind  the  old 
man.  while  the  girl  escapes.  The  latter,  knowing 
where  In  find  the  parents  of  the  imprisoned  child. 
hastens    away     to     inform     the     father    of    his     little 

Wanted  Immediately i    I   A 

MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINE 
OPERATORS 

Men  of  exceptional  intelligi 

and  bearing.    Good  salary.    Ad- 
vise,   Stating    present   ;uul    past 

experience. 
CAMERAPHOINE  CO. .573  Eleventh  Ave. 

M.  P.  Theatre 
For  Sale 

Paying  proposition    in   New    York   City 

Established  January  1st,  1907.  Reasons 
for  selling,  am  leaving  city.  Price  $1,800> 
which  includes  $500  deposit  on  lease  which 
can  be  renewed.     Address 

OPPORTUNITY 
Box  226  Madison  Square  P.O. 

New  YorR  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.   Illustrated  Songs,  etc. 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &.   CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

LOOK  HERE  MR.  MANAGER 
We  make  the  handsomest  most  dec- 

orative and  best  colored 

ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDE 
on  the  market. 

Pretty    Broad    Statement 
isn't   it— Mr.  Manager 

PREMIER 
Slides  are  made  by  our  new  and  ex- 

clusive process,  and  for  sharpness, 
brilliancy  and  effectiveness  on  the 
screen  are  unapproached  by  any  other 
slide  on  the  market. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  without  them. 
A  New  One  : 

Taft  &  Sherman  Slides 
Ready,  35c. 

KR0M0GRAF    SLIDE    CO. 
Matters  of  "  Premier"  Slide 

5   EAST  8th  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

HE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    -    San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and   Retail 

Sterccopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 
56  Fifth  Avenue       -       -       CHICAGO. 
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FOR    RENT 
HIGH    CLASS    SELECTED    FILMS 

Six  1000  foot  reels,  with  slides,  $12  per 
week.  For  sale  1000  foot  reels  used 
films  flO  per  reel;  slides  $1.50  per  set. 

H.    DAVIS  WATERTOWN,  WIS. 

FILMS,   FILMS,  FILMS! 
Wanted  good  second-hand  films,  song 

slides,  etc.,  must  be  in  best  of  condition. 
Please  send  full  particulars,  also,  names  of 
subjects,  number  of  feet,  etc.  Address 
NEWMAN  MOTION  PICTURE  COM- 

PANY, Portland,  Oregon. 

THE    MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 

We  Write  Musi 
and   set  to  Your SONG  POEMS 
Old  Dominion  Co.,  14  W.  27th  St.,  New  YorK 

Music  Writers,  Arrangers,  Printers 
Publishers    and    Booking    Agents 

SONG   and    ANNOUNCEMENT    SLIDES 

Write,  Call  or  'Phone 

IMPROVE  YOUR  LIGHT 
=====  BY  USING  THE  ====== 

Qilles  Arc  Regulator 
PAT.    APPLIED    FOR 

Can  be  attached  to  any  light  in  5  minutes. 
Forms  the  crater  on  the  front  ot  the  car- 

bons and  positively  eliminates  so-called 
travelling.  Increases  the  light  50%  and 
stops  all  spluttering  on  alt.  current.  Con- 

sumes no  extra  current.  Burns  carbons 
clean  to  the  end.  Write  for  prices  and 
particulars. 

RICHARD    L.    GILLES     CO. 
ELECTRICAL  BROKERS 

HELENA  AGENTS   WANTED  MONT. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47    North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  qualit>  Film  service — Edison 

License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg. 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

PIC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
\Jt\0  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service, Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  Y. 

KEITH,   PROCTOR   &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  F0LD1N0  and  REV0LV1N0 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Scaling 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

one's  whereabouts,  and  volunteers  to  direct  him  to 
the  spot.  They  go  to  the  police  station  and  a 
couple  of  officers  accompany  them  on  their  errand. 
When  they  arrive  at  the  hut  the  bandits  are  taken 
unawares,  and  after  a  desperate  resistance  they  are 
overpowered  and  taken  away.  The  barefoot  girl 
directs  the  man  to  the  door  of  the  chamber  where 
his  little  one  is  concealed,  and  after  releasing  the 
blind  man  he  enters  and  finds  his  bahy. 
The  proud  and  happy  parents  decide  to  take  the 

street  urchin  into  their  home  to  be  a  sister  to 
their  little  daughter,  and  at  the  same  time  make 
ample  provision  for  the  future  happiness  of  the 
!   r  blind  man.     Length.   475  feet. 

THE  MILLER,  HIS  SON  AND  THE  ASS.— This 
pretty  picture  is  taken  from  the  famous  old  La- 
fontalne  fable,  and  shows  the  old  Miller  and  his 
son  taking  the  ass  away  to  the  fair,  .while  the 
kind  hearted  old  lady  bids  a  fond  adieu  to  her  pet 
and  sees  the  men  off  on  their  journey.  They  are 
strolling  along  the  road  when  they  meet  an  old 
neighbor,  who  derides  them  for  being  so  foolish  as 
to  walk.  Thereupon  the  son  mounts  the  ass.  and 

they  go  on  their  way.  only  to  be  stopped  by  an- 
other old  man,  who  shames  the  young  man  for 

riding  and  letting  his  elder  walk.  The  son,  not 
wishing  to  he  thought  selfish,  dismounts  and  the  old 
man  gets  on.  Next  they  meet  a  girl,  who  tells 

the  boy  that  he  should  ride  on  the  animal's  back 
with  the  father  and  not  trudge  along.  He  quickly 
follows  her  advice,  but  their  eomhined  weight 

nearly  breaks  the  poor  beast's  back.  They  go  a  bit 
further  and  soon  meet  a  young  couple,  who  re- 

monstrate with  them  for  their  cruelty  to  the  poor 
beast;  so.  wishing  to  be  obliging,  they  both  take 
to   their   feet   again. 

Tired  and  weary,  they  sit  down  beside  the  road 
to  have  some  refreshment,  but  while  they  are 

engaged  the  ass  wanders  away.  When  they  dis- 
cover that  he  is  missing,  they  start  out  to  find 

him,  and  go  back  the  way  they  came,  inquiring  of 
the  different  people  they  meet  if  they  had  seen 
the  ass.  Everyone  joins  in  the  search,  but  to 

no   avail;   the   donkey   can't   be   found. 
Disheartened,  they  go  to  a  tavern,  and  the  old 

Miller  writes  a  note  to  his  wife,  telling  her  how 
they  were  late  for  the  fair  and  lost  the  donkey  on 
account  of  trying  to  please  everybody.  The  boy 
takes  the  note  to  his  mother,  and  when  she  reads 
the  news  she  is  so  infuriated  at  their  carelessness 
that  she  beats  the  fellow  unmercifully.  She  then 
gives  vent  to  her  feelings  over  her  loss,  when  all 
at  once  the  wise  old  beast  walks  up  to  her.  She 
is  overcome  with  joy  at  having  him  back,  and 
showers  kisses  on  his  shaggy  neck.  Length,  426 
feet. 

JIM  IS  FOND  OF  GARLIC— In  this  funny  pic- 
ture we  see  a  fellow  giving  orders  to  the  cook  to 

put  plenty  of  garlic  in  his  food,  and  she  complies 
with  his  wishes  by  giving  everything  an  extra 
dose  of  the  unpleasant  ingredient.  The  first  victim 
of  the  fumes  is  a  dog  that  is  seated  beside  the 
table,  and  when  the  fellow  blows  his  breath  on 
the  animal  he  falls  over  unconscious  from  the  ef- 

fects. Next  he  prostrates  a  street  cleaner  and  a 
painter  perched  on  a  ladder,  as  well  as  a  woman 
in  charge  of  a  newsstand.  They  all  succumb  and 
fall  over  unconscious  on  the  ground.  He  enters 
the  subway  and  meets  a  man  coming  up  the  stairs, 
and  when  the  latter  gets  a  whiff  of  the  garlic  he. 
too,  goes  down  in  a  heap.  Entering  the  car  in 
the  underground  road  he  proceeds  to  waft  the  strong 
odor  over  the  passengers,  with  the  effect  that  each 
in  turn  goes  down  and  out  on  the  floor  of  the  coach. 
When  he  reaches  the  next  station  he  alights,  leav- 

ing the  car  looking  more  like  a  hospital  than  any- 
thing. 
Walking  up  the  street,  our  hero  is  held  up  by 

two  robbers,  but  they,  too,  are  soon  lying  pros- 
trate on  the  ground.  Next  he  meets  two  policemen, 

and  they  also  go  under.  Finally  a  cab  stops  at  the 
curb,  but  as  soon  as  Mr.  Jim  goes  near  the  horse 
we  see  the  animal  back  down  the  street  and  around 
the  corner,  while  the  driver  is  unable  to  control 
him  or  understand  his  strange  actions. 

At  last  he  has  had  enough  fun:  so  he  goes  to  his 
room  and  starts  to  undress.  He  looks  at  himself 
in  the  mirror,  and  when  he  blows  on  the  glass  we 
see  him  fall  unconscious  on  the  floor.  Length.  426 
feet. 

BROTHERS  IN  ARMS.— In  this  little  drama  we 
see  two  young  men  who  are  lifelong  companions 
bidding   their    friends   a    fond    good-bye   as   they    leave 
their  native  village  and  go  away  to  Join  the  army. 
One  of  the  young  men  is  in  love  with  a  pretty 
maiden  who  accompanies  Ihcm  as  far  as  the  limits 
of  the  town,  and  there  bids  them  a  fond  and  sad 

adieu. 
'flic  men  arrive  at  the  barracks,  where  they  are 

admitted,  and  soon  we  sec  them  in  (heir  new  uni- 
forms and  apparently  very  happy  in  their  new  sur- 

roundings. The  little  Bancc  conn's  to  see  them 
nearly  every  day.  and  they  seem  to  enjoy  her  visiis. 

for  She  brings  them  KOOd  thinu-s  to  ,vu  from  the  old 
home.  One  day,  while  she  is  waiting  at  the  gate 
lo  be  admitted,  she  is  astonished  to  sec  her  lover 
go  in  another  direction,  accompanied  by  a  gay- 
looklug  young  woman.  Soon  his  companion  comes 
out  and  follows  them,  while  the  poor  girl  looks  on horrified, 

The  nexl  picture  shows  the  party  of  three  at  a 
cafe,    where    they    are    enjoying    some    refreshments. 

One  of  the  men  leaves  the  table  for  a  few  md 
ments,  and  seeing  his  companion  kissing  the  worn 
an's  hand  as  he  returns  he  strikes  his  old  frien 
in  a  fit  of  jealousy.  An  officer  happens  in  ut  tha 
moment  and  upbraids  the  pair  for  their  conduct,  an 

us  away  to  report  them  to  their  superior  ofi 
cer,  who  summons  them  and  reprimands  them  fo 
their  behavior.  The  two  young  men,  howevei 
decide  to  settle  the  affair  by  fighting  a  duel.  Tb 
pair  go  to  a  remote  part  of  the  grounds  and  hav 
it  out.  During  the  fracas  the  young  lover  is  st 
verely  injured,  and  is  carried  to  the  hospital.  A 
he  is  carried  in  on  the  stretcher  he  passes  hi 
sweetheart,  who  forgets  his  treatment  of  her  an 
goes  with   him   and  assumes  the  duties  of  nurse. 

The  victorious  fellow  joins  the  other  young  woma 

and  as  they  are  going'  down  the  street  the  injure man  sees  his  old  chum  in  the  company  of  the  de 
ceitful  heart-breaker,  and  calls  to  him  from  th 
window.  As  soon  as  he  hears  the  voice  of  his  it 
jured  friend  he  hastens  to  him,  leaving  the  gir! 
who  has  the  audacity  to  follow  him.  The  ol 
friends  are  having  a  reconciliation,  when  in  walk 
the  woman;  but  the  little  fiance  realizes  at  a  glanc 
that  it  is  she  who  is  the  cause  of  all  the  trouble 
so  seizing  the  adventuress  by  the  arm.  forces  he 
out  of  the  place,  and  the  three  old  friends  are  one 
more   happily   united.     Length,    770   feet. 

A  TRIP  THROUGH  RUSSIA.— This  beautiful  pic    : 
ture  takes  us  on  an   interesting  and  instructive  tri;    ' 
through    parts    of    Russia,    where    we    learn    son* 
thing  about  the  customs  of  the  peasants,   as  well  a 
those  of   the   inhabitants  of   the   towns. 
The  first  picture  gives  a  beautiful  view  of  th 

Caucasus  Mountains,  which  are  picturesque  in  th 
extreme.  We  also  see  the  Tyrol  River,  as  it  wind 
its  way  through  the  mountains,  forming  beautifu 
rapids   and    waterfalls. 
Next  we  see  the  port  of  Odessa,  and  note  th 

large  boats  being  unloaded  of  their  merchandise 
which  is  carried  away  in  large  wagons,  drawn  b: 
heavy  oxen.  The  last  picture  shows  us  a  pnbli 
square  in  the  city,  where  the  troops  are  assemble 
for  drill,  and  we  see  the  soldiers  marching  by  a 
close    range.      Length,    2G2    feet. 

, 

FREEDOM  FOR  ALL.— As  the  hero  of  thi 
funny  drama  gazes  on  the  famous  Statue  of  Libert: 
be  firmly  resolves  to  abide  by  its  lesson,  and  libel 
ate  everything  that  se  sees  in  bondage,  unconsciou 
of  the  results.  His  first  step  toward  carrying  ou 
his  resolution  is  to  cut  the  leash  attached  to  tw 
very  valuable  dogs,  and  thus  allows  them  to  escap 
from  their  master.  The  infuriated  man  gives  th 
officious  fellow  a  well-deserved  beating,  but  thi 
does  not  cool  his  ardor  for  the  cause  of  freedon: 
for  as  he  goes  into  a  park  where  a  woman  is  seate 
selling  toy  balloons,  he  cuts  the  string,  and  awa 
go  the  things  up  in  the  air.  The  woman  has  hi 
revenge,  however,  by  giving  the  fellow  a  goo 
thrashing.  Next  he  sees  an  anto  standing  unoeci 
pied  by  the  curb,  and  with  his  mind  still  full  c 
freedom  and  liberty  for  all.  he  starts  it  down  tl 
street  at  a  mad  pace,  just  as  the  owner  comes  ot 
of  the  house.  The  latter,  on  seeing  the  maehir 
disappear  around  the  corner,  devotes  his  attentic 
to  our  hero,  whom  he  leaves  for  dead.  Not  s 
however,  for  we  soon  see  him  as  he  meets  a  wei 

ding  party,  and  shouting  for  liberty,  he  tries  i 
separate  the  pair,  but  meets  his  usual  fate  at  tl 
hands  of  every  one  of  the  party.  He  then  see 
several  baskets  containing  rabbits  and  pigeons  e 
the  sidewalk,  and  in  the  same  manner  he  raise 
the  lids  and  allows  them  all  to  escape:  but  he  gel 
his   usual   pummeling   for  his   generosity. 

Finally,  he  tries  to  liberate  a  prisoner  from  tw 
policemen,  but  he  meets  his  fate  here,  for  th 
officers  turn  on  him  and  land  him  in  a  cell,  an 
we  see  the  unfortunate  lover  of  liberty  a  son 

looking  si:.'hf.  as  he  sits,  bound  hand  and  foot,  wit 
heavy  chains,  but  still  shouting  "long  live  liberty! 
Length.   "93   feet. 

A  WOMAN'S  JEALOUSY.— In  this  little  dram 
we  see  a  band  of  gypsies  enjoying  the  sea  breeze 
and  singing  their  folk  songs,  and  leading  a  happ 
and  peaceful  existence.  Among  their  number  is 
sturdy-looking  young  man.  who  is  devoted  to  on 
of  the  maidens,  and  all  bids  fair  for  their  futur 

happiness  until  a  young  woman  of  wealth,  who  i 
sight-seeing  with  her  aged  father,  appears  on  th 
scene.  She  brings  sorrow  into  the  life  of  the  gyps 
maiden  by  easting  a  spell  over  the  susceptible  youn 
man.  which  causes  him  to  throw  aside  his  sweet 

heart  and   follow  her. 
The  next  scene  shows  us  the  home  of  the  wealth; 

girl,  where  the  gypsy  has  come  in  an  effort  to  se 
her  and  speak  with  her.  if  possible.  The  youn; 
woman  soon  comes  out  for  a  stroll,  and  we  se 

her  bidding  her  father  adieu  at  the  gate,  am 
starting  away  alone,  followed  by  her  gypsy  lover 
wdio  is  quite  unconscious  that  his  own  footsteps  ar 

being  dogged  by  his  old  sweetheart.  He  overtake 
the  young  heiress  in  a  remote  part  of  the  fores 
and  approaches  her.  telling  her  of  his  love  and  de 
votion.  They  walk  on  to  where  the  forest  touehe 
I  lie  sen.  and.  jumping  into  a  boat,  set  sail  together 
ihc  gypsy  strumming  on  his  guitar  and  ponrini 
forth  bis  love  in  song.  The  poor  gypsy  girl  watche 
them  from  the  shore,  and  is  nearly  driven  to  dis n  with  Jealousy. 

Finally  the  couple  land,  and  to  their  amazemen 
the  girl  rushes  between  them  and  demands  reeog 
nil  ion.  but  is  spurned  by  her  old  love.  Infuriate] 
at   such    treatment,    she    makes   a   dash   at   her   riva 

ile, 
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wiiii  a  dagger,  but  tin-  latter  pulli  a  gun  from  btr 
unci  sin>ois  ber.  When  the  young  man  real 

izt's  tin-  enormity  of  tbe  situation,  be  become!  re- 
pentant ami  bitterly  denounce!  the  murderess,  while 

111  iweetbeart  peacefully  dlei  in  bis  arms  Length, 
ect. 

THE  VILLAGE  GOSSIPS.  A  Story  with  Heart 

Interest  (Sellg).  Tin-  Village  Qosslps  is  a  i»lf- 
tnri-  Unit  lias  a  peculiar  fascination  for  every  walk 
and  Btrata  of  society.  No  one  can  help  being 
touched  by  tbe  simplicity  of  the  big-hearted  Black 
smitli.  and  the  pathetic  tragedy  of  ii..-  trlfe'a 
repentance. 

Tiio  story  opens  showing  the  exterior  o£  a  Mack 
smith   shop,    the   blacksmith   and    father   ai    n 
a   wagon  wheel,   both   talking  to  Qambler  Joe,   who 

well-known    gambler    of    the    West.       The 
■ambler,    who    the    blacksmith    think*    is   a    friend, 
turns    out.    as    Is    always    the    case,    ti>    be    a    villain. 
it  happens  to  ho  tbe  noon  hour  ami  the  blacksmith's 
wife  arrives  with  lunch  bucket.  The  blacksmith 
htroduces  his  wire  to  Joe,  the  gambler,  ami  they 
are  next  seen  leaving  the  blacksmith  shop  together, 
they  are  now  followed  by  an  old  bag  (The  vn- 

<:osslp)  and  Snake,  a  looal  scandal  monger, 
who   goes    to    tbe   confiding   blacksmith    and    father 
anil    lolls    him    his    wife    Is     In    love    with    Joe,     the 
■ambler,  and  they  are  planning  an  elopement.     The 
blacksmith    refuses    to  listen,    and   pushes   Snake,    the 
loeal   Bcandal    monger   to   the   ground,    and    Qosslpa 

Old    hag)    startles    the    blacksmith    by    showing 
him    his    wife   and    (Jambler   Joe    going    up    the   road 
in  a  wagon  at  a   fast   clip. 
The  next  scene  shows  the  blacksmith  saddling 

bis  horse,  and  taking  his  gun  in  pursuit,  and 
after  nn  exciting  ride  overtakes  the  gambler,  who 
Shows  lipht.  The  blacksmith  dismounts  his  horse. 
and  be  meets  the  gambler  face  to  face.  At  this 
moment  the  driver  for  the  gambler  rushes  up  be- 

hind the  blacksmith  and  hits  him  on  the  head. 
■nocking  him  senseless  to  the  ground.  Then  the 
gambler  and  driver  pick  the  blacksmith  up  and 
carry  him  across  the  lot  to  the  railroad  tracks, 
and  place  bis  body  across  tbe  tracks.  This  is  fol- 

lowed by  the  thrilling  rescue  of  the  blacksmith  by 
bis  wife  ns  the  swiftly  moving  train  approaches. 
She  now  realizes  at  last,  her  eyes  being  opened, 
takes  ber  husband  home,  and  tells  the  gambler  to 

that  she  will  never  see  Mm  again.  The 
wife,  whose  perfidy  is  turned  to  love  and  obedi- 

ence by  seeing  through  tbe  thinly  veiled  machina- 
tions of   the   villainous  gambler.     Length,   990  feet. 

JUST  PLAIN  FOLKS.  The  Story  of  a  Simple 
Country  Girl  (Vitagraph). — An  innocent  country 
girl  is  observed  at  home  with  her  people  as  the 
minister  makes  a  pastoral  call.  The  young  lady 
appears  restless,  as  if  expecting  somebody.  Pres- 

ently a  boy  comes  with  a  note,  which  she  answers. 
The  writer,  who  is  a  city  chap,  presently  appears. 
fondly  embraces  the  girl  and  plans  to  elope  with 
her.  A  meeting  is  arranged  and  the  villain  de- 

parts. Unobserved  by  either  of  them,  the  girl's 
father  has  overheard  tbelr  conversation  and  re- 

proves his  daughter.  She  Intercedes  for  her  lover, 
but  the  old  gentleman  will  not  hear  of  It.  Enter- 

ing the  bouse,  the  girl  dresses  for  traveling,  bids 
good-bye  to  the  old  home,  meets  her  lover  and 

start  for  the  city.  The  clergyman,  who  is 
himself  in  love  with  the  girl,  notices  the  departure, 
and  fearing  for  the  welfare  of  the  girl,  follows. 
In  due  time  the  couple  reach  the  city  and  we  find 
them  entering  the  parlor,  where  the  occupants  are 
drinking,  smoking  and  gambling.  The  country  girl 
is  bewildered.  A  toast  to  his  bride  Is  offered  by 
her  companion.  She  at  first  refuses,  but  finally 
yields  to  persuasion  and  raises  the  glass  of  cham- 

pagne to  her  lips.  At  this  moment  the  pastor  en- 
ters the  room,  knocks  the  glass  out  of  her  hand 

and  implores  the  girl  to  return  to  her  borne  with 
him.      She    refuses,    runs    to    her    lover,    while    the 

minister  is  shown  the  door,  \-  is  always  the  .use, 
the  girl  is  eventu  bj  her  Insincere  lover, 
and  in  wanderlua  almleaalj   through  the  street  comei 

upon  a   mission        The  slun   "Welc   "   OWtl   the  dOOt 
inside,  where,  to 

her  astonishment,  nan  fr    her 
home  He    sen  lei  exhortation! 

■in. I     she     goel     to     the     altar     for 
The      minister    is    shocked,    and    observing 

the    false    lover    In    tlie    anilleine.     the    pastor 

iiim   of    her    downfall,      The    villain's    life 
ned   when   the  itorj    is   told,   bu1    tbe   timely 

arrival  ot   the  police  prevent!  further  trouble.     Be 
turning    to    the    old    home,    we    tin, I    the 
father    sitting    dejectedly    in    his    armchair,      lie 
finally  gets  up  and  goes  to  his  room.  As  lie  doe! 
so.  the  daughter  enters  with  the  pastor.  The  old 
man    is    called    and    Is    overjoyed    at    the    sl^lil    of    Ins 
child,  a i ior  granting  forgiveness  he  gives  his  child 
to  the  minister  with  his  blessing.     Length.  BTB  feet. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOWER;  Or,  The  Rejuvenation 
of   a   Fossil    (Vitagraph),     a    merr]    widower    with 
long    white    heard    is    walking    sorrow  fully    down    the 
street,  a  deep  band  of  black  on  his  hat  and  an- 

other on  his  sleeve,  denoting  a  recent  herea  veniellt . 
A  gay  young  lady  passes  by  ami  accidentally  drops 
her    garter.      The    gentleman    picks    it    up   and    hands 
ii  to  the  lady,  to  her  meat  embarrassment.  It  is 
an    excuse    for   a   conversation,    and   the   gentleman. 
temporarily  at  least,  forgets  his  sorrow  and  makes 
an  appointment  for  another  meeting.  Ills  grief  Is 
forgotten  In  his  new  infatuation,  and  we  follow  the 
recent  mourner  to  a  barber  shop,  where  he  has 
his  whiskers  trimmed  shorter  and  In  more  modern 
fashion.  lie  proceeds  to  the  home  of  his  new  In- 

fatuation attired  In  better  clothes,  and  without 
delay  be  makes  strenuous  love.  The  maiden  is  a 
bit  coy  and  raises  an  objection  on  account  of  the 
short   acquaintance. 

On  the  morrow  the  widower  again  visits  the  bar- 
ber simp  for  more  trimming,  this  time  having  his 

beard  cut  Van  Dyke  and  his  mustache  curled.  He 
takes  the  young  lady  shopping,  and  we  find  the 
pair  emerging  from  a  department  store  loaded  down 
with  bundles.  By  this  lime  the  mourning  has  been 
taken  from  the  coat  and  hat.  He  is  extremely  gal- 

lant— buys  her  (lowers,  confectionery,  magazines, 
etc.  The  next  day  the  barber  is  visited  again,  and 
the  beard  and  mustache  dyed  black.  At  the  theater 
we  find  the  old  fellow  laughing  at  the  slightest 
pretense.  A  singer  appears  on  the  stage.  It  is  the 
young  lady  of  his  clioicee  and  he  immediately  throws 
a  large  bouquet  to  her.  The  following  day  another 
trip  to  the  barber  results  in  every  particle  of  beard 
being  removed.  The  finale  is  a  Bohemian  cafe, 
where  numerous  persons  are  dining.  A  violin  and 
piano  enliven  the  surroundings  as  the  young  old  fel- 

low and  his  lady  enter  and  order.  A  couple  begin 

to  dance  and  our  two  friends  join  in  "The  Merry 
Widow"  waltz.  In  a  short  time  the  widower  gets 
winded  and  is  forced  to  stop.  A  husky  college 
boy  comes  in,  grabs  the  young  lady,  and  they  dance 
wildly  around  the  room,  while  the  old  fellow  Is  the 
butt  of  ridicule  of  the  diners.     Length,  352  feet. 

THE  REPRIEVE;  An  Episode  in  the  life  of 
Abraham  Lincoln  (Vitagraph). — This  thrilling  story 
of  the  days  of  '61  and  'G5  shows  a  scene  In  the 
woods  and  our  hero  doing  sentry  duty.  His  work 
has  been  tiresome,  his  strength  is  about  given  out 
and  lie  sits  down  to  rest.  He  falls  asleep  and  Is 
awakened  by  the  general  and  a  squad  of  soldiers. 
who  come  unexpectedly  upon  him,  place  him  under 
arrest  and  march  him  off  to  the  guardhouse.  He  Is 

later  brought  to  the  general's  headquarters,  where 
he  Is  tried  for  his  laxity.  The  buttons  are  torn 
from  his  uniform  and  he  is  otherwise  degraded  and 
sentenced  to  be  shot.  In  the  guardhouse  the  man 
sits  meditating  over  the  fate  in  store  for  him.  He 
is  visited  by  the  chaplain,  who  consoles  him  as 
best  he  can.  As  a  last  resort  the  prisoner  deter- 

mines to  write  home  and  have  his  wife  Intercede 
in  his  behalf.  She  succeeds  in  getting  a  reprieve 
in   a   thrilling   manner.     Length,  440   feet. 
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look  it.  Not  celluloid.  Wear  indefinitely, 
and  don't  wilt,  fray  or  crack.  Everv  fashionable style  in  all  sizes. 

Collars  25c        Cuffs  50c 
THE  FIBERLOID  CO.,  Dept.  55,  7  Waverly  PL,  N.  V. 

i^ERPROOFED  WlNii 

When  writing  to  advertisers  please  mention  the 

Moving  Picture  World. 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
INDEPENDENT) 

has  got  the  service  YOU  want* 
Writet  wire,  or  call,  we  are  on  the  spot* 

1 59  N.  8th  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  342  Main  St.,  Norfolk, Va. 
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CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY-LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

Film  Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 

for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re- 
ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  i5  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 

Moving Moving  Picji 

AYr 

-HANGEj 

From  Lobby  TcTSret 

We  are  now  at  our  new  office  No.  8  East  14th  Street,  ready  to  supply  the 
trade  with  machine  films,  etc.     Note  our  supply  prices. 

"Electra"  Pink  Label  Carbons   $1.40  per  SO,  $2.75  per  100 
Tickets,  per  1,000.  10c;   50,000  or  more  8c 

Cement.  10c  per  bottle,  3  for  25c.    Condensers  50c  each 
We  also  rent  machines  and  films 

We  are  members  of  the  FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

Walk,  'Phone,  Wire  or  Write  to  us  at  No.  8  East  Fourteenth  Street 
Any  amount  of  goods  sent  upon  receipt  of  10%  of  the  order,  balance  C.O.D. 

PHONES,  100-101  STUYVESANT 

We  have  20.000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  Franhlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIO  GRAPH  COMPANY. 

The    Fatal    Hour   S32  ft. 
For   Love  of  Gold   548  ft. 

The    Greaser's    Gauntlet   102T  ft. 
The    Man   and    the    Woman   7-76  ft. 

The     Bandit's     Waterloo   S39  ft. 
A    Calamitous    Elopement   738  ft. 
The  Redman  and  the  Child   857  ft. 
Deceived  Slumming  Party   487  ft. 
The    Black    Viper   724  ft. 

The     Tavern-Keeper's     Daugh- 
ter      410  ft. 

The  Adventures   of  a   Dollle...713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
The    Kentuckian      757  ft. 
The   Stnge    Rustler   G70  ft. 
Adventures    of    Doilie   713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 

EDISON    MFG.    CO. 

When  Rubin  Comes  to  Town.. sod  it. 
Aeroplane    Flights    by    Henry 

Farman,     Coney     Island,     N. 
Y.,    U.    S.    A   200  ft. 

Life's   A   Game   of   Cards   9G0  ft. 
Tales    the    Searchlight    Told.. 995  ft. 
A   Dumb  Hero   900  ft. 
The     Face     on     the     Bar-room 

Floor       550  ft. 
Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
The     Little     Coxswain     of    the 

•Varsity    Eight      1040  ft. 
Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 

In    '49       1.000  ft. 
Love   Will    Find   a    Way   850  ft. 
Fly     Paper       400  ft. 
Honesty  Is  the  Best  Policy   040  ft. 
The   Blue  and  the  Grey   1000  ft. 

E8BANAY. 

The    Little    Madcap   600  ft. 
The   Tragedian   400  ft. 
Just    Like   a    Woman   500  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

The    Padrone        
The   Walls   of   Sing   Sing     

A    Gypsy    Girl's    Love     
The     New     Hired     Girl     
The    Renegade      855  ft. 
Dynamite    Man       SOU  ft. 
The    Girl     Nihilist   910  ft. 

Flight   of   the   "June   Bug"   526  ft. 
The   Taft    Pictures   350  ft. 

Mrs.    Gunness      850  ft. 
The    Man    Hunt   820  ft. 
An    American    Soldier   835  ft. 

The    Meet    at    'Frisco   900  ft. 
Held    by    Bandits   875  ft. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL    COMPANY. 

Moscow    Under    Water   274  ft. 
Human    Vultures       600  ft. 
Undesirable    Tenants      530  ft. 
The    Picture       5S4  feet 
The   Poor   Man,    Homeless,    Wants 

to    Go    to    Prison   400  ft. 
The    Cheese    Race      354  ft. 

Mother's     Darling       254  tt. 
Music    Hall    Agent's    Dream... 2S7  ft. 
The    Miraculous    Flowers   307  ft. 
A    Russian    Bear   Hunt   387  ft. 
An   Embarrassing  Gift   360  ft. 
Too   Hungry   to   Eat   530  ft. 
Sensational   Duel      207  ft. 
Follow    Your    Leader   and    the 
Master  Follows   Fast   224  ft. 

Out  of   Patience   244  ft. 
Baffled    Lover      617  ft. 
The   Chronic   Life   Saver   614  ft. 
Fishing  Boats  on  the  Ocean.. 540  ft. 
An    Interesting   Conversation. .  .267  ft. 
Peasant   and   Prince   S17  ft. 
The  Smuggler  Automoblllst. .  .507  ft. 
The    Learned    Mr.    Cornelius. .  .004  ft. 

His  Mother's  Melody   500  ft. 
The   Tramp's  Daughter   520  ft. 
The  Killing   Remorse   444  ft. 
A  Comical   Execution   294  ft. 
The  Dear   Little   Heart   2S7  ft. 
Secret   of   Hypnotism   124   ft. 
The   Policeman   of   the   Cook...  137   ft. 
Overflowing    in    Italy   494  ft. 
Making  of  Tomato  Sauce   390  ft. 
War    Episode      424   ft. 
Off    to    Morocco   794   ft. 

A  Wolf  in  Sheep's  Clothing. .  .717  ft. 
I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand.G20  ft. 
Obeying    Ilor    Mother   037   ft. 
The   Torrent      170  ft. 

The  Story  of  the  King  of  Fre- 
gola        S54  ft. 

PATHE     FRERES. 

The    Blue    Bird   084  n. 
Manual  of  n  Perfect  Gentle- 

man     SCO  ft. 

A  Kindness  Never  Goes  I'n- 
cewarded     475  ft. 

The   Miller,    His   Son,    and   the 

Ass      4-'  [( 
Jim  is  Fond  of  Garlic   426  ft. 
Brothers   in   Arms   770  ft. 
A   Trip   Through    Russia   262  ft. 
Freedom    for   All   393  ft. 

A    Woman's   Jealousy   475  ft. 
•Dieppe    Circuit        New    York       738  ft. 

The    Sailor's    Dog   246  ft. 
Prospective   Heirs      541  ft. 
The    Powerful   Tenor      360  ft. 
Lady-Killer   Foiled      039  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 

Rivals  for  a  Week   74.".  Ct. The    Wrong    Valise   320   ft. 
Scenes  from  the  Battlefield  of 

Gettysburg      930  ft 
'The     Crushed     Tragedian   50b  ft. 
Wanted:     An    Artist's    Model.. 415  ft. 
The   King's   Diamond   10S5  ft. 
The    Light   in    the   Window   900  ft. 
The     Bogus     Lord   S30  ft. 
The   Sensational   Sheath   Gown. 600  ft. 
Policeman    for    an    Hour   300  ft. 
The    Woman    Who    Gambles. .  .Slo  ft. 
The     White    Chief   810  ft. 
The    Fatal    Likeness   080  ft. 

The   Robbery   of   the   Citizen's Bank       6S0  ft. 
Captain     Molly   435  ft. 
Dr.   Curem's   Patients   475  ft. 
Battle    of    Monmouth     

HELIES. 

The    Crazy     Bugs   580  ft. 
The    Indian   Sorcerer   380  1 1. 
The  Mischance  of  a  Photogra- 

pher     205  ft. 
His    First    Job   320  ft. 

The    Forester's    Remedy   578  ft. 
The     Magic     of     the     Catchy 

Songs       370  ft. 
Tl  e   Woes   of    Roller   Skaters.  .  153  ft. 
The  Mystery  of  the  Garrison. .645  Ct. 

The  Mishaps  of  the  Now  York- 
Paris    Uito  race     976  ft 

The    Little    Peacemaker   120  ft. 

Hunting   the   Teddy    Bear   308  ft. 
Boston      Normal      School      Pa- 

geanl       976  tt, 
The    Broken    Violin   700  ft. 
Up-to-date    Clothes    Cleaning.  .210  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

Texas    Tex      565  ft. 

I'lic  1'npn  Changes  Into  n   But- 

terfly      4S0  ft. 
A    t'Sinoe    Shot   358  ft. 
Two    Centlemen   205  ft. 
The     Will   375  ft. 
Mr.     Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.  .625  ft. 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian  Army      115  ft. 
Sports   of   All   the   World   674  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 280  ft. 

Honor  Lost— Everything  Lost.. 669  ft.  ' 
Dog-Training     294  ft.  ' A    Misalliance      760  ft. 
The    Chumpagne    Bottle   157  ft. 

SELIG     POLYSCOPE     COMPANY. 

The  Village  Gossip   990  ft. 
The    Lion's    Bride   S10  ft. 
A    Hindoo's    Ring      173   ft. 
The   Road    to   Ruin   975  ft. 

Bobby    White    in    Wonderland .  .740  ft. 

Weary    Waggles'    Busy   Day... 220  ft. 

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Just    Plain    Folks   375ft.l 
The    Merry    Widower:    or,    The 

Rejuvenation  of  a  Fossil.  ...352  f 1. 1 
The    Poisoned    Bouquet   470  f 1. 1 
Buried    Alive:    or.    Frolics    on    the 

Beach     at     Coney     island. ..  .403  ft. 

The    Gypsy's    Revenge       429   ft.  I 
A     Kind-hearted     Bootblack;     or. 

Generosity    Rewarded      400  ftl 
An     Indian's    Honor   664  ft.1 
The    Promise      31S  ft.1 
The    Water    Sprite   51S  ft.1 
The      Little     Detective   43S  ft.1 
Love    Laughs  at   Locksmiths. .  .552  ft.1 
Captured    by   Telephone   300  ft.1 

The   Viking's   Daughter   447  ft 
WILLIAMS.    BROWN   &  EARiJI. 

The    Faithless    Friend   525  ftl 
The    Man    and    Ills    Bottle   330  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ftl 
Tricky   Twins   265  ft.l 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft. 
Father's    I-esson   600  ft 
Hunting-  Deer   355  ft. 
The     Prodigal    Son   6fl«  ft. 
Catching   a    Burglar   625  ft 
Nasty  Sticky  Staff   SO0  ft 
Professor    Bounders'    Pills   380  ft 
Leap   Year:   or.   She   Would   Be 

Wed        345  ft. 

Tlie    Interrupted    Ruth   175  ft. 
The   Gambler's    Wife   540  ft 
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Latest   Song    Slides. 

NORTH    AMERICAN    SLIDE   CO. 

Art'    Von    Sincere? 
My    Heart     Hints    Alone    for    You. 
Mary    Rlnlne. 
Under   My    Merry    Widow    tint. 
Roses    Ilrlnc    Dreama    of    You. 

I  p    Your    Heart. 
Bwlnplng. 
Somebody      Hint     I     Know     unci      Yon 

Know    Too. 

Some   Day.   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Traillnc    Smiles. 

GENRE     SONG     SLIDES. 
Mary. 
A   Tear,    a    Klaa,    a   Smile. 
Tell    Me. 
Art    Dreams    Never   Told. 
Dear    Lord,    Remember  Me. 
Because    of    You. 
Merry    Mary,    Marry    Me. 
Sweethearts   In    Heaven. 
Dear    Alabama. 
While    You    Are    Mine. 

Good-bye,    Annie   Laurie. 
Bathing. 
In  My  Merry  Oldsmoblle. 
The    Night    Time    Is    Right    Time    to 

Spoon. 

GLOBE    SLIDES. 
Cyclone. 
Baby    Darling. 
That    Little    Sunny    Southern    Olrl    of 

Mine. 
Swinging   In   the   Old    Itope   Swing. 

1    Love    Y'ou    So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  Over. 
Common   Sense. 

CHICAGO   TRANSPARENCY  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansv     Mine. 
The  Wav  of  the  Cross. 
A    Little    Cozy    Flat. 
Just   to    Remind   You. 
Hearts    and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With   You. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night. 

I'm   Jealous  of  You. 
Dear   Old    Iowa. 

GOLDTHOBPE. 
A   Man.    a    Maid,    a   Moon,   a   Boat. 
Are    Yon    Sincere. 
I    Will     Try. 
For   the    Last    Time    Call    Me    Sweet- 

heart. 
Egypt    lo    the    Zululand. 
lours. 

Heart. 
I   Wanl 
Down    in    .Tungletown. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERN    SLIDE    00. 
Sweet  Sixteen. 
Stop    Making    Faces   at    Me. 
Sweet  Polly   Primrose. 
If  They  All   Had   a   Heart  Like   Yon. 
Gypsie   Ann. 
When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 

Leaves   Gold 
When     You     Love     Her     and     She 

Loves   You. 

Don't    Worry. 

DE  WITT   C.    WHEELER. 

Evening.    Caroline. 
Me    Higher    Obadiab. 

-.■     Eyes. 
Wont    Yon    Let    Me    Call    You    Sweet- 

i  rt  ? 
Has    no    Place    to   Go. 

Just    Because    It's    Yon. 
On  the  Banks  of  the  Old  Mill  Stream. 
Ilaying  School. 
Home  in   the  Golden   West. 
rhe  Last   Voyage. 
Heart   of   My    Henrt. 
The   Garden    of    Drenms 
After  the   Rain. 
Dear  Heart. 
Pride    of    Prairie    Mary. 
Road    to   Yesterday. 
What    Might    Have    Been. 

That's    What    the   Daisy   Said. 
I'll  Teach   Y'ou    How. 
Jast    Because    It's    You. 
Roses.    Roses    Everywhere. 
Yon    nave    Always    Been     the     Same 

Old    Pal. 
A  Sweeter  Storv  Still. 
Bonlta. 
The   Town   Where   I   Wee   Born. 
Are   Yon   Sincere? 
There   Was    Never   a   Girl   Like    Yon. 
Miry,    My   Heather   Queen. 

SCOTT    &    VAN    ALTENA. 

rake  a  Trip  Down  bo  Lam  with  Me, 
When    the   Sunrise    I'alnta    the    Distant 

Hills    with     liose. 
That    Hammock    Is  Just    for  Two,    You Know. 

Mj    Dreamt  or  the  r.  s.   a. 
A    Man.   n    Maid,   a    Moon,   a    Boat. 
Honor   Bright,    I    Lorea   You   Right, 
Would    You     Miss    Me? 
If    You    Were    Mine. 

You'll    Alwava    Be    Sweet    Sixteen    to 
Me. 

Dixie   and    the    Girl    I    Lore. 

If    I   Should  1'all   In   I-ove  with   Yon. 
What    Will    Your    Answer    He? 

Some    One     I     Know    and     Y'ou     Know To. 
There    Never  Waa  a  Olrl  Like  Yon. 

Somebody     I     Know      ud     Y'ou    Know, Too. 

When     the     Nightingale    la     Nesting. 
Sweet   Irene. 

By  the  Old  Oaken   Bnckc  t.   I.ouUe. 
It   Might   Have   Been. 
dlrl    from   the   Golden   West. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen.    My  Own. 
Are   Y'ou   Sincere? 
Don't    Y'ou    Understand,    noney? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing   Time. 

I'm    Afraid    to   Come    Home    In    the D..!:. 
I    Miss    You    Like    the    Rosea    Miss 

the   Rain. 

Smartv 
Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sing 

"Love     Me     and     the     World     Is 

Mine." 
When    It's    Moonlight,

    
Mary    Darl- 

in»,    'Neath   the  Old   Grape   Arbor Shade. 

HENRY    B.    DfORArf. 

I   Never  Knew   I  Loved  You  'Till  You 
Slid    Good-bye. 

Where  the  Catskllla  Lift  Their  Sum 
mlts  to  the  San. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollle,  Come  Jump  on  the  Trolley. 

Among  tii-  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 

I'm     Longing    for     My    Old    Green Mountain   Home. 
Lenore. 

On     Bunker    Hill,     Where     Warren 
Fell. 

The  Holv   City. 
The    Little    Old    Red     School-house 

On   the   Hill. 
There     Stands    a    Flag,    Let    Them 

Touch   It   If  They   Dare. 

LA    PINE, 

Will    Yon   Always   Call   Me   Honey? 
I    Wish    I    Had    a    Girl. 
Maybe   I    Waa  Meant   for   Yon,    Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  I.Ike  to  Call  on  Yon. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY     SLIDE     EXCHANGE. 

Mary    Rlnlne. 
My  riuff-n-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the   Way   I   Loves  Yon. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When   the  Bright  Sunlight   Is  Shining. 
Everybody     Loves     Me     but     the     One 

I    Love. 
I  ear   Old   Comrade. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,    Some   Day. 
Child  ood. 
Hurrah    for   Dncle   Sam. 
Tilly.    Dear. 
Sweet    Rosle   May. 
When    We    Listened    to    the    Chiming 

of     the    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's   Only    Me    in    My    Nightie. 
A    Yiddish    Cowboy. 

You'll    Be   Sorry   Just   Too    Late. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 

You'll   Be   Sorry  Jnst   Too   Late. 
Billv.   Dear. 
Childhood. 
Won't    You   Walt.   Nellie   Dear? 

Mi-.    Dolly. 

a   Uttle  DM  o'  Bogar  Oane True    Heart. 

Rosea  Bring  Dreams  "f  Ton 
Dool    Ain't     Yuu    Domini    osi 

night. just  Someone. 

Santiago  Flynn, 
Winn    Yuu    Wore   n    Pinafore 
in   Monkey    i 
Dear  Old   R  lai   Bids 
Won't   Yon   Be  Mj    Baby  Hoy? 
Deaf  Old  Comrade, 
Over    lie    Hills    and    Ear    Awn) 

I'M   )ua(  a  little  hit  o    sugar 

CO. 

I  \\  ■ 

1 1 ii  1 1 1 ' 

U  Inc. 

Say 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $S  per  Set 

All  of  the  N>w  Song  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Slide  Quality 
is  as  important  to  you  Mr.  Film  Renter  as 

FILM  QUALITY 
The  Best  SONG  SLIDES 

on  the  Market  are  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
I  20- I  22  W.  3  I  st  Street  -  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Send  for  Catalogue  of  over  300  Illustrated  Songs 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPAREIL"    SONG    SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Where    the    Catskilla    Lift    Their        The  Holy  City 
Summits    to    the   Sun. 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody 
Happy. 

Mollie,    Come   Jump   on   the   Trol- 

ley. 

Among  the  Valleya   of    New   Eng- 
land. 

Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 

"Fell. 

On   the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The    Little    Old    Red    Schoolhouse 
on  the  Hill. 

There    Stands    a    Flag,    Let    Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England   Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When     the     Autumn     Leaves     Are 
Falling. 

Memories. 
Where    the    Tall    Palmettos    Grow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 

Where    Poverty's    Teara    Ebb    and 
Flow. 

Sweetheart   Days. 

Lexington. 
ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

Bound  Volumes  of  Moving  Picture  World 
VOLUME  I,  MARCH-DECEMBER.  1907  (limiied  number) 

VOLUME  2,  JANUARY-JUNE.  1908  (indexed) 
TWO  DOLLARS  EACH,  EXPRE5S  PAID 

$5.00  for  the  two  volumes  and  a  year's  subscription 
MOVING  PICTURE  WORLD.  12S   East  23d  Street.  New  York  City 
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EDISON    FILMS! 
When  Ruben  Comes  to  Town 

SYNOPSIS  OF  SCENES: 
The  Eventful  Day  Arrives. — Farmer  Green's  holi- 

day— Dressed  in  store  clothes — Off  to  town — Wifey 
primps  him  up — Warns  him  against  bunco  men — In 
the  rig — Wifey  waves  "Good-by." 

In  Town. — Arrival  of  Ruben— The  landlord's  wel- 
come— Shown  to  his  room — Payment  in  advance — 

Ruben  turns  in  on  a  down  ( ?)  couch — Midnight 
prowler — A  giant  bedbug  crawls  down  the  wall — 
Into  the  bed — Takes  a  nip  at  Ruben— "Murder!" — 
"Watch!" — Ruben  finds  the  intruder — Knocks  him 
out — Back    to   bed — "Sweet   slumber." 

"Revenge." — A  bedbug  scout — Reconnoitring — Off 
for  reinforcements — Bedbugs  galore  enter  from 
everywhere — From  behind  pictures,   through  the  door 

and  from  the  walls  and  ceiling  they  march  in  mili- 
tary order — Charging  the  bed — Ruben  and  bed  clothes 

dragged  to  the  floor — Ruben  makes  a  bed  in  an  old 
trunk — Safe  at  last — A  peaceful  smile — Asleep 

again. "No  Rest  for  the  Weary." — Faces  at  the  window 
— Burglars. — Going  through  Ruben's  clothes — Good- 

bye to  watch  and  wallet — Discovering  the  trunk — 
It  is  locked — Off  with  the  trunk— Through  the  win- 

dow— Down  the  porch — A  safe  "get  away" — On  the 
road — Trunk  gets  heavy — A  needed  rest — Fast  asleep. 
An  Animated  Trunk. — Trunk  suddenly  starts  roll- 

ing along  the  road — Discover  loss — A  hot-foot  chase 
— Down    the    hill — Hitting    only    the    high    places — 

Burglars  in  second  place — Into  the  river— Down  the! stream. 

Two  Hoboes. — Enjoying  a  rest  on  a  river  bank — I 
Discover  the  trunk — Plunge  into  the  stream  and  I 
recover  it — Arrival  of  burglars — A  wordy  war—  I 
Equal  shares— Breaking  the  lock — Out  pops  Ruben  I 
in  nightshirt — Taken  for  a  ghost — The  chase — Ruben  I 
escapes. 

Home,  Sweet  Home. — Anxious  wife — Booking  dowui 
the  road — An  apparition — Ruben  dressed  In  a  barrel  I 
— Horrified  wife — Wifey  wins  a  lively  scrap — Intol 

the  house  by  the  ear — "Never  again." 
No.  6371. Code,  Velocity. Length.  800  feet.  I 

Aeroplane  Flights  by  Henri  Farman,  Coney  Island,  N.  Y.,  U.  S.  A. 
This   film    shows   clearly   and    in   detail   the  exhibition  of  Henri  Farman  and   his  aeroplane.      The   perfect  handling  of  this   airship  by  the   French  aviator. 

Also   a   close  view  of   the   mechanical   arrangements.  Send   for   Descriptive   Circular   No.   381.  No.  6372.  Code,  Velonera.  Length.  200  feet. 

No.  6370   Code,  Velocitate    Length  1000  feet     NfiXT      KliN  fifit  !      ROMANCE    OF    A    WAR    NUKSE         Shipment  August  26,  190S nwni     wuwjwui  ■  A  Xfckriliil4g  Military  Drama 
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HERMAN    E.  ROYS 
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Wholesale  and  Retail  Manufacturer  of  everything 
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Editorial. 

The  cool  weather  of  the  past  two  weeks  has  brought 
a  smile  to  the  face  of  the  moving  picture  man  who 
counts  upon  the  city  and  town  for  his  revenue  from  the 
pictures.  To  all  appearances  an  early  closing  of  the 
Summer  resorts  and  early  opening  of  the  Winter  places 
are  due  to  take  place.  Proprietors  of  the  latter  who 
closed  them  for  the  Summer  are  already  on  the  job  and 
re-openings  will  be  plentifully  announced  in  September. 
Renters  and  exhibitors  agree  that  every  indication  is  in 
the  direction  of  a  good  Fall  and  Winter  season  for  the 
pictures.  According  to  the  men  who  pride  themselves 
on  ability  to  forecast  weather  conditions,  the  Winter  is 
to  be  a  long  one  and  the  prediction  is  received  by  the 
exhibitor  in  a  most  cordial  spirit. 

We  trust  all  hopes  and  predictions  will  be  realized  and 
our  views  of  the  outlook  justify  us  in  saying  that  they 
will  be.  There  are  many  in  the  business,  both  in  the 
rental  and  exhibiting  line,  who  need  the  money  and  a 
revival  cannot  come  too  soon.  From  observations  made 
during  the  past  two  months  it  has  surprised  us  that 
many  in  both  lines  have  not  taken  down  their  signs  be- 

fore this.  It  has  been  a  hard  struggle  for  some  exhibi- 
tors who  have  weathered  the  heat  of  the  Summer  and 

tried  to  hold  sufficient  patronage  to  keep  up  with  ex- 
penses and  a  revival  will  be  most  welcome  to  these.  The 

prospects  should  not  be  painted  in  too  brilliant  hues  just 
now,  however.  We  mean  by  this  that  if  the  revival  comes 
on  schedule  time  too  much  must  not  be  expected  of  it. 
It  may  start  in  all  right  and  run  for  several  weeks,  but 
a  Presidential  election  is  coming  and  as  it  approaches  it 
is  to  be  expected  that  the  customary  meetings,  rallies 
and  parades  will  to  some  extent  affect  the  attendances 
at  places  of  amusement ;  so  that,  for  a  time  immediately 
preceding  the  election  a  falling  off  in  the  picture  busi- 

ness must  not  be  looked  upon  as  an  indication  that  the 
revival  of  business  has  a  bad  kink  in  it.  Following  the 
election,  according  to  the  indications  of  the  present,  the 
boom  will  assert  itself  with  gratifying  vigor. 

*    *    * 
So  much  for  the  future.  How  about  the  present  ?  To 

us  affairs  appear  to  be  in  good  condition  for  the  closing 
of  the  Summer  season.     If  confidence  and  claims  count 

for  anything  th<  iation  men  and  the  Independents 
are  booked  for  .1  harvest  tin-  coming    ea  on,     Both  ̂ ides 
claim   to   In-   blessed    will)    brilliant    pi  Mm.    and 
there  we  find  "the  man  with  the  grouch."  In  one  pi 
we  find  him  telling  in  greal  secrecj  that  tin-  Independ 
are  about  to  receive  a  solar  plexus  blov  bj  one  >>i  their 
mainstays,  in  fad  the  backbone  "i  the  Independent 
interests,  pooling  with  the  licensed  manufacture! 
\s  to  the  probability  of  such  an  event  nothing  definite 

can  he  said  at  this  time.  "The  man  with  the  grouch" 
is  on  the  right  track  when  hi'  says  such  a  t<  p 
i^  in  contemplation.  The  report  has  faets  as  a  basis. 
There  has  been  deliberations  by  the  interested  parties 
several  times  during  the  past  month,  hut  nothing  of  a 
definite  character  has  been  framed  yet.  From  the  Inst 
information  at  hand  it  would  seem  that  there  is  a  strong 
sentiment  on  the  Association  side  in  favor  of  the  pro- 

posed merger  and  a  moderation  of  demands  by  the  In- 
dependent interest  concerned  is  the  only  point  at  issue. 

Some  of  the  influential  interested  parties  profess  that 
this  point  will  be  settled  satisfactorily  to  all  concerned 
and  the  merger  will  take  place  within  a  short  time.  How- 

ever this  may  be,  both  the  Association  and  Independent 
people  are  sailing  along  on  their  respective  courses  at 
the  present  time  in  the  same  manner  as  they  did  before 
any  overtures  for  the  merger  were  made. 

*         *         » 

In  another  quarter  we  find  the  grouch  man  predicting 
the  early  demise  of  the  Film  Service  Association. 
Whether  the  wish  is  father  to  the  thought,  or  there  are 
facts  sustaining  the  view,  has  not  been  determined.  It 
is  more  than  likely  that  the  prediction  is  based  upon 
exaggerated  conclusions  drawn  from  some  existing  con- 

ditions in  the  Association.  The  fact  is  that  one  of  the 
most  prominent  concerns  in  the  Association  has  been 
called  to  task  for  selling  films  outright.  This  concern 
has  been  fined  according  to  the  by-laws  of  the  Association 
and  September  1st  is  understood  to  be  the  time  set  with- 

in which  the  fine  must  be  paid.  The  consensus  of  opin- 
ion is  that  the  fine  will  not  be  paid.  It  is  a  big  sum,  even 

for  a  big  rental  concern  to  pay.  If  it  is  not  forthcom- 
ing the  concern  will  in  all  probability  lose  membership 

in  the  Association,  or  at  least  forfeit  the  Association 
privileges.  These  conditions  have  no  doubt  resulted  in 
the  conclusion  that  if  the  concern  referred  to  is  dropped 
from  or  leaves  the  Association  that  organization  will 
soon  become  a  part  of  moving  picture  history  only. 

Some  of  the  leading  spirits  of  the  Association  were 
approached  on  this  subject  and  their  replies  to  questions 
put  regarding  it  did  not  indicate  that  the  Association  is 
booked  for  a  wake.  One  of  the  parties  referred  to  stated 
that  if  the  life  or  death  of  the  Association  depended 
solely  upon  the  membership  of  any  one  concern  the  whole 
business  could  very  properly  be  termed  a  farce  and  as 
such  it  could  not  have  lived  as  long  as  it  has.  He 
stated  that  he  felt  confident  and  honestly  believed  that 
the  Association  had  a  long  lease  of  life  that  could  not  be 
affected  by  the  loss  of  one.  two,  three  or  even  more 
memberships.  He  said  the  Association  (speaking  of  the 
New  York  Local  in  particular)  would  be  stronger  and 
of  more  service  to  its  members  with  half  a  dozen  on 

the  roll  who  would  live  up  to  and  carry  out  its  princi- 
ples than  to  have  a  dozen  or  more  members  who  could 

not  or  would  not  abide  by  the  principles  and  regulations, 
or  needed  constant  watching  to  see  that  they  kept  within 
the  traces.  He  added  that  he  was  not  in  a  position  to 
say  whether  or  not  the  concern  in  question  was  to  be- 

come an  ex-member,  but  he  knew  enough  to  know  that 
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there  was  a  likelihood  of  such  an  event  and  it  would 

not  surprise  him  if  within  a  very  short  time  one,  and 
possibly  two  other  concerns  would  become  ex-members 
of  the  New  York  Local.  He  would  not  give  even  the 
slightest  intimation  as  to  what  concerns  he  referred  to. 

Another  Association  man  stated  that  a  reduction  or 

changes  in  the  memberships  of  Association  locals  did 
not  necessarily  reflect  on  the  future  of  the  organization. 
AH  such  In  (dies  must  pass  under  the  pruning  process  at 
some  time  or  another  and  this  process  always  adds  to 
the  strength  and  fruitfulness  of  any  organization  to 
which  it  is  applied.  If  members  are  found  violating 
rules  and  they  persist  in  doing  it  the  best  thing  to  do  is 

■to  put  them  in  a  position  where  they  cannot  injure  the 
interests  of  the  other  members.  In  justice  to  the  loval 
members  their  interests  must  be  protected  and  anything 
that  is  inimical  to  those  interests  must  be  removed. 

It  will  be  seen  from  these  views  that  the  reports  cir- 
culated to  the  effect  that  the  Film  Service  Association 

is  approaching  dissolution  are  not  warranted.  At  the 
same  time  it  must  be  admitted  that  loss  of  or  change 
in  memberships  frequently  have  an  important  bearing 
on  the  future  of  the  bodies  affected.  It  all  depends  on 
the  weight  of  the  loss  or  change.  At  the  present  time 
it  is  pretty  safe  to  say,  as  voiced  by  one  of  the  members 
interviewed,  the  New  York  Association  is  by  no  means 
a  candidate  for  dissolution. 

Why  Not  a  Manufacturer's Association  ? 

With  some  measure  of  good  to  themselves  and  to  the 
trade  at  large  the  renters  are  already  organized,  but 
what  is  needed  more  than  anything  else  for  the  general 
welfare  of  the  moving  picture  business  is  an  organization 

among  the  manufacturers — not  among  the  few,  but  taking 
in  all  the  American  manufacturers  and  all  the  American 

representatives  of  foreign  producers.  The  present  sys- 
tem of  opposition  licensees  is  unsatisfactory  and  has  done 

nothing  to  strengthen  the  cause  or  to  correct  any  of  the 
many  evils  which  threaten  the  future.  To  revert  back 

to  early  conditions — an  open  market  without  organization 
— would  be  still  more  disastrous  in  view  of  the  present 
status  of  the  business.  One  can  well  imagine  what 
would  be  the  immediate  course  of  action  of  the  renters 

if  an  open  market  was  declared,  especially  of  those  rent- 
ers whose  sole  aim  is  to  grab  every  dollar  possible  by 

fair  means  or  foul  without  any  consideration  of  what 
effect  their  actions  will  have  on  the  future  of  the  busi- 
ness. 

Let  us  imagine  a  strong  organization  of  all  the  manu- 
facturers with  the  right  men  at  the  head  and  an  exec- 

utive board  with  weekly  meetings  in  New  York.  The 
good  they  could  accomplish  cannot  be  conceived.  The 
output  would  be  regulated  so  that  there  would  be  fair 

profits  for  all  and  needless  losses  could  be  avoided.  Few- 
er subjects  would  be  turned  out  but  many  more  copies 

oi  these  subjects  sold.  This  would  not  only  increase  the 
profit  to  the  manufacturer  but  would  tend  to  raise  the 
standard  of  the  work.  Film  would  only  be  sold  where 
an  equal  number  of  feet  of  old  stock  is  returned,  which 
would  prevent  the  accumulation  of  junk  such  as  is  now 
causing  the  public  to  become  disgusted  with  moving 
picture  shows.  A  committee  of  censorship  would  pass 
On  all  subjects  to  be  released  (better  have  the  manufac- 

turers do  this  than  have  the  public  condemn  them  later"). 
Instead  of  being  compelled  to  take  the  chaff  with  the 
wheat,  the  renter  would  have  the  privilege  of  selecting 
his  subjects    from   the  whole  field.    Thus,   instead  of  him 

being  merely  an  agent  or  automaton,  the  renter  could 

also  use  his  effort-  to  uplift  the  business,  and  better  qual- 
ity and  superior  service  would  be  his  inducements  to  new 

customers  instead  of  cut  prices. 

So  much  jealousy  exists  between  the  various  manu- 
facturers that  such  an  association  seems  likely  to  be  an 

Utopian  dream,  but  the  benefits  that  it  would  exert  on 
the  whole  trade  are  so  great  that  all  personal  differences 

and  petty  jealousies  should  be  suppressed  in  the  unani- 
mous formation  of  a  manufacturer's  association  that  will 

work  for  the  common  weal.  The  salvation  of  the  busi- 

ness depends  upon  such  an  association — nothing  of  the 
nature  of  a  trust — but  a  well  governed  organization  that 
will  firmly  grasp  and  control  the  situation.  The  film 
manufacturers  have  it  in  their  power  to  perfect  such 
an  organization  and  now  is  the  time,  whil*  the  public 
interest  in  motion  pictures  is  at  its  height.  The  future 
welfare  of  the  business  demands  it.  The  situation  would 

not  be  improved  by  an  open  market  with  unrestrained 
competition  no  more  than  it  has  been  by  the  two  op]  -- 
intr   factions   licensed   under   different    regime. 

The  Coming  Ten  and  Twenty  Cent 
Moving'  Picture  Theater. 

Bv  W.  Stephen  Bush. 

The  most  crying  need  of  the  moving  picture  busini  -- 
at  this  moment  is  an  absolute  divorce  from  the  nickel 

To  the  many  scores  of  cheap  men  now  in  the  business 
the  nickel  is  a  fetish,  and  if  they  were  permitted  to  be  a 

factor  in  the  moving  picture  field  the  moving  picture  the- 
ater would  soon  resemble  a  cross  between  the  Chinese  the-  . 

ater  and  the  dime  museum.  Against  this  cheapness  and 

against  its  most  powerful  ally,  the  "yellow"  film  maker, all  the  living  forces  in  the  business,  the  people,  whose 
vision  is  not  bound  forever  by  the  nickel,  must  make 
a  most  determined  stand.  The  clamor  of  the  nickel 

men,  that  the  people  will  not  pay  more  than  five  cents, 

has  been  disproved  in  practise.  Whenever  and  wher- 
ever a  programme  above  the  ordinary  attractions  has 

been  offered  it  has  met  with  immediate  success  at  an 

advanced  price,  and  more  tickets  have  been  sold  on  such 
occasions  for  ten  cents  or  more  than  were  sold  on  days 
when  the  admission  was  but  five  cents.  Scattered  all 

over  the  Union  are  numerous  places  to-day  that  have 
broken  away  from  the  sacred  nickel,  have  offered  more 
than  the  average  nickelodeon  i  may  Heaven  forgive  the 
man  who  invented  this  abomination  of  a  name !  i  and 

are  making  far  more  money  by  charging  more  and  are 
in  addition  blessed  with  a  better  and  cleaner  patronage 

The  question  will  of  course  be  asked  :  "What  attraction? 
can  be  added?"  The  answer  is  simple:  Better  music 
better  singing,  better  films,  careful  study  and  prepara- 

tion of  the  feature  film,  good  stage  effects,  the  result  of 
stagecraft  and  experience,  the  printing  o\  attractive 
programmes,  the  making  >>i  artistic  signs,  intelligent 
advertising,  good  lectures.  On  this  last  subject  1  have 
discoursed  at  length  in  another  article,  and  T  therefore 
confine  myself  here  entirely  to  the  other  suggestions  foi 
improvements.  Music  is  a  most  powerful  friend  to  the 

moving  picture,  but  at  the  present  time  it  renders  but 

little  help.  The  way  the  music  is  used  in  the  "nickel- 
odeon" shows  neither  sense  nor  system.  A  boy  or  little 

girl  bangs  away  and  neither  asks  for  nor  receives  in- 
structions other  than  to  fill  in — fake.  1  believe  is  the 

correct  term — as  he  or  she  listeth.  If  instead  a  good 
piano  player  were  engaged,   not  a   Paderewski.  but  one 
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of   fair  talent   and  experience,   what   magnificent    pi 
bilities  lie  in  almost  ever)    picture.      fake  a  little  ovei 

ture  to  the  "Passion    Play,"  a   witches'  song   in   "Mac 
both,"   the   march   in    "Faust,"   a    prett)    selection    from 
Mozart    with    "Don    Juan,*'   a    medle)    oi    militar)    and 
patriotic  airs   for  the   "Blue  and   the   Gray,"   variation; 
of  the  "Marseillaise"  in  the  Dreyfus  affair,  "M  <  olonia) 
airs  with   the   "Boston     IV. i    Party,"   snatches  of  colleg< 
songs  with  the  "Coxswain,"  etc.,  etc.      Phis  list  could  ol 
course  be  continued  to  embrace  prett)   nearl)   ever)   sub 

ject  el'  dramatic,  historic  or  classic  interest.    The  singing surely  could  be  improved  along  the  same  lines,  for  if  then 
is  anything  nunc  monotonous  than  the  illustrated  song 
which,    in    itself,    is   evidentl)    incapable   of    variety,    i 
shoidd  like  to  be  informed  of  it.     I   can  compare   it   t< 
hut   one  thing,  the  Chinese  orchestra   on    Dover   street 
(if  course,  all  this  will  cost  more  money,  hut  it  i>  being 
done   now.   and    every    man   who   has   the    right    combina 
tion  ̂ \  judgment  and  enterprise  will  reap  a  larger  profil 
in  the  end  than  the   fossil  or  the  incompetent.      \    gi 
musician  and  a  good   singer,  possessed  of  a   little  orig 
inalit)     and    ambition,    are    worth    more    than    the    cheat 

"vaudeville."  which  is  more  suggestive  of  the  side  show 
in  a  second-rate  circus  than  the  artist   who  has  a   right 
to    expect    the    approval    and    patronage    of    the    public 
Dozens   of  owners   and    managers   fully    realize   the   truth 
of  all    this   and    speak   boldly   of   starting   in    with    greal 
improvements  and   a   proportionate   increase  of  the   price 
of  admission,  hut   feel  at   the  decisive  moment  a  chilling 
blast  around  their  pedal  extremities.     The)    will   sooner 
or   later    screw    their   courage   i<>   the   sticking   point    and 
he  among  the  leaders  in  the  movement    for  a  better  and 
more  expensive  moving  picture  entertainment. 
The  greatest  improvement  needed  is,  however,  the 

improvement  of  the  film.  The  film  is  the  fountain  head, 
and  no  moving  picture  enterprise  can  live  without  films. 
It  is  a  grave  reflection  on  present  conditions  in  tin  film 

making  business,  that  in  various  cities  the  public  author- 

ities had  to  protect  the  public  against  the  "yellowness" 
ol  some  films.  Such  sanitary  work  should  have  been 
done  and  should  now  he  done  either  by  the  association 
or  by  the  film  renters  or  by  the  exhibitors.  Censorship 
ought  not  to  be  left  to  the  police  and  to  public  opinion. 
If  the  public  taste  rejects  a  picture  it  should  never  he 

on  the  ground  of  indecency  or  "yellowness."  The  peo- 
ple interested  in  the  moving  picture  business  owe  it  to 

themselves  somehow  never  to  allow  such  films  to  reach 

the  operator's  booth.  There  is  a  great  difference  in 
depicting  crime  as  the  incident  of  a  great  historic  event 

and  depicting  crime  just  because  it  is  crime.  The  sui- 
cide of  Henry  in  the  Dreyfus  affair,  for  example,  may 

be  defended  on  the  ground  that  it  is  part  of  the  story; 
although  no  harm  would  have  been  done  if  the  actual 
suicide  had  been  omitted  altogether.  What  excuse  can 

he  offered  for  showing  such  subjects  as  the  "( iunness 
.Murder  Farm"  and  the  exploits  of  notorious  robbers, 
outlaws  and  murderers?  What  good  and  decent  pur- 

pose can  be  answered  b)  such  exhibitions?  To  put  such 
films  on  the  market  is  nothing  less  than  degrading  and 
prostituting  a  noble  invention.  It  seems  to  me  that  an 
advisory  hoard,  in  which  both  exhibitors  and  film  rent- 

ers should  have  a  voice,  might  be  able  to  accomplish 
much  good  in  eliminating  the  had  and  the  useless  and 

encouraging-  what  is  clean,  healthy,  humorous,  instruc- 
tive, pathetic,  dramatic,  etc.  etc.  The  film  makers  will 

consult  their  own  best  interest  by  constituting  and  con- 
sulting such  an  advisory  board.  The  great  sums  of 

money  constantly  wasted  by  certain  film  makers  in  turn- 
ing  out   worthless    films    might    thus    be    saved    and    ex- 

hibitors and  public     i  iared  man)    infli<  t  i< 
mi. in  who  has  the  mone)    and  the   facilitie:    i     able  to  turn 
i  iin  l;   1  films,  jusl  a     pa  on  ol   p. nut     .u i.l  hi  u 

n.  .1    make   an   ai  1 1   t ,      Some    wa\    ought    to   b< 

i.'    restrain    the    wasteful    and    ridiculou      ambition    in    that 

i  Mice  a  worthless  film  i-   ]   luced  it   is   bound  to 
uni   damage,  and  if  it  had  nevei  been  born  it  would 

have   been   bi  tti  i    all    an  iund       The     f  >rem  nch 
makers    maintain    a    line    Standard    ol  b    in 

tluir  dramatic  and  comic   subjects,  but    tin  I   to 
\lllel  lean    taste    t<  I    I  lunuial* 

wa\  in  which  marital  infidelities  are  carried  on  in  P 

though  a  lame  moral  is  sometimes  worked  m  at  tin   end; 

the  eating  of  rats  and  cats,  the  brutal  handling  of  help- 
less  infants,  do   nol    appeal   to   the    American    sens* 

humor  and  are  not  wholl)   excused  In   the  general  even 
excellence   of   their    work.      The    killing    in    the    dran 

and   tragic   pictures   is    frequently   too   reckless  and   im- 
probable,      faults    and    blemishes    there    will    be    in    all 

human  work  to  the  end  of  time,  but  much  of  it  i-  avoid- 
able and    I    cannot   help  recurring  to  the  advisor)    board, 

which   in   man)    cases   would   exercise   its  jurisdiction    for 
the    general    benefit    of    the    film    maker,    the    renter,    the 

exhibitor  and  the  public.     There  are  no  places  where  the 
pulse    beat    of    tin-    business    is    seen    better    than    the    film 
exchanges,   and    their    combined    wisdom    and    experience 
'Hight    in    some    wa\    be    made    to    inure    to   the    benet 
the  film  makers  and  the  public  alike. 

I  have  mentioned  but  a  very  few  possible  improve- 
ments; no  doubt  others  with  more  knowledge  and 

greater  experience  are  able  to  suggest  many  more.  [s 
it  visionary,  then,  to  imagine  in  every  large  city  of  the 

I  'nion  one  or  mere  splendid  moving  picture  theaters 
with  large  seating  capacity,  appealing  with  the  best  of- 

ferings to  the  best  people,  adding  all  possible  physical 
comfort,  having  good  singers,  good  musicians,  good 
lecturers,  competent  stage  directors,  finely  selected  films 
of  the  best  grade,  charging  ten  and  twenty  cents,  accord- 

ing to  location,  and  making  money?  If  this  j.,  visionary, 
the  three  cent  moving  picture  palace  will  soon  become 
a  dread  reality. 

Better  Scenarios  Demanded. 

By   fAMES  D.  Law. 

The  moving  picture  industry  has  now  reached  a  point 

when  the  public  are  becoming  critical  enough  to  dis- 
criminate between  good  and  bad  plays.  No  one  can  say, 

moreover,  that  the  people  have  not  been  tolerant  of  poor 

and  very  poor  work  in  the  past.  Even  to-day  the  same- 
ness of  the  plots  and  the  tiresome  monotony  of  the  char- 

acters have  about  reached  the  limit  of  the  complaisant 
public.  It  disgusts  instead  of  pleases  to  make  the  rounds 
of  the  nickelodeons  and  find  a  wearisome  repitition  of 
the  same  story  or  incident,  even  if  offered  by  different 
manufacturers  under  different  names. 

There  seems  to  be  a  magnificent  opportunity  for  some 
American  manufacturer  to  take  the  initiative  and  break 

away  from  the  silly  farces  on  one  hand  and  the  debasing, 
degrading  melodramas  of  the  foreign  factories  on  the 
i  ther.  Why  the  American  public  should  be  for  so  I 
afflicted  with  such  puerile  and  vicious  films  seems  a  hard 
conundrum  to  answer  when  the  evidence  is  overwhelming 

that  good,  clean,  wholesome,  national,  patriotic,  educa- 
tional films  are  everywhere  the  most  popular  when  given 

anything   like   a    fair   chance.      The   manufacturers   have 
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plainly  devoted  a  great  deal  of  thought  and  attention  to 
the  artistic  improvement  of  their  work — the  photographic 
and  the  acting  departments — but  they  need  to  realize  that 
the  foundation  of  all  is  a  good  play  which  includes  a 
good  title  and  a  good  subject  and  a  good  influence.  Mr. 
Lubin,  of  Philadelphia,  deserves  great  credit  for  his 
Philadelphia  and  Gettysburg  films  and  his  success  with 
them  should  encourage  him  to  cultivate  the  educational 
vein  more  closely.  What  a  commentary  on  American 

enterprise  it  is  to  have  a  foreign  house  give  "Views  of 
New  York"  to  an  American  audience — as  recently  seen 
here — and  such  views  to  be  classed  as  representative  of 
our  greatest  city !  Yet  poor  as  the  selections  were  the 
audience  so  hungry  for  such  work  gave  it  unstinted  ap- 

plause. But  how  much  better  it  could  have  been  done  if 
the  scenes  or  views  had  been  better  chosen,  and  pre- 

sented with  some  kind  of  historic  or  romantic  setting ! 

Surely  our  own  film  makers  will  wake  up  to  the  impor- 
tance of  better  film  subjects  before  the  public  taste  is 

completely  vitiated  or  diverted  into  other  channels  of 
amusement.  Film  renters  and  exhibitors  have  much  in 
their  own  power  and  should  make  their  selections  with 

a  view  to  pleasing  all  classes  and  not1  exclusively  those who  demand  farce  and  sensationalism  for  a  steadv  diet. 

THE   MOTION   PICTURE   SHOWS. 

Coincident  with  the  disappearing  of  the  saloon  came  the 
appearance  of  the  motion  picture  shows.  We  had  them  be- 

fore, but  not  in  such  stage  of  development  as  now.  Cities 
in  other  States  where  they  yet  have  saloons  also  have  these 
shows,  but  not  to  the  extent  we  have  them  here.  This  motion 
picture  business  is  a  craze  which  has  struck  the  whole  coun- 

try, but  coming  about  the  time  when  the  saloons  took  their 
reluctant  leave,  they  stepped  into  greater  popularity  in 
Georgia  because  they  filled  in  part  a  void  that  had  been 
created. 

They  have  largely  taken  the  place  of  saloons,  quite  a  num- 
ber being  operated  in  buildings  that  formerly  were  occupied 

by  saloons.  This  shows  not  only  that  conditions  will  always 
adjust  themselves  and  that  never  a  vacancy  occurs  which 
there  is  not  something  to  fill  if  properly  used,  but  that  every 
change  that  is  made  will  lead  to  something  better. 

These  motion  picture  shows  must  be  regarded  as  something 
to  supply  luxuries  to  the  people,  since  what  they  furnish  is 
not  a  necessity.  In  this  they  are  of  the  same  class  as  bar- 

rooms. The  admission  price  is  five  and  ten  cents,  according 
to  the  quality  of  the  entertainment,  just  as  the  price  of  a  beer 
or  a  smile  was  five  or  ten  cents  according  to  the  quality  of 

the  liquid  joy  that  was  called  for.  People  can't  go  to  the saloon  for  entertainment  as  they  formerly  did,  and  many 
of  them  drop  into  see  a  moving  picture  show  instead. 

Certainly  this  is  better.  There  is  no  objection  that  can 
possibly  be  urged  against  a  moving  picture  show.  They 
furnish  innocent  amusement  of  a  high  class,  which  the  best 
people  can  and  do  enjoy.  Ladies  and  children  are  constant 
patrons,  and  so  they  are  elevating  instead  of  being  degrading 
and  demoralizing  as  saloons  often  were.  The  young  man  may 
take  his  best  girl  to  see  the  moving  pictures,  and  the  father 
may  take  his  children  and  his  wife,  as  many  do,  which  is  far 
better  than  dropping  into  a  saloon  where  the  surroundings 
were  such  that  ladies  and  children  could  not  visit  them. 
Hence  it  is  that,  coming  to  take  the  place  of  the  saloon  as 
these  moving  picture  shows  have  to  a  considerable  extent  in 
Augusta,  they  are  to  be  welcomed  as  something  good,  and 
should  be  encouraged  and  patronized. 
From  a  business  standpoint  this  applies  with  equal  force. 

Every  moving  picture  show  in  operation  prevents  a  building 
from  standing  vacant,  for  a  time  at  least.  Each  of  these 
shows  gives  employment  to  more  people  than  the  average 
barroom.  From  every  point  of  view  they  should  be  wel- 

comed and  esteemed  worthy  of  the  most  liberal  patronage. — 
Augusta  (Ga.)  Herald. 

G.  M.  Anderson,  of  the  Essanay  Film  Manufacturing  Com- 
pany, has  just  completed  an  automobile  run  from  New  York 

to  St.  Louis  in  his  Thomas  ear,  with  no  accident  save  three 
tire  punctures. 

Laporte    City,   la. — G.    G.   Tracy   has   opened   his    Electric 
Theater  in  the   Syndicate  block  and  is  doing  good  business. 

Ortonville,  Minn. — Manager  Sarvis  intends  to  reopen  the 
Rink  Auditorium  for  a  moving  picture  show  early  in  Sep- 
tember. 

Wilkes-Barre,  Pa. — The  Empire  Theater  on  East  Market 
street  changed  hands;  the  new  manager  is  J.  O.  Loderick, 
of    Plymouth. 

Americus,  Ga. — Manager  Dudley  will  start  up  a  moving 
picture  show  at  the  opera  house.  The  pictures  will  be 
changed  three  times  a  week. 

Orange,  Tex. — Thomas  &  Combs  have  formed  a  partner- 
ship and  have  leased  a  store  in  the  Link  Building  and  will 

install    a   moving   picture   show   there. 

Tampa,  Fla. — The  Electric  Theater,  which  about  three 
weeks  ago  suspended  business,  reopened  again  a  few  days 
ago  with  moving  pictures  in   full  blast. 

Pcttstown,  Pa. — C.  Wiley  and  T.  Cook  were  in  Philadel- 
phia last  week  purchasing  materials  for  their*  new  moving 

picfure  establishment   at  240  High   street. 

Coldwater,  Mich. — Lee  Powelson,  formerly  of  Marshall. 
Mich.,  has  purchased  the  Bijou  Theater  and  reports  good 
business  considering  the  time  of  the  year. 

Jacksonville,  Fla. — A  new  theater  under  the  name  "Or- 
pheum"  is  being  constructed;  its  seating  capacity  is  to  be 
about   1,100   and   its   manager   is   Mr.    Burbridge. 

Little  Rock,  Ark. — The  Venice  Moving  Picture  Theater 
reopened  last  Monday.  New  opera  chairs  have  been  installed 
and    numerous    other   improvements    have    been    made. 

Old  Town,  Me. — T.  Murphy  and  T.  Allin  signed  a  petition 
for  permission  to  conduct  a  moving  picture  theater  in  the 
Keith  block.    The  new  theater  is  to  be  known  as  the  Pastime. 

Carlisle,  Pa. — Mr.  Pishotta,  a  confectioner  on  West  High 
street,  is  embarking  in  the  moving  picture  business.  He 
is  renovating  the  hall  next  his  store  for  a  moving  picture 
house. 

Boise,  Idaho. — Prosky  &  Jacobson.  who  recently  purchased 
the  Crystal  Theater  from  Jack  La  Noir.  have  installed  a  new 
moving  picture  machine,  and  have  made  the  place  attractive 
in   every  way  possible. 

Peoria,  111. — Peoria  is  to  have  another  moving  picture  the- 
ater under  the  management  of  V.  Seaver.  who  will  christen 

it  the  "Lyric."     The  new  construction  is  to  be  at  227  Adams street. 

Dayton,  Wash. — The  Weinhard  Theater  has  been  leased 
to  E.  Grooves,  manager  of  Orpeum  Amusement  Company. 
Mr.  Grooves  will  open  the  place  with  high-class  moving 
pictures  and  vaudeville. 

Wymore,  Neb. — Mr.  F.  L.  Kerns,  operator  for  the  past  six 
years,  has  accepted  the  position  of  manager  of  the  Lyric 
Theater  of  Wymore,  Neb.,  starting  July  17.  taking  the  place 
of  W.   A.    Howard.      Business   is   fine   here. 

Birmingham,  Ala. — E.  Colley  and  H.  New-some,  proprietors 
of  the  Amus-U  Theater,  have  purchased  the  controlling  in- 

terest of  the  Lyric,  which  is  situated  on  Second  avenue  cor- 
ner  Nineteenth    street,   and    hope    to   make   it   a   winner. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — A  new  moving  picture  and  vaudeville 
theater  is  being  constructed  at  1214-1218  Market  street,  under 
the   name   of  "The    Lubin."     Mr.   S.    Lubin  is  the  owner  and 
its   construction    is   supposed    to    cost    $500,000. 

Chicago,  111.,  Aug.  to.  -Two  men  were  burned,  one  fatally, 
and  several  hundred  persons  were  thrown  into  a  panic  in 
a  five-cent  theater  at  oSt  West  Madison  street  last  night, 
when  a  tank  containing  acetylene  gas  used  in  the  operation 
of  a  moving  picture  machine  exploded  and  set  fire  to  the theater. 
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Colored   Stereoscopic   Pictures   have    heretofore   been    pre- 
pared  only   by   applying    the   colors   with    brushes,   01    othei 

mechanical  methods,  and  wen    found  to  be  at  the  best  only 
very  crude  affairs,  but  with  the   Lumiere    Vutochrome  pis 
says    Apollo,   a    German    magazine,   we   have    obtained     st< 
scopic   transparencies   which    have   shown    up    the    coloi 
nature  in  a  highly  satisfactory  manner.     The  preparation  of 
the   Lumiere    transparencies,    considered    bj    man}    as   detri 
mental,  the  plate   itself  being   the  picture,  and   no   prinl   on 
paper,  or  other  material,  is  to  be  obtained   therefrom,  app 
in  this  connection  to  be  a  decided  advantage,  as  glass  ti 
parencies   viewed   as   stereoscopic   pictures   have   a    great    ad- 

vantage  over   paper   prints,   and   it    is   hoped   that    the   plates 
will  be  furnished  in  a  size  suitable  for  this  purpose. 

NEW  FILM  FACTORIES. 

Edmondson  &  Blackledge  announce  thai  thej  have  entered 
the  tield  for  producing  high-class  films  "i  original  subjects. 

Their  factory  is  located  at  Chico,  Cal.  The  laboratories 
being  equipped  with  the  most  modern  European  devices,  they 
are  enabled  to  take  full  advantage  of  the  natural  scenic 

beauty  and  remarkably  clear  atmosphere  of  Northern  Cali- 
fornia. 

Their  aim  will  he  to  turn  out  only  the  very  highest  grade 
film,    the    output    being   about    1.000    feet  per  week. 
The  Centaur  Film  Mfg.  Co.,  of  Bayonne,  N.  J.,  ask  us  to 

announce  that  they  are  now  prepared  to  place  on  the  market 
a  new  line  of  film  subjects.  Their  first  subject  is  now  ready 
and  in  quality  and  conception  takes  a  high  rank.  It  shows 
the  fate  of  a  sleight-of-hand  performer  who  essayed  to  catch 
bullets  on  the  fly.  Th.c  bullets  in  the  gun  of  a  cowboy  in 
the  audience  were  not  the  kind  for  stage  play,  unfortunately. 
The  picture  shows  some  hard  riding  and  exciting  scenes  in 
the  chase  and  capture  of  the  cowboys  and  altogether  is  a 
verv   good   film. 

ROCKY    MOUNTAIN    MOVING   PICTURE   COMPANY. 

Salt  Lake  City,  Utah. — At  a  meeting  of  the  Rocky  Moun- 
tain Moving  Picture  Company,  the  following  officers  were 

elected:  O.  T.  Sampson,  president;  J.  J.  Thomas,  vice-presi- 
dent and  treasurer;  A.  M.  Jarvis,  secretary;  J.  M.  Collins, 

general  superintendent.  The  directors  of  the  company  are 
O.  T.  Sampson,  J.  J.  Thomas,  J.  M.  Collins,  A.  M.  Jarvis, 
Walter   Parks.   S.   W.   Hutchinson   and   John    Boundy. 

The  company  is  incorporated  under  the  laws  of  _  Utah, 
and  it  is  the  intention  of  the  officers,  among  other  pictures 
to  be  taken,  to  make  a  specialty  of  taking  views  of  the  dif- 

ferent points  of  interest  in  Utah  and  the  West  in  general. 
Walter  Parks,  well  known  as  an  expert  moving  picture  op- 

erator, will  look  after  that  end  of  the  business,  and  his  suc- 
cess heretofore  in  taking  moving  pictures  bespeaks  well  for 

the  class  of  pictures  that  will  be  given  to  the  public,  and  in- 
sures  success   for   the   company. 

The  benefits  that  will  accrue  to  Utah  and  the  West,  in 
advertisement  through  the  medium  of  these  pictures,  which 
are  to  be  shown  throughout  the  United  States,  will  be  far 
reaching. 

LAPEER  YOUTH  IS  MUCH  WANTED. 

Lapeer,  Mich.,  Aug.  II. — The  Detroit  Film  Exchange  of 
Detroit,  dealing  in  supplies  for  moving  pictures,  would  like 
to  know  the  whereabouts  of  Oliver  Mcintosh,  a  youth  who 
made  a  contract  with  them  for  the  furnishing  of  films  for 
his  moving  picture  theater  here.  Mcintosh,  it  is  alleged, 
received  the  films,  valued  at  about  $400,  then  transferred 
the  theater  to  Elmer  Holman  and  disappeared.  An  agent 
for  the  Detroit  concern  was  in  this  city  Monday  searching 
for  the  missing  young  man.  The  police  have  been  asked 
to  aid   in   the   search   for  him. 

PICTURES   TAKING   THEIR   PROPER   PLACE   IN 
VAUDEVILLE. 

The  most  important  business  that  was  transacted  by  the 
National  Vaudeville  Managers  Association,  which  met  last 
week  in  Columbus,  O..  was  tin-  decision  that  during  the  com- 

ing season  one-fourth  of  the  bills  in  the  popular  priced 
voudeville  houses  would  be  given  over  to  moving  pictures. 
In  the  past  the  performance  has  concluded  with  just  one 
picture,  but  the  popularity  of  the  picture  drama  and  the 
success  of  the  houses  devoted  exclusively  to  that  class  of 
entertainment  had  made  the  managers  of  the  vaudeville 
houses  sit  up  and  take  notice.  Tt  is  the  intention  of  the  as- 

sociation to  procure  the  exclusive  rights  to  films  and  book 
them   on   the   circuit   of  their  theaters  onlv. 

COMPANIKS   INCORPORATED. 
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MINISTERS   BRING   CHARGES   AGAINST   PICTURES. 

Hastings,  Neb.,    \.ug    9      \  dead  letter  law  wa  ted 

in  Hastings  this  week  and  the  management  oi  thi  Gay  ["he- received  formal  notice  from  1  that  if 
the  moving  pictures  of  the  Gans  Nel  he 
shown  in  their  theater  it  would  In  necei  '  '  to  ■  ecludi  ill 
children  from  the  building  or  else  the  managers  themselves 
would  be  subjected  to  a  fine  of  from  $50  !<■  $500. 

The  notice  was  herded  and  all  children  wen  excluded  from 
each   of   the   performances  givei  lay.     At 
tention  was  called  to  the  fact  that  a  number  of  the  pict 
exhibited   at  the   Chautauqua  grouiiil  oilts, 

last   week,   might  be  included    in    the-    same    class 
It  is  claimed  that  if  the  law  in  this  respect  is  to  be  strictly 

enforced  throughout  the  State  a  large  per  centage  of  the 
moving  pictures  shown  would  come  within  the  excluded  list 

and  possibly  result  in  many  of  the  firms  being  di  •■■■•  out of  business. 

MORE  ADVERSE  CRITICISM. 

What  is  apparently  needed  is  a  stringent  law  prohibiting 
the  exhibition  of  any  moving  pictures  illustrating  crimt  01 

bestiality  in  any  shape  or  form.  There  are  plenty  of  sub- 
jects to  draw  upon  for  pictures  of  this  sort  without  catering 

to  depravity  and  immorality.  "But,"  says  the  moving  pict- 
ure man,  "it  is  the  big  sensation  like  the  Traw  case  which 

the  newspapers  are  exploiting  that  draw  the  crowds.  If  we 

did  not  show  them  we  would  have  to  close  up."  If  we 
coincide  with  such  a  view  of  the  general  depravity  of  the 
public  taste,  we  would  say,  close  up  your  shows.  We  do  not 
believe,  however,  that  the  public  taste  is  so  steeped  in  im- 

morality and  depravity  that  would  make  it  necessary  to 
close  a  single  moving  picture  show  with  the  pictures  of 
crime  and  indecency  eliminated — Fresno    (Cal)    Republican. 

MOVING  PICTURES  FOR  CHURCH  BENEFIT. 

The  moving  picture  machine  has  invaded  a  new  field.  So 

successful  did  one  night's  show  prove,  from  a  financial 
standpoint,  for  St.  Rita's  Catholic  Church,  Broad  and  Ells- 

worth streets,  Philadelphia,  that  Rev.  James  F.  McGowan, 
the  rector,  announced  that  the  shows  would  be  given  reg- 

ularly in  the  church  every  Friday  and  Saturday  evening 
through   the    Summer. 
Thursday  evening  the  members  gave  a  moving  picture 

and  light  vaudeville  performance  in  the  Rev.  J.  S.  McGow- 
an's  church  building,  in  order  to  raise  a  part  of  the  $250,000 
needed  to  complete  the  edifice.  The  affair  was  a  surprise. 
The  building  was  taxed  to  its  limit.  The  seating  facilities 
were  early  exhausted  and  half  an  hour  after  the  doors  had 
opened    standing   room    was   at   a   premium. 

As  a  result  of  this  the  rector  had  formulated  his  scheme 

of  speedily  recouping  the  funds  necessary  for  the  improve- 
ment to  the  beautiful  building.  A  platform  had  been  erected 

inside  the  chancel,  and  in  the  gallery  a  moving  picture  ma- 
chine has  been  installed.  Refined  pictures,  with  a  genteel 

acrobatic  or  vaudeville  bill,  will  comprise  the  evening  pro- 

gram. RISKS  OF  THE   BUSINESS   DISCUSSED. 

"The  Moving  Picture-  Hazard"  was  the  principal  matter 
discussed  at  the  afternoon  session  of  the  International  As- 

sociation of  Municipal   Electricians  now  in  session  in  Detroit. 
R.  A.  Smith,  superintendent  of  electrical  affairs  at  Nor- 

folk, Va.,  read  the  paper  on  moving  picture  machines.  He 
said  the  menace  is  gxeatesl  in  small  towns,  when  the  na- 

tional code  is  not  observed.  No  business  has  made  greater 
strides  in  the  last  three  years  and  none  has  given  the  in- 

surance   companies    ninrr    concern. 
"I  have  seen  many  places  where  the  code  wa-  utterly 

ignored,"  said   Mr.   Smith,  "where  machines  are  in     iperation 
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without  magazines,  booths  or  other  approved  mechanisms 
Films  were  run  off  in  a  cotton  sack,  the  machine  set  up  in 
tlir  middle  aisle  and  a  red  hot  rheostat  lying  on  a  table 
with  only  a  thin  piece  of  asbestos  between.  This  was  in  a 
packed  house,  the  majority  children  and  all  totally  ignorant 

of  any   danger." 
Mr.  Smith  said  that  it  was  criminal  for  authorities  to  ig- 

nore such  condition.-..  lie  thought  rule  No.  65-a  in  the 
national  code  would  eliminate  the  greatest  danger  from  these 
shows  if  followed  to  the  Utter,  but  there  are  other  precau- 

tions which  should  be  observed,  such  as  the  licensing  of  the 
operators  of  the  machines,  proper  wiring,  ample  exits  marked 
with  large  signs  and  red  lights  and  independent  auditorium 
lights  that  cannot  be  interfered  with  by  fire  in  the  booth. 

Regarding  the  construction  of  the  booth  Mr.  Smith  con- 

strued the  expression  "suitable  fireproof  material,"  to  mean 
a  material  that  will  not  warp  when  heated  and  will  stand 
the  wear  and  tear  of  the  work.  In  his  own  town  they  insist 
that  picture  machines  be  placed  in  a  metal  chamber  not 

smaller  than  6  feet  square  and  5% 'feet  high,  with  inner  and 
outer  walls  two  inches  apart. 

Several  members  discussed  regulations  in  their  own  towns, 
showing   the   various   safeguards   that   have   been    enforced. 

NEWSPAPER   COMMENTS    ON    FILM    SUBJECTS. 

"The  Boston  Tea  Party"  is  an  exceptionally  interesting 
reproduction    of    that    historic    event. 

"Cast  Up  by  the  Sea"  is  a  pathetic  subject  that  will  be 
interesting    in    the    dramatic    line. 

"Bewitched    Son-in-law"    is    a    very    amusing    subject. 
"Wanted,  A  Cook,"  is  a  film  subject  that  creates  a  bushel 

of  laughs. 

"The  Eruption  of  Mt.  Vesuvius"  is  a  meritorious  film 
subject. 

"The  Female  Highwayman"  is  an  intensely  interesting 
picture. 

"The  Broken  Heart"  is  a  subject  filled  with  the  life  story 
of  a  love  that  lost  and  the  sad  ending  of  a  true  heart. 

"Under  the  Sea  in  a  Submarine"  is  a  sensational  picture 
of    the    adventures    of   the    daring"    submarine    boatmen. 

"Out  of  Patience"  is  a  rattling  comedy  that  pleases  with- 
out  an    exception. 

"The   Grocer's   Show"   is   a   scream   from   start  to  finish. 
"The  Dieppe   Circuit   Race"  is  a  very  interesting  picture. 
"A  Tale  of  Two  Cities"  is  one  of  the  most  remarkable 

picture  plays  ever  shown. 

"School  Boy's  Joke,"  a  picture  that  brings  back  to  the 
memory  the  days  when  you  went  barefooted  and  longed 
for  the  last  day  of  school. 

"On  the  Coast  of  Norway"  is  film  subject  of  an  educational nature. 

"Three  Old  Maids  and  a  Bull"  is  a  subject  that  creates 
much   laughter,   especially  the   "water  cure"  part   of  it. 
"Moving  bv  Electricity"  will  keep  anyone  in  a  convulsion 

of  laughter  the  entire  time  this   film  is  being  shown. 

"The  Busy  Fiancee"  is  a  humorous  sketch  of  a  man  too 
busy  to  look  after  his  lady  love,  who  tires  of  neglect  and 

marries    the    busv    man's    secretary. 
"The  Cowboy's  Bab}'"  is  a  film  subject  which  depicts  a 

thrilling  incident  of  life  in  the  great  West  in  the  days  when 
Indians   overran   the   country. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

SMITH    SHOULD   REPORT. 

Cleveland,  O..  August   21,,   1008. 
World    Pub.    Co.,   New   York: 

Gentlemen: — We  are  showing  the  Collinwood  School  Fire 
picture'  in  Ohio  and  surrounding  States  as  indicated  in  our 
advertisements  in  your  paper  some  time  ago.  One  of  our 

men  evidently  intends  "going  it  alone"  for  a  while,  as  we 
have   not   heard    from   him   since   the  8th   of  July. 
As  all  our  men  on  the  other  circuits  report  to  us  weekly 

this  looks  like  a  case  of  steal.  His  name  is  F.  F.  Smith. 
and  is  showing  in  northern  Michigan.  Minnesota,  or 
Canada.  Will  our  brother  managers,  or  employes  of  any 
picture  shows  in  above-named  territory  kindly  write  me 

wherever  they  see  the  "Fire"  picture  advertised  in  their  vi- 
cinity, and  1  will  highly  appreciate  the  favor,  and  will  at 

once  endeavor  to  find   ou1   "Why   Smith  left  home." 
Yours    truly.  \YM.    RUT. LOCK. 

American    Theater.    7x6    Superior    avenue. 

THE  MOVING  PICTURE  MAN. 

How  He  Works  and  How  He  Gets  Many  Wonderful  Results. 

By  Littell  McClung,  in  Illustrated  Sunday  Magazine. 

The  moving  picture  industry  is  the  most  extensive  and 
perhaps  the  most  interesting  that  has  sprung  up  in  the 
amusement  world  in  several  decades.  Every  town  of  any 
size  now  has  its  moving  picture  emporium,  and  in  the  larger 
cities  they  can  be  counted  by  the  scores.  Daily  hundreds  of 
thousands  of  pleasure  seekers  enjoy  rapid-fire  photographs 
of  views  and  happenings  in  ever}'  part  of  the  globe.  From 
a  bargain  counter  rush  on  Sixth  avenue  to  a  tiger  hunt  in 
the  jungles,  every  phase  of  human  activity,  either  real  or 
imagined,   is   depicted. 

It  is  a  bit  strange,  therefore,  that  to  ninety-nine  out  of 
every  hundred  spectators  the  methods  of  reproducing  the 

scenes  enjoyed  are  a  mystery  dark  and  deep.  "Well,  how 
on  earth  did  they  ever  make  such  a  picture  as  that?"  is  the frequent  exclamation  following  a  subject  showing  people 
leaping  gaily  over  mountains  and  the  moon  and  performing 
other  startling  acrobatic  feats  in  defiance  of  the  laws  of 

gravitation. 
Perchance  the  pictures  have  depicted  the  joys  of  living  in 

a  "haunted  house."  with  its  furniture  jumping  about  and  dis- 
appearing at  will  and  ghosts  poking  their  heads  in  at  every 

window.      Then   the   surprise   and   the   mystery  are   increased. 
There  are  three  distinct  kinds  of  moving  pictures.  First 

come  those  of  scenes  from  real  life,  such  as  military  re- 
views, horse  races,  parades,  automobile,  railway  and  steam- 

ship tours,  stag  hunts,  cross-country  trips  and  the  like. 

The  second  kind  are  those  taken  from  "natural  scenes"  ar- 
ranged by  the  photographer  to  suit  his  fancy.  These  include 

fake  robberies,  persons  running  through  the  streets  in  pur- 
suit of  dogs  and  miscreants,  bargain-day  episodes,  and  so  on. 

The  third  class  are  the  "mystery  pictures,"  showing  figures 
doing  all  sorts  of  marvelous  things,  and  even  animals  and 
inanimate  objects  accomplishing  feats  accredited  only  to 
healthy-minded  humans. 

The  "real  life"  pictures  assume  first  importance  in  the 
field  and  are  by  far  the  most  interesting  and  instructive. 
Seldom  are  they  humorous,  the  funny  views  being  included 
in  the  other  two  classes.  It  is  about  a  thousand  times  easier 
for  the  picture  man  to  arrange  laughable  scenes  than  it  is 
for  him  to  find  them  for  his  camera  in  actual  life.  Xot  that 
life  is  not  often  humorous  and  grotesquely  so.  but  the  camera 
man  is  seldom  on  hand  when  the  laughable  happenings  are 
coming  off. 

Many  "real  life"  pictures  are  easy  to  get  when  the  proper 
"concessions"  are  once  obtained.  The  concession  part  is 
often  very  difficult.  For  instance,  if  a  photographer  wished 
to  reproduce  scenes  in  a  review  or  sham  battel  before  the 
German  Emperor,  he  would  first  have  to  get  permission  of 
the  military  authorities  to  set  up  his  camera  on  the  field. 
This  done,  the  work  would  be  comparatively  easy. 
When  the  Imperial  Army  left  for  Port  Arthur  only  ten 

outsiders  were  allowed  to  go  along.  Nine  of  these  were 
war  correspondents,  and  the  tenth  was  a  moving  picture  ex- 

pert. The  picture  man  considered  the  expedition  the  great- 
est "beat"  of  his  career,  and  improved  the  opportunity  by 

snapping  bursting  shells  and  exploding  mines  every  time 
thev   got   within   range   of  his   camera. 
Then  again,  there  are  pictures  in  which  the  concession 

problem  docs  not  figure  that  are  exceedingly  difficult  to  ob- 
tain. Suppose  there  is  to  be  a  tiger  hunt  in  the  jungles 

and  the  photographer  traveling  through  India  jumps  at  the 
chance  to  get  some  good  pictures  of  the  affair.  The  risks 
that  he  runs  can  be  imagined.  He  must  get  views  of  the 
natives  going  ahead  to  rout  out  the  peaceful  tiger  and  of 
the  elephant  riders  following  at  a  distance.  When  Mr.  Tiger 
is  aroused  from  his  morning  nap — sweet  after  a  midnight 
meal  on  an  Indian  baby-  the  picture  man  has  to  be  some- 

where about  to  catch  the  look  of  surprise  on  his  brown  and 

yellow    face. Then  when  Air.  Tiger  sees  that  there  is  really  something 
doing  and  emerges  from  his  lair  to  devour  a  native  or  two. 
the  photographer  must  not  fail  to  be  on  hand  to  snap  the 
first  encounter.  Of  course,  the  tiger  may  begin  operations 

on  him  in  mistake  for  a  native,  but  a  little  risk-  like  this  can- 
not be  considered.  When  the  hunters  on  elephants  begin 

firing  their  rilles  at  the  now  infuriated  tiger,  the  man  with 
the  moving  picture  camera  must  take  pains  to  note,  through 
his  lens,  the  effect  of  the  shots  on  Hie  tawny  game.  Tf  he 
escapes  with  skin  and  camera  whole,  he  is  able  to  take  dandy 

pictures  of  the  triumphant  return  with  the  tiger's  head  to  the village. 
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Photographers  are  assigned  bj   the  home  office  t"  take  pic 
tun-  in  all  part-  ol  the  world,  just  a>  i  newspaper  man  is 
assigned  by  his  editor  to  report  all  sorts  oi  events.  The 
assignment  may  mean  a  run  around  the  block  or  a  trip  to 
Borneo  It  an  event  oi  great  importance  is  to  take  place, 
the  photographer  must  get  a  complete  account  "i  it.  not  on 
a  note-pad,  as  the  reporter,  but  on  hi-  film  roll  Obstacles 

oi  all  sorts  must  In-  overcome  and  a  good  "running  picture 
story"   procured  at   all    risks 

'The  excellence  of   the   second   class  oi   pictures     those   ai 
ranged    by    the    photographei     and    In-    assistants     depends 
largely   upon   the   originality    •  '(    the   man    who   decides   upon 

the  subjects  to  be  "worked  out."     Ii  he  thinks  that  a  bargain 
day  incident   cm  be  made  interesting,  he  gets  hi-  assistants 
together    and    outlines    a    plan.        \     man     skilled    at     the    busi 
nes-    will    impersonate   the    miserable    hu-liand    in    the    ease   and 
a  vaudeville  actress  temporarily  out  of  an  engagement  will 
play  the  role  of  the  wile.  Having  secured  permission  of 
the  cit}  authorities  to  have  a  l>it  of  sham  disorder  in  the 

street-,  the  head  man  -end-  out  photographers  and  "actors." 
The  woman  goes  to  a  bargain  counter,  accompanied  bj  help- 

hubby.  She  plunges  into  the  scrambling  throng  and  in 
a   few    minutes   her   dress    1-    reduced    to    ribbons 

Meanwhile  the  photographer  closest  to  the  scene  of  ac- 
tion ha-  been  grinding  off  hi-  reel  of  films  as  if  his  life  de- 

pended upon  tlie  result.  Somewhat  dismantled,  the  bargain 
hunter  i-  dragged  forth  from  the  mob  ami  the  husband  is 
loaded  up  with  bundles.  The  petty  accidents  in  the  street 
incident  to  the  home-coming  and  the  final  arrival  at  the 
haven  of  rest,  are  all  snapped  by  the  man  with  the  reel-film 
camera 

Men  and  women  by  the  do/en  are  employed  to  represent 
mobs,  shoppers,  astonished  pedestrians,  pursuers  of  dogs  that 

>ages,  and  so  on  ad  infinitum.  By  the  skilful  manpu- 

lation  •■!  large  aggregations  of  "trained  fighters,"  it  is  possi- 
ble to  reproduce  the  Spanish-American  War  on  Long  Island. 

Mention  of  battle  carnage  calls  to  mind  the  awful  results 
of  several  moving  picture  men  being  given  concessions  by 
the  British  Government  to  take  pictures  in  South  Africa 
during  the  Boer  War.  They  got  the  pictures  all  right,  with 
plenty  of  firing,  marching,  charges  and  other  incidentals, 
but  when  they  returned  to  London  and  began  to  exhibit 
their  frightful  error  was  apparent.  In  some  of  the  pictures 
eight  or  ten  tierce  looking  Boers  were  shown  chasing  half 
a  hundred  soldiers  of  the  Crown  all  over  the  lot.  The  Eng- 

lish authorities  lost  no  time  in  putting  the  ban  on  these 
enterprising  depicters   of  battle   scenes. 

In  the  "mystery  pictures"  scenery  is  used  to  a  great  ex- 
tent. Men  and  women  of  the  vaudeville  stage  are  employed 

t"  impersonate  the  characters  shown.  "The  Haunted  Bed- 
room"  may  be  selected  as  a  subject,  with  the  characters  a 
man,  hi-  wife  and  a  ghost.  The  scenery  is  set  up  to  repre- 
sent  ?.  bedroom.  The  man  comes  in  and  a  picture  is  taken 
of  him  removing  his  coat.  His  wife  enters  and  he  embraces 
her  Of  a  sudden  the  woman  in  his  arms  turns  to  a  bundle 

lothing.  This  effect  is  obtained  by  snapping  the  man 
kissing  his  wife;  then  snapping  him  again  holding  some 
clothing,  and  making  the  second  picture  follow  the  first  in- 

stantaneously in  the  moving  views.  A  ghost  enters.  This 
particular  ghost  does  not  pay  out  any  money,  being  an  actor 
done  up  in  a  sheet  and  carrying  a  skull.  The  furniture  flies 
about  as  on  wings — when  taking  the  pictures  the  chairs  and 
tables  are  manipulated  by  wires.  The  characters  run  up 
the  side  of  the  walls.  This  effect  is  goten  by  an  adjustment 
on  the  camera  that  enables  the  photographer  to  take  pic- 

tures at  all  sorts  of  angles  when  the  objects  themselves  are 

in  normal  postures.  In  many  pictures  the  negatives  are  pro- 
duced positively,  giving  grotesque  results,  such  as  broken 

vases  becoming  whole  again. 
Withal,  the  making  of  moving  pictures  has  been  made  a 

science,  and  yet  it  remains  an  art.  It  is  also  a  mystery  to 
the  uninitiated  and  a  source  of  great  amusement  to  every- 
body. 

DE  ORGAN'S  BUSTED. 

In  a  little  church  in  Maryland,  not  far  from  Washington, 
the  motive  power  for  the  organ  comes  from  the  strong  arm 
of  an  industrious  Irishman. 

During  a  recent  service  there  the  choir  got  into  trouble, 
and,  to  cap  the  climax,  during  the  confusion  that  ensued, 
the  organ  suddenly  stopped. 
The  situation  was  not  greatly  relieved  when  there  came 

floating  out  into  the   auditorium   a   hoarse  whisper: 

"Sing,  all  you?,!     Sing  like  the  devil!     De  organ's  busted!" 

TA=MO=PIC 
What  arc  they  .-      Kvnv  live,  wulc-awakr 

Moving  Picture 
Theatre  Hanager 

should  know.      Drop  us  a  postal  and  just  say 

TA=MO=PIC 
and  we  will  advise  you  of  one  of  the  greatest  propo- 

sitions ever  offered  the  amusement  loving  public. 

They  are  now  being  used  in  the  following  cities: 
New  York,  Chicago,  St.  Louis,  Louisville,  Cin- 

cinnati,   New  Orleans   and  other  principal  cities. 

DON'T  DELAY!  WRITE  TODAY  AND  BE 

THE  FIRST  IN  YOUR  TOWN  TO  USE  THEM 

O.  T.  CRAWFORD  FILM  EXCHANGE  CO. 

Gayety  Theatre  Building  -  St.  Louis,  Mo. 

SOMETHING 
  FOR   

NOTHING 
Although  we  have  been  advocates  of  the  fact 

that  no  one  will  give  you  something  tor  nothing, 
we  will  have  to  back  water  for  once,  because  in 
offering  you  our 

Economy  Coil 
you  are  gettingr  an  instrument  that  will  pay  for 
itself  and  costs  you  nothing.  The  best  and 
lowest  price  current  saving  device  on  the  market. 

Guarantee 
We  will  ship  this  coil  on  a  small  deposit,  with 

a  sixty  days  trial  and  a  guarantee  if  it  does  not 
prove  satisfactory  you  can  return  same  and  vour 
deposit  will  be  retunded.  Could  you  ask  fcr  a 
better  deal  than  this  ? 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  AND  FILM  CO. 

Pittsburg,  Pa.  Rochester,  H.  Y. 
Des  Moines,  Iowa.        Cincinnati,  0.        Lincoln,  Neb. 
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SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced    Operators. 
Leo  Quinn.  177  North  Street,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 
F.  Lubinski,  Box  87,  Olneyville,  R.  I. 

Sheldon  S.  Henry,  321  Lincoln  St.,  Wilmington,  O. 

Sydney  Baehr,  420  E.  140th  St. ,  New  York  City. 
Simon  Terr,  1326  Brook  Ave.,  New  York. 

David  S.  Robinson,  208  Cruger  Ave.,  Van  Nest,  New  York  City. 

J.  W.  Connors,  255  Baldwin  Street,  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. 
G.  S.  Schlick,  Dansville,  N.  Y. 

Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood,  Ga. 

TALKING    PICTURES    AND    EFFECTS. 
Leo  Quinn,  177  North  St.,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

THE  HARRY  F.  STAINS  CO. 
Illustrators  of  all  the  latest  and  best  songs 

The  following  songs  are  now  ready : 

"When  the  Sunshine  in  Your  Heart  Turns  Night  Time 

Into  Day." 
"Let  the  Love  Light  Linger  Longer  Lady  Lou." 

"If  I  Only  Had  a  Sweetheart  Just  Like  You." 

"  The  Way  His  Mother  Sang  the  Closing  Hymn." 

"  Someboby  Just  Like  You." 
Write  us  for  catalogue  of  our  song  slides  we  have 
the  things  you  want.  Send  in  your  song  poems 
and  let  us  illustrate  your  favorite  song. 

Don't   Forget  the   Name 

THE  HARRY  F.  STAINS  CO.,  2220-2222  Federal  St  ,  Camden.N.J. 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  write  for  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia 

New  Film— New  Subjects 
Send  for  List  of  New  Films    ̂   W%f    FOOT 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street  -  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

8 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION  LENSES 
are  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  They  give  better  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  film. 

PRICE  $18.00  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of 

picture  wanted 

GUNDLACH-IHANHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  CLINTON  AVENUP,  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-iU   West  Randolph  St. 
Chicago,  111. 

PLACE  YOUR  ORDERS  NOW  FOR 

A  COWBOY 
ESCAPADE 
A  thrilling  drama  of  Western 
life,  showing  how  a  group  of 
cowboys  challenge  a  magician 
who  professes  to  catch  bullets, 
but  who  falls  before  the  real 

bullet  in  the  cowboy's  sixshooter* Based   on   an  actual  occurrence* 

Scene  I. — Post  Office  on  San  Pedro  River, 

Arizona.  Group  of  Cowboys  Discussing 

Magician's  Claim.  The  Bet.  Scene  2. — 
Riding  into  Town.  Scene  3. — Outside  the 
Theatre.  Scene  4. — Magician  on  Stage 
Catching  Bullets.  Cowboy  in  Audience 

Jumps  Up,  "Catch  This  One!"  Magician 
Falls  Wounded.  Scene  5.— The  Escape. 

Scene  6. — Pursued  by  Police.  Exciting 
Ride  for  Life.  Scene  7. — Behind  the  Prison 

Bars.     The  Cowboy's  Dream. 

A  Film  that  will  maKe  money  for  you 

READY  SEPTEMBER  15th 
05O    FEET 

Centaur  Film  Mfg.  Co. 
900   Broadway,    Bayonne,  N.  J. 
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HOW     HE BECAME 
TURNER. 

A     CRANK- 

By    Mark    M.    Leichter. 

I'll  U'lTK    I. 

In  the  neighborhood  where  a  moving 
picture  theater  is  located  lived  a  small 
boy   (but   let   us  call   him   "kid"   to  make 

sy)  who  used  to  hang  around  the 
little  place  of  amusement  to  watch  the 
people  going  in  and  oul  and  once  in  a 
while  to  try   to  work  it   in  himself.      II. 

tround  so  often  that  he  was  getting 
tn  be  known  1>\  the  employees  of  the 
place  and  made  friends  with  them  I  lie 
kid  would  talk  to  them  and  Feel  happj 
that  he  could  do  it.  They  would  ask  him 
to  run  errands  and  he  was  only  too  ulad 

One    day    the    manager    asked    him    to 
run  an  errand  and  the  kid  was  delighted 

i.     Starts  as  Errand  Boy. 

to  net  the  chance.  He  could  go  into  the 
theater  now  whenever  he  pleased,  and 
from  that  day  he  did  not  miss  a  per- 

formance. He  would  make  himself  use- 
ful, ushering  people  to  their  seats  and 

chasing  the  small  kids  so  that  they  would 
not  blockade  the  entrance.  All  this  was 
noticed  by  the  manager,  who  in  due  time 
felt  a  liking  for  the  kid  and  put  him  to 
work  doing  little  things  around  the  place 
for  a  salary  of  $1.50  per  week. 
_  The  kid  never  felt  happier  in  all  his 
life  than  to  say  that  he  was  "working  in 
I  theater."  He  did  everything  asked  of 
him  and  earned  his  money.  He  was  on 
the  job  early  and  the  last  to  leave  the 
place.  He  was  getting  familiar  with 
everybody,  more  particularly  with  the 
operator,  who  asked  him  to  come  up  in 
the  booth.  The  kid  was  happy  to  have 
that  invitation  extended  to  him.  for  he 
wanted  to  see  what  it  looked  like.  He 

isked  to  turn  the  handle  for  a  min- 
ute while  the  operator  had  something  he 

wanted  to  fix  up.  The  kid  took  hold  of 
the  crank  and  he  was  very  happy  that 
he  had  this  opportunity.  He  informed 
his  friends  and  mother  what  he  already 
could  do.  He  was  wise  to  understand 
that  he  had  an  opportunity  before  him 
if  he  could  learn  to  be  an  operator,  for 
he  not  only  had  the  chance  but  liked  the 
idea  also. 

CHAPTER  II. 

Everything  was   coming  the  kid's  way 
now.  and  every  time  he  had  a  chance  he 

Salai  y  Raisi  -         per  Week. 

would  be  up  in  the  booth.  He  would 
watch  the  operator  at  every  turn  he 
would  make.  He  was  getting  wise  how- 
to  trim  the  carbons  and  how  to  feed 
an  arc. 

The  operator  would  again  ask  him 
to  turn  the  crank  for  a  few  minutes. 
He  was  only  too  glad  to  do  it.  Once 
the  picture  jumped  from  its  frame  and 

he  called  the  operator's  attention  to  it; 
the  operator  fixed  it  up  for  him,  and 
after  he  had  seen  how  it  was  done  he 
was  convinced  that  it  was  very  simple 
after  you  know  how.  During  all  this 
time  that  the  kid  had  been  around,  the 
operator  had  not  the  slightest  thought 
that  he  was  building  a  very  dangerous 
explosive  around  him  that  might  at  any 
time  send  him  off. 
The  kid  was  now  a  feature  in  the 

booth,  and  he  would  be  turning  the 
crank  oftener  and  gaining  a  little  more 
experience.  The  operator  was  glad  that 
he  was  being  relieved  once  in  a  while. 
The  manager  would  very  often  notice 
the  kid  in  the  booth,  but  said  nothing. 

When  pay-day  came  around  again  the 
operator  asked  the  manager  for  an  as- 

sistant. The  manager  inquired  about  the 
kid  and  the  operator  spoke  very  highly 
of  him.  Then  the  manager  called  for 
the  kid.  The  kid  came,  drew  his  salary 
and  then  was  told  that  hereafter  he 
would  have  to  assist  the  operator  and 
that  his  salary  would  be  raised  to  $3  per. 
He  was  more  than  willing,  besides  be- 

ing the  happiest  kid  in  the  land.  Of 
course  he  spread  the  news  again  to  his 
many  friends.  He  would  have  liked  to 
send  printed  notices  of  his  rapid  rise  to 
them  if  he  had  the  means.  The  kid  was 
now  the  assistant  operator. 

CHAPTER  III. 

In  this  short  time  the  kid  has  worked 
himself  up  to  assistant  operator.  He 
now  has  his  desire  and  the  opportunity 
before  him.  He  is  advised  by  the  opera- 

tor on  any  information  he  wants  and  in 
due  time  learns  a  few  things.  When  the 
operator  leaves  for  his  meals  the  kid  is 
left  alone  and  the  entire  booth  left  to 

his  charge.  This  gives  him  the  oppor- 
tunity he  looks  for,  as  it  gives  him  a 

chance  to  experiment  on  man)  things. 
He  looks  the  fuses  over  and  chances 
them  to  see  what  will  happen;  he  fiddles 
with    the    connections   and.    in    fact,    with 

thing  tin    I   ih  .  ontain      but  luck* 
ipes  v,  nil.  .ut  a  mishap 

1  Mil-     t  I   I      1  h,  ..  ,.[!_ 
but  In-,  light  would  drop  on  nil 
a  whi 

hibition  was  laultli  Hi 
without  assistanci    and  think! 

getting   1 1"    • saw .  j  el  while  the  op<  rati the  light 

Nothing  can  bi 
it   you  0  msidci    the   li  ngth  of 

nine  he  has  been  at  it  he  is  doini 
w  ell.   hut   there   is  still    1 
"nut      lie  I-  the  in  »t  to  1..    in  the  I 

morning    to   clean    things   up   and 

1     them     H  ad y     fi  ir    the    day's    v, 1 1  is    desiu-    is    to  01    opi  rator, 
when    he    will    have    full    charge    of    the 
machine,   and   the   soom 

3.     Advanced  to  Assistant  Operator. 

the  better  he  will  like  it.  He  works  hard 
and  is  always  ready  to  do  anything  the 
manager  wants,  thus  displaying  his  ear- 

nest endeavors  before  his  employer. 

CHAPTER  IV. 

By  this  time  the  kid  has  learned  to 
turn  the  crank  steadier,  thread  up  more 
rapidly  and  trim  his  carbons  better.  He 
was  in  charge  of  the  machine  oftener 
than  the  operator  and  he  was  now  in  a 
position  where  he  could  run  through  a 
performance   without   any   assistance. 
The  operator,  knowing  what  the  kid 

could  do,  made  things  very  easy  for  him- 
self and  very  seldom  was  he  seen  in  the 

booth.  He  would  be  called  for  assist- 
ance once  in  a  while,  and  when  he  would 

relieve  his  assistant  for  meals  was  the 
only  time  that  he  could  be  seen  at  his 
post.  , 

While  the  kid  was  at  the  machine  his 
work  was  not  so  very  bad,  although  once 
in  a  while  his  light  would  drop,  but  the 
manager  did  not  think  that  it  mattered 
much. 

The  operator's  behavior  and  the  way 
the  kid  was  doing  his  work  was  taken 
into  consideration  by  the  manager  when 
he  was  considering  a  reduction  in  his 

salary  list.  The  kid's  work  was  satisfac- 
tory to  him  and  if  he  would  double  his 

salary  the  kid  would  more  than  be  glad 
to  accept.  But  if  he  would  more  than 
double  it  and  give  the  kid  $8.  he  would 
still  be  saving  a  good  bit.     The  manager 
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a.     Now  a  Full-Fledged  Operator  at  $8.00  per. 

decided  to  do  this,  and  at  the  end  of  the 
week  informed  the  operator  that  his  ser- 

vices were  no  longerprequired. 
When  the  kid  reported  for  his  weekly 

bit  he  was  asked  whether  he  thought  he 
could  be  capable  of  taking  care  of  the 
booth  himself,  and  his  answer  was:  "I 
think  I  can."  He  was  then  told  of  the 
salary  he  would  get  and  that  the  fol- 

lowing day  he  would  start  at  it  all  alone. 
He  did  start,  and  what  happened  dur- 

ing his  time  vou  no  doubt  know. 

Flim  Review. 

FOE  A  WIFE'S  HONOR  (Biograpn).— Story  of 
a  True  Friend's  Sacrifice..  The  Biograpli  in  this 
subject  presents  a  picture  of  the  Krameresque 
type.  The  plot  is  most  interesting  and  lucid,  and 
the  situations  intensely  stirring.  Irving  Robert- 

son, a  successful  playwright,  has  just  received  a 
message  from  out  of  town  to  witness  the  initial 
performance  of  one  of  his  plays.  As  he  is  about 
to  leave.  Henderson,  the  manager,  calls  to  pay  a 
sum  due  him  for  royalties.  At  the  same  time, 
Frank  Wilson,  a  friend  of  the  family,  drops  in. 
Henderson  bands  over  to  Robertson  several  thou- 

sand dollars  and  departs.  He  places  the  money 
temporarily  in  bis  desk  and  prepares  for  his 
journey,  excusing  himself  to  Wilson,  at  the  same 
time  begging  him  to  make  himself  at  home,  he 
departs.  Now  with  the  family  there  was  empolyed 
a  French  maid,  whose  carelessness  just  before 
this  scene,  incurred  the  displeasure  of  Mrs.  Robert- 

son, who  discharged  her.  Wilson  is  a  bank  cashier 
and  has  fallen  into  the  error  of  so  many  of  his 
kind.  As  his  peculations  are  detected,  and  well- 
grounded  rumors  already  rife,  he  comes  to  ask 
tlie  wise  counsel  of  his  friends.  Robertson  having 
departed,  Wilson  hesitatingly  unburdens  his  mind 
to  Mrs.  R..  who.  o£  course,  is  amazed  at  his 
recital.  While  they  are  engaged  in  whispered 
conrersation,  the  maid,  who  has  packed  her  be- 

longings to  leave,  peeks  in.  An  idea  strikes  her: 
;i  chance  loo  good  to  lost1,  so  she  noiselessly  re- 

verses I  be  key  in  the  door  and  locks  it  from  the 
outside,  thus  leaving  the  couple  prisoners.  Out  of 
(lie  bouse  she  rusbes  to  overtake  Robertson,  which 
she  does  at  the  next  corner.  Loud  and  impressive 
are  her  defamations,  which  not  only  arouse  the 
jealousy  "f  the  husband,  but  curiosity  of  the  pnss- 
ersby  as  well.  Back  to  tile  bouse  dashes  Robert- 

son and  upon  finding  the  door  linked.  I  be  maid's 
slory  seems  only  loo  true.  Inside  the  room  con- 

sternation bad  at  first  seized  the  couple,  and  then 
the  wife  accuses  Wilson  of  duplicity — ' 'No,  no!  not 
that!  I'm  not  as  low-  as  thai,  but  we  must  think, 
and  think  quickly  Ab!  Go  into  that  room."  The wife  does  as  be  ronilnands  and  Wilson  makes  for 
the  desk,  bnrsls  II  open  and  Is  taking  the  money 
as  Robertson,  in  a  frenzy,  crashes  into  the  room. 
He  slops  shorl  at  the  scene  that  greets  bis  sight. 
There    is    his    wile,    whom    be    had    (nv    the   momenl 
doubled,  coming  from  her  room,  and  bis  inosl  cher- 

ished friend  standing  over  the  wrecked  desk  with 
the  Implicating  bank  notes  slill  in  bis  hand.  For 
aii  inslanl  all  seemed  paralyzed:  Iben  from  Hie 
husband  -"Go."  Wilson  with  bowed  bead,  leaves 
lie    has   chosen   to   burl   himself   Into    the   slough   of 
(legredalion    10    save    ihe    honor    of    bis    friend's    wile. 
Length,  474  feet. 

BALKED  AT  THE  ALTAR  (Biograph).— Bio- 
grapli comedy  of  a  near-wedding.  Artemisia 

Soubia  Stebbins  was  a  lovelorn  maiden  who  bad 
delved  deep  into  the  mysteries  of  "Three  Weeks." 
as  well  as  being  conversant  with  the  teachings  of 
Laura  Jean  Libby.  Her  one  hobby  was  to  posses 
a  hubby.  Many  there  were  whom  she  tried  to 
hook,  but  in  vain,  for  truth  to  say.  Arte  was  of 
pulchritude  a  bit   shy.     She  bad   the  complexion   of 
pale  rhubarb  and  a  figure  like  a  wheat  sack.  Still 
her  motto  was  "nil  desperandum."  and  she  was 
ever  hopeful.  One  thing  in  her  favor,  her  father. 
Obediah  Stebbins,  avowed  his  aid.  Of  the  visitors 
who  called  at  the  Stebbins"  domicile.  Hezekiab 
Horubeak  seemed  the  most  probable  to  corral,  so 
Artemisia  set  to  work.  Hez  at  first  was  a  trifle 
recalcitrant,  but  was  soon  subdued  by  Obediah's 
gun.  which  we  must  admit  possessed  agregious 
powers  of  persuasion.  The  day  for  the  wedding 
was  set.  and  to  the  village  church  there  flocked 
the  natives  to  witness  this  momentous  affair.  All 
was  progressing  serenely  until  the  all-important 
question  was  put  to  Hezekiab.  and  instead  ot 
answering  "Yea."  be  kicked  over  the  trace  and 
tried  to  beat  it.  His  escape  by  way  of  the  door 
was  intercepted,  so  it  happens  that  the  little 
Church  is  in  sore  need  of  a  stained  glass  window, 
for  Hez  took  a  portion  of  it  with  him  in  his 
haste.  Out  alnl  over  the  lawn  be  gallops  with 
the  congregation  at  bis  heels.  Artemisia  Sophia 
well  in  tlie  lead.  Down  from  the  terrace  onto  the 
road  they  leap  and  across  the  meadow  until  they 
come  to  a  fence,  on  the  other  side  of  which  are 
two  boys  shooting  crap.  Over  this  hurdle  they 
vault  coming  plump  down  on  the  poor  boys,  almost 
crushing  the  life  out  of  them.  Regaining  bis 
equilibrium.  Ilez  forges  on  coming  to  the  very 
acropolis  of  the  town.  The  descent  therefrom  is 
decidedly  precipitous  and  makes  Hez  hesitate  for 
a  moment,  but  only  a  moment,  for  the  howling 
horde  is  still  in  pursuit,  so  down  be  goes  in  leaps 
and  falls  to  the  bottom,  followed  by  a  veritable 
avalanche  of  human  beings.  Owing  to  this  mix-up 
Hez  has  a  chance  to  distance  them  a  little,  and 
being  almost  exhausted,  he  attempts  to  climb  a 
tree,  but  too  late  for  the  gang  is  soon  upon  him. 
and  carry  him  back  to  the  church  where  the 
ceremony  is  started  again,  and  when  he  is  asked 
that  all-important  question  he  fairly  yells  "Yes. 
b'gosh!"  Artemisia  is  now  asked  the  question, 
and  to  the  amazement  of  all  present  she  says.  "Not 
on  your  county  fair  tintype."  and  flounces  haughtily 
out  of  the  church,  leaving  poor  Hezekiab  in  a 
state  of  utter  collapse,  surrounded  by  sympathiz- 

ing  friends.      Length.    703   feet. 

ROMANCE  OF  A  "  WAR  NURSE  (Edison).— Synopsis   of  scenes: 
Preface. — Amid  shrieking  shells  and  dying 

groans,  a  heroic  nurse  finds  opportunity  to  further 
serve  her  country — Daring  all — Patriotism  opens 
the  door  to  love,  and  she  meets  and  merits  her 
great    reward. 

On  the  Battlefield. — Two  armies  opposed — In  bat- 
tle array — Outpost  halts  carriage — Demands  pass- 

port— Lady  emerges — Corporal  in  doubt — Takes  her 
to   headquarters. 

The  Field  Hospital. — Lady  put  in  charge  of  nurse 
— Corporal  seeks  Captain — Captain  finds  passport 
correct — Attack  on  hospital — Soldiers  rush  forth — 
Nurse    calms    lady — Fighting    outside. 
"War  Is  Hell." — Soldiers  driven  back — Fire  from 

hospital — Pandemonium  reigns — Windows  broken — 
Doors  splintered — Shells  crash  through  walls — Floor 
falls — Lady    struck. 
A  Patriotic  Mission. — Nurse  alone — Rushes  to  aid 

— Lady  apparently  dead — Discovers  important  letter 
— "For  the  good  of  the  cause" — Determines  to  as- 

sume her  place — Quick  change  of  costumes — Victors 
enter — Nurse   given    escort — Leaves    in    carriage. 
En  Route  South. — Beyond  Battle  Zone — Guard 

leaves — Carriage    hastens    on. 
The  Southern  Home. — Disguised  nurse  reaches 

destination — Met  by  mother  and  son — Son  is  Cap- 
tain— Cordial     welcome — Shows     letter — Unsuspected. 

"All's  Fair  in  Love  and  War." — Captain  smitten 
— Lays  siege  to  nurse's  heart — Presses  suit — Nurse 
hesitates  —  Courier  arrives  —  Consultation  —  Nurse 
learns    Important    news. 
The  Mysterious  Lady. — Veiled  lady  arrives — 

Mother  receives  her — Nurse  denounced — Proofs 
shown — Mother    thinks    insane — Lady    shown    out. 
"As  From  the  Dead." — Nurse,  happy,  enters 

library  -Receives  important  papers — Makes  fearful 
discovery — Lady  abruptly  enters— Confronts  nurse- 
Demands  retribution — Nurse  offers  all — "Spare  my 
love" — Lady  unrelenting — Nurse  defies  her — She 
calls  her  lover — Walts  decision — Love's  victory— 
Lady    departs — Captain    escorts. 
The  End  Justifies  the  Means. — Captain  returns — 

Sees  shadow  on  door — Suspicions  awakened — "Twist 
love  and  duty"— Demands  explanations— A  harsh 
measure  The  unexpected  -A  confession— Woman  to 
woman  -Happy  reconciliation  -Love  triumphs. 
Length.   1.000   feet. 

Kloine   Optical   Co.    issue: 
NAPOLEON  AND  THE  ENGLISH  SAILOR 

(Gnmnont).  An  Incident  in  the  life  of  Napoleon 
ai  ihe  period  of  bis  contemplated  invasion  of 
England. 
An  English  sailor  is  captured  by  ihe  French,  and 

after  a  while  is  allowed  10  roam  unguarded  on 
Ihe    beach.      due    morning    he   espies   an    empty    hogs- 

1  cail    Boating    near    the   shore:    lie   bides   it   in   a   c:B 
and    works    bard    for    days    upon    it.    until    at    last  t 
is   able    to   launch    a    tiny    boat    in    which    be    hopes! 
escape  to  England.     But  he  is  captured  and  dragS 
before    Napoleon,    who    has   witnessed   the  scene   fm 
ihe    top    of    a    cliff.       Napoleon,    addressing    the    p» 
oner,    asks    him    what    made    him    attempt    such*  ; 
foolhardy     freak,     and     suggests     that     he     must  f  I 
desperately    in    love    with   a    British    lass.      The   sa»| 
replies    that    he   has   no   sweetheart,    but    that   he  tal 
anxious     to     again     see     his     mother.       Napoleon  M 
struck    with     the    lad's    earnestness,    and    commas 
bis   officers    to   give    him    safe   conduct,    under   a    ig 
of    truce,     to    a    British    vessel.       He    gives    the    4 
a     piece     of     gold,     and     wishes     him     "God-speeH 
The    French    sailors    and    sobliers    raise    three    besfl 
cheers   as    the    British    tar    sails   off.      The    last   sei. 

-lews    bis    arrival    home,    and    bis    mother's    joyH 
the     return    of     her    son     whom    she    never    expecfi 
to    see    again.      Length.    530    feet. 

THE  HAPPY  MAN'S  SHIRT  iGauim.nD.-l interpretation  of  a  legend  of  the  fifteenth  centrH 
Costumes  and  staging  apropos  to  the  times  ml conditions. 

A   young   prime,    wearied   of  life,   chooses   to  sH 
and    pine    away.      Efforts   on   the   part   of   friends   J 
subjects     to     cheer     him     prove     unavailing.       HeSl 
taken    before    a    sorcerer    and    given    the    counselH 

don    a    happy    man's    shirt. A  search  is  now  instigated  for  a  happy  rcLj 
Soldiers  enjoying  themselves  at  a  road  house  I 
questioned,  and  for  answer  the  happiness  olIL 
soldier's  lot  is  depicted  by  the  vision,  beautiffi 
blended,  of  a  soldier  on  battlefield  with  wife  I 
children  at  home  hoping  for  his  speedy  retil 
which    might   never   come. 

A    wealthy    banker    is    next    approached    as    lulL 
being    carried    about    by    bis    servants,     and    for  I 
swer    a    vision    shows    them    the    man's    home,    wl in  the  chamber  the  wife  succumbs  to  dread  dise 
leaving    him    disconsolate. 

A    young    lover    paying    court    to    his    sweeth 
offers    his    answer    in    a    vision    showing    where    hi 
reprimanded    for   his   attentions    to    the    daughter 
forever    forbid    the    premises    by    her   parents.    ■ 

Finally  a  poor  shepherd  lad  is  encountered, 
he  seems  to  be  the  very  incarnation  of  happin 
Taken  before  the  prince,  he  is  requested  to 
move  his  shirt,  and  to  the  consternation  of  al 
develops  that  The  happy  man  wears  only 
of  fur  and  requires  110  shirt  of  anr  kind.  Len 
867    feet. 

THE    HAYSEED'S    BARGAIN     (Urban).— Hu 
ous   comedy   sure   to   win   wild   applause. 

Uncle    Hayseed    goes    to    market    to    purchas 
cow*.       After    lie    is    comfortably    seated    in    bis 
be     receives     with     good     grace     the     kindly     adt 
ishment     of    his    buxom     wife    to    be    sure 
home    sober. 
The  trip  to  town  aud  all  business  transaei 

safely  concluded.  Uncle  starts  for  home  wit 
prize  bovine  secured  to  the  tail  end  of  bis  . 
Happy  over  bis  investment,  he  convinces  .hln 
that  he  deserves  a  little  refreshment,  and  si 
indulges.  During  his  absence  the  animal  is 
changed  for  an  old  horse.  From  bad  to  worse. 
pcriences  are  repeated  as  often  as  Uncle  s 
so  that  when  port  is  reached  he  has  in  his  ca* 
rabbit,  which  he  surrenders  to  his  wife,  tog- ■ with    bis    empty    purse. 

Trouble  bad  been  brewing,  and  now  there  br  |j 
forth  a  veritable  storm  of  reproach  and  blows  I 

thick  and  fast  upon  every  part  of  1'ncle's  anat  | Length.    4C7    feet. 
YUSUF  THE  PIRATE  (Raleigh  &  Robert) 

dramatic  presentation,  full  of  life  and  sensat 
incidents.  The  photographic  quality  and  gel 
technique  are  unexcelled. 

Yusuf.    the    COrsaro    and    pirate,    the    dread    of 
seas,    is    shown    in    life   size    as    he    stands    on    a 
in    the   water,    scanning   the   horizon. 

An    assault    is    to    be    made    on    a    Turkish    ha 
Yusuf     is    summoned    and     takes     affectionate     I 
from    his    wife,    both    promising    that    if 
takes   one    the   other    will    soon    join. 

Life   al    the   harem    is   presented    in    all    its    phi 
Yusuf     gains     admission     in     disguise,     and     onet 
the    premises    be     discards    bis     disguise,     and 
a    signal    bis    cohorts    swoop    down    upon    the    pi 
A    desperate    battle    ensues,    and    owing    to    forol 
numbers     the     pirates     are     victorious.       Yusuf     I 
self,    however,     is    taken    prisoner.       The    iutelligl 
is   taken    to   his   wife,    ami   when   alone   she  pronl 
carries     out     her     part     of     the     death     compact! 
using    a    stiletto    upon    herself. 

Dne  of  the  inmates  of  the  harem  releases  Yill 
and  after  disposing  of  the  outer  guard  be  ml 
his  way  back  to  his  rendezvou.  where  he  c<l 
upon  the  lifeless  form  of  his  wife.  With  • 
stiletto  used  by  her  he  concludes  his  existence.! 
in  Ihe  throes  of  death  clasps  her  dead  body  .1 
10    his    own.       Length.    774    feet. 

THE    ENCHANTED    MANTLE     (Lux).— A    sul 
scries     of    animated     views,     beautifully     tinted.  ■ 
slory     of     magic     and     comedy,     highly     entertaiiji 
Excellent     photographic    quality    and    perfect 
effect    prevail    throughout. 
On  scientific  research  a  professor  leaves  I 

mantle  on  some  shrubbery  while  he  goes  in  <flj 
for  new  species.  Passing  the  place,  a  laborerB 
propriates  the  mantle,  which,  upon  being  donS 
causes  him  10  disappear  for  a  shorl  time.  1(1 
joyful  11100.1  be  saunters  away  in  possession  offl 
mysterious  garment. 

: 



THF     MOVTXC    PICTURE    WORLD 

II,.    visits    tl    ki-"(!    sli»l>    ■""'    ■'    '''"l11"^    ili'iller,    mnli 
I    pnrcliast-s    fi-wii    rurli,    I>ul    when    li    Is    Mini'    i 

Ills      iml'l'llllSCH      III'      .ll-;i|'|"-;ll  -      hj        tlll'KWllll 
inn  n  tic    nlsml    lilmm-ll        Hi-    i-lmli's    kiibI'iIh    huh 

■   puraut-t'H    hj     niiMins   nf    Hi.-    iniuilli'.    mill    wlii'ii    In 
,„,,,.      |,|S      „|r,.      I-      III.., ill       I,.      I'l'pt'imrll      I'M.. 

his     Inrilliu'ss.      wlii'ii     Li-     .lisn|.|..   ii  in.-.-      i 

mi       IllT       I'lllllll'IV       sll.'       IlllllrllCS       I  III'       llllllll  I. 

I  throws   ii   mil   »f   Hi,-   »  in. I,,"       'I'll,-   |,"ll, ■!■   «  III 
isi'is    hum     ,'iu, 'i    mill    hike    lilui    Ini,,   I'lisliiili 

ill     li'i't. 

&   FALSE    ALARM    ll.itO        V      nlier    nC    llii-iitil 

people     ii-lii'iirsi'     iin     ii.i     in     ili'ii     loinpiirtiiii'iii 
a    ii'ii.inriii     luuisc.     when    mil-    nf     ili*'    tenant* 

1 1  it-    i'iiiiiiiii<tli>n     ms     sl-ns     ,.|     ii     i-i-al     .-..li 

t.    reports    ili,'    iii.-i  1 1 .1-    I,.    Ihr    other    li'iinnts, 
title     to    .all     the     polli'i'.        An     invi'sil-al   

I„     light      Hi,-     iii.is.     mill     ili,-     Informer     i- 
i,.iil,,l    fur    Ins    trundle. 
Jreut    exilti'iiu'iil    reigns    In    rvrrj     feiitnre    "i     Hi 

ength.    :i"  l    feel 

THE    DUCK'S   FINISH    (Gmimnnt)       \    yokel    via 
the   .iiiintrv    fiilr    iiml    tries    Ills    lnek    Bl    n    nrl 
,.|.      II,     wins  a    iltii'k.    iiml   in    glee   sminters    iiwnj 

li    It. 
,IV||,-,I  1"  ink,'  ii  ilrlnk.  he  iiecepts.  mill  In  I  he 
irltv  thai  ri-snlts  wine  is  s|,iiii',i  on  the  clothes 
several    >if    I  he    pnrl.v.      lie    Is    niiilel    mil    nf    some 

unci     In    make    -   I    'I"-    ilnnitige 
m.     ireiilineiil     is    neem-ileil    liiin    at    a    ineIT> 

ronnil   an, I   mi   iiinnseiiient    pink.       The    ilnck    eiiuscs 
lull    nl    n    thenter.    and    in    a    hotel    i-anses    a 

ii   lU-e    Incarcerate    him    and    appropriate 

prise. 
Dili-hides  "  illi  n  >  lew  of  the  officers 

■  repast,  of  which  the  duck  fiirnlshes  the  |irln 
al   feature.      Length.    I".T    feet. 

HAVE     WON     ONE     HUNDRED     THOUSAND 
LLARS    iCaiunont)        \n    nrtisiiii    wandering   down 

conies    no ..n    i hi'    annoiineeinenl    of    a    hit 
.in.     and    although    unl     of     work     and     short 

funds     lie     is    optimistic,     and    concludes    to    pnr 
ticket     for     Ids     sou  The     little     fellow 

,.,,    Die    ticket,    playfully    secretes    il    in    the    head 
a    Imsi.       Want    at    the    home    crows    worse,     and 
wife,    getting    desperate,    concludes    to    abandon 
husband. 

'hat     day     the     husband     returning     home     learns 
t     ins     boy's     i  i.-k.-t     l.cai-     the     winning    number 

him, lie, I      thousand     dollars.        He     reaches 
I    In    time    to    Intercept    his    wife    and    apprls, 

n>  fill    news    of    their    pood    fortune.       A 
Jrch    for     the    ticket     proves    unavailing,     and    the 

crows     hysterical,     de   lisliinc     everything 
11,.-   I.ust    meet    the   same   fate,    and   luckili 

,     sides    the    ticket    in    the    fragments   of   chim 
hi  i,   .,  drac  on   the  floor. 

sequel,    the   series   shows   a    vision   of   a    lit  r I « 
us    occupant,    while    the    latter    is    glee  full  > 

..ith   coin   as   it    pours  unto   the  bed.     Length 
feel. 

•RETTY  FLOWER  GIRL  (Rossi!.— A  beautiful 
traw.l  of   a    love   story   with   a   sad   climax. 

rate    in    the    army    has    as    his    sweetheart    r. 
idei     whos   cupation    is    to   pick    and    sell 

.•ers. 
:ngiiged  at   her  work,   an  army  officer  is  attracted 

.amy    and    attempts    to    make    love    to    her. 
s   is    resented    and    provokes    a    quarrel    between 
private    and    the    officer.      The   officer   Is   worsted. 
he   prefers   charges   against    the   successful    lover. 

i  the   latter,   court-martialed,   is  condemned   to  die. 
onng    lady    is    heart-broken,    and    at    sunris, 

retes    herself    in    a    trench    where    her    lover    is    to 
shut.      The    guards    with    the    prisoner    arrive    and 

prisoner     is     stationed     near     the     trench.       The 
ment     the    order    is    given     to    "aim"    the    maiden 
ins  in,   and   embraces   him,    so   thai    the   command 

"lire"    unites    In    death    two    souls    that    were    pre 
.ted    from    so   doing    in    life   by    the    intrigue    "i    a 

al.     length,  (520  feet. 

'HE  ORGAN-GRINDERS  DAUGHTER  ifrhan,. 
"hrilliiiL-.  pathetic,  realistically  set.  strongly  en- 
ell  and  perfectly  photographed.  this  stirring 
ma  contains  all  the  elements  that  lend  them 
res    lii    certain    popularity. 

pictures: 

in  organ -L'rinder    plays   outside   a    terrace    of    town 
QSlons:    his    little    girl    collects    alms. 
t   nurse    and    daughter    of    the    house    descend    tl"' 
08.      The    nurse    gives    n   ey    t<>    her    charge,    who 
■ses    n    "ii    to    the    other    little    girl. 
oy    of    the    orean-grinder— the    coin    is    evidently 
gnlil.       They     stop    playing    and    go    in     search     of 
reshmetit . 
Tire,  ruffians  follow  nurse  and  child.  In  a  conn 

lain-  they  overpower  the  nurse,  who  is  rendered 
•onscioiis.  and  carry  away  the  child. 
!1ie  organ-grinder  passes  and  revives  the  lady, 
0  at  mice  rushes  in  search  of  her  charge. 

Jlrawing-room  scene.  Th  frantic  nurse  announces 
'  loss  to  the  father  and  mother.  Grief  of  the 
ents. 

V  letter  arrives  demanding  Sl.onn  for  the  rcr»»r» 
the   stolen    child. 
tcene  in  a  cave,  evldentlv  n  rendezvous  for 

nip-        \    gipsy    band  with    musical    instruments    l-o •h. 

rhe    ruffians    carry     In     the    kldnanped    child    and 
I  ce  l,cr   In   a    den   leading   out  of   the   main   cave. 
,i  rhi>     organ-grinder     and     his     daughter     enter     the 

,  ,n,.    and    i   i    i"    an. .ii.,  i    "'    it-    du  Isloi 

■belter 
Police  station   -         t    •    •   led    fnthel 

know  n    in      i"        "--I    pi  in   «    it"'    letter       a    detec 
given    i  i. ai  ec    •■'    ii»    ■  ■-•     o,.t    proceed!    M 

Invesl  l| 
i  i,e   .l.-ii        ii,,    ,  iiii.i    is      ghl.i    handled    bj    lior 

captors  ami  cries  al   i 
iiie    organ  grinder     llstetn 

■Ingle  handed       Hi  eblld   and 

gles  to  release  her    bul    l«  qnli  klj    ovei  iiowi  i  ■ i... iiu.i.   and   the   child  in    stifled 

Th,-  organ-grinder's  daughter  hears  nei  father 
,iv  for  aaslstanci  She  llatens  at  the  tloot  and 
Is  i, ,i,i  what  to  do  The  little  girl  Is  quick-witted 
and   Immediately    leaves   the 

ii,,     brave    girl    inns    along    eountrj     lam 
,    w,,,,,ls;    stumble       i  on    again,    until 

Footsore,    breathless,    exhausted     she   -inks    a      tin 
terrace  Bteps  of  the   house  she  seeks 
She  is  found  bj    the  butler  and  carried  in, l   's, 
II. .pe      The   detective    I-    reporting    failure      h 

tain    n    clue,    when    the    little      saenger    is    brought 
In    and    tells    her    news        Isalstnnce    is    sun   led 
ami   n   rescue   part}    is   formed 

Justice,        The     cave.        The      kidnappers      waul      Hie 
.  i  i . . i  to  write  a  letter  to  her  parents;  si,,-  declines 
The  ruffians  benl  her.  The  organ  grinder,  bound 
i,   powerless   to   help. 

\nn.il  of  the  parents,  with  police  The  Whole 

gang   i-  captured  and   the  organ-grinder   Is   liberated 
Drawing-room  scene.  General  happiness.  The 

organ-grinder  is  rewarded,  and  his  daughter  Is  tin 
heroin,-   of   the  occasion.     Length,   540   feet, 

A     PLEASANT     EVENING     AT     THE     THEATER 

(Gaumont).     'nine    men    \i-ii    the   theater   togethei 
niul     after     taking     their    seats     tind     that     an     equal 

number    of    women    take    seats    In    the    row    ah, -a, l 
Adorned      with      stupendously      large      headgear.      tin 
ladles    obstruct    the    entire    view    of    the    gentlemen 
and    positively     refuse    I"    remove    their    hats    when    so 
requested. 

Piqued     at      this     discourtesy,      the     men     leave      tb< 
thenter,    and   al    n    refreshment    narior   meet    several 
Mexicans     with     large     sombrero-.         The     latter     ar, 
engaged    to   attend    the    theater    and    to    secure    tin 
row    of    seats    in    front    of    the    ladies.       Much    amuse 
ment  is  caused  by  this  retaliation,  and  Anally  a 

compromise  is  arranged  by  the  management  bj 
which  ail  arc  t,,  remove  their  hats.  Length,  SGV 

feet. 
THE  BEWITCHED  TRICYCLE  (Lux).  This  sub 

|ect    is    full    of    amusing    incidents   ami    excitement 
Having    stolen    a     rabbit,     the    thief    is    exerting 

every  effort  tO  make  good  his  escape.  A  inessen 

ger's     tricycle     delivery     cart      is     used     as     a     hiding 
place,   but    unfortunately   the  vehicle  starts  off   with 
Its    human    cargo. 

In    the    flight     through     the    streets    it     interrupts    a 
•  wedding  march,  a  troop  of  soldiers,  a  party  al 
[unci   i   ami  a    squad  of  officers,    causing   havoc   In 
each  instance,  and  linally  ends  its  course  in  tin 
river,  where  the  thief  is  apprehended.  The  nies 

senger    takes    eharg   '    his    cart.       Length,    ."lit    feel 
RICHES.    POVERTY   AND    HONESTY    (Radios), 

A     stirring    story    of    ruin,     poverty    after    affluence, 

honest      toil,      temptation,      remorse     and     repentance 
charmingly  told  In  animate. i  picture  sequence.  The 
photographic    quality    of    the    picturesque    stereoptic 
scenes  is  excellent,  while  the  acting  and  settings 
are   of   a    very   high    class. 

Order    of    pictures: 
Ruined.  Beautiful  home  scene..  Husband,  wife 

and    daughter    amid    luxurious   surroundings. 
A  writ  is  served.  Claim  cannot  be  met.  The 

home  is  broken  up  and  its  despairing  owner  is  pen 
niless.      (irief   of    the    family. 

Country  and  roadside..  The  former  prosperous 
mail  is  now  a  stone  breaker.  By  no  means  recon 
.Med  to  his  lot,  he  raises  Ids  hand  and  curses  his 
more    fortunate   fellows  as  they   motor  or  drive   past 
His  wife  brings  refreshment  and  attempts  con 

solution,    but    he    is    embittered    and    repels    her. 

A   passing   horseman   drops   his   pocketbook,    which 
is  seized  upon  by  the  stone-breaker,  win,  hurries 
home     with     his     find. 
The  horseman  pays  a  visit.  Dismounting,  he  is 

about  to  enter  the  house  of  his  friend,  when  a 
girl  offers  flowers  for  sale.  lie  selects  sonic,  but. 
in    searching    for    money    to    pay.    discovers    his    loss. 
He  remounts  ami  retraces  his  steps,  bul  ids 

search    is    unavailing. 

The  stone-breaker's  home;  clean,  bill  meagerly 
furnished.  Husband  arrives  in  good  humor  and 
displays    Ills    find    to    his    wife    and    daughter. 
The  daughter  is  the  flower-girl  from  whom  the 

horseman  was  buying.  She  knew,  therefore,  to 
whom    the    i   ketl   k    belonged. 
The  wife  implores  her  husband  to  restore  the 

money,  upon  which  he  becomes  angry  and  threatens 
violence..       He    leaves     I  lie    house    and     goes     to    hide 
the   wallet    in    the    forest.      A    lovely    w   Hand    scene, 
beautifully    toned. 

His  daughter  follows,  and.  hidden  behind  a  boul- 
der,    witnesses     the     proceeding. 

The  father  buries  the  money  and  departs,  after 
which    his   daughter   unearths    it    and    Hies    Into    the town. 

Return  >.f  the  horseman,  who  is  announcing  ids 
want  of  success,  when  the  flower-girl  restores  the 
wallet  I"  its  owner  She  ,1, '.lines  to  accept  any 
reward  and  departs  The  liorseinan.  however,  fol- lows. 

FOR  SALE 
Enterprise  Stereoptlcon  and  No     \  <  iptlgrapn  M 
Picture  Machine.  Four  to-lnch  tn  at  follows: 
Thaw  uintr  Traged)     Uncle  bin  and  Mih 
t.nv      Kunrl.il      I'.il.idr      S.m      Ii.h,.  .,       All 
Kinds  ol  wininsi,  .,1  A<i  t 
$'o.oo  cash,  ami  balanci  COD     Ail 

SCHIMANDLE  -  Coal  City,  III. 

WANTED 
LECTURE  SET-.  AND  VIEWS 

Wanted  at  once,  100,(    colored  and  plain 
lecture  sets,  views,   son",   slide-  .  etc.      State 
lowest  price   :u  first  letter. 
NEWMAN    MOTION  PICTURE  CO. 

293   Burnsirle       -       Portland,  Oregon 

HARBACH'S  BARGAINS 
$160  Motion  Piclure  Machine     .......    $75.00 

$175  Edison  Underwriter:,'  Kinctoscope  ....     1 17, SO 
$140  20th  Century  Marvel   100.00 

Cineograph  $15      Cineograph  $25     Cincograph    55.00 

Passion  Play  i  Haini  1865  feet   117.00 

Pathe's  Passion   Play  dates!  colored,  etc.)  ,    287.50 
OTHKK   BARGAINS.      Ml    SUPPLEMENT  27 

HARBACH  &  CO.  809  Filbert  Street.  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

TICKETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New   York  City 

LOOK  HERE  MR.  MANAGER 
We  make  the  handsomest  most  dec- 

orative and  best  colored 

ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDE 
on  the  market. 

Pretty   Broad    Statement 
Isn't   it— Mr.  Manager 

PREMIER 
Slides  are  made  by  our  new  and  ex- 

clusive process,  and  for  sharpness, 
brilliancy  and  effectiveness  on  the 
screen  are  unapproached  by  any  other 
slide  on  the  market. 

You  can't  afford  to  be  without  them. 
A  New  One  : 

Taft  &  Sherman  Slides 
Ready,  35c. 

KR0M0GRAF   SLIDE   CO. 
Makers  of  "  Premier"  Slide 

5   EAST  8th  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUbF  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    ■    San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholcsolc  and  Retail 

Stcrecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue CHICAGO. 
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Do  NOT  put  on  the 

PASSION  PLAY 
Without  Music  and  Lecture  J> 

If  you  are  too  far  away  from  New  York  or 
Philadelphia  to  engage  the  services  of  the 
first  and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion  Play  in  particular, 

W.    STEPHEN    BUSH 

get  his  lecture  in  print.  Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with  valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory.  The  best 
and  cheapest  printing  matter  on  the  Passion 
Play,  a  text  book,  programe  and  herald  all  in 
one  If  you  have  tnis  you  need  nothing  else. 
A  ten  page  folder.  Price  $5  oo per  500.  Write  to 
W.  Stephen  Bush,  3524  Filbert  St.,  Phila  ,  Pa. 

FOR  25  CENTS 
I  will  mail  formula  for  making  best  film  cement  on 

earth.  20  CENTS  makes  year's  supply.  Large  bottle 
postpaid  15  CKNTS. 

Two    Big   Paying  M.P.  Theatres   for  Sale 
$700  EACH 

THE  L.  L.  WESTERLAND  CIRCUIT,  Lock  Box 
44   Ann  Arbor,  Mich. 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 

Non-BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stack  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 
Also   Seating   for  Out 

of-Door  Use. 
Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 
Vitagraph  Selig 
Edison  Lubin 
Essanay  Kalem 

FILn  SUBJECTS 
5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
231  Bowery,  New  York 

'Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call    For    Samples 

Forest  scene.  The  stone-breaker,  returning  for 
his  buried  treasure,  discovers  his  loss.  He  is Irani  Ic. 

Hume  again.  The  flower  girl  is  preparing  her 
basket  for  next  day's  work.  The  father  is  despon- 

dent. The  daughter  confesses  her  share  in  the 
matter. 
The  stone-breaker,  mad  with  rage,  is  about  to 

assault   the   girl,   but   the   mother   intervenes. 
Arrival  of  the  horseman.  The  stone-breaker  is 

embarrassed.  He  is  liberally  rewarded  for  finding 
the    treasure. 
Remorse  and  shame  of  the  stone-breaker,  who 

implores  his  daughter's  pardon.  Reconciliation. 
Length,    550   feet. 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICHERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  76.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

THE  PAWNBROKER  (Lubinj .— "Mr.  Nathans" 
keeps  a  pawn  shop — incidentally  he  keeps  a  son — 
whose  idea  of  daily  toil  does  not  coincide  with 
the  father's  thrifty  notions.  "Nathans"  is  an 
exception  to  the  accepted  idea  of  a  pawnbroker. 
He  is  shrewd,  blunt  and  sparing  of  words,  but 
seldom  has  the  poor  outcast  and  unfortunate  left 
his  place  without  some  little  encouraging  lift. 
The  son  "Abe"  after  several  days'  absence  from 
home  and  finally  puts  in  an  appearance  and  proceeds 
to  touch  his  father  for  some  money.  His  mother 
and  sister  add  their  entreaties  but  to  no  purpose. 

The  old  game  is  played  out  wltn  "papa."  "Abe" then  swaggers  off  conveying  the  impression  that 
he  will  get  it  just  the  same.  He  has  formed 
an  attachment  for  an  attractive  young  shoplifter. 
Aided  by  her  pal  the  son  forms  a  compact  to  rob 
his  father.  The  scheme  is  carried  out.  "Mr. 
Nathans"  is  knocked  senseless  with  a  blackjack 
in  the  hands  of  his  son,  the  till  is  robbed  and 
the  thieves  depart.  A  quarrel  occurs  among  the 
thieves.  "Abe"  is  severely  battered.  At  the 
same  time  the  police  break  in,  led  by  the  father, 
who    accuses    his    son. 

Five  years  later  a  poor  broken  figure  of  a  man 
enters  the  shop.  With  tear  dimmed  eyes  he  im- 

plores his  father's  forgiveness.  "Nathans"  takes 
the  prodigal  to  his  heart  and  he  is  once  more  ad- 

mitted   to   the    family    circle.     Length,    S35    feet. 

Pathe    Freres    issue: 

MR.  FUZZ. — In  this  pretty  fairy  tale  we  see 
the  little  Mr.  Fuzz  shortly  after  he  has  opened 
his  eyes  for  the  first  time  on  the  light  of  this 
world.  He  is  a  queer  little  creature  and  does  not 
present  a  very  attractive  appearance  .as  he  is 
carried  around  in  the  arms  of  his  nurse  among 
the    amused    friends    of    his    parents. 

In  the  next  picture,  which  is  sixteen  years  later, 
he  is  bewailing  his  fate  and  feeling  humiliated 
at  his  ugliness,  when  all  at  once  the  good  Fairy 
Queen  appears  to  him  and  shows  him  in  a  vision 
a  beautiful  Princess,  telling  him  that  if  he  suc- 

ceeds in  winning  her  love  he  will  be  transformed 
into  a   dashing  young   man. 
The  next  scene  is  in  the  castle,  where  we  see 

the  beautiful  young  Princess,  who  is  the  laughing 
stock  of  the  court  for  her  dullness  and  stupidity. 
She  feels  her  position  keenly  when  she  is  jeered 
at  by  all  the  courtiers,  in  the  presence  of  her 
mortified  parents,  the  King  and  Queen.  When  she 
is  alone,  the  Fairy  Queen  appears  and  tells  her 
that  her  future  husband  holds  it  in  his  power  fo 
make  her  intelligent  and  witty.  She  goes  forth 
in  search  of  him,  and  as  she  is  passing  through 
the  woods,  she  meets  Fuzz,  and  is  horrified  at  his 
ugliness,  but  is  willing  to  try  her  fate,  so  prom- 

ises to  marry  him  one  year  hence.  The  engage- 
ment has  its  desired  effect,  for  when  she  returns 

to  court,  she  astonishes  every  one  present  by  her 
wit  and  humor,  and  in  place  of  being  the  laugh- 

ing  stock,    she   is   now   looked   upon    as   a    wonder. 
When  the  year  elapses,  however,  she  forgets  her 

promise,  until  one  day,  when  passing  through  the 
woods,  she  enters  a  cave  and  sees  a  lot  of  nymphs 
preparing  a  wedding  feast.  Upon  learning  that 
they  are  preparing  for  her  own  wedding,  she  hastens 
forth  in  search  of  her  future  husband.  She  soon 
meets  Mr.  Fuzz,  and  when  she  tells  him  that  she 
is  ready  to  become  his  wife,  he  is  immediately 
Changed  into  a  handsome  young  fellow,  which 
causes  her  no  end  of  delight,  so  they  hurry  off 

to  the  palace  and  after  receiving  the  patents' 
blessing,    they    are    married. 
The  last  picture  shows  the  wedding  feast  and 

the  happy  young  couple  in  the  midst  of  all  their 
friends,  who  shower  them  with  congratulations. 
Length.    051   feet. 
HEAD-DRESSES  WORN  IN  BRITTANY.— In 

this  beautiful  picture  we  are  shown  at  close  range 
some  of  the  quaint  head-gear  used  by  the  women 
in  Brittany,  in  the  first  picture.  "Ironing  a  Col- 

lar," a  woman  is  engaged  on  some  wonderful  ae- 
cordian  plaiting,  using  long  sticks  to  make  the 
plaits,  and  when  the  article  is  ready  to  wear,  it 
is  a   wonderful   looking  piece  of  work  indeed. 
Next  we  see  some  pretty  girls  who  pose  in 

front  of  tile  camera  and  display  tin-  different  stylos 
in  "colffes."  First  is  that  worn  by  a  young 
school-girl,  then  that  of  the  bride,  next  a  married 
woman's  plain  head-gear,  and  finally  the  somber- 
looking    bonnet    of    the    widow. 
Bach  different  stylo  is  a  masterpiece  in  em- 

broidery, and  servos  to  distinguish  the  classes.  We 
see  a  lot  of  beautiful  girls,  all  bedecked  in  their 
fine  laoos  and  embroideries,  which  are  all  made 
by  hand  and  which  set  off  those  attractive  maidens 
to    very    good    advantage.      Length.    377    feet. 

THE    HAPLESS    HTJBBY.— An    old    man    it 
in;:   preparations   to   go  on  a  journey,   and  his 
.nid    beautiful    wife    is    assisting    and    hurryin; 
out   of   the    way,    for   she    is   expecting   her   a 
As    the   old   fellow   steps  out  of  the  room   the 
lover    arrives,    and    the    wife    hides    him    und< 
table  till  the  coast  is  clear.     The  old  fellow 
but    from    the    look    on    his    wife's    face    he 
that    there    is    something   on   her   mind,    and 
comes    suspicious.      He    gets    outside    of    the 
and    makes    a    noise    with    his    feet    to    misles 
and    make    her    think    that    he    has    gone    don 
stairs,    but    instead    he    peers    through    the    k< 
and.    to    his    horror,    sees    his    wife    and    the 
man   greet   each   other   very   affectionately.     H 
upon    a    scheme    whereby    he    will    catch    the 
a  wares     and     have     revenge.       He     hastens 
street   and   spies   a   ladder   belonging    to   a 
■  leaner,    and    going    over,    he    takes    it    and 
it    to    his    house   and    is    about    to   climb   in   t 
his    window    when    the    owner    of    the    ladde 
a  conple  of  policemen  come  along,   and  after 
struggle,     arrest     the     unfortunate     husband 
burglar. In    the    meantime    the    wife    and    her    friend 
the    commotion,    and    peering    out    of    the 
see  the  cause  of  all  the  trouble,   and  availing 
selves    of    the    opportunity,    escape    from    the and    elope. 

When   the   husband   is   brought   before   the 
trate,    he   has   a  hard   time  explaining  the   sit 
but    finally,    after   convincing   the   officer    that 
telling    the    truth,     he     is    allowed    to    go 
starts    back   home,    vowing   vengeance.      Upon 
ing   his   apartment    he    is   set   upon   by    two    m 
and    bound    hand    and    foot    and    left    to    hi: 
while   they   escape   with   all  the   valuables.     A 
senger    enters    and    releases    him    and    hands 
note  stating  that  he  lost  his  position  for  neg 
duty    in    not    making    the    intended    trip.      L 541   feet. 

A  DAUGHTER'S  HONESTY.— In  this  inte: 
drama  we  see  the  interior  of  a  poverty-s' home  where  the  landlord  comes  and  evicts 
old  man  and  his  wife  and  daughter  becausi 
are  unable  to  pay  the  rent.  We  next  see  t 
man  seated  by  the  roadside  breaking  stone 
living  and  his  kind-hearted  daughter  bringin 
his  lunch.  A  wealthy  man  happens  by  on 
back,  and  drops  his  wallet,  and  the  poor 
borer,  discovering  it.  hastens  to  the  spot  am 
it  up  and  hurries  home  to  inform  his  \< 
his    lucky    find. 

In    the    next    picture    we    see    the    girl, 
selling    flowers,    come    to    a    house    where    a 
lady     is    seated    on    a    bench    outside,    and    i 
enough    to    purchase   the    bouquet.      At    that 
tlie     horseback     rider,     who     is     the     young 
father,    comes    upon    the    scene    and    when    h 
to    pay    the    flower    girl,    he    discovers    that 
lost     his     money.       The     generous     girl     leav* 
flowers,    however,    and   returns   to   her   home. 
entering,     her     father    tells    her    of    his    luck 
and    she    immediately    informs    him    that    she 
the   loser    and    requests    the   parent    to   give   1 
wallet    to    return   it    to   its    owner,    but    he    v* 
listen    to   such   reason.      To   make    sure    that 
keep   it   he   goes   to   a   remote   part  of   the   wc 
buries   the   purse   under  a    tree.     The   daught* 
follows    him.    waits    her   opportunity,    and    wt 
father    has    gone,    she    digs    it    up,    and    hast 
and  returns  the  money  to  its  owner. 
When  the  old  man  goes  to  the  hiding  pla 

discovers  that  someone  has  taken  his  treas 
becomes  enraged  and  immediately  suspee 
daughter.  He  returns  to  the  cottage  and 
her.  and  when  she  confesses,  he  grabs  her 
throat  and  would  strangle  her.  but  the 
steps  in  between  them.  At  that  moment  the 
of  the  purse  walks  in  and  presents  the  0) 
with  its  contents  as  a  reward  for  his  dan 

honesty.  L'pon  receiving  it  the  old  man  I repentant  and  falls  on  his  knees,  begging  tin 
pardon  for  his  brutality.  Length.  402  feet. 

A  GOOD  DINNER  BADLY  DIGESTED.— 
picture  wo  are  greatly  amused  with  a  pot 
gar's  ingenuity  in  finally  obtaining  a  meal 
he  has  been  repeatedly  refused  by  every 
whom  he  has  appealed  for  aid.  In  the  first 
we  see  him  go  to  a  cafe  where  a  man  is 
enjoying  a  hearty  repast,  but  on  being  re 
by  the  beggar  to  share  it  with  him.  he 
refuses.  Next  he  goes  to  a  dwelling  and 
witli    the    same    rebuff. 
The  servant  at  the  door,  however,  givt 

a  long  string  and  a  sharp  hook,  and  we 
fellow  starting  out  with  the  firm  resolution  1 
will  now  procure  for  himself  some  food,  no 
what  the  risk.  He  hurries  on  to  a  delieatesse 
and  puts  the  hook  into  a  luscious  lookbffl 
chicken,  turning  around  he  pulls  the  strir 
drags  the  fowl  after  him.  He  does  the  st 
the  butcher's,  where  he  gets  a  large  s: 
Next  he  is  fortunate  enough  to  meet  a 
wagon  and  performs  the  same  trick,  this 
hauling  in  a  large  loaf  of  bread.  Then 
Mm  steal  a  bottle  of  wine,  and  when  he  fee 
lie  has  collected  enough,  he  retires  to  a  be 
the  park  and  has  a  big  feast.  Evidently  h 
oats  himself,  for  he  stretches  full  length 
bench   and    falls   asleep. 

In   the  next   picture  we  see  him   having  sot 
rible     dreams    that    would    put    the    Welsh 
fiend     to     shame.       His     digestive     organs     s 
work   havoc  with   his   mind   and  we   see   the 
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uini  sausage  dancing  -\  wild  saraband  over  i>i- 
Kltmlly    be    rolls    off     tbe    bench     and     the 

■     with    all    the    trades    people    whom    be 
i  ami  the  unfortunate  Is  landed  In  jail.    Length 

18.     TONEY'S     SUITORS.  — A     man     servant      Is 
In  tbe  wine  cellar,   helping  himself  to  tbe  ran 
Vintage,  Madam    catches    him     and 

in   .hi    the    spot.       t'he    fellow    gets    bis 
iln-s    together    and    is    -      out    on    the    high' 

:e  he  goes  to  a  local  uew 
in  advertisement,  using  his  former  em 

r's  name,  stating  thai  she  wishes  to  make 
iggnalntance  of  a  Ssberman  from  the  country 
will  be  capable  of  managing  her  vasl  estates 
I,    matrimony. 
I     nexl     picture     shows     tin-     railway     station 
.»  a    trainlond  ermen,    who    have 
tin-   ad.,    unload    and    make   a    bee-line    for    tbe 
of    the    widow.      When    the    mob    arrives   out 

of   the    wall    they    peer    through    the    Iron    gate 
ttatc    their    mission    to    the    man    at     the    lodge 

up     to     Inform     the     mistress     ol 
.    who   is   horrified    at    such    a    state   of   affairs 
takes    her      1  al    the   gate    and   orders 
rowil  away,  but  when  she  starts  back  to  the 
the  mob  climbs  over  the  fence  and  pur 

the  horrified  woman,  who  rashes  In  and  liars 
ie  doors,  but  they  gain  an  entrance  through 

and  we  see  them  following  her 
cb  the  house,  begging  to  be  accepted.  Finally 

refuge  In  the  grounds,  but 
■scly  followed  by  her  imploring  suitors,  She 
tea  up  a  garden  hose  as  a  weapon  of  defense 
turns  it  on  them  ami  we  Bee  her  holding 
at  bay  and  forcing  them  to  retreat.  When 
feel  thai  they  have  had  enough  they  all  turn 
make  for  the  fence,  but  she  continues  to 
1  them  till  the  last  man  disappears,  when 
Me  exhausted  from  tbe  effects  of  her  terrible 
I.      Length,    tin    fi 

E    TWO    MODELS.  — We    see    a     young    artist's 
getting    himself     Into    all    kinds    of    trouble 

mlschievousness,      In   the   first    place,   he 
Into    the    kitchen    and    pnts    an    old    shoe    Into 
oup.    and    when    the    cook    discovers    it.    she    is 
s.       Next     he     meets     a     sirl     on     the     stairs 

■j    a    ease   of    wine,    and    In    his   gallant    mannel 
eers    to    assist    her.       She    gladlj     assents,    and 
kes   the   ease,    but    locks   her    in    an   apartment 

lis     way      to     the     studio     on      the      top 
where    be    opens    the    wine    and    lias    a     merry 
till    the    am-  '.    when    he    is    ordered 
se    for    a    picture,    but    is    In    no    condition    to 

very    had    Job    of    the    affair. 
nes    in    and    the    mischievous 

fishing     line    and    attaches    the    hook 

>    old     fellow's     wig,     pulling     it     off.     and     has 
irty    laugh    at    the    bald-beaded    old    fellow's 

fellow  goes  to  the  window  and  fs  attracted 
fair  maiden  in  a  window  on  the  opposite  side 

lie  tlirts  with  her  and  becomes  so 
lug  that  she  reports  his  attentions  to  her 

comes  over  to  complain  of  him  to 
nisi.  When  the  employer  hears  of  his  con- 
he  is  horrified  and  kicks  him  out  of  the 

The  old  man.  now  feeling  satisfied,  begins 
ie  of  the  pictures  and  makes  arrange- 

wttli  the  artist  to  paint  a  picture  of  his 
ter. 
next  picture  shows  the  painter  In  the  home 

i  young  maiden,  where  he  is  just  putting 
nisliing    touches    on    her    portrait,    but    in    the 
•  of  the  operation  he  lias  fallen  desperately 
•e  with  her  and  proposes  to  her.  She  takes 
n  to  the  father,  who  gladly  gives  his  con- 
Bid  as  he  is  about  to  give  his  blessings  to 
lppy  couple,  in  rushes  the  mischievous  model, 
laims  a  commission  for  his  service  in  bringing 
>vers    together    through    his    flirting    across    the 

The     happy     old     man     gives     him     a     good 
ince   and    he   departs,    after   congratulating   the 

pair.      Length.    524    feet. 

COUNTRY  LAD.— A  young  fellow  from  the 
■y  arrives  in  the  city  with  a  note  from  his 
■  to  an  old  friend,  in  which  the  parent  states 
the    youth    is    about    to    be    married,    and    as    he 

•  from  being  up  in  the  ways  of  the  world, 
s  to  have  him  remain  in  town  for  a  while 
learn     something     of     city     ways.       When     tbe 
man.  who  is  an  awkward.  supercilious 

tity.  arrives  at  the  home  of  the  friend,  he 
ceived  very  cordially  by  the  man  and  his 
ing  wife.  The  young  fellow  shows  at  onc€ 
he  has  a  very  keen  eye  for  beamy  and  is 
:ly  impressed  with  his  hostess. 
the  next  picture  we  see  the  host  raking  the 
fellow  our  to  show  him  the  sights.  They 
at  a  cafe  and  are  enjoying  some  refresh 

-    when    two    pretty    girls    at    the    next    table 

1.1     the 

countrj       Pbej   carrj   on  ■,,  flirtation,   bnl   the  rontb 
1  Imld   t    0   Snail]    tbe 

girls    take    sole    1  1    lead    him 
awav      from     his     11  lend.         lie    eSCBpCS,     but     tbi 
sue   him    and   overtake   him    silting'   on   a    bencb    in 
the    park,    and    all.  watch    and 
liione\     Una      let     him     n 

He    hurries    ba<  1.    to   the    home   ol  1  A    ind 
Bade    the    wife    alone,    and    she,    belnj    rath 
traded     bj     his    demure     and     winning     « 
him    sit    on    the    couch    with    her.    [ind    soon    11. 
having     a     vi'ii      piellv      Utile     love     Scene,     when,     10 
their     horror,     in     walks     the    enraged     husband         II. 
Immediately    proceeds    to    give    hi 
Pealing.       After     kicking     him     all     over     the 
he     sits     down     and     writes     a      note     1..     his 
telling   him    that    he   is   returning    I 

day's     stay     In     town,     toj  iduated     with 
honors    and    could    e\oii     give    him       is    now.        lie 
then    starts    the    young    man  home    with 
a   kick      Length,   606   feci 
troublesome    carbuncle.     \n    unfortunate 

fellOW       who      has      the      III  luck      to     be     the     possessor 
..I   a    verj    sMi,,   earbunc!   
anatomy     thai     causes    him     the    Inconvenience    01 
eating  his  meals  off  the  mantel  shelf,  slarls  OUi 
10    see     a     doctor     in     the     hope     of     obtaining     relief. 

down    ihe    street,    a    little    girl 
rolling  a  hoop  ... Hides  with  him  and  gives  him 
a  terrible  shock,  which  so  enrages  him  that  he 
raises  his  cane  tO  Strike  'he  child,  bill  she  darts 
away.  \e\l  In-  Is  knocked  down  by  a  man  on 

le  and  rolled  all  over  the  street  and  nearly 
collapses     from     ihe    pain.       He    halls    a    cab    and    has 
ins  own  troubles  climbing  in.  and  in  trying  to 
get  himself  comfortable,  ami  still  protect   the  tender 
snot  by  not  silling  down,  he  gets  on  his  knees 

and  has  his  feet  tip  on  the  cabby's  seat.  The 
latter  will  not  stand  for  this  and  orders  the  fel- 

low to  get  out,  and  when  he  refuses,  he  is  dragged 
out  and  given  more  pain.  Next  he  meets  a  lady 
friend  and  she  tries  to  insist  upon  him  silting 
on  a  bench  in  the  park  with  her.  but  the  best  he 
can  do  is  to  kneel,  so  she  becomes  indignant  and 
leaves   him    in   his   cramped    position. 

Ily  he  is  hobbling  along  the  street  when,  as 
he  turns  a  corner,  he  runs  into  a  stranger,  who 
not  knowing  his  predicament,  gives  him  a  terrible 
hi.k.  lie  .has  the  trick,  and  saves  the  fellow 
further  Inconveniences,  for  the  carbuncle  is  broken, 
and  we  sir  the  estwhile  invalid  dancing  around 
like  a  two-year-old  and  shaking  hands  with  the 
stranger,  who  thinks  he  has  lost  his  reason.  Length. :;n    feet. 

THE  DISCOVERERS.  A  grand  historical  Pageant, 

picturing  the  discovery  and  founding  of  "New 
France"  (Canada)  (Vitagraph). — Our  picture  opens 
in  the  Indian  village  of  Stadacone,  now  the  City 

of  Quebec,  in  the  year  1534.  A  lone  Indian  stand- 
ing on  the  bank  overlooking  the  river  sees  strange 

ships  approaching.  Tie  sounds  an  alarm  and  the 
members  of  the  tribe  run  from  their  tents  excited 
and  frightened.  Leaving  the  women  and  children 
behind,  the  natives  proceed  to  the  river,  where 

Jacques  ('artier  and  his  crew  are  rowing  toward 
the  shore.  The  strangers  are  cordially  greeted,  led 

to  the  camp,  where  the  fear  of  the  Indian  is  re- 
moved and  the  strangers  are  greeted  and  accorded 

a  friendly  welcome.  The  old  chieftain  delivers 
an  address  of  friendliness:  the  sailors  distribute 

presents. 
The  next  scene  is  in  the  gardens  of  Fontaine 

Rleu,  where  Francis  the  First  receives  Cartier  and 
from  him  learns  of  the  discovery  of  Xew  France. 
The  discoverer  is  presented  to  the  King  and  Queen 
and   complimented   by   their. 

In  the  year  160C.  during  the  reign  of  King  Henry 
the  Fourth,  Samuel  PeChamplain  receives  a  com- 

mission to  set  out  and  settle  Xew  France.  He 
founds  the  City  of  Quebec,  returns  to  his  native 
land,  and  after  a  lapse  of  12  years  revisits  Quebec 
with  his  beautiful  wife  and  is  royally  welcomed 

by  the  settlers. 
Our  closing  scene  is  Quebec  of  to-day.  showing 

many  beautiful  views  of  the  City  "en  fete"  to- 
gether with  fluttering  flags  and  festive  decorations 

and  crowded  with  visitors  from  all  ports  of  the 
world,  including  II.  It.  IT.  the  Prince  of  Wales. 
and  representatives  of  the  United  Slates.  France 
and  the  English  Colonies,  all  gathered  to  celebrate 
the  three  hundredth  anniversary  of  the  founding 
of  Quebec  by  Samuel  DeChamulain.  Photographic- 

ally    perfect.       Beautifully     tinted.        Length,     0G0 feet. 

SALOME:  Or.  The  Dance  of  the  Seven  Veils 

1  Vitagraph  1  —  Scene  1.  The  Capture  of  John  the 
Baptist.  John  the  Baptist  is  observed  with  his 
followers  trudging  over  the  hilly  country  when  he 
is  set  upon  by  the  soldiers  of  the  times,  who  bind 
him   and   lead  him   before   the  King. 
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293   Burnside   Street,  Portland,  Ore. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
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Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  handle  everything  pertain  ins  to  the  Moving  Pic- 
ture business,       mghe  1   qualit)    I  dm   icrvn  <■-   1 vrr's  and     Edison    Machine         HaUberg 

dways  in  stock,     1  >i"-i  .101      end  $1 00  for 
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LANTERN    SLIDES 
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slides  made  to  order  from  your  own  design 
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films  $10  per  reel;  slides  $1.50  per  set. 
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Scene  2.  Banquet  of  Herod.  A  long  table  is 
richly  laden  with  golden  goblets,  fruits  and  deli- 

cacies, Herod,  his  wife,  his  slep-daiminer.  Salome, 
a  young  man  in  love  with  the  latter  and  others  are 
drinking  and  laughing  as  John  the  Baptist  Is 
brought  before  them.  The  captive  upbraids  the 
King  and  liis  associates  for  their  revelry,  and  for 
this  presumption  he  is  condemned  to  prison. 
Salome  lias  fallen  In  love  with  the  prisoner,  and 
as   be   is  led  away  she  glides  "iii   after  him. 

Scene  3.  John  the  Baptist  Condemned  to  Prison. 
A  large  cistern  serves  as  the  place  of  confinement, 
and  Into  this  the  soldiers  drag  their  prisoner  and 
compel  him  to  descend.  Salome,  who  has  followed, 
pleads  with  the  soldiers  to  let  iter  see  the  prophet, 
but    tlie   request    is   refused. 

Scene  4.  Salome  Begs  the  Love  of  John  the 

Baptist  Outside  th:  cistern  Sal;nie  again  im- 
plores the  soldiers  to  bring  the  captive  out.  Tbey 

finally  consent  and  the  prophet  is  brought  before 
her.  She  kneels  to  him.  kisses  his  hands  and 
garments.  He  repulses  her  and  reproaches  her  for 
her  manner  of  liviug  and  her  disregard  for  the 
Almighty.  Salome  is  wild  with  anger  at  being 
thus    spurned. 

Scene  5.  Herod  Asks  Salome  to  Dance.  Herod 
anil  his  Queen  are  seated  on  their  throne.  Salome 
approaches  and  the  Kins  asks  her  to  dance.  She 
consents,  calls  to  the  slaves  to  remove  her  sandals 
and  she  dances  the  dauee  of  the  seven  veils,  throw- 

ing   each    veil    at    the    feet    of    Herod. 
Scene  6.  Salome  Asks  the  Head  of  John  the 

Baptist  as  Her  Reward.  Salome  finishes  the  dance, 
approaches  the  King,  kneels  before  him  and  indi- 

cates that  he  command  the  soldiers  to  bring  her 
reward,   the  head  of  the  prophet. 

Scene  7.  John  the  Baptist  Taken  Out  of  Prison. 
The  soldiers  repair  to  the  cistern  and.  after  much 
resistance,    remove   the  prisoner. 

Scene  8.  Johhn  the  Baptist  is  Beheaded.  The 
prophet  is  brought  before  King  Herod  and  his 
court.  A  black  slave  stands  by  with  a  huge  axe. 
Tlie  King  hesitates  in  giving  the  command,  and 
Salome  approaches  with  a  silver  tray  and  again 
demands  her  reward.  The  slaves  depart  to  carry 
out   the   order. 

Scene  9.  Salome  Receives  Her  Reward.  The 
slave  enters  with  the  head  of  John  the  Baptist, 
kneels  before  the  King,  who  commands  him  to 
give    the    reward    to    Salome.      Length,    710    feet. 
BISCUITS  LIKE  MOTHER  USED  TO  MAKE 

(Vitagraph) . — Our  picture  opens  with  a  view  of 
hubby  finishing  his  toilet,  also  of  his  wife  in  the 
kitchen,  mixing  flour  for  a  batch  of  biscuits.  The 
gentleman  enters  the  dining  room,  sits  at  the 
table  and  reads  his  patter  while  waiting  for  the 
meal  to  be  served.  His  wife  comes  from  the 

kitchen  and  tells  him  of  the  biscuits  she  is  mak- 
ing. He  assumes  a  delighted  expression,  but  as 

wifey  goes  from  the  room  it  changes  to  one  of 
horror. 
The  lady  returns  presently  with  the  biscuits, 

places  them  on  the  table  with  a  smile  of  satisfac- 
tion. Hubby  tries  one,  cannot  make  even  an  im- 

pression with  his  teeth,  puts  on  au  awful  expres- 
sion and  while  his  wife  is  not  looking  throws  it 

out  of  the  window  behind  him.  He  makes  a  pre- 
tense of  eating,  asks  wifey  to  fret  the  coffee  and 

while  she  is  out  of  the  room  he  throws  the  plate 
of   biscuits  out   of   the   window. 

In  front  of  the  house  a  German  band  is  dis- 

coursing some  sweet  ( '!)  music,  when  from  above comes  the  first  biscuit  and  lands  on  the  head  of 
the  leader,  almost  putting  him  out  of  commission. 
He  recovers,  resumes  playing  and  is  nicely  started. 
when  the  entire  plate  of  biscuits  lands  on  the 
baud.  They  stop  their  music,  gather  up  the 
missiles  and  enter  the  house.  Inside,  the  wife  re- 

turns with  hubby's  coffee  and  asks  where  the biscuits  are.  He  motions  that  he  has  eaten  them. 
The  woman  is  delighted  that  her  baking  has  been 
so  successful,  but  having  110  more  biscuits,  brings 
in  a  loaf  of  bread.  Her  husband  is  ravenously  de- 

vouring it  when  (he  German  band  enters  and  pelt 
hubby  with  the  biscuits.  The  wife  is  quick  to 
grasp  the  situation  and  commences  to  throw  things 
at  the  deceiver.  Hubby  takes  refuge  in  the 
kitchen,    is  discovered   M    his  wife,    who  finishes  up 

PiC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
VJ/lCj  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 
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the  job  left  oil'  in  the  dining  room.  Length.  275 
feet. 
LONELY  GENTLEMAN;  Or,  Incompatibility  of 

Temper  (Vitagraph). — The  story  opens  showing  an 
uncongenial  couple  in  their  dining  room — the  man 
reading  his  paper,  the  wife  looking  bored.  The 
husband  takes  his  overcoat,  coldly  kisses  his  wife 
and  leaves  for  his  office.  At  his  place  of  busi- 

ness     We      see      Mill      busily      engaged,      as      is     also      his 
holy  stenographer.  Presently  he  yawns,  leans  back 
and  lights  his  cigar.  An  idea  comes  to  him.  He 
writes  an  ad.  for  insertion  in  the  personal  column 
of  the  daily  newspaper.  The  next  morning,  in 

glancing  over  the  paper,  he  couies  upon  his  per- 
sonal and  laughs  at  the  easy  way  he  is  going 

to  put  an  end  to  his  lonesonieness.  At  his 
home  his  wife  is  also  reading  the  paper.  She 
chances  upon  the  ad.  of  the  lonely  geutlemau  and 
decides  to  answer  it.  She  completes  the  letter, 
takes  up  a  photo  of  an  actress,  encloses  the  same 

and  mails  the  letter.  Back  to  the  business  man's 
office,  we  find  him  at  work  when  the  postman  enters 
with  a  bunch  of  mail.  He  sorts  out  one,  which  he 
thinks  is  probably  a  reply  to  his  advertisement. 
Sure  enough,  it  is  from  one  Kitty  Mills,  enclosing 
her  picture.  He  dances  about  exultantly,  and 
when  cooled  down  writes  a  letter  and  hurriedly 
mails  it.  At  his  home  we  see  the  wife  reeeving 
the  letter  for  Kitty  making  an  appointment  at  a 

well-known  cafe  for  11  o'clock  that  night.  At  the 
appointed  time  the  wife  enters  the  cafe,  ex- 

quisitely dressed.  She  adjusts  her  veil  and  sits 
down.  The  man  enters,  wearing  a  white  carnation, 
.is  previously  arranged,  and  is  recognized  by  his 
wile,  although  he  is  kept  in  ignorance  of  her  iden- 

tity. The  waiter  brings  champagne.  The  gentleman 
makes  strenuous  love  to  his  companion.  When  she 
raises  her  veil  he  is  thunderstruck.  He  looks  at 
his  wife  admiringly,  and  falls  in  love  with  her  all 
over  again.  The  scene  closes  showing  the  couple 
in  fond  embrace,  the  man  promising  to  no  longer 
entertain  loneliness  and  the  wife  to  cease  answer- 

ing   lonely    advertisements.      Length.    502    feet. 

HOW  SIMPKINS  DISCOVERED  THE  NORTH 

POLE  (Vitagraph). — Mr.  Joshua  Simpkins.  a  mid- 
dle-aged man  and  a  would-be  explorer,  enters  the 

sitting  room  of  his  comfortably  furnished  bachelor 
apartments,  carrying  three  large  volumes  in  his 
arms.  The  hooks  are  exhaustive  treatises  on  the 

"North  Tole."  Simpkins  crosses  to  the  table,  re- 
moves his  hat,  overcoat  and  gloves,  pokes  the  fire, 

lights  his  cigar,  then  takes  one  of  the  books  and 
is  soon  absorbed  in  reading.  A  knock  at  the  door 
and  his  friend  Greene,  a  man  about  his  own  age. 
enters.  Simpkins  welcomes  him.  gets  a  cigar  and 
some  liquor,  tells  his  visitor  to  help  himself  and 
resumes  his  reading.  Greene  composes  himself 
comfortably  in  the  chair  and  is  soon  in  a  doze. 
The  host  strikes  the  table  with  his  fist,  waking 
his  visitor  from  his  snooze.  The  two  cronies  take 
a  drink,  the  explorer  consults  a  huge  map,  while 
Greene  drops  off  in  another  sleep.  As  Simpkins 
finishes  his  reading,  his  friend  wakes  up.  They 
drink  again  and  Greene  departs.  Simpkins  goes  to 
his  bedroom,  rather  unsteadily  puts  on  his  pajamas, 
and    is   soon   lost   in    dreams. 

The  Expedition  Starts. — Simpkins  is  discovered 
in  a  flat-bottomed  boat  steering  through  the  ice  in 
the  Arctic  regions.  He  disembarks  on  a  large 
cake  of  ice  to  find  himself  confronted  by  a  huge 
polar  bear.  The  explorer  shivers  with  fear  and 
starts  to  run  away,  the  bear  following.  Simpkins 
finally  falls  from  exhaustion  and  as  the  animal 
comes  drops  to  his  knees  and  begs  for  mercy.  The 
bear  advances  to  the  frightened  man.  puts  out  his 
paw  in  token  of  friendship  and  invites  the  stranger 
to  go  with  him.  Simpkins  is  escorted  to  the  polar 
homestead  and  introduced  to  the  wife  and  child 
and  is  entertained  in  a  royal  manner.  After 
partaking  of  some  polar  whiskey,  Joshua  draws 

from  his  pajamas  his  manuscript  on  "The  North 
Pole."  The  bears  peruse  it  with  evident  satis- 

faction ad  offer  to  conduct  Simpkins  to  the  point 

in  question.  We  follow  them  over  the  ice  and 

snow  until  they  reach  a  sign  board  marked  'This 
Way  to  the  North  Pole."  Through  a  narrow  path 
the  Quartette  advance  until  they  reach  a  high 
mound  of  snow  into  which  is  stuck  on  enormous 
icicle,  serving  as  a  flagpole,  and  upon  it  a  sign 
marked  "This  is  the  North  Pole."  Simpkins  has 
plodded  along  behind  and  comes  to  the  edge  of  a 
chasm  as  the  bears  point  triumphantly  to  the 
North  Pole.  lie  starts  to  jump  across,  but  loses 
his  foothold  and  falls  out  of  sight  into  regions below. 

The  next  morning  Simpkins  is  lying  in  bed  sleep 
ing  restlessly.  His  hands  are  twitching  nervously 
ami  he  suddenly  falls  from  the  bed,  hitting  his 

head  against  a  chair,  lie  sits  up.  looks  around  in 
a  dazed  manner,  and  realizes  that  he  is  as  tar 
ms  ever  from  becoming  a  noted  explorer.  Length, 

137    lecl. 
STRICKEN  BLIND  (Vitagraph).— A  dance  and 

fete  is  in  progress.  Two  scnoritas.  a  blonde  and 
brunette,  are  both  in  love  with  Juan,  a  handsome 
young  Spaniard.  lie  loves  Margaret,  the  blonde, 
dances  with  her  and  sives  her  a  betrothal  ring. 

Angela,  the  brunette,  has  observed  this,  and  is  In- 
sanely jealous.  She  draws  the  attention  of  an  old 

bag  to  the  couple.  They  talk  confidentially,  repair 
to  1  he  home  of  the  old  woman,  make  a  bargain, 

after  paying  for  which  Angela  walks  triumphantly away, 

Outside    Margaret's    home    the    obi    bag    looks   about 

cautiously,   quickly  pours  a   liquid  into  a  large  w; 
bottle     and     departs.       .Margaret     couies     out.     po 
some     of     the     water     into    an     earthen     basin 
washes    her    face    and    hands.      She    stops    sudde: 

-  the  towel,  staggers,  and  calls  for  help, 

father  rushes  out.  She  gropes  towards  him — shi 
blind.  The  pricf-stricken  parent  leads  her  gel 
inside.  When  Juan  calls,  the  father  tells  of  his  dai 
ter"s  affliction,  and  the  two  men  enter  the  ho 
where  the  village  cure  is  praying  with  Marga 
She  rises,  gropes  towards  Juan,  and  falls  I 
fainting  into  bis  arms.  Dpon  reviving  she  t 
to  give  back  her  ring,  and  on  account  of  the  bll 

ness  to  release  him  from  bis  vow.  He  refvi^ 
vehemently,  and  swears  fidelity,  tin  the  way  to 
Uome  Juan  meets  Angela,  who  tries  to  captiv 
him,  but  her  endeavors  to  supplant  Margaret 
his    affections    are    quickly    repulsed. 
The  next  scene  shows  the  street  procession  o 

ing  along  the  country  road.  The  peasants  da 
and  sin-  behind.  As  the  party  is  passing  An| 

appears  hollow-eyed  and  suffering  from  a  gu 
conscience.  The  procession  stops  at  a  wine  si 
Juan  tenderly  takes  Margaret  from  her  fat! 
and  reassures  her  of  his  undying  love  as  she  a 
if  he  wishes  to  l„-  released.  Tbey  turn  to 

priest  as  Angela  rushes  in.  falls  on  her  hands  I confesses.  Juan  is  convulsed  with  rage. 
priest  is  horrified.  All  are  excited,  except 

garet.  She  crosses  herself,  walks  over  to 
rival,  raises  her  and  kisses  her  in  token  of 

giveness.  As  she  does  so  her  blindness  vanist 
and  amid  great  rejoicing.  Margaret  rushes  i 

.Tuau"s  arms,  then  to  her  father"s.  Length feet. 

ROMANCE  OE  THE  OLD  MILL  .Selis  1.—  Rot 

Harrington,  a  young  English  lord,  while  hunt meets  With  an  accident,  and  is  nursed  back 
health  and  strength  by  Nora,  the  pretty  daugh 

of  Donald  Clark,  the  village  miller,  and  at 

opening  of  our  story.  Robert  declares  his  love 
Nora.  Bui  the  miller  has  long  cherished  the  h 

of  seeing  his  daughter  the  wife  of  the  rikli  sqi who  owns  the  mills  and  most  of  the  property 

the   neighborhood. Our  second  scene  is  a  reproduction  ol  an 

English  watennill  in  full  operation.  Squire  R 
calls  for  his  answer,  and  is  promised  Xoi 

hand  by  her  father.  The  young  girl,  know 
her  father's  iron  will,  consents,  but  secretly 
.ides  to  elope  with  the  man  of  her  choice. 

ters  are  brought  to  a  crisis  by  the  arrival 

letter  addressed  to  Clark  from  Robert's  motl 

Lady  Harrington— "I  understand  my  son 

amusing  himself  by  making  love  to  your  .laugh 
1  have  higher  views  for  him.  No  good  can  ei 

from  such  a  union."  writes  the  aristocratic  la The  miller  in  a  rage  orders  the  young  man  ft 
his  house.  "No.  father,  if  be  goes  I  go  v 
him,"  the  daughter  declares.  The  enraged  fat 
raises  his  case  to  strike  the  disobedient  g 

Robert  takes  her  in  bis  arms.  -Stop,  sir:  slu 

mine  now.  Yon  shall  not  barm  her."  "Then  t 

her  and  begone."  Nora's  mother  interce 
"Stand  hack."  the  stem  father  replies,  "she 
lost  to  thee  forever."  Robert  takes  the  " irirl    and    leaves. 

We    are    then    taken    to    the    exterior    of    a    sc 

church.      on      the      English      border      where      Ko' makes    Nora    his    wife.      The    arrangements    for 
marriage    Robert    has    entrusted    to    an    old    sen 
of    his'  family    whom     the    mother    has    sent    to 
mill    with    instructions    to   tiring    her    son    back    he 

Barney,    the    servant,    thinking    Robert's    love 
the  lovely  miller's  daughter  is  only   a  passing   fa] 

and    knowing    that     Robert's    mother    wants    him wed    a     lady    of    his    own    station,     cunningly 
trives.    as    he    thinks,     to    get    his    master    mar 
under    that    peculiar    cloak    for    rascality     1a    Sex 
marriage  1    a    foolish    law    that    has    ruined    the 
of  many  a   simple  minded  English   maiden.      Rarn 

plan,    however,    sees   awry,    bur    the    discovery    of 
legality    of    their    union    only    conns    to    light    a 
1  he    rascally    servant    has    spread    the    report    that 
master's    marriage    was    a     Scotch    one.       This    11 

is  brought   to   Nora   by   Robert's  mother  and   it  i 
nigh    crazes    the    girl.       She    casts    aside    the    jev 

and     finery     her     husband's     love     has     lavished     t 
her     and     returns     to     her     fathers     home     only 
overhear    him    curse    and    deride    her     lor    her    b 
ness.        A     calamity     has     befallen     the     old     1 
All    his    life    be    has    worked    amidst    the    grit 
and    grime    "f    the    old     mill.       This     has    weake 
his     eyes,     and     as     old     age     creeps     upon     him 
brings     with     it     blindness.       Nora,     thinking 
her    shame    has    helped    to    bring    this    misfortune 
her    father,    leaps    in    the    old    mill    stream    and 
(ermines    to    die.    but    Iter    young    husband,    who 
just     returned     from     Scotland,     arrives     in     lime 
rescue      her.         Nora's      screams      bring      the      V> 
father     to    the     bank     of    the    river.       He     reeogn 

Nora's     voice    and    helplessly    stands    by — inounii 
"My    child    is    drowning   before    my    face   and 

not'  help    her    for    I    am    blind."       liis    mill    ha! 
carry    him    back    to    the   door   of    his   cottage.      Rol 
enters    with    his    wile    who    kneels    at    her    fath) 

feel   and  begs  forgiveness,     "'fake  her  in  your  an Donald,"    ideas    his    old    friend.    Squire    Reed. 
report    was    a    lie.      The    church    was    on    the    Eng 

side    of    the    border." ■Then,  thank  God.  my  daughter  is  an  hod 
wife."  the  old  miller  cries  for  joy.  as  be  clasps 
child  in  his  alius,  anil  our  story  closes  on  | 
happy    tableau.       Length,    790    feet. 
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Kwitcherkicken 
A  HOT  WEATHER  IDEA 
Reduce  your  electric  bills  by  50  per  cent,  for 

your   projecting    machine,  and    at    the    same 

time  secure  a  perfect  light  on  the  screen,  by 

means  of  our 

ELECTRO- 
ECONOMIZER 

Any  reputable  exhi- 
bitor who  uses  alternat- 

ing; current  can  test  the 

proposition  at  our  expense 
The  only  risk  you  take  is 

expressage  one  way. 

Cut  out  the  coupon 

below,  fill  in,  sign  and 

mail  same  to  us,  and  if 

your  reference  is  satisfac- 
tory we  will  express  at 

once. 

CONSOLIDATED  FILM  COMPANY  OF  NEW  YORK 

190 

Consolidated  Film  Company  of  New  York. 
Gentlemen:— Please  ship  us  (me)  Electro- Economizer  subject  to  two 

weeks'  trial.  At  the  end  of  15  days  we  (I)  agree,  if  same  prove  satisfactory, 
to  pay  the  sum  of  twenty  dollars,  and  ten  dollars  weekly  thereafter  until  the 
sum  of  $80.00  has  been  paid,  which  Is  the  full  price  of  the  Electro-Economizer. 
If,  however,  It  should  not  prove  satisfactory  we  (I)  agree  to  return  same  to 
you  at  your  expense  after  fifteen  and  not  later  than  twenty  days. 

Signed    

Voltage 

References 

Frequencj 

Any  one  can  quote  you 

prices,  but  as  we  understand 
it,  you  are  looking  for  service. 

The  latest  films  of  every 

independent  manufacturer, 
pictures  which  are  producing 
results. 

NEW  YORK 
143  East  23d  St. 

PHILADELPHIA 
913  Market  Street 

ROCHESTER 
94  State  Street 
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CLIMAX  WIRE 
Fifty  times  the  resistance  of  copper 

THE  BEST  WIRE  FOR 

Moving  Picture  Machine 

RHEOSTATS 
DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 

HARRISON,  N.J. 

^m^. change; 

rtoviNG  PKy^in^kix'mts't^v Lobby  To  Sheet 
We  are  now  at  our  new  office  No.  8  East  14th  Street,  ready  to  supply  the 
trade  with  machine  films,  etc.     Note  our  supply  prices. 

"  Electra  "  Pink  Label  Carbons.  $1.40  per  SO,  $2.75  per  J00 
Tickets,  per  1,000,  10c;  50,000  or  more  8c 

Cement,  10c  per  bottle,  3  for  25c.    Condensers  50c  each 
We  also  rent  machines  and  films 

We  are  members  of  the  FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

Walk,  'Phone,  Wire  or  Write  to  us  at  No.  8  East  Fourteenth  Street 
Any  amount  of  goods  sent  upon  receipt  of  10%  of  the  order,  balance  C.O.D. 

PHONES,  100-101  STUYVESANT 

Film  Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  request;- 

for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re- 
ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  i5  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,   111. 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 

Balked    at    the    Altar   703  ft. 

For   a    Wife's    Honor   474  ft. 
The    Fatal    Hour   S32  ft. 
For  Love  of  Gold   548   It. 

The    Greaser's   Gauntlet   1027  ft. 
The    Man    and    the    Woman   776  ft. 

The     Bandit's     Waterloo   839  ft. 
A    Calamitous     Elopement   738  ft. 
The  Kedman  and  the  Child   857  ft. 
Deceived  Slumming  Party   487  ft. 
The    Black    Viper   724  ft. 

The    Tavern-Keeper's     Daugh- 
ter      410  ft. 

The   Adventures  of  a   Dollle...713  ft. 
The    Fight    for    Freedom   729  ft. 
The    Kentuckian       757  ft. 
The   Stage    Rustler   G70  ft. 

EDISON    MFG.    CO. 
Romance  of  a   War   Nurse. .  .1,000  ft. 
When    Rubin   Comes    In  Town. .800  ft. 
Aeroplane     Flights     by     Henry 

Farman,    Coney    Island,     N. 
Y.,    U.   S.    A   200  ft. 

Life's  A   Game  of  Cards   960  ft. 
Tales    the     Searchlight    Told.. 995  ft. 
A   Dumb  Hero   900  ft. 
The     Face    on     the     Bar-room 

Floor       550  ft. 
Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
The     Little     Coxswain     of     the 

•Varsity    Eight      1040  ft. 
Pioneers    Crossing    the    Pin  Ins 

In    '49      1,000  ft. 
Love   Will    Find    a    Way   850  ft. 
Fly     Piper       400  ft. 
Honesty   Is  the  Pest  Policy   040  ft. 

ESSANAT. 

The    Little    Madcap   000  ft. 
The   Tragedian   400  ft. 
JuBt    Like   a    Woman   500  ft. 

KALEM     COMPANY     (INC.). 

Robin    Hood      810  ft. 

The    Frontierman's    Bride   soo  ft. 
The    Padrone         
The  Walls  of  Sing  Sing     

A   Gypsy  Girl's    Love     
The    New    Hired    Girl     
The    Renegade      855  ft. 
Dynamite    Man      800  ft. 
The    Girl     Nihilist   010  ft. 

Flight   of  the    "June   Bug"   525  ft. The   Taft   Pictures   350  ft. 
Mrs.     Gunness       850  ft. 
The    Man    Hunt   820  ft. 
An    American    Soldier   835  ft. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL    CO. 

Napoleon       and^    the       English 
Sailor   530  ft. 

The     Happy     Man's     Shirt   867  ft. 
The    Hayseed's    Bargain   467  ft. 
Yusuf    the    Pirate   774  ft. 
The   Enchanted    Mantle   444  ft. 
A    False    Alarm   374  ft. 

The   Duck's    Finish   437  ft. 
I    Won   One    Hundred    Thousand 

Dollars       620  ft. 
Pretty    Flower    Girl   020  ft. 

The  Organ  Grinder's  Daughter. 540  ft. 
A      Pleasant      Evening      at     the 

Theater       367  ft. 
The    Bewitched    Tricycle   304  ft. 
Riches,    Poverty   and   Honesty.  .550  ft. 
Moscow     Under     Water   274  ft. 
Human     Vultures       600  ft. 
Undesirable   Tenants      530  ft. 
The    ricture       584  feet 
The   Poor   Man,    Homeless,    Wants 

to    Go    to     Prison   400  ft. 
The    Cheese     Race       354  ft. 

Mother's     Darling        254  tt. 
Music    Hall    Agent's    Dream... 2S7  ft. The    Miraculous    Flowers   307  ft. 
A    Russian    Bear    nunt   387  ft. 
An   Embarrassing  Gift   360  ft. 
Too   Hungry   to   Eat   530  ft. 
Sensational   Duel      207  ft. 
Follow    Your    Leader    and    the 

Master   Follows    Fast   224  ft. 
Out  of    Patience   244  ft. 
Baffled    Lover      017  ft. 
The  Chronic    Life   Saver   614  ft. 
Fishing  Boats  on  the  Ocean.. 540  ft. 
An    Interesting   Conversation..  .2G7  ft. 
Peasant   and    Prince   817  ft. 
The  Smuggler  Atitomohillst. .  .507  ft. 
The  Learned  Mr.  Cornelius. .  .004  ft. 

Ills  Mother's  Melody   500  ft. 

PATHE    FRERES, 

Mr.     Fuzz       951  ft. 

Head-Presses      Worn      in      Brit- 
tany     -TT  ft. 

The    Hanless    rtubbj   54]  ft. 

A    Daughter's    FTonesty   102  ft. 

A  Good  Dinner  Badly  Digested. 410  ft. 

Mrs.      Toney's     Suitors   410  ft. 
The    Two    Models   524  ft. 
A    Country    Lad   606  ft. 
Troublesome   Carbuncle      311  ft. 
The    Blue    Bird   9S4  ft. 
Manual  of  a  Perfect  Gentle- 

man     360  ft. 

A  Kindness  Never  does  Un- 
rewarded     475  ft. 

The   Miller,    His  Son.    and    the 
Ass      420  ft. 

Jim  is  Fond  of  Garlic   420  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 
The   Pawnbroker      835  ft. 

Rivals  tor  a  Week   745  ft. 
The    Wrong    Valise   320  ft. 
Scenes   from   the   Battlefield   of 

Gettysburg      930  it 
The     Crushed    Tragedian   505  ft. 
Wanted:     An    Artist's    Model.. 415  ft. 
The    King's   Diamond   10S5  ft. 
The   Light   in   the   Window   960  ft. 
The     Bogus     Lord   830  ft. 
The   Sensational   Sheath    Gown. 600  ft. 
Policeman    for    an    Hour   300  ft. 
The    Woman    Who    Gambles. .  .815  ft. 
The     White    Chief   810  ft. 
The   Fatal    Likeness   680  ft. 

The    Robbery   of   the   Citizen's 
Bank       0S0  ft. 

Captain     Molly   435  ft. 
Dr.   Curem's  Patients   475  ft. 

MEL  FES. 

The    Crazy    Bugs   560  ft. 
The    Indian    Sorcerer   330  ft. 

The  Mischance  of  a  Photogra- 
pher      205  ft. 

His    First    Job   820  ft. 

The    Forester's    Remedy   578  ft. 
The  Magic  of  the  Catchy 

Songs       370  ft. 
The  Woes  of   Roller  Skaters. .463  ft. 
The   Mystery  of  the  Garrison .  .045  ft. 

The  Mishaps  of  the  New  York- Pans    AutO  race      976  ft. 
The     Little    Peacemaker   120  ft. 
Hunting    the    Teddy    Bear   B08  ft. 
Host. mi  Normal  School  Pa- 

geant      976  ft. 
The    Broken    Violin   700  ft. 
Up-to-date     Clothes    Cleaning.  .210  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FrLM    CO. 

Texas    Tex       5<>5  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a   But- 

terfly     459  ft. 
A    Chance    Shot   358  ft. 
Two    C.entlemen   265  ft. 
The     Will   876  ft. 
Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.  .625  ft 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian Army     Hi  ft. 
Sports  of  All   the   World   674  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 280  ft. 
Honor   Lost — Everything  Lost.. 609  ft. 
Dog-Training     294  ft. 
A    Misalliance       760  ft. 
The    Cbampaene     Rnftle   157  ft. 

SELIG   POLYSCOPE   COMPANY. 

Romance   of   the   Old   Mill   790  ft. 
A     Pair    of    Kids   210  ft, 
The    Power   of   Labor 

The   Tillage  Gossip   000  ft. 
The    Lion's    Bride   S10  ft. 
A    Hindoo's    Ring      175  ft. 
The    Road   to    Uuln   975  ft. 

Bobby  White  In   Wonderland.  .740  ft. 

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

The    Discoverers       960  ft. 

Lonely  Gentleman:  Or,  In- compatibility   of    Temper. ..  .502  ft 

How    Simpklns    Discovered    the 
North    Pole       437   ft. 

Salome:  Or.  The  Dance  of  the 
Seven     Veils       710 

Biscuits    i.ike    Mother   Used   to 
Make       275 

-Just     Plain     Folks   .".75 The    Merry    Widower:    or.    The 

Rejuvenation   of  a   Fossil. ..  .352 The    Poisoned    Bouquet   476 
Burled   Alive;   or.    Frolics   on   the 

Beach    at    Coney    Island   465 

The    Gypsy's    Revenge      429 

ft. 

ft  | 

ft 

WILLIAMS.   BROWN  ft  EAR1.F,. 

The    Faithless    Friend   526  ft  I 
The    Man    and    His   Bottle   350  ft  I 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft  I 
Tricky    Twins   266  ft.  I 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft  I 
Father's     lesson   600  ft  I 
Hunting    Deer   86S  ft  I 
The    Prodigal    Son   696  ft  I 
Catching   a    Burglar   525  ft  I 
Nasty  Sticky  Stnff   306  ft.  I 
Professor    Bounders'    Pills   880  ft  I 
Leap   Year;  or,  She  Would  Be 

Wed       845  ft.  I 
The    Interrupted    Bath   175  ft.  I 
The   Gambler's   Wife   540  ft  I 
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Latest   Song   Slides. 

NORTH   AMERICAN   8LIDE   CO. 

I    Have    tn    Live    With    My    Mother-lu- 

ook  Good  to  Me. 
Bnnbonnet   Sue. 

rime  Ago. 
Let    the    Love    I.lgbt    Linger   Longer, 

Lady   Lou. 
Quaker   Lady. 
Won't   You  Listen,  Dearie? 

i   a   Boy  Says   "Will    You?"'   and 
a   Girl   Snys   "Yea." 

Wben   tbe   Evening   Shades   Are   Fall- 
ing. 

Wont    You    Give    Me    Back    the    Old 
Love  of  the  Old  Days.  Mollle  Mine? 

Are    Yon    Sincere? 
My  Heart    Beats  Alone   for   Yon. 
Uary   Blaine. 
Under   My    Merry   Widow   Hat. 
Roses   Bring   Dreams   of   You. 
Open   Up   Your   Heart. 
Swinging. 
Bomebody     that    I    Know    and      You 

Know   Too. 

Some   Day.   Sweetheart,   Some   Day- 
Trading   Smiles. 

GENRE  SLIDES. 

If    Your    Heart    Is    Right    Yon    Can't 
Do  Me   a   Wrong. 

When   Pansles  Bloom  Again. 
Patty. 
When  the  Snn  Sinks  to  Rest  In  the 

West. 
When     Mammy     Rocks     Her     Little 

Picks  to  Sleep. 
Play  Ball. 
In  the  Land  of  the  Mocking  Bird. 
Gazing   In   Firelight. 

Never   Knew   I   Love   Ton   "Till   You 
Came  to  Say  Good-bya. 

A  Tear,  a  Kiss,  a  Smile. 
Tell  Me. 
Mary. 
Art  Dreams  Never  Told. 
Dear    Lord,     Bemembr    Ma.     (Music 

15c.) 
Because  of  You. 
Merry   Mary,   Marry  Me. 
Sweethearts   In   Heaven. 
Dear  Alabama. 
Bathing.      (Music   10c.). 
While   You   Are  Mine.     (Music   10c.). 
Night  Time  the  Right  Time  to  Spoon. 

(Music   10c.). 
In    Mv    Merry    Oldsmoblle.        (Music 

»c). 
Good-bye,   Bonnie  Annie  Laurie.    Mu- 

sic lOc.K 
Mary. 
A   Tear,    a  Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell   Me. 
Art   Dreams   Never   Told. 
Dear  Lord.   Remember  Me. 
Because   of   You. 
Merry  Mary,   Marry  Me. 
Sweethearts  In   Heaven. 
Dear  Alabama 
While  Yon   Are   Mine. 
Good-bye,  Annie   Laurie. 

Bathing.   * in  My  Merry  Oldsmoblle. 
The    Night   Time    Is    Right    Time    to 

Spoon. 

GLOBE    SLIDES. 

Cyclone. 
Baby  Darling. 
That    Litte    Sunny    Southern    Girl    of 

Mine. 
Swinging  in  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I   Love  You  So. 
When   Vacation   Days   Are   Over. 
Common   Sense. 
Cyclone. 
Baby   Darling. 
That    Little   Sunny    Southern    Girl   of 

Mine. 

Swinging  in  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I    Love   Yon   So. 
When  Vacation  Daya  Are  Over. 
Common  Sense. 

CHICAGO   TRANSPARENCY  00. 

When  tbe  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little    Cozy    Flat. 

Just   to   Remind   You. 
Hearts   and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With  Yon. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night. 

I'm  Jealous  of  Yon. Dear   Old   Iowa, 

OOLDTHORFE. 

:i    Mil. I.    a    Moon,    n    Boat, 
Ate   ̂   on   Btncere, 

I     Will  , 
For    I  one    Cull     Me    Sweet- 

heart. 

pgypt   to   the   Zuloland. 

Late    Hours. Hear    Heart. 
I     Want    Yon. 
Down   in   Tungletown. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERN    BLTOE    00. 
Sweet  Sixteen. 

Btop   Making   Faces   at   Me. 
Sweet  Polly  Primrose. 
If  They  All  Had  a  Hea.t  Like  Too. 

Gypsie  Ann. When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 
Leaves  Gold. 

When     You     Love     Her     and     She 
Loves  You. 

Don't   Worry. 

DE  WITT  C.    WHKKI.ER. 

Good    Broiling,    Caroline. 
Swing    Me    Higher   Obadlab. 
Roguish   Eyes, 

Wont  You  Let  Me  Call  Yon  Sweet- 
heart? 

O'Brien   Has  no  Place   to  Go. 
Just   Because    It's    You. 
On  the  Banks  of  the  Old  Mill  Stream. 
Playing  School. 
Home  in  tbe  Golden  West. 
The  Last  Voyage. 
Heart  of  My  Heart. 
Tbe  Garden   of   Dreams 
After  tbe  Rain. 
Dear  Heart. 
Pride   of   Prairie    Mary. 
Road    to  Yesterday. 
What  Mlgbt  Have  Been. 
That's  What  the  Daisy  Said. 
I'll  Teach   You   How. 

Just    Because   It's   Yon. 
Roses,    Roses    Everywhere. 
You  Have  Always  Been  the  Same 

Old   Pal. 
A  Sweeter  Story  Still. 
Bonlta. 
The  Town  Where  I  Waa  Bora. 
Are  Yon  Sincere? 
There   Was   Never   a   Girl   Like   Yoa. 
Mary,    My   Heather  Queen. 

SCOTT   ft   VAN    ALTENA. 

Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
Wben  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills  with   Rose. 
Tbat  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,  Yon 

Know. 

My  Dreams  of  the  V.  S.   A. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor  Bright,    I   Loves  Yon   Right. 
Would   You    Miss   Me? 
If   You   Were   Mine. 

You'll   Always   Be   Sweet  Sixteen  to Me. 

Dixie  and  the  Girl  I  Love. 
If  I  Sbonld  Fall  In  Love  with  You. 
What  Will  Your  Answer  Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    Yon    Know 

To. 
There  Never  Waa  a  Girl  Like  Yon. 
Somebody    I    Know      ud    Yon    Know, 

Too. 

Wben    the    Nightingale    la    Nesting, 
Sweet  Irene. 

By  the  Old  Oaken  Bucket,  Louise. 
It  Might  Have   Been. 
Girl  from  the  Golden  West. 

VAN    A1LIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are  You  Sincere? 
Don't   Yon   Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 
I'm   Afraid   to   Come    Home    In    the 

Du.lt 
I    Miss    You    Like    the    Roses    Miss 

the   Rain. 

Smartv 
Just  Because  He  Couldn't  Sing 
"Love  Me  and  the  World  Is 

Mine." 

When  It's  Moonlight,  Mary  Darl- 
ing 'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arbor 

Shade. 
HENRY    B.    INGRAM. 

I  Never  Knew  I  Loved  You  'Till  You 
Said  Good-bye. 

Where  the  Catskllla  Lift  Their  Snm- 
mlta  to  the  Sun. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollis,   Come  Jnmp  on  the  Trollry. 
Among  til"  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchoinl. 
Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 

I'm     Longing     for     My     Old     Green 
Mountain   Home. 

Onn0Hiinker     Hill.     Where     Warren 
Fell. The   Holv   City. 

The     Little     old    Red     School-house 
On   the   Hill. 

There     Stand-,    a     Flag,    Let    Them 
Touch   It   If  They   Dare. 

LA    PINE. 

Will   You   Always  Call   Me   Honey? 
1    Wish    I    Had   a   Girl. 
Maybe   I   Was  Meant   tor  Yon,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She'a  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Yoa. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY     SLIDE     EXCHANGE. 

Mary    Blaine. 
My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    tbe    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  Yon. 
A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  la  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I    Love. 
Lear   Old  Comrade. 

Some  Day,   Sweetheart,   Some  Day. 
Child.iood. 
Hurrah    for   Uncle   Sam. 
Billy,    Dear. 
Sweet  Rosle  May. 

When    We    Listened    to    the    Chiming 
of    the    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's   Only   Me   In   My   Nightie. 
A   Yiddish  Cowboy. 

You'll   Be   Sorry   Just  Too   Late. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 

Ion' 11    I!.-    Sorry    Juat    Too  late. 

Billy,    Dear. 
Gblldb Won't    You    Walt,    Nellie    Dear? 
Don't   i  Mi'.   Dolly, 
A    Little    I'.li    ..'   Sii^iir   I Inn-    Heart. 

Roses   Bring    lin-num  of   Yoa. 

Hoo!     BOO)     Ain't     You    Coming     Oat 

Igbt Just  s,, nieone. 

Santiago    i'lynn. Winn    ^  on    Wore   a    Pinafore. 
In    Monkey    land. 

Dear  Old  Bast  Side. 
Won't   You   Be  My   Baby  Boy? 
l>enr    Old   Comrade. 
Over   the   Hills  and   Far  Away. 

You'sc  just  a  little  bit  o   sugar  cane. 
EMPIRE    SLIDE    CO. 
i   Rambler, 

II    Look!   Like   a    Big    Night,   To  night. 
i  Wan i  Someone  to  Call  Me  "Dearie." 
Bweet    Bnncb   of   Daisies. 
Rainbow, 

Tell    Mr     Your    Dream    and    I'll    Tell 
>  "ii    Mine. 

Lane. 

Some    Day. 

Say   Not   Good-bye. 
HARRY     F.     STAINS     CO. 

Some   Day   When  Dreams  Come  True. 
Think  of  the  Girl   Down   Home. 

When    Summer   Tells    Autumn    Good- 

Bye. Take  Me  With   You  in  Your  Dreams. 
Walt   for   the   Rainbow,    Dearie. 
Swinging    On    tbe    Grapevine    Swing. 

She  Was  a  Soldier's  Sweetheart. 
Down  Where  the  Blue  Ohio  Flows. 
Trading    Hearts. 
There's   a    Warm   Spot   in    My   Heart 

for   Tennessee. 
Let  Me  Crown  You  Queen  of  May. 

Lou  Dear,  We'll  Be  Happy  When  Our Dreams  Come  True. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST CHICAGO.  ILL. 

Slide  Quality 
is  as  important  to  you  Mr.  Film  Renter  as 

FILM  QUALITY 
The  Best  SONG  SLIDES 

on  the  Market  are  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
I  20- I  22  W.  3  I  st  Street         -  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Send  for  Catalogue  of  over  300  Illustrated  Songs 

•Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving  Picture  "World  —  the representative  trade  newspaper. 



EDISCN    FILMS 
SHIPMENT  AUCUST  26,    1908 

Romance  of  a  War  Nurse 
A   THRILLING    MILITARY    DRAMA 

Preface. — Amid  shrieking  shells  and  dying  groans, 
an  heroic  nurse  linds  opportunity  to  further  serve 
her  country — Daring  all — Patriotism  opens  the  door 
bo  Love,  and  she  meets  and  merits  her  great 
reward. 

On  the  Battlefield. — Two  armies  opposed — In  bat- 
tle array — Outpost  halts  carriage — Demands  pass- 

im  ii  Lady  emerges — Corporal  in  doubt — Takes  her 
in    headquarters. 
The  Field  Hospital. — Lady  put  in  charge  of  nurse 
Corpora]  seeks  Captain — Captain  finds  passport 

correct — Attack  on  hospital — Soldiers  rush  forth — 
Nurse    calms    lady — Fighting   outside. 
"War  is  Hell." — Soldiers  driven  back — Fire  from 

hospital — Pandemonium  reigns — Windows  broken — ■ 
Doors  splintered — Shells  crash  through  walls — Floor 
falls — Lady   struck. 

SYNOPSIS   OF    SCENES: 
A   Patriotic   Mission. — Nurse   alone — Rushes   to  aid  . 

Lady     apparently     dead — Discovers     important     letter 
—  "Fur    the    good    of    the    cause" — Determines    to    as- 

sume   her    place — Quid;    change    of    costumes — Victors 
enter — Nurse    given    escort — Leaves    in   carriage. 
En  Route  South. — Beyond  Battle  Zone — Guard 

leaves — Carriage  hastens  on. 
In  the  Meantime. — At  Field  hospital — Victors  find 

unconscious  Lady — She  revives — Between  life  and 
death — In  care  of  colored  '•Mammy" — Slow  re- covery. 

The  Southern  Home. — Disguised  nurse  reaches  des- 
tination— Met  by  mother  and  son — Son  is  Captain — 

Cordial  welcome — Shows   letter — Unsuspected. 
"All's  Fair  in  Love  and  War." — Captain  smitten — 

Lays  siege  to  nurse's  heart — Presses  suit — Nurse 
hesitates  —  Courier  arrives  —  Consultation  —  Nurse 
learns   important   news. 

The  Mysterious  Lady. — Veiled  lady  arrives — 
receives  her — Nurse  denounced — Proofs 

shown — Mother    thinks    insane — Lady    shown    out. 

"As  From  the  Dead." — Nurse,  happy,  enters- 
library — Receives  Important  papers — Makes  fearful 
discovery — Lady  abruptly  enters — Confronts  uurse — 
Demands  retribution — Nurse  offers  all — -"Spare  my 
love — Lady  unrelenting — Nurse  defies  her — She  calls 
her  lover — Waits  decision — Love's  victory — Lady  de- 

parts— Captain  escorts. 
The  End  Justifies  the  Means. — Captain  returns- 

Sees  shadow  on  door — Suspicions  awakened — "Twist 
Love  and  Duty" — Demand  explanation — A  harsb 
measure — The  unexpected — A  confession — Woman  to- 
woman — Happy    reconciliation — Love   triumphs. 

No.    6370. Code.    Velocitate. Length,    1.000    ft. 

No.  6374 

NEXT  WEEK 

Heard  Over  the  'Phone      I  Comedy  in  Black  and  White Code,  VELONNEE Approx.  Length  575  feet   I   No.  6376. Code,  VELOURS Approx    Length  425  feet 

BOTH    FILMS    SHIPPED    SEPT.    2,    1908 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
$175,00 EDISON    IMPROVED    EXHIBITION    0  |  C  C  f)  ft 

MODEL -(ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT)         -       QIJJlUU 

Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 
Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 

of  improvements. 

UNDERWRITERS'   MODEL (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 
reduces  the  flicker  50% 
Approved   by  the   New  YorK   Board   of  Fire  Underwriters  and   the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 
Includes  among  other  Improvements,  a  new  Antomatic  Shutter,  Improved  Lamphouse. 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines,  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take-up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

EDISON   MANUFACTURING   CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,    10    FiftH    Avenue  CHICAGO,    304    Wabash    Avenue 
Office  for  United  Kingdom :  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden.  LONDON,  N.  \V.,  ENGLAND 

Selling    Agents  : 

P.   L>.  WATERS,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  YorK  GEORGE   BRECK,  550-554   Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal 
Dealers    in    all    Principal    Cities. 

SAVE  ON  YOUR  ELECTRIC  LIGHT  BILLS 
This  is  the  ROYAL  REACTOR  which  will  save  you  from  67 

to  76%  of  your  current  bill  and  give  you  a  clear  white  light  with 

absolutely  no  heat,  danger  from  fire,  blowing  of  fuses,  and  other  troubles 

common  to  rheostats  and  imitation  current  savers.  Money  back,  if  not 
satisfied.    Price  $50.00. 

Can  you  invest  that  amount  of  money  in  anything  that  will  give 

you  instant  returns  of  from  67  to  76^6  of  your  bills  ? 

Don't  wait  any  longer,  order  now  and  save  money.  Line  your 

own  pocket  instead  of  some  one  else's. 

HERMAN    E.  ROYS 

1368-70  Broadway,  New  York  City 
Wholesale  and  Retail  Manufacturer  of  everything 

pertaining  to  the  Moving  Picture  business 

FEUERBACHER  COMPANY 
M.  L.  SMITH,  Manager; 

1643  Champa  St.       -       Denver,  Colorado 
are  authorized  agents,  and  persons  in  the  West  can 

save  time  by  applying  direct  to  them 

Southern  Agent:  TOM  MOORE,  Washington,  D.C.,  803  9th  St.,  N.W. 



THE 

Moving  Picture  World 
WITH  'WHICH  IS  INCORPORATED 

THE  EXHIBIT 
PUBLISHED  BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY,  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

Vol.  3.,  No.  lo. September  5,  1908 Price,  lO  Cents 

1  THE EAGLE FILM EXCHANGE  1 
Machines, Tickets,  Carbons,  Films,  Song  Slides, etc.,  Everything  in  the  Moving  Picture  Line.    INDEPENDENT  SERVICE. 

159  N.  Eighth  Street,  PHILADELPHIA, PA. 342  Main  Street,  NORFOLK,  V.A. 

Society  Italian  "  Cines 
WILLIAMSON  <&  COMPANY 

Manufacturers  of  Films  of  Merit 

99 

143  EAST  23d  STREET NEW  YORK  CITY 

■■ii     B  *  A              A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers            ■■  a  ■     ■  ■  f\ 
U\      MX   HOWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO.  L         lUI  X 

IWI  «X                               Members  Film  Service  Association                                                1 VI  1  ■ 

1  ■■  1       1  ̂ ^   Repair  Work  a  Specialty.     Agents  for  Motiograph,  Power's    1       !■■■■  1  %F and  Edison  Machines.    Supplies  and  Sundries. 

564    Washington    Street,        -        -          Boston,    Mass. 
Established  1S94.                (Opposite  Adams  House).                Incorporated  1008. 

TI  CRETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD   TICKET   CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New  York  City. 

Keep  Your  OPERA  TOR  Cool Save  60%  to  90i  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j.  h.  HALLBERQ,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York    fullv  guaranteed 
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GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Will  Be  Issued  Daring  September 

COUNT  ZEPPELIN'S  AIRSHIP 
Gives  a  magnificent  and  highly  interesting 

review  of  the  manoeuvres  and  flight  of  the  German 

Inventor's  wonderful,  monsterous  airship.  "Ger- 
many's national  pride,"  will,  no  doubt,  prove  to be  an  immense  attraction,  as  this  particular  craft 

has  created  great  sensation  and  interest  through- out the  world. 

Place  Your  Order  at  Once 

+fHES& ISSUE 
15he  SCHOOL  OF  LIFE 

A.    Charming    Story    Illustrating    the    Power    of   Love 
Length  740  Feet 

K6c  LAPLANDERS 
Natives    of  the    High    North — An    Exceedingly    Educational    Subject 

Length  504  Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY 
NORDISK   FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents     All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will  be  protected   by  the  American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

LICENSEE    UNDER  THE 
BIOGRAPH    PATENTS 

NEW  YORK 
662  SIXTH  AVE. 

All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  films 
will    be  protected    by  the    Ameri- 

can Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Co. 

CHICAGO 
52  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 
6S7  Washington  St. 

Boylston  Bldg. 

SEATTLE 
Mehlborn  Bldg. 

ST.  LOUIS 
523-4  Commercial  Bldg. 

5th  and  Oliver  Sts. 

MONTREAL,  CAN.      WINNEPEO  INDIANAPOLIS      DENVER 
La  Patrie  Bldg.     1 2 Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.     Boston  Bldg 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  3d  Avenue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

DES  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prince  William  Street 

Stockton  Building 

SANANTONIO.TEX.        DALLAS.TEX.        LOS  ANOELES,  CAL. 
304  Conroy  Bldg.  405  Main  St.      369  Pacific  Electric  Bldg. 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 
ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving 

Picture  Theatres 

MAIN   OFFICE: 

405   MAIN   STREET DALLAS,  TEX. 

BRANCH   OFFICE: 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special   Prices  on    our  New  Films 
and   Feature   Productions 
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THE  EXHIBIT 
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The  World  Photographic  Publishing  Company,  New  TorK 
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Vol.  3 SEPTEMBER  5 No.  10 

Editorial. 

Again  has  the  church  given  its  sanction  to  the  moving 
picture  show.  Four  young  men  who  were  studying  for 
the  ministry  asked  the  governing  board  of  the  Lutheran 
Church  in  their  city  if  they  could  open  a  moving  picture 
show  to  help  defray  their  expenses.  After  due  delibera- 

tion  of  all   the   church   dignitaries  the   permission   was 
granted. *  *     # 

The  ludicrous  efforts  of  some  of  our  contemporaries 
to  make  news  out  of  gossip  has  become  a  standing  joke 
in  moving  picture  circles.  In  spite  of  all  the  talk  of 
mutiny,  renegades,  fines,  failures  and  frauds,  the  car  of 
progress  rolls  on  and  there  is  a  healthy  undercurrent  of 
good  business.  Rental  agencies  who  did  business  at  a 
loss  during  the  Summer  months,  like  so  many  of  the 
theatoriums,  report  that  the  tide  has  turned  and  ledgers 
are  now  showing  a  balance  on  the  right  side.  One  large 
rental  concern  in  this  city,  about  whom  numberless  un- 

warranted rumors  have  been  circulated,  has  weatherd  the 

storm  and  has  regained  the  full  confidence  of  its  cred- 
itors. 

Competition  is  keen  among  the  renters,  more  so  be- 
tween association  members  than  between  association  and 

independents.  The  various  locals  are  having  all  they 
can  do  to  keep  peace  in  the  family  and  there  seems  noth- 

ing else  will  do  but  that  some  of  the  bad  boys  must  be 
severely  punished  or  turned  out  to  shift  for  themselves. 

*  *     * 

Any  lament  of  lack  of  variety  in  the  tone  of  the  films 
that  are  now  being  marketed  shows  ignorance  of  the 
subject.  During  our  rounds  of  the  theaters  for  the  past 
few  weeks  we  have  particularly  noted  the  pleasing  effect 
of  the  sepia,  purple-brown,  and  dark  blue  and  light  blue 
tones  in  some  films.  Among  the  subjects  released  by  the 
Kleine  Optical  Co.  last  week  were  some  very  fine  toned 
scenes,  notably  in  the  Raleigh  &  Robert  and  Gaumont 
productions.  The  Pathe  subjects  are  not  lacking  in  va- 

riety of  tone  at  least,  and  in  some  cases  are  superbly 
colored  besides.  Coming  nearer  home,  Selig  gets  some 
very  appropriate  tones  in  some  scenes,  and  the  Great 

Northern  Film  Co.  are  also  up-to-date.  Edison's  blues 
and  dark  greens  are  often  admired,  and  the  light  blue 

tone  in  one  of  their  latest  issues,  "A  Comedy  in  Black 
.  and  White,"  is  surely  far  enough  removed  from  the  con- 
•  ventional.  By  the  way,  this  subject  was  warmly  ap- 

plauded at  Keith's  Union  Square  Theater  this  week. 

While  on  the  subj<  or,  a  word  ougty  to  be  -.iid 
on  the  exquisite  coloring  61  om<  oi  the  song  lid<  In 
Keith\  we  particularly  admired  a  let  bj  Moore,  Bond 

&  I  0.,  "I  ove  Makes  the  World  Go  'Round/'  and  audible 
comments  were  made  around  us  on  the  beaut)  of  the 
pictures.  \  sel  bj  Scott  &  Van  Aitena  also  showed  ex- 

quisite taste  in  coloring,  as  also  in  the  posing  of  the  sub- 

jects,  and    in    the    slides    b)     Winder   of     "Home    in    the 
Golden  West"  he  has  taken  full  advantage  of  his  oppor- 
tunity. 

*    *    * 
Our  visits  tell  us  that  there  is  more  truth  than  slander 

in  the  letters  which  we  receive  from  exhibitors  regard- 
ing the  triviality  of  some  film  subjects.  Last  Saturday 

evening,  a  time  when  the  shows  were  crowded  and  good 
subjects  should  have  been  the  rule,  we  went  the  round  of 
the  theaters  with  a  friend  and  did  not  sec  one  film  that 

was  worthy  of  a  second  look.  It  is  hard  to  say  whether 
the  dearth  of  gray  matter  and  finesse  was  most  noti<  eable 
in  the  productions  of  *he  licensed  manufacturers  or  the 
independents — both  were  equally  disappointing.  It  seems 
to  us  that  some  concerns  should  have  more  respect  for 

their  reputation  than  issue  under  their  trade-mark  stuff 
that  is  silly  in  plot  and  amateurish  in  action.  An  audi- 

ence will  forgive  a  silly  story  if  the  photography  and 
action  is  superb,  as  they  will  overlook  faults  in  these 
latter  if  the  interest  in  the  story  is  impressive.  But  to 
issue  a  silly  story,  over-acted  or  under-acted  by  yaps  who 
do  not  even  have  sense  enough  to  know  that  their  actions 
are  ridiculous,  shows  that  the  stage  manager  is  carried 
away  by  a  sense  of  his  own  importance  and  is  unfit  for 
his  position.  It  also  shows  stagnation  on  the  part  of  the 
manufacturer,  or,  what  is  worse,  retrogression. 

Non-inflammable   Celluloid. 

Writing  on  the  subject  of  the  manufacture  of  a  non- 
inflammable  celluloid,  one  skeptic  says :  "We  shall  be interested  to  learn  how  the  inventor  sets  about  the 
work.  .  .  .  The  problem  is  simple  to  look  at,  but 

hard  to  solve."  For  his  enlightenment  we  mav  say  that 
the  problem  has  been  solved.  A  chemist  who  is  at  the 
head  of  that  department  of  one  of  the  largest  establish- 

ments in  this  city  demonstrated  to  us  how  it  may  be  done. 

Dissolving  pieces  of  ordinary  celluloid  in  ether-alcohol, 
he  added  to  the  solution  a  small  quantity  of  another  solu- 

tion. When  the  solvents  had  evaporated  the  celluloid 
did  not  differ  from  its  original  state,  only  it  would  not 
burn.  We  were  informed  that  the  addition  of  this  de- 

naturalizer to  the  celluloid  in  its  original  preparation 
would  tend  to  cheapen  the  cost  of  manufacture. 

A  New  Field  For  Pictures. 
We  have  it  on  very  good  authority  that  the  Hamburg- 

American  Line  has  equipped  their  steamships  with  cine- 
matograph outfits  and  that  it  has  been  a  success.  Really 

this  is  a  field  with  great  possibilities.  Anyone  who  has 
traveled  on  the  transatlantic  or  coastwise  steamers  knows 
what  a  problem  it  is  to  while  away  the  tedium  of  an 
ocean  voyage,  and  any  sort  of  entertainment  is  eagerly 
taken  up.  Passengers  on  these  vessels  would  be  de- 

lighted to  part  company  with  a  dime  or  more  for  the 
privilege  of  sitting  out  a  moving  picture  show  in  the 
saloon  of  an  evening.  Free  shows  should  not  be  con- 

sidered on  any  condition,  and  the  privilege  of  furnishing 
a  regular  show  on  board  the  vessels  of  any  line  should 
be  worth  considerable,  both  to  the  steamship  line  and  to 
the  privileged  party. 
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The  Film  of  the  Future. 

By  W.  Stephen  Bush. 

Specially  contributed  to  the  Moving  Picture  World. 

In  judging  of  the  future  of  the  moving  picture  busi- 
ness it  behooves  us  to  take  the  highest  ground  possible. 

Whatever  may  be  the  mission,  whatever  the  destiny  of 
mankind,  its  course  is  forever  upward  and  not  down- 

ward. No  fact  is  more  plainly  attested  by  the  records  of 
our  species  than  the  constant  though  slow  gain  of  good 
over  evil.  The  moving  picture,  the  greatest  factor  in  the 
future  instruction  and  amusement  of  mankind,  must  range 
itself  with  the  forces,  that  make  for  good,  that  mean 
progress  and  spell  advancement.  It  must  therefore  rid 
itself  first  of  all  of  every  taint  of  cheapness  and  its  twin 
sister  baseness. 

Let  me  illustrate.  There  is  no  doubt  whatever,  that 
if  on  a  certain  day  a  public  execution  were  to  take  place, 
men  of  low  and  bestial  instincts  would  crowd  into  the 
shadow  of  the  scaffold,  as  they  did  of  old  in  Tyburn  and 
Newgate.  The  fact  that  capital  punishment  is  to-day 
everywhere  inflicted  in  secret  is  a  triumph,  however 
small,  of  the  forces  of  good.  No  public  man  to-day 
would  dare  to  outrage  public  sentiment  by  favoring  a 

return  to  a  public  exhibition  of  the  hangman's  skill. 
Surely  this  gain  for  humanity  was  not  made  by  the  mob, 
for  the  mob  cried  out  against  the  curtailment  of  its  sav- 

age pleasure.  The  reform  came  through  the  leadership 
of  a  few,  as  all  changes  for  the  better  must  ever  come. 
It  seems  eminently  fitting  that  in  the  crusade  against 
those  who  would  for  money  stoop  to  any  prostitution  of 
the  noble  art,  the  lead  should  be  taken  by  the  journal 
which  represents  the  highest  aspirations  of  the  art  and 
its  followers.  Criminology  in  pictures  should  be  left  to 
the  museum  of  horrors  and  banished  forever  from  the 
moving  picture  theater.  Wherever  the  film  makers  at- 

tempt creations  of  their  own,  let  them  steer  clear  of  mur- 
der and  suicide.  It  is  all  very  well  to  hold  the  mirror 

up  to  nature,  but  let  the  great  builders  of  the  drama  do 
it,  commit  that  task  to  Shakespeare  and  his  lesser  stars 
and  spare  our  feelings  by  keeping  out  all  the  cheap  mur- 

derous tramps,  the  penny  dreadful  and  shilling  shocker 
tragedy.  Your  field  is  limitless.  The  whole  treasure  of 
the  English,  the  French,  the  Italian,  the  Spanish  and  the 
German  drama  lies  before  you.  If  you  must  dramatize 
on  your  own  account  why  not  work  the  inexhaustible 
mines  of  the  English  speaking  races?  The  ground  has 
hardly  been  touched.  Do  not  say  that  all  this  is  too  fa- 

miliar. Maybe  some  of  it  is,  but  this  is  an  advantage 

rather  than  a  drawback.  "Things  seen  are  mightier  than 
things  heard"  says  Tennyson.  "For  don't  you  mark," 
in  the  words  of  Browning,  "we  are  made  so,  that  we  love 
first,  when  we  see  them  painted,  things  we  have  passed 

perhaps  a  hundred  times  nor  cared  to  see." 
Shakespeare  in  Moving  Pictures. 

It  will  scarcely  be  disputed,  that  next  to  the  Bible  the 
most  widely  ready  book  printed  in  the  English  tongue 
consists  of  the  works  of  Shakespeare.  I  am  glad  to  say 

that  we  now  possess  three  films,  "Romeo  and  Juliet," 
"Macbeth"  and  "Othello."  Considering  the  great  diffi- 

culties in  condensation  and  arrangement,  they  are  prob- 
ably as  good  as  any  that  could  have  been  made.  To  con- 

dense or  in  any  way  alter  Shakespeare  is  as  delicate  and 
dangerous  a  task  as  meddling  with  an  overture  by  Mo- 

zart or  a  painting  by  Rembrandt.  The  subtle  charm  of 
the  master  may  escape  in  the  process.     The  three  films 

named  have  fairly  met  all  reasonable  expectations.  The 

great  effects  in  "Macbeth"  have  been  preserved  with 
commendable  accuracy  and  distinctness.  What  the  pict- 

ures need  to  make  them  to  the  average  audience  but 
little  less  attractive  than  the  play  itself  is  what  for  want 

of  a  better  term  I  may  be  permitted  to  call  an  "epilogue," 
in  part  impersonation  and  in  part  explanation,  carefully 
prepared  to  run  with  the  pictures.  The  three  films  have 
all  been  successful  and  are  still  in  demand  by  the  moving 
picture  theaters  in  good  neighborhoods  catering  to  a 
grade  of  patrons  perhaps  a  little. above  the  average.  I 
feel,  however,  bound  to  add  as  a  matter  of  personal  ex- 

perience, that  with  the  "epilogues"  the  films  have  proved 
very  successful  in  poor  sections,  even  where  they  had 
been  shown  before  without  any  such  added  feature. 

I  see  no  reason  whatever  why  the  film  makers  should 
stop  here.  There  is  no  play  of  Shakespeare  that  can- 

not be  told  in  moving  pictures.  It  strikes  me  that  the 

plays  especially  adaptable  would  be  "Hamlet"  (since  writ- 
ing the  above  I  understand  that  "Hamlet"  has  been  done 

into  moving  pictures),  "Richard  III,"  "Cymbeline," 
"King  Lear,"  "Julius  Gesar,"  "Anthony  and  Cleopatra." 
and  surely  every  one  of  the  comedies.  Of  course  the 
effect  would  be  heightened,  indeed  the  whole  entertain- 

ment would  be  given  a  novel  aspect  by  the  introduction 

of  what  I  have  described  as  an  "epilogue,"  impersona- 
tion and  commentary  combined.  It  is  just  the  enter- 

tainment with  a  spice  of  novelty,  something  like  a  new 
creation,  what  the  moving  picture  theater  most  decidedly 

needs  to-day.* 
The  field  of  the  film  maker  is.  however,  by  no  means 

confined  to  the  drama  of  Shakespeare.  Rich  in  plot  and 
incident  is  the  whole  Elizabethan  drama  and  always  worth 
the  effort  of  the  film  maker.  This  is  equally  true  of  the 
comedies  of  the  reign  of  Charles  II.  and  here  clever 
modernization  will  find  rich  materials.  I  mention  in 

passing  the  great  recent  success  of  the  "Country  Mouse." 
a  comedy  of  that  period.  Much  indeed  is  licentious  and 
needs  pruning  and  cleaning,  but  there  is  a  wealth  of 
ideas,  plots  and  incidents  well  worth  the  rescue. 

Why  Not  Dickens? 

And  why  not  an  evening  with  Dickens?  If  the  plot 
be  too  intricate  as  in  "Bleak  House"  or  too  loose  as  in 
the  "Pickwick  Papers"  to  make  his  works  available  for 
the  film  maker's  studio,  I  am  sure  that  a  film  with  per- 

haps such  a  title  as  "Stepping  from  the  Pages  of  Dick- 
ens" would  please  everybody  and  draw  both  tears  and 

laughter.  The  sins  of  the  poorest  impersonators  of 

Dickens'  characters — and  at  present  there  seem  to  be 
no  others — are  forgiven  and  the  audience  is  pleased, 
just  because  the  attempt  is  made  and  they  are  made  to 
think  of  their  beloved  favorite.  So  rich  is  the  field, 
that  I  dare  not  enter,  lest  I  be  tempted  to  tarry  too  long. 

Take  for  an  instance  the  scene  in  "Oliver  Twist,"  where 

Noah  Claypole,  transformed  into  "Bolter,"  brings  the 
news  to  "Fagin"  that  "Nancy"  has  met  strangers  at 
night  and  presumably  betrayed  her  companion  in  crime 
Portray  the  mingled  feelings  of  rage,  fear,  approaching 
despair,  vengefulness,  scheming  and  cunning,  that  steal 

into  and  possess  the  soul  of  "Fagin."  as  he  listens  to 
the  report  of  "Bolter."  "Bolter."  tired  out  with  the  long 
vigil,  falls  asleep  on  the  floor  and  now  enters  the  house! 

[*  Since  the  above  article  was  written  the  Kalem  Com- 
pany have  done  "As  You  Like  It"  with  elaborate  scenic  sur- 

roundings and  for  which  they  supply  a  lecture.  With  the 
average  audience  the  delivery  of  a  lecture  on  this  film  would 
make  it  a  big  success,  otherwise  the  situations  would  be 
unintelligible  to  many. — Ed.l 

f 
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breaker  "Bill  Sykes."  With  torturing  slowness  and 
deadly  malice  the  Jew  leads  up  to  the  supposed  treachery 

of  Nancy.  "What  if  1  would  tell?"  lie  says,  with  the 
grin  of  a  demon;  "1,  who  know  so  much."  Can  you 
not  see  him  how  as  a  climax  lie  points  to  his  ragged 
breast  and  nods  the  shaggy  head  with  fearful  meaning 

"Sykes"  at  last  hears  the  truth,  rushes  madly  to  the 
door,  which  is  locked  and  bars  the  way.  The  Jew  as 
he  opens  on  the  fierce  demand  of  the  housebreaker  im- 

parts the  warning  caution,  "Not  too  violent.  Bill,  not 
too  violent."  A  reading  of  "Oliver  Twist,"  helped  out 
in  the  leading  scenes  with  moving  pictures  would  make 
a  great  entertainment.  Who  would  not  like  to  sec  a 

procession  of  such  characters  as  "Wilkins  Micawber," 
"Pecksniff,"  "Turveydrop,"  "Pickwick."  "Serjeant  Buz- 
fuz,"  "Sam  Weller,"  "Uriah  Heep,"  The  Artful  Dodg- 

er," "The  Rev.  Mr.  Chadband,"  "Tom  Pinch,"  "BumbleV' 
the  majestic  beadle,  and  many  others  indeed  too  numer- 

ous to  mention?  Who  would  not  like  to  have  them  de- 
scribed, explained,  and  who  would  not  like  to  hear  from 

them  in  their  own  words?  It  seems  to  me  that  such  an 

entertainment  ought  to  be  equally  pleasing  to  the  deni- 
zens of  the  Bowery,  the  proletariat  of  the  East  Side  and 

the  finest  of  the  brown  stone  districts. 

The  improvement  of  the  "epilogue"  would  make  pos- 
sible the  full  speech  of  Marc  Antony  beside  the  bier 

oi  Caesar,  the  many  monologues  in  Shakespearian  plays, 
and  such  exquisite  gems  of  humor  as  the  address  of 
Serjeant  Buzfuz  to  the  jury  in  the  immortal  case  of 

"Bardell  against  Pickwick,"  the  reflections  of  Micaw- 
ber, the  stilted  and  pompous  language  of  Turveydrop, 

the  laughable  hypocrisy  of  Pecksniff  and  the  solemn 
silliness  of  the  Rev.  Mr.  Chadband. 

In  all  this  I  am  aware  that  I  have  but  barely  scratched 
the  surface.  I  have  but  lightly  touched  an  instrument, 

that  in  better  and  cleverer  hands  than  mine  must  be  capa- 
ble of  infinite  variety  and  never  ending  charm  and  magic. 

Even  a  fool,  however,  may  be  able  to  show  the  way.  I 
only  want  to  point  to  the  treasure,  the  film  makers  should 
lift  it.  With  such  subjects  the  moving  picture  theater 

must  become  the  post-graduate  of  the  great  theaters  of 
the  land.  No  university  settlement  or  extension  work 
can  do  more  for  the  education  and  amusement  of  the 

masses  than  the  moving  picture  theater. 
Historical  Subjects. 

But  little  has  been  attempted  in  this  field  which  is  and 
always  must  be  inexhaustible.  The  little,  however,  that 
has  been  attempted  by  Edison  has  been  magnificent.  I 

refer  to  the  films  "The  Blue  and  the  Gray,"  "The  Boston 
Tea  Party,"  "Nero,"  and  last  but  by  no  means  least  the 
"Romance  of  a  War  Nurse,"  which  was  released  only 
a  few  days  ago.  All  these  films  are  simply  beyond  all 

praise.  In  the  "Blue  and  the  Gray"  the  life  in  the  South- 
land before  the  war  is  depicted  in  such  true  and  charm- 

ing colors,  the  very  slightest  detail  has  been  worked  out 
with  such  painstaking  accuracy,  that  the  past  seems  like 
the  present.  This  standard  has  been  fully  maintained  in 

the  "Romance  of  a  War  Nurse."  The  cheapness,  which 
is  so  offensive  in  some  "historical"  subjects  treated  by 
other  makers,  is  here  conspicuous  by  its  absence.  A 
master  hand  has  waved  the  magic  wand.  Someone  gifted 
by  the  gods  has  touched  the  past  and  it  has  come  to  life 
again.  The  scenes  showing  the  home  life  in  the  old 
South  are  indescribably  beautiful.  The  acting  is  that 
rare  height  of  art  which  knows  to  conceal  the  art.  The 
old  mansion,  exterior  and  interior,  its  furniture  down 

to  the  old-fashioned  but  costly  and  artistic  candlestick  on 
the  mahongany  table,  is  a  sight  rarely  seen  by  moving 
picture   patrons.      Such   men   and   women   as   we   see  in 

this  great  film,  really  breathed  and  lived  and  made  his- 
tory.   A  gexn  in  this  war  drama  i--  the  "id  Southern  lady, 

Mrs.    Shelby.      Not    a    move    that    is    not    natural,    nol    a 

gesture  but  speaks  of  the  fine  breeding  of  the  old  South- 
ern aristocracy,     The  plot  Is  a  trifle  involved,  but  may 

be  explained  with  greal  effed  while  the  pictures  are  run- 
ning. Edison  has  proved  that  the  historical  subject  may 

travel  far  out  of  recent  times  and  our  own  country  by  his 

"Nero,"  which,  better  than  the  reading  of  a  hundred 
hooks,  shows  the  early  spirit  and  the  beginnings  of 
Christianity.  It  would  he  presumptuous  to  offer  sugges- 

tions to  such  a  master,  hut  it  may  he  stated  in  a  general 
way  that  the  stormy  times  preceding  and  following  the 
rise  and  fall  of  the  Stuart  dynasty  in  England  afford 
splendid  materials  to  the  film  makers  in  search  of  his- 

torical tales.  What  a  great  Highland  story  would  be 

the  "Adventures  of  the  Young  Pretender,"  his  early  suc- 
cesses, then  "pale,  bloody  Culloden,"  where  Lochiel's  fear- 

ful prophecy  came  true,  the  Prince's  escape  from  the 
battle  field,  his  days  among  the  robbers  and  cattle  steal- 

ers in  the  Highland  fastnesses,  the  Flora  McDonald  in- 

cident and  the  Prince's  final  escape  into  France.  The 
story  of  the  Earl  of  Nithsdale's  escape  from  the  Towner 
with  the  aid  of  his  wife  might  offer  another  inviting  sub- 

ject. Of  course  historical  subjects  in  the  hands  of  the 
incompetent  are  very  easily  spoiled  and  made  ridiculous 
and  whoever  has  seen  those  dreams  of  the  rarebit  fiend 

known  as  "Held  by  the  Enemy,"  or  "The  Patriot,"  or 
"The  Battle  of  Monmouth,"  or  "Washington  at  Valley 
Forge"  (the  limit)  will  agree  with  me.  Such  and  similar 
concoctions  are  painful  in  the  extreme  and  almost  an 
offense  against  the  penal  code.  Here,  however,  one  or 
two  failures  are  not  necessarily  fatal.  There  may  be 
improvement  and  no  doubt  there  will  be.  The  field  is 
too  rich  and  too  promising  to  be  neglected,  the  public 
demand  for  good  historical  pictures  too  unmistakably 
insistent  to  be  long  ignored.  This  is  plainly  shown  by 

the  reprint  of  the  old  film  "Daniel  Boone,"  whose  hold 
on  the  public  after  a  run  of  something  like  three  years 
is  as  great  as  ever. 

Great  Figures  in  Fiction. 

What  I  mean  by  that  is  best  illustrated  by  the  great 

colored  Pathe  film  "Don  Juan,"  an  undoubted  success. 
The  literature  of  all  European  nations  abounds  in  strik- 

ing figures  in  fiction,  well  known  the  world  over.  Who 

will  venture  to  take  up  "Don  Quixote  and  Sancho  Pan- 
sa"?  There  is  a  chance  for  genuine  comedy.  Of  course 
the  spectacle  of  a  man  falling  down  the  steps  or  dropping 
into  water  is  very  funny,  but  it  is  hardly  the  highest 
form  of  comedy  and  there  are  surprisingly  many  people 
who  look  for  a  little  relief  from  this  coarse  work.  If 

pathos  and  comedy  have  not  lost  their  power  to  delight 

the  heart  of  man,  "Don  Quixote"  ought  to  have  a  tri- 
umphal tour  in  the  moving  picture  theaters.  A  good 

"Faust"  (the  emphasis  on  good)  is  bound  to  delight.  It 

is  not  flattering  to  Americans  that  "Rip  Van  Winkle" 
was  handled  by  a  French  firm  and  this,  too,  after  such 
an  artist  as  the  late  Joseph  Jefferson  had  interpreted 

Irving's  great  character.  What  about  "Tom  Sawyer" 
and  "Huckleberry  Finn"?  Italian  literature  gives  us  the 

exquisitely  ludicrous  figure  of  "Don  Abbondio"  in  that 
greatest  novel  of  modern  times,  Manzoni's  "The  Be- 

trothed." Here  certainly  is  a  great  opportunity  for  an 
enterprising  maker  of  films.  I  recommend  to  all  of  them 
to  read  the  story  ;  its  dramatization  in  moving  pictures 
will  not  be  easy  perhaps,  but  it  would  make  us  laugh 
and  weep,  then  laugh  again  and  weep  again,  and  make 
us  all   feel  glad  that  we  are  living:.     More  anon. 
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WHAT  THEY    ARE    TALKING    ABOUT   AMONG  THE 
EXCHANGES. 

Simultaneously  with  the  announcement  of  an  increase  in 
the  price  of  films  by  the  licensed  manufacturers  we  find  the 
Film  Service  Association  rental  exchanges  raising  their  prices 
for  service.  The  effect  of  this  has  not  manifested  itself  as 
yet.  These  changes  went  into  effect  only  three  or  four  days 
ago  and  time  has  not  elapsed  to  enable  a  gleaning  of  senti- 

ment concerning  them.  Some  very  interesting  problems  will 
present  themselves  in  the  very  near  future.  It  is  reported 
that  several  of  the  licensed  manufacturers  contemplate  add- 

ing at  least  one  more  issue  to  their  production  each  week. 
An  increase  in  price  and  production  must  necessarily  result 
in  raising  the  prices  to  be  paid  by  the  exhibitors.  The  latter 
will  naturally  want  to  keep  abreast  with  the  times.  If  he 
insists  upon  it  there  is  no  doubt  he  will  have  to  stand  an 
increase  in  his  rates  to  enable  the  exchange  to  purchase  the 
additional  issues.  One  exchange  man  put  the  matter  this 
way:  "I  took  on  a  customer  at  $75  per  on  the  basis  of  pur- 

chases by  me  of  one  print  of  every  subject  the  manufacturers 
might  issue.  At  that  time  most  of  the  manufacturers  were 
getting  out  one  reel  a  week.  Now  suppose  these  manufac- 

turers increase  their  output  to  two  reels  a  week,,  and  those 
who  were  putting  out  two  produce  three,  can  you  see  how  I 
can  buy  all  these  extra  prints  and  keep  that  customer  sup- 

plied up  to  date  at  the  original  price?" An  exhibitor  who  was  interviewed  on  the  subject  said: 

,  "I  want  every  man  to  get  what  belongs  to  him,  and  I  want mine.  If  I  contract  for  first  run  service  I  want  it.  If  the 
exchange  must  go  to  additional  expense  to  get  it  after  I  have 
made  my  contract  I  have  nothing  to  do  with  that;  but  any 
exchange  that  shows  me  it  is  doing  the  best  it  can  and  shows 
me  that  an  increase  in  productions,  makes  its  contract  a 
losing  one,  or  one  that  shows  little  or  no  profit,  can  raise 
my  price  and  I  will  pay  if  my  business  warrants  it.  If  I 
pay  the  increased  price  I  want  the  goods,  and  that  is  all 
there  is  to  it.  The  great  drawback  to  the  assocaition  ex- 

changes last  season  was  that  for  some  time  they  could  not 
get  enough  new  stuff.  If  the  manufacturers  are  going  to 
increase  their  output  and  enable  the  exchanges  to  deliver 
the  goods  in  demand  I  do  not  think  the  exchanges  will  have 

any  trouble  in  getting  the  money." 

According  to  latest  advices  there  will  not  be  any  radical 
change  in  the  membership  of  the  New  York  local  of  the  Film 
Service  Association.  Last  week  it  looked  very  much  like 
it.  A  meeting  of  the  local  was  scheduled  for  about  the  time 
at  which  we  go  to  press  and  for  several  days  it  was  rumored 
that  there  would  be  something  doing.  An  eleventh  hour 
canvass  apparently  changed  the  complexion  of  affairs  and 
justifies  the  statement  that  the  local  will  continue  its  course 
as  in  the  past. 

A  manufacturer  whose  attention  was  called  to  the  state- 
ment that  the  recently  adopted  schedule  of  prices  for  the 

■  sale  of  films  to  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association 
means  an  increase  of  from  9  cents  per  foot  net  to  11  cents 
net  suppressed  his  indignation  with  some  difficulty  and  he 
is  apparently  correct  in  his  statements  regarding  the  facts. 
He  maintains  that  under  the  last  schedule  the  standing  order 
price  was  not  9  cents  per  foot,  but  9  cents  less  10  per  cent, 
and  under  the  new  schedule  it  is  11  cents  less  10  per  cent. 
In  other  words,  under  the  last  schedule  the  renter  got  the 
films  for  8  1-10  per  cent.,  while  under  the  new  schedule  the 
renter  will  pay  99-10  cents.  There  is  no  disputing  the  con- 

tention that  the  price  has  been  raised.  The  figures  show  it, 
but  they  do  not  show  that  the  net  price  has  been  increased 
29-10  per  foot.  Of  course  the  renter  knows  what  he 
must  pay  for  his  films  without  any  calculations  by  the  papers, 
but  it  is  only  fair  that  the  facts  should  be  stated  as  they  exist. 

The  consolidation  of  the  Edison  and  Biograph  licensed 
manufacturers  still  remains  in  embryo.  There  is  nothing 
upon  which  to  base  an  authentic  statement  one  way  or  the 
other.  The  consensus  of  opinion  of  those  on  both  sides 
appears  to  favor  a  consolidation 

"NICKELODIA"  !  !  ! 
A  fellow  who  has  a  brainstorm. 
While  a  mission  he  seeks  to  perform. 

With   a  thirsting  for   fame', 
Says,   "I'll    coin    a   new   name." 

And,  lo!  "Xiekelculia"  was  born. 

Lincoln,  111. — A  new  electric  theater  has  been  handsomely 
fitted  up  at  119  Kickapoo  street. 
Denver,  Colo. — Peter  McCourt  has  leased  the  Novelty 

Theater,  on  Curtis  street,  and  plans  for  the  renovation  have 
been  perfected. 

Lincoln,  111. — Another  nickelette  moving  picture  show  will 
be  opened  in  Lincoln.  It  will  open  up  in  a  few  da}-s  in  the Latham  room. 

Albany,  Ore. — A  new  electric  theater  is  being  constructed 
and  another  is  in  immediate  prospect.  This  will  give  this 
city  four  moving  picture  shows. 
The  Empire  Film  Co.,  108  Fulton  street,  is  now  under  the 

sole  control  of  A.  Kessel,  who  has  bought  out  the  interest 
of  his  partner,  Mr.  Fred  Graf. 

Richmond,  Va. — A  building  permit  was  issued  to  W.  L 
Hillard  to  build  a  moving  picture  theater  on  East  Twenty 
ninth  street,  between  P  and  Q  streets. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. — B.  G.  Bilz  has  leased  the  Musee  Theater 
on  Fourth  street,  between  Edmond  and  Felix,  and  it  will  b< 
fitted  up  for  a  10-cent  moving  picture  show. 

Louisville,  Ky. — Princess  Amusement  Co.  have  leased  i 
store  at  417  Fourth  avenue,  near  Green,  and  will  at  one 
remodel  the  property  and  convert  it  into  a  high-class  movinj 
picture   show. 
New  York  City. — A  moving  picture  theater  is  being  con 

structed  at  the  corner  of  First  avenue  and  Seventy-fifth  streel 
The  improvements  are  to  be  made  for  Catherine  McCormicl 
who  is  to  be  owner. 

New  York  City. — Plans  have  been  filed  for  remodeling  an 
refitting  the  amusement  hall  at  Nos.  no  and  112  Third  av« 
nue  for  a  moving  picture  show.  J.  Valensi  &  Co.  are  th 
proprietors  of  the  entertainment. 

Marysville,  Cal. — The  Criterion  Theater  has  secured  th 
building  adjoining  their  show  house  in  the  P.  George  Builc 
ing.  at  the  corner  of  Second  and  D  streets,  and  it  is  beir 
fitted  up  for  a  moving  picture  show. 

Salem,    Ore. — Another   new   moving   picture    amusement 
now  being  installed  by  J.  F.  Goode  and  will  be  in  operatic 
within  a  few  days.     The  new  place  of  amusement  is  to  be 
the  Moore  Building,  on  Commercial  street. 

Bridgeport,  Conn. — After  being  closed  all  Summer,  tl 
Crescent  Moving  Picture  Theater,  which  is  located  on  Ma 
street,  has  again  opened  its  doors  to  the  public,  after  havir] 
the  building  completely  remodeled,  and  with  the  new  adc 
tions  made  it  is  one  of  the  best  amusement  houses  in  tl vicinity. 

Gloucester,  Mass. — The  Olympia  Amusement  Company. 
Lynn,  will  occupy  the  building:  formerly  occupied  as  tl 

Dreamland  Theater  in  Cook's  Building  on  Main  street,  ail 
have  leased  the  store  and  premises  in  front  as  well.  Tl' managers  intend  to  make  extensive  alterations  and  run  mol 
ing  pictures  and  vaudeville. 

Pottsville,  Pa. — The  Lion  Theater  is  especially  worthy 
note,  not  alone  for  the  excellence  of  its  entertainments,  b 
also  for  the  clever  manner  in  which  they  handle  the  immen" 
crowds.  This  theater  was  constructed  with  an  eve  to  tl 
comfort  and  safety  of  its  patrons  and  is  thoroughly  up  I 
date  in  all  its  appointments,  the  orchestral  effects  being  :| 
small  feature  of  its  success. 

Louisville,  Ky. — The  news  that  the  Hopkins  will   contin 
to  be  the  home  of  high-class  picture  entertainment  has  be 
received  with  much   favorable  comment  by  the  lovers  of  t 

rather   new    form    of   amusement.      The    Anderson    &    Zieg' 
Company,   the   original    lessee,    will    assume    direct    control 
the     Market    street    playhouse,    with    Edward    W.    Dustin 
manager.      Mr.    Dustin   bears   the    reputation   of  being   one 
the   foremost  moving  picture  men  in  the  country. 

San  Antonio,  Tex. — San  Antonio  has  a  crusade  on  agai 
the  moving  picture  shows.     Recently,  by  order  of  Mayor  C 
laghan.  all  of  the  speilers  of  the  various  shows  were  refu 
the  privilege  of  working  in  front  of  their  shows.     After  s<i 
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eral  arrests  the  spelling  was  discontinued.  Now  the  City 
electrician  and  fire  chief  have  adopted  very  Btricl  fire  rules 
in  regard  to  these  places,  and  a  number  ol  them  will  have  to 
go  put  of  business. 

Albany,  N.  Y. — F.  F.  Proctor,  the  theatrical  manager,  lias 

secured  a  ten  year  lease  of  the  (  omique  ["heater,  the  lartresl 
motion  picture  house  in  the  city.  He  will  make  of  it  the  tirst 
largest  and  permanent  moving  picture  theater  under  his  man- 

agement and  will  open  September  7,  at  which  time  moving 

picture-  will  be  discontinued  at  Proctor's  Theater  to  be  re- 
placed by  the  regular  vaudeville  season.  The  Comique  will 

be  known  as  Proctor's  Annex,  alter  being  enlarged  and 
thoroughly  equipped,  and  will,  for  the  present,  be  under  the 

management  of  Guy  A.  Graves,  now  manager  of  Proctor's 
Troj    house. 

Cleveland,  O. — Of  the  sixty-live  moving  picture  theaters 
in  the  city,  fifty-one  have  secured  licenses.  Eight  of  those 
without  permits  ha\e  permission  to  run  while  repairs  to  com- 

ply with  the  ordinances  are  being  made.  The  other  six  have 

not  announced  their  intentions  to  the  building  inspector's 
office.  They  are  the  ones  liable  to  arrest  should  they  still 
continue  open  without  the  permit  or  some  arrangement  with 
the  building  inspector.  Deputy  Inspector  Horner  said  that 
he  thought  two  of  the  six  were  going  out  of  business  and 
that  others  might.  Some  of  them  could  not  get  licenses 
under  any  circumstances,  as  the  buildings  they  are  in  cannot 
be  repaired  so  as  to  comply  with  the  law  regarding  exits. 
The  proprietors  of  these  must  either  move  or  stop  business 
entirely. 

Savannah,  Ga.,  Sept.  5. — That  Savannahans  are  appreciat- 
ing good  moving  picture  and  vaudeville  has  been  shown  in 

the  last  few  months  of  the  Summer,  which  has  been  the 
hottest  in  the  history'  of  Savannah.  Every  house  that  is  in 
business  has  made  money  all  during  the  Summer  months 
and   not  one  has   closed   since   the   Spring. 
Those  that  are  doing  business  now  are:  The  Orpheum, 

controlled  by  the  Southern  Amusement  Co.,  with  Air.  M. 
Wilnesky  at  the  head;  the  Criterion,  controlled  and  owned 
by  the  Bandy  Bros.,  Herbert  and  Frank,  and  the  Superba, 
controlled  by  the  same  gentlemen.  The  Casino,  which  is 
run  by  the  Savannah  Electric  Co.,  seems  to  be  drawing  well. 
Free  shows  and  moving  pictures  are  given  every  day  and 
night  and  thousands  grasp   the  opportunity. 

By  the  first  of  January,  or  before,  Savannah  will  find  itself 
with  one  of  the  largest  vaudeville  and  moving  picture  houses 
in  the  country.  This  house  will  hold  from  fourteen  hundred 
to  sixteen  hundred,  and  it  is  claimed  by  the  owners  will  be 
the  finest  house  south  of  the  Mason  and  Dixon  line.  This 

house  will  be  the  "Orpheum."  which  is  running  now  and 
playing  to  packed  houses  at  every  performance.  The  house 
now  holds  about  six  hundred  and  will  be  wonderfully  im- 

proved, with  electric  light  and  every  convenience  ever  offered. 
It  has  been  stated  that  they  may  put  on  regular  popular- 
price  shows,  but  this  statement  has  been  denied  by  Mr. 
Wilnesky.  Another  change  that  has  taken  place  in  the  house 
was  the  release  of  Mr.  H.  Bernstein  from  the  management 

and  Mr.  Joseph  Wilnesky,  Mr.  Wilnesky's  son,  given  the 
position.  Young  Wilnesky  has  just  finished  school  and  says 
he  will  give  the  people  of  Savannah  better  shows  than  they 
have  ever  had. 

Mr.  Frank  Bandy  has  just  returned  from  a  three  months' 
vacation  through  Utah.  Colorado,  California,  and  many  other 
Western  cities.  Mr.  Bandy  stated  that  Savannah  is  receiving 
the  best  attention  from  the  film  exchanges  and  that  he  found 
business  in  the  moving  picture  line  to  be  going  at  a  pretty 

fair  rate.  He  also  stated  that  the}-  may  improve  the  Criterion 
Theater  during  the  Fall.  He  received  a  telegram  from  Au- 

gusta, Ga.,  stating  that  there  was  no  show  during  Thursday, 
Friday  and  Saturday  of  last  week  because  of  the  flood  there; 

•  the  telegram  stated  that  their  place  was  six  feet  under  water 
but  would  be  running  next  week. 

Our  representative  was  in  to  see  Mr.  Beck,  of  the  Electro- 
graph  Co.,  the  other  day,  and  during  the  course  of  the  con- 

versation Air.  Beck  said  that  his  moving  picture  booth  in 
South  Xorwalk  is  one  of  the  largest  and  best  in  the  United 
States,  being  built  of  nothing  else  but  steel  and  reinforced 
concrete. 

He  also  wishes  you  to  watch  the  mail  man,  as  he  is  sending 
out  numerous  letters  to  all  in  the  trade  announcing  his  low 
prices  and  splendid  methods  of  doing  business. 

To  those  who  are  not  aware  of  the  fact  that  he  has  moved 
he  begs  to  say  again,  come  and  see  him  at  his  new  office. 
8  East  Fourteenth  street,  and  watch  his  advertisements  for 
the  lowest  prices  on  goods. 

SEEKS   CASH   OF  THE  JUDGES. 

Justice  George  J  0'Keef<  and  Patrick  Keady,  ol  the 
Brooklyn  (  ourl  ol  Special  Sessions,  have  been  served  with 
a  summons  and  complaint  in  a  $10,000  damage  suit  brought 
by  Edward  M  Schindler  through  Ins  attorneys,  Goldstein  & 
Goldstein,  ol  280  Broadway,  who  allege  that  their  client  got 
an  excessive  sentence  for  Sabbath  breaking. 

It    appears    from    the   complaint    that    Sclundlei    was    running 

a  moving  picture  show  at  270a  Atlantic  avenue,  Brooklyn,  on 
April     to,     [007,    when    he    was    arrested    fOT    violating    Section 
26s  "i    the    Penal   Code,  which   relates  to  the   Sabbath   law. 
This  is  a  misdemeanor,  and  the  maximum  penalty  ior  the 
first  offence  is  a  $10  line  and  imprisonment  for  live  days. 

Schindlcr's  was  a  Iirst  offence,  the  complaint  says,  but  the 
Judges  are  alleged  to  have  lined  him  $100,  with  the  option 
of  going  to  jail  for  thirty  days  I  lis  law. vers  were  anxious 
to  make  a  test  case  of  the  proceeding  and  advised  their  client 
to  go  to  jail. 
The  lawyers  contend  that  they  have  decisions,  given  in 

New  York  law,  which  hold  public  officials,  including  those 
on  the  bench,  liable  to  a  civil  action  for  acting  in  excess  of 

their  powers,  and  the  contention  is  emphasized  in  the  com- 
plaint that  the  defence  of  judicial  error  cannot  be  set  up,  as 

it  was  pointed  out  to  Justices  Keady,  O'Keefe  and  Fleming 
at  the  time  that  sentence  was  passed  that  the  penalty  they 
were  imposing  on  Schindler  was  in  excess  of  that  prescribed 

by  law. 

LEN.    SPENCER'S   LYCEUM. 

Leonard  G.  Spencer,  more  generally  known  as  Len.  Spen- 
cer, has  been  before  the  public  for  years  as  an  entertainer 

and  phonograph  artist.  Just  recently  he  has  pioneered  in  a 
new  field  that  has  been  opened  by  the  moving  picture  furore. 
Mr.  Spencer  was  quick  to  see  the  trend  to  this  amusement 
field  and  foretell  the  enormous  demand  that  would  arise  for 

singing  voices  suitable  for  the  illustrated  song;  he,  therefore, 

established  "Len.  Spencer's  Lyceum,"  a  booking  agency  that 
makes  a  specialty  of  supplying  instrumental  and  vocal  artists 
for  the  five  and  ten-cent  theaters.  The  rapid  growth  of  his 
business  is  a  direct  compliment  to  his  keenness  and  fore- 

sight. Mr.  Spencer  demands  certain  qualifications  from  his 
applicants  for  engagements;  each  and  every  vocalist  or  in- 

strumentalist must  "show  him"  his  or  her  respective  attain- 
ments. The  rating  of  the  vocal  artist  is  filed  in  a  ledger, 

with  remarks  upon  strength  of  tone,  range,  quality  of  voice, 
and  enunciation;  while  the  rating  of  the  instrumentalist  con- 

tains equally  conscientious  remarks  on  the  qualifications  de- 

manded. There  is  no  fixed  salary  for  the  "illustrated  song" 
singer  or  the  instrumentalist  in  the  "Lyceum";  he  is  judged 
according  to  his  ability  and  his  salary  is  pro  rata.  This  gives 
not  only  the  manager  but  the  artist  protection.  Managers 

are  also  invited  to  the  "Lyceum,"  where  they  can  listen  to the  different  artists  and  select  their  own  talent. 

In  connection  with  the  "Lyceum,"  Mr.  Spencer  has  estab- 
lished one  of  the  largest  song  slide  departments  in  the  United 

States;  the  latest  and  best  slides  are  constantly  being  added 
to  his  list;  standing  orders  are  with  all  the  leading  slide 
makers,  among  whom  are  Alfred  Simpson,  De  Witt  C. 
Wheeler,  Scott  &  Van  Altena,  and  others.  The  motto  of 

the  slide  department,  "You  Select  and  We  Ship,"  is  rigidly 
lived  up  to,  and  entire  satisfaction  has  been  expressed  by 
patrons  far  and  near  with  the  system.  To  avoid  confusion 
and  facilitate  delivery,  Mr.  Spencer  has  inaugurated  a  unique 

method  of  supplying  "indestructible"  music.  Each  set  of 
slides  that  is  shipped  is  accompanied  by  two  copies  of  the 
song  handsomely  mounted  on  linen;  this  music  is  returned 
with  the  slides,  and  if  it  is  not  returned  a  nominal  charge  is 

made.  As  the  field  has  broadened  so  has  Mr.  Spencer's  grasp 
on  its  possibilities,  and  special  provision  has  been  made  for 
the  careful  booking  of  machine  operators  and  dramatic  dem- 

onstrators for  "talking  pictures."  There  is  also  in  connec- 
tion with  the  "Lyceum"  a  most  flourishing  vaudeville  depart- 

ment, on  the  books  of  which  appear  the  names  of  acts  both 
pretentious  and  modest. 

The  Novelty  Slide  Company,  221  East  Fifty-third  street, 
have  secured  the  sole  right  to  manufacture  slides  of  the 
Olympic  games  at  London  from  negatives  made  by  a  prom- 

inent English  photographer.  They  have  also  secured  ex- 
cellent negatives  of  the  reception  given  to  the  champions  on 

their  arrival  in  this  country  and  of  President  Roosevelt  en- 
tertaining them  at  Oyster  Ray.  As  announced  elsewhere  in 

this  paper,  they  are  now  prepared  to  fill  orders  for  all  or  any 
part  of  this   interesting   series. 
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The  Cult  of  the  Motion  Picture. 

Their  Importance  as  Recorders  of  Historical  Events  and 
the  TricKs  of  Their  Manufacture. 

The  moving  picture  machine  is  the  phonograph  to  the  eye, 
and  both  machines  are  being  perfected  to  such  an  extent  that 
there  is  at  the  present  time  in  process  of  production  in  Lon- 

don a  moving  picture  film  that  will  produce  an  entire  play  of 
Shakespeare,  the  film  being  so  attuned  in  rapidity  to  a 
monster  phonograph  that  even  so  small  a  detail  as  the  move- 

ment of  the  lips  is  in  exact  accord  with  the  syllable  voiced 
by  the  talking  machine — the  whole  thing  being  a  perfection 
in  both  great  inventions  that  may  be  called  their  apothesis. 

This  will  make  the  moving  picture  a  greater  rival  than 
ever  to  what  is  now  called  the  legitimate  theater,  and  will 
enhance  the  difficulty  and  wonder  art  of  making  the  films, 
which  are  now  so  startling  in  their  presentation  of  scenes 
of  actual  life,  and  from  far-away  corners  of  the  earth,  as 
to  make  it  almost  impossible  for  the  ordinary  unsophisticated 
beholder  to  believe  that  they  are  real  photographs  and  not 
pictures  made  by  some  trickery. 
Notwithstanding  the  great  interest  in  the  political  cam- 

paign now  in  progress,  the  question  that  is  asked  thousands 
of  times  more  than  any  other  is,  How  are  moving  pictures 
made?  Of  course,  people  who  have  become  used  to  attend- 

ing the  performances  do  not  ask  the  question  outright,  as 
they  did  the  first  two  or  three  times  they  witnessed  the  seem- 

ingly phenomenal  play  of  lifelike  figures  upon  the  screen,  but 
the  question  is  none  the  less  uppermost  in  their  minds. 
Above  50,000  people  ask  the  question  weekly,  for  this  is  the 
estimated  number  of  St.  Louisans  who  patronize  the  nickel- 

odeons during  that  time.  This  is  a  fair  average  of  attend- 
ance, as  compared  with  the  population  of  the  city,  as  New 

York  has  about  200,000  weekly  attendance. 
_  While  the  manner  of  making  most  of  the  pictures  is 

simple  enough  when  understood,  still,  even  some  of  the  local 
manufacturers  of  films  do  not  know  how  many  of  the 
foreign   trick   films   are   made. 
The  scope  of  what  may  be  called  the  phonographic- 

kinetoscope  is  so  wide  in  its  field  of  possibilities  as  historian 
and  educator  that  it  is  called  the  greatest  invention  the  world 
ever  saw,  or  ever  will  see.  Logical  argument  on  the  part 
of  the  kinetoscope   student  backs  this  up. 

In  calling  the  moving  picture  machine  and  the  phonograph 

the  future  world's  historians,  it  is  only  necessary  to  point out  that  the  film  records  of  the  Republican  and  Democratic 
national  conventions,  soon  to  be  upon  the  market,  will  be  a 
more  graphic  and  valuable  presentation  of  those  scenes  to 
generations  200  years  hence  than  any  word  picture  could 
convey,  and  had  the  phonographic  appliances  been  in  place 
so  as  to  reproduce  every  sound  within  the  convention  hall  in 
exact  consonance  with  the  movement  of  the  film,  then  it 
would  be  beyond  the  power  of  any  written  description  to  even 
approach  it  as  a  presentation  of  the  character  and  doings 
of  the  world  of  to-day  to  that  of  to-morrow. 

In  claiming  the  moving  picture  and  the  combination  phon- 
ographic-kinetoscope  to  be  a  most  powerful,  if  not  the  most 
powerful,  factor  making  for  educational  evolution  to-day, 
the  student  does  not  draw  upon  his  imagination,  but  needs 
only  to  present  cold  facts  gathered  from  the  departed  pos- 

sibilities of  the  past  to  predict  for  the  future. 
How  priceless  and  incomparably  valuable  beyond  all  writ- 

ten and  traditional  history,  he  argues,  would  be  moving  pic- 
tures and  phonographic  records  of  scenes  of  the  past;  for 

instance,  of  the  great  Caesar  entering  Rome  after  one  of  his 
world  victories;  of  Marc  Antony  in  his  oration  upon  the  death 
of  his  master,  and  of  the  populace  in  their  frenzied  rase.  The 
moving  picture  would  show  the  Caesar  as  he  actually  was, 
the  coarse  and  crafty  lineaments  of  feature  that  might  have 
been  his,  and  which  the  camera  relentlessly  would  pick  out, 

and  we  would  hear  ourselves  the  intonations  of  Antony's 
voice  and  his  eloquence,  and  be  able  to  form  our  own  con- 

clusions as  to  his  guile  and  sincerity. 
With  this  as  an  inductive  thought  leading  to  a  greater 

comprehension  of  the  wonderfulness  of  the  phonographic- 
kihetoscope,  the  student  points  out  the  almost  miraculous 
character  of  the  machines,  and  their  wonderful  value  in  the 
evolution  of  man,  by  the  fact  that,  had  there  been  an  operat- 

ing agency  in  Rome,  as  there  is  to-day  in  all  the  great  cities 
of  the  world,  at-the  time  of  the  Christ,  an  operator  with  ma- 

chines would  have  been  sent  to  Palestine  to  photograph  the 
great  redeemer,  to  take  down  on  imperishable  records  His 
words,  the  tones  of  His  voice,  and  to  be  present  at  the  trial 
before  Hercd,  the  crucifixion,  the  interment  and  the  resurrec- 

tion. It  is  not  sacrilege  to  say  this,  he  argues,  when  the  mind 
is  stunned  at  the  thought  that  could  the  world  have  heard 
during  these  2,000  years  the  divine  tones  of  the  Voice  deliver- 

ing the  Sermon  on  the  Mount,  and  could  have  seen  Him  pic- 
tured on  the  screen  as  lifelike  as  the  living,  breathing  person- 

ality that  walked  among  the  people  that  day — then  Christian- 
ity would  have  been  irresistible,  and  through  the  reproduction 

of  His  awesome  presence,  His  work  would  have  been  hastened 
a  thousand  fold,  and  the  world  to-day  would  be  closely  near- 
ing  what  is  yet  a  mere  chimera — a  world-wide  brotherhood 
of  man.  One  film  of  the  Christ  would  be  worth  more  than 
10,000  preachers  and  10,000,000  Bibles,  and  it  would  be  no 
more  sacrilegious  than  the  presentments  of  the  Son  of  God 
in   painted   pictures. 
What  could  have  been  done  then  is  being  done  to-day. 

Time  and  space  are  being  annihilated.  President  Roosevelt 
is  one  whose  pictures  will  be  preserved,  with  the  phonograph 
reproducing  his  speech  as  the  film  presents  his  gestures. 
The  films  can  be  preserved  and  duplicated  indefinitely,  and 
he,  as  well  as  others  who  will  become  subjects  of  the  in- 

ventions, will  continue  as  an  almost  living,  breathing  per- 
sonality for  hundreds  of  years,  or,  it  is  possible,  until  man 

ceases  to  exist.  It  is  but  one  step  below  the  preservation  of 
life  itself  until  the  end  of  time  and  his  immortality  without 
divine   power. 
With  the  development  of  the  moving  picture  apparatus  will 

come  that  cheapness  which  will  place  it  within  the  power  of 
every  man  to  become  its  subject  and  have  pictures  of  him- 

self and  his  family.  At  a  comparatively  moderate  cost  a  man 
to-day  can  preserve  his  voice  by  phonographic  record  for 
generations  of  his  descendants,  and  while  the  cost  of  show- 

ing a  moving  picture  of  him  for  about  fifteen  minutes  would 
approach  $500,  it  is  probable  that  this  will  be  reduced  one- 
half  within  five  years,  and  could  be  reduced  to  a  quarter  of 
that  now  were  it  not  for  the  existence  of  the  controlling  trust 
and  the  royalities  on  inventions. 
One  of  the  chief  regrets  of  the  theatrical  world  to-day  is 

that,  through  the  fault  of  improper  presentation  of  the  mat- 
ter to  him,  Richard  Mansfield  refused  to  submit  to  the  mov- 
ing picture  photographer.  Had  he  realized  the  immortality 

the  moving  picture  and  the  phonograph  would  give  himself 
and  his  art,  it  is  safe  to  say  that  he  would  be  living  to-day 
in  his  great  plays,  and  coming  generations  could  judge  him 
for  themselves,  and  not  by  tradition  and  history  as  we  do 
Booth.  Mansfield  was  offered  $3,000  to  go  through  one  act 
of  one  of  his  plays,  without  his  name  being  used,  and  $30,000 
for  the  act  with  his  name.  It  is  reported  that  he  kicked  the 
man  downstairs,  as  offering  an  insult  to  his  art.  Had  his 
death  not  been  so  unexpected  it  is  said  that  friends  would 
have  presented  the  matter  to  him  in  the  proper  light,  and  the 
world  would  now  have  more  than  a  mere  memory  of  him. 

How  Pictures  Are  Made. 

The  matter  of  making  the  original  film  is  expensive  and 
elaborate,  even  for  the  simplest  scenes.  At  present  the  most 
acceptable  of  the  films  are  the  comics,  and  the  best  of  these 
are  what  are  called  "chasers."  This  is  a  scene  in  which  a 
runaway  horse  or  a  thief  is  pursued  by  a  crowd.  The  street 
is  selected,  and  a  trained  man  goes  around  the  neighborhood 
to  hire  a  crowd  to  engage  in  the  chase.  Pathe  of  Paris  keeps 
his  own  company  for  this  purpose,  but  most  American  manu- 

facturers find  this  too  expensive.  The  instructions  of  the 
agent  to  the  crowd  are  very  simple: 

"Just  keep  your  eye  on  me  and  try  to  catch  me.    That's  all."' In   the   crowd   are   generally  several  women,   fat,   tall   and 
short,  and  some  cripples,  if  possible.     This  always  means  half 
a  dozen  falls,  as  there  is  not  one  woman  in  ten  who  can  run 
a  block  in  a  crowd  of  this  sort  without  going  under. 

"But  we  never  tell  them  that  we  want  them  to  fall,"  ex- 
plained the  agent.  "If  we  do,  we  get  a  stagey  fall  that  spoils 

the  effect."  ' 
This  is  how  a  runaway  horse  can  dash  through  a  crowd 

of  people,  scattering  them  in  all  directions,  without  killing 
half  a  dozen:  A  picture  is  taken  of  a  real  crowd  standing  in 
the  way  of  the  horse.  Another  is  taken  of  the  horse  dashing 
through  a  crowd  of  dummies.  Real  people  then  take  the 
positions  of  the  dummies  on  the  ground  and  are  photographed 
in  the  act  of  jumping  to  their  feet  and  pursuing  the  horse. 
The  films  are  cut  and  glued  together,  the  substitution  of  the 
real  people  to  the  film  being  made  at  the  exact  point  at 
which  the  horse  struck  the  dummies. 

The  great  train  robber}'-  film  cost  $39,000  to  produce,  but 
it  has  netted  above  $2,000,000  in  rent  of  duplicates,  more 
than  any  legitimate  play  has  ever  made  in  this  country.  The 
site  selected  was  a  lonely  spot  in  Colorado.  The  picture  com- 

pany chartered  a  train  of  thirty  coaches  and  placed  1,200  peo- 
ple aboard.     The  company  was  paid  also  to  stop  traffic  on 
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the  track  while  the  play  ua>  being  enacted.  An  engine  on 
the  parallel  track  carried  the  moving  picture  machine  which 
photographed  the   two   robbers   who   climbed   ovei    the   coal 
truck  and  lu-ld  up  the  engineer  and  fireman.  The  fireman 

was  shot  and  thrown  out  "i"  the  cab,  Of  course,  as  the  fire 
man  dropped  at  the  shot,  a  dummy  was  substituted  to  be 
thrown  out.  Alter  the  stopping  of  the  nam  came  the  flight 
through  the  woods  and  across  the  open  country,  a  camera 

being  stationed  ahead  of  the  robber  band  and  the  chase  start- 
ing by  a  gunshot  signal. 

Consideration  of  the  hundreds  of  little  details  necessary  to 
perfect  an  undertaking  of  this  magnitude  will  make  it  plain 
that  the  cost  was  not  excessive. 
One  of  the  best  known  and  most  successful  films  of  an 

Indian  battle  with  settler  was  taken  just  outside  of  Battle 
Creek,  Mich.  It  happened  that  an  Indian  medicine  show  was 
quarantined  near  there  on  account  of  smallpox  and  had  to 
remain  two  weeks.  A  Chicago  linn  immediately  dispatched 
a  man  to  see  the  proprietor  of  the  medicine  outfit.  He  was 
glad  to  make  a  little  extra  money.  In  those  two  weeks  the 
Chicago  operators  had  rounded  up  enough  farmers,  drilled 
them  and  rehearsed  the  performances  and  obtained  pictures 
of  an  attack  by  redskins  that  has  deceived  experienced  Indian 
fighters  in  the  army. 
To  get  films  such  as  these,  or  pictures  of  any  scene  at  all. 

provided  that  it  is  strange,  curious  or  valuable  in  an  educa- 
tional way,  the  moving  picture  man  sends  his  agent  and  his 

machine  into  any  quarter  of  the  earth  .that  man  has  pene- 
trated. Nothing  can  better  or  more  graphically  present  to 

the  people  of  one  country  the  wonders  of  another.  For  the 
children,  and,  indeed,  for  grown  people,  scenes  such  as  these 
are  of  more  educational  value,  and  leave  a  more  vivid  im- 

pression than  it  is  possible  for  any  book  or  illustration  to 
convey.  For  instance,  the  child  finds  in  his  geography  pic- 

tures of  the  animals  of  the  earth,  and  is  told  that  such  strange- 
looking  creatures  actually  exist  in  some  quarters  of  the  globe. 
About  one-sixth  of  the  children  of  the  country  have  the 
opportunity  of  going  to  the  circus  in  their  lives,  and  those 
who  are  thus  fortunate  find  in  the  actual  sight  of  the  beasts 
a  conviction  of  reality,  where  previously  these  had  a  wonder 
in  the  child  mind  as  to  whether  or  not  the  beasts  in  the 
school  book  were  not  as  fabled  as  those  of  the  story  book 

and  the  creations  of  the  comic  artist  of  the  newspaper's  Sun- 
day magazine. 

He  sees  a  picture  of  the  kangaroo  in  his  school  book,  and 
to  the  moving  picture  show  and  witnesses  as  vividly  as 

if  he  were  on  the  scene  himself,  a  kangaroo  hunt.  This  gives 
him  an  idea  of  the  living  reality  of  the  animal,  its  habits, 
and  its  tremendous  jumping  power,  that  the  circus  even  can- 

not convey,  surrounded  as  it  is  with  the  blare,  tinsel  and 
florid  element  of  the  unreal.  He  sees  a  moving  picture  of  the 
dog  wrestling  with  the  trained  kangaroo,  and  conviction 
reaches  its  ultimate,  because  he  recognizes  the  dog,  it  is  a 
familiar  animal,  and  through  its  association  he  attains  a  com- 

prehension of  the  antipodean  freak  as  complete  as  if  it  were 
playing  around  his  own  doorstep. 

This  is  true  of  all  strange  scenes  from  foreign  countries; 
the  caravan  proceeding  across  the  Sahara;  a  street  mob  in 
Jerusalem;  the  bustle  of  the  bazaars  of  the  East  and  the 
Orient,  and  the  thousand  and  one  pictures  of  strange,  curious, 
and  otherwise  almost  incomprehensible  people  and  happen- 

ings in  the  odd  corners  of  the  world. 
Xot  one  per  cent,  of  the  people  of  any  country  ever  travel 

outside  of  it;  and  it  is  an  extremely  small  per  cent,  that  ever 
travel  500  miles  from  the  place  of  their  birth. 
The  moving  picture  machine,  for  less  than  $5  worth  of 

admission  tickets  to  see  various  films,  will  take  you  on  a 
journey  into  every  quarter,  nook  and  corner  of  the  globe  that 
has  been  discovered,  and  show  you  scenes  that  even  the  most 
inveterate  of  explorers  and  globe  trotters,  who  may  have 
spent  above  $500,000  in  their  travels,  have  never  seen.  For 
instance,  one  traveler  may  have  a  hobby  to  go  to  penetrate 
the  wilds  of  Africa,  another  simply  makes  his  annual  tour 
of  Europe,  some  go  to  Japan,  China,  India,  Australia,  the 
Philippines,  Samoa,  Fiji  Islands,  Patagonia,  Alaska,  Russia, 

Canada,  Yellowstone  Park,  the  cave-dwellers'  cliffs  of  the 
Southwest,  but  how  many  go  to  every  one  of  these  places? 
One  man  doing  nothing  but  traveling  for  ten  years  could 
not  visit  all  the  places  and  witness  all  the  scenes  that  the 
moving  picture  machine  will  show  you  in  a  month. 

Invading  the  Stage. 

The  moving  picture  machine  and  the  phonograph  are  now 
invading  the  stage— the  legitimate  stage.  Pathe,  of  Paris,  is 
now  paying  fabulous  sums  to  Bernhardt,  Duse  and  other  great 
actresses  of  to-day  for  performances  of  their  plays  before  his 

machines     The  same  thing  1-  being  done  in  this  country,  and 
halt  a  dozen  oi  our  most  prominent  actor!  and  ai  have 
.ilit. ul>    been  approached   for  moving  picture  productioi 

their  great(  st  sui  1 
To  such  a   degree  ol   development   has  thii   phase  oi   the 

work  gone,  that  it  is  already   -   uslj   predicted  that  shortly 
there  will  be  in  each  ol  the  la  •  -  one  moving  picture 

theater,   which    will    be   devoted   entirely    to   "canned'   repro ductions  oi  these  mastei   works  oi  the  mimic  world. 
1  hrii    is  something  about   the  actual   play,  however,  that 

cannot  be  reproduced  by  the  film,  and  that  is  the  spirit  ol  the 

play.     \  performance  oi  "Macbeth"  b>  a  moving  picture  ma 
chine  was  recently  stopped,  because  the  stabbing  scene  was 
too  horrible  ami  real  to  be  permitted,     it  v 
as  it  is  ordinarily  played,  bul  the  art  and  finish  of  the  a1  : 
their  voice  and  presence,  detract  from  and  soften  the  got 
of  the  scene.     In  the  play  the   stabbing  1-   subordinate  as  a 
feature,   while   in    the    cold,   hard   outlines   of   the    moving   pic- 

ture   it    predominates     the    spectato  the    dagger    enter 
and    come    out,    the    blood    flows,    and    the    wound    is    revealed. 
In  the  play  all  this  is  smoothed  over  and  submerged  by  the 
other  exciting  and  artful   creations   that   excite   the   imagina- 

tion.    For  this  reason  the  work  of  preparing  a  play    for  the 

moving  picture  is  a  stage  manager's  art   in   itself. Inventors  are  now  trying  to  overcome  the  defects  that  are 
apparent  in  the  moving  picture  machines,  and  in  the  old  coun- 

try they  have  been  almost  perfectly  successful.  In  the  for- 
eign pictures  there  are  no  longer  the  shaking  and  wavering 

of  the  films  that  so  hurt  and  puzzle  the  eye  in  some  cases. 
This  is  because  the  foreign  manufacturer  has  his  machine 
mounted  on  a  solid  block  of  stone,  which  prevents  even  the 
slightest  of  vibrations.  In  this  country  the  manufacturers 
have  been  in  such  a  mad  rush  to  get  out  films  and  cover  the 
market  that  this  feature  of  the  work  has  been  neglected,  and 

the  machines  hitherto  have  been  mounted  simply  upon  tri- 

pods, which  trembled  and  vibrated  under  the  operator's  touch. 
— St.  Louis  "Republic." 

GETTING   THE   GOODS. 

The  following  story  of  how  moving  pictures  are  made  is 
going  the  round  of  the  daily  papers: 

"Four  thousand  people  packed  the  space  in  front  of  Bor- 
ough Hall,  Brooklyn,  the  while  they  gazed  at  a  baseball  bul- 
letin board.  The  police  moved  here  and  there  clearing  the 

car  tracks.  Up  came  a  boy.  He  didn't  look  much  like  a 
boy — because  he  was  an  actor.  Behind  him  toddled  an  old 
woman,  and  behind  her  came  a  stage  manager,  a  camera  man 
and  a  helper.  Scarcely  had  the  old  woman  established  her- 

self on  the  curbstone  before  a  trolley  car  came  clanging 
down  the  avenue.  The  boy  spat  professionally  on  his  hands. 
The  old  lady  gathered  herself  together.  The  car  was  30  feet 
away  and  bowling  along  in  lively  fashion,  writes  Harris 

Merton  Lyon  in  the  'New  Broadway  Magazine'  for  Sep- tember. 

"'Now,  go!'  yelled  the  stage  manager. 
"Out  onto  the  tracks  she  went.  It  was  a  business  of  sec- 

onds and  split  seconds.  Subtly  somewhere  a  camera  began 
clicking  off  its  little  stamp  pictures,  the  photographer  turn- 

ing away  at  a  crank  like  a  housewife  grinding  coffee. 
"'Now,  you!'  was  the  second  command. 
"This  time  the  boy  leaped  out.  The  car  came  jarring  to 

a  standstill.     The  motorman  jumped  down  to  the  rescue. 

"'Keep  back!'    The  stage  manager.     'Let  the  boy  save  her.' 
"Then  the  crowd  took  its  eyres  off  the  baseball  results  long 

enough  to  stare  at  the  picture  of  a  young  man  carrying  an 
old  woman  in  his  arms  to  safety  out  from  under  the  very 

wheels  of  the  terrible  trolley  car.  'Who  got  hit?  Was  the 
old  lady  hurt?  What  is  it?  An  accident?'  No;  it  was  the 
American  Vitagraph  Company's  crew  of  five-dollar-a-day  ac- 

tors, bound  on  their  day's  work  of  telling  in  pictures  the 
heroic  'Life  of  a  New  York  Lad' — 600  feet  of  it,  and  16  pic- 

tures to  the  foot. 

"Sometimes  it  isn't  a  noble  lad,  but  a  clever  thief  escaping 
from  Sing  Sing — 'Sing  Sing'  being  a  set  of  canvas  scenery down  in  a  peaceful  Long  Island  studio;  or  it  is  a  band  of 

actor-desperadoes  holding  up  a  chartered  train — this,  at  least, 
is  real — and  robbing  actor-passengers  of  much  actor-money 
and  actor-jewels.  Sometimes  it  is  a  company  of  clowns,  all 
rolling  themselves  into  one  and  then  disintegrating  again — 
a  mere  trick  of  film  patching;  or  a  man  sliding  up  a  rope — 
by  simply  reversing  the  run  of  the  film;  and  sometimes  it  is 

the  Russo-Japanese  war.  actually  taken  upon  the  spot  by  a 
Russian  war  photographer,  or  a  whaling  expedition  ending 
with  the  capture  of  a  big  whale — and  that,  you  may  count 

upon  it.  is  the  real  thing,  with  the  camera  operator  "making pictures  against  time  from  the  uncertain  perch  of  a  deck  rail." 
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Travelogues 
Lectures  and  Slides  for 

Moving  Picture  Theatres 
In  sets  of  12  or  more,  beautifully  colored,  artis- 

tic lantern  slides,  many  of  them  with  lecture 
readings. 

RENTAL  PRICE  $1.00  PER  WEEK  AND  UPWARDS 

Show  your  patrons  the  grandeur  of  the 

YELLOWSTONE,  YOSEMITE,  NIAGARA  FALLS, 
GRAND  CANYON  and  SWITZERLAND 

Show  them  what  Uncle  Sam  is  doing 

at  PANAMA,  in  the  PHILIPPINES  and  with 
the  GREAT  BATTLESHIP  SQUADRONS 

Flash  before  them  the  wonders  of 

LONDON,  PARIS, 
BERLIN  and  ST.  PETERSBURG 

Seventy-five  sets  to  pick  from.     List  on 
application. 

also  send  us  your  orders  for 

CONDENSERS 
CARBONS 

OBJECTIVES 
REMAINDERS 

PARTS  OF  EDISON  AND  POWERS'  MACHINES 

and 

OUR  NEW 

FIRE- PROOF 

BOOTH 

Try    Our    Independent    Film    Service 
Don't  run   the  same  films   as  your  competitors 

FEATURE  FILMS,  NEW  SUBJECTS 

PROMPT  SERVICE 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  (St  EARLE 
Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents 
.<11  purchaser*  and  users  of  our  rilms  will  be  protected  by  the  American 

Mutoscope  &  Biograph  Company 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

TIMELY    FOREBODINGS   TO    EXHIBITORS. 

Columbus,  Miss.,  Aug.  27,  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — Allow  me  to  say  a  word  to  exhibitors  who  have 
at  heart  the  preservation  of  this,  the  grandest  of  amusement 
vocations,  the  moving  picture  show  business,  the  life  of  which 
is  now  being  crushed  out  by  the  greed  of  renters  and  manu- 

facturers who  court  patronage  from  questionable  resorts  and 
free  park  shows..  These  latter  are  operated  by  street  car  cor- 

porations   for   the    enhancement    of   their   traffic   receipts,   the 
former  by  carnal  beings  who  would  send  their  dupes  to  h   
for  the  sake  of  lucre,  while  the  honest  exhibitor  must  sur- 

render to  these  parasitic  mongrels  and  corporate  greed. 
These  corporations  are  using  the  renters  and  manufacturers 
as  a  catspaw  to  enrich  their  coffers,  while  the  said  vendors 
and  producers  sit  demurely  by  and  witness  their  own  ex- 

termination by  indifference  to  their  source  of  life — the  ex- hibitors. 

Who,  but  the  renters  and  manufacturers,  have  not  thought 
seriously  of  the  dangers  following  this  inordinate  greed  for 
gold  and  wondered  what  steps  could  be  taken  to  evade  the 
final  catastrophe  which  must  eventually  land  in  the  junk  heap 

thousands  of  dollars'  worth  of  picture  machines,  opera  chairs 
and  theater  paraphernalia  generallv?  To  competition,  lim- 

ited to  honorable  five  and  ten-cent  theatoriums,  no  sane  ex- 
hibitor will  register  an  objection,  but  when  the  renters  with 

the  association  banner  unfurled  (!).  an  emblem  of  guaranteed 
guardianship  (!),  of  protection  (!),  fail  to  curb  their  greed, 
and  auction  film  service  to  parks  for  free  parade  before  the 
public,  how  can  the  exhibitors  exist?  How  are  we  to  meet 
this  competition,  launched  by  those  that  benefit  and  live  by 
the  exhibitor's  patronage?  If  the  renters  fail  to  protect  the 
defenceless  exhibitor,  what  then?  Let  them  and  the  manu- 

facturers answer. 
The  greed  of  the  film  renters  all  but  amounts  to  a  crime, 

not  only  in  their  vilely  conducted  free  park  show  promulga- 
tions, but  in  their  efforts  to  launch  the  unsophisticated  into 

the  picture  show  business,  in  towns  hardly  equal  to  the 
maintenance  of  one  good  show.  Such  has  been  our  experi- 

ence (and  not  ours  alone)  with  half-a-dozen  upstarts  in  this 
locality,  some  of  whom  made  a  heroic  struggle,  only  in  time 
to  succumb  to  fate;  and,  while  viewing  the  wreck,  the  wonder 
was  why  conditions  were  so  misrepresented?  One.  an  honest 

old  railroad  engineer,  lost  his  life's  savings;  another  yielded 
to  a  loss  of  over  $2,000;  and  they  all  alike  wondered  why 
they  failed  to  vanqish  us.  as  they  were  assured  they  could,  by 
the  use  of  this  and  that  efficient  apparatus  and  service.  We, 
by  dint  of  effort,  managed  to  keep  afloat,  although  burdened 
with  heavy  loss  for  the  past  seven  months,  the  greater  part 
of  our  loss,  however,  being  due  to  the  free  park  shows. 
While  we  are  sure  our  experience,  as  above  noted,  is  no 

exception,  we  feel  justified  in  appealing  to  all  who  have 
money  invested  to  co-operate  in  a  demand  for  protection 
that  can  only  emanate  from  the  manufacturers  and  renters. 
We  will  conclude  by  requesting  the  co-operation  of  the  Mov- 

ing Picture  World  in  a  cordial  solicitation  of  all  concerned 
to  advise,  through  said  medium,  their  experiences,  opinions 
and  desires  regarding  free  shows  given  at  parks,  road  houses, 
beer  gardens  and  roof  gardens.  Where  an  admission  is 
charged  at  the  gates,  permitting  the  patrons  to  partake  of 
the  amusements  therein,  there  could  hardly  be  an  objection, 
as  such  conditions  would,  in  a  measure,  meet  honorable  com- 

petition from  the  legitimate   exhibitor. Yours  very  truly, 

THEATER  VAUDETTE. 

Film  Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 

for  information,  complaints,  etc. ,  are  to  be  re- 
ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  i5  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 
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New    and    Improved    Apparatus 
No.  2. 

THE    "MONARCH"    999. 

C.    B.    Kleine's    Combination    Dissolving    Stereopticon    and 
Moving  Picture  Machine. 

Aptly  named,  the  "Monarch  <)i)<)"  is  already  crowned  with 
success,  for,  in  the  opinion  of  the  managers  of  the  few  thea- 

ters in  this  city  where  it  has  been  installed,  it  is  the  most 
improved  form  of  projection  apparatus  ever  produced. 

It  consists  of  a  combination  of  a  moving  picture  mechanism 
and  two  magic  lanterns,  arranged  tor  dissolving  views  and 
moving  pictures,  using  arc  light  as  illumination.  The  ma- 

terial throughout  is  selected  tor  quality  and  each  part  con- 
structed to  meet  its  special  requirements,  combining  to  make 

the  equipment  the  acme  of  perfection. 
The  Moving  Picture  Mechanism  is  the  No.  5  Power  Cam- 

eragraph,  latest  model,  fitted  with  Style  M  lire  shutter  and 
all  tire  law  requirements. 
The  Stereopticon  consists  of  two  magic  lantern  bodies 

with  connecting  parts,  made  of  brass  castings,  highly  finished 
and  nickel  plated;  with  adjustable  stops  for  slides  and  slide 
carriers.  The  extension  for  focusing  is  obtained  by  means  of 
collapsible  leather  bellows.  The  lamp  compartments  are 
made  of  Russia  iron,  mica  lined,  of  height  allowing  ample 
space  for  use  of  long  carbons.  The  lower  compartment  is 
mounted  on  sliding  rods  and  can  be  adjusted  for  position  in 
line  with  stereopticon  or  moving  picture  mechanism.  When 
used  for  the  latter  it  is  provided  with  a  hinged  cone  which 
swings  into  position.  A  supporting  rod  for  carrying  arc  lamp 
is  operated  by  a  worm  thread  adjusting  the  position  of  lamp. 
Two  self-centering  slide  carriers  are  supplied. 
The  Projection  Lenses  furnished  are  mounted  in  nickel 

plated  tubes  with  lacquered  brass  barrel,  supplied  with  rack 
and  pinion  adjustment,  and  are  possessed  of  highest  optical 
qualities,  definition,  depth  of  focus,  illumination  and  covering 
capacity.  These  claims  for  better  pictures  are  due  to  the 
fact  that  the  moving  picture  lens  is  matched  with  two  half- 
size  stereopticon  objectives  instead  of  quarter-size  as  usually 
furnished.  As  regularly  supplied,  the  stationary  view  will  be 
square  while  the  moving  picture  will  be  oblong,  but  the  op- 

tical equipment  may  be  varied  so  that  the  stationary  view 
will  match  the  moving  picture  in  height  or  in  width,  as  pre- 
ferred. 

The  Condensing  Lens  system  is  a  feature  of  the  "Mon- 
arch 999"  and  a  departure  from  anything  heretofore  devised. 

Constructed  and  operated  on  thoroughly  scientific  principles, 
it  is  indispensable  where  the  best  results  are  to  be  obtained. 
As  it  is  necessary  to  have  the  condensing  lens  of  focal  power 
corresponding  with  that  of  the  respective  objectives  for  either 
stationary  or  moving  pictures,  the  purpose  of  having  three 
sets  of  condensing  lenses  is  apparent  and  of  great  importance. 
Thus  equipped,  the  operator  is  ready  for  either  slides  or  films 
without  being  obliged  to  change  the  focus  of  his  lens.  There 
are  three  sets  of  condensers  of  finest  quality,  with  finely  pol- 

ished surfaces,  made  of  the  best  glass  to  be  procured  for 
the  purpose;  two  sets  for  stereopticon  and  one  set  for  the 
moving  picture  section,  of  focus  to  match  the  corresponding 
objectives  and  mounted  in  cells  with  ventilating  holes.  The 
extra  set  of  condensers  is  for  use  when  projecting  moving 
pictures,  and  is  mounted  in  the  hinged  cone  (already  men- 

tioned)  attached  to  the  lower  lamp-house. 
The  Hinged  Cone  is  made  of  Russia  iron  and  is  attached 

to  lower  lamp-house  by  means  of  heavy  iron  piano  hinges. 
It  is  held  firmly  in  place  by  a  strong  lever  latch,  which  is 
easily  operated  and  allows  the  cone  to  be  swung  aside 
promptly  when  the  lamp  is  to  be  used  for  stereopticon  work. 
The  cone  carries  the  special  set  of  condensers  for  the  motion 
picture. 

Mechanical  Dissolver. — The  stereopticon  is  supplied  with 
an  iris  diaphragm  mechanical  dissolver,  fitted  to  the  stereop- 

ticon lenses  and  operated  by  an  arm  placed  between  the 
stereopticon  and  moving  picture  machine,  extending  back  to- 

wards the  lamp-house  so  as  to  be  most  convenient  for  the 
operator.  This  makes  the  most  effective  dissolution  of  one 
view  into  the  other,  a  feat  difficult  to  accomplish  perfectly 
with  any  other  type  of  dissolver  where  the  electric  arc  forms 
the  illuminant. 
The  Arc  Lamps  are  the  latest  approved.  By  means  of  an 

extra  set-screw  the  lamp  may  be  tilted  at  any  angle  desired. 
Once  adjusted  it  is  firmly  held  in  place.  The  carbon  holders 
have  steel  forged  screws  which  work  in  a  clamp  device  and 
allow  the  metal  to  expand  and  contract  without  interfering 
with  the  grip  of  the   clamp  of  the  carbon.     These  lamps  are 

Monarch,  999 

so  substantially  constructed  that  they  will  safely  stand  50 
amperes.  They  are  made  entirely  of  bronze  metal  and  the 
workmanship  and   finish  is  in  keeping  with  the  material. 
The  Carbon  Holders  accommodate  carbons  varying  from 

%-inch  to  %-inch  in  thickness.  The  %-inch  carbon  is  espe- 
cially recommended  for  motion  picture  work  and  will  burn 

in  this  lamp  on  a  25-ampere  current  2%  hours  without  re- setting. 

Rheostats. — The  two  rheostats  furnished  are  Underwriters' 
Enclosed  Model,  non-adjustable,  for  direct  or  alternating 
current.  They  are  fixed  for  25  amperes  of  current,  no  volts 
or  less,  and  are  covered  with  a  perforated  metal  cover.  Two 
of  the  latest  enclosed  switches  are  furnished. 
The  Stand  consists  of  a  hardwood  baseboard,  to  which  is 

attached  a  set  of  flanges  to  fit  the  nickel-plated  steel  legs. 
The  legs  will  telescope  from  2  to  4  feet  (an  advantage  not 
to  be  lost  sight  of,  as  the  machine  may  be  operated  from  the 
floor  on  the  level,  or  an  incline  in  the  gallery  of  the  theater, 
each  leg  being  set  independently  of  the  others,  to  suit  con- ditions). 

So  much  for  the  dry  mechanical  description.  To  appreci- 
ate the  beauty  of  finish,  the  perfect  rigidity  and  the  practical 

arrangement  of  the  adjustments,  the  "Monarch  999"  must be  seen  and  handled.  Where  the  stereopticon  is  separate 
from  the  moving  picture  machine  the  operator  has  to  jump 
from  the  one  to  the  other  as  he  changes  reels  during  the  time 
that  he  is  illustrating  a  song,  and  these  hasty  movements  are 

a  frequent  cause  of  accidents.  The  operator  of  a  "Monarch 
999"  need  never  rise  from  his  seat  while  running  a  whole 
show  of  several  reels  and  songs.  The  ample  baseboard  pro- 

vides space  for  the  slide  sets  in  front  of  the  lamp-house, 
where  the  warmth  will  guarantee  them  against  condensed 

moisture.  All  the  adjustments  "are  arranged  so  as  to  facili- tate and  simplify  the  movements  of  the  operator,  and  on  this 
greatly  depends  the  success  of  a  show. 
For  the  traveling  exhibitor  the  "Monarch  999"  is  less 

adapted  than  detached  apparatus;  but  for  stationary  shows 
or  theaters  that  desire  the  best  and  most  quickly  handled 
outfit,  it  seems  to  be  ideal.     The  wiring  and  fittings  that  are 
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furnished  with  the  machine  are  of  the  best  grade  and,  need- 
less to  say,  it  has  received  the  highest  approval  of  the  New 

York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters. 

"Monarch  999"  is  not  a  new  invention,  but  is  the  evolution 
of  a  type.  The  earlier  models  of  C.  B.  Kleine's  projection 
apparatus  have  long  been  favorably  known  among  the  trade, 
and  at  the  offices  in  662  Sixth  avenue,  in  this  city,  these  may 
be  compared  alongside  his  latest  1908-9  model. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced    Operators. 
Ed.  Daniels,  P.  O.  Box  538,  Granville,  N.  Y. 
Wallace  Randall,  Gouverneur,  N.  Y. 

Henry  A.  Filliettaz,  245  Cranston  street,  Providence,  R.  I., 
electrician  and  operator. 

Leo  Quinn.  177  North  Street,  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

F.  Lubinski,  Box  87,  Olneyville,  R.  I. 

Sheldon  S.  Henry,  321-Lincoln  St.,  Wilmington,  O. 

Sydney  Baehr,  420  E.  140th  St. ,  New  York  City. 
Simon  Terr,  1326  Brook  Ave.,  New  York. 

David  S.  Robinson,  208  Cruger  Ave.,  Van  Nest,  New  York  City. 

J.  W.  Connors,  255  Baldwin  Street,  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. 

G.  S.  Schlick,  Dansville,  N.  Y. 
Fred  Raoul,  Edgewood,  Ga. 

'u  Henry  A.  Filliettay,  455  Cranston  Street,  Providence,  R.  I. 
Young  man  wishes  position  as  assistant  film  man.  Has 

had  experience  in  dark  room;  also  had  experience  on  pro- 
jecting machines.  Milton  Strauss,  1447  Third  avenue,  New 

York  City. 

TALKING    PICTURES    AND    EFFECTS. 
Leo  Quinn,  177  North  St.,  Rochebter,  N.  Y. 

A  Dollar  Saved 

is  a  Dollar  Earned 
Here  is  your  opportunity  to 

Earn  from  $25.00  to  $50.00 

per  month 
Now  if  you  are  at  all  industrious  yon  cannot 

afford  to  be  without  our 

Economy  Coil 
The  Wonder  of  the  Age 

A  Success   Everywhere 

Write  for  our  prospectus 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Go. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.  Rochester,  H.  Y. 

Des  Moines,  Iowa.        Cincinnati,  0.        Lincoln,  Neb. 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  write  for  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 Send  for  List  of  New  Films 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street 

*%  PER
 

C  FOOT 
MFG.  CO. 
Philadelphia,  Pa, 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION  LENSES 
.ire  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  They  give  better  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  Him. 

PRICE  $18.00  NET 
When  ordering  slate  distance  from   lens  to  screen  and  size  of 

picture   wanted 

aUNDLACH-JVUNHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  CLINTON  AVENUE,  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-91   West  Randolph  St. 
Chicago,  111. 

TA=MO-PIC 
What  are  they  ?     Every  live,  wide-awake 

Moving  Picture 
Theatre  flanager 

should  know.     Drop  us  a  postal  and  just  say 

TA=MOPIC 
and  we  will  advise  you  of  one  of  the  greatest  propo- 

sitions ever  offered  the  amusement  loving  public. 

They  are  now  being  used  in  the  following  cities: 
New  York,  Chicago,  St.  Louis,  Louisville,  Cin- 

cinnati,  New  Orleans  and  other  principal  cities. 

DON'T  DELAY!  WRITE  TODAY  AND  BE 

THE  FIRST  IN  YOUR  TOWN  TO  USE  THEM 

O.  T.  CRAWFORD  FILM  EXCHANGE  CO. 

Gaycty  Theatre  Building  -  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
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Film  Review. 

MONDAY   MORNING    IN    A    CONEY    ISLAND   P0- 
ICE     COURT      (Biograph).     Socrates     said,      "Four 

belong    in   u    indue     to    bear    courteously,    to 
iswer    wisely,     i"    consider    goberlj     and    in    decide 
npartlally."      These    four    qualifications    were    nest 
nraredl)     possessed     bj     tlie     Hon.     Patrick     Henry 
cPheeney,     Justice     ol     the     Police     Court     ol     the 

■i  lil'<    greatest    playground.      Sunday     night     Is    n isy    one    for    the    coppers,    ami    the   cooler   on 
tndaj   morning  Is  jammed  with  u  fasciculated  mob 

la«  breakers.      Quiet     reigns    as    we    cuter    the 
.11    •■(    Justice,    for    Bobby,     the    page,    Is    In    the 
ml   of    nod,    while    Clarence    the    cop,    who    Is    ad 
Cted    to    the    habil    of    smoking    cigarettes    In    his 

a     snoring     that     beautiful     sonata.     "Please 
i    'way    and    let    me    sleep."       Reglna,    the    seruh- 
oman    arouses    them,    and    Bobby,    with    the    bell, 

court.      The    first    to   arrive    arc    Mr.    Ignatius 
lirlen    and    Mr.    Dlogonea    Cassldy,    the    attorneys. 

gentlemen    ore    bosom    friends    and    get    along 
gather    like    monkey    and    parrot.      Then,    ta-ta-tn- 
U! — The    Ron.    Patrick    Henry    McPheeney    enters. 
e  Is  awfully   brutal   to  Clarence,    and   snatches   the 
garettc    from    his    mouth,    burling,    yes    hurling    It 

the    floor,    curse    him!      The    Judge    has    a    large 
vel    with     which     he     calls     the     court     to    order; 

Ing    it    upon    occasions   on    the    heads   of   the 
trned    attorneys,     when     they     become     too    demon- 
rat  ire.       The    first    prisoner    to    be    tried    Is    Happy 
<ollgan        He    Is    sent    up    so    high    It    makes    him 
jxy;      next      conies     Serpentine     Sue,      the     snake 
armer,     arrested    for    exercising    her    subtle    con- 
rations  on  a  frankfurter  In  lieu  of  the  delinquent 
kel.      She    is    sentenced    for    life,    and    should    site 
e   it    out.    Is    to   be    banged.      Two   small    boys   are 
en    brought     In.     charged     with     having     shot     the 
utes.        Dlogones'      plea     In     their     behalf     brings th    such    a    Hood    of    tears    that    the    urchins    float 
t   on    the    tide.      "O!    look    who's    in    our    midst." 

i he    pride    of    the    boardwalk,    has    been    so 
llscreet   as  to  wear   a   sheath-gown   and   an   over- 
ileus    cop    pinches    her:    but    It    Is    easy    for    Floss. 

his   Honor's   hitherto   flinty    heart   melts   like   an 
cream    Mock    perched    on    the    equator,    and    he 

nself    escorts    her    to    her    auto.      Scrappy    Rosen- 
e    anil     Izzy    McMnnus    are    next    hauled    in    for 

ghting.    SO    are    allowed    to    trive    a    sample   of 
>lr    talents.       A    spirited    bout    now    takes    place. 
leb  concludes  with   the  pugs  knocking  out  every- 
ly  in  the  court  and  then  beating  it.     Length.   414 
t. 

3ETRAYED    BY    A    HANDPRINT     (Biogrnph).— 
e   art    of    palmistry    is    eeried    and    we    may    say 
KK>ed    by    many,    still    we    must    admit    that    it    at 
tes    has    its    use.    as    this    Biograph    subject    will 
•w.      Mrs.    Wharton,    a    dashing    widow,    gives    a 

rty   at    her   beautiful    villa    in   honor   of   the 
•sentaiion    to    her    of    a    handsome    diamond    neck- 
e    by     lipr     fiance.       During    the     evening     bridge 
ist  is  participated  in  by  a  number  of  the   guests, 
nnt:    whom    is    Myrtle    Vane.      Miss    Vane    is    play- 

in   wretched   luck,    and   is   advised   several    times 
Mrs.    Wharton    to    desist,    but    she    still    plays    on 
the    vain    hopes    of    the    tide   of    fortune    turning, 
il    at    last,    in    the    extreme    of    desperation,    she 
kes    her    all    and    loses.       Shame,     disgrace    and 
ration   stare   her   In   the   face.      What   can   she   do 
recoup    her    depleted    fortune?      As    one    of    the 

ere    is    Professor    Francois    Paracelsus,    the 
Inent   palmister,    who   of   course,    was   called   upon 
read    the    palms    of    those    present.       Sheets    of 

ier     were     prepared     and     each     imprinted     their 
id   on    a    sheet    to   be   read   by    the    erudite   sooth- 

er at  his  leisure,   and  so  were  left   on   the   draw- 
room     table.       All     have     now     retired     to    the 

trtments    assigned    them    by    Mrs.    Wharton,     but 
re   seems   to  be   a   sleepless   niirlit   before   Myrtle, 

she    suffers    mental    agony,     until    the    thought 
the   necklace   flashes   before   her   mind's   eye.      0, 
she   only   possessed    those    treasures   all   would   be 
11.     The    more    she    thought   of   it    the    more    tin- 
iqnerable    became    her   covetousness.    until    the    in- 
nitable     determination     to     secure     them     seized 
•;    but    how?      To    enter    her    room    by    the    door 
aid  not  only   arouse   the  hostess,   but   may   he   the 
>sts   as    well.      There    was    but    one    way — by    the 
idow.    and    this    undertaking    was    decidedly    haz- 
lous.   for  It  meant  that  she  must  crawl   along  the 
•row    ledge    between     her    window    and     that    of 
9.    Wharton,    a    distance   of   twenty   feet,    and   one 
:ht   misstep   would   result   in   her   being   dashed   to 
ith  on  the  walk  below.     But  when  a  woman  will, 

will — so    she    makes    the    trip    without    mishap, 
tering   the   room    she   searches   noiselessly    for   the 

of    the    dresser,    finds    it.    secures    the    necklace. 
1   makes    her    way    back    to    her    apartment.      Now 
hide    the  jewels.      An    ingenious   idea    strikes    her. 
>   cuts    in    two    a    bar    of    soap,    and    hollowing    it 
.   places   the   treasure   inside   and   joins   the   parts 
ether.      Meanwhile    Mrs.    Wharton,    aroused    from 
slumber,    intuitively   looks  to  her   diamonds,    but 

Is    them    gone.      "What's    this?      A    cine!"      On 
dresser  there  Is  a  sheet  of  the  palmister's  paper 
which    there    is   a    handprint   of   dust.      Down    to 
drawing    room    for    the    corresponding    imprint, 

ere   it    isT   and   signed     'Myrtle    Vane."      To    Miss 
ne's   room    goes    the    furious    Mrs.    Whartan,    and 
"Ing  the  scene  that  transpires  the  soap  is  brushed 
'  m  the  table  and  breaks  open,   exposing  the  neok- 
'  e,    at    the    same    time    convicting    the    poor    girl. 
.    the    recovery    of    her    jewels.     Mrs.    Wharton's I  :er  subsides  and   she   is   inclined   to  be   charitable 

towards   the   unfortunate   fir]   kneeling   il    bei 
so   s|„.    qo|    ,,,il\     forgive!    In  i      l.ut    hist, is    u,      aiding 

unlarllj       i  ength,    8  I  •   fe<  I 

HEARD    OVER    THE    'PHONE     (Bdlaon).-    SjWTO- sis  ,,r  tcenei 

A    Cloudless    Sky.      Mother      an. I      little      daughter 
gathering  Bowers  Mother  (ondl)  watche*  from  the 
porch  v  bappj  famllj  group— Amid  beautiful  bomt surroundings, 

Making     an     Enemy.      Father     visits     the     Itl 
Finds    favorite    horse    lame    Blamea     hostler    ■  i ■  > t 

BlOWa    tollOw       Hustler    siiinlnallh     discharged swears  vengeance. 

The  "Snake  in  tho  Grass." — Father  about  to  de- 
part for  business  -Wife  and  child  wave  •■adieu"  — 

Hostler  wall  lies  from  under  cover — Wife  and  child 
at    his  mercy   -Determines  to  steal  child. 

Hostler  Acts. — Father  gone — "Coast  clear"  Bot- 
tler reconnoitres    -In  an  ugly  mood — Climbs  porch. 

Boi'ore  the  Storm. — Mother  and  child  In  sitting 
room  Mother  reading  to  child — Has  presentiment 
of    danger  —  Hears    footsteps — Kushes    to    'phone. 

At  Husband's  Office. — Husband  called  up — Is  star- 
tled Thinks  wife  unduly  alarmed — Tries  to  allay 

her    tears — Advises  calmness. 
A  Terrible  Ordeal. — Sudden  Interruption — (Wife 

drops  receiver) — A  masked  face  at  the  window — 
Husband  hears  crash  of  broken  glass — The  hostler's 
entrance — Wife's  scream — The  attack — Child's  plead- 
ings. 
As  in  a  Vision. — Husband  wrought  to  pitch  of 

madness — In  dreadful  agony — Powerless  to  move — 
Hears  every  word — Witnesses  as  In  a  vision  every 
scene  enacted. 

Mother  Love. — Husband  hears  wife's  frantic  ap- 
peals for  mercy — Ills  child's  prayers — The  curses 

and  denunciations  of   the  enraged   hostler. 
Suspense — Silence. — Hear  child's  cry  as  hostler 

secures  her — The  mother  going  to  the  rescue — The 
desperate  struggle — The  mother's  cry  as  she  regains 
her  child — Frenzy  of  enraged  and  baffled  demon — A 
pistol  shot — The  mother's  dying  words  as  she  crawls 
to  the  'phone — The  child's  heartrending  sobs — Then 
silence.     Approximate  length.  575  feet. 
A  COMEDY  IN  BLACK  AND  WHITE  (Silhouette 

Picture)    (Edison) . — Synopsis  of  scenes: 
The  Shades  of  Night. — A  big  harvest  moon  lights 

the  scene— On  a  leafless  tree  a  wise  old  owl  is 
perched — The  shadowy  outlines  of  a  cottage  are 
discerned — On  the  curtain  of  the  large  window  Pa's 
form  is  seen — Intent  on  the  "news" — A  moonlit 
lake  affords  a  background  for  the  action. 

"Borneo,  Where  Art  Thou?" — Seated  on  a  rustic 
bench  in  the  garden  a  dusky  maiden  awaits  her 
lover — The  laggard  arrives  anon  with  huge  bouquet 
— All  is  forgiven,  and  the  lovers  start  to  "bill  and 
coo" — But  Pa  has  "an  eye  to  windward."  and  en- 

ters an  objection — He  puts  his  protest  into  action — 
Brave  "Romeo"  waits  not  upon  the  order  of  his 
going,  but  makes  a  spurt — The  weeping  damsel  Is 
led  into  the  house  and  severely  lectured. 

"Love  Laughs  at  Locksmiths." — At  stern  parents, 
too.  at  times — Swain  Number  Two  arrives  with  a 
larger  bouquet — Soft  signals  are  exchanged  and  the 
happy  man  is  cautiously  let  in  by  his  inamorata — 
The  business  of  love  is  continued — Plainly  shown 
on   the  curtain — And   the  owl  still  blinks. 

"Music  Hath  Charms." — So  thinks  the  next  "ad- 
mirer," for  he  has  brought  his  banjo — Believing  his 

adored  asleep,  he  mounts  the  rain-barrel  and  starts 
a  serenade — But  he's  under  the  wrong  window,  for 
Pa's  night-capped  head  appears — A  pail  of  water  re- 

wards t lie  singer,  whose  uncertain  footing  lands  him 
In  the  barrel. 

Pa  sees  the  light  below — Breaks  in  on  the  devoted 
couple  and  stops  the  love-making — A  general  "rough 
house"  ensues — The  lover  is  thrown  out — And  the 
weeping  maiden  is  laid  across  Pa's  knee  and  prom- ises to  never  have  a  beau  again.  Approximate 
length.   225   feet. 

ROMANCE  OF  A  TAXICAB  (Essanay).— A  young 
and  beautiful  girl  who  is  heiress  in  her  own  right 
to  an  immense  fortune,  falls  a  victim  to  her  am- 

bitious stepmother,  who  plans  to  acquire  her 
fortune  by  having  the  stepdaughter  committed  to 
a  private  sanitarium  for  the  insane.  The  girl 
waits  and  watches  patiently  until  fortune  directs 
a  young  doctor  across  her  path,  and  as  he  Is  leav- 

ing the  place  of  her  incarceration,  she  deftly  places 
a  note  in  his  hands  stating  the  direct  facts.  'He 
at  once  prepares  to  release  the  much  wronged 
girl,  and  enlists  the  services  of  a  trained  nurse: 
then  acting  on  the  instant  he  employs  the  services 
of  a  taxicab  in  which  both  the  nurse  and  himself 
repair  to  the  sanitarium,  under  the  very  eyes  of 
the  keeper  and  the  heads  of  the  institution,  as  well 
as  the  senile  father  and  villainous  stepmother.  The 

nurse  following  the  young  physician's  instructions 
manages  to  place  her  cloak  and  veil  In  the  pos- 

session of  the  captive  girl,  who  having  been  made 
aware  of  the  plan  of  escape,  walks  boldly  into  the 
reception  room  where  her  enemies  .re  assembled, 
and  in  company  with  the  yonng  doctor  leaves  the 
place.  The  escape  is  discovered  by  the  head  of 
the  institution,  and  now  begins  the  exciting  auto- 

mobile chase.  The  taxicab  containing  the  run- 
aways is  followed  by  a  huge  touring  car.  on.  on 

through  the  parks  and  streets  until  the  very  out- skirts of  the  city  is  reached.  Policemen  all  alone 
the  route  endeavor  to  stop  the  mad  race,  but  nil 
in  vain.  At  last  a  daring  officer  places  himself 
dlrectlv    in    front    of    the    flying    automobiles.      The 
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Do  NOT  put  on  the 

PASSION  PLAY 
Without  Music  and  Lecture  jft 

If  you  are  too  far  away  From    New  York  or 
Philadelphia   to  engage   the  services  of   the 
first  and  fore  most  lectin  n  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion  Play  In  particular, 

W.   STEPHEN    BUSH 

get  his  lei  tore  in  print     Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with   valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  Introductory.      This 
complete  copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly 
with  tilt  pictures  and  giving  full  explanation 
and  commentary  on  every  seine  sent  post- 

paid to  any  address  in  u,  S.  or  Canada  on 
receipt  of  one  dollar.  Invaluable  to  owners 
of  Moving  Picture  Theatres.  Address 
W.  Stephen  Bush,  3524  Filbert  St.,  Phila.,  Pa. 
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driver  of  the  taxlcab  loses  heart  and  brings  bis 
machine  to  a  dead  stop.  The  officer  mounts  the 
taxlcab  to  place  the  driver  under  ..rrest.  when  to 
iiis  consternation  the  young  surgeon  produces  bis 
Health  Department  permits.  The  officer,  seeing 
his  mistake  salutes  and  peruiits  them  to  proceed, 
but  at  once  places  the  violent  stepmother  and 
weakling  of  a  father  under  arrest.  They  drive  in 
another  direction  while  the  taxioab  and  its  occu- 

pants proceed  to  a  modest  parsonage  and  are  mar- 
ried by  a  kind  old  minister.  The  ceremony  is  just 

completed  when  the  irate  and  chagrined  followers 
appear,    but  all   too   late.      Length,    TOO   feet. 

NEVER  AGAIN!  t Essanay i.—  A  comedy  of  ex- 
cellent merit  has  been  made  out  of  this  very  popu- 

lar and  well  littiug  expression.  How-  often  have 
you  allowed  yourself  to  do  something  and  then 
vowing  to  never  again  repeat  the  experience? 
.Such  is  the  case  In  this  subject  with  our  principal 
character,  who,  after  tolerating  the  excessive  heat 
all  day.  thinks  he  sees  an  avenue  of  escape  when 
he  reads  a  circular  announcing  that  you  should 

"Keep  Cool  by  Going  to  Coney  Isle.''  He  makes 
up  his  mind  to  go,  little  imagining  he  would  have 
been  better  off  bad  he  stayed  at  home.  He  hires 
an  auto  to  take  him  to  the  boat  landing,  but  It 
breaks  down  and  he  has  to  help  in  an  endeavor  to 
pull  it  out  of  a  hole.  He  does  not  succeed  in  do- 

ing this,  and  in  order  to  catch  the  boat  he  has 
to  run,  managing  to  get  the  boat  as  it  is  leaving 
the  pier.  The  boat  is  crowded  and  he  is  squeezed 
to  a  pulp  by  two  very  fat  women.  Finally  he 
arrives  at  the  island,  and  after  that  has  all  kinds 
of  trouble,  which  continues  until  he  makes  up  his 
mind  that  he  has  had  quite  enough  of  "Cool  Coney 
Isle.''  He  starts  home,  and  then  finds  all  boats 
and  cars  have  gone  and  he  has  to  hoof  it.  When 
he  arrives  in  the  city  he  spies  a  sandwich  man  ad- 

vertising the  cool  breezes  of  "Coney  Isle.''  and what  he  does  to  that  sign  is  a  caution.  Length,  300 
feet. 

THE  MIDNIGHT  EXPRESS  iLubiul.— A  banker 
receives  a  telegram  from  oue  of  his  agents  an- 

nouncing the  discovery  of  a  valuable  mining  claim. 
He  is  asked  to  come  to  the  place  at  once  with 
money  to  satisfy  claimants. 
His  bookkeeper  and  cashier  are  two  gay  boys 

and  grasp  the  contents  of  the  telegram  and  imme- 
diately determine  to  possess  the  money  if  possible. 

In  disguise  they  follow  their  employer  to  the  sta- 
tion and  into  the  sleeper.  The  unsuspecting  banker 

retires  to  an  upper  berth  while  they  have  the 
lower,  and  waiting  for  a  favorable  opportunity, 
which  finally  comes,  they  etherize  their  employer, 
secure    the    money    and    leap    from    the   flying    train. 

Detectives  and  police  are  wired  for  and  await 
the  stopping  of  the  train  at  a  station  and  every- 

body is  searched,  but  nothing  is  found.  The  cash- 
ier buys  jewels  and  other  presents  for  his  sweet- 

heart, but  she  being  a  poor,  innocent  girl,  will  not 
accept  them,  fearing  he  may  not  have  acquired 
them  honestly.  Subsequently  he  confesses  all  to 
his  employer  and  returns  his  share  of  the  money 
and    is    forgiven. 
The  bookkeeper  has  no  such  compounctions  and 

drifts  to  the  lowest  dives  only  to  meet  with  kicks 
and  cuffs  and  finally  an  ignoble  death.  Length.  1.040 
feet. 

FASCINATING  FLUFFY  DIMPLES  (Lubin).— 
Fluffy  Dimples  is  out  of  a  position  and  incidentally 
Out  of  money.  She  applies  for  a  position  as  house- 

keeper, but  owing  to  her  fascinating  ways  the  lady 
Of  the  house  deems  it  wise  to  discharge  her. 
Her  next  position  is  that  of  a  baby  nurse.  It 

does  not  last  very  long,  however,  and  Fluffy  takes 
a  position  as  a  manicurist.     She  likes  holding  hands. 
The  proprietor  gets  jealous,  discharges  Fluffy 

who    now    takes    a    position    as    stenographer. 
Her  next  employment  is  as  a  waitress,  but 

everywhere  her  "sweet  disposition"  makes  her  lose 
her    position. Driven  to  desperation  she  takes  the  place  Of 
an  attendant  at  an  old  ladies'  home  Cram  where 
she   escapes  with   her   erstwhile   lover. 

She  is  now  in  her  last  engagement,  that  of  a 
young  wife,  which  position  she  intends  to  hold  for 
life.     Length.    800   feet 

Pathe   Freres   issue: 
SAMSON  AND  DELILAH.— There  are  few  per- 

sons who  are  not  familiar  with  the  story  of  Sam- 
son, who  possessed  such  supernatural  strength,  and 

his  wooing  of  the  fair  Delilah.  It  will,  therefore, 
not  be  necessary  to  dwell  on  the  story,  but  we 
will  give  an  outline  of  the  many  events  as  they 
appear  iu  this  magnificent  picture,  from  the  time 
that  the  angel  announces  to  his  mother  his  coming 
into    the    world. 
We  first  see  htm  as  a  little  baby,  when  his 

happy  parents  offer  him  up  to  God  in  the  presence 
of   a    multitude   Of   peasants. 

The     next     scene     is     years     later,     when     be     is 
ss  ssed  Of  such  wonderful  strength  that  be  is 

the  horror  of  the  Philistines.  They  capture  him 
and  lead  him  into  a  courtyard,  where  they  fasten 
him  to  a  massive  door  to  prevent  his  escape:  but 
he  astonishes  all  by  getting  a  firm  grip  on  it. 
and  dragging  the  heavy  gate  away  from  its  fasten- 

ings, throwing  it  aside  like  a  piece  of  cardboard 
and    walking   out    defiantly. 

In  the  next  picture  we  see  the  King  and  a 
Jarge    mob    In    a    public    square,    where    the    former 

is  inducing  Delilah  to  tempt  Samson  and  win  li 
lore  by  strategy  and  learn  the  secret  of  I wonderful  strength.  Samson  is  soon  on  the  seel 
and  falls  an  easy  prey  to  Delilah's  beguiling  wa- and  she  lures  him  into  her  apartment  in  if castle,  where  she  makes  love  to  him.  in  a  play:| manner  she  binds  his  arms  with  heavy  chains,  t| 
to  her  great  astonishment,  he  breaks  them  III 
thread.  Finally  she  lulls  him  to  sleep,  and  di{ 
ing  his  slumbers  she  accomplishes  her  purpose  1 
cutting  oft  his  hair.  When  he  awakens  he  I 
completely  in  her  power  and  is  led  out  a  captif and  thrown  into  a  dungeon,  where  his  enem| 
burn  out  his  eyes  and  compel  him  to  roll  a  larl 
stone   wheel   to  grind  corn. 

In    the    last    picture    we    see    the    King    and    Ml 
throng   of    people    in   the   pagan    temple,    where   tfcf 
are   worshipping   images,   and   sending   after   Samsfl 
they    try    to   force   him   on   his   knees   to   adore   thf 

gods. 

While  he  is  imprisoned  his  hair  has  grown  at 
he  has  regained  his  strength,  and  horriiies  | 
captors  by  easting  them  aside  and  groping  his  wf 

to  the  entrance  of  the  temple  we"  see  him  staf between  the  main  supporting  columns,  and,  puTl 
ing  them  asunder,  causes  the  vast  structure  • 
tumble  down,  killing  himself  and  many  of  ( multitude. 

The  last  picture  shows  him  as  he  enters  Into  fij 
eternal  home  in  Paradise.     I.0S2  feet. 

THE    GAMBLER'S    FATE.— In    this    beautiful    L. tie   drama   of   human   interest   we   see   a   man   irO 
fashionable    gambling    house,     where    he    has    '"B 
the    acquaintance    of   a    very    charming    widow.      • 
is  a  heavy  loser  in  the  game  and  seems  diseouragH 
but  she  comes  to  his  rescue  in  the  time  of  need  1 
lends    him    a    larjje    sum.      He    does    not    remain  o 
play    further,    however,    but   accompanies    ber   vrl 
she    leaves,    and    escorts    her    as    far    as    a    plB 
where  she  meets  her  mother  and  young  son.     Wi| 
he   leaves    them    he   returns   to   the   gambling   tall 
and  this  time  comes  out  far  ahead  of   the  garni  | 
We  next  see  him   when  he  comes  to  call  on  H 

widow,    and    he    pays    her    the    money    that    he     I 
rowed.      During    his    visit    he    proposes    to    her,    I 
she   accepts   him   as   her   future   husband. 

In  the  next  picture  we  see  them  some  time  a  ir 
their    marriage,    and    it    appears    that    the    hcmtla 
anything  but  a  happy   one,    for   he  is   still   posse:H> 
with    the    gambling    fever,    and    forces    his    wifeH 
give  him  large  sums  of  money  to  satisfy   his  w: 
in    the    game    of    chance.      On    this    particular    o 
sion    she    gives   him   a   large   sum   of    money    and 
hurries    off    to    the    gambling    table,    but    it    is 
long   before   he   has   lost   the   entire  amount,    am 
returns   home   disheartened.      The   wife   by   this   I 
has  come  to  an  end  of  her  patience,   and  sets  a 
to  protect  her  son's  Interest  and  save  herself  i 
ruin    at     the    hands    of    her    unreasonable    hus! 

She    goes    to    the    register's    office    and   registers will.     The  husband  follows  her,   and  wheu  he  lefl 
her   intention   he   plots   to  get   rid   of   the   son. 

He    goes    to    a    den    of    cutthroats    and    hires 
ruffians  for  a  large  sum  of  money  to  do  away 
the    little    fellow.      The   next   scene   shows    the 
ily    walking    through    the   woods,    and    the   little 
lagging    somewhat    behind   the   others.      All    at 
two    men    spring    out    of    the    bushes    and    grab 
child    and    hurry    away.      They    take    him    dow 
a    little    lake    and   throw   him    In.    with    the   hop 
drowning  him,   but  a  boatman  on   the  opposite  ! 
sees    the    affair    and    quickly    sends    his    faithful 
to   The   assistance  Of   the  child.      The  animal  is 
at   his   side,    and    the   little    fellow   seizes   his   c| 
and    is    brought    safely    to    shore. 

In  the  meantime  the  mother  misses  the  boy  ■ 
starts  in  search  of  him.  She  picks  up  his  If 
by  the  lake  and  at  once  realizes  that  the  I 
fellow  is  lost.  They  get  a  diver,  and  the  bo  I 
is  searched,  but  to  no  avail,  and  the  poor  moth  I 
on  the  verge  of  desperation  from  the  suspense.  • 

her  husband  also  feigns  grief  at  the  Ivy's  I 

appearance. The  boatman  who  rescued  the  child  takes  d 
to  the  police,  and  when  he  tells  his  story 
set  out  in  search  of  the  culprits,  and  are  fortt 
in  apprehending  them.  The  fellows,  in  orde 
shield  themselves,  make  known  the  plot  am 
with  the  Officers  to  the  home  Of  the  child.  A 
the  anxious  mother  sees  her  son  she  is  over 
with  joy  and  is  horrified  when  the  little  fellov 
cases  the  stepfather  of  the  crime.  He  sir, 
denies  it.  but  when  he  is  confronted  with 
ruffians  he  weakens  and  confesses.  He  is  t 
upon  placed  under  arrest,  but  as  they  are  aboi 
lead  him  away  he  pulls  a  gun  from  his  pocket 

ends  his  miserable  existence.  The  little  fello' 
happy  to  be  back  again  with  his  mother.  In 
his  joy  does  not  forget  the  boatman  who 
his  life.     Length.  951  feet. 

OLYMPIC  GAMES.— During  the  recent  OlyH 
games,  held  in  the  city  of  Loudon.  Pathe  I 
granted  sole  rights  to  take  pictures  for  the  cinem 
graph  of  the  national  games,  and  the  success  ■ 
which  they  met  in  obtaining  a  clear  view  o>« 
the  principal  events  can  easily  be  judged  by  ■ 
who  are   fortunate  enough   to  see   this  film. 
The  first  picture  shows  the  grand  stand,  crvfl 

to  its  capacity  with  thousands  of  cntliusiastsil 
In  the  royal  box  is  the  King  and  Queen,  wh 
pear  to  take  a  lively  interest  in  the  different  e'  ■ It  Is  an  inspiring  scene  to  see  the  parade  o^J 
athletes  at  the  opening  of  the  games  as 
country  represented  marches  by  the  reviewing 
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their     national     colors     anil     snlnllni;      I  ii.-ir 
majFHtlt'N. 

The-    picture    shows    a     beautiful    maaa    drill,     in 
wlil.li    a    number    ..f    women    rmrtlclpntcil,      I    their 

wonderfully    clever.      Knllowlni:    Is    the    lituh 
illvlni;.    awlimnltiK    mutch     lilk'h    lumping     pole    mull 
linr.     ivnttr     polo    ami     other     wonderful     reals     per 

1     lo     the    athletes     too    nninetons     to    mention 
tlilni!    In    tin-    pleture    worth,!     of    -   till      n 

Hon    la    the    Punish    |a,l>     ilUpln.v.    In    whirl,    we    -,.,■ 
■Oar    women     from     that     count  r)     perroruilnii     feata 
nml    eoinpel  in:-     for    honors    with     the    -i   
UnlKth.    S52 

THE    MARATHON    RACE.      We    were    verj     fortu 
-i  ■  mill-  imhpie  pictures  of  the  ureal  Mnrn 

tlio"  niee  at  illlTereiit  |iolnts  nlnng  the  course, 
show  Mil;    Hie    herole   efforts  ol    the  eontestnnts    I.,  win 

>ete<l     prlae.       The     111      lure     shows       
athletes    In    pnrmle    he  fore    the     Princess    of    Wales 
ami    suite    mill    the    sunt     at     Wlmlsnr    Castle.       TIm? 

Ii  w    is    taki  n    at    Wemhley.    \\ here    Ilnyi 
poranilo    are    lending,     while     the     rest     of     the 

-     follow      the     giinie     little     American,     who 
■    to    !„•    as    fresh    as    nt    the    shut,    while    the 

others    are    ilr   log    out    exhausted        Next     we    see 
Ihcm   at    close   range   entering    the   Stadium,    Dorando 
flr-t       .insi    as    the    latter    renehea    the    track,    how 

■  -  down  in  a  heap.  Imt   Is  quickly  assisted 
feel     nml     fairly    carried    hy     tl   t  tern 

he    ti        Then    along   comes    Hayes,    ami    m 
Ishes    without    the    aid    of    an\     one,     and    s, .,.,,,*    i,, 
have     plenty     of     vitality      to     spare     for     a      i 
dlstai   

The  distribution  of  the  prizes  Is  the  nexl  picture, 
ami  we  see  Hie  Queen  at  close  range  as  si,,,  j, re- 

sents i',.  u,  II, arm. I  rewards  to  the  proud  con- 
When  Hnyes  veri  n>oclestly  steps  up  >■> 

his  he  is  fairly  carried  off  his  feel  hv  his 
Hmlrlng  friends,  wh,,  place  him  on  a  table  while 
four  sturdy  fellows  hear  him  aloft  before  the  t  lion  - 
s.ni, is,  proudly  waving  tin-  stars  and  snipes. 
Deng th,   about    524    feet. 

THE    HOTEL    MIX-UP    (Melles).— A    number    of 
s   arrive  at   a   hostelry,    and   preparatory    to   rest 

^    'I   selves   after   their    Ion-   Journey,    they    put    their 
clothes  out  in  the  ball  for  the  valel  to  press  trousers 
and  polish  hoots.  The  valet  gathers  up  the  heap 
and  takes  it  Into  another  room.  He  works  lone  and 
hard  and  finally  each  piece  looks  like  new:  he  de- 

posits the  outfit  at  each  door  of  the  r   na  occu- 
pied hv  the  guests  ami  departs.  In  ti  short  while 

the  guests  want  to  dress  and  each  takes  In  the 
■Mldle  at  his  door,  but  soon  they  discover  that  the 

mixed  their  belongings  ami  each  angrily  ex- 
amines the  niistit  and  goes  for  the  servant,  who 

flees.  A  chase  from  room  to  room  in  the  hotel 
takes  pi,,-,,  and  finally  the  valet  cets  hack  to  the 
rem),  \>  h.ie  the  clothes  are  piled  up.  A  bright 
bought  strikes  him:  he  sets  fire  to  the  heap  and 
It  hnrns  merrily.  The  firemen  arrive  and  add  to 
the  discomfiture  of  the  guests  by  turning  the  hose 
on    them.      Length.    500    feet. 
TWO  TALENTED  VAGABONDS  (Mellesl.—  Two 

apply    to    the    constable    for    permission    to 
give    a    tree    show   on    the   street.      One    is   an    acrobat 
ami   lie  gathers  ipiite  a  crowd,   from  which   his  mate 

I    volunteer    to   be  hypnotized.      The    man   seats 
himself    in    a    chair   and    Is   soon   under   the   spell   of 
the    hynotist.    who    Incidentally    relieves    him    of   hla 
timepiece.      This   subject   awakens   and   discovers   his 
Bbb.      In    a    moment,    the    two    performers    are    the 
quarry   for  a   yelling   mob  and   it   does  not   take  long 

lire    and    drag    them    hack    to    the    spot    from 
Match     they     started.       Here    the    eonstahle    advises 
that    the    pair    he    doused    in    the    well    and    the    mob 

time  in   complying.     Length,  400  feet. 

THE  DUMB  WITNESS  (VitagraphV— Our  her- 
oine. Rlsie.  is  <>h served  in  the  drawing  room  of 

her  home  conversing  with  her  sweetheart.  Jack. 
He  kisses  her  good-bye  and  leaves  as  her  father 
enters  the  room,  looking  the  picture  of  despair. 
Be  li.-s  h.sf  his  fortune  and  tells  her  they  must 
leave  the  old  home  and  begin  life  anew.  Jack  is 
a  rising  young  lawyer  and  to  him  Elsie  writes  a 
note  telling  of  the  changed  conditions  and  not 
wishing  to  handicap  1dm  in  his  aspirations,  re- 

leases  him    from   their   engagement. 
The  young  girl  sets  about  to  find  a  position  and 

in  an  employment  office  is  engaged  by  an  upstart 
society  woman,  whose  companion  is  a  pet  monkey. 
Elsie  takes  to  her  new  surroundings  gracefully  and 
In  her  new  home  we  see  her  dressing  her  mistress' 
hair  while  the  lady  plays  with  her  pet.  The  work 
finished,  the  lady  goes  out.  leaving  the  monkey 
on  the  bed.  Elsie  puts  the  room  to  rights  and  then 
goes  out  herself.  Outside  the  honse  a  carriage 
draws  up  to  the  curb,  the  lady  of  the  house  and 
Elsie  enter  and  drive  away.  Shortly  afterward 
Elsie  returns  to  the  house  alone.  During  this  time, 
a  staff  of  moving  picture  people  appear  on  the 
street,  set  up  a  camera  and  proceed  to  take  a  pic- 

ture. The  mistress  of  the  house  returns,  goes  to 
her  room  and  misses  her  jewel  case.  Elsie  Is  asked 
about  it.  is  accused  of  the  theft,  arrested  and 
taken  away  by  the  police.  From  her  cell  the  un- 

fortunate girl  sends  a  message  to  Jack  asking  him 
to  visit  her.  The  note  is  delivered  to  the  young 

lawyer's  office  and  he  immediately  starts  for  the 
prison,  sees  Elsie,  endeavors  to  cheer  her  up  and 
assures   her   of   every   effort   to   secure    her    freedom. 

in    passing    the   itudlo   of   ■    moving    picture   plant, 
ft  lend    ■  bo    I      lust    jolni     In      1  u  ; 

is  Invited  i"  soi   panj    biro.      1 1 , ■  - x    pass  Inslds  Mid 
me    conversing    with    the    manager    when    ■   per 
at,T   i  iii  be     Ii   i   excited!)    shows   a    81m 

The   dm    ol     mi        trial    ai  i  ii,'«   ami    she   is    In 
i  he    i  loci       Hie    loclel )     «   an    In    the 

stand     tn    >d    bj    Jsi  i.       sin-    is 
excused,   and   the     ring  picture  operator  Ii 
Ifter   being   quest   tl     ,     crei  n    Is   pul    up   In    the 
'"mi    ro      and    the    film    shown,      The    pleture    on 
the  sheet    shows  the  womnn'i    residence,    tin 
in    plain    \  lew       The    monkej     lumpi     up  n 
the  Jewels  ami  dlgnppi  II  I  I  le  Is  fulli  vlmll 

ealed     ami     released.     leSVCI     the    0   'I     t   n     with     her 
sweetheart,   whom  she  afterwards  tnarriei      I ...   it. 

IN  THE   DAYS  OF   THE   PILGRIMS    (Vital 
\    i   ice   of   the    15th    eenturj    in    America        \ 

Pilgrim  maid  ami  her  lover  returning  from  church 
pass  a  little  Indian  boj  gathering  flowers.  The 
little  chap  gives  a  nosegay  to  the  holy  as  a  taken 
of  ills  friendship.  The  couple  'in  ii  proceed  borne 

ward  \-  they  enter  the  cabin  the  girl's  father 
looks  angrily  at  the  young  man,  and  upon  being 
naked  for  the  hand  ol  hi  daughter,  orders  the 
lover  from  the  house.  The  girls  begs  of  her  father 
t,,  reconsider,  bnl  be  is  obdurate  and  the  yonng  man 
departs    hear!  broken, 

An    Indian    rival     win,    has    followed     the    h,\er    has 

noticed    the    father's    rage    and    as    the    j        n  i 
leaves  the  cabin  dejectedly,  the  native  watches  the 
departure  in  glee.  He  returns  t<>  the  camp,  tells 

the   nil   '  the   incidenl    and   also  of  ids  love   for 
the    girl.       lie    elillsls    a     lew    of    the    members     in    his 
plan    i"   secure    the    girl:    they    walk    stealthily    to 
ward  the  hOUSe,  and  one  Of  tliein  peers  through  the 
window    where    the    girl    Is    seen    silling    disconsolate. 
her  father  reprimanding  her.     Suddenly   the   Indians 
break    In    the    door,    seize    tl   Id    man   and    hind    him 
to  a  chair.  The.  chief  makes  i,,ve  to  the  daughter, 
hut  she  turns  from  him  In  loathing.  He  Hun  lakes 
her  In  his  arms,  carries  her  to  the  camp  leaving 
a  few  of  his  comrades  to  guard  Hie  father.  A I 
the  camp  the  chief  again  protests  hit  love,  which 
the  captive  spurns  scornfully,     she  is  bound,   while 
the  brave  sits  down  and  waits  for  her  to  sur- 

render. SIio  manages  unseen  to  free  one  band, 
readies  up  to  the  wall  for  a  tomahawk  and  when 

lier  captor's  hack  Is  turned,  strikes  hiin  dead, 
She  makes  another  effort  to  free  herself,  but  fails. 
At  tills  lime  siie  observes  Hie  little  Indian  of  our 
former  scene,  calls  him  to  her  and.  securing  a 
piece  of  bark,  pricks  her  arm  and  with  her  blood 
writes     a     note     to    her    sweetheart,     telling    of    her 

dilemma  and  begging  his  assistance,  then  dis- 
patches the  little  lad  with  the  message,  ii,,-  mes- 

senger lias  scarcely  gone  when  her  father  is  dragged 
in  by  other  Indians.  They  observe  the  dead  chief 
and  are  wild  with  rage.  The  palefaces  are  taken 
out  and  tied  to  a  tree,  wood  piled  about  them  and 
preparations  made  for  burning  them.  The  father 

and  daughter '  plead  piteously  for  their  lives,  but 
to  no  avail.  While  this  lias  been  transpiring  the 
little  Indian  hoy  has  reached  the  tavern  and  de- 

livered the  note.  The  lover,  frantic  with  fear. 
rushes  out,    followed  bj    hie  companions,  mount   iheir 
horses  and  gallop  away.  They  come  upon  the 
captives  just  as  Hie  wood  has  been  lighted,  shoot 
down  the  Indians,  release  the  old  man  and  his 

daughter:  the  latter  falls  in  her  lover's  arms,  the 
father  giving  him  to  her  with  his  blessing.  The 
little  Indian  boy  is  adopted  by  the  father,  amid 
the   cheers  of  the   Pilgrims.      Length,    368    feet. 

THE  CLOWN'S  CHRISTMAS  EVE  (Vltagraph). 
— The  scene  of  our  story  is  laid  in  a  small  pro- 

vincial town  In  England,  .some  thirty  years  ago. 
Jim  Dowles.  a  man  of  40,  Is  observed  In  a  mea- 
gerly  furnished  apartment  sitting  beside  the  bed 
of  his  little  sick  girl.  From  time  to  time  he 

strokes  the  child's  hair,  giving  her  a  sup  of  water 
from  a  glass  on  the  table.  His  wife.  Mary,  a 
care-worn  looking  woman,  moves  about  casting 
anxious  glances  at  the  sick  child,  when  a  knock  at 
the  door  announces  the  doctor.  lie  lays  aside  his 
hat  and  coat,  examines  the  child,  indicates  that 
a  change  of  air  and  surroundings  is  Imperative, 
Jim  looks  at  him  in  despair  and  shakes  bis  load 
hopelessly.  The  doctor  looks  distressed,  puts  on 
Ills  overcoat  and  departs.  Mary  invites  her  husband 
to  eat.  He  makes  the  attempt  with  hut  little  suc- 

cess. At  last,  with  a  gesture  of  misery,  lie  rises. 
goes  to  bis  wife  and  child,  kisses  them  adieu  and 
starts  for  the  theater,  where  be  Is  clown  In  the 

pantomime. It  is  Christmas  Eve  and  a  drizzling  sleet,  half 
rain  and  half  snow,  is  falling  as  .Tim  walks  to  his 
work.  The  star,  Ada  Carrington,  arrives  before  him 
loaded  down  with  Christmas  gifts.  As  Jim  enters. 
she  greets  him  pleasantly  and.  observing  the  de- 

pressed look  on  his  face.  Inquires  of  the  door- 
tender  as  to  the  cause.  He  tells  of  the  sick  child 
at  home.  Ada  looks  sorrowful  for  a  moment,  then 

goes  to  her  dressing  room.  The  pantomime  pro- 
ceeds, hut  all  through  his  work  the  clown  is 

nervous  and  dejected.  He  finishes  at  last  and 
when  home  is  reached  the  clock  points  to  near 
midnight.  Mary  is  seated  by  the  bed  watching 
the  child,  which  is  resting  more  peacefully.  The 
little  girl  awakens,  sits  up  and  smiles  at  ber 
parents  and  at  this  moment  Ada  Carrington  enters, 
followed  by  her  maid  and  footman,  all  carrying 
parcels.  Jim  and  his  wife  are  surprised.  Ada 
shakes  their  hands  cordially,  then  crosses  to  the 
bed.     kneels    beside    it    and    kisses    the    little    girl. 

i*3 

SECOND    HAND    FILMS 
WANTED 

Ai'.,,  good   cop)    ol    Pal  I'liiy. 
Moving  Pi  cons, 
Bought,  sold  and  Exchanged,     Pilmi  and 
Suiij^    Slides   Ki-tit. id 

NIWMAN'S    MOIION    PICIURI     COMPANY 
293    Burnside    Stroot,  Portland,  Ore. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.   47    North    I  Oth    Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  handle  everything  perl  tin  Ida  to  ti»r  Moving  Pic- 
ture  buasneee,      nigbe*i  queJit)    Film  iervic«-   I 
License  —  Power'i  end     brdifOfl     M»<  hint  HaUberK 

nii/crs  elvreyi  in  itoi  k.    <  tperat*!  i  i«nd  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Kour-iu-<)ne  Test  Lamp, 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    8TEBBIN8 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songi.etc. 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLOTHORPE    &   CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co, 
Manufacturers  of 

Plslo  ssd  Colored  Lsntern  Slides  snd  Illustrated  Sosgi 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAOO.  ILL. 
Frederics  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

KEITH,  PROCTOR   &     P0LI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  sod  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

HARBACIi'S  BARGAINS 
$160  Motion  Piclure  Machine   $75.00 

$175  Edison  Underwriters'  Kinetoscope  ,     ,    .     ,    117,50 
$140  20th  Century  Marvel   100.00 

Cineograph  $15      Cineograph  $25     Cineograph    55.00 

Passion  Play  (Plain)  1865  feet   117.00 

Pathe's  Passion   Play  (latest  colored,  etc.)  .    287.50 
OTHER   BARGAINS.       GET  SUPPLEMENT  27 

HARBACH  &  CO.  809  Filbert  Street,  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 

Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  thene  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also    Seating    for   Out of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
Now  York  Office,   1402  Broadway 
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Phonograph  for  Sale 
Automatic  Electric  B.  C.  Columbia  Phono- 

graph with  large  horn  and  cabinet  for 
records.  Cost  $150.00.  Good  as  new.  In 
perfect  condition.  AddressSURPRISE  AMUSE- 

MENT CO.,  910  Penna.  Ave.,N.W.,WashlngtoD,  D.C. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    •    San  Francisco,  Cal 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  Franhlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

GAS Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
In  Cylinders.     - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensorc,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

The  servants  open  and  arrange  the  table,  while 
Ada  unpacks  the  toys  for  the  child.  They  sit 
down  to  partake  of  the  unexpected  feast  as  the 
hells  announce  the  beginning  of  the  Christmas  Day. 

Six  months  later  In  the  garden  of  an  old  country 
home  Ada,  in  a  summer  dress,  is  seated  In  a  rustic 
chair  reading.  She  calls  to  Violet,  the  sick  child 
of  our  former  scene,  who  writes  to  Jim  the  follow- 

ing letter:  "Dear  Papa:  I  am  happy  and  well  In 
the  country.  All  my  pain  is  gone.  Miss  Ada  says 
I  shall  soon  be  able  to  come  home.  Miss  Ada 
sends  her  love  to  you  and  Mamma.  Your  loving 

daughter,    Violet."      Length,    388    feet. 

WESTERN  COURTSHIP:  A  love  story  of  Ari- 
zona (Vitagraph). — In  a  room  of  the  modest  home 

story  of  Arizona.  In  a  room  of  the  modest  home 
of  a  western  ranchman,  the  owner,  a  middle-aged 
man,  is  seated  smoking.  His  daughter,  Beth,  young, 
pretty,  simply  but  becomingly  dressed,  is  sewing. 
The  girl  finishes  her  work,  takes  her  sunbonnet 
and  a  book  and  goes  out.  A  few  minutes  later  a 
man  enters  hurriedly  and  speaks  to  her  father. 
The  ranchman  makes  hasty  preparations  for  a  jour- 

ney, leaves  a  note  for  his  daughter  and  departs. 
The  young  girl  has  found  a  quiet  spot  and  is  in- 

tently reading  when  a  man  typically  western  in 
appearance,  big,  young  and  handsome,  comes  upon 
her.  He  greets  her  pleasantly,  while  she  is  rather 
shy  and  distant.  The  young  man  tells  of  his  love 
and  asks  the  girl  to  marry  him.  She  refuses,  gets 
up  and  starts  fpr  home.  In  spite  of  her  protest, 
the  young  man  escorts  her.  Arriving  at  her  home, 
the  girl  finds  the  note  left  by  her  father.  She 
looks  startled  when  realizing  that  she  is  alone. 

Her  companion — we  will  call  him  Jim — again  urges 
his  suit  and  once  more  is  refused.  Upon  request 
he  leaves  the  house.  When  alone,  the  girl  bars 

the  doors  and  windows,  lights  a  lamp,  eats  some- 
thing, then  prepares  to  retire.  She  starts  suddenly 

upon  hearing  a  noise,  but  thinks  it  her  imagina- 
tion; again  the  noise,  this  time  there  is  no  mis- 

taking the  fact  that  someone  is  breaking  in  the 
door.  Before  she  can  draw  a  gun  the  door  flies 
open,  a  masked  man  enters,  gags  her,  carries  her 
out,  mounts  his  horse  and  rides  off.  They  finally 
come  to  his  shack,  a  little  more  pretentious  than 

the  girl's  home.  She  is  carried  in.  the  gag  re- 
evmod  and  seated  in  a  chair.  Her  abductor  re- 

moves his  mask:  it  is  Jim.  The  girl  is  furiously 
angry  and  demands  to  be  let  go.  Jim  smiles  in  a 
tantalizing  way,  lights  his  pipe,  points  to  the 
bedroom  and  bids  her  to  retire.  She  looks  terribly 
frightened,  falls  on  her  knees  and  begs  to  be 
released.  Jim  takes  her  to  the  room  and  shows 
her  the  lock.  She  goes  inside,  fastens  the  door, 
throws  herself  on  the  bed  and  sleeps,  while  Jim 
rolls  himself  in  a  blanket  outside  the  door.  He 
is  the  first  to  awake  next  morning,  calls  the  girl 
and  bids  her  prepare  breakfast.  She  indignantly 
refuses  at  first,  but  finally  cooks  the  meal  and 
both  sit  down  to  eat.  Jim  then  goes  out.  locking 
the  door  after  him.  A  little  later  the  girl  is 
horrified  to  see  a  villainous  looking  man  climing  in 
at  the  window.  He  is  just  about  to  embrace  her 
when  Jim  rushes  in  and  knocks  the  intruder  down. 
This  act  has  softened  the  girl  a  bit  and  she  offers 

to  mend  Jim's  coat  which  she  notices  is  torn. 

Leaving  the  strange  couple  we  return  to  the  girl's father.  The  ranchman  returns  from  his  journey, 

misses  his  child,  sees  evidence  of  a  struggle,  sum- 
mons several  other  ranchmen  and  starts  in  search 

of  her.  At  Jim's  shack  he  is  smoking,  his  com- 
panion sewing,  as  the  searcn?ng  party  enters.  All 

are  aimed,  one  carries  a  rope  and  Jim  is  in- 
formed that  he  is  to  be  hung.  At  this  critical 

moment  the  girl  rushes  into  Jim's  arms  and  tells 
that  they  are  to  be  married.  The  father  is  sur- 

prised at  first,  then  grasps  Jim's  hands  eagerly 
and  suggests  an  immediate  marriage.  The  party 

mount,  ride  off  to  a  minister's  hut.  where  Jim 
and   Beth   are   made   one.      Length,   563   feet. 

THE  HIDDEN  HOARD  (Williams.  Brown  & 

Barle). — An  old  man  alone  in  a  room  glances  around 
for  a  spot  I"  conceal  his  savings.  A  small  picture 
attracts    his    attention    and    he    takes   it    down,    re- 

moves the  back,  places  the  money  inside  and  puts 
the  back  on  once  again.  Hearing  someone  com- 

ing he  hastily  rushes  to  hang  the  picture  up  in  Us 
former  place,  and  has  It  back  on  the  wall  only  just 
before  his  servant  enters  to  clean  up.  In  his  hurry 
the  picture  is  thrown  all  on  one  side,  and  does 
not  show  its  former  neat  appearance.  The  old 
man  leaves  the  room  as  his  wife  enters  to  bustle 

up  the  servant.  Her  eye  at  once  spots  the  Im- 
portant picture,  and  she  lnstructe  the  maid  to 

take  it  down  and  throw  It  away  with  other  things. 
The  maid  Is  placing  the  refuse  in  the  bin  when 
the  dustman  calls  and  takes  It  away,  and  she 
hands  him  the  picture.  As  the  man  proceeds  with 
his  cart  further  down  the  road  he  meets  a  poor 
blind  man  led  by  a  dog  and  pleading  for  alms. 
Taking  compassion  on  the  poor  chap,  he  offers  him 
the  picture,  which  is  only  too  gladly  accepted. 
Wishing  to  turn  his  gift  into  money,  the  poor 
man  sells  it  to  a  rag  and  bone  merchant,  who 
throws  it  on  his  barrow.  The  new  possessor  turn- 

ing for  a  moment  to  count  out  his  money  loseB 
the  picture  as  a  dog  rushing  up  seizes  it  ftom  the 
barrow  and  dashes  off.  The  dog,  apparently  well 
trained,  brings  it  to  his  master,  a  street  artist, 
who  adds  it  to  his  show.  The  picture  soon  attracts 
attention,  and  a  young  man  purchases  it,  and 
calling  on  his  sweetheart  presents  it  to  her.  The 
lady  is  not  particularly  enamoured  of  the  present, 

and  stealing  out  takes  it  to  a  pawnbroker.  Leav- 
ing the  shop  she  accidentally  runs  right  into  the 

arms  of  a  young  cleric,  who  is  astounded  to  see 
one  of  his  flock  come  from  such  a  place.  An  ex- 

planation follows,  ultimately  ending  in  the  good 
man  purchasing  the  ticket  and  redeeming  the 
pledge.  The  clergyman,  proceeding  home  with  the 
picture  under  his  arm,  is  assailed  by  a  rough 
looking  individual  who  seizes  the  picture  and  runs 
off. 

Going  back  to  the  miser's  house  we  find  the  man 
has  discovered  his  loss  and  is  making  rapid  prog- 

ress to  recover  it.  Shouting  to  the  wife  and  the 
maid,  he  explains  his  loss,  and  they  tell  him  what 
has  happened.  Rushing  out  of  the  house  they  follow 
clue  after  clue,  explaining  in  each  stopping  place 
what  is  in  the  back  of  the  picture,  and  they  get 
plenty  of  helpers  in  the  chase.  The  large  crowd 
get  a  sight  of  the  picture  once  again  as  they  come 
upon  the  scene  of  the  recent  assault.  The  clergy- 

man is  just  getting  on  his  feet,  and  with  violent 
gesticulations  points  to  the  thief  dashing  away. 
Seeing  an  infuriated  crowd  after  him  the  wretched 
man  rushes  towards  the  river,  but  here  the  pur- 

suers follow,  and  after  a  rough  and  tumble  re- 
store   the   miser   his   money.      Length,    600    feet. 

THE  TRAMP  AND  THE  PURSE  (Williams. 

Brown  &  Earle). — A  young  lady  is  walking  sharply 
across  a  common  and  in  her  hurry  she  drops  a 
reticule.  In  a  few  months  a  tramp  is  on  the 

scene  and  discovers  the  purse  with  self  congratu- 
lation. Fearing  to  carry  it  about  with  him.  he 

hides  it  in  the  hedge  and  lies  down  on  the  grass 
for  forty  winks.  A  second  ruffian  who  has  been 
watching  the  action  of  his  confrere,  creeps  to  the 

hedge  and  removing  the  purse  hides  it  In  the  under- 
growth. Yet  another  tramp  appears  and  unearth- 

ing the  purse,  buries  it  in  a  fresh  place. 

The  young  lady  returns  oi>  tne  scene  and  glanc- 
ing about  fails  to  discover  her  purse.  Seeing  a 

policeman  in  the  distance  she  goes  to  him  and 
while  she  is  speaking  one  of  the  tramps  carefully 
glancing  about,  sneaks  up  and  searches  for  the 
purse.  This  arouses  the  other  men — who  all  think 
they  have  the  booty  secure — to  search  their  sev- 

eral places.  One  man  who  secures  the  purse  dashes 
it  on  to  the  grass  as  he  sees  the  bobby  watching 
him.  One  of  the  others  rushing  forward  secures 
it.  but  at  the  same  time  shrieks  out  in  agony. 
Holding  up  his  hand  he  rolls  over  in  pain,  for 
his  hand  is  securely  fastened  in  a  gin  trap.  After 
a  short  tussle  he  is  able  to  free  his  hand  and 
obtains  the  purse.  A  desperate  struggle  takes 
place  between  the  tramps  for  possession.  The 

bobby  quietly  coining  forward  snatches  the  purse 
from  one  of  their  hands  and  gives  It  up  to  its  right- 

ful owner  before  the  astonished  gaze  of  all  the  ill- 
clad,   struggling  men.     Length.   225   feet. 

"PEERLESS" 

SONG  SLIDES 
Made  by  the  "  Peerless  "  Slide  Firm. 

Just  illustrated :    "Under  My  Merry  Widow  Hat."  "Let 
the  Love  Light  Linger  Longer  Lady  Lou. "  "Quaker  Lady" 

See  "List  of  Latest  Songs  "  in  this  paper. 

North  American  Slide  Co. 
159  and  161  No.  8th  St.,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

THE   BEST  MOVING    PICTURE  MACHINE. 

RHEOSTATS 
CONTAIN 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Catalogue  and  information  upon  request. 

DRIVER-HARRIS    WIRE    CO., 
HARRISON,     N,   J. 
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18' Kwitcherkicken 
A  HOT  WEATHER  IDEA 
Reduce  your  electric  bills  by  50  per  cent,  for 

your   projecting   machine,  and    at    the   same 
time  secure  a  perfect  light  on  the  screen,  by 

means  of  our 

ELECTRO- 
ECONOMIZER 

Any  reputable  exhi- 
bitor who  uses  alternat- 

ing current  can  test  the 

proposition  at  our  expense 
The  only  risk  you  take  is 

expressage  onft^ay. 

Cut  out  the  coupon 

below,  fill  in,  sign  and 

mail  same  to  us,  and  if 

your  reference  is  satisfac- 
tory we  will  express  at 

once. 

CONSOLIDATED  FILM  COMPANY  OF  NEW  YORK 

190 

Consolidated  Film  Company  ot  New  York. 

Gentlemen :  —  Please  ship  us  (me)  Electro=Economlzer  subject  to  two 
weeks'  trial.  At  the  end  of  15  days  we  (I)  agree,  If  same  prove  satisfactory, 
to  pay  the  sum  of  twenty  dollars,  and  ten  dollars  weekly  thereafter  until  the 
sum  of  $80.00  has  been  paid,  which  is  the  full  price  of  the  Electro-Economizer. 
If,  however,  it  should  not  prove  satisfactory  we  (I)  agree  to  return  same  to 
you  at  your  expense  after  fifteen  and  not  later  than  twenty  days. 

Signed          

Voltage 

References 

Frequency 

Any  one  can  quote  you 

prices,  but  as  we  understand 
it,  you  are  looking  for  service. 

The  latest  films  of  every 

independent  manufacturer, 
pictures  which  are  producing 
results. 

NEW  YORK 
143  East  23d  St. 

PHILADELPHIA 
913  Market  Street 

ROCHESTER 
94  State  Street 
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The 
Motiograph 
THE  LATEST       THE  BEST 

Motion 
Picture 
Machines 

New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built  and   especially   adapted   for   the 
heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outnit, 
Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxy lithe,  Arco  Carbons, 
Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 
progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 

Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 
ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL      MFG.     CO. 

83-91  W.  Randolph  Street,  Chicago 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 

Monday     Morning     in     a     Coney 
Island     Police    Court   414  (t. 

Betrayed    by    a    Handprint   833  ft. 
Balked    at    the    Altar   703  ft. 
For   a    Wife's    Honor   474  ft. 
Tbe    Fatal    Hour   S32  ft. 
For   Love  of  Gold   54S  ft. 
Tbe    Greaser's    Gauntlet   1027  ft. 
The    Man    and    tbe    Woman. ..  .776  ft. 
Tbe     Bandit's     Waterloo   839  ft. 
A    Calamitous    Elopement   73S  ft. 
The  Redman  and  the  Child   857  ft. 
Deceived   Slumming   Party   487  ft. 
The    Black    Viper   724   ft. 
The  Tavern-Keeper's  Daugh- ter      410  ft. 

EDISON   MFG.    CO. 

Heard   Over   tbe    'Phone   575  ft. 
A  Comedy  in  Black  and  White. 225  ft. 
Romance  of  a  War  Nurse. .  .1,000  ft. 
When  Rubin  Comes  to  Town.. 800  ft. 
Aeroplane    Flights    by    Henry 

Farman.     Coney     Island,     N. 
Y.,    U.   S.   A   200  ft. 

Life's  A  Game  of  Cards   960  ft. 
Tales    tbe    Searchlight    Told.. 995  ft. 
A   Dumb  Hero   900  ft. 
The     Face    on     tbe     Bar-room 

Floor      550  ft. 
Fly    Paper      400  ft. 
The    Little    Coxswain    of    tbe 

'Varsity   Bight      1040  ft. 
Pioneers    Crossing    the    Plains 

In    '49      1,000  ft. 
Lore  Will  Find  a  Way   .850  ft. 

ESSANAY. 

Never   Again      300  ft. 
Romance   of   a    Taxlcab   700  ft. 
An    Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker    Fiends      322  ft. 

The  Directolre    Gown      45.".  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  Hands  of  tbe  Eeneniy .  .97S  ft. 
A    Prodigal    Parson   880  ft. 
The  Escape  of  the  Ape   57S  ft. 
A   Gilded   Fool   1,003  it. 
The    Baseball    Fan   989  ft 
A    Disastrous   Flirtation   274  ft. 
Lost    and    Found   034  ft. 
Oh!   What  an  Appetite   000  ft. 
The   Coward      300  ft. 

KALEM     COMPANY     (INC.). 

The    Frontiersman's    Bride     
Robin    Hood      810  ft. 
The    Frontierman's    Bride   800  ft. 
The    Padrone        
The   Walls   of  Sing   Sing     

A   Gypsy   Girl's   Love     The    Hew    Hired    Girl     
Tbe    Renegade      S55  ft. 
Dynamite    Man      800  ft. 
The     Girl     Nihilist   910  ft. 

Flight   of   the     '.June   Bug"   525  ft. The    Tatt    Pictures   350  ft. 
Mrs.    Guuness       850  ft. 

KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

Napoleon      and      the      English 
Sailor   530  ft. 

The    Happy     Man's    Shirt   S67  ft. 
The    Hayseed's    Bargain   467  ft. Yusuf    the     Pirate   774  ft. 
The   Enchanted   Mantle   444  ft. 
A     False     Alarm   374  ft. 
The   Duck's   Finish   437  ft. 
I   Won  One  Hundred  Thousand 

Dollars       620  ft. 
Pretty    Flower    Girl   620  ft. 
The  Organ  Grinder's  Daughter. 540  ft. 
A.     Pleasant     Evening     at     the 

Theater       367  ft. 
The    Bewitched    Tricycle   364  ft. 
Riches,  Poverty  and  Honesty.. 550  ft. 
Moscow    TJnder    Water   274  ft. 
Human    Vultures       600  ft. 
Undesirable   Tenants      530  ft. 
The     Picture       584  feet 
The  Poor  Man,   Homeless,   Wants 

to    Go    to    Prison   400  ft. 
The    Cheese    Race      354  ft. 
Mother's     Darling       254  tt. 
Music    Hall    Agent's    Dream. .  .2S7  ft. The    Miraculous    Flowers   307  ft. 
A    Russian    Bear   Hunt   387  ft. 
An   Embarrassing  Gift   360  ft. 
Too  Hungry   to   Eat   530  ft. 
Sensational  Duel     267  ft. 
Follow    Your    Leader    and    the 

PATHE  FRERES. 
Samson    and    Delilah   1,082  ft. 
The    Gambler's    Fate   951   ft. 
Olympic    Games      852  ft. 
The    Marathon    Race   524  ft. 
A    Dozen    of   Fresh    Eggs   402  ft. 

NOW  READY 
Beautiful,  Handsomely  Colored 

SLIDES  OF  THE 

Olymyic  Games  at  London 
showing  all  the  American  athletes  winning 
their  respective  events ;  also  the  recepton  they 
received  on  arriving  home,  and  President 
Roosevelt    entertaining    them  at  Oyster  Bay. 

Slides  of  Hayes  winning  the 
Marathon    and    receiving 
the  congratulations    of 

Queen   Alexandria 
20  different  slides  in  all.  We  have  the  exclusive  lantern 

slide  rights  in  the  United  States  for  these  pictures. 

Your  patrons  demand  them.    GET  BUSY 

PRICE  40c  PER  SLIDE.     SEND  FOR  LIST 

SLIDE  COMPANY 
221  East  j3rd   Street      (Dept.   M)      New  York  City 

-  Mr.    Fuzz      951  ft. 
Head-Dresses     Worn     in     Brit- 

tany     377  ft. 
The    Hapless    Hubby   541ft. 
A    Daughter's    Honesty   492  ft. 
A  Good  Dinner  Badly  Digested.410  ft. 
Mrs.     Toney's     Suitors   410  ft. The    Two    Models   524  ft. 
A    Country    Lad   606  ft. 
Troublesome   Carbuncle     311  ft. 
The    Blue    Bird   9S4  ft. 
Manual    of    a    Perfect    Gentle- 

man     300  ft. 

S.    LTJBIN. 
The    Midnight    Express   1,040  ft. 
Fascinating    Fluffy    Dimples. .  .800  ft. 
The   Pawnbroker      S35  ft. 

Rivals  for  a  Week   '.   745  ft. 
The   Wrong   Valise   320  ft. 
Scenes  from  the  Battlefield  of 

Gettysburg      930  ft 
The     Crushed     Tragedian   505  ft. 
Wanted:    An    Artist's    Model.  .415  ft. 
The   King's   Diamond   10S5  ft. 
The    Light   in    the   Window   960  ft. 

The     Bogus     Lord..-.   S30  ft. The   Sensational   Sheath   Gown. 600  ft. 
Policeman    for    an    Hour   300  ft. 
The    Woman    Who    Gambles. .  .S15  ft. 
The     White    Chief   810  ft. 
The    Fatal    Likeness   680  ft. 

The   Robbery   of   the  Citizen's Bank      680  ft. 

MELrEB. 

The    Hotel    Mix-Vp..,   500  ft. 
Two    Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 
The    Crazy     Bugs   560  ft. 
The    Indian    Sorcerer   330  ft. 
The    Mischance    of   a    Photogra- 

pher     205  ft. 
His    First    Job   320  ft. 
The    Forester's    Remedy   57S  ft. The     Magic     of     the     Catchy 

Songs       370  ft. 
The   Woes   of   Roller   Skaters.. 453  ft. 
The  Mystery  of  the  Garrison.  .645  ft. 
The  Mishaps  of  the  New  York-  _ 

Paris  Auto-race     9"5  N. 
The    Little    Peacemaker   120  ft. 
Hunting    tbe   Teddy    Bear   30S  ft. 
The    Broken    Violin   700  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 
Texas    Tex      565  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 

terfly     
A    Chance    Shot   
Two    Gentlemen   
The     W11L   
Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   
The  Flight  from  tbe  Seraglio 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  tbe  Nor- 

wegian Army      , 
Sports  of  All  tbe  World   , 
Emperor  Nero  on  tbe  Warpath 
Honor  Lost — Everything  Lost.. 
Dog-Training     , 
A    Misalliance      

459  ft. 

358  ft. 265  ft. 875  ft. 

410  ft. 
63*  ft 

til  ft. 
674  ft. 
380  ft. 669  ft. 
294   ft. 

780  ft. 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    COMPANY. 
The   Power  of  Labor   950  ft. 
Romance   of   the   Old   Mill   790  ft. 
A    Pair    of    Kids   210  ft. 

The    Power   of    Labor     
The  Village  Gossip   900  ft. 
The    Lion's    Bride   810  ft. 
A    Hindoo's    Ring      175  ft. 
The   Road   to   Ruin   975  ft. 

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

The    Dumb    Witness   550  ft. 
The    Clown's    Christmas    Eve..3SS  ft. 
In  the  Days  of  the  Pilgrims. .  .363  ft. 
Western    Courtship       363  ft. 

■  The    Discoverers      960  ft.  ■ 
Lonely      Gentleman;      Or,      In- 

compatibility   of    Temper. ..  .502  ft  I 
How    Simpkins    Discovered    the 

North    Pole      437  ft.  ■ 
Salome;   Or.   The  Dance  of  the 

Seven    Veils      710  ft.  ■ 
Biscuits   Like    Mother   Used   to 

Make      275  ft.  ■ 
Just    Plain    Folks   375  ft.  I 
The   Merry    Widower:   or,    The 

Rejuvenation  of  a   Fossil. ..  .352  ft.  I 
WILLIAMS.    BROWN   &  EARLE. 

The  Tramps   and   the   Purse... 225  ft.  I 
The  Hidden    Hoard      COO  ft.  ■ 
Tbe    Faithless    Friend   520  ft.  ■ 
The    Man   and    His   Bottle   350  ft.  ■ 
Tbe  Boarder  Got  tbe  Haddock. 310  ft.  I 
Tricky   Twins   265  ft.  I 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft.  | 
Father's    Lesson   600  ft. 
Bunting    Deer   856   ft. 
The     Prodigal    Son   898  ft. 
Catching   a    Burglar   626  ft. 
Nasty   Sticky  Stuff   £06  ft. 
Professor    Bounders'    Pills   380  ft. 
Leap  Year;  or.  She  Would  Be 

Wed       346  ft. 
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Latest    Song   Slides. 

NORTH   AMERICAN   SLIDE   CO. 

I   Hare   to  Live   With   My   Mother-In- 
Law. 

You   t.ook  Good  to  Me. 

Simhoiiiu't    Sin'. 
Tluie   Ago. 

Let    the    Love    Light    Linger    Longer, 
Lady    Loo. 

Quaker   Lady. 

Won't    You   Listen.   Dearie? 
•When   a    Boy   Says   "Will    Youl"    and 

a  Girl   Says   "Yes." 
11    the   Evening   Shades   Are   Fall- 

ing. 

Won't    You    Give    Me    Back    the    Old 
Love  of  the  Old  Days,  Mollle  Mine! 

Are    You    Sincere? 
My   Heart    Beats  Alone  for   You. 
Mary   Blaine. 
Dnder   My   Merry   Widow   Hat. 
Roses   Bring   Dreams  of   You. 
Open   Up   Your   Heart. 
Swinging. 
Bomebody      that    I    Know    and      You 

Know   Too. 
Some   Day.   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

CHICAGO   TRANSPARENCY  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansv    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little    Cozy   Flat. 
Just   to    Remind   Yon. 
Hearts   and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With  Yon. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night. 

I'm   lealous  of  Yon. 
Dear    Old    Iowa. 

GENRE  SLIDES. 

If    Your    Heart    Is    Right    You    Can't 
Do  Me   a    Wrong. 

When    Pansies   Bloom    Again. 
Putty. 
When   the   Sun   Sinks  to   Rest  In  the 

West. 
When     Mammy      Rocks     Her     Little 

Picks   to   Sleep. 
Play   Ball. 
In  the  Land  of  the  Mocking  Bird. 
Gazing    in    Firelight. 

Never    Knew    I    Love    You    "Till   Yon 
Came   to  Say  Good-bye. 

A  Tear,  a   Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell  Me. 
Mary. 
Art    Dreams    Never   Told. 
Dear     Lord,     Remembr     Me.     (Music 

15o.) 
Because  of   You. 
Merry   Mary.    Marry  Me. 
Sweethearts   In    Heaven. 
Dear   Alabama. 
Bathing.      (Music    10c.). 
While   You    Are   Mine.      (Music    10c). 
Night  Time  the  Right  Time  to  Spoon. 

(Music   10c.). 
In    Mv    Merry    Oldsmoblle.        (Music 

12%c). 
Good-bye.   Bonnie  Annie  Laurie.    Mu- 

sic 10c). 
Mary. 
A  Tear,    a  Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell  Me. 
Art   Dreams   Never  Told. 
Dear  Lord,   Remember  Me. 
Because   of  You. 

GLOBE   SLIDES. 

Cyclone. 
Baby  Darling. 
That    Litte    Sunny    Sonthern    Girl    of 

Mine. 
Swinging  in  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I   Love  You   So. 
When    Vacation   Days   Are   Over. 
Common  Sense. 
Cyclone. 
Baby  Darling. 
That    Little   Sunny   Southern    Girl   of 

Mine. 
Swinging  In  tbe  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I   Love   You   So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  Over. 
Common  Sense. 

GOLDTHORTE, 

A  Man,  a  Maid,   a  Moon,   a  Boat. 
Are   You   Sincere. 
I   Will   Try. 
For  the   Last   Time   Call   Me   Sweet- 

heart. 

From    Fgypt   to    the    Zulnland. 
Late    Hours. 

Down   In   Jungletown. 
1   Want   You. 
Dear  Heart. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERN    SLIDE    00. 
Sweet  Sixteen. 

Stop   Making   Face*   at   Me. 
Sweet  Polly  Primrose. 
If  They   All   Had   a   Heat   Like   Too. 

Gypsie   Ann. 
When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 

Leaves   Gold. 
When     You     Love     Her     and     She  1 

Loves    You. 
Don't   Worry. 

DE    WITT   C.    WHEELER. 

Good    Evening,    Caroline. 
Swing    Me    Higher   Obadlab. 

Roguish    Dyes. 
Wont  You  Let  Me  Call  You  Sweet- heart? 

O'Brien   Has   no   Place    to  Go. 
Just   Because    It's    You. 
On  the  Banks  of  the  Old  Mill  Stream. 
Playing  School. 
Home  In  the  Golden  West. 
The   Last   Voyage. 
Heart   of   My   Heart. 
Tbe   Garden   of   Dreams 
After  tbe   Rain. 
Dear  Heart. 
Pride   of    Prairie    Mary. 
Road   to  Yesterday. 
Wbat   Might   Have   Been. 

That's  Wbat  the   Daisy   Said. 
I'll  Teach   You   How. 

Just    Because   It's   You. 
Roses,    Roses   Everywhere. 
Yon  Have  Always  Been  the  Same 

Old   Pal. 
A  Sweeter  Story  Still. 
Bonlta. 

The   Town   Where   I   Wu   Born. 
Are  You  Sincere? 
There   Was   Never  a   Girl   Like   Yom. 
Mary,    My   Heather  Queen. 

SCOTT    4:   VAN   ALTENA. 

By  the  Light  of  tbe  Same  Old  Moon. 
Always  Me. 

In  the  Days  of  '49. Taffy. 

If   I    Had   a   Thousand   Lives. 
If   You   Cared   for   Me   as   I  Care   for 

You. 

Meet   Me   In   Rose   Time,    Rosie. 
I'll  Be  Home  in  Harvest  Time. 
Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
When  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills  with  Rose. 

That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,  Yon 
Know. 

My  Dreams  of  the  U.  S.   A. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor  Bright.    I  Loves  You   Right. 
Would   Yon    Miss   Me? 
If  You  Were  Mine. 

Yon'll   Always  Be   Sweet   Sixteen  to Me. 

Dixie  and  the  Girl  I  Love. 
If  I  Should  Fall  in  Love  with  Yon. 
What  Will  Your  Answer  Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 

There  Never  Wu  a  Girl  Like  Yon. 
Somebody    I    Know      nd    Yon    Know, 

Too. 

When    the    Nightingale    Is     Nesting, 
Sweet  Irene. 

By  the  Old  Oaken  Bnckct,  Louise. 
It  Might  Have  Been. 
Girl   from  the  Golden   West. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are  You  Sincere? 

Don't  You  Understand,   Honey? 
Summer   Time's   the   Time. 
Won't  Yon  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 
I'm   Afraid   to   Come   Home    In   the 

Du.k. 

I    Miss    You   Like   the    Roses    Miss 
the  Rain. 

Smart* 
Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sing 

"Love     Me    and    the    World    Is 

Mine." 

When    It's    Moonlight
,    

Mary    Darl- 
ine,  'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arbor 
Shade. HENRY    B.    nrOBAjt. 

I  Never  Knew  I  Loved  You  "Till  Yon 
Said  Good-bye. 

Where  tbe  CatskUIs  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Son. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollle,  Com*  Jnmp  on  the  TrolUy. 
Among  tli*  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 
I'm     Longing    for    My     Old    Green Mountain   Home. 

Leno.-e. On     Bunker     Hill,     Where     Warren 
Fell. 

The  Holy  City. 

The    Little    Old     Red     School-hou*e 
On   the   Hill. 

There    Stands    a    Flag,    Let    Them 
Touch   It   If  They   Dare. 

LA   FINE. 

Will   Yon   Always   Call   Me   Honey? 
I    Wish    I    Had    a    Girl. 

Maybe    I    Was   Meant    for    Yon,    Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 

I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Yon. 
Base   Ball. 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    CO. 

All   Aboard   tor  a  Good  Old  Time. 
Hall   to   Hie   Boys  of   the   U.  S.   A. 
Mary   Blaine. 

My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    tbe    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  Yon. 
A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I   Love. 
Lear   Old   Comrade. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Chlld.iood. 
Hurrah    for   Uncle   Sam. 
Billy,    Dear. 
Sweet   Rosie  May. 
When    We    Listened    to   the   Chiming 

of    the    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's   Only   Me   in   My   Nightie. 
A    Yiddish   Cowboy. 

You'll    Be    Sorry    Just    Too    Late. 
Suiilxmnet     Sue. 
You'll    He   Horry   Just    Too    Lat*. Billy.    Dm*, 

CI1ll1lhiH.1l. 

Wont    Y011    Walt.    Nellie   Dear? 

Don't    Kvrr   Leave    Me,    Dolly. 
A    Little   Bit  ■>'   Sugar  Cane. 
Tru*   Heart. 
Hoses   Bring   Dream*  of  Yon. 

II. «.!     Hoo!     Ain't     Yon    Coming     Oat To-night. 

Just  Someone. 
Snntlago  Flynn. 

When   You   Wore  a  Pinafore. 
In   Monkey    Land. 
Dear  Old   East   Side. 
Won't   You  Be  My   Baby   Boy? 

Dear   Old   Comrade. 

EMPIRE    SLIDE    CO. 

My    Rosy   Rambler. 
It    Lookl    Like  a    Big   Night,    Tonight. 

I  Want  Someone  to  Call  Me  "Dearto." Sweet    Bunch    of    Daisies. 
Kalnbow. 

Tell    Me    Your    Dream    and    I'll    Tell 
Y'ou     Mine. 

Mnmly    Lane. 
Some    Day. 

Say    Not    Good-bye. 
HARRY     F.     STAINS     CO. 

Some  Day   When  Dreams  Come  True. 
Think  of  the  Girl   Down   Home. 

When    Summer    Tells    Autumn    Good- 

Bye. Take  Me  With   You  In  Yonr  Dream*. 
Walt    for   the   Rainbow,    Dearie. 
Swinging    On    the    Grapevine    Swing. 

She   Was  a   Soldier's  Sweetheart. Down   Where  the  Blue  Ohio  Flow*. 
Trading   Hearts. 

There's   a    Warm   Spot   in    My    Heart 
for   Tennessee. 

Let  Me  Crown  Yon  Queen  of  May. 

Lou  Dear,  We'll  Be  Happy  When  Our 
Dreams  Come  True. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 

ONLY  THE  BEST 
SONGS  ILLUSTRATED 

SEND  FOR  LIST CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Slide  Quality 
is  as  important  to  you  Mr.  Film  Renter  as 

FILM  QUALITY 
The  Best  SONG  SLIDES 

on  the  Market  are  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
I  20- I  22  W.  3  I  st  Street         -  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Send  for  Catalogue  of  over  300  Illustrated  Songs 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 
the  Moving  Picture  World  —  the 
representative  trade   newspaper 
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EDISON    FILMS 
NEW    FEATURE    SUBJECTS.    BOTH    READY    FOR    SHIPMENT    SEPTEMBER    2,    1Q08. 

HEARD    OVER    THE     PHONE 
SYNOPSIS  OF  SCENES: 

A  Cloudless  Sky. — Father  and  little  daughter 
gathering  flowers — Mother  fondly  watches  from  the 
porch — A  happy  family  group — Amid  beautiful  home 
surroundings. 
Making  an  Enemy. — Father  visits  the  stable — 

Finds  favorite  horse  lame — Blames  hostler — Hot 
words — Blows  follow — Hostler  summarily  discharged 
— Swears   vengeance. 

The  "Snake  In  the  Grass." — Father  about  to  de- 
part for  business — Wife  and  child  wave  "adieu" — 

Hostler  watches  from  under  cover — Wife  and  child 
at  his  mercy — Determines  to  steal  child. 

Hostler      Acts. — Father      gone — "Coast      clear" — 

Hostler  reconnoitres — In  an  ugly  mood — Climbs 

porch. Before  the  Storm. — Mother  and  child  in  sitting 
room — Mother  reading  to  child — Has  presentiment 
of    danger — Hears    footsteps — Rushes    to    'phone. 
At  Husband's  Office. — Husband  called  up — Is 

startled — Thinks  wife  unduly  alarmed — Tries  to 
allay  her  fears— Advises  calmness. 
A  Terrible  Ordeal. — Sudden  interruption — (.Wife 

drops  receiver) — A  masked  face  at  the  window — 
Husband  hears  crash  of  broken  glass — The  hostler's 
entrance  —  Wife's  scream  —  The  attack  —  Child's 
pleadings. 

As   In    a   Vision. — Husband    wrought   to   pitch   of 

madness — In  dreadful  agony — Powerless  to  move— 
Hears  every  word — Witnesses  as  in  a  vision  every 
scene  enacted. 

Mother  Love. — Husband  hears  wife's  frantic  ap- 
peals for  mercy — His  child's  prayers — The  curses 

and  denunciations  of  the  enraged  hostler. 

Suspense — Silence. — Hears  child's  cry  as  hostler 
secures  her — The  mother  going  to  the  rescue — The 
desperate  struggle— The  mother's  cry  as  she  re- 

gains her  child — Frenzy  of  enraged  and  baffled 
deamon — A  pistol  shot — The  mother's  dying  words 
as  she  crawls  to  the  'phone — The  child's  heart- 

rending sobs — Then  silence. 
No.  6373.  Code  Velonee.        Length,  575  fet 

A    COMEDY    IN    BLACK    AND    WHITE 
SYNOPSIS  OP  SCENES. 

The  Shades  of  Night. — A  big  harvest  moon  lights 
the  scene — On  a  leafless  tree  a  wise  old  owl  is 
perched — The  shadowy  outlines  of  a  cottage  are 
discerned — On  the  curtain  of  the  large  window 
Pa's  form  is  seen— Intent  on  the  "news" — A  moon- 

lit  lake   affords   a   background   for   the   action. 

"Romeo,  Where  Are  Thou?" — Seated  on  a  rustic 
bench  In  the  garden  a  dusky  maiden  awaits  her 
lover — The  laggard  arrives  anon  with  huge  bouquet 
— All  is  forgiven,  and  the  lovers  start  to  "bill  and 

II 

(SILHOUETTE    PICTURE.) 

coo" — But  Pa  has  "an  eye  to  windward"  and 
enters  an  objection — He  puts  his  protest  into  action 
— Brave  "Romeo"  waits  not  upon  the  order  of  his 
going,  but  makes  a  spurt — The  weeping  damsel  is 
led  into  the  house  and  severely  lectured. 

"Love  Laughs  at  Locksmiths." — At  stern  parents. 
too,  at  times — Swain  number  two  arrives  with  a 
larger  bouquet — Soft  signals  are  exchanged,  and  the 
happy  man  is  cautiously  let  in  by  his  inamorato — 
The  business  of  love  is  continued — Plainly  shown 
on  the  curtain — And  the  owl  still  blinks. 

"Music  .Hath  Charms." — So  thinks  the  nest   "ad- 

mirer," for  he  has  brought  his  banjo — Believing  his 
adored  one  asleep,  he  mounts  the  rain  barrel  and 
starts  a  serenade— But  he's  under  the  wrong  win- 

dow, for  Pa's  night  capped  head  appears — A  pall 
of  water  rewards  the  singer,  whose  uncertain  foot- 

ing lands  him  in  the  barrel. 
Pa  sees  the  light  below — Breaks  in  on  the  de- 

voted couple  and  stops  the  love  making — A  general 
"rough  house"  ensues — The  lover  is  thrown  out— 
And  the  weeping  maiden  is  laid  across  Pa's  knee, 
and  promises  to  never  have  a  beau  again. 
No.   6374.         Code,   Velours.  Length,    225   feet. 

Next  Subject,  "THE    DEVIL,"   An    Excellent   Dramatic  Subject No.  6375 Code,  VELOUTE 1000  feet  Approx.  Length Shipment,  September  9,  1908 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
$175.00 EDISON  IMPROVED  EXHIBITION    CICE  flfl 

MODEL    (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT)        -       01  JJlUU 

Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 
Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 

of  Improvements. 

UNDERWRITERS'   M0I?2L (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 
reduces  the  flicker  50% 
Approved   by   the   New   YorK   Board   of  Fire  Underwriters  and   the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 
Includes  among  other  Improvements,  a  new  Automatic  Shatter,  Improved  Lampheuse, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines,  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take-up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

EDISON   MANUFACTURING   CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,    lO    Fifth    Avenue  CHICAGO,    304    Wabash    Avenue 
Office  for  United  Kingdom :  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden.  LONDON,  N.  W.,  ENGLAND 

Selling    Agents  : 
P.   Lr.  WATERS,  41   E.  21st  St.,  New  York  GEORGE    BRECK,  550-554  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Dealers    in     all    Principal     Cities. 

We  desire  to  announce,  in  answer  to  many  inquiries,  that  our  FLICKERLESS,  AUTO- 
MATIC, NON-REWINDING  MACHINE  will  be  ready  for  delivery  on- or  about  Oct.  15. 

Since  exhibiting  the  first  complete  model  at  the  Convention  of  Film  Renters  in  the  Prince 
George  Hotel,  we  have  incorporated  several  new  and  important  features  which  we  could 
not  show  at  that  time  as  the  patents  had  not  been  granted.  As  it  was,  the  renters  all  pro- 

nounced it  the  coming  machine,  but  the  finished  article  will  be  almost  as  far  ahead  of  the 
first  model  as  it  was  ahead  of  all  competitors.  Our  experimental  work  has  now  been  com- 

pleted to  our  satisfaction  and  the  machines  are  being  pushed  to  completion.  We  have  the 
assurance  of  experienced  exhibitors  that  our  new  projecting  machine  will  be  the  king  of  them 
all,  and  we  will  not  make  deliveries  until  everything  has  been  tested  to  our  satisfaction. 
Orders  filled  in  rotation  as  received.  Yours  very  truly, 

AMERICAN  MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINE  CO.,  ">■*  Beekman  St.,  New  York  City 
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FILMS    OF    MERIT 
THIS     WEEK'S     ISSUE 

The  Daughter  of  the  Gypsy  35ft& 

The  Spiteful  Groom  iiS1^, 

FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO. 
Representing 

143  Em.  23d  St.  JE""""^ ?«  T      New  York  Cto 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
INDEPENDENT) 

has  got  the  service  YOU  want. 

Write,  wiret  or  call,  we  are  on  the  spot. 

159  N.  8th  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  342  Main  St.,  Norfolk, Va. 

Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60i  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j,  h.  HAliBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York    fully  guaranteed 
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GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 

at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers   of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

Johe  HAND 

ISSUE 
(See  Description  in  Film  Review) 

Length  500  Feet 

6*/?e  ISLE  OF  BORNHOLM A  Beautiful  Scenic  Picture 
Length  257  Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY 
NORDISK   FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents     All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  Film  will  be  protected  by  the  American  Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

KUeCpWC 
NEW  YORK 

662  SIXTH  AVE. 
CHICAGO 

52  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 
657  Washington  St., 

Boylston  Bldg. 

SEATTLE 
Mehlborn  Bldg. 

ST.  LOUIS 
523-4  Commercial  Bldg. 

5th  and  Oliver  Sts. 

MONTREAL,  CAN.      WINNEPEO  INDIANAPOLIS      DENVER 
La  Patrle  Bldg.     12  Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.    Boston  Bldg 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  3d  Avenue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

DBS  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prince  William  Street 

Stockton  Building 

SANANTONIO.TEX.        DALLAS.TEX.        LOS  ANOELES,  CAL. 
304  Conroy  Bldg.  405  Main  St.       369  Pacific  Electric  Bldg. 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 
ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving: 

Picture  Theatres 

MAIM   OFFICE : 

405   MAIN   STREET DALLAS,  TEX. 

BRANCH  OFFICE: 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special   Prices  on    our  New   Films 
and   Feature   Productions 
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Editorial. 

Ample  Supply  of  New  Subjects. 

The  manufacturers  of  films  under  the  Edison  patents 
are  determined  that  there  shall  be  no  cry  of  shortage  in 
the  supply  of  films  during  the  next  few  months.  It  is 
understood  that  before  the  close  of  the  present  month  at 
least  four  of  the  companies  will  have  added  one  issue 
per  week  to  their  present  output.  This  means  that  the 
combined  productions  of  the  eight  licensed  companies 
will  be  sixteen  issues  a  week.  These  increases  serve  to 
show  the  confidence  the  manufacturers  have  in  the  mov- 

ing picture  business  for  this  year.  We  hope  it  will  be 
fully  justified.  Since  last  June  the  business  has  been  far 
from  profitable  and  if  the  renters  can  successfully  handle 
the  increased  output  they  surely  will  be  able  to  put  some- 

thing in  the  bank  to  tide  them  over  the  next  Summer 
season.  One  thing  is  certain,  no  one  can  say  the  pictures 
are  not  coming  fast  enough. 

"  Smash    Down    and    Pulverize"   is 
Good  ! 

An'  when  the  war  began,  we  chased  the  bold,   bad  man. 
An'  we  made  the  bloomin'   film  trust  for  to  flee,   boys,   0! 
An'   we  marched  to  Rochester,  an'   trailed  the    monster  to  bis  lair, 
An'  we  tanght  'em  to  respec'  the  British  soldier. 

— "Barrack   Room  Ballads."      (With  apologies  to  Kipling.) 

A  publication  that  is  wildly  clamoring  for  "your  kind 
applause,  please"  in  moving  picture  circles  has  issued  a black  hand  manifesto  in  modified  form.  The  editor 
fiercely  attacks  the  Edison  and  Eastman  Kodak  Company 
interests  and,  wrapping  the  banner  of  freedom  about  his 

body,  sits  down  to  pen  these  stirring  words :  "Our  fight 
for  freedom  against  the  film  Trust — a  Trust  which  we 
pledge  ourselves  to  smash  down  and  pulverize."  That  is 
going  some,  "smash  down  and  pulverize."  How  the 
targets  for  this  onslaught  must  tremble  as  the  impend- 

ing fate  dawns  upon  them.  They  must  feel  some'  con- 
isolation,  however,  in  knowing  that  this  editor's  pen  is 
mightier  than  his  muscles,  for  in  such  an  event  he  would 

probably  have  the  objects  of  his  wrath  torn  "limb  from 
limb."  "Smash  down  and  pulverize!"  Reading  dime novels  must  have  stirred  the  fancy  of  our  sedate  friend 

Let   the   Guilty   be   Punished. 

Peculations  and  juggling  with  the  property  of  other 
people  is  getting  to  be  toe  common  in  the  film  busii 
and  it  is  high  tune  that  some  examples  should  bi 
with  tin'   severest  punishment  the  law  affords.     It  has 
been  a  common  occurrence  For    ome  employee  ol  a  film 
rental  house  to  steal  enough  supplies  to  start  in  the  busi- 

ness himself,  and  the  fact   that   man}    Buch  have  gone 
unpunished  has  had  a  demoralizing  effect  on  the  bu  in 
in  general.    At  the  present  tunc  the  Kleine  >  Optical  Co. 
have  a  case  in  hand,  Laemmle  and  other  Chicago  houses 
are  dealing  with  artful  dodgers  who  ran  a  rental  bureau 
in  Texas  on  "borrowed"   -lock,  and  the   Detroit   Film 
Exchange  are  the  victims  of  thieves.     Let  us  hope  that 
these  cUlpritS   will  be  speedily  and  severely   punished,  as 
an  object  lesson  to  others  that  this  business  is  not  so 
looseh   conducted  that  it  is  the  easy  prey  of  all  manner 
of  crooks. 

Pathe  'Will   Not   Invade   Rental 
Field. 

There  has  been  a  very  much  disturbed  condition  of 
affairs  in  the  ranks  of  the  Film  Service  Association  dur- 

ing the  past  ten  days.  The  situation  has  been  far  from 
assuring  and  the  future  has  had  a  most  gloomy  aspect 
for  many  of  those  who  take  interest  in  the  association. 
At  no  period  since  the  formation  of  the  F.  S.  A.  have 
the  members  betrayed  so  much  apprehension  for  its  wel- 

fare. This  has  been  due  to  the  declared  intention  of 
one  of  the  foremost  of  the  licensed  manufacturers  to 
engage  in  the  film  rental  business.  It  appears  that  the 
Pathe  company  became  aware  that  a  paying  outlet  could 
be  made  through  the  rental  field  for  surplus  prints  of 
old  subjects.  It  is  said  that  hundreds  of  thousands  of  feet 
of  such  subjects  have  neve/  been  exhibited  in  the  store 
shows  and,  in  many  respects,  they  are  better  than  some 
brand  new  subjects  of  the  present  day.  However  that 
may  be,  the  Pathe  people  saw  a  chance  to  get  the  money 
and  made  all  arrangements  to  go  after  it.  They  could 
not  sell  their  old  subjects  as  new  films  and  did  not  see 
sufficient  sales  under  the  clause  in  the  new  schedule  of 

the  licensed  manufacturers,  which  provides  for  a  nine- 
cent  rate  after  films  have  been  on  the  market  a  certain 
period.  Direct  dealings  with  exhibitors  seemed  to  be 
the  most  promising  method  and  arrangements  were  made 
accordingly.  The  New  York  headquarters  was  fitted  up 
with  a  rental  department  throughly  up-to-date  in  every 
respect  and  canvassers  were  put  on  the  road  to  drum 
up  trade.  Of  course  these  affairs  did  not  progress  very 
far  before  the  Film  Service  Association  men  realized  that 

their  interests  were  being  threatened  from  a  most  un- 
expected source.  In  most  business  circles  the  result  would 

be  called  a  panic.  In  many  quarters  there  was  intense 
indignation,  in  others  feverish  excitement,  and  in  many 
places  there  was  a  mixture  of  both,  in  addition  to  well 
defined  symptoms  of  dismay. 

Such  continues  to  be  the  condition  of  affairs  as  we  go 
to  press,  but  we  do  not  share  in  the  serious  apprehensions 
and  honestly  believe  that  before  the  next  issue  of  the 
Moving  Picture  World  makes  its  appearance  the  asso- 

ciation people  will  be  in  a  more  tranquil  state  of  mind. 
Some  of  the  association  people  say  the  Pathe  people 
have  stated  that  their  rental  operations  will  be  conducted 
only  in  such  quarters  as  will  make  the  scheme  a  factor  in 
successful  competition  with  the  Independents.  If  this 
statement  were  authentic  it  would  carrv  little  consolation 
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with  it.  Such  a  policy  could  not  be  looked  upon  by  the 
association  men  as  beneficial  to  their  interests.  It  must 

not  be  forgotten  that  many  exhibitors,  to  secure  the  ben- 
efit of  cheaper  rental  rates  during  the  Summer  season,  went 

from  the  association  men  to  the  Independents  and  the 
association  men  have  hopes  of  getting  most,  if  not  all, 
of  them  back.  What  chance  would  they  have  for  doing 
this  if  the  new  rental  promoters  should  cut  into  the  inde- 

pendent prices  on  the  "from  factory  to  house"  scale? 
The  regular  association  renters  do  not  and  cannot  depend 
upon  the  exhibitors  they  have  succeeded  in  holding,  but 
build  to  a  large  extent  upon  the  trade  they  hope  to 
recover,  and  which  they  cannot  recover  if  another  rate 
cutter  is  to  get  into  the  field. 

Such  a  view  of  the  situation  certainlv  justifies  appre- 
hension on  the  part  of  the  association  men ;  but  let  us 

look  at  another  side  of  the  question — a  side  which  seems 
to  have  reason  as  a  basis.  This  new  rental  scheme  seems 

to  us  too  sudden  in  creation  to  last  long.  We  honestly 
believe  that  when  they  embarked  upon  the  project  the 
Pathe  people  did  not  sufficiently  weigh  all  the  points  that 
bear  upon  it  and  that  if  they  can  be  induced  to  go  over 
the  situation  carefully  their  project  will  be  abandoned, 
or  at  least  reconstructed  so  that  it  can  work  no  possible 
injury  to  the  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association. 
The  whole  operation  as  it  has  thus  far  progressed  appears 
too  crude  to  contain  the  element  of  required  substan- 
tiability.  The  Pathe  people,  either  directly,  or  through 
any  subsidiary  concern,  have  never  allied  themselves  as 
renters  with  the  Film  Service  Association  and  in  the 
absence  of  this  could  only  engage  in  the  rental  business 
as  an  Independent.  This  would  be  so  antagonistic  to  the 
principles  and  interests  of  the  concern  as  one  of  the 
licensed  manufacturers  that  very  serious  complications 
would  most  certainly  result.  We  do  not  think  the  Pathe 
people  foresaw  this.  They  have  apparently  faithfully 
carried  out  all  their  obligations  both  to  the  lincensed 
manufacturers  and  the  Film  Service  Association  since 
the  existence  of  both  and  have  done  nothing  to  indicate 
that  they  were  disposed  to  deliberately  injure  the  one  or 
the  other.  Such  being  their  record  we  do  not  think  the 
Pathe  people  are  disposed  to  do  anything  that  is  unfair 
Much  could  be  said  on  this  subject  in  a  spirit  of  jus- 

tice and  reason,  but  no  matter  how  well  intended,  or  how 
much  it  might  be  justified,  it  would  possibly  lead  to  con- 

siderable unpleasant  feeling.  That  is  unnecessary  at  this 
time.  There  is  every  indication  that  there  has  been  an 
over-reaching  of  some  kind  and  within  another  week,  the 
rental  conditions  as  they  affect  the  interests  of.  the  Film 
Service  Association  will  be  in  much  more  gratifying  shape 
than  they  are  at  present.  After  viewing  the  situation 
from  all  standpoints  in  our  mind  we  cannot  come  to  any 
other  conclusion. 

Since  the  above  was  written  and  just  as  we  go  to 
press,  we  learn  that  Pathe  Freres  have  acceded  to  the 
requests  of  the  members  of  the  F.  S.  A.  to  keep  out  of 
the  rental  field.  A  special  messenger  dispatched  to  the 
office  of  Pathe  Freres  brings  back  the  official  confirmation. 

The  disturbance  created  did  some  good  after  all,  as  it 
proved  to  the  members  that  the  Film  Service  Association 
is  of  benefit,  and  the  incident  was  largely  instrumental  in 
holding  the  New  York  local  together. 

That  sound  like  the  falling  of  the  Flatiron  Building 

is  Miss  Liberty's  latest  champion  "smashing  and  pulver- 
izing"* the  film  trust.     (Just  as  likely  to  happen.) 

MOVING  PICTURE  DRAMA  FOR  THE  MULTITUD! 

Bj'  George  Ethelbert  Walsh. 

The  moving  picture  drama  furnishes  entertainment  for  tr 
millions,  literally  reproducing  comic,  tragic  and  great  even 
to  some  sixteen  million  people  a  week  at  a  nominal  cost  of 
nickel  or  a  dime.  The  effect  of  this  new  form  of  pictori; 
drama  on  the  public  is  without  parallel  in  modern  histor; 
for  it  more  graphically  illustrates  the  panorama  of  life  tha 
the  photographs  and  texts  of  the  daily  newspaper  and  ii 
trudes  upon  the  legitimate  theater  through  the  actual  dram 
tization  of  plays  that  have  had  a  good  run.  The  movin 
picture  drama  is  for  the  multitude,  attracting  thousands  wh 
never  go  to  the  theater,  and  particularly  appealing  to  th 
children.  In  the  poorer  sections  of  the  cities  where  inn 

merable  foreigners  congregate,  the  so-called  "nickelodeon 
has  held  pre-eminent  sway  for  the  last  year. 

All  of  this  has  been  developed  within  half  a  dozen  yean 
and  the  remarkable  growth  of  the  industry  is  due  to  the  per 
fection  of  the  biograph,  vitagraph,  kinetoscope  or  cinemato 
graph — whichever  name  the  moving  picture  machine  goes  b; 
— within  the  last  year  or  two.  Edison  first  invented  th 
moving  picture  machine,  but  he  did  not  perfect  it,  and  other: 
rushed  in  to  secure  patents  on  its  improvements  which  gav 
them  certain  protective  rights.  There  have  been  upward  o 
two  hundred  patents  taken  out  in  the  last  five  years  on  mov 
ing  picture  machines,  and  there  are  something  like  three- 

score names  applied  to  the  different  machines  in  use.  Thej 
are  all  essentially  the  same  in  at  least  one  respect — they  repro 
duce  enlarged  photographs  on  a  screen  at  such  a  rapid  ratt 
that  lifelike  action  of  the  actors  is  obtained  thereby.  The 
question  of  clearness  and  sharpness  of  outline,  the  speed  ol 
reproduction,  and  cost  of  operation,  concerns  only  the  differ- 

ent owners  of  the  patents,  and  not  the  public. 
The  improvement  of  the  biograph  so  that  strips  of  photo 

graphs  could  be  enlarged  and  reproduced  was  costly  at  first, 
and  the  exhibitions  were  made  chiefly  for  advertising  pur- 

poses. Large  photographs  had  to  be  taken,  and  the  cost  of 
a  strip  of  films  was  very  great.  Then  by  improving  the  mag- 

nifying lens  it  was  found  that  pictures  one-eighth  the  old 
size  could  be  made  equally  serviceable.  These  magnifying 
lenses  cost  all  the  way  from  $25  to  $100.  The  old  biograph 
driven  by  a  motor  had  to  take  and  reproduce  pictures  at  the 
rate  of  thirt3*  a  second,  but  the  modern  instrument  can  repro 
duce  equally  good  results  at  fifteen  per  second.  A  complete 
outfit  for  a  small  exhibition  hall  can  be  obtained  to-day  for 
$125,  but  from  this  the  cost  runs  up  to  almost  any  price 
desired. 

In  the  last  two  years  "nickelodeons"  or  moving  picture 
theaters  or  exhibition  halls  have  opened  in  nearly  every  town 
and  village  in  the  country,  and  every  city  from  the  Klondike 

to  Florida  and  from  "Maine  to  California  supports  from  two or  three  to  several  hundred.  Millions  of  dollars  have  been 
invested  in  the  shows,  and  it  is  estimated  that  on  an  average 
two  or  three  million  people  in  this  country  attend  the  shows 
every  day  in  the  week. 

The  large  companies  engaged  in  renting  the  films  for  these 
biograph  shows  are  chiefly  responsible  for  the  great  changes 
in  our  cheap  entertainment  halls.  These  companies  have 
invaded  nearly  every  department  of  life  to  secure  interesting 
photographs.  The  films  used  to-day  are  five-eighths  by  one- 
eighth  of  an  inch  in  size,  but  they  can  be  enlarged  200  times 
by  the  magnifying  lens  when  thrown  on  the  screen.  They 
are  projected  on  the  screen  and  each  separate  picture  is  held 
there  one-twentieth  of  a  second.  The  continuous  motion 
deceives  the  eye  and  produces  perfect  lifelike  action.  Where 
greater  speed  is  desired,  such  as  a  reproduction  of  an  auto- 

mobile race  or  a  fast  mail-train  in  motion,  the  speed  of  the 
machine  is  increased  until  the  eye  is  fairly  deceived  by  the 

performance. The  most  difficult  and  interesting  feature  of  the  industry  is 
getting  the  photographs.  In  this  work  intense  rivalry  exists 
between  the  different  film-renting  companies.  A  first-class 
set  of  films  becomes  a  valuable  asset,  and  it  is  in  demand  all 
over  the  country.  The  expense  to  the  companies  is  frequently 
enormous.  For  instance,  in  photographing  the  Teftries- 
Sharkey  fight  at  Coney  Island,  in  1899.  the  film  company 
which  secured  the  contract  took  toS.ooo  pictures  and  had  over 
seven  miles  of  film  to  exhibit.  Besides  paying  the  chief  ex- 

hibitors in  the  fight  a  large  sum.  the  film  company  had  to» 
go  to  great  expense  in  lighting  up  and  focusing  the  cameras 
for  the  work.  Yet  in  spite  of  the  thousands  of  dollars  thus 
spent,  the  investment  proved  a  financial  success. 

Mc.-t  remarkable  tricks  can  be  played  by  the  camera,  as 

every   photographer  knows,  but  for  reproduction   in  the   bio- 
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graph  these  tricks  an-  intensified  a  thousandfold  For  in- 
stance, the  building  of  a  skyscraper  within  a  lew  minutes  is 

a  feat  easily  accomplished  on  the  screen.     In  order  to  do  this 
a    camera    is    placed    in    position    when    the    foundations    begin, 

.  and  by  means  of  slow  tunc  exposure  extending  over  months 
an  exact  reproduction  of  the  building  can  be  projected  on  the 
screen,  occupying  less  than  ten  minutes  When  the  ..1,1  Star 
Theater  in  New  York  was  demolished  a  number  of  yeai 
a  camera  took  tune  exposure  pictures  of  the  operation,  and 
when  finished  it  was  possible  to  throw  on  the  screen  .1  perfeel 
reproduction  of  the  work.  The  theater  could  be  demolished 
within  five  minutes,  and  by  reversing  the  films  rebuilt  within 
the  same  period. 
The  Passion  Play  has  been  reproduced  by  the  machines, 

and  when  tirst  presented  in  Paris  it  proved  a  huge  success. 
In  this  country  it  has  met  with  equal  approval,  The  biograph 
man  is  everywhere,  and  almost  any  day  a  pedestrian  in  our 
crowded  streets  may  be  made  a  part  of  a  moving  throng  that 
flits  across  the  screen  to  entertain  immense  multitudes.  The 
Story  is  told  of  an  American  who,  while  watching  moving 
pictures  in  a  hall  in  Paris,  saw  a  reproduction  of  a    Broadway 
throng  at  the  noon  hour.  His  interest  in  the  old  familiar 

scene-  was  intensified  when  he  saw  his  own  face  and  figure 
in  the  crowd.  When  he  was  close  to  the  camera  he  was  still 
more  surprised  to  see  a  valuable  watch-charm  which  he  had 
always  worn  attached  to  his  fob  drop  and  disappear  from 
sight.  He  had  mourned  the  loss  of  this  jewel  for  several 
months,  but  had  no  idea  where  it  was  lost.  Then  out  of  the 
moving  throng  appeared  a  young  lady,  who  suddenly  stopped 
and  picked  up  the  charm  from  the  pavement.  The  man 
gasped  and  dropped  back  in  his  scat  when  lie  recognized  the 
features  of  the  woman  as  she  approached  closer  to  the  camera. 
A  few  weeks  later  he  recovered  his  watch-charm  after  he 
had  cabled  to  the  woman  to  ascertain  if  there  was  any  truth 
in  the  strange  coincidence  or  whether  it  was  all  fiction. 

To  secure  lifelike  exhibitions  of  strange  and  difficult  scenes 
the  film  renting  concerns  keep  a  corps  of  experts  engaged 
all  the  time.  One  part  of  their  work  is  to  arrange  theatrical 
groups  in  an  outdoor  theater  constructed  for  this  special  pur- 

pose. The  favorite  place  for  the  enactment  of  these  outdoor 
scenes  in  New  York  is  on  the  roof  of  some  tall  building 
where  there  is  little  danger  of  outside  interruption.  The  roof 
theater  is  provided  with  glass  screens  and  canvas  roof  to 
regulate  the  light.  Up  there  on  the  roofs  plays  are  being 
enacted  every  clear  day  with  no  audience.  Elaborate  scenery 
is  provided,  and  the  costumes  of  the  actors  are  in  many  cases 
as  accurate  in  detail  as  any  used  in  our  high-priced  plays. 
Historical  scenes  are  here  enacted,  and  many  popular  and 
classic  plays  arc  attempted.  The  actors  and  actresses  in  these 
plays  must  be  perfect  in  pantomime,  but  their  ability  in 
declamation  does  not  count.  The  comic  plays  produced  are 

the  most  popular.  The  average  audience  of  the  "nickelodeon" 
cares  more  for  the  comedy  and  opera  bouffe  than  anything 
else.  In  some  of  the  higher  class  plays  actors  of  high  stand- 

ing are  employed  during  the  day. 

The  demand  for  legitimate  picture  drama  is  growing,  and 
within  a  short  time  most  of  our  popular  plays  will  be  repro- 

duced in  the  "nickelodeon"  shortly-  after  they  have  had  a 
run  on  the  road.  More  than  this,  the  film  companies  are  de- 

veloping their  own  plays,  paying  experts  in  pantomime  to 
invent  plots  and  scenes  which  will  show  up  well  in  moving 
pictures.  In  Paris  this  work  has  reached  a  higher  develop- 

ment than  in  this  country.  A  considerable  class  of  expert 
pantomime  actors  depend  entirely  upon  the  film  companies 
for  their  living.  They  receive  all  the  way  from  $15  to  $40  a 
week  for  their  services.  Then,  too,  the  story  writer  comes 
in  for  a  share  of  the  profits  of  the  new  profession.  A  good 
story  suitable  for  moving  picture  reproduction  may  sell  from 
$5  to  $30  or  even  more.  The  story  is  not  written  out  in 
magazine  form,  but  is  a  brief  description  of  scenes  and  acts 
which  have  a  well-defined  plot.  Some  of  the  companies  are 
experimenting  with  the  phonograph  in  connection  with  the 
moving  pictures,  by  means  of  which  the  actors  in  the  scenes 
will  actually  speak  and  declaim  as  the  various  pantomime 
scenes  are  thrown  on  the  screen.  This  may  be  the  next 
development  in  this  method  of  furnishing  cheap  plays  for  the 
multitudes. 

Outdoor  scenes  are  also  in  demand,  and  these  must  be 
obtained  by  the  photographer  who  goes  forth  and  risks  life 
and  limb.  The  man  who  stands  in  front  of  a  fast  moving  train 
to  secure  films  invites  certain  risks  that  now  and  then  result 
disastrously.  The  man  who  is  run  over  by  a  train  is  not 
after  all  a  real  man.  By  means  of  a  little  trickery  with  the 
camera  he  appears  to  step  directly  in  front  of  the  engine,  but 
it  is  a  well-made-up  dummy  wdio  is  really  run  over.  Moving 
pictures  of  bear  fights  and  of  animals  ranging  the  wild  woods 

obtained  with  greal   difficulty,  and   when  good  film 
thus  procured  tin  >   are  frequently  used  foi   exhibition  before 

ntific  societies      A   swimming     >se  or  a  figh(   bet 
two  w  1 ! .  1  . mini. ils  is  of  no,  i udentt. 

A  M,,iiii  at  sea  with  tli,-  inevitable  shipwreck  may  be  imi- 
tated in  the  studio  of  the  profi  ssional,  but  frequently  the  pho 

l  usitania  ti  1  this  port  wa     phi  ihed  in  a     cries  1  ii 
iphi  1   faces  gi  eat  *\ai\:^  r  I  films  from  actual  life. 

lb.   photographing  ol  imp,. 1  taut  events  "i  the  d  other 
startling  feature  ol  tins  new  amusement  method      U 
ship  is  wrecked  on  thi  railroad  train  is  demolish,  d 
111    .1     great    accident    the    film    n  id     photo 
graphs  "i  some  impoi  taut   pai  t  of  it  it  of  the 
Hires  that  when  reproduced  on  the  screen  will  give  a  perfect 

lifelike  bird's  eye  view  "I  the  notable  event.  The  building 
of  great    bridges   and   tin     construction   of  tower   I  -Tap- 

ers   are    made    the    subject     ,,f    moving    pictures,       One    cannot 
question  the  value  of  such  pictures  in  preserving  tor  all  time 
views  of  important  engineering  and  structural  w 

In    France    they    ha\   -U-d    in    a    was     111    col., ring    the 

films   so   that    wlu-n    projected    upon    tl  n    the    lifelike 
movements  arc  -really  improved.  These  colored  lilms  are 
now  used  in  many  of  the  higher  priced  places  of  amusement, 
but  they  cost  something  like  50  per  cent,  more  than  the  ordi- 

nary black  and  white  ones.  Court  room  scenes  of  noted  trials 
arc  reproduced  today  in  moving  pictures  SO  that  the  public 
can  get  perfeel  views  of  the  actors  in  these  ̂ reat  events. 
Photographs  of  great  singers  and  artists  in  grand  opera  are 
made  at  a  considerable  expense,  s, ,  that  it  is  only  a  matter 
of  a  few  cents  for  the  poorest  to  view  Caruso.  Kaincs,  Xordica 
or  other   prima    donnas   in    their   great    roles   on    tl  It 
brings  grand  opera  in  a  way  down  to  the  level  of  the  poorest, 
and  when  we  consider  the  perfect  reproduction  of  the  voices 
in  the  modern  phonograph  and  graphophone  there  seems  to 
be   little  left  to  be  desired. 

The  employment  of  the  moving  picture  exhibition  for  in- 
structive purposes  is  also  quite  extensive.  Travel  pictures  are 

popular  methods  of  lecturers.  Views  of  a  country  from  the 
observation  car  of  a  moving  train  carry  one  through  Kurope 
and  America.  One  can.  for  a  few  cents,  view  panoramic 
pictures  of  the  famous  canals  of  Venice  with  all  their  throngs 
of  moving  boats  and  people,  or  take  a  trip  through  the  canals 
of  Holland,  or  see  the  market  places  of  the  great  European 
centers.  From  the  deck  of  steamers  one  gets  moving  pictures 
of  the  coast  of  Greenland.  Iceland  or  the  islands  of  the  South 
Pacific.  Even  the  growth  of  plants  and  flowers  is  observed. 
By  time  exposures  extending  over  months  it  is  possible  to 
reproduce  exactly  within  a  few  minutes  the  budding  and  flowr 
ering  of  plants.  Oranges  spring  from  the  flower  and  turn 
into  golden  fruit  while  you  wait,  or  apples  come  into  exist- 

ence like  magic  on  the  trees  which  a  few  moments  before 
were  bare  and  leafless.  There  is,  in  fact,  hardly  a  field  which 
has  not  been  exploited,  and  the  use  of  the  moving  pictures 
increases  every  year  as  the  experts  study  new  methods  and 
ways  of  securing  films. 
The  average  expense  of  running  one  of  these  halls  for  ex- 

hibiting moving  pictures  is  placed  from  $150  to  $250  a  week, 
the  greatest  single  item  being  for  rent  of  hall  and  the  next 
for  wages  of  manager  and  assistants.  The  rent  of  the  films 
runs  as  low  as  $50  a  week  for  two  changes  of  reels  a  week, 
and  the  cost  of  the  projecting  machine  is  as  low  as  $10  and 
$15  a  week.  The  actual  cost  of  reproducing  costly  drama  and 
important  scenes  of  the  day  is  thus  more  dependent  upon 
the  rent  of  buildings  and  wages  of  employees  than  upon  the 
films  and  machines  which  are  responsible  for  their  exhibition. 
The  held  thus  offers  golden  opportunitiees  for  those  who  can 
induce  the  multitudes  to  pay  their  nickels  and  dimes  to  wit- 

ness up-to-date  entertainments.— Saturday  Glebe. 

A  chappie  with  heretic  views 
And  some  people  he  wished  to  abuse, 

Said,  "I"  be  d   d  if  I   do 

And  be  d   d  if  I  don't, 
So  I'll  publish  my  own  little  Xcws." 

Crickets,  by  the  million,  invaded  Rushville,  Ind.,  one  day 
last  week.  Stores  were  closed  early  and  the  moving  picture 
show  temporarily  put  out  of  business  by  the  pests  which 
swarmed  over  the  machine. 

Why  not   send   your  Subscription    now? 

Six  Months,  $1.00;   One  Year,  $2.00. 
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Rockford,  111. — The  Cascade,  a  moving  picture  theater,  has 
thrown  its  doors  open  to  the  public. 

San  Jose,  Cal. — The  Unique  has  added  the  cameraphone  to 
its  regular  show  of  motion  pictures. 

Fargo,  N.  D. — "The  Bijou,"  a  moving  picture  theater,  re- 
opened after  being  a  dark  house  for  a  month. 

Kewanee,  111. — C.  P.  Streber  has  opened  a  moving  picture 
theater  in  the  Merritt  building,  on  Tremont  street. 

Dubuque,  la. — The  "Star,"  a  new  moving  picture  theater, 
has  begun  operations  on  the  west  side  of  Main  street. 

Nevada,  la. — The  Electric  Theater  is  the  name  of  a  new 
amusement  house  which  has  been  opened  for  the  public. 

Orange,  Tex. — The  Vaudette  is  a  new  moving  picture  thea- 
ter, opened  last  week  by  Messrs.  H.  Thomas  and  Sam  Combs 

New  Orleans,  La. — Manager  Dowling  has  contracted  for 
the  Cameraphone  as  the  leading  attraction  at  the  Winter 
Garden. 

Americus,  Ga. — With  subjects  like  "Damon  and  Pythias" 
and  "East  Lynne,"  the  Opera  House  is  drawing  record audiences. 

Nevada,  la. — Fred  H.  Klove  has  fitted  up  the  Briggs  room, 
on  Lyon  street,  and  has  opened  a  moving  picture  and  vaude- 

ville house. 

Milwaukee,  Wis. — Manager  Saxe  of  the  Lyric  Theater, 
Third  and  Grand  avenue,  has  secured  the  Milwaukee  rights 
for  the  cameraphone. 

Taunton,  Mass. — The  Scenic  Temple,  under  the  manage- 
ment of  the  New  England  Amusement  Company,  opened 

again  on  Labor  Day. 

Cambridge  City,  Ind. — Messrs.  Davis  &  Harris,  proprietors 
of  the  Theatorium,  have  opened  a  new  moving  picture  theater 
in  the  Red  Men's  block. 

Sault  Ste.  Marie,  Mich. — Gianakura  Brothers  have  purchased 
from  Tony  Travers  the  Lyric  Moving  Picture  Theater,  in  the 
Newton  building,  on  Ashmun  street. 

Hebron,  Neb. — Messrs.  Leach  &  Gaylord  have  rented  the 
Frame  building,  on  Lincoln  avenue,  and  are  having  it  fitted 
up  for  a  moving  picture  theater. 

Vincennes,  Ind. — The  Electric  Theater,  which  has  been 
closed  during  the  month  of  August  on  account  of  the  hot 
weather,  has  again  opened  its  doors  to  the  public. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — Abraham  L.  Levis  has  purchased  the 
property  at  508  South  street,  from  Nathan  Snellenburg,  for 
$12,250,  as  the  site  for  a  large  moving  picture  theater. 

Little  Rock,  Ark. — The  Dreamland,  a  moving  picture  show, 
located  on  Main  street,  will  be  opened  to  the  public  about 
September  15.     Alderman  J.  W.  Enlow  is  the  owner. 

The  Electric  Theater  Supply  Co.,  of  Philadelphia,  Pa., 
have  removed  from  47  North  Tenth  street  to  more  commo- 

dious quarters  across  the  street- — 44  North  Tenth  street. 

Jennings,  La. — Wonderland  is  having  a  fine  run  of  patron- 
age from  all  classes  of  people  and  Mr.  Achee,  the  proprietor, 

is  well  satisfied  with  the  prospects.  Every  Wednesday  night 
a  prize  is  awarded  to  the  holder  of  the  lucky  ticket. 

Marysville,  Cal. — The  Grand  Theater  is  exceedingly  popu- 
lar with  the  public,  not  only  on  account  of  the  excellent 

programmes  but  because  everything  is  done  for  the  comfort 
of  its  patrons,  even  to  forced  draught  which  ensures  pure 
air  all  the  time,  a  feature  which  should  be  followed  by  others. 

Elyria,  O. — Messrs.  Beebe  &  Schatzer  started  the  Bijou 
here  on  June  1,  running  two  reels,  changed  three  times  a 
week.  No  vaudeville  or  extras  are  given,  but  a  good,  clean 
show  conducted  in  a  first  class  manner,  and  they  report 
that  business  is  good. 

G.  A.  Metcalfe,  356  Willard  street,  San  Francisco,  Cal., 
has  opened  at  that  address  a  finely  equipped  moving  picture 
machine    repair    shop.      Exhibitors   on   the    Pacific    slope    will 

no   doubt   appreciate   the   opportunity  of  having  their  repairs 

made  on  short  notice  by  an  expert.     Mr.  Metcalfe  also  buys, 
sells   and   exchanges   all   makes   of   machines. 

The  Centaur  Film  Mfg.  Co.,  of  900  Broadway,  Bayonne, 
N.  J.,  inform  us  that  they  have  received  very  encouraging 
orders  for  their  film  "A  Cowboy  Escapade,"  which  is  to  be 
released  on  September  15.  As  the  first  production  of  a 
new  concern,  this  film  takes  a  very  high  rank,  and  as  they 

have  taken  as  their  watchword  "Quality,  not  Quantity,"  we 
look  forward  to  seeing  some  good  things  from  their  studio 
in  the  future. 

Denver,  Col. — The  Cameraphone  Theater  opened  last  week 
on  a  scale  of  magnificence  that  eclipses  anything  hitherto 
seen  in  this  city.  The  exterior  illumination  is  a  feature 
Thousands  were  probably  attracted  merely  by  the  light,  and 
the  cosy  new  theater  could  have  been  filled  even  if  it  were 
treble  the  size,  so  eager  seemed  the  public  to  gain  admittance. 
Although  a  great  deal  of  money  was  spent  on  the  exterior, 
the  interior  was  not  overlooked.  Plush  velvet  carpets  have 
been  placed  on  the  floor  and  staircases,  while  the  walls  are 
decorated  in  red  and  gold.  There  are  numerous  attaches  in 
bright  uniforms,  and  every  conceivable  comfort  has  been 
provided   for  the  patrons. 

Natchez,  Minn. — Friday,  September  4,  1908,  marked  the  first 
anniversary  opening  of  the  "Star  Continuous  Show,"  of  this 
city.  The  handsome  little  theater  has  been  entirely  re- 

modeled and  beautified  and  is  without  a  doubt  one  of  the 
handsomest  of  its  class  and  size  in  the  South;  has  played  to 
capacity  business  since  its  opening  a  year  ago — seating 
capacity  200.  First  run  association  films  are  used  and  features 
of  sketches  and  illustrated  songs  by  Moe  H.  Goodman,  man- 

ager, are  the  daily  run.  The  anniversary  opening  day  at- 
tractions were:  Two  illustrated  songs  by  the  Military 

"Dusty"  Quartette,  composed  of  the  "Callon  Bros."  vocal 
two,  and  M.  H.  Goodman,  lead.  Feature  pictures  were: 

Selig's  "Road  to  Ruin,"  Vitagraph,  "The  Discoverers"  and 
"William  J.   Bryan."     Banner  day;    1.500   paid  admissions. 

Lake  Charles,  La. — Ed  Brewer,  formerly  operator  of  the 
moving  picture  apparatus  at  the  Imperial  Theater,  has  leased 

the  building,  726  Ryan,  formerly  known  as  the  People's  Thea- ter, and  will  open  a  high  class  moving  picture  show  under 
the  name  of  the  Orpheum.  Brewer  is  one  of  the  best  known 
operators  in  the  show  business,  owns  the  finest  and  latest 
improved  machine  made  and  is  in  close  touch  with  the  lead- 

ing film  makers  of  the  world.  He  expects  to  give  the  people 
of  Lake  Charles  a  moving  picture  entertainment  of  a  higher 
grade  than   ever  before  seen  here. 
Lake  Charles,  La. — The  S.  R.  O.  sign  has  been  displayed 

nightly  at  the  Imperial  moving  picture  show  for  some  time. 
One  reason  is  that  it  has  been  the  only  show  open  for  sev- 

eral weeks,  but  the  main  reason  is  that  Manager  Sherman  is 
noted  all  over  the  city  for  his  determination  to  please  every 
one  and  with  a  daily  change  of  good  high  class  pictures  the 

patrons  are  getting  their  money's  worth.  Another  new  thea- ter, the  Pastime,  under  the  management  of  J.  P.  Pittman, 
opened  last  week  to  good  business  and  competition  is  now 
keen. 

These  three  shows,  the  Imperial.  Pastime  and  Orpheum. 
are  the  equals  of  those  in  any  city  of  similar  size  (17.000 
population).  The  Imperial,  at  815  Ryan  street,  is  owned  by 
Jos.  Santos,  who  has  shows  also  at  Beaumont.  Tex.,  and 
Port  Arthur,  Tex.  The  proprietor  of  each  place  has  gone 
in  for  the  best  in  everything,  and  if  they  get  together  and  do 
not  try  to  outdo  each  other  in  needless  competition,  it  is 
likely  that  all  of  them  will  make  a  good  profit  for  their 
owners  during  the  coming  season. 

NEWLY  INCORPORATED  COMPANIES. 

Madison.  Wis. — Articles  of  incorporation  have  been  filed 
in  the  office  of  Secretary  of  State  Frear  for  the  Majestic 
Amusement  Company.  Madison,  with  a  capital  stock  of 
$50,000.  The  incorporators  are  E.  F.  Biederstaedt  and  Otto 
Bicdcrstaedt,  of  Madison,  and  Herman  O.  Neidner.  of  Mil- waukee. 

Butte,  Mont. — The  Interstate  Amusement  Company  has 
been  formed  to  operate  a  string  of  moving  picture  houses 
in  Deer  Lodge,  Marysville,  East  Helena.  Boulder  and  Walk- 
crville.  The  proprietors  are  L.  Blackburn  and  C.  E.  Humph- 

reys, of  Butte,  who  will  incorporate  the  company.  The  Deer 
Lodge   theater  is  now  open. 

Illinois  Cameraphone  Company,  First  National  Bank  build- 
ing, Chicago;  to  manufacture  moving  pictures  and  singing 

machines:  capital.  $12,000.  Incorporators:  Wilson  D.  Reid, 
Thomas  Lewin,  N.  G.  Coynbear. 
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LUBIN'S  PALACE. 
Unquestionably    the    largest    and    most    elaborate    moving 

picture    theater    in    the    world     Lubin's    Palace,    on    Market 
et,  below  Thirteenth     was  opened  to  the  public  last  wick 

Several    thousand    persons    filled    the    sidewalk    for    an    hour 
before   the   initial   performano  day   long  the   house 

crowded.    The  theater  is  an  ornate,  thoroughly    firep 
building,   erected   at   a   cost   of  $132,000,   upon   -round   which 
commands  a  price,  it  is  said,  i.4  $665,000,     The  architects  ai 
ranged  it  so  that  it  comfortably   seats  800  persons,  and  the 
present  plan  of  the  management  is  to  give  a  dozen   p 
ances  a  day, 

FILM  SERVICE  FOR  OKLAHOMA. 

For  an  industry  that  is  practically  new  in  Oklahoma  City, 
the  .Monarch  Film  Exchange,  rooms  201-203,  at  [32  West 
Second  street,  is  a  pennant  winner.  Established  only  a  short 
time  ago,  hardly  long  enough  to  become  acquainted  with  all 
who  use  their  merchandise,  this  little  store  is  now  supplying 
a  want  just  a  little  short  of  remarkable. 

Heretofore  moving  picture  managers,  machine  repairers 
and  kindred  patrons  nave  been  compelled  to  do  business  with 
merchants  in  Kansas  City,  Dallas,  St.  Louis  and  Chicago. 
Now,  however,  everything  good  in  films,  machine  parts,  re- 

pairs and  supplies  are  included  in  the  Monarch  Exchange 
stock  at  easy  reach,  with  over  300  reels  of  new  subjects. 

"It  has  been  our  endeavor,  and  we  have  succeeded  mag- 
nificently, to  make  this  store  one  of  the  best  of  its  kind  in 

the  Southwest,"  said  C.  D.  Struble,  manager.  "I  am  sure  we 
have  all  the  goods  necessary  to  supply  a  commercial  want 
of  this  description.  That  we  will  satisfy  the  buyer  there  is 
not  a  particle  of  doubt,  and  that  we  will  develop  a  trade  by 
conscientiously  endeavoring  to  please,  is  equally  indisputable. 
The  business  we  have  been  doing  wholly  justifies  a  prophecy 

that  the  store  is  a  success." — Oklahoma  City  Times. 

TALKING    PICTURES. 

The  continued  success  with  which  the  Actologue  Talking 
Picture  Companies  have  been  meeting  has  compelled  The 
National  Film  Company,  of  Detroit,  to  enlarge  upon  its  work 
to  meet  the  Winter  demand.  Already  fifteen  companies  are 
in  active  operation  and  their  large  rehearsal  hall  is  alive  and 
active  twelve  hours  a  day.  There  is  no  one  more  ably 
situated  to  handle  this  demand  and  a  competent  corps  of 
workers  are  kept  busy  at  all  times.  A  repertoire  of  nearly 
one  hundred  playlets  are  now  owned  by  them  and  still  the 
work  continues  with  a  spirit  that  is  equalled  only  by  the 
insistent  call  for  them.  The  gratifying  results  are  solely 
the  reward  of  merit,  the  result  of  success,  and  the  growth 
indicates  that  the  popularity  is  on  the  rise  to  hold  a  high 
place  in  the  amusement  circles  for  all  time  to  come.  The 
reasons  are  apparent,  carefully  written  dialogue  prepared 
with  a  view  to  live  and  carefully  trained  actors  with  a  view 
to  please  and  impress  and  carefully  worked  out  effects  with 
a  view  to  fulfill  the  illusion. 

SIGNS    OF   THE   TIMES. 

September  has  arrived  and  her  first  week,  as  it  has  thus 
far  progressed,  has  been  very  gratifying  to  the  moving  pic- 

ture people.  In  almost  every  other  line  of  industry  and  trade 
complaints  of  poor  business  are  heard.  It  cannot  be  claimed 
that  a  boom  has  already  started  in  the  moving  picture  busi- 

ness. Such  is  certainly  not  the  case.  In  almost  every  quar- 
ter of  that  line  of  business,  nevertheless,  there  are  indica- 

tions and  evidences  of  an  improvement  in  business.  An 
observer  cannot  fail  to  see  that  the  manufacturers,  renters 
and  exhibitors  manifest  a  greater  confidence  and  a  more 
expansive  cheerfulness  now  than  they  have  at  any  other 
time  since  the  Summer  season  set  in.  One  of  the  reasons 
for  this  is  the  vigorous  start  all  the  theaters  of  the  cities 
have  made.  We  mean  by  this  the  regular  theaters.  All  the 
managers  report  attendances  of  the  most  gratifying  character. 
An  early  Fall  has  given  them  a  substantial  lift.  This  may 
be  construed  by  some  as  a  pun,  but  it  is  no  less  a  fact.  The 
Summer  resort  people  with  long  privileges  paid  for  in  ad- 

vance on  their  hands  are  getting  the  squeeze.  The  past  two 
or  three  weeks  have  been  in  favor  of  the  home-coming  and 
the  cool  weather  has  been  an  excellent  press  agent  for  the 
city  theatrical  manager.  The  same  conditions  that  favor  the 
regular  theaters  favor  the  nickelodeons,  hence  the  line  of 
business  to  which  we  particularly  devote  our  attention  is 
entering  auspiciously  upon  what  we  honestly  believe  will  be 
the  most  prosperous  years  in  the  history  of  the  business. 
During  the  past  week  many  evidences  confirming  this  view 
have   manifested   themselves   in   a   most  gratifying  manner. 

1  ii.m  RENTERS  VICTIMS  OF  THIEVES. 

I     l>     Wheelan,    oi    the    Wheelan  Lopei     Film    Company, 

las,  Tex.,  and   1  urtis    Lewellin  appointed  re- 
ers  in  the  ca  Craw- 

Film    Exchange,  th<    Royal    Film  Service,  thi     Vm< 
Film    Exchange,   1  Dockstader    Film    Agency, 

   1  1 1 1 1,1  institution  1  he  petit  ion  filed  by  plaint- 
iffs in  sun  in  the  Fourty  fourth  District  <  ourt,  mentions  the 

names  of  I.  V  Harrison,  I  X.  Harrison  &  Co.,  Monroe  liar- 
ri  ion,  Malcolm  l  farrisi  m,  \1  II.  Han  isi  m,  .1.  M,  Han 
Harrison  Bros.,  Harrison  Bros.  &  Wise,  and  man]  •  1  li«-r 
combinations  of  names  and  titles  among  which  is  the  Dock- 

stader Film  Service,  which  has  been  operating  at  [50  South 
i  street.  Dallas,  Tex. 

The  Laemmle  Film  Service-,  which  are  the  heaviest  losers, 
claims  that  the  Dallas  i   panj  has  been  operating  ex- 

clusively on  goods  supplied  by  the  Chicago  concerns  without 

paying  there? 
The  plan  is  alleged  to  be  to  establish  moving  picture  shows, 

rent  films  from  the  Chicago  houses,  never  making  returns, 
and  after  using  the  views  shipping  them  to  Dallas  and  (lis 
posing  of  them,  still  without  making  returns.  It  is  known 
that  the  Dallas  company  operated  shows  at  Wichita  balls, 
Brownwood  and  other  points. 
The  Chicago  concerns  claim  to  have  lost  $30,000  in  the 

deals  and  declare  that  in  addition  to  the  civil  action,  prose- 
cutions  will   follow. 

Last  March,  or  prior  to  that  time,  there  were  opened  at 
Brownwood  and  Wichita  Falls,  Tex.,  theaters  or  moving 
picture  shows,  under  the  name  of  the  Majestic  Theaters. 
The  men  who  operated  them  were  Monroe  Harrison,  I.  N. 
Harrison,  Ralph  Wise,  Harrison  &  Wise,  and  Harrison  Bros. 
As  the  story  goes,  film  service  was  started,  first  with  the 
Laemmle   Film  Service,  of  Chicago. 
Things  rocked  along,  until  finally  the  Laemmle  folks  not 

hearing  from  the  Wichita  Falls  people,  got  to  investigating. 
Then  it  was  found  that  the  same  trouble  had  been  expe- 

rienced by  other  firms  which  supplied  moving  picture  films. 
Tn  a  nut-shell,  it  was  discovered  that  something  like  300 

different  films,  song  slides,  etc.,  were  tied  up  and  no  further 
record  of  them  after  having  been  sent  to  West  Texas  could 
be  found.  On  an  average  the  reels  of  film  were  worth  $100 
each,   representing  about  $30,000  worth   of  property. 

Pretty  soon  there  was  opened  in  Dallas,  in  addition  to  the 
one  or  two  film  exchanges  already  there,  a  supply  house 
undej  the  name  of  the  Dockstader  Film  Exchange.  This 
advice  was  given  the  Laemmle  people,  together  with  a  de- 

scription of  the  films  the  firm  was  furnishing  its  customers. 
Then  it  was  that  Chicago  got  busy.  Mr.  H.  A.  Fleckles,  a 

Chicago  lawyer,  was  sent  to  Texas  with  instructions  to  work 
up  evidence  in  the  case  and  find  where  the  moving  pictures 
had  gone  to  and  what  was  being  done  with  them.  First  he 

went  to  Wichita  Falls.  He  wasn't  known,  of  course,  but  he 
recognized  Laemmle's  pictures  in  the  shows  there.  He  did 
the  same  thing  at   Brownwood. 
Then  he  came  to  Dallas.  Here  he  met  J.  D.  Wheelan, 

who  is  himself  the  manager  of  a  film  exchange,  and  who 
had  been  doing  a  little  quiet  investigating  on  his  own  hook. 
He  also  met  another  man  here  who  runs  a  moving  picture 
show  and  who  had  discovered  a  film  exchange  which  would 
supply  him  with  pictures  a  whole  lot  cheaper  than  the  regu- 

lar houses.  This  man  was  a  bit  leary,  however,  and  did  not 
hook  up  with  the  new  firm,  although  several  overtures,  it  is 
said,  were   made. 

Fleckles  knew  that  his  firm  had  a  very  valuable  series  of 

pictures  entitled  "Ali  Baba  and  the  Forty  Thieves,"  which was  among  the  missing  ones  traced  as  far  as  Wichita  Falls. 
Fleckles  is  astute  and  he  loves  a  joke,  so  he  saw  an  oppor- 

tunity to  frame  up  a  good  one  in  addition  to  securing  the 
very  evidence  he  wanted. 

"Here,"  he  said  to  the  moving  picture  man,  "you  go  up  to 
this  place  and  see  if  you  can  get  this  film — it  is  very 

applicable." 

The  man  got  it  and  it  was  all  off,  but  not  before  an  effort 
was  made  to  get  the  reel  back  again.  When  the  picture 
man  started  down  the  street  with  the  long  film  under  his 
arm,  an  emissary  from  the  exchange  followed  him,  saw  where 

he  went,"  and  after  he  came  out  offered  him  his  money  back if  he  would  return  it.  It  was  too  late,  however,  because 

Fleckles  had  the  reel  and  wouldn't  give  it  up. 
Mr.  Fleckles  lost  no  time  in  bringing  action  against  the 

fraudulent  exchange.  The  appointment  of  the  receiver  means 
that  all  the  Eastern  film  exchanges  will  be  able  to  recover 
their  property,  which  they  have  been  striving  to  do  for 
many  months,   as  the   receivers  have  notified   all   express   of- 
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fices   of  the  action  of  the   court,   and   that   they   must   deliver 
all   films  consigned  to  the   company  into   their  hands. 

In  addition  to  the  civil  action,  search  warrants  were  sworn 
out,  much  property  identified  by  Mr.  Fleckles  from  descrip- 

tions in  his  possession  as  belonging  to  some  of  the  several 
plaintiff  firms,  was  found  and  taken  possession  of. 

THE  HALLBERG  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER. 

Our  contemporary,  the  Billboard,  which  occasionally  makes 
note  of  motion  picture  affairs,  publishes  the  following  ap- 

preciation  of  the   Hallberg  Electric   Economizer    : 

In  designing  and  placing  the  automatic  Electric  Economizer  on  the  market 
several  important  points  had  to  be  considered,   which  are  as  follows: 

1.  Efficiency. 
2.  Power  factor. 
3.  Greatest  possible  economy. 
4.  Absence  of  heat,  noise  and  smell. 
5.  Regulation. 
0.   Reliability   and  lasting  qualities. 
7.   Safety   against  fire. 
S.   Patent   infringement   and   protection. 
9.  Manufacturing  costs;  and, 

10.   General   advantages. 
The  efficiency  of  the  Economizer  is  the  highest  obtainable,  because  there 

are  no  air  gaps  in  the  iron  core,  which  would  require  an  extra  amount  of 
copper  wire  to  force  the  magnetism  over  such  air  gaps,  as  is  the  case  with 
choke   coils   and   similar   current   saving    devices. 

The  power  factor  of  the  Economizer  is  about  SO  per  cent,  on  all  voltages, 
whereas  the  power  factor  of  all  choke  coils  and  similar  devices  is  only  about 
40  per  cent,  on  110  volts,  20  per  cent,  on  220  volts,  and  not  over  10  per  cent, on  440  volts. 
The  commercial  advantage  of  the  SO  per  cent,  power  factor  of  the  Econ- 

omizer, as  compared  with  the  40,  20  and  10  per  cent,  power  factors  of  other 
current-saving  devices,  is  represented  by  the  smaller  capacity  and  size  fuse 
required  for  one  moving  picture  lamp  operated  with  40  to  50  amperes  for 
110  volts,  12-ampere  fuse  for  220  volts  and  6-ampere  fuse  for  440  volts, 
whereas  all  choke  coils  would  require  a  50-ampere  fuse  on  all  voltages. 
What  does  this  mean  to  the  operator?  It  means  that  he  never  has  to  handle 
over  45  volts   in  the  lamp  house,   no   matter  what  the   line  voltage   may  be. 
When  the  Economizer  is  installed  it  is  absolutely  unnecessary  to  use  any 

part  of  a  rheostat  or  choke  coil  in  series  with  the  moving  picture  lamp,  and 
the  following  current  saving  with  the  Economizer  in  place  of  the  rheostat 
is  absolutely  guaranteed:  62  to  70  per  cent,  on  100  to  125-volt  circuits,  SO  to 
So  per  cent,  on  200  to  260  volts,  and  90  to  92  per  cent,  on  choke  coils,  re- 

active coils,  inductive  or  inductance  coils.  As  the  Economizer  cannot  vibrate 
it  can   never  wear  out. 
The  regulating  quality  of  the  Economizer  is  wonderful  as  compared  with 

the  rheostat,  or  any  other  current-saving  device.  The  Economizer  keeps  the 
arc  in  the  lamp  house  practically  steady,  even  though  the  line  voltage  should 
fluctuate  up  or  down  between  100  and  115  volts.  The  Economizer  is  the 
only  current-saving  device  for  moving  picture  lamps  which  does  not  cause 
flickering,  and  change  of  candle-power  in  all  electric  lamps  in  the  neigh- 

borhood of  moving  picture  theaters,  when  the  moving  picture  lamp  is  switched 
on  or  off.  The  managers  of  electric  lighting  companies  will  soon  be  forced 
to  order  moving  picture  lamps  to  be  put  on  a  device  similar  to  my  Economizer 
in  order  to  stop  flickerings  of  the  lamps  of  other  consumers  on  their  system. 
The  Economizer  is  practically  indestructible,  and  is  a  most  reliable  device, 

which  can  be  used  for  the  control  of  moving  picture  lamps.  It  is  impossible 
to  burn  out  the  windings  of  the  Economizer,  as  it  is  designed  and  built  to 
stand  a  dead  short  circuit  for  an  indefinite  period  without  any  danger  on 
account  of  overheating  or  blowing  of  the  fuses.  This  feature  is  very  im- 

portant, and  the  Hallberg  Economizer  is  the  only  device  which  makes  this 
possible. 
The  fire  risk,  when  the  Economizer  is  used,  is  materially  reduced  on 

account  of  the  impossibility  of  blowing  a  fuse  and  the  absence  of  all  arcing 
at   the    switch. 
The  Economizer  has  been  thoroughly  tested  by  the  New  York  Board  of 

Fire  Underwriters  and  also  by  the  Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and 
Electricity  of  New  York  City.  Both  of  these  departments  have  approved 
the  Economizer  for  use  in  moving  picture  booths,  when  installed  in  accord- 

ance with  their  rules  and  regulations.  Operators  and  moving  picture  man- 
agers who  have  used  the  Economizer  speak  very  highly  of  it.  not  only  on 

account  of  the  additional  advantages  referred  to.  The  Economizer  is  manu- 
factured under  fundamental  patents,  and  all  users  are,  therefore,  fully  pro- 

tected. 
The  manufacturing  cost  of  the  Economizer  is  perhaps  50  to  100  per  cent, 

greater  than  the  cost  of  other  current-saving  devices.  This  increase  in  cost 
is  due  to  the  fact  that  the  Economizer  is  connected  in  multiple  with  the 
electric  company's  line  and  the  moving  picture  lamp,  whereas  all  other 
devices  are  connected  either  in  series  or  in  part  multiple  and  part  series, 
with   the   electric   company's   line   and   the   lamp. The  Economizer  weighs  approximately  100  pounds  for  alternating  current 
and  between  400  to  600  pounds  for  direct  current.  Notwithstanding  the 
greater  manufacturing  cost  of  the  Economizer,  and  its  many  advantages  over 
all  other  current-saving  devices,  it  does  not  cost  the  moving  picture  manager 
much    more    to   install. 

The  Electrograph  Company  has  added  another  department 
to  their  business  and  now  claim  to  have  one  of  the  best 
sign  departments  in  the  United  States.  They  arc  now  read}' 
to  supply  the  trade  with  all  kinds  of  signs,  up  to  three-sheet 
posters,  on  'phone  or  wire,  which  they  can  deliver  promptly 
by  special  messenger  or  special  delivery.  The  new  Electro- 
graph,  without  a  doubt,  is  one  of  the  coming  concerns.  All 
new  machinery  needs  oiling,  and  in  their  case,  this  already 
has  been  accomplished,  and  they  are  now  running  along 
more   smoothly   than   many   older   concerns. 

Moving    picture    films   imported    into    India   arc    liable    to   a 
duty  of  5  per  cent,  ad  valorem. 

Foreign   News   and   Notes. 
MOVING  PICTURES  IN  FRENCH   DRAMA  AND 

OPERA. 

It's  wonderful  what  a  hold  moving  pictures  have  got  in 
France.  We  have  mentioned  in  this  paper  before  about 
prominent  French  authors  writing  dramas  for  moving  pic- 

tures and  opera  stars  producing  them  before  the  camera. 
But  the  latest  surprise  is  the  introduction  of  moving  pictures 
in  a  play  or  a  grand  opera  to  fill  and  explain  a  scene  that 
before  only  could  be  indicated  by  a  vocal  account  of  the 
episode.  It  happens  quite  often  and  even  in  the  most  clever 
accomplishments  of  stage  effects  possible  that  there  is  a 
scene,  an  event  in  the  play,  that  is  very  difficult  if  not  im- 

possible to  reproduce  in  a  realistic  way.  The  moving  pic- 
ture machine  could  here  fill  a  demand  and  this  fact  has 

been  recognized  and  successfully  realized  by  an  enterprising 
manager  of  a  big  Parisian  theater. 

It  was  in  the  popular  musical  corned}-,  ''Miss  Helyett," 
by  Edmond  Andran,  that  the  astonished  audience  was  de- 

livered an  episode  of  a  scene  in  moving  pictures.  The  hero- 
ine of  the  play  is  shown  by  the  cinematograph  climbing  the 

top  of  a  mountain,  when  she  accidently  slips  and  makes  a 
terrible  fall  down  the  precipice.  She  escapes  death  almost 
by  a  miracle,  succeeding  in  the  last  minute  to  grasp  hold  of 
a  branch  on  her  way  down.  She  is  half  unconscious,  relieved 
by  a  friend  who  happened  to  be  a  witness  of  the  terrible 
episode  and  who  now  makes  desperate  attempts  to  rescue 
her,  an  act  in  which  he  finally  succeeds.  The  whole  scene 
was  very  realistic  and  made  a  great  hit,  from  now  being  a 
leading  feature  of  the  play.  A  brief  vocal  account  was  all 
that  had  been  given  this  thrilling  incident  before. 

There  is  quite  a  possibility  for  the  moving  picture  machine 
in  the  theatrical  field;  with  capable  hands  and  clever  com- 

position remarkable  effects  could  be  accomplished.  The 
moving  picture  drama  is,  as  before  mentioned,  very  popular 
in  the  literary  smart  set  of  the  French  capital.  Edmond 
Rostand  is  the  principal  figure  in  this  rather  unexpected 

movement  in  favor  for  the  ■"canned  comedy."  His  example was  followed  by  Capus,  Sardou,  Bataille,  Lavedan.  Pierre 
Louys,  Abel  Herman t  and  others — names  that  represent  the 
elite  of  French  literature.  Moving  picture  dramas  written 
by  these  notorious  playwrights  are  played  for  the  cameras  by 
Sarah  Bernhardt,  Rejane,  Suzanne  Depres,  Marthe  Regnier, 

Jeanne  Granier  and  other  stars  of  international  fame.  "Le 
Monde  Artiste"  gives  an  account  of  a  ''Rostand''  film,  soon 
to  be  out  on  the  market.  It's  a  very  original  subject  and rather   amusing. 
The  scene  is  a  park  of  Olympia.  the  home  of  the  old 

Grecian  gods.  They  are  all  there,  Jupiter,  Mars.  Apollo, 
Venus,  Minerva,  and  busily  engaged  in  a  merry  game  when 
this  peaceful  condition  is  somewhat  rudely  disturbed  by  the 
hideous  appearance  of  an  automobile  with  two  unearthly 
creatures  all  covered  in  furs  and  enormous  spectacles.  This 
is  enough  to  scare  anybody,  even  if  you  are  an  Olympic  god, 
and  the  merry  party  is  now  in  wild  confusion  making  speed 
for  a  safe  hiding  place.  The  automobile  stops  suddenly, 
something  is  the  matter,  a  breakdown  that  must  be  repaired. 
Out  of  the  fire  car,  unwrapping  an  uncanny  disguise,  descend 
the  most  beautiful  looking  pair  of  human  beings — a  handsome 
young  man  and  a  pretty  girl.  The  Olympians  lose  some  of 
their  fright  and  Morpheus  is  requested  to  put  them  to  sleep. 
When  this  is  successfully  accomplished  the  crowd  finally 
ventures  to  the  place  of  the  excitement.  Vulcan  is  very 
much  interested  in  the  wonderful  car  and  examines  it  all 
over;  of  course,  he  finds  the  breakdown  and  fixes  it.  In  the 
meantime  Venus  is  busy  with  a  suit  case  and  finds  a  whole 
lot  of  marvelous  interesting  things  in  white  and  laces  and, 
as  all  women  are  alike,  we  know  what  happens.  But  every- 

thing in  this  world  has  an  end  and  so  has  also  the  nap  of 
our  motorists.  The  gods  hide  again  and  the  young  man  and 
his  pretty  companion  wake  Up,  put  on  their  togs,  and  off  they 
go  but  do  not  quite  understand  how  the  machine  could  re- 

pair itself.  In  full  speed  they  fly  towards  new  horizons, 
with  a  new  invisible  little  chauffeur,  Eros,  who  got  orders  to 
take  good  care  of  the  happy  young  people. 

The  big  French  firm,  "Societe  General  des  Cinematographies 
Eclipse,"  with  a  capital  of  one  million  francs,  has  increased 
its  liability  another  half  a  million.  This  firm  is  a  late  branch 
of  Charles  Urban  Trading  Company.  London  and  Paris, 
Mr.  M.  G.  IT.  Rogers,  manager,  and  as  we  understand  the 
object  in  view  is  a  development  of  the  Alfred  G.  Smith  in- 

vention of  cinematography  in  natural  colors.  The  firm  is 
now   located   at   2.?  Rue   de  la   Michodierse. 

G.   P.  vox  Harlemax. 
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CINEMATOGRAPHY    IN    NATURAL   COLORS. 

By    Our   Foreign   Correspondent. 

Mr.  Albert  G.  Smith,  of  Brighton,  England,  demonstrated 
lis  cine  film  in  natural  colors  before  .1  gathering  ol 
scientists  in  Paris  on  July  8.  Among  tho  presenl  were  the 
Aimiere  Bros.,  well  known  as  the  inventors  of  the  onlj  hith- 
■rto  practical  method  of  color  photography,  but  whose 

ss  cannot  be  applied  to  motion  photography  on  account 
if  the  length  of  exposure  required.  Mi  Smith  has  devoted 

of  research  to  the  problem  of  motion  pictures  in  nat- 
ural colors  and  the  results  of  his  latest  demonstration  were 

,-ery  encouraging  and  referred  to  by  the  French  papers  as 
of  the  most  promising  events  in  the  historj  ol  cine- 

natography."  The  foreign  daily  press,  and  especially  the 
rade  papers,  have  given  much  space  to  the  subject,  but  in 
ts  present  stage  the  Smith  method  1^  onlj  a  very  successful 

iment  towards  the  solution  of  a  problem  that  has  occu- 
pied the  mind  of  the  scientific  world  for  years.  It  is  by  no 

neans  solved  yet,  for  the  Smith  film  falls  far  short  of  rep 

lacing  the  "natural"  colors  There  is  a  marked  absence  ol :ertain  colors  and  a  noticeable  defect  111  the  blending  and 
:orresponding  covering  of  the  picture,  the  effect  being  thai 
jf  a  poorly  colored  lantern  slide  where  the  carelessly  applied 
:olors  lap  over  the  outline.  The  Smith  film  seemed  to  be 
nost  sensitive  to  the  red  and  gives  only  an  approximate  dis- 
inction  between  the  other  colors  With  all  its  defects  the 
smith  process  is  certainly  a  wonderful  step  in  advance  and 
ill  the  more  remarkable  when  it  is  understood  that  the  film 
shows  no  trace  whatever  of  color  when  examined  in  the 

land.  So  far  as  can  be  learned,  the  principle  of  Mr.  Smith's 
ncthod  is  the  use  of  a  panchromatic  film  in  the  taking  cam- 
■ra.  which  is  equipped  with  revolving  light  filters  of  orange 
ind  blue-grccn,  and  the  ust  of  blue  and  red  filters  in  pro- 
ectir 
In  order  to  secure  financial  backing,  Mr.  Smith  became 

iated  with  the  Charles  Urban  Trading  Co.,  of  London, 
ind  Mr.  Urban  had  great  faith  in  his  invention  and  assisted 
lini  in  every  way  possible,  and  a  demonstration  was  given 
some  time  ago  in  the  Urban  factory,  but  since  that  time 
Mr.  Urban  seems  to  have  Co,. led  off  in  his  enthusiasm.  The 
French  papers  arc  making  much  of  the  suggestion  that  it 
,vas  to  get  the  proper  backing  and  encouragement  that  Mr. 
Smith  was  compelled  to  abandon  England  and  come  over 
:o  that  dear  France,  where  brain  is  more  appreciated  than 
Drawn.  Be  that  as  it  may,  all  the  French  papers  have  not 

Sfone  into  ecstasies  over  the  demonstration.  "Gil  Bias,"  one 
Df  the  leading  dailies,  said  that  ';the  Smith  picture  was  a 
photograph  without  consistence,  weak  and  dickering,  with 

some  red  and  some  black  spots."  The  "Phono-Cine  Gazette." 
one  of  the  French  trade  papers,  begins  a  lengthy  article  with 
the  most  friendly  congratulations  to  Mr.  Smith  and  says  that 

'the  notable  efforts  of  this  inventor  certainly  will  in  a  very- 
short  time  bring  good  fruits  and  prove  of  great  value  for  the 

further  development  of  cinematography  in  natural  colors." 
(Rather  cautious  commendation,  is  it  not?)  In  introducing 
himself  before  the  gathering  of  French  savants,  Mr.  Smith 
apologized  for  the  necessity  of  a  public  demonstration  to 
overcome  the  prevailing  skepticism  which  is  clue  to  the  many 
claimants  for  color  photography  who  have  filled  the  patent 
offices  with  their  patent  applications  but  who  never  have 
been  able  to  show  results.  He  then  exhibited  a  number  of 
films,  such  as  the  automobile  races  in  Dieppe,  scenes  in  the 
Bois  de  Boulogne,  marching  soldiers,  girls  with  flowers,  etc., 
all  of.  which  showed  colors  on  the  screen,  though  the  films 
themselves  cottld  not  be  told  apart  from  a  plain  film.  Mr. 

Smith's  invention  is,  without  doubt,  of  extreme  importance and  will,  when  perfected,  certainly  create  a  furore  in  the 
moving  picture  industry.  But,  by  all  accounts,  that  time  is 
yet  in  the  dim  future. 

HAYES,    MARATHON    WINNER,    TO    HAVE    VAUDE- 
VILLE RUN. 

E.  F.  Albee  has  signed  a  contract  with  John  J.  Hayes,  the 
winner  of  the  Marathon  race  and  the  hero  of  the  hour,  to 

appear  in  Keith  &  Proctor's  theaters. 
It  is  announced  that  Hayes  will  give  a  short  monologue, 

attired  in  the  Olympian  suit  worn  on  the  day  of  the  race, 
and.  assisted  by  motion  pictures,  he  will  describe  minutely 
the  sensations  and  experiences  of  that  memorable  day. 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 
the  Moving  Picture  "World  — the 
representative  trade   newspaper, 

WE  ISSUE  THIS  WEEK 

New  Feature  Films 

The  Wife's  Desertion A  Fine  Dramatic  Subject  of  425  Feet 
AIM  I 

The 
Burglar  and  the  Clock 

A  Splendid  Comedy  of  550  Feet 

To  Moving  Picture  Exchanges 
We  issue  each  week  from  one  to  two  reels  of  the  very 

finest  dramatic  and  comedy  subjects,  selected  from  the 
sample  films  submitted  to  us  by  the  many  manufacturers 
whom  we  represent.  If  you  do  not  receive  our  announce- 

ments regularly,  send  us  your  name. 

To  Exhibitors 
In  addition  to  our  own  line  of  films,  we  place  in  our 

rental  department  each  week  all  the  finest  feature  subjects 
issued  by  the  members  of  the  Biograph  Association,  thus 
giving  us  thousands  of  feet  of  new  Independent  film  every 
week— the  greatestassortment  ever  offered  by  any  exchange . 
Why  show  your  patrons  old  worn-out  film  when  you  can  get 
the  very  latest  from  us  ?  Send  for  our  film  rental  list  and 

special  terms  and  list  of 

Lantern  Slide  Lecturettes 
For  Nickelodeons  and  M.  P.   Theatres 

FIRE -PROOF  BOOTHS 

Built 

According  to 
Underwriters 

Rules 

We  are   makers  or  importers  of  all   supplies  used    by  the 
Moving  Picture  Trade.  SEND  FOR  CATALOGUES 

AGENTS  WANTED.         WRITE  FOR  TERRITORY 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  <&  EARLE 
Biograph  Licencees  and  Sole  American  Agents  for 

Hepworth  Mfg.  Co.        Graphic  Cine.  Co. 
Bricks  &  Martin  Sheffield  Photo  Co. 

R.  W.  Paul  Wrench  Film  Co. 

Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
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SITUATIONS    'WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Film  Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association,  requests 
for  information,  complaints,  etc.,  are  to  be  re- 

ferred to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  716-734,  i5.  William  St.,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY, 
Suite  No.  1402  Ashland  Block,  Chicago,  111. 

Good  Second  Hand  Films 
FOR   SALE   CHEAP 

What  more  do  you  want?  Send  for  particulars 

PENN    FILM    EXCHANCE 

2237  Vine  Street       -       -       Philadelphia,  Pa. 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  write  for  listand  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia 

Wanted— Second  Hand  Film 
Also  Song  Slides   (with  music)  in  any  quantity  for  export 
Send  list  of  titles,  lengths,  and  particulars  as  to  condition  to 

EXPORTER 

P.O.  Box  226,  Madison  Square     -     New  York 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 
f+       PER 
C   FOOT Send  for  List  of  New  Films 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street  -  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION  LENSES 
are  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  They  give  better  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  film. 

PRICE  $18.00  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance  from  lense  to  screen  and  size  of 

pieture  wanted 

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  CLINTON  AVENUB,  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-91  West  Randolph  St., 
Chicago,  111, 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

THE  RECENT  WITHDRAWAL  OF  URBANORA  FROM 
THE  ALHAMBRA  THEATER. 

The  Moving  Picture  World: 
Notwithstanding  the  prominence  given  by  the  general, 

trade  and  professional  press  to  the  fact  that  Urbanora  was 
withdrawn  from  the  Alhambra  Theater  by  the  Charles  Urban 
Trading  Company,  Ltd.,  after  a  record  run  of  420  weeks,  the 
impression  seems  to  prevail  in  the  trade  generally,  both  at 
home  and  abroad,  that  the  renewal  of  contract  was  declined! 
by  the  Alhambra  management. 

As  this  false  impression  is  calculated  and  intended  to  injure 
the  reputation  and  business  of  the  Charles  Urban  Trading 
Company,  Ltd.,  the  fact  that  the  initiative  was  taken  by  this 
company  cannot  be  to  strongly  put  forward. 

Shortly  before  the  expiration  of  contract  a  letter  was  sent 
to  the  Alhambra  management,  stating  that  under  no  circum- 

stances whatever  would  this  company  renew  the  agreement 
for  a  further  period. 
The  Alhambra  management,  in  giving  publicity  to  the 

change  of  arrangement  for  filling  the  gap,  made  the  state- 
ment that  an  open  market  of  the  world's  animated  picture 

productions  is  preferred  by  them  to  the  monopoly  they  have 
enjoyed  during  the  term  of  the  Urbanora  agreement.  In 
other  words,  in  a  somewhat  belated  announcement  which 
seems  rather  to  favor  a  sour  grapes  theory,  they  adopt 
a  method  which  has  been  discarded  as  unsatisfactory  by  the 
Palace  Theater  management  after  a  trial  of  five  years. 
Urbanora  for  eight  years  held  its  own  as  one  of  the  chief 

drawing  power  of  Alhambra  audiences,  and  on  its  withdrawal 
the  unsatisfactory  (?)  nature  of  the  monopoly  policy  is  ex- 

ploited in  a  series  of  assertions  which  furnish  a  distinct  con 
tradiction   to   the   general   methods    pursued   by   the   manage 

ment   in    procuring  "turns"   for   filling  the    rest   of  the   pro 
gramme. 

Competition  for  attractive  general  items  in  a  variety  en- 

tertainment is  just  as  keen  as  is  'that  for  the  provision  of motion  pictures  of  a  sufficiently  drawing  nature;  yet  the 
Alhambra  management  has  for  years  given  a  practical 
monopoly  of  supply  to  one  firm  of  agents.  Therefore,  in 
their  anxiety  to  make  a  good  case,  they  appear  to  preach 
a  doctrine  which  they  do  not  practice. 

Even  were  the  case  otherwise,  success  in  the  motion  picture 
exhibit  depends  entirely  upon  the  nature  of  the  display. 
Urbanora  has  from  first  to  last  provided  subjects  which,  on 
the  unanimous  vote  of  press  and  public,  have  furnished  the 
most  attractive  half  hour  of  the  whole  performance,  not  only 
drawing  the  audience,  but  keeping  the  seats  well  filled  until 
the  last  picture  left  the  screen.  Greater  press  publicity  has 
also  been  accorded  to  the  Alhambra  by  the  very  fact  that  the 
constant  change  of  topical  and  other  pictures  secured  con- 

stant journalistic  notice  of  the  theater  at  which  they  were 
first  and  exclusively  produced. 
The  Palace  management,  realizing  that  better  returns  are 

possible  by  the  inclusion  of  Urbanora  in  its  bill  than  by  any 
other  known  motion  picture  method,  have,  as  aforesaid,  de- 

parted from  the  practice  with  which  that  of  the  Alhambra 
have,  perforce,  to  be  satisfied. 

'We  are  reluctantly  compelled  to  make  the  above  facts known,  inasmuch  as  our  trade  competitors  are  endeavoring 
to  make  capital  of  the  withdrawal  by  insinuating  that  we 
had  no  option  in  the  matter — which  is  quite  the  reverse  of 
the   truth.  CHAS.   URBAN   TRADING  COMPANY. 

San  Francisco.  Cal.,  August  28.  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Thought  I  would  write  you  a  few  lines  to  tell  you  business 

is  booming  out  here,  so  good  I  cannot  buy  a  machine.  I 
have  been  waiting  to  gel  a  Motiograph,  but  Mr.  A.  T.  Clap- 
ham,  of  the  New  York  Motion  Picture  Company,  tells  me 
he  is  selling  them  faster  than  he  can  get  them  from  the  fac- 

tory; but  that  is  not  altogether  because  it  is  such  a  fine 
machine,  but  from  the  way  you  get  treated  when  you  do 
business  with  him  as  he  will  go  out  of  his  way  to  please 
you  and  see  you  are  treated  with  all  fairness.  He  is  ably 
assisted  by  his  manager.  Mr.  W.  F.  Lawrence,  who  is  a 
very  competent  salesman  and  a  hustler,  and  has  a  host  of 
friends.  The  New  York  Motion  Picture  Company  also  re- 

ceive subscriptions  to  the  Moving  Picture  World  and  is  the 
only  concern  on  the  coast  that  properly  advertises  that  fact. Yours  truly, 

W.  A.  JOHNSON. 
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BETTER  FILM  SUBJECTS  WANTED. 

Sandusky,  Ohio,  September   I,   [908 

Moving    Picture  World,  Now   York  (  itj 
Dear  Sirs: — 1  once  more  take  up  the  battle  cry,  better  sub 

jects  from  the  makers  of  films,  something  that  will  interest 
the  people  who  pay  to  see  them  and  not  disgust  them  and 
send  them  from  our  places  never  to  return,  because  the)  have 

something  that  there  is  nothing  to.  I  refer  to  some  ol 

the  following  subjects:     "Father,  Son  and  Ass,"  "Jim   1 
c,"  "Jealous  Woman,"  "Freedom  for  All."  "Mr.  Fuzz," 

"Head  Dresses  Worn  in  Brittany,"  "The  Hapless  Husband" 
and  "The  Discoverers,"  all  ought  to  be  dumped  back  to  the 
makers  as  junk.  The  sooner  the  managers  of  places  take  up 

this  matter  and  work  together,  the  better  they  will  be  oft'; but  if  they  insist  on  still  making  Subjects  like  those  men 
tinned  they  can  look  for  their  receipts  to  dwindle  away  and 
then  wonder  why  people  Ao  nol  come  in  to  see  the  pictures 
any  more.  One  is  not  many,  but  let  everybody  take  up  tins 
cry   of   better    subjects.  Yours   truly. 

CHAS.  REARK. 

Moving  PicjtirtET^e'AVR^Twlppfeb From  Cobby To"Sheet 
8  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

F.  BECK   President  and  Manager 
Member  of  Film  Service  Association 

MACHINES  AND  FILMS  RENTED 

BARGAINS 
NOW  AND  FOREVER 
PINK  L.ABEL  ELBCTRA  CARBONS 

%  x  6  in.  $1.25  for  so.  Jjjx6in.  $2.45  per  100. 
"  ARCO  "  CARBONS  5g  x  6  in.     .        .        .        $1.10  per  s°i  $2.00  per  100 
CONDENSERS   50c  each 
FLAfllNO  ARC  LA/IP  CARBONS       10  hours  6  cents  each 
ASBESTOS  WIRE 

Double  cov.,  No.  8.  6c  per  foot.  Double  cov  ,  No.  10,  4j^c  per  foot 

LUOS        ...    ~3^ceach REELS.     Best  steel  with  brass  clips   30c  each 
THREE  IN  ONE  OIL.     Small  size    .     8c  each        Large  size     .     19c  each 
SLIDE  CARRIERS  made  specially  of  fine  white  hard  wood     .     25c  each 
FILM  CEMENT   10c,  3  for  25c 
TICKETS.     10c  per  1,000   In  50,000  lots    8c  per  1,000 

We  are  now  in  position  to  supply  any  Nickelodeon  with  signs  for  every 
picture  that  they  take  for  the  weekly  price  of  $1  co. 

We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Picture  Business,  so 
if  you  are  in  need  of  anything  in  the  above  line 

WALK 
PHONE 

WRITE 

OR 

RUN 
TO 

8  Eatf  Mth  Street,  where  all  orders  are  shipped  the  same  day  as  received 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

A  Dollar  Saved 
is  a  Dollar  Earned 
Here  is  your  opportunity  to 

Earn  from  $25.00  to  $50.00 

per  month 
Now  if  you  are  at  all  industrious  yon  cannot 

afford  to  be  without  our 

Economy  Coil 
The  Wonder  of  the  Age 

A  Success   Everywhere 

Write  for  our  prospectus 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Go. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

Des  Moines,  Iowa.        Cincinnati,  0.        Lincoln,  Neb. 

NOW  READY 
Beautiful,  Handsomely  Colored 

SLIDES  OF  THE 

Olympic  Games  at  London 
showing  all  the  American  athletes  winning 
their  respective  events;  also  the  reception  they 
received  on  arriving  home,  and  President 
Roosevelt    entertaining    them  at  Oyster  Bay. 

Slides  of  Hayes  winning  the 
Marathon     and     receiving 
the  congratulations    of 

Queen   Alexandria 
20  different  slides  in  all.  We  have  the  exclusive  lantern 

slide  rights  in  the  United  States  for  these  pictures. 

Your  patrons  demand  them.    GET  BUSY 

PRICE  -40c  PER  SLIDE.     SEND  FOR  LIST 

SLIDE  COMPANY 
221  East  53rd   Street      (Dept.   M)      New   York   City 
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MOVING    PICTURES 

COLLINflOOD  SCHOOL  FIRE 
With    Lecture 

Address,    WM.    BULLOCK, 
American  Theatre,  Cleveland,  0. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue       -       -       CHICAGO' 

POSITION    WANTED 
As  M.  P.  Operator  or  Manager  by  man  of 
three  years  practical  experience  in  all  lines 
of  the  business.  Sober  and  reliable;  services 
guaranteed  satisfactory.     Wife  A  i  cashier. 

Address 

PENN,  care  of   Moving  Picture   World 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY. 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows.  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also  Seating   for   Out 
of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47   North   I  Oth  Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

WE    HAVE    IT ! 
f  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEHENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040  Golden  Gate  Avenue    -    San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Film  Review. 

TI  C  RETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New   York  City. 

PIC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
U/\t3  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condemors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service, Reasonable  Rates 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 
26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

THE  GIRL  AND  THE  OUTLAW  (Biograph).— 

Sad  outcome  of  a  pretty  girl's  love  for  a  brute. 
The  persistent,  unalterable  love  of  a  woman  Is  at 
limes  amazing,  and,  although  the  story  of  this 
Biograph  film  may  seem  a  bit  overdrawn,  yet  we 
know  that  such  eases  have  existed,  even  to  a 
greater  degree.  Bill  Preston,  a  heartless  road- 
a-geut,  too  despicable  for  the  association  Of  white 
men,  had  gathered  about  him  a  little  band  or 
low-down  redskins,  whom  he  seemed  to  rule  by 
extreme  despotism.  At  any  rate,  they  all  feared 
him,  as  he,  with  them,  terrorized  the  whole  coun- 

try 'round,  by  acts  of  pillage,  arson — and  worse. 
Bill,  despite  his  black  nature,  was  a  handsome 
fellow,  who,  under  different  conditions,  might  be 
called  attractive.  This  the  case,  there  is  reason 
why  Nellie  Carson,  a  girl  of  the  frontier,  should 
fall  so  violently  in  love  with  him,  casting  her  lot 
with  his.  She  soon  finds  out  bis  true  nature,  but 
even  then  she  seems  to  be  held  by  an  irresistible 
power,  though,  he  would  east  her  off,  which  he 
tries  to  do,  leaving  her  lying  wounued  and  in- 

sensible in  the  road,  after  a  stormy  scene  be- 
tween them.  She  is  discovered  by  a  girl  of  the 

mountains,  who  offers  to  help  her  to  her  mountain 

home.  Though  moved  by  the  girl's  kindness,  she 
rejects  her  offer,  choosing  to  go  her  own  way  on 
the  road  of  life  she  has  picked  out.  The  moun- 

tain girl  drives  off  and  is  waylaid  by  Bill,  who 
seizes  her  and  brings  her  to  his  camp.  Nellie, 
coming  along  later,  discovers  evidence  of  what 
has  taken  place,  and  with  a  feeling  of  pity  for 
the  girl,  and  jealousy  of  Bill,  resolves  to  save 
her.  She  arrives  at  camp  at  nightfall  and  man- 

ages to  release  the  girl  and  get  away,  but  unfor- 
tunately her  revolver  drops  to  the  ground,  and 

exploding,  awakens  the  gang.  The  girl's  plight 
looks  bad  for  the  instant,  and  would  have 
been  disastrous  had  not  one  of  the  Indians,  who 
had  always  shown  a  weakness  for  Nellie,  handi- 

capped Bill.  This  enabled  the  girls,  who  mounted 
the  one  horse,  to  get  a  lead.  However,  Bill  and 
his  red  devils  are  fast  gaining  on  them,  and  sev- 

eral of  his  bullets  have  taken  effect  in  poor  Nel- 
lie's body,  who  has  saeriflcially  placed  herself  be- 

tween the  mountain  girl  and  Bill.  The  girl's  ap- 
prehension seems  inevitable,  when  the  Indian  rides 

up,  and  Bill,  with  a  dagger  wound  in  the  breast, 
falls  from  his  horse,  thereby  closing  his  con- 

temptible career.  This  in  a  measure  demoralizes 

the  gang,  and  the  girls  reach  the  mountaineer's cabin,  but  Nellie  is  mortally  wounded  and  expires 
as  she  is  taken  from  the  horse,  the  good  Indian 
driving  up  just  in  time  to  claim  her  body  that  he 
might  bury  it.  This  subject  is  an  exceptionally 
thrilling  one.  with  photography  of  the  highest 
order,  and  many  of  the  scenes  tinted.  Length,  S35 
feet. 

BEHIND  THE  SCENES:  Where  All  Is  Not  Gold 

That  Glitters  (Biograph). — It  may  be  true  that  the 
eyes  are  the  windows  of  the  soul,  but  how  often 
does  the  actor  or  actress  have  to  shade  those  win- 

dows with  the  blinds  of  artifice,  as  does  the  hero- 
ine of  this  Biograph  story.  Mrs.  Bailey,  the 

young  widowed  mother  of  a  child,  now  ill,  and 
with  but  faint  chance  of  recovery,  must  undergo 
the  torture  of  smilingly  responding  to  the  generous 
plaudits  of  a  thoughtless  throng  at  the  theater, 
while  her  heart  is  torn  with  anguish  that  only  a 

mother  can  appreciate,  for  "Earth  holds  no  sym- 
bol, has  no  living  sign  to  image  forth  a  mother's 

deathless  love."  'Tis  the  opening  night  of  a  big 
production  at  the  opera  house,  and  at  eight  o'clock we  still  find  the  distracted  actress  in  her  humble 

apartment  bending  over  the  wan  figure  of  her 
little  one,  while  her  own  mother  stands  by  in 
mute  distress.  A  knock  at  the  door  signals  the 
entrance  of  the  call-boy,  with  a  note  from  the 
manager  to  say  that  she  must  come  at  once  to  the 
theater  or  suffer  the  loss  of  her  position — a  thing 
she  can  ill  afford,  as  it  furnishes  the  only  rev- 

enue, meagre  as  if  is,  witli  which  she  maintains 
her  little  home.  Madly  rushing  to  the  theater, 
she  hastens  into  her  costume  and  appears  at  the 
entrance  just  as  the  curtain  raises.  Here  is  the 

crucial  test  of  the  actor's  art.  With  heart  as 
heavy  as  stone,  sin'  trips  on  lo  be  greeted  by  the 
thousand  smiling  faces  of  pleasure-seekers  in  anx- 

ious anticipation  of  her  dance,  which  is  a  feature 
of  the  performance.  The  dance  over,  she  exits  to 
be  met  by  her  mother,  who  has  been  sent  by  the 
doctor  to  bid  her  hurry  home  if  she  would  see  her 
loved  one  alive.  Meanwhile  [here  are  storms  of 
applause  from  an  Insistent  public,  soliciting  an 
encore;  hence  she  is  aroused  from  her  apparent 
lethargy  by  the  slage  manager,  who  fairly  pushes 
her  back  on  the  stage.  Again  before  the  audi- 

ence, her  art  befriends  her.  but  in  the  course  of 

the  dance  a  mother's  intuition  asserts  itself  and 
in  her  mind's  eye  she  sees  Iter  little  one  -but  only 
for  a  moment,  for  the  audience  Is  thrown  into  a 
wild  tumult,  which  tends  to  recall  her  to  the 
exigencies  of  her  position,  ami  so  she  finishes  the 
number.  Dashing  wildly  from  the  theater  to  her 
home,  she  arrives  -but  too  late.  For  when  she 
meets  the  kind-hearted  doctor  at  (be  door,  her 
worst  fears  are  confirmed.  The  scene  that  follows 
positively    defies    description,    and    we    can    only    say 
(bat    it   is   unquestionably    flic    most    powerful    ever 
shown    in    motion    pictures.,     Length,    olio    feet. 

"The     DEVIL"     (Edison)  .—Synopsis     of     Scenes: 
The  Spark  of  Love. — Karl,  an  artist.  meet>  for- 

mer sweetheart  at  her  husband's  house — Both  be- 
lieve their  love  dead — Olga,  a  faithful  wife;  Karl 

six  years  absent — Old  memories  awake — Husband 

orders  Karl  to  paint  his  wife's  portrait — To  sit fi  I  lowing   day. 

Mimi,  the  "Model." — Karl  passes  a  restless 
night — Mimi  reproaches  for  coldness — He  promises 
t"  visit  her — Olga  and  husband  meet  Mimi  on 
stairs — Karl  and  Olga  feel  an  influence — Strive  to 
resist — Husband    departs. 

The  Temptor  Appears. — Preparations  for  sitting 
— Olga  removes  waise — Startled  by  suaden  appear- 
ance  of  Devil — His  cynical  philosophy  overcomes 
scruples — Terrifies    Olga — She   rushes    from    room. 

Karl  and  the  Devil. — Devil  praises  Olga — Urges, 
hints,  promises — Forces  invitation  to  ball  from 
Olga — Karl  and  Olga  about  to  kiss  when  husband 
arrives — Embarrassment — Devil  satisfactorily  ex- 

plains. 
Mimi  and  Olga  Meet. — Mimi  calls — Devil  hides 

her — Makes  Olga  jealous — Reveals  Mimi — Karl 

tries  to  explain — Olga  leaves — Karl  goes  to  Mimi's bouse. 

The  "Lost  Sovereign." — Karl  tries  to  resist 
temptation — Devil  Tells  story — Snows  bow  he  may 
lose  Olga — Maddens  Karl — Threatens  to  shoot — A 
sneer    calms. 

At  the  Ball. — In  honor  of  Elsa — Olga  match 
maker — Devil  creates  commotion — Powerless  against 
Elsa — Controls    Karl   and   Olga. 

A  Devil's  Trap. — Commands  Olga  to  cloak — 
Karl  fears  an  elopement — Husband  removes  cloak 
— Karl   confused — Devil   gloats. 

The  Devil's  Letter. — Olga  decides  to  write  Karl 
—  "Never  to  see  her  again" — Devil  dictates — "I 
love  you:  I  am  yours:  take  me" — Olga  tries  to  re- 
cover    letter — She    faints. 
Tempter  Triumphs. — Olga  visits  studio — Devil 

gives  a  letter  to  Karl — He  burns  it — Goes  to  his 
room — Olga  chagrined — Turns  to  depart — Devil  in- 

tercepts— Gives  her  real  letter — She  rushes  to 
Karl's  room — Devil  watches — His  work  accom- 

plished.     Approximate   length,    1000   feet. 

The    Film    Import    and    Trading    Co.    issue: 

THE  SPITEFUL  GROOM  (Eclair).— Those  who 

ate  familiar  with  the  class  and  quality  of  ''Eclair" 
films  will  appreciate  that  it  is  not  necessary  to 
discuss  or  criticise  their  presentation,  from  any 

point    of    view. A  strong  story,  hardly  a  drama  in  the  strict 

sense,  is  shown  in  this  piece.  Having  a  sensa- 
tional interest  throughout,  it  grips  attention  al- 

most   immediately. 
The  groom  in  the  stables  of  an  aristocratic  fam- 

ily is  given  bis  discharge  which  be  resently  keenly 

on  account  of  his  poverty,  and  viciously  deter- 
mines   to    take    revenge. 

A  young  woman  of  the  family  prepares  to  take 
a  ride  across  country,  but  before  she  mounts  the 
spiteful  groom  gives  the  horse  a  drmr  which  has 
the  effect  of  enlivening  the  beast,  which  at  every 

pace  goes  more  furiously,  becoming  uncontrolla- 
ble: finally  the  poor  woman  loses  -rein  and  is 

dragged  along  until  in  an  unconscious  condition. 
when    tlie    horse    is   caught. 

The  revengeful  groom  is  soon  discovered  and, 
after  a  spirited  chase,  is  overtaken  in  a  well  and 

imprisoned.      Length.    5S5    ft. 
THE  DAUGHTER  OF  THE  GYPSY  (Eclair).— 

A  pretty  little  child  of  a  wandering  gysp  family 
is  wrongfully  shot  by  the  gardener  of  an  estate, 
who  discovers  the  unfortunate  mistake  and  carries 

tlie  child  into  the  house.  The  parents  of  the  lit- 
tle one  are  found  and  brought  to  her  and  in  a 

clandestine  moment  incite  the  child  to  theft  as  a 

recompense    for    the    injury. 
An  opportunity  is  soon  presented  when  the  lady 

of  the  manor  removes  a  handsome  necklace,  which 
she  leaves  upon  a  table,  observed  by  the  gypsy 

girl.  Quietly  the  child  appropriates  the  necklace 
and    escapes    from     the    place. 

Arriving  at  tlie  camp  of  her  people,  she  gives 
the  necklace  to  her  father,  who  buries  the  precious 
article.  However,  the  child,  influenced  by  grati- 

tude for  attentions  bestowed  upon  her  while  In 
the  care  of  the  family  of  the  manor,  becomes 
conscience-Stricken,  resolves  to  return  the  necklace; 
her  aet  is  discovered  by  the  father,  who  pursues 
her  over  a  log  bridge.  The  child  goes  safely  over 
bin  the  irate  father  in  wild  frenzy  loses  balance. 
t'alN    into    the    river    and    drowns. 

The  child,  having  in  the  meantime  taken  the 
necklace  to  the  owner,  is  adopted  when  the  trag- 

edy   of    the    father    is    discovered.      Length.    555    ft. 

A  WAYWARD  DAUGHTER  i  Essanayl .— A  young 

man  just  released  from  prison  joins  the  Salva- 
tion Army  workers,  in  order  to  regain  a  foot- 
hold in  ilfe.  One  day.  while  at  work  in  the 

Industrial  home,  a  message  is  brought  to  tlie  su- 
perintendent in  charge,  requesting  that  he  find  a 

suitable  young  man  to  till  a  position  as  coachman 
in  a  wealthy  family.  The  superintendent  asks 
the  recently  released  criminal  if  he  will  accept 
the  position.  An  evil  thought  enters  the  young 
man's   mind,   and   be   gives   an   affirmative   answer. 

In  the  family  there  is  a  young  and  beautiful 
daughter,  who  soon  becomes  enamored  with  the 
young  man.  Ho  makes  ardent  love  to  her  until 
the  father  one  day  finds  bis  daughter  in  the  em- 

brace    of     the     coachman,     and     ne     Is     Immediately 
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201 .•,1    from    Hie   premises.     Tbe   fellow,    howerer, 
I   in  in'  so  eaailj    kept   from   accomplishing   his 
mill    lu'    plans    an    elopement,     to    which    tbe 

i  .-.-1 1 1 i  l>    consents. 
lias   she    become     bis    wife     tban     we 

him    again    on     tbe    downward    path.       After 
uterine     ber     money,     be     pawns     ber     Jewels, 

lermlts  lilm  to  take,  and  Qua  11)    be  sella 
machine    with    wiii.lt    sbe    has    tor    ...mr 
earning   a    living    for    herself   and   child. 

;s    go    from    bad    to    worse,    until    ilnullv     the 
.-sti'il     tor    stealing     u     pocKetbook,     for 

ii   tu't    be    is    again    sentenced    to    prison.      Tbe 
-    forced    to    become    a    washwoma 

to  sapporl   herself  and  child.     One  day   while 
■rint    Borne   washing,    the   child,    which    Bite   has 
mi    the    front    steps,    ventures    i      the    street 
Is  knocked  down  by  a  carriage.  The  nelgh- 
itinl  tin-  occupants  of  the  carriage  carry  tbe 
one  tu  Its  borne,  tiiul  when  tbe  mother  rushes 

if  comes  tare  to  face  with  tbe  lady  who  hn<l 
an  occupant  of  tbe  carriage.  Recognition 

vs,  and  the  mother  and  daughter  embrace 

ether.  'The  wayward  daughter's  troubli 
n  end,  and  she  returns  with  her  child  and 
its  to   the  -.'lil   home.      Length,   650   feet. 

rHE  HAND    (tireat    Northern   Film    Uo  i        \ 
thieves    have    resolved    to    break    Into    a     famous 

-    bouse.      They    draw    lots    to    decide    who    of 
tu    are    to    do    the    burglary    and    who    of    them    to 

h.    and    then    they    set    to   work. 

.-    the    aetress    come    home,    accompanied    by 
most    ardent    admirer,    a    smart    young    I  Unit  en- 

He    sees    her    in.    and    they    talk    together    for 
MS    minutes,    and    then    the    lieutenant    departs. 

young    lady    is    undressing    in    front    of    a 
nor.     she     sees     there    a     hand     moving     be- 

sts the  portieres  behind  her  back.    Terror-stricken, 
■    trims    around,    but    the    hand    Is    gone.      She    be- 

e    has    had    a    vision    and    turns    around    to 
s    she    has    glanced    at    the 

the    hand     is    there    again.       Terrified,     she 
round    slowly      yes.     it     is    still    there,    a    live 
senting    itself   distinctly    on    the   dark    back 

01    the   portiere, 
.■ii    with    terror,    she    stands    for    a    moment 
moving,    but    at    last,    calling    forth    all    her 

ontrols    herself    so    far    as    to    be    able 

how    to    j»et    out    of    her    dreadful    position, 
tsures  the  distance  from   where  she   is  stand- 
lie    key-board,    where    her    latch-key    is    hang- 

!    from    there    to    the    window,    beneath    which 

•    knows    the    lieutenant    is    still    walking    up    and 
vn.       -  -    dancing    and    singing,     as    she 

Is    the    key-board,    while    her    eyes    are 
ring    terrified    at    the    hand.      Trembling    all 

•r.   but   still   dancing,   she   passes   by    the   hand  and 
he    window,    and    throws    the    key   out    of    it. 
she    drops    down    on    the    floor,     faint    with 

ror  and  excitement. 
he    thief    comes    forth:    he    quickly    snatches 
jewelry    which    the    aetress    has    laid    by    the 
'.ut      then,     instead     of     rushing     away     with 

he    stands    quite    still,    overwhelmed    with 
nlration    for    the    handsome    woman:    yes.    lie    even 

wn    to    kiss    her    hand.      But    in    that    very 
:mte    the   lieutenant   comes   back.      As   he   sees    the 

iding    down    over    his    sweetheart,    he    pulls 
1    and    makes    him    prisoner,     while    lie 

er. 

■i wakes  and  sees  the  possessor  of  the 
id.  the  terror  overwhelms  her  again  for  a  mo- 

rn, but  when  she  sees  her  protector,  she  begs 
n  to  give  the  thief  permission  to  go  away. 
die  she  Is  then  safe  with  her  rescuer,  a  most 

thing  happens:  the  thief  returns,  bringing 
■k  all  the  stolen  things  to  replace  them  where 

ken    them.      Length,    300    feet. 

THE     HEBREW    EUGITIVE     (Lubin).— In     dark- 
i:    ssin    11    poor    struggling    Hebrew    family    and 

pred    father    tottering    under    his    heavy    burden 
Is    to    be    sewed    into    garments    for    a    mere 

A     policeman     coming     along     playfully 
the    old     man    a     shove,     at    the    same    time 
_    some   coins   from   his   pocket.     People   pass 
res,     ill    too    beaten    and    bully    ragged    to    see 

tytbing    extraordinary    in    the    action. 
The    home     is    a    sight     to    American     eyes — men, 

and     little     children     sewing — some     sit     on 
or,    others    try    to   snatch    a    few    moments    to 

i    crust.      The    tyrannical    landlord   comes    in. 
■mantis    his    rent,    due    the    same    day.      They    ask 
r   a    little    time — No   delays,    in    come    the    consta- 

1 1 > <1    their    effects    are    pur    on     the    sidewalk 
id    they     sit     there     helpless,     stunned,     until     the 
er   ready    cossaebs    drive    them    away. 
The      davighter      is     captured      by      cossacks      and 

before    a    drunken    officer,    who    offers    her 
us.        She      cunningly      gets      his      revolver, 
liim    and    escapes.      In    an    old    ruin    a    vision 

'     "Columbia"     beckons     them     to     a     fairer     land. 
sail    away,    finally    landing    under    "tbe    Stars 
ripes."      Length.    745   feet. 

THE    WASHERWOMEN'S    REVENGE    (Lubin).— 
ridget    and    the    cook    are    busy    with    their    Mon- 

1  ashing.       They    will    not    stand    any     fooling 
ic    Ice    man    and    surely    not     from    an    out- 

W'linever    tries    to    intrude    into    the    domains 
i     Bridget    and     the    cook    set    a    good    drenching. 
he     ice     man     may     have     his     fun     with     Bridget. 
rhlvt    has    her    revenge.      Length,    225    feet. 

THE       PERSISTENT       TROMBONIST     i  Lubin  i     - 
Mi      \   Ilebelmer    takes    mu  He    play* 
the     lloinlii       and     |ss     s..     en   n.l     with      his     new 

art    thai    in-    never   stops   playing       Neltbel    bis   en 
rated    neighbors    nor    the    pull  -    else 
can    make    Mr.    Noodlehel   r    Mop       Beelns.    no    rs 
lief,    tbe    desperate    cl  »     him    into    tbe 
Kea.     When    lasl     .  en  ana    for   tbe   third 
nine,    still    blowing    the    troutbom  in    the 

report!      receive. I       he      coin  Inn.  .1 
down  below.     Length,    ISO 

THE    DANCING    FIEND    il.iil.lin        v 
mxlous    iii    learn    dancing    calls    on    tin 
Being    too   stupid,    (he    professor    sella    him    a    i   ■ 
from    which     to    learn    do  Bend 

now     tries     the     I  erpslehoi  can     art     nil     III.-     nine    and 

everywhere,     until     he    ends    at     Dr.     Daffy's    Banl tariuin.      where     he      is     si  111      dancing. 
feet. 

Pa  the     I'rel'es     tl TRICKSY,     THE     CLEVER     PRINCESS.      W 
i   hi    king     in     this    picture    sitting     In    slate,     sur 
.mm led     by     bis     three     lieaullfill     daughters,        Prince 
Richard,   of  another   monarchy,   conns   ami   demands 
the    hand    of    one    of    the    young    women    in    marriage, 
and    when    he    Is    repulsed    by    all    three    be    have-    the 

in     rage,     vowing     tO    cause     a     war     between 
Hie    two    countries. 

ii, ,•  King  is  as  obdurate  In  his  purpose  as  tbe  ai 
rogaut  young  Prince,  and  takes  him  al  bis  woi 
Immediately  prepares  to  meet  tbe  hostile  foe  on 
the  field.  Before  going  be  takes  his  three  daugh- 

ters to  an  Old  witch,  who  gives  each  of  the  girls 
a  glass  distaff,  and  tells  them  that  it  they  ills- 

obey  their  father's  \v  ishes  that  the  stall's  will break. 
Next    we    see    the    King    locking    bis    daughters    up 

in    an    old    castle     to    keep     them     sate     while    he     is 
at    war.      Each     girl     occupies     a     separate 

apartment,  and  they  have  their  food  senl  up  to 
them  from  below  by  means  of  a  basket  hung  from 

the    window. 

The     hostile     prince,     upon     bearing    of     the     girls' 
whereabouts,    contrives    a    scheme    wherebj 
be     able     to     gain     admittance     to     their     apartment 

ami      press      his      suit      during      the      father's      abSei   
lie  disguises  himself  and  comes  under  the  win 
dow,  ami  the  girls  lower  the  basket  and  he  gets 
Into    it.    and    they    pull    him    up.      When    he    is    in    the 
l   u     ami     they     recognize     him.     they     llee.     and     he 
follows  them.  Finally  he  wins  his  way  Into  tbe 
apartment  of  the  youngest,  and  she  allows  him  to 
make  love  to  her.  Immediately  the  staff  breaks. 
He  then  goes  into  the  apartment  of  the  other,  and 
Bhe     does     likewise,      wilb      the     same     results.         He 

Into    Princess    Tricksy's   room,    but   she    has   a 
way  to  rid  the  place  of  his  repulsive  presence. 
There  is  a  secret  opening  In  the  floor,  which  she 
opens,  and  places  a  mattress  over  the  hole,  and 
when  the  Prince  comes  in  to  make  love  to  her 
she  induces  him  to  lay  down,  and  immediately  he 
touches  the  spot  he  is  thrown  through  the  open- 

into    the    cellar    below,    where    he    escapes. 
In  the  next  picture  we  see  the  victorious  King 

when  lie  returns  to  the  palace  and  summons  bis 

daughters.  Tricksy  being  the  only  obedient  one, 
conns  in,  bearing  tbe  glass  staff,  but  the  other 
two  are  without  theirs,  and  it  so  infuriates  their 
father  that  he  sends  them  from  his  sight  and 
places    Princess    Tricksy    on    the   throne. 

Immediately  she  is  in  power  she  has  her  enemy, 
the  Prince  Richard,  captured  and  sends  him  to 
prison  to  be  rid  of  his  entreaties.  In  the  last 
picture  wc  sec  the  clever  Princess  being  crowned 
in  the  presence  of  a  large  multitude.  Length,  885 
feet. 

TWO  CLEVER  DETECTIVES.— The  first  picture 
slums  a  woman  sitting  in  her  home,  when  a  man 
enters,  who  has  some  costly  lace  for  sale.  After 
examining  the  goods,  the  lady  leaves  tbe  room 
for  a  moment,  and  the  vendor,  seizing  the  oppor- 

tunity, opens  the  safe  and  steals  a  large  quantity 
of  jewels  with  which  he  quickly  makes  his  escape. 
When  the  woman  returns  and  finds  she  lias  been 
robbed,  she  immediately  hastens  to  a  detective 

where  she  recognizes  the  lace  sellers' 
picture  in  tbe  rogues'  gallery.  She  then  offers  a 
large  reward  for  his  captture.  and  two  of  the 
cleverest    detectives   are    put    on    the   case. 

They  first  go  to  a  cafe  and  spy  the  culprit  sit- 
ting at  a  nearby  table,  but  before  they  have 

time  to  grab  him  he  makes  his  escape  and  drives 
to  his  home  in  a  cab,  where  he  gets  his  two 
trunks  and  makes  for  the  railroad  station.  The 
detectives,  in  disguise,  follow  him.  but  miss  the 

train  by  a  few  seconds.  Not  to  be  outdone,  how- 
ever, they  procure  an  automobile  and  follow  the 

train,  arriving  at  the  fellow's  destination  as  soon 
as  he  does  himself.  They  follow  him  to  the  hotel 
and    disguise    themselves,    one    as    a     porter    and    the 
other    as    a    maid.       The    fellow     hi   mis     suspicious 
of  the  servants,  and  decides  to  keep  a  watch  on 
them.  lie  peeps  through  the  keyhole:  he  sees 
them  open  his  trunks  and  Conceal  themselves  in- 

side. ITe  sneaks  out  and  locks  down  the  lids, 
thus  making  them  prisoners  and  then  hurries 
away.  The  attendants  come  to  take  the  trunks 
to  the  room,  but  as  soon  as  they  lift  them  the 
bottoms  fall  out.  thus  liberating  the  detectives. 
They  start  after  the  crook,  and  this  time  he  rides 
away     on     a     bicycle:     but     they     are    close    on    his 
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heels,  and  follow  him  as  he  jumps  into  a  river 
and  swims  to  the  opposite  shore.  Finally  he  rushes 
into  a  eurio  store,  and  while  lie  is  talking  to 
the  attendant  the  detectives  sneak  In  and  one 
disguises  himself  as  a  mummy,  while  the  other 
gets  Into  a  suit  of  armor.  Just  as  the  burglar 
is  about  to  leave  they  pounce  upon  him,  happily 
at  last  to  have  outwitted  such  a  resourceful 
crook.      Length,    672    feet. 

FIGHTING  THE  FLAMES.— Views  of  fires  are 
always  sure  to  be  popular,  for  It  is  inspiring  as 
well  as  exciting  to  see  the  firefighters  dashing 
down  the  street,  regardless  of  the  risk  they  are 
running  in  their  effort  to  save  human  lives  and 
property.  The  method  of  fighting  fires  is  so  vastly 
different  In  foreign  countries  to  those  used  in  our 
own,  that  it  makes  this  plctare  extremely  inter- 

esting. Here  we  see  a  building  catch  fire  in  a 
town  in  England,  and  soon  the  department  Is 
dashing  to  the  scene  of  disaster,  and  it  Is  not 
long  before  the  laddie  sare  playing  the  water  on 
the  burning  building  and  have  the  fire  under  con- 

trol. The  fire  engines  used  in  this  country  seem 
to  us  very  small  In  comparison  with  our  own, 
and  we  note  also  the  peculiar  dress  of  the  fire- 

fighters, who,  .however,  go  about  their  work  In 
cool,  collected  way,  never  thinking  of  fear.  Fin- 

ally, when  the  fire  is  out  and  the  building  a 
wreck,  we  see  them  picking  up  and  starting  back 
to  their  quarters,  ready  for  another  call.  Length, 
262  feet. 

THE  CABBY'S  WIFE.— A  cab  driver,  who, 
through  his  intemperance,  causes  his  wife  no  end 
of  misery,  is  seen  in  his  squalid  home  abusing 
her,  whiie  she  stands  meekly  by,  not  daring  to 
resent  his  brutal  treatment.  As  he  goes  out  to 
his  cab  the  wife  starts  out  to  do  some  market- 

ing, and  while  she  is  passing  the  wharf  she  is 
approached  by  a  very  gallant  old  fellow,  who 
makes  advances  to  her.  She  hurries  along,  but  he 
follows  close  to  her  heels,  and  when  she  has  fin- 

ished her  marketing  and  is  ready  to  start  he  ap- 
proaches her,  and  is  so  persistent  that  she  con- 

sents to  let  him  escort  her  as  far  as  her  home. 
He  then  takes  his  leave,  but  only  after  she  con- 

sents to  meet  him  the  next  day. 
In  the  next  picture  we  see  the  drunken  hus- 

band showering  abuses  on  his  wife,  who,  unable 
to  put  up  with  him  any  longer,  finally  throws 
him  out  of  the  house.  She  then  makes  prepara- 

tions to  receive  the  stranger,  longing,  as  she 
does,  for  someone  who  will  speak  a  kind  word  to 
her. 
The  cabby  is  driving  down  the  street  when  he 

is  hailed  by  a  passerby  and  ordered  to  stop  at  a 
florist.  Here  his  fare  purchases  a  large  bouquet, 
and  on  entering  the  eab  again  tells  the  driver  to 
go  to  a  certain  number,  which  happens  to  be  the 
cabman's  own  address.  The  latter  never  dreams, 
however,  that  the  stranger  is  going  to  see  hla 
own  wife.  While  the  cabby  is  waiting  for  his 
passenger  the  janitor  comes  out,  and  the  pair  go 
to  a  cafe  and  have  a  hilarious  time  and  come 
back  terribly  intoxicated.  The  cabby  makes  for 
his  apartment,  and  as  he  walks  in  he  is  dumb- 

founded to  see  his  wife  and  the  old  masher  carry- 
ing on  a  pretty  love  scene.  The  cabby  grabs  his 

rival  and  is  giving  him  a  terrible  beating  when 
the  wife  calls  the  police.  In  rush  the  officers,  and 
all  three  are  taken  to  the  station.  When  they 
appear  before  the  judge,  and  he  hears  the  story 
of  the  much-abused  wife  and  sees  the  inebriated 
condition  of  her  husband  he  has  the  latter  locked 
up  and  allows  the  woman  to  go  her  way  in  care 
of   her   affinity.      Length,    557   feet. 

MUSIC  HATH  ITS  CHARMS. — Two  street  musi- 
cians come  along  and  stand  in  front  of  a  large 

apartment  house  and  begin  to  play  their  sweet 
melodies,  and  in  the  ensuing  pictures  we  see  "the 
effect  it   has  on  the  occupants  of  the  house. 

In  the  first  we  see  the  postman  delivering  a 
letter  to  the  servant,  and  because  he  is  a  trifle 
late  she  gives  him  a  terrible  scolding,  and  is  In 
the  act  of  mixing  matters  up  when  they  hear  the 
sweet  strains  from  the  street  below,  and  imme- 

diately they  are  calmed  and  join  hands  and  dance 
around  the  room.  Iu  another  apartment  there  is 
a  man  and  woman  at  dinner,  and  he,  not  being 
very  good  natured,  complains  of  the  cooking,  and 
:is  ;i  mark  of  his  appreciation  he  smashes  some  of 
the  dishes  on  the  floor.  They  are  just  in  the  heat 
..f  the  argument  when,  behold!  the  music  is  wafted 
through  1  lie  window  and  it  has  its  soothing  effect, 
tor  he  lakes  his  wife  in  his  arms,  and  leading  her 
ever  to  the  window,  they  enjoy  the  sweet  strains. 
A  slavey  and  porter  meet  in  the  hallway  and 
have  an  argument,  and  when  they  hear  the  music 
it  has   the  same  soothing  effect  on   them. 

An  aged  couple  are  seated  in  their  apartment. 
taking  tea,  and  when  they  hear  the  beautiful  airs 
the    old    man    goes    over   and   opens   the    window    and 
i   ies    back,    and    as    they    are    reminded    of    their 
young,    happy    days   we   see    them    In   a    simple   little 
love  scene. 
The  fellows  keep  up  •their  melodies  of  love,  and 

it  has  a  wonderful  effect  on  throe  policemen  who 
are  arresting  a  ruffian.  They  are  handling  the 
fellow  rather  roughly  when  they  stop  to  listen  to 
the  strains  Boating  on  the  air.  and  Immediately 
all  haiulv  are  calmed,  ami  they  let  the  fellow  go 
his.   way    while    they    gracefully    dance    away    In    the 
opposite  direction. 

The    musicians    reap    a    good   harvest    in    coin    from 

all    the    people    whose    hearts    were    made    glad 
their   sweet   music.      Length,   «zs   feet. 

THE     MESMERIST.— A     landowner     in     the    cc 
try    is    seen    leaving    his    home    and    starting    out 
collect    his    rents    from    the    peasants    vrlio    occi 
his   estates.      He  enters  one   house,    where   the   m 
upon    paying     him,     notices     the     large     amount 
money    that    he    carries    in    his    bag,    and    yields 
the    temptation    to    rob    the    landlord.      When 
latter   leaves  the   place   he   is  followed  by   the  t 
ant.    and    when    at    a    remote    part    of    the    conn 
load    the    culprit    rushes    upon    him,    and    after   k 
tag    and    robbing    him    he    drags    the    body    of 
victim    some    distance    and    hides    it    under    an 
deserted  bridge,    and  makes  his  escape. 
When  th'e  landowner  does  not  return  to 

family  at  the  usual  time,  his  wife  and  mot 
become  alarmed  and  report  his  absence  to 
police.  At  the  station  there  is  a  mesmeri 
who  induces  the  wife  of  the  victim  to  submit 
being  mesmerized,  with  the  hope  that  through  1 
psychic  power  they  will  be  able  to  find  the  vict 
and  apprehend  the  culprit.  When  she  is  un< 
his  hypnotic  power  she  leads  tne  searching  pai 
to  the  exact  spot  where  the  crime  was  commitfc 
and  we  see  in  a  vision  the  affair  repeated  bef< 
her  eyes.  Next  she  leads  them  to  the  bridge  a 
points  out  the  spot  where,  upon  investigatii 
they   find   the  victim. 
They  send  the  body  to  the  village,  and  s: 

still  under  hypnotic  influence,  leads  the  police 
the  home  of  the  culprit,  where  they  find  t 
empty  bag  and  come  upon  the  murderer, 
after  a  desperate  resistance,  he  is  overpowe; 
and  taken  prisoner.  When  the  spell  is  lifted  a 
the  woman  realizes  the  stern  reality,  she  is  d< 
perate    with    grief.      Length,    606    feet. 
GROTESQUES.— In  this  film  we  see  some  wc 

derful  feats  in  artistic  trick  photography.  T' 
men  place  a  screen  In  the  center  of  the  stag 
and  the  faces  of  men  and  women  appear  on  it  a: 
change  into  many  characters  without  the  slighte 
detection  on  the  part  of  the  spectators.  Ne 
they  take  a  large  sheet  of  paper,  and  as  t 
funny  characters  come  out  from  behind  drap 
they  put  the  paper  over  them  and  each  one  4 

appears. 
They  then  place  a  table  in  the  center  and  re 

up  the  paper  and  make  small  balls  and  pla 
them  in  a  hat,  out  of  which  come  a  lot  of  litt 
puppets,  dressed  in  all  sorts  of  grotesque  c< 
tumes.  They  perform  many  funny  antics  i 
dance  all  over  the  table,  and  when  finished  one 
the  men  grabs  them  and  places  them  back  in  ti 
hat    like    so    many    little   dolls. 

Finally    they    take    the    hat    and    all    the    chara 
ters    appear    in    their    natural    size    and    join    in 
general    merry-making    and    dance    away.       Lengt 328   feet. 

A  DOZEN  OF  FRESH  EGGS.— In  this  very  funi 
picture  we  see  a  fellow  whose  wife  sends  him  o 
to  purchase  a  dozen  of  fresh  eggs.  He  goes  to 
store,  and  after  buying  the  eggs,  which  the  clej 
places  carefully  in  a  bag,  the  heedless  fellow  star 
home.  He  does  not  proceed  far  when  he  mee 
a  friend,  and  in  his  effort  to  give  him  the  gla 
hand  he  drops  the  eggs  on  the  stone  walk,  ai 
it  is  needless  to  mention  the  result.  He  goes  ba< 
to  the  store  and  the  girl  sells  him  another  doze 
and  he  starts  home  again;  but  his  friend  inviti 
him  in  to  have  a  drink,  and  after  a  few  roum 
both  are  hardly  able  to  stand  on  their  feet,  t 
still  hold  on  to  the  eggs,  and  keeps  them  coi 
eealed  under  his  coat,  but  his  friend  staggei 
against   him   and  smashes  every  one  of  them. 
He  goes  back  to  the  store  again,  but  this  tin; 

the  girl  puts  them  in  his  hat,  and  as  he  is  goln 
along  the  street  he  gets  into  a  controversy  with 
fellow,  who  hits  him  over  the  head  and  the  egg 
smash  and  run  down  all  over  him.  Bound  to 
that  dozen  of  eggs  home,  however,  he  makes  ax 
other  trip,  and  this  time  takes  off  his  coat,  an 
when  the  girl  puts  the  eggs  iu  it  he  starts  t 
drag  them  along  the  street.  He  does  not  proeee 
far  before  running  into  a  policeman,  who  fall 
sprawling  into  the  eggs,  much  to  his  own  disgus 
and  that"  of  the  man  who  has  just  purchased  them Finally  the  latter  makes  another  trip,  but  thl 
time  he  takes  the  basket  and  starts  home.  Whei 
he  arrives  his  weary  wife  has  retired,  and  he  puti 
the  lot  of  eggs  In  the  bed  and  climbs  in. 
When  the  wife  awakens  in  the  morning  sa« 

finds  him  beside  her.  and  when  she  calls  him  anc 
asks  for  the  eggs  he  throws  back  the  clothes,  anc 
there,  to  his  irreat  surprise,  is  a  fine  brood  0) 

little   chickens.  ~   Length.    402    feet. 

THE  CATTLE  RUSTLERS  (Selig>.— A  picture 
of  a  true  story  taken  from  real  life.  "The  Cattle 
Hustlers"  is  the  third  of  a  series  of  great  Western 

pictures  turned  out  by  Selig  this  season.  The 
scenes  were  selected  from  one  of  the  big  valleys 
of  the  Rockies,  and  are  unsurpassed  in  beauty  and 
wild  grandeur. 
The  story  is  woven  about  an  old  cattle  raiser 

John  Ralston,  whose  annoyance  at  the  depreda- 
tlons  ̂ "  his  stork  by  a  hand  of  rustlers  leads 
him    lo   offer    a    reward    for   their    capture. 

The  opening  Bcene  of  the  picture  occurs  in  front 
Of  a  "thirst  parlor"  in  a  small  Western  town. 
where  Ralston  is  distributing  handbills  to  a  crowd 
of  cowpnnchers  and  loungers,  offering  the  reward above    mentioned. 

Cherokee,    a    half-breed    and    leader    of    the    very 
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n. i    "i    rustlers    wanted,    happens    I"    be    present, 
ler   reading   one   of   the   Mills   be    mounts   his 

Bpagbbred   and  rides  rapldlj    away. 
\\  e  ire  tlicu  taken  to  the  camp  of,  his  follow- 
..  where  t"  the  great  amusement  of  the  dare- 
Til  hand  be  reads  the  offer  of  reward  made  tiy 
ilston.  So  reckless  arc  these  men,  that  Instead 
paying  heed  to  the  warning,  they  determine  to 

ike  mother  raid  tbe  nexl  morning;, 
Cherokee  leaves  his  companions,  Instructing 
em  t"  procure  as  much  rest  as  possible  tor  Mu- 

ch   work    cut    for    them,    and    is   next    seen    riding 
a    lit  1 1  *  -    log    cabin,     the    hi      of    his    Indian 
nl.      Wahnlta.        It     Is     here     he     keeps     his 

Sliding    Irons    with    which    he    changes    the    brands 
the   cattle   he   steals.     Telling    Wahnlta    that    he 

s  work   to  do   and   cannot    tarrj    long,    he    bids   her 
,     affectionate    adieu    find    rides    nwaj     to    Join    bis 

•n. 

In  the  meantime  Ralston's  offer  of  reward  has 
iiused  the  cattlemen  and  cowboys  of  the  entire 
lley.  and  preparations  are  at  once  begun  to 
nt  down  the  much  hated  cattle  rustlers. 
Cherokee,  rousing  his  followers  the  next  morn 

is  out  on  bis  nefarious  Undertaking.  They 
hi  come  upon  a  herd  of  fine  cattle  browBlng 
ar  the  edge  of  the  pines,  and  surrounding  them 

"■a  have  them  rounded  up  In  an  old  aban 
ll  ned  corral  in  a  secluded  spot  In  the  forest. 

iere.  confident  of  their  safety  from  discovery, 
cy  begin  to  brand  the  calves  found  In  the  herd. 
Idle  they  arc  busily  engaged  In  this  work,  a 
le  ranch  woman  on  her  way  through  the  forest 
the  nearest  settlement  rides  up  to  the  rear  of 

e  old  corral,  unseen  by  the  rustlers,  and  fak- 
ir In  at  a  glance  the  unlawful  work  going  on 

e  gallops  rapidly  away  to  spread  the  alarm. 
At  the  first  habitation  she  comes  to  she  sends 
e  girl  who  responds  to  her  call  to  arouse  the 
wboys  of  the  Ralston  ranch.  Like  a  winged 

•  r  the  girl  springs  lightly  to  the  back  of 
r  broncho  and  is  off  like  the  wind.  Dashing 

to  the  cowboys'  camp  she  spreads  the  news,  and 
th  a  yell  of  exultation  fifty  whirlwind  riders 
ring  to  their  horses,  and  following  tbe  girl  are 
on  lost  to  view  on  the  crest  of  a  distant  rise. 
Again  we  see  the  rustlers,  who  are  still  at  their 
sliding,  when  they  are  suddenly  arrested  In  their 
>rk  by  the  distant  pounding  of  a  hundred  pairs 
hoofs.  Knowing  full  well  tbe  meaning  of  that 

Olid,  without  further  delay  they  mount  their 
ddled  horses  and  plunge  at  once  Into  the  forest, 
the  hope  of  eluding  theit  relentless  pursuers, 

it  they  are  too  late — the  leader  of  the  cowboys 
es  their  retreating  forms,  and  with  fierce  energy 
c  chase   begins. 

■  Hows  a  thrilling  ride  for  life.  Feeling 
at  their  only  hope  is  to  abandon  their  jaded 

■id  take  to  tbe  depths  of  the  forest  on 
Ot,  the  wily  Cherokee  orders  his  men  to  dis- 
ount  and  try  to  demoralize  their  pursuers  by 
'tag  a  volley  into  their  midst  as  they  come 
ound  a  bend  in  the  road.  The  plan  is  carried 
it.  but  the  cowboys  are  determined,  and  dls- 
onntlng.  take  up  the  chase  on  foot,  which,  after 
slioi  r    tiubt.    ends    in    the    eapoire    of    the    rustlers. 

okee,  who.  by  strategy,  escapes. 
The  victorious  cowboys  then  ride  to  tbe  former 
imp  of  the  rustlers  and  there  capture  the  Mexi- 
IB  cook,  who  is  frightened  into  revealing  the 
>ssible  hiding  place  of  his  leader.  The  hunt  is 
ien  resumed  and  ends  at  the  home  of  Waiinita. 
here  Cherokee  has  taken  shelter.  Here  he  Is 
tally  captured,  but  not  without  a  desperate  fight, 
which   he  is  badly   wounded. 
The  prisoners  are  all  taken  to  tbe  Ralston 
inch  and  an  impromptu  court  formed,  by  which 
il  the  rustlers  arc  sentenced  to  pay  the  penalty 
sually  meted  out  to  cattle  thieves.  Rut  through 

pleadings  of  Wahnlta.  and  because  of  his 

Minds.  Cherokee  is  given  a  day's  respite  and  Is 
wed  up  in  a  lnc  house  on  the  ranch  under 
uard.  with  the  Mexican  cook  as  bis  only  com- 
anlon.  Purine  the  night  his  wounds,  which  are 
lany.  prove  fatal,  and  he  dies  in  the  arms  of 
Is  comrade. 

When  the  cowboys  come  next  morning  to  get 
im  they  find  that  a  merciful  Providence  has  ln- 
rvened.  and  the  leader  of  the  rustlers  has  al- 

•ady  paid  the  penalty.  Left  alone  with  the  body 
f  her  outlaw  lover,  poor  Wahnita.  the  faithful 
ndian  sweetheart,  bewails  her  loss.  Lensth.  960 
eet. 

THE  LION'S  BRIDE  (Sell?).— A  fifteenth  century 
omanec  produced  with  lavish  disregard  of  expense 
nd  s  wealth  of  scenic  grandeur,  magnificently  cos- 
umed.  and  acted  out  with  minute  attention  to 
etail  by  a  company  of  selected  players,  fifty  in 
umber.  A  story  that  chains  the  attention  from 
he  first  moment  until  the  startling  denouement — 
KClting,     thrilling,     interesting    and    absolutely    out 

■  it   the  ordinary,    Ths  scenes  mc  laid  in  ploturesqos 
Italy,    at    a    period    When    ml.  Bl    mid    feudal 

ray, 

i. mil  Conn    a   bestial   nobleman,   had  fallen  madbj 
mi     lore     with     Krunccscn.     the     voiinc.     nnd     briiut  Iflll 
daughter    of    a     neighboring    baron,     and    although 

tl   her   prefei ence    for  another 
Capulel    by    name,    ■    young    noble 

who^c  estates  Join   tbe  baron'e,   ber  pleadings  have 
DO    wck'ht     with     her     father.        He     hivort     the    count. 

well    knowing    that    if   be   refuses   his   sanction    the 
Unscrupulous   man   will    soon   find   a    pretext    r,,r    feudal used     tl  I  til . 

The  opening  scene  is  placed  in  the  garden  of 
the  baron's  eountrj  \iiia  on  Lake  Oomo,  where 
fountains    play,    graceful    feathered    creatures    Boat 
'.,11  \      on     the     placid      waters,     llow  crs     and     shrubbery 
grow   in   prolusion,    ancient    marbles  peer   From   odd 
nooks,  and  the  whole  scene  Is  a  I  no  ph,  i  i<  1 1 1  \  siik 

of  that  beautiful  and  languorous  Italy 
where  love  and  romance  are  a  part  of  every  day 
life  now  as  they  were  In  that  dim  and  mystic 
period    800   years   back. 

\  lester  arrives  from  Lord  Oontl's  court,  the 

count's    proxy,    ivlm    demands    the    hand    of    the    fair 
Franceses,     Tbe   young    girl    answers   tbe   command 
of  her  father  and  stands  demurely  before  him. 
About    her   neck,    suspended    by    a    golden    chain.    Is    a 
diamond   studded   miniature   o  hung    there 
as  was  the  custom  of  the  times,  to  be  some  day 
given  by  her  own  fair  bands  to  the  man  of  her 
choice  as  a  betrothal  pledge,  He  In  turn  to  wear 
and  guard  II  through  life  as  bis  most  sacred slon. 

The  baron  states  the  object  Of  the  jester's  visit 
and  bids  bis  daughter  send  Lord  Oontl  the  precious 
love  token.  The  girl  shrinks  back  In  alarm,  The 
baron    sternly    remove    the    miniature    from    the    neck 
of  the  hapless  girl,  and  giving  it   to  the  messenger 
bids   him    return   with    all    haste    to    bis    master.      The 

"icstci-    kisses    it    rapturously,    at    which    the    baron 
in  anger  draws  his  sword.  The  fool  claiming  the 

right  to  do  this  as  his  master's  proxy,  and  laughing 
heartily  81  his  own  wit,  hurries  back  to  the  waiting 
count.  Realizing  from  what  be  has  seen  that  the 

young  girl's  heart  docs  not  go  with  the  token,  the 
jested,  who  secretly  hates  his  cruel  master,  scents 
a  chance  for  revenge.     He  determines  to  watch  and 

learn    to    whom    the    maiden's    heart    really    belongs. 
The  next  scene  is  the  feudal  banquet  ball  In 

Lord  Conti's  castle,  where  that  worthy  is  sur- 
rounded by  bis  men-at-arms,  retainers  and  all  tbe 

drunken  worthies  of  liis  lavish  court.  The  fool 

presents  the  token.  "See.  gentlemen,  she  Is  my 
promised  wife — on  with  the  feast."  The  men-at- 
arms  bear  In  8  huge  roast  on  a  six-foot  platter  and 
place  it  in  the  center  of  the  table;  flagons  of 
wine  are  emptied  Into  golden  goblets  and  the  revel 
is  on.  while  tbe  guests  again  and  again  toast  the 
proud   count  and  bis  promised  bride. 
We  are  then  taken  to  the  court  yard  of  young 

Romereio's  home.  A  horseman  dashes  in  bearing 
a  notes,  which  proves  to  be  a  heart-broken  appeal 
from  sweet"  Francesca.  "I  would  rather  throw  my- 

self to  the  lions  he  keeps  caged  in  the  dungeons 

of  his  castle  than  be  his  bride."  "I'll  face  her 
father  at  once:  she  belongs  to  me  by  right  of 

love   and   only   death   shall   wrest   her   from    me." 
The  next  day  tbe  rivals  meet  before  the  baron's 

castle,  each  backed  by  half  a  hundred  faithful  fol- 

lowers. The  father  refuses  Romereio's  plea  and  bids 
the  girl  prepare  for  her  union  with  the  count. 
Romereio  draws  his  sword  on  his  rival,  and  a 
bloody  conflict  between  the  contending  factions  is 
averted  by  Francesca  throwing  herself  between 

the  maddened  leaders.  "Patience,"  she  whispers. 
"Depart,    love   will   find   a   way." 
The  jester  next  witnesses  a  meeting  between  the 

lovers  on  Francesca's  balcony,  and  In  glee  flies 
back  to  jeer  at  his  master.  "She  is  lost  to  thee. 
I  saw  her  in  the  arms  of  her  lover:  she  is  even 
now  on  bis  breast.  Thou  art  too  old  and  coarse 

for  such  a  bride."  He  laughs  at  and  torments 
the  now  frenzied  count,  who  when  he  learns  that 
the  lovers  have  planned  an  elopement,  with  a  yell 
of  anguish  stabs  his  Jeering  tormentor,  who  falls 

shrieking  with  laughter  at  bis  feet.  "I've  had  my 
revenge.      She    Is    lost    to    thee." 

The  count  calls  together  his  retainers  and  bidding 
them  follow,  rides  madly  to  the  church.  Too  late 

— they  are  already  at  the  altar.  Romereio's  fol- 
lowers are  stationed  nearby,  for  he  had  feared 

pursuit.  A  retainer  seeing  the  count's  forces  ap- 
proaching, enters  the  church  to  warn  Romereio. 

Tbe  trembling  girl  pleads  with  him  to  remain  with 

her.  "My  place  is  at  the  head  of  my  men."  And 
with  a  kiss  he  stills  her  pleading  and  goes  to 
place   his   forces    for   the    fray. 

The  count  and  his  soldiers  dash  into  the  church 

seize  the  weeping  girl  at  the  altar.  She  is  thrown 
across  the  pommel  of  the  count's  saddle  and  he 
bears   her   off.    leaving    tbe    men    to   fight   their   way 
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him.      With    n    yell    of   pain    he    n  wind- lass   and    the    brio  the    moat. 

Romereio  and   his  men   batter  down    the  doors  and 
rush    into   the   castle,      The    search    begins    through 
the    corridors    of    the    old    brown    pile    of    stone    and 
mortar.      The    count    with    tbe    now    scnseles*    girl 
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his  relentless  pursuers.  Realizing  at  last  that 
escape  Is  impossible,  a  demoniac  idea  enters  his 
crazed  brain.  "She  shall  never  be  his  bride — the 
lions,  the  lions!"  A  fiendish  yell  of  laughter  and 
he  starts  for  the  trap  door  leading  to  the  dungeons 
below.  We  see  him  fight  back  a  huge  Nubian  lion 
from  the  cage  door.  The  girl  now  helpless  and 
inanimate,  is  thrust  in  and  the  door  closes  with 
.1  crash.  Romerelo  and  his  followers  come  pell 
moil  down  the  steps.  Momereio's  sword  meets  the 
maniac's  wild  thrusts.  A  quick  wrist  movement 
and  the  maniac  is  disarmed  and  he  receives  the 
sword  of  his  rival  in  nis  breast.  Tn->  agonized 
lover  gives  one  look  of  horror  towards  the  lion's  den. 
the  falls  fainting  into  the  arms  of  one  of  his  re- 

tainers. The  others  stand  aghast  at  the  spectacle 
of  the  Lion's  Bride.  The  most  novel  and  surpris- 

ing motion  picture  of  the  year.  Nothing  better 
has  been  shown  to  the  public.  "The  Lion's  Bride" 
that  will  set  the  film  world  going.  Length,  810 
feet. 

THE  WAGES  OF  SIN  (Vitagraph)  .—An  Italian 
tragedy.  Our  story  opens  at  Villa  Romani.  in 
Naples,  showing  the  betrothal  of  Fabio  and  Nina. 
The  couple  are  to  all  appearances  deeply  in  love 
with  one  another.  The  marriage  ceremony  takes 
place.  Nina  enters  on  her  father's  arm,  while 
Fabio  and  his  friend  Guido  approach  from  the 
opposite  direction.  Greetings  are  exchanged  and 
Guido  is  presented  to  Nina.  Both  are  visibly  af- 

fected. It  is  love  at  first  sight.  The  ceremony 
finished,  the  happy  couple  receive  the  benediction 
of  the  priest  and  depart.  In  his  gardens,  Fabio 
and  Guido  are  drinking  as  Nina  enters;  she  asks 
her  husband  to  post  a  letter  and  as  he  departs  on 
the  errand,  the  fickle  wife  throws  herself  into 

Guido's  arms.  The  couple  stroll  about  the  gar- dens for  awhile,  then  enter  the  house.  Fabio  falls 
a  victim  of  cholera,  is  brought  to  his  home  by 
four  men.  A  priest  accompanies  them  and  begs 
to  be  admitted  with  the  body  which  is  believed 
to  be  dead.  The  request  U  refused,  the  priest 
and  his  men  driven  away.  They  proceed  to  the 
family  tomb  and  deposit  the  body  therein.  In  a 
short  time,  Fabio  moves  inside  the  coffin,  strug- 

gles, finally  frees  himself  and  escapes  from  the 
vault.  He  proceeds  to  his  own  home,  secretes 
himself  behind  the  trees  and  from  his  hiding  place 
watches  his  false  friend  and  wife.  He  listens, 
with  expressions  of  anger,  jealousy  and  revenge 
on  his  face.  He  goes  to  an  old  costumer's  shop, 
secures  an  outfit,  including  a  wig  and  dark  glasses, 
and    starts   out   for   revenge. 

At  the  Villa,  Nina  is  seated  on  a  sofa  as  Guido 
enters.  She  greets  him  affectionately  and  shortly 
after  a  number  of  guests  arrive,  among  them 
Fabio.  disguised  as  Count  Olivia,  and  are  pre- 

sented. The  disguised  husband  bestows  his  smiles 
and  flattery  upon  Nina,  who  accepts  his  atten- 

tions in  a  coquettish  manner.  The  couple  go  to 
the  Summer  garden  and  are  there  discovered  in 
loving  embrace  by  Guido.  He  draws  a  stiletto 
and  is  about  to  stab  Nina  when  his  arm  is  seized 
by  one  of  his  guests.  A  duel  is  arranged  and  in 
a  clearing  in  the  woods  the  principals  and  their 
seconds  proceed.  They  remove  their  coats  and 
select  their  pistols.  Count  Olivia  removes  his 
glasses  and  as  he  takes  his  position  is  recognized 
by  his  adversary.  As  he  sees  Fabio  before  him. 
Guido  is  horror-stricken,  his  hands  tremble  as  he 
raises  his  revolver.  At  the  drop  of  a  handker- 

chief both  men  fire  and  Guido  falls  over  dead. 
With  his  rival  out  of  the  way,  Olivia  returns  to 
Nina  and  we  see  them  going  through  the  marriage 
ceremony.  To  fully  carry  out  his  revenge,  Olivia 
takes   Nina    to   the   tomb    which    is   supposed   to   con- 

tain Pablo's  body.  She  goes  in  against  her  will. 
When  inside  Olivia  locks  the  door,  removes  the 
wig,  beard  and  glasses  and  stands  before  her  as 
Fabio.  She  pleads  for  forgiveness,  but  is  cast 
roughly  aside.  Fabio  then  goes  out  and  locks  the 
door,  leaving  his  faithless  wife  to  die  of  starva- 

tion.     Length,    990    feet. 

BY  A  WOMAN'S  WIT  (Vitagraph).— In  the  home of  Count  Von  Litzer.  an  Austrian  Minister  of 
War,  his  daughter,  Hilda,  is  sitting  at  the  win- 

dow gazing  out  expectantly.  Her  smile  becomes 
broader  as  her  sweetheart,  Franz  Lehman,  a  young 
lieutenant,  enters.  The  lovers  sit  down;  the 
young  man  takes  from  his  pocket  a  jewel  and 
presents  the  young  lady  with  a  ring,  a  token  of 
their  betrothal.  The  father  enters,  admires  the 
gift,  retires  and  after  a  few  minutes  the  young 
officer    takes   his   leave. 

In  the  Minister's  headquarters.  Count  Von  Kline, 
middle-aged,  with  a  foul,  dissipated  look,  is  con- 

versing with  his  tool,  Captain  Sternberg.  Several 
other  officials  are  standing  about,  Von  Litzer  picks 
up  an  official  envelope,  calls  his  lieutenant  to 
him.  gives  him  the  package  to  deliver.  Von 
Kline  and  Sternberg  observe  this,  pass  a  knowing 
look,  then  Sternberg  accompanies  Franz  as  he 
leaves  the  room.  We  fellow  the  pair  through 
brilliantly  lighted  streets  of  Vienna  until  they 
reach  the  "Royal"  Cafe.  Lehman  at  first  objects 
to  entering,  but  finally  yields  to  the  persuasion 
of  his  companion  and  they  pass  in.  The  orchestra 
is  discoursing  music  at  the  further  end.  hand- 

somely dressed  women  and  military  men  are 
standing  about.  At  one  table  Von  Kline  is  talk- 

ing with  the  Countess  Zara.  a  dashing  woman. 
The  officer  rises,  bows  and  departs  as  Sternberg 
enters,  goes  over  to  the  lady,  and  introduces 
Franz.  The  latter  seems  fascinated  with  the 
Countess,  they  drink,  and,  upon  her  invitation. 
leave  for  her  aaprtments.  Arriving  there,  wraps 
are  removed  and  wine  is  served,  as  tne  Countess 

is  filling  the  glasses,  Lehman's  attention  is  at- tracted in  another  direction  and  the  adventuress 
empties  a  powder  in  his  glass,  a  toast  is  pro- 

posed and  all  drink.  A  little  later.  Franz  rises, 
staggers  and  then  sinks  on  the  couch  unconscious 
The  Countess  takes  the  papers  from  his  pockets 
Sternberg  reaches  out  to  receive  them.  The  woman 
intends  keeping  them,  however,  locks  them  in  a 
drawer  and  bids  her  companion  depart,  which  he 
does  rather  sullenly.  A  few  hours  later,  the 
drugged  soldier  is  observed  still  on  the  couch 
He  stirs  restlessly,  wakes  up,  feels  in  his  pockets 
and  finds  the  papers  missinfe-.  While  searching 
the  room,  the  Countess  enters.  He  demands  of 
her  to  return  the  papers,  whereupon  she  becomes 
very  indignant,  so  he  changes  his  tactics,  falls  tc 
his  knees  and  pleads  for  their  return.  Neither 
plan  is  successful,  so  with  a  gesture  of  despair 
he  leaves  and  proceeds  to  the  home  of  Von  Litzer 
He  enters  pale  and  with  clothes  disordered.  As 

Hilda  rushes  to  greet  'him,  Lehman  falls  to  his knees  and  confesses  all.  He  is  freely  forgiven 
and  his  sweetheart,  in  glancing  at  the  newspaper 

observes  an  advertisement  calling  for  a  lady's 
maid  and  the  address  given  is  the  one  in  which 
her  lover  has  had  the  thrilling  experience.  She 
determines  to  apply  for  the  position,  dresses  ac- 

cordingly and  proceeds  to  the  Countess'  apart- ments. She  is  engaged  and  shortly  afterward 
Sternberg  enters  to  bargain  for  the  stolen  papers 
The  Countess  takes  them  from  the  desk.  Stern- 

berg counts  out  the  bank  notes  and  while  both  are 
engaged,  Hilda  steals  quietly  and  quickly  to  the 
table,  snatches  the  papers,  rushes  out.  locking  the 
door  after  her.  At  Franz's  rooms  we  find  him sitting  dejectedly  in  a  chair.  He  gets  up  sud 
denly,    walks    over    to    the    table,    takes    out    a    re 
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SUCCESS   BREEDS 
COMPETITION 

The  Acme  of  Artistic    Perfection  in 

TALKING  PICTURES 

THE  "ACTOLOGUE" 
No  fakirs,  no  "  Ad-Libbers,"  genuine  literary  art  in  the  creation,  and  the 
endorsement  of  the  biggest  and  finest  managerial  contract  in  the  countrv. 
Be  sure  you  get  the  ACTOLOGUE.  For  Terms  Apply 

THE  NATIONAL  FILM  COMPANY 
FILM   RENTERS 

lOO  Griswold  Street,  Detroit,  Mich 
HOME    OF  THE   ACTOLCCUE 

volver  and  is  about  to  commit  suicide  as  Hll 
rushes  into  the  room  triumphantly  waving  they 
uable   package.      Length,    5C4   feet. 

A  WORKINGMAN'S  DHEAM  (Vitagraph).. 
workingman.  weary  and  tired,  plods  along  t 
street,  stops  at  a  factory,  enters  and  asks  i 
employment.  There  is  no  vacancy  and,  deer 
dejected,  lie  sits  on  the  cellar  step  and  falls  asli 
In  the  dream  an  angel  appears,  touches  him  wi 
her  wand,  drops  a  message  into  his  hand,  direi 
ing  him  to  Professor  Wonderful,  who  will  supp 
him  with  good  clothes  and  plenty  of  money, 
workman  rises  and  goes  to  the  address  give 
The  professor's  workshop  is  decorated  with  fa 
tastie  and  mysterious  figures,  symbolical  of  mag; 
A  servant  ushers  the  dreamer  in  and  he  deiive 
the  message  to  the  professor.  He  agrees  to  cot 
ply  with  the  request,  places  the  workman  in  poi 
tion  before  him,  makes  a  few  magic  passes  ai 
he  is  transformed  immediately  into  a  well-dressi 
man.  He  thanks  his  benefactor  and  as  he 
about  to  depart,  the  professor  hands  him  a  c; 
with    the    instructions: 

1.  You    will    break    the    spell    if    you    raise    yoi 
hands    above    your    head. 

2.  If    you    shake    hands    with    anybody. 
3.  If  you   stoop   down. 
The     workman     proceeds     down     the     street. 

highwayman  jumps  from  behind  a  clump  of  bush 
and  demands  money.  The  workingman's  han< 
are  held  up,  the  spell  is  broken  and  he  is  tran 
formed  back  to  his  workman's  clothes.  He 
turns  to  the  professor  and  tells  of  his  pligh 
After  warning  him  that  he  can  help  him  but  thn 
times,  the  professor  again  works  the  transform; 
across  his  shoulders,  doubles  here  and  there  < 
tion.  The  workman  leaves  the  house,  when, 
the  street,  he  meets  a  lady  inclined  to  flirtatii 
She  drops  her  handkerchief,  the  workman  stooj 
to  pick  it  up  and  is  again  changed  back  to  h 
former  attire.  He  visits  the  professor  again, 
is  once  more  transformed  and  warned.  He  pron 
ises  faithfully  to  follow  instructions  and  e(h 
sively  grabs  his  benefactor's  hand.  This  is  to 
third  and  last  break,  and  he  is  brought  back  t 
his  workingman's  clothes  again.  The  closing  scei 
shows  the  sleeper  awakening  and  recalling 
dream.  An  ambulance  drives  up  and  a  man  wb 
has  been  injured  in  the  factory  is  taken  awaj 
The  accident  makes  a  vacancy,  which  the  wort 
man    applies    for   and    secures.      Length,    3ST    feet. 

Williams,    Brown   &   Earle  issue: 

THE  WIFE'S  DESERTION  (Hepworthl.  - 
young  clergyman  sits  at  the  table  writing,  whil 
his  wife  stands  discontentedly  by  a  cradle  contaii 
ing  their  chubby  baby.  The  man.  rising,  ad 
his  wife,  hut  she  turns  from  him  in  anger,  and  b 
leaves  the  house  for  his  duties.  The  woman 
"nee  becomes  active.  Seating  herself  at  a  Tahh 
she  writes  an  explanatory  note,  and  picking  up 
cloak,  leaves  her  house  and  child,  with  her  affinirj 
who  has  been  waiting  for  this  chance.  The  wli 
lias  deserted  her  home  for  one  of  a  far  differei character. 

One  Month  Later. — Sitting  at  a  table  in  a  bril 
iantly  lighted  and  handsomely  furnished  apartmer 
well  describing  the  old  maxim  of  wine,  women  an 
song.  Amid  boisterous  laughter,  the  woman  gan 
Ides,  together  with  a  party  of  friends.  Wine  flow 
freely  all  around  the  table  and  they  bolster  >i 
their  courage  with  frequent  draughts.  Full  of  ej 
citement.  they  sit  playing,  when  one  of  their  nun 
her  is  completely  cleaned  out.  Realizing  his  jx 
sition.  a.  sudden  stroke  of  apoplexy  causes  him  ti 
fall  to  the  floor,  and  realizing  that  he  is  i 
dying  condition  and  his  last  moments  have  arrive* 
calls  for  a  clergyman.  It  so  happens  that  tli 
woman's  husband  is  the  nearest  clergyman  and  i 
called.  Hardened  by  her  life  of  the  last  month 
she  stands  at  the  sideboard  drinking  while  th 
clergyman  administers  the  last  rites.  On  turning 
he  discovers  her  and  pleads  for  her  return.  Thi 
woman,  although  astonished  to  see  her  husbani 
laughs  and  jests  at  him.  and  raising  her  glass  0 
wine,  drinks  to  a  mocking  toast.  The  poor  heart 
broken  man  leaves  the  building  for  his  home  afte: 

being    so    badly    spurned. 
Tie  scene  here  chanees  to  the  following  mornln? 

in  the  same  apartments.  The  woman  is  joined  bj 
her  chosen  companion,  who.  after  his  night  of  riot- 

ing, is  not  in  the  best  of  temper.  Turning  to  her 
tie  orders  tier  to  leave  the  house,  and.  despite  het 
pleadings,  refuses  to  allow  tier  to  remain.  Tirec 
of  the  stolen  hoe.  lie  tells  her  to  clear  out.  ant 
with  her  pleadings,  only  exasperates  him.  Opening 
the   door,   he  turns  her  into  the  street. 

The  Sign  from  Heaven. — The  woman  is  next  seer 
brought  to  the  lowest  depth,  only  able  to  maintain 
existence  by  selling  flowers,  shoestrings,  papers, 
etc..  on  the  pavement,  and  in  this  condition  she  b 

discovered  by  her  one-time  husband,  whom  she  Im- 
plores to  take  tier  back,  but  lie  is  horrified,  stag- 

gers  back  and  rushes  away  from  her  in  disgust 
Going  back  to  his  home,  he  kisses  his  little  child,) 
ilnriii"  which  le  sees  a  vision:  the  Cross  appears,- 
and  from  the  Cross,  an  Angel.  At  the  same  time 
tiis  wife  is  seen  through  the  window.  The  angel 
points  to  the  window  and  the  husband,  glancing  up, 
sees  his  repenting  wife,  and  then  the  husband  goes 
out   and    brings   tier   in. 

Tlie  reconciliation  is  effected  in  a  most  dramatic 
manner  and  the  climax  is  all  that  could  possibly 
be  desired.      Length.   425   feet. 
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Kwitcherkicken 
A  HOT  WEATHER  IDEA 
Reduce  your  electric  bills  by  50  per  cent,  for 

your   projecting    machine,  and    at    the   same 
time  secure  a  perfect   light  on  the  screen,  by 

means  of  our 

ELECTRO- 
ECONOMIZER 

Any  reputable  exhi- 
bitor who  uses  alternat- 

ing current  can  test  the 

proposition  at  our  expense 
The  only  risk  you  take  is 

expressage  one  way. 

Cut  out  the  coupon 

below,  fill  in,  sign  and 
mail  same  to  us,  and  if 

your  reference  is  satisfac- 
tory we  will  express  at 

once. 

CONSOLIDATED  FILM  COMPANY  OF  NEW  YORK 
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Consolidated  Film  Company  ot  New  York. 

Gentlemen: — Please  ship  us  (me)  Electro- Economizer  subject  to  two 
weeks'  trial.  At  the  end  of  15  days  we  (I)  agree,  If  same  prove  satisfactory, 
to  pay  the  sum  of  twenty  dollars,  and  ten  dollars  weekly  thereafter  until  the 
sum  of  $80.00  has  been  paid,  which  is  the  full  price  of  the  Electro-Economizer. 
If,  however,  it  should  not  prove  satisfactory  we  (I)  agree  to  return  same  to 
you  at  your  expense  after  fifteen  and  not  later  than  twenty  days. 

Signed   

Voltage 

References 

Frequency 

Any  one  can  quote  you 

prices,  but  as  we  understand 
it,  you  are  looking  for  service. 

The  latest  films  of  every 

independent  manufacturer, 
pictures  which  are  producing 
results. 

NEW  YORK 
143  East  23d  St. 

PHILADELPHIA 
913  Market  Street 

ROCHESTER 
94  State  Street 
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E.  F.  KELLER. 

Trade  Mark 

JOS.  HAWKES. 

"Monarch" 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song;  Illustrators 

108  FULTON  ST. (Downing  Building) NEW  YORK 

You  Should  Have  Our  Slides  of  the  Big  Hit 

"MY   LITTLE  TEXAS  QUEEN" Published  by 

The  Schiller  Music  Publishing  Co.,  41  West  28th  St.,  New  York  City 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 
The   Girl   and   the    Outlaw   835  ft. 
Behind   the    Scenes   530  ft. 
Monday    Morning     in    a    Coney 

Island    Police    Court   414  ft. 
Betrayed    by    a    Handprint   833  ft. 
Balked    at    the    Altar   703  ft. 
Tor   a   Wife's   Honor   474  ft. 
The    Fatal    Hour   832  ft. 
For   Love  of   Gold   548  ft. 
The   Greaser's   Gauntlet   1027  ft. 
The    Man    and    the    Woman.... 776  ft. 
The     Bandit's     Waterloo   S39  ft. 
A    Calamitous    Elopement   738  ft. 

EDISON   MFG.    00. 

The    Devil   1000  ft. 
Heard   Over   the    'Phone   575  ft. 
A  Comedy  in  Black  and  White.225  ft. 
Romance  of  a  War  Nurse. .  .1,000  ft. 
When  Eubin  Comes  to  Town.. 800  ft. 
Aeroplane    Plights    by    Henry 

Farman,    Coney    Island,     N. 
ST.,    U.   S.   A   200  ft. 

Life's  A  Game  of  Cards   960  ft. 
Tales    the    Searchlight    Told.. 995  ft. 

ESSANAY   FILM   MFG.    CO. 

A    Wayward    Daughter   650  ft. 
Never   Again      300  ft. 
Romance   of    a    Taxicab   700  ft. 
An    Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker   Fiends      322  ft. 
The  Dlrectolre    Gown      455  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  Hands  of  the  Eenemy..978  ft. 
A    Prodigal    Parson   880  ft. 
The   Escape  of  the  Ape   57S  ft. 
A    Gilded    Fool   1,003  ft. 
The    Baseball    Fan   9S0  ft. 
A    Disastrous   Flirtation   274  ft. 
Lost    and    Found   034  ft. 
Oh!  What  an  Appetite   600  ft. 

FILM    IMPORT    &    TRADING    CO. 

The   Daughter  of   the   Gypsy .. 555  ft. 
The    Spiteful    Groom      585  ft. 
Country    Drama       509  ft. 
The     Model       S04  ft. 
Youthful    Artist      198  ft. 
Fencing  Fiend      881   ft. 
Who   Is   It?      4S3  ft. 
Rose,   the  Flower  Girl      004  ft. 

The    Beggar      870  ft. 
Lottery    Ticket      650  ft. 
Brigand's    Spoil       651  ft. Hamlet      867  ft. 
Antiquary       294  ft. 
Little    Walk    in    Rome      277  ft. 
Strange    Inheritance      447  ft. 
Root    in    Mexico      684  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

The    Great    Yellowstone    Park 
Hold-up       950  ft. 

The    Frontiersman's    Bride     
Robin    Hood      810  ft. 
The    Frontierman's    Bride   800  ft. 
The    Padrone        
The  Walls  of  Sing  Sing     
A  Gypsy  Girl's  Love     
The    Hew    Hired    Girl     
The    Renegade      855  ft. 
Dynamite    Man      800  ft. 
The     Girl     Nihilist   910  ft. 

Flight   of  the    "June   Bug"   525  ft. The   Taft    Pictures   350  ft. 

KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

Napoleon      and      the      English 
Sailor   530  ft. 

The    Happy    Man's    Shirt   867  ft. 
The    Hayseed's    Bargain   467  ft. 
Yusuf    the    Pirate   774  ft. 
The   Enchanted   Mantle   444  ft. 
A     False     Alarm   374  ft. 
The  Duck's  Finish   437  ft. 
I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand 

Dollars      620  ft. 
Pretty    Flower    Girl   620  ft. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

Tricksy,   the  Clever   Princess.  .885  ft. 
Two  Clever   Detectives   672  ft. 
Fighting    the    Flames   262  ft. 
The     Oabby'S     Wife   557  ft. 
Music    Hath    Its    Charms   328  ft. 
The     Mesmerist   600  ft. 
Crotesques       328  ft. 
'Samson    and    Delilah   1,082  ft. 
The    Gambler's    Fate   951  ft. 
oivmpic    Games      852  ft. 
,lio    Marathon    Race   524  ft. 
A    Dozen    of   Fresh    Eggs   402  ft. 
Mr.    Fuzz      951  ft. 

Head-Dresses  Worn  in  Brit- 
tany     377  ft. 

The    Hapless    Hubby   541  ft. 
A    Daughter's    Honesty   492  ft. 
A  Good  Dinner  Badly  Digested.410  ft. 
Mrs.     Toney's     Suitors   410  ft. 
The    Two    Models      .  524  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 
The    Persistent    Trombonist. .  .450  ft. 
The     Dancing     Fiend   390  ft. 
The    Hebrew    Fugitive   735  ft. 
The    Washerwoman's    Revenge. 225  ft. 
The    Midnight    Express   1.040  ft. 
Fascinating    Fluffy    Dimples. .  .800  ft. 
The  Pawnbroker     S35  ft. 
Rivals  for  a  Week   745  ft. 
The   Wrong   Valise   320  ft. 
Scenes  from  the  Battlefield  of 

Gettysburg      930  ft 
The     Crushed     Tragedian   505  ft. 
Wanted:    An    Artist's    Model.  .415  ft. 
The   King's   Diamond   10S5  ft. 
The   Light   In    the   Window   960  ft. 
The     Bogus    Lord   S30  ft. 
The  Sensational  Sheath  Gown. 600  ft. 

MELEES. 

The    Hotel    Mlx-Up   500  ft. 
Two    Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 
The    Crazy     Bugs   560  ft. 
The    Indian    Sorcerer   330  ft. 
The  Mischance  of  a  Photogra- 

pher     205  ft. 
His    First    Job   320  ft. 
The   Forester's    Remedy   57S  ft. 
The  Magic  of  the  Catchy 

Songs       370  ft. 
The   Woes   of   Roller   Skaters.  .453  ft. 
The  Mystery  of  the  Garrison.  .645  ft. 
The  Mishaps  of  the  New  York- 

Paris  Auto-race      975  ft. 
The    Little    Peacemaker   120  ft. 
Hunting    the    Teddy    Bear   30$  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FUJI    CO. 

The    Hand       500  ft. 
Texas    Tex      565  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft. 

A    Chance    Shot   858  ft. 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft. 
The     Will   875  ft. 
Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   410  ft. 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.. 635  ft 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian Army     815  ft- 

Sports  of  All  the   World   574  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 380  ft. 
Honor  Lost — Everything  Lost.. 669  ft. 
Dog-Training     294  ft. 
A    Misalliance      760  ft. 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    CO. 

The    Cattle    Rustlers   960  ft. 
The   Power  of  Labor   950  ft. 
Romance   of   the   Old   Mill   790  ft. 
A    Pair    of    Kids   210  ft. 

The  Power  of  Labor     
The  Villase  Gossip   990  ft. 
The    Lion's    Bride   S10  ft. 
A    Hindoo's    Ring      175  ft. 
The   Road   to   Ruin   975  ft. 

VTTAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

The  Wages  of  Sin   990  ft. 
By    a    Woman's    Wit   564  ft. 
A    Workingman's    Dream   3S7  ft. The   Dumb   Witness   550  ft. 
The    Clown's    Christmas    Eve..3SS  ft. 
In  the  Days  of  the  Pilgrims..  .863  ft. 
Western    Courtship       563  ft. 
The    Discoverers      960  ft. 
Lonely      Gentleman;      Or,      In- 

compatibility   of    Temper   502  ft 
How    Simpkins    Discovered    the 

North    Pole      437  ft. 
Salome;   Or,   The  Dance  of  the 

Seven    Veils      710  ft. 
Biscuits   Like    Mother   Used   to 

Make      275  ft. 
Just    Plain    Folks   575  ft. 
The    Merry    Widower:    or.   The 

Rejuvenation  of  a   Fossil   352  ft. 

WILLIAMS,    BROWN   &  EARLE. 

The    Wife's    Desertion   425  ft. 
The    Burglar   and   the   Clock. .  .550  ft. 
The  Tramps   and   the    Purse... 225  ft. 
The  Hidden    Hoard      600  ft. 
The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft. 
The   Man  and    Uls  Bottle   850  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 810  ft. 
Tricky   Twins   265  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft 
Father's    Lesson   600  ft. 
Hunting    Deer   858  ft. 
The    Prodigal    Son   696  ft. 
Catching   a    Burglar   531  ft. 
Nasty  Sticky  Stuff   V*  ft. 
Professor    Bounders'    Pills   880  ft. 
Leap  Year;  or.  She  Would  Be 

Wed       845  ft. 
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Latest   Song   Slides. 

NORTH   AMERICAN   SLIDE   CO. 

I   Have   to    Live   With   My   Motber-ln- 

■k  (i(Kxl  to  Me. 

nnet    sin'. 
Lime    Ago. 

Hi,'    Love     Light    Linger    Longer, 
Lou. 

Quaker    Lady. 
You    Listen.    Dearie? 

;1    Hoy    Says    "Will    You?"    and 
Irl    Sm>s    "\ 
the    Evening    Shades    Are    Fall- 

t    Von    Give    Me    Bac-k    the    Old 
f  the  Old  Days.  Mollle  Mine? 

Are    Vou    Sincere? 
My    Heart    Beats  Alone   for    You. 
Ilary    lilalne. 

r    My    Merry    Widow    Hat. 
Roses    Bring    Dreams    of    You. 
Open    Up    Your    Heart. 

lug. 

Bometxuly      that     I     Know    and      Too 
Know    Too. 

Borne    Day.    Sweetheart.    Some    Day. 
ig    Smiles. 

CHICAGO    TRANStABEHOT  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pans*     Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A    Little    Cozy    FlsL 
iust   to    Remind   You. 
learts    snd    Eyes. 

A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With   You. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night. 

I'm  Jealous  of  You. 
Dear   Old    Iowa. 

GENRE  SLIDES. 

If    Your    Heart    Is    Right    Yon    Can't Do   Me    a    Wrong. 

1'ansles   Bloom   Again. 

ii    the  Sun  Sinks   to   Rest  In  the 

When     Mammy      Rocks     Her     Little 
IMcks  to   Sleep. 

Play  Bull. 
In  the  Land  of  tbe  Mocking  Bird. 

g    In    l'lrelight. 
r    Knew    I    Love    Yon    'Till    Yon 
ie   to  Say  Good-bye. 

A    Lear,   a  Kiss,  a  Smile. 
Tel!    Me. 
Mary. 
Art    Dreams    Never    Told. 
Dear     Lord,     Ilemembr     Me.     (Mnslc 

loci 
Because  of   Yon. 
Meiry    Mary.    Marry   Me. 
Sweethearts   In    Heaven. 
Dear   Alabama. 
Bathing.      (Music   10c). 

e    You    Are    Mine.      (Mnslc   10c). 
Nisht  Time  the  Right  Time  to  Spoon. 

(Music    10c). 
In    Mr    Merry    Oldsmobile.        (Music 

12V.c). 

Good-bye,    Bonnie  Annie  Laurie.    Mu- 
sic 10c). 

Mary. 
A  Tear,    a   Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell  Me. 
Art    Dreams    Never   Told. 
Dear  Lord.   Remember  Me. 

Because   of   Y"ou. 
GLOBE   SLIDES. 

Cyclone. 
Baby   Darling. 
That    Lltte    Sunny    Southern    Girl    of 

Mine. 
Swinging   In  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I   Love   You   So. 
When   Vacation   Days   Are   Over. 
Common   Sense. 
Cyclone. 
Baby  Darling. 
That    Little   Snnny    Southern    Girl   of 

Mine. 
Swinging  In  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I    Love    You    So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  Over. 
Common  Sense. 

GOLDTHORPE. 

A  Man.   a   Maid,   a  Moon,   a  Boat. 
Are   You   Sincere. 
I    Will   Try. 
For   the    Last   Time    Call    Me   Sweet- 

heart. 

From    Pgypt   to   the    Zulnland. 
Late    Hours. 

own. 

I     W.mt     1 
Dear    Heart. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERH    ILIDE    CO. 
Sweet  Bizti 

Stop    Making    Faces    st    Me. 
Sweet   Pollv    1'rlmrose. 
If  They    All    Had   a   Uea.t   Uks   Too. 
C'.vpsie    Ann. 
When      Autumn     Tints      the     Green 

Leaves    Gold. 
When     You     Love     Her     and     She 

Loves   You. 
Don't    Worry. 

DE   WITT   C.    WHEELER. 

G   i    I  Caroline, 

Swing    M,-    Higher   Obadlab. 
Roguish    Eyes. 
Will  You  Let  Me  fall  You  Sweet- heart? 

O'Brien   iia<  no   Place   to  Go. 
.iust    Because   It's    You. 
On  tlif  Banks  of  the  Old  Mill  Stream. 

flaying  School. 
Home   In   the  Golden  West. 
The    Last     Voyage. 
Heart    of    My    Heart. 
The   Garden    of    Dreams 
After   tbe    Ualn. 
Dear   Heart. 

I'rlde    of    Prairie    Mary. 
Road    to    Yesterday. 
What    Might    Have    Been. 

That's   What    tbe    Daisy    Said. 
I'll  Teach    You    How. 

Just    Because    It's   Yon. 
Roses.    Roses    Everywhere. 
You  nave  Always  Been  the  Same 

Old    Pal. 
A   Sweeter  Story   Still. 
Bonlta. 

Tbe   Town   Where   I   Was   Born. 
Are   You   Sincere? 
There    Was    Never   a    Girl   Like    Yon. 
Mary.    My   Heather  Queen. 

SCOTT   A   VAN    ALTENA. 

By  the  Light  of  the  Same  Old  Moon. 
Always  Me. 

Tn   the  Days  of  '40. Taffy. 

If   I    Had   a   Thousand   Lives. 
If   You   Cared   for   Me   as   I   Care   for 

You. 

Meet    Me    in    Rose   Time,    Rosle. 
I'll   Be   Home   In    Harvest  Time. 
Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
When  tbe  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills   with    Rose. 
That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,  Yon 

Know. 

My   Dreams  of  tbe  U.  S.   A. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor   Bright.    I    Loves   Yon    Right. 
Would   You    Miss   Me? 
If   You   Were   Mine. 

You'll    Always   Be   Sweet   Sixteen   to Me. 

Dixie  and  the   Girl  I  Love. 
If  I  Should  Fall  in  Love  with  Yon. 
What  Will  Your   Answer  Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 

There  Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  You. 
Somebody    I    Know      nd    Yon    Know, 

Too. 
When    the    Nightingale    Is    Nesting, 

Sweet  Irene. 
By  the  Old  Oaken  Bock<t,  Louise. 
It  Might  Have   Been. 
Girl   from   the  Golden   West. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are  You  Sincere? 
Don't   Yon    Understand.    Honey? 
Summer   Time's   the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 
I'm   Afraid  to   Come   Home   In   the 

Durlc 
I    Miss    You   Like    the    Roses    Miss 

the  Rain. 

Smartv 
Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sing 

"Love     Me     and     the     World     Is 

Mine." 

When    It's    Moonlight
,    

Mary    Darl- 
inc,   'Neath  the  Old  Grape   Arbor 

Shade. HENRY    B.    INGRAM. 

I  Never  Knew  I  Loved  You  'Till  You 
Said  Good-bye. 

Where  the  OatskUls  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Sun. 

Money  Won't  Mak*  Bierybody  nappy. 
Mollle,   COM  Jump  on   the  Trolley 

n|  til*   Valleys  of  New    Kngland. 

Anch. Love's    tlhl    Sweet    Song. 

I'm      Longing     lor      My     Old     Grrrii 
UTlUUS    Home 

On     Bunker     Hill.     Where     Warren 
Pell 

The   llolv    (  .iv 

LA    PINE. 

Will    You    Always    fall    Me    Honey? 
1    Wish     1    Bad    a    Ctrl. 
Maybe    I    Was    Meant    for    Too,    Desr. 
poor  Old  iilrl. 
She's    My    Ctrl. 

I'd   Like  to  fall  on  Ton. 
Base    Ball. 

*  NOVELTY    8LIDE    CO. 
\ii     Moving    Plcti 

aii  Al   rd  for  •  <;   i  < >i<i  Time. 

Hail  to  the  Boys  or  tbe   is    a 
Mary    Blaine. 
Mv    Fluff  a  de  ltnff. 

On    the    Hillside    Where    the    noney- tackle  Grows, 
That's  the  Way   I  Loves  Yon. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody     Loves     Me     but     tbe     One 

I    Love. 
Lear    Old    Comrade. 
Some   Day,    Sweetheart,    Some   Day. 
Child  tood. 
Hurrah    for    Uncle   Sam. 
Eilly,    Dear. 
Sweet   Rosle   May. 
When    We    Listened    to    tbe    Chiming 

of    the    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's   Only   Me   In   My   Nightie. 

\    \  i Ifou'll    He    Sorry    Just    Too    I.ate. 
Sue. 

> 'ii  II    Me    Horry    Just    Too    I.*t». 

Billy,    l>ear. 

Chlldr, 

Won't    You    Wait    Nellie    Dear? 
Don't      I    ,,T     Ira.,-      Me.     1 1 . .  1 1  jr  . 
A    I  It  tie    Hit    ,,'    Sui;«r   OtOf, 
True    Heart. 

Boeee    Bring*    Dreams   of   Too. 
Bool     Bool     Alnt     Y  .11     fouilng     Oet 

T"  Dlgbt 

J  unt  Someone. 

BantlagO   Flynn. 
EMPIRE    SLIDE    CO. 

Mv  Rosy  Rambler, 

It   Looks   I.Ike  a   Big   Night,  Tonight. 

1    Want  BOI  ■•■■" Sweet     lliineh    of    Daisies. 
Rainbow, 

Me    Y,,ur    Dream    and    I'll    Tell 
•i  "ii    Mine.  . 

Mandy    Lane. 
Some     0 

Say     Not     Good-bye, 

HARRY     F.     STAINS     CO. 
Some    l>av    When   Dreams  Come  True. 
Think    of    the    (llrl    Down    Home. 
w  h,  ii     Summer    Tolls    Autumn    Good- 

B.ve. Take   Me   With    You   In   Your  Dreams. 
Wall    for   the    Rainbow,    Dearie. 

Swinging    i in    the    (irnpevlne    Swing. 
sin-   Whs   a   Soldier's  Sweetheart. 
Down    Where   the  Blue  Ohio  Flows. 
Trading    Hearts. 

There's    a    Warm    Spot    In    My    Heart 
for   Tennessee. 

Let   Me  Crown   Y'ou  Queen  of  May. 
Lou  Dear,  We'll  Be  Happy  When  Our 
Dreams  Come  True. 

Simpson's  Celebrated HMO"    ̂ IJHpc  The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set UI,S    OUUCa  All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

A.L.SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

Slide  Quality 
is  as  important  to  you  Mr.  Film  Renter  as 

FILM  QUALITY 
The  Best  SONG  SLIDES 

on  the  Market  are  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
I  20- I  22  W.  3  I  st  Street         -  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Send  for  Catalogue  of  over  300  Illustrated  Songs 

ie THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

NONPAREIL"    SONG    SLIDES 

By 

HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 
the    Catskills    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City. 

The    Little    Old    Red    Schoolhouss 
on  the  Hill. 

There    Stands   a   Flag-,    Let   Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are 
Falling:. 

Memories. 

Where   the   Tall   Palmettos   Grow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 
Where    Poverty's    Tears   Ebb   and 

Flow. Sweetheart  Days. 
Lexington. 

BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES.    ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

Where 
Summits    to    the    Sun 

Honey     Won't     Make     Everybody Happy. 

Hollie,    Come   Jump   on   the   Trol- 

ley. 

Among  the  Valleys  of   New  Eng- 
land. 

Anchored. 
Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 

Fell. 
On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 
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EDISON    FILMS 
NEW    FEATURE    SUBJECT    READY    FCR    SHIPMENT    SEPTEMBER.    9,    1908. 

"THE,    DEVI1L" Send   for  Illustrated   Descriptive  Circular,  No.  384 

SYNOPSIS    OF    SCENES: 

The  Spark  of  Love. — Karl,  an  aitist,  meets  for- 
mer sweetheart  al  liev  husband's  bousi — Both  be- 
lieve their  love  dead — Olga,  a  faithful  wife;  Karl, 

six  years  absent  Old  memories  awake — Husband 
Karl  i"  paint  )iis  wife's  portrait — To  sit 

following    daj  - 

Mimi.  the  "Model." — ICnrl  passes  a  restless  night 
— Mimi     reproaches     tor    coldness — lie    promises    to 
visit    her — Olga    and    husband    I   i    Mimi    on    stairs 
— Karl  and  Olga  feel  an  influence — Strive  to  resist 
— Husband    departs. 
The  Tempter  Appears — Preparations  for  sitting 

— Olga  removes  waist — Startled  by  sudden  appear- 
ii  Devil  Bis  cynical  philosophy  overcomes 

scruples— Terrifies    Olga — She    rushes    from    room. 

Karl    and    the    Devil — Devil    praises    Olga— ' 
liinis.     promises — Forces     invitation     to     ball 
Olga— Karl    and    Olga    about    to   kiss    when    husband 
arrives  -Embarrassment — Devil      satisfactorily      ex- 

plains. Mimi  and  Olga  Meet. — Mimi  calls — Devil  hides 
her — Makes  Olga  jealous — Reveals  Mimi — Karl  tries 

to  explain — Olga  leaves — Karl  goes  to  Mimi's house. 

The  "Lost  Sovereign." — Karl  tries  to  resist 
temptation — Devil  tells  story — Shows  how  he  may 
lose  Olga — Maddens  Karl — Threatens  to  shoot — A sneer    calms. 

At  the  Ball. — In  honor  of  Elsa — Olga  matcb 
maker — Devil  creates  commotion — Powerless  against 
Elsa — Controls    Karl    and    Olga. 

A     Devil's     Trap. — Commands     Olga     to 
Karl    fears    an    elopement — Husband    removes  ., — Karl   confused — Devi]   gloats. 

The    Devil's    Letter. — Olga  write    Kar 
— "Never     to     see     her    again" — Devil     dicta 

love    you:     I    am    yours:     take    me" — Olga letter— She    faints. 

Tempter       Triumphs. — Olga       visits       stn.ii.     -Iu-vl 
gives    a    letter    p.    Karl — He    burns    it-   s    >..    ids 
room — Olga    chagrined — Turns    t.i    depart— Devil    in 
tercepts — Gives      lor      real      letter — She      re- 
Karl's      room — Devil      watches  -His       work 

plished. No.    6375.  Code.    Velou 
Approx.   Length,    1000  feet. 

Shipment, 

September  15th. 

Shipment, 

September  15th. 

NEXT   WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 

WIFEY'S  STRATEGY 
INGOMAR 

No.  6376      Code,  VELORTA. 

Length,  790  feet. 

No.  6377.    Code,  VELONEROS. 

Length  App.  1000  feet. 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 

$175.00 
EDISON  IMPROVED  EXHIBITION 
MODEL    (ONE    f:H    MOVEMENT) 

$155.00 
Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 

Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing  complete  descriptions 
of  improvements. 

UNDERWRITERS*   MODEL (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) reduces  the  flick3r  5C% 
Approved   by   the   New   YorK   Board   of  Fire  Underwriters  and   the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity, 
Includes  among  other  Improvements,  a  new  Automatic  Shutter,  Improved  Lamphoiise, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines,  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take  up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

EDISON    MANUFACTURING   CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,    lO    Fifth    Avenue  CHICAGO,    304    Wabash    Avenue 
Office  for  United  Kingdom:  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden.  LONDON,  N.  W.,  ENGLAND 

■Selling    Agents  : 
P.   L.  WATERS,  41   E.  21st  St.,  New  YorK  GEORGE    BRECH,  550-554  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal 

Dealers    in    all    Principal    Cities. 

NOTICE  TO  THE  TRADE 
We  desire  to  announce,  in  answer  to  many  inquiries,  that  our  FLICKERLESS,  AUTO- 

MATIC, NON-REWINDING  MACHINE  will  be  ready  for  delivery  on  or  about  Oct.  15. 
Since  exhibiting  the  first  complete  model  at  the  Convention  of  Film  Renters  in  the  Prince 
George  Hotel,  we  have  incorporated  several  new  and  important  features  which  we  could 
not  show  at  that  time  as  the  patents  had  not  been  granted.  As  it  was,  the  renters  all  pro- 

nounced it  the  coming  machine,  but  the  finished  article  will  be  almost  as  far  ahead  of  the 
first  model  as  it  was  ahead  of  all  competitors.  Our  experimental  work  has  now  been  com- 

pleted to  our  satisfaction  and  the  machines  are  being  pushed  to  completion.  We  have  the 
assurance  of  experienced  exhibitors  that  our  new  projecting  machine  will  be  the  king  of  them 
all,  and  we  will  not  make  deliveries  until  everything  has  been  tested  to  our  satisfaction. 
Orders  filled  in  rotation  as  received.  Yours  very  truly, 

AMERICAN  MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINE  CO.,  l04BeefcmanSt.,NewY„rkCity 

o 
o 



Moving  Picture  W  orld 
WITH  WHICH  IS  INCORPORATED 

THE  EXHIBIT 
PUBLISHED  BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY.  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

Vol.  3.,  No.  12. September  19,  1908 Price,  lO  Cents 

THE  HOUSE  OF  PICTURE  MELODIES.    New  Song  Slide  Hits,  Ready  for  Delivery 
When  Autumn  Tints  The  Green  Leaves  Gold — Gypsie  Ann — Sweet  Polly  Primrose— Dream  of  Me  and  I'll  Dream  of  You. 
Sweetheart — You   Own  My    Heart  Forever   Madeline  Beautiful  slides   for  all  the  above   new  songs.  HITS  $5  a  Set 

MUSIC  AND  ORCHESTRATION8  FREE  WITH  ALL  SETS  FROM  VS 

THE  CORDON  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO.,  207  West  34th  Street,  New  York  City 

THE     EAGLE     FILM     EXCHANGE 
Machines,  Tickets,  Carbons,  Films,  Song  Slides,  etc.,  Everything  In  the  Moving  Picture  Line.    INDEPENDENT  SERVICE. 

159  N.  Eighth  Street,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA.  342  Main  Street,  NORFOLK,  V.A. 

FILMS    OF    MERIT 
THIS    WEEK'S     ISSUE: 

In  the  Time  of  Rebellion  fto ™t?i 
His  Sweetheart's  Birthday  ft°o'w^ 

FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO. 
Representing 

143  East  23d  St.  S*"???;  """  VD      New  YorR  City SOCIETY  IATLIAN  CINES. 

Keep   Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60%  to.  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j.  h.  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York  i  fully  guaranteed 
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GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 

at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

*THEe& ISSUE 
THE  LADY  WITH  THE  CAMELLIAS 

The  Famous  Production  of  Alex.  Dumas). 
Length  886  Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY 
N0RDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents.    All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will  be  protected  by  the  American  Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

KleiiieCplicofCe. 
Licensee  Under  I        Biograph  Patents 

NEW  YORK 
662  SIXTH  AVE. 

ograph 

CHICAGO 
52  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 
657  Washington  St., 

Boylston  Bldg. 

SEATTLE 
Mehlborn  Bldg. 

ST.  LOUIS 
523-4  Commercial  Bldg. 

5th  and  Oliver  St*. 

MONTREAL,  CAN.      WINNEPECJ  INDIANAPOLIS      DENVER 
LaPatrieBldg      12  Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.     Boston  Bldg 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  Jd  Avenue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

SANANTONIO.TEX. 
304  Conroy  Bldg. 

DES  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prince  William  Street 

Stockton  Building 

DALLAS,  TEX.        LOS  ANOELES,  CAL. 
405  Main  St.       3o'>  Pacific  Electric  Bldg. 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 
ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving: 

Picture  Theatres 

MAIN    OFFICE: 

405   MAIN   STREET DALLAS,  TEX. 

BRANCH   OFFICE: 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write    for  our  Special   Prices  on    our  New   Films 
and   Feature   Productions 
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Moving'  Picture  World With    Which    ia    Incorporated 

the:  exhibit 
Copyright,  1908,  by 

The  World  Photographic  Publishing  Company,  New  YorH 
125  East  23rd  Street,  (Beach  Building)  New  YorH 

Telephone    call,    1344    (iramercy. 

Edited    by    J.    F.    Chalmers. 

SUBSCRIPTION:   $2.00  per  year.      Post   free  In   the   United  States.    Mexico, 
Hawaii.    Porto    Klco   and    the    Philippine    Islands.  • 

Advertising    Rates:    $2.00    per    inch;    15    cents    per    line. 

Paris    Representative: 
F.    GRAFTON.    27    Rue    des    Appenlns,    Paris.    France. 

The  contents  of  this  magazine   are  protected  by  copyright  and  all  infringe- 

The   Swine    Have   to    be    Fed. 

ments   will   be   prosecuted. 

Vol.  3                         SEPTEMBER  19 No.  12 

Editorial. 

The  Future  Should  be  TaKen  Care 
of  in  the  Present. 

There  are  two  factors  that  will  continue  to  exert  an 

increasing-  influence  on  this  business  as  time  rolls  on. 
One' is  the  over-production  or  unsold  copies  of  the  manu- facturers ;  the  other  is  the  constant  accumulation  on 
the  shelves  of  the  exchanges  of  subjects  that  have  gone 

the  rounds — and  commonly  referred  to  as  "junk.' 
The  disposition  of  the  latter  requires  the  most  serious 

consideration,  as  the  manufacturers  are  wise  enough  not 
to  upset  the  demand  for  fresh  subjects  by  flooding  the 
market  with  old  ones,  even  at  bargain  prices.  But  the 
accumulation  of  old  film  is  a  more  serious  matter  for 
consideration  and  one  which  is  even  now  troubling  those 
who  have  the  future  stability  of  this  business  at  heart. 

*     #     * 

Discussing  this  question  with  a  prominent  manufac- 
turer a  few  days  ago,  he  suggested  a  measure  for  the 

control  of  the  junk  market- which  would  at  least  tend 
to  prevent  the  condition  from  becoming  any  worse  than 
it  is.  This  was  that  for  each  foot  of  new  film  received 
from  the  manufacturers,  a  corresponding  number  of 
feet  of  used-up  film  should  be  returned  by  the  renter,  for 
cremation.  The  suggestion  is  sound  and  practical,  and 
in  view  of  the  large  stock  carried  by  the  exchanges  it 
would  not  be  a  hardship  to  any  but  perhaps  the  newest 
comers  in  the  business.  Should  the  manufacturers  ever 

exact  such  conditions,  instead  of  its  being  a  hardship 
to  the  exchanges  it  would  be  an  all-around  benefit;  but 
to  make  the  proposition  tenable,  efficacious  and  fair,  a 
revised  schedule  of  prices  would  require  to  be  adopted 
and  adhered  to  by  all  manufacturers.  If  the  rule  were 
to  be  adopted  and  enforced  by  every  manufacturer,  a 
substantial  allowance  should  be  made  for  the  old  film. 
If  the  exchanges  considered  this  oppressive  and  some 
preferred  to  retain  their  junk,  a  substantial  discount 
could  be  agreed  upon  that  would  be  extended  to  the 
renter  who  returned  old  film,  and  this  discount  should 
be  large  enough  to  make  it  an  inducement. 

On  several  occasions  we  have  published  letters  from 
exhibitors  protesting  against  certain  highly  sensational 
film  subjects  and  we  haw  repeatedl)  pointed  out  that 
such  subjects  bode  no  good  for  the  future  welfare  of  the 
business.  We  have  hinted  thai  the  manufacturers  were 

not  alone  to  blame,  as  the)  were  onlj  catering  to  a 
demand,  and  this  was  confirmed  and  di  cussed  with  a 
prominent  renter  in  whose  office  we  happened  to  be  this 
week  when  one  of  his  customers  called  and  asked  for 
two  films  which  have  been  suppressed  in  various  parts 
of  the  country.  The  renter  did  not  have  them,  but  as 
the  exhibitor  was  a  good  customer  the  renter  agreed  to 
procure  the  films  for  the  desired  date.  Now,  while  some 
exhibitors  have  refused  to  exhibit  these  subjects,  and 
would  not  think  of  exhibiting  them  before  their  audi- 

ences, yet  here  was  another  exhibitor  who  insisted  on 

having  them!  This  not  only  proves  that  "it  takes  all 
kinds  of  people  to  make  a  world,"  but  it  goes  to  show 
that  the  exhibitor  should  have  the  privilege  of  choosing 
the  subjects  he  intends  to  exhibit.  The  exhibitor  surely 
ought  to  be  the  best  judge  as  to  what  kind  of  subjects 
are  best  suited  to  his  house.  In  the  present  scramble 
for  first-run  stuff  it  is  impracticable  for  him  to  make 
his  own  selection,  but  when  he  contracts  for  his  service 
he  should  have  a  clear  understanding  with  the  renter  as 
to  what  kind  of  subjects  are  to  be  shipped  to  him,  be  his 
own  censor,  and  be  guided  by  the  locality  of  his  show. 
If  the  renter  has  a  subject  that  he  is  doubtful  about,  it 
could  be  shipped  to  the  exhibitor  on  approval,  along  with 
the  regular  reel,  to  be  returned  immediately  if  unsuitable. 

The   Moving  Picture  Drama  and 
the  Acted   Drama. 

Some    Points    of   Comparison    as    to 
Technique. 

Specially   contributed  to  the   Moving  Picture  World. 

That  the  moving  picture  drama  is  an  art,  is  a  proposi- 
tion as  yet  not  well  recognized  by  the  public  at  large. 

That  it  has  a  genuine  technique,  largely  in  common  with 
the  acted  drama  yet  in  part  peculiar  to  itself,  is  a  propo- 

sition which  seems  not  to  be  well  recognized  within  the 

moving  picture  field  itself.  It  is  important  to  the  devel- 
opment of  the  moving  picture  that  these  two  proposi- 

tions be  established.  It  is  not  likely,  however,  that  the 
public  at  large  will  recognize  the  first  proposition  until 
the  producers  begin  to  take  the  second  proposition  more seriously. 

THE    PRESENTATION    OF    THE    CAST    AND    PLOT. 

No  serious  discussion  should  be  required  to  make  it 
plain  that  in  most  of  the  fundamental  principles  the 
technique  of  the  moving  picture  play  is  identical  with 
that  of  the  acted  drama.  For  example,  the  principle  of 

unity  of  action,  i.  e.,  the  presentation  of  a  single  con- 
sistent story  without  irrelevant  matters,  is  equally  a  re- 

quirement of  both  types  of  play.  If  a  film  is  unscientific 
in  this  respect  it  may  still  have  interest  at  points  of  its 
progress,  yet  its  final  complete  impression  will  be  bad. 

Similarly  the  moving  picture  requires  as  strictly  as 
does  the  acted  drama  that  adequate  motivation  be  pre- 

sented for  the  actions  of  the  characters.  It  should  take 
as  serious  and  as  clearly  expressed  a  quarrel  to  separate 
two  moving  picture  lovers  as  it  does  to  estrange  two 
lovers  of  the  real  stage. 
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Again,  the  demands  of  "action"  in  the  acted  drama 
are  that  there  shall  be  an  element  of  doubt  and  suspense 

in  ever}-  moment  of  the  play.  The  requirement  is  the 
same  in  the  play  to  be  presented  through  moving  pictures. 

The  acted  drama  must  explain  itself.  Its  story  must 
be  unfolded  bit  by  bit,  without  explanation,  from  a  pro 
logue  or  lecture.  The  moving  picture  play  should  be 
similarly  constructed.  In  the  acted  drama,  to  establish 
the  identity  and  the  interrelations  of  the  characters  is  of 
prime  importance.  It  is  equally  important  in  the  moving 
picture.  (A  recent  film  showed  a  large  preliminary  pic- 

ture of  each  of  the  characters  with  the  name  underneath. 
This  is  a  helpful  device  and  probably  is  as  justifiable  as 

the  publication  of  the  "cast  of  characters"  in  a  program.) 
•  These  propositions  as  to  the  similarity  of  the  two 

types  might  be  indefinitely  continued  and  would  all  seem 
obvious  enough,  yet  nothing  is  more  common  than  to 
see  them  disregarded.  The  impression  seems  to  prevail 
that  much  more  carelessness  will  be  overlooked  in  a 

moving  picture  play  than  in  one  of  the  actual  stage. 
Quite  the  contrary  is  the  case.  The  public  is  more  help- 

less to  express  itself  in  the  case  of  the  moving  picture, 
but  the  wise  manager  can  note  effects,  and  the  reputa- 

tion of  a  given  producer  for  bad  or  for  effective  pictures 
is  thereby  established.  To  the  extent  that  these  two 
types  of  play  are  alike,  their  respective  techniques  are 

equally  strict.  The  authors  and'  experts  employed  by 
the  producer  should  be  primarily  familiar  with  the  tech- 

nique of  the  acted  drama.  They  may  then  add  to  a  firm 
foundation  their  knowledge  of  the  special  opportunities 
and  requirements  of  motion  photography. 
When  perfection  is  accomplished  in  those  points  of 

moving  picture  technique  which  are  identical  with  the 
principles  of  the  acted  drama,  it  still  remains  to  recog- 

nize the  particular  technique  of  the  moving  picture  drama 
itself.  Every  art  has  its  peculiar  advantages  and  dis- 

advantages growing  out  of  the  particular  medium  in 
which  it  expresses  itself.  It  is  the  limitations  and  ad- 

vantages of  its  particular  means  of  expression  that  gives 
rise  to  its  own  particular  technique.  An  observation  of 
the  limitations  and  advantages  of  motion  photography 
will  suggest  the  particular  technical  laws  of  the  moving 
picture  play. 

THE    IMPORTANCE    OF    PANTOMIME. 

The  most  apparent  limitation  of  the  moving  picture  is 
its  powerlessness  to  use  dialogue.  A  primary  means  of 
expression  is  thus  eliminated  and  only  pantomime  re- 

mains. This  fact  causes  an  immediate  distinction  be- 
tween the  plot  of  the  drama  proper  and  that  of  the  mov- 

ing picture.  In  ever)'  acted  drama  there  are  facts  sup- 
posed to  have  happened  before  the  rise  of  the  curtain. 

These  facts  furnish  the  motives  of  one  or  more  of  the 
characters  and  add  a  certain  amount  of  complication 
to  the  story.  They  are  made  known  to  the  audience 
incidentally  at  one  time  or  another  and  always  by  means 
of  dialogue.  In  the  moving  picture,  the  plot  must  be 
complete  without  such  facts.  This  seems  obvious  enough, 
yet  it  is  the  attempt  to  introduce  past  events  and  rela- 

tionships into  a  moving  picture  that  frequently  leaves 
an  entire  scene  worse  than  obscure  and  meaningless.  All 
necessary  facts  in  a  moving  picture  play  must  be  visibly 
presented.  The  heroine  cannot  tell  the  story  of  her  life 
in  a  moving  picture — yet  this  is  exactly  the  sort  of  thing 
that  some  pictures  attempt  to  do. 

It  is  a  corollary  to  the  above  principle  that  events  which 
in  the  acted  drama  are  supposed  to  take  place  off-stage 
or  between  acts  must  be  actually  presented  in  the  moving 
picture  play. 

A  much  more  serious  difficulty  than  the  inability  to 
present  previous  or  off-stage  events  is  the  moving  pic- 

ture's inability  to  express  the  precise  mental  states  of  the 
characters.  "I  go,  but  I  will  return,"  says  the  villain  of 
the  melodrama,  and  a  shudder  of  apprehension  for  the 

heroine's  safety  seizes  the  audience.  "I  go"  is  an  idea 
that  the  moving  picture  villain  may  express  by  actually 

going,  but  the  fate-laden  line,  "I  will  return,"  is  impos- 
sible to  him.    He  may  shake  his  fist,  but  that    s  all. 

The  principle  to  be  deduced  from  this  is  th  \i  the  plot 
of  the  moving  picture  drama  should  avoid  th  necessity 
of  presenting  precise  trends  of  thought.  Tlu  elemental 
emotions,  love,  hatred,  jealousy,  despair,  any  of  these 
may  be  effectively  presented  by  the  moving  picture,  but 
the  Ibsen  plots  are  not  proper  moving  picture  material. 

To  the  limitation  of  lack  of  dialogue,  however,  there 
is  this  possible  exception,  that  where  the  action  of  the 
moving  picture  shows  that  a  letter  or  written  message 
has  been  received  the  message  may  be  thrown  as  a  large 
picture  on  the  canvas.  This  is,  of  course,  pure  device. 
The  more  artistic  way  being  to  avoid  it.  On  the  other 
hand,  in  the  acted  drama  it  is  frequently  necessary  to 

look  at  the  program  to  find  such  facts  as  "Ten  years 
elapse,"  "The  interior  of  Duke  B.'s  castle,"  etc.  It  seems 
equally  justifiable  to  use  the  device  of  the  printed  mes 
sage,  and  if  it  is  presented  in  such  sequence  that  curios- 

ity is  aroused  as  to  its  contents  it  will  probably  be  re- 
ceived by  the  audience  without  substantial  loss  of  illu- 
sion. Printed  explanations  thrown  on  the  screen  before 

scenes  are  not  at  all  similar  in  principle  and  are  entirely 
crude  and  unjustifiable.  They  destroy  the  suspense  and 
interest  by  outlining  the  scope  of  the  scene  in  advance. 

ADVANTAGE  OF  SCENIC  CHANGES. 

What  the  moving  picture  play  loses  in  lack  of  dialogue 
it  to  a  large  extent  makes  up  in  certain  great  advantages 
which  it  has  over  all  acted  drama.  The  unlimited  num- 

ber of  scenes  which  may  be  shown  is  the  most  striking 
of  these  advantages. 

A  large  percentage  of  acted  plays  seem  to  have  been 
fairly  contorted  out  of  all  semblance  to  truth  in  order 
to  get  the  action  to  take  place  in  one  or  two  localities 
for  each  act.  It  is  often  utterly  ridiculous  to  see  how 
all  the  principal  characters  show  up  first  here  and  then 
there  without  any  adequate  excuse  except  that  the  author 
needs  them.  In  the  moving  picture  play,  on  the  con- 

trary, the  principal  characters,  having  been  once  well 
identified,  may  be  separated  and  the  scene  may  shift 
from  one  to  the  other  and  back  again.  If  the  sequence 
of  the  scenes  is  well  contrived  there  is  a  decided  gain 
in  the  quality  of  the  action  and  a  perfected  illusion  of 
reality  in  the  method. 

The  danger  to  be  avoided  in  such  change  of  scenes  is 
that  of  giving  episodic  or  substantially  unimportant  facts 
a  scene  for  themselves.  This  would  undoubtedly  over- 

emphasize them  and  cause  disproportion  just  as  it  would 
in  acted  drama.  For  the  presentation  of  events  that 
actually  carry  forward  the  plot,  however,  there  seems 
to  be  no  technical  limit  on  the  number  of  scenes. 

The  discussion  of  the  possible  number  of  scenes  sug- 
gests the  advantages  of  the  moving  picture  play  as  to 

selection  of  scenes.  The  moving  picture  play  has  the 
whole  world  for  its  stage.  Lately  some  of  the  producers 
have  discovered  that  it  pays  to  travel  many  miles  to  get 

impressive  scenery.  The  possibilities  of  the  moving  pic- 
ture in  this  respect  are,  however,  not  yet  fully  realized. 

A  recent  French  picture  showed  an  actual  lighthouse 
on  the  cliffs  with  the  big  breakers  rolling  in.  The  set- 
tine  was  there  in  this  case  and  it  lacked  onlv  a  beau- 
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tilul  story  to  make  the  picture  a  poem  in  photography. 
A  genuine  story  of  the  sea  would  have  Been  a  well- 
received  blessing  to  thousands  of  inland  audiences.  The 
actual  plot,  however,  was  a  dirty  little  French  intrigue, 
thus  actually  letting  the  play  spoil  the  scenery.  The 

moving  picture  producer  has  a  rare  chance  to  get  "at- 
mosphere" into  his  stories  and  to  heighten  illusion  by  the 

use  of  proper  scenery. 

WELL-TRAINED   ACTORS   A    NECESSITY. 

Perhaps  the  most  important  feature  of  the  technique 
of  moving  pictures  concerns  the  manner  in  which  they 
are  acted  rather  than  the  details  of  their  authorship. 
From  the  proposition  that  the  moving  picture  cannot 
rely  upon  dialogue  it  follows  that  it  must  develop  the 
art  of  pantomime  to  the  highest  point. 

This  proposition  is  apparently  not  fully  appreciated 
by  many  producers.  A  demonstration  of  this  may  be 
seen  by  comparing  a  good  French  dramatic  subject  with 
a  first-class  American  film.  The  French  seem  natural 
adepts  at  pantomime.  An  arch  of  the  eyebrows,  a  shrug 
of  the  shoulders,  a  gesture  of  the  hands,  all  these  are 
aids  in  expression  to  them.  The  American  relies  in  his 
daily  life  more  entirely  upon  his  words,  and  the  Ameri- 

can actor  is  likewise  comparatively  dependent  on  them. 
The  result  is  that,  other  things  being  equal,  the  French 
dramatic  film  will  noticeably  surpass  the  American  prod- 

uct. The  possibilities  of  pure  gesture  should  be  an  in- 
teresting investigation.  Moving  picture  actors  should 

study  their  parts  with  reference  to  bringing  out  even- 
possible  point  by  legitimate  pantomime.  If  this  is  done 
with  artistic  seriousness  it  will  improve  many  films  such 
as  heretofore  have  been  entirely  lifeless  and  mechanical 
on  one  hand  or  have  been  orgies  of  gesticulation  upon 
the  other. 

The  last  paragraphs  suggested  the  further  technical 
point  that  where  shades  of  emotion  are  to  be  expressed 
the  pictures  as  a  rule  should  be  at  close  range.  The 
moving  picture  may  present  figures  greater  than  life  size 
without  loss  of  illusion,  and  if  an  emotional  climax  is 

well  worked  up,  the  power  of  good  pictures  to  convey 
these  phases  of  emotion  by  the  facial  expression  of  the 
actors  is  greater  than  that  of  the  actual  stage. 

It  is  probably  not  worth  while  to  try  to  formulate  into 
terms  all  the  details  of  the  technique  of  the  moving  pic- 

ture drama.  Mechanical  invention  may  vary  its  precise 
needs  at  any  time.  On  the  other  hand,  it  must  not  be 
overlooked  that  it  has  a  technique  which  is  worth  close 
observation  and  which  must  be  followed  if  even  approxi- 

mate perfection  is  to  be  gained. 
Rollin  Summers. 

A  report  is  in  circulation  that  at  the  next  meeting  of  the 

local  members  of  the  Film  Renters'  Association  charges 
will  be  preferred  in  open  meeting  against  several  members 
or  firms  for  breaking  the  schedule  and  thereby  seducing  the 
customers  of  other  firms  away  from  them.  It  is  asserted  by 
the  aggrieved  parties  that  the  way  the  business  is  done  is 
to  have  the  renters  sign  the  regular  schedule  contract  and 
then  after  the  rental  is  paid  to  quietly  hand  them  back  a 
rebate  without  making  any  entry  on  their  books  as  rebate, 

but  to  enter  the  rebate  up  as  "Miscellaneous  Expenses." 
The  thing  is  alleged  to  have  gone  on  to  such  an  extent  that 
some  members  of  the  Association  who  have  been  honest  and 
kept  the  schedule  have  been  almost  stripped  of  their  busi- 

ness. It  is  alleged  that  nearly  every  firm  engaged  in  the 
crooked  rebate  business  are  composed  of  foreigners.  The 
matter  is  alleged  to  have  been  given  away  by  one  of  their 
customers  boasting  that  he  could  get  films  from  such  a  firm 
ten  dollars  a  week  cheaper  than  he  could  from  another  house, 
and  also  by  the  detection  of  a  cashier  entering  up  more  re- 

bates as  "Miscel.  Ex."  than  had  been  given  and  putting  the 
cash  in  his  pocket 

NOTES    AND    COMMENTS. 

1  ,iw  -  are  good,  but  often  made  i"  appeal  ridiculoui  b 
waj  ih«  \  an  enforced.    I  an  operator  in  V* 
M.i>>,  was  arrested  ami  fined  because  his  machini 

aed  in  an  asbestos  booth  manded  !  tati 

The  absurdity    ol   the  .no  wn  by   the   fact   thai    the 
show  was  being  given  in  1 1 1  *  -  open  at  the  fan 
the  testimony   snowed  that  tin-  machine  was  fenced  ofl 
the  people  bj  hem  at  a  distanci    of  from  20 
to  30  feet  from  the  machine. 

IT  HAPPENED  IN  A  FILM  EXCHANGE. 

In  the  Tenth  street  office  of  a  Philadelphia  him  1 
which,  through  the  tact  ami  ability  of  n>  owners,  has,  from 
small  beginnings,  grown  to  .1  large  ami  prosperous  business, 

some  days  ago  sat  a  "vaudevillian '  of  tin-  cheaper  kind.  His 
specialty  was  the  biting  "i  nails  nol  his  own,  but  nails  made 

of  steel  and  iron.     W'inle  he  was  conscientiously  preventing 
the    chair   from   blowing  out   <>f   the  bringing   his   full 
weight  t"  bear  upon  it,  a  distinguished  looking  gentleman 
entered  the  office  ami  was  soon  engaged  in  1  'tion  with 
one  of  the   proprietors. 

Being  somewhat  slow  in  his  perception  of  the  proprieties, 
the  nail-biting  artist  approached  the  speakers  and  gave  the 
distinguished  looking  gentleman  a  resounding  whack  on  the 
hack  by  way  of  introduction. 

"Say,"  he  exclaimed,  addressing  the  d.  1.  g.,  "if  yer  lookin' 
for  something  good,  get  me  act.  I  am  the  champion  of  all 

the  nail  biters." The  d.  1.  g.  stared  in  surprise  for  a  moment. 

"Here's  me  circular,"  continued  the  artist.  "Say,  old  pal, 

this  will  wake  'em  up." The  d.  1.  g.  courteously  promised  to  read  the  circular  later 
and  was  about  to  resume  his  talk  with  the  storekeeper,  but 
the  strong-toothed  one  would  not  have  it  so. 

"Say,"  he  insisted,  "you  fellows  make  jne  sick!  Talk  busi- ness! Come  on  and  bite  it!  This  act  beats  the  dickens  out 

of  anything  you  ever  had  in  your  joint.  I  lets  'em  bring  their 
own  nails  along,  see!" 

The  d.  1.  g.  "saw"  long  enough  to  transfix  the  dental  won- 
der with  a  cold,  glittering  stare,  whereat  the  d.  w.  subsided. 

When  the  d.  1.  g.  had  left  the  office,  the  "vaudevillian" turned  inquiringly  to  the  proprietor. 

"Say,  Mac,"  he  said,  "who  is  that  stuck-up  guy,  anyway?" 
"That,"  said  Mac,  with  his  blandest  smile,  "was  the  Rev. 

Dr.  A   ordering  a  copy  of  the  Passion  Play." 

THE  ITALIAN  MARKET.      * 

Consular  reports  indicate  there  would  seem  to  be  a  very 
good  field  for  American-made  motion  pictures  in  Italy.  The 
number  of  exhibitors  of  such  pictures  is  very  large,  and  is 
constantly  growing,  and  as  novelty  plays  a  highly  important 
part  in  the  selection  of  films  for  exhibition,  there  is  a  pro- 

nounced demand  for  foreign  films  of  all  sorts.  This  demand 
is  only  beginning  to  be  met  and  is  likely  to  increase  for  some 
time  to  come. 

Foreign  films  are  bought  by  Italian  exhibitors  in  one  oi 
two  ways,  either  through  agents  having  their  offices  in  Italy 
or  in  another  European  country,  or  from  Italian  manufac- 

turers. The  reason  that  foreign  films  are  to  be  bought  in 
large  numbers  from  Italian  manufacturers  is  that  these  man- 

ufacturers have  a  system  of  exchange  with  manufacturers  oi 
foreign  countries.  Every  important  Italian  manufacture 
exchanges  the  motion  pictures  that  he  produces  for  the  mo- 

tion pictures  produced  by  a  number  of  foreign  manufacturers 
— generally  one  foreign  maker  per  country.  At  the  present 
time  only  one  Italian  maker  is  known  to  have  such  an  under- 

standing with  an  American  house.  It  would  seem  important 
that  American  makers  of  motion  pictures  who  are  not  already 
represented  in  Europe,  and  even  that  those  who  are  so  rep- 

resented, should  give  this  system  of  international  exchange 
careful  attention. 

It  is  believed  that  an  American  house  would  find  it  to  its 
advantage  to  sell  pictures  direct  to  an  Italian  agent,  rathei 
than  intrust  the  sale  of  its  pictures  upon  such  a  large  market 
to  an  agent  residing  outside  Italy. 

The  close  ties  between  the  United  States  and  Italy  through 
emigration  should  not  be  overlooked  when  considering  the 
possible  popularity  of  American  scenes  displayed  in  motion 

pictures. 

Why  not  send   your  Subscription  now? 
Six  Months,  $1,00;    One  Year,   $2.00. 
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GREATER  NEW  YORK  NOTES. 

The  Van  Nest  Hippodrome,  Chas.  G.  Hunt,  manager  and 
proprietor,   has   opened   up   on   Morris    Park   avenue,    Bronx. 
Moving  pictures  and  vaudeville. *  *     * 

T.  Adams  has  opened  a  place  at  1639  Bath  avenue,  Bath 
Beach. 

Vincent  Caesaraco  has  at  last  opened  his  Canal  Street 
Theater,  at  407  Canal  street,  Manhattan.  Motion  pictures 
and  illustrated  songs.  The  opening  was  delayed  over  three 
months  on  account  of  difficulty  in  obtaining  a  license.  A 
church  a  block  and  a  half  away  made  all  kinds  of  objections 
and  tried  to  prevent  the  opening. *  *     * 

The  three  theaters  above  mentioned  are  supplied  by  the 
Empire  Film  Company  of  New  York. *  *     * 

Mr.  F.  Graf,  formerly  interested  in  the  Empire  Film  Com- 
pany, has  opened  a  new  theater  at  the  corner  of  Hart  str«?et 

and  Hamburg  avenue,  Brooklyn.  The  theater  is  equipped 
with   a    16  by  8  by  6   ft.   high   operating  booth    of   fireproof 
material. 

*  *     * 
The  Manhattan  Theater  is  again  back  to  the  Association 

and  is  supplied  by  the  Actograph  Company  of  New  York. *  *     * 
A  new  burlesque  and  moving  picture  theater,  the  Empire, 

has  been  opened  at  the  corner  of  Broadway  and  Ralph  ave- 
nue, Brooklyn. 

%         *         % 

Nickelodeon  singers  who  cancel  their  contracts  at  the  last 
moment  are  to  be  shut  out  of  the  booking  agencies. 

Albert  Hoon,  who  has  been  operating  a  moving  picture 
show  at  his  place  at  North  Beach,  has  closed  down  for  the 
season. 

It  is  calculated  that  there  are  ovc  one  hundred  less  store 
shows  of  moving  pictures  in  New  York  than  there  were  on 
May  1st.  The  people  who  rushed  into  the  business,  selecting 
poor  locations  where  the  audiences  were  not  to  be  had,  hav- 

ing spent  their  capital  and  receipts  and  stretched  their  credit 
to  the  limit,  have  been  compelled  to  close.  In  good  localities 
the  interest  in  moving  pictures  is  on  the  increase  and  in  the 
country  at  large  the  business  is  growing. 

The  Film  Service  Association  has  been  strengthened  by  the 
addition  of  the  Western  Film  Exchange,  Joplin,  Mo.,  and 
the   Edison   Display  Co.,  Portland,   Ore.,  to  the  membership. 

It  is  reported  that  the  F.  S.  A.  "local"  has  advised  all  its 
members  that  a  fine  of  not  less  than  $100  will  be  imposed 
for  each  offence  on  the  part  of  an  Association  renter  who  is 
proved  guilty  of  renting  film  to  independent  offices — in  other 
words,  sub-renting. 
A  report,  not  yet  well  authenticated,  is  in  circulation  that 

a  number  of  firms  in  the  Film  Renters'  Association  in  this 
city  have  been  detected  in  giving  rebates  to  customers  that 
they  have  seduced  from  firms  who  have  remained  true  to 
the  schedule.  We  all  know  that  a  house  divided  against  itself 
cannot  stand,  and  the  first  natural  consequence  of  such  an 
action  will  be  the  collapse  of  the  Association  and — if  they 
can  get  the  films — the  inauguration  of  a  ruinous  warfare  of 
senseless  competition.  Then  the  wind-up  of  the  matter  will 
be  that  the  manufacturers  of  films  will  take  the  rental  busi- 

ness in  their  own  hands  and  every  small  and  large  film 
renter  will  go  out  of  business  with  a  most  disastrous  crash. 
The  names  of  the  firms  who  have  been  indulging  in  this  dis- 

honest and  unscrupulous  method  of  giving  secret  rebates  are 
not  known  to  the  Moving  Picture  World,  but  the  name  of 
the  man  who  threatens  to  prefer  charges  against  them  at 
the  next  meeting  of  the  local  members  is,  and  we  can  vouch 
for  him  as  a  fair  dealing  and  straightforward  man  and  one 
who  can  make  good  a  threat.  It  is  also  alleged  that  they 
have  a  secret  organization  among  themselves,  an  inner  circle 
in  the  Association,  as  it  were. 
Now  as  to  their  pulling  out  of  the  Association  and  still 

being  able  to  get  films:  There  is  no  question  but  what  they 
can  get  them  and  inaugurate  a  ruinous  competition  against 
their  fellows.  Every  film  dealer  knows  that  there  is  one 
independent  film  exchange  in  this  city  which  has  been  a 
price-cutter  from  the  start  and  which  has  been  able  to 
furnish  new  foreign-made  films  to  anyone  that  wanted  them, 
Association  or  Independent,  below  the  Association  prices, 
and  as  yet  the  source  of  supply  has  never  been  discovered. 

FOREIGN    NEWS    AND    NOTES. 

To  project  advertisements  on  the  sidewalk  by  means  of  s 
street  arc  lamp  is  an  advertising  novelty  recently  introduced 
in  Vienna.  The  procedure  is  very  simple — -the  whole  outfit 
consisting  of  a  combination  of  lenses  in  the  bottom  of  the 
lamp,  projecting  a  miniature  lantern  slide,  all  enclosed  in  th< 
glass  cover  of  the  lamp.  The  device  is  quite  advantageous  in 
front  of  railroad  stations,  department  stores  and  public  build- 

ings and  does  not  fail  to  attract  the  attention  of  the  passing 
throng. 

Mr.  A.  Ernemann,  the  young  manager  of  the  well-knowij 
Dresden  firm  of  Ernemann  &  Co.,  has  made  another  success- 

'ful  cinematographic  record  of  an  aerial  flight  under  the  mos perilous  conditions.  The  weather  was  fine  on  starting,  bu 
suddenly  changed  when  he  was  up  in  the  clouds,  and  th 
airship  was  caught  in  a  terrific  thunderstorm,  from  which  th 
daring  aviator  had  an  extremely  narrow  escape.  The  thunde 
and  lightning  was  terrific,  but.  in  spite  of  all,  the  little  Erne 
mann  Kino  camera  was  working  on  time,  making  record 
of  phenomena  never  before  witnessed  by  human  eye.  A 
mentioned  before  in  this  paper,  Mr.  Ernemann  is  the  invento 
of  an  exceptionally  fine  amateur  moving  picture  earner 
which,  on  account  of  its  small  size,  is  especially  adapted  fo 
scientific  experiments  where  bulk  and  weight  of  the  standari 
machine  would  be  prohibitive. 

An  automatic  releasing  camera  attached  to  a  kite  was  use 

in  the  Russo-Japanese  war  to  make  a  record  of  the  enemy' location.  A  more  reliable  method  is  now  introduced  by 
German  army  officer,  who  uses  trained  pigeons  with  a  minia 
ture  camera  attached  to  their  bodies.  The  camera  is  equippe 
with  an  automatic  moving  film  and  corresponding  shutte; 
taking  eight  distinct  pictures  with  half  a  minute  intermissioi 
The  invention  is  quite  a  novelty  and  has  been  successful! 
tested  during  the  recent  maneuvers  of  the  German  army. 

Bruitophone  is  the  name  of  a  new  machine  to  use  in  cor 
nection  with  moving  pictures  where  imitations  of  differer 
sounds  are  required.  The  Bruitophone  is  an  ingenious  piec 
of  mechanism  about  the  size  of  a  small  organ  and  giving  tb 
most  natural  imitations  possible  of  rain,  thunder,  windstorn 
running  water,  roaring  of  the  ocean  and  other  sounds  of  Hi 
and  nature.  The  machine  has  been  recently  placed  on  th 

market  by  a 'French  firm.  Devarenne-Dupelin.  of  Paris,  an it  is  said  that  it  makes  a  valuable  addition  to  the  movir 
picture  machine. 

A  new  substitute  for  celluloid  film  has  lately  been  patent* 

by  a  German  "genius"  whose   fame  will   not  bring  honor 
the  Faderland.     The  substitute  is  glass  plates,  joined  togeth 
by  a  chain,  and  traveling  before  the  lens  through  some  con 
plicated    machinery.      This,    as    a    German    contemporary    r 
marks,  is  going  backwards  instead  of  forwards,  as  the  san 
idea  was  exploited  by  Anschutz  and  Muybridge  some  fiftei 

or  twenty  years  ago.     The  inventor's  dream  was.  no  doul the  elimination  of  the  risk  attached  to  the  combustible  pro  I 
erties  of  celluloid,  but  among  other  objections  the  bulk  ai 
weight  of  his  substitute  stamps  it  as  absurd.    A  few  thousaij 
feet  of  his  "film"  would  require  a  mule  team  for  transport 
tion,  and  just  imagine  the  bills  for  expressage  the  film  rer| 
ers  would  have,  not  to  speak  of  the  breakage. 

i A  somewhat  similar  idea  was  evolved  by  a  New  Yo 
"inventor"  a  few  months  ago.  and  a  Wall  street  capitali: 
who  came  to  the  editor  of  this  paper  for  his  opinion  befo 

investing  money  to  float  a  stock  company  to  manufacture  t' conception,  is  ever  grateful  for  the  advice  he  received  th 
if  he  had  any  money  to  lose  he  had  better  gamble  in  railro 

stocks,  when  he  might  get  some  of  it  back.  This  "inventio was  more  practicable  than  the  scheme  of  the  German.  Bu 
around  a  projecting  lantern  was  a  circular  revolving  trac 
several  feet  in  circumference.  Placed  on  this  track  were 
number  of  carriers  bearing  from  50  to  100  little  glass  po: 
fives  of  the  consecutive  pictures,  each  little  positive  beiil 
held  in  a  metal  frame  so  as  to  prevent  scratching.  The 
positives  were  printed  in  the  strip  from  the  roll  film  aiL 
afterwards  cut  apart  and  placed  in  the  frames,  which  we 
connected  so  as  to  prevent  a  mix-up.  As  the  track  revolve 
propelled  by  a  motor  with  a  spiral  gear,  the  pictures  dropp 
into  position  consecutively  in  front  of  the  condenser,  and 
the  operator  had  to  do  was  to  place  a  fresh  rack  of  slic 
on  the  carriage  as  it  revolved,  removing  one  that  had  be 
exhibited.  The  editor  has  not  yet  decided  whether  the  i 
ventor  was  a  knave  or  a  fool,  but  somebody  dropped  a  chu 
of  money  in  the  experimental  work  and  building  of  t 
model,  which  now  rests  among  the  dust  on  the  shelves 
a  model  maker  in  this  city. 
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Topeka,  Kan.-  -The  Olympic  has  been   reopened  by   R.   G ols. 

College  Corner,  Ohio. —  Messrs.  Bake  &  Schultz  hav< 
opened  up  a  motion  picture  theater  in  town. 

Sandwich.  111.  M.  II  Boyce  is  fitting  up  a  moving  pictun 
show  in  the  Will  Wallace  Building. 

Lowville,  N.  Y. — Claude  Chase  lias  disposed  of  liis  five 
cent  theater  to  Geo.  Kelley,  of  Watertown. 

Ottawa,  111. — The  Ottawa  Theater  has  installed  motion 
pictures  as  a  permanent  part  of  its  attractions. 

Louisville,  Ky. — The  Mary  Andersen  Theater  opens  this 
week   with   special   films  and  vaudeville. 

Springfield,  111. —  Moving  pictures  are  again  being  offered 
at  Chatterton's  Opera  House. 
Onaway,  Mich. — The  Palestra,  a  prosperous  5-cent  theater. 

en  purchased  by  Harman  Bros,  from  J.  R.  Thocnen. 

Milledgeville,  Ga. — F.  W.  Butts  has  leased  a  store  in  the 
Elks   Building  and  will  install  a  moving  picture  show. 

Greenfield,  Ind. — R.  L.  Ogg,  the  new  proprietor  of  the 
Theatorium,  which  has  been  in  darkness  for  several  weeks, 

is  drawing  good   audiences   with   well-selected   programs. 

Hamilton,  Ohio. — Lou  Wittmann,  the  popular  manager  of 
the  Princess  Theater,  on  High  street,  was  married  last  Thurs- 

day to  Miss  Sarah  Baker.     Congratulations. 

Rochester,  Ind. — The  Earle  Theater  has  added  the  camera- 
phone  as  an  additional  feature  of  its  show  this  week.  The 
Star  Theater  has  been  sold  by  Mr.  Gross  to  A.  L.  Mulkins. 

Natchez,  Miss. — Our  notice  in  regard  to  the  opening  of  the 
Star  last  week  gave  the  name  of  the  State  as  Minnesota  in- 

stead of  Mississippi. 

Visalia,  Cal. — The  attendance  at  the  La  Petite,  on  South 
Court  street,  has  been  so  good  that  the  management  are 
making  extensive  alterations  and  improvements. 

Kewanee,  111. — The  "Amiisu"  is  a  new  five-cent  theater  thai 
has  been  opened  in  the  Merritt  Building  on  Tremont  street 
by  C.  P.  Streber. 

Lancaster,  Wis. — The  Orpheum,  seating  300,  and  present- 
ing motion  pictures  and  illustrated  songs,  is  a  new  theatei 

that  has  been  opened  in  the  Clark  Building. 

Kewanee,   111. — Adam    Funck   and    Chris.    Taylor   have    se- 
■   cured  the  Princess  Theater,  which  has  been  closed  for  some 
time,  and  will  run  a  picture  show,  with  songs  and  lectures. 

Peoria,  111. — The  Crescent  Theater,  at  311  Main  street, 
one  of  the  prettiest  theaters  in  the  State  of  Illinois,  opened 
last  week. 

Vincennes,  Ind. — The  old  St.  James  Church  building  at  the 
corner  of  Busseron  and  Fourth  streets  is  being  fitted  up  as 
a  motion  picture  theater.     Talking  pictures  will  be  a  feature. 
The  Southern  Amusement  Co.,  who  operate  the  Dreamland 

Theater  at  Frostburg,  Md.,  have  opened  up  a  new  theater  at 
Mt.  Savage.  Md. 

Elkins,  W.  Va.— The  Ocay  Moving  Picture  Parlor,  which 
was  owned  by  Ernest  Westfall,  has  been  transferred  to  Curtis 
&  Ice,  both  of  Elkins 

Fall  River,  Mass. — The  Bijou  (formerly  Sheedy's)  has 
opened  with  pictures,  songs  and  vaudeville.  The  theater 
has  been  handsomely  decorated  during  the  Summer. 

Muskogee,  Ind.  Ter. — The  Crystal  is  the  name  of  a  new 
moving  picture  theater  that  is  being  constructed  at  the  cor- 

ner of  Third  and  Okmulgee  streets. 

Memphis,  Tenn. — R.  E.  and  F.  Montgomery  are  expending 
$2,000  to  convert  the  building  at  146  South  Main  street  into 
a  moving  picture  theater. 

Rockford,  111. — Dreamland  is  the  name  of  a  tastefully  dec- 
orated theater  that  has  been  opened  at  122  West  State  street 

with  seats  for  200. 

Pittsburg,  Kan. — The  Mystic,  which  has  been  closed  foi 
some  time,  undergoing  extensive  alterations,  has  now  been 
reopened  as  a  five-cent  show. 

moving  picture  theatei  in  the  Dockendorf  Building 
stn 

Winchester,  111.     1  rank   Mel  aughlin  and   Hai  f,  of 
Pekin,  will  establ  show  hi 
is  ii"  show  "l  the  kind  in  Winchester  it  should  ■■ venture. 

Mr.   Henry  B.  Ingram,  the  re- 
mark.iU.  "i  the  Strobel  airship,  navigated  by    Aero- 
naut  Hamilton  al  the  Count)    Fair  at  Cambi  last 

Augusta,    Ga.     The    Superba.    which    has    been    closed    all 

Summer,  will   reopen  ober   1st  and  the   Aird   ■  will 
close,     Mr.   Handy  is  with  the  conditions  and  p 

Pensacola,  Fla.  The  managers  ol  the  Star  Theater  have 
lecided  t"  run  only  motion  pictures  and  illustrated  songs. 
Mr.  John  I  Green  is  in  charge  of  the  theater  and  delivers 
.1  lecture  with  each  picture. 

Red  Bank,  N.  J. — J.  J.  Mannix  has  leased  the  Birdsall 
Building   for  a  year  and  will  tit  up  a  part  of  it  as  a  moving 
picture   theater,      lie  has  secured    the   cameraphone   rights  for 
his  section. 

An  Australian  firm  which  has  agents  in  San  Francisco 
comes  to  the  front  with  a  large  order  for  slides  with  phono- 

graph records.  The  order  was  placed  with  Henry  B.  Ingram 
and  his  ad.  in  the  World  got  it. 

York,  Pa. — The  signs  of  the  times  are  good.  The  thea 
torium  at  the  corner  of  Phila  and  George  streets  has  been 
compelled  to  double  the  floor  space.  We  congratulate  tht 
Messrs.  Jackson  on  their  success. 

Webster  City,  la. — Jacob  Miloslowsky,  proprietor  of  the 
Empire  Theater,  in  Fort  Dodge,  and  several  others,  has 
leased  a  store  in  this  city  and  will  have  a  moving  picture 
show  in  operation  by  October  1st. 

Mattoon,  111. — The  Dixie  Theater,  owned  by  Nathan  Stein, 
has  been  remodeled  and  enlarged  and  high-class  vaudeville 
acts  will  be  interspersed  with  the  pictures  and  songs.  It  will 
be  rechristened  the  Lyric. 

Findlay,  Ohio. — The  Mystic  Motion  Picture  Theater  has 
been  sold  by  H.  G.  Clark  to  Charles  O.  Burket.  Mr.  Clark 
will  leave  in  a  short  time  to  establish  a  circuit  of  moving 
picture  theaters  in  Cuba. 

Hattiesburg,  Miss. — Manager  Hirsch  reports  that  the  New 
Gem  is  playing  to  standing  room  crowds.  The  New  Empire 
Theater  has  caught  on  to  the  success  of  the  picture  show 
and  has  also  arranged  for  film  service. 

Salem,  Ore. — What  is  claimed  to  be  the  best  and  most 
modern  picture  show  in  the  State  has  been  opened  in  the 

D'Arcy  Building,  on  Liberty  street,  by  K.  L.  Bernard,  a Portland  theatrical  man. 

Phil.  Cohen,  traveling  man  for  Len.  Spencer,  who  is  in 
Western  Pennsylvania,  soliciting  booking  and  slide  service 
from  the  nickelodeon  managers  of  that  district  from  their 
allegiance  to  the  Pittsburg  slide  bureaus,  reports  progress. 

New  York  City. — The  moving  picture  show  at  1  \\  Essex 
street  has  been  converted  into  a  concert  hall  with  a  regular 
stage,  and  the  nickelodeon  at  nth  street  and  Fifth  avenue 
is  being  converted  into  a  regular  theater  at  a  cost     ■!   fio.ooO 

Peoria,  111.— The  Crescent  is  a  handsome  five  ct-nt  '.heater 
that  has  just  been  opened  at  311  Main  street.  It  is  ̂ aid  that 
for  beauty  of  architecture  it  will  compare  with  am  theater  in the  State. 

Springfield,  Ohio. — The  New  Sun  has  been  opened  to  run 
vaudeville  and  pictures.  The  management  will  make  a  spe- 

cial effort  to  secure  only  the  highest  class  pictures  for  this theater. 

Cincinnati,  Ohio. —  Robinson's  Opera  House  has  opened  as 
a  moving  picture  show  under  the  management  of  Caille  & 
Kunsky.  0.  T.  Crawford  continues  his  show  at  the  Audi- 

torium, having  renewed  the  lease  for  another  year. 

Bloomington,  111.—  The  new  moving  picture  establishment 
of  the  Columbia  Amusement  Company  on  North  Madison 
street  has  been  opened.  The  Scenic  Theater,  adjoining,  will 
also  continue  to  be  run  by  the  same  people,  under  the  man 
agement  of  H.  C    Kupfer. 

Little  Falls.  N  Y.  -The  new  Gem  Theater  in  the  Portei 
Block  was  opened  last  week  by  Reardon  &  Schultz.  The 
equipment  is  of  the  best,  and  as  the  theater  has  a  seating 
capacity  of  500  and  the  promoters  are  men  of  experience  and 
will  put  on  only  the  best  shows,  it  should  prove  a  success. 
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Pueblo,  Col. — The  White  City  Theater  is  now  enjoying  a 
run    of   prosperity,    having   secured    a    film    service    that    they 
think  cannot  be  excelled. 

Fort  Smith,  Ark. — Harry  Craft,  who  has  for  several  years 
successfully  managed  the  Edisonia,  has  taken  charge  of  the 
Bijou  and  will  instal  several  improvements  and  run  a  ten- 
cent,  show. 

Fayetteville,  Ark. — C.  G.  Kranse,  who  was  running  the  only 
moving  picture  show  here,  has  been  ordered  by  the  citizens 
to  leave  town  because  he  not  only  hired  a  negro  pianist  in 
place  of  his  lady  pianist,  but  when  she  objected,  told  her 
that  the  negro  was  as  good  as  she. 

Fremont,  Ohio. — What  was  formerly  the  Opera  House  of 
this  city  has  been  changed  into  a  vaudeville  and  moving  pic- 

ture house  and  is  meeting  with  much  success  under  good 
management.  This  makes  the  fifth  moving  picture  theater 
in  the  city  and  is  all  that  it  can  stand. 

Sandusky,  Ohio. — The  Star  Theater  has  been  remodeled 
and  redecorated  and  a  new  Edison  machine  installed.  It  is 

again  open  for  the  Fall  business  and  is  one  of  Sandusky's 
most  popular  places  of  amusement,  as  the  management  give 
their  patrons  the  best  that  money  can  buy  in  the  picture  line. 

Dayton,  Ohio. — Dreamland  Theater,  at  502  East  Fifth 
street,  has  again  been  opened,  after  being  closed  for  a  few 
days  while  it  was  being  remodeled  and  decorated.  The  man- 

agement has  secured  Will  Hemsteger,  a  competent  lecturer, 
who  will  explain  the  details  of  each  film. 

Elizabeth,  N.  J. — -The  presence  of  mind  of  a  pianist  in  the 
Proctor  Theater,  who  started  to  play  "The  Star  Spangled 
Banner"  when  a  film  caught  fire,  checked  the  stampede  of 
frightened  people  and  the  fire  was  extinguished  by  hand 
grenades. 
Washington,  N.  C. — The  Dixie  Theater,  on  Main  street,  has 

been  purchased  by  Dr.  H.  Snell  and  W.  F.  Clark  from  F.  M. 
Tisdale.  The  entire  equipment  will  be  thoroughly  overhauled 
and  many  improvements  added.  Mr.  J.  A.  Johnson,  of  Char- 

lotte, N.  C,  has  been  engaged  to  manage  the  theater. 
Morocco,  Ind. — The  Electric  Theater,  under  Mr.  E.  R. 

Morin,  is  drawing  large  and  select  audiences.  When  first 
opened,  an  element  of  rowdyism  tried  to  cut  up  capers  in 
the  place,  but  Mr.  Morin  dealt  out  such  personal  and  vigor- 

ous discipline  that  the  trouble  makers  were  never  heard  from 
again. 

Eureka,  Kan.- — Edward  Chambers  came  to  the  rescue  of 
the  heroine  in  a  moving  picture  show  one  night  last  week 
in  the  Electric  Theater.  The  man,  who  was  slightly  intox- 

icated, believed  that  the  young  woman  was  being  abused, 
so  he  fired  his  revolver  in  the  direction  of  the  screen.  Two 
women  in  the  audience  fainted  and  another  received  slight 
powder  burns  on  her  face.     He  was  arrested. 

Jamestown,  N.  D.— The  Bijou  Theater  has  passed  into  the 
hands  of  George  Webster,  who  will  temporarily  close  the 
place  and  give  it  a  thorough  overhauling  and  instal  a  new 
machine.  When  opened  it  will  play  vaudeville  and  moving 
pictures.  As  Mr.  Webster  has  had  much  experience  and  is 
the  manager  of  a  large  booking  concern,  he  should  make  a 
success  of  his  venture. 

Joliet,  111. — "Crystal  Stairs"  is  the  name  of  a  new  theater 
that  has  been  opened  at  the  corner  of  Chicago  and  Van 
Buren  streets  by  L.  M.  Rubens.  The  architecture  and  dec- 

orations vie  with  any  theater  in  the  State  and  the  safety 
arrangements  have  received  the  highest  commendation  of  the 
fire  marshal. 

Painesville,  Ohio. — Mr.  Kennedy,  the  proprietor  of  the  Star 
Theater,  has  made  great  improvements  in  the  place.  A  novel 
feature  for  the  convenience  of  patrons  is  a  clock  at  one  side 
of  the  auditorium  from  which  a  light  flashes  every  few  min- 

utes, and  an  announcer  which  shows  the  time  of  departure 
of  the  street  cars. 

The  Star  Theater,  Malone.  N.  Y.,  furnishes  its  patrons  with 
post  cards  on  the  back  of  which  is  a  fine  halftone  reproduc- 

tion of  the  front  of  the  theater.  The  manager  of  this  place 
also  issues  a  four-page  program  circular  in  theater  style  in 
which  appears  some  interesting  reading. 

Both  good  advertising  helps  which  might  be  followed  by 
others. 

Savannah,  Ga. — -While  Mr.  E.  TI.  Cannon,  pianist  at  the 
Criterion  Theater,  was  walking  home  with  a  friend  after  the 
last  performance  one  night  last  week  he  was  suddenly 
stricken  blind  and  is  still  in  darkness.  The  proprietor  of 
the  theater  offered  to  take  care  of  him.  but  Cannon  declared 
he  would  hold  his  job  and  has  been  plaving  since  as  if  noth- 

ing had  happened.     Cannon  made  man}    friends  while  playing 

at  the  Criterion  and  his  companion  of  the  night  on  which  he 
was  stricken  blind  has  started  a  subscription  so  as  to  engage 
an   eye   specialist. 

Kingston,  N.  Y. — The  new  Star  Theater,  operated  by  Roos 
&  Sampson,  opened  its  doors  on  September  7th  and  was 
welcomed  by  crowded  houses.  Eight  shows  were  given,  it 
being  a  holiday,  and  at  each  show  the  house,  which  seats 
five  hundred  people,  was  crowded  to  the  doors.  The  show 
at  the  Star  consists  of  a  regular  moving  picture  feature, 
illustrated  songs,  straight  ballad  singing,  and  a  first-class 
\  audeville  turn.  The  business  during  the  week  has  been 
good  and  Roos  &  Sampson  have  every  reason  to  congratu- 

late themselves  that  the  public  appreciate  their  efforts  to  pre- 
s<  nt  a  good  show. 

The  Star  Theater  was  formerly  the  cafe  and  bowling  alleys 
of  the  Hotel  Elk.  It  is  immediately  under  the  lodge  room 
occupied  for  many  years  by  Kingston  Lodge  of  Elks.  Phil. 
Sampson,  the  manager,  is  the  former  owner  of  the  famous 

old  playhouse,  Sampson's  Opera  House,  in  Kingston,  which many  old  players  remember.  He  is  a  showman  bred  in  the 
bone  and  knows  "what's  what."  In  former  years,  before  the 
destruction  of  Sampson's  Opera  House  by  fire,  Phil,  handled 
such  attractions  as  John  T.  Raymond,  Denman  Thompson, 
Roland  Reed,  Cool  Burgess,  Kate  Claxton,  Clara  Morris, 
John  McCullough,  Joe  Murphy,  and  nearly  every  star  of 
thirty  or  forty  years  ago.  The  old  Sampson  Opera  House 
was  burned  about  twenty-five  years  ago  and  never  rebuilt. 

Some  people  may  think  it  a  come-down  for  Phil,  to  operate 
a  dime  theater,  but  he  knows  that  the  dime  theater  that  pays 

is  a  better  investment  than  the  big  theater  that  doesn't  pay. The  other  playhouses  in  Kingston  are  also  enjoying  all 
the  business  they  can  handle.  The  Bijou  and  the  Novelt}', 
side  by  side  on  Wall  street,  are  vieing  with  «ach  other  to 
see  which  can  gve  the  best  show,  and  the  Lyric,  down  by 

the  river  three  miles  away,  is  "crowding  them  in"  at  every 
performance.  The  people — those  "calamity  croakers" — who said  when  Wilmer  &  Vincent,  the  owners  of  the  Bijou,  first 

opened  that  house  that  it  "wouldn't  pay,"  have  now  opened 
their  eyes.  At  the  present  time  there  are  rumors  of  two 
more  houses  in  Kingston  to  open,  one  on  Broadway  near 
the  new  Star  and  another  one  in  the  lower  part  of  the  city 
near  the  Lyric.  Kingston  is  a  good  illustration  of  the  fact 

that  many  people  will  go  to  shows  even  if  they  don't  pay their  rent  and  grocery  bills. 

CRAWFORD  SPREADS   OUT. 

Roy  Crawford  has  closed  a  deal  for  himself  and  brother 
O.  T.  Crawford,  whereby  they  will  have  a  circuit  of  moving 
picture  theaters  in  the  following  towns:  Louisville,  Milwau- 

kee, Cincinnati,  St.  Louis,  New  Orleans,  and  Kansas  City;. 
These  theaters  will  be  run  on  a  high-class  scale,  charging 

an  admission  of  ten  cents,  giving  a  continuous  performance 
from  12  to  11  P.  M.  The  Crawford  Film  Exchange,  of  St 
Louis,  will  furnish  the  pictures  and  will  include  from  time  tc 
time  such  as  the  Lyman  H.  Howe  moving  picture  entertain- 

ment. It  is  the  idea  of  the  Crawfords  to  have  a  circuit  oi 
thirty  or  forty  houses  in  the  larger  cities. 

INDIANAPOLIS  TESTS  OPERATORS. 

The  first  examination  of  operators  of  moving  picture  ma- 
chines, required  by  the  provisions  of  an  ordinance  passed  by 

the  City  Council  last  April,  has  been  conducted  in  the  offices 
of  the  Board  of  Safety.  The  operators  were  examined  on 
matters  pertaining  to  the  machines,  the  test  consisting  of 

questions  submitted  by  Building  Inspector  Thomas  Winter- rowd.  Fort  H.  Moore,  an  electrical  engineer,  and  William  J. 
Neukom,  president  of  the  Council. 
The  papers  will  be  examined,  and  if  any  of  the  operators 

are  found  to  be  deficient  in  the  knowledge  of  the  operation 
and  care  of  the  machines  they  will  not  be  allowed  to  handle them. 

A  license  fee  of  $5  a  year  will  be  collected  in  the  future 
from  all  operators  of  picture  machines. 

EXCESSIVE  DUTY  ON  FILMS. 

Importers  of  moving  pictures  have  begun  a  fight  against 
the  Trcasurv  Department  ruling,  fixing  the  amount  of  duty 
and  have  filed  appeals  on  test  cases  from  the  decision  of  the 
collector  at  this  port,  which  will  be  heard  by  the  local  board 
of  United  States  general  appraisers. 

Since  the  moving  picture  industry  became  so  large  at  this 
port,  amounting  to  more  than  $100,000  annually,  the  Treasurj 
Department  ordered   the   collector  to  assess  duty  at  the   rate 
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of  65  cents  per  pound  and  35  per  cent    ad  valorem,  as  niann 
factures  of  celluloid,  paragraph  17  oi  the  Dingley  tariff. 
The  importers  claim   that   duty  should   be   assessed   at 

per  cent,  only,  as  photographic  dry  plates,  undei    paragraph 
of  the  taritT  act  No.  458.    Special  Examiner  1  harles  W.  Bunn 
says  that  the  Government  will   take  the  case   to  the  highest 
courts  for  final  decision   if  necessary. 

OBJECT    TO    "MERRY    WIDOW"    HATS. 

The  Germantown  Citizens'  Association  recently  put  on 
record  its  objection  to  the  wearing  of  "Merrj  Widow''  hat: in  moving  picture  shows.  William  11  Gleason,  ex  president 

of  the  association,  introduced  the  "Merry  Widow"  hat  resolu tion,  and  there  was  a  tumult  in  an  instant. 
In  explanation  Mr.  Gleason  said  a  resident  of  the  section 

who  is  not  a  member  of  the  association,  had  asked  him  tc 
introduce  the  resolution,  which  he  proceeded  to  read.  Tht 

preamble  recited  that  the  "Merry  Widow"  hat  is  worn  in 
most  of  the  moving  picture  shows  in  the  city  and  that  men 
who  attended  could  not  see  the  show  because  of  it.  It  put 
the  association  on  record  as  asking  that  the  law  in  regard  tc 
wearing  hats  be  enforced  in  these  shows  as  in  the  largei 
theaters. 

Mr.  Gleason  went  on  to  tell  the  woes  of  the  poor  man 

who  encountered  the  "Merrv  Widow"  hat.  It  was  a  graphic tale. 
The  man  who  has  snatched  a  few  moments  leisure  goes  to 

the  box  office,  pays  a  dime  for  a  ticket  and  passes  into  the 
theater,  in  keen  anticipation  of  enjoyment.  He  has  just  com- 

fortably settled  himself  when  along  come  a  couple  of  girlies 
under  two  tremendous  topgears  of  the  type  designated  as 

"Merry  Widow-"  and  glide  into  the  seats  in  front  of  him. 
Not  a  bit  of  the  stage  can  he  see  now,  and  he  nearly  dis- 

joints his  neck  as  he  tries  to  get  one  peek  at  what  is  going 

on.  He  can't  see  over  them,  around  them,  under  them  or through  them,  and  finally  he  gives  it  up  and  calls  the  usher. 
It  is  of  no  avail,  for  that  stripling  will  not  think  of  hurting 
the  feelings  of  the  sweet  young  things  and  goes  back  to  the 
rear  with  a  smile  on  his  face.  The  man  gives  up  and  leaves 
the  place  swearing  mad. 

So  eloquently  was  the  subject  treated  that  nearly  all  the 

members  of  the  Germantown  Citizens'  Association  present 
felt  that  something  should  be  done. 

The  moving  picture  show  is  the  poor  man's  theater,  said 
Mr.  Gleason,  and  his  right  to  an  unobstructed  view  of  the 
stage  should  be  protected  as  it  is  in  the  big  theaters,  which 
are  for  the  rich. 

As  he  ceased  there  was  silence  for  a  moment  and  then  the 
resolution  was  seconded  so  thick  and  fast  that  Wallace  A 
Gleason.  president  of  the  association,  could  not  pick  out  the 

one  who  did  it  first. — Boston  "Globe." 

NICKELODEON     EMPLOYEES     THREATEN     TO 

STRIKE   IN   CHICAGO. 

Illustrated  song  artists  and  moving  picture  operators 
threaten  to  close  the  nickel  theaters  of  Chicago.  In  the 
central  and  outlying  business  districts  there  are  now  over 
400  of  these  amusement  places.  More  than  900  actors  and 
employees  earn  their  living  in  these  5-cent  theaters. 
Charging  slave-driving  tactics  against  owners  of  these 

amusement  places,  song  artists  and  machine  operators  have 

formed  a  Nickel  Theater  Operators'  Union.  A  walk-out  is 
scheduled  for  Monday. 

At  the  headquarters  of  the  Actors'  Union,  Business  Agent 
Ricardo,  for  the  nickel  theater  employees,  posted  a  notice 
yesterday  calling  upon  union  members  to  quit  work  Monday 
unless  their  employers  agree  to  pay  salaries  amounting  to 
not  less  than  $20  a  week  single  and  $35  a  week  double  turns. 

"Owners  of  these  places  are  simply  killing  off  the  boys 
and  girls  who  work  for  them,"  said  Ricardo  last  night. 
"Some  of  these  girls  have  been  working  twelve  hours  a 

day.  I  have  known  several  instances  where  they  did  not  have 
time  to  stop  for  their  meals.  I  saw  a  performer  bite  into  a 
sandwich,  leave  it  on  a  chair  until  his  act  was  done,  and 
then  finish  it. 

"If  we  cannot  secure  eight-hour  days  and  the  pay  we  ask. 
this  army  of  employees  will  stand  at  the  doors  of  these 
amusement  places  Monday  and  persuade  patrons  not  to  enter 

until  the  union  demands  are  met." 
Present  plans  of  the  union  call  for  the  insertion  of  "union 

slides"  before  each  moving  picture  and  illustrated  song. 
These  slides  announce  that  the  employees  of  the  house  be- 

long to  the  Actors'  Union  and  that  the  theater  is  "fair." 

AMONG    THE    SONG    SLIDE    MAKERS. 

It  1-.  reported  thi  1  1  itablishmenta  in  tin.  city  !■ 
been  in  oth< 
their  output    has  l><  <  11 
is  an  unhealthy    plact 

slide   makers   havi    no  compunctions  in   inf 
•a  ho  at  e  copj  ing  thi  ii 

There  has  been  such  a  demand  foi  posing 
For    illu  nil-    of    the    models    have    the 
making  "i    1  first  class  nuisance  in  them.     One  old  man  with 
flowing  white  hair  and  beard  has  lately  developed  pri 
oi    showing    up    at    Studios    where    he    had    no  milt    and 

giving   the   tale   that   h<-   hired   a    hack   to   get    there   and    wanted 
to  be  reimbursed.     Hi  d   up  at  one   studio  this  week 
after  touching  the  photographer  on  the  street  and  also  mak- 

ing a  visit  to  the  studio,  both  times  more  or  less  "soused," 
and  was  shown  the  door  and  told  not  to  come  again  unless 

sent  for,  and  tin  photographer  told  him  that  he  never  in- 
tended to  send  for  him.  lie  left  the  place,  after  using  violent 

language  and  making  threats  of  what  trouble  he  intended  to 
make   for   the  photographer. 

One  of  the  annoyances  that  lantern  slide  makers  are  called 

upon  to  endure  is  the  ignorance  of  out-of-town  song  writers 
as  to  the  cost  of  illustrating  a  song.  All  of  the  slide  makers 
have  been  annoyed  at  the  letters  sent  from  Kankakee,  Pang 

Yang,  Pumpkin  Center,  and  other  'way  back  places,  expecting 
to  get  a  local  song,  by  some  green  song  writer,  illustrated 
for  five  dollars.  This  wave  of  insanity  was  set  afloat  by  a 
certain  slide  bureau  in  this  city  which  advertised  that  for 
five  dollars  it  would  fit  a  set  of  slides  to  any  song.  When  the 
victim  was  landed  they  were  generally  furnished  with  a  title 
page  written  on  plain  glass  in  ink,  and  a  miscellaneous  aggre- 

gation of  old  junk  from  perhaps  a  dozen  old  song  sets,  in 
which  no  two  pictures  had  the  same  characters  and  which 
did  not  fit  the  lines.  This  was  a  swindle  on  a  par  with  the 
shell  game  and  the  publishing  of  lemonsqueezed  music.  For 
the  benefit  of  our  suburban  friends  who  think  a  set  of  slides 
for  a  song  can  be  bought  for  five  dollars  we  wish  to  say 
that  they  can  only  be  bought  for  that  price  where  hun- 

dreds of  duplicate  sets  arc  produced  and  that  the  cost  of 
making  the  first  set  of  slides  for  any  song  generally  runs 
from  fifty  dollars  to  one  hundred  dollars,  rarely  ever  below 
the  first  figure  and  more  often  than  not  above  the  second 

figure.  So  don't  waste  your  time  expecting  to  get  a  song 
illustrated  for  five  dollars.  It's  a  good  plan,  when  you  want 
a  song  illustrated  and  you  don't  know  a  good  photographer 
to  do  it  for  you,  to  communicate  with  us  and  we  will  recom- 

mend some  slide  maker  to  you. 

The  World  Film  Mfg.  Co.,  1668  Washington  street,  Baker 
City,  Ore.,  advise  us  that  their  new  plant  is  now  running 
smoothly  and  that  they  are  at  work  on  a  number  of  subjects 
which  they  expect  will  appeal  to  every  exhibitor  as  soon  as 
they  become  known.  Among  the  subjects  that  are  now  ready 

and  which  will  be  released  at  an  early  date  are:  "The  Ama- 
teur Bicyclist,"  comedy:  "A  Desperate  Chance,"  dramatic; 

"The  New  Houseman's  Dream,"  comedy;  "Brother  Lieuten- 
ants," a  war  story;  "The  Umatilla  Indians,"  educational; 

"A  New  Electrical  Discovery  and  Its  Uses,"  comedy;  "Buy- 
ing a  Hat,"  comedy;  "The  Man  with  the  Big  Mouth," comedy. 

"Underwriters'  Model,  Type  B,"  as  the  latest  improved 
Edison  Kinetoscope  is  called,  is  the  subject  of  a  catalogue 
supplement  that  the  Edison  Mfg.  Co.  have  just  issued,  in 
which  is  described  the  features  of  this  new  machine.  The 
principal  improvements  are  in  the  wearing  qualities  of  the 
machine  and  the  absence  of  flicker,  which  are  really  the 

most  desirable  qualities  in  any  projecting  machine.  Dura- 
bility is  increased  by  making  the  star  wheel  and  shaft  of  a 

single  piece  of  tool  steel,  all  shafts  being  made  of  tool  steel 
and  running  in  phosphor-bronze  bearings.  The  one-pin 
movement  in  conjunction  with  an  improved  revolving  shutter 
minimizes  flicker,  and  the  gears  are  of  fibre,  faced  with  steel, 
which  reduces  the  motive  power  required  and  also  the  noise 
of  operation.  There  are  other  improvements  in  the  take-up 
and  also  in  the  lamp  which  are  explained  in  "Circular  Type 
B,"  which  can  he  had  from  the  Edison  Company  or  any  of their  agents  for  the  asking. 
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I  Invite  You  to  the  Electrical  Show 
(SECTION    NO.    67,  WITH    ED' 

OCTOBER  3  to  14,  to  INSPECT  the  MOST  PERFECT  M.  P.  and  STEREC 

HALLBERG  AUTOMATI 
WHICH  IS  THE  GREATEST  AND  ONLY  FULLY  APPROVED 

THE  COST  OF  ADMISSION  TO  THt   SHOW  IS  50c.      I  WILL  GIVE  ONE  TICKET  FREE  TO    EVER1 

To  buyers  of  Electric  Current  Savers  for  M.P.  lam 

Don't  buy  a  current  saver  because  it  is  cheap  or  < 
which  is  offered  you  for  trial.  The  chances  are 

will  regret  it.  Don't  buy  a  current  saver  unlesi 
gives  40  to  50  amperes  to  your  M.  P.  lamp  with 
amp.  fuses  on  220v.  and  25  amp.  fuses  on  UOv.  1 

word  "  Economizer  "  was  first  used  by  me.  Don't 
deceived.  Make  sure  you  get  the  Hallberg  Elec 
Economizer.  It  is  the  only  current  saver  which 

stood  the  test  of  time  and  which  was  just  as  good  the  day  it  was  first  put  on  the  mar 
as  it  is  to-day.  It  was  perfect  from  the  beginning,  and  is  still  several  years  ahead 
other  current  savers  which  are  more  or  less  inferior. 

BUY  THE  HALLBERG  ECONOMIZER-IT  IS  THE  BEST-I 
THIS  IS  MY  GUARANTEE: 

SAYING 
On  A.  C.  UOv.  65-70%  On  220v.  82-88%  On  440v.  90-92% 

On  D.  C.  UOv.  40-50%  On  220v.  70-75%  On  550v.  85-90% 
FROM  5%  to  40%  MORE  THAN  OTHER  CURRENT  SAVERS 

BEST   LIGHT—LEAST  HEAT— CHEAPEST  IN  THE  LONG-RUN 

A  Two  Year  Written  Guarantee  With  Every  Economizer 

If  You  Are  Offered  A  Cheap  Current  Saver 
THINK  TWICE,  AND  I  AM  SURE  YOU  WILL 

LET     IT    ALONE 
Cheap  electrical    machines  worK 

for  a  while   then   they    burn    out  mw    m  II 
CONSULTINI 

and     repairs     COSt     as     much     as     a  Associate  Member:  American  Institute  of  Electrical  Engi( 

NEWMACHINE.  BUY  THE  BEST       Factory  and  General  Sales  Offices: 
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ilison  Square  Garden,  New  YorK  City 
RY    CO.    AND    C.    B.    KLEINE) 

IUTFIT  in  ACTUAL  OPERATION  on  A.  C.  &  D.  C.  CONTROLLED  bv  the 

LECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
I  ANTEED  CURRENT  SAVER  FOR  M.  P.  LAMPS  ON  EARTH 
[TOR  WHO   PRESENTS  HIMSELF  AT  MY  OFFICE  WITH   HIS   LICENSE  AND  A  COPY  OF  THIS   AD. 

V^  W"^  ̂ ^%T     A     T  '  °  ̂eatres  placing  Orders  for  the  Hallberg  Electric  Economizer 
■  flj     ■  H  during  October,  1908,  on  account  of  the  Electrical  Show 

i   *-*V/lilJL/  1  WILL  GIVE  MY  REGULAR  5*  SPOT  GASH  DISCOUNT 

With  an  Extra  10%  Discount 
The  Hallberg  Economizer  has  replaced  other  current  savers 

because  it  saves  more  and  lasts  forever. 

1  make  a  liberal  allowance  in  trade  for  your  old  current  saver 

OFFER 
THE  ELECTRICAL  SHOW-I  WILL  PROVE  IT  TO  YOU ! 

READ  THIS  LETTER  TO   ONE  OF  MY  AGENTS: 

■.•..■■:■■:■■ 

MR.    L.    PARRISH, 

Electrical    Contractor,   Durham,   N.   C. 

Dear  Sir: — In  regard  to  the  "Hallberg  Auto 
you  some  time  ago,  1  beg  to  state  that  this  mach 
and  so  far  has  fulfilled  every  promise  made  for  it 

Xot   only   does   it   save   expense   in   reducing 
used  right  in  the  operating  booth  without  making 
fuse  plugs  by  forming  a  short  circuit  in  lamp  ho 
from  30%   to  40%  over  the  old  style  rheostat, 
used  to  use  40's  and  50's. 

As  you  know,   I   am  now  using  this  machine 
stain  use  ever  since  it  was  purchased,  and  in  my 
tion  to  all  other  good  qualities  it  is  the  neatest 

DURHAM.    N.    C,   August  24th,    1908. 

matic    Electric    Economizer"    purchased    through 
ine   has  given   entire   satisfaction   in   every  respect 
by  the  manufacturer,  J.  H.  Hallberg. 

the  current  bill  fully  60%  to  70%,  but  it  can  be 
additional  heat.  Also  it  is  impossible  to  blow 
use.  In  my  estimation  it  improves  the  picture 
I  now  use  20  and  25  ampere  fuse  plugs  where  I 

at  the  new  "Edisonia"  and  it  has  been  in  con- 
opinion  it  heads  the  list  "current  savers."  In  addi- machine  of  the  kind  I  have  ever  feen. 

Yours  very  truly. 

(Signed)     W.  S.  YOUNGER, 
Mgr.  "Edisonia"  Theatre. 

•  type 
;l.  772,096 

T|Tfc¥/"*!7  FOR     IIO    VOLTS    ALTERNATING    CURRENT 
KKiI      r      "Standard"  Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer    .     .     $100.00 

LB  ERG 
iiU    ENGINEER 

•■trie  Light  Association,  The  New  York  Electrical  Club,  etc. 

IVICH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK,    U.S.A. 

Light "  Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer  .  .  .  .  60.00 

(The  price  of  the  "Light"  Economizer  is  net 

cash  and  is  not  subject  to  the  above  cash  dis- 

counts). The  Standard  Economizer  is  for  heavy 

worh.  The  Light  Economizer  is  for  regular  work 
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A  Dollar  Saved 
is  a  Dollar  Earned 
Here  is  your  opportunity  to 

Earn  from  $25.00  to  $50.00 

per  month 
Now  if  you  are  at  all  industrious  yon  cannot 

afford  to  be  without  our 

Economy  Coil 
The  Wonder  of  the  Age 

A  Success  Everywhere 

Write  for  our  prospectus 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Co. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.  Rochester,  H.  Y. 

Des  Moines,  Iowa.        Cincinnati,  0.        Lincoln,  Neb. 

The 
Motiograph 
THE  LATEST       THE  BEST 

Motion 
Picture 

Machines 
New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built   and    especially   adapted   for   the 

heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outnit, 

Non-PoD  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons, 

Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 

progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 
Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 

ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL      MFG.     CO. 

83-91  XV.  Randolph  Street,  Chicago 

TWO  MOVING  PICTURE  HUSTLERS 

We  present  herewith  the  portraits  of  Messrs.  W.  C.  Kun£- 
man  and  F.  W.  Ging,  two  hustling  amusement  promoters, 
who  have  offices  in  Sandusky,  Ohio.  Under  the  firm  name  of 
the  Bijou  Amusement  Co.  this  team  has,  for  the  past  ten 
years,  successfully  managed  up-to-date  picture  shows  and 
vaudeville  theaters,  rinks  and  amusement  devices  in  various 
towns,  and  they  are  always  open  for  any  proposition  in  this 
line.  During  the  Summer  they  installed  picture  shows  in 
several  opera  houses  and  large  theaters  and  ran  them  to  the 
satisfaction  of  the  theater  owners  on  a  percentage  basis. 
They  invite  correspondence  from  other  proprietors  of  halls 
who  contemplate  putting  in  a  picture  show,  or  they  are  pre- 

pared to  take  up  any  proposition  in  the  amusement  line.  Mr. 
Ging  is  well  known  as  a  most  successful  picture  lecturer  and 
operator,  and  Mr.  Kunzman  is  a  successful  manager,  and 
both  are  staunch   supporters  of  the   Moving  Picture  World. 

A  NEW  PROJECTION  LENS. 

"Better  Pictures"  is  the  title  of  a  leaflet  received  from  the 
Gundlach-Manhattan  Optical  Company,  of  Rochester,  N.  Y.. 
setting  forth  the  merits  of  a  new  series  of  projection  lenses 
which  this  concern  has  lately  introduced.  We  have  seen  and 
tested  these  lenses  against  all  others  and  noted  their  superior 

illumination  and  flatness  of  field.  "Its  all  in  the  lens,"  is  the 
well-known  slogan  of  this  old  and  reliable  firm,  and  it  would 
be  well  for  managers  of  better  class  theaters  to  take  the  hint 
and  give  more  attention  to  the  optical  equipment  of  their 
machines.  We  understand  that  the  Enterprise  Optical  Manu- 

facturing Company  have  adopted  the  Gundlach  lenses  for  the 
Motiograph,  and  other  manufacturers  of  machines  will  fur- 

nish them  on  request.  They  cost  more  than  the  cheap  lenses 
which   are  automatically   ground   out  by  the   thousand  from 

Lens  tube,  working  aperture  f-2 

Focusing  Jacket  carries  all  sizes,  from  2-in.  to  6-in.  focus. 

plate  glass;  but  they  are  worth  the  difference.  It  is  poor 
policy  for  an  exhibitor  to  expend  hundreds  or  thousands  of 
dollars  in  the  decorations  and  fittings  of  his  theater  and  for 
the  saving  of  ten  or  twenty  dollars  bring  his  exhibition  on  a 
level  with  the  meanest  store  show.  We  do  not  talk  up  these 
lenses  because  the  Gundlach-Manhattan  Company  see  fit  to 
carry  a  small  advertisement  in  this  paper,  but  because  we 
realize,  Mr.  Exhibitor,  that  your  success  and  our  success  lies 
in  "better  pictures."  We  could  tell  why  these  lenses  pro- 

duce them,  but  the  average  exhibitor  is  unfamiliar  with  op- 
tical terms.  The  most  convincing  argument  is  to  put  them 

to  the  test,  and  to  this  end  the  manufacturers  are  willing  to 
send  them  on  approval. 

*     *     * 
Mr.  Jean  LeRoy,  of  133  Third  avenue.  New  York,  imports 

what  is  perhaps  the  best  foreign  make  of  projection  lens,  but 
he  admits  that  the  Gundlach  lens  has  certain  superior  quali 
ties.  Because  he  is  conscientious  enough  to  admit  the  claims 

of  a  competitor  we  will  report  an  incident  in  his  favor,  al- 
though he  does  not  advertise  in  the  World.  He  is  the 

manufacturer  of  LeRoy's  Acmegraph,  a  projecting  machine 
that  is  not  much  talked  of  for  the  reason  that  it  stays  where 
it  is  installed  and  runs  for  years  without  giving  trouble.  A 
World  subscriber,  who  is  a  traveling  exhibitor  in  the  Panama 
regions,  recently  visited  this  city,  and  he  informed  US  that 
after  inspecting  all  makes  of  machines  he  had  decided  on 
LeRoy's  Acmegraph  as  the  best  for  a  traveling  lecturer.  He 
instanced  its  compactness,  strength  and  ability  to  stand  all 
kinds  of  usage  without  needing  repairs,  as  features  which 
recommended  it  to  the  traveler  in  distant  lands.  We  repeat 
this  here  because  we  have  had  letters  from  Canada,  Cuba,  and 
oven  from  Burmah,  India,  asking  us  to  recommend  the  best 
machine  for  a  traveling  exhibitor.  We  have  no  opinion  to 

offer  to  such  questions" as  we  do  not  profess" to  know  it  all and  might  do  someone  an  injustice,  but  we  do  not  hesitate 
to  repeat  the  remarks  of  a  man  of  experience. 
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W.  C.  KUNZMAN,   President  and  Gen    Manager 

Bijou  Amusement  Co. 

F.  W.  GING,  Secretary  and  Treasurer. 

Bijou  Amusement  Co. 

Stories   of  the   Films. 

THE  RED  GIRL  (Another  Soul-stirring  Story  of 
Life  on  the  Frontier  by  the  Biograpb). — The  Bio- 
graph  Company,  pursuant  of  its  policy  of  studying 

the  public's  taste,  produced  some  weeks  ago  "The 
Redman  and  the  Child."  a  story  of  Western  life 
among  the  Indians,  and  "The  Greaser's  Gauntlet," 
a  tale  of  the  Mexican  border.  The  unprecedented 
snecess  of  those  two  subjects  induced  us  to  pre- 

sent another,  which  in  locale  may  be  said  to  com- 
bine the  elements  of  both  those  pictures,  the  re- 

sultant being  the  production  of  the  most  thrilling 
and  soul-stirring  film  ever  made.  The  scenic  splen- 

dor of  the  picture  will  alone  commend  it  to  popu- 
lar favor,  besides  which  there  is  a  rapid  succession 

Of  the  most  exciting  and  novel  incidents  ever  in- 
corporated  Into  a   moving   picture   story. 

The  plot,  wblle  powerfully  dramatic,  is  most 
clearly  defined,  and  while  we  will  attempt  to  de- 

scribe It,  our  narration  must,  in  a  measure,  be 
bald  and  unconvincing  as  compared  with  the  merits 
of  the  subject.  Kate  Nelson,  a  girl  miner  who 
has  been  working  a  claim  in  the  mountains,  runs 
Into  the  office  of  the  frontier  hotel  with  the  tid- 

ings that  she  has  at  last  struck  paydirt,  showing 
a  bag  of  valuable  nuggets  to  admiring  friends. 

Having  just  returned  from  the  appraiser's  office, 
and  it  being  late,  she  puts  up  at  the  hotel  for  the 

night.  In  the  office  at  Kate's  arrival  there  Is  a 
Mexican  woman  who  has  just  lost  her  money  at 

Faro.  At  sight  of  Kate's  gold  she  becomes  des- 
perate and  at  once  plans  to  secure  it.  Kate  Is 

shown  to  a  room,  and  is  soon  asleep  with  the  bag 
of  yellow  nuggets  reposing  under  her  pillow.  Sud- 

denly the  face  of  the  Mexican  woman  is  seen  at 
the  window,  and  she  has  little  trouble  in  forcing 
tt  open.  Her  Intrusion  awakens  Kate,  but  she 
Overpowers  her  and  gains  the  gold.  In  the  strug- 

gle.  Kate  manages  to  fire  her  revolver,   with   a   view 

to  bring  aid,  bat  nil  too  into,  fur  mo  tMef  makes 
good  her  escape,  leaving  behind  on  the  Door  an 
Incriminating  mantilla,  which  discovers  the  ld*n 
tiiy  «(  the  culprit,  \  chase  k  made  after  the 

fugitive,   the  hotel  elerl  d  of  Kste's,   lead 
Ing  the  way.  This  poor  fellow,  however,  li  dropped 

in  his  tracks  bj  a  bullel  from  the  woman's  gnn  In 
ambush.       Distancing    her    p  the     Mexican 
woman  comes   upon   an    Indian    girl,    who,   with   her 
half  breed  bnsbond,   are  camped  alongside   ii" 
rhe   Red  Qlrl   bides  the  Mexl  throws 

.■  mm   tbe  wrong   trail,     in  return 
for  the  klndlj     id   on   the  pari   ol    the   Red  Girl,   tbe 
Mexican   woman   piles   her   wUes   on    the   ball 
i  osband,   not    only    taking   blm   away,   bnt    Inducing 

him  to  kill  his  wife.  TO  this  end  lliey  plan  n  t •  > I- - 
ture.     Binding   her   hands  ami    feet,    tiny    take    her   to 
a  large  trunk  of  a  dead  tree,  which  overhangs  the 
river,   and   here   they   bang  her.   like  Tantalus,   mi* 
pended    between    water    and    sky.       Willi    her     teeth, 
siie  manages  to  free  01   r  her  bands  and  with  an 
ornament    on    her    necklace    contrives    to    saw    the 
rope    and    drop    Into    the    water.      Swimming    to    the 
shore    she    again    meets    Kate    and    her    friends,    and 
volunteers   to  become   their  guide   In   running   down 
the   miscreants,    who   have   embarked    In    B    cam 

are    rapidly    paddling   down    the    river.      Into    another 
ranee     the    pursuers    lenp    and    are    soon     Shortening 
the     distance     between     themselves     and     the     scoun- 

drels,   until   at    length    they   come   up   with    them,    and 
a  band-to-band  conflict  ensues,  during  which  both 
canoes  are  capsized,  :m<i  a  terrific  struggle  In  the 
water  ends  with  the  overpowering  of  the  pair  and 
arrest  of  the  Mexican  Jezebel.  The  dip  In  the 

river  lias  evidently  chilled  the  half-breed's  ardor 
for  the  Mexican  woman,  for  he  tries  to  return  to 
the  Red  Girl,  but  she  repulses  him,  and  we  leave 
her  and  Kate  standing  on  the  cliff,  enfolded  In 

each  other's  arms,  bathed  in  the  gulden  rays  of  a 
setting  sun  Indeed  a  mosl  beautiful  scene.  Length, 
1.014    feet. 

THE  HEART  OF  0  YAMA  (Blograph).—  Pretty 
Miss  Chrysanthemum  has  but  little  to  say  as  to  the 
disposal  of  her  heart — at  least,  sneli  is  the  custom 
In  Japan.  Her  parents  attend  to  that  for  her. 
However,  pretty  little  O  Yama  Sum  had  a  will  of 
her  own.  and  casting  tradition  to  the  winds,  in- 

sisted upon  making  her  own  choice,  so  the  Bio- 
graph  camera  here  records  the  outcome.  The 
Grand  Dalmlo  has  long  loved  the  pretty  O  Yama 
and  presents  himself  before  her  mother  in  quest 
of  her  band.  Ills  offer  Is  scorned  by  O  Yama,  for 
she  loves  another,  a  low-born  but  worthy  warrior. 
She  writes  to  him  to  meet  her  by  the  Great  Lamp 
of  Savatiya  that  night,  and  they  are  nearly  caught 
through  the  treachery  of  one  of  the  butterflies  of 
the  court,  who  tells  the  Daimio  of  his  rival.  The 

lover  escapes  by  hiding  in  the  great  lamp  and  af- 
terwards being  conveyed  In  a  large  hamper  to  the 

Rower  of  Roses,  where  he  Is  eventually  captured 
and  thrown  into  the  torture  chamber.  The  Dalmlo, 
to  render  his  revenge  more  complete,  conveys  to 
O  Yama  a  false  message  from  her  lover,  with  his. 

the  Daimio's.  permission  to  see  him.  She  is  con- 
ducted to  the  chamber,  and  the  sight  that  greets 

her  fairly  paralyzes  her;  for  here  Is  her  lover  hung 
by  the  wrists,  dangling  over  a  treacherous  bed  of 
upturned  knife-blades,  which  inflict  ugly  wounds 
at  the  slightest  move  of  his  body.  Besides  this, 
there   is  a  sword   lying  across  a  Are  to  be  used   at 

ordi  i    ii.  I.    tbe    Dalmlo.      Hers 
bolce  !■•  tween  i>'-r  mat  i  lags  » lib 

blm   oi  i, nt    tin-   bi r.i,  now  Incands 

died    to    to-    breast, 
tin  obdurate,   until  at   length  be 

don ii   Mini  .r  ii    i  am*. 
•  r    drops    to    the    floor,    and 

In   her  •  •  i  •  I 

ae  bis 

bi  Ide.      i  ii      delighted 

heart,    "i  del  ■   the   prept  ling   t» 
lie    made    at    once,    which,    according 

\*    t"     tain-    place    Jusf     bel      sundown. 
There  In   the  wedding  ball   si 
tiers    and    butterflies,    when    entei     tbe    pru 

"Marrier,"   as   be   is  called,    followed   by   <>    x*sma, 
her    mother    and    tbe    Daimio.       I  o,     iii» 

•  rl.     anil     her     mother     take     tin  i 
ash  Ions,    while    the    marrier    pours    the   Hake, 

•  tin'     CUP     llrst      tO     the     mother,      then      t..     the 
who   both   drink   of   the   wine,    and   Anally    to 

i'    Vimi.    who,    Instead    of   drinking,    whips    the   dag- 
in  her  obi,  plunges  it  deep  into  tin-  bearl  of 

tin'     DaimlO,     who    drops    like    a     log,     dead     nt     her 
feet,  ami  before  anyone  ean  Intervene  she  performs 

Mi.      happy    dispatch    with     the    same    bodkin, 
eluding    n    film    story    that    Is    not    only    a    most    ex- 

citing   and    novel    one,    but    extremely    picturesque    as 
Well.        All     of     t  lie     scenes     nre     beautifully     tinted. 

Length,  881    feet. 

HIRED,  TIRED,  FIRED  (Hssanay).— This  pic- 
ture portrays  the  various  manners  In  which  a 

young  fellow  (who  evidently  was  horn  with  a  de- 
cidedly lazy  streak  in  his  make-up)  secures  work, 

gets  tired  and  is  fired  without  unnecessary  delay. 
He  is  employed  to  help  move  some  furniture,  and 
the  listless  manner  in  which  he  handles  it  soon 
secures  his  discharge.  Then  In  rapid  succession  we 
find  him  a  waiter,  a  bartender,  etc.,  from  all  of 
which  positions  his  lack  of  energy  soon  leads  to 
dismissal.  Finally  he  becomes  a  policeman,  which 
Job  he  holds  without  making  any  particular  effort. 
In  fact,  tills  seems  to  be  the  only  position  be  Is 
able    to    hold.      Length,    500    feet. 

Film    Import   and   Trading   Co.    Issue: 

HIS    SWEETHEART'S    BIRTHDAY    (Norwood).— 
This  comedy   Is   a   fresh   and   lively   one,    not  lag- 

ging in  any  moment  or  In  any  of  the  situations. 
A  young  chap  secures  a  number  of  articles  of 

clothing  and  jewelry  for  "His  Sweetheart's  Birth- 
day." among  the  many  articles  are  a  pair  of  white 

shoes.  "His  Sweetheart,"  not  knowing  the  source 
of  these  presents,  tnrows  them  out  of  the  win- 

dow to  the  street.  The  servant,  who  Is  scrubbing 
up  the  front  steps,  picks  up  the  various  articles 
and  takes  them  up  Into  the  bouse  again.  In  the 
meantime  the  young  chap  arrives  and  is  Invited 

in.  Questioning  "lovie-dovle"  he  discovers  what 
has  happened;  they  rush  out  to  recover  the  pres- 

ents, but  they  are  gone.  Not  knowing  that  the 
maid  has  taken  them  In,  they  rush  down  tbe  street, 
stopping  every  Individual,  violently  if  necessary, 
who  has  a  pair  of  white  shoes  on. 
The  many  laughable  episodes  In  this  merry  chase 

finally  close  back  In  the  house  of  "His  Sweet- 
heart,"  pursued  by  a   howling  mob   of  the   Insulted 

C.  B,  KLEINE'S COMBINATION 

DISSOLVING  STEROPTICON  and 

MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINE 
Monarch  No.  999 

PATENT  APPLIED  FOR 

The  Most  Improved  Form 
of  Projection  Apparatus 
Ever  Produced 

Send  for  Catalogue  K 

Dealers   in    Everything   in    the    Moving 
Picture  Business 

C.   B.   KLEINE 
662-664  Sixth  Avenue 

NEW    YORK 

Selling  Agent   For 

FABIUS'  HENRION  CARBONS 
HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZER 
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FOR    SALE 
Edison  Exhibition  Moving  Picture  Machine, 
$50.00;  Film  lc  and  2c  per  foot.  Wanted  to 
buy  second-hand  film.  Machines  for  rent, 
6,000  ft.  of  film,  3  sets  of  slides,  $12  per  week. 

H.  DAVIS, WATERTOWN,  WIS. 

POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 

Vitagraph  Selig 
Edison  Lubin 

Essanay  Kaletn 

FILn  SUBJECTS 
5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
231   Bowery,  New  York 

'Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call    For    Samples 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  75.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 

In  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  Franhlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

passers;by,  who  are  ultimately  driven  out.  Length, 
040   feet. 

IN    THE    TIME    OF    REBELLION     (Norwood).— 
An  episode  is  selected  from  one  of  the  rebellions 

against  British  rule  in  India,  which  is  both  inter- 
esting  and   novel. 

In  a  British  barrack  is  confined  a  tamed  gorilla 
which  has  conceived  a  hatred  for  one  of  the 
Hindoo  attendants,  owing  to  the  barbarous  treat- 

ment which  the  Hindoo  accords  the  beast.  This 
attendant  proves  to  be  a  traitor  to  the  British 
interests,  and  avails  himself  of  his  opportunities 
to  possess  himself  of  military  papers  and  secrets 
which  he  carries  to  his  friends  in  the  rebel  camp. 
His  treachery  is  given  scope  in  an  ambuscade  that 
he  arranges,  to  entrap  one  of  the  officers  of  the 
barracks.  This  officer  is  shot  and  dangerously 
wounded,  but  is  assisted  back  to  the  barracks  by 
his  aide.  The  traitorous  Hindoo  goes  back  to  the 
barracks  by  a  short  route  and  betrays  the  camp  to 
his  friends  who  are  to  depart  with  prisoners,  when 
a  party  of  British  troop  arrive  in  time  to  save 
them  and  to  see  the  traitor  about  to  abduct  a 
small  child  of  the  superior  officer. 

All  these  barrack  scenes  have  been  witnessed  by 
the  caged  gorilla,  which  has  become  furious  with 
rage  and  excitement,  and  succeeds  in  breaking  the 
bars  as  the  Hindoo  is  taking  the  child  away.  The 
infuriated  beast  seizes  the  traitor  by  the  throat 
and  after  a  struggle  in  which  the  Hindoo  gives  a 
good  account  of  himself  by  wounding  the  gorilla 
the   traitor   is   strangled.      Length,    4S0   feet. 

THE  LADY  WITH  THE  CAMELLIAS  (Great 
Northern). — The  famous  production  of  Ales.  Du- 

mas, immortalized  by  Sarah  Bernhardt.  Eleonora 
Duse  and  Rejane,  the  ever-enchanting  lady  witb 
the  camellias,  who  has  to  suffer  so  much  for  the 
sake  of  her  love,  and  who  must  die  just  as  she  is 
going  to  enjoy  her  happiness,  has  in  these  pictures 
been  displayed  as  close  as  possible  to  the  drama 
as  it  is  exhibited  on  the  stage.  Unfortunately  we 
have  to  do  without  the  text,  but  the  pictures  are 
so  real  that  the.  action  of  the  play  can  be  followed 
without   the  least   difficulty. 
Armand  and  Marguerite  meet  first  in  her  home, 

where  she  is  giving  a  party  for  the  easy-living 
Paris  ladies  and  gentlemen.  Armand  at  once  falls 
in  love  with  her,  and  as  Marguerite  is  taken  ill 
during  the  dancing,  he  is  the  only  one  who  is  tak- 

ing  care   of  her. 
In  the  second  act  the  two  have  grown  more  fa- 

miliar, although  Marguerite  has  not  quite  given  up 
her  old  acquaintances.  One  day,  for  instance,  Ar- 

mand has  to  leave  her  for  the  sake  of  a  count, 
who  has  invited  her  for  a  drive.  From  the  street 
Armand  has  watched  the  count's  visit,  and  in  a 
fit  of  passionate  jealousy,  he  writes  a  letter  to 
Marguerite,  saying:  "I  have  seen  the  count  enter 
your  place.  You  must  choose  between  him  and 
me."  Marguerite's  friend  gives  her  the  letter. 
One  minute  later  the  agreement  is  made,  and  the 
count  drives  off  alone. 
The  lovers  now  go  into  the  country  to  live  in  an 

unpretending  villa,  where  they  are  enjoying  their 
happiness  as   a   young   married  couple. 
Amand's  money  does  not  suffice,  and  quite  se- 

cretly Marguerite  sells  her  horses,  carriage  and 
jewelry.  One  day  Prudence  comes  out  to  Mar- 

guerite to  help  her  to  dispose  of  some  of  the  jew- 
elry, and  now  Armand  learns  how  matters  stand. 

At  once  he  starts  off  for  Paris  in  order  to  procure 
money.  During  his  absence  his  father  arrives  and 
tries  to  induce  Marguerite  to  give  up  Armand.  He 
succeeds,  and  for  the  sake  of  Armand's  future  she 
promises  to  go  away,  and  only  to  leave  a  letter,  in 
which  she  says:  "All  must  be  over,  but  whatever 
happens   do   not  condemn   me   too  hard." 
One  year  later  the  two  meet  again  in  a  gam- 

bling house.  Very  much  excited,  Armand  starts 

gambling  with  Marguerite's  new  lover  and  wins 
from  him  again  and  again.  When  all  the  gam- 

blers have  left  the  hall,  Marguerite  remains,  calls 
Armand  and  tries  to  explain  the  matter  to  him. 
hut  he  gets  into  a  perfect  rage,  throws  her  down 
on  the  floor  and  in  front  of  all  the  people  he  flings 
her  a  heap  of  money  in  the  face. 
Only  once  more  the  lovers  meet  again — at  Mar- 

guerite's deathbed.  Her  only  comfort  is  that  Ar- 
mand's father  regrets  his  hard-heartedness  and 

gives  Armand  permission  to  go  back  to  her.  He 
arrives  iust  in  time  to  see  her  die  happy.  Length. 
SS6    feet. 

Tathe   Freres   issue: 

PARIS  FIRE  BRIGADE  AT  DRILL.— Fire  fight- 
ing, like  a  great  many  more  things,  is  liable  to 

si  like  us  as  a  mere  everyday  event,  and  that  there 
is  no  science  connected  with  the  wonderful  (ask  of 
saving  human  life  and  property.  In  this  interest- 

ing picture  we  are  brought  to  the  understanding 
(hat  the  Paris  lire  department  Is  made  up  of  won- 

derful athletes  and  (he  discipline  Is  as  strict  and 
the  training  as  rigorous  as  In  the  army.  Every- 

thing seems  to  work  like  machinery  in  the  drill- 
ing <>f  (lie  men  to  make  them  equal  to  all  occasions 

where  heroic  deeds  must   count. 
The  Hist  picture  shows  the  men  In  a  wonderful 

feat  of  climbing  hand  over  hand  up  ropes  to  the 
top  of  a  high  tower,  and  descending  in  various 
ways.  Wo  next  see  them  at  practice  on  the  rings, 
bar  leaping,  jumping  over  a  rope  placed  nt  differ- 

ent heights.  Their  horizontal  bar  work  is  extremely 
clever,    also   their   many   difficult  feats  performed   on 

the  parallels.  Then  we  see  them  doing  the  ex- 
tremely difficult  act  of  climbing  up  the  side  of  a 

high  wall,  using  only  their  hands  in  ascending  and 
descending  by  getting  a  grip  in  the  crevices.  Then 
climbing  up  ropes  to  a  high  platform  and  sliding down  ladders. 

Finally  we  see  the  men  at  mass  drill,  and  it  is 
a  wonderful  thing  to  see  several  hundred  men  go- 

ing through  the  gymnastics  with  the  precision  and 
rhythm  as  the  movement  of  one  man.  Their  work 
is  artistic  in  the  extreme  and  shows  the  men  to  be 
all  wonderful  examples  of  human  strength  and  en- 

durance as  all  fire  departments  should  be.  Length. 
G8S   feet. 
BEGINNING  OF  THE  GAME  OF  DIABOLO.— 

This  game  seems  to  have  taken  the  country  by 
storm,  and  every  child  is  more  or  less  of  a  dia- 
bolo  expert,  and  for  that  reason  this  film  should 
prove   very   popular   with   the   rising   generation. 

In  the  first  picture  we  see  the  devils  originating 
the  game  and  forging  and  making  the  spool  in  the 
infernal  regions.  There  is  a  transformation  scene, 
and  we  sec  a  number  of  skeletons  dancing  around 
and  all  playing  the  game  skillfully.  They  disap- 

pear and  we  behold  numerous  beautiful  girls  ap- 
pearing and  disappearing  and  all  are  dancing  and 

spinning  the   spool   in  clever   fashion. 
Next  we  are  introduced  to  the  royal  family  of 

Hades  and  the  King  and  Queen  seated  on  their 
throne  are  being  amused  by  all  their  courtiers 
playing  the  game.  Finally,  the  old  King  becomes 
so  interested  that  he  and  the  Queen  join  in  the 
revelry,  and  soon  the  whole  throng  are  whirling 
around   in   the   flames  and   all   busy  playing. 
The  last  scene  shows  the  heavens  and  a  figure 

representing  the  sun  playing,  and  he  passes  it  on 
to  the  moon,  who  in  turn  passes  it  to  the  earth 
who  takes  it  up  with  a  will  and  is  busy  tossing 
the  spool  while  the  rest  of  the  planets  look  on 
amused.      Lenth,    328   feet. 

THE  SHEPHERDESS. — In  this  pretty  drama  we 
see  a  beautiful  country  girl  tending  a  large  flock 
of  sheep.  A  young  man  appears  on  the  scene,  and 
is  soon  making  love  to  her.  and  she  in  her  inno- 

cent manner  accepts  his  attentions,  and  promises 
to  see  him  the  following  day  at  the  same  place 
That  night  when  she  drives  her  sheep  home  she 
confides  her  secret  to  her  mother,  who  advises  her 
to  use  discretion.  The  next  morning  she  is  seen 
at  the  appointed  place  tending  her  sheep,  when  the 
young  man  comes  along,  and.  after  some  persua- 

sion, induces  her  to  elope  with  him.  She  bids  her 
flock  a  tearful  adieu,  and  we  see  the  two  lovers 
as  they  hastily  depart  iu  a  handsome  automobile. 
The  young  man.  who  is  very  rich,  but  in  poor 
health,  takes  the  girl  to  his  home  and  presents  her 
to  his  mother,  who  refuses  to  accept  her  as  her 
daughter-in-law.  Finally,  after  much  persuasion, 
she  gives  her  consent,  and  the  couple  are  married. 
That  night  the  parents  of  the  runaway  shep 

herdess  wait  in  vain  for  their  daughter's  return 
and  finally  go  to  the  pasture  themselves  and  drive 
the  sheep  home.  They  suspect  that  the  girl  has 
gone  off  with  her  wealthy  admirer,  but  decide  to 
make  the  best  of  the  situation. 
The  next  picture  shows  the  young  couple  some 

years  later  as  they  are  taking  a  stroll  together,  and 
we  are  struck  with  the  change  in  the  girl,  who 
has  now  the  appearance  of  a  richly  gowned  society 
woman.  The  young  man's  health,  however,  has 
grown  steadily  worse,  and  she  is  compelled  to 
iiasten  him  back  to  their  home,  where  he  Is  put  tc 
bed.  and  after  a  lingering  illness  we  see  the  poor 
fellow  pass  away.  Immediately  his  mother  turns 
on  the  young  widow,  and  orders  her  out  of  the 
house,  and  we  see  the  girl  in  her  rich  attire  mak- 

ing  her  way   hack   to  her  flock. 
She  meets  her  parents  on  the  road  as  they  are 

driving  the  sheep  home,  and,  after  telling  her 
story  to  the  old  folks,  who  are  grieved  at  the  turn 
of  affairs,  she  takes  charge  of  the  herd,  glad  to  be 
back  to  her  simple  country  life  after  her  terrible 
grief  and  disappointment.     Length,   754  feet. 
UNUSUAL  COOKING.— This  beautifully  colored 

picture  shows  some  remarkable  ingenuity  in  the 
line  of  trick   photography. 

In  the  first  picture  we  see  a  chef  come  into  the 
kitchen  and  throw  a  lot  of  rags  on  the  floor:  he 
then  easts  a  spell  over  them,  and  Immediately  they 
take  the  form  of  human  beings,  and  dance  a  wild 
saraband  around  the  place.  After  performing 
many  unique  tricks  they  disappear  into  space,  and 
are  replaced  by  a  group  of  knives  and  forks,  pans, 
kettles  and  spoons.  These  are  all  supplied  with 
arms  and  legs,  and  dance  around  the  chef  as  he 
lies  on  the  floor.  Soon  one  of  the  knives  and  forks, 
drawing  near  to  his  prostrate  body,  proceed  to  cut 
him  into  many  small  pieces,  which  are  then  placed 
in   a    pan   to  be   made   into  a   delicious  stew. 

Finally  we  see  a  lot  of  cooks  come  in,  each  bear- 
Ing  a  different  kitchen  utensil.  After  executing 
some  wonderful  dances  (hey  pose  in  a  pretty  tab- 
lean.      Length.    100   feet. 

POLICEMAN'S  VISION.— Two  policemen  fall 
asleep  in  the  station  house  and  one  has  a  wonder- 

ful dream  of  bow  the  pair  meet  with  all  sorts  of 
adventures  while  trying  to  run  down  a  clever  bur- 

glar. In  the  first  picture  we  see  a  woman  enter  a 
jewelry  store,  where  she  purchases  some  valuable 
Jewels.  When  she  leaves  the  clerk  puts  the  money 
in  a  drawer  and  steps  out  for  a  moment.  Jnst 
then  a  fellow  enters  and  after  helping  himself  to 
the  diamonds,  we  see  him  takins  the  money  pot  of 
the    till    without    opening    It.      When    the    clerk    re- 
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turns  Mini  discovers  bet  lot*  iba  .-nils  tbe  police, 
tarl  in  pursuit  of  tbe  burglar.  The  latter 

rashes  Into  a  bank,  where  be  gains  admittance  bj 
tnralng  Into  a  flat  piece  of  paper  and  sliding  under 
the  door.     Onec   iu.    ii.'   assumes   Ms   natural    form 
ami  causes  the  silver  to  come  through  the  door  of 
the  safe.  When  the  watchman  COmea  In  the  thief 
Is  transformed  Into  a  bundle  of  paper,  which  I  he 
old  fellow  throws  out  of  the  window.  When  II 
l_nds  on  the  sidewalk  Mr.  Burglar  comes  to  life 
and  Is  hotly  pursued  by  tin-  police,  lie  leads  them 
a  great  chase  as  he  disappears  through  stone  walls 
ami  reappers  mnch  to  their  dismay.  W\t  he  enters 

n  lady's  apartment,  ami  while  she  is  in  the  act  or putting  on  her  Jewels  they  disappear,  and  we 

nxl   see  them  In   the  second  story   man's  hands  as 
he  eseape9  without  being  seen.  On  he  goes  and 
soon    visits    another    house,    closely     followed    hy    the 

this     time    he     turns     Into    a     roll     01 
and     enters     one     of     the     rooms.        When     the     police 
eome  after  him  he  disappears  through  the  draperies, 
■saving  only  n  trail  of  smoke  behind.  The  house 
now  catchea  flre.  and  when  the  policemen  reach  the 
hallway  In  search  of  the  culprit,  he  reappears  In  a 
Bond  of  smoke.  They  try  to  catch  him,  but  he 
seems  only  a  vision,  and  evades  them  at  over* 
turn.  Finally  In  the  heat  of  the  affray  they  wake 
up.  and  we  see  the  two  officers  as  they  beat  one 
another  over  the  head  with  their  clubs,  deeply  dis- 

appointed to  And  that  It  Is  all  a  dream.  Length 
823    feet. 

HOW  GLUE  IS  MADE.  -A  picture  of  this  sort 
Is  sure  to  meet  with   success,   for  it   is   Interesting 
as  well  (is  educational,  Inasmuch  ns  It  shows  us 
how  the  bones  of  all  sorts  of  animals  are  utilised 
In  the  manufacture  of  slue.  We  first  see  the  raw 
n.aterlal  ns  It  Is  dumped  In  heaps  and  sorted  and 
prepared  for  the  kiln.  Then  the  bones  are  re- 

moved from  the  oven  and  taken  to  be  ground, 
after  which  It  Is  put  In  large  vats  and  boiled  and 
refined.  Next  we  see  the  wet  glue  being  taken  to 
the  drying  room,  where  It  Is  put  In  pans  and  left 
to  harden,  after  which  It  Is  cut  Into  neat  layers 
and  blocks  and  prepared  for  shipping.  Length.  .11)3 
feet. 

CUSTOM  OFFICER'S  REVENGE.— A  band  of 
smugglers  arf  seen  getting  ready  to  cross  the  bor- 

der with  their  goods.  They  steal  along  the  high- 
way undetected  and  are  soon  at  the  water  front. 

where  they  secure  a  boat  and  cross  the  channel, 
landing  safely  on  the  opposite  shore.  They  go  very 
cautiously  up  through  the  mountain  pass,  and  keep 
a  close  watch  for  the  custom  officers,  who  are  con- 

stantly on  the  lookout  for  smugglers.  They  soon 
come  upon  one  of  these  officers,  who  Is  asleep. 
and  in  order  to  get  by  him  they  bind  him  hand 
and  foot,  and  leave  him  to  his  fate.  They  then 
hurry  awnv  and  soon  arrive  safely  at  their  destina- 
tion. 

Other  officers  who  are  patrolling  In  the  section 
come  upon  their  comrade  as  he  lies  helpless  on  the 
ground.  When  the  latter  relates  his  adventure  to 
his  superior  officer  lie  is  suspended  for  a  week  as  a 
penalty  for  neglect  of  duty.  Enraged  at  the  In- 

justice done  him.  he  vows  vengeance  on  the  smug- 
glers, and  starts  out  unofficially  to  trap  them.  On 

his  way  he  meets  a  little  girl  whom  he  recog- 
nizes as  one  of  the  band,  and  follows  her  to  the 

hiding  place  of  the  outlaws.  He  then  hastens 
home,  and  with  the  aid  of  his  wife  disguises  him- 

self and  returns  to  the  smugglers'  den.  After 
gaining  admittance,  he  represents  himself  as  one 
of  their  kind.  ITe  wins  their  confidence,  and  inci- 

dentally throws  a  note  over  the  wall  to  his  wife, 
who  Is  waiting  on  the  other  side,  ready  to  carry 
the   missive   to  the  chief  of  police. 
He  lures  the  unsuspecting  smugglers  to  an  old 

deserted  tower  on  the  pretense  that  he  has  a  lot 
of  smuggled  goods  hidden  there,  and  when  they 
are  in  the  trao  they  are  set  upon  by  the  officers, 
who.  after  a  desnerate  struggle,  conquer  the  band 
and  take  them  prisoners.  The  officer,  satisfied  with 
his  revenge,  is  exonerated  and  allowed  to  don  his 

uniform    and    assume   his   duties.      Length.    "520   feet. 

CRAZED  BY  JEALOUSY  (Selk-1— Crazel  by 
Jealousy   is  the  title  of  the  latest  Selig  Film. 

This  Is  a  rural  subject,  and  one  of  great  heart 
Interest.  The  openinsr  scene  depicts  the  courtship 
of  John  Morgan  and  Resslc  Farley.  Another  suitor 
of  the  girl.  Luke  Henshaw.  on  his  way  to  call 
upon  Bessie  and  urge  his  own  suit,  seeing  the  love- 
making  of  the  happy  couple,  allows  his  jealousy  to 
overcome  his  better  judgment,  and  after  John  has 
departed,  upbraids  Bessie  for  her  seeming  heart- 
lessness  in  turning  a  deaf  ear  to  his  own  protesta- 

tions of  affection.  He  then  leaves  her.  vowing 
vengeance  upon   his  successful   rival. 

As  time  goes  on  Luke's  bitterness  of  heart  in- 
creases, until  the  constant  brooding  over  his  fan- 

cied wrongs  unbalances  his   mental   equilibrium,   and 

he  gradually  becomes  a  morbid,  miserable  wretch, 
shunned  by  his  neighbors,  and  condemned  to  a  life 
of  loneliness  and  desolation, 

\     vear    after    the    wedding    of    John    and    Hi-hs,    we 
see  tin 'in  a  happy,  contented  couple  with  a  line. 
bouncing  habj    boy,    tiring   in  all   the  enjoyment   or 
perfect    harmony    on    the    little    farm    (hey    have    pur- 
chased   for  their  borne, 

lint    (he    black    cloud    of    Jealousy    and    envy    again 
hovers  o\er  them  in   the  shape  of  the  wretched  be 
lug  who.  with  mind  distraught,  one*  mora  nooks 
lo  east  a  gloom  over  the  brightness  of  their  lives. 
Watching  his  opportunity,  when  Basalt  Is  on  her 
way  back  from  the  Held,  where  John  Is  plowing. 
Luke    thrusts    a    letter    Into    her    hand,    recalling    the 
threat   of   vengeance   be   made   a    year  before.     Bin 
raged  beyond  endurance  at  the  picture  of  her 
happiness,  a  fiendish  Idea  to  destroy  the  little  one, 
In  whom  Hie  heart  Mud  soul  Of  the  father  ami 
mother  arc  centered,  possesses  him,  ami  lie  at  once 
begins   his    devilish    work, 

Meeting  a  Iranip  on  the  road  hack  of  his  homo. 
elves  the  idea  of  bribing  that  unfortunate 

to  steal  the  baby  of  the  haled  couple  and  bring  It 
io  him,  Taking  the  tramp  to  his  house,  he  plies 
him  with  drink  and  tempts  him  with  promises  of 
substantial  reward  to  carry  out  his  nefarious  pur- 

pose. 
Ills  confederate  falls  readily  Into  the  plan,  and. 

going  to  the  Morgan  home,  watches  his  oppor 
tunlty  to  carry  off  the  little  one.  Gaining  entrance 
to  the  bedroom  where  the  baby  Is  sleeping,  he 
places  li  in  a  sack  and  hastens  away,  soon  deliv- 

ering It  into  the  eager  hands  of  the  demented 
Luke.  Receiving  his  reward  In  the  shape  of  a 
generous  roll  of  bills,  the  tramp  hurries  away,  leav- 

ing the  child  to  its  fate,  wnii  fiendish  exultation, 
the  crazy  farmer  seizes  It  and  rushes  out  to  his 
underground  cellar.  We  next  see  him  placing  the 
child  In  an  old  chest  and  locking  down  the  lid. 
Then,  returning  to  the  ground  above,  he  nnlis  down 
the  cellar  door,  and.  laughing  with  maniacal  glee, 
leaves  the  poor  lit  lie  one  to  die  slowly  of  suffo- 
cation. 

Soon  after  the  kidnapping  the  child's  absence  Is 
noted  by  the  fond  parents,  and  staggering  under 
the  awful  blow,  the  father  rushes  away  to  summon 
his  neighbors  and  spread  the  alarm.  Soon  a  crowd 
of   friends   assemble   and    the   search   begins. 

Again  we  come  upon  the  tramp,  who  is  discov- 
ered by  the  rescue  party  as  he  is  counting  the 

money  received  from  the  insane  farmer,  and.  los- 
ing his  head  through  fear  in  his  guilty  heart,  he 

takes  to  his  heels.  John  and  his  friends  give  chase 
and  at  last  succeed  in  capturing  the  hobo,  who  in 
abject  fear  falls  upon  his  knees  and  begs  for  mercy 
at  the  same  time  confessing  to  his  share  in  the 
infamous    act. 

Dragging  him  to  Luke's  house,  they  confront  him 
with  the  tramp's  accusation.  "Well,  I  did  do  it." 
says  Luke,  "because  I  hate  you  both.  Go  to  the 
cellar  below  and  there  you  will  find  your  dead 

child."  With  the  frenzy  of  despair,  the  frantic 
parents,  followed  by  their  friends,  dash  outside  to 
the  cellar,   break  open   the  door  and  descend. 

In  desperate  haste  every  nook  is  scanned  till  the 
ehest  is  found.  One  blow  from  an  axe  in  the 
hands  of  the  father  smashes  the  lock,  the  lid  Is 
thrown  hack  and  the  precious  object  of  their  search 
is  found,  but  not  dead,  as  was  feared.  In  an 

ecstasy  of  delight  at  the  child's  recovery,  they  all 
return  to  tne  room,  where  the  demented  farmer  is 
found  crouched  on  the  floor  strangling  an  imag- 

inary foe.  When  he  sees  the  child  alive  he  springs 
toward  it,  but  is  held  in  check  by  willing  hands 
Suddenly,  with  a  wild  yell,  he  rushes  out  the 
door,  while  John,  realizing  his  condition,  requests 
his  neighbors  not  to  harm  him.  Running  wildly 
oyer  'he  meadow  toward  the  cliffs  of  the  sea,  the 

unfortunate  Luke,  crazed  by  jealousy,  flings  him- 
self over  the  precipice  and  is  swallowed  up  In  the 

dark   waters   of   the   surging   tide. 
Many  beautiful  scenes  of  rural  life  are  shown 

in  the  film,  and  the  photographic  qualities  are  su- 
peih.     Length,  SSO  feet. 

STOLEN  PLANS;  Or  .the  Boy  Detective  (Vita- 
graph). — Our  picture  opens  in  the  work  room  of 
an  inventor.  On  the  walls  are  prints  of  airships. 
electric  engines,  locomotives,  battleships,  etc.,  while 
around  the  room  are  models  of  the  same.  A  young 

lad.  the  Inventor's  son.  is  sprawled  out  on  two 
chairs  in  a  most  uncomfortable  position  reading  a 
dime  novel.  He  is  totally  absorbed  in  the  story  as 
his  mother  enters  and  angrily  snatches  the  book 
from  his  hands  and  throws  it  in  the  stove.  Father 
enters,  attempts  to  pacify  his  wife  and  gives  the 
boy  a  coin.  He  then  goes  to  his  work  room,  where 
he  Is  visited  by  a  villain  and  his  confederate.  The 
Inventor  takes  a  blue  print  from  the  safe,  which 
the  callers  examine.  They  discuss  the  plans  and 
offer    the    Inventor   a    large    sum    of    money    for    the 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialty.    Agents  for  Motiograph,  Power's 
and  Edison  Machines.    Supplies  and  Sundries. 

Street,        -        - 
(Opposite  Adams  House). 

FILMS 
564    Washington 

Established  1894. 
Boston,    Mass. 
Incorporated  1908. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHA8.    M.    8TEBBIN8 
1028  Main  St.,    -   Kansas  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purposr  made  lo  oitlrr.    lllusir.iict!  Snngt.etc. 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.    J.    COLDTHORPE    Sl   CO. 

244  West  »4th  .street.  New  York 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  sad  Colored  Lantern  Slides  sod  lllimirated  Soars 

69     DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO.  ILL. 
Credericit  T    Mcl-eod    Manaerer 

HARBACH'S  BARGAINS 
   $18.00 

   90,00 
   125.00 
   90.00 

MANY  OTHERS.        GET  SUPPLEMENT  27 

SONG,  SEOPENTINE    LECTURE    AND 
SECRET  SOCIETY   SLIDES 

HARBACH  &  CO.  809  Filbert  Street,  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

1250  Feet  of  Film     ,     ,  , 

6000  Feet  of  Film     .    .  . 

$175  Edison  Kinetoscope  , 

$135  Edison  Model     .    .  . 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  aad  REVOLVING. 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

Machines  and  Films  Rented 
BARCAINS  NOW  AND  FOREVER 

OUR  SPECIALTY 
PINK  LABEL  ELECTRA  CARBONS 

%x6  in..f  1.25  for  50         96*6  in.. $2.40 per  100 
CONDENSERS   each  5oc 
.1-in-l  ON. .small  8c  3-in-l  Oil.  .large  15c 
FLAniNO  ARC  LAHP  CARBONS 

10  hours   each  6c 

ASBESTOS  WIRE— Double  cover 
No.  8....5^c  per  ft.         No.  10.... 4c  per  ft. 

LUGS   each  3c 
REELS.    Best  steel  with  brass  clips. .  .each  30c 

300  First-Class  Opera  Chairs  for  Sale  at  a  Bargain. 
We  are  now  in  position  to  supply  any  Nickel- 

odeon with  signs  for  every  picture  that  they 
take  for  the  weekly  price  of  $1.00. 

We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving 
Picture  Business,  so  if  you  are  in  need  of  any- 

thing in  the  above  line 
WALK-PHONE-WRITE  or  RUN  to 

Moving  Pn^i^TrttVrafi^irRto  Fnbn  town  To  Smett 

8  EAST  14th  STREET  rtEW  roRK  ' where  all  orders  are  shipped  the  same  day  as  received 
Member  of  Film  Service  Associativa 
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Song  Slide 
Distributors Enterprise  Ontical  Mfg.  Co., 

83-91   W.  RANDOLPH  ST.,  CHICAGO 

We  are  sole  Sales  Agents  for  the  illustrated  song 
slides  made  by  the  GENRE  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 
and  the  GLOBE  SONG  SLIDE  CO.  The  slides  are 
correct  as  to  photography, coloring  and  fit  the  words  of 
the  music,  being  posed  especially  for  each  song,  there- 
lore  the  quality  is  of  the  best  and  are  equal  to  the  best 
on  the  maiket.  Five  copies  of  free  music  with  each 
set  except  where  music  is  quoted.  Slides  marked  with 
an  (x)  have  records.  PRILES,  $4.50  per  set.  Three  or 
four  sets,  one  order,  ?4  25  per  set.  Five  sets  or  more 
$4.00  per  set.    TERMS,  net  cash. 

Do  NOT  put  on   the 

PASSION  PLAY 
Without  Music  and  Lecture  Jt 

If  you  are  too  far  away  from  New  York  or 
Philadelphia  to  engage  the  services  of  the 
first  and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion  Play  in  particular, 

W.    STEPH  EN    BUSH 

get  his  lecture  in  print.  Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with  valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory.  This 
complete  copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly 
with  the  pictures  and  giving  full  explanation 
and  commentary  on  every  scene  sent  post- 

paid to  any  address  in  U.  S.  or  Canada  on 
receipt  of  one  dollar.  Invaluable  to  owners 
of  Moving  Picture  Theatres.  Address 
W.  Stephen  Bush,  3524  Filbert  St.,   Phila.,  Pa 

ORDER  QUICK 
OUR 

Comedy  Reel 

"HIRED-TIRED-FIRED" 
Length,  Approx.,500  feet 

"Never  Again" Length,  Approx.,  32S  feet 

u,Two  Live  Comedies 

by  the  Public's Favorite  Fun  Makers 

READY 
WEDNESDAY,  SEPTEMBER  23 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.(D. 

501  WELLS  ST.  CMCAGOjLLS. 

same.  Upon  the  advice  of  his  wife  the  inventor 
refuses  the  offer.  The  amount  is  doubled,  again 
refused,  and  the  papers  are  put  back  into  the  safe. 
During  the  call  tea  has  been  served,  and  while  the 
inventor's  back  is  turned  knoek-out  drops  are  pui 
into  his  cup.  The  villains  then  depart.  In  a  short 
time  the  Inventor  is  seized  with  convulsions  and 
falls  to  the  floor.  The  villains  return,  steal  the 
plans,  replace  them  with  bogus  ones  and  make 
good  their  escape.  The  wife  comes  into  the  room 
finds  her  husband  in  distress  and  assists  him  to 
his  bedroom.  The  sou  is  called  and  sent  for  the 
plans.  When  the  theft  is  discovered  the  household 

is  in  an  uproar.  The  boy  goes  to  his  father's  bed side,  and  in  a  very  dramatic  manner,  such  as  he 
has  read  in  his  dime  novels,  registers  a  solemn 
vow  to  recover  the  "stolen  plans."  Assuming  a 
female  disguise,  the  boy  detective  proceeds  to  a 
country  roadhouse,  is  busily  engaged  cleaning  the 
tables  as  the  villains  come  up  the  street,  dismount 
from  their  bicycles,  sit  on  the  porch  and  call  for 
drinks.  The  disguised  boy  waits  on  them,  and 
while  the  men  are  talking  about  their  recent  theft, 
he  grabs  the  valuable  papers,  mounts  one  of  their 
bicycles  and  gets  away.  He  rides  furiously  along 
until  he  reaches  the  river,  jumps  off,  gets  in  a 
rowboat  and  is  well  out  into  the  stream  as  the 
villains  come  chasing  up  in  an  automobile.  They 
spy  a  steam  launch,  bargain  with  its  owner  and 
start  after  the  boy.  They  quickly  overtake  him. 
haul  him  into  their  craft,  and  take  him  to  their 
den,  where  he  is  locked  in  a  room.  The  boy  looks 
about,  opens  a  window,  sees  a  telegraph  pole  con- 

venient, gets  on  the  window  sill,  jumps  to  the  pole 
and  slides  down.  His  novel  reading  comes  in  in 
good  stead  now,  and  a  plan  which  will  become  ap- 

parent later  is  concocted.  The  boy,  disguised  as 
an  Italian  organ  grinder,  approaches  the  house 
from  which  he  has  just  escaped;  it  is  a  resort  of 
thieves.  Our  little  detective  bravely  enters,  pays 
for  a  bunk,   puts  down  his  organ   and   retires. 

Outside  the  building  a  truck  loaded  with  large 
packing  cases  drives  up.  The  villain  and  his  con- 

federate order  the  cases  brought  inside.  W,hen 
this  is  done  the  boy  gets  down  from  his  bunk, 

sneaks  up  to  a  table  on  which  his  father's  papers are  lying  and  grabs  them.  The  villain  starts  aftei 
him,  the  boy  shoots  a  revolver  and  immediately 
the  tops  of  the  cases  fly  off  and  from  each  box  a 
policeman  pops  out.  They  quickly  arrest  the  vil- 

lains and  march  them  to  prison,  while  the  boy  re 
moves  his  disguise,  returns  home  and  restores  the 
plans   to   his   father.      Length,    532   feet. 

WILLIE'S  FALL  FROM  GRACE  (Vitagraph).— 
It  is  the  Sabbath  day  and  children  are  seen  enter- 

ing the  church  for  Sunday  school.  Willie,  a  pious 
looking  lad,  with  curls  and  glasses,  is  having  the 
finishiug  touches  to  his  Sunday  toilet  put  on  by 
mamma.  She  gives  him  a  coin  and  his  book.  He 
puts  on  his  Sunday  face  and  starts  for  Sunday 
school.  '  On  the  way  he  comes  upon  a  crowd  of 
boys  playing  marbles.  He  pauses  a  moment,  looks 
on  solemnly,  and  when  the.'  ask  him  to  join  in  the 
game,  he  raises  his  hands  piously  and  moves  on 
Further  along  he  meets  another  party  of  boys  with 
bats  and  ball.  They  want  him  to  join  in  the  game. 
Again  he  raises  his  hands  in  horror  and  proceeds 
on  his  way.  Still  further  on  Willie  comes  upon 
two  of  his  playmates  fishing.  They  call  to  him. 
but  he  refuses  them  also.  Just  at  this  moment 
one  of  the  boys  hooks  a  huge  fish  which  he  cannot 
land.  Willie  cannot  resist  this  temptation  and 
rushes  to  assist  them.  The  fish  finally  escapes  and 
Willie  wants  to  borrow  a  pole  and  line.  He  is  re- 

fused, thinks  a  while,  then  produces  the  coin  from 
his  pocket,  gives  it  to  the  boy,  gets  the  line  and 
starts  to  fish.  Luck  is  against  him,  and  before 
long  he  falls  asleep  on  the  bank  and  dreams.  The 
church  bells  line  up  and  pursue  him.  He  eludes 
them  for  a  while,  then  they  close  in  about  him 
He  makes  a  move  and  falls  headlong  into  the  water 
and  the  dream  is  over.  Willie  scrambles  out  of 
the  water,  looks  himself  over,  and  with  a  gesture 
of  despair  starts  for  home.  Meanwhile  we  ob 
serve  mamma  sitting  in  her  easy  chair,  reading. 
She  acts  nervously,  gets  up,  looks  out  of  the  win 
dow,  glances  at  the  clock,  shakes  her  head  and  sits 
down  again.  The  door  slowly  opens,  and  Willie 
looking  like  a  drowned  rat,  enters.  Mother  is 
dumbfounded  at  the  sight.  Willie  tries  to  explain. 
but  it  won't  go,  and  mother  shows  her  knowledge 
of  fishing  by  temporarily  becoming  a  "whaler." Length,   360   feet. 
A  TALE  OF  A  HAREM:  The  Caliph  and 

the  Pirate  (Vitagraph). — Osmau,  a  Turkish  Caliph, 
is  observed  in  one  Oi  the  rooms  of  his  mag- 

nificently furnished  palace.  A  slave  enters, 
prostrates  himself  before  his  master  and  points  to 
the  arch  in  the  rear.  The  Caliph  waves  his  hand 
the  servant  departs  and  returns  shortly  ushering 
in  the  pirate,  Seliin.  a  ferocious-looking  Individual. 
The  slave  being  dismissed.  Sellm  takes  from  his 
breast  a  locket,  inside  of  which  is  a  picture  of  :i 
beautiful  girl — a  Grecian,  OSman  is  greatly  pleased. 
questions  his  visitor,  presents  Mm  with  a  valuable 
chain,   then  bids   him   bring  the  girl   to   the  palace. 
The  Grecian  Lovers. — A  beach  on  the  seashore 

of  Greece,  a  Turkish  boat  containing  Sellm  and  his 
followers  draws  up.  The  pirate  and  several  men 
disembark  and  creep  cautiously  toward  an  old 
garden  wall.  Inside  lone,  a  Grecian  beauty  and 
the  original  of  the  photo  in  the  locket  previOUSlj 
alluded  to.  Is  seen  seated  on  :i  bench  reading.  I  lot 
lover.     I.eonidas.     apprnai-hcs.     the     two     lovers     em 
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FOR  SALE 
A  well  equipped  Moving  Picture  Theatre  a 
a  reasonable  price.    Fine  location     SeatinS 

capacity  230.  Doing  a  good  business.  Reason 
for  selling:  Too  much  other  business  to  de-  | 
vote  proper  time  to  it .  For  particulars  address 

L.  C.  BAKER,  Box  838,  New  Britain,  Conn. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue        -       -       CHICAGO" 

POSITION    WANTED 
As  M.  P.  Operator  or  Manager  by  man  of 
three  years  practical  experience  in  all  lines 
of  the  business.  Sober  and  reliable;  services 

guaranteed  satisfactory.     Wife  Ai  cashier. 

Address 

PENN,  care  of   Moving  Picture   World 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 
Non-BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 
Also  Seating   for   Out of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  COi 
No.  47   North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 
ture business.  Highe-t  quality  Film  service— Edison 

License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our-Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040^  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

TIC  RETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 

BEST    PRICES 
STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New  YorK  City. 

GAS Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 

In  Cylinders.      - 
Lime  Pencils,  Condensers,  Etc 

Prompt  Service, Reasonable  Rate* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 
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brace  and  engage  1»  conversation.     In  a  short   Umi 
the  lover  rises,   bids  his  sweetheart  an  affectionate 
farewell    and    departs.       From     behind     n    clump    of 
boshes   the   vile   face   of   Sellni  ns    out 

Mimes   her   scat,    giving    way    to   thoughts   ol 
her    lover    as    Sellni    and    several    <'f    his    men    rush 
up.   seize   and   carry    her   off.      in    the   struggle    the 
young    girl    drops    a    bracelet,    which    Is    found    bj 

Idas   when    he   returns. 
In   the  Power  of  the  Caliph. — Back   to  the   palace 

Is    watching    anxiously,       A    Bervaut    enter* 
with    a    casket    of    Jewels,    which    he    places    on    tin 

In    a    few     moments    Sellni    enters    with    his 

men,   leading  or  dragging   the   beautiful   lone.     Tin 
Caliph   gaaea  admiringly   upon   her  and  atteo 

her,      He  i    often    tin 
lewels   to   bii   eapl  Ire,     Sua  »1    and 
dashes    it    to    the    ground.      Oaman    is    furlou 
BummODJ    his    sri'vants.    who    Irml    the    git]    u\\u\ 

The    Rescue. — III    a    suiiill    ehainhir,     half    prison 
In    the    hal'i'lu.     lone    lies    on    tin-    COUCh    shk.    an    old 

her    only    companion,      The    Oallph    enters 
Inquires   about    his   captive,    and   when    the 
expresses    fear   s   young   slave   is  deapatched   for   ■ 
physician.     He  returns  shortly,   bringing  the  doctor 
an  apparently  old  man  with   long  beard,     He   looki 

at    his    path 

and   w  i  ed  thai    i"    Is   alone!    '  na   old   ma" 
ippt  oachea  1  :  •    and stands  \t    thai    nmmenl 
Hi.-   cut  the   Caliph 

t   help,    but    tbt 
him     and      stal>s     liliu      to 

OUl      Of     the rhej    puraue   '  heir   a to  th,.  ...  bore  a   in  i  ed  to    ■   r.«u 
Leonldas    pu  in    the  boat,    cuts    II 
and   in"  so    a  band  of  Turl 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 

Morris  II.  Lencer,  229  East  84th  street.  New  York,  union  and 
licensed   0  References. 

lis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.    Operator  or  manager. 
Henry  Stepenhaitsen,  92  Lexington  avenue,  Brooklyn,  \T.  Y. 

Effects,  Talking  Pictures  or  Lecturer. 

\     Finkelstein,  274   Rroome  street,  New  York  City.     Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. 

FOR  SALE 
250  reels  of  film  in  good  condition  at  $15,  $25  and  $35   per  reel. 

Write  for  Dames  of  subjects  and  particulars. 
IRON  CITY  FILM  EXCHANGE       -       1223  5th  Avenue,  Pittsburg,  Pa. 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  write  for  listand  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia 

Wanted— Second  Hand  Film 
Also  Song  Slides   (with  music)    in  any  quantity  for   export 
Send  list  of  titles,  lengths,  and  particulars  as  to  condition  to 

EXPORTER 

P.O.  Box  226,  Madison  Square     -     New  York 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 
*\       PER 
C   FOOT Send  for  List  of  New  Films 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street  -  Philadelphia,  Pa . 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Fifty  times  the  resistance  of  copper 

THE  BEST  WIRE  FOR 

Moving  Picture  Machine 

RHEOSTATS 
DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 

HARRISON,  N.J. 

Good  Second  Hand  Films 
FOR   SALE    CHEAP 

What  more  do   you   want?  Send   for   particulars 

PENN    FILM    EXCHANGE 

2237  Vine  Street       -       -       Philadelphia,  Pa. 

BETTER.  PICTURES 
OUR  PROJECTION  LENSES 
are  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  They  give  better  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  film. 

PRICE  $18.00  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance  from  lense  to  screen  and  size  of 

pieture  wanted 

GUNDLACH=MANHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  CLINTON  AVENUE,  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-91  West  Randolph  St., 
Chicago,  111. 

On  account  of  increased 
orders  for  our  Film 

A  COWBOY 
ESCAPADE 

the  RELEASE  DATE  HAS 
BEEN  POSTPONED  to 

September  19th. 

Centaur  Film  Mfg.  Co. 
900   Broadway,   Bayonne,   N.  J. 
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E.  F.  KELLER. 

Trade  Mark 

JOS.  HAWKES. 

"Monarch" 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song  Illustrators 

108  FULTON  ST. (Downing  Building) NEW  YORK 

You  Should  Have  Our  Slides  of  the  Big  Hit 

"I  Never  Cared  for  Anyone  the  Way  I  Care  for  You" By    J.    FRED    HELF 

Published  by 

Helf  &  Hager,  43  West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 

The  Red  Girl   1014  ft. 
The  Heart  of  O  Yama   881  ft. 
The   Girl    and    the    Outlaw   835  ft. 
Behind   the   Scenes   530  ft. 
Monday    Morning    in    a    Coney 

Island     Police    Court   414  ft. 
Betrayed    by    a    Handprint   833  ft. 
Balked    at    the    Altar   703  ft. 

For    a    Wife's    Honor   474  ft. 
The    Fatal    Hour   S32  ft. 
For  Love  of  Gold   548  ft. 

The    Greaser's   Gauntlet   1027  ft. 
The    Man   and   the    Woman   776  ft. 

EDISON    MFG.    00. 

Ingomar,    the   Barbarian   1000  ft. 

Wifey 's    Strategy   790  ft. 
The     Devil   1000  ft. 

Heard   Over  the   'Phone   575  ft. 
A  Comedy  in  Black  and  White. 225  ft. 
Romance  of  a  War  Nurse. .  .1,000  ft. 
When  Rubin  Comes  to  Town.. SOU  ft. 
Aeroplane     Flights    by     Henry 

Farman,     Coney     Island,     N. 
Y.,    U.   S.    A   200  ft. 

ESS  AN  AY    FILM    MFG.    CO. 

Hired.    Tired,    Fired   500  ft. 
A    Wayward    Daughter   650  ft. 
Never    Again      300  ft. 
Romance   of   a    Taxlcab   700  ft. 
An     Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker    Fiends      322  ft. 
The  Dlrectolre    Gown      455  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  Hands  of  the  Eenemy..978  ft. 
A    Prodigal    Parson   880  ft. 
The   Escape  of  the  Ape   578  ft. 
A    Gilded    Fool     1,003  ft. 
The    Baseball    Fan   989  ft. 
A    Disastrous    Flirtation   274  ft. 
Lost    and    Found   634  ft. 

FILM    IMPORT    &    TRADING    CO. 

In    the   Time   of    Rebellion   4S0  ft. 

His  Sweetheart's  Birthday. .  .540  ft. 
The   Daughter  of   the   Gypsy.. 655  ft. 
The   Spiteful   Groom      686  ft. 
Country    Drama   609  ft. 
The     Model        804  ft. 
Youthful    Artist       193  ft. 
Fencing    Fiend       381ft. 

Who    Is    It?      483  ft. 
Rose,    the   Flower   Girl      664  ft. 
The    Beggar      870  ft. 
Lottery    Ticket       650  ft. 

Brigand's    Spoil       651  ft. 
Hamlet       S67  ft. 
Antiquary       294  ft. 
Little    Walk    in    Rome      277  ft. 

KALEM     COMPANY     (INC.). 

Old  Sleuth,    the  Detective   940  ft. 
As  You  Like  It   915  ft. 
The    Great     Yellowstone    Park 

Hold-up       950  ft. 
The    Frontiersman's    Bride     
Robin    Hood       810  ft. 

The    Frontierman's    Bride   800  ft. 
The    Padrone      — ■   ■ 
The   Walls  of   Sing  Sing     

A   Gypsy   Girl's   Love     The     New    Hired    Girl     
The    Renegade      855  ft. 
Dynamite    Man      800  ft. 
The     Girl     Nihilist   910  ft. 

KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

Napoleon      and      the      English 
Sailor        530  ft. 

The    Happy     Man's    Shirt   867  ft. 
The    Hayseed's   Bargain   467  ft. 
Yusuf     the     Pirate   774  ft. 
The   Enchanted   Mantle   444  ft. 
A     False     Alarm   374  ft. 

The   Duck's   Finish   437  ft. 
I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand 

Dollars       620  ft. 
Pretty    Flower    Girl   620  ft. 

PATHE   FRERES. 

Talis  Fire  Brigade  at  Drill   OSS  ft. 

Beginning  of  the  Game  of  Dla- 
bolo      32S  ft. 

The   Shepherdess   754  ft. 
Unusual    Cooking   196  ft. 
Policeman's     Vision   023  ft. 
How   Glue   Is   Made   893   ft 

Custom  Officer's  Revenge   820  ft. 
Tricksy,   the  Clever   Princess .. SS5  ft. 
Two  Clever  Detectives   672  ft. 
Fighting    the    Flames   262  ft. 

The    Cabby's    Wife   557  ft. 
Music    Hath    Its    Charms   328  ft. 

The     Mesmerist   606  ft. 
Grotesques        328  ft. 
Samson    and     Delilah   1.0S2  ft. 

The    Gambler's    Fate   951  ft. 
Olympic    Games       S52  ft. 
The    Marathon    Race   524  ft. 
A    Dozen    of    Fresh    Eggs   492  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 

The     Persistent     Trombonist. .  .450  ft. 
The     Dancing     Fiend   390  ft. 
The    Hebrew     Fugitive   735  ft. 

The    Washerwoman's    Revenge. 225  ft. 
The    Midnight    Express   1.040  ft. 
Fascinating    Fluffy    Dimples. .  .S00  ft. 
The   Pawnbroker      835  ft. 
Rivals  for  a  Week   745  ft. 

The    Wrong   Valise   320  ft. 
Scenes  from   the   Battlefield  of 

Gettysburg       930  ft 
The    Crushed    Tragedian   505  ft. 
Wanted:    An    Artist's    Model.  .415  ft. 
The   King's  Diamond   10S5  ft. 
The   Light   in   the   Window   960  ft. 
The     Bogus     Lord   S30  ft. 
The  Sensational  Sheath   Gown. 600  ft. 

MELEES. 

The    Hotel     Mix-Up   500  ft. 
Two    Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 
The     Crazy     Bugs   560  ft. 
The    Indian    Sorcerer   330  ft. 

The  Mischance  of  a  Photogra- 
pher     205  ft. 

His    First    Job   320  ft. 

The    Forester's    Remedy   57S  ft. 
The  Magic  of  the  Catchy 

Songs       370  ft. 
The   Woes   of   Roller   Skaters.. 453  ft. 
The  Mystery  of  the  Garrison.  .645  ft. 

The  Mishaps  of  the  New  York- 
Paris  Auto-race      975  ft. 

The    Little    Peacemaker   120  ft. 
Hunting    the    Teddy    Bear   30S  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

The  Ladv  Willi  the  Camellias. 886  ft. 
The    Hand       500  ft. 
Texas    Tex       665  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     469  ft. 

A    Chance   Shot   858  fi 
Two   Gentlemen   266  fi 
The     Will   876  ft 
Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   410  ft 
The  Flight  from  the  Seraglio.. 626  ft 
Winter   Maneuvers  of  the   Nor- 

wegian Army      816  ft. 
Sports   of  All   the   World   674  ft. 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 280  ft. 
Honor  Lost — Everything  Lost.. 669  ft. 
Uug-Tralning     294  ft.  j 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    CO. 

Crazed  by  Jealousy   990  ft. 
The    Cattle    Rustlers   900  ft. 
The    Power  of   Labor   950  ft. 
Romance   of  the   Old   Mill   790  ft 
A    Pair    of    Kids   210  ft. 

The   Power   of   Labor     
The  Village  Gossip   990  ft 
The    Lion's    Bride   S10  ft. 

A    Hindoo's    Ring      175  ft." 
VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Stolen    Plans   532  ft 
Willie's    Fall    from    Grace   360  ft. 
A    Tale   of    a    Harem   456  ft. 
Bathing,    or.    Charlie   and   Mary 

in    the    Country   456  ft 
The    Wages  of   Sin   990  ft. 

By    a    Woman's    Wit   564  ft 
A    Workingman's    Dream   387  ft 
The   Dumb   Witness   550  ft 
The  Clown's  Christmas  Eve.. 388  ft. 
In  the  Days  of  the  Pilgrims. .  .303  ft 
Western    Courtship       563  ft. 
The    Discoverers      960  ft 
Lonelv      Gentleman;      Or,      In- 

compatibility   of    Temper   502  ft 
How    Simpkins    Discovered    the 

North    Pole      437  ft 
Salome;   Or.    The  Dance  of   the 

Seven    Veils      "10  ft 
WILLIAMS,   BROWN  &  EARLE. 

The   Wife's   Desertion   
The    Burglar   and    the   Clock . . . 
The  Tramps    and    the    Purse... 
The  Hidden    Hoard       
The    Faithless    Friend   
The    Man    and    His   Bottle   
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 
Tricky    Twins   
Painless    Extraction   
Father's'  I-esson   
Hunting    Deer   

The    Prodigal    Son   
Catching   a    Borglar   
Nasty  Sticky  Staff   

Professor    Bounders'    Pills   
Leap   Year;  or.  She   Would  Be Wed       

550 

B6 

BOO 

525 

S50 

310 
298 
226 

500 

ass 
89fl 
at 

SSti 
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Latest    Song    Slides. 

NORTH    AMERICAN   SLIDE  00. 

ve   to   Li™   With   My   Mother-in- 

■  Kid  to  Me. 

Some   Time   Ago. 
the    l"ve    Light    Linger    Longer, 

Lady    Lou. 

•Qua!. 
Listen,    Dearie  T 

Will    You?"   and 
I     a   r.irl    Says   "Yes." 

itig   Shades   Are   Fall- 
ing. 

I    Give    Me    Back    the    Old 
i    Love  of  the  Old  Days,  Mollle  Mine? 
Are    You    Sincere  7 
My   Heart    Beats  Alone   for   Yon. 
Mary   Blaine. 
Under   My   Merry   Widow   Hat. 
Boies   Bring   Dreams   of   Yon. 
Open   Dp   Ynur   Heart, 
twinging. 
Somebody      that    I    Know    and      Yon 

Know   Too. 
gome   Day,  Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading  Smiles. 

CHICAGO   TRANSPARENCY  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A  Little   Cozy   Flat 
Just  to   Remind  You. 
Hearts   and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With  You. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night. 

I'm  Jealous  of  You. 
Dear   Old    Iowa. 

GENRE  SLIDES. 

If    Your    Heart    Is    Right    Yon    Can't 
Me   a    Wrong. 

"When    l'ausles   Bloom   Again. 
Patty. 

i    the  Sun  Sinks   to   Rest  in   the 
West. 

When      Mummy      Rocks     Her     Little 
Picks   to  Sleep. 

Play  Ball. 
In  the  Land  of  the  Mocking  Bird. 
Gazing    In    Firelight. 

r    Knew    I    Lore    Too    'Till    Yon 
Came   to  Say   Good-bye. 

A  Tear,   a   Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell   Me. 
Mary. 
Art    Dreams    NeTer   Told. 
Dear     Lord,     Remembr     Me.     (Mnslc 

15c.) 
Because  of   Yon. 
Merry    Mary.    Marry    Me. 
8weethearts   in   neaven. 
Dear   Alabama. 
Bathing.      (Music   10c.). 
While   You   Are   Mine.     (Mnslc   10c.). 
Night  Time  the  Right  Time  to  Spoon. 

(Music   10c.). 
In    My    Merry    Oldsmoblle.        (Mnslc 

1216c). 
Good-bye,   Bonnie  Annie  Laurls.    Mn- 

slc 10c.). 
Mary. 
A  Tear,   a   Kiss,    a  Smile. 
Tell   Me. 
Art   Dreams   Never   Told. 
Dear  Lord,   Remember  Me. 
Because   of  Yon. 

GLOBE   SLIDES. 

Cyclone. 
Baby  Darling. 
That    Litte    Sunny    Southern    Girl    of 

Mine. 
Swinging   In   the  Cld   Rope  Swing. 
I   Love   You   So. 
When    Vacation   Days   Are    Oyer. 
Common  Sense. 
Cyclone. 
Baby   Darling. 
That    Little   Sunny    Southern    Girl   of 

Mine. 
Swinging   In  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I   Lore    You   So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  Oyer. 
Common  Sense. 

GOLDTHORFE. 

A  Man,  a   Maid,  a  Moon,   a  Boat. 
Are   You   Sincere. 
I    Will   Try. 
For    the    Last    Time    Call    Me    Sweet- 

heart. 

From    "gypt   to   the    Zulnland. 
•'Late    Hours. 

Down    In    Jiingletown. 
I    w 
Dear  Heart. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERN    SLIDE    00. 
Sweet  Sixteen. 

Stop  Making  Faces  at  Me. 
Bweet  Polly  Primrose. 
if  They    All    Had   a   Heart   Like    You. 

Gypsie   Ann. When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 
Leaves  Gold. 

When     You     Love     Her     and     She 
Loves   You. 

Don't   Worry. 

DEWITT    C.    WHEELER. 

Swing    Me    1 1  iuli«-r.    Obadlah. 

The  Gardi \iv    Yon    S 
r.irl    I.iko 

lOOl. 

Dear    Heart. 

Don' I   ■ ■   the  Pier. 
V.mi     Will     Have    to    Sing    an    Irish 

Song. 

-    for 

the    Old    Red,    White   and   Blue. 
sins    Old    Together. 

Ralnb 

When    Night   Falls,   Dear. 
In    Mimu'iv  -  .\  eetheart. 
It    Looks   I  Ike   ■    Big   Night  To-night. 
Handy    Lane. National    Game. 

The    Little    old     Bed    Seuool    House 
On    the    Illll. 

Good    Evening.    Caroline. 
Swing    Me    Higher    Obadlah. 

Ish     Eyes. 
You    Let    Me    Call    You    Sweet- 

heart? 

O'Brien  Has  no   Place   to  Go. 

Just    Because   It's   You. 

SCOTT   &   VAN    ALTENA. 

Graudma. 
Going  Kentucky. 
Kerry    Mills   Barn    Dai 
By  the   Light  of  the  Same  Old   Moon. 
Always  Me. 

In   tlie   Days  of  '49. Taffy. 

If    1    Had    a    Thousand    Lives. 
If  You  Cared   for  Me  as   1  Care   for 

You. 
Meet   Me   In   Rose   Time,    Rosle. 
I'll   Be  Home  In   Harvest  Time. 
Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
When  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills   with    Rose. 
That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two.  Yon 

Know. 

My   Dreams  of  the  U.  S.   A. 
A  Man.  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor  Bright,    I   Loves   You   Right. 
Would    You    Miss    Me? 
If   You   Were   Mine. 

You'll    Always   Be   Sweet    Sixteen   to Me. 

Dixie  and  the   Girl  I  Love. 
If  I  Should  Fall  In  Love  with  You. 
What  Will   Your  Answer  Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 

There   Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  Ton. 
Somebody    I    Know      nd    Yon    Know, 

Too. 
Wben    the    Nightingale    la     Nesting, 
Sweet  Irene. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are  You  Sincere? 
Don't   Yon    Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  Yon  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 
I'm  Afraid  to  Come  Home  In  the 
Dm*. 

I    Miss    You    Like    the    Roses    Miss 
the  Rain. 

Smartv 
Just  Because  He  Couldn't  Sing "Love  Me  and  the  World  Is 

Mine." 

When  It's  Moonlight,  Mary  Darl- 
ing 'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arbor 

Shade HENRY    B.    INGRAM. 

I  Never  Knew  I  Loved  Yon  'Till  Yon 
Said  Good-bye. 

Where  the  Catskllls  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Snn. 

Money  Won't  Make  Bverrbody  Happy. 
Mollle.  Come  Jump  on  the  Trolley. 
Among  tli"  Valleys  of  New  England. 

Anch' 
Love's  Old   Sweet   Song. 
I'm     Longing     for     My    Old    Green Mountain    Home. 
Lenore. 

On     Bunker     Hill.     Where     Warren 

Fell. The  Holy  City. 

LA   PINE. 

Will    Yon   Always   Call   Me   Honey? 
1    Wish    I    Had   a   Girl. 

Maybe    I    Was   Meant    for   Ton,    Dear. 
Poor   Old   Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Too. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    CO. 

My    Moving  Babe. 
All   A  i  |   old   Time. 
Hall  to  the  Boys  of  the  U.  S.  A. 
Mary    Blaine. 

My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  Yon. 
A.    L.   SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I    Love. 
I  ear   Old   Comrade. 

Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Child  ood. 
Hurrah    for    Uncle    Sam. 
Filly,    Dear. 
Sweet   Uosle   May. 
Wben    We    Listened    to    the    Chiming 

of     the     Old     Church     Bell. 
It's   Only    Me    In    My    Nightie. 

t "  iy , 

You'll    He    Sorry    Just    Too    Late. 

Jfou'll    He   Surry   Just   Too   Late. Itlllv.    Dear. 

Y.m    Walt,    Nellie   Dear? 

Don't    Bver   Leave    Mr.    Dolly. 
A    Little    Hit   o'   Sugar  Cane. True    Heart. 

Hoses   Hrlng   Dreams  of  Ton. 
Moo!     Ain't     Yon    Coming     Oat 

'Ight. 

Juat  Someone. 
Santiago   Flynn. 

EMPIRE    SLIDE    CO. 

My    i  ler. 
It    I   kl    Like   a    Big  Ight. I  Want  Son 

Bunch    of    Dal.ilfh. 
Ralnb' Tell    Me    Your    Dream    sud     I'll    Tell Y..U     Mine. 

Mandy    Lane. 

Day. 

Say    Not    G 
HARRY     F.     8TAIN8     CO. 

When   Dreams  Come  Trne. 

Think   of   the   Girl    Down    Home. 

a    Summer    Tells    Autumn    Good- 

Take   Me    With    You    In    Your   Dreams. 
Wnll    for    the    Rainbow,    Dearie. 

Swinging    On    the    Grapevine    8wlng. 
She   Was  a   Soldier's  Sweetheart. 
Down   Where   the   Blue  Ohio  Flows. 

Trading    Hearts. There's    a    Warm    Spot    in    My    Heart 
for    Tennessee. 

Lei    Me   Crown    You  Queen  of  May. 

Lou  Dear,  We'll  Be  Happy  Wben  Our 
Dreams  Come  True. 

Simpson's  Celebrated miO"    ̂ liHAC  The  Finest  Made.     $5  per Ullg    OI1UC5  All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 
Set 

vSlide  Quality 
is  as  important  to  you  Mr.  Film  Renter  as 

FILM  QUALITY 
The  Best  SONG  SLIDES 

on  the  Market  are  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler,  inc. 
I  20- I  22  W.  3  I  st  Street         -  NEW  YORK  CITY 

Send  for  Catalogue  of  over  300  Illustrated  Songs 

"PEERLESS" 
SONG  SLIDES 

Made  by  the  "  Peerless  "  Slide  Firm. 

Just  illustrated :    "Under  My  Merry  Widow  Hat."  "Let 
the  Love  Light  Linger  Longer  Lady  Lou. "  "Quaker  Lady" 

See  "  List  of  Latest  Songs  "  in  this  paper. 

North  American  Slide  Co. 
159  and  161  No.  8th  St.,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 



EDISON    FILM 
SPECIAL  ANNOUNCEMENT: We  beg  to  announce  that  we  are  now  producing  two  reels  of  Filmi 

weekly   making    shipment*    on  Tuesday  and    Friday  of  each    wee] 

FOR   SHIPMENT   SEPTEMBER    15,    1908. 

WIFEY'S    STRATEGY 
SYNOPSIS  OF  SCENES. 

"Wifey's"  Biscuits — Young  husband  at  breakfast — Wife's  first  biscuits — 
"Hard    as    rucks" — Breaks   plate    f  -First    quarrel — Threatens    to   get 
cook — Finds   agency    address — Makes   note — Departs    for   bnsim 

A     Woman's     Wit — Wife     gets     address — Interviews     lady     manager — Plot 
m^I   -Wife    clevci-    amateur     Returns    heme — Makes    up    as    Swedish    ser- 

vant —Returns   to  agency. 
"Hubby's"  Choice— Husband  at  agency — Cooks  of  all  Nations— Tough 

one  wains  to  scrap — "Colored  lady"  carries  a  razor — Irish  dame  imbibes — 
In    despair. 

The  Swedish  Blonde — Disguised  wife  arrives — Awkward  and  cm- — Inter- 
view— Refers  to  "best  people" — Hubby  decides  to  give  a  trial— Agrees  to 

meet   at   car. 

Cook  and  Cargo — Car  arrives — Regular  "moving  day" — Bundles — Boxes — 
Cage — Dog — Etc. — Hubby    escorts— Hard    navigating. 

"Home  to  Mother" — At  home — Cook  unloads— Hubby  gets  drink — Finds 
wife's  note — Beads — "John:  Have  tried  to  please  you — Seems  hopeless — I 
won't  stay  with  another  woman  in  the  house — Gone  to  mother's — Good- 

bye.    Mabel." 
"Follow  Master" — More  drinks — Cook  follows  example — He  orders  table 

cleared — Cook  amiable  but  awkward — Brings  disbpan  covered  with  soot — • 
Plops  it  on  table — Hubby  wild  -Conk  calmly  wipes  pan  with  table  eloth — 
Hubby  furious — Drinks  again — Everything  into  dishpan — Ornaments — Dishes — 
Bric-a-br&c — Dish-water     over     best  trousers — ('liases  cook — Struck  byswing  door. 

The  Surprise  Party — Hubby  rushes  into  kitchen — Orders  cook  out  of  house 
— Ban  of  flour  over  head — Conk  pours  grease  into  stove — Big  smoke — Hubby 
sends  alarm — Returns — Finds  cook  drinking — Grabs  bottle — Pulls  wife's  wig 
off — Stunned — Sees  the  joke — Embraces  wife — Long  soul  kiss — Firemen  enter 
— Deluge  the  loving  couple. 

No.    6376.  Code,   Velorta.  Length,    790   Feet. 
SEND  FOR  ILLUSTRATED  DESCRIPTIVE   CIRCULAR  NO.    385. 

NEXT   WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 

BUYING  A  TITLE.     "LVAfi%VBLOZ Shipment,      TUT  ■  FPRFPHAWW      No.  6379.  Code.  VELOZMENTE. 
Sept    25th.     IIILLLrHLUI«TTIl.   A|>prox.  Length,  1000  feet. 

Shipment, 
Sept.  22nd 

FOR  SHIPMENT  SEPTEMBER  18,   1908. 

INCOMAR    The  Barbarian 
SYNOPSIS  OF  SCENES. 

Prelude — A  Love '  Story,  which  for  poetry  and  dramatic  action  has  nev< 
been  excelled — The  Barbariau  I.over,  whose  savage  spirit  has  been  tum< 
and  subdued  by  love,  becomes  a  Greek,  sacrifices  bis  liberty,  and  is  final! 
rewarded   as   tie   deserves. 

The     Capture — Myron,     an     armor-maker,     and     father    of     Partbenla, 
heroine,    goes   forth   to   sell   his   wares — Captured   by   a   Barbarian  Tribe,    wh< 
chief   is    ingornar. 

Trying  to  Raise  the  Ransom — I.ykon,   a  fisherman,   who  has  witnessed 
capture,    hastens   to   Inform   Myron's   family — Partbenla    tries   to   ruise   the   rai 
sou)    money,    but   is   unable   to  do  so. 

Parthenia    Seeks    Her    Father — She    starts    alone    to    find    the    Barbarian' 
.amp — Met    on    the   road   and   captured — Conducted   to   Ingomar,    who   looks 
women  as  s 

Becomes   Hostage — The   brave   and  nndaunted  girl  compels   the   admiratb 
of   Ingomar — He    releases   her    father — Who   goes   to   seek   the    money — She 
mains    as    hostage.    • 

Teaches    Love     to    Ingomar — Ingomar    at     heart    is     "Sterling" — At    I 
amused,    then   interested — f.earns   the   true   meaning  of   Love — Admiral 
way    to   passion — Ingomar   becomes  her   Cham, 

The    Mutiny — The    Barbarians    fear    losing    their    chief— They    abduct    Pal 
thenla — Ingomar  rescues  her — Accepts  her  as  bis  share  of  the  spoils — I 
his    tribe — Escorts   Parthenia   home. 

A    Hoary-Headed    Villain — They      arrive      in      Messalia — Ingomar     cob 
dor.    an    old   man,   an   ancient   and   jealous   suitor   of    Partbenla 

stalls    trouble. 
The    "Pound    of    Flesh" — Poly  dor.    who    has    been    rejected    by    Partbenii 

buys   up    the    debts   of   ber    father,    who   is    unable    to   pay    them — Polydor   d< 
the   lather  and   family  as  slaves. 

A  Noble  "Barbarian" — Ingomar  marvels  at  such  "civilized"  conduct- 
Wants  to  kill  Polydor — Parthenia  explains — He  offers  himself  in  their  pla< 
—  Polydor  accepts. 

Ingomar  Made  Timarch — The'  Barbarians  besiege  the  city — Panic  ehst 
— They  demand  Ingomar,  thinking  he  is  held  against  his  will— Ingomi 
saves  the  city — Polydor  driven  forth — Ingomar  wins  Parthenia  and  is 
Governor  by    the   Citizens. 

No.   6377.  Code.   Veloneros.  Approz.   Length,   1000  Feet. 
SEND    FOR    ILLUSTRATED    DESCRIPTIVE    CIRCULAR    NO.  38b 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
EDISON  IMPROVED  EXHIBITION    01  EC  0(1 
MODEL    (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT)        -       01   JJiUU 

Edison  Universal  Model  $75.00 
$175.00 UNDERWRITERS'   MODEL (ONE    PIN    MOVEMENT) 

reduces  the  flicker  50% 
Approved   by   the   New   YorK   Board   of  Fire  Underwriters  and   the 

Department  of  Water  Supply,  Gas  and  Electricity. 
Includes  among  other  Improvements,  a  new  Antomatic  Shutter,  Improved  Lamphouse, 
Upper  and  Lower  Film  Magazines.  New  Style  Rheostat,  New  Enclosed  Switch,  Improved 
Take  up  Device,  New  Revolving  Shutter  and  Asbestos  covered  Cord  Connection. 

Send  for  new  catalogue  No.  335  containing;  complete  descriptions 
of  improvements. 

EDISON   MANUFACTURING   CO. 
MAIN    OFFICE    AND    FACTORY,  72    LAKESIDE    AVENUE,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

NEW    YORK,    lO    Fifth    Avenue  CHICAGO,    304    Wabash    Avenue 
Office  for  United  Kingdom  :  EDISON  WORKS,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  LONDON,  N.  W.,  ENGLAND 

Selling     Agents  : 

P.  L.  WATERS,  41  £.  21st  St.,  New  YorK  GEORGE   BRECK,  550-554-  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal 
Dealers    in    all    Principal    Cities. 

NOTICE  TO  THE  TRADE 
We  desire  to  announce,  in  answer  to  many  inquiries,  that  our  FLICKERLESS,   AUTO- 

*— »     MATIC,  NON-REWINDING  MACHINE  will  be  ready  for  delivery  on  or  about  Oct.  15. 
|-   _     Since  exhibiting  the  first  complete  model  at  the  Convention  of  Film  Renters  in  the  Prince 
•—     George  Hotel,  we  have  incorporated  several  new  and  important  features  which  we  could 
C/3     not  show  at  that  time  as  the  patents  had  not  been  granted.     As  it  was,  the  renters  all  pro- 

nounced it  the  coming  machine,  but  the  finished  article  will  be  almost  as  far  ahead  of  the 
CO     first  model  as  it  was  ahead  of  all  competitors.   Our  experimental  work  has  now  been  com- 
CO     pleted  to  our  satisfaction  and  the  machines  are  being  pushed  to  completion.    We  have  the 
^_     assurance  of  experienced  exhibitors  that  our  new  projecting  machine  will  be  the  king  of  them 

gLi     all,  and  we  will  not  make  deliveries  until  everything  has  been  tested  to  our  satisfaction. 
Orders  filled  in  rotation  as  received.  Yours  very  truly, 

AMERICAN  MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINE  CO.,  H*  BeekmanSt.,  New  York  City 

O 

O 
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PUBLISHED  BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY.  125  £.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 
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THE  HOUSE  OF  PICTURE  MELODIES.       New  Song  Slides  Hits,  Ready  for  Delivery 
When  Autumn  Tints  the  Green  Leaves  Gold — Gvpsie  Ann — Sweet  Pollv  Primrose — Dream  of  Me  and  I'll  Dream 
of  You,  Sweetheart— You  Own  My  Heart  Forever  Madeline.       Beautiful  slides  for  all  the  ahove  new  songs. 

THE  GORDON  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO., 
HITS    $5.00   A   SET 

Music  and  Orchestrations  Free  With  All  Sets  from  Us 

207   West  34th   Street,    New   York  City 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
(INDEPENDENT) 

has  got  the  service  YOU  want* 
Write,  wire,  or  call,  we  are  on  the  spot. 

1 59  N.  8th  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  342  Main  St.,  Norfolk.Va. 

FILMS    OF    MERIT 
THIS    WEEK'S     ISSUE: 

DUCHESS   OF    BRACCIANO 
A  Great  Feature  Film,  in  Every  Sense  of  the  Word 

Length  750  Feet 

FILM  IMPORT  ®L  TRADING  CO 

143  East  23d  St.  ™™™™i?£z™      New  YorK  City 

Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60%  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j#  h.  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York    fully  guaranteed 
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GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 

at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers   of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

ISSUE 
Sfte    MAGIC    RUBBERS 

COMEDY      (See  description  in  the  Film  Review) 
Length  374  Feet 

CODFISH 
A  VERY  INTERESTING  PICTURE  OF  THE  FISHING  INDUSTRY 

Length  475  Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY 
NORDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee   under  the   Biograph  Patents.    All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will  be  protected  by  the  American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Motion  Picture 

Machines 

and  Films 

NEW  YORK 
662  SIXTH  AVE. 

Biograph  Patents 

CHICAGO 
52  STATE  STREET 

BOSTON 
657  Washington  St., 

Bovlstort  Bids'. 

SEATTLE 
Mehlborn  Bldg. 

ST.  LOUIS 
523-4  Commercial  Bldg. 

5th  and  Oliver  Sts. 

MONTREAL,  CAN.      WINNEPEO  INDIANAPOLIS      DENVER 
La  Patrle  Bldg.     1 2  Canada  Life  Bldg.    Traction  Bldg.    Boston  Bldg 

BIRMINGHAM 
2008  3d  Avanue 
Harrington  Bldg. 

SANANTONIO.TEX. 
304  Conroy  Bldg. 

DES  MOINES 
Commercial  Bldg. 

ST.  JOHN,  N.B. 
94  Prince  William  Street 

Stockton  Building 

DALLAS,  TEX.        LOS  ANOELES,  CAL. 
405  Main  St.       369  Pacific  Electric  Bldg. 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 
ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving 

Picture  Theatres 

MAIM   OFFICE: 

405  MAIN   STREET DALLAS,  TEX. 

BRANCH   OFFICE: 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special    Prices  on    our  New  Films 
and   Feature   Productions 
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Editorial. 

At  the  request  of  many  of  our  readers  we  have  arranged 
for  a  column  oi  comments  on  film  subjects.  These  will 
be  conducted  with  all  fairness  and  we  trust  that  they  will 
tend  towards  the  production  of  better  pictures  and  the 
more  extended  use  of  such  good  subjects  as  are  pro- 
duced. 

*     *     * 

The  value  of  a  lecture  as  an  aid  to  the  show  was  plainly 

demonstrated  to  us  last  week  during  our  visit  to  Keith's 
Theater.  The  leading  feature  on  the  programme  was 

Edison's  stupendous  production  of  'Tngomar,  the  Bar- 
barian." The  scenery,  the  actors,  the  photography  and 

the  general  execution,  left  little  to  be  desired — in  fact  it 
is  a  splendid  film,  but  it  was  not  received  by  the  audi- 

As 
ence  with  anything  like  the  appreciation  it  merited, 
one  intelligent  locking  and  elderlv gentleman  remarked 

in  our  hearing — "What  is  it  all  about?  Very  fine,  but 
what  does  it  mean?"  If  the  lecturer  of  the  theater  had 
simply  read  the  synopsis  of  the  play,  such  as  the  Edison 
Company  send  out  with  all  films,  the  audience  would  have 
understood  each  scene  and  left  the  show  with  a  desire 

With  the  exception  of  the  comedies,  there  are  few  film 
subjects  that  would  not  be  improved  by  a  short  lecture  or 
explanatory  remarks,  and  no  great  elocutionary  effort  is 

necessary.  In  fact,  the  reader  at  Keith's  who  delivered 
the  remarks  on  the  travelogue  slides,  which  were  pre- 

sented between  the  reels,  would  have  filled  the  bill. 
The  lecturette,  next  to  the  actologue,  or  talking  pictures, 
has  proven  so  great  an  attraction  where  introduced  that 
we  wonder  that  other  managers  do  not  follow  suit. 

♦  ♦  $ 

Passing  from  Keith "s  over  to  the  Unique  we  were obliged  to  stand  in  the  aisles  for  some  time  before  an 
usher  found  us  a  vacant  seat.  The  feature  film  here  was 

"The  Heart  of  O  Yama,"  a  Japanese  tragic  love  story. 
In  this  pretentious  film  the  Biograph  Company  have  suc- 

ceeded in  a  praiseworthy  manner  in  presenting  the 
peculiarities  of  a  foreign  race  with  unmistakably  home 
talent.    Curious  to  know  the  opinion  of  a  couple  of  Japan- 

nearby,  who  were  jabbering  and  gesticulating  .1-  the 
film   was  being   run,  we  dropped   into  the  cant 

seal  b)  their  side.    "Well,  what  do  you  think  Did 
you  enjoj  "Yea,  veil)  good.     The  mannerisms  and 
trotting  around  of  il   aidens  a  littli  ted,  but 
good  "ii  the  whole,  and  the  tragic  ending  well  acted.  And 
tlu  costumes,  well  (with  an  expressive  shrug  of  the 

sh«  mldei  s)  it  is  a  plaj ." 
Here,  also,  a  lecturette  would  have  given  mon 

faction  to  the  audience. 
*  *     * 

( hi  another  page  we  publish  a  communication  from 
a  valued  correspondent  thai  treat-  rather  severel)  of  the 
productions  of  certain  manufacturers.  It  is  possible  that 
the  criticised  films  may  have  appealed  to  others  in  a  dif- 

ferent manner  and  we  ask  for  their  opinion-.  It  is  a  far 
cr)  from  the  productions  of  some  manufacturers  whose 
subjects  are  sometimes  aimed  so  far  above  the  heads  of 
the  average  audience  that  they  positively  need  the  ex- 

planations of  a  lecturer  to  the  low  comedy  and  weakly 
told  stories  which  leads  the  audience  to  think  that  they 

were  "stung"  and  drives  them  from  the  moving  picture theater  to  other  forms  of  entertainment. 
*  *     * 

The  manufacturers  may  evade  the  issue,  and  may 
argue  that  it  is  impracticable  for  them  to  specialize,  but 
the  condition  will  gradually  exert  itself  if  they  aim  at  the 
highest  standard  of  perfection.  In  all  other  lines  of  art 
as  well  as  in  business  it  is  the  specialist  that  forges  to 
the  front.  Several  weeks  ago  the  idea  of  specializing:  in 
film  production  was  suggested  in  this  paper  and  a  corre- 

spondent again  put-  forth  the  idea. 

The    Picture    Business. 

Few  avenues  for  capital,  industry  and  enterprise  (not 
to  mention  promise  of  easy  money  and  light  work)  have 
vied  in  attractiveness  with  the  moving  pictures.  It  seems 
so  easy,  as  the  saying  goes.  All  you  have  to  do  is  to 
get  room  and  the  sheet  and  give  somebody  so  much  for 
the  pictures !  After  that  it  is  easy  money.  Soon  you 
become  a  regular  theatrical  manager ! 

Every  mail  brings  to  our  office  letters  of  inquiries  as 

to  "all  the  qualifications  necessary  for  the  establishment 
of  a  moving  picture  theater."  Of  course  all  the  queries 
are  not  framed  in  these  terms,  but  the  substance  is  the 
same.  In  other  words,  the  incentive  is  identical  and  the 
illusion  none  the  less  dim.  The  trials  and  tribulations 
are  not  thought  of.  The  chief  thought  is:  other  people 
have. gone  into  the  business  with  little  capital  and  have 
made  good ;  they  are  making  so  much  a  day,  and  since 
they  have  been  in  it  they  have  made  so  much  more  than  I 
have  with  less  capital  at  their  command. 

Going  back  to  the  question  of  the  correspondent,  we 
would  say  that  no  special  qualifications  are  required  for 
the  moving  picture  exhibitor.  It  is  simply  a  matter 
of  busines-.  If  one  should  wish  to  establish  a  store,  dry 
goods,  grocery,  hardware,  or  any  store  business,  no  spe- 

cial qualifications  would  be  relied  upon  or  looked  for. 
Business  tact  is  the  keynote.  So  it  is  with  the  business 
of  exhibiting  moving  pictures.  The  great  weakening 
point  of  many  who  have  entered  upon  the  field  has  been 
the  nursing  of  the  idea  that  with  a  few  hundred  dollars 

capital' they  have  entered,  or  may  enter,  within  the  mys- terious circle  of  theatrical  managers.  Some  have  realized 
their  ambition  in  this  re-pect,  but  they  are  few  in  number. 
The  regular  line  of  theatrical  managers  cater  to  the 
moving  pictures  so  long  as  the  pictures  contribute  to  their 
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interests;  they  also  lend  recognition  to  the  moving  pic- 
ture exhibitor  when  his  capital,  industry  and  enterprise 

command  it.  There  are  some  men  who  have  been  solely 
identified  with  the  moving  picture  busin  during  the 
past  few  years  who  enjoy  the  patronizing  smile  of  the 
theatrical  magnate,  but  it  has  been  their  perseverance 
that  has  won  it.  not  the  pictures. 
To  be  candid,  we  cannot  point  out  any  qualifications 

necessarv  for  an  exhibitor  of  moving  pictures.  The  busi- 
ness has  become  so  universal — so  commonplace — that  it 

seems  almost  an  insult  to  intelligence  to  point  out  the 
way.  All  over  the  country,  the  world,,  in  fact,  we  find 
the  moving  picture  theater.  In  cities  that  a  few  years 

ago  had  but  thirty  theaters  we  find  three  and  four  hun- 
dred moving  picture  theaters.  In  towns  that  but  three 

years  agO  felt  over-burdened  with  repertoire  shows  at 
10,  20  and  30  cents,  we  find  them  supporting  half  a  dozen 
nickelodeons,  the  proprietors  of  which  are  young  men 
who  have  thrown  up  barber  shops,  muslin  counters,  sugar 
weighing,  and  like  occupations  to  compete  with  the 

"Opry  House." 
But  to  the  beginner  we  have  a  few  words  to  say :  In 

the  first  place,  you  need  some  money.  Where  it  is  to  be 
spent  we  will  tell  you  later.  To  give  serious  advice  to 
the  serious  beginner  is  difficult,  for  the  reason  that  in  no 
other  business  do  local  conditions  prevail  more  than  in 
the  moving  picture  line.  In  the  country  town  where  you 

have  no  opposition  you  have  a  "cinch";  where  you  have 
opposition  you  must  also  have  a  pull,  for  if  the  fire 
marshal  does  not  discourage  you,  his  influence  with  the 

Borough  Council  is  liable  to  give  you  much  inconven- 
ience. In  the  city  the  details  are  much  the  same  and  the 

results  are  similar,  only  the  intervening  agencies  lighten 
the  blow. 

It  is  hard  to  give  advice  on  the  subject  when  we  do  not 
know  the  local  conditions,  but  we  will  venture  a  few 

hints  on  the  supposition  that  the  beginner  intends  to 
start  within  the  limits  of  Greater  New  York.  We  will 

presume  that  he  has  steered  clear  of  the  four  hundred 
or  more  places  within  the  territory.  His  first  step  is  to 
wait  upon  the  captain  of  the  police  precinct  and  see  if 
he  will  sanction  the  location.  No  insinuation  or  reflection 

is  intended  by  this.  This  sanction  is  necessarv  in  order 

that  the  application  for  an  exhibitor's  license  shall  be 
received.  If  the  captain  of  the  precinct  is  satisfied,  the 

party  seeking  the  license  may  then  feel  justified  in  get- 
ting an  option  on  the  location,  or  for  that  matter,  pay  a 

short  rental.  The  property  itself  then  becomes  thought 
for  serious  consideration,  and  before  signing  a  lease  it  is 
well  to  see  how  the  Building  Department  stands  on  the 

proposition.  If  that  department  is  satisfied  with  the  loca- 
tion, the  building  and  the  alterations  or  improvements 

you  intend  to  make,  then — well,  you  have  got  so  far. 
Ask  about  exit  regulations,  and  you  will  be  referred  to 
the  Fire  Department,  and  by  that  time  you  should  have 

the  site  pretty  well  in  shape  for  a  lease  from  the  land- 
lord. All  these  preliminaries  adjusted,  you  may  then 

get  the  carpenter  to  put  on  the  "front"  to  the  place,  in- 
cluding the  box  office ;  get  the  electrician  at  the  same  time 

to  do  the  wiring,  and  have  the  painter  follow  up  with  his 

artistic  brush.  By  the  way,  don't  insist  upon  the  painter 
doing  first  class  oil  work.  The  reflection  from  the  side 
walls  and  ceiling  do  more  to  hurt  a  projected  picture  than 
anything  else.  Distemper  or  water  color  is  good  enough. 
It  is,  in  fact,  the  best  for  the  purpose.  After  you  have 
your  place  wired  look  after  the  booth.  The  regulations 
in  New  York  require  a  sheet  iron  booth  with  spring  doors 
so  arranged  that  they  close  immediately  after  the  entrance 
of  the  operator  and  also  require  many  other  details  that 

are  changed  from  time  to  time,  therefore  the  safest  way 

is  for  the  applicant  to  go  direct  to  the  Bureau  of  Elec- 
tricity and  ask  for  full  instructions. 

One  correspondent  asks  the  cost  of  opening  a  picture 
-how.  This  cannot  be  answered,  as  the  figures  depend 
not  only  upon  the  resources  of  the  investor,  but  also  upon 
the  location  and  the  probable  bushier.  A  year  or  two 

ago  some  of  the  common  places  were'  opened  with  an investment  as  low  as  S200.  aside  from  the  apparatus. 
The  city  regulations  make  it  impossible  to  open  a  store 

show  to-day  under  S400.  This  is  a  low  water  figure. 
One  of  the  smallest  places  in  Brooklyn,  started  within  the 
last  eight  months,  cost  S800 :  but  all  the  requirements 
were  lived  up  to  and  it  is  as  pretty  as  can  be  obtained 
within  the  space.  Attractiveness  inside,  as  well  as  out, 
has  brought  profit  to  the  investors. 

In  the  matter  of  advising  people  as  to  where  they 
should  procure  their  outfits,  we  do  not  feel  at  liberty  to 
take  advantage  of  the  confidence  imposed  on  us.  We  are 
working  for  the  trade  in  general  and  do  not  seek  or  wish 
to  favor  any  particular  firm.  The  new  beginner,  as  we 

understand  it,  has  four  options :  First,  buy  his  own  ma- 
chine and  films ;  second,  buy  his  own  machine  and  rent 

films ;  third,  rent  the  machine  and  films :  fourth,  rent  the 

films  and  buy  the  machine  by  installments. 
These  are  the  propositions  in  open  market  and  we  do 

not  propose  to  sanction  any  of  them.  The  prospec- 
tive exhibitor  must  exercise  his  own  judgment,  and  this 

is  the  only  honest  advice  that  can  be  given  to  anyone  who 
contemplates  embarking  in  the  field. 

AT  THE  SHOW. 

The  picture  of  "The  Devil"  is  on  the  screen. 
Jennie:     Say.  Mamie,  let  us  go;  I  am  tired  of  this  show. 

Mamie:  I  don't  know  what  they  are  doing,  but  please  wait a  minute.  I  would  like  to  see  the  Devil,  with  his  horns  and 
red    cloak. 

Jennie:  Well,  I  guess  he  is  not  going  to  appear  to-night 
as  the  play  is  nearly  over,  but  I  would  like  to  know  who  is 
this  jumping  Jack. 
Mamie:  You  mean  this  fool,  who  seems  to  fall  from  the 

ceiling  and  vanish  through  the  floor? 
Jennie:     Yes.     He  must  be  a  spirit  or  a  rubber  ball. 
Mamie:  Funny  this  Devil  does  not  come.  This  is  nothing 

else  than  a  fraud  to  advertise  the  "Devil"  and  not  show  him. 
Jennie:  It  is  worse  than  the  Coney  Island  side  shows. 

But,  say,  I  am  feeling  very  tired;  if  they  would  at  least  do 
a  little  running  or  bring  some  excitement  to  keep  us  awake. 
Mamie:  Well  I  am  tired  of  moving  pictures,  they  are 

getting  very  stale. 
Jennie:  Yes:  why  don't  they  give'  us  something  funny  as 

"A   Comedy  in   Black  and   White."   or   
Mamie:  Or  something  to  make  us  cry.  as  "A  Mother's 

Crime?" 

Jennie:  I  guess  they  have  exhausted  all  of  the  old  subjects 
and  have  nothing  else  to  show  us  than  pictures  we  cannot 
understand. 
Mamie:  Yes,  they  are  at  the  end  of  their  rope.  Well. 

Jennie,  as  the  Devil  refuses  to  appear,  let  us  so:  in  fact,  there 
is  Louis  going  out.  may  be  he  can  tell  us  why  the  Devil  did 
not  appear. 
Jennie:  Wc  should  ask  for  our  money  back,  as  we  did  not 

see  his  Satanic  Majesty. 

(Louis  appears.") Mamie:  Sav.  Louis,  why  did  they  refuse  to  show  us  the 
DeviL 

1  ouis:  Do  not  worry,  little  girls:  it  is  getting  late  and  if 
you  do  not  hurry  you  will  surely  meet  him  on  your  way  home. 

Operators  of  Greater  New  York  and  vicinity  should  make 

note  of  the  offer  in  J.  H.  Hallberg's  advertisement  to  present them  free  with  a  ticket  to  the  Electrical  Show  at  Madison 
Square  Garden.  Of  course.  Hallberg  will  be  there  with  his 
Economizer  to  explain  its  good  points,  but  they  will  also  see 
many  other  electrical  devices  and  be  educated  and  enter- 
tained. 
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NOTES    AND    COMMENTS. 

Greater    New    York.     Mr.    Chas     1  .    oi    th<     Golden 
Hotel,    Surf    avenue,    Cone)     Island,    and     Mi 

1   the  Greater  New    York  and  Spartas   Hotel,  (  one) 
d,  are  opening  up  a  mining  picture   parloi    .it    Nostrand 
ne  ami   Fulton  street,    Brooklyn,  on  01    aboul  1    15. 

will   be  served  1>\    t lie   Empire    Film  Companj    of   New 

ling    on    Mr.    Alfred   Weiss,   the    populai    film    rentei 
this    city,    we    were    shown    an    enormous    u.  ■  safe 

moving  picture  film.      I  onsists  of  four  apart 
ments  with  a  capacitj  of  250  reels  each,  and  we  noticed  all 
)f  them  were  pretty  well  filled  up.  Mr  Weiss  showed  us 
still  another  safe  of  older  construction,  -•  •  we  can  guarantee 
ilure  are  plenty  of  films  in  the  Allied  \\  eiss   Film   Exchange. 

"How  to  Put  On  the  Passion  Play"  is  the  title  of  a  booklet 
red  from  VV.  Stephen  Bush,  of  3524  Filberl  street,  Phila- 

delphia, Pa.,  the  well-known  lecturer.  The  Pathe  "Passion 
Play"  i>  a  grand  production  and  has  proved  to  be  a  money 
maker  wherever  it  has  been  properly  produced.  Mr,  Bush's 
book  is  well  worth  the  price  one  dollar— to  any  exhibitor 
who  desires  to  produce  tins  story  of  the  Christ.  It  contains 

mplete  story  of  the  play,  reverently  yet  dramatically 
written,  and  is  printed  in  good-sized  type,  so  that  it  can  be 
easily  read  in  the  dim  light  of  the  theater.  Suggestions  as 
to  the  appropriate  music  and  other  hints  are  also  given.  Wo 

seen  the  "Passion  Play"  presented  without  and  with 
a  lecture.  In  the  former  ease,  many  in  the  audience  wearied  at 
the  show;  in  the  latter,  the  interest  of  the  audience  was  held 
through  the  tedium  of  the  47  scenes  and  many  returned  to 

r  again.  Yes,  it  will  pay  any  exhibitor  who  expects 

to  put  on  the  "Passion  Play"  to  get  a  copy  of  Mr.  Bush's 
monologue. 

Fred  Beck,  of  the  Electrograph  Company,  has  made  quick 
progress  in  getting  their  new  quarters  in  8  East  Fourteenth 
street  in  running  order.  Two  new  departments  are  now  in 

full  swing — a  repair  department  and  machine  shop,  under 
the  care  of  an  experienced  machinist,  and  a  sign-painting 
department,  which  undertakes  to  supply  signs  for  one  dollar 
per  week  to  any  theater  in  the  United  States. 

ONE  DEFAULTER  PUNISHED. 

At  Birmingham,  Ala.,  on  Wednesday,  September  16,  1908, 
Frank  M.  Busby,  formerly  of  Chicago,  111.,  and  more  re- 

cently the  manager  of  the  Birmingham  branch  office  of  the 
Kleine  Optical  Company,  was  sentenced  on  a  plea  of  guilty 
to  the  larceny  of  ten  dollars  from  the  Kleine  Optical  Com- 

pany in  Alabama  to  serve  six  months  at  hard  labor  for  the 
County  of  Jefferson  and  State  of  Alabama,  and  to  pay  the 
costs  of  the  prosecution. 
While  this  item  of  information  may  be  of  only  passing 

interest  to  the  moving  picture  trade,  it  is  worthy  of  note 
here,  not  only  because  it  is  the  first  serious  effort  made  at 
prosecution  of  one  of  those  who  have  been  dishonest  and 
disloyal  to  the  film  manufacturers  and  dealers  who  have 
employed  them,  but  because  of  the  persistent  and,  one  might 
say,  spectacular  manner  in  which  this  prosecution  was  ef- 
fected. 

Noticing  that  something  was  irregular  in  the  Birmingham 
office,  Mr.  George  Kleine,  President  of  the  company,  sent 
his  confidential  secretary  from  the  Chicago  office  to  Bir- 

mingham to  make  investigation.  Arriving  there  on  the  31st 
day  of  August,  it  was  found  that  Busby  had  departed  for 
Chicago  by  way  of  Cincinnati.  The  Secretary  immediately 
wired  the  Chicago  office,  procured  a  warrant  for  his  arrest, 
and  had  the  Birmingham  authorities  wire  the  Chicago  Police 
Department  to  apprehend  Busby.  This  they  did.  taking  him 
from  a  sleeping-car  berth,  headed  for  Cincinnati,  at  11.30 
P.  M.,  August  31,  the  arrest  being  made  by  Officer  Moran, 
of  the  Harrison  Street  Station.  Colonel  E.  L.  Higdon,  Sher- 

iff of  Jefferson  County,  in  which  county  Birmingham  is  situ- 
ated, with  the  assistance  and  co-operation  of  Sterling  A. 

Wood,  the  Birmingham  attorney  for  the  Kleine  Optical 
Company,  and  a  leading  member  of  the  bar  in  the  South, 
immediately  made  requisition  on  the  Governor  of  Alabama 
to  issue  extradition  papers,  addressed  to  the  Governor  of 

Illinois,  for  the  return  of  Busbyr  for  trial.  These  papers 
were  forwarded  at  once,  and  Deputy  Sheriff  George  W. 
Courson.  of  Birmingham,  presented  himself  to  the  Chicago 
Police  Department  on  Friday,  September  4,  and  asked  for 
the   custody  of  Busby.     He,  in  the  meantime,  had  been  held 
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citor   foi    Jefferson    County,  and   the    Hon    John 

Queen,  his  assistant,  and   Messrs,   V-    ham. 
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pany.     Mr.  Kleine  and  Mr.  Verhoeven  remained  in   Birn 
ham  until  the  matter  of  the  prosecution  had  b  oncluded, 
and    Mr.   Bergh  remains  in  charge  of  the  ofl  Birming- ham, 

In    discussing    this    case    Mr.    Klei  that    his    motive 
in  prosecuting  was  not  a  personal  one,  but  that  in  view  of 
the  repeated  thefts  from  various  firms  of  films  and  money 
which  have  come  to  his  notice  during  the  past  few  years, 

it  was  high  time  that  a  prosecution  be  instituted  and  car- 
ried to  a  conclusion.  In  order  to  emphasize  the  fact  that 

stealing  is  a  serious  matter,  the  smallest  single  amount  that 
had  been  embezzled  was  selected.  The  penalty  of  six  months 
at  hard  labor  for  the  theft  of  ten  dollars  will  doubtless  be  a 
sufficient  warning  to  others  that  may  be  tempted,  and  the 
rapidity  with  which  the  charge  was  handled  calls  for  a 
tribute  to  the  inexorable  working  of  justice  in  the  State  of 
Alabama.  It  is  almost  a  record-breaking  case  to  seize  a 
fugitive,  extradite  him,  have  a  Grand  Jury  indict  him,  the 
court  try  and  sentence  him,  all  within  sixteen  days.  This 
prosecution  involved  the  loss  of  a  great  deal  of  valuable  time 
and  considerable  expense,  but  it  was  a  duty  which  could  not 
be    shirked. 

Mr.  Kleine  expressed  himself  as  deeply  appreciative  of  the 
courtesies  accorded  himself,  as  well  as  the  attorneys  and 
employes  of  the  Kleine  Optical  Company,  by  the  authorities 
in  Birmingham,  and  stated  that  never  before  had  he  met 
with  so  strong  a  sentiment  in  favor  of  abstract  right  and 
justice  as  in  Birmingham.  Apart  from  the  unfortunate 
cause  of  the  trip,  the  proverbial  hospitality'  of  the  South 
was  exemplified  in  a  way  that  will  not  soon  be  forgotten. 

ENTERPRISE  REWARDED. 

The  Trenton  True  American  of  September  17  has  an  in- 
teresting report  on  a  moving  picture  programme,  which 

was  presented  in  the  Taylor  Opera  House  the  night  aftei 

Bryan  spoke  there.  It  says:  "The  crowds  that  filled  the 
Taylor  Opera  House  last  night  were  as  large  as  those  thai 
heard  Mr.  Bryan  speak  the  night  before,  and  over  500  people 
had  to  be  turned  away.  The  magnet  of  attraction  was 

Franz  Molaar's  famous  and  sensational  play,  'The  Devil. 
As  presented  by  the  noted  lecturer,  W.  Stephen  Bush,  it 
yielded  little  to  the  play  as  enacted  on  the  stage.  The  rest 

of  the  programme  consisted  likewise  of  moving  pictures.' 
The  success  of  the  new  form  of  entertainment  was  so  over- 

whelming that  it  was  repeated  to  full  houses  the  next  day 
both  afternoon  and  night.  The  prices  of  admission  were 

5.  10  and  15  cents.  The  Taylor  Opera '  House,  the  finest 
playhouse  in  the  State,  is  to  be  given  over  to  this  sort  of 
entertainment  regularly  once  or  twice  a  week  hereafter.  The 

best  classes  of  theatergoers  are  hungry  for  high-grade  mov- 
ing picture  programmes,  with  good  music  and  lectures,  as 

again  shown  by  this  success  in  Trenton.  If  he  deserve; 
praise  who  makes  the  moving  picture  attractive  to  a  thou 
sand,  where  before  it  had  only  been  appreciated  by  a  hun- 

dred, credit  is  due  to  Air.  Charles  Hildinger.  who  owns  sev 
eral  electric  theaters  in  Trenton,  and  who  hired  the  opera 
house  and  arranged  the  show  in  the  face  of  dissuading 
friends,  who  thought  that  the  patrons  oi  a  high-class  theatei 
would  not  come  to  a  moving  picture  performance. 
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NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

West  Aurora,  111.— F.  Thielen  has  leased  the  Meredith 
Building  to  occupy  a  moving  picture  show. 
Chicago  is  to  be  advertised  by  motion  pictures  and  lantern 

slides  under  the  auspices  of  the  Association  of  Commerce. 
Grand  Forks,  N.  D. — The  Bessie  Theater  will  open  with. 

motion  pictures  and  vaudeville  in  a  few  days.  Bessie  Dufour 
is  the  proprietor. 

New  Orleans,  La. — Messrs.  Sigerson  and  J.  Perre  are  com- 
pleting arrangements  for  the  opening  of  an  electric  theater 

at  Promote  Hall. 

Peoria,  111. — F.  Baylor  and  G.  Ketchman  are  to  start  a 
new  moving  picture  theater  in  the  old  Johnson  Building  on 
South   Main   street. 

Brooklyn,  N.  Y. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  opened 
at  1529  Flatbush  avenue,  Brooklyn.  Messrs.  Xeilson  &  Trapp 
are  the  proprietors. 

Findlay,  Ohio. — Chas.  Burkett  has  purchased  the  Mystic 
moving  picture  show  of  H.  B.  Clark,  who  will  manage  it 
until  the  1st  of  October. 

Houston,  Tex. — The  Houston  Amusement  Company,  a  new 
concern,  will  open  a  moving  picture  show  on  Fannin  street, 
between  Texas  and  Prairie. 

Webster  City,  Iowa. — A  new  electric  theater  is  being  con- 
structed at  the  Mauch  Building  on  Second  street.  J.  Milor- 

lowsky  is  the  proprietor. 

Allegan,  Mich. — William  Bockus,  a  railway  employee,  has 
purchased  the  Electric  Theater  from  R.  C.  Seery  and  will 
assume  the  management  at  once. 

Joliet,  111. — Vincent  S.  Buskiewicz  was  granted  a  petition 
for  permission  to  conduct  a  moving  picture  show  in  the 
Dockendorf  Building  on  Main  street. 

Arlington,  Cal.,  is  to  have  a  moving  picture  show  in  the 
old  Burrows  Block.  Carl  Harris  is  the  promoter  and  its 
seating  capacity  is  to  amount  to  200. 

Nevada  City,  Cal. — W.  J.  Gribbin  and  W.  Williams,  pro- 
prietors of  the  Crystal  Theater,  have  purchased  the  Audi- 

torium at  Grass  Valley  from  C.  Jackson. 

Peoria,  111. — The  McLoughlin-Percy  moving  picture  firm 
have  made  arrangements  with  the  city  council  to  obtain  a 
license  to  operate  a  moving  picture  theater. 

Traer,  Iowa,  is  to  have  an  electric  theater.  Boughton 
Bros.,  of  Vinton,  have  rented  the  Young  Building  and  will 
open  up  a  moving  picture  theater  in  a  week. 

Elroy,  Wis. — Lester  Millard  has  purchased  the  Electric 
Theater  from  Messrs.  Kurtzman  &  Fosnot.  Mr.  Millard  has 
appointed  J.  Searles  as  manager  of  his  show. 

Pine  Bluff,  Ark.,  is  to  have  another  moving  picture  theater. 

The  building  occupied  by  Dwyer's  Bakery  on  Second  ave- nue has  been  leased  and  is  undergoing  repairs. 

Dewitt,  Iowa. — The  new  scenic  theater  in  the  Fay  building, 
opened  last  week  with  a  good  attendance.  Manager  P.  F. 
Carney  will  doubtless  make  a  success  of  his  venture. 

Aurora,  111. — The  new  electric  theater.  The  Star,  is  being 
fitted  up  in  the  Hunt  Building  in  East  Main  street  by  Clyde 
Matteson  and  C.  Gabrielson  and  will  open  in  a  few  days. 

Ft.  Dodge,  la. — The  Magic  Theater,  on  South  Eighth 
street,  is  practically  complete  and  will  open  to  the  general 
public  in  a  few  days  with  the  latest  and  best  moving  pictures. 

Benton,  111. — John  C.  Swofford  opened  the  second  moving 
picture  show  in  Benton  last  week  in  the  rooms  formerly 
used  by  J.  E.  Wood  &  Co.  It  has  every  appearance  of 
success. 

Aurora,  111. — Philip  Martell,  owner  of  the  new  Fairyland 
Theater,  opened  for  business  in  the  Wheeler  Building  in 
West  Third  street.  He  will  be  assisted  by  V.  Freeborg  and 
A.  Johnson. 

Clinton,  Iowa. — The  De  Witt  Electric  Theater  has  opened 
in  tile  Advertiser  Building.  J.  F.  Carney,  the  proprietor, 
has  purchased  a  new  moving  picture  machine  and  a  large 
supply  of  new  film. 

Norfolk,  Va. — The  Victoria  moving  picture  show  lias  closed 
for  extensive  repairs  and  will  be  opened  again  in  about  a 
month.  The  seating  capacity  will  be  enlarged  so  as  to  ac- 

commodate at  least  500  people. 

Fond  du  Lac,  Wis.,  is  to  have  another  5-cent  theater. 
"Billy   Smith,"  the  manager  of  the  Penny  Arcade,  has  begun 

the  remodeling  of  the  Arcade  into  a  first-class  moving  picture 
theater.     The  pictures  will  be  of  a  high  class. 

Reading,  Pa. — B.  M.  Roberts,  of  this  city,  has  purchased 
the  moving  picture  theater  operated  by  the  Mecca  Amuse- 

ment Company  at  717  Penn  street.  The  new  proprietor  has 
started  improvements  that  will  greatly  add  to  its  attractive- 
ness. 

Richmond,  Va. — The  Lubin  Theater,  which  is  rapidly  rising 
on  the  lot  adjoining  the  Bijou,  is  now  under  roof.  A  large 
force  of  men  will  rush  the  building  to  completion  and  the 
doors  of  the  new  amusement  house  will  be  opened  to  the 
public  probably  before  November   1. 

Youngston,  Ohio. — Walter  J.  Hanitch,  proprietor  of  Dream- 
land, in  West  Federal  street,  secured  a  lease  of  Paul  Fitch 

for  a  room  in  the  Howell  Block,  corner  West  Federal  and 
Central  Square,  in  which  he  will  open  the  finest  nickelodeon 
in  the  State.  The  estimated  cost  of  the  new  amusement 
house  is  $10,000. 

Joseph  Wertheimer,  manager  of  the  Arcade  Theater.  328 
Washington  street,  Portland.  Ore.,  paid  severely  for  his 
thoughtlessness  in  attempting  to  adjust  a  refractory  machine 
without  turning  off  the  arc  light.  He  was  severely  burned 
about  the  face  and  hands,  but  heroically  prevented  the  flames 
from  spreading  and  averted  a  panic. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

Route  Xo.  1,  Hudson,  X.  Y. 
Moving  Picture  World : 

Dear  Sir — Am  a  reader  of  your  remarkable  paper,  and  have 
noticed  that  you  sometimes  print  letters  from  your  friends. 
Hoping  you  will  consider  me  one  of  them,  am  writing  you 
with  full  confidence  that  you  may  put  me  in  touch  with  some 
manager — through  the  columns  of  your  paper — who  will  ap- 

preciate a  good,  steady  man.  Am  married,  with  family; 
have  been  machinist  and  fine  tool  maker  13  years:  photog- 
raper  and  Ai  slide  maker  and  colorist:  no  booze:  no  tobacco. 
Have  had  six  months  experience  on  power  machine  with  in- 

structor: have  never  held  position  as  operator  of  moving 
pictures,  but  would  like  to  get  a  position;  Xew  Hampshire 
or  Vermont  preferred.  Will  send  sample  of  slide  work  to 
any  manager  offering  me  a  chance. 

Yours  in  hopes  for  success. 
C.  E.  PAIXE. 

THE  FILM   OF  THE  FUTURE. 

With  a  Few   Remarks   on   Some   Films   of  the   Present. 

Editor  Moving  Picture  World. 
Dear  Sir: 

Supplementing:  my  article  on  "The  Film  of  the  Future'' 
in  j-our  issue  of  September  5.  I  desire  space  for  the  follow 
ing  remarks  on  some  of  the  films  which  I  have  meanwhile 
seen  or  handled. 

It  is  most  gratifying  to  note  that,  with  the  increase  in  the 
output  of  the  film  makers,  there  has  come  a  distinct  and 
noticeable  improvement  in  the  matter  of  subjects.  Populai 
fairy  tales.  Shakespeare,  history,  biblical  stories,  figure  in 
the  new  subjects  to  a  greater  extent  than  ever  before.  The 
upward  trend  has  begun  and  it  is  reasonable  to  expect  that 
it  will  continue.  There  is.  however,  a  cloud  on  the  horizon 
which  has  long  cast  its  stifling  shadow  on  exhibitors  and 
renters  alike.  I  speak  of  the  productions  of  one  or  two  no 
toriously  incompetent  manufacturers.  It  has  seemed  to  ver> 
many  renters  and  exhibitors  that  it  is  the  duty  of  the  capable 

and  "efficient  makers  to  rid  themselves  of  "this  incubus  as 
soon  as  possible,  for  as  the  matter  stands  to-day  these  in 
variably  bad  films  are  dragged  along  and  sandwiched  in  be 
tween  the  product?  ̂ i  successful  firms,  when  on  their  own 
merits  they  would  be  thrown  out  of  every  film  exchange  in 
the  countrv.  Xo  house  can  be  properly  decorated  before  it 
is  thoroughly  cleaned.  The  evil  spirits  of  greed,  cheapness 
and  nastiness  must  all  and  singular  be  exercised  before  the 

house  can  be  swept  and  garnished  or  else  "the  unclean  spirit taketh  with  himself  seven  other  spirits  more  wicked  than 
himself,  and  they  enter  and  dwell  there,  and  the  last  state 

of  that  man  shall  be  worse  than  the  first." 
1  et  me  explain  more  fully.  It  must  be  borne  in  mind  that 

in  its  present  stage  of  development  (which,  after  all.  is  still 
largely  the  experimental  stage)  a  bad  film  hurts  the  rente! 
and   exhibitor  far  more  than  a  bad  book  hurts  the  publishei 
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lor  a  bad  play  damages  the  manager  oi  the  theater     A  book 
be  printed,  but  need  not   for  that   reason  be  read,  noi 
a  poor  painting  be  looked  at  bj    the  public  simply  be 

I  cause  it  exists      It   is  entirely  different  with  the  film  mak 
ict.     The  demand  here  far  exceeds  the  supply,  and  am 

I  film,  no  matter  bow  bad,  is  sure  to  be  used  by  renters  and 
exhibitors  as  a  sheer  necessity.  Against  Ins  better  judgment 
or  instinct,  the  exhibitor  puts  on  the  bad  film,  salving  his 

better   knowledge    with    such    excuses    as    these:    "If    I    don't 
use  it  others   will."  or  'i    will  have  to  take   it   as  long   a-  it  is 

Result:    Loss    to    the    moving    picture    patronage    in 
ral.      The    charm    of    the    moving    picture    as    a    noveltj 

pure  and  simple  is  no  longer  sufficient   to  attract  the  public: 
they    demand    something    good,    and    any    exhibitor    will    beat 
me   "lit    when    I    say    the    public   has   become    critical,   perhaps 

much  so.     You  cannot  in  the  long  run  compel  the  public 
hmit  to  poor  pictures  any  more  than  you  can  compel 

them  to  read  a  bad  book  or  witness  a  bad  play.  As  the  pub 
Usher  of  books  in  his  own  most  selfish  interest  protects  tht 
public    against    poor   book-,    so    renters    and    exhibitors   ought 

ery    possible    way    resist    the   poor   film    as   a    matter   oi 
•  rotection.  The  public  will  not  part  with  its  small 

change  except  for  value  received. 
To  some  extent  the  renter  and  exhibitor  resist  the  poor 

film  to-day.  but  the  resistance  is  in  most  cases  wholly  inef- 
fective and  nothing  but  idle  protest.  The  resistance  is  not 

organized  and  does  not  follow  any  certain  standard.     It  may 
be  the  province  of  this  paper  to  supply  the  organization, 

but  it  is  both  its  province  and  its  mission  to  furnish  compe- 
tent criticism  and  to  indicate  a  proper  standard.  The  spirit 

of  such  critique  should  be  mild  and  reformatory  rather  than 
destructive,  but  in  the  performance  of  this  duty  it  should 
know  no  other  motive  than  the  general  welfare  of  the  mov- 

MCture  business  and  its  spear  should  know  no  brother. 
I  am  strictly  within  the  limits  of  the  literal  truth  when  I 

Bay  that  the  products  of  at  least  one  film  maker  have  be- 
come a  by-word  in  all  the  film  exchanges  in  the  country. 

To  avoid  all  possible  misunderstanding  let  me  say  right  here 
that  this  article  is  in  no  way  intended  to  reflect  personally 
on  the  maker  of  these  painful  films.  From  all  I  can  hear 
of  the  gentleman,  whom  I  have  never  met  personally,  he 
seems  to  be  a  most  estimable  person,  with  genial  ways  and 
engaging  manners.  I  deal  with  him  only  in  so  far  as  he 
challenges  public  criticism  by  inviting  the  public  to  rent  or 
buy  his  films  or  look  at  his  pictures.  In  exercising  the  func- 

tion of  a  critic  I  am  far  from  claiming  to  be  infallible.  I 
realize  the  difficulties  of  film  making,  its  necessary  but 
hampering  limitations,  and  I  would  much  rather  praise  than 
blame.  When,  however,  after  years  of  trials  an  alleged  film 
maker  continues  to  pour  forth  the  most  wretched  pictures, 
when  film  after  film  resembles  nothing  on  the  earth,  under 
the  earth  or  above  the  earth,  except  the  pictorial  ravings  of  a 
Bedlamite,  no  man  who  has  the  welfare  of  this  great  business 

at  heart  can  sit  by  without  vigorous  protest.  Very  few  pic- 
tures are  perfect,  nor  will  any  reasonable  person  expect  uni- 
form perfection  or  excellence.  In  the  film  of  the  maker  in 

question,  however,  appear  such  constant  and  radical  defects, 
such  incurable  imperfections,  that  belief  in  his  improvement 
amounts  to  superstition.  Either  the  choice  of  his  subject 

is  poor  or  the  imperfections  show  continuously  in  the  hand- 
ling of  the  subject,  in  the  acting,  the  stage  setting,  the  plot 

and  its  development,  the  costumes  and  the  historical  work, 
or  where  comic  subjects  are  attempted,  coarseness  and  inde- 

cency run  riot  and  make  the  judicious  grieve.  I  say  it  with 
full  appreciation  of  the  martyrdom  that  I  have  undergone; 
I  have  seen  very  nearly  all  the  stuff  which  this  maker  has 
turned  out.  I  have  gone  over  the  barren  dreary  waste  from 

the  "Holv  City"  to  the  "King's  Diamond."  The  hymn  known 

as  the  "Holy"  City"  is  one  of  those  rare  compositions  that make  the  deeper  chords  in  the  human  heart  vibrate  in  ecstasy. 
Its  spirit  of  tender  hope,  its  genuine  note  of  love  and  tolera- 

tion have  brought  solace  to  countless  souls.  Its  magnificent 
though  simple  words  no  doubt  invite  the  art  of  the  film 
maker.  Tt  was,  however,  a  case  where  angels  had  every 
reason  for  fearing  to  tread.  Xo  such  fear  weighed  down  the 
enternrising  gentleman  spoken  of  before,  and  he  boldly  rushed 

in.  Three  rimes  I  have  looked  at  his  product,  and  I  now- 
state  deliberately  that  on  the  whole  it  is  the  worst  thing 

ever  perpetrated  by  any  film  maker,  "licensed"  or  otherwise. 
Not  only  is  the  spirit  of  the  hymn  woefully  misconceived, 
its  execution  borders  on  the  irreverent.  The  employment  of 
one  peddler,  disguised  as  an  actor,  in  connection  with  the 

"Holy  City"  is  bad  enough,  but  our  friend  employed  for 
the  presentation  of  this  wonderful  subject  not  one  peddler, 

but  three,  two  old  ones  and  one  young  person,  the'  former 
two    being    richly    adorned    with    whiskers,    while    the    young 

man •    workin  Kile 
a  ch<  tp  and   ill  arrange  nd 
Whj   this  ..Id  man  rings  the  bell,  01   w I  j 

•  l    i. .    ,n' 
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has    l'<  ■  n    .In 
pr<  ibablj    in   si  ime   waj    related   to  the 

.hi  shaven  peddler  doing  Ins  frightful 
dignified,  and   giving   one   the   impression   that   h  be 
unable  to  stand  it  a  second  longer  without  1"miil.'  hi! 
A  cheap  crown  is  then  placed  on  the  young  man's  ; 
no  appai  em   i  easoo  w  ;  confronted  b 
monstrosity,  which  is  supposed  t<.  represent   thi 
saw   this   nightmare    I    said   to   myself:   "This    is   thi    lin 
Alasl  the  limit  was  yet   i"  com<      "The  sun  grew  dark  with 
mystery."    We  all  remember  the  word-      11  m  grew dark,  but  not  with  mysterj  Upon  a  careful  examination  of 
the  object  supposed  to  obscure  the  sun  there  is  no  doubt  in 
my  mind  that  the  mystery  consisted  of  a  number  of  empty 

er  shells  joined  together  with  some  gluelike  substance. 
There  is  little  left  to  tell.  The  beautiful  words  t-  t: 
that  the  "gates  are  opened  wide  and  no  one  is  denied"  are 
illustrated  by  the  third  aged  peddler  running  about  in  the 
wildest  disorder,  as  if  there  was  something  wrong  with  his 
suspenders  or  as  if  he  were  looking  for  his  insurance  policy 
after  the  third  alarm. 

One  mistake,  however,  might  and  ought  to  be  forgiven. 
I  have  strained  my  eyes  looking  for  improvement,  but  found 

it  not.  It's  the  same  old  level  still,  the  same  story  of  cheap- 
ness, the  antics  of  the  clown,  the  fool  and  the  idiot,  cheap- 

ness in  the  so-called  dramas,  and,  worst  of  all,  cheapness  in 
the  historic  attempts.  Take  two  of  the  most  recent  comics, 

"The  Persistent  Trombonist"  (I  suppose  Dr.  "Rrinciple 
Ouidt"  is  responsible  for  the  English),  or  "The  Dancing 
Fiend."  My  sympathy  goes  out  not  only  to  the  suffering public,  the  worried  exhibitors  and  renters,  but  likewise  to 
the  unfortunate  actors  and  actresses,  created  in  the  image  of 
God  and  forced,  probably  for  little  money,  to  debase  them- 

selves to  the  image  of  the  monkey  and  the  donkey.  Why 
go  deeper  into  the  subject,  when  it  is  the  daily  talk  in  all  the 

exchanges.  Whatever  Dr.  "Brincible  Ouidt"  may  think,  the 
American  people  are  not  fools.  As  far  as  the  productions 
of  this  maker  of  films  are  concerned,  their  limit  of  endurance 
has  been   reached. 

I  will  confess  when  the  "Pawnbroker"  was  announced  I 
looked  for  improvement.  The  subject  was  congenial.  If 
they  ever  had  a  chance  to  put  forth  something  good,  here 

it  was.  My  hopes  rose  high.  I  went  to  see  "The  .Pawn- 
broker" ready  to  applaud.  It  is  but  fair  to  state  that  the 

film  maker  here  showed  fine  expert  knowledge  in  the  make- 
up of  the  pawnbroker,  and  that  the  getting  up  of  the  pawn- 

shop had  evidently  been  a  labor  of  love,  and  therefore  suc- 
cessful. Candor  compels  the  statement  that  the  rest  is  three- 

cent  melodrama.  I  never  knew  that  pawnbrokers  had  a 
habit  of  presenting  money  to  people  who  offered  them  un- 
pawnable  articles.  It  is  a  philanthropic  habit,  praiseworthy 
in  the  highest  degree,  but  judging  by  my  own  experience  and 

that  of  many  friends,  few  "uncles"  are  addicted  to  the  prac- 
tise. 

This  maker  has  lately  attempted  subjects  that  savor  of 

pruriency,  not  to  say  indecency,  as  the  "Fascinating  Fluffy." 
with  its  bad  spelling  of  the  titles,  or  the  "Sheath  Gown  " Here,  however.  I  prefer  him  to  Pathe.  As  a  choice  between 
evils  T  rather  have  the  clumsy  and  the  coarse  handle  ques- 

tionable subjects,  for  their  treatment  is  sure  to  make  vie-- 
repulsive,  while  the  artist  only  too  often  succeeds  by  clever- 

ness to  make  it  attractive.  One  word  more  before  I  leave 

the  subject.  Let  him.  for  mercy's  sake,  steer  clear  of  society 
pictures.  Edison  and  Pathe  have  given  us  the  perfection  of 

reality,  and  whoever  has  seen  "Life  is  a  Game  of  Cards"  or 
"The  Busy  Fiancee"  will  know  what  I  mean.  The  incompe- 

tent film  maker  has  given  us  pictures  of  a  society  as  it  exists 

in  the  imagination  of  "Chuck  Conners"  or  the  salesman  of  a 
chean   Harlem   drygooil-    store. 
Why  should  any  one  be  allowed  to  make  films  which  will 

drive  the  people  away  from  the  electric  theaters?  If  one  is 
permitted  for  his  own  shortlived  financial  benefit  to  run 
down  the  business,  why  should  others  not  follow?  Do  not 
forget  that  the  evil  spirit  of  cheapness  is  contagious.  If  the 
ooor.  wretched  films  of  Jones  manage  to  live  for  a  time  and 
bring  profit,  why  should  Miller  make  a  better  effort  than 

Jones'  Why  should  he  not  also  take  a  hand  in  killing  the 
goose  that  lays  the  golden  eggs?  Why  not  all  join  in  the 

cry.  "After  us  the  deluge?"  If  the  maker  of  poor,  cheap 
films   is   permitted   to   go   on.  the   lean   years  for  the  moving 
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picture  business  will  be  here  very  soon.  The  confidence  of 
the  public  is  easily  impaired  and  lost;  to  regain  it  is  a  process 
both   slow  and   painful. 

I  lay  down  the  toasting  irons  with  a  sense  of  relief.  Chas- 
tisement is  not  a  task  to  my  liking.  The  glimmer  of  hope 

for  improvement  from  this-  maker  of  films  burns  like  "the 
glow-worm's  ineffectual  fire,"  yet  nothing  would  give  me 
greater  pleasure  than  to  report  at  some  future  day.  no  mat- 

ter how  distant,  the  production  of  a  fine,  splendid  film  of 
Dr.   "Brincible    Ouidt." 

W.    STEPHEN    BUSH. 

New  and    Improved   Apparatus — 3. 

EDISON 

ANSWERS   TO   CORRESPONDENTS. 

C.  W.  P.,  Washington,  D.  C. — Films  of  Russian  subjects 
seem  to  be  scarce.  During  the  week  of  August  22,  Pathe 

Freres  issued  "A  Trip  Through  Russia,"  a  scenic  film  262 
feet  in  length.  The  Charles  Urban  Trading  Company,  of 
London,  Eng.,  make  a  specialty  of  educational  subjects,  and 
in  their  geographical  series  you  will  find  something  that- may 
suit  you.  The  Kleine  Optical  Company,  52  State  street, 
Chicago,  111.,  are  the  American  agents  for  the  Urban  people 
and  carry  a  full  line  of  educational  films  in  stock.  The  Great 
Northern  Film  Company,  7  East  Fourteenth  street.  New 
York,  will  issue  in  the  near  future  a  remarkably  fine  film 

depicting  a  "Bear  Hunt  in  Russia." 
G.  Krouse,  New  York. — You  will  find  a  full  line  of  folding 

all-wood  chairs  at  Miles  Bros.,  259  Sixth  avenue,  New  York, 
who  are  sole  agents  for  a  large  Western  factory.  The  Reads- 
boro  Chair  Manufacturing  Company,  of  Readsboro,  Vt,  have 
an  office  at  63  Fifth  avenue,  in  this  city.  They  are  also 
manufacturers  of  folding  wooden  chairs. 

Fred  B.  Mundy,  Dunellen,  N.  J.,  writes  that  he  is  planning 
to  go  into  the  moving  picture  business  and  wants  to  know 
what  is  the  Film  Service  Association  and  how  they  differ 
from  the   Independents? 
The  Film  Service  Association  was  originally  formed  for 

the  mutual  protection  and  regulation  of  prices  among  the 
film  renters.  While  it  still  serves  this  purpose,  it  has  devel- 

oped into  an  organization  of  renters  to  handle  exclusively 
the  productions  of  the  film  manufacturers  who  are  licensed 
under  the  Edison  patents,  composed  of  almost  all  the  Amer- 

ican and  two  foreign  manufacturers.  The  Independent  rent- 
ers' handle  any  and  all  films  and  do  not  confine  themselves 

to  the  films  manufactured  by  the  licensees  under  the  Bio- 
graph  patents.  The  present  output  on  both  sides  is  now  so 
large  that  you  can  count  on  good  service  from  either  side. 

"You  pays  your  money  and  you  takes  your  choice" — only  if 
you  are  after  first-run  film  there  is  no  choice;  you  must  take 
what  your  renter  gets. 

John  E.  Wolfe,  Auburn,  Neb. — The  address  of  the  manu- 
facturers of  the  machine  that  does  away  with  rewinding  is 

The  American  Motion  Picture  Machine  Company,  102  Beek- 
man  street.  New  York.  We  understand  that  their  machine 
will  be  ready  for  the  market  inside  a  month. 

E.  S.  H.,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  wants  to  know  the  cost  of  a 
license  and  the  cost  of  fitting  up  and  running  a  moving  pic- 

ture show  in  New  York  or  vicinity. 
A  common  show  license  costs  $25.  The  store  fittings  mayr 

be  procured  inside  $500.  or  you  may  spend  ten  times  that 
amount  for  lavish  display  and  outside  decorations;  $200  will 
install  a  good  machine;  $18  per  week  is  the  average  wage  for 
an  operator;  pianist,  about  $15  per  week;  singer.  $15.  up- 

wards; film  and  song  slide  rental  from  $25  to  $75  per  week. 
The  proprietor  of  one  New  York  store  show  confided  to 
us  that  his  running  expenses,  including  rent  and  light,  aver- 

aged $135  per  week  against  an  average  receipt  of  $210, 
leaving  him  $75  per  week  for  his  own  salary  as  manager 
and  his  wife  as  ticket  seller.  This  was  one  of  the  smaller 
5-cent  shows. 

Pastime  Amusement  Company,  Charleston,  S.  C. — The  As- 
sociation manufacturers  are  now  placing  on  the  market  four- 

teen reels  each  week  and  are  prepared  to  increase  the  out- 
put. The  number  of  reels  released  each  week  by  the  Inde- 

pendent manufacturers  is  regulated  by  the  demand.  It  is 
pretty  hard  to  learn  just  how  much  is  going  out,  but  they 
have  always  sufficient  reserve  to  meet  all  demands.  As  far 
as  we  can  learn,  the  Independents  released  last  week  twelve 
subjects,  aggregating  seven  full  reels. 

M.  J.  Doyle,  Montpelier,  Vt. — The  series  of  "Lessons  to 
Operators,"  by  F,  A.  Richardson,  published  in  the  World. 
is  what  you  want.  These  articles  began  in  our  February  ist 
number  of  this  year  and  continued  for  three  months.  We 
can  send  you  a  set  of  the  numbers  for  50  cents,  or  date  back 

a  year's  subscription  to  include  these  numbers. 

PROJECTING      KINETOSCOPE, 

WRITERS'    MODEL     (TYPE    B). 

About  the  One-Pin  Movement. 

UNDER- 

The  phenomenal  success  which  has  attended  the  placing 

of  the  Underwriters'  Model  machine  upon  the  market  has suggested  many  additional  new  features  and  improvements, 
all  of  which  are  embodied  in  the  Underwriters'  Model  Type 
B  machine.  Particular  attention  is  called  to  the  new  feat- 

ures and  improvements  described  in  detail  and  illustrated 
under  the  titles  which  follow.  Each  is  the  result  of  experi- 

ments and  tests  made  in  actual  service  under  the  most  severe 
conditions,  in  order  to  prove  their  reliability  and  adaptability 
for  the  work,  and  attain  a  higher  standard  of  excellence  and 
superior  results  in  the  projection  of  the  pictures. 
The  objectionable  flicker  which  has  been  more  or  less 

prevalent  in  the  exhibition  of  motion  pictures  in  the  past 
is  mainly  due  to  the  transition  from  light  to  darkness,  and 
is  caused  by^  the  revolving  shutter  cutting  off  the  light  be-  j 
tween  the  projection  of  successive  pictures.  In  the  two-pin 
movement  mechanism,  the  ratio  between  stop  and  movement 
is  three-fifths  stop  and  two-fifths  movement,  or  in  other 
words  the  shutter  is  cutting  off  the  light  two-fifths  of  the 
time.  In  the  one-pin  movement  mechanism,  the  ratio  be- 

tween stop  and  movement  is  four-fifths  stop  and  one-fifth 
movement,  or  in  other  words  the  shutter  is  cutting  off  the 
light  one-fifth  of  the  time.  Consequently  the  one-pin  move- 

ment mechanism  cuts  down  the  flicker  the  difference  between 
two-fifths  and  one-fifth,  permitting  the  use  of  a  smaller  re- 

volving shutter,  and  thereby  increasing  the  illumination, 
brilliancy  and  definition  of  the  pictures.  The  wear  on  the 
star  wheel  and  cam  in  the  one-pin  movement  mechanism 
is  twice  as  great  as  it  is  in  the  two-pin  movement  mechanism, 
which  heretofore  has  been  an  objectionable  feature  of  the 
one-pin  movement  mechanism.  By  superior  design,  con- 

struction and  workmanship,  and  the  use  of  the  best  material 
obtainable,  this  objectionable  feature  has  been  entirely  over- 

come, so  that  the  Edison  one-pin  movement  mechanism  will 
actually  outwear  the  old  style  two-pin  movement  mechanism. 
The  extent  of  the  wear  and  tear  on  the  star  wheel  and 

cam  can  only  be  realized  when  it  is  remembered  that  with 
every  revolution  of  the  main  shaft  or  crank  handle,  the  star 
wheel  and   cam   engage    16  times,  960  times   a   minute,   57.600 

Fig  1 — Underwriters  Model,  Type  "  B  " 
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times  an  houi  
'"l'n 

iu\  alenl   to  a  lineal   tra  and   the 

mechanism  musl  be  capable  of  standing  up  to  this  work  daj 
in  and  day  out. 

Special  Features. 

Improved  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism,      ["he  stai   wheel ce  of  tool  ste< ;       l  hi 
or   wearing   surface   of   the   star   wheel   has   be<  i  in 

creased       ["he  shafl   has  been  made  extra  heavj   to  eliminate 
nil   vibration.     The   intermittent   sprocket   is  of  improved  di 

sign   and   is  made   of   steel.     The   cam   shaft    has   been    made 

heavier,  the  cam  is  made  of  tool  steel,  and  the  wearing  sur- 
face has  been  materially  increased     The  cam  pin  is  made  oi 

,b*s  steel,  hardened  and  ground,  with  an  extra  long  I 
ing  in  the  cam.  and  can  be  readily  replace. 1.  The  cam  shafl 

driving  year  is  made  ol  steel  and  fiber  and  the  width  ol  the 
face  has  been  increased  Hie  cam  shaft  driving  year  stud  is 

provided  with  an  extra  long  phosphoi  bronze  bearing.  The 
long  and  short  eccentric  bushings  are  made  of  phosphor 
bronze  and  are  all  larger  and  heavier  to  accommodate  the 
heavier    diameter    shaft-        Tile    revolving     shutter    is    of    new 

Fig.  2— Rear  View  Mechanism.  Improved  Automatic  Shutter, Improved 
Take-up,  Kilm  Magazines  and  Film  Protector 

and  novel  design  and  construction  and  is  placed  close  to 
the  picture  gauge,  which  permits  the  use  of  short  focus 
lenses.  The  one-pin  movement  mechanism,  in  conjunction 
with  the  improved  revolving  shutter,  practically  eliminates 
all  dicker  and  effects  a  50  per  cent,  improvement  in  the  pro- 

jection of  the  pictures.  The  gears  throughout  the  entire 
mechanism,  with  the  exception  of  the  large  driving  gear,  are 
Steel  faced  liber  gear-,  with  fine  teeth  which  reduce  the  noise 

and  power  required  for  operation  to  a  minimum.  A  film  pro- 
tector at  the  base  of  the  mechanism.  Fig.  2.  prevents  the 

film  in  case  of  breakage  during  operation  from  running  out 
upon  the  floor  or  against  the  lamp  house.  The  mechanism 
cabinet  is  made  of  cast  iron  and  1-  a  great  improvement  over 

the  old  style  wooden  cabinet.  It  reduces  the  noise  of  opera- 
tion, eliminates  vibration,  gives  increased  rigidity,  and  adds 

to  the  steadiness  of  the  picture-.  A  quartered  oak  cover 
with  handle  is  provided  for  carrying  purposes. 
Improved  Rheostat. — The  design  and  construction  of  the 

rheostat  shown  in  Fig.  3  is  a  radical  departure  from  all  types 
of  rheostats  heretofore  used  in  connection  with  motion  pic- 

ture machines.  The  old  style  wire  resistance  coils  have  been 

entirely  discarded  and  replaced  with  cast  metal  grids,  sup- 
ported and  insulated  by  water  and  fire-proof  material.  The 

rheostat  can  be  used  on  either  direct  or  alternating  current 
of  any  frequency,  with  equally  good  results,  and  in  either 
case  a  current  of  40  amperes  may  be  obtained  without  ex- 

cessive heating  on  a  line  voltage  varying  from  100  to  125 
volts. 

The  design  and  construction  are  compact  and  as  light  as 
is  consistent  with  the  work  required  to  be  done.  The  front, 
back  and  sides  are  enclosed  with  solid  sheet  metal  while  the 

1 

|i- 

pjg    3_Encloseil  Cast  Metal  Grid  Rheostat  Showing  Ca    Ing  Partly  Removed 

top  ;m,i  bottom  .i  ed  with  perforated   sheet  metal  of 
fine   mesh. 

The   operating   switch,   switch   contacts,  and   binding   pi 
are  all  inside  the  sheet  metal   frame  and  are  thoroughly 
tected   from  outsidi    contact.     The   switch   handle,   which   is  of 

non-conductive    material.    1-    outside    the    sheet    metal    frame, 
and    arrow    pointer-    indicate    the    position    of    the    switch    in 

reference   to   the   "On"   and   "Off"    points. The  binding  posts,  although  inside  the  sheet  metal  frame, 

are  readily  accessible  and  are  adapted  for  either  round  or 
flat  terminals. 
The  open  space  on  all  four  sides  of  the  cast  metal  grids, 

or  resistance  material,  and  the  perforated  sheet  metal  on 
the  top  and  bottom  of  the  enclosing  metal  frame  provide  an 
ideal  ventilation  and  permit  the  heat  to  be  rapidly  dissipated 

Improved  Automatic  Shutter. — This  shutter  (Fig.  4)  is  a 
great    improvement    over    every    similar    device.      Under    no 

Fig.  4 — Improved  Automatic  Shutter         F'g    5 — Improved  Arc  Lamp 

possible  conditions  can  the  light  be  thrown  upon  the  film 
except  when  the  film  is  in  motion.  When  the  shutter  is  widt 

open  it  automatically  locks  it-elf  so  that  no  power  is  re- 
quired to  keej)  it  open.  When  the  speed  of  the  machine 

falls  below  a  certain  point,  however,  it  automatically  unlocks 

itself  and  clo<i •-. 
Improved  Arc  Lamp. — The  lamp  (Fig.  5)  is  of  the  rack 

and  pinion  type  of  construction,  with  few  parts  and  ex- 
tremely simple.  All  adjustments  are  made  by  hand  wheel 

movement.  'Idle  adjusting  rods  are  of  extra  length  and 
fitted  with  heavy  large  diameter  insulated  handles  with  milled 
edges.  The  binding  posts  are  adapted  for  either  round  or  flat 
terminals. 

P.  L.  Waters.  41  East  Twenty-first  street,  the  New  York  sales 
agent  for  the  Kdisi.n  Kineto-copcs,  informs  us  that  the  new- 
Underwriter's  Model  (Type  B  I  has  been  installed  in  all  the theaters  of  the   Percv   Williams  circuit. 

John  Hardin,  of  304  Wabash  avenue,  Chicago,  the  sales  agent 
for  the  Middle  West,  and  George  Breck.  550  Grove  street,  San 
Francisco,  Cab,  will  furnish  other  information  to  intending 

purchasers  and  the  Kineto  "B"  may  be  inspected  in  the  office 
of  any  F.  S.  A.  film  renter. 
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I  Invite  You  to  the  Electrical  Show 
(SECTION    NO.    67,   WITH    EDI 

OCTOBER  3  to  14,  to  INSPECT  the  MOST  PERFECT  M.P.  and  STEREOt'f 

HALLBERG  AUTOMATI 
WHICH  IS  THE  GREATEST  AND  ONLY  FULLY  APPROVED II 

THE   COST  OF  ADMISSION  TO  THL   SHOW  IS  50c.      I  WILL  GIVE  ONE  TICKET  FREE  TO    EVERY 

To  buyers  of  Electric  Current  Savers  for  M.P.  lamj 
Don't  buy  a  current  saver  because  it  is  cheap  or  o 
which  is  offered  you  for  trial.     The  chances  are  y 

will  regret  it.     Don't  buy  a  current  saver  unless 
gives  40  to  50  amperes  to  your  M.  P.  lamp  with 
amp.  fuses  on  220v.  and  25  amp.  fuses  on  UOv.     T 
word  "  Economizer  "  was  first  used  by  me.     Don't 
deceived.     Make  sure  you  get  the  Hallberg  Elect] 
Economizer.     It  is  the  only  current  saver  which  h 

stood  the  test  of  time  and  which  was  just  as  good  the  day  it  was  first  put  on  the  mark 
as  it  is  to-day.     It  was  perfect  from  the  beginning,  and  is  still  several  years  ahead 
other  current  savers  which  are  more  or  less  inferior. 

BUY  THE  HALLBERG  ECONOMIZER-IT  IS  THE  BEST-CII 
THIS  IS  MY  GUARANTEE: 

SAYING 
On  A.  C  UOv.  65-70%  On  220v.  82-88%  On  440v.  90-92% 

On  D.  C.  UOv.  40-50%  On  220v.  70-75%  On  550v.  85-90% 
FROM  5%  to  40%  MORE  THAN  OTHER  CURRENT  SAVERS 

BEST   LIGHT— LEAST  HEAT— CHEAPEST  IN  THE  LONG-RUN 

A  Two  Year  Written  Guarantee  With  Every  Economizer 

If  You  Are  Offered  A  Cheap  Current  Saver 
THINK  TWICE,  AND  I  AM  SURE  YOU  WILL 

LET     IT    ALONE 
ALTERNl 

Cheap  electrical  machines  worK 
for  a  while  then  they  burn  out 

and  repairs  cost  as  much  as  a 

NEWMACHINE.  BUY  THE  BEST 

J.   H.   H» CONSULTING  I 

Associate  Member:  American  Institute  of  Electrical  EngineeB 

Factory  and  General  Sales  Offices:  2 
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iison  Square  Garden,  New  YorK  City 
PtY     CO.    AND    C.     B.    KLEINE 

DJTFIT  in  ACTUAL  OPERATION  on  A.  C.  &  D.  C.  CONTROLLED  by  the 

LECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
IVNTEED  CURRENT  SAVER  FOR  M.  P.  LAMPS  ON  EARTH 

Ah 
*OR  WHO   PRESENTS  HIMSELF  AT  MY  OFFICE  WITH    HIS   LICENSE  AND  A  COPY  OF  THIS   AD. 

To  theatres  placing  Orders  for  the  Hallberg  Electric  Economizer 
during  October,  1908,  on  account  of  the  Electrical  Show 

I  WILL  GIVE  MY  REGULAR  5    SPOT  GASH  DISCOUNT 

With  an  Extra  10%  Discount 
The  Hallberg  Economizer  has  replaced  other  current  savers 

because  it  saves  more  and  lasts  forever. 

I  make  a  liberal  allowance  in  trade  for  your  old  current  saver 

I  THE  ELECTRICAL  SHOW-I  WILL  PROVE  IT  TO  YOU ! 

iPECIAL 
OFFER 

READ  THIS  LETTER  TO   ONE  OF  MY  AGENTS: 

9f 

:.|i:£: 

!'*;!•■! 

MR. DURHAM.   X.    C,  August  24th,   1908. L.    PARRISH. 

Electrical   Contractor,  Durham,  N.   C. 

Dear  Sir: — In  regard  to  the  "Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer"  purchased  through 
you  some  time  ago.  I  beg  to  stato  that  this  machine  has  given  entire  satisfaction  in  every  respect 
and  so  far  has  fulfilled  every  promise  made  for  it  by  the  manufacturer,  J.  H.  Hallberg. 

Not  only  does  it  save  expense  in  reducing  the  current  bill  fully  60%  to  70%,  but  it  can  be 
used  right  in  the  operating  booth  without  making  additional  heat.  Also  it  is  impossible  to  blow 
fuse  plugs  by  forming  a  short  circuit  in  lamp  house.  In  my  estimation  it  improves  the  picture 
from  30%  to  40%  over  the  old  style  rheostat.  I  now  use  20  and  25  ampere  fuse  plugs  where  I 
used  to  use  40's  and  50's. 

As  you  know,  I  am  now  using  this  machine  at  the  new  "Edisonia"  and  it  has  been  in  con- 
stant use  ever  since  it  was  purchased,  and  in  my  opinion  it  heads  '.he  list  "current  savers."  In  addi- tion to  all  other  good  qualities   it  is  the  neatest  machine  of  the  kind  I  have  ever  reen. 

Yours  very  truly, 

(Signed)     W.  S.  YOUNGER, 
Mgr.  "Edisonia"  Theatre. 

PRICE 
.BERG 
.    ENGINEER 

ric  Light  Association,  The  New  York  Electrical  Club,  etc. 

[VlCH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK,    U.S.A. 

FOR     MO    VOLTS    ALTERNATING    CURRENT 

Standard  "  Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer    .    .    $100.00 
Light "  Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer  ....        60.00 

(The  price  of  the  "Light"  Economizer  is  net 

cash  and  is  not  subject  to  the  above  cash  dis- 

counts). The  Standard  Economizer  is  for  heavy 

worH.  The  Light  Economizer  is  for  regular  work 
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E?' 

MORE    WINNERS 

New  Feature  Films 
The  Thief  at  the  Casino 

A  Fine  Dramatic  Subject  of  600  Feet 
ALSO 

The 

Invalid's  Adventure Good  Clear  Comedy  of  195  Feet 

To  Moving  Picture  Exchanges 
We  issue  each  week  from  one  to  two  reels  of  the  very 

finest  dramatic  and  comedy  subjects,  selected  from  the 
sample  films  submitted  to  us  by  the  many  manufacturers 
whom  we  represent.  If  you  do  not  receive  our  announce- 

ments regularly,  send  us  your  name. 

To  Exhibitors 
In  addition  to  our  own  line  of  films  we  place  in  our 

rental  department  each  week  all  the  finest  feature  subjects 
issued  by  the  members  of  the  Biograph  Association,  thus 
giving  us  thousands  of  feet  of  new  Independent  film  every 
week  — the  greatest  assortment  ever  offered  by  any  exchange . 
Why  show  your  patrons  old  worn  out  film  when  you  can  get 
the  very  latest  from  us  ?  Send  for  our  film  rental  list  and 
special  terms  and  list  of 

Lantern  Slide  Lecturettes 
For  Nickelodeons  and  M.  P.    Theatres 

FIRE- PROOF  BOOTHS 

Built 

According  to 

Underwriters 

Rules 

We  are   makers  or  importers  of   all   supplies  used   by  the 
Moving  Picture  Trade.  SEND  FOR  CATALOGUES 

AQENTS  WANTED.         WRITE  FOR  TERRITORY 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  (Si  EARLE 
Biograph  Licencees  and  Sole  American  Agents  for 

Graphic  Cine.  Co. 
Sheffield  Photo  Co. 
Wrench  Film  Co. 

Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Mepworth  Mfg.  Co. 
Bricks  &  Martin 

R.  W.  Paul 

FOREIGN   NEWS  AND   NOTES. 

In  Germany,  where  moving  pictures  are  certainly  popular, 
some  of  the  electric  theaters  devote  themselves  to  a  certain 
specialty  in  order  to  secure  a  habitual  patronage.  There  is, 
for  instance,  the  daily  news  cinematograph,  where  all  the 
latest  happenings  and  events  of  the  day  can  be  seen — the 
latest  maneuver  of  the  imperial  army,  the  Kaiser  opening 
the  parliament,  King  Edward  at  Spaa,  the  wreck  of  the 
Oriental  express,  the  cholera  in  St.  Petersburg,  the  big  tire 
last  night,  etc..  etc.  What  is  not.  possible  to  obtain  by 
cinematograph  is  shown  with  lantern  slides,  giving  a  daily 
review  of  what  the  world  is  doing.  Another  specialty  is  the 

children's  theater,  where  fairy  tales  and  little  stories  for 
small  people  are  delivered  in  text  and  illustrations.  A  chil- 

dren's theater  in  Xew  York  City  ought  to  be  quite  a  success. 
It  would  be  a  distinct  novelty  and  no  doubt  an  unusual  at-' 
traction  for  little  boys  and  girls  to  listen  to  a  fairy  tale  by 
Andersen  delivered  by  a  good  lecturer  and  illustrated  by 
moving  pictures. 

The  cinematograph  as  a  "third  degree"  in  a  criminal  court 
is  the  rather  sensational  novelty  introduced  by  the  police 
force  in  Paris.  When  everything  else  had  failed  to  convict 
the  hardened  criminal,  a  realistic  reproduction  of  the  mur- 

der was  produced,  with  a  clever  actor  as  the  victim.  The 
prisoner  was  suddenly  confronted  with  a  picture  on  the 
whitewashed  wall  in  the  courtroom  giving  in  detail  an  ac- 

count of  the  tragedy.  The  effect  was  so  overpowering  that 
he   instantly  broke   down   and   confessed   all. 

PARIS    NOTES. 

As  a  natural  consequence  of  the  recent  events  which  have 
taken  place  in  Turkey  and  the  pacific  revolution  which  has 
been  so  cleverly  brought  about,  several  important  Parisian 
cinematograph  firms  have  already  sent  out  their  best  opera- 

tors, fully  equipped,  to  that  country,  where  they  hope  to 
reap  a  rich  harvest  of  modern  Turkish  views  taken  from 
actual  life,  with  all  the  old  characteristics  of  the  people, 
freed  at  last  from  its  ancient  superstitions  and  obligations. 
We  trust  our  American  friends  will  also  take  the  hint,  and 
not  keep  behind. 
Numerous  were  the  photographers  and  cinematograph  op- 

erators at  the  Camp  d'Avours  during  the  last  experiments 
made  by  our  now  famous  compatriot.  Wilbur  Wright.  Un- 

fortunately for  them,  however.  Air.  Wright  and  his  friends 
keep  jealous  watch  and  guard  over  his  precious  bird,  and 

up  to  the  present  moment  no  film  has  been  produced  show- 
ing the  evolutions  of  the  flying  machine.  There  is  a  rumor, 

however,  that  one  smart  operator  has  succeeded  in  taking 

a  few  yards  of  "flight,"  the  production  of  which  we  are anxiously  awaiting. 
We  are  advised  of  the  creation  of  two  more  French  firms 

for  the  manufacture  of  films,  one  of  which  is  exclusively  to 

supply  scenes  for  the  mountebanks  ("iorains")  moving  pic- ture shows. 
The  dramatic  authors  have  gained  their  suit,  and  the 

French  courts  have  given  judgment  to  the  effect  that  all 

written  works  and  plays  shall  henceforth  be  entirely  safe- 

guarded. Comedy  was  represented  by  "Boubouroche."  a play  by  the  writer  Courteline;  the  burlesque  pantomime  by 

"Le  Papa  de  Francine."  by  Messrs.  Gavault,  de  Cottens  and 

Varney,  and  an  opera  by  the  heirs  of  the  author  of  "Faust." The  court  admits  the  full  force  of  the  old  French  laws  of  1791 

and  1793.  which  entirely  protect  all  literary  and  artistic  prop- 
erty, and  puts  forward  that  at  that  date  the  legislator  was 

certainly  unaware  of  the  means  of  reproduction  and  repre- 
sentation which  might  arise  later  on  and  which  has  attained 

its  actual  degree.  The  cinematograph  film  is  an  actual  edi- 
tion and  therefore  its  productions,  however  inaccurate  and 

gross  in  their  form,  can  be  but  imitations  of  a  work  or  play 
from  which  the  subject,  plan.  plot,  development  and  finis 

have  been  copied  from  beginning  to  end:  it  thus  brings  be- 
fore the  public  the  play  or  work  whose  sole  property  can 

be  traced  back  to  the  writer  of  same  and  clearly  identified 
and  claimed  by  him.  As  already  stated,  the  court  therefore 

condemns  any  reproduction  whatsoever  by  means  of  a  cine- 
matograph film,  which  same  shall  be  immediately  confiscated 

and  destroyed,  independently  of  any  action  for  damages 
which  may  he  brought  about  by  the  interested  parties. 
We  learn  that  this  important  question  will  be  raised  anew 

at  the  Berlin  Conference,  where  a  motion  will  be  brought 
forward  with  a  view  to  revising  the  Convention  of  Bern  as 

regards  the  Cinematograph  and  Phonograph  Laws  and  Reg- ulations. 
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Stories   of  the    Films. 

A   SMOKED   HUSBAND    il: 
little    better    than    a    smoked 

Sag,     more    properlj     belonging       i     the    crual 
piscatory,    the   lobster,    for   such   be  «  I 

stake.       While    our    friend     Benj.     B 
,..t    exaetlj     parsimonious     still    there     wi 
■MB    w  ben    be    kU-ked      si 
Fife's    extravagant*1.      Sin  i     m    u  ens   pen 
maty.      Ulladl     Blbl  id    sent     borne    n 
mi    and   gown,    foi 
i|..    tun    « ben    lie    -■  ■  lb  t>il    In    (be    dud 

rlulnh    does    l'"'k    stunnlug.      All 
,«  well   until   >lio    turns   nrimtul     when,    0,    bori 

-ilii'niii    gown    of    :\    inosi    pronounced    type. 

|M  Hash    i-  enough.       '\.'ii    brazen    Iiusm  .    to   appear 
■i  .mi     >  .in     !"      He    could    xiv    no    mori 

fa    fairly    choked    with    rage,    and    rushes    from    the 
.1    -.talc   of   turhiileiil    perturbatfon;   bul    nol 

in 1 1 1   he   has   ruthlessly    thrown   n    Hoor   rug   ovei 
tameless    wife.      The    uinld    ol     the    fa  mil  j     la    In 

I'iisui'    with    a    crook,    and    the    pair    have    plotted 
■    rob    the     place.       To     this    end     the    crook     has 
rrltten    a   note    to   the   maid,    telling   her   to   signal 
\ inn    the   coasl    is   clear.      This   note    falls   Into    the 

of    Bibbs,    and    ms    ii     is    simply    addressed 

■Honey"    and   signed    "Lovingly,    Tom,"    his  jealous 
•    once  associates   it   with   his  wife.     "Aha: 

Beatb     gown— Honey     Signal     from     the    window 
■eel   in  drawing  room     Lovingly,  Tom— I  see  It  all: 

'..I-,,  one,    you   would   deceive    me,    eh?     We   shall 
-I  "     into    the   fireplace   and    up   tbe   chimney    he 
toes   to   bide,    intent    upon   trapping   his   apparently 

s   spouse   and   her   paramour.     He   is   hardly 
I   when   the  maid,   on   order  of  tbe   madam, 

■Hilda    a    tire    on    the    hearth,    and    yon    may    Imagine 

Mobs'   position    is  not    a    pleasant   one.     To  descend 
s   out    of    the    question,    and    as    he   ascends    he    dls 

'lie    soot     which     eovers    him     from     bead     to 

pot.      The    noise    Induced    by    his    scrambling    amid 
pmoke  and   soot    alarms    the  women    folks   and   several 

wllcemen    answer    their    cries,    Him    capture    "Lov- 

Bgly,    Tom"    'neatb    the    rosetree    in    the    garden. 
l'lie     women     insist     that     the     real     Offender     is    still 
ill    the    tine,     and    a     mad    rush     to    the    roof    brings 

ppers   there  Just  as   poor  Boot-begrimed    Bibbs 
kaerges    from    the    Chimney.      Chased    over    the    roofs. 
•e    ill    desperation     leaps    off,     coming    down    on     the 

Of    a    couple    of    Willie    hoys    who    are    gosslp- 
ingside     a      mortar     box.        Into     the     cement 

fallible     the     trio,     and     a     sorry     Bight     they     present 
lice    and    others     arrive.       Explanations 

■m-     what     a     colossal     foul     Bibbs     has     been,     bur 
still.     It     served     him    right,     and     his     discomfort     Is 

tie    spectators'    sport,     for    the    subject    is    a    most 
lilarionsly    humorous    one.     witli    a    scream    in    every 
fo<it  of  its  length.     Length,  470  feet. 

WHERE    THE    BREAKERS    ROAR     (Blograph).— 
When   Ii  :.   all    the   world   seems  gay;   hence 
tan  Hudson  and  Alice  Faiivhiid  w,ve  carefree 
md    happy    as     they    joined     the    little    party     for    a 

oting  at  the  beach.  Though  the  young  folks 
f ."ind  great  snort  cavorting  in  the  breakers.  Tom 
iih!  Alice  were  well  content  to  sit  on  the  sand 

sunshade  and  spoon.  This  Induced  their 
to  tantalize  them  a  hit.  and  seizins  Tom 

narry  him  into  the  surf  and  give  him  a  ducking, 
■Nmlsing  the  same  treatment  to  Alice.  She, 
however,  leads  them  a  merry  chase.  During  the 
forenoon,  a  dangerous  lunatic,  who  was  being  con- 

veyed by  keepers  from  the  train  to  the  Asylum 
nearby,  overpowers  the  keepers  and  escapes.  Corn- 
in--'  upon  an  Italian  laborer  in  the  road,  assaults 
I  din  and  se, mres  his  srilleto.  Armed  with  this  he 
terrorized  the  neighborhood  ami  comes  onto  the 
beach  as  Alice,  playfully  pursued  by  her  friends 
lumps  into  a  puntbuat  to  row  out  from  shore. 
Before  she  is  aware  of  it.  she  is  driven  to  sea 
by  this  maniacal  fiend,  who  is  now  brandishing 

-   iletto     in     a     most     terrifying     manner.       The 
-  have  now-  reached  the  beach  and  alarm  the 

party  by  acquainting  them  with  the  real  character 

nf  the  srirl's  companion.  A  rowboat  is  procured. 
and  the  keepers,  with  Tom.  start  in  pursuit.  The 
fanatic  makes  a  strenuous  effort  to  oustrip  them, 
but  with  poor  success,  until  at  length,  finding  his 
apprehension    inevitable,    leaps    to    his    feet    and    is 

;•'  nlunge  the  knife  into  the  breast  of  the 
terror  stricken  girl,  when  a  well  directed  bullet 

from  the  keeper's  gun  fells  him  to  the  bottom  of 
•  e  boat.  The  poor  girl  is  then  taken  to  shore 
by  Tom  and  revived  by  her  girl  companions.  The 
subject  Is  a  consistent  combination  of  romantic. 
tragic  and  scenic  excellence,  and  is  sure  to  hold 

the    spectators'     interest    throughout.       Length,     566 

THE  LEPRECHAWN  (Edison).— An  Irish  fairy 
story.      Synopsis   of   scenes: 
The  Cloven  Foot.— Lord  Craven,  an  Irish  land- 

lord, crossing  the  fields,  sees  pretty  Nora  hoeing 
potatoes — Makes  advances,  which  are  resented — In- 

flamed,   he   tries  to  kiss   her — She   slaps   his   face. 
An  Unexpected  Blow. — Lord  Craven's  agent  snd- 

denlv  appears  and  demands  the  rent  from  Nora's 
mother— Crops   are    bad    and    she   pleads    for   time. 
An  Irishman's  Mirht. — Craven  arrives  and  offers 

to  cancel  the  rent  if  Nora  will  listen  to  him  — 
Barney  happens  along  and  answers  for  her— Craven 
retires    with    a    sore    head. 

Wit,  li-W.uiiui 

i<    tho    Rent.      N 

itch   " 
At    the    Witih-w 

Cati  h  on    his 

oliaun        it       WOrk        I'lles       I"  Im       the 
charm, 

The    Treasure    Cave. 

snuff    Too  v,  is,-     R  i      \   heavy load. 

Magic    Steed.      Fair  J     Q  her    wand .    -nit   ..i    clotbea     Lnd 

i    beautiful    horse     Seti  n  >*    to    Nora. 
Tlir       Eviction.        I  Oil  has 

soldiers    evlcl    N  ol  mi    tu  i      Pleadings    are 
\  :iin     \s    soldiers     iboul     to     move     things     Barney 
arrives      Pays    the    rent,    demands    and    gels    receipt. 

"Fairy    Gold."     Gloating   over   liis   money.    I 
Btops    i"   count    ii     ii    turns   t"   Autumn    leave!     Dt 

noun's   receipt    from    Barnej  61    out" 
gold    never    prospers    in    1 1 . . -    bands    of    the 

wicked     Nora    and    Barney    bappy.      Length,     1,   
feet. 

BUYING  A  TITLE   (Edison).     Synopsis  of 
The   Course    of    True    Love.      \    devoted    couple    de- 

cide  to   iii:iti  >     Jack    Interviews    Pa,    but    Is   told   he 

wants   a    titled    husband    for   his   daughter    .lack    re- tires downcast. 

The  Matrimonial  Bureau.-  I'm  looks  over  an  "ms 
sorted     lot"     of     "Noblemen"     Thej     display     their 
Credentials       A      French      count      is      selected,      and      told 

to   "call   around"   and   meet    his   future   wife. 
Among  the  "Lower  Five."  Nora,  the  maid  of 

Jack's  sweetheart,  has  a  policeman  lover,  and  be- tween limes  entertains  him  Jack  is  in  her  good 

graces  and  sin-  arranges  a  meeting. 
Hatching  a  Plot.  The  lovers  are  interrupted  by 

the  arrival  of  the  ('mint's  note  statin';  his  intended 
visit  at  I  1'.  M.  -.The  lovers  are  disconcerted,  but 
finally  hit  upon  a  plan  of  action  Nora  enters  into 

the  spirit  of  the  fun.  and  assumes  the  young  lady's 
place — Attires  herself  accordingly — The  lovers  dress 
as    maid    and    butler. 

The  Count's  Finish. — The  Count  arrives — Nora,  as 
mistress,    receives    him    -He   presses   his   suit   ardently 

Nora  leads  him  on — While  the  bidden  lovers  enjoy 
the  scene— The  Count  declares  his  undying  love. 
and  embraces  Nora  Just  as  Dan,  tbe  policeman, 
arrives — His  "Irish  up"  bo  "wipes  the  floor"  with 
the  Count — Makes  him  "look  like  thirty  cents"  and 
finally  throws  him  out,  to  the  delight  of  Nora 
and    the    young    couple.      Length.    935    feet. 

NEVER  AGAIN  (Essanayi. — A  comedy  of  excel- 
lent merit  has  been  made  out  of  this  very  popular 

and  well  fitting  expression.  IIow  often  have  you 
allowed  yourself  to  do  something  and  then  vowed 
never  again  to  repeat  the  experience?  Such  is 
the  case  in  this  subject  with  our  principal  char- 

acter, who,  after  tolerating  the  excessive  heat  all 
day.  thinks  he  sees  an  avenue  of  escape  when  he 

reads  a  circular  announcing  that  you  should  "Keep 
cool  by  going  to  Coney  Isle."  He  makes  up  bis 
mind  to  go.  little  imagining  he  would  have  been 
much  better  off  had  he  stayed  at  home.  He  hires 
an  auto  to  take  him  to  the  boat  landing,  but  It 
breaks  down  and  he  has  to  help  in  an  endeavor  to 
pull  it  out  of  a  hole.  He  does  not  succeed  in 
doing  this,  and  in  order  to  catch  the  boat  he  has 
to  run.  managing  to  ;ret  the  boat  as  it  is  leaving 
the  pier.  The  boat  is  crowded  and  he  is  squeezed 
to  a  pnlp  by  two  very  fat  women.  Finally  he 
arrives  at  the  island,  after  that  has  all  kinds 
of  trouble,  which  continues  until  he  makes  up  his 

mind  that  he  has  had  quite  enough  of  "Cool 
Coney  Isle."  He  starts  home,  and  then  finds  alt 
boats  and  cars  have  gone  and  he  lias  to  hoof 
it.  When  he  arrives  in  tbe  city  he  spies  a  sand- 

wich man  advertising  the  cool  breezes  of  "Coney 
Isle."  and  what  he  does  to  that  sj<m  is  a  caution. Length.    3(10    feet. 

THE  MAGIC  RUBBERS  (Great  Northern  Film 
Company). — An  old  professor  is  lecturing  over  his 
favorite  subject,  "The  Middle  Ages."  During  the 
lecture  some  very  rare  guests  enter  the  entrance 
hall,  the  Fairy  of  Fortune  and  the  Fairy  of  Sorrow, 
who  are  always  contending  parties  for  the  com- 

mand over  the  earth.  The  Fairy  of  Fortune  brings 
a  pair  of  rubbers,  to  which  she  has  given  the  power 
to  fulfill  the  wishes  of  everybody  who  Is  wearing 
them.  But  the  Fairy  of  Sorrow  promises  that 
everyone  who  wears  the  rubbers  shall  obtain  sorrow 
from  all  his  wishes.  The  lecture  finished,  the  audi- 

ence departed,  the  professor  stands  for  a  moment 
alone  in  the  entrance  hall.  Quite  thoughtless,  he 
puts  on  the  magic  rubbers,  and  looking  at  a  panoply 
standing  in  a  corner  be  wishes  that  he  could  be 
transported  to  the  age  of  great  and  powerful  deeds 
in  which  this  panoply  was  made.  At  the  same 
moment  he  finds  himself  at  a  drinking  bout  with 
a    lot   of   warriors,    but   as   soon    as   he   receives  their 

  ••    greetings    he    wishes    himself    back    again    to 
bis   own    age.      When   lie   Is   back   on    the   solid   pave- 

OPPORTUNITY 

about  $i 

■ 

di    M      M      ucc    ut    Moving   PlCtUr* 

World    1 28  Bant  -•  i.i  Street,  New  VorkClty. 

FOR  SALE 
A  well  equipped  Moving  Picture  "■ i  ice.     Fine  location      Set 

capacity  230.  Doing  a  good  business    k 
Lung:  Too  much  other  builni 

vote  proper  ti  im-  to  it.  For  particulars  ad i 
L.  C.  BAKER,  Box  838,  New  Britain,  Conn. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholetolc  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  51 

36  Fifth  Avenue        -       -       CHICACO" 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 

Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also   Seating    for    Out of-Door  Use. 

Address  Oept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO., Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,   1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  GO. 
No.  47   North    lOth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  qualit)  Film  service  —  Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Ttsl  Lamp. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEHENT  SUPPLY  HOU&E  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040 j  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

TI  CRETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 

BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St..  New   York  City 

f*  A  O  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
\7/\0  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condemor*,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  R.  T. 
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FOR  RENT.— 6,000  feet  Class 
A  Film  with  Slides,  $15  per  week. 
Class  B  $12. 

FOR  SALE.  —  House  Cleaning 
of  1,000  feet  good  Reels  of  film,  $10 
per  reel.  Edison  Exhibition  M.  P.  M. 
complete,  $50.   H.  DAV!S,Watertown,Wis. 

THE    MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 

POSTERS 
Pathe  Melies 
Vitagraph  Selig 
Edison  Lubin 
Essanay  Kalem 

FILfl  SUBJECTS 
5  Cents  a  Piece 

TITLE    POSTER   CO. 
231   Bowery,  New  York 

'Phone  4267  Orchard 

Call    For    Samples 

THE  VIASC0PE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF!. 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETER  I  73.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
In  stock  and  can  ship  your  ord«.r 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

meut  he  at  once  rids  himself  of  the  rubbers.  The 
next  one  who  gets  them  on  Is  a  night  watchman. 
He  wishes  he  were  a  lieutenant,  so  that  he  could 
amuse  himself  and  go  to  bed  early.  But  as  soon 
as  he  has  become  a  lieutenant  he  finds  that  he  is 
not  to  be  envied  and  makes  haste  to  wish  himself 
back  to  his  old  position,  and  Immediately  he  stands 
in  the  street  again  as  a  night  watchman.  Now  he 
wants  to  have  a  lot  of  money  and  gets  it  directly. 
We  see  him  again  between  a  lot  of  friends,  who 
help  him  to  spend  his  money.  This  life  he  is  also 
soon  tired  with.  Now  the  Fairy  of  Sorrow  stands 
triumphant.  But  the  Fairy  of  Fortune  effectuates 
that  he  wishes  himself  back  to  his  dear  ones,  who 
are  mourning  over  him  and  consider  him  lost,  and 
now  at  last  the  Fairy  of  Fortune  has  gained  the 
victory;  she  has  taught  a  man  to  appreciate  the 
circumstances  in  which  he  has  been  placed.  Length, 
374  feet. 

THE  CODFISH  INDUSTRY.— In  Catholic  coun- 
tries, where  their  religion  bids  the  people  to  fast, 

that  is,  to  abstain  from  certain  eatables,  the  cod- 
fish is  a  very  welcome  and  necessary  article  of 

food.  This  film  of  Great  Northern  Film  Company 
shows  how  the  codfish  is  caught  in  the  North  Sea, 
how  prepared  and  .eaten.  Enormous  fishing  flotillas 
go  out  all  over  the  North  Sea,  where  the  codfish 
is  caught.  The  large  firms  who  are  engaged  in 
preparing  the  codfish  for  sale,  buy  up  the  fish,  re- 

move the  heads  and  the  inedible  parts  of  the  stom- 
ach; then  the  fish  Is  cleaned  and  piled  up  in  large 

heaps  with  dry  salt.  When  the  fish  is  thoroughly 
salted,  it  is  hung  on  long  poles  to  be  dried.  After 
three  months  the  fish  is  ready  for  use  and  is  sent 
to  the  south,  where  the  Catholic  inhabitants  know 
how  to  enjoy  it.  Judging  from  the  expression  on 
the  faces  of  the  good  friars,  it  must  be  quite  a treat. 

G.   Melies   issues; 
FUN  WITH  THE  BRIDAL  PARTY   Two  mis- 

chief-makers learn  of  the  intentions  of  a  couple 
who  apply  for  a  marriage  license  at  the  mayor's 
office,  and  resolve  to  have  a  hand  in  it.  They  steal 
into  the  mayor's  office  before  it  is  opened  for  busi- 

ness, and  with  the  aid  of  several  sheets  and  the 
ingenious  employment  of  plenty  of  string  they  gain 
control  of  all  the  furniture.  When  the  party  arrives 
the  chairs  move  from  under  them  as  they  try  to 
sit  down  and  they  fall  to  the  floor.  As  the  august 
mayor  is  about  to  write  at  his  desk  it  becomes  ani- 

mated, for  the  mischief-makers  had  substituted 
large  boxes  in  which  they  conceal  themselves.  Af- 

ter raising  more  havoc  with  the  party  the  fellows 
suddenly  appear  as  ghosts  enveloped  in  white  sheets, 
and  their  unsuspecting  victims  rush  pell  mell  from 
the  office. 

BUNCOED  STAGE   JOHNNIE   A  typical   "chorus 
girl's  meal  ticket"  prevails  upon  a  stage  hand  to 
take  a  bouquet  to  her  mon  amour.  The  stage  hand 
takes  the  bouquet  with  a  wink;  but  once  out  of 
sight  of  the  Johnnie,  he  changes  the  name  to  that 
of  the  big  fat  woman  who  does  the  menial  work 
around  the  theater.  The  flowers  are  presented  to 
her  with  due  bombastic  ceremony  and  she  coyly 
accepts  them,  together  with  the  message  that  she 
is  to  meet  the  sender  at  the  stage  door.  What  is 
Johnnie's  surprise,  then,  to  see  this  ponderous  sub- 

stitute coming  wabbling  toward  and  then  throwing 
her  arms  around  him  affectionately.  He  makes  a 
frantic  struggle  to  get  away  and  finally  succeeds 
'mid  laughter  of  a  crowd  of  stage  employees. 
A  TRICKY  PAINTER'S  FATE.— A  car  appears 

at  the  station  and  a  number  of  passengers  are  seen 
leaving  it.  A  painter  comes  to  the  station  and 
niters  the  car.  He  tries  to  deceive  the  train  con- 

ductor as  to  the  number  of  passengers  who  are  in 
the  train,  by  putting  pictures  of  various  figures  in 
the  windows.  His  idea  for  doing  this  is  to  have 
tlie  car  to  himself.  The  station  master,  who  has 
been  approached  by  the  angry  passengers,  makes  his 
way  into  the  car  to  ascertain  the  facts  for  himself. 
He  finds  that  the  car  is  only  occupied  by  the  artist 
with  his  paraphernalia.  He  throws  him  out  of  the 
car  with  all  his  belongings  and  flings  the  paintings 
on  his  head,  leaving  the  painter  entangled  in  a 
mass  of  picture   frames  and  torn  canvasses. 
NOT  GUILTY  begins  showing  three  marauders 

nlrtting  to  raid  a  little  family,  and  eventually 
they  are  seen  lurking  around  the  house.  The  young 
daughter  is  alone  and  they  pounce  upon  her.  bind- 
in-  and  gagging  her  securely.  Then  they  seize  the 
family  savings,  which  are  concealed  in  a  kettle,  and 
■iic  about  to  leave,  when  the  servant  enters,  but 
he  is  quickly  disposed  of.  as  are  also  both  parents 

and  the  villains,  who  are  residents  of  the  village, 

make  off.  first,  however,  throwing  in  the  girl's  eyes :i  eoncoctlbfi  which  blinds  her.  At  this  juncture 
the  girl's  sweetheart  enters,  and  for  a  moment 
stands  aghast  at  the  scene  which  confronts  him. 
Nol  knowing  just  what  to  do,  he  picks  up  one  of 
I  lie  blood;  knives,  and  as  he  Is  gazing  at  it  the 
police  dash  into  the  house  and  he  is  immediately 
seized  and  carried  off.  protesting  his  innocence. 
Meanwhile  the  girl  is  led  out  of  the  house,  where 
a  kindly  old  gentleman,  seeing  her  plight,  admin- 

isters a  drug  to  her  which  restores  her  eyesight 
Immediately.  The  Innocent  man.  however,  is 
brought  before  the  judge  to  defend  himself.  Furi- 

ous villagers  point  accusing  fingers  at  him.  and 
among  them  are  the  three  thieves  who  committed 
the  crime  and  who  think  it  wiser  to  attend  the 
I  rial  with  the  rest  of  ilielr  neighbors.  But  while 
mallei's    are    going    strongly    against    the    young    man 

the  girl  is  brought  in,  her  eyesight  restored.  The 
identity  of  the  culprit  is  left  to  her,  and  she, 
gazing  around  the  courtroom  for  a  moment,  promptly 
points  out  the  guilty  ones.  To  strengthen  the  case, 
the  mother  also  identifies  the  thieves,  and  they  are 

roughly  handled  by  the  gendarmes,  while  the*  vin- dicated lover  embraces  his  sweetheart  and  her mother. 

Pathe   Freres   issue: 

MAGIC  DICE.— This  is  not  only  a  colored  film 
of  great  beauty,  but  one  showing  a  series  of  clever 
trick  pictures  in  which  great  ingenuity  on  the 
part  of  the  operator  is  exhibited.  In  the  first 
picture  a  large  dice  rolls  out  on  the  stage  out  of 
which  lightly  steps  a  woman.  After  courtesying 
most  gracefully  to  the  audience  she  returns  to 
her  abode  and  out  pops  a  clown  who,  on  disap- 

pearing, is  followed  by  different  grotesque  figures 
who  come  and  go  at  will  out  of  the  same  dice. 
Now  four  small  dice  replace  the  large  one,  and  out 
of  each  steps  a  pretty  maiden,  forming,  as  they 
stand  together,  a  charming  quartette.  When  they 
run  off  and  hide,  each  girl  behind  her  own  dice, 
four  men  pop  up,  and  when  another  group  of 
maidens  appear,  and  all  mingle  in  a  graceful  dance. 
Next  a  whole  load  of  dice  is  thrown  in  a 

heap  and  piled  up,  one  upon  the  other  without 
the  aid  of  human  hand.  Then  the  different  piles 
become  so  many  soldiers,  who  drill  and  cut  many 
funny  capers.  Becoming  dice  again,  they  fall  to 
the  floor,  only  to  be  raised  into  picturesque  arches, 
out  of  which  come  pretty  girls,  who  dance  a 
beautiful  ballet,  and  are  followed  by  a  group  of 
Chinese,  who  contribute  their  share  to  the  enter- 

tainment. The  dice  then  fly  off  the  scene,  leav- 
ing us  dumbfounded  at  the  wonders  performed. 

Length.    459   feet. 
MOTOR  BOAT  RACES,  1908.— Motor  boat  racing 

has  got  to  be  quite  a  fad  in  and  around  Paris, 
and  it  is  marvellous  to  see  the  speed  with  which 
these  launches  can  cut  through  the  water.  In  this 
interesting  film  we  are  brought  in  close  contact 
with  many  details  connected  with  this  inter- national   sport. 
In  the  first  picture  we  see  the  boat  arriving 

at  the  station  on  a  flat  car.  and  we  observe  with 
what  skill  they  are  transferred  to  a  truck  and 
carted  to  the  exposition  grounds.  We  next  see 
all  the  boats  on  exhibition,  as  well  as  a  throng 
of  interested  spectators  watching  the  proceedings. 
Then  the  boats  are  weighed  and  the  tanks  filled 
with  gasoline,  and  at  last  the  launching,  which  is 
done  by  running  the  pontoon  down  a  track  into 
the    water,    leaving    the    boat   floating. 
The  following  picture  gives  a  splendid  view  of 

the  famous  race  from  different  points  along  the 
course,  and  it  is  extremely  interesting  and  exciting 
to  see  the  boats  speeding  along  the  surface  of  the 
water  like  autos  on  a  smooth  country  road.  Length. 
344    feet. 
THE  HAPPIEST  DAY  OF  HER  LIFE.— A  little 

girl,  who  is  preparing  to  receive  her  first  holy 
communion,  is  seen  leaving  the  church  with  the 
rest  of  her  companions  and  starting  home  with 
her  nurse  maid.  She  being  of  a  jovial  disposition, 
we  see  her  rolling  a  hoop,  skipping  rope  and  romp- 

ing until  she  is  completely  exhausted.  Coming  to 
a  spring  in  the  park,  she  stops  and  bathes  her 
head  in  the  cold  water,  and  not  being  physically 
capable  of  withstanding  the  shock,  she  contracts 
a  cold.  By  the  time  the  maid  gets  her  home  she 
is  extremely  ill,  and  her  mother  puts  her  to  bed 
and  sends  for  a  doctor,  who.  upon  arriving,  pre- 

scribes and  pronounces  her  case  as  serious.  The 
little  sufferer  is  compelled  to  remain  in  bed  for 
days,  and  wheu  the  time  comes  for  her  to  go  to 
her  first  communion  she  is  unable  to  attend.  The 
dressmaker  brings  in  her  little  outfit,  but  it  is 
put  away,  and  as  a  number  of  her  little  com- 

panions call  in  to  see  her  on  their  way  to  the 
church,  the  desire  to  be  among  them  on  that 
happy  occasion  masters  her,  and  when  her  mother 
leaves  the  room  the  child  steals  out  of  bed  and 
dons  her  white  dress  and  veil  and  makes  her  way 
lo  the  church.  Just  as  she  reaches  the  entrance 
of  the  edifice  her  strength  gives  out  aud  she  falls 
exhausted  on  the  steps.  When  the  large  doors 
swing  open  and  the  children  file  out  they  discover 
the  helpless  little  creature  and  she  is  teuderly 
carried  home  to  her  surprised  mother,  who  puts 
her  to  bed.  where  she  suffers  the  ill  effects  of 
her  journey.  The  doctor  is  summoned,  and  he  pre- 

scribes some  medicine,  stating  that  if  the  child 
lake  the  latter  faithfully  there  was  a  chance  of 
her  being  cured:  but  when  the  kind  mother  tries 
to  give  it  to  her  she  refuses  to  take  it.  and  the 
poor   woman   leaves   the   room   distracted. 

In  the  next  picture  we  see  the  little  girl  fall 
asleep,  and  in  her  dreams  sees  the  priest  on  the 
altar  administering  the  holy  communion  to  her 
little  classmates.  She  watches  him  attentively,  and 
finally  he  comes  toward  her,  bearing  the  host,  and 
as  she  is  about  to  receive  it  the  vision  disappears, 
and  we  see  her  holding  the  cup  of  medicine  to  her 
lips  and  draining  it  of  its  contents.  When  the 
mother  and  doctor  come  into  the  room  they  are 
astonished  to  see  that  she  has  taken  the  potion, 
and  it  has  its  desired  effect,  for  the  little  suf- 

ferer  is   improved. 
In  the  last  picture  we  see  her  entirely  recovered 

and  sitting  in  the  drawing  room  with  her  happy 
mother,  where  the  kind  priest  conies  to  visit  them 
and    administer    his    blessing.       Length.     S69    feet. 



I'lll--    MOVING    PI<   l  URE    Wi  iRLD 

FATTY'S    FOLLIES.     In    iMs    v<>rj     funny    picture 
■    n    la i    fellow    nsleep    beside    a    Bprlni 

all    at    once    .1    plrl      oraes    along    and    proi   de     to 
Aran    some    water       Waking    up,    Faftj     folio  v 

ere    lie   ileum  mis    something 

-iuli     n     fleree  U'khiL;     creature     Unit     they 
ipl.v     wnii     in-    « Islies      mi. I    -,  •     before 

heart)      meal        While     he     Is    ei 
1     out     and     hasten     t.'     the     police 
1  nee        I  he    pol  1    >n,     ,    grotesque 

fatties,     come     to     the     house     and     fall     In 
1    the    door,    hut    when    they    try    to    Ret    hold 

of    the     Intruder    he     shows     light.       Thi 

ipturltiR    him.     for    th.-.v     arc    all    s..    clumsy 
-    to   elude    them    at    ever)     point. 

Finally    the    culprit    sets     the    house    oil     fln 
nlleenien    clamor     for    the    exit     and     leave     the 

fellow     i"    i'i-     fate.       He    manages     to    escapi 
when   the   Bre   engine   i-  "ii    it-   n    j    i..   the   burning 
house    he    meets    it    and    places     1    stick    of    dynamite 

tra.-k.     with     the     result     that     firemen     and 
policemen    arc    shot    liisli    up    In    the    air.      When    the 

fanny-looking     Are    engine    arrives     at     the     burulns 
the     fellow     manages     to    uct     the     hose    and 
great    time   drenching    the   policemen,    leaving 

tli<>   burning   building    to   lo.>k    after   Itself.      Length, Vet. 

CULTURE  OF  RICE.— This  film  is  a  highly  In- 
■  n  in;:,  as  11  does.  Inst  how  rice 

in   and   prepared    for   the   market. 
In  the  tirst  picture  we  see  the  soil  1  .«■  in ir  turned 

il  the  seed  -"v\n  in  the  mud,  into  which  the 
planters    sink     knee    ■<• 

When  the  stalks  -row  to  a  certain  height  they 
are  pulled  up  and  transplanted.  A  good  view  of 
this  part   of  tlie  work   is  here   given. 
Next  is  shown  the  irrigation  of  the  crops,  then 

the  ratting  and  gathering,  and  Anally  the  natives 
carrying  large  packs  on  poles  to  the  mills  where 
the  rice  Is  separated  from  the  stalks  and  dried  and 
made  ready  for  use.  The  last  picture  shows  a 
youngster  enjo)  Ing  a  hearty  meal  of  the  flakv 
labstance.     Length,  SCO  feet. 

THE  BRAHMIN'S  MIRACLE.— In  this  beauti- 
fully colored  picture  we  see  the  interior  of  the 
In  temple  in  all  its  ancient  grandeur  and 

magnificence.  The  high  priest  is  scared  on  his 
throne,  while  a  beautiful  fountain  plays  in  the  fore- 

ground. An  old  magician,  entering,  takes  a  mummy 
us  casket  and  covers  it  witli  a  veil.  Imme- 

diately a  transformation  takes  place  and  a  beauti- 
ful maiden  stands  bet,. re  us.  She  comes  to  the 

front  of  the  throne  and  is  presented,  and  with  the 
wave  of  her  hand  she  causes  to  appear  several 
flaming  urns  with  human  heads  distinguishable  In 
the  smoke.  With  another  wave  of  the  hand  she 

forth  the  most  beautiful  flowers,  which 

slouh-  pass  along  in  the  background  before  our 
admiring  eyes.  Next  appears.  :;s  if  by  magic. 
a  bevy  of  beautiful  maidens,  who  dance  a  very 
graceful  ballet.  Finally  we  sec  the  grand  ensemble 
on  a  revolving  stand,  and  the  picture  ends  with  a 
beautiful    tableaux.      Length.    377    feet. 

THE  MAGISTRATE'S  CONSCIENCE.— This  inter- 
esting picture  unfolds  a  pathetic  tale  of  a  man 

who  sacrifices  bis  wife  and  child  to  his  ambition 
The  first  picture  shows  the  ill-mated  couple  engaged 
In  a  violent  quarrel — the  husband  heaping  insults 

lie  defenseless  woman  because  he  considers 
her  his  social  inferior  and  a  bar  to  his  social 
aspirations.  In  bis  rage  he  leaves  the  house,  and 
his  family   never  hears   from   him   again. 

The  good  woman  raises  her  boy  to  manhood,  and 
we  next  see  him  employed  as  a  messenger  in  a 
large  manufacturing  concern.  His  salary,  however. 
is  barely  sufficient  to  keep  them  in  the  necessities 
of  life  and  altogether  inadequate  to  secure  the 
nourishment  that  his  mother,  now  a  helpless  in- 

valid, requires.  We  see  the  doctor  as  he  enters 
their  humble  home  and  impresses  npon  the  young 
man  the  necessity  of  sending  his  mother  to  a 

warmer  climate.  The  boy  is  at  his  wit's  end  to 
know  how  he  will  be  able  to  comply  with  the  doc- 

tor's orders,  for  the  poor  lad  is  without  funds and  knows  of  no  one  from  whom  he  could  obtain 
a  loan.  Finally  he  sneaks  out,  and  going  to  the 
office  of  his  employer,  gains  an  entrance,  and 
after  unlocking  the  safe  stcls  a  large  quantity 
of  money.  The  night  watchman  catches  him  in 
the  act.  but  the  young  man  knocks  him  down  and 
makes  good  his  escape.  When  he  returns  home 
he  is  horrified  to  find  that  during  his  absence  his 
invalid  mother  has  passed  aw-y.  In  the  midst 
of  his  grief  an  officer  enters  and  places  him  under 
arrest. 

Next  we  see  him  arraigned  before  the  magistrate, 
and  when  he  tells  his  name  mid  the  nature  of  the 
Circumstances  the  judge  recognizes  in  him  his  own 
son.  Ho  sends  the  unfortunate  boy  to  prison  as  a 
matter  of  form,  but  follows  shortly  and  visits  him 
in  his  cell,  where  father-love  mastres  him  and  he 
gives   orders    to   have    the    boy    released. 

In  the  final  picture  we  see  the  judge  BCCOmpany- 
the  young  man  down  to  the  wharf  and  presenting 
him  wirli  a  large  sum  of  money  as  he  boards  a  ves- 

sel   bound    for    foreign    shores.      Length.     "7    feet. 

A   GREAT  WRONG   RIGHTED    is    the    latest    Selig 
offering,   and  it  tells  a  story  of  misplaced  confidence 

— a    woman's   heart   and   a    man's    perfidy. 
Two  girls,  one  an  heiress  and  the  other  a 

village  beauty  of  y   r  but  respected  parents,  at- 
tend tl>-  same  college    ind  thi  friends 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still    Another    New    Model.       Most   Up-to  date   Machine  on   the    Market 

UNDERWRITERS' MODELS:.:". novi  riBN  1 Approved  by  thi  n,a  Vork  Board    I  Fii Buraauoi  Water,  G 

llWlPPOVPn  Take-up.  Rheostat. 
iiTirnvv  C  \J  Automatic  Shutter. 

Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand. 
Metal  Cabinet,  Him  Uuard.  Film  Protector,  Motion 

Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier.  Him  Re-Winder, 

Steel-I:aced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  ..,.,  -.„,«,.  „  „ 
S.ee.Mi.te  Gears  PR  |  C  E,  $  2  2  5  ■  0  0 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descripl  »e  Circular  No,  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model  -$155.00 One-Pin  Movement 

Improved  Universal  Model  -    75.00 
One-Pin  vs.  Two-Pin  Mechanisms 

$25.00    $25.00    $25.00 
Will    Improve    Your    Exhibition     50% 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  370 

EDISON   FILMS 

BUYING  A  TITLE. 

No.  6378. 

NEW    FEATURE    SUBJECTS: 

FOR    SHIPMENT    SEPTEMBER  22,  1908 

The  story  of  a  father's  refusal  to  give  his  daughter's  hand  to  Jack  and  how 
the  fathei's  efforts  to  get  a  noblemin  for  his  daughter  were  frustrated. 
A  good  bit  of  comedy. 

Code,  VELOZ.  Approx.  Length.  960  feet. 
SEND  FOR   ILLUSTRATED  DESCRIPTIVE   CIRCULAR    NO.    386 

FOR   SHIPMENT  SEPTEMBER  25,  1908 

THE  LEPRECHAWN— An  Irish  Fairy  Story.  ̂ r^tKSt" 
No.  6379.  Code,  VELOZMENTE.  Approx   Length,  1000  feet. 

SEND    FOR    ILLUSTRATED    DESCRIPTIVE    CIRCULAR    NO.  388 

NEXT  WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 

Shipment,  Sept. 29,  1908     POCAHONTAS.      No.  6380.      Codo,  VELTAGE.      Ap.  length  1000  feet. 

Shipment,  Oct    2,1908 
TEN  PICKANINNIES.   No.  6381.     Code,  VELTER.      Ap.  length  600  ft. 

SANDY  MCPHERSON'S  QUIET  FISHING  TRIP.   No.  6382     Code,  VELTEURS.    Ap  length  425  ft. 

Edison  Maxufacturixg  Co, 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY:     72  LAKESIDE  AVE.,  ORANGE,  N.J. 

New  York  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :     304  Wabash  Avenue. 

Office  for  United  Kingdom  :     Edison  Works.  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  Nr.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
P.  L.  Walters,  41  E.21st  S'.,  New  Vork.         George  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

Dealers   in   All    Principal   Cities. 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialty.     Agents  for  Motiograph,  Power's and  Edison  Machines.    Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
504    Washington    Street, 

Established   1894.  (Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston      Mass. 
Incorporated 



Song  Slide 
istributors 
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Enterprise  Ontical  Mfg.  Co.,  d 
83-91   W.  RANDOLPH  ST.,  CHICAGO 

We  are  sole  Sales  Agents  for  the  illustrated  song 
slides  made  bv  the  GeNRE  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 
and  the  GLOBh  SONG  SLIDE  CO.  The  slides  are 
correct  as  to  photography, coloring  and  tit  the  words  of 
the  music,  being  posed  especially  for  each  song,  there- 
lore  the  quality  is  of  the  best  and  are  equal  to  the  best 
on  tne  market.  Five  conies  of  free  music  with  each 
set  except  where  music  is  quoted.  Slides  marked  with 
an  (x)  have  records.  PRI<  ES,  $4.f.O  per  set  Three  or 
four  sets,  one  order,  $4  ~o  per  sr  t  Five  sets  or  more 
•?4.l0  per  set.     TERMS,  ret  cash. 

THE    MCKING    PICTURE    WORLD 

Do  NOT  put  on  the 

PASSION  PLAY 
Without  Music  and  Lecture  J. 

If  you  are  too  far  away  from  New  York  or 
Philadelphia  to  engage  the  services  of  the 
first  and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion  Play  in  particular, 

W.    STEPHEN    BUSH 

get  his  lecture  in  print.  Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with  valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory.  This 
complete  copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly 
with  the  pictures  and  giving  full  explanation 
and  commentary  on  every  scene  sent  post- 

paid to  any  address  in  U.  S.  or  Canada  on 
receipt  of  one  dollar.  Invaluable  to  owners 
of  Moving  Picture  Theatres.  Address 

\V.  Stephen  Bush,  3524  Filbert  St.,'  Phila.,  Pa. 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 

SOUL  KISS 
450   Feet 

BEG  PARDON 
450  Feet 

READY 
WEDNESDAY,  SEPTEMBER    30 

COMING 

LIFE  OF 
ABRAHAM  LINCOLN 

WILL  RELEASE  OCTOBER  7 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.CD. 

501  WtLLS  ST.  ChicagoJlls. 

compauj  ii  Aftei  their  college  days  they 

return  to  then.'  former  homes,  but  still  continue 
that  intimate  association  they  both  held  so  dear  in 
the   old    \  assar    days. 

Mary    Worthing   lie  heiress    and  Mary  Bi 

uei     devi  ted  ina      the     "two    Marys"     a?     their 
friends  often  called  them,  held  but  one  secret  be- 

tween them,  and  that  was  their  love-  for  the  same 
man.   an   Arthur    Dinsmore. 

At  a  lawn  party  given  by  Mary  Worthington  ■ 
in  honor  of  her  college  chum  ive  are  introduced  to 
Arthur  Dinsmore.  I>  is  here  mat  tie  plays  his 
trump  card  and  secures  the  promise  of  the  young 
heiress'  hand.  Cut  who  can  tell  what  man  fol- 

lies such  men  are  capable  of  committing,  and 
Dinsmore  is  no  exception  to  the  rule.  Flattered 
by  his  easy  eouquest  and  egotistical  enough  to 
fancy  himself  irresistible,  he  turns  away  from 

'  he  trusting  girl  who  has  given  him  her  heart  and 
employs  his  arts  in  captivating  the  heart  of  the 
other  Mary,  who  to  his  worldly  niiud  is  a  more 
charming  and  interesting  companion.  So  cleverly 

does  he  exercise  his  talents  at  winning  women's hearts,  that  he  soon  has  foolish  little  Mary  Beldeu 
head  over  heels  In  love  with  him.  But  in  his 

wicked  purpose  he  does  not  escape  unscathed  him- 
self, for  before  he  realizes  it  his  innocent  victim 

has  entwined  herself  within  his  selfish  thoughts, 
until  he  feels  that  to  give  ,ner  up  would  wrench 
the  strings  of  his  heart  more  than  he  had  ever 

dreamed  was  possible.  So  casting  honor  and  dis- 
cretion to  the  winds,  he  prevails  upon  his  fiancee's 

friend  to  go  away  with  him  to  the  city,  under  the 
promise  that  he  would  make  her  his  honored  wife 

immediately  upon  their  arrival.  The  old  story — the 
woman  trusted    and   the   man   deceived. 
But  alas,  how  soon  the  awakening  comes! 

Realizing  that  he  was  losing  a  fortune  by  bis  nefar- 
ious act,  Arthur  Dinsmore  brings  his  cowardly  soul 

to  light  and  cruelly  renounces  the  girl  whose  life 
he  had  blasted.  Casting  her  adrift  without  a  name, 
without  home  or  friends,  leaving  her  to  beat  out 
her  young  life  on  the  rocky  shoals  of  despair,  he 
hastens  to  his  former  fiancee  and  by  his  lies  and 
smooth  tongued  treachery  soon  succeeds  in  rein- 

stating himself  in  the  good  graces  of  Mary  Worth- 
ington. But  not  so  gullible  did  the  father  of  the 

dishonored  girl  prove,  for  raising  his  hands  to 
heaven  he  swore  to  deal  unmercifully  with  the 

wrecker    of   his   daughter's   life. 
A  hasty  marriage  is  arranged  and  about  to  be 

consummated.  The  time  draws  near.  Growing  un- 
easy at  the  repeated  threats  of  the  infuriated 

father  of  his  victim,  Arthur  Dinsmore  becomes 
restless  and  morose.  The  day  of  the  wedding  we 
see  him  walking  nervously  up  and  down  the  beach 
as  though  he  was  trying  to  rid  himself  of  some 
awful  torment  of  his  soul.  Near  him  lurks  the 

almost  maddened  father  of  poor  little  Mary,  wait- 
ing for  an  opportunity  to  prove  his  suspicions, 

when  lo!  upon  the  scene  appears  the  wretched 
girl.  With  the  love  still  beating  in  her  heart  for 
her  faithless  one,  she  casts  herself  at  his  feet 

and  pleads  in  God's  name  to  be  righted  in  the 
eys  of  the  world.  Driven  to  frenzy  by  her  appeals, 
the  coward  rushes  away,  but  the  maddned  woman 
will  not  be  cast  aside.  Now  thoroughly  aroused  to 
his  baseness,  she  follows  him.  His  path  leads  to 
one  of  the  piers  jutting  out  into  the  sea.  Here 
he  hopes  to  throw  her  off  bis  track,  but  he  fails 
and  she  ovrtakes  him,  and  clinging  to  his  neck, 
she  screams  out  her  misery  above  the  roar  of  the 

beating  surf.  "Oh  Arthur,  you  shall  not.  yon 
cannot  desert  me."  she  wails.  "I've  done  with 
you,"  he  cries,  and  the  demon  in  him  whispers 
to  throw  her  into  the  sea  and  make  away  with 
her.  Then  with  the  glitter  of  a  mad  man  in  his 
eyes,  he  wrenches  the  poor  trembling  arms  from 
about  bis  neck,  and  lifting  her  off  her  feet,  hurls 
her  frail  body  into  the  sea. 

But  poor  Mary  Belden's  time  has  not  yet  come. 
Her  father  seeing  the  fast  retreating  form  of 
the  false  lover,  suspected  all  was  not  right  and 
hastened  out  to  the  pier.  On  the  crest  of  a  wave 
he  catches  a  glimpse  of  the  white,  drawn  face 
of  his  child,  and  with  the  strength  born  of  des- 
peration  he  plunges  into  the  sea,  and  by  a  mighty 
effort  soon  succeeds  in  reaching  the  beach  with 
his  precious  burden.  Taking  her  tenderly  in  his 
arms,  he  carries  her  home  and  restores  her  to 
life  and  consciousness.  There,  resting  in  her 

father's  arms,  she  pours  into  his  ears  the  whole 
wretched    story    of    her    love    and    its    results. 
The  father  tells  her  she  must  warn  her  former 

friend  of  her  danger,  and  is  about  to  go  in  search 
of  the  villain  who  has  wronged  his  child.  But 
Mary  requests  him  to  wait,  and  going  to  her 

friend's  home  she  there  repeats  her  story  to  that 
unsuspecting  girl.  The  blow  staggers  Mary  Wortli- 
IngtOn,  bur  only  for  a  moment.  A  plan  enters  her 
mind  and  she  hastens  to  carry  it  Into  execution. 
Dressing  Mary  Belden  in  her  own  wedding  clothes 
and  covering  her  (ace  with  a  heavy  wedding  veil, 
all  repair  to  the  church,  where  the  wedding  cere- 

mony is  performed.  When  the  nervous  and  trembl- 
ing bridegroom  raises  the  veil  Of  his  wedded  wife. 

ho  gazes  Into  the  face  Of  the  victim  of  his 
treachery.  Dumbfounded  he  stares,  while  the  poor 
bride  with  a  low  moan  sinks  fainting  to  the  tloor. 
A  Hood  of  remorse  sweeps  over  the  wretched  groom, 
and  kneeling  he  lifts  her  to  bis  arms  and  carries 
her  as  a  child  out  of  the  church.  The  father 
raises  his  bands  to  heaven  and  thanks  God  that 
A  GREAT  WRONG  is  RIGHTED.  Length,  775 
feet. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison   Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc. 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &.  CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co, 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Songt 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CH1CAOO,  ILL. 

Frederics  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

HARBACH'S  BARGAINS 
1250  Feet  of  Film    $18  00 

6000  Feet  of  Film    90.00 

$175  Edison  Kinetoscope    125.00 
$135  Edison  Model    90.00 

MANY  OTHERS.        GET  SUPPLEMENT  27 

SONG,  SERPENTINE    LECTURE    AND 
SECRET   SOCIETY    SLIDES 

HARBACH  &  CO.  809  Filbert  Street.  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POL! 
Are  using  ̂ hese  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 
AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. ("anal  Dover,  Ohio 

Machines  and  Films  Rented 
BARCAINS  NOW  AND  FOREVER 

OUR  SPECIALTY 

PINK  LABEL  ELECTRA  CARBONS 
9»x6  in.. Si. 2;  for  so         §&*6  in.  .$2.40 per  100 

CONDENSERS     each  50c 
3-in-l  Oil.  .small  Sc  3-In-l  OH.  .large  15c 
FLAniNO  ARC  LA/1P  CARBONS 

10  hours   each  6c 

ASBESTOS  WIRE— Double  cover 
No.  8   5UC  per  ft.         No.  10   4c  per  ft. 

LUGS   '.   each  3c 
REELS.     Best  steei  with  brass  clips. .  .each  30c 

300  First-Class  Opera  Chairs  for  Sale  at  a  Bargain. 
We  are  now  in  position  to  supply  anv  Nickel- 

odeon with  signs  for  every  picture  that  they 
take  for  the  weekly  price  of  $1.00. 

We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving 
Picture  Business,  so  if  you  are  in  need  of  any- 

thing in  the  above  line 
WALK— PHONE— WRITE  or  RUN  to 

v\\\'  'Changs, 

Moving  PiC7unETHEVret.\r\\i?ptbFRtotoBBv To  Sheet 

S  EAST  1 4th  STREET  flEWYORK3 
where  all  orders  aie  shipped  the  same  day  as  received 

Member  of  Film  Service  Association 
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CHARD      III.       I VII  lot      ol       tin 
ir     of     LondiiM       <  ,|, 
M    King    Henrj     VI.    the    news    ol     il»'    i 
little    "i    Tewkesburj    and    I 

"Now   i-  the  »  hi, ,-i 
Duke    "i    Gloucester    (afterward    King    Rl 

the    tower    nml     kills    tl  e     Impi 
Henrj     VI!      "Down    to    hell,     md 
there."      The    Duke    or    Gl   

I  lenrj     \'l       wooa    and    \\ Inn 
Inside  the  piilaee.  <)<  ■  b  and 

Duchess   ol     i'orl     in Hard   IV.     To  this  Glmv  i 

roll;    sorrow's    the    mode,      With    rill    nn 
ru   not    be   out    i    i  , 

:or     tho     Crown.        Crosby     Pi 
Prince  of    Wales  on   the   thn  ted   bj 

tother,   the   Duke  of   i'ork.     He    I  kinglj    makes 
ill  ol    the   Duke   of  Gloucestr,  .  -   the 
pdnces    to   live   In    the    tower    until    the    I 

ready    to   be   crowned    Edward    V.,    but 
tely    Intends    that    they    shall    never    lean 
■live.     The  Duke  of  Gloucester     i 

.,!'.     knni      wishes    that    she    were     I 
Mayor    of     London,     urged     bj     the     Duke    ot 

offers     Glo  rown,     which 
and    Immediately    after   orders    tl 

>s   In    the    tower    to    be    separated    from    their 
as   Kin-    Richard 

i     ,i  on   the   thn  ngland.     He 
o   persuade   the   Duke   of    Buckingham    to 
the    murder   of    the    two    young    pi 

-  and  he  bribes  Sir  James 
his   followers   to   smother   them.     Buck- 

la     now    claims  ward     for    assisting    to 
,1    the    Kins    of    England,    but    Richard, 
replies,    "I'm    bnsy.    thou    troubles!    me. 

lot    iii    the    giving   vein." 
wrd,   «iti)  his  anny  on  the  way  to  battle,   is 
I    by    his    mother    and    Dnchess    of    York     :ln<l 
i    Elizabeth,     anil    cursed     for    his    evil     deeds. 

hy   brings    news   of    the    loss    of    Buckingham's 
and   the   capture   of   Buckingham.      "Off   with 

much   for   Buckingham."     While   Rich- 
jeeps   in   troubled  dreams   the  spirits  of   those 
he   has   killed    visit    him    am]   .-.-ill    upon    1 

Br  and  die."     They   vanish   and   we  wakes  In 

"Hence,   bubbling  dreams. 
You     threaten    here    it;    Tain: 

Conselenee.    a  vaunt  1 

Richard's  himself  again." 
ue.    hattle  of   Bosworth    Field,    showing 

of    Richard    ill.    and    the    crowning    of    the 
>f  Richmond  as  Henry  VII..   King  of  England, 

feet. 

«  alka 

and    pushi  v    the 

D     with iiiiu.      After    iiiu 
roduc 

erolne.     He  ham  bow* 

reachln i,.    the   youi 

ore   so   vt  hen  in    the 

of    the    mori              Phe   floi  ,:,-.    the 
imi    ber    mother    go   al   I 

and      in       ,  lime     her     Workman      lovei      enters 
He    spies    thi 

lealousj     leaves    the    I 
roll    by    without    elthi  Ing    to 

r   inclliatlon      The  each  other 
,,ii    their   way    t,.   work,    cast    cautious    li 
other,    i, in    ,,  aks.      it    th,  while [lowers 

with  a  note  In  which  the  writer  (the  villain'  In- 
sists   on    the    girl    dining    with    him    tb 

thai     he    has     sen!     word     to    h,-r     motbl 
also    that    he    will    call    for    her    ■  torj     at 
fi  o'clock.      \t   the  appointed  time  the  man  an 
i '">     I'll"   i    i"    .1    disreputable    cafe,     take    seats 
In  one  Of  the  stalls,  the  waiter  Is  called  and 

ordered.  The  Innocent  girl  Indignant!]  re- 
fuses to  drink.  denounces  her  comp 

starts  to  leave.  The  villain  tries  to  Intercept  ber, 
l.nt  our  little  hero  enters  at  this  opportune  moment, 
looks  defiantly  at  the  group,  and  then  departs  with 
the   girl. 

\     few    days    later    the    empli  are    leaving 
the   factory,    the  heroine   ,   ng    them.     The   villain. 
who   has   been    lounging   about    the   gate,    met 
as    if   through    accident,      she    refuses    to    Bpei 
him,    breaks    away    and    goes    homeward.      The    little 
newsboy     a.eain     Is     on     hand,     observed     the     whole 
proceeding    and    starts    after    the    man.       His    u 
tlon    proves    to    be    the    cafe    of    our    previous 
and  entering  this,  the  villain  bargains  with  two 
thugs  to  abduct  the  slrl.  The  newsboy  overhears 
the  plan,  determines  to  prevent  it.  and  tells  the 
workman  of  what  he  has  learned.  The  young  lover 
Becures    the    assistance    of    the    police,    and    arming 

i 
- 

I 

little 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
You  Will  Have  to  Sing  an Irish  Song 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 
When  Night  Falls,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 

It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mandy  Lane 
Stars  of  the  National  Game 

The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
I20W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

FOR  SALE 
i  reels  of  film  in  good  condition  at  $15,  $25  and  $35   per  reel. 

Write  for  tames  of  subjects  and  particulars. 

RON  CITY  FILM  EXCHANGE    -    1223  5th  Avenue,  Pittsburg,  Pa. 

Walt  Fenton  asks  us  to  say  that  he  is  prepared  to  produce 
lectures    before    the    screen,    or    talking    pictures,    effects    and 
imitations  behind  the  screen.     He  wants  a  trial  and   guaran- 

to   make   good.      He    may   be   addressed    care    of    I'.mpire 
Film   Exchange,   108  Fulton  street.  New  York. 

Knickerbocker  Film  Exchange 
1 402  Broadway,  New  York  City 

FILMS    FOR    RENT 
WRITE  for  Our  Special  Rates. 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  write  for  listand  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia. 

The  Motiograph 

PREVENTS     TIRED      EYES     AND     HEADACHES 
The  rapidity  of  our  new  shutter  has  been  so  perfected  that  30  to  40  per  cent,  less  non-exposure  which  has  heretofore 

caused  the  tremu'ous  vibration  producing  so  many  tired  eyes  and  headaches)  is  found  in  'he  Monograph  than  in  any 
other  machine,  making  perfect  brilliancy  of  picture  and  sharpness  ot  outline.  Together  with  the  rocklike  steadiness  of 
the  pedestal  the  flicker  is  thus  entirely  eliminated. 

Five-cent  Theatre  and  Vaudeville-House  Managers  increase  their  bank  account  with  the  Motiograph.  Patrons  who 
come  once  will  always  come  again  where  they  know  they  see  the  best  pictures,  positively  rest  their  eyes  instead  of  tiring 
tl  em,  and  where  all  fire  risks  are  removed. 

1908  Theatre  Model,  Especially  Approved 
by  the  Underwriters  Association 

OTHER  POINTS  OF  EXCELLENCE  IN  THE  MOTIOCRAPH  found  in  no  other  machines  are  :  A 
special  Film  Rewind  by  which  the  film  can  be  rewound  with  the  main  crank  in  two  minutes  without  removing  either  reels 
or  magazines,  saving  time  between  pictures  and  entertainments;  perfected  Fireproof  Magazines,  Fire  Traps,  with  four 
rollers  and  with  spring  actuated  flanged  guides,  preventing  side  movement  and  making  it  impossible  for  tire  to  pass  them  ; 
never  failing  Automatic  Fireproof  Shutters;  Perfect  Framing  Device  ;  Flanged  Spro.  ket  Rollers  to  prevent  film  being 
torn  or  ruined  by  accidentally  running  oft  sprocket  wheels  ;  Enclosed  Gears  and  working  parts  ;  Perfect  Take-up  w  ith 
new  form  of  belt  adjuster;  Lid  Off  Wide  Open  Lamp  House  making  it  easily  accessible  ;  Improved  Arc  Lamp  with  all 
Hand  Wheel  Adjustments  ;  Slide  Carrier  Swing,  saving  one  third  more  illustration  for  the  Motion  Pictures. 

Send     For    NEW    FALL    CATALOCUE    of 

Entertainers  S  U  ppl  ies  explain  ing  every  tiling  and showing  how  big  money  can  be  made  entertaining  the 
public,  sent  free  Special  literature  describing  the  advan 
tages  of  the  Motiograph  for  professional  entertainers  and 
theatre  managers. 

FILMS    AND    SLIDES 
Headquarters  for  the  finest,  largest  and  most  complete 
stock  in  the  United  States.  The  success  of  an  entertainment 
depends  on  never  allowing  the  interest  of  an  audience  to 
flag  ;  patrons  who  have  come  once  will  come  again  when 
constgn:  change  of  programme  is  made. 

CHICAGO  PROJECTING  CO.,  E.  D.OTIS,  Mgr.,  Supply  Dept., 225 Dearborn  St.,Chicago,  III. 
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Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 
A    Smoked     Husband   470  ft. 
Where    tbe   Breakers    Roar.  ...566  ft. 
The   Red  Girl   1014  ft. 
Tbe   Heart  of  0   Yama   SSI  ft. 
The    Girl    and    the    Outlaw   S35  ft. 
Behind   the   Scenes   530  ft. 
Monday     Morning     in     a     Coney 

Island     Police     Court   414  ft. 
Betrayed    by    a    Handprint. ..  .833  ft. 
Balked    at    the    Altar   703  ft. 
For   a    Wife's    Honor   474  ft. 
The    Fatal    Hour   S32  ft. 
Tor   Loye  of  Gold   548  ft. 

EDISON   MFG.    CO. 

The      Leprechawn  —  An       Irish 
Fairy    Story       1,000  ft. 

Buying     a     Title   935  ft. 
Heard   Oyer   tbe    'Phone   575  ft. 
A  Comedy  in  Black  and  White.225  ft. 
Romance  of  a  War  Nurse. .  .1,000  ft. 
When  Rubin  Comes  to  Town..S00  ft. 
Aeroplane     Flights    by     Henry 

Farman,     Coney     Island,     N. 
Y-,   U.   S.   A   200  ft. 

ESSANAY   FILM   MFG.    CO. 
Hired.    Tired.    Fired   500  ft. 
A    Wayward    Daughter   650  ft. 
Never    Again       300  ft. 
Romance    of    a    Taxicab   700  ft. 
An     Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker    Fiends      322  ft. 
The  Directoire    Gown       455  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  Hands  of  the  Eenemy..978  ft. 
A    Prodigal    Parson   880  ft. 
The   Escape  of   the   Ape   578  ft. 
A    Gilded    Fool   1,003  ft. 
The    Baseball    Fan   989  ft. 
A    Disastrous    Flirtation   274  ft. 
Lost    and    Found   634  ft. 

FILM    IMPORT    &    TRADING    CO. 
In    the    Time    of    Rebellion   480  ft. 
His  Sweetheart's  Birthday... 540  ft. 
Tbe    Daughter   of    the   Gypsy.. 555  ft. 
The    Spiteful   Groom      585  ft. 
Country    Drama       509  ft. 
The     Model        804  ft. 
Youthful    Artist       193  ft. 
Fencing   Fiend      381ft. 
Who    Is   It?      483  ft. 
Rose,    the   Flower   Girl      664  ft. 
The    Beggar      870  ft. 
Lottery    Ticket      650  ft. 
Brigand's    Spoil       651ft. Hamlet      867  ft. 
Antiquary       294  ft. 
Little    Walk    in    Rome      277  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 
Tbe    Mystery    of    tbe    Bride,    in 

Black    ami    White     
Old  Sleuth,   the  Detective   940  ft. 
As  You  Like  It   915  ft. 
The    Great     Yellowstone    Park 

Hold-up       950  ft. 
The    Frontiersman's   Bride     Robin    Hood      810  ft. 
The    Frontierman's    Bride   800  ft. 
The    Padrone        
The   Walls   of   Sing   Sing     
A    Gypsy   Girl's   Love   — 
The    New    Hired    Girl     
Tbe    Renegade      855  ft. 

KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

Napoleon      and      tbe      English 
Sailor        530  ft. 

The    Happy     Man's    Shirt   S67  ft. 
The    Hayseed's    Bargain   467  ft. Yusuf     the     Pirate   774  ft. 
Tbe   Enchanted    Mantle   444  ft. 
A     False     Alarm   374  ft. 

The   Duck's    Finish   437  ft. 
I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand 

Dollars       620  ft. 
I'retty    Flower    Girl   620  ft. 

PATHE   FRERES. 

Magic     Dice       459   ft. 
Motor    Boat    Races   344  ft. 
Happlesl     Day    of    Her    Life. .869  ft. 
Fatty's    Follies      459  ft. 
Culture     of     Hire   860  ft. 
The    Brahmin's    Miracle   377  ft. 
i'hr    Magistrate's    Conscience.. 557  ft. 
Paris  Fire  Brigade  at  Drill   688  ft. 
Beginning  ol   the  Game  ol   Dla- 

bol   328  it. 
The   Shepherdess   754   ft. 
Unusual   Cooking   196  ft. 
Policeman's     Vision   623  ft. 
How    Slue    is    Made   393   it. 

Custom  Officer's  Revenge   820  it. Trickily.  Hie  Clever  Princess. .886  it 
Two   Clever   Detectives   CT2  ft. 

Fighting     the    Flames   262  ft. 
The     Cabby's     Wife   557  ft. Music    Hath    Its    Charms   328  ft. 
The     Mesmerist   606  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 
Two     Little     Breadwinners   530  ft. 
How     Rastus     Got     His     Pork 

Chops       410  ft. 
Tbe    Suicidal    Poet   580  ft. 
In    the    Nick    of    Time   340  ft. 

-The     Persistent    Trombonist. .  .450  ft. 
Tbe     Dancing     Fiend   390  ft. 
The    Hebrew     Fugitive   735  ft. 
The    Washerwoman's    Revenge. 225  ft. 
Tbe    Midnight    Express   1,040  ft. 
Fascinating    Fluffy    Dimples. .  .800  ft. 
The  Pawnbroker      835  ft. 
Rivals  for  a  Week   745  ft. 
The   Wrong   Valise   320  ft. 
Scenes  from  the  Battlefield  of 

Gettysburg      930  ft 
The    Crushed    Tragedian   *.505  ft. 

MELIE8. 

Fun    with    the    Bridal    Party.  .513  ft. 
Buncoed    Stage    Johnnie   263  ft. 
Tricky    Painter's    Fate   237  ft. 
Not    Guilty      645  ft. 

-  The    Hotel     Mix-Dp   500  ft. 
Two   Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 
The    Crazy     Bugs   560  ft. 
The    Indian    Sorcerer   330  ft. 
The  Mischance  of  a  Photogra- 

pher     205  ft. 
His    First    Job   320  ft. 

The    Forester's    Remedy   578  ft. 
The     Magic     of     the     Catchy 

Songs       370  ft. 
The  Woes  of  Roller  Skaters.. 453  ft. 
The  Mystery  of  the  Garrison.  .645  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

The  Magic   Rubbers   374  ft. 
Codflshing       475  ft. 
The  Lady  With   the  Camellias. SS6  ft. 
Tbe     Hand       500  ft. 
Texas    Tex      565  ft. 
Tbe  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 

terfly     459  ft. 
A    Chance   Shot   358  ft. 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft. 
The     Will   375  ft. 
Mr.    Drawee    (comic)   410  ft. 
Tbe  Flight  from  tbe  Seraglio.  .625  ft 
Winter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian  Army      SIS  ft 
Sports   of   All   tbe   World   574  f 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 280  ft 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    CO. 

A   Great    Wrong    Righted   775  ft. 
A     Magical     Tramp   215  ft. 

'  Crazed  by  Jealousy   990  ft. 
The    Cattle    Rustlers   960  ft. 
Tbe   Power  of   La  bor   fir>i  1   f t . 
Romance   of   the   Old   Mill   790  ft. 
A    Pair    of    Kids   210  ft. 
The   Power   of   Labor     
Tbe  Village  Gossip   990  ft. 

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Her    Newsboy    Friend   9S5  ft. 
Richard    HI   990  ft. 
Stolen   Plans   532  ft. 
Willie's    Fall    from    Grace   360  ft. 
A   Tale   of   a    Harem   456  ft. 
Bathing,   or,    Charlie   and   Mary 

in    the    Country   456  ft. 
The   Wages  of   Sin   990  ft. 
By    a    Woman's    Wit   564  ft. 
A    Workingman's    Dream   3S7  ft. 
Tbe   Dumb    Witness   53n   ft. 
The    Clown's    Christmas    Eve..3SS  ft. 
In  the  Days  of  the  Pilgrims..  .363  ft. 
Western    Courtship       563   rt. 
Tbe    Discoverers      960  ft. 
Lonely  Gentleman;  Or,  In- 

compatibility   of    Temper. ..  .502  ft 
How    Slnipklns    Discovered    the 

North    1'.  [e      437  ft. 

WILLIAKS.    -SHOWN  &  EARLE. 
The    Thief    Ml     the    Casino   000   ft. 
The    Invalid's    Adventure   195   ft. 
The    Showman's    Wife   650  ft. A     Barber     Still   395  ft. 

The   Wife's    Desertion   425   ft. 
The   Burglar   and   the   Clock. .  .550  ft. 
The  Tramps    and    the    Purse... 225  ft. 
The  Hidden    Hoard       600  ft. 
The    Faithless    Friend   325  ft 
The    Man    Rnd    Hie    Bottle   350  ft 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft 
Tricky   Twins   265  ft 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft 
Father's    Lesson   500  ft 
Hunting    Deer   855   fi 
The     Prodigal    Son   696  ft 
Catching   a    Burglar   525   rt 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position 

Experienced  Operators. 

J.  W.  Hoffman,  710  Market  Street,  Sandusky.  O 
J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 

Harrisburg,   Pa. 
Morris  H.  Lencer,  229  East  84th  street.  New  York,  union  and 

licensed  operator.     References. 
Louis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.     Operator  or  manager. 
Henry  Stepenhausen,  92  Lexington  avenue,  Brooklyn.  X.  Y. 

Effects,  Talking  Pictures  or  Lecturer. 
N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  street,  New  York  City.  Satisfac- 

tion guaranteed. 

TRAVELING  COMPANION  WANTED. 

A  gentleman  of  some  means,  wlio  is  fond  of  travel,  de- 
sires to  meet  a  young  or  middle-aged  man  of  like  circum- 

stances and  of  sterling  character  and  not  addicted  to  liquors 
Man  who  has  knowledge  of  moving  picture  machine  operat- 

ing preferred.  Must  have  at  least  S500  to  purchase  one-half share  of  outfit  and  films. 
Object:  to  travel  through  Canada  to  Vancouver,  thence  t 

Australia    and    Xew    Zealand.      Moving   pictures    and    lantern 
shows  to  be  given  en  route,  not  as  a  money-making  venture 

but   to  defrav   traveling  expense's. Address  TRAVELER,  care  of  Moving  Picture  World. 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 
r%     per 

C   FOOT Send  for  List  of  New  Films 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street  -  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION   LENSES 
are  guaranteed  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  They  give  better  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  film. 

PRICE  $18.00  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance  from  lense  to  screen  and  size  of 

pieture  wanted 

GUNDLACH-JVUNHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  CLINTON  AVENUE,  SOUTH         -         -         ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-91  West  Randolph  St., 
Chicago,  111. 

to 
% 

fan 

'   r 

RHEOSTATS 
CONTAIN 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Catalogue  and  information  upon  request. 

DRIVER-HARRIS    WIRE    CO., 
HARRISON,     N,   J. 
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Latest   Song   Slides. 

NORTH    AMERICAN    SLIDE   CO. 

I  I  Bare  to  Lire  With  My  Mother-lu- 
Law. 

You   Look  Good  to  Me. 
Suobonnet    Sue. 
Borne  Time   Ago. 
Let  the  Lore  Light  Linger  Longer, 

Lady   Lou. 
Quaker   Lady. 

Won't  You  Listen,   Dearie? 
When  a  Boy  Says  "Will  You?"  and 

a  Girl   Says   "Yes." 
When  the  Evening  Shades  Are  Fall- 

ing. 

Won't  You  Give  Me  Back  the  Old 
Love  of  the  Old  Days,  Mollle  Mine? 

Are    Yon    Sincere  ? 
My   Heart    Beats  Alone  for   Yon. 
Mary   Blaine. 
Under   My    Merry   Widow   Hat. 
Roses   Bring   Dreams   of   You. 
Open   Dp   Your   Heart. 
Swinging. 
Somebody  that  I  Know  and  Too 

Know   Too. 
Some  Day,  Sweetheart,  Some  Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

CHICAGO  TRAITS? AJUOrCY  00. 

When  the  Apple  BIomobu  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little    Cozy    Flat. 
Just   to   Remind  Yon. 
Hearts    snd    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  In  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With  You. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night 

I'm  Jealous  of  Yon. 
Dear   Old   Iowa. 

GENRE  SLIDES. 

If    Tour    Heart    Is    Right    You    Can't 
Do  Me  a   Wrong. 

When   Pansles   Bloom   Again. 
Patty. 
When   the  Sun  Sinks  to  Rest  In  the 

West. 
When     Mammy     Rocks     Her     Little 

Picks  to  Sleep. 
Play   Ball. 
In  the  Land  of  the  Mocking  Bird. 
Gazing   In    Firelight. 

Never    Knew    I    Love    Yon    'Till    Yon 
Came  to  Say  Good-bye. 

A  Tear,  a  Kiss,  a  Smile. 
Tell   Me. 
Mary. 
Art    Dreams   Never   Told. 
Dear     Lord,     Remembr     Me.     (Music 

15c.) 
Because  of   Yon. 
Merry   Mary,    Marry  Me. 
Sweethearls   in   Heaven. 
Dear   Alabama. 
Bathing.      (Music   10c). 
While   You   Are   Mine.     (Music   10c). 
Night  Time  the  Right  Time  to  Spoon. 

(Music   10c). 
In    My    Merry    Oldsmoblle.        (Music 
12%c). 

Good-bye,   Bonnie  Annie  Laurie.     Mu- 
sic 10c). 

Mary. 
A  Tear,   a   Kiss,   a  Smile. 
Tell   Me. 
Art   Dreams   Never   Told. 
Dear  Lord,   Remember  Me. 
Because   of  You. 

GLOBE   SLIDES. 

Cyclone. 
Baby   Darling. 
That    Lltte    Sunny    Southern    Girl    of 

Mine. 
Swinging  in  the  Old   Rope  Swing. 
I   Love   You   So. 
When    Vacation   Days   Are    Over. 
Common  Sense. 
Cyclone. 
Baby  Darling. 
That    Little   Sunny    Southern    Girl   of 

Mine. 
Swinging  In  the  Old  Rope  Swing. 
I    Love   You   So. 
When  Vacation  Days  Are  Over. 
'Common  Sense. 

GOLDTHORPX. 
A  Man,   a  Maid,   a  Moon,   a  Boat. 
Are   You   Sincere. 
I   Will   Try. 
For   the    Last    Time    Call    Me   Sweet- 

heart. 

From    ̂ gypt   to    the    Zulnland. 
Late    Hours. 

Down    In    Jungletown. 
1     Want     ] 
Dear   Heart. 

THE    ELITE    LANTERJI    SLXDB    OO. 
Sweet  Sixteen. 

Stop   Making   Faces   at   Ms. 
Sweet  Polly  Primrose. 
If  They  All   Hsd  a   Heart  Llk*  You. 
Gypsie   Ann. 
When     Autumn     Tints     the     Green 

Leaves   Gold. 
When     You     Love     Her     and     She 

Loves   You. 
Don't   Worry. 

DEWITT    C.    WHEELER. 

Swing    Me    Higher,    Obadlah. 
O'Brien  Has  No  Place  to  Go. 
The  Garden  of   Dreams. 
Are   Yon  Sincere, 
There    Never    Was    a    Girl    Like    You. 
Playing   School, 
Dear    Heart. 

Don'1   So  Away. 
Take  Me  Out  to  the  End  of  the  Pier. 
You     Will     Have    to    Sing    an    Irish Song. 

You'll    Do   the   Same   Thing   Over   for 
the    Old    Red,    White    and    Blue. 

We're    Growing    Old    Together. 
No    One    Knows. 
Rainbow. 

When    Night   Falls,   Dear. 
In    Mem'ry   of    You,    Sweetheart. 
It   Looks   Like  a   Big   Night  To-night. 
Mainly    Lane. 
Stars    or    the    National    Game. 
The    Little    Old     Red    School    House 

On   the  Hill. 
Good    Evening,    Caroline. 
Swing    Me    Higher    Obadlah. 
Roguish    Eyes. 
Wont    You    Let   Me   Call   You   Sweet- 

heart? 

O'Brien   Has  no  Place  to  Go. 
Just   Because    It's    You. 

SCOTT    St   VAN    ALTENA. 

Grandma. 
Going   Back   to   Kentucky. 
Kerry   Mills   Barn    Dance. 
By  the  Light  of  the  Same  Old  Moon. 
Always  Me. 

In  the  Days  of  '49. Taffy. 

If    I    Had   a   Thousand    Lives. 
If   You   Cared   for   Me   as   I   Care   for 

You. 

Meet   Me   In   Rose   Time,    Rosle. 
I'll  Be  Home  in  Harvest  Time. 
Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
When  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills  with   Rose. 
That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,  You 

Know. 
My   Dreams  of  the  TJ.   S.    A. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor   Bright,    I  Loves   You   Right. 
Would    You    Miss    Me? 
If   You   Were   Mine. 

You'll   Always   Be   Sweet   Sixteen   to Me. 
Dixie  and  the   Girl  I  Love. 
If  I  Should  Fall  in  Love  with  You. 
What  Will  Your  Answer  Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 
There  Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  You. 
Somebody    I    Know      nd    You    Know, 

Too. 

When    the    Nightingale    is    Nesting, 
Sweet  Irene. 

VAN    ALLTN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are  You  Sincere? 

Don't   Yon   Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 
I'm    Afraid   to   Come   Home    In    the 

TKilc 
I    Miss    You   Like   the    Roses    Miss 

the  Rain. 

Smart" 
Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sing 

"Love     Me    and    the    World    Is 

Mine." 

When    It's    Moonlight
,    

Mary    Darl- 
inc,   'Neath  the  Old   Grape   Arbor 
Shade. HENRY   B.    INGRAM. 

I  Never  Knew  I  Loved  You  'Till  You 
Said  Good-bye. 

Where  the  CatskUls  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Son. 

Money  Won't  Maks  ■verybody  Happy. 
Mollle,   Com*  Jomp  oa  the  TrolUy. 
Among  tli'  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 

I'm     Longing    for     My    Old    Gretn Mountain   Home. 
Lenore. 

On     Bunker     Hill.     Where    Warren 

Fell. The  Holy   City. 

LA    PINE. 

Will   Yon   Always  Call   Ms   Honey? 
1    Wish    I    Had    a    Girl. 
Maybe    I    Was  Meant    for   You,    Dear. Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 

I'd  Like  to  Call  on  You. 
Base   Ball. 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    CO. 

My    Moving   Picture   Itabe. 
All    Aboard    tot   a    (l.xxl   Old   Time. 
Hall  to  the   Boys  of  the  U.  B.   A. 
Mary    Blaine. 

My  Fluffa-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  You. 
A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody     Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I   Love. 
Lear   Old   Comrade. 

Some   Day,   Sweetheart,    Some   Day. 
Chlld.iood. 
Hurrah    for   Dncle   Sam. 
Billy,    Dear. 
Sweet   Itosle   May. 

When    We    Listened   to   the   Chiming 
of    the    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's   Only   Me   In   My   Nightie. 

A    Yiddish   Cowboy. 

Yiui'll    Hr    Sorry    Just    Too    Lat*. 

BaSbO&Mt     Wnr. 
You'll    lie   Sorry    Just    Too   Lat*. Billy.  Dear. 

Childhood. 

WonM    You    Walt.    Nellie   Dear? 
Don't    Krrr   I-eave    Me.    Dolly. 

A    Utile   lilt  o'   BsgU  Cane. True    Heart. 

Koses  Bring   Dresms  of  You. 

Hoo!     Hoo!     Ain't     Yon    Coming     Osl 
To-night. 

Just  Someone. 
Santiago   Flynn. 

EMPIRE    SLIDE    CO. 

Mv    Bog*    Itnmblcr. 
It    Ixmks  Like  a  Big   Night.  Tonight. 
I  Want  Some... ne  to  (nil  Mi-  "Dearie." 
Sweet    Bunch    of    Daisies. 

Rainbow. 
Tell    Me    Your    Dream    and     I'll    Tell 

Y'ou     Mine. 

Mandy    l.ane. 
Some    Day. 

Say    Not    Good-bye. 
HARRY     F.     STAINS     CO. 

Some   Day   When  Dreams  Come  True. 
Think   of   the   Girl    Down    Home. 

When    Summer    Tells    Autumn    Good- 

Bye. 
Take  Me  With   You  In  Your  Dreams. 
Walt    for   the    Rainbow,    Dearie. 
Swinging    On    the    Grapevine    Swing. 

She  Was  a   Soldier's  Sweetheart. 
Down   Where  the  Blue  Ohio  Flows. 
Trndlng   Hearts. 
There's   a    Warm   Spot   In    My    Heart 

for   Tennessee. 
Let  Me  Crown   You  Queen  of  May. 

Lou  Dear,  We'll  Be  Happy  When  Our 
Dreams  Come  True. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  C 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPARIEL"    SONG     SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Where    the    Catskills    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City, 
Summits    to    the    Sun. 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody Happy. 

Mollie.    Come  Jump   on  the  Trol- ley. 

Among  the  Valleya  of  New  Eng- land. 

Anchored. 
Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 
On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 

Fell. On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The    Little    Old    Red    Schoolhous* 

on  the  Hill. 
There    Stands   a   Flag,    Let   Them 

Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 
The  Old  New  England  Homestead 

in  the  Dell. 
When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are Falling. 

Memories. 

Where   the   Tall  Palmettos   Grow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 

Where   Poverty's   Tears   Ebb    and 
Flow. 

Sweetheart  Days. 

Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

Good  Second  Hand  Films 
FOR   SALE   CHEAP 

What  more  do  you  want?  Send  for  particulars 

PENN    FILM    EXCHANCE 

2237  Vine  Street       -       -       Philadelphia,  Pa. 

WANTED 

SEVERAL  MOVING  PICTURE  THEATRES 
OR  HALLS  SUITABLE  FOR  SAME 

Location  and,  Price  immaterial.      State  Capacity,  Price,  Rental,  etc.,  etc. 

The  Manchester  Company,  1  09  So.  Juniper,  Phila. 
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A  Dollar  Saved 

is  a  Dollar  Earned 
Here  is  your  opportunity  to 

Earn  from  $25.00  to  $50.00 

per  month 
Now  if  you  are  at  all  industrious  yon  cannot 

afford  to  be  without  our 

Economy  Coil 
The  Wonder  of  the  Age 

A  Success  Everywhere 

Write  for  our  prospectus 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Go. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.         Rochester,  M.  Y. 

Des  Moines,  Iowa.        Cincinnati,  0.        Lincoln,  Neb. 

^h  Geo.  Melies  "Star  Films"  "k All  our  subjects  bear  our 
Trade  *  Mark 

Our  Films  are  fully  protected  by  patents  and  supplied  only  by  members  of  the 

FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

Just  Out Not  Guilty 
Length  645  Feet  Price  $83.85 

The  Greatest  of  Tragedy  Films 

A  Tricky  Painter's  Fate Length  237  Feet  Price  $30.8 1 
A  Funny  Piece  of  Comedy 

To  Be  Released  September  29th 

Fun  With  the  Bridal  Party 
Length  513  Feet  Price  $66.69 

Buncoed  Stage  Johnnie 
Length  263  Feet  Price  $34.19 

Two  Highly  Comical  Subjects 

Let  Us  Hear  from  You  If  You  Wish  to  Receive  Our  Weekly  Bulletins 

GASTON  MELIES 
204   East  38th    Street 

New  York  City 

ENTERPRISE  OPT.  CO- 
83  W.  Randolph  St. 

Chicago,  111. • 

E.  F.  KELLER. 

Trade  Mark 

JOS.  HAWKES. 

"Monarch" 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song;  Illustrators 

108   FULTON   ST.  (Downing  Building)  NEW  YORK 

You   Should    Have   Our  Slides  of  the   Big  Hits 

T1Y  LITTLE  TEXAS   QUEEN" Published     y  The  Schiller  Music  Publishing  Co.,  41   West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 

"I  Neve.  Cared  for  Anyone  the  Way  I  Care  for  You" By  J.  Fred  Helf.       Published  by  Melf  &  Hager,  43  West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 
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Moving  Picture  World 
WITH   "WHICH  IS    INCORPORATED 

THE  EXHIBIT 
PUBLISHED   BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY.  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

Vol.  3.,  No.  14- October  3.      >08 Price,   IO  Cents 
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THE   HOUSE  OF  PICTURE  MELODIES.        New  Song  Slides  Hits,  Ready  for  Delivery 
When  Autumn  Tints  the  Green  Leaves  (Jold— Gvpsic  Ann— Sweet  Polly  Primrose — Dream  oi  Me  and  I'll  Dn 
of  You,  Sweetheart — You  Own  My  Heart  Forever  Madeline.       Beautiful  slides  for  all  the  above  "<"  songs, 

THE  GORDON  MUSIC  PUBLISHING  CO. 
HITS    $5.00   A   SET 

Music  and  Orchestrations  Free  With  All  Sets  from  Us 

■    207   West  34th   Street,    New   York  City 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.       First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.      We  have  reels  of  Films  forsale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  write  for  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE              1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia. 

WANTE  D 

SEVERAL  MOVING  PICTURE  THEATRES 
OR  HALLS  SUITABLE  FOR  SAME 

Location  and  Price  immaterial,       State  Capacity,  Price,  Rental,  etc.,  etc. 

The  Manchester  Company,  1  09  So.  Juniper,  Phila. 

1  THE     EAGLE     FILM      EXCHANGE 
Machines,  Tickets,  Carbons,  Films,  Song  Slides,  etc.,  Everything  in  the  Moving  Picture  Line.     INDEPENDENT  SERVICE. 

159   North   Eighth  Street,  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

FILMS    OF   MERIT 
THIS     "WEEK'S     ISSUE: 

££  TIJ  r      1  Vi  H'C      Qri/ri|/>r  J)            A  stirring  and  exciting  drama  of  military  life  in  India.      Replete  with  brilliant  episodes  and 
A    §    A  1 1     ̂      W\  r  V|    [\I"ir             varied  scenes.— An  Ayah  servant  in  revenge  for  her  discharge  plans  the  kidnapping  of  the  child 

■  ■Sl_     ninil    V-r     llLfLllvi.           of  an  English  officer.     As  strong  a  drama  of  Colonial  life  as  hat  ever  been  produced. 

555     FEET            ,,  «  J\/     %l/lt"C"'C      l~\f'\f'>  "          An  ingenious  and  exceedingly  clever  comedy;  laugh 
Tyl   I         V\  I    "  f     ̂      I  II  111            enough  ail  through  without  the  surprising  climax  at  the ■'■   ■         M   "    L   w     ,/vv'           close  whtch  fairly  hums  with  the  surprise  of  the  story. 

  375    FEET   

FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO. 
Representing 

143  East  23d  St.  guJ^^-A»      New  YorK  Ci» 

Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60%  to  90i  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       J#  H.  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave,  lfew  York    fully  guaranteed 
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Licensee  under  the   Biograph  Patents     All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will  be  protected   by  the  American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

LISTEN  TO  THIS 
If  our  Economy  Coil  does  not  do  everything  we  say  for  it,  and  also  does  not  do  anything 

any  $100.00  instrument  can  do,  or  even  better,  we  will  refund  your  money. 

A  Word  to  Mr.  High  Priced  Competitor 
We  couldn't  make  a  coil  either,  salable  for  less  than  $75.00  to  §100.00  until  after  one  year 

of  experimenting,  but  we  did  not  knock  the  man  who  did,  no  Siree,  we  spent  our  time  in  getting 
out  a  better  and  cheaper  priced  instrument  and,  take  our  tip,  we  succeeded.  We  will  put  our  coil 
against  anything  on  the  market  regardless  of  price,  and  guarantee  as  good  if  not  a  better  showing 
in  every  respect. 

Motto:  Don't  KnocK— Experiment We  don't  claim  we  are  always  going  to   lead,  but  we  do  claim  we  are  on  top  at  present. 
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Editorial. 

\\  e  have  before  us  a  letter  from  a  young  man  request- 
ing a  recommendation  of  some  correspondence  school 

through  which  he  may  receive  instruction  in  the  opera- 
tion of  moving  picture  machines.  We  must  decline  to 

make  any  recommendation  for  the  reason  that  we  do  not 
know  of  any  school  that  has  taken  up  that  branch. 
Moreover,  we  would  not  make  a  recommendation  if  we 

knew  of  such  a  school,  for  the  reason  that  the  operating 
nch  machines  is  acquired  in  a  proper  manner  only  by 

experience.  Much  may  be  learned  from  oral  instruction 
and  books,  but  the  working  model  is  almost,  if  not 

\\'i  illy,  indispensable  to  proper  instruction,  and  tin-  best 
working  model  is  the  machine  in  actual  use. 

*  *     * 

Many  branches  of  the  Young  Men's  Christian  Asso- 
ciation are  making  use  of  the  moving  pictures  taken  of 

the  Olympian  games  in  London,  England,  as  an  encour- 
agement of  athletics  among  members  of  the  organization. 

The  idea  is  a  good  one.  The  power  of  patriotism  sug- 
gests itself  in  connection  with  the  movement.  The  United 

States  figured  gloriously  among  the  victors  in  the  games, 
and  this,  with  the  incentive  involved,  makes  the  pictures 
a  success,  in  direct  contrast  with  the  moving  pictures 
taken  of  the  games  held  at  Athens,  when  the  bearers  of 
the  Stars  and  Stripes  did  not  figure  as  prominently.  This 

shows  that  topical  subjects  must  have  something  in  addi- 
tion to  the  actual  subject  to  hold  attention. 

*  *     * 

The  persistent  efforts  of  Eli  Freid,  of  San  Francisco, 
l"  establish  a  moving  picture  show  and  dance  hall  in 
premises  adjoining  the  Green  Street  Congregational 
Church,  has  aroused  a  storm  of  indignant  protests  and 
led  to  the  formation  of  an  association  of  preachers  and 

members  of  all  denominations  to  abate  the  "nuisances." 
Success  to  their  efforts.  People  who  do  not  respect 
common  decency  and  the  wishes  of  the  better  element  of 

th  population  deserve  no  encouragement  in  their  ven- 
tures. The  other  San  Francisco  proprietors  of  legitimate 

enterprises  should  unite  with  the  church  people  in  their 
protests,  for  such  flagrant  disregard  of  public  sentiment 

arouses  a  common  antipathy  to  all  such  places,  no  mat- 
ter how  well  they  may  be  conducted. 

I  he  in.  .\  in-  pit  tun    e   h 

high  glee  ovei  .1  decision  rendered  in  theii    favoi  I"    the 
Supi cine  t  . nut  of  that   Stat*       I  hi    authoi 

tool<  step!  i"  rigidl)  enf<  irc<   thi   la  .■   again  1  children 
tending  moving   pictun  hows   unacc   panied   b 
guardians,  and  several  am   1     followed,      I  be  exhibit 
formed  an  association  to  tc  t  the  law   and  the  ti 

was  decided  in  their  favoi  lasl  week,     The  claim  of  un- 
constitutionality   "ii   the   ground   of   di  crimination 

upheld  bj   the  >  1  'in  1 .      I  In    nickelodei m  men  i  laimed  thai 
they  were  discriminated  against   becau  e  children  of  all 
ages  were  permitted  to  attend  similar  ei 
churches,   lodge   rooms  and   similar   place     without    the 
escort  of  guardians.    The)  maintained  thai  the  law  could 
be   constitutional   onl)    when   applied    to  entertairrmi 
generally;  that   improper  entertainments  are   sufficient!) 
governed  b\  existing  police  regulations. 

The  Sunday  concerts  are  in  full  blast  again  ami  the 
moving  picture  man  is  happy.  Of  course  the  mo 
pictures  are  the  clue!  attractions.  The  opening  bills  have 

thus  far  proved  not  onl)  very  attractive,  but  of  a  stand- 
ard above  the  past  in  many  respects.  More  attention 

is  evidently  given  to  the  arrangement  of  programmes 

with  a  view  to  meeting  the  tastes  of  the  audiences.  In 
Brooklyn,  for  instance,  two  houses  were  opened  under 
the  same  management,  but  the  programmes  were  entirely 
distinct  in  character.  The  Majestic,  for  instance,  caters 
to  audiences  that  patronize  the  higher  class  of  drama  and 

comedy  and  last  Sunday  night's  audience  was  given  a 
programme  of  moving  pictures  and  illustrated  songs  in 

keeping  with  that  class,  \t  the  Columbia  Theater  the 

melodrama  prevails,  and  the  Sunday  night  bill  was  ar- 
ranged accordingly.  Both  bills  met  with  the  hearty  ap 

proval  of  large  audiences  and  the  policy  will  be  ad- hered to. 

The  sudden  activity  of  our  contemporary,  "The  Bill- 
board," among  film  circles  is  marked  by  a  determined 

effort  to  manufacture  the  news  which  they  cannot  other- 
wise obtain.  We  are  content  to  record  history,  not  to 

make  it,  nor  to  disturb  the  trade  by  the  publishing  of 

unfounded  reports.  Back  of  this  young  and  lusty  busi- 
ness, which  has  made  such  inroads  into  the  theatrical 

field  that  the  theatrical  press  have  been  compelled  tc 
sit  up  and  take  notice;  back  of  the  enormous  capital 
invested,  are  men  of  calibre,  far-seeing,  conservative 
men.  who  can  be  trusted  to  safely  steer  its  onward 

progress  in  spite  of  every  petty  attack  or  attempt  to 
bring  it  into  disrepute.  A  strong  combination  of  allied 
interests  is  needed  to  safeguard  the  future,  to  protect  the 
large  investments  of  those  who  have  raised  the  business 
to  its  present  level,  and  to  bold  in  check  or  govern  that 
element  who  look  upon  it  as  a  passing  fad  from  which 

to  make  money  by  hook  or  by  crook,  with  as  little  invest- 
ment as  possible.  The  combination  of  manufacturers 

which  has  been  in  existence  about  a  year  is  not  enough 
and  the  influence  that  this  association  has  exerted  on1\ 

goes  to  show  the  necessity  for  a  stronger  combination 
of  all  manufacturers  and  the  election  of  a  governing 
board  of  directors.  Ma\  it  come  soon.  The  exigencies 
of  this  business  and  its  past  historv  make  it  plain  that  an 
open  market  would  mean  ruin  to  many,  that  it  would  nol 
benefit  the  public,  the  exhibitor,  nor  any  one  concern  d 
and  that  it  would  eventually  lead  to  the  collapse  of  tin 
trade. 
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WHAT  IS   GOING   ON   IN   THE   NEW  YORK  F.   S.  A. 

"LOCAL." 

The  most  notable  event  during  the  past  week  in  the  East- 
ern  circle  of  the  moving  picture  field  has  been  the  practical 
dissolution  of  what  has  been  known  during  the  past  four  or 
five  months  as  the  New  York  Local  of  the  Film  Service 

Association.  While  such  an  event  was  not  wholly  unex- 
pected, it  has  caused  a  variety  of  feelings.  In  some  quarters 

it  is  received  with  satisfaction;  in  others  with  regret.  Even 
some  of  the  persons  who  cast  their  vote  to  bring  about  the 
result,  express  the  keenest  regret  over  what  apparently  is 
the  end  of  an  organization  which  promised  to  be  and  could 
have  been  an  excellent  help  to  the  moving  picture  business. 
While  the  organization  referred  to  was  distinct  from  the 

National  Film  Service  Association  and  its  demise  can  have 
no  bearing  in  one  sense  or  the  other  upon  the  National,  it 
was  in  many  respects  looked  upon  as  a  very  useful  auxiliary. 
In  itself  the  Local  was  an  excellent  thing.  The  principles 
upon  which  it  was  founded  were  good  and  if  adhered  to 
could  have  been  made  a  power  to  the  advantage  of  the  mem- 

bers. No  formal  notice  of  the  Local's  dissolution  has  been 
given.  Technically  it  is  still  in  existence,  as  no  steps  have 
been  taken  to  dissolve  it.  At  its  last  meeting  a  resolution 
was  adopted  suspending  the  rule  prohibiting  the  members 

from  taking  each  other's  customers.  As  this  rule  was  the 
incentive  for  the  formation  of  the  Local,  and  its  maintenance 
was  the  almost  sole  idea  of  the  members,  it  can  readily  be 
seen  that  to  all  intents  and  purposes  the  life  of  the  Local 
was  squeezed  out  by  the  resolution.  The  day  following  the 
adoption  of  the  rescinding  resolutions  the  members  were  out 
in  battle  array  taking  customers  in  all  quarters,  regardless 

of  all  existing  contracts  or  agreements.-  It  is  stated  upon 
very  excellent  authority  that  the  Local  had  not  adjourned 
when  some  of  the  members  were  at  work  scooping  up  trade. 
The  New  York  Local  started  out  auspiciously.  The  film 

renters  who  formed  the  membership  .saw  in  it  many  advan- 
tages they  could  not  secure  through  the  National  Associa- 
tion. Among  them  were  speedy  settlements  of  local  ques- 
tions; the  collection  and  framing  of  evidence  against  evils 

that  only  local  movements  can  effectually  accomplish;  the 
promotion  of  social  intercourse;  the  arbitration  and  quick- 
settlement  of  local  differences;  the  protection  of  each  other's 
interests  in  the  trade  as  against  unfair  methods  and  treat- 

ment at  the  hands  of  certain  exhibitors.  The  latter  embraced 
an  agreement  that  if  an  exhibitor  gave  up  the  service  of  an 
exchange  without  settling  accounts  due,  no  other  exchange 
in  the  Local  would  give  him  service  until  he  cancelled  the 
obligation  and  the  exchange  with  whom  he  dealt  surrendered 
him.  It  also  prohibited  one  member  of  the  Local  taking  the 
customer  of  another  by  either  reduction  in  price,  better 
service,  or  any  other  inducement.  For  several  weeks  the 
Local  sailed  along  with  such  apparent  success  that  Phila- 

delphia.. Chicago  and  other  cities  became  interested  and 
formed  similar  locals.  They  are  still  in  existence.  What 
effect  the  action  of  the  New  York  Local  will  have  upon 
them  is  a  matter  of  conjecture.  It  is  claimed  by  some  that 
it  will  have  no  effect  at  all  upon  them,  especially  the  locals 
that  have  required  a   cash  deposit  to  hold  the  members. 
The  New  York  Local  went  to  pieces  because  there  were 

too  many  members  who  could  not  be  held  with  sufficient 
strength  by  verbal  agreements  and  promises.  None  of  them 
were  bound  by  forfeitures  of  either  cash  or  bonds.  As  sev- 

eral of  the  members  put  it,  "There  was  nothing  to  hold  anv- 
body  but  a  gentlemen's  agreement."  For  several  weeks  he- lore  the  rupture  came,  charges  had  been  made  that  some  of 
the  members  were  continually  stealing  the  customers  of 
their  colleagues,  and  where  customers  had  not  been  actually 
taken,  inducements  had  been  held  out  that  "caused  much 
inconvenience,"  as  a  member  put  it.  Among  the  rules,  or 
rather  a  part  of  the  gentlemen's  agreement,  was  an  under- standing that  should  one  member  take  the  customer  of  an- 

other he  was  to  restore  the  customer  upon  demand,  and 
also  pay  to  the  exchange  from  which  the  customer  had  been 
taken  the  amount  of  rentals  the  exchange  lost.  In  many 
instances,  it  is  said,  some  members  got  hold  of  the  customers 
of  other  members  quite  innocently,  and  it  must  be  said  to 
the  credit  of  several  that  they  surrendered  the  customers  and 
made  good  the  losses  sustained  by  the  exchanges  from  whom 
they  were  taken.  In  other  cases  accused  members  acknowl- 

edged mistakes  in  judgmetK  and  made  good  by  both  sur- 
render and  a  refund.  So  the  stories  go.  and  upon  their  heels 

areother  stones  that  some  members  who  had  been  quietly 
plying  their  trade  more  from  a  pecuniary  standpoint  than 
l,v'm    principle,    refused    upon    various   pleas   to   "make   good" 

It  was  this  disposition  that  commenced  to  undermine  the 
foundation  of  the  Local.  The  older  the  Local  got  the  more 
duplicity  seemed  to  spread.  It  is  said  some  of  the  members 
would  take  the  floor  and  in  a  fashion  that  would  deceive  the 
most  suspicious,  point  out  the  narrow  path  of  honesty, 
straightforwardness  and  good-fellowship.  At  the  succeeding 
meeting  the  same  members  would  be  placed  on  the  rack  to 
account  for  the  methods  by  which  they  were  attempting  to 
secure,  or  had  secured,  customers.  It  would  seem  from  the 
statements  that  have  been  made  since  the  Local  decided 

upon  the  "may  the  best  man  win"  plan  that  with  but  very 
few  exceptions  the  members  were   at  all  times  on  the  job. 

In  one  way  the  whole  business  presents  a  most  farcical 
aspect,  but  to  the  serious  thinker  it  seems  lamentable  that 
out  of  a  dozen  or  so  men  but  a  small  percentage  were  able 
to  pass  muster  on  an  agreement  that  had  no  forfeiture  to 
make  it  binding.  From  what  we  have  been  able  to  learn, 
every  exchange  man  who  was  connected  with  the  Local 
admits  the  organization  was  an  excellent  idea  and  had  at- 

tained a  sphere  of  usefulness  and  advantage.  It  is  a  pity 
that  in  the  face  of  these  admissions  the  Local  should  be 
allowed  to  fall. 

As  previously  stated,  the  failure  of  the  New  York  Local 
has  no  bearing  upon  the  National  Film  Service  Association. 
The  Local  are  not  chartered  by  the  National  body.  nor.  we 
believe,  have  they  received  any  official  sanction  from  it.  It 
is  stated,  however,  that  the  success  atained  by  the  New  York 
Local  during  the  first  part  of  its  existence  won,  to  an  extent, 
the  sanction  or  encouragement  of  the  National  body  for  the 
formation  of  other  locals. 

Since  the  action  of  the  New  York  Local  has  become  com- 
mon property  and  is  openly  discussed,  many  suggestions 

have  been  made  for  re-organization.  One  of  the  propositions 
is  that  the  old  Local  be  reconvened  and  formally  disband: 
after  doing  this  the  members  get  together  and  form  a  new 
Local  on  the  same  lines,  each  member  posting  a  forfeit  of 
$500  or  $1,000  to  keep  good  faith.  If  the  Local  has  been 
productive  of  the  amount  of  good  claimed  for  it,  there  is 
no  reason  why  this  plan  should  not  be  put  in  operation. 

A  prominent  Film  Service  Association  member,  before 

whom  this  proposition  was  placed,  said:  "The  idea  is  all 
right.  I  would  like  to  see  it  in  operation,  but  I  fail  to  see 
where  some  of  the  men  who  have  been  identified  with  the 
Local  organization  are  going  to  get  either  $1,000  or  $500 

that  they  can   spare   to   remain  idle  for  an   indefinite   period." It  was  suggested  that  a  bond  might  suffice,  to  which  the 

reply  was  made:  "That  would  not  be  worth  considering.  It 
would  not  be  as  good  as  a  promissory  note.  The  bond 
might  be  all  right,  but  the  collection  upon  it  would  be  an- 

other matter.  No,  if  there  is  to  be  a  forfeit  it  must  be  the 
good,  hard  coin.  But.  at  all  events,  it  will  be  several  days 

before  any  proposition  of  the  kind  will  be  considered,  be- 
cause I  have  it  upon  good  authority  that  something  is  going 

to  drop  very  soon.  The  National  Film  Service  Association 
is  hotfoot  after  some  of  its  members,  and  some  of  them  are 

to  be  brought  up  very  soon  to  account  for  the  deliver}'  of 
Association  film  to  Independent  exchanges  and  exhibitors. 
A  short  time  before  the  New  York  Local  showed  signs  of 
dissolution,  in  fact  about  two  weeks  before,  it  adopted  a 
resolution  imposing  a  fine  of  $100  upon  members  who  should 
loan  or  rent  Association  films  to  an  Independent  exhibitor 
or  exchange.  That  was  all  very  well,  but  before  that  reso- 

lution was  brought  up  the  National  Association  already  had 
evidence  against  some  of  its  members,  not  only  for  loaning 
and  renting,  but  actually  selling  Association  films  to  Inde- 

pendents, and  it  will  not  be  long  before  the  guilty  parties 
will  be  called  upon  to  plead.  T  do  not  think  there  will  be 
any  attempt  to  reorganize  the  Xew  York  Local  until  after 
the  National  body  shows  its  hand  in  this  connection.  There 
is  going  to  be  a  weeding  out.  After  that  the  others  may  get 

together." 
"Do  you  think-  it  possible  for  the  Film  Service  Association 

to  prevent  Association  films  from  getting  into  the  hands  of 

the   Independent    exchanges   and    exhibitors'" 
"Most  assuredly  I  do.  The  sources  of  supply  are  prety 

well  known,  but  evidence  is  required  and  it  takes  time  to  get 
that.  The  Independent  exchanges  are  offering  big  orders 
all  over  the  country  as  a  bait  for  Association  goods,  and  the 
bait  is  being  swallowed  by  some  who  think  they  are  doing 
it  under  cover.  If  T  am  not  mistaken  there  will  be  some 
revelations  in  the  East  within  the  next  few  weeks  that  will 

straighten    out    matters    pretty   well." 

Have    you    subscribed    for     the    WORLD? 

Only    $2. OO   per   year. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

Yielding  to  the  requests  of  many   ol   our  readers  to  take 
up  the  criticism  of  some  of  the  film  subjects,  we  invited  two 

Me  newspaper  men  to  make  the  rounds  of  the  thea 
with  us  last  week.  They  were  asked  to  be  guided  in  their 

ression  of  opinion  by  the  remarks  overheard  among  the 
audience  and  to  particularly  note  how  the  film  was  received 
or  applauded.  While  we  have  modified  the  remarks  of  our 
critics  in  sonic  instances,  some  statements  may  not  . 
with  the  opinions  of  the  manufacturers.  In  defence  of  the 
critiques  we  say  that  they  must  be  taken  as  an  expression 
of  public  opinion,  and  as  it  is  or  should  he  the  aim  of  the 
film  manufacturer  to  please  the  public,  we  will  try  to  hold 
up  the  mirror  of  public  opinion  as  the  surest  and  safest 
guide  to  the  success  and  future  stability  of  this  business. 

In  this  connection  we  might  add  that  the  exhibitor  is 
largely  responsible  for  the  increase  or  decrease  of  the  public 

md  for  picture  shows.  If  they  want  to  kill  the  business 
they  could  not  do  better  than  follow  the  example  of  a 
theater  on  Third  avenue,  not  100  yards  from  Fourteenth 
Street,  which  showed  to  a  packed  house  last  week  a  copy  of 

Pathe's  "A  Hold-up  in  Calabria."  This  magnificent  film,  one 
of  Pathe's  best,  was  highly  popular  some  six  months  ago. 
As  we  saw  it  last  week  it  was  hardly  recognizable;  a  dazzling 
rainstorm  of  scratches,  flashes  of  light  where  the  emulsion 

had  peeled  oft",  jumps  where  the  film  had  been  mended  and patched,  aggravated  by  the  unsteady  throw  of  an  obsolete 
machine,  made  a  sorry  spectacle,  well  calculated  to  drive 
away  patronage. 

Richard  III. — About  September  28,  the  Vitagraph  Company 
release!  one  thousand  feet  of  filmed  Shakespeare,  which  T 

saw  at  Keith's  on  Tuesday  night.  It  is  high  praise  when  I 
say  that  this  film  is  equal  to  the  other  three  Shakespeare 
films  which  have  been  put  out  by  this  company.  The  acting 
of  the  principal  characters  in  Richard  III.  is  all  that  can  be 
desired,  the  only  blemish  in  this  respect  being  in  the  battle 
scene,  where  the  smiles  on  the  faces  of  the  actors  are  ill-timed. 
The  staging  and  scenery  is  well  handled  and  the  film  took 
well  with  the  audience. 

Samson  and  Delilah. — A  reel  film  released  by  Pathe  about 
September  1.  Is  a  fine  production,  following  in  a  general 
way  the  Bible  story.  The  film  is  rich  in  dramatic  effects, 
handsomely  colored  and,  on  the  whole,  well  acted.  I  think 
that  it  would  not  lose  by  cutting  out  the  last  scene,  which  is 
biblically  incorrect,  offensive  to  good  taste,  and  spoils  the 
climax. 

As  You  Like  It. — Kalem  Company's  rendering  of  this 
charming  comedy  is  not  what  I  had  hoped  to  see.  It  comes 
so  near  to  being  a  success  that  it  is  a  pity  it  had  not  re- 

ceived the  finishing  touches.  In  filming  this  story  the  minor 
characters  should  have  been  eliminated  and  the  unity  of 
design  better  adhered  to.  The  story  of  Rosalind  and  Orlando 
should  have  been  brought  out  more  strongly.  Shakespeare 
himself  here  departed  somewhat  from  the  unity  of  design 
and  crowded  the  play  with  characters  not  needed  in  the 
working  out  of  the  plot,  but  this  should  have  been  avoided 

%in  filming  the  play,  as  Shakespeare  intended  "As  You  Like 
It"  more  as  a  "Masque,"  so  popular  in  his  day  and  long  after. 
Of  all  things  the  "Masque"  is  least  adaptable  for  moving 
pictures.  The  love  scene  in  the  forest  between  Rosalind  and 
Orlando  is  acted  in  a  lame  manner.  I  have  seen  people  hold 
hands  in  that  fashion  on  the  last  Coney  Island  boat  of  a 
Saturday  night,  but  in  a  Shakespeare  play — never. 

Ingomar. — This  drama,  so  popular  with  Americans,  has 
been  done  into  moving  pictures  in  an  able  manner.  The 
adapter  has  realized  the  importance  of  the  two  supreme 
moments  in  the  drama,  the  conquest  of  Ingomar  by  Par- 
thenia,  and  later  the  conquest  of  Parthenia  by  Ingomar,  and 
the  actors  and  stage  manager  have  succeeded  in  weaving  all 
into  a  first-class  film. 

The  Devil. — The  staging,  acting  and  scenic  effects  in  this 
Edison  film  show  that  nothing  is  too  difficult  for  moving 
pictures.  It  is  a  fine  production  and  if  given  with  a  lecture 
yields  little  to  the  real  play. 

The  Wages  of  Sin. — An  ill-chosen  subject.  This  story  has 
not  even  been  handled  up  to  the  usual  standard  of  its  manu- 

facturers. The  story  is  of  foreign  conception  and  repulsive 
to  American  ideals.  Graves,  funerals,  coffins  and  pestilence 
are  no  doubt  all  right  in  their  proper  places.  The  pictures 
might  entertain  a  convention  of  undertakers,  but  not  the 
audience  of  the  ordinary  electric  theater.     The  costumes  are 

absurd  m  Borne  in  l   m  vhole  film  has  evidence  oi 
bavin  lurry.     Why   tin    \ 

ph   Companj .  w  ith   theii    fini    Btafl   ol   art  isl  [uip 
incut    and     reputation  ould    dig 
up  this  mouldy   story  from  thi  ind  present  it   in 
such  second  rate  fashion    i     mn,    1 1 1 .1 1 1   l  can  understand. 

The  Wayward   Daughter.     An    inten    tins  veil    told 
and    well    acted    by    the    Esanaj     Company.      The    authors    have 
avoided  the  beaten  tracks  "i  melodrama  and  have  produced 

new,   who],  fects.      'I  he   pictures   are    natural    and 
in  no  wa\  overacted.  On  the  same  reel  with  this  was  The 
Bully,  an  amusing  and  clean  story  for  the  children.  If  the 
average  Struck  in  this  reel  could  be  maintained  it  would  be 
a  welcome  improvement. 

Old  Sleuth.  A  whool  reel  story  by  the  Kalem  Company,  is 
a  very  good  rendering  ot  a  time  worn  talc.  The  action  in 
the  SO-called  climaxes  is  rather  too  long  sustained,  but  on 
the  whole  it  is  a  film  that  will  prove  very  useful  to  exhibitors. 

Her  Newsboy  Friend.  -A  warmed-up  "mellerdrammer"  of 
the  most  ancient  and  venerable  type,  with  the  usual  "Take 
back  your  gold"  appeal  to  the  gallery.  There  must  be  some 
films  of  this  type,  no  doubt,  but.  let  us  hope,  not  too  many. 

The  Custom  Officer's  Revenge. — This  was  a  full  reel  film 
released  by  Pathe  about  September  20,  and  well  up  to  the 
Pathe  standard,  being  cleverly  acted  and  staged.  The  titles 
of  some  oi  if,  Pathe  films  seem  to  be  translated  with  the 
aid  of  a  crowbar  and  a  pocket  dictionary.  In  this  film  one 

of  the  sub  headings  is  "A  Night  Watch's  Sad  Ending,"  giv- 
ing an  entirely  wrong  translation  and  being  confusing  to  the audience. 

A  Great  Wrong  Righted. — The  idea  in  this  film  is  not  new; 

in  fact,  it  was  old  when  Shakespeare  worked  it  out  in  "All's 
Well  that  Ends  Well."  Nevertheless,  it  is  a  subject  that  will 
have  a  good  run  at  the  electric  theaters.  It  appeals  especially 
to  the  fair  sex,  who  are  regular  patrons  of  the  moving  picture 
shows.  All  the  ancient  dramatic  traditions  arc  lived  up  to. 
The  villain  wears  a  high  hat  and  smokes  a  cigarette;  the 
heroine  wears  the  usual  impossible  society  gown;  but  with 

a  large  class  of  theatergoers  these  blemishes  are  rather  vir- 
tues. T.ack  of  attention  to  details  and  some  bad  acting  is 

against  the  success  of  this  film.  The  garden  party,  with  the 
engagement  of  Laura  to  Arthur,  is  lacking  in  action  and 
expression.  The  meeting  of  Mary  with  her  father  is  unin- 

telligible. The  spectators  know  of  Mary,  but  so  far  her 
father  has  not  been  presented,  and  consequently  they  have 
not  the  least  idea  of  his  identity.  The  drowning  scene  is 
dramatic,  but  too  slow  and  lacking  in  realism.  Mary  should 
not  so  evidently  have  landed  in  shallow  water,  and  when  the 
man  jumps  to  save  her  he  should  not  have  jumped  so  far 
away.  The  finale  is  not  natural.  In  a  regular  marriage  cere- 

mony a  man  cannot  be  deceived,  as  the  bride  has  to  answer 
to  her  full  name,  and  a  veil  is  never  so  thick  that  the  features 
of  the  bride  cannot  be  recognized.  As  the  audience  in  this 
case  can  see  the  features  of  Mary  through  the  veil,  I  cannot 
understand  how  it  could  be  expected  that  Arthur  could  be 

deceived.  Tt  is  disappointing  to  see  a  film  that  is  so  ex- 
pensively staged  as  this  one  is.  marred  by  inattention  to 

details. 

DESTROYING  THE  LANTERN  SLIDE  BUSINESS. 

Some  music  publishers  have  strucck  a  mortal  blow  to  the 
lantern  slide  business  by  circulating  an  advertisement  offer- 

ing a  lot  of  old  slides  for  sale  at  prices  below  the  cost  of 
production.  They  do  not  explain  that  the  slides  are  old,  and 
for  songs  that  failed  to  go  and  that  they  are  second-hand, 
with  slides  from  other  sets  faked  in  to  take  the  place  of 
slides  that  are  broken  and  that  there  is  hardly  a  set  that 
does  not  contain  cracked  slides.  Their  advertisement  makes 
it  appear  that  the  slides  are  new,  and  for  songs  that  are 
present  day  hits.  The  effect  of  this  kind  of  advertising 
makes  slide  purchasers  believe  that  when  they  buy  slides 
from  regular  dealers  they  are  being  overcharged  and  that 
slides  can  be  sold  brand  new  from  the  studio  at  a  big  profit 
for  about  half  what  they  now  pay  for  them.  The  result  is 

that  they  cancel  all  their  standing  orders,  and  much  bitter- 
ness of  feeling  is  engendered  on  both  sides.  Many  of  the 

slide  makers  to-day  are  not  catering  for  music  publishers' 
work  for  the  simple  reason  that  it  is  the  cheapest  and  most 
unsatisfactory  work  they  can  engage  in.  With  the  failure  of 
many  publishers  to  pay  their  bills,  and  their  ridiculous  and 
devastating  competition  with  the  slide  maker,  and  the  de- 

plorable ignorance  exhibited  by  many  slide  users,  the  busi- 
ness is  being  gradually  but  surely  brought  to  the  place 

where  it  will  be  unprofitable   to  make  any   son-   -lides. 
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THE    NEW    YORK    ELECTRICAL    SHOW, 

Which  holds  forth  at  Madison  Square  Garden  from  October 
5th  to  14th,  will  be  the  event  of  the  season.  Thomas  A. 
Edison  is  the  president  and  Geo.  F.  Parker,  116  Nassau 
street,  is  general  manager.  The  list  of  vice-presidents 
and  executive  committees  contain  the  names  of  scores  of 
men  famous  in  the  field  of  electrical  industry  and  science, 
therefore  the  public  may  expect  to  be  fully  enlightened  as 
to  the  important  position  that  the  electrical  current  holds 

in  the  world's  progress. The  object  of  the  show  is  to  celebrate  the  jubilee  of  the 
Atlantic  submarine  cable,  to  commemorate  twenty-five  years 
of  electric  service  in  New  York,  and  illustrate  by  practical 
illustration  and  working  exhibits  the  progress  of  the  industry 
during  that  period.  The  application  of  electricity  to  home 
use  will  be  demonstrated  by  apparatus  for  heating,  cooking 
and  lighting;  its  application  to  manufacture,  by  dynamos  and 
apparatus  for  electric  welding,  etc.;  locomotion,  inter-com- 

munication and  even  its  uses  on  the  farm,  by  electric  incu- 
bators and  cow-milking  apparatus. 

Its  uses  in  the  domain  of  entertainment  and  instruction 
will  be  demonstrated  by  the  Edison  Manufacturing  Company, 
who  will  project,  with  their  latest  improved  Model  B  Kineto- 
scope,  motion  pictures  of  a  degree  of  perfection  hitherto 
unseen.  The  light  will  be  obtained  with  the  Edward  E.  Cary 

Company's  "Fabius  Henrion"  carbons,  and  the  current  con- 
trolled by  the  Hallberg  Electric  Economizer.  Illustrated 

songs  and  lectures  will  be  demonstrated  by  the  C.  B.  Kleine 

"Monarch''  Dissolving  Stereopticon.  Other  surprises  are  in store  which  will  make  the  show  well  worth  the  attendance 
of  every  intelligent  man  and  each   member  of  his  family. 

MISINFORMATION. 

The  article  in  the  Bohemian  Magazine  of  September, 

concerning  "Pictures  that  Move"  might  be  called  a  comic 
article,  were  it  not  only  too  apparent  that  the  writer  got  his 
information  from  someone  who  tried  and  succeeded  in  get- 

ting him  to  advertise  them.  It  seems  that  one  party  whose 
portrait  is  published  in  the  article,  and  whom  the  writer  of 
the  same  got  a  good  pa.11  01  Lis  information  from,  must 
have  been  a  kid  in  short  drer^e?  hen  the  first  moving  pic- 

tures were  shown  in  New  York.  That  old  chestnut — that 

J.  Austen  Fynes,  erstwhile  manager  at  Keith's  Fourteenth Street  Theater,  was  the  discoverer  of  moving  pictures,  and 
introduced  them  into  New  York — is  again  cracked,  and  noth- 

ing could  be  further  from  the  truth,  as  the  assertion  is  abso- 
lutely false.  The  very  first  moving  picture  machine  to  pro- 

ject a  picture  on  a  screen  ever  made  in  America  was  con- 
structed by  Otway  Latham,  and  was  called  the  Idoloscope, 

and  the  first  public  exhibitions  of  that  machine  ever  given 
before  an  audience  paying  an  admission  was  given  in  a  store 
at  156  Broadway,  New  York.  Otway  Latham,  his  father  and 
Charles  Gibbs  were  the  operators.  Otway  Latham  was  the 
same  Latham  after  whom  the  Latham  Loop  is  named,  which 
has  been  such  a  thorn  in  the  side  of  the  other  patentees. 
The  Idoloscope  was  exhibited  at  156  Broadway  several 

months  previous  to  the  advent  of  either  Edison's  Kineto- 
scope  or  the  Lumiere  Cinematograph  in  this  country.  There 

isn't  a  moving  picture  man  who  is  familiar  with  the  early 
history  of  the  science  who  believes  that  the  present  claim- 

ants have  any  moral  right  to  a  controlling  patent  on  moving 
picture  machinery,  and  who  does  not  believe  that  had  Otway 
Latham  had  the  means  to  have  given  others  who  came  for- 

ward with  a  machine  a  desperate  fight  but  what  he  could 
have  controlled  the  situation  even  to  this  day.  Magazines 
are  the  instructors  of  millions,  and  writers  who  contribute 
to  them  should  be  extremely  careful  not  to  present  any  man- 

ufactured history.  A  visit  to  any  of  our  libraries  or  the  bio- 
graphical department  of  any  of  our  newspapers  or  the  Sci- 

entific American  office  would  have  given  the  writer  of  the 
magazine  article  in  question  information  that  would  have 
made  the  erudite  gentleman  who  gave  him  the  misinforma- 

tion look  like  thirty  cents. 

WHERE    IS    J.    C.    EATON? 

Enquiries  are  made  daily  on  Twenty-eighth  street  about 
the  whereabouts  of  a  man  who- at  various  times  was  known 
as  J.  C.  Eaton,  and  at  others  as  Cecil  Mann.  Eaton  or  Mann. 
whichever  his  real  name  was.  conducted  the  Old  Dominion 
Music  Publishing  Company  at  51  and  then  later  at  44  West 
Twenty-eighth  street,  where  he  sold  music  through  the  mails 
and  ran  an  amateur  printing  office.  Last  Spring  he  moved 
over  1o  Twenty-seventh  street,  near  Broadway,  and  conducted 

a  film  renting  bureau,  advertising  himself  as  the  Old  Domin- 
ion Moving  Picture  Company,  Old  Dominion  School  of 

Music,  Old  Dominion  Printing  Company,  Old  Dominion 
Booking  Agency,  Old  Dominion  Slide  Renting  Agency,  Old 
Dominion  Music  Publishing  Company,  makers  and  dealers 
in  songs,  moving  picture  films,  sheet  music,  theatrical  talent, 
and  lantern  slides,  and  photographers  and  geperal  dealers  of 
everything  that   anyone   wanted. 

Suddenly  the  Old  Dominion  Moving  Picture  Company 
folded  its  tent  and  disappeared.  It  conducted  for  a  while  a 
business  on  films  hired  from  other  exchanges,  principally 
that  of  Louis  Hetz,  and  gave  out  that  it  was  a  branch  of  the 
Miles  Bros.,  and  had  a  number  of  sets  of  song  slides,  prin- 

cipally of  that  kind  known  as  "faked" — slides  which  are  sets 
made  up  from  the  flotsam  and  jetsam  of  old  "busted"  song 
sets — which  it  rented  to  such  victims  as  would  bite.  The 
Miles  Bros.,  when  they  heard  that  the  Old  Dominion  were 
representing  themselves  as  a  branch  concern,  promptly 
stopped  them. 

Lately,  however,  some  of  the  Old  Dominion  Moving  Pic- 
ture Company's  transactions  have  been  turning  up  that  speak 

volumes  for  the  business  tact  of  the  company's  managers, pro  and  con.  What  these  volumes  are  the  reader  can  draw 
his  own  inferences  from  the  following.  They  look  like  a 
get-rich-quick  scheme. 
A  letter  of  theirs,  offering  to  sell  new  lantern  slides  for 

songs  from  the  best  makers,  every  set  perfect  and  never 
having  been  used,  fell  into  the  hands  of  a  man  who  wanted 
to  buy  slides.  The  price  quoted  was  $2.50  per  set,  which, 
by  the  way,  is  less  than  the  slides  can  be  made  for  by  the 
thousand  sets.  This  man,  to  whom  the  letter  was  addressed, 
fell  for  the  game,  but  was-  cautious  enough  to  put  his  raoney 
in  the  care  of  the  Wells  Fargo  Express  Company,  with  in- 

structions not  to  pay  it  over  until  the  slides  were  delivered 
to  them  and  examined. 

The  money  reached  New  York  after  the  Old  Dominion 
Moving  Picture  Company  had  vacated  their  office,  and  fell 
into  the  hands  of  a  person  who  went  around  to  several  slide 
dealers,  trying  to  get  them  to  fill  the  order  and  give  him  a 
commission.  He  informed  them  that  he  had  tried  to  secure 

the  money  f<-om  th^  express  company  so  he  could  buy  the 
slides,  but  they  would  not  give  it  up  until  the  slides  were 
delivered  to  them,  and  he  had  no  means  to  secure  slides.  He 
also  said  that  the  Old  Dominion  Company  depended  on  get- 

ting the  money  to  buy  goods  to  fill  the  order.  He  was 
promptly  told  that  the  dealers  were  not  in  the  business  for 
their  health  and  that  slides  could  neither  be  bought  or  sold 
for  that  price.     That  ended  the  matter. 

How  many  more  people,  if  any.  fell  for  this  offer  of  slides 
for  $2.50  per  set  and  sent  on  their  money,  it  would  be  inter- 

esting to  know  and  also  if  their  orders  were  filled,  and  what 
would  have  become  of  this  money-  had  the  Wells  Fargo  Ex- 

press Company  given  it  up,  as  the  party  who  had  the  order 
was,  according  to  his  own  story,  expecting  to  go  South.  It 
was  a  large  amount  and  would  have  made  a  wad  big  enough 
to  choke  a  cow. 

It  would  likewise  be  interesting  to  know  who  the  film 
agencies  were  who  furnished  the  Old  Dominion  Moving  Pic- 

ture Company  with  films  to  conduct  its  business.  It  is  ru- 
mored that  several  Association  houses  were  among  the  mim-» 

ber,  as  well  as  other  Independent  houses  other  than  Hetz. 
It  would  be  more  interesting  for  the  people  who  hired  films 
from  this  house  to  know  they  were  paying  an  advance  on 
Hetz  prices  for  the  same  films. 

It  would  also  be  interesting  to  slide  makers  and  music 
publishers  to  know  wdiere  and  from  whom  the  Old  Dominion 
Moving  Picture  Company  got  its  new  slides  by  the  best 
makers  thai  it  could  sell  perfect  for  $2.50  per  set — just  half 
that  they  pay  for  them.  There  is  an  amateur  photographer 
who  used  to  make  his  headquarters  with  Eaton.  Perhaps  he 
could  tell. 

It  is  said  that  Eaton  is  in  business  in  the  South,  but  his 
whereabouts  is  a  mystery  to  people  who  would  like  to  know. 
That  Eaton  did  anything  that  was  reprehensible  while  con- 

ducting his  agency."  further  than  to  disturb  and  turn  topsy- turvy certain  classes  of  business  conducted  by  experienced 

men  by  quoting  the  price  of  goods  lower  than  the  manufac- 
turers' prices,  or  even  lower  than  they  could  be  procured  for second-hand,  is  not  known. 

The  harm  that  is  done  by  performances  of  this  kind  is  that 
a  lot  of  people  think  that  their  regular  dealers  have  been 
overcharging  them  ami  they  raise  a  great  howl  for  a  time. 
They  forget  that  anyone  who  patronizes  a  junk  shop  deserves 
to  be  burnt.     And  they  generally  get  burned. 
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THE  FILM   EXCHANGE   OF  THE   FUTURE. 

A  DREAM. 

By  Norman  H.  Powell. 

While  trudging  along  my  usual  daily  route  1  was  con- 
fronted one  day  with  the  following  sign: 

"OLD   FILMS   MADE   NEW. 

I'AI.S  ONLY  ONE  DOLLAR  A   DAN    PER   REEL.' 

Old  films  made  new'  Ha!  ha!  ha!  Old  men  made  youi 
Old  racehorses  made  fast!  Mo,  no,  I  guess  tlu-y  will  not  b< 
able  to  steal  my  trade  with  such  junk!  The  people  wh< 
spend  their  nickels  will  have  something  to  say  about  this 
They  will  go  to  the  shows  that  produce  the  new  pictures 
The  man  who  expects  to  fool  the  public  with  old  junk  made 

new  will  lose  what  little  trade  he  has  and  the  sign  "To  I  et' 
oon  adorn  his  store   front. 

The  legend  of  the  junk  renter's  sign  haunted  me  all  through the  day  and  into  the  night  as  1  pondered  over  what  would  b< 
the  outcome  As  1  fell  asleep  1  dreamed,  and  there  canu 

tc  a  vision  of  the  film  exchange  i>i  the  future.  There 
arose  before  me  a  vast  film  renting  establishment,  controlled 

combination  of  all  the  film  manufacturers.  I  looked 
around  for  others,  but  was  told  that  this  was  the  only  place 
in  the  city  where  1  could  rent  or  buy  films.  1  entered,  and 
on  stating  my  wants  to  the  page  at  the  door  1  was  directed 

to  the  "local"  department,  which  occupied  the  entire  second floor.  All  around  the  walls  were  racks  and  reels  of  film.  A 
counter  circled  the  entire  room  and  in  the  space  in  the  centei 
sat  a  door  manager,  with  several  assistants  at  desks,  to  attend 
to  and  answer  the  inquiries  of  new  customers.  The  space 

behind  the  counter  was  divided  into  sections  for  "Harlem.' 
ove  Fourteenth  Street."  "Below  Fourteenth  Street.' 
oklyn."  etc..  and  each  section  was  under  the  direct 

charge  of  one  man  and  two  assistants,  whose  duty  it  was  tr 
be  personally  acquainted  with  every  exhibitor  in  his  district 
and  see  that  no  complaints  from  that  quarter  came  into  the 
main  office.  The  exhibitors  returned  their  reels  each  day  at 
the  proper  section,  their  delivery  card  was  checked  and  the 
old  reels  passed  on  to  the  inspector  and  from  him  to  a  boy 
to  be  placed  in  the  proper  section.  There  was  no  waiting 
for  new  reels  and  no  wrangling  over  first  runs  or  preference 
The  floor  above  was  given  over  to  the  provincial  or  export 
rental  department,  divided  into  sections,  each  tinder  the  charge 
of  a  manager  and  several  assistants. 

Before  I  could  depart  with  the  subjects  I  desired,  or  open 
an  account.  I  was  ushered  to  the  counting  room  on  the  top 
floor,  where  1  had  to  leave  a  substantial  deposit,  which  T  was 
assured  would  be  returned  with  interest  when  my  account 
was  closed. 
Descending  again  to  the  second  floor,  I  found  my  reels 

already  packed,  and  as  T  had  said  that  I  would  only  pay  one 
dollar  per  reel  per  day  I  requested  opportunity  to  inspect  the 
Stuff  that  I  was  getting.  Assured  that  I  would  find  it  perfect 
and  all  new  film,  I   wanted  to  know  how  it  could  be  done. 

"Well,"  said  the  general  manager,  "you  see,  the  corporation 
has  only  one  rent  to  pay  and  one  force  of  clerks,  and  have 
no  bad  debts,  and  the  stockholders,  who  are  the  gentlemer, 
who  formerly  ran  individual  exchanges,  actually  realize  more 
money  out  of  the  profits  of  the  business  than  they  ever  did 
before.  Besides,  we  can  give  you  better  service,  and  there 
is  no  kick  coming  from  either  side,  for  there  is  no  one  that 

can  compete  with  us." 
Picking  up  my  reels.  I  passed  out  through  the  lower  floor 

which  was  an  immense  salesroom  in  which  was  displayed 
projecting  machines  of  every  make,  with  expert  salesmen  tG 
explain  their  every  good  point  and  give  demonstrations  of 
their  use.  On  this  floor,  also,  were  exhibits  of  every  requisite 
in  the  moving  picture  line. 
The  general  superintendent  of  the  whole  establishment 

entered  at  this  moment,  and  recognizing  in  him  a  formet 
proprietor  of  a  small,  struggling  film  exchange  with  which  1 
had  done  business,  T  was  so  surprised  that  I  gave  a  cry  and 
awoke,  to  find  that  it  was  all  a  dream  and  that  it  was  about 
time  for  me  to  get  up  and  begin  my  daily  grind. 

NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

Mr.  John  Nicholais,  of  the  Empire  Slide  Company,  has  hired 
a  suite  of  offices  in  the  Browning  &  King  Building  at  Broad- 

way and  Thirty-second  street.  The  Empire  slides  are  now 
being  made  by  DeWitt  C.  Wheeler  and  it  is  understood  that 
the  two  concerns  will  be  operated  separately  after  the  1st  of 
October. 

Aurora,  111.     Philip  Strobl  reet,  is  plan- 
to  open  a  new  electi  i< 

Freeport,  111.  I  ynch'a  Theater,  on  Main  street,  has  opened 
its  doors  to  the  public   with  all   the  recent  improvements. 

Bellevue,  Ohio.     A  city  ordiri  been  passed   m 
ing  a  special  tax  of  $50  on  moving  picturi 
Washingtonville,  Ohio.— Charles  Senior  has  opened  a   mov- 

ing picture  theater  in    Mien's   Hall,  with  thi menls 

Montpelier.  Ind.--J.   E.  D  II     Miller  have  purchased 
the  moving  picture  theater  ol  this  citj  and  rechristened  it  the 
Arcade. 

Ypsilanti,  Mich.— A.  !•'.  Deager,  of  Detroit,  has  leased  the Temple  Theater  and  will  put  in  a  talking  picture  show  and 
vaudeville. 

Carbondale,  111. — J.  F.  I  and  is  preparing  to  start  up  a 
moving  picture  show  in  the  Former  Nickelodeon  location  on 
South  West  street. 

Pipestone,  Minn. --Idle  Hour  is  the  name  of  a  new  the  ate  i 
opened  tins  week  on  East  Olive  street,  under  the  manage- 

ment 1  if  A.   I ..  ( ills.  HI. 
Sterling.  111.  Rock  Falls  popular  5-ccnt  theater,  the  Nickel- 

odeon, reopened  under  new  management.  Mr.  F.  G.  Wolf 
is  the  new    proprietor. 

Jasper,  Ind. — Sprauer  &  Schneider,  proprietors  of  the 
Nickelodeon,  have  opened  a  theatorium  in  Ferdinand,  where 
they  will  give  moving  pictures. 

Modesta,  Cal. — Roy  Oswald  has  bought  a  share  in  the  pic 
ture  show  which  has  been  exhibiting  here  and  which  will 
now  be  permanently  located  in  Modesta. 

Oskaloosa,  la.,  has  another  moving  picture  theater.  Dur- 
ing the  open  season  the  Grand  Opera  House  will  be  turned 

into  a  moving  picture  and  vaudeville  theater. 

Joliet,  111. — Vincent  S.  Buskiewicz  petitioned  for  permis- 
sion to  conduct  a  moving  picture  show  in  the  Dockendorf 

Building  on  Main  street  and  the  same  was  granted. 

Wellington,  Ohio.— Dr.  A.  E.  Elliott,  of  Lodi,  has  sold 
out  his  half  interest  in  the  Lodi  Opera  House  for  $3,000  and 
moved  his  picture  show  in  Lodi  to  the  Mowery  Block. 

Aurora,  111. — Plans  for  a  new  moving  picture  theater  in 
River  street,  to  be  erected  by  Farwell  &  Jacobs,  have  been 
placed   in   the   hands   of  a   contractor. 

Marblehead,  Ohio.  -The  Vaudette,  the  only  theater  in  town, 
was  opened  two  weeks  ago.  Although  the  population  is 
only    i.joo.   good   business   is   reported    since   the   opening. 

Findlay,  Ohio. — G.  F.  Beard,  manager  of  the  Blanchard 
Amusement  Company,  and  Roy  Winch  have  leased  rooms 
and   will  install  a  high-class  moving  picture  show. 

Norwalk,  Ohio. — Vaudeville  and  moving  pictures  are  draw- 
ing large  crowds  to  the  new  Princess  Theater,  on  Main 

street.  The  management  feel  optimistic  as  to  the  success 
of  the  season. 

Huron,  Ohio. — Little  Selia  Sharp,  America's  child  singer, 
was  the  attraction,  in  addition  to  moving  pictures,  at  the 
Family  Theater  here  last  week.  It  was  impossible  to  take 
care  of  the   crowds. 

Decatur,  Ind. — Messrs.  M.  Miller  and  T.  R.  Fristoe  are 
making  preparations  to  open  a  moving  picture  show  to  the 
Decatur  public,  the  same  to  be  located  on  North  Second street. 

Painesville,  Ohio. — The  Star  Theater,  only  recently  opened 
and  which  has  been  doing  fair  business,  was  visited  by  bur- 

glars last  week,  who  carried  away  three  reels  of  film  and  a 
set  of  song   slides. 

Trinidad,  Colo. — Jack  Noffziger  is  making  arrangements  to 
open  up  another  moving  picture  show.  He  will  rent  the  store 
room  on  Main  street  at  the  corner  of  Alley  A.  He  intends 
to  spent  $3,000  fixing  up  the  theater. 

Reading,  Pa. — B.  M.  Roberts  has  purchased  the  moving 
picture  theater  operated  by  the  Mecca  Amusement  Company 
at  717  Penn  street.  The  new  proprietor  has  started  im- 

provements that  will  greatly  add  to  its  attractiveness. 

Monrovia,  Cal. — E.  C.  Stockwell,  of  Santa  Monica,  and 
Mr.  Chas.  Hawkins  have  leased  the  Monrovia  Opera  House, 
opening  up  about  October  1st  with  a  first-class  moving 
picture  show  and  vaudeville. 

Freeland,  Pa. — The  "Lyric,"  which  was  opened  on  July  5th, 
with  a   seating  capacity  of   1,000,  and   running  vaudeville   and 
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motion  pictures,  has  been  doing  well.     J.    H.   Powell   is  the 
manager. 

Walla  Walla,  Wash.— A.  W.  Eiler  has  disposed  of  the  dime 
show  place  on  Main  street  and  will  shortly  reopen  a  larger 
and  more  extensive  place,  in  which  he  will  introduce  vaude- 

ville.    He  is  now  making  all  necessary  contracts. 
Nashville,  Tenn. — The  manager  of  the  Dixie  Theater 

turned  his  theater  over  to  the  Y.  W.  C.  T.  U.  one  day  last 
week.  Pretty  girls  acted  as  ushers,  sold  tickets  and  ran  the 
entire  show  with  much  success. 

Coffeyville,  Kan.,  is  to  have  another  moving  picture  thea- 
ter. The  "Elite"  is  to  be  the  name  of  the  new  one,  and  it 

will  be  located  in  the  Odd  Fellows'  Building,  at  the  corner 
of  Eighth  and  Maple  streets. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — A  new  moving  picture  show  under  the 
name  of  the  Fifteenth  Street  Theater  is  being  constructed  in 
the  building  formerly  occupied  by  the  Y.  M.  C.  A.  at 
Fifteenth  and  Chestnut  streets.  Its  seating  capacity  is  fig- 

ured to  seat  1,000  persons. 

Bay  City,  Mich. — The  Temple  Theater,  showing  moving 
pictures  and  giving  illustrated  songs,  was  opened  last  week 
on  South  Linn  street,  near  Midland.  A  crowded  house  wit- 

nessed the  pictures,  propected  by  a  polyscope  of  the  latest 
design. 

Newburyport,  Mass. — The  new  Star  moving  picture  theater 
on  Pleasant  street  opened  its  doors  to  the  public  under  the 
direction  of  George  F.  Avery.  Mr.  Avery  lias  provided  the 
picture  loving  public  of  that  community  one  of  the  most 
commodious  up-to-date  amusement  houses. 

Oxford,  Ind. — Harry  Crigler  and  S.  J.  Peck  have  leased 
the  James  O.  Farrell  Building  and  will  convert  it  into  a 
nickelodeon.  The  place  will  be  known  as  the  Crystal,  and 
the  policy  of  the  house  will  be  moving  pictures,  travelogues 
and  illustrated  songs. 

San  Antonio,  Tex. — A  new  moving  picture  theater,  the 
"Royal,"  is  being  erected  at  218  East  Houston  street.  The 
entire  front  will  be  of  art  granite  and  a  sweeping  Arabian 
arch,  18  feet  in  diameter,  with  rich  sculptured  spandrels,  will 
frame  the  wide  entrance  to  the  lobby. 
The  Comet  Amusement  Company  is  the  name  of  a  new 

company  that  has  been  organized  in  Red  Oak,  Iowa.  Thej 
will  operate  a  circuit  of  moving  picture  theaters  in  Red  Oak 
Creston,  Shenandoah,  and  Clarinda.  Other  locations  are  be- 

ing selected  and  they  will  run  fifteen  or  more  shows. 

New  York  City. — Revised  plans  have  been  filed  for  en- 
larging the  one-story  moving  picture  building  on  Fifth  ave- 

nue just  south  of  1  nth  street,  owned  by  the  Pastime  Amuse- 
ment Company.  A  new  stage  will  be  built  and  the  seating 

capacity  increased  from  300  to  875. 
Findlay,  Ohio. — G.  F.  Beard,  manager  of  the  Blanchard 

Amusement  Company,  and  Roy  Winch  have  leased  the  room 
formerly  occupied  by  the  Wideawake  Grocery,  and  will  in- 

stall a  high-class  motion  picture  show.  The  room  will  be 
completely  remodeled  so  as  to  conform  with  the  require- 

ments of  a  theater. 

Seattle,  Wash. — The  moving  picture  operators  of  Seattle 
have  organized  Seattle  Local  No.  154,  with  the  following 
named  officers:  President,  A.  H.  McQuestion;  vice-president, 
W.  W.  Ladd;  treasurer,  F.  J.  Heim;  financial  secretary, 
Vance  R.  Bartlett;  H.  E.  Cavvthorne.  T.  Kennedy  and  H.  H. 
Clark,  trustees;  H.  Lampman,  sergeant-at-arms. 
Escanaba,  Mich. — Extensive  changes  and  improvements 

are  being  made  by  Manager  Benjamin  Salinsky  at  White's 
Theater,  which  is  to  be  reopened  with  high-class  vaudeville 
and  moving  pictures.  The  latest  improved  moving  picture 
machine  has  been  purchased  by  Mr.  Salinsky,  which  is 
equipped  with  all  safety  appliances. 

Peoria,  111. — The  Johnson  Building,  on  South  Main  street, 
will  be  entirely  remodeled.  It  is  the  intention  of  Frank 
Baylor  and  George  Ketcham  to  start  a  new  5-cent  theater 
in  the  building.  It  will  be  strictly  up-to-date  when  finished 
and  compare  favorably  with  any  in  the  city. 

Leavenworth,  Kan.— While  the  show  was  running  in  "The 
Palms,"  311  Delaware  street,  carpenters  were  at  work  behind the  screen,  building  another  screen  fifteen  feet  back.  When 
completed  tlic  old  partition  and  screen  will  be  removed  and 
other  improvements  to  be  made  will  make  this  one  of  the 
best  little  theaters  in  town. 
The  Eagle  Film  Exchange,  of  Philadelphia,  has  removed 

to  143  North  Eighth  street.  The  success  attending  their 
excellent  business  methods,  coupled  with  their  regular  ad- 

vertising   in    the    World,    necessitated    this    change    to    more 

commodious    quarters.      The    old    customers    stick    and    1 
ones  come,  which  speaks  well  for  the  service  they  give 

Kingston,  N.  Y. — The  Star  Theater,  Roos  &  Sampson,  ii 
doing  a  star  business.  The  house  is  crowded  at  every  per- 

formance, and  the  proprietors  are  jubilant  over  the  success 

of  a  venture  that  the  "Calamity  Croakers''  predicted  would be  a  frost.  The  other  houses,  the  Bijou,  the  Novelty  and; 
the  Lryic,  are  doing  a  full  capacity  business. 

Indianapolis,  Ind. — Machine  operators  are  being  rigidly  ex- 
amined by  the  Board  of  Safety.  No  theater  will  be  allowed 

to  run  a  show  unless  the  operator  can  produce  his  license. 
The  licenses  cost  $5  a  year  and  are  not  transferable  from  a 
man  who  has  been  examined  to  a  substitute  who  has  not 
been,  so  that  every  substitute  who  is  trained  by  the  regular 
operator  so  that  he  can  do  the-  work  while  the  regular  man 
is  away  from  his  post,  will  have  to  take  the  examination 
and  the  theater  owner  will  have  to  have  a  license  for  every 
individual  operator. 

Danville,   Va. — The    Gaiety   Theater,   owned   and   managed 
by  Mrs.  E.  R.  Shepherd,  of  Richmond,  Va.,  opened  its  doo 
to   the    public   on    September    14th,   played  to   standing   roo 
the    first    night    and    has   been   turning    away   business    eve 
since.     The  building  is  handsomely  fitted  up,  the  decoration 
being   most   artistic   and    restful.     The   chairs    are   all    of   tb 
Hardesty  automatic  folding  and  revolving  type  and  the  seat 
ing  capacity  300.     The  house  is  devoted  exclusively  to  mov 
ing  and  talking  pictures.     Jas.  F.  Jackson,  recently  of  Musi' 
Hall,    Webster,    Mass.,   has   been   secured   as   electrician   an 
operator.     He  is  a  licensed  operator,  a  member  of  F.  A.  T. 
S.  E.,  No.  144,  Boston,  Mass.,  and  he  is  making  some  of  tb 
crank-turners  here  sit  up  and  take  notice 

Port  Huron  is  responsible  for  this:    Phil.  Gleichman,  man 
ager  of  the  National  Film  Company,  was  up  to  introduce  th 
Actalogue  talking  pictures  at  the  City  Opera  House  when 
old-time  friend  called  to  see  him  at  the  theater.     The  "Mer 
Maidens"  were  playing  the  opera  house  and  the  friend  (we 
he's    an    awfully    good    fellow)    asked    Mr.    Gleichman    if   b 
couldn't  be  introduced  to  the  back  of  the  curtain.     "I  ha 
some  money  and  might  make  it  interesting  for  this  aggrega- 

tion of  wit,  talent  and  beauty" — with  the  accent  on  the  beauty 
"Impossible  to-night,  Jack"  (Jack,  for  convenience),  '"th 

manager  is  a  married  man  and  awfully  strict.  In  fact,  he's 
a  minister's  son." 

"Well,"  quoth  the  prospective  owner  of  Michigan  cornlan 
"perhaps  you  could  fix  it  for  some  other  time." 

"Certainly,"  said  Gleichman,  "come  back  with  me  nex 

week." 

"All  right;  next  week's  a  go.    What's  on?" 
"My  moving  picture  show." Tableau. 

Woonsocket,  R.  I. — On  Main  street,  opposite  the  switch 
Mr.  E.  W.  Lynch,  the  optimistic  and  energetic  owner  of  the 
Pleasant  Theater  in  Worcester,  Mass.,  has  opened  anothc 
finely  appointed  show  house,  which  is  to  be  known  a; 
"Lynch's  Theater."  In  the  near  future  we  expect  to  give  ; 
description  and  photograph  of  this  theater,  which  is  of  artistii 
design  and  possesses  many  attractive  and  novel  features 
James  Donovan,  for  five  years  connected  with  the  Automati< 
Vaudeville  Company,  of  Boston,  has  been  engaged  as  man 
ager.  A  student  at  the  Holy  Cross  College  has  been  engagec 
to  lecture  with  all  films,  and  a  competent  pianist  and  giftec 
soloist  all  succeed  in  bringing  such  crowds  to  the  show  tha 
the  local  papers  are  giving  it  all  kinds  of  free  advertising 
even  to  giving  a  press  notice  to  the  trained  pig.  which  thej 
say  Mr.  Lynch  intends  to  present  as  his  vaudeville  specialty 
Verily,  nothing  succeeds  like  success.  Lynch  has  his  owt 
original  ideas  of  how  to  get  there,  and  one  is  the  flying  of 

monster  kite  with  the  word  "Lynch's"  over  the  building  and the  dressing  of  all  his  attaches  in  smart  uniforms,  with  tht 
word   "Lynch"  on  the  front  of  the  headpiece. 
From  W.  R.  Donahue,  the  manager  of  the  Bijou  Theater 

Edmonton.  Alta.  Canada,  we  have  received  a  batch  of  adver- 
tising matter,  which  shows  that  this  theater  is  conducted  or 

up-to-date  lines  that  would  do  credit  to  the  largest  metro- 
politan theater.  -One  of  the  most  attractive  circulars  is 

printed  on  a  tine  grade  of  wall  paper  and  reads,  "Special  To- 
night. Friday.  September  iS.  Paper  torn  from  the  walls 

of  the   Bijou  Theater  to  make  room  for  the  crowds  that  are 
coming  to   see   the   life   motion   pictures  of    "     Then   folJ lows  the  titles  and  descriptions  of  some  headliner  films.     Thej 
also  send  us  specimens  of  their  six-page  programme,  whict 
gives  the  titles  and  particulars  of  the  films  in  regular  theatri 
cal  style.  The  balance  of  the  programme  is  filled  with  inter 
esting   reading   and    the   liberal    advertising   representation   o 
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the   business   men   of   the   town.     Som<    oi    the   exhibitors  in 
metropolitan    centres   could    take   an    example    in   progrei 

5s  methods  from  their  backwoods  brethren 

Savannah,  Ga.,  September  20. — That  Savannah  is  growing 
more  and  more  popular  every  day  lias  been   shown  last   w  ■ 

Mr.    \     1).   Hotaling,  of   Philadelphia,  and  also  a   repre 
of    l.uhin,    came    here    for    the  of    secui 

moving  picture-;  around  Savannah  and  which  will  shortly 
be  shown  around  the  world.  Pictures  were  taken  al  the 
ocean  steamship  docks,  where  cotton  was  being  put  on  the 

Steamship  "City  oi  Savannah."  The  film  will  be  called  the 
"Cotton  Industry  of  the  South."  l.uhin  scuds  these  pictures 
all  over  the  world,  and  wherever  there  is  a  moving  picture 
theater,  Savannah  will  be  shown  The  film  makes  1,000  feet 
and  will  show  every  phase  of  the  cotton  industry.  From 
here  Mr.  Hotaling  went  to  Waynesboro  to  get  views  of 
pinning,  bailing,  binding,  and  other  views.  There  is  no 
doubt  but  that  this  picture  will  do  more  in  the  way  of 
advertising  Savannah  than  any  other  way.  There  will  also 
be  another  picture  on  the  Grand  Prize  race  which  will  be 
held  here  on  Thanksgiving  Day,  November  25,  and  the  day 
following. 

It  has  been  shown  already  that  people  in  Savannah  patron- 
ize vaudeville  and  moving  pictures.  Last  week  there  were 

more  people  than  the  houses  could  hold,  so  Messrs.  Frank 
and  Herbert  Bandy  will  put  up  another  house  which  will 
hold  from  five  to  eight  hundred  at  a  time. 

Last  week  the  Orpheum  had  the  finest  bill  that  has  ever 
been  put  on  there.  There  was  not  a  single  act  that  did  not 
come  up  to  the  standard.  Among  those  who  appeared  were 
the  two  Pecks  and  Russel  and  Russel  and  Doliver  and 
Rogers.  This  is  the  first  show  that  Mr.  Joseph  Wilnesky 
has  booked,  and  from  all  outlook  he  will  more  than  make 

a  successful  manager  for  his  father's  business. 

Mr.  Fred  Beck,  the  hustling  manager  of  the  Electrograph, 
informs  us  that  they  are  negotiating  with  three  property 

owners  in  Stamford.  Conn.,  for  the  building  of' one  of  the 
finest  show  houses  in  that  part  of  the  country.  Another  the- 

ater is  to  be  built  at  Portchester,  N.  Y.,  and  several  others 
are  in  contemplation. 

Carl  Laemmle,  the  only  original  Laemmle,  of  196  Lfike 

street.  Chicago,  the  man  who  "works  while  others  sleep," 
has  again  made  a  scoop.  He  has  secured  the  sole  and  ex- 

clusive right  to  "Bryan  in  Chicago"  and  the  "Labor  Day 
Parade."  a  fine  series  of  pictures  of  the  great  Commoner, 
which  was  filmed  by  Selig,  showing  off  Bryan  to  great  ad- 

vantage, and  the  monster  union  parade  of  Labor  Day.  Good 
subject  for  the  times,  although  not  a  political  picture,  but  it 
will  bring  cheers  from  the  Democrats  in  the  audience. 

The  Chicago  Film  Exchange,  not  to  be  outdone  by  their 
energetic  competitor,  has  secured  the  sole  right  to  the  film 
of  the  Gans-Nelson  fight.  This  was  also  filmed  by  Selig, 
and  we  learn  that  it  is  a  remarkably  successful  picture,  show- 

ing all  details  of  the  fight  from  start  to  finish. 

AFTERMATH  OF  THE  BOYERTOWN  DISASTER. 

Reading,  Pa.,  September  17. — Mrs.  Harriet  E.  Monroe, 
of  Washington,  was  indicted  by  the  Grand  Jury  to-day  on 
the   charge   of  involuntary  manslaughter. 

Mrs.  Monroe  is  the  owner  of  the  play,  "The  Scottish 
Reformation."  which  was  given  in  the  Boyertown  Opera 
House  on  the  night  of  January  13  last,  when  the  theater  was 
destroyed  by  fire  and  171  persons  lost  their  lives. 
Former  County  Commissioner  Franklin  Moyer,  the  prose- 

cutor in  the  case  against  Mrs.  Monroe,  charges  that  the 
death  of  his  17-year-old  daughter  Stella  in  the  fire  was  due 
to  the  employment  by  Mrs.  Monroe  of  an  incompetent  op- 

erator of  the  calcium  lights. 
Mrs.  Monroe  will  be  arrested  in  Washington. — New  York 

Sun. 

CHICAGO     NICKELODEON     PERFORMERS    WIN 
STRIKE. 

Pretty  Lenora  Drake  stood  in  front  of  a  five-cent  theater 
on  the  West  Side  last  Monday  and  warbled  the  latest  illus- 

trated song.  Actors  and  actresses  stood  beside  her,  and 
when  the  crowd  paused  to  listen  they  called  out  to  them: 

"Stay  where  you  are.  Don't  go  in  that  theater.  It's  un- 
fair. We're  on  a  strike,  and  if  you're  with  us  stay  on  the 

outside.  She'll  sing.  Don't  you  think  that  worth  a  decent 
salary?" 
And  while  Lenora  sang  theater  patrons  stood  outside  and 

listened. 

\P  adopti  d I  .  union 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

COMMENTS   ON    FILM   SUBJECTS. 

New  York,  September  _'-'.   1008. 
Editor  Moving   Picture  World: 

Pear  Sir  1  have  just  seen  "Her  Newsboy  friend,"  a  new 
film,  which  I  desire  to  say  is  an  insignificant  affair,  very  flat, 
poorly  acted  and  staged  and  lacks  any  real  good  motive,  but 
rather   savors   immorality. 

With  the  exception  of  the  newsboy,  the  characters  are  bad. 
\s  no  respectable  business  man  will  consent  to  introduce 

his  girl  stenographer  to  a  casual,  unknown  visitor,  then  coolly 
return  to  his  desk  as  if  perfectly  indifferent  to  what  is  going 
to  take  place,  I  say  the  boss  in  this  picture  is  a  weak  minded 
fellow,  not  even  respecting  his  own  office,  but  making  himself 

the   third  party  of  a  villain's  plot. The  real  lover  is  a  weak,  jealous  young  man,  with  no 
energy,  nothing  to  command  sympathy.  His  jealousy  is  not 
called  for.  It  is  true  he  finds  a  bunch  of  flowers,  but  where 
does  he  find  them?  Thrown  under  the  table  with  the  torn 

pieces  of  the  suitor's  card.  This  mute  testimony  should  have 
convinced  him  of  his  sweetheart's  loyalty  and  should  not have  aroused  his  jealousy. 
The  girl  deserves  no  sympathy,  as  she  lacks  the  angelic 

qualities  of  a  loving  girl.  She  should  have  appealed  to  her 
mother  and  to  her  newsboy  friend  to  help  her  to  regain  her 
lover,  and  not  give  herself  to  the  villain  and  accept  his 
invitations  to  accompany  him  to  disreputable  cafes,  and,  if 
a  decent  girl,  she  would  not  answer  any  anonymous  letter. 

The  mother  is  also  a  weak  character,  lacking  true  motherly 

love.  A  mother  generally  feels  the  danger,  at  least  the  ani- 
mals teach  us  so.  In  this  case  the  mother  does  not  feel 

the  coming  danger,  but  on  the  contrary  she  urges  her  daugh- 
ter to  respond  to  the  invitation,  and  pointing  to  the  clock, 

she  tells  her  to  not  be  late  for  the  rendezvous. 
The  only  fair  character  is  the  newsboy,  but  his  weak  good 

deeds  are  overshadowed  by  the  other  bad   characters. 
The  boss,  sitting  at  a  small  desk  in  a  far  corner  of  the 

office,  appears  more  as  a  messenger  boy  than  anything  else. 
The  dining  room  looks  as  a  railroad  station  with  its  big 

clock. 
The  dirty,  unmade  bed,  even  without  sheets,  gives  a  very 

poor  idea  of  the  lover's  character.  It  is  not  the  room  of  a 
respectable  young  workingman  courting  a  decent  young  girl, 
but  it  is  more  the  room  of  thugs  or  a  miser. 

It  is  not  correct  that  a  supposed  rich  man,  as  appears  to 
be  the  villain,  should  take  the  stenographer  girl  to  a  dis- 

reputable cafe,  frequented  by  criminals  and  drunken  women. 
The  author  should  have  shown  a  better  cafe,  and  he  should 
have  shown  the  forming  of  the  plot  to  take  place  in  a  low 
saloon. 

The  actions  and  expressions  of  both  the  boss  and  news- 
boy are  weak,  so  when  the  boss  ejects  the  boy  we  do  not 

know  if  he  is  mad,  if  he  means  business  or  if  he  is  playing 
with   the  boy. 

The  scene  in  the  bedroom,  which  should  be  the  strongest 
scene,  is  very  weak;  both  the  lover  and  the  boy  lack  actions. 
When  the  lover  is  going  to  throw  the  photo  of  the  girl  in 
the  stove  he  should  show  his  real  anger  by  first  making  an 
effort  to  tear  the  photo  to  pieces,  and  the  boy  should  put 
more  action  in  his  pleading  for  the  girl.  Instead  of  making 
this  scene  the  dramatic  climax,  they  turn  it  into  a  comical 
scene  with  the  night  shirt  given  to  the  boy. 
When  the  bov  calls  on  the  lover  to  tell  him  of  the  plot, 

the  lover  who  has  done  everything  to  forget  the  girl,  should 
not  so  quickly  run  to  her  assistance,  but  we  should  have  here 
a  scene  of  hesitation  between  his  old  jealousy  and  his  duty. 
It  is  not  natural  that  a  jealous  man  who  throws  down  a 
girl  on  account  of  a  bunch  of  flowers  should  go  so  quickly 
to  her  rescue,  when  he  has  the  proof  she  has  fallen  so  low  as 
to  accompany  the  villain  to  disreputable  cafes.  There  should 
be  a  fight  between  jealousy  and   duty. 

These  and  other  idiosyncrasies  in  this  film  stamp  it  as  one 
which  would  help  to  make  an  intelligent  public  disgusted  with 
moving  picture  shows.  Yours  truly, 

E.  S.  SCHROEDER. 
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New  and    Improved  Apparatus — 4* 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR. 
Current  Saving  in  Moving  Picture  Work. 

Wherever  alternating  current  is  used  for  moving  picture 
exhibitions,  an  opportunity  is  offered  for  considerable  saving 
of  current  by  the  substitution  of  an  inductive  resistance  de- 

vice for  a  rheostat.  This  saving  is  brought  about  because 
a  considerable  quantity  of  current  is  wasted  in  passing 
through  the  rheostat  in  the  form  of  heat.  In  a  properly  con- 

structed inductive  resistance  device  very  little  current  is  so 
wasted,  the  total  saving  resulting  from  the  use  of  an  induc- 

tive resistance  device,  instead  of  a  rheostat,  is  the  difference 
between  the  amount  of  heat  produced  in  the  rheostat  and  the 
amount  produced  in  the  inductive  resistance  device  by  the 
passage  of  the  current.  This  saving  is  greatest  on  currents 
of  high  voltage,  ranging  from  80  to  90  per  cent,  on  currents 
of  220  volts  and  from  60  to  70  per  cent,  on  currents  of  110 
volts. 
The  inductive  resistance  devices  which  may  be  used  on 

alternating  currents,  are  of  two  types — choke  coils  and  trans- 
formers. The  fundamental  distinction  between  these  two 

types    of   apparatus    is    that    in    a    choke    coil    the    entire    line 

Durability. 
Freedom  from  noise. 
Compactness. Price. 

voltage  passes  through  the  electric  lamp,  the  coils  being  con- 
nected in  series  with  the  lamp,  while  in  a  transformer,  the 

line  voltage  does  not  pass  through  the  lamp,  but  only  through 
the  primary  coil,  and  the  lamp  is  supplied  by  a  secondary 
induced  current  generated  in  the  transformer.  The  voltage 
of  this  secondary  induced  current  is  ordinarily  from  35  to  40 
volts. 
The  transformer  type  of  inductive  resistance  device  is 

always  to  be  preferred  to  the  choke  coil  type,  and  is  gen- 
erally approved  by  light  and  power  companies  for  use  on 

their  lines,  while  choke  coils  are  generally  condemned. 
In  the  construction  of  transformers  for  use  on  moving 

picture  lamp  circuits,  the  principal  points  to  be  considered 
are: 

1.  Economy  of  current.  5. 
2.  Regulation  of  arc.  6. 
3.  Absence  of  heat.  7. 
4.  Fireproof   quality..  8. 

Power's  Inductor  is  presented  to  the  moving  picture  fra- 
ternity as  embodying  in  the  highest  degree  the  essential 

features  of  an  ideal  transformer  for  use  on  moving  picture 
circuits. 
The  greatest  possible  economy  is  effected  by  the  use  of 

the  highest  grade  of  iron  in  the  laminated  core,  the  construc- 
tion of  the  core  without  an  open  gap  and  the  elimination  of 

eddy  currents  through  the  use  of  slate  base  and  top  pieces 
and  the  formation  of  the  sides  of  the  transformer  casing  of 
zinc  plates,  stiffened  at  the  edges,  and  insulated  from  each 
other.  A  saving  of  40  to  60  watts  of  current  over  any  other 
transformer  on  the  market  is  effected  by  this  feature  of  con- 
strueti'  in. 

Perfect  regulation  of  the  arc  is  obtained  by  the  selection 
of  a  power  factor  such  that  the  arc  may  be  maintained  with- 

out adjusting  the  carbons  for  a  period  of  more  than  ten 
minutes,  while  other  transformers  require  adjustment  of  the 
carbons  in  one  or  two  minutes  to  maintain  the  arc. 

The  elimination  of  eddy  currents  in  the  Power's  Inductor 
makes  it  heat  up  less  than  in  any  other  inductive  resistance 
device  on  the  market. 

Power's  Inductor  is  absolutely  fireproof,  no  inflammable 
material  being  used  in  its  construction,  and  the  layers  of  wire 
in  the  coils  being  separated  by  sheets  of  mica,  a  feature  found 
in  no  other  transformer.  The  binding  posts  are  protected 
by  covers  which  make  it  impossible  for  a  short  circuit  on 
the  line  or  lamp  circuit  to  occur  by  accidental  bridging  be- 

tween the  binding  posts. 
The  material  used  in  the  inductor  is  the  best  obtainable  in 

the  market  and  the  construction  is  such  as  to  secure  the 
maximum  of  strength.  The  design  is  such  that  the  instru- 

ment cannot  be  burned  out  in  years  of  service,  and  will  never 
have  to  be  replaced. 

Every  Power's  Inductor  is  carefully  tested  before  it  leaves 
the  factory  and  is  used  on  circuits  of  the  number  of  cycles 
for  which  the  instrument  is  intended.  It  is  practically  noise- less. 

The  price  of  the  inductor,  owing  to  the  excellence  of  the 
design  and  the  compact  construction,  is  lower  than  that  of 
any  other  instrument  designed  to  do  the  same  work,  and  it 
is  sold  under  absolute  guarantee  to  give  satisfaction. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 

J.    C.    R.    Miller,    Palermo,    N.    D.,    experienced    operator; 
references. 

J.  W.  Hoffman,  710  Market  street.  Sandusky,  Ohio. 
J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 

Harrisburg,   Pa. 
Morris  H.  Lencer,  229  East  84th  street,  New  York,  union  and 

licensed  operator.     References. 
Louis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.     Operator  or  manager. 

■  Henry  Stepenhausen,  92  Lexington  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Effects,  Talking  Pictures  or  Lecturer. 

N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  street,  New  York  City.     Satisfac- 
tion  guaranteed. 

TRAVELING  COMPANION  WANTED. 

A  gentleman  of  some  means,  wlio  is  fond  of  travel,  de- 
sires to  meet  a  young  or  middle-aged  man  of  like  circum- 

stances and  of  sterling  character  and  not  addicted  to  liquors. 
Man  who  has  knowledge  of  moving  picture  machine  operat- 

ing preferred.  Must  have  at  least  $500  to  purchase  one-half 
share  of  outfit  and  films. 

Object:  to  travel  through  Canada  to  Vancouver,  thence  to 
Australia  and  New  Zealand.  Moving  pictures  and  lantern 
shows  to  be  given  en  route,  not  as  a  money-making  venture 
but  to  defray   traveling  expenses. 
Address  TRAVELER,  care  of  Moving  Picture  World. 

J  .    W.    G  V  N  B  Y 
199  Third  Avenue         -        -         New  YorR 

EVERYTHING  PERTAINING  TO  MOVING   PICTURES 

FILM 

REELS 

SERVICE         $|    Af|    PER 
RENTED         «P  ■  -uu    DAY 

BETTER  PICTURES 
OUR   PROJECTION   LENSES 
are  guaranterd  to  produce  a  brilliant  image  with  sharp  definition  all  over 
the  screen.  Thev  Rive  better  illumination  and  render  without  loss  all  the 
contrast  and  quality  of  the  film. 

PRICE  $18.00  NET 
When  ordering  state  distance  from  lense  to  screen  and  size  of 

picture  wanted 

GUNDLACH-MANHATTAN  OPTICAL  COMPANY 

808  CLINTON  AVENUE,  SOUTH         -^      -         ROCHESTER,  N.  Y. 

Western  Agents,  Enterprise  Optical  Mfg.  Co.,  83-91  West  Randolph  St., 
Chicago,  111. 
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THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPARIEL"    SONG     SLIDES 
By  HEMRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Whi.j    the    Oatskilli    Lift    Their       Th»  Holy  City. 
Summits    to   the   Sun. 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody Happy. 
Mollie,    Come   Jump   on   the   Trol- 

ley. 
Among   the  Valleyi   of   New   Eng- 

land. 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 
On    Bunker   Hill,    Where    Warren 

Fell. 
On   the  Banks  of  the   Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The    Little    Old    Red    Schoolhouse 
on  the  Hill. 

Thero    Stands    a    Flag,    Let    Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old   New  England   Homestead 
in   the   Dell. 

When     the    Autumn     Leaves     Are Falling. 

Memories. 
Where   the    Tall   Palmettos    Grow. 
In  Old   Illinois. 

Where   Poverty's   Tears   Ebb    and Flow. 
Sweetheart   Days. 
Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

New  Film— New  Subjects 

In    PER 
Send  for  List  of  New  Films     ̂ K^  \S    FOOT 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street         -         Philadelphia,  Pa. 

8 
Good  Second  Hand  Films 

FOR   SALE    CHEAP 

What  more  do  you   want?  Send  for  particulars 

PENN    FILM    EXCHANCE 

2237  Vine  Street       -       -       Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Wanted— Second  Hand  Films 
Also  Song  Slides   (with  music)   In  any  quantity  for   export 
Send  list  of  titles,  lengths,  and  particulars  as  to  condition  to 

EXPORTER 
P.IO.  Box  226  Madison  Square New  York 

In  answer  to  numerous  inquiries  the  pub- 
lishers desire  to  say  that  there  is  in  stocK 

a  limited  quantity  of  all  bacK  numbers  of 
the  World.  These  will  be  mailed  for  five 
cents  each  to  old  subscribers  only,  who 
desire  special  numbers,  or  new  subscribers 
may  date  bach  their  subscription  to  begin 
with  any  number. 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

The 
Motiograph 
THE  LATEST       THE  BEST 

Motion 
Picture 

Machines 
New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built   and   especially   adapted   for   the 

heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outfiit, 
Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons, 
Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 

progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 
Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 

ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL      MFG.     C 

83-91  W.  Randolph  Street.  Chicago 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 

Independent 
Films in  Texas 
ALAMO  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Supplies  of  all 
Kinds  for  Moving 

Picture  Theatres 

MAIM   OFFICE: 

405   MAIN   STREET DALLAS,  TEX. 

BRANCH   OFFICE: 

304  Conroy  Building,  SAN  ANTONIO,  TEX. 

Write   for  our  Special   Prices  on    our  New   Films 
and   Feature   Productions 
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I  Invite  You  to  the  Electrical  Show  aft 
(SECTION    NO.    67,   WITH    EDtt 

OCTOBER  3  to  14,  to  INSPECT  the  MOST  PERFECT  M.P.  and  STEREOjl 

HALLBERG  AUTOMATI 
WHICH  IS  THE  GREATEST  AND  ONLY  FULLY  APPROVED 

THE  COST  OF  ADMISSION  TO  THE  SHOW  IS  50c.      I  WILL  GIVE  ONE  TICKET  FREE  TO   EVEN 

To  buyers  of  Electric  Current  Savers  for  M.P.  lam 

Don't  buy  a  current  saver  because  it  is  cheap  or  c 
which  is  offered  you  for  trial.  The  chances  are  3 

will  regret  it.  Don't  buy  a  current  saver  unless 
gives  40  to  50  amperes  to  your  M.  P.  lamp  with 
amp.  fuses  on  220v.  and  25  amp.  fuses  on  UOv.  T 

word  "  Economizer  "  was  first  used  by  me.  Don't 
deceived.  Make  sure  you  get  the  Hallberg  Elect 
Economizer.  It  is  the  only  current  saver  which  1 

stood  the  test  of  time  and  which  was  just  as  good  the  day  it  was  first  put  on  the  marl 
as  it  is  to-day.  It  was  perfect  from  the  beginning,  and  is  still  several  years  ahead 
other  current  savers  which  are  more  or  less  inferior. 

BUY  THE  HALLBERG  ECONOMIZER-IT  IS  THE  BEST— 

f 

THIS  IS  MY  GUARANTEE: 

On  A.  C.  UOv.  65-70%  On  220v.  82-88%  On  440v.  90-92% 

On  D.  C.  UOv.  40-50%  On  220v.  70-75%  On  550v.  85-90% 
FROM  5%  to  40%  MORE  THAN  OTHER  CURRENT  SAVERS 

EAST  HEAT— CHEAPEST  IN  THE  LONG-RUN 

SAVING 
A  Two  Year  Written  Guarantee  With  Every  Economizer 

If  You  Are  Offered  A  Cheap  Current  Saver 
THINK  TWICE,  AND  I  AM  SURE  YOU  WILL 

LET     IT    ALONE 
Cheap  electrical   machines  worR 

for  a  while  then  they    burn    out  mm  I   ■ 
CONSULTING 

and     repairs     COSt     as     much     as     a  Associate  Member:  American  Institute  of  Electrical  Engin™ 

new  machine.  BUY  THE  BEST      Factory  and  General  Sales  Offices:  9|( 

ALTER*]? 

PATENll  ••:■ 
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Bison  Square  Garden,  New  YorK  City 
DRY     CO.    AND    C.     B.    KLEINE 

OUTFIT  in  ACTUAL  OPERATION  on  A.  C.  &  D.  C.  CONTROLLED  by  the 

ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
HANTEED  CURRENT  SAVER  FOR  M.  P.  LAMPS  ON  EARTH 
I  TOR  WHO   PRESENTS  HIMSELF  AT  MY  OEEiCE  WITH    HIS   LICENSE  AND  A  COPY  OE  THIS  AD. 

To  theatres  placing  Orders  for  the  Hallberg  Electric  Economizer 
during  October,  1908,  on  account  of  the  Electrical  Show 

I  WILL  GIVE  MY  REGULAR  5*  SPOT  GASH  DISCOUNT 

With  an  Extra  10%  Discount 
The  Hallberg  Economizer  has  replaced  other  current  savers 

because  it  saves  more  and  lasts  forever. 

I  make  a  liberal  allowance  in  trade  for  your  old  current  saver 

THE  ELECTRICAL  SHOW-I  WILL  PROVE  IT  TO  YOU ! 
READ  THIS  LETTER  TO   ONE  OF  MY  AGENTS: 

PECIAL 
OFFER 

ill 
MR.   L.   PARRISH,  DURHAM,  N.   C,  August  24th,   1908. 

Electrical  Contractor,  Durham,  N.  C. 

Dear  Sir:— In  regard  to  the  "Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer"  purchased  through 
you  some  time  ago,  I  beg  to  state  that  this  machine  has.  given  entire  satisfaction  in  every  respect 
and  so  far  has  fulfilled  every  promise  made  for  it  by  the  manufacturer,  J.  H.  Hallberg. 

Not  only  does  it  save  expense  in  reducing  the  current  bill  fully  60%  to  70%,  but  it  can  be 
used  right  in  the  operating  booth  without  making  additional  heat.  Also  it  is  impossible  to  blow 
fuse  plugs  by  forming  a  short  circuit  in  lamp  house.  In  my  estimation  it  improves  the  picture 
from  30%  to  40%  over  the  old  style  rheostat.  I  now  use  20  and  25  ampere  fuse  plugs  where  I 
used  to  use  40's  and  50's. 

As  you  know,  I  am  now  using  this  machine  at  the  new  "Edisonia"  and  it  has  been  in  con- 
stant use  ever  since  it  was  purchased,  and  in  my  opinion  it  heads  the  list  "current  savers."  In  addi- 

tion to  all  other  good  qualities  it  is  the  neatest  machine  of  the  kind  I  have  ever  seen. 
Yours  very  truly, 

(Signed)     W.  S.  YOUNGER, 

Mgr.  "Edisonia"  Theatre. 

PRICE 
.BERG 
U    ENGINEER 

:ric  Light  Association,  The  New  York  Electrical  Club,  etc. 

/ICH  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK,    U.S.A. 

FOR    MO    VOLTS    ALTERNATING    CURRENT 

Standard  "  Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer    .    .    $100.00 
Light "  Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer  ....        60.00 

(The  price  of  the  "Light"  Economizer  is  net 

cash  and  is  not  subject  to  the  above  cash  dis- 

counts). The  Standard  Economizer  is  for  heavy 

worh.  The  Light  Economizer  is  for  regular  work 
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EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still   Another   New   Model.      Most  Up-to-date  Machine  on  the    Market 

UNDERWRITERS' MODEL (Type  "B") ONE-PIN 
novEneiNT 

Approved  by  the  New  York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 
Bureau  of  Water,  Gas  and  Electricity 

IMSDPnVirn  Take=up.  Rheostat, mrKUVCU  Automatic  Shutter, 
Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  Guard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 
Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  nninr  eooc  nn Steel  Mitre  Gears.  PR  ICE,  $  22  5  ■  0  0 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No,  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model  -$155.00 One-Pin  Movement 

Improved  Universal  Model  -   75.00 
One-Pin  vs.  Two-Pin  Mechanisms 

$25.00    $25.00    $25.00 
Will    Improve    Your    Exhibition    50% 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW   FEATURE    SUBJECTS: 

FOR  SHIPMENT  SEPTEMBER  29th,  1908. 

POrAHONTAS    A   remarkable    presentation    in    motion    pictures    of    the    story  of 
Pocahontas  and  her  love  for  Captain  John   Smith 

A  Chfld  OT  tOG  FOreSi     film  thfei  cannot  fail  to  interest  and  please. 

An  historical 

No.  6380. Code,  VELTAGE.  Approx.  Length,  1000  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  389. 

FOR  SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  2.  1908 

T|||r    DIPI4  A  Ml  N\IIF  S       An  amus'nS  subject,  built  on  the  lines  of  "  Ten  Little  Injuns,"  each 
',l-  **  scene  showing  how  the  ten  little  pickaninnies  were  reduced  in  num- 

C.Oflfl6Qy  ber  from  ten  to  one.     Funny  all  the  way. 
No. .638 1.  Code,  VELTER.  Approx.  Length,  600  Feet. 

CANinV  yrDHrDQAM'^  AIIIFT    Ta,k  about  "fisherman's  luck!"    It  was  not  a  patch 3ANUT  ivicrnLrcauni  a  yum  i        ared  to  the  thi     that  h        d  on  SaDdy,s      t 
FISHING  TRIP— Comedy 
No.  6382. 

No.  6383. 

fishing  trip.    425  feet  of  laughter. 

Code,  VELTEURS.  Approx.  Length,  425  Feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  390. 

NEXT  WEEK'S  SUBJECTS: 

Shipment  Oct.  6.     THE  LOVER'S  GUIDE— Comedy. 
Code,  VELTRA. Approx.  Length,  1000  feet. 

Shipment  Oct.  9.     THE  VOICE  FROM  THE  DEAD— Melodrama. 
No.  6384.  Code,  VELTURB.  Approx  Length,  1000  feet. 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY:     72  LAKESIOB  AVE.,  ORANGE,  N.J. 

New  York  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    304  Wabash  Avenue. 

Office  for  United  Kingdom :     Edison  Works,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.21st  St.,  New  York.  George  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Dealers   in   All    Principal   Cities. 

Stories   of  the    Films. 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVIIMC  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialty.     Agents  for  Motiograph,  Power's and  Edison  Machines.     Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
5G4    Washington 

Established   I8SM. 

Street, 

(Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston      Mass. 
Incorporated  1908. 

THE  DEVIL  iBiograph).— A  Biograph  Portrayal 
of  Psychic  Force.  "There's  the  Devil  to  pay." 
Don't  worry:  the  Devil  is  a  good  collector,  and 
never  discounts.  In  the  ever-existent  psyehomaehy 
in  the  human  being,  Satan  atacks  the  weaker  side, 
the  flesh,  and  has  in  most  cases  an  easy  task  in 
overthrowing  the  soul.  In  this  picture  we  have 
at  ii-n, iitcil  to  show  in  the  material  that  conflict  by 
personifying  that  which  is  evil  and  sinister  in  our 
natures  by  figure  of  the  traditional  Satan:  hence, 
in  this  subject,  the  Devil  is  intended  to  illustrate 
psychic  force.  Harold  Thornton,  a  successful  artist, 
is  so  deeply  in  love  with  his  wife  that  apparently 
no  power,  natural  or  supernatural,  could  swerve 
him  from  the  path  of  honor.  But,  alas!  he 
human,  and  in  his  employ  is  a  very  beautiful  t 
as  model.  This  girl  has  loved  her  employer  with 
suppressed,  hopeless  passion,  which  needed  but 
breath  to  fan  it  into  a  blaze.  In  justice  to  her  it 
must  be  said  that  she  didn't  realize  the  strength 
of  this  feeling,  smothering  it  with  admiration  for 
the  artist's  devotion  for  his  wife.  Ah.  but  the- 
Devil  knows  how  to  play  the  came,  and  his  prompt- 

ings are  so  fascinatingly  impressive  that  few  ran 
resist.  But  who  is  the  Devil?  He  is  the  embodi- 

ment of  our  evil  inclination  warring  with  the  pure. 
So  it  was  that  at  his  prompting  the  artist  falls, 
as  does  his  model.  They  are  discovered  by  the- 
wife.  who  in  turn  is  prompted  by  the  Devil  to 
"get  even,"  which  she  heeds.  She  is  surprised  by 
her  husband  in  a  private  dining-room  of  a  cafe  in 
company  with  a  gentleman  friend.  In  frenzy  he- 
leaps  at  his  wife's  throat — and  the  Devil  laughs. 
He  would  have  sent  her  to  him  then  and  there. 
hut  for  the  intervention  of  the  waiters.  In  terror, 
the  poor  woman  rushes  to  her  home.  She  is  fol- 

lowed by  the  crazed  husband.  In  vain  she  pleads, 
but  the  Devil  prompts:  "Kill."  Taking  a  revolver 
from  the  dresser-drawer,  he  moves  deliberately  to- 

ward the  terrified  wife — and  the  Devil  laughed.  A 
shot  and  a  body  and  sonl  part;  another  shot, 
and   "There  was  the  Devil  to  pay" — and  he  col- 

lected. This  subject,  while  thrilling,  is  most  in- 
geniously handled,  with  photographic  quality  of  the 

highest  order,  showing  a  stereoscopic  effect  never 
before   attained.      Length,   570  feet. 

THE  STOLEN  JEWELS  (Biograph).— It  would 
have  taken  more  than  the  wonderful  powers  of  de- 

duction of  a  Sherlock  Holmes  to  have  dispelled  the 
mystery  that  shrouded  the  disappearance  of  a  ease 
of  jewels  at  the  home  of  Robert  Jenkins,  a  wealthy 
stockbroker,  and  although  they  were  eventually 
brought  to  light,  it  was  through  a  most  remarkable 
accident.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Jenkins  are  getting  ready 
for  an  evening  at  the  opera,  and.  as  usual.  Mrs. 
Jenkins  is  tantalizingly  slow  in  her  preparations, 
and  is  almost  carried  out  of  the  house  by  the  im- 

patient Jenkins.  Baby  Jenkins  Is  very  moch  in 
evidence,  and  requires  a  bribe  to  induce  her  to 
remain  contented  with  the  maid.  This  Mrs.  J.  fur- 

nishes in  the  shape  of  a  papier-mache  doggie,  the 
head  of  which  is  removed  to  find  its  interior  filled 
with  candy.  Mrs.  Jenkins  is  inclined  to  deck  her- 

self out  in  her  diamonds,  and  takes  the  case  from 
the  strong-box.  but  in  her  anxiety  to  appease  her 
husband's  flustering,  she  hurriedly  kisses  baby  and 
departs,  forgetting  all  about  the  jewels.  They  are 
not  long  in  the  theater  before  the  thought  of  the 
diamonds  comes  to  her.  and  the  awful  possible  re- 

sult of  her  carelessness.  She  will  not  rest  until 
Mr.  Jenkins  takes  her  home.  On  arriving  there, 
sure  enough  her  worst  fears  are  apparently  con- 

firmed. There  on  the  desk  lies  the  jewel  case — 
empty.  Good  heavens!  what's  to  be  done?  No  one was  in  the  house  but  the  baby  and  nurse,  both 
of  whom  are  now  abed.  There  Is  no  trace  or  sign 
of  the  entrance  of  a  thief.  How  did  It  happen? 
Well,  the  detectives  are  summoned  and  put  to 
work  on  the  case,  but  without  success,  although 
a  reward  of  $10,000  is  offered  for  the  apprehension 
of  the  robbers  and  return  of  the  jewels.  The 
detectives  finally  give  the  matter  up.  Poor  Jenkins 
is  certainly  up  against  it.  for  the  loss  of  the  jewels 
is  the  beginning  of  a  streak  of  wretched  luck. 
He  is  beaten  on  all  sides  in  the  stock  market 
until  at  length  he  is  forced  to  the  wall.  Poverty, 
disgrace  and  even  starvation  stare  him  and  his 
loved  ones  in  the  face.  Forced  to  sell  his  house 
and  then  the  furniture  to  satisfy  his  creditors,  he 
is  in  the  depths  of  despair  as  he  stands  and  views 
his  precious  little  one  playing  on  the  floor  with 
her  doggie,  unconscious  of  the  anguish  of  her 
father.  Piece  by  piece  the  household  effects  are 
seized,  until  there  remains  but  a  couple  of  chairs. 
on  one  Of  which  Baby  places  her  doggie.  At  that 

moment  the  door  opens  and  Smithson.  Jenkins' friend,  enters  to  offer  his  sympathy  and  aid. 
Smithson  is  a  good  hearted,  blustering  fellow,  and 
in  the  enthusiasm  of  his  friendship,  flusters  about, 
finally  throwing  himself  into  the  only  chair  in 
the  room,  not  noticing  the  toy.  of  course  crushing 
it  to  atoms.  Leaping  to  his  feet,  he  is  profuse 
in  apologies,  when,  lo  and  behold!  there  among 
the  fragments  of  the  broken  dog  lay  the  dia- 

monds. The  clouds  that  hung  over  the  household 
are  dissipated  and  the  little  family  may  start 
anew.  There  are  many  sensational  incidents  in 
the  course  of  the  film,  one  showing  the  curb  mar- 

ket of  New  York  is  most  unique.  Length.  630 
feet. 
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POCAHONTAS;    A    Child    ol    tho    Forest    (Bdil   
.    Synopsis    u 
Prelude,  We  owe  a  .1,1.1  to  Captain  John  Smith, 

A    bardj     adventurer,    sailor,    soldier    and    traveler. 

li,-    '   led   Jamestown    In    1607       Made    frlem 
tlie  Indians.     This  storj    tell 
nontas. 

The    Treaty    of    Peace.     Pocahontas    accompanied 
her   father,    the    rain,, us   Powhatun,    to  Jamestown 
Treat;     of     Peace     signed     Pocahontas     meet 

admires    Captain    Smith     "Kundei  Wacha,"    mi     In- 
dian  suitor,    shows   Jealousy. 

Smith's   Expedition.     Smith    establishes   order    and 
Quells   inuiin.N     Starts  on   an   expedition 

Is     trailed     by     "Kunder-Wacha"     and     his     1 
Indians. 

Saved  by  a  Compass,— "Kunder-Wacha"  captures 
Captain  smith  His  companions  are  killed  Smith 
■bout  i"  be  tortured  Compass  causes  wonder — 
smith  explains  how  It  works  Looked  upon  as  n 
"Medicine   man"     Taken   to   Powhatan. 
A  Great  Chief.— Powhatan  treats  Smlih  royally 

— Tells  Indians  he  is  a  friend  -Orders  him  un- 
bound  Invites  Into  his  wigwam  Pocahontas  re- 

news friendship  "Kunder-Wacha"  a  witness  \.i.is 
to   his    hate. 

The    Council.  —"Kunder-Wacha"    demands   Smith's 
luncil      meets     "Kunder-Wacha"      gains     his 

end — Smith  sentenced  to  death   -Led  to  execution— 
Pocahontas    stays    the    blow  -Appeals    to    Powhatan 

Indian  law  in  her  favor     smith   is  released, 

"Kunder-Wacha's"  Revenge. — Smith  promises  to 
send  two  cannon  and  n  grindstone  to  Powhatan — 
Departs  tor  Jamestown,  accompanied  by  two  In- 

dians—Pocahontas  kocs  pnrt  of  the  way — "Kunder- 
Wacha"  shoots  Smith — Escapes — Pocahontas  hinds 
Smith's    arm. 

Captain  Smith  Goes  to  England. — Smith  sails— 
Famine  threatens — Pocahontas  visits  Jamestown — 
Beings  food  -Rolfe  tells  her  Captain  Smith  Is  dead 
-  She  uricves— Rolfe  saves  Pocahontas  from  "Kun- 

dei- Wacha"-  -Shoots    "Kunder-Wacha." 
Historic  Wedding.  — Rolfe  wins  Focahontas — 

01,  tains  Powhatan's  consent  —Grand  weddlnp — Col- 
onists happy  and  prosperous.  Approximate  length, 

1.000    feet. 

TEN      PICKANINNIES       1  Edison).  —Synopsis      of 
For    combined    and    concentrated    cuteness, 

Imagine    Ten   Pickaninnies  turned  loose  and  on   mis- 
chief   bent. 

Ten    little    Darkies    eating    Melon    fine, 
Farmer    catches    one    leaving    hut    Nine. 

Nine    Happy    Snowballs   on   a   Swing   elate. 
One    gets    knocked    out    then    there    are    Eight. 

Eight    r>laek    Cherubs,    swimming   at    "Eleven," 
Mammy    catches    "Rastus"    that    leaves    Seven. 

Seven   Jolly   Coons   on   a    Tramp   play   tricks. 
Tramp    wakes    up    and    nabs    one    vamose    the    Six. 

Six    Bad    "Chiltan"    fooling    'round    a    Hive, 
Bees    get    busy    now    there's    only    Five. 

Five    Inky    Kids    crawl    thro'    a    fieneoop    door, 
Farmer   scares  one   away   that    leaves    Four. 

Four    Smoky    Kids    hunting   up    a    Tree. 

Gun    explodes,    whiz! — "Skiddo"    the    Three. 

Three    Black    Lambs   nothing    else    to   do. 

Investigate    a    deep    Well    now    there's    Two. 

Two   Cute    Ebonites   with    Auntie    having   fun, 

"Mandy"   gets   a   ducking   all   gone   but   One. 

One    Chubby   Coonlet    with    a    toy    Pop-gun 

Monkeyed     round    a    'gaitor    now    there's    None. 
Approximate    length,    600    feet. 

SANDY  M'PHERSON'S  QUIET  FISHING  TRIP 
(Edison). — Synopsis     of    scenes: 

"Sandy,"  a  Big  Brawny  Scot — Determines  on  a 
fishing  trip — For  coolness  arrays  himself  in  High- 

land costume — Kilts,  bonnet,  philibeg,  et  al. — Not 
forgetting  a   bottle  of  "Mountain   Dew." 

Fine  Fishing,  But — Sandy  finds  a  good  spot — Pro- 
ceeds to  action — Mosquitoes  find  Sandy — His  bare 

legs  a  harvest — Sandy  fights  them — Gets  hopping 
mad — Does    a    Highland-fling. 

The  Bad  Boys. — Two  country  lads  discover  Sandy 

— They  "don't  do  a  thing  to  him" — Imagine  a 
wrathv.  fiery  Scot  trying  to  fish — Fight  mosquitoes 
— "Cuss"  in  choice  Gaelic — And  attend  to  two 
mischievous    hoys,    at    the    same    time. 

The    Sleeping    Beauty   In    an    adjoining    field    the 
boys  come  across  a  Rube  asleep — His  boots  re- 

moved to  rest  his  feet — The  plot  thickens — Boys 
take    the    boots — Return    to    torment    Sandy. 
A  Big  Haul. — Boys  throw  stones — Sandy  chases — 

Boys  dodge  back — Fasten  a  boot  to  Sandy's  line 
and  throw  overboard — Sandy  returns  warmed  np — 
Warms   some   more   hauling   in   his    "Prize." 
A  Perplexed  Scot. — Sandy  lands  the  boot — Is 

dumbfounded — Has  a  happy  idea — Puts  boot  on  to 
protect  leg  from  mosquitoes — Starts  to  fish  for  the 
other — Boys     delighted — Invent     more     mischief. 
Sandy  Overboard. — Sandy  locates  boys — Another 

chase — They  escape  again — Dump  Sandy's  basket 
into  the  water — Sandy  goes  in  also — They  meet  the 
Rube — Put  him  wise — He  goes  for  help — Bovs  de- 
lighted. 
The  Town  ConstaDle. — Rube  returns  with  Con- 

stable— They   descend    upon    Sandy — As    he    emerges 

from   bath     Explanation.  Caugbl   with   the 
'--off   to   ti.e    "Cooler." 

"To       the       Victors — The       Spoils. "      Boys       watch 
Sandy's    departure     rben    have    the    time    or    tbelr 

p  ile     Gel     11  I.      in     hi . lunch     \ii,i   win,!   np   with  mi   Imltatli   r  Bandy's 
land-fling.      Approximate  length,    120   1  ■■<•  1 . 

film   Import   and  Ti  1 

THE    AYAH'S    REVENGE    (Wll  \    Mir 
ring  an. 1  forceful  melodrama  ,.t  in,-  In  India  is  pre- 

sented in  the  above.  An  Bn  er  repairs  to 
headquarters  for  duty;  his  wife  goes  to  mi  an  en 

11  Hi  al  a  military  b  er  1  wo 

children  in  care  ,,t'  her  mold,  having  thai  tame  da] 
another    servant     tor    .1   estlc    n 

The  kysb,    know  Ing    o(    the    - 
men!   of  ber   former  employer,   c   es   to   tin 
with  her  paramour  and  forcibly  kidnaps  one  oi 
the  children.  The  faithful  maid,  unable  to  prevent 

cape  of  the  kidnappers,  ru  ties  away  to  Inform 
her  mistress  of  the  unfortunate  affair.  Alone  the 

I'imiishwoinaii   ventures    to   recover   her  cblld,     Ob- 
tabling    a    horse,    she    rides    bard    and    fast    until    she 
arrives  at    the   cottage  of   her   former  servant,    ami 
is  Just  lii  time  t,,  linil  them  there  with  her  child, 
ami  at  the  point  of  pistol  siiat.hes  her  child  from 
the  Ayah  holding  them  at  bay,  She  bucks  away 
ami    rides    "IT    with     the    Child,     returning     I   e    BOOn 
after  her  husband  reaches  home,  unconscious  of  the 
dangerous  undertaking  his  wife  has  Just  succeeded 
In. 

MY      WIFE'S      DOG       (Williamson).  —  A      clever comedy. 

BEG  PARDON  (Esaonay  Mfg.  Co.).— This  pic- 
ture will  portray  many  humorous  incidents  which 

come  ,l:iih  before  our  notice,  and  for  that  reason 
alone  should  be  well  received.  Bow  often  have 
you  bad  somebody  step  on  your  corn,  sit  on  your 
hat,  bump  into  you.  drop  water  on  you,  and  various 
other  JlingS,  and  then  say  to  you  in  a  vrry  apolo- 

getic manner  "Beg  pardon,"  and  of  course  you 
have  to  accept  their  apology  in  a  very  gracious 
manner  perhaps;  but  our  victims  in  this  picture 
.1..    n,,i    accept    the    apology    of    our    comedian,    who 
happens  to  be  a  very  clumsy  ami  awkward  fellow. 
II,-  gets  into  all  kinds  of  scraps  and  is  lucky  to 
come  out  alive  after  he  has  ,-aused  much  damage 
by  his  Indifferent  way  of  going  through  life.  We 
feel  we  have  an  excellent  comedy  subject  in  tills 
feature,  and  judging  from  our  former  success  and 
our  style  of  comedies,  we  do  not  hesitate  to  state 

positively    this   picture   is  a   real   winner. 

FROM  THE  ROCOCO  TIMES.  — In  this  Groat 
Northern  film  is  shown  the  tapering  spires  of  a 
beautiful  castle  reflected  in  the  quiet  water,  while 

the  park's  trimmed  hedges  are  stretching  them- 
selves across  the  landscape,  hiding  and  shading 

what    is  inside    from   the   curious  gaze. 
The  old  nobleman  wants  to  give  a  banquet  in 

order  to  celebrate  his  daughter's  betrothal  to  a 
rich  old  man  of  noble  family.  But  his  young  and 
pretty  daughter  wants  to  have  a  younger  and 
handsomer  bridegroom,  and  therefore  one  can  easily 
understand  that  she  refuses  the  old  suitor  when 
the    father   introduces   him    to  her. 

In  the  moonlight  the  young  people  meet  and  talk 
over  their  future  prospects.  He  seems  to  feel  in- 

clined to  give  up  the  struggle  and  go  away,  but 
she  Is  made  of  a  sterner  stuff  and  tries  to  prevent 
him   in  bis   intentions. 

As  good  luck  would  have  It.  the  betrothal  feast 
is  to  be  held  in  the  park  by  the  seashore,  and  here 
Providence  provides  the  accident  which  unites  the 

two. The  two  rivals  quarrel  about  a  rose  and  the  old 
gentleman  settles  the  quarrel  by  saying  that  his 
daughter  is  to  throw  the  rose  into  the  water,  and 
the  one  who  fetches  it  np  again  shall  have  not 
only  the  rose  but  also  the  hand  of  his  beautiful 
daughter  and  shall  become  the  future  owner  of  her 
magnificent   castle   home. 

In  a  second  the  young  man  Is  in  the  water,  and 
while  the  spectators  are  shouting  with  joy  he 
reaches  the  rose,  which  he  at  once  offers  to  the 
fair   judge. 

The  old  suitor  has  to  acknowledge  his  adversary's 
strength  and  courage,  and  congratulates  the  two 
young  people  and  withdraws  his  suit  in  favor  of 
his   successful   rival.      Length.   560   feet. 

G.    Melies   issues: 

THE  SUICIDAL  POET  (S.  Lubin).— Bombastns 
Shakespear's  rent  is  due.  He  has  a  poem,  but  no 
money.  The  landlady  wants  cash  and  does  not 
care  for  the  poem.  Landladies  feel  that  way  some- 

times. Shakespear  is  thrown  out  of  the  room.  In 

despair  he  tries  twelve  new  ways  to  commit  sui- 
cide, but  his  ingenuity  is  of  no  avail.  He  is  saved 

every  time.  At  last  he  is  given  money.  He  hur- 
ries to  a  restaurant  and.  sad  to  relate,  ate  himself 

to    death. 

IN  THE  NICK  OF  TIME  IS.  Lubin).— The  stork 
stands  before  the  door.  A  doctor  is  needed.  Mr. 
Young  Husband  goes  out  in  his  automobile  to  call 
a  doctor.  The  automobile  breaks  down.  He  throws 
a  farmer  off  his  wagon.  The  wagon  breaks  down. 
He  secures  another  vehicle.  Nothing  can  prevent 
him  from  getting  the  doctor,  and  be  got  him,  too. 
They  arrive  just  In   the  nick   of  time.     It  is  a   boy. 

THE  MASQTJERADERS  (Lubin).— A  thief  entered 
the  hall  where  there  was  a  masquerade  ball.  He 
stole    some    wardrobe    checks,     got    some    overcoats 

OPPORTUNITY 
1  in-  established  Tbeatorlum  on   \i 

I-.,  g.oil    ti    ml    .,11,1    1. 11 

about  $0,000  1   11  er  will  >rll  to  quit 

balanci or  will  sell  an  lnt<  ,  -  *  Paying 

nl  M   'INK.  cure  ol  .Moving  Picture 
World.  125  Boot  2.1,1  Strr.t.  New   Vork  City. 

FOR  SALE 
A  well  equipped  Moving  Picture  Theatre  at 
a  reasonable  price,     Fine  location      Seating 
capacity  230.  Ooing  a  good  business.  K 
for  selling:  Too  much  other  business  to  de- 

vote proper  time  tint.   For  particulars  address 
L.  C.  BAKER,  Box  838,  New  Britain,  Conn. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and   Kct.nl 

Slcrccoplicon  and  Lantern  Slides 

06  Fifth  Avenue        -       -       CHICAGO' 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY, 

Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  (or  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also   Seating    for   Ou of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Of  (Ice,  1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  GO. 
No.  47   North   I  Oth  Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 
ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 

License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
i  I  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040i  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Ca 

TI C  RETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl   St.,  New  York  City. 

riC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
\J/\0  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condcniort,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable.  Kotos 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 
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SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness:  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 
for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 
There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 

recently  but  you  can  build  that 
yourself  for  a  few  dollars.  If  you 
want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70  00  each  for  MO  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 
Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $175.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.  CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.T. 

70  Franklin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours 

and     made    bis    escape.      When     SCephisto    and    the 
Mg    white    bear    looked    for    their    coats    they    were 

i    and   Hi";,    had   to  go  home  In   their  masquerade 
cosl   -         Thej      cause     untold     trouble.       People 

are  "seeing  things"  and  the  reverend 
has  a  hard  time  to  supply  enough  "pledges"  for those  asking  liis  advice.  The  solution  comes  at 
the  police  station  where  the  sneak  thief  was 
hrought  with  the  stolen  overcoats.  Length,  670 
feet. 

WANTED:  A  MILITARY  MAN  (Lubin).— To 
have  some  fun,  a  young  man  advertises  that  he 
wishes  to  meet  a  military  man.  Incidentally  he 
mentions  that  he  has  lots  of  money  and  wants  to 
marry  the  man  of  his  choice.  He  then  dresses 
as  a  lady  and  takes  a  seat  in  the  park  waiting 
for  those  who  might  come.  Pretty  soon  military 
representatives  of  all  countries  appear  to  offer 
their  hand  and  heart  and  incidentally  become  the 
possessor  of  the  money.  Through  a  too  ardent 
admirer  the  ruse  of  the  young  man  is  discovered 
and  now  follows  a  lively  chase  which  is  too  funny 
to   describe.      Length,   250   feet. 

GRANDMOTHER'S  STORY  (Geo.  Melies) .—  The 
old  granny  reads  to  a  little  girl  from  a  book,  and 
between  paragraphs  she  tells  the  child  of  the  won- 

ders of  Fairyland.  Then,  the  child  tiring,  she 
places  it  affectionately  in  bed,  and  after  prayers 
the  little  girl  falls  to  sleep.  Suddenly  the  child 
sees  a  guardian  fairy  appear  from  a  cross  and  she 
is  invited  to  take  a  stroll  to  the  land  of  child's 
wonders.  The  fairy  takes  her  little  hand  and  be- 

gins to  lead  her  through  wonderful  grottos  of  mys- 
tic design  and  awe-inspiring  grandeur,  until  they 

come  to  a  great  land  where  there  are  wonderful 
toys  innumerable  and  defying  description,  which  go 
through  their  various  movements  in  an  almost 
human  way.  From  Toyland  the  fairy  leads  the 

■  little  girl  to  the  realm  of  King  Sweet,  where  all 
is  fruit  and  candy.  From  there  the  wondering 
child  is  taken  to  another  land  where  sweet  flowers 
and  trees  and  ferns,  hanging  plants,  hedges  and 
bowers  nod  and  smile  and  beckon  her  onward.  The 
child  is  entranced  by  the  beauty  of  it  all,  but  is 
also  tired  by  her  journey  and  sits  down  to  rest. 
Soon  she  nods  off  to  sleep;  but  her  exclamations 
of  joy  and  wonderment  are  not  silenced,  and  grand- 

mother, hearing  her  voice,  comes  to  her  side,  and 
the  little  girl  finds  herself  back  in  her  own  little 
bed   again. 

Pathe   Freres    issue: 

THE  PARDON. — A  beautiful  woman  and  her 
little  daughter  are  seen  on  the  lawn  surrounding 
their  magnificent  home,  where  everything  wears 
an  aspect  of  wealth  and  happiness.  In  the  midst 
of  all  this  luxury,  however,  the  woman's  thoughts wander  from  her  husband  to  an  old  sweetheart  of 
former  days.  She  meets  the  postman  at  the  gate, 
and  he  hands  her  a  note  in  which  this  old  lover 
makes  an  appointment  to  meet  her  at  a  certain 
place.  She  hurries  to  the  house  and  is  hastily 
getting  ready  to  keep  the  engagement,  when  her 
husband  enters  her  boudoir  and  picks  up  the  note, 
which  she  has  carelessly  laid  on  the  table.  When 
he  reads  the  contents  he  becomes  infuriated  and 
denounces  the  woman  and  orders  her  from  his 
house. 
The  next  picture  shows  the  couple  in  the  divorce 

court,  where  the  man  is  successful  in  getting  a 
separation  from  the  foolish  but  now  broken-hearted 
woman,  and  he  is  also  given  the  custody  of  the 
child,  who  reluctantly  leaves  the  side  of  her  weep- 

ing mother. 
The  father  and  his  little  daughter  are  now  living 

alone,  when  the  little  motherless  one  is  taken 
seriously  ill,  and  has  no  one  to  care  for  her  but 
a  servant,  who,  though  kind  and  faithful  enough, 
can  never  fill  the  mother's  place  in  the  heart  of 
the  lonesome  child.  Finally  a  good  nun  comes  to 
administer  to  the  little  invalid,  and  one  day,  dur- 

ing the  father's  absence,  the  mother,  who  has 
heard  of  the  child's  condition,  steals  into  the  house 
and  induces  the  good  sister  to  change  costumes 
with  her  in  order  to  give  her  the  opportunity  of 
being  near  her  little  one.  When  the  patient  awakes 
she  immediately  recognizes  her  mother  in  the  cos- 

tume of  the  nun  and  there  is  an  affecting  scene 
between  the  two.  When  the  father  returns  he  is 
as  quick  as  his  daughter  in  recognizing  his  former 
wife,  but,  still  obdurate,  he  refused  to  listen  to 
her  appeal  and  orders  her  out  of  the  sickroom. 
The  little  one,  however,  acts  as  peacemaker  and 
begs  her  father  to  forgive  and  forget,  and  when 
he  hears  her  tender  pleadings  his  heart  is  softened 
and  he  takes  his  wife  in  his  arms,  and  we  see  the 
family  once  more  united  in  happiness  and  love. 
Length.  CSS  feet. 
A  STRONG  GALE. — As  the  band  plays  popular 

airs  for  (he  enjoyment  of  the  large  crowd  gathered, 
a  terrible  windstorm  suddenly  comes  up.  which 

plays  havoc  with  the  ladles'  hats  and  parasols. There  Is  a  newsstand  situated  uear  the  band,  and 
In  charge  of  a  funny  old  woman.  When  the  wind 
gets  a  sweep  at  it.  up  it  goes  heavenward,  bearing 
Its  terrified  occupant,  who  holds  on  for  dear  life. 
We  see  ii  floal  over  (he  city,  followed  by  the  large 
crowd,  and  soon  the  pollc  and  soldiers  Join  In  the 
chase,  and  there  Is  no  end  of  excitement  as  the 
stand  sails  along  like  a  balloon. 

Finally  the  wind  dies  down  and  the  thing  drops 
earthward  and  lands  In  the  middle  of  the  river  and 

tloats    down    stream,    while    the    frightened    woman 

di  is  her  best  to  keep  from  drowning.  Suddenly 
she  tumbles  into  the  water,  but  some  of  the  crowd 
secure  a  boat  and  come  to  her  rescue,  and  we  see 
them  carrying  her  to  the  shore,  where,  after  some 
time,  they  succeed  in  reviving  her,  while  her  im- 

promptu   aeroplane   floats    away.      Length,    229    feet. 

PARISIAN  LIFE  IN  MINIATURE.— In  this 
amusing  picture  we  see  the  little  ones  imitating 
their  elders,  and,  in  fact,  the  tiny  actors  look  for 
all  the  world  like  real  little  men  and  women. 

In  the  first  scene  we  see  two  young  gentlemen, 
each  attended  by  a  mite  of  a  footman,  calling  on 
a  young  lady.  Each  sends  up  a  love  missel  ac- 

companied by  a  bouquet  to  the  tiny  miss  who  has 
won   their   hearts. 

The  next  scene  is  laid  in  the  wee  beauty's  bed- room and  we  see  her  reclining  on  the  lace-covered 
pillows  as  the  notes  are  handed  her  by  the  maid. 
Deciding  to  interview  her  admirers,  she  makes  a 
very  elaborate  toilet  and  descends.  Finding  one 
of  the  cavaliers  more  to  her  taste  than  the  other, 
she  accepts  his  offer  to  dine,  so  they  depart  arm- 
in-arm,  followed  by  the  less  fortunate  one,  who 
vows  vengeance  for  such  an  affront.  They  stop  at 
a  fashionable  restaurant,  where  they  enjoy  a  good 
repast,  after  which  the  lady  is  placed  in  a  cab  by 
her  escort,  who  then  turns  to  give  his  attention  to 
his  rival,  who  has  followed  them  to  the  cafe.  The 
latter,  on  being  asked  to  explain  why  be  insists  on 
dogging  their  footsteps,  answers  with  a  blow.  A 
duel  is  immediately  decided  upon,  and  a  remote 
spot  is  found,  where  they  have  it  out — using  their 
walking  sticks  as  weapons. 

In  the  meantime  the  two  footmen  are  quarreling 
over  the  maid,  and  they,  too,  decide  to  engage  In 
combat,  and  are  busily  engaged  in  pummeling  one 
another  when  their  masters  appear  on  the  scene 
and  separate   them. 

Finally  the  first  lover  compromises  with  his 
rival  and  gives  him  the  lady's  maid,  and  he  seems 
perfectly  satisfied,  but  the  poor  footmen  are  left 
without  a  sweetheart,  while  the  other  happy  couples 
are  fixed  for  life.     Length,   492  feet. 

A  BASKET  PARTY. — A  small  party  of  friends, 
consisting  of  two  men  and  two  women,  start  out 
to  have  a  quiet  basket  party  in  the  country.  We 
see  them  thoroughly  enjoying  themselves  as  they 
partake  of  an  elaborate  feast  set  before  them  on 
the  grass,  when  all  at  once  a  policeman  comes  up 
and  orders  them  to  move  on,  as  they  are  tres- 

passing on  private  property.  Somewhat  disap- 
pointed, they  pick  up  their  traps  and  go  to  one 

of  the  neighboring  restaurants,  where,  fortunately, 
they  secure  a  table  all  to  themselves.  Here  they 
are  nicely  settled  when  an  enthusiastic  bicyclist 
smashes  into  them,  upsetting  the  table  and  scat- 

tering the  food  all  over  the  ground.  Deciding  not 
to  be  discouraged,  however,  they  seek  out  a  little 
Summer  house  situated  by  the  roadside,  believing 
that  here,  at  least,  they  will  be  able  to  enjoy  their 
picnic  in  peace.  But  an  old  tramp  coming  along 
just  at  this  time  sets  the  place  on  fire,  and  the 
occupants  are  quite  unconscious  of  their  danger 
until  the  town  fire  department  arrives  and  turns 
the  hose  on  the  burning  hut,  thereby  giving  them 
all  a  good  drenching.  This  would  seem  like  the 
last  straw,  but,  still  undaunted,  our  friends  de- 

termine on  a  boat  ride,  so  all  hands  get  Into  one 
of  the  small  boats.  Here  another  misfortune  awaits 
them,  for  as  one  of  the  women  of  the  party  Is 
about  to  step  in  she  loses  her  balance  and  goes 
headlong  into  the  water.  She  is  rescued,  after 
some  little  difficulty,  and  they  continue  to  row 
out  into  midstream.  Here  at  last  they  are  enjoy- 

ing a  little  peace,  when  a  pleasure  yacht,  under 
full  sail,  crashes  into  their  frail  craft  and  cuts  it 
squarely  in  two,  throwing  the  whole  party  into  the 
water.  Fortunately  they  can  all  swim,  and  on 
reaching  the  shore  they  made  a  beeline  for  home, 
vowing  never  again  to  attempt  a  quiet  basket 
party.     Length,   459   feet. 

THE  LOCKET. — A  lady  is  seen  on  the  beach 
with  her  little  son,  who  is  amusing  himself  build- 

ing miniature  fortresses  In  the  sand.  The  mother, 
leaving  him  in  charge  of  his  nurse,  goes  home,  but 
the  latter,  meeting  a  friend,  turns  her  back  and 
leaves  the  little  fellow  to  look  out  for  himself.  A 
ruffian,  seeing  his  opportunity,  kidnaps  the  little 
boy,  and  when  the  nurse  returns  and  does  not  find 
him  where  she  left  him  playing  on  the  beach,  she 
becomes  panic-stricken.  Her  efforts  to  find  him 
being  in  vain,  she  Is  compelled  at  last  to  break 
the  sad  news  to  his  parents,  who  are  overcome  with 

grief. 
In  the  meantime  the  youngster  has  been  taken  to 

an  old  hut  in  a  remote  part  of  the  country,  where 
live  a  gang  of  cutthroats,  and  in  this  environment 
he  is  raised.  In  the  next  picture  we  see  the  child 
six  years  later,  and  during  this  time  he  has  re- 
reived  harsh  treatment  at  the  hands  of  his  brutal 
kidnapper.  An  old  woman,  who  is  one  of  the  band, 
pities  the  pretty  child  and  often  runs  great  risks 
in  shielding  him  from  the  old  brute.  One  fine  day, 
after  the  little  fellow  has  received  an  unusually 
severe  beating,  the  woman  spirits  him  away  and 
lets  him  go  free.  He  wanders  through  the  country, 
begging  as  he  goes  along,  and  finally,  as  fate  would 
have  it.  he  comes  to  the  house  of  his  parents. 
where  the  kind-hearted  maid  gives  him  food  and 
(he  lady  of  the  house  (his  own  dear  mother!,  little 
thinking  the  waif  is  her  long-lost  son,  hands  him 
some  pennies  as  she  pats  him  gently  on  his  curly 
head.  As  he  tramps  on  down  the  road  he  runs 
against   his   captor,    who   has   been   anxiously   search- 
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log  foe  him.  s<'Uiiii.'  the  boy,  be  cuffi  Mm  on- 
mercifully,  and  then  carries  blm  back  i<>  captivity. 
On  ilirlr  way  they  meet  the  ladj  who  gave  lilm 

the  pennies  his  mother  and  he,  recognising  lu-r 
.•is  one  who  has  sliown   him  kindness,   rushes   to  her 

rotectlon.  Taking  him  in  her  arms,  the 
notices  Hull  iif  Is  wearing  a  locket  around  hi*  neck, 
and  which,  •  >n  close  examination,  Bhe  thuls  i<>  be 
the  siiiik'  as  that  worn  by  her  boj  the  day  he  wan 

1,-n  from  her  Bide.  Taking  In  the  situation  at 
once,  she  hurries  with  the  child  and  quickly  notifies 
the  police,  who  run  down  the  culprits  and 
them  Into  custody.  The  little  fellow,  however, 
tH'gs  fur  mercy  for  the  <'ld  hag  who  has  always 
treated  him  with  kindness,  *■■  as  she  has  already 
given  the  officers  valuable  Information  regarding 
the  doings  of  the  gang,   they   Id   her  go. 

it  Is  touching  in  the  extreme  t"  witness  the 

parents'  happiness  on  having  at  hist  found  their 
beautiful  boy,  who  Beems  already  to  have  for- 

gotten, in  his  new  found  joy,  the  terrible  days  o< 
his  captivity.     Length,   623   feet. 

PALERMO  AND  ITS  SURROUNDINGS.  -In  this 
picture  we  are  shown  some  Interesting  sights  In 

the  ancient  city  of  Palermo,  Italy.  The  (test  view- 
Is  of  the  magnificent  gardens  of  the  Villa  Tesca, 
then  the  Royal  Palace  In  all  Its  grandeur.  Next 
the  famous  Cathedral  of  St.  John  of  the  Hermits 
and  the  catacombs  of  the  Capucclnl,  In  which  the 
bones  of  the  dead  are  arranged  artistically  around 
the  nails  and  where  the  old  monks  come  to  medi- 

tate on  death.  An  excellent  view  is  given  of  the 
gardens  that  surround  the  monastery,  and  the  irrand 
eUl  edifice  Itself  rises  up  as  a  monument  tu  the 

wonderful  artistic  ability  of  these  masters  of  the  ' 
long  ago,     Length,  888  feet. 

THE  SAILOR'S  SWEETHEART.— A  young  girl 
who  supports  her  crippled  mother  is  seen  leaving 
her  home  and  going  down  to  the  wharf,  where  she 
purchases  a  large  quantity  of  fish,  which  she  car- 
rles  to  the  city  to  sell.  Her  lover,  a  plain  sailor 
lad.  meets  her  on  her  way  anil  they  have  a  few 
words  of  conversation  together,  after  which  .he 
reluctantly  bids  her  adieu.  Shortly  after  his  de- 

parture the  good-looking  fisher  girl  is  accosted  by 
an  aristocratic  stranger,  who  !>u>  s  some* of  the  fish. 
telling  her  to  deliver  them  to  his  home.  She  goes 
to  the  latter  plaee.  unconscious  that  she  is  followed 
by  her  sailor  lover,  who.  fearing  that  harm  might 
come  to  her.  keeps  a  (lose  watch  outside  while  the 
girl  goes  in  to  deliver  her  fish.  As  she  enters,  two 
liveried  servants  escort  her  to  a  luxurious  apart- 

ment, where  the  master  of  the  house  is  seated. 
The  servants,  relieving  her  of  her  bundle,  go  out. 
and  she  and  the  arlstoeratic  stranger  are  left  alone.. 
The  latter,  taking  advantage  of  the  opportunity, 
draws  near  to  the  young  girl  and  tries  to  make 
love  to  her.  but  she.  terrified  at  bis  conduct, 
screams  loudly  for  help,  whereupon  the  man  bru- 

tally strikes  her.  The  sailor,  hearing  her  screams, 
rushes  in.  and  fighting  bis  way  past  the  servants 
who  are  guarding  the  door,  administers  a  good 
thrashing  to  the  ruffian  and  rescues  the  horrified 

girl. 
The  wicked  fellow,  however,  determined  to  win 

the  girl  and  revenge  himself  on  the  brave  sailor. 
orders  his  two  servants  to  disguise  themselves  as 
fishermen  and  accompany  him  to  her  home.  While 
they  are  sulking  outside,  seeing  how  the  land  lies, 
the  sailor  comes  along  to  call  on  the  young  woman. 
A  pretty  view  of  the  interior  of  the  humble  cot- 

tage is  here  given,  and  we  see  the  sailor,  after 

gaining  the  yonng  girl's  promise  to  become  his 
wife,  receiving  the  old  mother's  blessing.  As  he 
leaves  the  place  he  Is  set  upon  by  the  ruffians,  who 
are  lying  in  wait,  and  carried  to  the  seashore. 
where  they  tie  him  to  a  rock  and  leave  blm  to 
drown  when  the  tide  comes  up.  They  then  return 
to  the  cottage  and  the  master  goes  boldly  in  and 
again  forces  his  attentions  on  the  daughter,  as  the 
helpless  mother  looks  on.  powerless  to  give  assist- 

ance. All  at  once,  however,  the  invalid  seems 
possessed  with  supernatural  strength,  and  grabbing 
the  fiend  by  the  throat  forces  him  to  the  floor. 
never  loosening  her  hold  until  he  lies  dead  at  her 
feet. 

In  the  next  picture  we  see  the  sailor  still  tied 
to  the  rock,  while  the  tide  lias  risen  and  is  now 
tip  to  his  neck,  and  In  a  very  few  minutes  will 
be  over  his  head.  Just  at  this  Juncture,  however, 
his  screams  are  heard  by  a  boy  passing  that  way. 
who  swims  out  and  seeing  his  predicament  releases 
him.  The  grateful  sailor  heaps  blessincs  on  the 

brave  lad's  head  and  then  quickly  hastens  to  his 
loved  one's  home. 
At  the  latter  place  the  servants,  becoming 

anxious  as  their  master  failed  to  return,  decide 
to  enter  the  house  and  search  for  him.  when,  to 
their  horror,  they  stumble  over  his  lifeless  body 
stretched  out  before  them  on  the  floor.  Thinking 
that  the  girl  and  her  mother  are  implicated  in  the 
crime,  they  are  about  to  attack  the  two  defence- 

less women,  when  in  rushes  the  sailor  and  rescues 
them.  The  police  now  make  their  appearance  and 
the  real  criminals  are  soon  taken  into  custodv. 
Length.   73S  feet. 

SPOOKS  DO  THE  MOVING.— A  young  student 
who  is  unable  to  pay  his  rent  is  met  by  the  janitor 
as  he  conies  downstairs  and  presented  with  his  bill. 
The  youth  jollies  the  old  fellow  along,  promising 
to  pay  In  the  near  future,  and  then  hurries  off  to 
a  nearby  cafe  to  meet  some  friends,  whom  he  In- 

vites to  his  rooms  to  have  a  jolly  evening.  Re- 
turning to-  the  house  with   his   arms   full   of  refresh- 

in,  ii is   f,.r   the   bo  Hoi    again   bj 

Janitor,    who  lella  him   that    tin-   landlord   threatens 
l    him    If    the    tint    Is    no)    paid    within    twenty 

four    hours.       The    yonng     fellow     llateni    I"    what    he 
>  iaj .   anil  tin  ii.  .si   ,i,,» a  by 

the    news    and    wishing     to    gel    "ii     Hi,-    rlgbl     sl.le    of 
the  "hi  fellow,  Invitee  him  ami  bla  unattractive  old 
spouse   to  join   in   the    festivities  that   night. 

At      the     appointed      lime     the     student 
semble  in  their  friend's  apartment  The  janitor 
ami   his   better-half,    having    arrayed    tbem  • 
their  siniiin  beat,  also  coin.'  up  to  join  in  the 
revelries.      Things    are    proceeding    nicely    ami    the 
wine    is    Bowing    lil.e    water,    when    all    at    nine    the 
host    turns  oiil    the    llghl 

|. anions     coven      his      bead      "It"      ■      sheet,      thereby 
frightening  I   Id  coupli   t  of  their  wll        While 
the  horrified  pair  sit  spellbound,  each  one  of  the 
ghostl]  figures  lakes  a  piece  of  furniture  and 
carries    ii    down    to   the   street,    where    he    lo 

OH    Waiting    at    the    curb        Bj     the    time    the 
old   Janitor   and    his   wife    have    regained    their 
everything  in  tin-  room  has  disappeared,  ami  when 
thej  hurry  anxiously  down  lo  the  street  they  are 
Just     In    time    to    Bee    the    load    of    furniture    turning 
the  corner.     Length,  828  feet 

A    DAUGHTER    OF    ERIN    (Sellg).      Kltiv     O'Oon- 
ner  is  the  daughter  of  an  Irish  peasant,  and  being 
i    buxom  lass,   is  courted  by  many  ol    the  handsome 
lads  "f  the  village.  One  In  particular.  Miles 

O'Mally,  is  untiring  In  his  efforts  to  win  this 
Charming  lass,  and  he  allows  in.  opportunity  to 
escape  him  wherebj  he  might  press  his  suit  for 
Kilty's    hand. 

The  opening  sec   r  the  picture  simws  the  young 
couple  gliding  over  the  glassy  surface  of  one  of 
the  pretty  lakes  of  Killarney  in  Miles'  new  boat. 
Care-free  and  happy  in  the  sunshine  of  their  young 
lives,    they    can   sec    no   dark   clouds   mi    their   horizon. 

I'.ut   youth   is  unheedful  of  ail  hidden  dangers,   and 
so.  unsuspecting  of  any  shadow  Ihat  might  creep 
across  their  path,  they  laughingly  while  away  the 
afternoon  of  a   beautiful  Summer  day. 
Charles  Il.'irdacre.  a  young  Irish  gentleman 

(Patrick  O'Conner's  landlord),  while  rilling  along 
the  shores  of  the  lake,  is  attracted  by  the  beauty 
of  the  Utile  Irish  girl  in  the  boat,  anil  springing 
from  his  horse,  returns  her  salutation  witli  all  the 

grace  of  a  polished  courtier.  The  memory  of  Kitty's 
pretty  face  lingers  in  his  mind  long  after  the 
young  cou|de  have  passed  out  of  sight,  and,  obey- 

ing a  mad  Impulse  that  arises  in  his  breast,  he 
ihii  r  mines  I"  call  upon  the  father  of  the  little 
charmer  ami  cultivate,  if  possible,  a  closer  friend- 

ship  than  a    mere   speaking  acquaintance. 
The  next  day.  accompanied  by  his  mother,  a 

haughty  woman  and  a  true  daughter  of  the  nobility, 
he  draws  rein  at  the  O'Oonner  threshold  and,  much 
to  the  astonishment  of  these  worthy  but  humble 
people,  he  enters  their  house  and  partakes  of  their 
hospitality.  While  there  he  allows  himself  to  fall 
more  deeply  than  ever  in  love  witli  the  fascinating 
little  witch,  and.  watching  his  opportunity,  hastily 
tells  her  of  his  admiration.  Then,  drawing  a  ring 
from  his  finger,  he  slips  it  on  one  of  hers.  The 
dazed  but  delighted  girl  can  only  stammer  out  her 
thanks  before  her  lover  lias  gone.  But  the  father, 
a  wise  and  careful  guardian  nf  his  only  child, 
overhears  Hardacre's  protestations  and,  after  he 
has  taken  his  leave,  upbraids  pretty  Kitty  for  her 

fickleness  and  apparent  disloyalty  to  Miles  O'Mally, 
the  Irish  lad  who  lias  always  called  her  sweetheart. 
Incensed  by  the  seeming  perfidy  of  young  Hardacre 

in  trifling,  as  he  thinks,  with  his  daughter's  affec- 
tions, tlie  old  man  hastens  away  to  inform  Miles 

of  the  danger  of  losing  his  sweetheart.  Poor  Miles 
is  heartbroken  at  the  news,  and  his  one  thought 
is  to  save  Kitty  from  the  fate  of  most  girls  who 
aspire  to  rise  above  their  station  in  life  and  wed 
a  nobleman.  With  the  frenzy  of  despair  the  ex- 
I'ited  lad  runs  to  the  house  of  Charles  Hardacre 
and  demands  to  know  why  he  wishes  to  rob  him 

of  his  promised  -.  if  .  With  an  insult  m  hi:i  Ilea 
young  Hardacre  turns  to  leave  his  questioner,  when 
tlm  good  right  arm  of  our  hero  straightens  out  and 
the  master  of  Kcnniore  .lies  prostrate  on  the 
ground.  Rushing  away.  Miles  soon  returns  to  the 
anxious  father,  and  together  they  hasten  to  the 
little  home  where  Kitty,  struggling  between  the 
desire  for  an  ambition  and  the  duty  she  owes  her 
father,  is  waiting.  Here  Miles  questions  her.  but, 
reading  the  truth  in  her  downcast  eyes  and  her 
silence,    bids   her   farewell. 
We  now  have  a  lapse  of  two  years.  Kitty  is  a 

lady,  but  what  a  change  has  come  o»er  the  licrht- 
hearted  Irish  girl.  Saddened  by  the  neglect  of  her 
husband,  scorned  for  her  low  birth  by  her  cruel 
mother-in-law,  we  find  her  beating  out  her  young 
life  against  the  liars  that  seem  to  hold  her  as  in  a 
prison  nil.  Broken-hearted,  disappointed,  she  Is 
but   a   tiird    in    a    gilded   cage. 
One  day.  while  gazing  nut  of  the  window,  wist- 

fully watching  the  birds  in  their  freedom,  she  is 
startled  by  the  apparition  of  her  former  sweetheart. 
who.  witli  reckless  disregard  for  propriety,  has  de- 

termined to  see  his  lost  love  at  all  hazards  and 
find  out  if  the  reports  of  her  nnhapplness  arc  true. 
Before  she  realizes  what  she  has  done.  Kitty  has 
called  the  lad  into  her  drawing  room  and  lias  begun 
to  question  him.  when  they  are  alarmed  by  the 
approach  of  the  husband  and  his  friend,  a  dissolute 
young  English  officer  of  the  army.  Concealing  Miles 
behind  the  curtains,  she  meets  Hardacre  and  his 
companion  with  a  calmness  born  of  months  of  suffer- 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the   Following   Songs 

JUST  OUT 
You  Will  Have  to  Sing  an Irish  Song, 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 
When  Night  Tails,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 
It  Looks  Likca  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mandy  Lane 
Stars  of  the  National  Game 
The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
I20W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc  . 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &   CO. 
244  West  Mth  Street.  New  York 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Laatern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Sonet 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Frederics  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

CMANOt^ 

Movino  Pic/ijiuVui^*tn£?t$uipi)ED  From  Lobby  To  Sunt 

S  EAST  14th  STREET  «W  VORK  " 

Machines  and  Films  Rented 
OUR  SPECIALTY 

PINK  LABEL  ELECTRA  CARBONS 

5£x6  in.. $1.25  for  50         £6*6  in.. $2.40 per  100 
COLlinBI A  CARBONS   %x6  $2.00  per  100 

ARCO  CARBONS   %x6  in.,$i  90  per  100 
CONDENSERS   each  50c 

3-in-l  Oil.. small  8c  3-ln-l  Oil. large  15c 
FLAH1NO  ARC  LAHP  CARBONS 

10  hours   each  6c 

ASBESTOS  WIRE— Double  cover 
No.  8   sj^c  per  ft.  No.  10   4c  per  ft. 

LUOS   each  3c 

REELS.     Best  steel  with  brass  clips... each  30c 

BEST  SLIDE  CARRIERS   25c 

300  First-Class  Opera  Chairs  for  Sale  at  a  Bargain. 

We  are  now  in  position  to  supply  any  Nickel- 
odeon with  signs  for  every  picture  that  they 

take  for  the  weekly  price  of  $1  00. 

We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving 
Picture  Business,  so  if  you  are  in  need  of  any- 

thing in  the  above  line 
We  buy  all  kinds  of  machines  and  song 

slides. 

DEALERS!!! — Write  for  Special  Prices 
WALK-PHONE-WRITE  or  RUN  to 

ELECTROCRAPH    CO.,    Inc. 
Member  of  Film  Service  Association 

8  East  14th  Street 

All  orders  ate  shipped  the  same  day  as  received  CO.  D. 
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Film  Service  Association 
All  matters  concerning  the  Association, 
requests  for  information,  complaints,  etc., 
are  to  be  referred  to  either 

THE  NATIONAL  SECRETARY 

Suite  No.  716-734, 15  William  St.,  New  York.N.Y. 

Or  the  WESTERN  SECRETARY 

Suite   No.  1402   Ashland   Block,  Chicago,  III. 

Do  NOT  put  on  the 

PASSION  PLAY 
Without  Music  and  Lecture  Jt 

If  you  are  too  far  away  from  New  York  or 
Philadelphia  to  engage  the  services  of  the 
first  and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion  Play  in  particular, 

W.    STEPHEN    BUSH 

get  his  lecture  in  print.  Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with  valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory.  This 
complete  copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly 
with  the  pictures  and  giving  full  explanation 
and  commentary  on  every  scene  sent  post- 

paid to  any  address  in  U.  S.  or  Canada  on 
receipt  of  one  dollar.  Invaluable  to  owners 
of  Moving  Picture  Theatres.  Address 
W.  Stephen  Bush,  3524  Filbert  St.,  Phila.,  Pa 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 
Historical 

Feature  Subject 

THE  LIFE 
OF 

ABRAHAM 
LINCOLN 

Length  975  Feet 

READY 
WEDNESDAY,  OCTOBER  7th 

Don't    Miss  This    One 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFGXD. 

501  W£lls  St.  ChicagoJiis. 

in).'.  To  ills  brutal  command  to  leave  the  room 
-in-  returns  but  a  look  of  scorn  and  growing  hatred, 
and  with  a  toss  of  her  pretty  head  sbe  sweeps  out 
of  their  presence.  Then,  with  horror  stamped  upon 
his  face.  Miles,  who  still  remains  concealed  behind 
the  draperies,  hears  a  fiendish  plot  of  Hardacre  to 
rid  himself  of  his  young  wife.  Another  marriage 
of  vast  importance  is  his  excuse,  so,  trembling  In 
fear  and  rage,  young  Miles  hears  every  detail  of 
the    ghastly    business. 

Leaving  his  place  of  biding,  he  dashes  away  to 
acquaint  the  unhappy  father  of  the  proposed  mur- 

der of  his  child.  We  are  next  taken  to  the  house 
of  a  brutal  scoundrel,  where  Hardacre  completes 
the  final  arrangements  for  making  away  with  the 
object  of  his  hatred.  Everything  is  arranged  in 
accordance  with  his  wishes,  and  the  paid  assassin 
and  his  two  confederates  are  soon  on  their  way  to 
carry  out  the  grewsome  contract.  Forcing  their 
way  through  a  window,  they  come  upon  the  help- 

less woman,  and  before  a  scream  can  leave  her 
trembling  lips  it  is  smothered  in  the  folds  of  a 
heavy  cloak  that  is  thrown  over  her  head.  The 
butler,  aroused  by  the  unusual  noise,  hastens  to 
her  assistance,  but  is  set  upon  and  beaten  to  in- 

sensibility by  the  murderous  rogues.  Carrying  the 
now  almost  lifeless  body  of  their  victim  to  the 
banks  of  a  deep  river,  where  the  fiendish  husband 
awaits  to  make  sure  of  her  certain  death,  the  three 
scoundrels  are  about  to  cast  her  into  the  dark 
waters,  when,  like  a  thunderbolt  from  out  a  clear 
sky,  a  boat  shoots  out  of  the  darkness  and  three 
forms  spring  lightly  upon  the  shelving  bank.  'Tis 
Miles,  with  Kitty's  father  and  a  stout  Irish  lad, who  have  arrived  in  the  nick  of  time.  Now  ensues 
as  pretty  a  six-handed  Irish  fight  as  one  could  wish 
to  see.  Now  one,  now  another  is  on  top,  till  finally, 
with  a  trick  of  his  own,  Miles  tosses  the  burly 
leader  of  the  murderous  gang  over  his  head,  and 
sends  him  floundering  into  the  murky  waters  below. 
Discouraged  by  the  loss  of  their  captain,  the  other 
two  thugs  are  soon  defeated  and  tossed  into  the 
river  after  their  leader. 
Through  the  darkness,  Hardacre  mistakes  the 

noise  of  battle  for  the  struggle  in  disposing  of  his 
wretched  wife,  and  groping  his  way  toward  the 
spot  where  he  supposed  his  hired  assassins  were 
awaiting  him,  he  runs  into  the  arms  of  the  heroic 
Miles.  Springing  back  with  a  cry  of  fear  and  sur- 

prise, he  draws  a  keen-edged  knife  from  his  bosom 
and  rushes  upon  his  hated  enemy.  But  be  reckons 
not  of  the  strong-limbed  and  agile  Irish  lad,  who, 
forcing  him  to  his  knees,  compels  him  to  seriously 
wound  himself  with  his  own  weapon,  leaving  him 
to  be  cared  for  by  his  brutal   friend,   the  captain. 
Our  three  heroes  with  their  precious  burden 

make  their  way  back  to  the  little  cottage  they  call 
home,  and  there,  after  many  weeks  of  peace  and 
quiet,  and  after  the  law  has  freed  her  from  her 
unworthy  husband,  Kitty  O'Conner  sends  young 
Miles  to  the  seventh  heaven  of  delight  by  naming 
the  day  when  he  could  call  her  his  own  Colleen. 
Length,   1,000  feet. 

THE  POWER  OF  LABOR  (Selig).— A  sensational 
picture  story  that  will  appeal  to  all  lovers  of 
fair  play.  It  shows  a  condition  of  affairs  often 
found  in  mills  in  this  country  when  the  owner 
lives  in  some  foreign  clime  and  leaves  his  em- 

ployees at  the  mercy  of  a  hireling. 
The  first  scene  introduces  two  burglars  who 

have  .iust  made  a  successful  haul.  They  arrive 
at  their  den.  a  cave  in  the  solid  rocks  of  a  Penn- 

sylvania hillside,  where  they  get  into  a  quarrel 
over  the  gains  of  their  ill-gotten  wealth.  A  fist 
fight  ensues  in  which  the  younger  of  the  two. 
finding  lie  is  being  worsted  at  the  manly  art. 
draws  a  knife  and  slashes  his  pal  across  the 
breast.  Gathering  up  all  the  booty,  he  makes  his 
escape. 

Fifteen  years  elapse,  and  we  are  in  the  office 
of  John  Flack,  superintendent  of  the  Great  Harna- 
gee  Mills,  beneath  whose  Van  Dyke  beard  and  im- 

maculate clothes  it  would  be  hard  to  recognize 
the  younger  burglar  of  our  first  scene,  but  as 
the  story  develops  we  learn  that  the  two  men  are 
the    same. 
Being  of  an  inventive  turn  of  mind,  and  find- 

ing himself  in  funds  after  his  dastardly  treachery, 
he  has  attended  a  polytechnical  school,  and  se- 

curing a  position  at  the  Harnagee  Mills  he  has 
by  absolutely  unscrupulous  methods  risen  to  his 
present  position.  He  has  also  acquired  the  stock 
gambling  habit,  and  in  order  to  supply  himself  with 
funds  to  gratify  this  passion  he  has  hit  upon  the 
ingenious  plan  of  making  sweeping  reductions  in 
the  pay  of  his  men  without  notifying  tbe  absent 

owner,  who  leaves  the  mill  entirely  In  Flack's hands. 
A  reduction  of  ten  per  cent,  has  just  gone  Into 

effect  as  our  story  opens,  and  discontent  is  rife  in 
the  mills.  At  this  juncture  danger  threatens 
Flack's  plans.  Ilarnagee's  son  arrives  from  col- lege. He  is  honest  and  ambitious  and  does  not 
believe  in  owning  and  controlling  a  great  busi- 

ness without  shouldering  some  of  its  responsibilities. 
He  presents  himself  to  Flack,  handing  him  a  cable- 

gram from  the  elder  Harnageee,  In  which  that  gen- 
tleman Instructs  the  superintendent  to  put  the  young 

college  graduate  at  work.  "Let  him  begin  at  the 
bottom,"    the   Instructions   read. 
Our  next  scene  shows  our  hero  just  coming 

out  of  the  door  of  tbe  foreman's  cottage.  He  and 
pretty  Mabel,  the  foreman's  daughter,  have  been 
sweethearts  since  childhood,  and  young  Bob  Har- 
nagee.     having    no     false     notions    of    pride,     and    In 

spite    of    his    prospective    wealth,    loves    and    wooes 
the   girl   of  lowly  station. 

The   next  scene   is   within   the   walls  of  the  Great 
Mill.      It   is   noon   hour   and   the   men   are   standing 
about   in   surly   and   dissatisfied   attitudes   discussing 
the    ten    per    cent,     reduction.       Young    Bob    comes 
along    and    is    told    by    Mabel's    father    of    the    dis- content  in    the   mill,    adding   that   if    this   goes   into 
effect   it   will   mean   a  strike  as   the   men   have   been 
pushed    too   far.     The   young   man   promises    to   see 
Flack    at    once    and    accordingly    enters    the    super- 

intendent's   oflice.       Clad     in     the     garb    of     honest 

toil    he    pleads    for    his    fellow    workers.      "Is    this 
order    necessary,    Mr.    Flack  V"      "That,    sir,    is    my 
business,"   replies  the  superintendent.     "If  tbe  men 
don't    like    it    let    them    leave."      "Unless    there    is 
an    imperative    reason.    I    ask    that   you    recall    this 
order,"    replies    the    young    man.      "See    here.    Mr. 
Harnagee,    at   present   I   am    master   here   and    that 
order  goes  because   I   wish   it,   and   I'll   give   no  rea- 

sons to  you  or  any  one  else."     "You  are  an  infernal 
scoundrel,"     the    hot-headed    boy    replies,     and     but 
for    the    quiet    interference    of    Morton,    one    Of    the 
head    men   of   the   mill,    the   two  would   have   come 
to  blows.     Tbe  new  champion  of  the  laboring   man 
and    his    rights   leaves    in    high    dudgeon,    while    the 
scheming     superintendent     does     not     intend     to     be 
interfered    with    in    his    plans    to    obtain    funds    and 
lets   the   strike   come.      Its   suppression   will    furnish 
him    with    an    excuse    for   unlimited    means,    for    the 
strike   must  be   put   down.      Fearing  that   the   young 
man  may   take  it  into  his  head  to  cable  his  father, 
the    idea   suggests    itself,    why    not   put   him    out   of 
the   wav    and   lay    the    blame   on    the   strikers?     He 
immediately  proceeds  to  put  his  plan  into  execution. 

We     see     him     bargaining    with     three     thucs     to 

kidnap     the    young    man.       Bob     kisses    his    sweet- heart   good-bye    at    the    gate    of    his    home,    and    as 
she    leaves    him     the    men    accomplish     their    pur- 

poses.     Thev    spring    upon    the    back    of    our    hero 
and   a    battle    royal   takes   place   before    he   is   over- 

come  and   chloroformed:    he   is   then   hustled    Int..   a 

cab   and   driven    to   the    mill.      Mabel's   ears,    sharp- ened   bv    love,    think    they    hear    the    sound    of    a 

struggle,    and   sbe   returns   to  find   evidence  of   one. 
She    sees    the    cab    disappearing    down    the    street, 

and  running  after  it  she  sees  it  turn  into  the  yard 
of  the  mill,    and  going  through  a  side  door  of  the 
now    deserted    structure    comes    out    under    the    car 

tracks  leading   from   the  coke   bins   to   the   furnaces. 
These  are  still   running,    as   the  strikers,   wishing  to 
be    fair    to    their    employers,    have    agreed    to    keep 

up    the   fires   until   the   present   charge   is   run.      The 

girl    looks    up    at    the    big    doors   leading    from    the 
!  ins    and   takes   in  the   whole   meaning  of  what   she 

sees.     The  cowards  are  placing  the  unconscious  man 

on  top  of  a  car  of  coke  which  will  in  another  instant 
be    started   down   tbe    incline   to   empty   its   contents 

automatically  into  the  burning  hell  of  fire  seething 

within    the    maw   of    one   of    these    giant   iron-eating 
monsters    devised    by    man    to    melt    iron    and    steel 
to  his  will,    called   a   blast   furnace. 
With  a  suppressed  scream  of  agony  the  brave 

"irl  cuts  across  tbe  yard.  If  she  can  reach  the 
switch  stand  in  time,  she  can  throw  the  car  on  the 

track  that  passes  close  to  the  stand,  which  will 

enable  her  to  drag  her  unconscious  lover  to  safety. 
It  is  a  race  for  life.  Flack  has  overpowered  the 

switch  tender,  set  the  mechanism  for  No.  d  fur- nace, signaled  his  hireling,  and  the  car  with  its 

precious  burden  is  rushing  down  the  incline.  With 
Hie  strength  of  despair  the  girl  clambers  up  the 
ladder  and  throws  the  switch.  Tbe  car  veers  from 

left  to  right  on  the  rails:  the  brave  girl  steadies 
herself  extends  her  arms,  and  as  the  car  rushes 

by  she  "rasps  Bob's  shoulders.  Exerting  all  her  re- 
maining strength  she  rolls  tbe  lifeless  man  from 

his   perilous    position    to    the    track    at    her    feet. 

Flack  ami  his  men.  not  caring  to  wltne«s  the 

end  of  their  dastardly  work,  have  fled  and  little 

dream  that  their  plan  has  miscarried.  Mabel  se- 
cures help  and  she  and  her  father  take  Bob  to 

their  own  home.  His  escape  from  death  Is  kept  a 
secret  from  Flack,  who  in  the  meantime  has  cabled 

tbe  elder  Harnagee  this  startling  message:  "Your 

son    foully    murdered   bv    strikers." 
We  see  inderson  Ilarangee  receive  this  cable- 

gram at  bis  country  estate  in  Scotland.  Two  weeks 

biter  the  half  demented  owner  arrives  at  Flacks 
office  to  hear  from  his  own  lips  tbe  details  of  the 

dastardly  deed.  Flack  at  this  Instant  receives  
the 

shock  of  his  life.  As  he  describes  the  cowardly 

work  of  the  strikers  a  ringing  voice  cries  in  his 

ear  "That  is  an  infernal  lie."  and  the  man  whom 
be  supposed  had  been  consumed  In  the  blast  fur- 

nace stands  beside  hiri.  A  few  quick  words  of 

explanation  from  Bob  put  the  elder  Ilarnagee  In 

possession  of  the  veal  facts  of  the  case,  ami  Flack 

is  angrilv  ordered  to  go.  with  the  words  "Your arrest  would  onlv  Inflame  the  men.  and  rather  than 

risk  further  trouble  we  will  leave  your  punishment 

to   the   future." Dame  Rumor,  however,  has  been  busy  among  the 

striking  employees.  The  owner's  sudden  arrival and  the  disappearance  of  Bob  become  known,  as 
well  as  Flack's  cowardly  accusation  against  them. 

So  as  that  worthy  appears  at  the  gate  their  in- dignation nets  the  better  of  their  judgment  and  he 

Is  set  upon  and  roughly  handled.  He  escapes  them and  llees  for  shelter  to  bis  office,  and  as  be  locks 

the  heavy  door  in  the  face  of  his  pursuers  he  turns 

in  fancied  security  to  find  confronting  him  "Silent Morton."  a  man  who  for  years  has  been  a  faithful 

employee  of  the  mill,  a  mysterious,  quiet,  uncom- municative   human    machine.      "You    must    help    me 
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avoid    tin-in.    Morton.      Telephone    for   the   police;    be 
slain]    then'    like    a    stone."      "I 

rears,  John   Flack,    I   have   worked    ind   wall.'. I. 
against    hope,    for    ..    moment    like    this,      II 

ome    ai    last     you    anil'  1    are    alone,    face    to 
man    to    man     look!"      A    sweep    of    his   hand 

nail  his  brawny   breast    lies  exposed.     A   deep,    livid, 
sear     extending     from     the     neek     half    way 

man's    waist    Is    what    Flaek    sees.      The   Bight is  mim!  hark   to  a  cave   In   the  mountain 
es     over     that     brief     struggle,     and 

the     enormity     of     Lis    crime     nun  Inst     this 

man    he    pleads    for    mercy.      "Ask    merey    of    Ood: 
id    expeel     none    from    me."      The    two    men 

anil    Flaek    lights   like    11    cornered    rat 
ahles    they    roll        Flaek    gains    hi 

nongh    to  grab  a   heavy   office   stool   anil   hurls 
It    through    the    large   window    that    lea. Is    to   t lie    In- 

terior of   the   mill.     A   quick    leap   and    he   escapes, 
but    the   relentless   Morton    Is  at    his   bells,    and    Flack 
gains   the   roof  of  the  mill  only   to  be  dragged  down 
hy    bis    pursuer.      As    they    roll    to    the   edge   Of    the 

oeked   In   deadly   embrace,    Flack'e   eyes   catch 
the  glare  of  an  open  bias!    furnace   ten   feet   below. 
The    strong    arms    of    bis    antagonist    drag    him    to 

et;     two    quick     blows     In     the     face    and     lie 
Into    the     roaring     furnace.       With     11 

yell   of   horror   he   meets   the    fate   he   had   so  calmly 
to  mete  out  to  young   Boh    1 
c\i     scene     represents    «     meeting     between 

committee  of   the   striking  employees 
and    Mr.     Ha  ma  gee.      He    hands    them    a    document 

hy    his    sen.    which     1  rails: 

''Reductions     made     without     owner's     knowledge, 
I  The  old   scale  of   wages   will   go   Into  effect   to-day. 

I  recognize  the  power  of  labor. 

"Ton!    new    snperinenldciif. 
"BOB  RARNAGBE." 

Our  last  scene  discloses  the  old  mill  in  full 
operation.  Hob  and  Mabel,  now  happily  married, 
eome  Into  view.  The  satisfied  workmen  cheer  them 
heartily,  and  our  picture  closes  with  prosperity  and 
contentment   for  all. 
The  whole  story  Is  a  powerful  argument  for  fair 

play  between  employer  and  employee.  Length,  0.~>0 feer. 

THE   PROFESSOR'S    TRIP    TO    THE    COUNTRY; 
Or,    A    Case    of    Mistaken    Identity     (Vltagraph). — 

shua     J.    Jonas    and    his    wife    are    sit- 
ting   at    a     tabic— the    lady    knitting,     the    professor 

mrroun.lod      by      ponderous      volumes.        A      scientific 
.here    pervades    the    room,    various    charts    and 

Instruments     being     distributed     around.       The     pro- 
is    observed    in    study    as    a    knock    comes    at 

he   door.      The    letter   carrier   gives   a    letter,    which 
he    lcly    opens    nnd     reads.       it     is    an    Invitation 

'rom    1  Ebenezer    Jones,    to    visit    them 
it  their  country  home.  Mill  Village,  New  Hamp- 
-.hlre.  Immediately  preparations  are  made  for 
he  trip,  suit  cases,  bundles,  etc..  all  marked  very 

sfcspieuously  "J.  J.  J."  After  the  packing  is  fin- 
shed,  the  professor  kisses  his  wife  and  leaves 

'or  the  journey.  Leaving  the  professor,  we  turn 
0  the  general  store  in  Mill  Villaee.  The  rubes 
ire  lounging  about,  swapping  stories,  arguing 
lolitloal    questions,    etc..    as    the    storekeeper    comes 
0  the  door  witli  a  local  newspaper  in  his  hand. 
«?he  arguments  are  stopped  as  he  reads  from  the 
laper  in  his  hand  an  item  to  the  effect  that 
fames    J.     Jeffries,    the    noted    pugilist,     will    spend 

short    time    In    their    town    hunting    and    fishing. 

rhe    boys    determine    to    give    the    world's    champion 
1  royal  welcome  upon  his  arrival.  At  the  railway 
itation  we  see  the  train  approaching.  The  robes 
ire  lounging  about  as  the  train  stops  and  the 
(fssengers  alight.  The  professor,  with  his  bag- 
tage  conspicuously  marked,  is  the  last  to  get 

>ff.  The  rnl.es  notice  the  "J.  J.  J."  and  jump 
o  the  conclusion  that  Jeffries  has  indeed  arrived. 
Iiey  surround  the  professor,  who  is  surprised  at 
his  hearty  and  unexpected  welcome.  The  poor 
nan  is  slapped  on  the  back  until  he  winces  with 
a  in.  Some  of  the  rubes  pick  up  his  bundles  and 
alises.  the  others  raise  the  professor  aloft  and 
arry  him  away  on  their  shoulders,  all  the  while 
houting  and  waving  their  hats.  He  expostulates 
nd  tries  to  explain,  hut  he  is  overwhelmed  and 
is   voice    is   drowned   in    the   general   hub-bub.      The 
•recession  marches  up  the  street  to  the  village 
lOtel,  where  the  professor  is  introduced  to  the 
ocal  champion  and  a  friendly  bout  Is  arranged, 
oshua  is  horrified  and  endeavors  to  straighten 

•at  the  tangle,  but  to  no  avail.  The  hotelkeeper 
■rings  n  set  of  boxing  gloves,  and  before  he  knows 
t,  Joshua  Jones  is  down  and  out.  The  local 
hampion,  believing  that  he  has  bested  Jeffries. 
3  very  much  puffed  up.  while  the  onlookers  are 
orrespondingly  disgusted.  At  this  time  Cousin 
Jbenezer  comes  up  the  road  in  his  farm  wagon 
nd  stops  to  see  the  cause  of  the  commotion.  He 
ecognizes  the  professor  sitting,  propped  up  against 
he  front  of  the  hotel,  the  hotelkeeper  attending 
Im  with  a  towel  and  a  bucket  of  water,  while  the 
ocal  victor  struts  proudly  around.  At  the  sight 
f  Ebenezer  the  professor  is  overjoyed.  His  lug- 
age  is  thrown  into  the  farm  wagon  and  he  drives 
way,  while  the  rubes  continue  to  discuss  the  af- 
alr.  the  local  champion  being  disgusted  and 
restfallen.  Length,  320  feet. 

DUTY  VERSUS  REVENGE  (Vltagraph).— Our 

teture  shows  a  fireman's  happy  home.  The  wife 
nd  husband,  with  their  little  daughter,  to  all 
ppearanees  are  perfectly  happy.  As  the  hour 
or    him    to    report    for    duty    nears,     the    husband 

kisses      his      wife      and      hahy      good1  l.yc      an. I 
the    house.       Her    work     Mulshed     t  In-     «  1 
tal.es    ■     seat     on     a     l.ench     nearby     and     reads,     the 
little  Kiel  playing  shout  a  spoils  looking  man 

along,  sits  ..11  the  bench  beside  the  woman 
and  starts  reading  s  paper.  As  the  child 

by,  tin-  man  offers  bet  -ome  peanuts,  hoping  bj 
tills  means  to  strike  up  a  conversation  with  the 

woman.       Be    succeeds,     they     talk     awhile,     then 
visit    an    Ice   cream    parlor.    Ihc    man    making    himself 
rerj    agreeable. 

\      hort     time    passes,     ami     returning     to    the 
modest       home       we      llml      Conditions      altered.         The 
housework  and  the  child  are  neglected.  The  sporty 
chap  enters  and  Is  greeted  affectionately  by  the 
faithless  woman.  They  Imbibe  freely  from  a 
bottle  of  liquor,  are  sitting  on  the  sofa,  when 

.pa  warn   them  of   the  husband's  return.     The 
sport  runs  Into  an  adjoining  room,  the  fireman 
eiilcrs.      notices     his      wife's     ner\< 
lens     the    odor    of    liquor.       When     be     sees     two 

on    the    table,    ins    suspicions    are    a 
and  he  accuses  his  wile  of  being  unfaithful.  She 
denies     It.     but     by     her     actions    clearly     shows     her 
guilt.  The  husband  scolds,  threatens  and  finally 
goes  to  the  engine  house  down  hearted.     Returning 
home  for  the  day.  be  hints  thai  his  wife  and  her 
lover  have  looted  bis  home  of  all  the  money  and 
everything  else  of  value,  leaving  him  only  their 
little     girl.       A     kind  hearted     neighbor     generously 
Offers    to    care    for    the    little    one      1    the    father 
can    arrange    matters. 

Meanwhile,  the  wife  and  her  companion  are  oc- 
eupj  Ing   a    cheap    furnished    n   t.     They    have   just 
returned  from  the  (healer  and  are  eating 
supper  when  the  building  is  discovered  on  Are. 
The  woman  screams,  endeavors  to  escape  by  the 
stairs,  but  is  driven  back  by  the  dames.  A  fire- 

man appears,  grabs  the  woman  to  save  her,  looks 
at  her  and  recognizes  In  the  woman  liis  former 
wife.  He  replaces  her,  pushes  the  lover  to  one 

nd  making  Bure  that  both  will  perish  in 
the  flames,  walks  out.  To  his  companions  he  tells 
that  no  one  is  inside,  but  his  conscience  troubling 
him,  he  enters  the  building,  takes  his  wife  In 
one  arm.  her  lover  in  the  other  and  drags  them 
out    in    safety. 

In  front  of  the  fire  house  the  husband  Is  ob- 
served, resigned  to  his  position.  The  child  Is  with 

him  as  his  former  wife  appears.  She  begs  to  be 
allowed  to  return,  but  he  casts  her  aside,  tells  her 
that  she  was  saved  not  because  she  was  his  wife, 
but  that  he  was  compelled  as  a  fireman  to  save 
any  human  beings  caught  in  a  burning  building; 
that  duty,  not  affection,  directed  his  movements. 
He  turns  her  aside,  takes  the  little  child  in  his 
arms  and  passes  inside  the  building.  Length,  581 
feet. 

THE  GAMBLER  AND  THE  DEVIL  (Vltagraph). 
— In  a.  room  of  an  Irish  hostelry  a  century  ago, 
Barry  Kilgowan,  a  young  'Squire,  is  seated  at  a 
table  with  several  companions,  drinking,  smoking 
and  playing  cards.  Tiie  game  goes  on.  The  golden 
notes,  which  are  piled  before  each  player,  fre- 

quently change  hands.  Of  a  sudden  the  door  Is 

opened  and  Terry  O'Neill,  a  friend  of  Barry,  enters 
hurriedly.  He  is  greeted  pleasantly  by  the  men, 
he  nods,  goes  over  to  Barry  and  engages  In  earnest 
conversation.  Barry  seems  startled  at  first,  bids 
his    friend    wait    a     moment    and    after    drinks    are 

n  Innings    Into    i.i« I     the     winner    and    I. Is     friend    depart. 
\i    the    111  of   peasants 

ipliig,     when ID  sfoira 
1:  I.,      and      her      father     nth-lit      and     enter     the ...    look    anxiously 

up    ami    .town    u. .-   street    for    the*   ■■   1,      Shortly 
ol  beats    Is    besrd    and    Barry    and 

11  n.l      enter 
the   chut  •  b        \    few    minutes   later    the    bi  Id 

Into    the    coaches    and    nmid 
the    chi  ol     the    guests    and 
peasant  1,    drive    off. 

Two      Youth      Later.      Barry,      w!  for 
eased     bas    now    1.   >      a    con* 

Armed    gambler.      I  cantlly    furnished, 
but    here    and    there    are    pictures    and    brlc  a-brae, \i    the    table    the 

j oung     'Squire,     his     I  •  ird,     Is 
pla   1,  1  ber    men.      They    take 
Barry'  ir,    he   follows   them    to    the   door, 
bows   them  out,    then    falls  In    the  chair   In  despair. 
M.tlra     enters,      til.s     1   DBOle     him,      but      to     no 
avail.      He      "       to    1  bi  writing   and be. ■nines    darker 

ami    more    unl  app  opens    the    table 
drawer,    lakes    oul    a    pistol    and    puis    It    to   his    fore- 
ii,  ,„i.      \  1    thai    mi  me  >  puff   of   smoke 

He    talks 

to    Barry,    1  lllng    In    a    suave 
manner;    then    fron  '   pours 

[na    and    bru  1  the    table.      The    gani- 
bler    gazes    u|      the    money    gr   lily,    attempts    to 
-rasp  '.upon     Satan     takes     out     a     legal 

document,    which    be  the    victim. 
in  borror,  but  his  greed  for 

money  gains  control  over  him  and  be  signs  the 
compact  agreeing,  In  consideration  of  the  wealth 
loaned,     that     In     B  6  lay     be     will    play 
a    game    of    chance    with    the    evil    one,    the    stake 

being   Barry's   wife      The   allotted   year   and   a   day 
Barry's  b    is  now  elaborately  fur- 

nished and  wealtb  is  evidenced  In  every  quarter. 
Barry  has  a  haunted  look:  as  the  clock  ehlmes 
the  hour  of  midnight  a  servant  bands  the  host 
a     note.       He     takes     it.      reads     the    contents     and 

is    from    the    1   n.       In    the    library    he    finds 

the     devil     seated     at      the     table     smiling     wickedly. 
Satan    takes    the    dice    from    ids   1   kot    and    places 
them  on  the  tabic.  Harry  pleads  for  release  from 
his  agreement,  but  the  devil  turns  aside.  Barry 

throws,  then  Satan,  and  the  latter  wins.  Barry 
.alls  his  wife,  she  enters,  looks  in  astonishment 

devil,  and  asks  Barry  for  an  explanation. 
The  husband  sinks  in  the  chair  absolutely  helpless. 
Satan  springs  toward  Molra.  but  she  eludes  him, 
draws  a  rosary  from  her  dress  and  holds  up  a  cross 
before  him.  The  devil  covers  his  eyes  with  his 
hands,  1  hero  is  a  puff  of  smoke  and  he  disap- 

pears. Moira  hands  the  cross  to  Harry,  who 
falls  on  ids  knees  and.  with  uplifted  hands,  regis- 

ters a  solemn  vow  to  renounce  gambling.  Length, 

192   f< 
A  ROMANCE  OF  THE  ALPS  (Vltagraph).— 

Harry  Lennox  and  his  chum,  Jack  Harvey,  two 

young  Englishmen,  arc  touring  the  Alps.  They 
are  slopping  at  a  Swiss  chateau  and  are  taking 
things     easy     as     the     Innkeeper,      followed     by     a 

C.  B   KLEINE'S COMBINATION 

DISSOLVING  STEROPTIGON  and 

MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINE 
Monarch  No.  999 

PATENT  APPLIED  FOR 

The  Most  Improved  Form 
of  Projection  Apparatus 
Ever  Produced 

Send  for  Catalogue   B 

Dealers   in    Everything   in    the    Moving 
Picture  Business 

C.  B.  KLEINE 
662-664  Sixth  Avenue 

NEW    YORK 

Selling  Agent   For 

FABIUS'  HENRION  CARBONS 

HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZER 
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THE  HARRY  F.  STAINS  GO. 
Illustrators  of  all  the 

Latest    and    Best   Songs 

"Somebody  Just  Like  You" 

Write  us  for  catalogue 
of  our  song  slides.  We 
have  the  things  you 
want. 

Send  in  your  song 
poems  and  let  us  illus- 

trate your  favorite  song. 

Don't  Forget  the  Name 

THE  HARRY  F.  STAINS  GO. 
2220-2222  Federal  St. 

Camden,  N.  J. 

FOR  SAILOR  BOYS 
3  to  S  Years   Old 

A  dainty,  inexpensive  suit 
for  wear  all  year  round,  that 
has  won  instant  popularity 

with  parents  and  youngsters 

Strongly  made  of  extra  quality 
Hyde-grade  galatea,  with  blue 

collar  handsomely  set  oil'  with 
large  anchor  buttons.  Cut  in 
latest  yachting  style,  and  can 
be  instantly  changed  to  a  Jackie 
suit,  giving  the  child  two  suits 
for  the  price  of  one  —  $2.SO 

If  you  love  your  youngster 
make  him  happy,  handsome 
and  manly  with  one  of 
these  attractive  garments 

Only  $2.50  Prepaid 

THE  BUNNY  CO. 
89  Lincoln  St.,  Boston,  Mass. 

guide,  :>  morose  looking  man,  comes  out.  The 
young  men  are  Introduced  to  the  guide  and  Harry 
bargains  for  a  trip  up  the  Alps  on  the  follow- 

ing day.  Arrangements  being  completed  the  na- 
tives enter  the  house,  while  the  Englishmen  sit 

down  to  smoke.  Marie,  the  innkeeper's  daughter, 
a  very  pretty  young  girl,  comes  through  the  gate 
at  the  rear  with  a  bunch  of  roses  in  her  band. 
Harry  takes  one  and  offers  to  pay  for  it,  and 
upon  her  refusal  to  accept  the  money  gently  pats 
her  on  the  shoulder.  As  he  does  so  the  guide 
appears  on  the  porch,  watches  the  couple  with  an 
evil  look,  then  quickly  withdraws  into  the  house. 
That  evening  Harry  strolls  out  for  a  little  rec- 

reation and  comes  upon  Marie.  The  pair  sit 
down  and  are  chatting  pleasantly,  almost  lovingly, 
when  the  guide  comes  from  behind  the  house, 
takes  in  the  scene,  goes  for  the  father  and  returns 
just  as  Harry  bends  down  and  kisses  the  pretty 
peasant.  The  father  is  about  to  start  forward, 
but  is  restrained  by  the  guide.  The  two  men 
enter  the  house  and  plot  to  kill  the  young  Eng- 

lishman. Marie  enters  the  house  while  they  are 
conversing  and  overhears  their  wicked  plan.  She 
pleads  with  them  to  do  no  violence,  but  is  seized, 
bound  and  locked  in  a  room.  The  next  morning 
the  men  start  up  the  mountains.  Young  Harvey 

feels  indisposed,'  so  Harry  starts  out  with  the 
innkeeper  and  the  guide.  At  the  mountain  pass 
the  young  Englishman  pauses  and  looks  out  over  a 
deep  precipice.  Suddenly  the  guide  strikes  him 
from  behind,  partially  stunning  him.  He  strug- 

gles, but  is  at  last  overpowered  and  thrown  over 
the  edge  of  the  precipiece.  His  assailant  then 
turns  and  hurriedly  descends  the  pass.  At  the 
chateau  Marie  struggles  frantically  to  release 
herself.  She  finally  succeeds,  springs  from  the 
window,  rushes  to  Jack  and  tells  of  the  plot  to 
kill  his  companion.  Securing  ropes  and  sticks  the 
pair  start  out  in  quest  of  Harry.  They  toil  up 
the  mountain,  reach  tbe  pass,  where  they  observe 
signs   of   a    recent   struggle.      Marie   looks   over   the 

MOVING  PICTURE  THEATRE 
FOR  sale: 

Located  at  Bluffton,  Ohio,  Population  3,000 
Doing  a  splendid  business. 

Address 

THEATRE,  P.  O.  Box   13,  Rockford,  O. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

^Everything  in  NEW  and  S.  H. 
Motion  Picture 

Machines 
Film*,  Stereopticons, 

Song  Slides   and  Sup- 
plies.  Same  wanted. Catalogues  free. 

HARBACH   &   CO., 

809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POL! 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 
AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

Electrician  and Mechanic 
A  monthly  journal  of  instruction  in  electricity  and  allied 
subjects.  Send  for  a  free  sample  copy,  and  book  catalog. 

M.  W.  SAMPSON  PUBLISHING  CO. 
6  Beacon  Street       -      -       Boston,  Mast. 

side  of  the  precipiece  and  sees  the  victim  belc 
A  rope  is  tied  around  her  waist  and.  half  swing 
ing,  half  climbing,  she  descends,  and  finds  tha 

Harry's  life  has  been  saved  by  his  falling  int 
a  clump  of  bushes.  •  The  wounded  man  is  draw 
up   and   the  trio  start   for  a  place  of  refuge. 
Some  days  later  the  innkeeper  is  working  abou 

his  garden  as  a  commissary  of  police,  with  tw 
Officers,  enter.  They  question  the  man.  and 
the  guide  appears  he  is  also  cross-questioned.  Botl 
disclaim  any  knowledge  of  the  subject,  which  I 
evidently  of  the  missing  Englishman.  At  tbi 
moment  Harry  appears,  his  arm  in  a  sling,  leanln 
on  Marie  and  followed  by  Jack.  The  guide  am 
his  master  are  denounced  and  taken  away  by  thi 
officers,  while  Harry  embraces  his  pretty  rescuei 

Length,    445    feet. 

Williams.    Brown   &   Earle   Issue: 

THE  THIEF  AT  THE  CASINO  (Hepwix  i.— Seem 
1.  "The  Robbery." — At  one  of  the  tables  in  j 
well-known  Casino,  heavy  gambling  is  going  OB 
and  the  occupants  are  well  set  for  the  evening 
In  the  far  corner  of  the  same  room,  at  the  bat 
a  man  is  drinking  alone  heavily,  when  he  is  ap 
proached  by  his  young  wife.  Going  down  on  he: 
knees,  she  implores  him  to  come  away,  but  thi 
man,  thoroughly  intoxicated,  throws  some  liqua 
in  her  face  and  calls  for  the  gendarmes  to  re 
move  her.  As  she  is  led  out,  he  staggers  toward 
a  couch,  throws  himself  upon  it,  and  is  soon  II 
a  deep  sleep.  A  tall  man  entering  the  room 
joins  the  gamblers  and  stakes  heavily  until  hi 
is  quite  cleaned  out.  Walking  over  towards  thi 
bar,  the  man  waits  in  agitation  until  the  gamblen 
have  gone,  and  watches  the  croupier  counting  u] 
results.  A  waiter  passes  through  the  room,  ant 
as  he  glances  around,  sees  the  eager  eyes  of  thi 
man  fastened  avariciously  upon  the  notes:  but  hi 
pretends  to  be  quite  ignorant  and  does  not  stop 
No  sooner  is  the  man  left  alone  with  the  banker 
than,  crossing  quickly  over,  he  picks  up  thi 

croupier's  mallet  and  hits  his  victim  on  the  bael 
of  the  head.  The  man  falls  unconscious,  and  thi 
villain  seizes  the  notes  and  gold  just  as  the  slj 
waiter  peeps  round  the  corner,  without  being  ob 
served.  He  sees  the  robber  pick  up  the  note* 
cross  over  to  tbe  drunken  man  asleep  on  the  couch 
and  place  one  of  the  notes  in  his  pocket.  Pickinf 

up  the  mallet,  he  places  it  in  the  sleeping  man'i hand,  and,  chuckling  to  himself,  leaves  the  place 
little  knowing  that  a  pair  of  eyes  are  watching  al 
his  movements.  The  waiter,  seeing  a  good  oppotl 
tnnity  for  feathering  his  own  nest,  shouts  for  helD 
points  to  the  unconscious  man  at  the  table  anf 
to  the  drunken  man  as  the  gendarmes  and  other) 
rush  in.  The  half  stupid  sleeper  on  being  seise* 
is  quite  unable  to  understand  his  predicament) 
and  is  astounded  when  the  incriminating  note  1 
pulled  from  his  pocket  by  the  victim,  who  bat 
gradually  returned  to  his  senses.  As  the  man  1 
being  led  away,  his  poor  wife  rushes  in.  only  ti 
be  pushed  roughly  aside.  She  turns  to  the  guilt; 
waiter  in  despair,  whose  face  she  seems  to  readl 
but   he   turns   away   from   her   pleadings. 

Scene  2.  "Blackmail." — The  waiter,  calling  witl 

a  witness  at  the  office  of  the  villain. '  is  delightet 
to  find  the  room  unoccupied.  Telling  his  coin] 
panion  to  hide  behind  a  screen  and  to  keep  hh 
ears  open,  he  does  nor  have  to  wait  long  hefon 
the  villain  enters.  His  request  for  hush  rnone; 
is  first  of  all  scorned  by  the  robber,  who  langhi 
at  his  demands,  until  the  waiter  explains  all  hi 
knows  and  brings  forth  his  evidence.  The  villain  li 
astounded,  and.  finding  bluff  no  good,  he  comes  ti 
terms  and  pays  up.  Clutching  the  money  qnieklj» 
the  waiter  puts  it  in  his  pocket  and  removes  thi 
screen,  nnd  the  companions  leave,  laughing  at 
their  success.  The  other  man  nervously  staggej 
back  in  surprise  to  find  himself  so  thoroughfl 
trapped.  In  the  street  the  poor  wife  is  waiting 
in  tears  for  her  husband,  who  passes  along  la 
charge  of  two  gendarmes.  She  is  able  to  cmbrac* 
him    once    more    before    they    load   him    a\v:iy. 

Scene  3.  "The  Vision  at  the  Cafe."—  Ar  a  :iff 
the  waiter  is  beginning  to  spend  his  ill  often 
gains.  Seated  at  a  table,  lie  is  drinking.  lie  Is 
annoyed  to  find  the  wife  of  the  wrongly  eliargH 
man  enter  nnd  seek  him  out.  She  goes  up  to  bin 
nnd  implores  him  to  speak  out  and  .dear  i n 
band.  The  waiter  waves  Iter  hack,  but  as  she 

moves  aside  they  both  see  a  vision  before  themj 
and  the  wife,  staggering  forward,  falls  with  a 
thud  to  the  Boor.  The  man  watches  his  \  i.tlm 
brought  In  by  the  warders.  Tied  to  the  wall, 
he  is  heavily  Hogged,  and  upon  being  unfastenejB 
turns  around  anil  holds  out  his  hands  nppe:  gfl 
to  tin-  silent  waiter.  The  vision  vanishes,  and 
the  man  jumps  to  his  feet,  determined  i"  act 
rightly.  Crossing  to  the  wife,  he  picks  her  up 
and    tells   her   his   decision. 

Scene  4.  "Justice  at  Last." — In  a  cafe  garden 
the  villain  is  seated  in  a  comfortable  place.  wiieD 
the  \v:iitor  enters;  and  going  to  a  gendarme,  eolh) 
fosses  what  lie  knows.  The  guilty  man  is  at  onCS 
arrested  and  led  away  by  the  side  of  ids  accuses* 
In  the  court  rconi  the  innocent  man  is  being  led. 

forward,  charged  with  the  robbery  at  the  Casino, 
as  (lie  waiter  and  his  late  assistant  blackmailer 
outer  tin'  room  as  witnesses.  At  the  same  timft 
the  newly  arrested  man  is  brought  forward.  andi 
after  evidence  has  been  fully  taken,  right  tri- 

umphs. The  Innocent  man  is  discharged,  and  the 
sneaking  villain  is  led  away  to  the  cells.  Length, GOO   feet. 

^ 
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Front  view  of 

rectifier  panel 

New  York  Office : 

3O  CHURCH  STREET 

Principal  Office  : 

SCHENECTADY,  N.Y. 

Sales  Offices  in 

ALL  LARGE  CITIES 

General  Eleetric  Company 
Mercury  Arc  Rectifier 

A  SIMPLE  AND  COMPACT  DEVICE    FOR  CHANGING  ALTERNATING 

CURRENT  TO  DIRECT  FOR    MOVING   PICTURE  ARCS 

Every  operator  knows  that  direct  current  throws  a  clearer,  steadier 

and  whiter  light  on  the  screen  than  alternating  current.  Hut  about 

ho%  of  the  current  you  pay  for  is  lost  in  the  series  resistance. 

Alternating  current  gives  you  better  regulation  and  costs  less  than 

direct  current,  but  gives  a  poorer  light. 

The  Mercury  Arc  Rectifier  combines  the  good  qualities  of  both 

systems  and  gives  a  steady  white  light  at  a  lower  cost  for  operation 
and  maintenance. 

These  rectifiers  will  operate  satisfactorily  on  alternating  current 

voltages  from  200  to  240  and  any  frequency  from  40  to  140  cycles. 

Write   now  for  Booklet   No.  368I=M,  containing  full  information 

*  CEO.  MELIES   STAR  FILMS  * 
All  our  subjects  bear  our  Trade  *  Mark.   Our  Films  are  fully  protected  by  Patents  and  supplied  only  by  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association- 

JUST  OUT 

Fun  With  the  Bridal  Party  S  BUNCOED  STAGE  JOHNNIE 
Length, 513  Feet Price,  $66.69  Length,  263  Feet 

Two  Highly  Comical  Subjects 

Price,  $34.19 

J®-     TO  BE  RELEASED  OCTOBER  6th     ̂ gj 

A  Grandmother's  Story Length,  84O  Feet  -  Price,  $109.20 

A     Film     That      Should     Appeal     to      Mothers     and     Children 
ORDER    OF    SCENES: 

In    Dreamland— In    Toyland — The    Realm    of   King    Sweet— The    Kingdom    of   Flowers — The    AwaHening 

Let  us  hear  from  you  if  you  wish  to  receive  our  weekly  bulletins 

* 

GASTON  MELIES 
204  East  38th  St.    -    New  YorK  City 

Enterprise  Optical  Co. 
83  W.  Randolph  St.     CHICAGO,  ILL. ±> 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 
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E.  F.  KELLER. 

Trade  Mark u 

JOS.  HAWKES. 

Monarch" 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song  Illustrators 

108  FULTON  ST. (Downing  Building) NEW  YORK 

U 

WEEK   OF    OCTOBER    3d 

IN  THE  OLD  SWING  ON  THE  LAWN" 
Published  by  The  Schiller  Music  Publishing  Co.,  41   West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 

Tbe    Stolen    Jewels   030  n. 
The    Devil      570  ft. 
A    Smoked     Husband   470  ft. 
Where   the   Breakers   Roar   566  ft. 
The  Red  Girl   1014  ft. 
The  Heart  of  0  Yama   881  ft. 
The   Girl    and    the    Outlaw   835  ft. 
Behind  the   Scenes   530  ft. 
Monday     Morning     in     a    Coney 

Island     Police    Court   414  ft. 
Betrayed    by    a    Handprint   833  ft. 
Balked    at    the    Altar   703  ft. 

For  a   Wife's   Honor   474  ft. 

EDISON   MFG.    CO. 

Pocahontas       1,000  ft. 
Ton    Pickaninnies      1000  ft. 

Sandy   McPherson's  Quiet  Fish- 
ing   Trip       425  ft. 

The      Leprechawn  —  An      Irish 
Fairy    Story       1,000  ft. 

Buying     a     Title   035  ft. 

Heard    Over   the    'Phone   575  ft. 
A  Comedy  in  Black  :ind  White. 225  ft. 
Romance  of  a   War   Nurse. .  .1,000  ft. 

ESSANAY    FILM   MFG.    CO. 

l.iiv    of    Abraham    Lincoln. . ..975  ft. 
Hired.    Tired,    Fired   300  ft. 
A    Wayward    Daughter   650  ft. 
Never    Again      300  ft. 
Romance    of    n    Taxicab   700  ft. 
An     Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker    Fiends       322  ft. 
The  Directoire    Gown       455  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  Hands  or  the  Eencmy.  .978  ft. 
A     Prodigal     Parson   SS0  ft. 
The    Escape   or   (lie   Ape   57S  ft. 
A    Glided    Fool   1,00.1ft. 
The    Baseball     Fan   DSO  ft. 
A    Disastrous    Flirtation   274  ft. 

FILM    IMPORT    &    TRADING    CO. 

In    the   Time    of    Rebellion   4S0  ft. 

Ills    Sweetheart's    Birthday ..  .540  ft. 
The    Daughter  of   the   Gypsy.. 555  ft. 
The  Spiteful   Groom      5R5  ft 
Country     Drama       509  ft. 
The     Model        S04   ft. 
youthful     Artist       193    ft, 
Fencing    Fiend      881    ft. 

Who    Is    It?      4S3   ft. 
Rose,    the   Flower   Girl      664  ft. 
The    Beggar      870  ft. 
Lottery    Ticket      650  ft. 

Brigand's    Spoil       651ft. 
Hamlet      867  ft. 

Antiquary       294  ft. 
Little    Walk    in    Rome      277  ft. 

KALEM     COMPANY     (INC.). 

The    Mystery    of    the    Bride    in 
White        800  ft. 

The   Girl   I   Left   Behind   Me...   
The    Mystery   of    the    Bride,    in 

Black    and    White     
Old   Sleuth,    the  Detective   940  ft. 
As  You  Like  It   915  ft. 
The    Great    Yellowstone    Park 

Hold-up       950  ft. 
The    Frontiersman's    Bride     Robin    Hood      810  ft. 

The    Frontierman's    Bride   S00  ft. 
The     Padrone         
The    Walls    or   Sing    Sing     

KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

Napoleon      and      the      English 
Sailor        530  ft. 

The    Happy     Man's    Shirt   S07  ft. 
The    Hayseed's    Bargnin   4U7  ft. 
Yusuf     the     Pirate   774  ft. 
The   Enchanted   Mantle   444  ft. 
A     False     Alarm   374   ft. 

The    Duck's   Finish   437  ft. 
I    Won   One   Hundred   Thousand 

Dollars      020  ft. 
Pretty    Flower    Girl   620  ft. 

PATHE   FRERES. 

Tbe    Pardon      OSS  ft. 
\    Strong    Gale       220  ft. 
Parisian     Life     in     Miniature.  .402  ft. 
\     Baskel     Party       K59  It. 
Tbe     Locket        623  ft. 
Pnlerino  and   lis  Surroundings. 893  CI 
■I'll,-    Sailor's    Sweetheart   73S  tt. 
Spooks    Do    the    Moving   328  tt, 
Magic    Dice      459  Et. 
Motor    Boal    Itaces   344  Et. 

Happiest     Day    of    Her    Life.  .SCO  Et. 
Fattj  's    Follies      459  Ft. 
Culture     of     Bice   300  Et. 

The    Brahmin's    Miracle   377  ft. 
The  Magistrate's  Conscience.  .557  ft. 
Taris  Fire  Brigade  at  Drill.... OSS  ft. 

Beginning  of  the  Game  of  Dia- 
bolo      328  ft. 

The    Shepherdess   754  ft. 
Unusual    Cooking   196  ft. 

Policeman's     Vision   623  ft. 
S.    LTJBIN. 

The     Masqueraders       670  ft. 
Wanted:      A   Military    Man   250  ft. 
Two     Little     Breadwinners. ..  .530  ft. 
Hat    of    Fortune       450  ft. 
Heating    Powder       410  ft. 

"  How      Rastus     Got     His     Pork 
Chops       410  ft. 

The    Suicidal    Poet   5S0  ft. 
In    the    Nick    of    Time   340  ft. 
Tbe     Persistent    Trombonist. .  .450  ft. 
The     Dancing     Fiend   390  ft. 
The    Hebrew     Fugitive   735  ft. 

The    Washerwoman's    Revenge. 225  ft. 
The    Midnight    Express   1.040  ft. 
Fascinating  Fluffy  Dimples..  .800  ft. 
Scenes  from   the  Battlefield  of 

Gettysburg      930  ft 
MEXIES. 

Fun    With     the    Bridal     Party.  .513  ft. 

Buncoed     Stage    Johnnie   263  ft. 
Tricky     Painter's    Fate   237  ft. 
Not    Guilty      645  ft. 
The    Hotel    Mix-Up   500  ft. 
Two    Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 
The     Crazy     Bugs   560  ft. 
Tbe    Indian    Sorcerer   330  ft. 

The  Mischance  of  a  Photogra- 
pher     205  ft. 

His    First    Job   820  ft. 

The    Forester's    Remedy   57S  ft. The      Magic      of      the      Catchy 

Songs       870  ft. 
The   Woes   of   Roller   Skaters.  .453  ft. 
The   Mystery  of  the  Garrison.  .645  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

The   Magic    Rubbers   374  ft. 
Codtishiug       475  ft. 

The   Lady   With    the  Camellias. SS0   ft. 
The    Hand       500  ft. 
ivxaa   Tex      563  ft. 

Hie  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     45!)   ft 

»    Chnnce    Shot   85*  ft 
Two    i:entlemen   265  ft 
The     Will   876  ft 

Mr.    Drawee     (comic)   410  ft 
Tbe  Flight  from  tbe  Seraglio.  .625  ft 
Whiter  Maneuvers  of  the  Nor- 

wegian Army     115  ft 
Sports   of   All   the   World   574  ft 
Emperor  Nero  on  the  Warpath. 280  ft 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    CO. 

A   Great   Wrong    Righted   775  ft. 
A     Magical     Tramp   215  ft. 
Crazed  by  Jealousy   990  ft. 
The    Cattle    Rustlers   960  ft. 

The   Power  of  Labor   950  n. 
Romance   of   the   Old   Mill   790  ft. 
A    Pair    of    Kids   210  ft. 

The   Power   of  Labor     
The  Village  Gossip   990   ft. 

VTTAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

The  Professor's  Trip  to  the 
Country;  Or.  A  Case  of  Mis- 

taken    Identity       320  ft. 
Duty    Versus    Revenge   581  ft. 
The    Gambler    and    the    Devil.. 402  ft. 
A     Romance    of    the     Alps. ..  .445  ft. 

"Her    Newsboy    Friend   9S5  ft. 
Richard    III   990  ft. 
tolen    Plans   532  ft. 

Willie's    Fall    from    Grace   360  ft. 
A    Tale   of   a   Harem   456  ft. 
Bathing,    or.    Charlie   and   Mary 

I  i    the    Country   456  ft. 
The   Wages  of   Sin   990  ft. 

By    a    Woman's    Wit   504  ft. 
A    Workingman's   Dream   3S7  ft. 
The    Dumb    Witness   550  ft. 
Tbe    Clown's    Christmas    Eve..3SS  ft. 
In  the  Days  of  the  Pilgrims. .  .363  ft. 

WILLIAMS,    BROWN   &  EARLE. 

The    Thief    at    the    Casino   600  ft. 
The   Thief   at   the   Casino   600  ft. 

The    Invalid's    Adventure   105  ft. 
The     Showman's    Wife   550  ft. 
A     Barber     Still   395  ft. 

Tbe    Wife's   Desertion   425  ft. 
The   Burglar   and   the   Clock... 550  ft. 
The  Tramps   and   tbe    Purse... 225  ft. 
The  Hidden    Hoard       600  ft. 
The    Faithless    Friend   525  fi 
The    Man   and    His   Bottle   350  ft 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft 
Tricky    Twins   2tw    ri 
Painless    Extraction   2i5   ft 
Father's    Lesson   500  ft 
Hunting    Deer   S55  ft 
The     Prodigal    Son   896   ft 
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Latest    Song   Slides. 

NORTH    AMERICAN    SLIDE    CO. 

I    Hare   to   Live   With    My    Mother  In- 
Law. 

You  Look  Good  to  Me. 
Sunbonnet   Sue. 
Some   Time   Ago. 
Let    the    Love    Light    Lluger    Longer, 

Lady    Lou. 
Quaker    Lady. 

Won't   You   Listen.   Dearie T 
When   a   Boy   Says   "Will   You?"   and 
a  Girl   Says   "Yes." 

When   the   Evening   Shades   Are   Fall- 
ing. 

Won't    You    Give    Me    Back    the    Old 
Love  of  the  Old  Days,   Mollle  Mlnel 

Are    You    Sincere? 
My   Heart    Beats   Alone   for    You. 
Uary    Blaine. 
Under    My    Merry    Widow    Hat. 

Roses    Bring    Dreams    of    Y'ou. 
Open   Up   Your   Heart. 
Swinging. 
Somebody      that    I    Know    and      You 

Know    Too. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

CHICAGO    TRANSPARENCY   00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little    Cory   Flat 
Just   to    Remind   You. 
Hearts   and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  In  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With   Yon. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night 

I'm  Jealous  of  You. Dear   Old    Iowa. 

GCLDTHORPE. 

A   Man,   a   Maid,    a   Moon,    a   Boat. 
Are   You   Sincere. 
I    Will    Try. 
For    the    Last    Time    Call    Me    Sweet- 

heart. 

From    ̂ gypt    to    the    Zululand. 
Late    Hours. 
Down    In    Jungletown. 
1    Want    You. 
Dear  Heart. 

DEWITT    C.    WHEELER. 

Swing    Me    Higher.    Obadlah. 

O'Brien   Has  No  Place  to  Go. 
The  Garden   of   Dreams. 
Are   You   Sincere. 
There    Never    Was    a    Girl    Like    You. 
Playing   School. 
Dear    Heart. 

Don't  Go  Away. 
Take  Me  Out  to  the  End  of  the  Pier. 
You    Will    Have    to    Sing    an    Irish 

Song. 

You'll   Do   the   Same   Thing   Over   for the    Old    Red.    White    and    Blue. 

We're    Growing    Old    Together. No   One   Knows. 
Rainbow. 
When    Night   Falls,    Dear. 

In    Mem'ry   of    You,    Sweetheart. 
It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-night. 
Mandy   Lane. 
Stars   of   the    National    Game. 
The     Little     Old     Red    School     House 

On   the  Hill. 
Good    Evening,    Caroline. 
Swing    Me    Higher    Obadiah. 
Roguish    Eyes. 
Wont   You   Let   Me   Call    You    Sweet- 

heart? 

O'Brien   Has  no  Place   to  Go. 
Just   Because   It's    You. 

8C0TT   *   VAK    ALTENA. 

Grandma. 
Going    Back    to   Kentucky. 
Kerry    Mills   Barn    Dance. 
By  the  Light  of  the  Same  Old  Moon 
Always  Me. 

In  the  Days  of  '49. 
Taffy. 
If   I    Had   a   Thousand    Lives. 
If   You   Cared   for   Me   as   I  Care   for 

Y'ou. 
Meet    Me    In    Rose   lime,    Rosle. 

I'll   Be  Home  in   Harvest  Time. 
Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
When  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills  with   Rose. 
That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,  Yoo 

Know. 
My  Dreams  of  the  D.  S.   A. 
A  Man.  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor   Bright.    I   Loves   You   Right. 
Wonld    You    Miss    Me? 
If   You   Were   Mine. 

You'll     Always    lie    Sweet    SIM. in    to Me. 

I>l\le    and    the    Clrl    I    Lore. 
If    I    Should   lull    In    Love    with    \  on. 
What    Will    Your    Anawor    Bel 
Some    One     I     Know    and     Yon     Know 

To. 
There   Never  Was  a  Qlrl   Like   You. 
Somebody     I     Know       nd     You    Know, Too. 

When     the     Nightingale    Is     Nesting 
Sweet   Irene. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

KUeen,    My    Own. 
Are  You  Sincere? 

Don't    You    Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the    Time. 
Won't   You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing   Time. 

i'm   Afraid    to    Come    Home    In    the 
D:..k. 

I    Miss    You    Like    the    Roses    Miss 
the    Rain. 

Smartv 

Just      Because      He      Couldn't      Sing 
"Love     Me     and     the     World     1» 

Mine." 

When     It's    Moonlight, 
    

Mary     Darl 
inc.    'Neath    the   Old    Grape    Arbor Shade. 

HENRY    B.    INGRAM. 

I  Never  Knew  I  Loved  You  'Till   You 
Said   Good-bye. 

Where  the  Catskllls  Lift   Their  Sum 
mlts  to  the  Son. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollle,  Come  Jump  on  the  Trolley. 
Among  din  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 
I'm     Longing    for     My     Old    Green 

Mountain   Home. 
Lenore. 
On     Bunker     Hill,     Where    Warren 

Fell. 
The  Holy  City. 

LA   POE. 

Will   You   Always  Call  Me   Honey? 
I    Wish    I    Had   a   Girl. 
Maybe   I   Was  Meant    for   Yon,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 

She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Yon. 
Base   Ball. 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    CO. 

My    Moving    Picture    Babe. 
All    Aboard   for  a   Good   Old   Time. 
Hail   to  the   Boys  of  the   U.  S.   A. 
Mary    Blaine. 
My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way   I   Loves  You. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody     Loves     Me     but     the     One 

I    Love. 
Lear   Old   Comrade. 

Some   Day,   Sweetheart,    Some   Day. 
Chlld.ood. 
Hurrah    for    Uncle    Sam. 

Billy,    Dear. 
Sweet   Rosle   May. 
When    We    Listened    to    the    Chiming 

of     the    Old    Church     Bell. 

It's   Only  Me   In   My   Nightie. 
A    Yiddish    Cowboy. 

You'll    Be   Sorry    Just   Too    Late. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 

You'll   Be   Sorry  Just   Too  Late. 
Billy,    Dear. 
Childhood. 

Won't    You    Walt,    Nellie  Dear? 
Don't  Ever  Leave   Me,   Dolly. 
A  Little  Bit  o'  Sugar  Cane. 
True   Heart. 
Roses  Bring  Dreams  of  You. 

Hoo!    Hoo!    Ain't    You    Coming    0»- To-night. 
.Tust  Someone. 
Santiago  Flynn. 

EMPIRE    SLIDE    CO. 

My   Rosy   Rambler. 
It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night.   To-night 
I  Want  Someone  to  Call  Me  "Dearie  " Sweet    Bunch   of   Daisies. 
Rainbow. 

Tell    Me    Your    Dream    and    I'll    Tell Y'ou    Mine. 

Mandy    Lane. 
Some    Day. 

Say    Not    Good-bye. 

I  III    PRBnO  CO. 

«3    Merrj    Widow    Hat. 
Move    On     Mr     U 

u  ben    1   Saw    Tour 

Sweetheart       Hi,,,- 

'III 

1   to  Love   i  ou. 
When   tho   llo 

u    Hi.-    Sea. 
i... 

Your      Plctun  Remember," 
Though     Your    Letter    Ban    "For 

get."
 

1IAHKV      r,     HIAINB     CO. 

w  1.1 11   Drtami  Oomi  1  r>" 
of  the  uirl    Down    11. .me. 

When     Bummer     Telia     Autumn     .. 

Willi    You    In    Yi.ur    Dreams 

DO  I  ii-  'Tie. .,.•      Swllik- 

reetbeart . 
Down    Win-re    the    I'.lne    Ohio    Flows. II.  nrtM. 

I  Ill's    a     Warm    S|n.t    In    My     Heart 

Lei    Mr    Crown    Yon    Que. 11   of    May. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Pineal  Mad.-.     $S  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

VAN    ALLIN    COS 

Sensation  Song  Slides 
Writb  for  Latest  Lisis  of  New  Illustrations 

Lantern  Slides 
FOR  ANY    PURPOSE    MADE   TO   ORDER 

We  are  the  largest  manufacturers  in  the  United  States 
GET  OUR  PRICRS  ! 

THE  VAN   ALLIN   CO. 
1343  Broadway,  New  York 

SONG   SLIDES 
JUST    ILLUSTRATED  —  NEW   CAMPAIGN    SONG    ¥ 

^        "THE  BEST  ONE        K* 
I  OF  THEM  ALL"  I 

Respectfully  dedicated  to  WILLIAM  JENNINGS  BRYAN        * 

D 
E 

We  hold  the  exclusive  illustrating  rights 

Two  copies  with  each  set.    Send   in  your  order  at  once 
and  prevent  delay. 

SEE  LIST  of  OUR  OTHER  SONO  SLIDES  in  THIS  PAPER 

NORTH  AMERICAN  SLIDE  CO. 
150-1G1  N.  8th  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

D 
E 

SONG   SLIDES 

ARE    YOU    IN 
NEED  OF SONG   SLIDES 

Either  to    RENT   or    BUY  ?    Then  write  to  the 

BBBHOHBI  "  PRESTO  "  i^HMBHMHM 
Largest   Stock  of  Song  Slides  in   tile  t'.  S.  A.     New  and  Second  Hand- out Song  Slide  Rental  Service  is  Unexcelled 

"  PRESTO  "   Film  and  Song  Slide  Exchange 
1416    Broadway,  New    York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Send  for 
list  and   prices. 

The  Premo  Co, 
1926    Cermantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

Mention  the  Moving   Pic     World   In 
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The  March  of  Improvement 
Since  the  first  inductive  resistance  device  was  pre- 

sented to  the  moving  picture  fraternity,  we  have 

been  studying  the  problems  presented  and  have 

carried  on  a  series  of  experiments  to  produce 

a    Perfect    Transformer    for   moving    picture    work 

Powers'  Inductor 
PRESENTS 

THE    RESULT?     OF    OUR     EXPERIMENTS 
AND  INSURES 

Maximum  Economy 

Best  Arc  Regulator 
Steadiest  Light 
Least  Heat 

AND  IT  LASTS  FOREVER 

If    You    Want    RESULTS    at    the    LOWEST    PRICE   Send   for    CIRCULAR  "A" 

NICHOLAS  POWER  CO. 

115-117  Nassau  Street    -    New  York 

\i 

Mention  tue  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 
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WARNING 
To  buyers  of  Electric  Current  Savers  for  M.  P.  lamps:  Don't  buy  a 
current  saver  because  it  is  cheap  or  one  which  is  offered  you  for  trial. 

The  chances  are  you  will  regret  it.  Don't  buy  a  current  saver 
unless  it  gives  40  to  50  amperes  to  your  M.  P.  lamp  with  12  amp.  fuses 

on  220v.  and  25  amp.  fuses  on  llOv.  The  word  •'  Economizer"  was 
first  used  by  me.  Don't  be  deceived.  Make  sure  you  get  the  Hallberg  Electric  Economizer.  It  is  the 
only  current  saver  which  has  stood  the  test  of  time  and  which  was  just  as  good  the  day  it  was  first  put 
on  the  market  as  it  is  to-day.  It  was  perfect  from  the  beginning,  and  is  still  several  years  ahead  of 
other  current  savers  which  are  more  or  less  inferior. 

THIS  IS  MY  GUARANTEE : 

3  A  V I  N  G    0n  A  C>  l,0v•  6S'70%  0n  220v-  82*88%  On  440v.  90-92%        On  D.  C.  MOv.  40-50%  On  220v.  70-75%  On  550v.  85-90% FROM  5   TO  40%  MORE  THAN  OTHER  CURRENT  SAVERS 

BEST  LIGHT-LEAST  HEAT-CHEAPEST  iN  THE  LONG-RUN       A  Two  Year  Written  Guarantee  With  Every  Economizer 
F«uyAPprov.d  j,  Ha  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York  *»»*«*»«»—« 

99 
L..g,h 750 Fe«  "WHAT  POVERTY  LEADS  TO     <■>■—*> 

RELEASED    FRIDAY,    OCTOBER     17th 

Elaborately  toned  throughout,  and  beautiful  photography 
Our  films  run  In  any  machine.    Steadiness,  durability  and  Photography  of  merit 

CRESCENT   FILM    CO.,  273    Prospect   Avenue,   Brooklyn,    N.Y. 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
has  got  the  service  YOU  want* 
Write,  wire/  or  call,  we  are  on  the  spot* 

143  N.    8th    Street,   PHILADELPHIA,   PA. 
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EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still  Another   New   Model.      Most  Up-to-date  Machine  on  the   Market 

(Type"B") ONe-»IN novEneNT 

IMPROVED 

UNDERWRITERS' MODEL 
Approved  by  the  New  York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 

Bureau  of  Water,  Gas  and  Electricity 

Take-up,  Rheostat. 
Automatic  Shutter. 

Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand. 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  Guard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 
Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  Gears. 

With  Underwriter's)  (Type  49  Amp.  $225.00 Model  Rheostat  j         25  Amp.  $220.00 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model       -      $155.00 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  Model $75.00 

An  Opportunity  to  Change  your  Two-    c^c  no 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism    Ji3,uu 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No,  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW   FEATURE   SUBJECTS: 

SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  6,  1908.  Form  391 

THE  LOVER'S  GUIDE  -Comedy. 
A  mirth-provoking  film  descriptive  of  "Cholly's"  efforts  at  love-making  according  to  the  rules 
laid  down  in  a  "  I,ove  Guide."    Full  of  funny  scenes. 
No.  6383.  Code.  VELTRA.  Approx.  Length,  925  feet. 

SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  391. 

FOR  SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  9,  1908 Form  392 

A  VOICE  FROM  THE  DEAD-  Melodrama. 
A  melodramatic  story  of  love,  hate,  a  labor  strike  and  the  evil  machinations  of  a  junior  partner. 
A  Phonograph  Record  made  by  the  senior  partner  just  before  hisdeath  is  the  voice  from  thedead. 

No.  6384.  Code,  VELTURE.  Approx.  Length,  1000  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  392. 

NEXT  WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 

Shipment  Oct.  13,  1 908.     THE  BRIDGE  OF  SIGHS 
No.  6385. Code.  VELUTINOUS. 

Dramatic. 

Approx.  Length,  1000  Feet. 

Shipment  Oct.  16,  1908.     EX-CONVICT  No.  900— Dramatic. 
No.  6386.  Code,  VELVERETTE.  Approx.  Length,  1000  feet. 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY:    72  LAKESIDE  AVE.,  ORANQB.  N.J. 

New  York  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    804  Wabash  Avenue. 
Office  for  United  Kingdom  :    Edison  Works,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
P.  L.  Watkrs,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  Vork.  George  Bkeck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

Dealers   in  All   Principal   Cities. 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialty.    Agents  for  Monograph,  Power's 
ogra and  Edison  Machines.    Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
564    Washington 

Established  1894. 

Street, 

(Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston     Mass. 
Incorporated  1908. 

„ 

SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness:  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 

for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 
There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 

recently  but  you  can  build  that 

yourself  for  a  few  dollars.  If  you 
want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70  00  each  for  1 10  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 

Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

S&J**t4. 

The  One  Big  Sensational 
Novelty  in  Moving  Pictures 

New  York  Nickelodeons  are  preparing 

to   make  a  big  feature  of  this  film 

Pronounced  by  all  managers 
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Editorial. 

We  have  had  occasion  before  now  to  comment  on  the 
propensity  of  our  contemporaries  in  the  theatrical  field  to 

manufacture  "news"  in  relation  to  motion  pictures,  and 
another  instance  of  this  comedy  journalism  appears  in 

an  exchange  from  the  "Windy  City."  There  is  no  truth 
in  the  published  report  that  non-inflammable  film  stock 
is  being  issued  in  unlimited  quantity  or  that  there  is  any 
danger  of  the  trade  conditions  being  affected  by  its  pres- 

ent use.  We  have  already  recorded  the  fact  that  the 
Eastman  Company  have  been  successful  in  producing 
such  stock,  and  that  several  manufacturers  have  been  in 
possession  of  enough  of  it  to  satisfy  themselves  as  to 
its  merits,  but  not  before  the  first  of  next  year  will  orders 
be  accepted  for  non-inflammable  stock  in  quantity.  Mean- 

while the  trade  will  have  plenty  of  time  to  adjust  their 
business  to  the  impending  change. 

Tt  would  have  been  a  grand  scoop  for  the  "Billboard," 
"Variety,"  "News,"  "Show  World,"  et  a!.,  if  matters 
had  turned  out  as  they  prophesied ;  but  conditions  will 
right  themselves  in  time,  and  without  the  proffered  aid 
<of  the  newsmongers. 

In  our  correspondence  columns,  among  the  trade,  and 
even  among  the  public,  the  croaker  every  now  and  again 
emits  the  wail  of  the  rapid  decline  of  the  moving  picture 
"fad."  Let  us  put  ourselves  on  record  once  and  for  all 
that  the  motion  picture  furore  is  not  a  "fad"  and  will 
never  meet  the  fate  of  business  bubbles  that  have  burst 
as  rapidly  as  they  have  arisen,  and  for  this  reason:  The 
vogue  of  the  motion  picture  is  not  of  mushroom  growth. 
It  began  with  experiment,  it  was  tried  out  as  an  experi- 

ment, it  slowly  grew  like  the  oak,  deeply  rooted  in  the 
affections  of  the  people,  reaching  upward  to  higher  lev- 

els, and  branching  out  into  varied  fields  of  interest.  It 
cannot  collapse.  It  may  suffer  from  the  storms  of  its 
enemies  among  the  other  amusement  enterprises  and  the 

unscrupulous  business  methods  "i  greedy    pei  '>n>.  bin  it 
will  keep  <m  growing  and  branching  oul  into  new   i 
of  usefulness.    Its  future  is  assured. 

*    *    * 

What  hurts  most  at  present  is  the  inordinate  ing 
mi  the  part  of  the  exhibitor  for  new  subjects  instead  of 
good  subjects.  This  is  a  condition  that  will  right  itself. 
The  public  will  tire  of  looking  at  slapstick  corned}  and 
hastily  gotten  up,  poorly  acted  attempts  at  drama  .  the 
exhibitor  will  then  turn  to  the  manufacturer  for  : 
serious  productions  and  the  run  of  a  film  will  be  COU1 
in  week-  instead  of  da\  S. 

The  efforts  of  the  manufacturers  to  uplift  the  quality 
of  their  productions  will  meet  with  the  warm  support 
of  the  public.  A  better  class  of  patrons  would  follow 
the  introduction  of  better  ideas  and  better  art  into  the 

pictures.  With  the  exception  of  one  or  two  producers, 
the  manufacturers  of  film  subjects  seem  to  have  the  idea 
that  the  patrons  of  moving  picture  theaters  are  on! 
be  drawn  from  the  most  ignorant  members  of  the  com- 

munity. The  successful  efforts  of  exhibitors  who  have 
shown  carefully  selected  programs  disproves  this  theory, 
and  the  production  of  more  elevating  subject-  will  meet 
with  deserved  success. 

*         *         :!= 
While  the  precision  of  the  apparatus  employed  and 

the  technical  skill  of  the  photographers  give  us  motion 

pictures  of  high  photographic  quality,  these  are  fre- 
quently marred  by  inattention  to  or  ignorance  of  the 

fundamental  principles  of  lighting,  and  more  feeble  still 
are  the  attempts  at  composition.  These  are  two  features 
that  well  deserve  the  attention  and  study  of  the  man 
behind  the  camera  and  the  stage  manager  or  producer. 
If  they  are  ignorant  of  how  to  improve  their  work  in 
this  respect,  there  -ire  many  competent  photographers  and 
artists  who  would  lend  their  aid  for  small  remuneration. 

*     *     * 

Charges  of  graft,  collusion,  and  misuse  of  power  are 
being  directed  against  the  license  bureau  of  this  city, 
and  several  members  have  been  arrested  and  are  now 
under  bail  to  answer  to  the  charges  that  have  been  made. 
The  worm  will  turn,  and  the  disclosures  made  explain 
the  reason  for  many  of  the  persecutions  that  moving 
picture  theater  owners  have  had  to  submit  to  from  those 
in  authority.  Whether  the  guilt  of  the  culprits  can  be 
sufficiently  proven  to  warrant  their  just  punishment  re- 

mains to  be  seen,  and  depends  on  the  smartness  of  their 
lawyers  and  their  ability  to  cover  up  their  tracks ;  but 
one  thing  is  certain,  that  the  bomb  will  create  an  up- 

heaval among  those  in  office  and  result  in  some  needed 
changes  in  the  enforcement  of  municipal  regulations. 

Whither  are  we  Drifting? 
Suggestions   to   Manufacturers    and  Others 

By  an  Old  Theatrical  Man. 

My  former  position  in  connection  with  the  Al.  Suth- 
erland booking  agency  and  present  position  as  advance 

agent  for   has  given  me  the  opportunity 
of  keeping  a  close  watch  on  the  moving  picture  game, 
in  which  I  have  always  taken  a  keen  interest.  I  have 
even  contributed,  in  my  leisure  moments,  several  sketches 

which  have  been' filmed  by  the  manufacturers  of  canned drama.  Because  I  have  thus  been  interested  I  have  made 
many  observations  and  think  that  it  is  time  to  sound  a 
note  of  warning  to  those  who  are  so  intensely  interested 
in  the  game  that  they  cannot  see  to  where  they  are drifting. 
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THE    SANG    JROID    OF    THE    MANUFACTURER. 

It  is  the  opinion  of  many  that  moving  pictures  have 
seen  their  best  days,  and  that  from  now  on  the  business 
will  be  going  down  hill,  instead  of  up  hill,  as  it  ought  to. 

After  the  train  wreck  of  the  Atlantic  City  road,  a  news- 
paper published  a  cartoon  showing  the  presidents  of  the 

different  road  companies  busy  at  their  desks  reading  Wall 
street  quotations  and  abandoning  the  management  of 

their  roads  to  subordinates.  The  moving  picture  manu- 
facturers seem  to  be  following  the  same  policy.  They 

are  too  busy  fighting  each  other — too  busy  fighting  in- 
junctions— too  busy  with  the  financial  end  to  give  any 

attention  to  the  mechanical  end,  which  is  entirely  left 
in  the  hands  of  their  subordinates. 

\\ "bile  it  is  necessary  to  possess  large  capital  to  man- 
ufacture moving  picture  films,  and  while  wire-pulling 

seems  a  necessary  part  of  the  game,  yet,  in  my  opinion, 

these  are  secondary  considerations.  The  most  vital  ques- 
tion for  the  success  of  any  manufacturing  firm  is  the 

selection  of  the  subjects  or  plots,  and,  after  that,  atten- 
tion to  their  proper  production. 

If  I  was  conducting  a  manufacturing  plant  I  would 
base  my  chances  of  success  on  the  following  order  of 
conditions : 

1.  Selection  of  the  subject. 
2.  Production  of  the  subject. 
3.  The  financial  end. 

BETTER   SUBJECTS    NEEDED. 

Take  any  of  the  plays  in  large  theaters  that  have  be- 

come "hits,"  they  have  been  successful  because  the  man- 
agers have  been  very  particular  as  to  what  plays  were 

selected,  and  when  the  selection  was  made  they  have 
been  equally  particular  as  to  the  production.  They  know 
that  the  bank  acccount  will  take  care  of  itself  if  the  play 
is  good  and  if  the  production  is  right.  Plow  many  of 

the  great  theatrical  managers  and  owners  leave  the  se- 
lection of  the  play  to  mere  stage  managers?  If  the 

moving  picture  business  is  falling  into  disrepute,  it  is 
for  the  following  reasons : 

1.  Poor  selection  of  subjects. 
2.  Poor  production  of  these  subjects. 
3.  Poor  work  of  the  exhibitor. 
The  first  item,  the  selection,  may  suffer  from  any  one 

of  the  following  reasons:  Selection  of  improper  subject; 

selection  of  unnatural  subjects;  selection  of  good  sub- 
jects, but  which  are  too  complicated  to  be  understood. 

I  trust  that  none  of  the  manufacturers  will  be  offended 

if  I  make  mention  of  a  few  subjects  to  illustrate  un- 
meaning. 

"A  Great  Wrong  Righted"  is  an  impossible  subject. No  man  can  be  deceived  at  the  altar;  be  knows  to  whom 

he  is  being  married. 

"I  ler  Newsboy  Friend"  is  a  false  position.  No  man 
would  become  insanely  jealous  when  his  sweetheart  shows 
so  plainly  how  true  and  loyal  she  is  by  throwing  away 
the   flowers  and   card   of  another  suitor. 

■'The  Devil."  "Dr.  Jekyll  and  My.  Hyde,"  etc..  are 
clever  plays,  but  they  have  been  presented  in  motion 
pictures  in  a  way  that  the  public  do  not  understand  them. 
The  spectators  cannot  follow  the  plot,  and  therefore 
the}   lose  interest. 

People  attend  moving  picture  shows  for  the  same  rea- 
son that  the)  go  to  the  theaters.  They  go  to  satisfy 

their  different  senses.  They  want  some  emotion,  they 
want  to  laugh,  and  they  want  to  weep  and  have  their 
sympathies  aroused,  but  the}  do  not  want  to  >it  in  a 

dark  room,  yawning  pud  asking  their  neighbors,  "What 

1 1   the   pictures   mean  :" 
The  people  are  willing  to  have  a  good  laugh  and  even 

enjoy  looking  at  absurdities  ,as  shown  in  "Liquid  Elec- 
tricity," "Hired,  Tired.  Fired."  etc..  and  the  French  trick 

films,  but  these  should  only  be  a  very  small  part  of  the 

programme. The  second  factor,  the  poor  production  of  many  sub- 
jects, is,  of  course,  entirely  up  to  the  working  force  of 

the  manufacturer.  It  is  obvious  that  the  marked  differ- 
ence in  quality  between  the  various  productions  of  any 

one  manufacturer  savors  of  the  earmarks  of  undue  ha-te. 
rather  than  incapacity.  The  continued  effort  to  produce 
a  certain  number  of  feet  each  week,  good  or  bad.  is  the 
worst  feature  of  the  present  regime. 

PRODUCTION. 

Many  good  subjects  have  made  poor  pictures  on  ac- 
count of  carelessness  on  the  part  of  the  producer.  In 

many  cases  it  seems  that  men  and  women  are  pushed  in 
front  of  the  camera,  without  preparation.  In  too  many 
cases  the  producers  do  not  stick  to  the  sketches,  but  make 
changes  at  the  last  moment,  and  some  of  these  changes 
are  disastrous  to  the  companies. 

Motions  and  expressions  are  not  studied,  and  in  some 
cases  are  exaggerated. 

The  spectators  generally  follow  the  plot,  and  in  thrill- 
ing cases,  when  they  expect  a  great  emotion,  they  are 

badly  cooled  down  by  the  indifferent  acting.  In  a  kid- 
napping picture,  the  spectators  appeared  to  sympathize 

with  the  poor  mother ;  they  practically  joined  in  the  chase, 
and  when  near  the  place  where  was  hidden  the  child  the 
spectators  looked  for  a  great  pathetic  scene,  in  fact,  they 
were  worked  to  a  frenzy,  but  were  badly  deceived  when 
the  mother  received  the  baby  without  an  explosion  of 

joy,  without  expressing  the  so  well  known  motherly  love. 
Actors  and  persons  taking  part  in  moving  pictures 

believe  that,  as  the  voice  is  not  reproduced,  they  must 
convey  their  speeches  in  exaggerated  motions.  I  do  not 
blame  the  actors,  as  they  do  not  know  better,  and  we  do 
the  same  thing  ourselves  when  we  meet,  on  the  street,  a 
foreigner  who  does  not  understand  our  language,  or  a 
deaf  and  dumb  person  :  we  answer  them  in  exaggerated 
motions,  motions  that  they  cannot  understand,  while  if 
we  were  remaining  natural  they  would  understand  our 

lip  motions,  etc.  On  the  other  hand.  T  blame  the  pro- 
ducers, as  by  this  time  they  should  have  gained  enough 

experience  to  know  better. 

Many  actions  are  ill-timed  for  lack  of  proper  prep- aration. 

THE    EX  !!  [BITIONS. 

The  third  factor  that  is  making  for  the  early  demise 

of  the  business  is  the  apparent  opinion  of  some  exhib- 
itors that  anything  is  good  enough  for  the  public.  There 

should  he  some  law  enforced  or  some  step<  taken  for 
the  punishment  of  those  exhibitors  who  are  ruining  the 
profession  by  the  exhibition  of  stuff  gathered  from  the 
scrap  heaps  of  the  junk  dealers. 

If  the  manufacturers  are  ruining  the  business  by  their 
carelessness  in  the  selection  o\  subjects  and  the  produc- 

tion, the  renters  are  also  doing  their  share  to  bring  the 
close  o\  the  moving  picture  business.  Some  film  renters 
are  careful  in  giving  a  gcio!!  service  :  they  know  that  well 
preserved  films  mean  many  dollars  to  them,  hut,  on  the 
other  hand,  we  have  too  many  greenly  renters,  who  are 

in  the  business  for  all  that  they  can  make  to-day,  as  to- 
morrow is  an  unknown  quantity  to  them,  These  greedy 

renters  send  films  which  practically  ruin  the  eyesight  of 

the  Spectators,  and  it  is  now  a  very  common  thing  to 

hear  folks  say:  "Yes,  I  like  moving  pictures,  but  I  cannot 

go  as  often  as  T  would  wish,  as  they  hurt  my  eves." Some    of   these   films    have    the   appearance    of   a    heavy 
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djpmpour  of  rain,  some  arc  full  of  flashes,  some  are  cut 
:id  spliced,  etc. 
It  would  be  a  good  thing  if  the  manufacturers  would 

?cide  to  not  sell  their  films,  but  mereh  rent  them  to  the 
cehanges.  The)  couM  rent  them  for,  say,  [our  weeks, 
id  the  total  rental  should  be  equivalent  to  the  selling 
fce  of  14  cents  (first  week  rent,  5  cents;  second  week, 
cent-;  third  week.  ,}  rent-:  fourth  week,  2  cents).  At 
e  end  of  the  four  week-  the  films  to  be  returned  to  the 

anut'aeturer-.  If  the  subject  i-  a  good  one,  the  ex- 
ian.ee-  could  rent  a  new  cop\  on  the  same  term-.  This 
■ngemenl  would  be  a  great  boom  to  business  and 
■Id  surely  increase  the  -ale  of  copies,  provided  the 

m-  are  good  and  the  good  exchanges  would  not  kick, 
such  an  arrangement  would  squeeze  out  the  unfair 

liter-. 

The  exhibitors  are  also  doing  their  -hare  of  killing 

'  business.  For  a  question  of  a  few  dollar-  they  hire 
kperienced  operators,  who  run  the  machine  without 

se.  The  operator  should  use  some  judgment.  In 
lie  very  pathetic  and  dramatic  scenes  he  should  give 
ire  time,  and  in  chases  he  should  increase  the  -peed 
the  excitement  grows.  Such  poor  operators  do  not 
lv  injure  the  films,  hut  they  help  to  make  the  pictures 

■se  than  they  are.  and  disgust  tin-  audience.  It  is  not 
vays  the  fault  of  the  operator-,  hut  the  fault  of  some 

ry  greed\-  showmen.  They  try  to  squeeze  a-  many 
wvs  a-  they  can  in  the  same  evening,  and  instead  of 

tisfied  with  four  shows,  they  want  five.  They 
ieve  that  in  increasing  the  speed  of  the  machine  they 

i  one-fifth  to  the  cash  box.  Yes,  they  do  it  to-day. 
:  they  ruin  themselves  for  the  future.  We  have  too 

nv  sharker-  :  they  want  to  get  rich  quick  ;  they  start  a 
ce  as  cheaply  as  they  can  :  they  hoom  same  with  a  lot 
posters,  a  lot  of  noise,  shows  of  five  and  six  pictures. 
1  they  run  the  machine  as  fast  as  they  can  to  increase 
cash  receipts. 

The  whole  question  is  like  that  of  the  goose  laving 
den  eggs.  The  moving  pictures  have  certainlv  been 

•ood  goose,  who  has  been  very  generous  in  the  laying 
golden  eggs,  hut  the  manufacturer-,  renters,  showmen, 

•rators.  believe  the  old  goose  is  not  laying  golden  1 
t  enough  for  them  and  ther  are  now  plotting  to  open 
bird.  What  a  deception  is  in  -tore  for  some  folk-! 

is  may  work  for  a  time,  but  the  public  very  promptly 
1  firmlv  rebels  against  being  fooled.  M. 

How    to   Make   Lantern    Slides. 

Those  who  wish  to  prepare  their  own  lantern  slides 
y  get  a  hint  or  tjvo  from  the  following  article,  which 
•eared  in   Popular  Mechanic-: 
\.  lantern  slide  i-  merely  a  print  on  a  glass  plate  ir\- 
m\  of  on  paper.  Lantern  slides  can  be  made  in  two 

:erent  ways.  (  hie  is  by  contact,  exactly  the  same  as 
rint  is  made  on  paper,  and  the  other  by  reduction  in 
camera.  In  making  slides  by  contact,  select  the 

fative  and  place  it  in  the  printing  frame  and  put  the 
tern  plate  upon  it.  film  to  film.     Clamp  down  the  back 
expose  the  same  as  for  making  a  print.  A  good 

:hod  for  exposing-  i-  to  hold  a  lighted  match  about 
ee  inches  from  the  frame  for  three  or  more  seconds, 
ording  to   the   density. 

development  is  carried  on  the  same  as  with  a  nega- 
The  image  should  appear  in  about  a  minute,  and 

elopment  should  he  over  in  three  or  four  minutes, 
the    exposure   has   been   correct,   the   high   lights   will 
white  throughout   the   development   and   will  come 

oul  clear  glass  after  fixing.  It  is  best  to  use  the  devel- 
opers recommended  by  the  manufacturer  of  the  plates 

you  are  Using,  and  you  will  find  the  formula-  in  each 
package  OJ  plate-.  It  ,-  besl  to  use  a  plain  fixing  hath, 
which  inibt  he  fresh  and  kept  as  cool  as  possible  in  hot w  eather. 

When  the  negative  is  larger  than  the  lantern  slide 
plate,  and  it  1-  desirable  to  reduce  the  entire  view  upon 
the  slide,  a  little  extra  work  will  be  necessarv.  Select 
a  room  with  one  window,  if  possible,  and  fit  a  light-proof 
frame  into  it  to  keep  out  all  light  with  the  exception  of 
a  hole  m  which  to  place  the  negative  as  shown  in  Fig.  1. 
1  11U--  tin-  hole  is  on  a  line  with  the  sky  it  will  be  neces- 

sary to  place  a  large  -beet  of  white  "cardboard  at  an angle  of  45  degree-  on  the  outside  of  the  frame  to  reflect 
the  light  through  the  negative,  as  shown  in  Fig.  2.  Make 
or  secure  an  inside  kit  to  place  in  the  plate  holder  of 
your  camera  to  hold  the  lantern  slide  plate,  as  shown  in 

J.  Draw  line-  with  a  pencil,  outlining  on  the  ground 

glass  mi'  the  camera  the  size  of  the  lantern  slide  plate, and  in  the  place  where  the  plate  will  he  in  the  plate 
holder  when  placed  in  position  in  the  camera.  This  will 
enable  you  to  focus  to  the  proper  size.  Place  the  camera 
in  trout  of  the  hole  in  the  frame,  place  the  negative  in 
the  hole  and  focus  the  camera  for  the  lantern  slide  -ize. 
Expose  with  a  medium  stop  for  about  jo  seconds  and 
treat  the  plate  the  same  as  with  the  contact  exposure. 

When  dry  the  lantern  slide  plate  may  he  tinted  any 
color  by  means  of  liquid  colors.  These  can  he  purchased 
from  any  photo  material  -tore.  In  coloring  the  slide 
plate  it  i-  only  necessary  to  moisten  the  gelatine  film 
from  time  to  time  with  a  piece  of  cloth  dampened  in 
water.  The  color-  may  then  he  spread  evenly  with  a 
-oft  brush,  which  should  he  kept  in  motion  to  prevent 

spots. The  slide  i-  put  together  by  placing  a  mat  made  of 
black  paper,  a-  shown  in  Fig.  4.  on  the  gelatine  side  of 
the  lantern  slide,  A.  Fig.  5.  and  then  a  plain  glass.  B, 
over  the  mat.  C,  and  the  three  bound  together  with 
passepartout  tape.  1).  Contrasty  negative-  make  the  best 
slides,  hut  the  lantern  slide  plate  should  he  made  without 
any  attempt  to  gain  density. 

DEATH    OF   CHARLES    W.    BASSETT. 

Charles  W.  Bassett,  president  of  the  Mcintosh  Stcreopti- 
con  Company,  "f  Chicago,  died  last  week  at  his  residence. 

Kenmore  avenue,  after  a  long  illness.  He  was  63  years 
old  and  had  been  a  resident  of  Chicago  for  twenty-four  years. 
Mr-.  Mary  Aver-  Bassett,  hi-  widow;  Morton  Avers,  a  son, 
and   Mi.--   Agnes   Bassett,  a  daughter,  survive  him. 

Have    you    subscribed    for     the    WORLD? 

Only-    $2.00   per    year. 
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NOTES    AND    COMMENTS. 

The  Pacific  Coast  Film  Exchange,  1724  Fillmore  street,  San 
Francisco,  Cal.,  with  branch  office  at  547  South  Broadway. 
Los  Angeles,  have  been  appointed  exclusive  agents  for  the 
Pacific  Coast,  Nevada  and  Idaho  for  the  Grent  Northern  Film 
Company,  of  New  York  and  Copenhagen. 

William  Bullock,  proprietor  of  the  American  Theater, 
Cleveland,  and  purveyor  of  the  special  films  of  the  Collin- 
wood  disaster  and  Yellowstone  Park,  writes  us  that  he  is  at 

present  on  a  trip  through  the  Rocky  Mountains  for  pic- 
tures and  lecture  matter  and  that  he  finds  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture World  wherever  he  goes. 

The  Gundlach  Manhattan  Optical  Company,  of  Rochester, 
N.  Y.,  inform  us  theater  owners  are  waking  up  to  the  fact  that 
special  projection  lenses  are  necessary  to  get  the  best  results 
on  the  screen  and  that  they  are  receiving  orders  from  all 
over  the  country,  the  Colonies  and  Canada  from  their  advertise- 

ment in  this  paper.  Their  lenses  are  sold  on  their  merits — 
money  refunded  if  not  up  to  expectations.  They  also  ask 
us  to  say  that  they  will  furnish  special  lenses  for  any 
emergency;  all  that  is  necessary  is  to  advise  them  as  to  the 
distance  of  the  machine  from  the  screen  and  the  size  of 
picture  desired. 

Apropos  of  the  article  printed  in  the  World  of  last  week 
about  the  fitting  of  the  Old  Dominion  Moving  Picture  Com- 

pany, the  party  into  whose  hands  the  order  fell  for  the  slides 
mentioned  has  explained  that  all  he  had  to  do  with  the  mat- 

ter was  to  look  after  J.  C.  Eaton's  mail  and  forward  it  if  it 
was  important,  and  fill  such  orders  as  came  if  he  could 

When  he  found  he  couldn't  fill  them  he  dropped  the  matter 
There  was  no  intention  of  accusing  either  him  or  J.  C. 

Eaton  of  dishonest  practices,  but  simply  to  show  up  the  fool- 
ishness of  people  catering  for  orders  which  could  not  be 

filled  at  the  prices  they  offered  and  the  damage  they  did  to 
established  lines  of  trade.  In  the  paragraph  which  states: 

"The  money  reached  New  York  after  the  Old  Dominion 
Moving  Picture  Company  had  vacated  their  office  and  fell  into 

the  hands  of  a  person,"  etc.,  should  have  read,  "The  ordei 
reached  New  York,"  as  the  context  of  the  printed  article  will 
show  that  this  party  did  not  receive  any  money,  and  that  he 
dropped  the  business  as  soon  as  he  found  he  could  not  fill 
the  order.  He  feels  aggrieved  about  the  matter  and  we  pub- 

lish this  as  an  assurance  that  the  Moving  Picture  World  has 
no  desire  to  cast  any  unjust  reflections. 

From  the  Chicago  Projecting  Company,  225  Dearborn 

street,  Chicago,  111.,  we  have  received  a  copy  of  their  "Special 
Catalogue,  No.  15,"  which  is  especially  devoted  to  outfits 
and  supplies  for  traveling  exhibitors.  In  its  190  pages  are 
listed  and  described  every  requisite  for  the  traveling  exhibitor, 
except  money,  and  it  tells  him  how  to  accumulate  that.  All 
the  leading  makes  of  moving  picture  machines  and  stereopti- 
cons  are  described,  but  most  space  is  given  to  the  Motiograph, 
for  which  the  Chicago  Projecting  Company  are  special  sales 
agents.  From  the  screen  to  the  lantern  there  is  not  an 
article  in  the  exhibiting  line  that  is  not  listed,  and  while 

"Special  Catalogue,  No.  15"  is  designed  especially  for  the 
traveling  exhibitor,  it  contains  all  the  required  information 
and  paraphernalia  for  the  permanent  show.  Showmen  in 
small  towns  will  find  the  catalogue  handy  to  refer  to  when 
desiring  some  special  article.  The  catalogue  is  free  for  the 
asking  to  those  who  are  or  who  expect  to  engage  in  the 
business. 

"Fire  at  Sea,"  is  the  title  of  a  remarkably  realistic  film 
that  will  be  issued  by  the  Kalem  Company  during  the  coming 
week.  We  were  invited  to  inspect  a  sample  print  and  went, 
expecting  to  see  some  good  photography,  wonderful  stage 
effects,  an  impossible  boat  and  lots  of  stage  smoke.  _  What 
we  did  sec  was  a  real  crowd  of  happy  New  Yorkers  jostling 
each  other  in  real  manner  on  a  real  dock  as  they  embarked 

on  the  "Tolchester,"  an  excursion  boat  that  was  at  one  time 
well  known  to  New  Yorkers.  It  was  the  start  of  the  Mc- 
Ginnis  Association  annual  picnic  and  after  some  amusing 
mishaps,  the  boat  is  seen  leaving  the  dock  crowded  to  the 
rail  with  pleasure  seekers  waving  (heir  hands  to  friends  on 
shore.  The  usual  merrymaking  and  dancing  on  board  change? 
to  a  view  of  (he  forward  deck  where  an  explosion  has  oc 
curred  in  (he  boiler  room  and  deck  hands  arc  tenderly  caring 

for  the  injured  firemen.  Tin-  hold  is  on  fire-- the  smoke 
reaches  the  crowd  of  dancers  on  the  after  deck-  there  is 
panic  and  much  real  jumping  into  real  water  and  thrilling  res 
cues  and  more  smoke  and  flames  and  a  near  view  of  the  man 
at  the  wheel  who  gallantly  perishes  at  his  post  then  the 

final  view  of  a  smoking  lmlk  on  the  shore.     "Fire  at   Sea"  is 

a  daring  conception,  well  handled,  well  photographed  and  we 

acted  except  for  the  laugh'on  the  face  of  one  yokel  among  tr 
"panic  stricken  crowd"  on  board  the  steamer.  If  the  exhibitc 
presents  this  film  with  a  lecture  and  effects,  as  suggested  i 
the  lecture  which  is  issued  by  the  manufacturer,  he  can  safe] 
bill  it  as  a  feature  film  and  it  will  draw  the  crowds. 

Greater  New  York. — The  nicolet  known  as  the  Belle  Pare 
on  the  corner  of  Bergen  avenue  and  East  149th  street,  Bron 
has  been  reopened  under  the  management  of  Freedman 
Petters.  Up-to-date  pictures  will  be  presented,  with  illu 
trated  songs.  The  aim  of  the  management  is  to  please  ar 
they  will  present  a  carefully  selected  programme,  changir every  day. 

Mr.  Walter  Lewis,  formerly  slide  maker  for  Helf  &  Hag< 
and  later  general  manager  of  the  Empire  Slide  Company,  hr 
accepted  a  position  as  manager  of  the  slide  rental  bureau  < 

Len  Spencer's  Lyceum.  Len  should  have  had  a  good  ma 
in  charge  of  this  department  before.  Last  week  three  se 

of  slides  disappeared  that  belonged  to  one  of  Len's  singer 
and  although  the  matter  was  investigated  b3'  central  offi( 
detectives,  no  trace  of  the  slides  could  be  obtained. 

;•: 

THE    ELECTRICAL    SHOW 

at  Madison   Square  Garden  is  drawing  immense   crowds,  a 
while  it  falls  far  short  of  our  expectations  as  a  representatr 
show  of  the  present  status  of  the  electrical  industry,  yet  it 

a   remarkable   display  and   the   exhibits*  fill   the   large   amph 
theater   and    gallery.      Of   special   interest   to   moving   pictir 
people  are  the  exhibits  of  the  Driver  Harris  Wire  Compan 
of  Harrison,   N.    J.,  who  have   on  view  their  special    Clima 
wire  for  rheostats  and  also  special  wire  for  every  other  kno 
purpose.     The   Edward   E.  Cary  Company,  of  59  Park  plac1 
have  a  fine  booth  in  which  practical  demonstrations  are  give 

of    the    "Fabius    Henrion"    carbons — a    noiseless    carbon 
alternating  current.     Motion  pictures   and   lantern   slides  a 

shown  with  the  C.  B.  Kleine  "Monarch  999"  dissolving  ster 
opticon  and  moving  picture  machine  and  the  light  for  the: 
is  controlled  by  the  Hallberg  Electric  Economizer.     The  i 
tenpe  brightness  and  steady  quality  of  the  light  on  the  scret 
is   commented   on   by  the   crowds   around   the   booth,   and 
course  Messrs.  Cary  and  Hallberg  are  there  to  tell  why 
Hallberg  has  on  exhibition  also,  for  the  first  time,  his  EL 
trie  Transformer,  which   changes  alternating  into  direct  I 
rent.      On  the   efficiency   and   principles   of  this   latter   devi 
we   will    speak   in    an    early   number.     At   another   booth   t 

Miles    Bros,    have   on    exhibition   a    Powers'    Cameragraph 
charge  of  an  earnest  young  man  who  is  kept  busy  telling  tl 
spectators    how    easy    it    is    to    own    and    operate    a    movii 
picture  show.     In  the  lecture  hall,  moving  picture  exhibitio 
are  also  given,  but  we  expected  to  have  seen  a  better  selecti 
of  film  for  the  occasion. 

C?   IG 

NEW  YORK  LEADS  IN   GRAFT   METHODS. 

Disclosures  of  the  graft  sj-stem.  which  has  had  its  hea 
quarters  in  the  Mayor's  Bureau  of  Licenses,  now  under  i 
vestigation  by  the  Commissioners  of  Accounts,  has  result1 
in  the  arrest  of  Frank  E.  Brown,  head  of  the  bureau  of  ele 
trical  supervision  of  the  Department  of  Water  Supply.  G 
and  Electricity,  and  also  Sergt.  Peter  J.  Bird  and  Patrolm; 

Michael  Reed," police  officers  in  the  bureau.  Another  polic 
man  attached  to  the  bureau  turned  State's  evidence  and  tes 
fied  under  the  name  of  "John  Doe,"  as  the  Commissioners 
Accounts  are  still  using  him  to  get  information.  These  d 

velopments  followed  the  arrest  of  Gaetano  D'Amato.  Depu Chief  of  the  Bureau  of  Licenses,  and  more  disclosures  of  i 
even    more   sensational    character   are    expected. 

•As  a  result  of  the  developments  Commissioner  of  Accoun 
Mitchel,  who  is  conducting  the  inquiry,  made  this  statemen 

"I  think  the  situation  we  have  developed  is  serious  enoug 
to  warrant  the  special  assignment  of  an  Assistant  Distri 
Attorney  to  take  charge  of  the  cases  that  arise  and  pu; 

them." 

The  arrest  of  Brown  and  D'Amato  came  as  a  part  of 
story  that  indicated  the  general  hold-up  of  moving  pictu 

establishments  for  sums  ranging  from  $25  to  $200.  It  a' 
peared  that  this  conspiracy  ran  not  only  into  the  Departmei 
<^i  Water  Supply.  Gas  and  Electricity,  but  extended  to  certa 
dealers  in  moving  picture  machines  and  in  the  films  used 
them.  Witnesses  declared  that  Reed  had  sent  them  to  certa: 
supply  houses,  under  implied  threats  of  finding  violations 
the  law.  and  a  woman,  lately  engaged  in  the  picture  businer 
in  the  Bronx,  added  to  the  name  of  Frank  E.  Brown  that  < 
Walter  W.  Kendall,  an  inspector  of  the  electrical  bureau.; 
having  bothered  her  serionsh  in  the  matter  of  declaring  vi 
lations  of  the   law. 
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27<i 
Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

dding  to  the   requests  of  many  of  our  readers  to   take 
e  criticism  of  some  of  the  film  subjects,  we  united  two 
>le  newspaper  men  to  make  the  rounds  of  the  theaters 
us   last    week.      They    were   asked    to   be   guided    in    their 

m  of  opinion  by  the  remarks  overheard  among  the 
dience  and   to  particularly   note   how  the  film   was   received 
applauded.     While   we    have   modified    the    remarks  of  our 

itics    in    some    instances,    some    statements    may    not    agree 
ith   the   opinions   of  the   manufacturers.      In   defence   of   the 
itiques   we   say   that    they    must    be    taken    as   an    expression 
public   opinion,   and   as   it   is  or   should   be    the    aim   of   the 

m  manufacturer   to   please   the   public,   we   will    try   to   hold 
the    mirror    of    public    opinion    as    the    surest    and    safest 

tide  to  the  success  and   future   stability  oi  this  business. 

The  Locket  i-  a  well  told  tale  by  Pathe  of  the  kidnapping 
a  child  by  a  .nam;  oi  gypsies,  and  his  restoration  to  his 
rents  si\  years  later,  his  own  mother  discovering  his  iden- 
I  through  the  medium  of  a  locket  which  he  wore.  Superb 
tii'ii   throughout. 
Palermo  and  its  Surroundings  is  an  interesting  educational 
tn.  showing  the  principal  attractions  around  this  historical 
Ban    city. 

The  Gambler  and  the  Devil  is  an  attempt  at  some  good 
>rk.  and  is  pretty  successful,  as  the  staging  and  acting  are 
nerally  fair,  but  the  devil  wags  his  tail  too  much,  as  if  he 
mted  t«>  show  to  the  audience  that  he  had  such  an  ap 

,  and  he  lacks  the  generally  accepted  actions  and 
■  n-  i if  a   Mephistopheles. 

Beatrice  Cenci  is  one  of  these  well  staged  and  well  acted 
amatie  pictures  from  the  Pathe  Freres.  The  first  part  is 
very  fine  production  and  was  veTy  well  received  by  the 
dience  and  easily  understood.  The  last  scene  is  bad.  and 
■ate-  a  very  sad.  not  t"  saj  revolting,  impression,  and 

i0  much  oi  morbid  passion.  When  such  scenes  are 
cmed  necessary  to  complete  a  picture,  they  should  be  ar- 
nged   to  appear   less   repulsive-  -J.   11. 

A  Guilty  Conscience — The  plot  is  perhaps  true,  but  should 
t   be    shown    to    children.      The    little    girl    stealing   pennies 

i   the   moving   picture   show   is   a   very   bad   example. 
d    can    teach    many    children    to    steal    pennies    to    satisfy   a 
icy.     The  woman   teaching  a  little  girl  how  to  steal  in  our 
■  re-    i-    a    deplorable    example.      It    is    not    to    wonder    that 
listers  and   city   officials   are   after   moving  pictures   as  de- 
Dralizing  children   when   they   see   such   films. 
T>    -how    how    our    manufacturers    neglect    the    details.    I 

say    that    no    pawnbroker   would    leave    a    thief   alone    in 
while   he   goes   out   for  an   officer.     The   idea!     The 

uld   steal   the  whole  shop  and  walk  out  unmolested. — 
H. 

John's  New  Suit  is  a  comical  affair,  with  the  general  ex- 
Berated  motions  so  common  in  this  class  of  pictures.  It 

fairly-  well  staged  and  acted,  except  for- the  smoke.  The 
ck   is  badly  played.     -It  is  easy  to   see  that  the  coat  is  not 
fire,  and  there  is  too  much  smoke. — J.  H.  . 

Discharged  by  the  Foreman. — Although  well  acted,  it  is 
ic  of  these  pictures  that  do  not  please,  but.  on  the  con- 
irv.  leave  a  bad  impression.  There  is  not  a  good  char- 

ter in  the  whole  play.  The  workman,  who  at  first  creates 
certain  amount  of  sympathy,  degrades  himself  by  listening 
revenge  and  by  robbing  the  child  of  the  foreman. — J.  H. 

Sailor's  Sweetheart  is  a  well  staged  and  well  acted  pic- 
re.  with  some  very  effective  scenes.  The  sailor  and  his 
■etheart  are  two  good  characters.  The  too  accentuated 
olence  of  the  villain  towards  the  girl  makes  it  a  rather 
tdesirable  film  for  an  audience  of  ladies  and  children. 

Crazed  by  Jealousy. — To  produce  such  a  subject  in  a  satis- 
■ory  manner  is  a  hard  proposition.  The  kidnapping  of  a 
ild   is  not  a  pleasing  feature  of  our  civilization,  but  would 
overlooked  if  the  picture  was  well  worked  out  and  acted. 
-     -  not  the   case.     The   wedding   scene  looks  more   as  a 

ty   affair  than  of  a   rural   marriage,  as  "intended   to   be.     As 
-   the  jealous   man   admits  his   crime   it   seems   that  he 

ould  be  arrested  and  forced  to  go  down  the  cellar,  instead 
the  peddler,  as  he  is  the  only  one  able  to  point  to  the 

iffer,  in  which  is  the  baby.  The  acting  of  the  mother  is 
eak.  She  lacks  action  when  she  discovers  the  kidnapping, 
id  she  acts  still  worse  when  she  recovers  the  child.  She 

)es  not  appear  as  an  anxious  mother,  overjoyed  at  the  re- 
>very  of  her  baby,   she   seems   indifferent   and   receives   the 

babj    a-  it    the  lather  was  handing   her  a   bag   of   tl         In 
general  the  actions  oi  a  crazj    man  are  always  mor< 
repulsive  and  should  be  avoided  in  moving  putt! 

"The  Leprechawn."     [,ot   I       \  fine  subject,  finely  ban- 
Whoever  has  been  in   Ireland  oi    has  heard  the  stoiy 

of   the   "banshee"   and   "the   g   1    people"   and    "tin     I  • 
chawn"  from  the  bp  of  some  genuine  Bon  "i  daughter  of 
frm.   will    be    delighted    with    tin-   film.     It    ha  I    the 

"witcl  Ireland."     I  predict   foi   it  a  long  and  profitable 
existence.     <  Bush  i 

"Pocahontas."  i.ooo  feet.  II"  film  From  a  photographic 
point  ol  view  is  superb,  and  thi  ipplies  to  the  scenery. 
I  lu    Indian  canoe  made  of  white  birch  decorated  in  the  In- 

dian fashion  with  fantastic  figures,  the  scene  of  embarkment 
•  ■11  the  James  River,  and  the  journey  to  the  white  settlement, 
will   iluill   and   delight   every   audience.     In   the   handlini 
the  subject   itself  it   must  1"    confessed  the  makers  have  not 
shown   that   profound   stagecraft   which   we   have  been   accus 

tomed    t"    expect       The    real    pathos    of    the    - 1 « > r >•    ■ 
hontas   lies   in    the    love    of   the    Indian   maiden    for    Captain 
Smith.     It    would    therefore   have    been   better   to   adhere   to 
the    one    historically    certain    fact    in    the    tale    by    showing    how 

Roli'e  was  forced  by  the  Governor  to  take  her  to  England, 
her  reception  at  the  ('.'tut  of  James  1..  and  her  meeting  with the  lover  whom  she  had  believed  to  be  in  the  grave.  To 

explain  her  marriage  t<>  Roli'e.  an  Indian  rival  ha-  been 
forced  into  the  story  not  a  happy  thought.  The  plain  his- 
t>  Mical  truth  would  have  been  much  more  effective.  It  may 
be  urged  that  to  tell  the  complete  story  would  have  required 
more  than  "in  reel  1  do  not  think  so,  for  many  scene-  in 
the  play  might,  a-  far  a-  the  plot  is  concerned,  have  been 
omitted  entirely.    Same  applies  t"  some  of  the  actors.    (Bush.) 

"The  Soul  Kiss" — "Beg  Pardon." — (One  reel.)  I  cannot 
say  much  for  "Beg  Paraon,"  although  it  is  not  without  its 
laughs,  but  "'I'he  Soul  Kiss"  is  truly,  as  the  press  agent 
would  say,  a  "convulsing  comedy."  \s  a  laugh  producer  it is  "lie  of  the  successes  of  the  season.  It  is  free  from  the 
slightest  trace  of  suggestiveness,  although  it  does  depend  on 
the   slap   comedy   effects    for  its   hundred    laughs.      (Bush.) 

"Magistrate's  Conscience." — "Brahmin's  Miracle." --(  Pathe. 
i.ooo  feet.)  The  first  is  a  story  which,  though  well  presented 
and  finely  acted,  will  not  appeal  to  American-.  The  man 
who  deserts  his  family  will,  on  the  American  stage,  never 
do  for  a  hero  or  anything  like  a  hero.  We.  will  never  be 
able  to  see  any  merit  or  morality  in  a  father,  who.  largely 
through  his  own  wickedness,  helps  to  turn  his  son  into  a 
thief  and  in  charming  disregard  of  our  immigration  laws 
sends  him  off  to  this  country.  Such  films  should  be  kept  in 

"that  dear  Paris."  where  they  are  better  understood  and  ap- 
preciated. "Brahmin's  Miracle"  is  a  trick  film,  beautifully 

tinted  in   Pathe's  best   style.      (  Bush.) 
"The  Breadwinners." — "How  Rastus  Got  His  Pork  Chops." 

—  (i.ooo  feet,  I.ubin.)  The  defect  in  these  films  is  the  trad- 
ing stamp  spirit,  the  desire  to  sell  things  at  a  sreat  profit 

and  gloss  over  the  transaction  by  the  offer  of  trading  stamps. 

Lubin  puts  this  promising  title  on  the  screen,  "A  Rich  Haul," 
meaning  in  this  case  a  rich  haul  of  fish.  We  therefore  ex- 

pect to  see  the  net  drawn  full  of  fish,  or  if  that  is  too  much 
to  expect,  we  look  at  least  for  great  piles  of  fish  on  the 
deck,  or  something  equally  effective  to  justify  to  the  patrons 

such  a  promising  title.  What  do  we  see"  The  fishing 
smack  returns  to  the  shore,  and  to  show  "the  rich  haul." 
three  or  four  people  hold  each  a  single  solitary  fish  in  their 
right.  They  should  have  held  a  lemon  in  their  left.  The 
other  thing  on  the  reel  is  an  excursion  to  the  garbage  can. 
which,  if  it  does  not  disgust,  will  please  few  members  of  the 
community.      (Bush.) 

That  the  Actalogue  Talking  Pictures  have  proven  them- 
selves a  form  of  entertainment  the  public  wants  was  strongly 

evidenced  at  the  Lafayette  Theater  in  Detroit  recently.  They 

had  proven  the  most  popular  Summer  attraction  at  that  the- 
ater, and  tremendous  business  had  greeted  them  at  every 

performance. 
With  the  opening  of  the  house  for  the  Fall  season  a  change 

of  policy  was  installed  and  a  stock  attraction  was  submitted. 
Ten  days  later  business  forced  its  retirement,  and  upon  a  two 

days'  notice  and  with  meagre  advertising  the  Actalogue  was 
reinstated  on  Sunday  last.  The  news  seemed  wildfire  and 
all  day  long  the  2.400  seats  were  filled  with  an  enthusiastic 
crowd,  who  welcomed  what  they  had  made  an  old  friend 
of  during  the  Summer,  and  who  have  since  been  equally 
generous  to  show  that  the  correct  idea  is  never  slighted  by 
the  public  when  it  wants  a  highly  amusing,  refined  and  moral 
entertainment  at  prices  that  all   may  reach. 
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NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

Toronto,  O. — The  "Edison,"  a  new  electric  theater,  opened 
its  doors  to  the  public.     The  prospects  are  good. 

Dixon,  111. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  being  estab- 
lished in  the   Michael  Jordan  Building  on  Galena  avenue. 

Leavenworth,  Kan. — Is  to  have  another  moving  picture 
show.     The  cost  of  its   construction  is  estimated  at  $7,000. 

Brooklyn,  N.  Y. — The  Columbia  Theater,  Tillary  and  Wash- 
ington  streets,  is  devoted  to  moving  pictures  every  Sunday. 

Houghton,  Mich. — A  moving  picture  theater  is  the  latest 
innovation  for  South  Range.  The  theater  is  located  in  the 
Barich    Hall. 

De  Kalb,  111. — Whittaker  &  Wheeler,  owners  of  the  Bijou 
Moving  Picture  Theater,  have  moved  their  little  playhouse 
to  the   Flusch   Building,  on  Main  street. 

Keene,  N.  H. — C.  Fuller,  manager  of  the  Dreamland  The- 
ater, has  made  extensive  repairs  on  his  playhouse.  He  has 

enlarged  it  so  as  to  seat  500  patrons. 

Columbus,  Ga. — The  Dreamland  Theater  has  been  trans- 
formed by  Manager  Lucas  into  one  of  the  finest  and  safest 

places   of  amusement   in   the   South. 

Green  Bay,  Wis. — A  new  electric  theater  is  being  con- 
structed in  the  Wagner  Building  on  Walnut  street.  This  is 

the  first  amusement  house  of  its  kind  in  Green  Bay. 

The  Empire  Film  Exchange,  Downing  Building,  New  York, 
report  a  steady  increase  of  business.  This  would  infer  that 
their  old  customers  stay  by  them,  as  well  as  the  new  ones. 

Green  Bay,  Wis. — The  new  Electric  Theater,  on  West  Wal- 
nut street,  is  now  open  under  the  management  of  F.  A.  Stark 

Illustrated  songs  and  pictures,  changed  three  times  a  week. 

Omaha,  Neb. — Changed  from  a  liquor  store  to  a  theater  in 
less  than  a  week,  is  what  occurred  at  1403  Douglas  street, 
where  the  new  cameraphone  talking  picture  show  opened. 

Aurora,  111. — The  new  electric  theater  venture  of  Thomas 
Connolly,  in  Collins  Avenue  Hall,  South  Batavia  avenue, 
has  opened  its  doors  to   the  public  with  moving  pictures. 

Keene,  N.  H.— The  Majestic  Theater,  which  was  recently 
closed  by  the  sheriff,  has  been  reopened  by  M.  Clark,  who 
is  giving"  an  up-to-date  exhibition  of  moving  pictures. 

Urbana,  111. — The  Varsity  Theater,  devoted  to  moving  pic- 
tures, has  been  redecorated  throughout  and  placed  in  readi- 

ness for  a  good  season's  business.     Julius  Levin  is  manager. 
Chico,  Cal. — Mr.  O.  B.  Elwood,  manager  of  the  Gem  The- 

ater, has  reopened  the  Dreamland  Theater,  742  Main  street, 
with  a  high-class  vaudeville  and  motion  picture  entertain- 
ment. 

Warsaw,  Ind. — American  Amusement  Company  have  leased 
a  room  in  the  Rigdon  Hotel  block  on  East  Center  street, 
and  will  on  October  n  open  a  moving  picture  show  and 
vaudeville. 

Spokane,  Wash. — A  new  moving  picture  house,  the  Ma- 
jestic, is  being  constructed  by  the  Majestic  Theater  Com- 

pany at  an  estimated  cost  of  $25,000.  The  seating  capacity 
will  be   1,000. 

Pine  Bluff,  Ark. — The  new  moving  picture  show  now  br- 
ing constructed  at  118  West  Second  avenue  promises  to  be 

a  beauty  when  completed.  Crystal  Palace  is  to  be  the  name 
of    the    new    enterprise. 

Omaha,  Neb. — With  the  opening  of  the  Cameraphone  The- 
ater at  Fourteenth  and  Douglas  streets,  there  are  now  live 

moving  picture  theaters  on  Douglas  street,  between  Thir- 
teenth and  Seventeenth. 

Montreal,  Can.,  is  at  present  undergoing  a  rigorous  invest i 
galion  of  the  safety  of  its  moving  picture  places.  In  the  re 
port  submitted  to  the  committee  it  is  charged  that  60  pel 
cent,  of  the  places  are  unsafe. 

North    Attleboro,    Mass. — The    New    Belmont    Theater    in 
BadSracco    Building   has   opened   its   doors   with    moving    pic 
tuns  and  illustrative  songs.     P.  H.  Foley,  a  professor  in  the 
moving   picture   business,   is   manager. 

Clarksburg,  W.  Va.— The  Bijou  Theater,  on  Main  street 
has  been  reopened  by  G.  E.  Martin,  of  F.lkins.  and  it  is  niadi 
a  most  attractive  amusement  house.  There  is  a  change  oi 
moving  pictures  and   illustrated   songs  each  evening. 

Stockton,  Cal. — Merlin  Jackson,  manager  of  the  Alisky 
Theater,   has  reopened  his  little  playhouse. 

Sioux  City,  la. — Fred  Melcher.  of  Chicago,  has  arrived  in 
the  city  and  will  immediately  take  charge  of  the  new  moving 
picture  theater,  the  Olympic,  which  is  being  fitted  at  415 
Fourth  street.  An  elaborate  front  is  being  put  in  the  new 
theater. 

Baltimore,  Md. — A  moving  picture  parlor  of  one  story 
brick  and  cement  construction  will  be  erected  by  the  Mer- 

cantile Bank  at  1205  West  Baltimore  street.  The  roofing 
will  be  of  slag,  and  the  exterior  will  be  of  artistic  design. 
The  cost  will  be  $2,000. 

Oconto,  Wis. — The  Elite  Theater  Company,  with  Frank 
A.  Knapp  as  manager,  is  having  fitted  up  for  moving  pic- 

ture show  purposes  the  former  Hoeffel  store  room  in  the 
Luckenbach  Block,  and  it  is  expected  to  be  ready  for  use 
in  about  two   weeks. 

The  Ohio  Transparency  Co.,  513  Superior  Building.  Cleve- 
land, Ohio,  have  had  such  local  success  with  their  lantern 

slides  and  announcements  that  they  are  reaching  out  for  fur- 
ther connections.  Their  specialty  is  slides  to  order,  particu- 
larly advertising  and  announcement  slides. 

Baltimore,   Md. — Messrs.    Pearce    &    Scheck   announce    that 
they  will  be  sponsors  for  a  new  moving  picture  and  vaude 
ville  theater,   called  the  Victoria,  that  will  be  opened   at  415 
East    Baltimore    street.      The   new   house   will   be   80   by   100 
feet  and  will  be  artistically  decorated. 

New  York  City. — Plans  have  been  filed  for  making  over 
the  one-story  building  at  No.  2135  Eighth  avenue,  now  va- 

cant, into  an  amusement  hall  for  moving  picture  shows. 
The  improvements  are  to  be  made  for  H.  Roos.  as  owner, 
by  the  Ahearn  Construction  Company,  as  architect. 

Norway,  Me. — Norway  is  to  have  a  moving  picture  house 
at  once.  Messrs.  Robbins  and  Hodgdon  of  the  Bijou  Theater, 
in  Bethel,  Me.,  have  leased  the  Norway  Opera  House  and  will 
have  it  open  with  high  class  moving  pictures  and  illustrated 
songs  within  a  week.  Their  plan  is  to  keep  the  Bijou  open 
as  usual  and  will  run  two  houses  during  the  Winter  at  least. 

New  Bedford,  Mass. — The  management  of  the  Nickel  Thea- 
ter has  secured  a  lease  of  the  World  Theater,  situated  on 

Purchase  street,  between  Hillman  and  North  streets,  and  the 
house  will  be  opened  for  business  with  an  up-to-date  moving 
picture  show  this  week.  The  World  Theater  has  been  closed 
for  several  months,  following  financial  tangles  in  which  the 
original  lessees  became  involved. 

Little  Falls,  N.  Y. — The  new  "Gem"  Theater,  under  the 
management  of  Reardon  &  Schultz,  is  enjoying  well-deserved 

prosperity.  The  new  theater  is  a  "gem"  in  reality — seating 
capacity  500.  decorations  in  green  and  gold,  and  up-to-date 
equipment.  Excellent  programs  are  furnished  and  we  note 
that  the  singer  for  the  week  of  October  5-10  is  Ada  Tones, 
the   contralto  of  world-wide  fame. 

Bath,  Me. — The  Hyde  Light  Guards,  who  have  been  at  an 
annual  expense  of  $2,000  for  the  running  of  the  armory,  have 
installed  motion  pictures  as  a  means  of  revenue.  Capt.  Geo 
A.  Buker,  who  has  had  several  years  experience  in  motion 
picture  work,  has  been  appointed  manager  and  he  has  pur- 

chased a  Motiograph  machine  and  arranged  for  three  changes 
weekly  of  pictures  and  songs.  The  hall  being  too  large  to 

project  the  pictures  from  the  rear,  a  metal,  fireproof  operating- booth  was  suspended  from  the  ceiling  by  iron  rods  sufficiently 
high  to  present  a  clear  view  of  the  screen  from  anv  seat  in 
the    hall. 

Visalia,  Cal. — C.  N.  Beidleman  has  bought  out  the  Electric 
Theater  and  changed  the  name  to  I. a  Petite  Theater:  chang- 

ing front;  enlarging  seating  capacity  from  156  to  360;  build- 
ing a  line  stage.  10x20  feet:  drop  curtain  and  one  oi  the 

finest  moving  picture  shows  in  the  State.  Pntting_  on  one 
illustrated  song,  two  comedy  sketches,  three  reels  of  moving 
pictures  and  doing  tine  business.  Charlie  has  had  seven  years 
experience  and  does  cut  the  ice.  Charlie  says  if  any  wander- 

ing minstrel  should  come  along  to  give  him  a  call,  he  would 
give  him  something  to  do  and  several  good  feeds,  as  his heart    is    always    in    the    right    place. 

Kingston.  N.  Y. — The  Novelty  Theater  has  been  -old  to 
I.  C.  lloHister  of  Schenectadv  and  formerly  of  the  Imperial 
Film  Exchange  oi  Troy.  The  Higgins  Brothers  who  have 

been  operating  it  have  expressed  their  determination  of  re- 
turning to  White  Plains  and  re-engaging  in  the  building 

Trades. 
The  1  yric  Theater  is  the  latest  addition  to  the  staff  oi  I. err 

Spencer's  Lyceum  in  N'ew  York,  l.en  is  now  furnishing  all four   of    the    houses    in    this    city    with    song   slides. 
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CARD    SYSTEMS    FOR    FILM    RENTAL    EXCHANGES. 

The  problem  of  keeping  track  ol  the  various  reels  and  ol 
the  seYvice  rendered  to  each  customer  lias  always  been  .1 
problem  with  the  film  renter  It  is  generally  conceded  that 
the  card  system  offers  the  easiest  and  most  practical  method, 
and  I  will  give  an  outline  of  such  a  system  and  form  ol 
card  that   I1.1  -  been  adopted  l>>    some  establishments 

Three  cards  arc  all  that  is  necessary,  although  others  maj 
be  adopted   to  meet   other   requirements. 

Goz> 

Td^o^    fSlMWrts 
J-**W<H 

Reel   Card. 

The  reel  card  bears  the  name  of  the  manufacturer  of  the 
film,  the  subject  title,  the  length,  time  of  being  placed  in 
circuit,   customer's   number  and   date   of   being    forwarded   to customer,  date  due.  date  of  return.  Besides,  this  card  offers 
a  complete  and  accurate  daily  stock  report  of  all  reels  in  or 
out  of  service. 
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7 OL*Ut£? 
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Customer's  Card. 

The  customer's  card  hears  the  name  and  address  of  the 
customer,  shipping  directions,  number  of  reels  used,  when 
forwarded,  date  due  and  date  of  return;  also  a  column  for 
remarks  in  case  that  reels  are  split  up  or  for  other  in- 
formation. 
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Bookkeeper's  Card. 

The  bookkeeper's  card  hears  the  name  and  address  of  the 
customer,  reels  in  use.  terms  of  service,  cash  paid,  balance 
due,  etc. 

The  keeping  of  such  a  set  of  cards  will  greatly  facilitate 
the  work  of  any  film  exchange,  and  stock  outfits  can  be 
obtained  from  any  of  the  manufacturers  who  make  a  spe- 

cialty of  tiling  cabinets.  They  will  also  furnish  special  rul- 
ing and  printing  to  order,  so  that  any  one  can  procure  an 

outfit   that    is   best   suited   to   his   requirements. 
P.   A.   DASCHKE. 

NEWLY    INCORPORATED    COMPANIES. 

Unique    Film   and    Construction    Company,    Chicago; 
tal,  $2,500:   equip   electrical   theaters   and   supply   films; 
porators,  A.  McMillan,   E.  J.  Switzer.  \Y.  R.  Vosburgh. 

G.   F.    Bickford    Co.,    Boston;    moving   pictures,    etc.; 
tal,  $10,000.     President,   George    F.    Bickford.    No.   _>_>S 
street,    Medford;    treasurer.    Benjamin    H.    Hammond. 
Ashburton    place;    clerk.    Benjamin    P.    Rogers,    No     9 
street,   both    of    Boston. 
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NOTES  FROM   PARIS 

\    w  ell  know  n    mush     impn     ariu    hen     has,    afti  1     tti 
o  d   stud) .  turn*  d  ■  ml   an  ineti  ument   in   the   form 

■  ud   1  >j   about    th.         1  in  urdinai )    piano;   tins   in- 
•  trumenl    placed   at    tin-   fool    ol    1  hi 
b>   the  operator,  gi\»s  fort li  the  \    which  in 
lif«    11,1  urallj   a,-,-,  mpanj   .ill  mo\  in  From 

inl    "i    view    it    1 
mechanical   organ  .  the   bellows  ol   which   are  put    in   motion 
bj    a   small  electrical   motor;   the  instrument   has  a   keybi 
with      inn    thirty-two  different        1       each  one  0  irr< 

different    sound       I  In    1    sign  le   !••  plaj    in 
the    same    manner    as    with    anj    common    tyj 

I.'  \  ii!      b(  en    favored    with    a    pi  1  |i<  nee    b\ 
vcnioi   -I   this  instrument,  we  snccessivelj   saw   and   Ml    VRD, 

'  ■mii    which   began   with   the   feeble  pattering   of   the   first 
rain    drops,    growing    fastei    and    faster,   and    ending 

the    roai    and    clamor    of    a    \  iolenl    thundei  storm;    tl 
picture   ga\  e   us  to  hear  the  depai  I 

lh  wing  oi   th«    horn   (this  being  the  signal  here  in    Iran..  |, 
the    galloping    of    the    horse-,    giving    the    full     sound    of    tl 
hoofs    on    the    streets;    the    roar    of   the    engine    furnace    and 

1.  and  the  playing  of  the  hose  in  the  midst  of  the  blaze 
\ftcr  thai  a  village  blacksmith  was  heard  hammering  on  his 
anvil;    in   the   distance   through    the   open   doorway   a    night 
ingale   could    be   heard    warbling   in    the   wood-..      \    comii 
-cue     111     which     we    not    only    saw    but     also    heard    a    burly 

matron's   finest    crockery   come   to   a   -:\.i\   end,  was   also   advan 
l.igeously    accompanied    by    this    new    instrument.      VVe    have 

been  promised  a  public  exhibition  of  the  "Multiphone"  next 
month   in  a   well-known   music   hall,  and    I    then  hope   to   send 
you    in    full    details   of   the    success   which    I    feel    sure    this   new 
iin  (  nti.  hi    will    meet    with    here. 

I  am  pleased  to  bring  to  your  notice  the  creation  of  a  new 
paper  in  our  trade,  i.e.,  the  Cine-Journal,  edited  by  Mr.  G. 
Dureau,  who  was  for  years  chief  editor  of  the  Argus-Pho 
Cinema  and  Phono-Cinema  Reviews,  here.  Mr.  Dureau's 
aim,  as  he  very  clearly  puts  forward  in  a  few  simple  lines 
of  his  first  edition,  is  to  keep  manufacturers  m  touch  with 
the  ever-increasing  number  of  clients  which  spring  up  from 
day  to  day  in  all  parts  of  the  world.  He  trusts  his  journal 
will  prove  a  useful  intermediary  for  all  business  purpo 
and  bans  the  idea  of  serving  any  personal  interests  or  quar- 

rels. In  this  we  can  but  wish  him  all  success  and  trust  that 
this  new  pioneer  of  the  Cinematograph  will  be  one  more 
good  help  tf)  the  cause. 

Film  thieving  is  rapidly  becoming  a  recognized  and  lucra 
tive  industry  over  here,  and  impressarios  and  managers  have 
to  keep  a  most  active  lookout  on  their  goods  on  account  of 
this  specialty.  There  was  a  time  when  a  film  would  have 
been  of  no  use  whatever  to  the  thief,  but  nowadays  the 
cinematograph  has  taken  strides  and  everyone  knows  .how 
to  work  one — more  or  less.  F.   GRAFTON. 

MOVING  PICTURE  SHOW  IN  LONDON. 

One    Brought   Out  by   Mr.  J.   J.    Bamberger   Excels   Any   So 
Far  Seen  There. 

[Special    Cable    to   the    New    York 

■raid.  I 

Moving  picture  shows  are  as  common  in  England  now- 
adays as  they  are  in  America,  thanks  to  Mr.  George  Grant, 

but  one  put  on  at  the  Pavilion  this  afternoon  has  them  all 
beaten  to  a  custard.  Mr.  J.  J.  Bamberger  brought  it  out, 
and    he    did    the   job   very    nicely. 

The  whole  afternoon  was  devoted  to  it.  and  so  will  every 
afternoon  be  indefinitely.  These  moving  pictures  of  Mr. 

Bamberger's  talked.  Mr.  Marry  Lauder's  pictures  not  only 
moved  and  danced  and  acted,  but  they  also  sang,  thanks  to 
the  gramaphone.  It  was  two  hours  of  pure  entertainment, 
a   mixture   of  music,   comedy   and   tragedy. 

This  experiment  with  what  might  be  called  moving  pic- 
tures was  an  unquestioned  success,  and  if  London  <!<"■-  not 

like  it.  then  London  does  not  know  a  good  thing.  Judging 
from  the  applause  London  does  like  it.  and  perhaps  here  is 
a  chance  for  an  American  sfi.iw  to  win  out. 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

tne  Moving  Picture  "World— the representative  trade   newspaper, 
Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  roar  correspondence. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

MORE    COMMENTS    ON    FILM    SUBJECTS. 

New  York,   October  5,   1908. 
Editor   Moving   Picture   World. 
Dear  Sir:  As  an  apology  to  my  sharp  criticism  of  "Her 

Newsboy  Friend"  I  wish  to  praise  a  new  film  called  "Duty 
vs.  Revenge."  and  1  hope  that  none  of  our  noble  firemen  will ever   have   such   an   experience. 

It  is  a  Strong,  dramatic  plot.  The  happy  home  of  a  city 
fireman;  he  loves  his  wife  and  child.  His  wife  is  tempted; 
she  goes  wrong,  and,  after  robbing  him  of  his  savings,  she 
runs  away  with  her  lover.  They  hide  themselves  in  a  cheap 
hotel.  The  hotel  takes  fire.  The  fire  department  is  called 
out.  When  our  hero,  the  fireman,  enters  the  room  to  save 
the  inmates  he  recognizes  in  them  his  wife  and  her  lover. 
His  first  impulse  is  revenge;  he  throws  them  back  on  the 
bed.  closing  the  door  to  let  them  perish  in  the  flames.  Our 
fireman  has  a  remorse  of  conscience;  as  a  fireman  he  did 
not  do  his  duty.  He  returns  in  the  flames,  and  not  only 
saves  his  unfaithful  wife,  but  also  her  lover.  He  has  done 
his  duty  as  a,  fireman  and  can  now  revenge  himself  by  re- 

fusing "to   pardon    his   wife. The  play  is  well  staged  and  very  well  acted.  The  produc- 
tion is  natural  in  actions  and  lacks  these  exaggerated  motions, 

so  common  in  moving  pictures.  It  is  easy  to  see  that  the 
play  was  prepared  and  rehearsed;  that  it  was  not  a  question 
of  pushing  men  and  women  in  front  of  the  camera,  with  no 
preparation.  The  fire  scene  is  certainly  a  good,  realistic 
scene,  with  the  due  excitement,  but  the  best  scenes  are  the 
ones  in  front  of  the  engine  house.  These  scenes  are  so 
natural  that  no  one  would  believe  they  are  at  a  show.  The 
hero  fireman  plays  his  part  to  perfection;  he  is  very  nat- 

ural  and   creates  a  good  deal  of  sympathy. 
Such  pictures  talk  to  the  senses;  they  leave  a  deep  im- 

pression, with  a  strong  desire  to  see  them  again  or  at  least 
to   talk   of   them   to   friends   and   neighbors. 
The  plot,  although  a  sad  one,  is  very  possible,  teaches  a 

good  moral  lesson  to  do  our  duty  first,  and  the  plot  is  a 
great  credit  to  our  firemen,  as  they  are  certainly  the  noblest 
and  most  courageons  men  in  the  employ  of  any  city. 

The  picture  was  well  received  and  many  of  the  spectators 
will  surely  return  to  see  it  a  second,  and  perhaps  a  third 
time.  Yours  truly, 

E.  S.  SCHROEDER. 

FROM    AN     EXHIBITOR. 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  October  2,  1908. 
To  the  Editor  of  the  Moving  Picture  World. 

Dear  Sir:  Several  of  your  readers  have  asked  in  the  col- 
umns of  your  valuable  publication  why  the  moving  picture 

business  is  going  down.  The  answer  is  a  very  simple  one, 
viz.:   "The   poor  quality   of  the   work  exhibited." 

I  will  admit  that  (he  various  companies  have  made  some 
great  improvements  in  photography  and  in  the  machines, 
as  we  have  new  steady  pictures,  •  but,  on  the  other  hand, 
they  seem   to  neglect  the  subjects. 
They  seem  to  buy  any  old  sketches  at  random  and  pro- 

duce them  at  at  minimum  cost,  irrespective- of  the  truth  or 
errors  contained  in  them.  If  well  informed,  I  am  told  that 
one  'if  the  largest  companies  leaves  the  choice  entirely  to 
the  employes  of  the  studio.  When  the  sketches  are  sub- 

mitted they  never  reach  the  president  or  vice-president  of 
tlie  company,  but  go  to  the  manager,  and  the  manager  him- 

self never  i""ks  al  them,  but  sends  them  at  once  to  the 
studio.  When  the  sketches  are  returned  from  the  studio 
to  the  manager,  the  said  manager  returns  to  the  different 

authors  the  sketches  marked  "Rejected,"  and  pays  for  the 
"ii,-.  marked  "Accepted,"  and  this  without  looking  at  what 
hi  -  paying  for.  lie  will  pay  the  same  price  for  an  insig- 

nificant sketch  as  he  will  for  a  sketch  of  great  merits.  This 
principle  appears  to  me  to  be  very  loose,  for,  as  long  as  the 
enipl"\e-  of  the  studio  are  the  only  ones  to  pass  on  the 
sketches,  they  can  reject  good  subjects,  because  said  sub- 

jects would  perhaps  necessitate  a  little  extra  hard  work  to 
produce  them,  and  the  employes,  if  they  can  help  them- 

selves, are  not  going  to  put  any  extra  work  on  their  shoul- 
ders,  The  employes  are  paid  very  good  salaries  by  the  com- 

panies, but  tlie  employes  do  not  consider  for  a  moment 
that  their  salaries  are  made  up  with  the  millions  of  nickels 
taken  ail  the  different  shows  and  that  if  the  shows  cannot 
make  anj    money,  the  salaries  will  have  to  be  either  reduced 

or  stopped.  What  do  the  employes  care  about  the  qualities 
of  the  pictures?  They  have  an  idea  that  the  moving  picture 
business  is  a  gold  mine,  that  the  companies  are  rolling  in 
wealth,  so  why  should  they  worry  themselves  or  why  should 
they  exert  themselves  to  improve  the  output  or  to  put  a 
little  extra  work  on  their  shoulders? 

The  selection  of  a  subject  should  be  the  duty  of  the 
president,  as  on  the  good  selection  of  a  subject  depend  the 
interests  of  the  stockholders.  A  subject  will  cost  perhaps 
$2,000  to  produce  and  print  a  number  of  copies.  The  presi- 

dent should  look  at  this  matter  of  $2,000.  If  the  picture  is  a 
success  the  company  will  make  some  money,  but  if  the  said 
picture  is  a  failure  the  company  will  be  the  loser,  not  the 
employes. 
What  does  an  employe  care  about  his  work?  The  presi- 

dent does  not  see  him,  the  president  of  the  company  never 
comes  to  the  shop,  the  vice-president,  the  treasurer  and 
even  the  manager  are  perfect  strangers  to  him;  he  is  under 
the  orders  of  a  foreman.  He  knows  that 'the  high  officials 
of  the  company  will  never  appreciate  his  work,  as  they  do 
not  know  him.  He  knows  that  if  he  does  his  best  he  will  not 
get  the  credit,  but  that  the  credit  will  go  to  the  foreman. 
So  why  would  he  exert  himself?  No,  he  works  as  a  machine 
and  remains  in  the  shops  as  long  as  the  foreman  is  willing 
to  keep  him. 

This  is  the  condition  of  to-day,  and  will,  in  course  of  time, 
be  the  ruin  of  this  country.  The  workingman  under  such 
conditions  loses  all  energy,  all  ambition,  and  works  day 
after  day  as  a  mere  machine,  putting  no  interest  in  his  work. 
In  the  old  times  the  workingmen  would  not  only  try  to  im- 

prove their  work,  but  they  would  also  try  to  perfect  and  in 
some  cases  invent  new  devices.    This  ambition  is  lost  to-day. 

I  do  not  blame  the  employes  of  a  studio  to  select  only 
easy  sketches,  sketches  that  they  can  produce  with  the  least 
work  on  their  part,  as,  to  be  very  frank,  I  do  not  believe 
the  companies  would  pay  them  anj'thing  extra  for  trying  to 
improve   the   work. 

In  meantime  the  public  has  to  suffer.  The  public  has  to 
be  contented  with  poor  pictures,  but  a  day  will  come  w-hen 
the  public  will  be  tired  and  the  film  makers  will  then  see 
the  foolishness  of  their  present  system  of  working,  but  it 
will  be  too  late.  Always  the  same  old  question,  of  closing 
the  barn  door  after  the  horse  has  gone. 

If  the  manufacturers  of  films  were  more  careful  in  the 
selection  and  production  of  subjects  they  would  not  be  ex- 

posed to  such  criticism  as  the  one  contained  in  your  last 

issue  on  "Her  Newsboy  Friena."  or  on  the  amusing  satire 
of  Jennie  and  Mamie  on  the  Devil's  Picture. One  fault  with  the  manufacturers  is  that,  tired  of  seeing 
their  own  work  in  their  studios,  they  do  not  care  to  visit 
the  shows,  and  consequently  do  not  hear  the  comments  of 
the    spectators. 

The  manufacturers  of  the  celebrated  film,  "Ingomar,"  be- lieve they  have  the  banner  film  of  the  season.  Certainly 
the  staging  is  irreproachable  and  the  picture  is  well  worked; 
in  other  words,  it  is  an  artistic  picture,  in  the  moving  pic- 

ture line.  The  manufacturers  are  naturally  proud  of  the 
picture:  they  understand  it,  as  they  have  read  the  story  of 
Ingomar  and  have  studied  everything  regarding  Ingomar 
wdiile  producing  the  play.  But  how  about  Mrs.  Murphy 
and  her  kids?  Does  she  understand  the  picture?  Poor  Mrs. 
Murphy  is  too  busy  at  the  washtub  to  read  books  of  history, 
and  her  children  are  too  busy  getting  through  with  the 
plain  grammar  school,  then  go  to  work  in  the  factories,  to 

help  mother.  What  do  they  know  about  "Ingomar"?  They 
don't  even  know  the  history  of  George  Washington,  except 
the  story  of  the  little  hatchet.  Is  it  not  the  same  case  of 

Jennie  and  Mamie,  who  could  not  see  the  "Devil  in  the 
Jumping  Jack."  as  they  called  him?  The  manufacturers should  remember  that  they  owe  their  success,  not  to  our 
millionaires,  but  to  the  working  class.  The  poor  who  have 
not  the  money  to  go  to  the  high-class  theaters  are  the  ones 
supplying    the    cash. 
"Ingomar"  to  Mrs.  Murphy  and  her  kids  is  a  flat  picture, 

with  no  interest,  and  they  would  gladly  give  all  the  beauties 
of  workmanship  of  the  great  Ingomar  film  for  one  of  these 

silly,  badly  staged  and  acted  pictures,  as  "Free  Lunch," where   they   can   have   at  least  a   good   laugh. 

When  Mrs.  Murphy  goes  to  see  "A  Mother's  Crime"  she is  affected  from  beginning  to  end:  she  can  follow  the  easy, 
simple  and  natural  plot,  she  sympathizes  with  the  poor 
mother,  and  slowly  she  unfolds  her  handkerchief,  as  she 
cannot  control  her  tears.  As  soon  as  Mrs.  Murphy  returns 
home,  what  does  she  care  for  the  children,  for  the  roast 
burning  in  the  oven0  She  runs  to  the  back  yard  and  calls 
her  friend.   Mrs.  O'Brien,  over  the  fence,  to  tell  her  all  about 
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"A   Mother's  Crime."     Mrs,   Murphj    cries  in   telling   the   sad 
and    Mrs    O'Brien  cries   in   listening  to  the   sad   si 

Mrs.    O'Brien   cannot    stand   it    any   longer,   and   she    quid steals  the   nickel    she   had   prepared   For   the   pint     >i   beei 
Pat,  to  nm  to  the  show.     Mow,  have  you  seen   Mi-    Murphy 

tlic   fence,   urging   her   friend   O'Brien    to   go   to   see   the 
"Ingomar"   picture?      N'o,   on    the    contrary,    Mi-.    Murphj    is ired  and  disgusted   with   it    that   she   cannot    wait    for   the 
■turn  of  Mr,   Murphj    for  her  beer. 

This  is  the  exact  situation,  and  ail  the  showmen  will  agree 
wuli   me. 

If  our  manufacturers  wanted  to  witness  some  ol  out    shows 

they  would   gain   some   very   important   pointers 
During  these  hard  times,  when  the  nickels  an  not  plenti 

ful,  the  workingmen  arc  careful.  Watch  them  in  from  of 
the  different  show-  [f  they  see  folks  come  out  with  eyes 
-till  wet  from  tear-  or  with  a  broad  smile  on  their  tare-. 
ilu\  understand  that  there  is  something  doing,  but  if  the 
spectators  leaving  a  -how  place  have  long  face-,  those  wail 

ng  outside  understand  that  the  show  1-  "on  the  hum."  and walk   to  another   place  Yours   truly, 
WM.   G.    McD(  IWE1  1 

New   V.  irk,  ( )ct  iber  8,   i\ 

m. 

Yours  truly, 

ELLIS  COH 

EN'. 

IMPROVE 

that  makes  a  picture  the 

IT*.  ALL 

TIE  PICTURE  ON  Vlens, 
THE  SCREEN 

by  using  a  high  grade 

projection  lens. 
Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
iant  picture  than  any  lenses  made  here  or 
abroad.     We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 

size  you  want. 

PRICE    $18.00    NET 
When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 

ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 
these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLCAH-MANHATTAN    OPTICAL    COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave.,  So.  Rochester,  N.Y. 

Artistic    Lantern    Slides 
Made  to  order 

Announcement  and  Advertising  Slides 
a  .Specialty 

THE    OHIO    TRANSPARENCY    CO. 

5  13  Superior  Building  -   Clevel    nd,  Ohio 

A.  BARGAIN  IN  AMUSEMENT 
Ki  A  f*ffT1tfir^  Complete  outfit  of  Arcade  machines  for I  A/W/£A*r^H#»J  sale.  One  automatic  shooting  gallery 
knd  59  other  amusement  machines.     All  for  sale  cheap. 

CHARLES    CASAZZA,    care    of     Imperial    Film 

44  West  28th  Street,  New  York 

Exchange 

New  Film— New  Subjects 

V   PER 
Send  for  List  of  New  Films     ̂ *^  V*    FOOT 

INTERNATIONAL   FILM  MFG.  CO. 
31-33-35  North  8th  Street  -  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

8 

These  are  the  Best  Yet 

New  Feature  Films 
A  DEN  OF  THIEVES 

A  Stirring  Dramatic  Subject  of  431  Feet 

ALSO 

THE  ARTFUL  LOVERS 
A  Fine  Comedy  Subject  of  300  Feet 

We  manufacture 

The  New  Perfection  Rewinder 
Compact,  Convenient,  Cheap 

PRICE,   $3.00 
ALSO 

Lantern  Slide  Lecture  Sets 
Beautifully  colored 

For  Nickelodeons  and  M.  P.    Theatres 

FIRE- PROOF  BOOTHS 

Built 

According  to 
Underwriters 

Rules 

We  are   makers  or  importers  of  all   supplies  used   by  the 
Moving  Picture  Trade.  SEND  FOR  CATALOGUES 

AGENTS  WANTED.         WRITE  FOR  TERRITORY 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  <&  EARLE 
Biograph  Licencees  and  Sole  American  Agents  for 

* 1 
1 

Hepworth  Mfg.  Co. 
Cricks  &  Martin 

R.  W.  Paul 

Graphic  Cine.  Co. 
Sheffield  Photo  Co. 

Wrench  Film  Co. 

Dept.  P,  918  Chestnut  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
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HEW 
WORLD— FILMS 

ORDER  NOW 

Our  Beautifully  Tinted  Film 

A  DESPERATE  CHANCE 
Length  Approx.  10D0  Feet.     Code  Word  WORDESCHA 

Released  October  19 

COMING    S     ON 

THE  AMATEUR  BICYCLIST 
Length   Approx.  800  Feet 

LAST   ISSUE 

THE  DYNAMITER 

TRADE 

Length  1000  Feet 

QRT  ON  OUR  MAILING  LIST 

MARK. 

The  World  Film  Mfg.  Co. 
INC. 

1668  Washington  Street 

Baker  City        =         Oregon 

SITUATIONS     'WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position 

Experienced  Operators. 

J.  C.  R.  Miller,  Palermo,  N.  D.,  experienced  operator; 
references. 

J.  W.  Hoffman,  710  Market  street,  Sandusky,  Ohio. 

J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 
Harrisburg,   Pa. 

Morris  H.  Lencer,  229  East  84th  street,  New  York,  union  and 
licensed  operator.     References. 

Louis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.     Operator  or  manager. 

Henry  Stepenhausen,  92  Lexington  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Effects,  Talking  Pictures  or  Lecturer. 

N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  street,  New  York  City.  Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. 

The  Kinematograph  and  Lantern  Weekly 
The  only  English  paper  devoted  entirely  to  the  projection  trade. 
American  buyers  desiring  films  will  find  the  most  detailed  and  best 

informed  description  of  the  new  subjects  in  the  "Weekly." American  manufacturers  will  find  it  the  best  medium  through   which 
to  reach  the  English  markets.     We  guarantee   our  circulation   in 
Great  Britain,  on  the  Continent  and  in  the  Colonies. 

Ad.  rates  may  be  obtained  through  the  Moving  Picture  World,  which 
is  authorized  to  accept  advertisements  for  us. 

Subscriptions  $1.75  per  annum     Specimen  copies  free  on  application. 

E.  T.  HERON  &  CO,,  9  Tottenham  Street,  LONDON,  W. 

J  .    W.    C  U  N  B  Y 
199  Third   Avenue         -        -  New  YorK 

EVERYTHING  PERTAINING  TO  MOVING    PICTi  RES 

FILM     SERVICE         £  1     f\f\    PER 
REELS  RENTED         «P  I  .VU    DAY 

General  Electric  Company 
Reduce  Your  Current  Cost 

By  Installing  a 

MERCURY    ARC 
RECTIFIER 

Just  assume  that  your  machine  is  operated  six  hours 

per  day,  300  (lays  per  year,  and  that  you  pay  10  cents 
pi  r  K\v.  hour  for  current.  The  following  table  shows 

approximate  operating  costs  of  the  three  system-,  used  : 

G.  E    Rectifier..      26  Amp.  on  the  Arc. . .  .5  375.00 

G.  E.  Rectifier   3'i       420.00 
Direct  Current               26  "         "          "     515.00 

Alternating  Current   30  "  565.00 
Direct  Current   30     ,l         "         '■     595.00 
Alternating  Current     40  "                     "  795  00 
Alternating  Current   60       1190.00 

When  you  consider  that  you  can  get  better  results  with 
30  amperes  direct  current  from  a  Rectifier  than  with 

60  amperes  alternating  current,  isn't  the  above  con- 
vincing proof  that  it  will  pay  you  to  install  a 

MERCURY    ARC 
RECTIFIER 

Booklet  No.  368 1 -P 
will  give  you  other  reasons  wby  it  will  be  to  your  advantage 

  
1  Sft-2 

Principal  Office:  SCHENECTADY,  N. Y.  !SfcISS{i2 

The  Song'  Slide  Service That  Satisfies 
We  handle  slides  of  All  makers  and  ship  you  only  the  late  hits 

NO    JUNK    IN    OUR.    STOCK 
A  Trial  Order  Will  Convince  You 

SLIDE  COMPANY 
221  East  53rd  Street      (Dept.   W)      New  York   City 

m  Hi!'  Moving  Picture  World  In  your spondenee. 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Fifty  times  the  resistance  of  copper 

THE  BEST  WIRE  FOR 

Moving  Picture  Machine 

RHEOSTATS 
DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE   CO. 

HARRISON,  N.J. 
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Stories    of  the    Films 
THE  ZULUS  HEART  (BlOgraph).  Tho  SavagS 

Becomes  Compassionate  rhrough  Brief,  Cicero  asks, 
"Whal  glfi  lias  ['rovlilence  bestowed  on  man,  thai 
is  go  dear  i"  aim  as  ins  children?"  None;  tod 
Soothe)  trulj  says,  "Cull  no(  thai  man  wretched, 
uii,',   whatever  Ills  be  Buffers,   has  a  child  to  love." 

ii  is  thai  there  is  no  kind  ••!  affe< 
purely  aneellc  as  thai  of  n  father  to  his  daw 
;in, i  to  lose  her  eugenders  n  grief  thai  transcends 
all  other  emotions,  The  Zulu  chief  of  the  Mnata 
belc  tribe  has  an  onlj  daughter  \\ii".  al  the,  age  of 
four  years,  dies  of  fever,  ami  In  the  opening  Bcene 
of    this    Blograph    Btory    we    And    him    burying    her. 

\  has  the  poor  bereft  father  laid  the  little 
in  Hi,,  ground,  when  the  war  crj  is  beard 

resounding  in  the  hills.  There  is  an  uprising  and 
Hi,,  chief  i*  summoned  to  action.  Tearing  blmsell 
from  the  grave  of  his  little  •>"•'.  ho  arms  himself 
with  his  assegai  and  oxhide  shield  ami  is  booh  at 
the  head  of  his  band  of  Bavages,  with  sinister  de 
signs  "ii  the  Boers.  The  Boers  themselves  have 

active,  ami  scouts  have  been  senl  oul  t" 
warn  those  nomadic  South  Africans  who  might  bo 
on  tho  road.  One  Family,  comprising  a  Boer,  his 
wife  ami  a  four-year-old  girl,  are,  however,  trapped. 
ami  despite  extreme  measures  to  elnde  the  merciless 
Mark    brutes,    are    soon    overtaken.      Finding    escape 

-     the   Boer  leaps  from   ins  wagon,   ami  send 
lng   his   wife   ami   child    Into   the    woods,    seizes    his 
rifle,    in    tho   vain    hope   Of    holding    tho    sa\ae,es    al    hay 
while  tho  woman  ami  child  seek  a  place  of  safety. 
There  is  a  shower  of  assegais,  "no  of  which  pierces 
tho  poor  fellow,  dropping  him  Into  tho  road.  Op 
rush  tho  prancing,  Jibbing,  gibbering  barbarians. 
Finding  the  man  Bead,  they  rush  on  i"  And  the 
others.  The  distracted  woman  hides  tho  girl  in  a 
niche  in  the  rooks,  while  she  goes  t"  timi  some 
avenue  of  escape,  but  she  is  al  once  apprehended 
ami  taken  by  tho  band  t"  their  camp,  their  chief 
remaining  behind.  The  baby  now  comes  forward 
to  appeal  to  the  Zulu,  who  is  so  reminded  by  her 
of  his  own  lost  treasure  that  his  cruel  nature  at 
once  softens  as  the  little  one  Offers  her  ilollie  as 
ransom  for  her  mother.  The  chief  is  so  moved 

that  he  vows  to  save  the  mother's  life,  if  it  ,-esis 
him  his  own.  Placing  the  little  one  in  a  crevice 
in  the  rocks,  where  she  soon  falls  asleep,  he  goes 
t"  And  the  mother.  Arriving  at  the  camp,  lie 
demands  the  release  of  the  woman,  which  his  fol- 
lOWers  grant  witli  protests.  Hack  he  goes  to  get 
the  child,  hut  the  wily  devils  have  anticipated  him 
and  carried  her  off.  He  soon  overtakes  them,  how- 

ever, and  after  slaying  three  in  a  terrific  conflict, 
delivers  the  child  to  its  mother,  and  then  sees 
them  safely  to  their  destination.  The  subject  is  a 
beautiful  siory  of  parental  affection,  portrayed  in 
a  most  novel  manner,  besides  being  Intensely  thrill- 

ing.     Length,   776  feet. 

FATHER  GETS  IN  THE  GAME  (Biograph)  .— 
No  Oslerism  for  Papa.  Dear — Not  Much! — "Yon 
have  got  to  keep  up  with  the  bandwagon  or  quit." 
This  never  impressed  old  Wilkins  so  forcibly  as 
when  his  son  and  daughter  give  him  the  go-by. 

stamping  him  as  a  "has-been."  and  away  out  of 
tin-  game.  Even  Mrs.  Wilkins.  who  is  as  vivacious 
as  a  widow,  snubs  him.  He  keenly  feels  his  con- 

dition and  resolves  to  alter  it.  With  this  in  view, 
he  enlists  the  services  of  Professor  Dyem.  the  cele- 

brated Dermatologist  and  Tonsorlal  Artist.  After  a 
session  with  the  Professor,  beheld  the  transmogri- 

fied Wilkins.  What  a  change!  Shorn  of  his  grizzly 
beard,  his  looks  raven,  complexion  florid,  eye  clear 
and  step  elastic,  he  views  himself  in  the  mirror. 
He  hardly  recognizes  himself.  In  fact,  it  requires 
his  valet  to  convince  him  that  he  is  he.  "Am  I 
in  it?  Well.  I  guess.  If  I  don't  keep  up  with  and 
even  heat  thai  bandwagon  by  a  city  block,  my  name 

is  not  Pill  Wilkins."  He  sallies  forth  and  makes 
for  the  park.  The  first  person  lie  encounters  is  his 
wife.  He  approaches  her  in  elation,  but  she  mis- 

takes him  for  an  impudent  masher  and  he  receives 
the  weight  of  her  parasol  over  his  head  for  his 
tremble.  The  next  one  he  meets  is  his  daughter. 
She  is  seated  on  a  bench,  waiting  for  Charley.  He 
takes  a  seat  beside  her  and  when  he  tries  to  make 
himself  known  she  draws  herself  up  to  full  height 
and  with  a  blow  sends  him  backward  over  the 
bench  onto  the  grass.  Well,  he  changes  his  tactics, 
and  gets  reckless.  Along  conies  his  son  with  his 
best  girl,  so  he  decides  to  win  her  out  for  spite. 
Now  this  young  lady  has  a  sensitive  pneumogastric 
nerve,  and  when  he  sits  beside  her  on  the  bench 
and  slyly  suggests  a  cold  bottle  and  a  hot  bird,  she 

is  "his'n."  This  is  dene  so  coolly  and  so  quickly, 
that  young  Wilkins.  who,  of  course,  docs  not  recog- 

nize his  respected  papa,  is  speechless  with  rage. 
He  follows  them,  however,  to  the  cafe,  where  his 
intrusion  is  resented  and  he  is  rudely  thrown  from 

the  place.  Ai  the  Wilkins'  domicile  there  is  an 
indignation  meeting.  Mother,  daughter  and  son  all 
rush  in  to  relate  their  experiences  to  father.  He  is 
not  to  In-  found.  Suddenly  a  hilarious  individual 
enters.  "  "Pis  he — the  insulter:  a  drunk  and  dis- 

orderly." They  are  about  to  have  him  thrown  out. 
when  the  valet  comes  to  his  rescue  and  explains 
that  the  jubilant  gentleman  is  no  other  than  their 
dear  papa,  who  has  not  only  caught  up  with  the 
bandwagon,  but  is  sitting  on  the  seat  with  the 
driver.  They  all  gasp  in  surprise,  and  young  Wil- 

kins takes  a  wreath  of  laurel  from  a  statue  and 

places  it  on  old  Wilkins'  brow,  saying:  "Pop.  you 
are    the    candy."      Length.    fiO-t   feet. 

THE     LOVER'S     C.UI1H       lEil 

A   Lovoslok  Youth.      in, .ii, 
» hen  everj  (Hi  Inltj     i  n 
Is  powers,    lie   bu ... 

Invitation!    to    the    Plonio,     Ui«   ■■    to    trj 
Un.iw  ledge,    "C   I   'arm ,,,, i    ladj    ii  lend 

i   tited'     and   eagei    t< 
"They're     Oil,"         '  bUl   Inlj  111     oil     to 

finish    iiis    '  edui  at  Ion        fhe    uapp 
■•Cholly"     gallant,     bul     aervoui     • 
■■Cuollj "    a    icu      o  earn        I  loned   in 
ihc   "Guide." 

In    the    Country.      "Cholly"    does    his    bi 
nge    a    i„'\\     "i     frisk}     girls    and    a    wagonload    ol 
"traps"     "Cholly"    rides   in   the  rear. 

The    Worst    to    Como.     Rock}     roads,     aid    hilly 
■■('h"ll\ "     iai.es     ;1     tumble     Gets     tani  Ii  -i     In     the 

hammock     Girls,     Intent    on    a    "talkfest."    do    nol 
miss     hiin       BUl      horses     have       Bl       and     "OhOlly" ii  lies  up, 

"Such    a    Lovely    Dinner."     (Mil-,    allow     "Cholly" 
i,,  "sel    the  table,"   make  the  tire,  carrj    water,   and 
wash   the  dishes     lie  is  happy,   nervous,   ami  dirt) 

-falls  all   over   himself"     The   girls   have    tun   with him. 

"Cholly    Has    His    Inning"      The    girls    seek    shady 
nOOkS    to    l'esl     or    read      "Cholly"     -'"Is     bUS]        Mil., 
h.ve     to    each     girl     in     succession      He     works     hard. 

but   

Guide  Book  in  Hand,  lie  approaches  Nellie  Tb( 

mosquitoes       route       them      Margie      is     up     a      Ire, 
•Cholly"    it'ies    elevated    love-making     The    branch 

i, reaks.   his  ardor  cools    Under  a   haystack   lie  spies 

Dottle     The  girls   •  -l.nl t    in"   and   they    lice. 
A    Damp    Gallant.     A     rickety     footbridge    O'er    a 

-n, am       "OhOlly"     carries     Mabel     "11     his     hack — Not 
far:  hut  such  a  ducking!— "Cholly"  retires  in  dis- 

grace. Homeward  Bound.  -"Cholly"  packs  up  Girls  Im- 

patient    Drive  oft  ami  leave   "Cholly"    -A  mad   rush 
I,,  eatCh  up  Arrives  in  lime  to  see  girls  leave  on 

the  train  with  a  handsome  drummer  "Cholly"  a wiser    hut    sadder    man.      Approximate    length.     1,000 
feet. 

A  VOICE  FROM  THE  DEAD    (Edison).— Synopsis 
of    scenes: 

Prelude.- -From  the  building  of  the  Pyramids 

Labor's  battles  have  been  waged.  Our  picture  viv- 
idly portrays  one  of  these  battles.  Tells  a  charm- 

ing story  of  love,  and  illustrates  anew  the  value  of 
the  phonograph. 

Captains  of  Industry. — The  general  Office  of  an 
iron  foundry — An  era  of  prosperity — A  spirit  of 
unrest    among    the    workmen — A    strike    contemplated. 
A  Palatial  Mansion. — The  ironmaster  at  home— 

Superintendent  arrives  to  tell  of  intended  strike — 
Employer's  daughter  Interested— 'Admires  the  super- 

intendent     She   promises    to   visit    the    foundry. 

At  the  Foundry.  —The  visit — Superintendent  "does 
the  honors" — Committee  from  the  workmen  received 
—The  foreman's  daughter.  Nell  i  heroine  I.  eon 
trusted  with  the  ironmaster's  daughter — His  daugh- 

ter sides  with   the  superintendent. 
The  Disagreement.  —  Partners  in  consultation — 

Junior  opposes  conciliation — Heated  argument  fol 
lows  -Senior  partner  has  a  stroke — Junior  believes 
dead — Plots    against    superintendent,    his    rival. 
A  Work  of  Hate. — Junior  partner  tells  superin- 

tendent that  the  decision  is  against  ihe  men — Super 
intendent  goes  to  inform  men — Junior  partner  takes 
pair  of  dividers  Places  them  at  side  of  supposed 

dead   man. 
The  Phonographic  Record. — Senior  partner  revives 

— Crips  unheard — Crawls  to  phonograph — Dictates  a 
message— His  last  words — Then  expires. 

The  Strike. — Superintendent  tells  men  of  com- 
pany's decision — They  quit  work  in  a  body — Junior 

partner  upbraids  superintendent — A  desperate  fight 
between  rivals — Unconscious  superintendent  forced 
into  a  crucible — Left  to  ids  fate  over  a  glowing  pit. 

Nell  to  the  Rescue! — Cleaning  superintendent's 
office — Sees  his  terrible  danger — Breaks  through  a 
window  -Makes  a  desperate  leap — Closes  the  pit 
doors   in   the  nick   of   time. 

Falsely  Accused. — Finding  the  body — Police  in 
charge — Junior  partner  accuses  superintendent — Di- 

viders a  mute  witness — Superintendent  arrested — 
Held   for  trial. 

A  Voice  from  the  Dead! — Superintendent  battling 
for  his  life — Evidence  against  him — Jury  about  to 
render  a  verdict  of  guilty — Nell  rushes  in  with  new 
evidence — Record  admitted — Justice  triumphs.  Ap- 

proximate   length,    1,000    feet. 

THE  BRIDGE  OF  SIGHS  (Edison).— Synopsis  of 
scenes: 

"tine    more    unfortunate. 
Weary    of   breath. 

Rashly   Importunate, 

Gone    to   her   death!" 

The  Whole  World  Kin.  —  Hood's  poem,  so  univer- 
sal^ appreciated,  has  inspired  a  picture  that  grasps 

the  heart,  compels  our  sympathies,  and  draws  tin- 
ties   of   the    human    family    closer. 

A  Little  Eden.  —  "Far  from  the  maddening  crowd" 
— A  peaceful  country  home — A  devoted  father  and 

daughter — The  "serpent"  enters — A  stranger  at  the 
gate — A  glass  of  water,  and  a  chat — Innocence  flat- tered. 

In  the  Toils. — Stranger  lingers— Father  forbids 
him    coming — Clandestine    meetings — Girl    infatuated 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  mads  to  order,  Illustrated  Bongs,  etc 

We  handle  Ihe  I'KliMII  K  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.    J.    COLDTHORPE    it    CO. 
HA   West   14th  Street.  New   York 

The  Chicago  I ransparency  Co. 
Manufacture!  I  Oi 

Plain  tod  Colored  Lantern  Slides   mil   Illustrated  Sonfi 

69     DKAKBORN   si  kill  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Frederick  T.  Mcl.eod,  Man.iBn 

Do  NOT  put  on  the 

PASSION  PLAY 
Without  Music  and  Lecture  jt 

If  you  ate  too  far  away  from  New  York  or 

Philadelphia  to  engage  the  seivi.es  of  the 
first  and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion  Play  in  particular. 

W.   STEPHEN    BUSH 

get  his  lecture  in  print     Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with  valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory.  This 

complete  Copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly 
with  tilt  pictures  and  giving  full  explanation 
and  commentary  on  every  scene  sent  post- 

paid to  any  address  in  P.  S.  or  Canada  on 
receipt  of  one  dollar  Invaluable  to  owners 
of  Moving  Picture  Theatres.  Address 
W.  Stephen  Bush,  3S24  Filbert  St..  Phila  ,  Pa 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 
Historical 

Feature  Subject 

THE  LIFE 
OF 

ABRAHAM 
LINCOLN 

Length  975  Feet 

ISSUED 
WEDNESDAY,  OCTOBER  7th 

Don't   Miss  This    One 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.CD. 

501  WfcLLS  Si  Chicago, Ms. 
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Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Slcrecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

556  Fifth  Avenue       -       -       CHICAGO' 

"  We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.T. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Movikg  PicjuneT(iEA'rM>i'^u)Fp:D  From  Looby  To  Sheet 

S  EAST  14th  STREET  tlEiY YORK1' 

P.  BECK,  President  and  Manager 

Member  of  F.  S.  A. 

Machines  and  Films  Rented 
OUR  SPECIALTY 

PINK  LABEL  ELECTRA  CARBONS 
|>KX6  in.. $1.25  for  50         %x6  in.  .$2.40  per  100 

COLUMBIA   CARBONS   9gx6  $2.00  per  100 
ARCO  CARBONS   %x6  in., $1.90  per  100 
CONDENSERS   each  50c 

3-ln-l  Oil.. small  Sc  3-ln-l  Oil.. large  15c 
FLAniNO.  ARC  LAHP  CARBONS 

10  hours   each  6c 

ASBESTOS  WIRE— Double  cover 
No.  8   5>fcc  per  ft.  No.  10   4c  per  ft. 

LUG  *   each  ?c 
REELS      Best  steel  with  brass  clips. .  .each  30c 
BEST  SLIDE  CARRIERS   25c 

120  Nickle-Plated  19-inch  Opera  Chairs  for  Sale 

200  Sets  Song  Slides  for  Sale  Cheap 

We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving 
Picture  Business,  so  if  you  are  in  need  of  any- 
[hing  in  the  above  line 

We    buy   all    kinds  of    machines  and    song 
slides. 

DEALERS!!!— Write  for  Special  Prices 
on  pure  white  condensers,  at  less  than  you  are 

buying  them  now. 

WALK-PHONE-WRITE  or  RUN 

All  orders  aie  shipped  the  same  day  as  received  COD, 

— Elopement   planned — Girl   leaves   home — He   swears 
eternal  constancy — They  depart  for  the  city. 
The  Gilded  Cage. — Rooms  in  the  city — A  false 

life — Hollow  happiness — Neglect  and  indifference — ■ 
Promises   broken — Final   desertion — A    dark   future. 

The  Dream  Ended. — Alone  in  a  great  city — Help- 
less, friendless,  inexperienced — Everything  sold.  01 

pawned  for  food — She  seeks  work — Turned  into  the street. 

"Home — She  Had  None." — Hopeless  wandering — 
Sinks  lower  and  lower — The  bitter  dregs — She  sees 
her  lover  and  his  new  mistress — Her  last  appeal 
roughly   repulsed. 
•The  Bridge  of  Sighs." — Crouching  in  dark  cor- 

ners— The  gay  throng  passes  heedless — Bitter  mem- 
ories  and  keen  remorse — Starvation  weakens — The 
rushing    tide    invites    to    rest — The   plunge    made. 
At  Rest! — Borne  onward  by  the  river — Rough  but 

sympathetic  hands  lift  her  tenderly — Past  human 
help — To  tlif  Morgm — Young  clergyman  reverently 
t - 1-1  sses   her  hands — Peace  at  last! 

The   Good   Shepherd. — The   cold    moonlight    streams 
across    her    face — It    is    transformed — As    the     0   
light   fades,    the  vision   of  Christ   appeals,    with   atti- 

tude  of   infinite   pity   and   a   look  of  benediction. 
Length.    1.     feet. 

WHAT  POVERTY  LEADS  TO  (Crescent  Film 
Co.). — Tins  is  a  dramatic  subject  relating  to  the 

different  temptations  of  starvation.  Jim's  home. Tim  out  of  work.  Child  crying  for  something  to 
eat.  Milkman  refuses  to  give  Jim  any  more  milk 
without  paying  for  same.  Jim  decides  to  steal  a 
bottle  of  milk  for  his  child's  sake.  After  meeting 
with  success,  lie  decides  to  burglarize  a  residence. 
and  with  the  proceeds  keep  himself  and  child  from 
starving.  Interior  of  fashionable  residence.  Dining 
room.  Jim  is  seen  taking  silverware  from  side- 

board and  packing  same  into  dress  suit  case  which 
he  has  found  there.  A  three-year-old  baby  of 
owner  of  house  discovers  Jim  at  work  and  hides 
behind  a  chair  to  see  what  he  is  going  to  do.  Jim 
pries  open  a  door  which  leads  into  another  room 
to  get  more  plunder,  when  child  sneaks  forward 
and  empties  the  silverware  from  the  dress  suit 
case  into  drawer  of  sideboard,  and  as  Jim  is  about 
to  return  the  baby  substitutes  himself  in  the  dress 
suit  case  and  closes  the  lid.  just  as  Jim  picks  up 
same  and  makes  his  departure.  Jim  returns  home 
and  opens  suit  ease,  when  he  is  astonished  to  see 
baby  with  revolver  pointed  at  him.  Jim  is  a  non- 
professional  burglar,  and  immediately  cowers  down 
and  stairs  to  ulnar.  An  idea  strikes  him.  He 
gives  baby  a  toy  in  exchange  for  the  revolver. 
When  Jim  realizes  his  mistake,  he  immediately 
returns  the  baby  to  its  proper  home.  The  father 
of  the  stolen  child  is  looking  all  over  for  his  child 
and  has  almost  given  up  hope  and  is  heartbroken 
when  Jim  returns  with  the  baby.  The  father  at 
first  is  very  angry  with  Jim.  but  the  baby  explains 

to  him  the  pathetic  condition  of  Jim's  home.  The father  is  touched  to  his  heart  at  the  sad  story  and 
offers  Jim  a  position,  which  he  is  glad  to  accept. 

The  finish  of  the  picture  shows  baby's  arms  around 
.Tim's  neck,  kissing  one  another  with  great  affec- 

tion, which  closes  this  production.     Length,  750  feet. 

THE  COUNTESS'  WEDDING  DAY  (Great  North- 
ern Film). — The  beautiful  Countess  Rose  is  engaged 

to  be  married  to  her  cousin.  A  sly  old  baron  is 
in  love  with  her  and  an  altercation  takes  place 
between  the  two  rivals,  resulting  in  a  challenge. 

They  meet  in  a  forest  but  the  baron  becomes  fright- 
ened, apologizes  to  his  opponent  and  the  fight  is 

suspended. 
The  baron  plans  revenge — arranges  with  gypsies 

10  kidnap  t lie  countess  on  her  wedding  day — the 
plan  is  successful  but  a  gypsy  girl,  to  whom  the 
countess  has  shown  some  kindness,  gives  the  alarm 
10  Hie  lady's  father  and  lover.  They  pursue  the 
robbers  and  reach  them  just  as  the  old  baron  is 
approaching  his  prey.  The  count  drives  away  the 
gypsies  willi  bis  whip,  shoots  the  baron  and  em- 
braces  his  bride.     Length,  47$  feet. 

THE  HELPING  HAND  (Geo.  M. dies  1.—  This  film 
shows  a  poor  old  man  and  his  little  son  and 
daughter  begging  for  some  food  of  a  merchant  in 
the  market  place.  Their  appeal  for  help  is  harshly 
turned  aside,  and  the  old  fellow  is  about  to  take 
up  his  weary  way  when  a  charitable  lady  seeing 
the  occurrence  interferes.  She  first  upbraids  the 
merchant  vigorously  for  his  crustiness  and  then 
buys  food  for  the  unfortunates.  Thanks  to  her 
kindness,  they  eat  all  they  want,  after  which  the 
woman  offers  to  take  care  of  the  children.  The 
old  man  takes  advantage  of  her  kindness,  and 
she  takes  the  children  in  her  care,  while  several 
merchants  In  the  market  place  seeing  his  plight 
give  him  employment  carrying  goods  on  his  back. 
Length.    243    feet. 
THE  OLD  FOOTLIGHT  FAVORITE  (Geo. 

Uelies). — A  once  famous  actor  is  seen  applying 
at  a  theatrical  booking  agency  for  a  position.  He 
is  informed  that  he  is  too  old  to  take  part  in  a 
show  regardless  of  the  fact  that  in  former  years 
he  was  a  star  of  no  mean  repute.  He  returns 
home  to  his  wife  and  tells  her  that  it  is  impossible 
to  obtain  employment.  After  he  has  pawned  most 
of  his  belongings  he  and  his  wife  go  through  the 
streets  begging,  where  they  are  met  by  a  leading 
actor  of  the  day.  who  at  one  time  was  given  advice 
which  placed  him  at  the  head  of  his  profession. 
Seeing  his  old  friend  in  destitute  circumstances 
he  offers  him  his  home  to  spend  his  remaining 
years.      Length,    5SS   feet. 

GRANDMOTHER'S  STORY  (Geo.  Melies).— The 
old  granny  reads  to  a  little  girl  from  a  book,  and 
between  paragraphs  she  tells  the  child  of  the  won- 

ders of  Fairyland.  Then,  the  child  tiring,  she 
places  it  affectionately  in  bed,  and  after  prayers 
the  little  girl  falls  to  sleep.  Suddenly  the  child 
sees  a  guardian  fairy  appear  from  a  cross  and  she 
is  invited  to  take  a  stroll  to  the  land  of  child's 
wonders.  The  fairy  takes  her  little  hand  and  be- 

gins to  lead  her  through  wonderful  grottos  of  mys- 
tic design  and  awe-inspiring  grandeur,  until  they 

come  to  a  great  land  where  there  are  wonderful 
toys  innumerable  and  defying  description,  which  go 
through  their  various  movements  in  an  almost 
human  way.  From  Toyland  the  fairy  leads  the 
little  girl  to  the  realm  of  King  Sweet,  where  all 
is  fruit  and  candy.  From  there  the  wondering 
child  is  taken  to  another  land  where  sweet  flowers 
and  trees  and  ferns,  banging  plants,  hedges  and 
bowers  nod  and  smile  and  beckon  her  onward.  The 
child  is  entranced  by  the  beauty  of  it  all,  but  Is 
also  tired  by  her  journey  and  sits  down  to  rest. 
Soon  she  nods  off  to  sleep;  but  her  exclamations 
of  joy  and  wonderment  are  not  silenced,  and  grand- 

mother, hearing  her  voice,  comes  to  her  side,  and 
the  liitle  girl  finds  herself  back  in  her  own  little 
bed   again. 

FIRE  AT  SEA  (Kalem).-— A  realistic  picture 
showing  the  departure  of  an  excursion  steamer 
laden  with  pleasure  seekers — the  jollification  on 
board  explosion  in  boiler  room — alarm  of  fire — 
panic  of  excursionists — thrilling  slides  for  life — 
panic  stricken  men  and  women  leaning  into  the 
water  bonis  to  ihr  rescue  and  ending  with  a 
picture  of  the  blazing  hull;  on  the  beach.  Length, 
750   feet. 
THE  SALOON  DANCE  il.ubini.  Two  tramps 

Bud  n  cigar  but!  and  two  box  tickets  for  the  per- 
formance of  Salome.  While  watching  the  famous 

dance     an     idea     strikes     them.       "If     we     had     such 
costumes,  couldn't  we  make  money!"  They  pro- euro  some  costumes  and  then  sail  forth  to  do 
the    "Sal, inn    , lance."    as    (hey    call    it.    whereby    (hey 
take   everything    from    a   box   of   cigars   10   (he   cash 
register  and  a  barrel  of  Wiiot'l  /.boryer.  The  Only 
thing  they  did  no(  steal  was  the  saloon.  Length,  635 feel. 

WHEN  OUR  SHIP  COMES  IN  il.ublnl.— "When 
our  ship  comes  In"  we  will  do  many  things  which 
we  cannol  do  now.  The  wife  of  a  sailor  with  her 
tittle  boj  goes  everj  day  to  the  wharf  10  see  if 
her  'shin  comes  in."  bin  not  until  she  nearly  lies 
ai  death's  door  does  her  ship  come  in.  bringing 
her  husband,  wealth  and  happiness.  Length.  200 
feet 

Pathe    Freres    issue: 

DOLL  MAKING.— The  manufacture  of  dolls  is 
quite  an  important  industry,  and  in  this  interest- 

ing picture  we  are  privileged  to  see  just  how  the 
pretty  playthings  are  manufactured.  Beginning 
with  the  moulding  of  the  clay,  w-e  witness  each 
different  stage  until  the  complete  beautiful  dolly 
is   placed  in  the   hands  of  irs   gentle   little   mother. 
When  the  different  parts  are  taken  out  of  the 

moulds  we  see  them  dipped  in  some  preparation 
which  gives  them  the  beautiful  flesh  color.  Next  we 
see  women  daintily  tinting  the  cheeks  and  lips, 
and  painting  in  the  eybrows  and  lashes.  After  she 
has  fastened  the  eyes  in  place  it  is  time  for  the 
hair  to  be  adjusted,  and  when  the  shade  is  de- 

cided upon,  it  is  quickly  glued  upon  the  head  and 
the  little  beauty  is  complete.  I'm  now  comes  the 
all-important  question  of  clothes,  and  we  see  the 
little  lady  being  fitted  out  just  like  a  real  society 
belle,  from  the  daintiest  footgear,  which  is  fitted 
with  great  care  as  to  correctness  in  size,  to  a 
fashionable  "Merry  Widow."  which  sets  with  a 
great    deal    of   style   on    her    curly    head. 
Now  complete  and  ready  to  he  shipped,  she  is 

placed  in  a  big  case  with  a  whole  lot  of  sister 
dollies  and  sent  out  into  the  big.  wide  world.  What 
is  our  delight  when  in  the  next  picture  we  see  a 
kindly  gentleman  in  the  act  of  purchasing  our 
little  friend  for  his  daughter,  who  receives  it 
wiih  open  arms  and  tenderly  embraces  it.  Length, 

V. i-J    feet. 

TWO  GREAT  GRIEFS. — A  young  man  is  seen 
entering  a  cemetery,  and  iu  sorrow  placing  some 
flowers  on  the  grave  of  his  lately  deceased  wife. 
While  thus  engaged,  his  attention  is  attracted  to  a 
beautiful  young  woman  who  kneels,  weeping  pite- 
ously.  over  a  nearby  tomb.  These  two  sorrow- 
stricken  people— both  craving  for  sympathy — soon 
strike  up  an  acquaintance  and  before  very  long  it 
looks  as  if  an  interesting  romance  would  be  the , 'in,-, 'inc. 

The  next  scene  shows  the  young  widower  on  his 
return  home,  where  everything  reminds  him  of  his 
dead  wife.  We  see  him  as  he  takes  the  portrait 
of  the  latter  from  the  wall  and  places  ii  on  the 
bed.  decorating  it  meantime  with  fresh  flowers.  A 
view  of  the  interior  of  the  widow's  apartment  is 
also  given,  and  a  truly  sombre  picture  she  pre- 

sents as  she  reverently  lights  the  candles  in  front 

of  her  husband's  portrait  while  gazing,  with  tear- 
dimmed  eyes,  on  the  well-loved  features  of  her lost   one. 

The    following    day    the    two    mourners    meet    again 
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;,l     Hit-     iihli-li  I  \      gate    an. I     I  In-     \\  Idofl  ,-r     present!     till 
acqi  ilntanc   '  yesterday    n  Itli   ■     ■  ■  auiifni 
of    Sowers,    \\  bleh,    bj    the    >\  ij      wu    Intel 
bis  wife  quite  <'\  Ident   now    tbal    Dot 
withstanding    ih,  ii-    gborl    acquaintance,    these    i».. 
ire    deeply    In    love,    and    we    are    not    mi 
therefore,    to   see   the   man   down   on   bit   knees   i>i" 

posing    when    the    couple    return    to    tbe    widow'* 
apartment. 

The    next    picture,    which    Ii   after   the   ma 
■hows    the    pair    living    like    turtle   dorea,    bt 
■    sense    ol    dutj    thej    keep    the    portraits   of    their 
former    mates    hanging    on    the    wall;     tbe     latter, 
therefore,   witness   man}    Interesting    lore   secnes   be 
tween    tbe    newlj  pair,      Soon,     bowever, 
these   dumb   spectators   are   !"•>  much    for  the   happy 
couple,    who    decide,    rather    than    remove    the    pic- 

tures,  to  drape  them  over  « Ith  bl 
plished.    they    go    back    i»   their   billing   and    cooing 
«ith  •  ,    time  comes,    however, 
when  the  dear  departed  are  forgotten  and  the  pic- 

tures become  an  eyesore,  so  are  sent  up  to  the 
attic  to  be  added  to  a  lot  .of  ether  articles,  once 

■nly  value, l.  but  which  have  unfortunately outlived    their   usefulness. 
A  landscape  now  tills  tbe  place  on  the  wall  where 

the  portraits  used  to  hang,  and  the  couple,  happy 

In  each  ether's  love,  have  quite  forgotten  their early  Borrows.     Length,    110  feet. 

MAKING  ARABIAN  POTTERY.  This  interest 
mg  picture  shows  us  how  the  Arabs  make  their 
famous  pottery,  ami  ii  is  wonderful  what  beauti- 

ful articles  they  can  fashion  oul  of  common  clay. 
In  the  tirst  picture  wo  see  them  preparing  the  clay 
anil  mixing  it  ami  termini:  the  dlffftTi 
\e\i     is    the    baking    process,    the    different 
being    placed    in    an    men    until    hard,    when    they    are 
removed  and  decorated  seme  most  artistically.  The 
work   completed,    the   different    objects    are    sent    to 
the  bazar,  where  we  see  them  on  exhibition,  wait- 

ins;   a   purchaser.      Length,    47.".    feel. 

THE  MAGIC  MIRROR.  — In  this  picture  we  see  a 
talented  youth  win,  has  compounded  a  wonderful 
fluid,  a   little  of  which   he  applies   to  the  mirror  In 
his  room,  and  when  he  looks  into  it.  his  Image 
comes  to  life  ami  comes  out  of  the  frame  and  imi- 

tates    his     every     action.       As     BOOn     as    he     nilis     the 
fluhl   off   the    mirror    his    double    disappears.      When 
the    servant    conns    in.    a    little    of    the    tlui.l    is    again 
rubbed  on  the  mirror,  ami  he  has  the  same  experi- 

ence, his  reflection  stepping  out  ami  doing  stunts, 
thereby   scaring    the   poor    fellow   almost    to  death. 
The  inventor  of  the  fluid  then  takes  the  mirror 

with  him  and  goes  out  on  the  street,  a  passing 
policeman  looks  into  it.  and  immediately  his  double 
appears  and  they  have  a  free-for-all  fight.  A  fel- 

low playing  the  hose  on  the  street  is  surprised 
when  his  double  faces  him.  also  holding  a  bose. 

a  time  it  is  amusing  to  see  them  drenching 
one  another.  He  next  goes  Into  a  cafe,  where  a 
man  seated  at  a  table  gazes  into  the  mirror,  and 
immediately  his  double  appears  on  the  opposite 
side  of  the  table,  and  it  is  nip  and  tuck  to  see 
who  can  eat  the  most.  They  cause  so  much  ex- 

citement in  the  place  that  everything  is  wrecked 
and  the  unfortunate  fellow  is  unceremoniously 
ejected,   while  his   double   disappears. 
The  young  inventor  goes  home,  but  is  followed 

by  an  angry  mob.  who  procure  a  vat  and  give  him 
an  undesired  bath,  and  in  the  midst  of  the  excite- 

ment the  young  student  of  chemicals  awakens  and 
tinds   i hat   it   is   only   a   dream.      Length,   475   feet. 

THE  INNKEEPERS  REMORSE.— An  old  inn- 
keeper In  the  mountains  finds  it  rather  hard  to 

support  his  family  and  keep  expenses  paid  on  ac- 
count Of  a  depression  in  business.  When  the  land- 

lord emes  to  collect  the  rent,  he  is  unable  to  pay. 
and  is  threatened  with  eviction  if  the  money  is  not 
forthcoming  the  following  day.  The  poor  old  fellow 

is  at  his  wits'  end  to  know  just  how  he  is  going 
to  raise  the  required  cash,  when  in  walks  a  dashing 
youth  and  orders  some  refreshments.  When  he 
pays  his  bill  and  the  innkeeper  sees  the  large 
amount  of  money  that  he  is  carrying,  it  is  a  great 
temptation,  and  he  follows  the  youn;:  man  out  of  the 
place.  lie  sneaks  along  behind  him,  and  when 
at.  an  obscure  part  of  the  road  the  old  man  way- 

lays  the  youth   and   steals   his   wallet. 
He  returns  home  with  his  ill-gotten  coin,  hut  his 

conscience  gives  him  no  peace,  for  wherever  he 
goes  he  sees  his  victim  before  him.  When  the 
landlord  comes  and  receives  the  rent  the  old  man 
again  sees  the  spectre  standing  alongside  of  him. 
His  dutiful  daughter  prepares  his  meal  and  they 
sit  down  together,  but  the  father  is  unable  to  bear 
the  remorse  any  longer.  Finally  he  hastens  from 
the  house,  and  as  he  goes  down  the  road  he  meets 
the  man  whom  he  robbed.  Confessing:  his  guilt,  he 
gives  back  all  the  money,  and  the  stranger,  seeing 
his  repentant  form  bowed  before  him.  forgives  him. 
and  the  old  man  goes  happily  and  contented  on  his 
way.      Lentrtb.   "77   feet. 

THE  FAKE  DOCTOR.— A  well-known  practitioner 
is  sent  for  in  a  great  hurry,  and  the  case  being  a 
serious  one.  he  is  compelled  to  leave  at  once, 
although  it  is  his  office  hours  and  a  dozen  or  more 
patients  are  left  waiting  in  the  reception  room. 

The  doctor's  servant,  seeing  the  roomful  of  weary 
faces,  decides  to  treat  the  people  himself,  so  he 
disguises  himself  as  the  physician  and  invites  each 
one  into  the  office,  where  he  attends  to  his  com- 

plaints. The  first  is  an  unfortunate  woman  whom 

he  gives  an  electric   shock-   with   a   hand   battery,   not 

\,  \t 

■Idler      iv  n  nil      ll 

killing     the  dw     bj     burning     tbe 
in, ■ml.,  i 
turns    ii  ii   i.       I  hi,   

D      so,, l|,es     will,     ■      lill,. i   n>    out, 

I'limii.v   a  f  el  Ion   with  n  rerj   bad    tl 
In,   and  tbe   fake  doctor   relieves  blm  of 

oi.    tbe   two   Marl   ,.ut    to  have   a   jolly    time, 
ife,    w  here    thej    Imbibe    freely   ,,r 

i  he   luscious   bevei 

in    the   meantime   the   doctor   returns    to   his   offlet 
Hid    is   horrified   al    thi   id 
hardly   has  he  rei  before  be   l* 
set  upon  b.\  the  crowd  of  angrj  patients  treated 
bj  his  servant,  who  ill  Join  in  giving  blm  an  un- 

merciful  be  ii  lii|       i  engtb,    IBS 

PARIS  FIRE  BRIGADE.  Pictures  of  the  Imer 

■  in     fire     lighters    and     tbe    wondei  ful     manner    In 
which      lliev      save     life  i  In  ays 

been    received    bj     the    public    with    unbounded    en 
tbuslasm       This    picture      Iilng    new    in    this 
line,    for    II    shows   us   how    i  he    Pai       Bi  ei 
tiros,   and  gives  us  an  Idea  of  the  mai  pi 
employed    In   this   country, 

■     Bra!    picture    is    turning    In    the    alarm,    and 
there  is  a  v  leu   of  the  Are  Bta  is  the  alarm 
is    sounded,    and    we    note    with    ami  i     quick 
i  Ime   thi  ke  as    tbej    leap    from    theh 
dress    and    stand    rcadv     cadi    al     his    post.       ll     is    a 
splendid  sight  to  Bee  the  engines  dash  down  the 
street  I    speed,  and  we  note  with  interest 
that    man]    of   them,    as    the;  ladlj    on,    are 
run    by    motor. 

rhe  next  picture  shows  the  brigade  al  work 
turning  the  high  pressure  Btreams  on  a  tower, 
while     the    I, rave     Bremen    are    seen    carrying    people 
down   the   ladders.     The   laddies    who  an   mpelled 
to  go  down  Into  the  smoke-filled  cellar  wear  huge 
helmets  similar  to  those  worn  bj  divers,  which 
completely     cover    their    heads    and     save     them     from 
suffocation. 

The  last  picture  shows  the  brigade  trying  to  Bave 
a  big  warehouse  which  has  become  a  raging   furnace, 
and  one  cannot  help  admiring  the  magnificent  train- 

ing these  men  exhibit.  At  the  word  of  command 
'hey     ad      lik   ie     man.     scaling     high     walls     and 
performing  man;   wonderful  feats      Length,  623  feel 
TRICKED  INTO  GIVING  HIS  CONSENT.— We 

see    a    young    couple    in    earnest    conversation    at    the 
front  gate  of  the  young  girl's  home,  for  the  young 
man,  who  does  noj  stand  very  high  in  the  estima- 

tion of  the  girl's  father,  is  not  allowed  the  priv- 
ilege of  advancing  any  nearer  to  the  abode  Of  his 

adored    one      As    they    are    thus    engaged,    the    old 
man  discovers  them  and  chases  the  fellow  away 
from  the  place,  but  the  latter  soon  returns,  and. 

climbing  the  high  wall,  is  stealing  in  to  see  his 
loved  one  again,  when  one  ,,f  the  servants,  at  an 
order  from  the  Infuriated  father,  shoots  at  him. 
and  the  youth  drops  as  if  dead.  The  old  man.  when 
he  realizes  the  seriousness  Of  the  situation,  hastily 
sends  the  servant  to  the  hospital  for  the  doctor. 
When  the  latter  arrives  he  immediately  makes  an 
examination,  only  to  discover  that  the  young  man 
has  not  been  injured  at  all.  Entering  into  the 
joke,  the  doctor  has  the  youth  carried  away  by 
two  attendants,  while  the  old  man  stands  conscience- 
stricken  at  the  harm  he  has  done.  When  at  a  fair 
distance  from  the  place,  the  fellow  bids  a  fond 
adieu  to  his  friends  and  starts  in  to  make  the  old 

man's  life  unbearable.  He  procures  a  sheet  anil 
puts  it  over  his  head  and  follows  the  old  fellow 
wherever  be  goes:  the  latter,  believing  he  is  being 

pursued  by  his  victim's  ghost,  is  almost  driven  to 
distraction.  Finally  the  spook  follows  him  to  his 
home,  and  in  order  to  rid  himself  of  this  awful 
presence,  the  old  fellow  gladly  gives  him  his 
daughter.  The  youth  then,  to  the  astonishment 
of    the     old     father,     throws     off    his     disguise     and 

M.  P. Theatre  for  Sale 
Located   In  one  of  the  tx  t\    lo 
popvlatioo  No  opposition      Seating 
capacity    2 '  i,      Pully    equipped       Pi 
ownei  unable  to  uk.  can-  of!  it      I 
Will  accept  ball   casta  balance  la 
daj  tndcs.    Bargain  foi 

Lyric  Theatre    -    Oceola,  Iowa 

MOVING  PICTURE  PARLOR 
FOR    SALE 

I  in  Harlem    one  Ron  building    <    i    bain 
Powers   machine  —  full   equipment 
ciow ded  evi  ■  i.ness  only  ■  ellinc  . 

Address     MOVIPARLOR,    care     Moving 

Picture  World,  125  E.  23d  St.,  New  York 

MOVING  PICTURE  THEATRE 
FOR  SALE 

Located  at  Bluffton,  Ohio,  Population  3,00<J 

Doing  a  splendid  business. Aildress 

THEATRE,  P.  O.  Box    13,  Rockford,  O. 

OPPORTUNITY 
To  secure  established  Theatonum  on  leading  New 
York  thoroughfare.  Klegant  front  and  fixtures;  cost 
about  §(i,000  to  install.  Owner  will  sell  to  quick  pur- 

chaser for  $3,50(1,  half  cash,  balance  on  secured  notes, 
or  will  sell  an  interest  to  a  competent  manager.  Paying 
proposition  ;  reason  for  selling,  owner  has  to  leave  for 
Europe  to  look  after  larger  interests.  If  you  mean 
business  address  QENU'Nfc!,  care  of  Moving  Picture 
World,  125  East  23d  Street,  New  York  City. 

TICKETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST     PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  Mew   York  City. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison   Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBIN8 
1028  Main  St.,    -   Kansas  City 

t  .We  Rent  Films, 
'  Machines  &  Garry 
everything  pertaining 

i    to*  the  Business. 

The  Quality  s  % of  Our  Goods 
and  Service  are 

Unequalled. 

V~TP 

EMPIRE  FILM   CO.  loesfuitonst 
-    Members  of  "Film  Service  Association.   Tjcw\ortey 
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THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  75.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

stands    waiting    to   receive   tbe   old    man's   blessing. 
Length,   ::T7   teet. 

-Everything  in  NEW  and  S.  H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Films,  Stereopticons, 

Song  Slides   and  Sup- 
plies.   Same  wanted. 

Catalogues  free. 
HARBACH   &   CO., 

809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

riC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
U/\0  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

THE  RANCHMAN'S  LOVE  (Sellg).— In  a  small 
frontier  town  there  lived  a  couple  that  fate  had 

thrown  together  as  man  and  wife,  bnt  whose  na- 
tures were  so  foreign  to  each  other  that  no  hap- 

piness  conld  come  of  their  union.  Luke  Hodges 
was  known  far  and  near  as  the  most  habitual 
drunkard  in  the  community,  and  much  sympathy 
was   expressed   for   his   pretty,    young  wife,   Sallie. 

On  a  cattle  ranch  near  by  lived  an  old  admirer 

"I  Sallie's,  Jack  Turner.  A  misunderstanding  had 
parted  them  in  their  youth,  but  Jack  had  never 
ceased  to  care  for  the  little  girl  whom  he  had 
once  called  his  sweetheart,  and  when  reports  of 
her  unhappiness  reached  his  ears,  the  pity  in  his 
heart  rekindled  into  love,  and  he  determined,  if 
possible,  to  persuade  her  to  divorce  the  drunkard 
thai  had  wrecked  her  life  and  place  her  destiny  in 
his    hands. 

The  opening  scene  shows  Sallie  slaving  at  the 
washtub,  wasting  her  strength  in  the  endeavor  to 
earn  enough  to  keep  body  ;lnd  soul  together.  Her 
drunken  husband  is  within  the  little  shack,  sleep- 

ing off  his  debauch  of  the  night  before.  The  gate 
swings  open,  and  in,  rides  Jack  Turner.  The  sight 

of  Sallie's  abject  poverty  and  miserable  surround- 
ings fires  him  with  rage,  hni  he  controls  the  im- 

pulse to  speak  of  what  is  in  his  heart,  and  asking 
for  a  drink  of  water,  which  she  gives  him.  he  rides 

away.  Sallie  gazes  wistfully  after  him  and  is  not 
aware  that  her  husband  has  awakened  and  is  watch- 

ing her  with  jealous  eyes.  Bidding  her  go  in  the 
house,  and  telling  her  that  he  will  kill  Jack  Turner 

if  lie  ever  sees  him  near  his  house  again,  lie  stag- 
gers  off  to  the  grog  shop  to  resume  his  drunken orgy. 

[11  tie  meantime  Jack  has  decided  on  his  course. 
and  writing  a  letter  to  Sallie.  asks  her  to  take  the 
step  that  will  free  her  from  such  a  life  ami  become 
Ids  wife.  Sallie  is  reading  the  letter  when  Luke 
comes  upon  her,  and  tearing  it  from  her  hands. 
soon  learns  its  contents.  lie  then  for  the  first  time 

realizes  what  he  lias  lost  and  sinks  sobbing  1"  Hi" 
ground.  Sallie  sadly  enters  the  house  and  leaves 
him  alone  in  his  misery. 
We  next  see  him  groping  his  way  over  the  huge 

boulders  of  a  rocky  canyon,  lie  is  making  his  way 
to  the  river.  He  at  last  arrives  at  a  spot  where 
a  great  waterfall  plungees  over  a  lofty  cliff,  and 
as  the  maddened  whirlpool  sweeps  on  its  way  down 
the  rugged  chasm,  a  cunning  idea  has  entered  his 
inebriate  mind.  ITe  will  feign  suicide  and  then 
leave  the  country,  allow  Jack  to  marry  Sallie.  and 
when  they  are  happy  and  contented,  return  and 
then  force  his  rival  to  keep  him  supplied  with 
money  to  hold  his  peace. 

Removing  his  hat  and  coat,  and  writing  a  fare- 
Well  message  on  the  back  of  an  old  envelope,  he 
leaves  the  evidences  of  his  suicide  and  disappears. 
His  continued  absence  soon  alarms  Sallie  ami  she 
asks  her  neighbors  to  search  for  him.  A  party  is 
soon  organized,  and  at  last  the  coat,  hat  and  letter 
are  found.  Thinking  that  the  body  has  been  car 
ried  miles  away  by  the  rushing  waters,  no  effort 
is  made  to  recover  it,  and  the  town  of  Marshall 
settles  back   to  peace  and  quiet. 
A  year  has  passed  and  we  see  a   merry  wedding 

party  on  its  w.iy  to  the  church.  Jack  has  at  last 
accomplished  bis  cherished  hope  and  is  leading  his 
blushing   sweetheart   Sallie   to   the   altar. 

We  are  next  shown  the  happy  couple  leaving  for 
a  new  country.  A  typical  prairie  schooner  is  loaded 
with  provisions,  and.  accompanied  by  two  ranchmen. 
Jack  and  Sallie  drive  away.  But  more  trouble  is 

yet  to  come  to  our  young  couple.  Luke  has  re- 
turned to  blast  their  dreams  of  happiness.  He  sees 

them  drive  away  and  follows  on  foot  for  miles. 
Tbe  men  had  the  horses  to  water  while  Sallie 

busies  herself  preparing  supper.  A  dark  shadow 
suddenly  appears  from  behind  the  wagon.  With  a 
start  Sallie  raises  her  eyes  and  with  a  horror  tiiat 
strikes  her  speechless  she  gazes  into  the  bloated 
features  of  Luke,  her  detested  husband.  With  a 
low  moan  she  sinks  fainting  to  the  ground.  At 
tlu-  sight  of  her  the  old  passion  arises  in  his  breast 
and  an  insane  desire  to  again  possess  her  over- 

s  his  better  judgment.  Calling  to  his  friend 
t.i  lift  her  up,  they  carry  her  away  and  up  the 

mountain  side.  She  recovers  and  makes  a  .i.  -  ■ 
fighl  for  liberty,  but  to  no  avail.  To  tbe  edge  of  a 
cliff  they  are  bearing  her.  When  Jack,  returning  to 
the  eamp.  finds  her  gone,  and  hearing  her  cries 
for  help,  calls  his  men  and  with  rides  in  their 
hands,  dash  madly  up  the  mountain.  On  the  edge 

of  tie  precipice  tbe  maddened  inebriate  is  strug- 
gling with  the  terror-stricken  woman,  when,  with 

the  strength'  born  of  desperation,  she  pushes  him 
from  her.  and  losing  his  footing,  the  unfortunate 
wretch  pitches  headlong  into  the  yawning  chasm. 
A  shot  rings  out  and  ibe  other  rogue  falls  wounded 
at  his  feet.  Looking  up.  she  sees  her  rescuers  run- 

ning rapidly  toward  her  and  she  is  soon  clasped  in 
the   protecting  arms  of  her  husband. 

LEAH  THE  FORSAKEN  (Vitagraph). — Leah,  a 
Jewess,  with  several  of  her  people,  are  observed  in 
conversation,  as  a  number  of  Christians  come  sud- 

denly upon  tbem,  stone  and  drive  them  away.  At 
the  parish  church  the  worshippers  are  observed 
leaving,  among  them  Magistrate  Loreuz.  Father 
Herman  and  Madalene,  a  charming  young  girl  whom 
Lorenz  has  chosen  as  the  wife  of  his  son  Rudolph. 

They  proceed  to  the  Inane  of  Lorenz.  where  Rudolph 
is  observed  seated  on  a  lunch,  meditating.  The 

yOung  111:111  is  upbraided  by  the  father  for  his  fail- 
ure to  attend  religious  services,  and  while  in  con- 

versation Leah  appears,  closely  followed  by  the 
angry  mob.  The  crowd  make  a  rush  toward  her. 
the  priest  raises  the  cross  before  them  and  they 
cower    in    fear. 

Beneath  a  '  fre  —  in  the  forest.  Leah  is  wait- 
ing expectantly.  Rudolph  appears  and  the  lovers, 

for  such  they  are.  rush  int..  each  other's  arms.  The 
young  man  psks  Leah  to  marry  him  and  leave 

She  promises,  and  after  vowing  eternal 
fidelity  the  lovers  parr,  agreeing  to  meet  the  fol- 

.  .'ay  at  the  same  place  and  from  there  leave 
for  other  parts.  Nathan,  an  apostate  Jew.  has 
—  lei  ■  behind  the  pair  during  their  conversation, 
hears  all  11  id  gleefully  departs  unnoticed.  He  pro- 

ceeds .  ly  to  the  home  of  the  magistrate  and 

tells  of  t'C  Iph's  love  for  tbe  Jewess.  Lorenz  is 
furious,  will  n t  believe  the  tale,  ami  bids  Nathan 
I.,-.  ..  At  this  1  me  Rudolph  appears,  and  being 

asked    for    the    trull',    haughtily    admits    his    love    for 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  writefor  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia. 

WANTE  D 

SEVERAL  MOVING  PICTURE  THEATRES 
OR  HALLS  SUITABLE  FOR  SAME 

Location  and  Price  immaterial.       State  Capacity,  Price,  Rental,  etc.,  etc 

The  Manchester  Company,  I  09  So.  Juniper,  Phila 

BIG    FEATURE    FILM 

ROCANBOLE 
(Comerio)  Length  993  Feet 

Most  exciting  Detective  Story  ever  attempted. 
Will  hold  the  audience  from  first  to  the  last 

FILM  IMPORT  <a  TRADING  CO. 

143  East  23d  St.   ™£TA?™I§Z™      New  York  City 
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t'lie   "id    mo  ■        ■■  ■  '"i    i  i 
■  i    Sntliiiti   decide      iij    nit    Lvali    n  Itli    gold        W 

luiltKiinut.     liiiilnlpli     coiiHeiilx     ti>     have     lier 
,.     tested       Nathan    leaves    with    the    large    purse 

ies  upon   in-'       I  le  offers   her 
■  -,-.    n  hleli    slu  throw  -    to    i  lie    urouiid 

lid  IndiKiiantl)    leaves  lilm.     Nathan   stands   foi 
anient    perplexed,    then    puts    the    ri>UI    In    his   nun 

the  emptj    purse,   returns   in   the  house 
iv s    the    purse    minus    the    gold        I 
associates    are    overjoyed,    while    Uudolpu    Is 
ken. 

next    day    at    the    appointed    time    Loan    joea 
the   forest    and   waits   anxiously    for   Rudolph,      la 

lasses    on    and    he    does    not    appear,    ^lir    falls 
round    In    hit  ter    grlel    »l    his      uiipoaed    tin 

Iness.       \i    Ins    1   e,    Itudolph    is    heartbroken 
rhal    he    thinks    her    falslti  .      ll.     goes    Inside 

l-arllv    with    his    father,    ana    presentl.v     Leal 
•   the   house,    knocks   ai    the   door   nnd   1" 
to    Itudolph.      The    father    orders    her    awaj 

appears   In   the   doorway,    starts   upon 
usrrilj    Mils   her   depart.      Leah   does   not 

Iderstand     his    I'linnceil    manuer    and    pleads    with 
n.      Rudolph    denounces    her,    then    passes    Inside, 

aflag  ilu'  Jewess  In  agon;    on  the  steps, 
it  Ions  for  the  marriage  of  Madalene  to 

idnli'li  are  quieklj  made  and  they  repair  i"  the 
unh  for  iln<  rereinou.v  Leah  creeps  up  to  the 
ir  anil  hides  as  tiie  parly  enters.  She  watches 

in, my.  and  ns  the  villagers  leave  the  church 
>   falls  in  a   faint. 

it    the   cross   in    the    forest    Rudolph    Is   s,.,.n 
before    him.      She    upbraids    him 

•  his    faithlessness,    while    be    shows    the    ■ 
her.      She    at     last       I  ehends 

lion    and    Indignantly    denies    having    taken 
•  money.  Rudolph  also  sees  the  mistake,  falls 
his  knees  and  asks  for  pardon.  Leah  haughtily 
\\s    away.     Mis    of    her    suffering,    and.     bitterly 

•sin;:    him.    departs. 
■iii'    years    elapse,    and    outside    Rudolph's 
ami   Madalene   and   their   little   child   are   seated. 

ah    comes    upon    the    little    girl    and    kisses    the 
M    lovingly.      The    villagers    come    upon    the 
1    leer    the    Jewess.      The    noise    brings    Rudolph 
I    Madalene    from    the   house,    and    Leah    points   to 
than,    the   leader   of   the    mob,    denounces   him    as 

te  Jew.    a    thief  and   the   Instigator  of   her 
lapplness.      Rudolph   shows   the   empty    purse,   jus- 

lie    charge.      Nathan    is    taken    In    hand    by 
■    officers    ami    dragged    away.        Leah      staggers 
akly.    then    falls   e'e-d   at    Rudolph's    feet.      "True 

death."      Length,    93  I 

I   DESPERATE    CHANCE    .The    World    Film    Mfg. 
s  home  at   the  brerkfast   hour.    Bran- 

lin    ii    packaf  e    I   a    his 
he   factory,   which   he  promptly    forgets,   and 

ves    for   his    daily    toil,    after   a    fond    good  by. 
departure  the   would-be  lover  annears  npon 
and    is   prompt  1\    scorned    bj     the    dutiful 

-i  disconcerted,   he  i   mpts 
force  his  attentions  upon  her.  when  the  husband, 
nrning  for  the  forgotten  package,  chastises  him 
he  desei 

■k    later    the    scoundrel,    after   committing   a 
ne.    swears   thai    Brandon   is   the   perpetrator   and 

warrant     for    his    arrest,     whereupon     the 

man's  brotl  i  eat    his  name   and 
viet   the   gnilty   pet 

'he   brother  and    wife   immediately  concoct   a   plot they   may   smuggle   tiles   and  saws  into   the 
and     liberate    the    Innocent    husband.      They 

successful,    and    soon    Brandon,    followed    by    the 
i    liberty.     They  now   make 

way     to    the    river,    over    the.  mountains,     and 
i  the  woods,  closely  pursued  by  the  guards,  when. 
ven   to   desperation,    the  prisoners   lire   the   woods 

to    check    ii.   icomluj    posse,       I  Quail] 
surround   the  lleelns   men  and  compel   them   to 
i  let ,     i    i.i  tie  royal  tal  ad    manj    ■ 
for    de  « horn    la    Bt  andon,    « bo    i 
found   lo    the   Retirchlnii    wife   and   brother, 

In     the     till  untune     the        W  Oil    '      tnd     his    dupe    .piar 
rhe    Intter    is    struck    down    bj     the    villain, 

lead,    I'm    i  be   n  complli  i 

mnd    bj    B   Ion1     bt  ol  her. 
Brandon   is  brought   home  and   the  wife  and 

are  alii 
i    bj    officers!    ind    the   escaped    man    Ii   aboul 

to    lie    taken    hack     to    prist   -    the    brother    and 
ll      III     Ollipll   ill,  r      and      tell       I  lull 

which    throws    tiie    crime    u|   

Irel    win,    tins 
,  auseil    all    the    trouble  I        111    art 

once   more  .ml    the   picture   closes    with    the    "Wolf"' 
in  striped  clol              Ind  the  well  desei  t  ed  Iron ii    feet, 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also  Seating   for   Our 
of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  (402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47   North    I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 
ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 

License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $ i.oo  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  busioeBs 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040^   Golden    Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Ca 

WANTED  —  Female  Singer 
in  citj  oi  Athens,  Ga.    Give  reference  and 

■alary  expected      Permanent  place  foi  ''k'11 
party.      Must  be  good   in   ftppt  lad  ia 
voice.     Address  all  com  mi  olcatioDi  to 

CRYSTAL  THEATRE Athens,  Ga. 

Moving  Picture  Operators  a  anted 
Youog    men    wanted    t<>  leant    to    operate 

Moving      Pictures;     complete     Instruction 
Electrical  and  Calcium  course  $i     posi tious  secured,  | 

American  School  pob  Operators 
63.)  Halsey  Street  Brooklyn,  N.  V. 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs    All  kinds, 
Fireproof  Booths.  Resistance  Grids  and  W Repairing. 

New  YorK  Steel  "St  Production  Co. 
NEWARK,  N.J. 

The  Motiog'raph 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
You  Will  Have  to  Sing  an Irish  Song 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 

When  Night  Falls,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 

It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mandy  Lane 
Stars  of  the  National  Game 
The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
120  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

PREVENTS     TIRED     EYES     AND     HEADACHES 
The  rapidity  of  our  new  shutter  has  been  so  perfected  that  30  to  40  per  cent,  less  non  exposure  iwhlch  has  heretofore 

caused  the  tremulous  vibration  producing  so  many  tired  eyes  and  headaches!  is  found  in  the  Monograph  than  in  anv 
other  machine,  making  perfect  brilliancy  of  picture  and  sharpness  of  outline.  Together  with  the  rocklike  steadiness  of 
the  pedestal  the  flicker  is  thus  entirely  eliminated. 

Five-cent  Theatre  and  Vaudeville-House  Managers  increase  their  bank  account  with  the  Motiograph.  Patrons  who 
come  once  will  always  come  again  where  they  know  they  see  the  best  pictures,  positively  rest  their  eves  instead  of  tiring 
.hem,  and  where  all  fire  risks  are  removed. 

1908  Theatre  Model,  Especially  Approved 
by  the  Underwriters  Association 

OTHER  POINTS  OF  EXCELLENCE  IN  THE  MOTIOGRAPH  found  in  no  other  machines  are  :  A 
ipecial  Film  Rewind  by  which  the  lilm  can  be  rewound  with  the  main  crank  in  two  minutes  without  removing  either  reels 
or  magazines,  saving  time  between  pictures  and  entertainments ;  perfected  Fireproof  Magazines  ,  Fire  Traps,  with  four 
rollers  and  with  spring  actuated  flanged  guides,  preventing  side  movement  and  making  it  impossible  for  fire  to  pass  them  : 
never  failing  Automatic  Fireproof  Shutters;  Perfect  Framing  Device;  Flanged  Sprocket  Rollers  to  prevent  film  being 
torn  or  ruined  by  accidentally  running  off  sprocket  wheels  ;  Enclosed  Gears  and  working  parts;  Perfect  Take-up  with 
new  form  of  belt  adjuster  ;  Lid  Off  Wide  Open  Lamp  House  making  it  easily  accessible  ;  improved  Arc  Lamp  with  all 
Hand  Wheel  Adjustments  ;  Slide  Carrier  Swing,  saving  one-third  more  illustration  for  the  Motion  Pictures. 

FILMS    AND    SLIDES  1       Send     For    NEW    FALL    CATALOGUE    of 
Headquarters   for  the   finest,  largest   and    most   complete  Entertainers  Supplies  explaining  everything  and 
stock  in  the  United  States.  The  success  of  an  entertainment  showing   how  big  money  can    be  made  entertaining  the 
depends  on  never  allowing  thf  interest  of  an  audience  to  public,  sent  free.     Special  literature  describing  the  advan 
flag:  patrons  who  have  come  once  will  come  again  when  tages  of  the  Motiograph  for  professional  entertainers  and 
constgnt  change  of  programme  is  made.  theatre  managers. 

CHICAGO  PROJECTING  CO.,  E.  D.OTIS,  Mgr.,  Supply  Dept.,  225  Dearborn  St.,Chicago,  III. 
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E.    F.    KELLER JOS.    HAWKES 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song   Illustrators 

106     FULTON     ST.     (Downing  Building) NEW    YORK 

TRADE  MARK 

You  Should  Have  Our  Slides  of  the  Three  Big  Hits 

"My  Little  Texas  Queen" Published  by  The  Schiller  Music  Publishing  Co.,  41  West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 

"I  Never  Cared  for  Anyone  the  Way  I  Care  for  You" By  J.  Fred  Helf.     Published  by  Helf  &  Hager,  43  West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 

"In  the  Old  Swing  on  the  Lawn" Published  by  The  Schiller  Music  Publishing  Co  ,  41   West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 

The    Zulu's    Heart   776  ft. 
Father  Gets  in  the  Game   604  ft. 
The     Stolen    Jewels   630  ft. 
The   Devil      570  ft. 
A    Smoked    Husband   470  ft. 
Where    the    Breakers    Roar   566  ft. 
The   Red  Girl   1014  ft. 
The  Heart  of  O  Yama   881  ft. 
The   Girl    and    the    Outlaw   835  ft. 
Behind  the   Scenes   530  ft. 
Monday    Morning     in    a    Coney 

Island    Police    Court   414  ft. 
Betrayed    by   a    Handprint   833  ft. 

EDISON   MFG.    CO. 

The   Bridge  of   Sighs   1000  ft. 

The   Lover's   Guide   1000  ft. 
A  Voice   from  the   Dead   1000  ft. 
Pocahontas       1,000  ft. 
Ten    Pickaninnies      1000  ft. 

Sandy   McPherson's   Quiet  Fish- 
ing   Trip      425  ft. 

The      Leprechawn  —  An      Irish 
Fairy    Story       1,000  ft. 

Buying     a     Title   935  ft. 
ESSANAY    FILM   MFG.    CO. 

Life    of    Abraham    Lincoln. ..  .975  ft. 
Hired.    Tired,    Fired   500  ft. 
A    Wayward    Daughter   650  ft. 
Never    Again      300  ft. 
Romance   of    a    Taxicab   7   I. 
An     Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker    Fiends      322  ft. 
The  DIrectoire    Gown      455  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  nands  of  the  Eenemy..978  ft. 
A     Prodigal    Parson   S80  ft. 
The    Escape  of   the   Ape   578  ft. 
A    Gilded    Fool   1,003  ft. 
The    Baseball    Fan   089  ft. 
A    Disastrous   Flirtation   274  ft. 

FILM    IMPORT    &    TRADING    CO. 

In    the   Time   of    Rebellion   480  ft. 

UIs    Sweetheart's    Birthday. .  .540  ft. 
The   Daughter  of  the  Gypsy.. 555  ft. 

The    Spiteful    Groom      5S.">  ft. 
Country     Drama       509  ft. 
The     Model        804  ft. 
Youthful    Artist       198  tt. 
Fencing  Fiend      881  ft. 

Who    Is    It?      483  ft. 
Rose,   the  Flower  Girl      664  ft. 
The    Beggar      870  ft. 
Lottery    Ticket      650  ft. 

Brigand's    Spoil       651ft. 
Hamlet      867  ft. 
Antiquary       294  ft. 
Little    Walk    in    Rome      277  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

Fire    at    Sea   750  ft. 
The    Mystery    of    the    Bride    in 

White        800  ft. 

The  Girl   I   Left   Behind   Me...   
The   Mystery   of   the   Bride,    in 

Black    and    White     
Old  Sleuth,   the  Detective   940  ft. 
As  You  Like  It   915  ft. 
The    Great    Yellowstone    Park 

Hold-up       950  ft. 
The    Frontiersman's   Bride     Robin    Hood      810  ft. 

The    Frontierman's    Bride   800  ft. 
The    Padrone         

KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

Napoleon      and      the      English 
Sailor        530  ft. 

The    Happy    Man's    Shirt   867  ft. 
The    Hayseed's   Bargain   467  ft. 
Yusuf     the     Pirate   774  ft. 
The   Enchanted   Mantle   444  ft. 
A     False     Alarm   374  ft. 

The    Duck's   Finish   437  ft. 
I   Won  One   Hundred  Thousand 

Dollars      620  ft. 
Pretty    Flower    Girl   620  ft. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

Doll    Making       492  ft. 
Two    Great    Griefs       410  ft. 
Making    Arabian     Pottery   175  ft. 
The    Magic    Mirror   475  ft. 

The  Innkeeper's  Remorse   "7.   ft. The    Fake    Doctor   402  ft. 
Taris    Fire    Brigade   623  ft, 

Tricked   Into   Giving    m*   Con- 
,    sent        ->77  ft. 
The    Pardon      G8S  ft. 
A    Strong    Gale       229  ft. 
Parisian    Life    In     Miniature.  .492  ft. 
A   Basket    Party      459  ft. 

The     Locket        623  ft. 
Palermo  and  Its  Surroundings. 393  ft. 

The    Sailor's    Sweetheart   738  ft. 
Spooks    Do    the    Moving   328  ft. 
Magic    Dice       459  ft. 
Motor   Boat    Races   344  ft. 

Happiest    Day    of    Her    Life..S69  ft. 
Fatty's    Follies      459  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 
The    Saloon    Dance   635  ft. 
When    Our    Ship    Comes    In   290  ft. 
The     Masqueraders       670  ft. 
Wanted:      A   Military    Man   250  ft. 
Two     Little     Breadwinners   530  ft. 
Hat    of    Fortune       450  ft. 
Heating    Powder       410  ft. 
How      Rastus     Got     His     Pork 

Chops       410  ft. 
The    Suicidal    Poet   580  ft. 
In    the    Nick    of    Time   340  ft. 
The     Persistent    Trombonist. .  .450  ft. 
The    Dancing    Fiend   390  ft. 
The    Hebrew     Fugitive   735  ft. 

The    Washerwoman's    Revenge. 225  ft. 
The    Midnight    Express   1,040  ft. 
Fascinating    Fluffy    Dimples. .  .S00  ft. 

MELIES    FILMS. 

The    Helping    Hand   243  ft. 
The  Old  Footlight   Favorite   5SS  ft. 

A    Grandmother's    Story   S40  ft. 
Fun    with    the    Bridal    Party.  .513  ft. 
Buncoed    Stage    Johnnie   263  ft. 

Trickv    Painter's    Fate   237  ft. 
Not    Guilty      645  ft. 

The    Hotel     Mlx-Up   500  ft. 
Two    Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 
The     Crazy     Bugs   560  ft. 
The    Indian   Sorcerer   330  ft. 

The   Mischance   of   a    Photogra- 
pher     205  ft. 

His    First    Job   320  ft. 

The   Forester's    Remedy   57S  ft. 
The   Woes   of   Roller   Skaters.. 453  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

The   Countess'    Wedding   Day.  .478  ft. 
The   Magic    Rubbers   374  ft. 
Codflshlng       475  ft. 
The  Lady  With  the  Camellias. SS6  ft. 
The    Hand       500  ft. 
Texas    Tex      5C5  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft. 

A    Chance    Shot   858  ft 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    CO. 

The  Ranchman's  Love   1000  ft. 
A   Great   Wrong    Righted   775  ft. 
A     Magical     Tramp   215  ft. 
Crazed  by  Jealousy   990  ft. 
The    Cattle    Rustlers   960  ft 
The   Power  of   Labor   950  ft 
Romance  of  the  Old  Mill   790  ft. 
A    Pair    of    Kids   210  ft. 

The   Power  of   Labor     
VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Leah    the    Forsaken   S50  ft. 

The   Naughty  Little   Princess ..  430  ft; 
Two    Broken    Hearts   565,fL 

The  Professor's  Trip  to  the 

Country;  Or.  A  Case  of  Mis- taken   Identity       320  ft. 
Duty    Versus    Revenge   581ft. 
The    Gambler   and    the    Devil.. 492  ft. 
A     Romance    of    the    Alps.... 445  ft. 
Her    Newsboy    Friend   9S5  ft. 
Richard    III   990  ft. 
tolen    Pians   532  ft. 

Willie's   Fall    from    Grace   360  ft. 
A   Tale  of   a   Harem   456  ft. 
Bathing,  or.  Charlie  and  Mary 

':»    the    Country   456  ft. 

WILLIAMS.    BROWN   &  EARLE. 

The   Artful   Lovers   300  H. 
A    Den   of   Thieves....   431ft 
The   Thief   at   the   Casino   600  ft 
The  Thief  at  the  Casino   600  ft 

The    Invalid's    Adventure   195  ft 
The     Showman's    Wife   550  ft A     Barber     Still   395  ft 

The   Wife's   Desertion   425  ft 
The   Burglar   and   the   Clock... 550  ft 
The  Tramps   and   the   Purse.. .226  ft. 
The  Hidden    noard       600  ft 
The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft. 
The    Man   and    His   Bottle   350  ft 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft. 

Tricky   Twins   .'   265  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   226  t< 
Father's    Lesson   600  ft. 
Hunting    Deer   866  ft 

CRESCENT   FILM    CO. 

What    Poverty    Leads   To   750  ft. 
Young    Heroes   of   the   West .  .  .  325  ft. A    "Ska'e"    on    Skates   
Troublesome    Baby      

WORLD    FILM    MFG.    CO. 

A  Desperate  Chance            B 
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Latest   Song   Slides. 

NORTH   AMERICAN    SLIDE   00. 

I   (lave   to   Lire   With   My   Motber-ln- 
Law. 

You  Look  Good  to  Ma. 
I    Aunbonnet    Sue. 
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I    Mary 
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I    Dnder   My    Merry    Widow   Hat. 
I  Bows   Bring   Dreams   of   Yon. 
I  Open   Up   Your   Heart. 
[    Swinging. 
(   Somebody      tbat    I    Know    and      Yon 

Know   Too. 
Some   Day.   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

CHICAGO    TRANSPARENCY  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine, 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A    Little    Cozy    Flat. 
Just   to    Remind   Yon. 
Hearts   and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie, 

We  Can't  Play  With  Yon. 
Monterey. 
Last   Night 

I'm  Jealous  of  Yon. .   Dear  Old   Iowa. 

GOLDTHORFI, 

>   A  Man,  a  Maid,   a  Moon,   a  Boat. 
Are    You    Sincere. 

;    I    Will    Try. 
for    the    Last    Time    Call    Me   Sweet- 

heart. 

i    '"gypt   to   the   Znloland. i    Late    Hours. 
In   Jungletown. 

I    Want    You. 
Dear  Heart. 

DEWITT    C.    WHEELER. 

Me    nigher,    Obadlah. 

O'Brien   Has  No  Place  to  Go. 
I  The  Garden   of   Dreams. 

>u   Sincere. 
i  There    Never    Was   a   Girl   Like    Yon. 

iff   School. 
Dear    Heart. 

Don't  Go  Away. 
Take  Me  Out  to  the  End  of  the  Pier. 
You    Will    Have    to    Sing    an    Irish 

Song. 

You'll    Do   the   Same   Thing   Over   for the    Old    Red.    White   and   Blue. 

-e    Growing    Old    Together. 
)  ie   Knows. 

Rainbow. 
Night   Falls.   Dear. 

;    In    Mem'ry    of    You,    Sweetheart. 
•>ks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-night, 

dy  Lane. 
I  Stars   of    the    National    Game. 

Little    Old    Red    School    House 
On   the  Hill. 

il    Evening,    Caroline. 
Me    Higher    Obadlah. 

h    Eyes. 
You    Let   Me   Call   You   Sweet- 

heart? 

O'Brien   Has  no   Place   to  Go. 
Inst   Because    It's    Yon. 

SCOTT  •   VAN   ALTENA. 

Grandma. 
Going   Back   to  Kentucky. 
Kerry    Mills   Barn    Dance. 

ie  Light  of  tbe  Same  Old  Moon. 
•s  Me. 

Days  of  '49. 

Had   a   Thousand   Lives. 
Ton   Cared   for  Me   as   I   Care   for 

Meet   Me   in    Rose   Time,    Rosle. 

I'll  Be  Home  In   Harvest  Time. 
Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
When  tbe  Sunrise  Paints  tbe  Distant 

Hills  with   Rose. 
That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,  Yon 
Know. 

My   Dreams  of  tbe  TJ.  S.   A. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor  Bright.    I   Loves   Yon   Right. 
Would    You    Miss   Me? 
If  You  Were  Mine. 

You'll    Always    Be   Sweet   Sixteen    to Me. 

Dixie  and   the   Girl   I   Love. 
If   I  Should  Fall  In  Love  with  You. 
What   Will    Your   Answer   Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 
There   Never  Was  a  Girl  Like  Yon. 
Somebody    I    Know      ad    You    Enow, 

Too. 

When    the     Nightingale    is     Nesting. 
Sweet   Irene. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen.    My  Own. 
Are   You   Sincere? 

Don't    You    Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    tbe   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing   Time. 

I'm    Afraid   to    Come    Home    In    the 

I  Miss  You  Like  the  Roses  Miss 
the   Rain. 

Smart* 

Just  Because  He  Couldn't  Sing 
"Love  Me  and  the  World  Is 

Mine." 

When  It's  Moonlight,  Mary  Darl- 
ing 'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arboi 

Shade. 

HENRY    B.    LNQRAj*. 

I  Never  Knew  I  Loved  You  'Till  You 
Said  Good-bye. 

Where  the  CatskUU  Lift  Their  Sum- 
mits to  the  Sun. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
MoIUe,  Come  Jnmp  on  tbe  Trolley. 
Among  the  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old   Sweet  Song. 
I'm  Longing  for  My  Old  Green Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On  Bunker  Hill,  Where  Warren 
Fell. 

The  Holy  City. 

LA  PINE. 
Will  You  Always  Call  Me  Honey? 
I   Wish    I   Had  a   Girl. 
Maybe   I    Was  Meant   for   Yon,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Call  on  Yon. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    CO. 

My    Moving   Picture   Babe. 
All   Aboard  for  a  Good  Old  Time. 
Hail  to  the  Boys  of  the  U.  S.  A. 
Mary   Blaine. 
My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    tbe    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That's  the  Way  I  Loves  You. 

A.    L.    BIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    tbe    One 

I    Love. 
Dear   Old  Comrade. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Chlld.iood. 
Hurrah    for   Uncle   Sam. 
Billy,   Dear. 
Sweet   Rosle  May. 
When    We    Listened    to    the   Chiming 

of    tbe    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's  Only   Me   In   My    Nightie. 
A    Yiddish   Cowboy. 

You'll    Be   Sorry   Just   Too   Late. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 

You'll  Be  Sorry  Just  Too  Late. 
Billy.   Dear. 
Childhood. 
Won't  Yon  Walt.  Nellie  Dear? 
Don't  Ever  Leave  Me,  Dolly. 
A  Little  Bit  o'  Sugar  Cane. 
True  Heart. 
Roses  Bring  Dreams  of  Yon. 

Hoo!    Hool    Ain't    Yon    Coming    Owl To-night. 
Just  Someone. 
Santiago  Flynn. 

EMPIRE    SLIDE    00. 

My   Rosy  Rambler. 
It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night,  To-night. 
I  Want  Someone  to  Call  Me  "Dearie." 
Sweet    Bnnch   of   Daisies. 
Rainbow. 

Tell    Me    Your    Dream    and    I'll    Tell 
Yon    Mine. 

Mandy  Lane. 
Some    Day. 

Say    Not    Good-bye. 

THE  P    EnO  CO. 

Under    Mi     Merr>     Widow    Hat. 

1 1    Wheu    I   Snw   Toot 
••art    Once 

tin. 

i    the    It. .l,ln   Sinn*   Again. 

Picture     Says      "Ramenjhar," 
Though     Your     letter     Says     "I 

got." 

Me   Out    lo   the   I 

HARRY     F.     STAINS     CO. 

Some   Day   When  Dreams  Come  True. 
Think   of   the   Girl    Down    Home. 
When    Summer    Tells    Autumn    Good 

Take   Me   With    Y'ou   In   Your  Dreams. 
Walt    for    the    Rainbow,    Dearie. 
Swinging     On     the     Grapevine    Swing. 

•Vas   a   Soldier's   Sweetheart. 
Down   Where  the   Blue  Ohio  Flows. 
Trading    Hearts. 

There's    a    Warm    Spot    In    My   Heart for  Tennessee. 
Let   Me  Crown   You  Queen  of  May. 

TalKing  and  Singing 
Pictures 

OAUMONT    CO. 

Talking     Pictures    for     Use     Only    on 

Gaumont   Chronophone. 

I    H 

I    Want    \Miii  I    I    Waul    w     • 

"ii    lii    I  he    Garden    •<(    I 

Stupid   Mr.   Cupid. 

I  [art  i I'm   .v< 

V.,11. 

Within    the    Cellar. i;..i    to    Love    Mi 

i.  \  / 

JuSl      S..lile     Due. 

Down   lii  .In 

Bound  Volumes  of  Moving  Picture  World 
VOLUME  I,  MARCH-DECEMBER,  1907  (limited  number) 
VOLUME  2,  JANUARY-JUNE,  1908  (Indexed) 

TWO  DOLLARS  EACH,  EXPRESS  PAID 

$5.00  for  the  two  volumes  and  a  year's  subscription 
MOVING  PICTURE  WORLD,  125  East  23d  Street,  New  York  City 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  C  ity 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

ARE   YOU    IN 
NEED  OF SONG  SLIDES 

Eitherto    RENT   or   BUY?    Then  write  to  the 

■sbbbbbbBsIs^HBB  "  PRESTO  "  ■BMsbbbbbbbbbbbbbM 

Largest  Stock  of  Song  Slides  in  the  U.  S.  A.     New  and  Second  Hand 
Our  Song  Slide  Rental  Service  is  Unexcelled 

"  PRESTO  "  Film  and  Song  Slide  Exchange 
1416    Broadway,  New   York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Send  for 
list  and   prices. 

The  Premo  Co. 
1 926    Cermantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPARIEL"    SONG     SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Whe7j    the    Catskllls    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City. 
Summits   to   the   Sun. 

Honey     Won't     Hake     Everybody 
Happy. 

Hollie,    Come   Jump   on   the    Trol- ley. 

Among  the  Valleys  of   New   Eng- 
land. 

Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 

I'm    Longing    for    Hy    Old    Green Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 
Fell. 

On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUT  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The    Little    Old    Bed    Schoolhouse 
on  the  Hill. 

There   Stands   a   Flag,    Let   Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are Falling. 

Memories. 

Where   the   Tall  Palmettos   Grow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 

Where   Poverty's   Tears  Ebb   and 
Flow, Sweetheart  Days. 

Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 
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GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

ISSUE 

The  Countess'  Wedding  Day Length  478  Feet 

Superb    Photographic   Quality 
Scenery  and  Action  Throughout 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COHPANY 
NORDISK   FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Biograph  Patents.    All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  Film  will  be  protected  by  the  American  Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Campany 

LISTEN  TO  THIS 
If  our  Economy  Coil  does  not  do  everything  we  say  for  it,  and  also  does  not  do  anything 

any  $100.00  instrument  can  do,  or  even  better,  we  will  refund  your  money. 

A  Word  to  Mr.  High  Priced  Competitor 
We  couldn't  make  a  coil  either,  salable  for  less  than  $75.00  to  $100.00  until  after  one  year 

of  experimenting,  but  we  did  not  knock  the  man  who  did,  no  Siree,  we  spent  our  time  in  getting 
out  a  better  and  cheaper  priced  instrument  and,  take  our  tip,  we  succeeded.  We  will  put  our  coil 

against  anything  on  the  market  regardless  of  price,  and  guarantee  as  good  if  not  a  better  showing 
in  every  respect. 

Motto:  Don't  Knock— Experiment We  don't  claim  we  are  always  going  to  lead,  but  we  do  claim  we  are  on  top  at  present. 

Write  for  Literature 
on  the  greatest,  most  successful  and  lowest  priced  current  device  for  moving  picture  machines  on  the  market 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Co. 
PITTSBURG 

PA. 
CINCINNATTI 

OHIO 

ROCHESTER. 
NEW  YORK 

LINCOLN 

NEB. 

DES  MOINES 
IOWA 

"-"Hon  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 



Vol.  3.,  No.  16. October  17.  1906 Price,   lO  Cent* 

PUBLISHED  BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY.  125  E.  23d  STREET.  NEW  YORK 

Is  the  Best  Too  Good  for  You? 
If  not,  buy  the  "  BAL  "  FIBRE  MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINE  TRUNK,  which  is  not 
only  the  lightest,  strongest  and  most  convenient  trunk  on  earth,  but  the  only  one 
arranged  to  take  the  machine  without  removing  the  lamp  house  from  the  table. 

SEND   FOR   CATALOGUE  W 

WILLIAM  BAL,  Inc.,  210  W.  42d  Street,  New  YorK  City 

CAVIOLI  *  CO. 
31   BOND  ST.,  NEW  YORK 

Full  Band  Organs 
Latest  American  Songs  to  Order 

WARNING 
To  buyers  of  Electric  Current  Savers  for  M.  P.  lamps:  Don't  buy  a 
current  saver  because  it  is  cheap  or  one  which  is  offered  you  for  trial. 
The  chances  are  you  will  regret  it.  Don't  buy  a  current  saver 
unless  it  gives  40  to  50  amperes  to  your  M.  P.  lamp  with  12  amp.  fuses 
on  220v.  and  25  amp.  fuses  on  llOv.  The  word  "Economizer"  was 

first  used  by  me.  Don't  be  deceived.  Make  sure  you  get  the  Hall  berg  Electric  Economizer.  It  is  the 
only  current  saver  which  has  stood  the  test  of  time  and  which  was  just  as  good  the  day  it  was  first  put 
on  the  market  as  it  is  to-day.  It  was  perfect  from  the  beginning,  and  is  still  several  years  ahead  of 
other  current  savers  which  are   more  or  less  inferior. 

THIS  IS  MY  GUARANTEE : 

SAVING    0n  A-  C-  ,,0v-  6S"70%  0n  220v  82"88%  0n  440v-  90"92%        0n  D- c-  ,,0v-  40S0%  0n  22(>v   70-75%  On  SSOv.  85-90% 
FROM    5%    TO    40%    MORE    THAN    OTHER    CURRENT    SAVERS 

BEST  LIGHT -LEAST  HEAT-CHEAPEST  iN  THE  LONG-RUN       A  Two  Year  Written  Guarantee  With  Every  Economizer 

F«ny Approved   J .  H .  H  A  L L B  E  R C,  28  Green wich  Ave.,  New  York   Fnlly G«»»n..,d 

New  Films JUST    ISSUED www.     -www-—  IOc  per  Foot 

WHAT    POVERTY    LEADS    TO" 
Length  750  Feet  (Dramatic)  Elaborately  Toned  Throughout 

CRESCENT   FILM    CO.,  273    Prospect   Avenue,   Brooklyn,    NY. 
Our  films  run  In  any  machine.    Steadiness,  durability  and  Photography  of  merit 

THE     EAGLE     FILM     EXCHANGE 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business.  The  quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled. We  positively  handle  all  new  goods,  Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 
143  North   Eighth  Street  ...  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 
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NEW  PROPOSITION 
FILMS 

RENTED 

MACHINES* WRITE  FOR 
PARTICULARS 

—  FILM  EXCHANGE 
5SE«~"  Keenan  Bldg..  PITTSBURG  PA. I  r  LATEST    SUBJECTS 

INDEPENDENTOERVICE     write  to-day. 

ELECTRIC     PIANOS 
Price  S  160 

Music  Rolls,  75c  per  Roll 
J.  E.  NELSON  S  Co.,  48  River  St.,  Chicago 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs.  All  kinds. 
Fireproof  Booths.  Resistance  Grids  and  Wires. 

Repairing. 

New  YorK  Steel  S  Production  Co. 
NEWARK,  N.J. 

CRYSTAL  THEATRE Athens,  Ga. 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPARIEL"    SONG     SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

the    Catakillt    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City. Wherj 
Summits   to  the  Bun, 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody 
Happy. 

Mollie,   Come  Jump  on  the  Trol- 
ley. 

Among-  the   Valleys   of   New   Eng- land. 
Anchored. 
Love's  Old  Sweet  Sons;. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 
On   Bunker   Hill,    Where   Warren 

Fell. 
On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The    Little    Old   Bed    Schoolhona* 
on  the  Hill. 

There   Stands  a  Flag,   Let  Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are 
Falling. 

Memories. 
Where  the  Tall  Palmettos  Grow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 
Where  Poverty's  Tears  Ebb   and 
.  Flow, Sweetheart  Days. 
Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

The  Song  Slide  Service 
That  Satisfies 

We  handle  slides  of  All  makers  and  ship  you  only  the  late  hits 

NO    JUNK    IN    OUR.    STOCK 
A  Trial  Order  Will  Convince  You 

SLIDE  COMPANY 
221  East  53rd  Street      (Dept.   W)      New  YorK  City 

WANTED  —  Female  Singer 
in  city  of  Athens,  Ga.  Give  reference  and 
salary  expected.  Permanent  place  for  right 
party.  Must  be  good  in  appearance  and  in 
voice.     Address  all  communications  to 

LISTEN  TO  THIS 
If  our  Economy  Coil  does  not  do  everything  we  say  for  it,  and  also  does  not  do  anything 

any  $100.00  instrument  can  do,  or  even  better,  we  will  refund  your  money. 

A  Word  to  Mr.  High  Priced  Competitor 
We  couldn't  make  a  coil  either,  salable  for  less  than  $75.00  to  $100.00  until  after  one  year 

of  experimenting,  but  we  did  not  knock  the  man  who  did,  no  Siree,  we  spent  our  time  in  getting 
out  a  better  and  cheaper  priced  instrument  and,  take  our  tip,  we  succeeded.  We  will  put  our  coil 
against  anything  on  the  market  regardless  of  price,  and  guarantee  as  good  if  not  a  better  showing 
in  every  respect. 

Motto:  Don't  Knock— Experiment We  don't  claim  we  are  always  going  to  lead,  but  we  do  claim  we  are  on  top  at  present. 

Write  for  Literature 
on  the  greatest,  most  successful  and  lowest  priced  current  device  for  moving  picture  machines  on  the  market 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Co. 
PITTSBURG 

PA. 

CINCINNATTI 
OHIO 

ROCHESTER. 
NEW  YORK 

LINCOLN 

NEB. 

DES  MOINES 
IOWA 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 

A 
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Editorial. 

Public  Opinion  Controls. 

"What  kind  of  show  does  the  public  want?  This  is  an 
important  question,  for  on  its  answer  depends  the  sta- 

bility of  the  business  and  the  prosperity  of  the  exhibitor, 
the  renter  and  the  manufacturer.  By  following  the  trend 
of  public  opinion,  and  not  by  producing  such  subjects  as 
they  think  the  public  will  stand  for,  the  manufacturers 
would  be  paving  the  way  to  success.  Public  opinion  con- 

trols the  destiny  of  any  branch  of  business  that  is  a 
luxury  and  not  a  necessity.  Judging  from  the  comments 
of  the  daily  press  and  the  magazines,  there  are  many 
people  who  think  and  say  that  the  moving  picture  enter- 
:ainment  is  not  what  it  ought  to  be.  There  is  a  tendency 
on  the  part  of  some  producers  and  exhibitors  to  pander 
to  the  lowest  tastes,  and  manufacturers  and  showmen 
alike  err  if  they  think  that  sensationalism  is  the  saving 
of  their  business. 

We  shall  publish  all  opinions  that  will  help  those  inter- 
ested to  guide  themselves  by  public  approval,  and  invite 

our  readers,  and  especially  the  exhibitor,  to  state  their 
views  and  offer  suggestions.  On  another  page  will  be 

found,  under  the  heading  "Public  Opinion,"  some  sug- 
gestions from  the  outside  press. 

Better  Action  and   Expression 
Needed   in   the   Films. 

What  is  it  in  the  films  of  some  foreign  manufacturers 
that  makes  them  in  such  demand  in  this  country?  It  cer- 

tainly is  not  the  subjects,  the  plots  of  which  are,  as  a 
rule,  mentally  (and  often  morally)  below  the  level  of 
those  attempted  by  American  producers.  It  cannot  be 
said,  either,  that  our  home  manufacturers  are  behind  in 
the  tricks  of  stagecraft  and  scene  painting,  nor  are  they 
at  a  disadvantage  in  the  choice  of  outdoor  settings.    What 

is  this  mysterious  something  in  certain  films  which  at« 
tracts,  while  others  are  insipid,  notwithstanding  thai  the 
sub j eel  ma)  be  ol  greater  merit?  This  question  forced 

itself  upon  us  while  sitting  out  a  show  m  Keith's  this week  in  which  the  audieiuv  showed  the  keene  t  delighl  at 
the  French  rendering  of  a  verj  weak-kneed  |>l"i  while 
they  failed  to  show  the  slightest  appreciation  of  the  efforts 
"i  .in  American  manufacturer  to  depict  ;i  Ear  more  inter- 

esting storj  both  subject  being  on  the  same  reel.  Tin 
answer  suggested  itself  with  the  question  action  ex- 

pression and  finish  o\  execution.  It  is  obvious  that  the 
people  like  io  be  fooled.  They  like  to  sit  in  their  chairs 
and  sec  the  plays  enacted  in  a  manner  that  is  so  real 
thai  they  have  to  pinch  themselves  to  realize  that  it  is 
nol  real,  hut  thej  do  not  like  to  be  told  they  are  being 
fooled  by  noting  mainly  the  failure  of  the  green  actors 
to  enter   into  the   spirit   of   their  parts. 

In  action  only,  and  the  faculty  of  bringing  out  in 
pantomime  the  salient  points  of  a  story,  is  the  American 
manufacturer  behind  the  foreigner,  and  this  is  not  due 
to  lack  of  intelligence  but  may  he  directly  traced  to 
carelessness  or  haste  in  production  and  neglect  to  prop- 

erly rehearse  green  actors  where  experienced  actors  are 
not  employed.  A  few  months  ago  wc  witnessed  the 
manufacture  of  a  subject  which  was  released  within  the 

past  week.  (Wc  say  "manufacture"  because  the  word 
can  only  describe  the  manner  in  which  subjects  are  at 
present  being  turned  out.)  On  this  occasion  all  the  re- 

hearsing that  the  actors  in  the  leading  parts  received 
was  to  go  through  their  motions  twice  before  the  camera 
was  started  in  operation.  At  the  time  we  imagined  what 

the  result  would  be,  and  on  viewing  the  film  our  sus- 
picions were  confirmed. 

As  we  have  remarked  before  in  these  columns,  the 
people  will  show  their  appreciation  of  a  cleverly  acted 
plot — and  the  weaker  the  plot  the  greater  need  for 
finesse  in  its  presentation.  As  long  as  the  present  con- 

ditions prevail  and  the  manufacturer  can  dispose  of  his 
regular  quota  of  prints  he  will  be  slow  to  realize  his 
shortcomings,  and  only  when  the  demand  has  fallen  so 
low  that  something  has  to  be  done  to  save  the  situation 
will  we  see  real  Art  in  their  productions — art  that  con- 

ceals the  fact  that  it  is  Art.  A  stitch  in  time  saves  nine 
— American  manufacturers. 

The   Renters  and   the   Rumored 
Merger. 

Some  of  the  theatrical  papers  that  have  recently  dis- 
covered that  the  moving  picture  field  is  of  sufficient 

importance  to  warrant  the  assignment  of  a  special  depart- 
ment for  articles  bearing  upon  it,  have  been  keeping 

their  correspondents  busy  working  up  sensational  reports 
on  deals  between  the  Edison  Licensed  and  Independent 
manufacturers  that  are  putting  the  film  exchange  man- 

agers in  no  pleasant  frame  of  mind.  The  only  report 

having  the  color  of  truth  is  that  there  have  been  over- 
tures towards  a  consolidation  of  interests,  without  accom- 

plishment of  anything.  For  a  time  a  combination  of  the 
American  Biograph  interests  with  those  of  the  licensed 
manufacturers  under  the  Edison  patents  seemed  to  be 
almost  at  the  point  of  consummation,  but  at  present 
writing  all  talk  of  merger  has  dwindled  to  an  extent  that 
not  even  a  whisper  is  audible  in  authentic  circles.  There 
is  a  pronounced  calm. 

There  is  an  old  saying  that  when  such  a  condition 
exists  a  storm  can  be  looked  for.  We  think  it  is  applic- 

able to  the  present  state  of  affairs.     Some  of  the  Film 
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Service  Association  members  arc  becoming  restless,  and 
tbey  intimate  that  the  time  has  arrived  for  the  manu- 

facturers to  get  busy.  One  of  the  complaints  is  that 
while  members  of  the  Association  (not  all  of  them,  it  is 
conceded)  have  steadfastly  lived  up  to  their  agreement 
by  refusing  to  handle  Independent  films  and  refusing  to 
ient  Association  films  to  exhibitors  who  exhibit  both 
Association  and  Independent  goods,  the  manufacturers 
have  not  shown  the  activity  promised  along  the  same 
lines.  It  is  charged  that  after  the  convention  held  last 

July  the  Association  members  were  assured  that  aggres- 
sive steps  would  be  taken  at  once  to  protect  them  against 

the  Independent  invasion,  and  the  question  of  expense 
to  accomplish  this  was  but  a  minute  consideration,  as 
the  funds  and  other  facilities  in  hand  were  more  than 
ample:  This  promise,  it  is  claimed,  remains  almost 
wholly  unfulfilled.  It  is  admitted  that  effective  steps 
were  taken  in  two  or  three  cases,  but  not  until  after 
Association  members  had  gone  to  considerable  individual 
expense  of  time  and  money,  and  had  almost  accomplished 
the  results  themselves.    ■ 

The  trend  of  events  has  been  such  recently  that  some 
of  the  manufacturers  are  coinciding  with  many  of  the 
views  put  forth  by  the  Association  members.  These 
manufacturers  concede  that  where  exhibitors  are  allowed 

to  use  both  Independent  and  Association  films  the  Asso- 
ciation exchanges  who  are  loyal  are  losing  customers, 

and  the  loss  of  customers  must  eventually  mean  a  cut- 
ting down  of  purchases  from  the  manufacturers  by  the 

exchanges.  At  the  present  time  the  Association  ex- 
changes are  not  growing  hoarse  shouting  for  more  sub- 

jects. According  to  reports,  requests  are  made  occa- 
sionally for  increased  output  oi  new  subjects  by  certain 

manufacturers,  owing  to  the  apparent  choice  of  the  pub- 
lic for  a  particular  line  of  subjects.  But  at  the  present 

time  there  is  no  claim  that  in  point  of  quantity  the  Asso- 
ciation people  are  not  getting  sufficient.  Many  of  the 

exchanges  declare  that  the  bills  for  new  goods  are  com- 
ing as  fast;  and  sometimes  much  faster,  than  rental  con- 

ditions warrant.  It  is  at  this  point  that  some  of  the 
manufacturers  step  in  and  ask  why  the  production  should 
be  increased  by  mergers  of  Independent  interests  ? 

This  is  the  plan  of  campaign  upon  which,  according 
to  the  reports  at  hand,  both  the  complaining  renters  and 
certain  manufacturers  agree:  Assuming  the  contention 
to  be  true,  that  if  prevented  from  securing  any  Associa- 

tion films  the  Independents  could  not  hold  the  exhibition 
trade,  the  licensed  manufacturers  and  Association  ex- 

changes have  everything  to  gain  by  prompt,  vigorous 
and  decisive  measures  to  keep  the  Association  goods  in 
the  proper  channels.  Then  comes  the  second  step:  If 
it  is  found,  after  an  effective  barrier  has  been  put  up, 
there  is  danger  of  a  loss  of  trade  unless  exhibitors  are 
furnished  with  certain  films  handled  by  the  Independents, 
or  if  it  is  seen  that  trade  can  be  increased  for  the  Asso- 

ciation members  by  allowing  them  to  handle  certain  Inde- 
pendent films,  then  let  the  overtures  for  mergers  be  taken 

and  consummated  without  delay. 
The  men  at  the  helm  are  better  able  to  judge  what  is 

best  for  the  undertaking  they  have  in  hand  and  possibly 
they  may  have  some  very  sound  arguments  to  present 
against  the  views  we  have  reflected.  But  it  is  a  certaintv 
that  those  who  have  been  expounding  these  views  intend 
to  present  them  for  consideration  by  the  proper  authority 
at  no  distant  date.  In  justice  to  them  it  should  be  stated 
that  no  feeling  is  shown  in  the  matter,  nor  have  thev 
sought  a  publication  of  their  sentiments.  Thev  have 
openly  expressed  their  views,  and  therefore  thev  become 
public  property. 

The  Misfit  Amusement  Parlor. 

By  W.  Stephen  Bush. 

Specially  contributed  to   the  Moving  Picture   World. 

In  many  of  the  large  cities  of 

"pleasure  palaces''  have  sprung  up  within  recent  times. 
Some  of  them  are  found  on  the  corner  of  Poverty  Row, 
while  others  flaunt  their  gaudy  fronts  on  the  crowded 
thoroughfare.  They  are  not  theaters  in  any  sense  of 
the  word,  nor  are  they  moving  picture  halls,  but  in  most 
cases  you  will  find  in  them  the  virtues  of  neither  and  the 
faults  of  both.  I  am  speaking  of  those  odd  and  freaky 

"pleasure  palaces,"  where  men  with  good  intentions  are 
seeking  to  marry  the  moving  picture  to  cheap  vaudeville. 

The  accent  in  the  last  sentence  is  on  the  word  "cheap." 
Owners  and  managers  of  electric  theaters  very  rarely 

go  in  search  of  good  vaudeville,  nor  have  I  often  ob- 
served that  the  vaudeville  people  are  after  the  best  qual- 

ity of  moving  pictures.  I  have  known  of  rare  cases, 
where  the  entertainment  consisted  of  good  vaudeville 

and  good  pictures,  but  such  entertainments  were  gener- 
ally of  a  private  or  semi-private  nature. 

Vaudeville  is  either  dragged  into  the  moving  picture 
entertainment  or  it  comes  as  an  invader. 

In  the  first  case  the  reckless  mortal  who  does  the  drag- 
ging is  the  owner  of  an  electric  theater,  suffering  either 

from  an  acute  or  chronic  lack  of  patronage  due  to  old  or 

poor  pictures.  If  my  daily  experience  counts  for  any- 
thing— and  it  begins  soon  after  the  rising  of  the  sun  and 

continues  long  after  the  going  down  thereof — the  man 
who  seeks  to  make  the  public  forget  or  forgive  poor 
pictures  for  the  sake  of  vaudeville  is  just  as  intelligently 
and  usefully  employed  as  he  who  tries  to  fill  a  sieve  with 
water.  The  cheap  vaudevillian  is  a  trespasser  every- 

where, but  his  entrance  into  the  electric  theater  is  like 

the  hoarse  croaking  of  the  raven — it's  death's  foreboding. 
The  public  view  with  a  suspicion  but  too  well  founded 

the  "vaudevillian"  who  "works"  between  pictures.  They 
may  not  be  used  to  the  best — they  seldom  are — but  even 
they  have  their  limits  of  endurance.  They  come  to  the 
electric  theater  to  see  the  pictures  and  nothing  but  the 

pictures.  They  will  with  admirable  patience  "stand  for" the  illustrated  song,  mainly  because  they  are  used  to  it 
They  will  endure  in  suffering  silence  the  unfeathered 
songbird  who  night  after  night  informs  them  of  what  Jack 
will  do  to  Jill  under  various  kinds  of  trees  and  at  various 

seasons,  but  they  rebel  the  moment  the  cheap  "vaude- 
villian" unbelts. 

A  good  picture  might  nerve  the  unfortunate  spectator 
to  brave  even  this  last  test  of  human  patience,  but.  alas! 
if  the  pictures  were  good  there  would  be  no  need  of 
vaudeville.  The  crimes  committed  in  the  name  of  vaude- 

ville are  unspeakable,  and  most  of  them  are  nowadays 
committed  in  the  electric  theaters.  The  vaudevillian  who 
haunts  the  electric  theaters  needs  neither  the  seal  of  public 
approval  nor  any  art  or  talent — of  him  but  two  things 

are  required:  Courage  (T  was  tempted  to  say  "nerve") 
and  a  willingness  to  work  for  small  wages.  Both  re- 

quirements are  essential.  It  takes  courage  to  face  a  lot 
of  human  beings  with  a  cheap  act  thinner  than  the 

gauze  on  the  Summer  girl's  peekaboo.  The  poorest 
political  speaker  is  always  sure  of  some  sympathy  from 
his  partisan  audience:  the  lawyer  speaking  to  a  jury 
knows  that  the  twelve  men  cannot  escape  him  and  that 
while  he  lets  loose  the  floods  of  his  eloquence  he  is  under 
the  protection  of  the  court :  the  minister  with  the  poorest 
sermon   feels   secure   from   personal   violence  within  the 
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-acred  precincts  of  the  temple;  luit  the  cheap  vau.ievillian 
has  nothing  to  arm  him  against  the  wrath  of  a  justh 

incensed  populace  but  his  "nerve." I  seriously  doubt  whether  even  good  vaudeville  will 
help  the  poor  moving  picture.  The  experiment  is  not 
likely  to  be  made,  however,  for  the  man  who  would  save 

money  on  the  pictures  is  not  likely  to  employ  high-priced 
vaudeville  talent.  1  am  emboldened  in  this  connection 
to  relate  a  fact  that  has  come  within  my  own  observation, 
for  it  is  typical,  and  similar  conditions  no  doubt  exist 
everywhere.  An  electric  theater  with  a  capacity  between 

200  and  300  makes  a  specialty  o1  good  and  new  picture.--. 
The  patrons  are  treated  to  the  he.-t  recent  productions 
of  the  Edison  licensees — and  to  nothing  else.  The  suc- 

cess of  this  place  is  only  limited  by  its  .--eating  capacity. 
Night  after  night  the  lobby  is  crowded  with  people 

eagerly  waiting  for  the  next  show.  In  due  season  oppo- 
sition appeared.  Some  one  who  fancied  that  the  harvest 

was  too  large  to  be  reaped  by  one  man  alone,  opened  a 
rival  theater  on  the  same  block.  Me  offered  pictures 
which  at  first  were  but  slightly  older  than  those  of  his 

competitor,  but  as  nothing  ages  more  rapidly  than  a  mov- 
ing picture  film,  the  rival  lost  from  the  beginning.  Just 

as  he  was  about  to  see  his  finish  without  the  aid  of  mag- 
nifying glasses  he  prudently  retired.  Another  enterpris- 

ing citizen,  however,  soon  loomed  up  in  his  wake.  He 

tried  to  "beat"  the  pictures  with  vaudeville.  "Blackface 
comedians"  who  during  the  day  worked  in  a  carpet  mill, 
inflicted  themselves  without  pity  or  conscience  upon  the 

luckless  audience,  and  in  their  train  soon  followed  a  pro- 
cession of  involuntary  amateurs,  who  each  in  his  or  her 

turn  dared  and  braved  the  "hook."  In  the  meantime  the 
difference  in  the  pictures  grew  more  noticeable  every 
day.  While  the  old  place  offered  a  new  Edison  or  Pathe 
the  man  across  the  street  had  some  cheap  lemonesque 
product  of  obscure  origin  which  was  bad  when  it  was 

new  and  which  had  not  improved  with  age.  The  attend- 

ance "dwindled,  peaked  and  pined."  In  vain  did  the 
man  as  a  last  resort  engage  professional  vaudeville  peo- 

ple who  had  not  entirely  outlived  their  usefulness.  The 

place  went  from  bad  to  worse,  and  now  a  square  card- 
board, ten  by  twelve,  is  the  only  ornament  in  the  place. 

It  bears  the  sad  legend,  "To  Let."  Moral:  If  you  have 
not  enough  money  to  get  good  film  service,  stay  out  of 
the  moving  picture  business. 

It  concerns  most  of  all  the  leaders  and  representatives 
oi  the  vaudeville  world  to  stamp  out  this  evil.  If  it  is 
not  stamped  out  it  will  in  the  end  hurt  vaudeville  more 
than  it  will  hurt  the  moving  pictures. 

I  have  mentioned  the  invasion  by  the  vaudeville  ele- 
ment of  the  moving  picture  business.  It  may  be  con- 
ceded that  good  moving  pictures  have  a  legitimate  place 

on  the  program  of  a  successful  vaudeville  theater.  It  is, 

however,  only  too  well  known  that  good  and  new  pic- 
tures rarely  find  their  way  into  the  vaudeville  theater. 

Moving  pictures  and  vaudeville,  as  a  rule,  will  not 
mix  well.  The  moving  picture  has  a  higher  destiny  and 
-a  larger  mission  than  being  brother  or  sister  or  cousin 
to  the  clown.  Its  field  is  the  world  Wherever  the  sun 
shines  there  is  work  for  the  film  maker.  It  will  in  times 
not  far  distant  be  the  true  mirror  of  nature.  It  will 
revolutionize  education,  for  its  rays  are  sharper  and 
teach  the  human  mind  better  than  any  agency  so  far 
known.  It  will,  like  the  sun,  whence  it  derives  its  being, 
penetrate  the  darkest  corners  of  the  earth  and  shed  its 
light  on  the  humblest  intelligence.  It  is,  I  verily  believe, 
one  of  the  best  mediums  for  the  education  of  the  masses 
and  for  the  enlightenment  and  entertainment  of  all.  But 
it  must  be  rightly  handled. 

Whither   are   we    Drifting? 

I,,  urn  last  issue,  under  the  heading  of  "Whither  Arc  We 
Drifting?"  we  published  a  verj  creditable  contribution  <>n  sug- 

gestions to  manufacturers  ol  moving  picture  nuns.  During  the 
past  week  we  have  heard  man)  comments  upon  it  and  we  deem 
ii  an  acl  of  common  courtesj  to  givi  pace  to  them.  In  many 
instances  the  people  commenting  on  the  article  agreed  with  the 
main    sentiments.     Thi  ded    that    the    film    manufacturer 
should  give  every  attention   to  the  selection  and  production  of 
subjects,  but  questioned  the  practicability   of  a  rigid  adhen 
One   manufacturer   has   the    following    to 

"Your  correspondent  says  that  plays  have  become  hits  in  the 
theaters  because  the  managers  have  been  particular  as  to  selec- 

tion and  production.  Thai  is  quite  true,  but  from  how  many 
submitted  plays  lias  the  successful  one  been  selected?  How 
mam  weeks,  or  months,  perhaps,  did  he  give  to  consideration 
of  it?  How  many  changes  and  switches  has  he  made  in  it? 
And  how  many  weeks,  or  months,  was  a  large  force  of  people 
engaged  in  making  costume  ry,  and  arranging  the  stage 
effects  before  he  decided  to  finally  make  the  production  and 
score  the  hit?  Then,  again,  when  the  production  is  made  the 
play  runs  for  months,  and  frequently  for  years,  thus  justifying 
a  vast  expenditure  of  time  and  labor  that  would  put  the  mov- 

ing picture  manufacturer  into  bankruptcy.  Many  good  sub- 
jects have  made  poor  pictures,  it  is  true,  but  this  can  be 

accounted  for  in  scores  of  ways.  Many  good  stories  are 

spoiled  because  they  cannot  be  given  in  their  entirety.  Pic- 
tures only  reflect  action.  When  speaking  parts  can  be  ren- 
dered with  the  perfection  required  in  conjunction  with  the 

pictures  the  efforts  of  the  producers  will  be  better  appreciated. 
The  question  as  to  whether  or  not  the  actions  of  actors  in 
certain  pictures  are  exaggerated  in  their  efforts  to  convey  that 
part  of  the  play  that  should  be  done  by  speeches  is  a  subject 
for  unlimited  discussion.  It  is  frequently  a  very  difficult  task 
to  pull  through  a  very  critical  part  of  a  play  with  pantomime 
that  must  be  resorted  to  in  order  to  carry  the  story  in  proper 
sequence  through  the  pictures.  Some  latitude  must  be  allowed. 
A  strict  comparison  of  moving  pictures  with  the  regular  theat- 

rical productions  is  hardl)  fair  at  the  present  time.  When 

plays  are  given  in  their  entirety — the  pictures  produced  with 
accompanying  speaking  and  singing  parts — such  criticisms  will 
be  subject  to  less  resentment.  Your  correspondent  says  that 
he  as  a  manufacturer  would  also  base  his  chances  of  success 
on  the  financial  end.  We  also  believe  him  in  this.  He  is  like 

the  film  manufacturer,  and  if  he  were  producing  moving  pic- 

ture subjects  to-day  he  would  not  escape  'roastings'  for  that 
very  reason.  The  financial  end  is  just  as  important  to  the 
manufacturer  as  the  selection  and  production  of  the  subject. 

He  can  judge  pretty  well  how  much  he  is  justified  in  expend- 
ing on  a  picture.  As  a  rule  he  spends  sufficient  in  employing 

people  and  securing  costumes  and  scenery  to  bring  the  produc- 
tion to  a  state  of  perfection  that  will  make  it  saleable  and 

meet  the  approval  of  audiences  that  will  create  a  demand  for 
his  subjects.  That  is  his  aim.  Any  manufacturer  who  fails 

to  do  this  is  wasting  time.  'How  does  he  estimate  the  amount 
he  is  justified  in  expending  upon  a  production?'  some  may 
ask.  That  is  easy.  Aside  from  the  fixed  charges  in  connec- 

tion with  his  business,  a  proportionate  share  of  which  is  charg- 
able  against  each  production,  he  knows  that  his  negative  stock 
costs  him  so  much  per  foot,  his  positive  stock  so  much,  and 
he  knows  about  how  many  prints  of  the  subject  he  is  likely 
to  sell  (I  am  speaking  of  the  present  standing  order  system 
now)  and  the  price  at  which  they  will  sell,  so  he  adds  to  the 
proportionate  amount  of  his  fixed  charges  an  estimated  amount 
for  stock,  special  actors,  costumes,  properties,  etc.  Say  a  man- 

ufacturer has  standing  orders  for  fifty  prints  of  each  of  his 
subjects.  If  the  subject  in  question  is  to  be  1,000  feet  long 
he  knows  the  selling  price  for  that  subject  under  the  existing 
standing  order  rate  will  be  $110.00  for  each  print,  less  10  per 
cent,  or  $4,950.00  for  the  fifty  prints,  out  of  which  must  be 
taken  fixed  charges,  in  proportion,  for  offices,  plant,  regular 
employes,  etc.,  and  the  special  expenses  attending  the  pro- 

duction. Now,  is  it  fair  to  cite  the  care  and  expense  devoted 
to  regular  theatrical  productions  when  criticizing  the  details 
of  moving  pictures?  The  regular  theatrical  venture  has  spent 
upon  it  thousands  upon  thousands  of  dollars,  but  look  at  the 
box  office  receipts  if  a  hit  is  made,  as  your  correspondent  cites. 
In  one  day  they  frequently  amount  to  more  than  the  picture 

manufacturer  gets  from  his  entire  sales  of  a  particular  subject." A   MANUFACTURER. 

Have    you    subscribed    for     the    WORLD? 

Only     $2.00   per   year. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

"Caught  in  the  Web"  (675  feet). — This  is  a  likely  story  of 
a  young  girl  of  wealthy  parents  who  falls  in  love  with  a 
workingman  and  marries  him  against  the  wishes  of  her  pa- 

rents. Her  husband  afterwards  saves  the  life  of  her  father, 
but  the  thugs  escape  and  he  is  accused  of  the  crime.  The 

young  wife  snares  the  villains  and  clears  her  husband's  name 
and  effects  a  happy  reconciliation.  The  story  is  very  well 
told,  but  would  have  been  improved  and  the  situations  made 
more  intelligible  by  the  addition  of  at  least  two  more  scenes. 
(It  is  not  often  that  a  manufacturer  can  be  accused  of  not 
lengthening  out  his  subjects.)  In  this  case,  however,  two 
of  the  scenes  could  have  been  well  abbreviated,  as  the  action 
of  some  of  the  characters  is  weak.  The  heroine  carries  her 
part  well  and  on  the  whole  this  is  a  film  that  will  be  well 
received. 

"The  Girl  I  Left  Behind  Me"  (700  feet).— Much  evident 
pains  has  been  taken  with  the  production  of  this  film  and  it 
is  not  without  merit.  A  fault  of  this  (and  several  other 
pictures  by  the  same  maker)  is  the  slow  action  on  the  screen. 
The  climax  is  always  held  too  long  and  is  therefore  always 
in  danger  of  an  ant-climax.  Some  of  the  scenes  are  excep- 

tionally fine  from  a  photographic  point  of  view — in  fact,  this 
may  be  said  of  all  the  Kalem  productions  of  late.  The  com- 

edy effect  in  the  film  is  rather  awkward.  In  the  present 
state  of  the  market  this  is  a  film  that  should  draw  well  with 
the  public  and  have  a  long  run. 

"Father  Gets  Into  the  Game"  is  excellent  comedy  by  the 
Biograph  Company.  There  is  plenty  of  action  and  the  scenes 
are  realistic.  The  laughter  it  created  all  over  the  house  at 
the  Unique,  on  Fourteenth  street,  was  proof  that  the  people 
appreciate  clean  comedy  when  it  is  well  acted. 

"The  Frontiersman's  Bride"  is  an  exception  to  the  general 
run  of  pictures  and  is  highly  appreciated  as  a  relief  to  the 
silly,  exaggerated  and  sensational  films  now  exhibited.  It 
is  well  produced  and  of  a  very  good  photographic  quality. 
If  the  manufacturers  could  give  us  more  of  this  class  of 
work,  the  moving  pictiue  shows  would  experience  a  new 
boom. 

"Bridge  of  Sighs"  is  a  highly  dramatic  film  and  is  of  great 
merit  as'  to  the  acting,  staging  and  photography,  and  shows 
on  the  part  of  the  manufacturers  a  marked  tendency  to  im- 

prove the  work. 

"Three's  Company,  Two's  a  Crowd,"  is  a  very  vulgar  pro- 
duction, poorly  staged  and  acted,  much  exaggerated,  and  is 

an  old,  repeated  story  of  a  business  man  flirting  with  his 
girl  stenographer,  then  detected  by  his  jealous  wife. 

"A  Spanish  Romance"  has  a  good  plot  and  would  make  a 
good,  interesting  and  amusing  picture  if  more  care  was  given 
to  the  production.  Spanish  scenery  and  costumes  generally 
add  a  certain  charm  to  pictures,  but  such  effects  are  de- 

stroyed by  the  poor  photographic  quality  in  some  of  the 
scenes. 

"Keep  It  Straight." — A  joke  represented  a  first  time,  is 
well  received,  but  when  it  is  repeated  over  and  over  again 
it  is  a  bore.  This  old  joke  of  locking  a  man  in  a  trunk  has 
been  overdone.  In  this  film  the  extra  rough  handling  of  the 
trunk  shows  plainly  that  no  one  is  in  the  said  trunk,  and  a 
picture  fails  to  interest  when  it  is  stamped  as  a  fake. 

"The  Criminal's  Daughter,"  "The  Ticklish  Man"  (one  reel). 
—"The  Criminal's  Daughter"  shows  the  usual  frightful  so- 

ciety pictures,  and  if  ladies  at  a  social  event  have  ever  as- 
sumed a  sitting  posture  like  the  one  shown  in  this  film  it 

must  have  been  at  the  barmaids'  ball  or  the  scrubwomen's 
reception.  The  society  hero  goes  to  a  restaurant  where  a 

large  sign  on  the  wall  advertises  "kidney  stew"  at  10  cents  a 
plate.  The  "comedy"  is  slapstick  work  of  the  very  cheapest 
kind.  Such  productions  do  great  harm  to  the  moving  picture 
business. — Bush. 

"An  Auto  Heroine"  is  a  thriller,  and  no  mistake.  It  de- 
picts an  automobile  race  in  which  is  interwoven  a  story  of 

human  interest,  and  the  various  scenes  are  enacted  with  a 
realism  which  leaves  nothing  to  be  desired.  It  is  reported 
that  the  realistic  smash-up  unexpectedly  cost  the  producers 
several  thousand  dollars,  as  while  they  had  planned  for  the 
overturn  of  the  car,  they  did  not  count  upon  the  actual 
smash-up.  The  actors  in  this  creditable  production  have  gone 
through  their  parts  in  the  finished  manner  which  we  have 
now  become  accustomed  to  look  for  in  Vitagraph  produc- 

tions, and  especial  credit  is  due  the  lady  who  so  successfully 
acts  the  dangerous  part  of  the  heroine. 

"The  Ranchman's  Love"  (one  reel)  is  a  Western  drama,, 
although  the  story  it  tells  savors  of  the  flavor  of  the  French 
productions.  The  setting  of  the  scenes  are  masterpieces  of 
stagecraft  and  it  is  hardly  possible  to  realize  that  they  were 
not  enacted  along  the  Rocky  Mountains  but  in  the  Selig 
studio.  The  scene  painter  has  done  his  work  better  than 
the  actors,  and  while  it  is  a  very  creditable  production,  it 
lacks  the  finished  art  and  expression  which  would  have 
made  it  one  of  the  star  productions  of  the  year. 

"Life  of  Abraham  Lincoln"  (one  reel). — Fine  subject,  well 
staged  and  fairly  well  acted,  but  the  story  is  told  in  such  a 
disconnected  manner  that  it  fails  to  carry  the  interest  it 
should.  Given  with  a  lecture  this  would  make  an  ideal  sub- 

ject for  juvenile  audiences. 

Public   Opinion. 

An  editorial  in  the  Milwaukee  '"Sentinel,"  referring  to  "nickel 
theaters,"   says : 
"We  are  not  to  condemn  these  humble  playhouses  because 

they  are  cheap.  They  are  not  necessarily  'cheap  and  nasty.' 
At  their  best,  they  supply  (not  unprofitably)  the  demand  for 
some  form  of  inexpensive  entertainment  for  those  whose  means 
are  small.  Sometimes  their  pictorial  features  are  really  clever 
and   instructive. 

"They  should  not  be  judged  in  the  lump  or  as  a  class,  but 
discriminatingly  and  according  to  conduct.  They  must  be 
watched  and  regulated.  They  must  not  make  money  by  breed- 

ing vice.  They  must  not  become  nuisances  by  the  noisy  so- 
licitations of  their  'barkers,'  and  tempt  loafers  to  hang  about their  entrances. 

"There  are  loud  complaints  in  other  cities  that  some  of  these 
cheap  shows  cater  to  tastes  that  corrupt  youth.  Of  course  the 
like  might  be  said  occasionally  of  the  prurient  shows  at  the 

expensive  playhouses.  But  the  very  cheapness  of  the  'nickel 
theater'  makes  it  inevitable  that  its  patrons  are  largely  boys 
and  girls — mere  children. 

"Therefore  it  must  be  closely  watched  as  a  possible  force  for 

demoralization." 

The  Rochester,  N.  Y.  "Post  Express"  says :  "Few  persons 
will  be  disposed  to  deny  that  the  motion  picture  might  be  made 

a  great  agent  for  good,  an  almost  unrivalled  means  of  educa- 
tion, a  source  of  innocent  and  inexpensive  pleasure.  But  few 

persons  will  be  disposed  to  admit  that  the  moving  picture  enter- 
tainment is  what  it  should  be.  Too  frequently  it  panders  to 

the  lowest  tastes,  is  a  misrepresentation  of  life,  and  is  harmful 
not  only  in  the  fake  pictures  it  produces,  but  also  in  the  way 

in  which  true  pictures  are  run." 

Referring  to  the  effect  of  the  moving  picture  show  on  the 

morals  of  the  young,  the  Washington  "Post"  says :  "The  form 
of  dramatic  appeal  offered  by  any  form  of  the  film  idea  is  in- 

trinsically false  and  injurious — it  develops  the  child  toward 
neurasthenia,  hysteria,  and  desire  for  constant  change;  it  stult- 

ifies his  mind  and  betrays  his  imagination,  and  by  its  undue 
excitation  of  nerve  and  eye  tends  to  mental  and  physical  injury. 
A  goodly  part  of  the  eye  troubles  so  much  commented  upon 
in  public  school  children  is  due  to  constant  attendance  at  mov- 

ing pictures  shows,  the  flickering  of  the  picture  affecting  the  eye. 

"A  still  greater  objection  may  be  made  against  some  of  these 
shows  in  Washington — the  degrading  and  demoralizing  char- 

acter of  the  pictures  themselves.  Not  all  of  the  'theaters'  are offenders  in  this  way,  but  there  appears  to  be  a  tendency  to 
present  pictures  so  spiced  with  action  and  simulated  crime  as 
to  attract  the  biggest  crowds.  The  villain  is  always  worsted, 
it  is  true,  and  the  hero  is  rewarded  in  the  end,  but  it  is  a  ques- 

tion whether  this  rapid-fire,  visual  presentation  of  drunkenness, 
brutality,  and  even  murder,  is  suitable  stuff  for  impressionable 
and   unformed   minds. 

"A  writer  in  'The  Photo-Era,'  discussing  the  degradation  of 
the  motion  picture  entertainment  says  that  he  attended  three 
such  shows  in  an  evening,  and  in  each  show  the  principal  at- 

traction was  a  tragedy.  In  one  the  notorious  James  brothers 
murdered,  robbed  and  set  fire  to  buildings ;  in  another  an 
Indian  took  revenge  on  a  white  man  for  a  wrong,  in  a  manner 
highly  satisfactory  to  the  audience:  and  in  the  third  a  gang 
of  ruffians  kidnapped  a  child  and  were  killed  in  the  end.  On 
this  subject  the  writer  says: 

"  'One  can  have  but  little  admiration  for  the  pains  and  time 
spent  in  making  such  films  in  the  first  place — the  patient  train- 

ing of  the  actors,  the  selection  of  the  proper  backgrounds,  the 

hiring  of  horses,  furniture,  railroad-trains,  steamboats,  automo- 
biles    anything    necessary    for    the    picture;    but    one    can    wish 
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heartily  that  the  effort  had  produced  something  elevating,  or 
at  least  harmless,  instead  of  the  seeming  realism  of  bloodshed, 
crime,  and  brutality. 

"'To  see  an  Indian!  hind  his  captive  and  drag  him  swiftly 
at  the  end  of  a  rope,  tied  to  his  horse,  over  rough  and  rocky 
ground,  is  not  a  pleasant  sight,  even  when  one  knows  that  I 
dummy  has  been  substituted  for  the  real  man  who  was  tied, 
and  understands  that  the  horse  and  man  are  traveling  at  twice 

their  normal  pace  because  the  operator  is  "hitting  it  up"  a  little 
with  the  crank  he  turns.  To  see  a  knife  plunged  deep  into 
the  breast  of  a  woman  by  a  jealous  lover  conveys  a  picture 
a  thousand  times  as  vivid  as  reading  of  the  act,  and,  by  the 
art  of  the  picturemaker.  the  knife  really  seems  to  enter  the 
flesh  and  the  blood  to  spurt  forth,  after  which  the  victim  writhes, 
rolls  her  eyes  and  finally  dies  in  agony!  Ugh!  I  know  how 
motion-pictures  are  made,  where  they  are  made  and  for  what 
purposes.  Yet  I  am  free  to  say  that  the  play  I  once  saw  of 
a  kidnapping  of  a  little  child  made  me  fairly  writhe.  The  in- 

tense realism  comes  in  the  natural  surroundings — so  utterly 
different  from  the  scenes  of  the  best  staged  play  ever  put  on 
the  boards.  When  you  see  a  ruffian  on  the  stage  drag  a  kid- 

napped child  across  a  stage  rock  and  then  slam  him  up  against 
a  stage  door,  made  of  canvas  and  that  yields  to  his  weight, 
you  may  be  mildly  excited,  but  your  senses  tell  you  all  the  time, 

"This  is  but  representation."  Rut  when  you  see  a  real  ruffian 
take  a  real  child  and  drag  him  over  real  rocks  and  through  real 
water — real  because  photographed  from  life — you  live  that 

scene,   and   your   emotions    are   correspondingly   greater.' 
"Of  course,  not  all  pictures  are  tragedies,  nor  are  all  the 

tragedies  projected  on  the  screen  of  a  parlous  nature;  but  the 
fact  is  patent  to  any  one  who  has  visited  these  places  of  enter- 

tainment that  the  majority  of  the  patrons  prefer  the  man  hunts, 
the  sanguinary  pictures  of  revenge,  the  raids  of  outlaws,  the 
kidnapping  of  children,  the  scenes  of  battle,  murder  and  sudden 
death.  These  scenes  are  witnessed  with  enthusiasm,  while 
pictures  of  travel,  feats  of  men  or  machines,  or  scenes  from 
foreign  lands  are  received  with  undisguised  boredom.  In  view 
of  this  fact,  it  is  not  strange  that  the  proprietors  of  these  places 
of  entertainment  should  prefer  a  railroad  hold-up  to  a  scene 
in  the  harbor  of  Naples,  or  an  Indian  murder  to  a  picture  of 
Berlin  or  Paris.  The  proprietors  cater  to  the  tastes  of  their 
clientele,  which,  of  course,  is  a  sound  business  principle.  But 
one  of  these  days  some  man  will  open  a  moving  picture  theater 
and  cater  to  a  clientele  that  will  not  be  satisfied  with  blood 
and  thunder  pictures.  Such  a  manager  will  present  pictures 
that  entertain  and  instruct,  and  the  films  will  be  of  better  qual- 

ity than  those  that  are  in  vogue  at  the  present  time.  That  is 
to  say,  they  will  be  more  natural  and  the  characters  will  be 

life-like  rather  than  spasmodic  automatons." 

THOSE  MOVING   PICTURES. 

There  are  a  few  recent  innovations  which  have  come  unex- 
pectedly and  which,  in  modified  forms,  probably  have  come  to 

stay.  The  air-ship,  the  submarine  boat,  the  gyroscope  railway 
car,  the  turbine  engine  and  the  nickel  theater,  for  instance. 

It  is  the  latter  institution  that  is  best  known  to  the  general 
public,  and  perhaps  it  is  the  germ  of  a  very  important  develop- 

ment. Whether  this  evolution  is  to  be  good  or  bad  depends  to 
a  very  large  extent  upon  both  the  manufacturers  of  moving 
picture  films  and  upon  the  governing  officials  of  cities  and 
villages. 
The  cheap  theater  in  its  present  condition  is  not  what  it 

should  be,  even  although  it  be  absolutely  necessary  that  it  shall  be 
cheap.  No  rational  patron  of  an  Idle  Hour  or  a  Vaudette  theater 
expects  to  hear  a  fine  vocalist,  a  clever  monologue  performer  or 
a  really  artistic  instrumental  soloist.  Such  individual  attractions 
must  necessarily  be  of  the  ordinary  quality;  but  there  is  no  wis- 

dom in  permitting  even  ordinary  performers  to  sing  mushy  songs, 
to  tell  jokes  that  are  raw  or  to  do  anything  whatever  of  a  ques- 

tionable character. 

The  pictures  illustrating  alleged  adventures  of  alleged  pick- 
pockets, alleged  sneak  thieves,  alleged  police  officers,  alleged 

rascally  boys,  alleged  members  of  the  demi  monde,  and  so  on, 
are  not  even  interesting  because  they  are  so  palpably  fakes.  On 
the  other  hand,  they  are  in  all  respects  extremely  reprehensible 
and  injurious  to  public  morals.  And  then,  too,  those  alleged 
freaks  as  to  the  adventures  of  husbands,  wives,  lovers  and  the 
like  are  offensive  and  by  no  possibility  can  they  serve  any  valu- 

able purpose  even  as  entertainment. 
What  shall  the  picture  makers  provide  in  place  of  these  of- 

fensive things?  Invade  the  industrial  enterprises,  the  great  ones. 
Show  the  operations,  for  instance,  as  they  would  appear  to  the 

casual  visitor  in  the  Baldwin  Locomotive  Works,  Cramp's  ship 
yards,  the  iron  rolling  mills  and  any  one  of  a  score  of  other  sim- 

ilar establishments.  Show  the  scenes  about  the  wharves  of  the 

great  trans-Atlantic  liners,  at  the  United  States  Mint  in  Phila- 

delphia, and  so  on;  gel  moving  vans  oi  the  evolution    "i  large 
mihtan    bodies     Those  interested  in  the  manufacture  "t   films 
have  simply  misjudged  theii   opportunity 
Why,  aside  from  the  question  "t  morality,  should  the  cheap 

theaters,    the    live  cents  a-show   even    (hut)    nun  ■  1 111  r" 
Because  they  are  educating  thousands  oi   boys  and  girls  be- 

Iween   ten   and   twelve   years  of  age   to   have  .1  dramatic 
representation.     Hundreds  of  thousands  oi   such  children   visit 
these  cheap  places  i\.i>,    .lay  and  shorllv   tin    cheap  I  utei  t.i  imii'-iit 
will  he  insufficient  tor  their  desires.  They  wdl  crave  the  larger 
and   more  persona]  theatrical   representations   with  oral   accom- 
panimentS,  With  crude  tastes  cheapened  by  improper  picture  in- 

struction, it  is  easy  to  forecast  as  to  what  the  audiences  in  the 
large  and  more  dignified  theaters  arc  soon  to  demand.  It  is  diffi- 

cult now  to  imagine  much  that  is  worse  than  present  day  taste 
of  the  higher  grade  theater  audiences,  hut  it  can  lie  worse  and 
will  be  very  soon  indeed  unless  there  is  a  thorough  and  early 
reformation  on  the  part  of  live-cent  moving  picture  shows. — 
Michigan  Tradesman. 

MOVING   PICTURE   MACHINES   NOT   AS   DANGEROUS 
AS  PEOPLE  BELIEVE, 

Considering  the  enormous  number  of  moving  picture  shows 
and  the  familiarity  that  should  exist  on  the  part  of  the  public, 
there  is  a  surprising  amount  of  ignorance  displayed  concerning 
the  moving  picture  machines  and  the  films  which  are  used  to 
produce  the  pictures    on  the  screen. 
Whenever  there  happens  to  be  a  fire,  or  a  panic  without  a  fire, 

the  newspapers  throughout  the  land  herald  it  as  "another  mov- 
ing picture  machine  has  exploded,"  etc.  Every  disaster  is  laid 

to  the  door  of  the  machine,  it  seems,  and  in  the  minds  of 
thousands  of  persons  these  machines  are  some  sorf  of  infernal 
machines,  to  be  treated  as  dangerous,  deadly  weapons.  Since 
the  Boyertown  disaster  the  luckless  machines  have  come  under 
condemnation  again,  for  was  there  not  a  picture  machine  in  the 
house?  Sure  there  was.  There  appears  also  to  have  been  a 
couple  of  calcium  gas  tanks,  a  gasoline  tank,  and  kerosene  lamps 
for  footlights  I 

The  truth  of  the  matter  is  that  there  is  nothing  about  the  mov- 
ing picture  machine  itself  to  explode  if  the  light  used  is  elec- 

tricity. It  is  made  of  metal  and  wood  and  glass,  and  it  contains 
no  oil,  gas  nor  other  explosive.  The  light  is  supplied  by  an  arc 
lamp  with  the  usual  wires  and  carbons  to  burn.  Sometimes  cal- 

cium gas  is  used  to  furnish  the  light,  but  this  is  not  so  common, 
as  it  is  troublesome  and  expensive,  and  has  been  known  to  ex- 

plode just  as  any  similar  gas  will  do;  but  even  then  it  is  not  a 
part  of  the  machine,  the  tanks  are  separate.  This  sort  of  gas  is 
in  common  use  on  theater  stages  where  ballets  and  other  spec- 

tacular effects  are  presented  and  it  is  desired  to  throw  colored 
lights,  and  even  this  is  rapidly  being  superseded  by  the  electric 
lamp  and  colored  gelatine  films  or  colored  glass  plates  to  produce 
the  tints. 

The  moving  pictures  are  produced  by  running  a  long  film  of 
pictures  through  the  machine.  This  film  is  exactly  of  the  com- 

position of  the  film  in  a  kodak  camera.  It  is  made  of  celluloid, 
which  is  translucent  and  will  permit  the  light  to  pass  through 
nearly  as  perfectly  as  through  glass.  Celluloid  is  used  because 
it  is  flexible  and  tough.  Glass  could  not  be  used,  and  to  this 
time  nothing  else  has  been  discovered  that  will  take  the  place  of 
celluloid.  Everybody  knows  that  celluloid  will  burn.  Get  a 
piece  of  film  and  try  it. 

It  will  blaze  up  quickly  and  there  will  be  a  strong  odor  of 
camphor.  It  will  all  be  over  in  a  few  seconds.  This  film  is 
generally  nearly  one  thousand  feet  long,  and  as  it  passes  through 
the  mechanism  of  the  moving  picture  machine  it  makes  the 
turns  and  takes  certain  motions  which  produce  the  illusion  or 
the  moving  picture  effect. 

All  properly  made  machines  have  what  they  call  fire  proof  mag- 
azines. Some  of  them  also  have  fire  shields,  fire  doors,  etc., 

all  of  which  are  intended  to  keep  the  film  from  coming  in  con- 
tact with  any  fire  that  might  be  placed  near  it,  or  fall  upon  it, 

and  to  prevent  the  entire  film  from  burning  in  case  the  operator 

should  be  negligent  enough  to  let  the  light  play  upon  a  motion- 
less film  long  enough  to  heat  it  up  sufficiently  to  ignite  it.  For, 

first,  the  light  from  the  arc  lamp  passes  through  what  is  called 
a  condenser.  This  consists  of  two  thick  discs  of  convex  glass. 
Take  one  of  the  discs  and  hold  it  between  the  sun  and  your 
hand  on  a  clear  day  and  you  can  burn  your  hand  exactly  as 

with  a  sun  glass.  The  electric  light  passing  through  these  con- 
densers is  brought  to  a  point,  and  its  heat  intensified.  The  light 

then  passes  through  the  film  and  then  through  the  lenses,  which 
project  it  upon  the  screen  beyond.  The  further  it  goes  the  larger 
the  circle,  and  consequently  the  larger  the  picture.  At  the  same 
time  the  larger  the  picture  is,  the  fainter  it  will  be,  because  the 
greater  the  surface  to  be  covered  by  a  given  light  the  fainter 
will  be  the  picture. — Chicago  Inter-Ocean. 

.! 
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THE     MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 

NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

Dubuque,  Iowa. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  being 
constructed  on  Clay  street,  between  Twelfth  and  Thirteenth 
streets. 

Howard  City,  Mich. — W.  W.  Sigsby  has  sold  his  theater,  the 
Marguerite,  to  F.  M.  May,  who  will  continue  the  business  in  the 
same  locality. 

St.  Louis,  Mo. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  being 
built  at  3215  Cherokee  street,  at  an  estimated  cost  of  $3,000. 
J.  Doles  is  proprietor. 

Topeka,  Kan. — J.  R.  Pollock  has  leased  the  Olympic  Thea- 
ter and  has  installed  the  synchronoscope,  which  will  be  an 

innovation  in  Topeka. 
Beloit,  111.,  is  to  have  a  new  theater  in  the  near  future. 

The  new  structure  is  to  occupy  the  corner  of  Fourth  and 
West  Grand  avenue. 

Baldwin,  L.  I. — Wm.  Orville,  formerly  an  actor  by  profes- 
sion, has  leased  Birch's  Hall  for  a  moving  picture  and  vaude- 

ville house,  to  be  known  as  "Orville's  Theater." 
Lancaster,  Ohio. — E.  F.  Sullivan  has  assumed  the  manage- 

ment of  the  Exhibit  Theater.  The  latest  and  best  moving 
pictures  and  illustrated  songs  will  be  presented. 

Frankfort,  Ind. — Charles  Eckler  and  James  S.  Purl  have 
formed  a  partnership  and  will  soon  open  a  five-cent  theater 
in  the  Fatzinger  Block  on  North  Main  street. 

Aurora,  111. — A.  Lindstrom  has  secured  a  lease  on  a  store 
in  the  Dunning  Block,  on  River  street,  and  is  remodeling  and 
decorating  the  interior  for  a  moving  picture  show. 

La  Grange,  Ind. — The  Majestic  Theater  has  been  sold  by  C.  E. 
McClaskey  to  C.  A.  Kerr,  a  local  man,  who  has  remodeled  the 
place,  added  some  improvements  and  is  now  ready  for  the  Fall 
business. 

Woodland,  Cal. — The  manager  of  the  Acme  Theater  has 
moved  his  playhouse  to  the  Armstrong  &  Alge  Building  on 
Main  street,  and  will  fit  it  up  in,the  latest  style  for  moving 
pictures. 

Fond  du  Lac,  Wis. — Tl •:■  Arcad'  Five-Cent  Theater,  under 
the  management  of  B.  Smith,  gave  its  first  performance  to  its 
patrons  on  Saturday,  October  10,  with  new,  interesting  pic- 

tures and  illustrated  songs. 

Lemars,  Iowa. — The  Family  Theater  has  again  changed 
hands,  when  the  former  owner  sold  it  to  Henry  Ling,  who 
is  now  in  possession.  Ling  formerly  has  been  at  Sheldon  con- 

ducting a  moving  picture  show. 

Conneaut,  Ohio. — The  Navajo  Theater,  on  Main  street,  has 
reopened  after  having  been  closed  a  few  days,  during  which 
time  it  was  undergoing  repairs.  The  managers  have  installed 
the  new  Edison  one-pin  machine. 

Ft.  Smith,  Ark.,  will  have  another  moving  picture  show. 
Meyer  Bros.,  proprietors  of  the  Manhattan  Cafe,  will  con- 

vert a  part  of  their  cafe  into  a  moving  picture  theater.  Mr. 
Johnson  will  have  charge  of  the  theater. 

Salem,  Ore. — An  attempt  on  the  part  of  the  city  council 
to  place  license  for  moving  picture  shows  at  $50  failed,  also 
an  amendment  to  make  the  license  $40  a  quarter.  The  license 
will  remain  at  the  old  mark — $80  a  year. 

Oconto,  Wis. — Charles  Wittkopf  and  Fred.  Ellman  have 
opened  a  moving  picture  show  in  Columbia  Hall.  They  are 
putting  on  some  good  subjects  and  it  is  their  intention  to 
give  a  double  program  for  the  one  admission. 

Fresno,  Cal. — The  Star  Theater  on  J  street,  near  Fresno, 
opened  last  week  with  a  high  class  moving  picture  show,  as- 

sisted by  the  Owl  quartette.  The  management  intend  to  run 
a  show  equal  to  any  in  the  country.     This  is  the  right  spirit. 

Canton,  Ohio. — The  privilege  of  using  the  Auditorium  for 
moving  picture  entertainments  during  the  Fall  and  Winter 
season  was  awarded  to  C.  E.  Best.  Mr.  Best  leases  the  Audi- 

torium for  every  Sunday  evening  from  October  25  to  May  16, 
inclusive. 

Oneida,  N.  Y. — Lloyd  Hall  has  been  leased  by  the  England 
Moving  Picture  Company,  who  have  started  in  business 
there.  The  company  puts  on  moving  pictures,  illustrated 
songs  and  a  vaudeville  sketch,  introducing  a  novelty  in 
Oneida. 

Ogden,  Utah. — The  Critchlow  Investment  Company  have 
acquired  a  ten-year  lease  upon  a  lot  on  Washington  avenue. 
The  lot  is  35  feet  by  150  feet,  and  upon  it  they  will  erect  a 
two-story  cement  building,  to  be  the  home  of  a  moving  pic- ture theater. 

Natchez,  Miss. — A  petition  is  being  circulated  by  the  pro- 
prietors of  the  several  moving  picture  houses  praying  the  city 

council  to  allow  them  to  open  these  places  of  amusement  on 
Sunday  during  hours  that  will  not  conflict  with  either  morning 
or  evening  church  services.  The  proprietors  only  ask  to  be 
permitted  to  operate  from   1  to  7  p.  m.  on  Sundays. 

Wichita,  Kan. — Mrs.  J.  F.  Waterbury  has  sold  the  Majestic 
Moving  Picture  Theater,  410  East  Douglas  avenue,  to  A.  S. 
Freedman  and  M.  Laskin.  The  new  owners  have  taken  charge 
of  the  theater.  Mrs.  Waterbury  has  sold  the  Majestic  in 
order  that  she  may  devote  her  entire  time  to  the  Orpheum 
Theater,  which  she  owns,  at  1 19-123  North  Topeka  avenue. 

Savannah,  Ga. — Mr.  Cannon,  who  was  stricken  blind  about 
two  months  ago  while  playing  the  piano  in  the  Criterion 
Theater,  has  at  last  been  restored  his  eyesight.  Mr.  Cannon, 
who  is  only  twenty  years  of  age,  is  one  of  the  best  piano 
players  who  are  now  playing  for  moving  picture  shows  in 
the  south.  All  Savannah  has  talked  about  the  way  Mr. 
Cannon  handles  a  piano,  and  Mr.  Bandy,  the  theater  owner, 
cannot  get  enough  praise  for  him.  He  has  started  to  work 
again  and  his  eyesight  is  as  good  as  ever. 

Sacramento,  Cal. — The  chronophone,  a  combination  of  the 
phonograph  and  the  Kinetoscope,  which  throws  moving  pic- 

tures on  a  screen  and  makes  them  talk,  was  seen  and  heard 
for  the  first  time  in  this  city  recently  at  423  K  street.  This 
is  declared  to  be  the  only  machine  of  its  kind  running  in  this 

State,  with  the  exception  of  one  in  operation  at  Fischer's Theater  in  Los  Angeles. 

B.  D.  STRAIGHT,  OF  KEWANEE,  IS  FORCED  INTO 
BANKRUPTCY. 

An  involuntary  bankruptcy  summons  was  served  on  B.  D. 
Straight  of  Kewanee,  111.,  by  U.  S.  Marshal  Tripp  last  week, 
on  the  petition  of  the  Theater  Film  Service  of  Chicago  and  the 
Amusement  Supply  Company,  also  of  that  city.  Mr.  Straight 
is  owner  of  several  moving  picture  machines  in  different  towns 
and  has  failed  to  pay  rental  on  films  and  also  failed  to  pay 
debts   he   owed  the  above   companies. 

[It  will  be  remembered  that  it  was  Bennett  D.  Straight  who 
contributed  a  stinging  artHe  on  the  oppression  of  the  so-called 
film  trust  to  a  trade  paper.  No  doubt  there  is  a  connection 
between  the  above  announcement  and  the  article  mentioned. 
Comment  is  superfluous  until  both  sides  of  the  story  are  made 

public. — Ed.] 

THE  ACTOLOGUE. 

Art  struck  the  chord,  and  lo !  the  resonant  wire 
Brought  forth  in  concord  from  the  golden  lyre, 

Symphony  in  synchrony  where  with  Science  lens. 

Nature  supplemented  Art's  artistic  ends. 
Mystic  Science  picturing  Art's  plays Added  the  central  element  of  soul, 
And  Genius  smiled  and  found  in  devious  ways 

Its  shining  mantle  worthy  of  the  whole. 
The  World  applauded  and  its  kind  applause 

Was  found  and  well  bestowed,  the  cause — 
Well  done,  well  won,  with  wonder  all  agog 

The  public  praise  the  clever  Actologue. 

AND    THE    PEOPLE    LIKE    THESE    VIEWS    BETTER 
THAN  TAWDRY   COMEDY. 

The  motion  picture  theater  has  an  unusual  educational 
value.  Among  the  views  exhibited  are  many  that  illustrate 
modern  methods  of  manufacture,  agriculture,  mining  and 
other  industrial  activities.  The  various  stages  of  manufac- 

turing shown  in  rapid  succession  are  naturally  selected  with 
care,  and  are  generally  accompanied  by  brief  texts  that  ex- 

plain  each   process. 
In  this  way  the  public  is  shown  the  principal  features  of 

an  industry  in  spectacular  form  and  in  a  few  moments, 
whereas  a  trip  through  the  plants,  even  if  they  are  easy  of 
access,  would  occupy  hours.  Through  the  motion  picture 
medium  the  great  mines  of  South  Africa  and  Pennsylvania, 
the  toy-makers  of  Germany,  the  wine  manufacturers  of 
France  and  the  harvesters  in  our  Western  States  are  now 
being  seen  in  action. — Yonkers,  N.  Y..  Statesman. 

•Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving  Picture  "World  — the representative  trade   newspaper. 
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CANNED    DRAMA    IN    THE    MAKING. 

A  crowd  was  standing  outside  a  big  apartment  house  .11  One 
Hundred  and  Seventj  fifth  street  and  Bathgate  avenue,  recently, 
staring  open  mouthed  at  a  second  sto  tment,  the  windows 
of  which  gave  evidence  of  a  wedding  going   on   within, 

Presently  the  crowd  was  cheered  by  the  sight  oi  a  "wedding 
coach"  that  drew  up  at  the  curb.  Evidently  the  bride  would soon    appear. 
About  then  there  came  among  them  a  veritable  queen  of 

tragedy.  She  wore  a  bronze  velveteen  dress  and  a  plumed  hat; 
the  features  under  the  heavy  veil  were  delicately  classic,  and 
as  she  walked  pantherishly  to  and  fro  she  muttered  interesting 

things  like  "alas"  and  "his  marriage  day"  and  "muh  che-ild." 
The  women,  who  a  moment  before  had  decided  to  go  home 

and  prepare  their  providers'  suppers,  took  fresh  hold  on  their 
baby  carriage   handles  and   resolved   to  hang  on  at   any  price. 
A  suppressed  thrill  went  through  them  when  the  bride  and 

bridegroom  from  upstairs  came  into  the  street,  retreating  before 
a  gatling  tire  of  rice. 
The  velveteen  woman  promptly  took  a  strangle  hold  on  the 

coach    door. 

"Faithless  man,"  she  wailed.  "I  could  kill  you,  but  I  choose 
rather  to  kill  this  woman's  love  for  you.  Behold  even  now 
she  shrinks  from  you,  and  the  day  will  yet  come  when  she  will 
revile  you.  Aye,  my  husband,  her  loathing  shall  be  my  r-r-r-re- 

venge  1" The  bewildered  bridegroom  stood  spellbound  by  the  imperi- 

ous creature's  splendid  scorn.  His  bride  meanwhile  collapsed, 
crying  on  one  of  the  coach  cushions,  and  the  imperious  creature 
thereupon  began  to  throw  a  series  of  fits  on  the  sidewalk. 

A  score  of  women  began  to  shriek  "brute"  and  "monster" 
at  the  bridegroom,  and  then  somebody  telephoned  for  a  police- 
man. 
When  the  bluecoat  got  there  he  saw  a  coach  rolling  away  in 

the  distance  and  the  velveteen  lady  talking  to  a  voting  man 
with  a  moving-picture  machine.  The  young  man  was  telling 
her  that  she  had  done  her  work  something  fine  and  that  he 
would  slip  her  the  live  right  off  if  she  would  ride  back  with 
him  to  the  office. — New  York  "World." 

MONEY  IN  THE  SHOW  BUSINESS. 

Never  before  was  there  such  a  chance  to  make  money  in  the 
moving  picture  show  business  as  there  is  now.  A  few  of  the 
progressive  young  men  of  this  city  and  State  have  started  in 
the  picture  show  business  and  have  had  but  a  very  small  capital 
to  start  on  and  not  one  of  them  has  regretted  the  move.  There 
are  a  hundred  chances  to  open  theaters  of  this  kind  in  many 
of  the  smaller  towns  of  the  State,  where  the  first-class  theatrical 
business  is  almost  an  unheard  of  thing,  but  where  a  picture 
show  that  is  open  every  night  and  using  up-to-date  films  and 
song  slides  could  make  a  barrel  of  money.  An  empty  store 
building  fitted  up  with  a  picture  sheet,  some  comfortable  chairs, 
a  very  few  lights  and  a  picture  machine  with  some  one  to  sing 
the  illustrated  songs  would  make  money  for  any  young  man 
who  has  the  nerve  to  take  hold  and  push  the  proposition.  Look 
around  you  and  take  notice  of  the  people  who  have  a  moving 

picture  show,  don't  they  make  easy  money?  The  Winter  season 
is  coming  on  and  the  people  who  work  days  are  always  looking 
for  some  sort  of  amusement  at  night  and  there  is  no  nicer, 
cleaner  sort  of  amusement  than  a  first  class  picture  theater. 
This  business  proposition  will  bear  investigation. — Sioux  Falls 
"Press." 

THE    PICTURE    SITUATION    IN    TOLEDO. 

Business  as  Good  as  Ever — Cameraphone  in  Five-Cent  House 
— Big  Houses  Use  Stock  Company  for  Talking  Pictures. 

By  Sydney  Wire. 
Specially  contributed  to  the  Moving  Picture  World. 

Now  that  the  regular  season  has  commenced,  the  larger  thea- 
ters have  discarded  pictures  for  the  usual  form  of  attraction, 

and  business  in  the  nickelodeons  has  naturally  improved.  One 
large  theater  has  retained  pictures  as  its  feature  attraction,  but 
is  augmenting  the  bills  with  from  one  to  three  acts  of  mediocre 
vaudeville.  This  house  is  the  Arcade,  the  house  leased  by  Hurtig 
&  Seamon,  of  New  York  City,  and  operated  by  the  Bettis  Amuse- 

ment Company,  under  the  management  of  Will  S.  Bettis.  The 
Arcade  was  the  first  theater  here  to  exploit  the  Cameraphone, 
which  has  since  been  transferred  to  the  Royal,  one  of  the  Caille 
&  Kunsky  houses  here.  The  Cameraphone  at  the  Arcade  was 
at  first  a  success,  but  business  soon  fell  off,  and,  with  the  hot 
weather,  the  house  was  closed  for  several  weeks.  Since  the 
reopening  under  the  Bettis  management  business  has  been  re- 

markably good,  and  the  standard  of  the  show  has  been  materially 
improved.  Talking  pictures  are  the  headliners,  and  a  stock 
company  of  several  actors  is  employed  to  take  care  of  this  im- 

portant  end  <m  the  program,      I  In   music  .a  tin    \n..,l,    1    1   pe 
ciallj   good,  and  11  ird  B.  ( iardm  1 .  1 

ed  "i  a  powerful  baritom    v<  nusual  rangi       ["he    \-t can    eat  a,ooo,  and  with  the  othei   large  hou  >i  the 
field   it  is  sure  to  get   the  monej    thi      ea   

["he  introduction  of  th<    (   imeraphone  into  1 1 » « -  five-cent  ho 
.1     has  been  done  at   th>    Royal,   i     a  bi  nd   it   has 

proved   that    the   talking   machii  [emenl    givi      better   re- in the  smaller  <  lass  of  hou  indei  the 
management  of  Pi         D    on,  who  was  formei  tant  under 
I  0.  Hooley,  who  was  formerlj  in  charge  "t  the  CaiU<  & 
kunskj  enterprises  in  this  eitj  Business  at  the  Royal  and  Vi© 

tory  is  good. The  Crown,  one  of  the  smaller  houses  here,  has  been  remod- 
elled and  enlarged,  and  has  raised  its  admission  to  ten  l 

A  longer  show  is  given  and  all  the  subjects  of  dramatic  inter- 
est aie  lectured  on  hy  a  very  competent  orator.  <  >ne  or  two 

acts  of  vaudeville  are  given,  and  the  house  is  playing  to  excellent 
business.  The  Theatoi  iiini,  another  small  house  which  w. 
eently  on  the  verge  of  disaster,  has  changed  management,  and 
the  result  has  been  astounding.  A  few  weeks  of  attention  to 
business,  better  pictures,  songs,  music,  singer,  and  courtesy  to 
patrons,  and  the  receipts  have  more  than  trebled.  This  certainly 

goes  to  prove  that  while  there's  life  there's  hope  in  the  picture 
business  as  well  as  in  any  other  form  of  enterprise. 

One  of  the  most  prosperous  nickel  theaters  in  this  part  of  the 
country  is  the  Princess,  on  the  main  street  here.  It  is  one  of 
the  most  recent  additions  in  the  picture  field  here  and  is  under 
the  management  of  a  Mr.  B.  Brailey.  It  is  in  the  best  location 
in  town  and  is  packed  from  morn  until  night.  The  place  is  kept 
clean  and  bright,  and  seems  to  have  acquired  an  extraordinary 
popularity.  The  other  houses  here  are  not  doing  an  alarming 
business  excepting  the  Sunbeam,  which  has  always  kept  up  to 
the  mark. 
The  Dramatone  Company  are  closing  their  offices  here  and 

will  now  operate  from  the  offices  of  the  Toledo  Film  Exchange. 
J.  O.  Hooley,  of  the  Dramatone,  is  taking  a  road  company  out, 

which  will  play  large  theaters  throughout  the  country  and  will 
consist  of  talking  pictures,  lectures,  and  vaudeville.  John  Cur- 
rie  is  still  connected  with  the  firm  and  will  remain  in  Toledo 
in  its  interests. 
Ed  Smith,  of  the  Toledo  Film  Exchange,  is  talking  of  going 

to  Europe.  Ed  is  getting  quite  a  big  boy,  and  is  actually  growing 
a  moustache.  He  is  also  taking  French  lessons  from  a  local 
professor.  Can  it  be  that  he  is  going  to  Paris  to  start  in  oppo- 

sition to  Pathe?  The  other  members  of  the  firm  are  very  reti- 
cent, and  a  mysterious  air  pervades  the  offices.  What  can  be 

going  to  happen? 

Joe  Hirschfield,  Arthur  Caille's  new  manager  here,  has  turned 
out  to  be  a  really  good  fellow,  and  is  making  many  friends. 

Carl  Laemmle  hasn't  been  seen  around  Toledo  of  late.  The 
Toledo  film  renters  are  resting  easier. 

Louis  Less  has  just  returned  from  California,  where  he  has 
been  looking  over  the  ground  for  the  Superior  Film  Supply 
Company.  Louis  has  gained  forty  pounds  and  is  looking  con- 

siderably better. 
We  have  had  the  Nelson-Gans  pictures  here.  Everybody 

thought  them  rotten  (the  pictures  as  well  as  the  fighters).  The 
entire  twenty-one  rounds  of  insipid  and  tiresome  stalling  created 
but  little  interest  here. 

Harry  Birch,  of  vaudeville  fame,  is  framing  up  a  combination 
of  vaudeville  and  talking  pictures  to  travel  on  a  circuit  of  Ohio 
and  Michigan  houses.  He  will  rent  from  the  Superior  Film Exchange. 

John  H.  Kunsky,  of  Caille  &  Kunsky,  is  in  town  every  week. 
He  brings  with  him  a  huge  bag  in  which  to  carry  the  fat  profits 
of  the  three  C.  &  K.  houses  here. 

C.  D.  Sawyer,  the  former  lecturer  at  the  Royal  here,  has  been 
lecturing  in  Springfield,  O.  He  is  now  managing  the  Springfield 
Opera  House. 

O.  T.  Crawford  passed  through  here  last  week.  He  was  in 
charge  of  a  trainload  of  actors  direct  from  Broadway,  on  their 

way  to   rehearse   for  the  Ta-Mo-Pic. 
The  Royale  in  Detroit  has  put  in  the  Cameraphone  and  has 

been  breaking  all  records  for  attendance.  Mike  Schoenherr  is 
wearing  the  bright  smile. 

Fred  Gottshall,  of  the  Toledo  Film  Exchange,  is  starting  a 
small  vaudeville  hooking  agency.  He  already  has  my  name  on 
his  books. 

J.  W.  McCormack.  who  owns  Bellvue  Park  here  as  well  as 
the  Walbridge  Theater  and  the  Elite,  has  leased  the  Wayne 
Hotel,  the  second  largest  hotel  in  town.  He  will  cater  to  theat- 

rical people  exclusively.  McCormack  is  also  about  to  open  a 
sumptuous  Winter  garden,  which  will  give  several  free  shows 
daily.  Moving  pictures  will  be  included  in  the  program.  The 
business  here  is  steadily  improving,  and  there  is  every  prospect 
of  a  busv  Winter. 
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Sales  Agents  for  the 

G  A  U  M  O  N  T 

CHRONOPHONE 
TalKing  and  Singing 

PICTURE  MACHINES 
The  synchronism  is  perfect !  The  subjects  embrace  all  the 
latest  Stars  and  Feature  Acts.  Over  500  different  subjects 
now  ready.  Picture  theatres,  heretofore  playing  to  empty 
houses,  packed  and  jammed  to  the  guards  when  equipped 
with  the  Chronophone.  It  is  up  to  you  to  be  first.  Write 
us  quick.     Catalogues  Free. 

Selling  Agents 

Aloe  Optical  Co. 
5 1 3  Olive  Street         St.  Louis,  Mo. 

VAN    ALLIN    CO'S 

Sensation  Song  Slides 
Write  for  Latest  Lists  of  New  Illustrations 

Lantern  Slides 
FOR  ANY    PURPOSE   MADE   TO  ORDER 

We  are  the  largest  manufacturers  in  the  United  States 

GET  OUR  PRICES  ! 

THE  VAN   ALLIN   CO 
1343  Broadway,  New  York 

THE   BEST  MOVING    PICTURE  MACHINE. 

RHEOSTATS 
CONTAIN 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Catalogue  and  information  upon  request. 

DRIVER-HARRIS    WIRE    CO., 
HARRISON,    N,   J. 

AN   ATTRACTIVE   THEATER   FRONT. 

In  Washington,  on  Ninth  street,  stands  the  Palace  Theater, 
owned  by  the  Interstate  Amusement  Company,  of  which  A.  C. 
Mayer  is  general  manager.  The  front  and  lobby  is  studded  with 
1,684  lamps  and  at  night  it  is  one  of  the  prettiest  sights  in  the 
city.  Mr.  Mayer,  in  an  interview  with  a  World  representative, 
reported  that  business  this  season  had  so  far  been  very  good 
and  that  their  Summer  season  had  surpassed  all  expectations. 
Asked  as  to  his  idea  of  the  future  of  the  business,  he  said : 

"The  only  fault  that  we  can  find  in  this  city  is  that  the  film 
manufacturers  are  turning  out  too  much  of  the  melodramatic 
kind  of  subjects.     The  people  here  like  comedy — clean  comedy — 

THEATRE 

and  the  authorities  are  after  us  every  now  and  then  about  the 
character  of  the  films  we  have  to  show.  It  seems  to  me  that  the 

life  and  future  of  the  live-cent  theater  in  this  city,  as  in  others, 
depends  upon  the  kind  of  films  that  the  exhibitors  will  be  given. 
I  feel  satisfied  that  the  future  of  the  business  is  up  to  the  manu- 

facturer, and  if  they  give  us  better  subjects  and  plenty  of  comedy 

evervone  will  be  benefited.'' 

Talking  and  Singing  Pictures  are  being  boomed  in  the  South 
and  West  by  the  Aloe  Optical  Co.,  513  Olive  street,  St.  Louis, 
Mo.  The  Gaumont  Chronophone  is  well  known  in  the  East, 
and  the  Southwestern  territory  could  not  have  been  placed  in 
better  hands.  The  Aloe  Optical  Co.  is  an  old-established  concern 
that  has  built  up  a  large  business  in  their  line,  and  no  doubt 
they  will  handle  this  new  department  with  the  same  push  and 
attention  to  the  wants  of  their  customers  which  made  for  their 
previous  success.  Their  catalogue  and  particulars  about  the 
chronophone  is   free  to  theater  owners   for  the  asking. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

CLEAR   TITLES   NECESSARY. 

remple,  Tex.,  <  >ctober  6,  tgo8 
Editor  Moving    Picture  World, 

Dear  Sir  Please  allow  me  to  make  a  suggestion  through 
your  columns  to  the  film  manufacturers,  in  regard  to  small 
lettering  used  in  reading  parts  to  pictures.  In  most  cases 
where  reading  parts  are  used  h  is  very  essential  that  you 
catch  the  reading,  so  as  to  understand  the  picture,  and  in  a 
great  many  pictures  that  I  have  had  it  is  impossible  t<>  read 
them  at  a  short  distance,  and  in  a  case  where  pictures  are 
thrown  ninety  feet,  the  people  in  the  back  of  the  house  can- 

not tell  one  letter  from  another  Now,  this  is  a  defect  that 
lie  easily  remedied,  and  1  think  should  he  done  at  once. 

The  following  are  two  examples:  "Romance  of  a  War 
Nurse"   and   "A    Plain    Clothes    Man."  Yours  truly. W.  F.  LUCAS, 

The    Majestic    Theater. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 

Robert  Curry.   1(170    Third  avenue,    New    York  City. 
Ed.   Moore.  214    E.    Main   street.  Coatesville,    Pa. 
F.  L.  Giddiu.us.  York,  Neb. 
Ed.  Lewis,  157  West  66th  Street,  New  York  City. 
J.  C.  R.  Miller,  Palermo.  X.  D.,  experienced  operator; 

references. 

J.  \V.  Hoffman,  710  Market  street,  Sandusky,  Ohio. 
J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 

Harrisburg,   Pa. 
Louis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.     Operator  or  manager. 

Effects,  Talking  Pictures  or  Lecturer. 

N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  street,  New  York  City.  Satisfac- 
tion guaranteed. 

IMPROVE        pnMii 
THE  PICTURE  ON  W 

THE  SCREEN 
by  using  a  high  grade 
projection  lens. 

Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
iant  picture  than  any  lenses  made  here  or 
abroad.    We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 

that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE   $  I  8.00   NET 
When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 

ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 
these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN    OPTICAL   COMPANY 
8O8  Clinton  Ave.,  So.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

Artistic    Lantern    Slides 
Made  to  order 

Announcement  and  Advertising  Slides 
a  Specialty 

THE    OHIO    TRANSPARENCY    CO. 

513  Superior  Building  -  Cleveland,  Ohio 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 PER 

Send  for  List  of  New  Films     ̂ ^  ^    FOOT 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street         -  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

General  Electric  Company 

Mercury  Arc  Rectifier 

WHAT  IT  IS 
It  consists  of  ;i  slate  panel  on  the  front  of  which 
are  mounted  the  necessary  coils  for  operating  the 

rectifying  tube  and  the  regulating  reactance.  In 
the  rectifier  tube  the  process  of  changing  the  al- 

ternating current  to  direct  takes  place  through 

the  agency  of  the  mercury  vapor.  The  entire 

equipment  is  neat  and  compact  and  may  be  in- 

stalled in  the  operator's  booth. 

WHAT  IT  DOES 
It  delivers  direct  current  to  the  arc  at  a  cost  lower 

than  is  possible  with  either  direct  or  alternat- 
ing current  alone.  The  resulting  light  thrown 

on  the  screen  is  clear,  white  and  absolutely  steady 

— just  the  right  kind  for  the  best  results. 

Don't  forget  that  it  will  cost  you  less  to  run 
this  rectifier  than  the  system  you  are  now 
using.      Booklet  3681-P  will  tell  you  why. 

Principal  Office:  SCHENECTADY,  N.Y. 

The 
Motiograph 
THE  LATEST       THE  BEST 

Motion 
Picture 

Machines 
New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built   and   especially   adapted    for   the 

heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picttire  TKeatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outfiit, 

Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons, 

Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 

progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 
Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 

ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL      MFG.     CO. 

83-91  W.  Randolph  Street,  Chicago 
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SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness:  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 
for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 
There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 

recently  but  you  can  build  that 

yourself  for  a  few  dollars.  If  you 
want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70  00  each  for  1 10  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 
Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

Length  675  Feet 

RELEASED  OCTOBER  25 

A   striking    story    of   a 

young  gifl's  bravery 
Full  of  Heart  interest  and 

lively  action 

COMING 
A    BIG    DOUBLE    REEL 
RELIGIOUS    FEATURE 

JERUSALEM 
in  the 

TIME  OF  CHRIST 

Kalem  Co.,  Inc. 
131  West  24th  Street 

New  YorK  City 

Stories   of  the   Films. 

THE  VAQUER0S  VOW  (Biograpbj.— The  Un- 
dying Love  of  a  Mexican  Cowboy, — How  often  does 

a  handsome,  smiling  countenance,  a  gorgeous  attire 
and  an  affable  manner  conceal  a  black  heart. 
Beauty  is  only  skin  deep,  raiment  Is  purcbasable, 
and  good  manners  are  often  artifice;  but  tbe  heart 
is  the  governor  of  our  inward  being.  Such  tbe  case, 
it  is  small  wonder  that  the  incidents  of  this  Bio- 
graph  story  should  be  so  true  to  life.  Manuella,  a 
beautiful  Mexican  girl,  is  the  object  of  the  pure, 
honest  affections  of  Itenaldo,  a  poor  Vaquero,  and 
while  she  is  touched  by  his  tender  attentions,  she 
shows  a  decided  preference  for  Gonzales,  a  dashing 
young  musician,  who,  being  the  bean  ideal  of  the 
senoritas'  round  about,  hence  Manuella  feels  im- 

measurably flattered  by  his  advances.  Little  does 
she  realize  that  his  attentions  are  induced  by  self- 

ishness, for  he  knows  that  her  father  Is  well  pro- 
vided with  earthly  possessions,  which  he  hopes  to 

share.  Rejecting  Renaldo,  she  marries  Gonzales. 
At  the  ceremony  Renaldo,  though  an  unbidden  guest, 
approaches  and,  acquainted  with  the  true  nature  of 
the  musician,  warns  him  to  be  faithful  to  his  bride 
or  beware.  Gonzales  treats  this  with  extreme  sang- 

froid, and  when  the  guests  have  departed  insists 
upon  opening  the  marriage-box,  expecting  a  goodly 
sum  of  money,  but  his  rage  is  unconfined  when  he 
finds  it  yields  but  a  sheet  of  paper,  on  which  is 
written:  "Her  husband's  love  is  the  bride's  best 
dowry."  Throwing  his  wife  from  him.  he  departts 
for  the  wine  shop,  where  he  plunges  into  a  whirl 
of  dissipation  with  his  ribald  associates.  To  this 
place  the  poor  wife  comes  to  beg  him  to  return 
home,  but  she  is  thrown  out.  Lack  of  funds  sends 
him  home  to  demand  his  wife's  rings  and  bracelet, 
on  which  to  raise  money  for  drink.  This  she  re- 

fuses, but  is  beaten  and  choked  into  insensibility 
and  the  valuables  taken.  Back  he  goes  to  his  de- 

spicable companions.  Renaldo  learns  of  this,  goes 
to  the  tavern  to  remind  Gonzales  of  his  warning, 
and  a  terrific  battle  ensues.  With  rapiers  they 
start,  but  as  the  fight  progresses  these  are  dis- 

carded for  more  deadly  weapons.  About  the  room 
they  struggle,  wrecking  the  place,  until  at  last 
Gonzales  is  bested  by  Renaldo.  who,  at  the  inter- 

cession of  Manuella,  spares  his  life,  and  leads  her 
from  the  place.     Length,   805  feet. 

EX-CONVICT  NO.  900  (Edison).— Synopsis  of 
scenes: 
A  New  Lease  of  Life. — Convict  No.  900  is  re- 

leased from  prison — Handicapped  by  poverty,  dis- 
grace and  weakness — Resolved  to  begin  life  anew — 

Hastens  homeward  to  see   his  wife   and  child. 
Man's  Inhumanity  to  Man, — He  finds  a  position 

as  shipping  clerk  and  does  well — Wife's  and  child's 
happiness  his  incentive — Works  hard,  but  detectives 
spot   him,    and  he  is  discharged. 

"Trying  Again," — Undismayed,  he  starts  to  find 
another  position — Without  friends  or  influence,  it 
is  a  hard  task — Returns  home  to  find  his  child  sick 
— Unable  to  get  medical  assistance. 

"Nil  Desperandum." — Every  hand  against  him — 
Everywhere  refused  work — Is  well-nigh  discouraged 
— Fight  on,  bravely,  hoping  against  hope. 

A  Hero  at  Heart. — Wild  excitement  on  the  street 
— -Runaway  team  about  to  dash  a  child  to  death — 
No.  900,  at  the  risk  of  his  life,  saves  the  child — 
Modestly  retires,   a  nameless  hero. 
Back  to  the  Old  Life. — After  a  weary  struggle, 

rebuffed  everywhere,  he  gives  up  the  fight — Deter- 
mines to  return  to  thieving — Gets  his  tools  and 

starts — Locates  a  house  and  enters. 

Caught  in  a  Trap! — In  a  banker's  house — Old  in- 
stincts revive — Finds  plenty  of  loot — Starts  pack- 

ing— Surprised  at  work— Covered,  he  is  helpless — 
Banker  confronts  him. 
A  Friend  in  Need. — Banker  calls  up  police — 

House  surrounded — Banker's  only  child  enters  the 
room — Looking  for  "Dollie" — Recognizes  No.  900 — 
Man  who  saved  her  from  the  horses— Gives  him  a 
cordial  greeting — Banker  amazed— Sends  police  away. 

The  Helping  Hand. — Guided  and  assisted  by  the 
banker,  No.  900  obtains  work;  his  wife,  food:  his 
child,  medical  attention— And  we  leave  him  in  a 
happy  home,   with   life  well   worth  living. 

Length.    1.000   feet. 

THE  EFFECT  OF  A  SHAVE  (Essanay). — It  is 
conceded  that  we  have  produced  some  of  the  most 
ludicrous  comedy  film  sold,  but  we  consider  the 
above  named  film  the  most  excruciatingly  funny 
subject   we   have    had   the   pleasure  of  offering. 

It  shows  a  well-to-do  business  man  leaving  his 
home  for  his  office.  After  dictating  his  letters  and 
transacting  his  business,  he  lenves  his  manager  in 
charge,  and  visits  his  club,  ne  is  a  baseball  fan 
of  most  pronounced  type,  and  a  firm  believer  that 
the   "White   Sox"   will   win  the   pennant. 

ne  has  made  a  wager  with  a  fellow  club  mem- 

ber his  favorite  team  would  beat  the  "Tigers" — the loser  to  have  his  hair  clipped  and  his  beard  and 

moustache  shaved.  This  they  consider  a  great  sac- 
rifice, as  both  are  inordinately  proud  of  their  hirsute 

adornaments. 
Our  friend  is  informed  at  his  club  that  he  has 

tost  and  must  pay  the  wager.  He  leaves  the  club 
in  a  cab  for  the  barber  shop,  and  after  a  great 
comedy  scene  with  barber,  emerges  hairless.  The 
cab  driver  does  not  recognize  him.  refuses  to  allow 
him    to   enter   cab.    and   after   various   ludicrous   ad- 

ventures he  reaches  home,  where  he  is  greeted  as 
an  insolent  intruder.  His  wife  sets  the  dog  on  him, 
who  chases  bim  down  street. 
After  many  trials  and  tribulations,  and  being 

ejected  continually  as  an  impostor,  he  returns  to 
the  barber  shop,  and  between  threatening  and  be- 

seeching, he  induces  the  barber  to  apply  a  magic lotion. 

Scene  shows  how  the  particles  leap  from  the 
floor  and  adhere  to  his  smooth  face  and  his  bald 
pate,  and  so  triumphantly  he  returns  home  and  Is 
welcomed  by  his  wife  and  children.  Length,  400 

feet. 
THE  IMPERSONATOR'S  JOKES  (Essanay).— 

"The  Impersonator's  Jokes"  will  undoubtedly  add 
to  our  reputation  as  "the  house  of  comedy  hit6." A  fair  decision  from  anyone  will  give  us  the  name 
of  being  the  greatest  comedy  producers  in  the  mov- 

ing picture  industry.  It  is  a  well-known  fact  that 
such  pictures  as  "The  Soul  Kiss"  and  others  turned 
out  by  us,  have  created  more  laughter  and  inno- 

cent fun  than  any  humorous  pictures  produced.  We 
now  offer  "The  Impersonator's  Jokes,"  an  innocent fun-making  travesty. 
We  open  our  picture  with  the  impersonator  being 

ejected  from  his  boarding  house  for  failure  to  pay 
rent,  and  being  of  an  easy-going  spirit,  he  packs 
his  few  belongings,  consisting  of  wigs,  beards, 
clothes,  etc..  such  as  he  uses  to  do  bis  Imper- 

sonations. He  starts  out  to  have  a  little  sport, 
and  incidentally  collects  a  few  spare  nickels  in  this 
manner.  An  automobile  owner  has  just  left  his 

machine,  to  go  into  a  friend's  home.  The  imper- sonator comes  along,  takes  a  look  at  the  man, 
makes  up  his  mind  he  will  have  a  machine  ride, 
and  quickly  makes  himself  up  to  look  like  the 
owner.  He  then  walks  out  of  the  house,  jumps 
into  the  machine,  and  the  unsuspecting  chauffeur 
takes  the  orders  of  the  impersonator,  thinking  he  is 
his  employer.  When  the  owner  comes  out  and  sees 
his  machine  leaving  in  the  distance,  he  gives  chase, 
and  the  impersonator,  after  having  his  ride,  leaves 
the  machine.  Next  he  impersonates  a  dude,  thereby 
getting  the  benefit  of  two  sweethearts  kissing.  His 
fun  continues  in  this  manner,  until  he  sees  a  notice 
in  the  paper  that  a  foreign  nobleman  is  going  to- 
be  honored  at  a  reception.  He  impersonates  the 
gentleman,  thus  getting  the  honor  of  the  multitude, 
who  think  they  are  showering  their  plaudits  upon 
a  celebrity,  when  it  is  only  the  impersonator.  While 
they  are  seated  at  the  banquet,  a  telegram  comes 
from  the  real  nobleman,  saying  it  will  be  Impos- 

sible for  him  to  attend,  and  immediately  everyone 
jumps  upon  the  poor  impersonator,  tearing  off  his 
beard  and  wig  and  giving  him  a  quick  exit  by  the 
boot  and  shoe   route.     Length,  550  feet. 

Geo.    Melies   issues: 
HONEYMOON  IN  A  BALLOON,— The  fairest 

maiden  is  crowned  queen  of  the  May  Day  festival 
and  the  dignitaries  of  the  town,  surrounded  by  the 
cheering  populace,  music  and  decoration,  are  on 
the  huge  platform  to  do  her  honor.  She  Is  entitled 
to  marry  the  man  of  her  heart  with  public  cele- 

bration, and  the  next  scene  shows  the  joyous  parade 
of  the  gaily  attired  townsfolks.  The  bridegroom, 
apparently  beside  himself  with  the  joy  of  the 
grand  occasion,  soon  after  signifies  a  strong  Inten- 

tion to  accompany  an  aeronaut  who  is  to  make  an 
ascension  in  a  balloon.  He  makes  his  way  to  the 
fair  grounds  and  jumps  into  the  basket.  Just  as 
he  is  ascending  his  bride  comes  to  the  scene  and 
attempts  the  hazardous  task  of  joining  her  loved 
one.  But  she  is  a  few  seconds  too  late,  for  the 
air  craft  goes  with  a  jerk,  and  she  finds  herself 
caught  by  its  dangling  anchor,  and  thns  she  rides, 
struggling  and  squirming.  The  balloon  goes  high 
into  the  clouds  and  is  seen  sailing  serenely  along 
with  what  now  seems  a  mere  white  speck  hanging 
below.  The  people  on  terra  firms  realize  her  plight 
and  try  to  keep  up  with  the  balloon,  but  find  it  im- 

possible,  after  suffering  many  laughable   mishaps. 
Now  the  scene  changes,  and  the  mavor  and  digni- 

taries of  the  town  are  seen  gathered  round  the 
festive  board  in  a  large  banquet  hall.  All  Is  joy, 
the  mayor  bombastically  proposes  a  toast  and  the 
others  raise  their  glasses,  when  crash,  the  ceiling 
caves  in  and  the  bride  comes  tumbling  in  on  the 
diners.  Another  greater  crash,  and  the  balloon  has 
found  its  way  in. 

The  young  couple  fall  in  each  other's  arms,  she 
is  given  her  crown  of  blossoms  again,  and  every- bodv  is  happy. 

INCIDENT  FROM  DON  QUIXOTE.— Always 
dreaming.  Don  Quixote  ts  found  fighting  reptiles  of 
bis  imagination:  when  he  has  disposed  of  them,  his 
armor  which  he  has  laid  aside  seems  to  have  be- 

come inhabited  by  a  peculiar  being  with  limbs 
that  stretch  yards  in  length.  The  armor  then 
falls  to  tbe  ground  and  a  beautiful  maiden  is  dis- 

closed. She  suddenly  becomes  a  butterfly,  and  as 
i  lie  knight  approaches  her.  the  wings  of  the  butter- 

fly give  way  to  the  huge  tentacles  of  a  giant  spider 
or  octopus,  which  reach  out  for  Don  Quixote  and 
try  to  grasp  him.  He  reaches  for  his  spear,  hut  it 
fades  from  view,  and  he  awakens  only  to  find  him- 

self savagely  attacking  Sancho  fanza.  his  faithfot 
hut   luckless   man-servant. 

Pathe  Freres  issue: 
A  LOVE  AFFAIR.— A  fisherman  leave's  his  little cottage  ami  starts  out  on  a  long  journey  over  the 

sea.  nis  daughter,  a  beautiful  young  girl,  accom- 
panies   him   as   far  as  the  dock  and  watches  him  set 
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sail     1  •  •  1 1 . 1 1  >    waving  a   Dual  adleo  as  u,,.  uttli 
Is    she    Is    returning    borne    siir    la    »c 

uj     n    dashing     looking    young    (allow,     who 
in  1    to  take  a   drive  in   lils  rig.     The   young 

«.. in. in    accepts,    ami    s.,011    they    arc    spinning    over 
die  beautiful  countrj    mails,   while  the  young   fellow 
l»nrs  his   love   tales   Into   the   maiden's  cars.      When 

ually    arrive   at    her    home    he    makes   an    ap- 
pointment   I"   meet    her   the   following   ilay.      The   next 

shows    the    pair    at    the    appointed    9[>oi    and 
we   watch    them   as   they    stroll    through    the    •> 

wild    Bowers    ami    inaKing    love,    and    so    H 
nues    all    (lurliiK    the    lather's    absence. 

When  the  old  man  returns  to  port  be  Is  surprised 
:it    not    seeing   his   daughter   at    the    wharf   to 
tiiin.   and,   fearing  something   has  befallen  her.   bast- 
ens  home,    bul    is  disappointed,    for   she   Is  nowhere 
ro  he    found.     Soon    the   maiden   appears,    and    when 

plains  the  reasons  for   her  absence  the   father 
9    Infuriated,    and     Informs    her    that    n«    she 

ias    given    so    much    of    her    time    to    the    young    man 
usl    now    marry    him. 

When    the   K'lrl    meets    her    lover   and   explains    the 
actuation,   the  latter  hastens  lo  explain   to  her  father 
that    he    is    not    In    a    position    to    marry    at    present. 
out    the    enraged    parent    will    listen    to   no  excuses. 
mt   challenges   the  youth   to  light   a   duel.     They   go 
to  an  obscure  spot    in   the   wo, is,    where   the  young 

is  a  hard  time  defending  himself  against   the 
dry  of  his  opponent,   ami  things  might   have  ended 

had   not    the    mother   rushed   In    between    them 
imi   thus   put   a   stop   to  the  fight.     Throwing   down 

is,    the  young   lover  extends   his   hand   to   the 
'ather.    and   the  old   fellow   gives   him   his   daughter 
villi    his  blessings.      Length,    541    feet. 
HIS  FIRST  FROCK  COAT.  Here  we  see  a  young 

tmleiit  who  has  reached  his  majority,  and  his  folks. 
'eellng  that  he  must  now  take  his  place  In  society. 
mrchase  him  a  frock  coat  and  tall  silk  hat — the 
lrst  he  has  ever  worn.  Looking  like  a  fashion 
date,    he   calls   on   his   lady   love   and    takes   her   for 
walk.  They  have  not  gone  very  far.  however. 

iefore  a  ruffian,  whom  they  meet  on  the  way,  In- 
ulls  them,  and  the  young  dude.  Infuriated,  pro- 
eeds  to  chastise  him,  hut  Is  himself  made  short 
vork  of  by  the  thug,  who  gives  him  one  crack  on 
he  head,  forcing  his  hat  down  to  his  chin.  The 
oung  girl,  realizing  the  ridiculousness  of  the  slttia- 
lon.  is  struggling  to  get  the  hat  off.  when  along 
omes  an  old  dame  with  a  cart  load  of  milk  and 

ami  as  the  couple  are  so  much  taken  up 
rltli  the  lint  they  do  not  see  her  coming,  so  she 
umps  into  them,  upsetting  the  contents  of  the  cart 
II  over  the  yoong  man.  TVt  next  see  the  unfor- 
nnate  lovers  climbing  Into  a  cah.  and  when  they 
each  their  destination  the  student's  eoattall  catches 
n  the  door  and  both  he  and  the  girl  are  dragged 
11  over  the  street.  Picking  themselves  up.  they 
tart  to  take  a  short  cut  through  a  field,  hut  it  Is 
ot  long  before  the  unlucky  wearer  of  the  frock 
oat  falls  into  a  hole,  thereby  completing  the  good 
•ork  done  by  the  milk  and  cheese.  Desperate,  he 
pies  a  man  In  the  distance  playing  a  hose  In  his 
arden,  so  rushes  over  to  him  and  stands  under  the 
tream  In  an  endeavor  to  Improve  his  forlorn  appear- 
nce.  Still  accompanied  by  the  girl,  who,  though 
lortlfled  and  disgusted,  will  not  abandon  him.  he 
.•tires  to  an  unfreqnented  spot,  where  she  gives  him 
er  skirt  while  he  places  his  trousers  on  the  grass 
a  dry  and  which  a  vagrant  promptly  steals.  TJn- 
ble  to  put  up  with  so  much  bad  luck  in  one  day. 
he  disappointed  maiden  throws  him  her  sunshade 
nd  leaves  him  to  his  fate.  A  man  passing  that 
■ay  mistakes  him  for  a  girl  and  decides  to  have  a 
ittle  flirtation,  but  the  terrified  youth  seeing  him 
pproach  dashes  away  in  the  other  direction,  hotly 
ursued  by  the  curious  admirer.  He  finally  reaches 
is  home,  where  he  is  met  by  his  horrified  parents, 
'ho.  far  from  sympathizing  with  him.  give  him  an 
nmercifnl  beating  for  being  such  a  stupid  ass. 
.ength.  442  feet. 
FOR  THE  SAKE  OF  THE  UNIFORM.— The  first 
icture  is  in  a  fashionable  gambling  den  where  a 
oung  officer  In  uniform  is  a  heavy  loser.  He  is  in 
ebt.  hut  gives  his  note,  and  leaves  the  place,  and 
:e  next  see  him  in  an  obscure  part  of  the  woods, 
•here  he  is  about  to  commit  suicide,  but  his  nerve 
ailing  him.  he  decides  to  go  on  to  his  father's ome.  as  he  knows  the  old  man  has  been  entrusted 
rlth  a  large  amount  of  money  which  he  keeps  in 
he  house.  Arriving,  he  waits  nntil  his  parent 
?aves  the  room  which  contains  the  safe,  then  seiz- 
ig  his  opportunity  he  hurriedly  opens  the  latter 
nd  takes  a  large  sum  of  money.  When  the  father 
eturns  and  discovers  the  theft,  he  immediately 
uspects  the  son,  bnt  never  lets  on.  deciding  to 
boulder  the  blame  himself. 
When  he  confesses  to  his  employers  he  is  imme- 

lately  placed  nnder  arrest,  and  as  he  appears  be- 
ore  the  judge,  his  wife,  anxions  to  save  her  hus- 
and,  tries  to  take  the  blame,  bnt  everything  points 
0  the  old  man's  guilt,  so  he  is  sent  to  prison. The  next  scene  shows  him  in  his  cell,  where  his 
on  comes  and  makes  a  clean  breast  of  his  guilt. 
ut  the  father  is  satisfied  to  suffer  the  punishment 
a  order  that  his  boy  as  well  as  the  uniform  he 
rears  may  not  be  disgraced.  He  therefore  sends 
he  son  away   and  remains  in  his  solitude. 
When  the  regiment  is  called  to  the  front  we  see 
he  young  officer  leaving  the  camp  to  carry  a 
jessage,  and  as  he  is  riding  along  the  road  he 
■1  shot  from  ambush  by  some  of  the  enemy.  He 
j  carried  back  to  the  camp  and  placed  In  the 
ospital.  where  he  hovers  between  life  and  death 
or  some  time.     Finally  we  see  two  superior  officers 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still    Another    New    Model.       Most   Up-to  date   Machine  on   the    Market 

1  I  n  M  "  B") 
ONI -"IN 

li>\  I.THNT 

UNDERWRITERS' MODELS; Approved  by  the  New  v„rk  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 
Bureau  of  Water,  tias  ami  Electricity 

IMPPOVPn  Take-up.  Rheostat. 
IIVirKUVtU  Automatic  Shu.ier. 

Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  (iuard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 

Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  dears.  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  dears. 

With  Underwriter's  |  <J>P« 40  Amp.  $225.00 Model  Rheostat  |  25  Amp.  $220.00 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  Model 

$155.00 

$75.00 
An  Opportunity  to    Change   your  Two-     tftz  f\fi 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism     *-£3.UU 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No,  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW    FEATURE    SUBJECTS: 

SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  13,  1908. 

THE  BRIDGE  OF  SIGHS— Dramatic. 
Hood's  well  known  poem  of  the  above  title  is  made  the  subject  of  this  film. 
It  tells  a  pathetic  story  of  the  life  of"  one  more  unfortunate." 

No.  6385.  Code,  VELUTINOUS.  Approx.  Length,  1000  Feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  393. 

FOR  SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  16.  1908 

EX-CONVICT  No.  900— Dramatic. 
Released  from  prison  "  Convict  goo  "  begins  a  new  life.    But  every  hand  is  against  him.     Rebuffed  on 
every  side  he  takes  up  his  old  career  as  a  burglar.      Is  caught  in  the  act  of  robbing  a  house,  but  is  re- 

cognized by  the  little  daughter  of  the  banker  as  the  man  who  had  saved  her  life  in  a  runaway  accident. 
Restored  to  his  home,  family  and  happiness. 

No.  6386.  Code,  VELVERBTTE.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  394. 

NEXT   WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 
Release  Date  Oct.  20,  1908.    MINSTREL  MISHAPS  or  LATE  EOR  REHEARSAL. 

Lew  Dockstader,  "  The  Ebony  King,"  the  greatest  attraction  ever  offered  in  motion  pictures.  Exclusively 
booked  by  all  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association.      Get  on  the  circuit — quick— get  on  the  circuit. 

A    TWENTY-MINUTE    SCREAM. 

No.  6387.  Code,  VENDEVOLE.  Approx.  Length,  885  feet. 

A  FOOL  FOR  LICK  or  NEARLY  A  POLICEMAN—*  u-'i- 

Comedy 

Code, —  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
Shipment  Oct.  23,  1908. 

No.  6388. 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :     72  LAKESIDE  AVE..  ORANO.B,  N.  J. 

New  York  Office  :    *10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :     804  Wabash  Avenue. 
Office  for  United  Kingdom  :     Edison  Works.  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 

P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.21st  St.,  New  Vork.  George  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

Dealers   in   All    Principal   Cities. 

FILMS; 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

OWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 
Specialty.     Agents  for  Motiograph 

pair  Work and  Edison  Machines 

FILMS 
564    Washington 

Established  1894. Power's 

Supplies  and  Sundries. 

Street,        -        -  Boston      Mass. 
(Opposite  Adams  House).  Incorporated  1908. 
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Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sierecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue       -      -      CHICAGO' 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
In  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.T. 

70  Franklin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Moving  PicrCnerkijAiti,: 

S  EAST  14th  STREET 

P.  BECK,  President  and  Manager 

ROM  Cobby  To  Shot 

HEW  YORK'' 
Member  of  F.  S.  A. 

Machines  and  Films  Rented 
OUR  SPECIALTY 

PINK  LABEL  ELECTRA  CARBONS 
%x6  in.. $1.25  for  50         %x6  in. .$2.40 per  too 

COLUMBIA  CARBONS   %x6  $2.00  per  100 
ARCO  CARBONS   %x6  in.,  $1.90  per  100 
CONDENSERS   each  Soc 

3-ln-l  OH.,  small  8c  3-in-l  Oil.  .large  15c 
FLAniNO  ARC  LAflP  CARBONS 

10  hours      each  6c 

ASBESTOS  WIRE— Double  cover 
No.  8....5^c  per  ft.         No,  10..,. 4c  per  ft. 

LUOS   each  3c 
REELS.    Best  steel  with  brass  clips. .  .each  30c 
BEST  SLIDE  CARRIERS   25c 

120  Nlckle-Plated  19-Inch  Opera  Chairs  for  Sale 

200  Sets  Song;  Slides  for  Sale  Cheap 

We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving 
Picture  Business,  so  if  you  are  in  need  of  any-i 
thing  in  the  above  line 
We  buy  all  kinds  of  machines  and  song 

slides. 

DEALERS!!!- Write  for  Special  Prices 
on  pure  white  condensers,  at  less  than  you  are 

buying  them  now. 

WALK— PHONE-WRITE  or  RUN 

All  orders  arc  shipped  the  same  day  as  received  C.O.D 

come  in  and  present  him  with  a  medal  for  his 
bravery,  but  the  young  man,  knowing  that  he  has 
only  a  short  time  to  live,  refuses  the  medal,  con- 

fessing his  crime,  and  begs  that  it  be  given  in- 
stead to  his  father  in  prison,  as  he  is  the  one  who 

merits  it  on  account  of  the  sacrifice  he  made  to 
keep  the  uniform  from  disgrace.  He  then  falls 
into  a  state  of  coma,  and  just  before  his  death 
sees,  as  it  were  in  a  dream,  the  officers  in  his 
father's  cell  presenting  the  latter  with  the  medal 
intended  for  himself,  and  realizing  that  the  old 
man  is  now  free,  passes  peacefully  awav.  Length, 
784  feet. 

AN  UNSELFISH  GUEST  (?)— A  young  man  from 
the  country  goes  to  visit  his  city  relatives,  and 
before  he  has  spent  many  hours  in  their  home  he 
makes  them  feel  that  they  would  be  the  better  for 
not  possessing  such  an  unmannerly,  selfish  kinsman. 
Upon  arriving  he  is  graciously  received  by  his  kind- 
hearted  uncle  and  aunt,  and  immediately  they  all 
repair  to  the  dining  room  to  enjoy  a  hearty  dinner 
which  has  been  specially  prepared  for  the  newly 
arrived  guest.  When  the  latter  begins  to  eat  he 
quickly  demonstrates,  much  to  the  disgust  of  his 

relatives,  that  he  Is  very  lax  in  his'  table  manners. He  stuffs  everything  into  his  mouth  as  though  it 
were  the  first  square  meal  he  had  had  for  days 
and  as  though  he  were  afraid  it  would  be  the  last. 
He  does  not  take  the  trouble  to  drink  the  wine 
out  of  a  glass,  but  puts  the  bottle  to  his  mouth 
and  pours  the  contents  down  his  throat.  His  hosts, 
unable  to  endure  such  conduct  any  longer,  leave 
him  to  finish  his  meal  alone.  After  some  time  he 
follows  them  into  the  parlor,  and  when  it  is  time 
to  retire  they  give  him  a  candle  and  the  maid 
directs  him  to  his  room.  He  makes  a  close  survey 
of  the  latter  and  as  It  does  not  quite  come  up  to 
his  expectations,  and  feeling  that  his  relatives  are 
enjoying  a  better  room,  he  hits  upon  a  scheme 
whereby  he  can  be  the  possessor  of  their  apartment 
during  his  stay.  He  takes  the  candle  in  his  hand 
and  makes  his  way  to  their  quarters,  where  he 
finds  the  couple  preparing  to  retire,  and  feigning 
somnambulism,  scares  the  poor  people  out  of  the 

place,  who  seek  refuge  in  their  guest's  room,  while 
he  happily  piles  into  their  bed  and  enjoys  a  peace- 

ful  slumber.      Length.   272   feet. 
THE  MIND  READER. — A  man  possessing  the 

power  of  reading  what  is  transpiring  in  other  peo- 
ple's minds  is  seen  seated  on  the  lawn  as  the  maid 

comes  to  attend  to  his  wants.  Seeing  the  girl  ap- 
proaching, he  casts  a  spell  over  her,  and  as  he 

reads  her  thoughts  finds  that  she  is  in  love  with 
his  son.  When  the  young  man  returns  home  he 
gets  a  terrible  beating  from  the  old  fellow,  who 
gives  no  explanation  for  his  sudden  wrath.  The 
wise  old  mind  reader  now  puts  an  "ad"  in  the 
paper  offering  his  services  to  the  public,  and  a 
young  lady  of  wealth  who  is  being  courted  by  a 
sturdy  youth,  sends  for  him  to  learn  if  her  lover  is 
after  her  money.  The  old  man  loses  no  time  in 
calling  at  the  residence  of  the  heiress,  and  is  not 
long  in  convincing  the  girl  that  her  so-called  sweet- 

heart has  designs  on  her  large  fortune.  He  is 
therefore  quickly  sent  on  his  way. 
An  old  farmer  comes  to  a  banking  house  to  de- 

posit his  life's  savings,  and  the  mind  reader  hap- 
pening in  at  the  same  time,  shows  the  old  fellow 

that  he  is  making  a  mistake  in  intrusting  his 
funds  to  the  banker,  for  the  latter  intends  spend- 

ing it  to  his  own  advantage.  The  farmer,  there- 
fore, takes  his  gold  and  beats  a  hasty  retreat. 

Next  the  mind  reader  is  passing  a  woman  with  a 
babe  in  her  arms,  and  in  her  eye  he  sees  what 
she  is  planning  to  do  with  the  little  waif,  that  is. 
to  leave  it  on  a  doorstep  and  desert  it.  So  he 
dissuades  her  from  her  cruel  purpose  and  gives  her 
some  money,  and  the  grateful  womau  clasps  her 
little  one  to  her  breast  and  returns  home. 

Next  passing  through  the  woods,  our  friend  comes 
upon  two  ruffians,  and  when  he  stands  over  them 
he  reads  in  their  minds  that  they  are  going  to 
waylay  a  passer-by.  He  therefore  summons  the 
police,  and  when  the  footpads  turn  off  the  trick 
they  are  taken  unawares  and  landed  safely  in  Jail, 
while  the  professor  goes  on  his  way,  happy  that 
he  can  be  of  service  to  his  fellow  men.  Length. 
5G7    feet. 

CROCODILE  HUNT.— This  picture  is  sure  to  in- 
terest sportsmen,  for  here  we  witness  the  unique 

sport  of  hunting  crocodiles  in  the  jungle.  In  the 
first  picture  a  monster  crocodile  is  seen  as  he 
swims  swiftly  across  a  stream  and  attacks  a  young 
soat  that  is  close  to  the  water's  edge,  and  drass 
it  to  its  doom.  In  the  next  picture  are  some 
natives  perched  up  in  the  trees  overlooking  the 
stream,  and  as  a  crocodile  shows  his  head  over  the 
surface  of  the  water,  they  take  aim  and  fire. 
When  they  have  killed  a  number  they  come  down 
with  spears  and  wade  in  and  drag  them  to  shore. 
Next  they  tie  them  in  a  row  and  start  down  stream. 
dragging  them  in  a  long  line  till  they  reach  their 
destination,  where  they  load  them  on  camels'  hacks 
to  be  carried  away  to  he  shipped  to  foreign  lands, 
where  their  hides  bring  splendid  prices.  Length, 112    foot. 

HEART  OF  A  GYPSY  MAID.— In  this  pretty 
little  love  story  of  Bohemian  life  we  see  a  band 
of  gypsies  in  their  camp,  and  among  them  is  a 
pretty  girl  whom  the  rest  of  the  band  treat  with 
severe  cruelty.  On  one  occasion  when  the  band  is 
out  liilins  neighboring  farmers'  hen  coops,  they 
make  a  raid  on  a  rabbit  don  and  succeed  in  bag- 
gins     several,     when     they     are     discovered     by     the 

peasants.  The  alarm  soon  spreads  and  before  the 
thieves  are  aware  of  it  they  are  being  pursued  by 
a  large  crowd.  They  make  good  their  escape,  but 
as  they  are  hastening  along  the  road  the  girl  falU 
and  injures  her  leg.  She  tries  to  stand  on  her 
feet,  but  the  pain  is  too  great,  and  at  last  she  is 
compelled  to  lie  down  by  the  roadside.  One  of  the 
band  tries  to  drag  her  back  to  the  camp,  but  when 
he  realizes  that  it  is  no  use,  he  deserts  her  and 
flees  for  his  life,  leaving  the  unfortunate  girl  to 
her  fate.  One  of  the  pursuers  comes  upon  her 
lying  helpless  in  the  road  and  when  he  sees  her 
agony  he  immediately  bathes  the  Injured  member 
and  does  all  in  his  power  to  soothe  her  pain. 
When  she  is  able  to  go  he  takes  her  back  to  hia 
home,  and  the  rest  of  the  peasants,  realizing  that 
it  is  a  case  of  love  at  first  sight,  do  all  in  their 
power  to  assist  her.  When  she  is  able  to  get 
about  she  returns  to  the  gypsies'  camp,  but  re- ceives such  harsh  treatment  there  that  she  soon 
seeks  out  her  kind  peasant  friends  again,  and 
makes  known  to  them  the  secret  hiding  place  of 
the  band.  The  police  being  notified  lose  no  time 
in  arresting  the  leaders,  and  the  pretty  gypsy  girl 
remains  with  the  honest  peasants  who  have  be- 

friended her,  and  promises  to  marry  her  rescuer, 
whom  she  has  now  learned  to  honor  and  love. 
Length,   492    feet. 
RESULT  OF  EATING  HORSEFLESH.— A  fellow 

who  is  dissatisfied  with  the  food  that  his  kind 
wife  gives  him  to  eat,  remonstrates  with  her,  and 
starts  out  to  purchase  some  horse  meat.  When 
he  returns  his  wife  cooks  it  and  he  sits  down  and 
makes  a  hearty  meal  of  it.  He  eats  so  much, 
however,  that  he  is  distressed,  and  starts  out, 
thinking  a  little  exercise  will  help  him.  Suddenly 
he  is  seized  with  a  fit  and  acts  exactly  like  a 
spirited  horse.  Running  down  the  street,  he  sees  a 
wagon  standing  at  the  curb,  so  takes  hold  of  the 
fills  and  dashes  away  at  a  great  rate  through  the 
city  streets,  followed  by  a  large  crowd.  He 
smashes  into  two  peddlers'  carts,  upsetting  their 
wares  all  over  the  street,  and  then  runs  down  a 
nursemaid  pushing  a  perambulator.  Next  he  dashes 
down  a  hill  and  through  a  fence  and  upsets  a 
lot  of  washer  women  hanging  out  their  clothes. 
Still  galloping  on  at  a  great  rate,  he  goes  up  a 
flight  of  stairs  and  makes  for  the  river,  where  he 
jumps  in  and  hauls  the  wagon  through  on  to  the 
opposite  side.  He  continues  on  down  the  street 
and  smashes  through  the  wall  In  the  police  station, 
wrecking  the  building  and  throwing  the  debris  over 
the  surprised  officers.  They  seize  him,  and  while 
he  kicks  and  scrambles  they  carry  him  to  the  hos- 

pital, where  he  is  relieved  and  brought  to  his  senses 
by  a  doctor.  His  wife  and  little  girl  then  rush  In 
and  take  him  home,  after  he  expresses  his  thanks 
to  all  hands  for  the  services  rendered  him.  Length, 
475  feet. 

ONE  OF  THE  BRAVEST  (Selig).— The  Greatest 
Fire  Film  We  Ever  Turned  Out. — Our  story  deals 
with  the  life  of  a  fireman.  Our  title,  "One  of  the 
Bravest,"  seems  to  us  to  exactly  fit  the  circum- 

stances. No  greater  exhibitions  of  bravery  have 
ever  been  recorded  than  we  find  In  the  annals  of 
every  fire  department  throughout  America.  The 
strenuous  life  of  our  great  cities  brings  to  light 
many  instances  of  absolute  daring  and  utter  dis- 

regard of  personal  safety  in  almost  every  walk  of 
life,  but  these  cases  of  bravery  are  usually  brought 
into  being  under  the  stress  of  sudden  impulse, 
while  our  firemen  perform  brave  acts  daily,  in  the 
simple  discharge  of  duty.  To  risk  their  lives  In  an 
endeavor  to  save  the  life  of  a  fellow  being,  be- 

comes almost  second  nature,  and  they  go  to  their 
task  with  a  light  heart,  expecting  no  reward  but 
the   consciousness  of  work  well  done. 

Jack  Manly,  our  hero,  is  in  love  with  a  pretty 

shop  girl,  Eleanor  Wilkens.  Eleanor's  father  is  a 
drunkard,  and  Jack's  love  is  the  one  gleam  of  hap- 

piness that  has  come  into  her  life. 
Our  opening  scene  is  the  squalid  home  of  the 

Wilkenses.  The  drunkard  abuses  his  daughter  and 
staggers  upstairs  to  sleep  off  the  effects  of  a  de- 

bauch. Eleanor  sinks  sobbing  at  the  table;  her 
chum  calls  and  tries  to  cheer  her  up,  when  a  knock 

at  the  door  announces  our  hero.  Eleanor's  chum 
says:  "Two  is  company  and  three  is  a  crowd,  so 
I'm  off."  Left  alone  with  his  sweetheart.  Jack 
asks  Eleanor  to  become  his  wife,  and  to  allow  him 
to  take  her  to  a  home  of  comfort.  At  this  moment 
the  course  of  true  love,  which  never  runs  smooth, 
strikes  a  rough  spot.  A  stranger  arrives  and  aska 
an  interview  with  Wilkens.  That  worthy  is  called 
from  his  peaceful  slumbers  to  receive  the  shock  of 
his  life.  The  stranger  produces  a  document  and 
informs  Wilkens  that,  through  the  death  of  hla 
brother  in  Australia,  he  is  left  solt  heir  to  a  for- 

tune of  one  million  dollars,  and  that  in  the  event 
of  his  death  the  said  fortune  is  to  be  equally  di- 

vided between  his  daughter,  Eleanor  Wilkens.  and 

Jackson  Burke,  son  of  the  said  brother's  partner. Burke  is  the  bearer  of  the  Intelligence,  and  seeing 
rhe  character  of  the  present  beneficiary,  determines 
to   shape    matters   to  his   own   advancement. 

The  rise  Of  Wilkens  in  our  next  scene  finds  the 
Wilkens  family  installed  in  an  elegant  mansion, 
and  the  father  completely  under  the  sway  of  the 
plausible  Burke.  Burke  forces  his  attentions  upon 
Eleanor,  who  plainly  shows  her  dislike.  Wilkens 
assorts  his  authority  and  commands  his  daughter  to 
become  the  wife  of  Burke.  At  this  moment  Manly 
calls;    Wilkens    orders    him    from    the    house.      Jack 
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~    Eleanor   if  It   is   bar  daalra   1 1 ■  >■  t   be   make  no 

Further  effort    to  Bee   ber,     "Certainly   not,"    repllaa 
tho  girl.     "I  have  promiaed  to  be  your  wife.     Claim 

en  you  will."     Burke,   willing  thai   ba  1  ■»" 
hope   to   win    Eleanor  i>y    fair    meana,   or   get 

•ontrol   of   tlir    Wllkens    fortune   while   the   drui 
dots   to  gain   his   ends  by    foul   methods.      Be 

illea    Wllkens    with    liquor,    and    writes    two 
Manly,    telling    him    that    ESleanor    has 

net  with   mi   accident    and    is   at    the    Manly    home 
econd    note    to    Eleanor,    telling    her    thai    J:u-k 

n    Injured  and   wants   her    to   come    to   him    nt 
Burke    entrusts    the    deliver)    of    these    notea 
let  lie  bad  brought  with  him   from   Australia. 

the   note    delivered    to   Jack    at    the   limine 
lOUse,    and    Jack    Is    lured    awaj     bj     It.      Thla    Is 

turke's    opportunity.      He    enters    and    engages    the 
uan   Jack    luis    left    on    watch    In    converaatlon,    and 
ilAuces    the    unsuspecting    fireman    to    t:ike    a    drink 
Tom   Ids  pockel    Husk.      The    liquor    is  drugged,    and 

eless    .'ii    Rurkc's    feet.       It    Is    but    the 
v-ork  of  n  moment   to  .-n t   the  wires  that   carry    the 
Ire    alarm,    nml    Burke    rushes    hack     to    the 
rags    the    helpless    Wllkens    to    the    landing 
(airway   that    leads  to   the   garret,    then   sets  Are    to 
he   building.      In    the    meantime    Eleanor   and   Jack 
ave    met    at    his    house,    where    they    compare    notes. 

ees    he    has    been    the    victim    of    treachery. 

•It    Is    B     plot     to    blacken     my    honor  "       He    springs 
o  the   telephone   to  And    the   wires   have   been   sev- 
red.     then    to    the    door    to    discover    thai     Burkes 

er  has  looked   the  door.      With  :i   cry   of  rage 
e   hurls   a   elmlr    through    the    window,    and    we    Bee 
ack  and  Eleanor  come  down   the   fire  escape. 
The  still  nlnrm.     Jack   rushes  to  the  engine  house. 

ees   the   wires  hnvc  been  cut.    ntn'i   the   man   he   left 
n  duty    lying   Insensible  on   the   Moor.      He   grabs  nn 
v.   from   the   wall   and   strikes    the   gong.      It    is   the 
till   nlnrm.      His  quick   brnln   realizes   at   once   that 

Is  :t   plot  to  destroy  the  man   that   stands   between 
aekson   Burke  and   a   fortune. 
We  next  see  the  sleeping  firemen  lenp  from  their 

to  their  hunkers  nnd  slide  down  the  polos: 
ie  horses  dash  from  the  stnlls.  and  in  thirty  sec 
ads  after  the  first  stroke  of  the  nt  on  the  cons 

_;ne  driven  by  Jack  Manly  Is  headed  for  his 
•reetheart's  home.  Then  ensues  a  Are  scene  that 
>r  realism  has  never  been  duplicated.  The  central 
ullcling.  the  home  of  Eleanor.  Is  at  Hie  head  of 
ie  street,  a  full  half  city  block  extends  to  the 
>ft  of  the  building,  and  during  the  action  people 
:e  seen  to  apppear  at  the  windows  of  the  different 
auses:  furniture  Is  carried  out:  engine  after  en- 
Ine.  company  after  company  arrives,  and  go  into 
Hon.  Brnve  Jack  Manly  enters  the  house  of  his 
veethenrt.  rescues  the  unconscious  Wilkens.  and 
hen  he  returns  to  the  window  by  which  he  en- 
Ted,  finds  lis  escape  cut  off  by  the  flnmes.  The 
fe  saving  nets  are  brought  Into  piny,  the  Are  sains 
;adway.  nnd  the  work  of  rescue  goes  on.  There 
ive  been  fire  rescues  In  motion  pictures,  but  this 
•ene  sets  n  new  pnee:  nothing  like  it  has  ever 
?en  nttempted  before.  It  is  realism  personified. 
scene  properly  presented  and  a  part  of  the  story. 
)t  a  dragged-in  Are  scene,  but  an  incident  in  the 
•ama   it  was  arranged  for. 
Our  next  scene  is  the  interior  of  the  engine  house. 
he  shattered  Wilkens  is  brought  In  on  a  cot. 
nrke.  little  suspecting  the  reception  he  is  to  re- 

ive, enters.  Wilkens  accuses  him  of  setting  fire 
1  his  house,  after  tying  him  to  the  stairs  in  the 
irret.  The  chief  orders  an  officer  to  arrest  Burke, 
ho  is  handcuffed  and  taken  to  Jail. 
Six  months  later  we  are  at  the  wedding  of  Jack 
anly  and  Eleanor  Wilkens.  The  chief  arrives  and 
raeiously  decorates  .Tack  with  a  medal  for  his 

any  deeds  of  bravery  while  acting  as  "One  of  the 
ravest. " 

A  SPANISH  ROMANCE  mtagraph) .— In  a  small 
janlsh  town,  some  forty  years  ago.  an  innkeeper, 

t  and  good-natured,  sits  dozing  in  his  chair.  Pres- 
itly  an  English  tourist  appears  and  he  jumps  up 

id  ushers  the  guest  inside.  The  landlord  and  the  ' ■wist  take  seats  and  converse  over  a  bottle  of 
toe.  In  a  short  time  Donna  Inez,  daughter  of 
on  Jose,  a  military  man.  passes  by.  accompanied 
7  her  governess.  Donna  Maria.  The  tourist  watches 
iem  with  Interest,  then  leaves  the  hotel.  He 
>mes  upon  the  ladies,  and  as  the  young  woman 
>ftly  drops  a  note  it  is  evident  that  they  are  not 
rangers.  The  missive  states  that  her  father 
lshes  her  to  marry  an  old  grandee,  but  that  she 
ves  the  young  Englishman  and  implores  his  assist- 
lCe.  The  tourist  presses  the  note  to  his  lips,  turns 
id  hnrries  up  the   street. 
In  her  daintily  furnished  boudoir,  Inez  and  Maria 
"e  seated  on  a  couch  unwinding  a  rope  ladder  to 
>e  If  It  is  in  good  condition.  They  fasten  it  to 
ie  balcony  outside  and  re-enter  the  room  as  a 
ilt  of  thunder  and  a  flash  of  lightning  warn  them 

'  an  approaching  storm.  In  the  garden  beneath 
ie  balcony  the  young  lover  comes  from  behind  the 
ees  and  whistles.  The  ladder  is  lowered  and  the 
>nng  man  climbs  to  the  balcony.  He  seizes  Inez 
his  arms  and  the  lovers  sit  on  the  couch  talking 

irnestly  when  a  knock  at  the  door  startles  them. 
be  Englishman  is  hnstled  outside  as  the  father 
\d  the  man  of  his  choice  enter.  The  prospective 
isband  is  presented  to  Inez  and  acts  the  gallant 
ver.  The  young  lady  is  distressed  over  her  lover 
3  the  thunder  and  lightning  increase  in  volume. 
ie  breathes  a  sigh  of  relief  as  the  unwelcome 
illers    depart,    rushes    to    the    balcony,    returns    with 

BUni     KiikIMiiiiiiii     divn,  hvd     to    tin-    akin,       llr 
loinnllis     a      l,-\\      mono-lit  s.      plaiuilni.-      an      i-h-prun-nt . 
then  takes  an  affectionate  farewell,     The  following 
evening    Inez,    with    bar    tn\o  *S    with    Inr 
lover,      1  in  ■ .    do)    L-i'i iiii    to   the 
when    Hon    1  Iculatlng    wildly,    appeari    in 
1  he    bali'oin     :i|,,.\,  lie    -.  I  a  1  1       to         t      when    the 

man    puii-.    down    the    ladder,    leaving    the 

In  t     1       1   "  1  ■"  ■ leave    the   garden,    locking  behind 
iii. in.   mount  a  horse  which   is  iii  waltln 

don  n   the  sir. -ei   I..  1  be  be  ich,   »  bore  a   b 
them,      the  "in  the shore    as    till 
the  beach. 

On    the   fleck    ol  h    vessel,    the   captain 
au.i    Oral    officer    are    pr   madlni 
lonalbj     looking    on)    i"    ie<i    through    I    i 

Lily   Inez  an.i  her  English  l. .mi   climb  over  the 
Ide  and  are  « armlj    n  elc   .1  bj    bl      ountrj  men, 

i.ipiain   is  summoned  and,   iurr   

eel's  and  sailors,  the  young  tOUrlSl  an. I  blS 
sweetheart  are  made  man  and  Wife.  I'" feet. 

TWOS    COMPANY,    THREES    A    CROWD 

graph).-  -A  business  man  and  i.is  typewriter  are 
observed   In   the   former'  letting   pleasantly. 
Both     slum     by     their    actions    a     feeling    Of     mutual 
admiration.  The  gentleman  dispatches  a  note  to 
ids  wiie  to  the  effect  thai  extra  bneiness  will 
necessitate  his  remaining  ai  the  office  until  mid- 

night, The  trusting  wife  receives  the  note,  is 
sorry    ft  iibby,    suddenly    decides    to    spend 
the  evening  with  him,  puis  on  her  hat  and  starts 
for  his  office.  Meanwhile  bnbbj  and  the  typewriter 
leave  the  office  and  proceed  to  a  swell  restaurant. 
The  janitor  has  observed  their  departure,  and  so 
Informs  the  wife  when  she  Inquires  about  her  hus- 

band. The  lady  departs  in  anger,  goes  to  the 

restaurant,  where  she  sees  her  "better  half"  with 
his  typewriter  enjoying  a  swell  "feed."  She  en- 
ters,  greets  hubby  pleasantly,  and  explains  t tint  she 
came  to  keep  him  company  during  his  long  even- 
inu's  work.  This  upsets  the  gentleman's  plans,  and 
both  he  and  the  typewriter  arc  sorely  distressed. 
However,  he  accepts  the  situation  and  the  trio  start 
for  the  office,  They  enter  the  building,  whore  the 
janitor  enjoys  the  joke.  Entering  the  office,  the 
Wife  removes  her  hat,  picks  up  a  newspaper  and 
makes  herself  comfortable,  telling  her  husband  to 

go  on  with  his  work.  At  10  o'clock  the  man  yawns 
and  the  typewriter  is  cross  and  sleepy,  the  wife 

laughing  behind  the  paper.  At  11  o'clock  the  man 
and  his  clerk  are  more  tired  and  sleepy.  The  wife 
watches  them  and  hugely  enjoys  the  situation.  At 
midnight  tho  typewriter  and  her  employer  are  both 
tasr  asleep.  The  wife  awakens  them,  and  all  leave 
the  office.  Tho  gentleman  and  his  wife  arrive 
home,  the  lady  acting  very  sweet  until  the  door 
is  closed,  then  she  turns  on  him,  letting  him  know 
that  she  was  "on"  to  him  all  the  time,  beats  him 
with  her  parasol,  pulls  his  hair  until  he  falls  on 
his  knees,  begs  for  forgiveness  and  promises  in  the 
future   to  cease   deception.     Length,   475   feet. 

AN  ATJTO  HEROINE  (Vitagraph).— Our  picture 
opens  in  the  workshop  of  an  inventor,  where  he  and 
a  mechanic  are  working  on  an  automobile.  His 
daughter  comes  with  his  lunch,  and  to  her  the 
inventor  shows  the  workings  of  the  car.  She  gets 

in  and  is  driving  about  when  some  foreigners  ar- 
rive. They  examine  and  admire  the  car,  congratu- 

late the  man  to  his  face,  but  as  they  step  aside 
to  depart  they  talk  excitingly,  thereby  arousing  the 

daughter's  suspicions.  The  foreigners  go  to  a  hotel, 
call  in  two  confidential  villains,  to  whom  instruc- 

tions are  given  to  smash  the  car.  The  inventor 
warns  his  mechanic  to  guard  the  car  with  his  life, 
then  with  his  daughter  leaves  the  shop.  The  helper 
falls  asleep  and  is  aroused  by  the  sound  of  some- 

one tampering  with  the  car.  He  jumps  up.  A  ter- 
rific fight  ensues,   in   which   the  villains  are  worsted. 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 
Comedy  Subjects 

The 

Impersonator's  Jokes 
Lgth.Approx.  990  Ft. 

The 
Effect  of  a  Shave 
Lgth.  Approx.  400  Ft. 

READY 

WEDNESDAY  OCT.  21st 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFGXD. 

501  WfcLLS  ST.  ChTCAGOjLLS. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBIN8 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

Suite£0l-2-3.
 

EMPIRE  FILM   CO. 
Members  of  'Film  Service  TlssoeLttiou 

106-g  fuK°llSt 

New  York  J 

Telephonic  19  LG  JoUn. 
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THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  SI  75.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

Everything  in  NEW  and  S.  H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Films,  Stereopticocs, 
Song  Slides   and  Sup- 

plies.   Same  wanted. 
Catalogues  free. 

HARBACH   &  CO., 
809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR   &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

.    theatres. 
AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

riC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
U/\C3  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rataa 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

They  return  to  their  leader,  battered  and  torn, 
Willi  black  eyes  and  bruised  heads,  and  tell  of  their 
encounter. 

The  Race. — In  the  Lozier  camp  at  Brighton  Beach 
on  the  morning  of  the  race,  the  inventor  Is  ready 
for  the  start.  His  daughter  is  with  him.  The 
foreigners  and  their  accomplices  are  seen  lurking 
in  the  background.  As  the  inventor  comes  to  the 
starting  point  he  is  handed  a  note  stating  that  a 
protest  has  been  entered  against  his  car.  He  leaves 
hurriedly,  goes  to  the  place  appointed,  and  as  he 
enters  the  room  is  pounced  upon  and  beaten  Into 
insensibility  by  the  villains  of  our  former  scene. 
Meanwhile  several  cars  have  already  started  and 

the  inventor's  is  the  nest  to  leave.  As  her  father 
fails  to  return,  the  young  girl  is  frantic.  She  tears 
off  her  coat,  grabs  goggles  and  cap  from  the  me- 

chanic and  dashes  off  amid  cheers,  just  as  the 
villains  arrive  and  curse  their  luck.  The  twice- 
thwarted  men  leave  and  plan  another  scheme  to 
defeat  the  inventor.  The  ears  dash  by  at  break- 

neck speed  and  at  a  sharp  turn  the  villains  drag 
out  a  huge  log  and  place  it  across  the  road.  A 
car  comes  along,  hits  the  obstruction  and  is  turned 

over,  the  driver  crawling  from  beneath  as  the  ma- 
chine catches  fire.  A  moment  later  the  girl's  car 

dashes  around  the  corner,  narrowly  missing  the 
wreckage,  swerves  around  too  far  and  smashes 
through  the  fence.  The  mechanic  jumps  out  and 
assists  in  repairs,  and  when  finished  the  girl  starts 
off,  sending  the  helper  to  look  for  her  father.  The 
mechanic  hobbles  along  and  comes  upon  the  for- 

eigners at  the  corner  of  a  building.  They  are  talk- 
ing excitedly.  He  crawls  up,  listens,  then  hurries 

away.  His  destination  is  the  hotel  where  the  in- 
ventor is  held  prisoner.  He  bursts  into  the  room, 

tells  of  the  plot,  also  of  his  daughter's  pluck  and 
daring  riding.  The  two  men  start  for  the  finish- 

ing point,  where  the  score  board  shows  the  in- 
ventor's car  in  second  place.  Down  the  road  three 

machines  are  coming  in  a  bunch.  Amid  great  ex- 
citement, the  girl's  passes  the  other  two,  and 

dashes  across  the  line  a  winner.  She  drives  up 
slowly,  the  crowd  following  and  cheering.  The 
father  rushes  forward,  takes  his  daughter  in  his 
arms,  as  the  Racing  Committee  present  him  with  a 
silver  trophy.  He  shakes  his  head,  points  to  the 
girl  as  the  winner,  and  she  is  given  the  cup  and 
declared  winner  by  virtue  of  her  pluck  and  daring. 
Length,  950  feet. 

THE  NAUGHTY  LITTLE  PRINCESS  (Vita- 
graph). — A   Fairv  Tale.      Length,   430   feet. 
TWO  BROKEN  HEARTS  (Vitagraph) .—  The  Story 

of  a  Worthless  Husband  and  a  Faithful  Dog. — Our 
story  opens  in  a  cozy  home  where  a  gentleman  and 
his  wife  are  in  earnest  conversation,  the  faithful 

dog  at  the  woman's  feet.  The  man  is  telling  his 
wife  that  he  must  have  some  money  with  which  to 
gamble.  She  has  none,  and  he  asks  for  her  jewels 
to  which  request  he  gets  a  positive  refusal.  In 
anger  he  leaves  and  goes  to  his  club,  where  he 
quickly  loses  the  little  money  he  has.  He  returns 

home  and  demands  his  wife's  jewels.  She  still 
refuses,  but  this  time  he  takes  them  by  force,  and 
flinging  his  wife  to  one  side  the  gambler  goes  out 
to  n  pawnshop,  obtains  a  loan  on  the  jewels,  rushes 
back  to  the  club  and  loses  all. 
Two  months  pass  by  and  we  find  the  same  couple 

in  a  very  poor  home,  the  wife  In  rags,  and  want 
depicted  on  every  side.  The  husband  is  sitting  at 
a  table  in  bad  humor,  playing  cards  by  himself. 
The  wife  is  sick  and  asks  for  attention.  In  anger 
the  husband  leaves  her  alone  but  for  the  dog,  pro- 

ceeds to  a  low  dive,  where  he  drinks  heavily.  The 
sick  woman  follows,  begs  him  to  come  home,  but 
he  turns  a  deaf  ear  to  her  entreaties  and  forces 
her  from  the  saloon.  A  few  weeks  later  the  wife 
is  seemingly  worse.  The  man  neglects  and  beats 
her,  leaves  the  honse,  the  woman  in  a  dying  con- 

dition. She  writes  a  note  on  a  piece  of  linen  and 

dispatches  the  dog  to  his  master.  The  faithful  ani- 
mal flies  down  the  street,  enters  the  saloon  where 

the  master  is  drinking,  and  drops  the  note.  The 
husband  and  his  companions  read  it,  then  jump  up 
and  follow  the  dog.  Entering  the  poor  home,  they 
find  the  woman  dead.  The  husband  at  last  comes 
to  his  senses  and  grieves  over  the  sorrow  caused 
by  his  own  neglect.  The  wife  is  laid  away,  and 
in  our  closing  scene  the  dog  comes  to  the  grave, 
lies  down  and  dies  of  a  broken  heart.  The  husband 
appears,  finds  the  faithful  pet  dead,  staggers  and 
falls  dead  on   the  mound.     Length,   505  feet. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 
JST     CAN  MAKE  QUICK  DELIVERY      ^, 

and  give  reasonable  terms  of  payment 

H.  D.  WARNER 

63  Fifth  Ave.  "»onn  i-»&  15  New  York 

YEARS' 

RIENCE 

Anvone  sending  a  si 
quickly  ascertain  otir invention  is  probably 
tions  st  rictly  conUdent 
sent  free.  Oldest  Been 
Patents  taken  thro 

special  notice,  without  charge,  in  the 

Trade  Marks 
Designs 

Copyrights  &c. 
:etoh  and  description  may 
opinion  free  whether  an 
patentable.  Communica- 
lal.  HANDBOOK  on  Patents cv  for  securing  patents. '  h  Muim  &  Co.  receive 

Scientific  American. 
A  handsomely  illustrated  weekly.  T.nnrest  cir- 

culation of  anv  scientific  journal.  Terms.  $3  a 
year:  four  months,  J  I.   Sold  by  all  newsdealers. 

MUNN&Co.361Broadwa>-  New  York Branch  Office.  625  F  SU  Washington.  D.  C. 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  write  for  listand  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia. 

J.   W.    GU  N  B  Y 
199  Third  Avenue         -        -         New  YorK 

EVERYTHING  PERTAIN1NQ  TO  MOVING   PICTURES 

FILM 

REELS  RENTED 
SERVICE         $|    AA    PER 
RENTED  *P  *  •\J\J    HAY 

BIG    FEATURE    FILM 

ROCANBOLE 
(Comerio)  Length  993  Feet 

Most  exciting  Detective  Story  ever  attempted. 
Will  hold  the  audience  from  first  to  the  last 

FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO. 
Representing 

143  East  23d  St.  Jjmi-gygfflifP      New  YorK  City 
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LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.   Illustrated  Songs,  etc 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLOTHORPE    A.    CO. 
244  West  14th  Street.  New  York 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  ol 

Plain  lid  Colored  Lantern  Slides  sod  lllostrtted  Soots 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAOO,  ILL. 

Frederic*  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

FORSALE  ANo 
5  Powers  Machine 
Latest  model,  used  only  six  weeks.  Also 
galvanized  iron  booth  approved  by  Under- 

writers.    For  terms  inquire  of 

POLLER  SKATING  COMPANY,  Athens,  Pa. 

MOVING  PICTURE  PARLOR 
FOR    SALE 

Situated  in  Harlem — one  story  building— 150  chairs- 
Powers  machine  —  lull  equipment  —  steady  trade- 
crowded  every  day — sickness  only  reason  for  selling. 

Address  MOVIPARLOR,  care  Moving 

Picture  World,  125  E.  23d  St.,  New  York 

50  Reels  for  Sale 
at  a  Sacrifice 

From  $5.00  per  Reel  and  up.     Sent 
on  examination  on  receipt  of  $5.00 

FRED    MEYER 

123  W.  27th  St.,  New  York 

NICKELODEON'S 
send  2  cent  stamp  for  sample  of  the  neatest 
most  durable  and  cheapest  announcement  slide 
made.  75,ooo  feet  of  Films  and  200  sets  of 
Song  Slides  for  sale.  Do  not  sell  junk.  I 
also  buy  films  and  slides  if  good. 

G.  F.  GALLOT,  70  Christopher  St.,    N.  Y.  City. 

TI  CKETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
1S1  Pearl    St.,  New   York  City. 

STOP  AND  SEE 
T.  H.  PLAMPIN 

56  West  J 8th  Street,  New  York 

about 

SIGNS  for  Film  Titles 
and  BANNERS 

42  SIGNS  PER  WEEK  for  $2  00 

Banners  25c  PER  DAY 

FOR  RENT — 6,000  feet  CUm A    Film    $15.00,      Clasi    li,    Si 
Slides  Free  pet  week.  3  ;» t  ■  tin  .  . 

ForSal©  High  elate  selected  Film, 
Lcand  2c  foot.  Pirat-clsaa  Edison  Exhi- 

bition Model  Moving  Picture  Maculae 
complete,  (50.    H.  MVIS,  Watertewn  ¥1 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  (or  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in stocfc  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also   Seating    for   Our 
of-Ooor  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New   York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47    North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
it  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

I040|  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Ca 

TWO  LEADINC  FILMS 

"INGOMAR"  and  "THE  DEVIL" 
Both  air  iii.igiiiii,  rut  productions,  but  10  pal 

tlirin  ,,n  without  t  lecluir  ll  lirm 

RIDICULOUS 
li  you  1  annul  secure  the  services  ol  tbi 

and  foremost  lecturei  on  Moving  Plctuwi 

W.  Stephen  Bush 
g,-i  a  copy  ol   his  lectures  on  thr  two  tub 
They  are  carefully  adapted  for  these  Alms  from 
dir  originals  ol  these  plays, and  iun  wonder 
fully  well  with  the  pit  lures.      In  ihr  presenta- 

tion ol  Ihc-se  two  lilins  these  two  lei  lure*  make 
all  the  difference  in  thr  world.  Price  ol  thi 

lectures  01.00,  foi  which  they  will  !"■  lent  to am  address,    No  free  samples. 

W.  S.  BlISHJ  352*  Fllbcrl  Stmt.  I'hiliddf  Ma.  Pi. 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the   Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
You  Will  Have  to  Sing  an Irish  Song 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 

When  Night  Tails,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 

It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mandy  Lane 

Stars  of  the  National  Game 
The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
120  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

Mention  the  Moving   Picture  World 

in  your  correspondence. 

C.  B.  KLEINE'S COMBINATION 

DISSOLVING  STEROPTICON  and 

MOVING  PICTORE  MACHINE 
Monarch  No.  999 

PATENT  APPLIED  FOR 

The  Most  Improved  Form 
of  Projection  Apparatus 
Ever  Produced 

Send  for  Catalogue   B 

Dealers   in    Everything   in    the    Moving 
Picture  Business 

C.  B.  KLEINE 
662-664  Sixth  Avenue 

NEW    YORK 

Selling  Agent   For 

FABWS'  HENRION  CARBONS 

HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZER 
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E.    F.    KELLER JOS.    HAWKES 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  GO. 
Song'  Illustrators 

108     FULTON     ST.     (Downing  Building) NEW    YORK 

TRADE  MARK 

44 

The  Song  Hit  of  the  Season 

MY  LITTLE  TEXAS  QUEEN' 
Ran  5  consecutive  weeks  at  the 

Dewey  Theater 
(one  of  New  York's  largest  vaudeville  theaters  on  14th  Street) 

Place  your  order  with  your  rental  house  at  once. 
All  Slides  $5.00  per  set. 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 

The    Barbarian      806  ft. 

The    Vaquero's    Vow   805  ft. 
The    Zulu's    Heart   776  ft. 
Father  Gets  in  the  Game   604  ft. 
The    Stolen    Jewels   630  ft. 
The   Devil      570  ft. 
A    Smoked    Husband   470  ft. 
Where    the   Breakers    Roar. ..  .566  ft. 
The  Red  Girl   1014  ft. 
The  Heart  of  0  Tama   881  ft. 
The   Girl    and    the    Outlaw   835  ft. 
Behind   the   Scenes   530  ft. 
Betrayed    by    a    Handprint   833  ft. 

EDISON   UFO.   00. 

Ex-Convict    No.    900   1000  ft. 
The  Bridge  of  Sighs   1000  ft. 
The  Lover's  Guide   1000  ft. 
A  Voice  from  the  Dead   1000  ft. 
Pocahontas        1,000  ft. 
Ten    Pickaninnies      1000  ft. 

Sandy  McPherson's  Quiet  Fish- 
ing   Trip       425  ft. 

The  Leprechawn  —  An  Irish 
Fairy    Story       1,000  ft. 

ESSANAY    FILM    MFG.    CO. 

The     Impersonator's    Jokes   550  ft. 
The   Effect  of  a  Shave   400  ft. 
Life    of    Abraham    Lincoln. ..  .075  ft. 
Hired.    Tired,   Fired   500  ft. 
A    Wayward    Daughter   650  ft. 
Never    Again      300  ft. 
Romance    of    n    Taxlcab   700  ft. 
An    Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker    Fiends      322  ft. 
The  Dlrectoire    Gown      455  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  Hands  of  the  Eenemy..978  ft. 
A    Prodigal    Parson   880  ft. 
The   Escape  of  the  Ape   578  ft. 
A    Glided    Fool   1.003  ft. 

FILM    IMPORT    &    TRADING    CO. 

In    the   Time    of    Rebellion   480  ft. 

Bis    Sweetheart's    Birthday... 540  ft. 
The    Daughter   of    the    Gypsy.. 555  ft. 
The   Spiteful   Groom      585  ft. 
Country    Drama       500  ft. 
The     Model        804   ft. 
Youthful    Artist       103  ft. 
Fencing    Fiend      381   ft. 

Who    Is    It?      483  ft. 
Rose,   the  Flower  Girl      664  ft. 
The    Beggar      870  ft. 
Lottery    Ticket      650  ft. 

Brigand's    Spoil       651  ft. 
Hamlet      867  ft. 
Antiquary      294  ft. 
Little   Walk    In   Rome      277  ft. 

KAT.EM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

Caught    in    the    Web   675  ft. 
Fire    at    Sea   750  ft. 
The    Mystery    of    the    Bride    in 

White       800  ft. 
The  Girl   I   Left  Behind   Me...   
The   Mystery   of   the    Bride,    in 

Black    and    White     
Old  Sleuth,   the  Detective   040  ft. 
As  You  Like  It   015  ft. 
The    Great    Yellowstone    Park 

Hold-up       050  ft. 

The    Frontiersman's    Bride     Robin    Hood      810  ft. 

The    Frontierman's    Bride   800  ft. 
KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

Napoleon      and      the      English 
Sailor       530  ft. 

The    Happy    Man's    Shirt   867  ft. 
The    Hayseed's   Bargain   467  ft. 
Yusuf    the     Pirate   774  ft. 
The  Enchanted   Mantle   444  ft. 
A     False     Alarm   374  ft. 

The   Duck's   Finish   437  ft. 
I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand 

Dollars       620  ft. 
Pretty    Flower    Girl   620  ft. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

A    Love   Affair   541  ft. 
His    First    Frock    Coat   112  ft. 
For  the  Sake  of  the  Uniform. 784  it. 
An    Unselfish    Guest    (?)   272  ft. 
The    Mind    Reader   567  ft 
Crocodile    Hunt      442  ft. 
Heart  of  a   Gypsy    Maid   492   ft. 
Result    of    Eating    Horseflesh.  .475  ft. 

"  Doll    Making       402  ft. 
Two    Great    Griefs   410  ft. 
Making     Arabian     Pottery   475  ft. 
The    Magic    Mirror   475  ft. 
The  Innkeeper's  Remorse   377  ft. 

The    Fake    Doctor   402  ft. 
Paris    Fire    Brigade   623  ft. 

Tricked   Into   Giving   His   Con- 
sent       377  ft. 

The    Pardon      688  ft. 
A    Strong    Gale       220  ft. 
Parisian    Life    in    Miniature.  .492  ft. 
A    Basket    Party       450  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 
The    Saloon    Dance   635  ft. 
When    Our    Ship    Comes    In   200  ft. 
The     Masqueraders       670  ft. 
Wanted:     A  Military   Man   250  ft. 
Two'    Little     Breadwinners   530  ft. 
Hat    of    Fortune       450  ft. 
Heating    Powder       410  ft. 
How     Rastus     Got     His     Pork 

Chops       410  ft. 
The    Suicidal    Poet   5S0  ft. 
In    the    Nick    of   Time   340  ft. 
The    Persistent    Trombonist. .  .450  ft. 
The     Dancing     Fiend   300  ft. 
The    Hebrew    Fugitive   735  ft. 

The   Washerwoman's    Revenge. 225  ft. 
The    Midnight    Express   1.040  ft. 
Fascinating    Fluffy    Dimples. .  .S00  ft. 

MELIES   FILMS. 

The    Old    Footlight    Favorite. .  .5SS  ft. 
The    Helping    Hand   245  ft. 
Honeymoon   in   a   Balloon   430  ft. 
Incident  from   Don  Quixote. ..  .355  ft. 
The    Helping    Hand   245  ft. 
The  Old  Footlight  Favorite   5SS  ft. 

A    Grandmother's    Story   S40  ft. 
Fun    with    the    Bridal    Party.. 513  ft. 
Buncoed    Stage    Johnnie   263  ft. 

Tricky    Painter's    Fate   237  ft. 
Not    Guilty      645  ft. 

The     Hotel     Mix-Up   500  ft. 
Two   Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 
The    Indian    Sorcerer   330  ft. 

The   Mischance   of   a    Photogra- 
pher     205  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

The  Countess'   Wedding  Day. .478  ft. 
The    Magic    Rubbers   374   ft. 
Codflshing       475  ft. 
The  Lady  With  the  Camellias. 8SC  ft. 
The     Hand       500  ft. 
Texas    Tex       565  ft. 

The  Pupa  Changes  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft 

A    Chance    Shot   358  ft 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    CO. 

One    of    the    Bravest   1000  ft 

The  Ranchman's  Love   1000  ft 
A   Great    Wrong    Righted   775  ft 
A     Magical     Tramp   215  ft. 
Crazed  by  Jealousy   000  ft 
The    Cattle    Rustlers   960  ft 
The   Power  of   Labor   950  ft. 
Romance   of  the  Old   Mill   790  ft 
A    Pair   of    Kids   210  ft 

VTTAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

A    Spanish    Romance   495  ft. 

Two's     Company,      Three's     a 
Crowd      475  ft. 

An    Auto    Heroine   950  ft. 
Leah    the    Forsaken   850  ft. 
The   Naughty  Little   Princess.  .430  ft. 
Two    Broken    Hearts   565,  ft 

The  Professor's  Trip  to  the 

Country;  Or,  A  Case  of  Mis- 
taken   Identity       320  ft. 

Dutv    Versus    Revenge   581  ft 
The    Gambler   and    the   Devil.. 492  ft 
A     Romance    of     the     Alps   445  ft 
Richard    III   000  ft 

WILLIAMS,    BROWN   &  EARLE. 

The   Artful   Lovers   300  ft. 
A   Den   of   Thieves   431  ft 
The    Thief   at   the    Casino   600  ft 
The  Thief  at   the  Casino   600  ft 

The    Invalid's    Adventure   195  ft. 
The     Showman's     Wife   550  ft 
A     Barber     Still   395  ft 

The   Wife's   Desertion   425  ft 
The   Burglar  and   the   Clock... 550  ft 
The  Tramps    and    the    Purse... 225  ft 
The  Hidden    Hoard       600  ft. 
The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft. 
The    Man    and    Uis    Bottle   350  ft 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft. 
Tricky    Twins   285  ft. 
Painless    Extraction   225  ft 
Father's    Lesson   BOO  ft 
Hunting    Deer   85S  ft. 

CRESCENT   FILM    CO. 

What    Poverty   Leads   To   750  ft 
Young   Heroes   of  the   West... 325  ft 
A    "Skate"    on    Skates   350  ft. 
Troubleseme   Baby      325  ft. 

Chauncey  Proves  a  Good  De- tective      750  ft. 

WORLD    FILM    MFG.    CO. 

A  Desperate  Chance   1000  ft. 
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Latest   Son^   Slides. 

NORTH    AMERICAN    SLIDE   CO. 

I   Have    to  Lire    With    My    Mother-In 
Law. 

You   Look  Good  to  Ma. 
SuntKinnet    Sue. 
Some   Time   Ago. 
Let    the    Lore    Lleht    Linger    Longer. 

Lady    Lon. 
Quaker   Lady. 

Won't  You  Listen.   Dearie T 
When   a    Boy   Saya    "Will    Too?"    and 

a  Girl   Saya   "Yea." 
When   the   Evening   Shade*   Are   Pall- 

ing. 

Won't    You    Qln    Me    Back    the    Old 
Lore  of  the  Old  Daya.  Mollle  Mine? 

Are    Yon    Sincere? 
My   Heart   Beata  Alone  for   Yon. 
Mary   Blaine. 
Under   My    Merry    Widow   Hat. 
Rosea   Bring   Dreama   of    You. 
Open   Up  Yonr   Heart. 
Swinging. 
Somebody      that    I    Know    and      Too 

Know   Too. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading   Smiles. 

CHICAGO   TBAJTSf  AaUDTOT  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Croa*. 
A  Little   Cozy   Flat. 
lust   to   Remind   Yon. 

Hearts   and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  Time  in  Dixie. 

We  Can't  PUy  With   You. 
Monterey. 
Last  Night. 

I'm  Jealous  of  Yon. Dear   Old   Iowa. 

SOLDTHOan. 

A  Man,   a  Maid,   a  Moon,   a  Boat. 
Are    Yon   Sincere. 
I    Will    Try. 
For    the    Last    Time    Call    Me   Sweet- 

heart. 

Prom    "gypt   to    the    Znlnland. 
Late    Hours. 
Down    In    Jungletown. 
I   Want    You. 
Dear  Heart. 

DEW  ITT    C.    WHEELER. 

Swing    Me   Higher.    Obadlah. 

O'Brien   Has  No  Dace  to  Go. 
The   Garden  of   Dreams. 
Are   Yon   Sincere. 
There   Never  Was  a  Girl  Like   Yon. 
Playing    School. 
Dear    Heart. 

Don't  Go  Away. 
Take  Me  Ont  to  the  End  of  the  Pier. 
Yon    Will    Have    to    Sing    an    Irish 

Song. 

You'll    Do   the   Same  Thing   OTer   foe 
the    Old   Red,    White   and   Bine. 

We're    Growing    Old    Together. No   One   Knows. 
Rainbow. 
When   Night   Falls.   Dear. 

In    Mem'ry   of   You,    Sweetheart, 
It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-nlgbt. 
Handy   Lane. 
Stars   of   the    National    Game. 
The    Little    Old    Red    School    House 

On  the  Hill. 
3ood   Evening.    Caroline. 
Swing   Me    Higher   Obadlah. 
Roguish    Eyes. 
Wont    You    Let   Me   Call   Yon   Sweet- 

heart? 
TBrlen    Has  no  Place   to  Go. 

rust   Because    It's    You. 

SCOTT   *  VAX    ALTZHA- 

Orandma. 
Going   Back    to   Kentucky. 
Kerry   Mills   Barn    Dance. 
By  the  Light  of  the  Same  Old  Moon. 
Always  Me. 

In  the  Days  of  '49. 
Taffy. 
If   I    Had   a   Thousand   Lives. 
If  You  Cared  for  Me  aa  I  Care  for 

Yon. 
Meet   Me   in    Rose   Time,    Rosle. 

I'll  Be  Home  In  Harvest  Time. 
Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  with  Me. 
When  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills  with   Rose. 
That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,  Yon 
Know. 

My  Dreams  of  the  D.  S.  A. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor   Bright,   I  Lore*  Yon   Right. 

I  Would    You    Miss    Me? 
If  You   Were   Mine. 

You'll    Always    Be    Sweet    Sixteen    to Me. 

Dixie   and   the   Girl   I    Love. 
If  1  Should  Kail  In  Love  with   You. 
What   Will    Your  Anawer   Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know To. 

There  Never  Was  a  Olrl  Like  Too. 
Somebody    I    Know      nd    Yon    Know, 

Too. 
When     the     Nightingale     Is     Nesting. 
Sweet  Irene. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,   My  Own. 
Are  Yon  Sincere? 

Don't    Yon   Understand,    Honey? 
Summer  Time's   the   Time. 
Won't  Yon  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 
I'm    Afraid    to   Come   Home    In    the 

Diik. 
I    Miss    You    Like   the    Roses    Miss 

the  Rain. 

Smartv 

Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sing 
"Love     Me     and    the    World    la 

Mine." 

When    It's    Moonlight
,    

Mary    Darl- 
inr,   'Neath  the  Old  Grape  Arbor 
Shade. 

HEWEY    B.    ENOHAst. 

I  Never  Knew  I  Loved  Yon  'Till  Yon 
Said  Good-bye. 

Where  the  OatakUIa   Lift  Their  Sum 
mlts  to  the  San. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollle,  Com*  Jump  on  th*  Trolley. 
Among  tlie  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm     Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 
On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 

Fell. 
The  Holy  City. 

LA  PINE. 

Will   Yon  Always  Call  M*   Honey? 
I   Wish    I   Had   a  Girl. 
Maybe   I  Waa  Meant  for  Ton,  Dear. 
Poor  Old  GUI. 

She'*  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  CaU  on  Ton. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    CO. 

My   Moving   Picture   Babe. 
All   Aboard  for  a  Good  Old  Time. 
Hall  to  the  Boys  of  the  U.  S.  A. 
Mary    Blaine. 

My  Fluff-a-de-Ruff. 
On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 

suckle  Grows. 

That'a  the  Way  I  Loves  Yon. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

When  the  Bright  Sunlight  Is  Shining. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    but    the    One 

I    Love. 
Lear   Old  Comrade. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Child.'.ood. 
Hurrah    for   Uncle   Sam. 
BJly,   Dear. 
Sweet   Rosle  May. 
When    We    Listened    to   the    Chiming 

of    ihe    Old    Church    Bell. 

It's  Only   Me   In   My   Nightie. 
A   Yiddish   Cowboy. 

You'll    Be   Sorry   Just    Too   Late. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 

You'll   Be  Sorry  Just   Too  Late. 
Billy.   Dear. 
Childhood. 
Won't  You   Walt,  Nellie  Dear? 
Don't  Ever  Leave  Me.   Dolly. 
A   Little  Bit  o'   Sugar  Cane. 
True  Heart. 
Rose*  Bring  Dream*  of  Ton. 

Hoo!    Hool    Ain't    Yon    Coming    Ont 
To-night. 

Just  Someone. 
Santiago  Flynn. 

EMPIRE    SLIDE    00. 

My   Rosy  Rambler. 
It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night.  To-night. 
I  Want  Someone  to  Call  Me  "Dearie." 
Sweet    Bunch   of   Daisies. 
Rainbow. 

Tell    Me    Your    Dream   and    I'U   TeU 
Yon    Mine. 

Mandy   Lane. 
Some    Day. 

Say   Not   Good-bye. 

TME  P   Eno  CO. 

Under    My    Merry    Widow    Hat. 
Move    On.    Mr.     MOOD. 

I    I  .■.*!    My    llrnrt    When    I    Saw    Your 

Let    Me    Call     You    Suriilirart    Once 

Again. I   (Void    Lenrn    to  !.<>?<• 
Whan    th*    Robin   Slugs   Again. 
There'*  n   rieet  on   tbi 

Twilight    Down    In    l>m,- 

Your  Picture  Saya  "Remember," 
Though  Your  Letter  Saya  "For- 

get." 

Take   Ma   Out    to   the   Ball   (•:>   

Stmbonnei   sur HARRY     F.     8TAINS     CO. 

Some  Day  When  Dreama  Come  Trn*. 
Think   of   the   Girl    Down   Home. 
When    Summer    Tell*    Autumn    Good 

Bye. 
Take  Me  With   You  in   Your  Dreama. 
Walt    for    the    Rainbow,    Denrle. 
Swinging    On    the    Grapevine    Swing. 

She  Waa  a   Soldier's  Sweetheart. 
Down  Where  the  Blue  Ohio  Flow*. 
Trading    Hearts. 

There's    a    Warm    Spot    in    My    Heart 
for  Tennessee. 

Let   Me  Crown   You  Queen  of  Msy. 

Talking  and  Sinning 
Picture* 

OAUMONT    00. 

Talking    Plcturaa    for    Use    Only    oa 

Oaumont   Chronophons. 

Lincoln's    Bpeti  ii    al    ilettyaburg. 

Whistle    It. I    Would    Llk*    to  Marry    You. 

Wouldn't    Yen    Llk*    tu   Have   Me   for a   Bwcethi 

i    w  mi    Waal    1   Want   When  I  Want 
It. 

A    Lemon    In    the   Garden    of    Love. 
Make    Believe. 
Stupid   Mr    Cupid. Harrigan, 
I'm   Borry 

I've    Taken    Quite    a    Fancy    to    You. Any    Itngs. 

A     Talk    on   Trousers. 

Deep    Down    Within    the   Cellar. You    < lot    to   Love   Me   a    Lot. 

1.A-Z-V. 
Just    Some    One. 
Down    In  Jungle  Town. 

Bound  Volumes  «*  Moving  Picture  World 
VOLUME  I,  MARCH-DECEMBER,  1907  (limited  number) 
VOLUME  Z,  JANUARY-JUNE,  1908  (indexed) 

TWO  DOLLARS  EACH,  EXPRESS  PAID 

♦5.00  lor  the  two  volumes  and  a  year's  subscription 
MOVING  PICTURE  WORLD.  125  East  23d  Strut,  New  York  City 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

AreSof  SONG  SLIDES 
Eitherto    RENT   or    BUY?    Then  write  to  the 

assBBasssBssssBSSsssssaasBfl  "  PRESTO  "  asssssssssssssssssssssssssssl 

Largest  Stock  of  Song  Slides  in  the  U.  S.  A.    New  and  Second  Hand 
Our  Song  Slide  Rental  Service  is  Unexcelled 

"  PRE5TO  "  Film  and  Song  Slide  Exchange 
1416    Broadway,  New  York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Send  for 
list  and  prices. 

The  Premo  Co. 
1926   Cermantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

SONG  SLIDES 
L 
I 
D 
E 

JUST   ILLUSTRATED  —  NEW   CAMPAIGN    SONG 

"THE  BEST  ONE 

OF  THEM  ALL" Respectfully  dedicated  to  WILLIAM  JENNINGS  BRYAN 
We  hold  the  exclusive  illustrating  rights 

Two  copies  with  each  set.    Ssnd  in  your  order  at  once 
and  prevent  delay. 

SEE  LIST  of  OUR  OTHER  SONO  SLIDES  In  THIS  PAPER 

NORTH  AMERICAN  SLIDE  CO. 
159-161  N.  StH  Street.  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

L, 

I 
D 
E 

SONG  SLIDES 
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FRANK'S  FILM  HOUSE 
347  SixtK  Avenue 
PITTSBURG,  PA. 

Suite  11  Larned  Bldg. 
SYRACUSE,    N.  Y. 

jVlf.  1\€ titer  .*  You  owe  it  to  yourself  to  get  acquainted  with 
us*  We  can  and  will  save  you  money  and  give  you  A  No*  \ 
service*  Why  do  you  pay  exhorbitant  prices  for  film  rental?  If 
you  hitch  up  with  us  for  a  trial  order*  we  guarantee  you  will  remain  our 
steady  customer*  Glance  over  our  prices  and  send  for  our  mammoth  list* 

2  changes  shipped  two     at  a  time  about  1000  feet  each  $6.00 
4        "  "         two  "  "         "  "         11.00 
6        "  "        three  "  "        "  "         15.00 

12       "  >«        four  "  "         "  "        27.00 
SONG    SLIDES    50    CENTS    EACH    EXTRA 

ELECTRIC   LIGHT   C LOBES-2-4-8-1 6  c.p.,  no  VOLTS, COLORED, 
FROSTED,  PLAIN,  Etc.,  12  %c  EACH,  ALL  NEW,  IN  LOTS  OF  FIFTY  OR  MORE 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

ORDER 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

EARLY 
n 

Bear  Hunting  in  Russia." The  Feature  Film  of  the  Season. 
RELEASED  ABOUT  NOVEMBER  1st 

The  Film  that  won  the  First  Prize  of  the  Cinematograph  Exhibition  at  Hamburg 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COHPANY 
NORDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents.     All  purchaser*  and  users  of  our  Film  will  be  protected  by  the  American  Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Mention  the  Moving  IMcture  World  In  your  correspond,  at  t 
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PUBLISHED  BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY.  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

THE  BEST  MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINE  TRUNK 
is  the  "B/1L"  FIBRE  TRUNK  not  only  because  it  is  the  Lightest  and  Strongest 
manufactured  for  the  purpose,  but  also  because  the  convenience  of  the  operator  and 
the  serviceability  of  the  trunk  were  the  two  principal  points  taken  into  consideration. 

SEND  FOR   CATALOGUE-M 

"WILLIAM  BAL,  Inc.,  210  W.  42d  Street.  New  York  City 

Moving  Picture  Operators 
Wanted 

Young  Men  Wanted  to  learn'to  operate  Moving Pictures;  complete  instruction  Electrical  and 
Calcium  course  $10.00  (positions  secured.) 

AMERICAN   SCHOOL    FOR    OPERATORS 
630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

SCHOOL  OF 
PRACTICAL    ELECTRICITY 
We  teach  practical  Electrical  work ;  full 

course,  $25  ;  payment  plan;  day  or  evening 
classes;  individual  instruction;  length  of  course 
unlimited.  Will  enable  Moving  Picture  Opera- 

tors to  pass  the  examination.  Apply  diy  or  evening 

12  Union   Square New  York 

SOUND    EFFECTS 
-OR    MOVING   PICTURES 

The  only  line  of  apparatus  for  producing  Sound 
Effects  especially  made  for  Moving  Pictures.  These 
effects  are  made  of  the  very  best  material  and  can  not 
be  duplicated  elsewhere.  They  are  being  used  in  the 
principal  Moving  Picture  Theatres  throughout  the 
United  States  and  Canada.  VERKES  &  CO.,  53  W. 
28th  St.,  New  York  City. 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

THE  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM   CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  50c 

For  full  particulars  write  to 
THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO. 

2654  Mission  Street,  San   Francisco,  Cal. 

NEW    FILMS 
66 

JUST    ISSUED 
IOc A    DESPERATE 

Length  850  Feet  about 
Beautiful  Scenery 

PER    FOOT 

CHARACTER" (Sensational)  Elaborately  Toned  Throughout 
Exceptional  Photography  ORDER  AT  ONCE 

CRESCENT  FILM    CO..  273    Prospect  Avenue,   Brooklyn.    N.Y. 
Our  Films  run  on  any  machine  Steadiness,  Durability  and  Photography  of  Merit 

THE     EAGLE     FILM     EXCHANGE 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business.  The  quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled. 

We  positively  handle  all  new  goods,  Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 

143   North   Eighth  Street  -  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60i  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG1S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j#  H#  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York    fully  guaranteed 
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^V,^J^NEW  PROPOSITION FILMS 

  JSS^PENTED 

_   FILM  EXCHANGE 
■»34u ,«        KiENAN  BLDG..  PITTSBURG  PA. 

IndependentService  iw55tes?!-dSs 

FREE  FREE 

Signs  and  Banners 
With  Our  Film  Service 

PER  REE 

LS 

8 PER  WEEK 
1,400   REELS  TO   SELECT  FROM 
NEW  YORK  NATIONAL  FILM  EXCHANGE 

55  West  28th  Street 
between  Broadway  and  6th  Ave.,  New  York 

N.  H.  POWELL,  General  Manager 

LATEST    SUBJECTS 

WRITE  TO-DAY. 

ELECTRIC      PIANOS 
Price  S  i  50 

Music  Rolls,  75c  per  Roll 
J.  E    NELSON  a  Co.,  48  River  St..  Chicago 

FILMS  OF  MERIT-NEXT  ISSUE 

PIRATE'S  HONOR  (Eclair) 
Splendid  Scenery  and  Action.     Different  from  anything  hitherto  produced 

GUST  OF  WIND  (EciaiD 
A  Short  Roaring  Comedy 

FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO. 
Representing 

143  East  23d  St  E£S~*  "?££*      Nw  *•*  «0 

LISTEN  TO  THIS 
If  our  Economy  Coil  does  not  do  everything  we  say  for  it,  and  also  does  not  do  anything 

any  $100.00  instrument  can  do,  or  even  better,  we  will  refund  your  money. 

A  Word  to  Mr.  High  Priced  Competitor 
We  couldn't  make  a  coil  either,  salable  for  less  than  $75.00  to  $100.00  until  after  one  year 

of  experimenting,  but  we  did  not  knock  the  man  who  did,  no  Siree,  we  spent  our  time  in  getting 
out  a  better  and  cheaper  priced  instrument  and,  take  our  tip,  we  succeeded.  We  will  put  our  coil 
against  anything  on  the  market  regardless  of  price,  and  guarantee  as  good  if  not  a  better  showing 
in  every  respect. 

Motto:  Don't  Knock— Experiment We  don't  claim  we  are  always  going  to  lead,  but  we  do  claim  we  are  on  top  at  present. 

Write  for  Literature 
on  the  greatest,  most  successful  and  lowest  priced  current  device  for  moving  picture  machines  on  the  market 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Co. 
PITTSBURG 

PA. 
CINCINNATTI 

OHIO 
ROCHESTER. 
NEW  YORK 

LINCOLN 
NEB. 

DES  MOINES 
IOWA 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Editorial. 

THE  SCHEDULE  CONTINUES. 

( )fficial  announcement  made  during  the  past  week 
confirms  the  anticipation  that  the  schedule  of  prices 
adopted  by  the  Licensed  Manufacturers  under  the  Edi- 
gon  patents  last  July,  and  which  has  been  in  force  since 
September  1st,  last,  is  to  continue  in  force  until  Janu- 

ary 1,  1909.  In  other  words,  it  has  been  extended  for 
two  months  from  November  1st  without  alteration.  The 

retail  price  of  films  to  members  of  the  Film  Service  As- 
sociation will  remain  13  cents  per  foot.  Under  stand- 

ing orders  the  price  will  be  1 1  cents  per  foot.  The  ten 
per  cent,  discount  will  also  be  allowed  to  the  faithful. 
Many  of  the  exchange  men  are  disappointed.  Notwith- 

standing the  official  announcement  drifted  to  the  elev- 
enth hour  they  entertained  hopes  that  in  view  of  the 

sharp  competition  in  the  rental  field,  and  the  consequent 
curtailment  of  profit,  a  slight  reduction  at  least  would 
be  made. 

DOING   ONE  THING  WELL. 

In  this  business,  from  the  showman  to  the  manufac- 
turer, there  are  some  who  fail  to  make  a  success,  either 

because  they  attempt  to  do  more  than  they  are  capable 
of  or  because  they  do  not  concentrate  their  energies  in 
doing  the  one  thing  well.  Two  weeks  ago  we  recorded 
the  failure  and  bankruptcy  of  an  exhibitor  in  Kewanee, 
111.,  who,  not  being  satisfied  with  running  two  shows, 
also  opened  a  skating  rink  or  other  outside  amusement 
enterprise,  which  so  drew  on  the  profits  of  his  theaters 
that  he  became  heavily  involved  and  was  forced  to  de- 

clare bankruptcy.  In  our  comment  on  the  failure  at  the 
time  we  said  that  "there  was  no  doubt  some  connection 
between  it  and  a  stinging  article  on  the  oppression  of  the 
so-called  film  trust  which  that  exhibitor  had  contributed 

to  ;i  trade  paper."    It  seems  that  a  wrong  impression 
created  b)  our  remark.    What  we  intended  to  bring  nut 
was  that  if  the  writer  "i  tin-  article  ral  thousand 
words  had  put  the  same  amount  of  thought,  and  pi 
ticed  what  he  preached,  in  the  management  of  his  own 
theaters,  then-  would  have  been  no  occasion  for  bank- 
ruptc)  proceedings  noi  for  hi-  creditors  to  suffer.  The 

>>!"  it  all  appears  in  tin-  information  which  now 
reaches  us  that  this  same  man,  who  wrote  so  bitterly 
against  the  Film  Service  Association  less  than  three 
months  ago,  is  now  manager  of  one  of  the  branch  ofl 

in-  of    thr  leading   members  of    the    Film   Service Association, 
*     *     * 

ralking  of  doing  the  one  thing  well  brings  to  mind 

a  recent  American  film  production,  "A  Night  Out."  The 
producers  have  given  us  a  film  which  is  good  in  many 
respects,  some  of  the  situations  and  action  being  very 
clever  and  highly  entertaining.  The  plot,  however,  is 
one  on  which  could  have  been  built  a  headlincr — that  is, 
a  film  which  would  have  been  a  credit  to  the  producer. 
It  is  obvious  to  any  spectator  that  no  attempt  has  been 
made  in  this  film  to  present  what  would  be  the  most 
likely  things  to  occur  in  such  a  case,  and  we  have  a 
series  of  incidents  which  follow  each  other  with  such 
inconsistency  that  the  whole  thing  is  made  ridiculous. 
We  mention  this  particular  film  because  it  is  fresh  in  the 
memory,  but  too  many  of  the  productions  of  these  and 
other  manufacturers  fail  to  score  simply  because  of  lack 
of  attention  to  details  or  the  taking  pains  to  do  the  one 
thing  well. 

We  are  not  alone  in  our  efforts  to  raise  the  standard 

of  the  moving  picture  industry  and  remove  the  cause  for 
the  stinging  criticism  which  occasionally  appears  in  the 
daily  press  and  magazines.  In  the  same  week  that  we 
published  several  newspaper  comments  in  connection  with 

our  remarks,  "Public  Opinion  Controls,"  the  "Cine- 
Journal,"  one  of  the  French  trade  journals  reprinted  the 
following  item  from  one  of  the  French  daily  papers: 

"It  is  apparent  that  the  moving  pictures  are  in  the  soup. 
After  a  very  short  golden  age,  as  all  golden  ages  are,  we  see 
their  popularity  fade  away  at  a  very  alarming  pace.  Last 
year  when  a  theatrical  manager  had  lost  money  on  a  poor 
play  he  would  at  once  hang  up  a  bed  sheet,  give  moving  pic- 

tures, and  reap  a  harvest.  To-day  it  is  all  over.  The  in- 
vestors keep  away  from  such  enterprises,  founded  on  what 

they  expected  would  be  an  eternal  success  and  would  like 
to  be  able  to  cancel  long  leases  and  contracts  made  in  a 

hurry." 

Such  a  failure  in  the  moving  picture  industry  was  to  be 
anticipated.  The  showmen  believed  that  the  public  was 
more  fool  than  it  really  is  and,  believing  to  please  it,  ex- 

hibited the  most  silly  and  stupid  pictures. 
Read  the  boards  and  you  are  sure  to  see  announced  such 

silly  films  as:  "I  Have  Lost  My  Pants,"  "The  Wig  of  My 
Mother-in-Law,"  "In  Love  With  the  Janitress,"  etc.  These 
stupid  productions  all  end  with  exaggerated  chases  in  which 
you  knock  down  a  nurse,  a  baby  carriage,  gendarmes,  pastry 
cooks,  etc.  Or  then  such  dramatic  work  as:  The  Countess 
married — loses  her  child — jumps  in  the  river — is  rescued  by  a 
peasant — 18  years  after  she  finds  her  daughter,  whom  she 
identifies  by  the  marks  on  her  linen — all  this  in  one  minute, 
four  and  three-fifths  seconds! 
"The  public  who  had  given  such  a  hearty  welcome  to  the 

moving  pictures  got  quickly  tired  of  such  foolishness.  Such 
a  marvelous  invention  does  not  deserve  such  a  disfavor.  It 
is  yet  time  to  save  it,  by  raising  its  standard,  by  making  it 

a  real  popular  educator." 

Our  thanks  are  due  to  the  Amusement  Managers'  Associa- tion of  Hudson  County,  X.  J.,  for  their  kind  invitation  to  be 
present  at  their  first  annual  banquet,  on  Thursday  evening 
of  this  week.  An  unfortunate  accident,  at  the  last  moment, 
prevented  our  attendance,  not  to  speak  of  the  inclemency  of 
the  weather. 
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Who  Goes  to  the  Moving  Pictures? 

By  W.  Stephen  Bush. 

Specially  contributed  to   the  Moving  Picture  World. 

I  asked  the  question  of  a  woman  the  other  day  and 

her  answer  was :  "Everybody."  I  do  not  think  a  better 
answer  could  be  given.  "Everybody" — that  means 
young  and  old,  rich  and  poor,  intelligent  and  ignorant. 

It  has  been  the  fashion  in  certain  quarters  to  look  up- 

on the  electric  theater  as  chiefly  the  poor  man's  amuse- 
ment. The  undoubted  friendship  between  the  moving 

picture  and  the  poor  is  a  fact,  on  which  I  love  to  dwell. 
Who  can  tell  how  much  sunshine  the  pictures  have 

brought  into  humble  homes,  where  sunshine  was  un- 
known before?  I  have  seen  the  eager  faces  of  the 

young,  chafing  perhaps  unconsciously  under  the  re- 
straints of  poverty,  come  to  the  electric  theater  as  keen 

in  their  quest  for  knowledge  as  any  student  of  the  uni- 
versity. I  have  seen  rough,  coarse  men,  blunted  in  body 

and  mind  by  the  burden  of  incessant  toil,  come  out  of 
the  theater  with  changed  expressions  and  with  a  plain 
touch  of  the  spiritual  on  their  faces.  And  what  shall 
I  say  of  the  uncrowned  martyrs  of  our  civilization,  the 
wives  and  mothers  of  the  poor?  Bearing  the  rough 
humors  of  their  lords  and  serving  them  faithfully,  rear- 

ing children  in  poverty  and  yet  teaching  them  to  hope, 
ever  busy,  ever  patient,  ever  gentle,  these  women,  who 
hear  no  cheering  plaudits  and  about  whose  deeds  the 
daily  press  is  silent,  have  found  in  the  moving  picture 
a  happy  source  of  enjoyment.  There  is  more  hope  for 
humanity,  more  witness  to  the  divine  spark  in  the  hu- 

man soul  in  the  nickel  of  this  poor  woman  than  in  the 
piece  of  yellow  gold  which  buys  the  choicest  seat  at  the 
Grand  Opera.  Do  we  not  wrong  this  noble  woman  in 
branding  her  as  ignorant  and  in  offering  her  the  very 
lowest  form  of  moving  pictures  on  the  theory  that  she 
will  neither  care  for  nor  understand  any  other.  This 
woman  and  her  kind,  who  keep  their  minds  and  souls 
bright  even  in  the  killing  drudgery  of  a  poor  household, 
are  entitled  to  something  better  and  I  think  the  best  is 
not  too  good  for  them. 

It  is  one  of  the  vulgar  symptoms  of  this  vulgar  age 
to  associate  ignorance  with  poverty  and  wealth  with 
intelligence,  as  if  they  had  always  walked  in  pairs  and 
always  would.  If  it  is  not,  such  a  notion  ought  to  be 
particularly  offensive  to  Americans.  What  is  the  mean- 

ing of  the  present  struggle  for  the  possession  of  the 
national  Government?  Never  mind  the  names  and  slo- 

gans and  badges  of  parties,  what  is  the  real  issue  that 
stirs  the  masses  of  the  people?  Nothing  but  the  wide- 

spread fear  that  some  forces  of  evil  are  trying  to  shut 
the  door  of  opportunity,  which  is  and  ever  must  be  the 
hope  of  the  Republic.  T  have  no  patience  with  the  nar- 

row foreheads  who  treat  the  poor  as  if  they  were  doomed 
to  perpetual  ignorance.  In  this  country  at  least  such  is 
not  the  case.  Two  of  our  greatest  Presidents  rose  from 
the  meanest  and  most  squalid  poverty,  and  the  march 
of  progress  has  not  come  to  an  end  with  tqo8.  These 
words  still  hold  true : 

"Another  measure  of  culture  is  the  diffusion 
of  knowledge,  overrunning  all  the  old  barriers 
of  caste  and  by  the  cheap  press,  bringing  the 

university  to  every  man's  door  in  the  newsboy's 
basket.  Scraps  of  science,  of  thought,  of 
poetry  arc  in  the  coarsest  sheet,  so  that  in  ev- 

ery house  we  hesitate  to  burn  a  newspaper  until 

we  have  looked  it  through." 

What  the  great  Emerson  said  of  the  newspaper  is 
equally  true  of  the  moving  picture,  with  this  important 
addition,  that  far  more  people  are  to-day  reached  by  the 
moving  picture  than  by  the  daily  press,  and  while  we 
read  the  newspaper  only  in  parts,  the  moving  picture 
we  see  complete. 

To  me  there  is  nothing  more  interesting  than  watch- 
ing the  faces  and  the  actions  of  the  audience  in  an  elec- 
tric theater  in  what  are  called  the  poorer  sections  of 

the  city.  It  is  a  marvel  to  observe  the  imprisoned  souls 
come  out  of  their  cells  of  poverty  and  care  and  preju- 

dice and  ignorance.  While  they  laugh  in  heartiest  fash- 
ion at  so-called  funny  pictures,  their  real  interest  centers 

in  the  "drama."  If  you  offer  to  explain  the  pictures  you 
need  have  no  fear  of  interruption.  They  will  listen  to 
vou  with  such  attention  and  intensity,  that  I  am  sure 
Oscar  Hammerstein  would  prefer  them  as  patrons  to 

that  wonderful  "cream  of  society"  which  insists  on  the 
loudest  kind  of  gossip  during  the  overture  and  the  solos 
and  can  only  be  drowned  out  by  the  fortissimo  of  the 
anvil  chorus.  The  idea  that  the  poor  people  want  noth- 

ing but  the  very  lowest  of  low  comedy  and  the  very 
cheapest  of  cheap  melodrama  is  altogether  wrong,  and 
those  who  constantly  advance  this  proposition  must  be 
low  and  cheap  in  their  own  minds  and  either  barren  or 
bankrupt  in  brains  and  education. 

Ambition  is  the  favorite  virtue  of  the  poor,  and  if  it 
were  not  for  their  own  efforts  all  the  university  settle- 

ments, all  the  missions  and  all  the  work  of  the  Salva- 
tion Army  could  not  lift  up  the  poor.  You  may  lift  a 

stone  out  of  the  water  and  it  will  fall  back  the  moment 
you  let  go ;  the  man  that  is  raised  out  of  the  mire  must 
stay  out  by  his  own  effort. 

".  .  .  In  our  proper  notion  we  ascend 
Up  to  our  rative  seat ;  descent  and  fall 
To  us  is  adverse.     .     .     ."  Milton. 

The  coming  anc  growing  patronage  of  the  moving  pict- 
ure is,  let  it  be  plainly  understood,  by  no  means  confined 

to  what  we  are  pleased  to  call  the  "lower  classes."  There is  no  theater  in  the  United  States  that  could  not  be  filled 
with  a  fine  programme  of  moving  pictures  and  their 
latest  improvements,  music,   lecture,  etc. 

I  have  spoken  in  many  theaters,  where  quite  a  fair 
percentage  of  the  audience  came  in  carriages  and  auto- 

mobiles. The  number  of  such  theaters  is  constantly  on 
the  increase,  and  if  the  present  trend  toward  better  sub- 

jects and  better  pictures  is  maintained  the  audiences  will 

indeed  consist  of  "everybody."  but  this  will  not  be  until 
the  low  men  and  the  cheap  are  driven  out  of  the  temple 
forever. 

MASSACHUSETTS  IMPOSES   MORE   RESTRICTIONS. 

Boston,  October  24. — Chief  Whitney,  of  the  State  police 
has  just  issued  orders  regulating-  the  use  of  moving  picture 
machines,  and  stipulating  what  other  forms  of  amusement 
may  be  allowed  in  connection  with  this  sort  of  entertain- 

ment. The  last  Legislature  passed  a  law  prohibiting  the  use 
of  a  moving  picture  machine  for  more  than  two  minutes  con- 

tinuously, and  requiring  an  intermission  of  at  least  five  min- 
utes between  each  period  of  two  minutes.  This  statute  also 

provides  that  some  other  form  of  amusement  shall  be  sup- 
plied  during  the  intermission. 

In  this  new  order.  Chief  Whitney  rules  that  one  stereopti- 
con  may  be  used  in  connection  with  the  picture  machine; 
there  will  also  be  allowed  illustrated  songs,  a  talking  ma- 

chine, one  bass  drum,  one  snare  or  kettle  drum,  one  bugle, 
and  a  pianist.  One  person  at  a  time  may  appear  on  the 

stage,  in  citizen's  or  evening  dress,  for  the  purpose  of  ex- plaining the  views  thrown  from  the  moving  picture  machine 
or  stereopticon.  The  use  of  oxy-hydrogen  gas,  or  lime  light, 
in  connection  with  moving  pictures  is  strictly  prohibited  in 
the  new  order,  as  is  also  acetylene  gas. 
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NOTES  AND  COMMENTS.  among  the  slide  makers. 

The  moving  picture  film  rental  i  mnpanies  reporl  an  in- 
creased movement  of  business  all  along  the  line.  Mr.  Win. 

Steiner,  in  an  interview  with  a  Moving  Picture  World  rep- 

resentative, said:  "Business  is  good  and  after  election  think 
it  will  boom.  The  Imperial  Moving  Picture  Companj  have 
n. >  complaints  to  put  on  the  market  We  are  at  peace  with 
all   our  competitors  ami   love  everybodj 

It  is  with  great  satisfaction  that  the  Moving   Picture  World 
that    people   addicted    to   tricky    practices   in    the    nio 

picure    ami    lantern    slide    business    are    gradually    hut    surely 
eliminating    themselves    from    the    business.       It     is    an    old 

adage   among    merchants.   "Don't    trust   an   actor,   and    get    cash 
from   a    showman    before    he    leaves   your   place   of   business." 
Everybody    knows    wdiat    this    means    and    unfortunately    it    is 

rue    in    a    great    many    cases,    hut    the    show    business    has. 
perhaps,  a   majority  of  just   as   honorable   and    honest   nun    in 
it   as   any    other    business,    yet    each    and    every   one    of    these 

suffer  because   of   the    trickiness   of   irresponsible   parties 
iged   mi   the   same  line  of  business.       Therefore  we  express 

our  joy   at    seeing    the    tricksters    not    being    eliminated,    but 
eliminating  themselves  from  the  moving  picture  business  in 
which    ton   many   ^i   them    have   been   dipping. 

The    Moving    Picture    World,    with    great    satisfaction,    re- 
calls its  note  of  warning  issued  last   Fall  that  there  was  uraft 

■    practiced   in   the  issuing  of  licenses  and  that  favoritism 
being   shown    in    granting    certificates   of   competency   to 

moving  picture  operators. 

The  outlook  for  business  in  the  moving  picture  line  after 
the  Presidential  elections  is  said  to  he  good.  Many  new 
projects  are  contemplated,  not  the  least  of  which  are  sev- 

eral large  circuits  of  houses  the  owners  of  which  will  pool 
their  issues  and  manipulate  their  own  film  bureaus.  These 
ire  rumors,  but  there  is  always  a  little  fire  where  there  is 
much  smoke. 

A  movement  has  been  started  anions  the  clergy  and  au- 
thorities in  Pittsburg,  Pa.,  to  have  a  committee  appointed 

to  censor  film  subjects  so  as  to  suppress  all  greusome  mur- 
der  scenes  and   other   objectionable   subjects. 

Thomas  A.  Riley,  the  manager  of  a  moving  picture  theater 
it  154  West  Fifty-fifth  street,  Covington,  Ky..  has  been  sued 

'or  $10,000  damages  by  Albert  Donnelly,  an  operator.  Don nelly,  who  is  at  present  employed  in  a  bakery,  claims  that 

lis  eyesight  was  permanently  injured  while  in  Riley's  em- 
jloy  while  operating  a  machine  which  was  not  properly 

guarded  by  light  shields.  (Tt  was  the  operator's  duty  to  see 
hnt  the  machine  was  in  perfect  condition  before  running  it.) 
The  Buckeye  Projector  is  a  neat  little  optical  lantern  for 

lonie  use.  adapted  for  either  gas  or  electricity,  easily  con- 
nected to  the  house  gas  or  electric  fixtures.  The  price  ranges 

:rom  $5  to  $7.50,  with  full  equipment  and  one  dozen  slides. 
The  outfit  is  sold  by  Walter  K.  Schmidt  Company,  84  Canal 
street,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 

THE   OPINION   OF  AN   EMINENT  CRITIC. 

Commenting  on  the  tendency  of  the  moving  picture  ex- 
libitor  to  sometimes  show  films  that  are  not  of  the  best 
rharacter,  Dr.  Hugo  Erichsen,  writing  in  the  Detroit  (Mich.) 
Tribune,  says: 

"Even  at  the     theater  which  caters  to  a  great  extent 
o  ladies  and  children,  one  may  see  now  and  then  films  that 
should  have  been  tabooed  by  the  management,  depicting  the 
:hoking  of  women  by  brutal  husbands,  terrible  accidents  and 
lorrible  murders,  pictures  that  are  certainly  calculated  to 

•ack  the  nerves  of  delicately  constituted  persons.  But  side 
}y  side  with  these  I  have  seen  such  charming  films  as  'A 
rrolle^  Ride  in  Stockholm.'  'A  Journey  Along  the  Great 
Wall  of  China,'  and  'The  Headgear  of  Normandy  Women,' 
.yhich  were  as  instructing  as  they  were  entertaining  and  still 
inger  in  my  memory.  I  have  noticed  a  great  difference  in 

I  he  character  of  the  films.  Many  of  the  films  are  good,  not 
bnly  as  regards  the  execution  of  the  film  itself,  but  also  as 
egards  the  subject,  whereas  some  are  positively  silly.  Evi- 

dently our  American  film  makers  have  still  much  to  learn. 
"It  is  a  pity  there  is  but  one  of  these  shows  that  is  de- 

moted solely  to  moving  pictures  and  does  not  combine  this 
eature  with  a  vaudeville  exhibition  that  fairly  nauseates 
hose  accustomed  to  the  best  of  talent.  While  the  kineto- 
>cope  was  originally  introduced  in  vaudeville  houses,  it  now 
Dccupies  a  field  of  its  own  and  is  destined,  I  think,  to  play 
in  important  part  not  only  in  our  amusement  world,  but  in 

:he  intellectual  development  of  the  nation." 

'Ih  thing  in  lant< 

ing  pi.  til.    ■  how 
Cd  'S     I   \  .•emu     up.. i  Is    a     BX<  ".'.  ing     .hi; 
entertainment    matter    and    m  the    old    lanti 

houses     air      fm  nishing      them  I  ' 
twelve   pictures  and  about   a  mite   tall,    with    l 
\pi"i   1   -1,1     the  lectin  et1  "1  ■  ntei  tain  m  1  I 
ter.  hnt  the  houses  of  amusement  where  th< 
do  themseh  es  proud  if  thi 

read    and    did    not    pronounce    the    word   "this."   dis *  *      * 
A     prominent     slide     maker     of     this     city,     speakin 

campaign    slides,   says:      There   has   been    a    good   demand    for 
certain    Campaign     material     this    year.       I     have  •  >  il 
thousand   campaign    slides,  presidential  and    guberna- 

torial  candidates.     Taft    is  way  in   the   lead   in   the   demand   for 
slides.       I    have    sold    double    the    number    of    Taft    slides    that 

I  have  of  Bryan,  I  have  sold  very  few  slides  of  Sherman  or 
Kern  where  they  were  on  the  plate  singly  and  am  stuck  on 
several  hundred  of  each.  The  sales  of  doubles,  that  is,  Taft 
and  Sherman  and  Bryan  and  Kern  on  a  single  plate,  ha  I  been 

fairly  pood.  Taft  and  Sherman  leading  two  to  one.  I  haven't had  an  order  for  Hisgen  and  Graves  and  only  one  order  for 
Chanler,  while  I  have  sold  hundreds  of  Hughes  slides.  I 
filled  quite  a  number  of  small  orders  for  portraits  of  Shearn, 
the  Independence  Party  candidate  for  Governor.  The  favor- 

ite slide  has  been  one  on  which  the  two  Bills  had  their 

faces  with  the  inscription  "Hello,  Bill."  and  then  the  query, 
"Which  Bill?"  I  have  sold  three  times  as  many  portrait 
slides  of  President  Roosevelt  as  I  have  of  any  of  the  Candi- 

da tes.     On  the  whole  I  cannot  complain. 
*  *     * 

Complaints  are  being  made  by  the  film  and  slide  rental 
bureaus  in  F.astern  and  Central  New  York  State  that  a 
singer  employed  in  an  Albany  theater  is  conducting  a  slide 
rental  bureau  on  slides  borrowed  from  the  music  publishers. 
The  complaint  is  that  while  the  rental  bureaus  have  to  pay 
five  dollars  per  set  for  slides  from  these  publishers  or  from 
the  slide  makers,  the  publishers  loan  them  free  to  this  singer, 
who,  after  using  them  himself,  rents  them  out  at  50  cents 
per  week  on  a  regular  circuit,  after  which  they  are  returned 
to  the  publishers  and  new  sets  received  in  exchange.  The 
regular  rental  bureaus,  who  have  rent  and  office  expenses  to 
pay,  do  not  consider  that  the  publishers  are  giving  them  a 
square  deal.  Thev  also  claim  that  while  they  have  to  pay 
for  their  music,  this  singer  gets  his  free,  and  they  call  the 
attention  of  the  music  publishers  to  the  fact  that  the  film 
and  slide  bureaus  of  the  United  States  buy  on  an  average 
of  100,000  copies  of  music  per  week.  The  slide  bureaus,  who 
have  suffered,  are  talking  of  coming  to  an  agreement  to 
refuse  to  handle  any  of  the  slides  or  music  of  the  firm  who 
are  guilty  of  injuring  their  business  in  the  manner  described, 
and  we  believe  that  they  are  f u  1 1  y  justified  in  doing  so.  This 
paper  has  called  the  attention  of  the  music  publishers  before 
to  the  fact  that  they  were  cutting  prices  in  slide  rental  to 
ruinous  figures,  besides  the  injustice  of  loaning  slides  and 
music  free  to  some  people  while  others  have  to  pay  full 
prices.  It  has  been  shown  that  the  pernicious  practice  of 
loaning  slides  free  to  a  singer  has  been  his  fall,  as  while  a 
singer  cannot  be  legally  held  for  selling  a  loaned  set  of 
slides,  morally  the  act  is  theft  as  much  as  if  the  slides  were 
stolen.  The  practice  of  loaning  slides  to  one  singer  and  not 
to  another  makes  enemies  for  the  music  publisher  and  it 
has  been  shown  to  be  unprofitable,  as  well  as  the  attempts 
of  some  music  publishers  to  engage  in  the  art  of  slide making. 

The  Carolina  Film  Exchange,  with  offices  in  the  Lyric 
Theater  Building,  Sumter,  S.  C,  wants  to  make  arrange- 

ments with  some  large  film  renting  house  that  can  supply 
them  with  films  for  re-renting.     R.  N.  Abbey  is  the  manager. 

Astoria,  L.  I.,  N.  Y. — One  of  the  best  conducted  shows  in 
the  suburbs  of  New  York  is  that  at  Schutzen  Park.  Astoria, 
L.  I.,  easily  reached  by  the  Broadway.  Flushing,  cars  which 
pass  the  door.  Mr.  John  Conlin.  Jr.,  who  conducts  the  show, 
has  a  full  orchestra  playing  behind  the  scenes  besides  ren- 

dering the  regular  props  now  so  popular  with  moving  pic- 
tures. He  is  fortunate  in  his  choice  of  singers  and  Mickey 

the  Newsboy  certainly  did  please  the  audience.  This  week 
Miss  Laten,  another  popular  young  singer,  is  a  drawing 

card,  singing  "Always  Me."  a  song  published  by  Chas.  H. 
Harris  and  illustrated  by  Scott  &  Van  Altena. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

"The  Army  of  Two"  is  a  good  picture  of  the  early  days  of 
the  Republic  and  very  patriotic.  It  is  a  masterly  produc- 

tion, staged  with  care  and  well  acted,  pleasing  alike  to  old 
and  young  folks  and  reminds  our  children  of  the  glorious 
past  of  this  great  country.  Films  of  this  class  are  always 
well  received  and  have  a  sure  demand. 

"The  Pirate's  Honor"'  and  "A  Gust  of  Wind"  (one  reel), 
two  Eclair  subjects  released  this  week  by  the  Film  Import 
and  .Trading  Company,  are  worthy  of  mention.  In  both,  the 
photographic  quality  is  good  and  the  actions  easy  and  nat- 

ural, nothing  is  forced  and  the  effects  are  well  rendered. 
Both  are  entirely  outdoor  productions  and  the  natural  scenes 
are  a  pleasant  departure  from  the  surfeit  of  studio  work  to 
which  we  have  been  accustomed.  In  "The  Pirate's  Honor" 
some  of  the  scenes  on  the  water  are  exceedingly  well  handled 
and  reflect  great  credit  on  the  house  of  Eclair.  As  a  film 

production  it  ranks  well  toward  the  top.  "A  Gust  of  Wind" 
is  comedy,  the  effects  of  a  real  wind  storm,  just  enough 
chase  to  please  and  nothing  to  displease.  Such  films  are 
not  tiresome,  but  leave  a  pleasing  impression  and  a  desire 
to  see  more  of  them. 

"The  Bloodstone,"  a  get-no  that  is  supposed  to  be  tragic, 
but  which  evokes  more  laughs  at  the  expense  of  the  maker 
than  some  of  his  attempts  at  comedy. 

"Hubby's  Vacation"  and  "All  on  Account  of  a  Butterfly." 
The  later  possesses  the  novelty  of  the  "chase"  and  the  merit 
of  being  only  200  feet  long.  The  former  is  elevating  to  the 

extent  that  it  shows  a  man's  pockets  being  picked  in  a  dive, 
his  brutal  ejection,  the  interior  of  a  jail,  the  open  making 

of  an  "appointment"  with  an  "artist"  of  the  stage  in  a  cheap 
concert  hall,  the  meeting  in  a  side  room  where  liquor  is 
served  and  other  scenes  which  make  it  an  excellent  produc- 

tion to  keep  away  from  the  view  of  women  and  children. 

"For  His  Sister's  Sake"  shows  some  excellent  photog- 
raphy', but  the  subject  is  treated  in  a  manner  which  reflects 

upon  the  intelligence  of  the  public.  One  exhibitor  remarked 

on  returning  the  reel  to  his  rental  exchange:  "My  people 
would  never  stand  for  another  dose  like  that." 

"Chauncey  Proves  a  Good  Detective,"  one  of  the  first 
productions,  if  not  the  first,  of  the  Crescent  Film  Company, 
has  been  commented  upon  among  the  trade  as  showing  re- 

markably good  photography  and  good  execution  throughout. 
We  have  not  seen  the  film,  but  judging  from  the  opinion  of 

the  "Kinematograph  and  Lantern  Weekly"  (London,  Eng- land), some  of  our  other  American  manufacturers  will  have 

to  look  to  their  laurels.  This  is  what  they  say:  "A  subject  ■ 
which  in  quality  is  decidedly  above  the  average  film  from 
the  other  side.  It  is  beautifully  steady  and  clear  and  tinted 
with  good  judgment.  This  plot  is  one  which  affords  oppor- 

tunities for  many  dramatic  situations,  and  these  have  been 

well  utilized."     Good  encouragement  for  a  young  concern. 

"What  It  Might  Have  Been"  is  a  forceful  story  with  a 
good  moral.  The  photographic  work  is  excellent,  as  in  all 
Gaumont  subjects,  as  a  rule.  The  film  graphically  tells  a 
story  which  is,  alas,  too  often  true,  of  how  a  young  married 
man  neglects  his  charming  wife  and  child  and  spends  his 
time  drinking  and  gambling  with  boon  companions.  Every- 

thing of  value,  even  to  his  wife's  wedding  ring,  is  pawned  to satisfy  his  passion  for  gambling.  At  last  when  his  cronies 
have  no  more  use  for  him  he  is  carried  home  drunk  and  in 
his  stupor  he  dreams  that  his  wife  has  deserted  him  and 
eloped  with  another  man.  He  is  supposed  to  follow  them 
and  kill  her,  but  awakes  to  find  that  it  is  a  dream  and  that 
she  is  standing  over  him.  What  might  have  happened  is  so 
terrible  that  he  takes  her  in  his  arms  and  vows  that  he  will 
never  drink  another  drop.     The  story  is  well  acted. 

"The  Moon's  Gift"  is  another  Gaumont  subject  which 
shows  that  this  company  is  well  to  the  front  with  coloring 
and    trick   photography. 

"  Romance  of  a  Jewess,"  the  story  of  which  was  published 
in  our  last  week's  number,  is  an  impressive  sketch  which 
presents  the  pawnbroker  in  a  new  light.  The  various  char- 

acters are  well  acted  and  the  story  very  clearly  presented, 
holding  the  audience  in  rapt  attention.  One  cannot  help 
noticing  in  this  film  the  superior  photographic  quality  in 
the  scenes  that  are  taken  outdoors  over  those  that  are  pho- 

tographed under  the  glare  of  the  electric  arc  light. 

"Caught  With  the  Goods,"  a  cleverly  acted  sketch  by  the 
Pathe    Company,    pleased    the    audience    very    much,    as    also 

did  "How  Mabel  Found  a  Husband,"  by  the  same  concern. 
Some  very  pretty  sylvan  scenery  is  introduced  in  both  sub- 

jects. 
Melies'  films  can  always  be  counted  upon  to  please  a  cer- 

tain element  of  the  audience,  and  especially  the  children, 
who  become  spellbound  by  the  magic  and  clever  effects 
produced  by  this  master  of  trick  photography.  This  feature 

is  not  lacking  in  "The  Duke's  Good  Joke,"  and  it  was  also 
well  exemplified  in  "Grandmother's  Story,"  a  subject  which 
is  eminently  suitable  for  a  children's  matinee  performance. 
"The  Helping  Hand,"  by  the  same  maker,  teaches  a  whole- some  lesson   of   charity. 

"A  Voice  From  the  Dead,"  "Pardon  Me,"  "Soul  Kiss." 
These  pictures  were  announced  on  the  board  in  front  of  a 
Sixth  avenue  place,  but  I  cannot  say  what  was  shown  on 
the  screen  as  said  screen  was  hidden  from  view  by  a  solid 
wall  of  the  finest  display  of  millinery.  The  ladies  were  out 
in  force  and  the  big  hats  in  full  swing.  I  believe  that  the 
feathers  of  every  bird  of  the  Universe  were  represented.  I 
had  just  a  short  glimpse  of  one  of  the  pictures.  As  a  lady 
left  the  show  she  had  much  trouble  to  pass  out  and  created 
a  commotion  which  made  a  temporary  opening  in  the  solid 
wall, of  hats  and  I  saw  on  the  screen  a  man  accidently  sitting 
down  on  the  silk  hat  of  a  gentleman.  If  this  man  had 
walked  in  the  theater  and  had  seated  himself  on  some  of  the 
big  merry  widow  hats  he  would  not  have  been  kicked  as  he 
was  in  the  picture,  but  he  would  have  been  feasted  by  the 
men  present. 
These  big  hats  are  not  only  an  inconvenience,  but  they 

prove  a  serious  loss  to  the  showmen  and  no  attention  is 

paid  to  the  sign  "Ladies  will  kindly  remove  their  hats." 
"Mummer's  Daughter."  The  subject  would  have  been  a 

good  production  if  the  manufacturers  had  paid  a  little  more 
attention  to  the  staging.  It  is  regretable,  after  spending 
so  much  money  on  artists,  costumes,  etc.,  that  the  pro- 

ducers did  not  handle  the  perspective  better.  In  the  show 
scene  the  participants  seem  to  act  and  dance  on  the  very 
heads  of  the  supposed  spectators. 

"Korea."  This  is  a  rather  interesting  film  on  the  manners 
and  costumes  of  the  Koreans.  Although  the  Americans  have 
invaded  the  Far  East,  it  would  have  been  better  for  the 
producers  to  suppress  the  apparition  of  an  umbrella  in  a 
typical  Korean  scene.  When  manufacturers  show  travel 
scenes,  they  should,  as  far  as  possible,  adhere  to  local  color- 

ing. 

"A  Night  Out"  is  the  often  repeated  story  of  a  man  notify- 
ing his  wife  by  'phone  that  urgent  business  compels  him  to 

work  late.  The  novelty  of  a  man  in  pajamas  going  to  the 
door  for  his  shoes  and  accidently  locking  himself  out  could 
have  been  the  theme  for  a  much  better  production.  The 
picture  is  not  natural,  as  a  burglar  generally  works  at  night 
and  does  not  come  in  the  morning  when  the  folks  are  sup- 

posed to  get  up.  The  producers  show  us  that  it  was  in  the 
morning,  as  the  milkman  had  left  his  milk,  the  baker  his 
bread,  the  newsman  his  paper  and  a  tramp  had  helped  him- 

self to  some  milk  and  bread  and  had  enough  daylight  to 
read  the  paper.  The  husband,  instead  of  giving  his  watch, 
money  and  clothes  to  the  burglar,  should  have  taken  the 
opportunity  of  the  presence  of  the  burglar  in  the  house,  to 
explain  to  his  wife  why  he  was  not  in  bed.  The  apoarition 
of  the  burglar  gave  the  impression  to  the  audience  that  the 
husband  was  going  to  fight  the  burglar,  make  a  big  racket, 
and  that  the  wife  coming  down  stairs  would  have  praised  the 
courage   of  her  hubby. 

"House  Cleaning  Days."  This  film  is  an  effort  in  the 
comical  line,  but  the  producers  have  missed  the  mark.  It 
is  an  exaggerated  and  poorly  acted  picture.  It  is  not  un- 

natural that  the  husband  or  father  can  be  in  the  way  when 
women  are  house  cleaning,  but  there  is  no  need  of  turning 
it  into  a  house  wrecking  party,  by  breaking  and  smashing 

everything.  I  am  sorry  to  notice  "that  the  manufacturers  of this  film  have  a  marked  tendency  to  show  graveyards.  A 
cemetery  is  a  last  resting  place,  but  I  do  not  like  the  idea 
of  a  man  stretching  himself  over  a  grave  to  read  his  papers. 

"Runaway  Mother-in-Law."  Two  men  sitting  behind  me 
said:  "You  will  see  if  they  do  not  wind  up  by  falling  in  the 
water."  It  was  a  correct  guess,  as  the  moth'er-in-law  har- 

nessed to  a  push-cart,  jumped  in  the  water,  at  the  very  same 
place  where,  a  week  ago.  the  man  who  had  eaten  too  much 
horseflesh  finished  his  run  in  the  water.  It  is  useless  to  say 
that  the  same  well-known  nurse,  baby  carriage,  tables  in 
front    of    a    cafe,    etc.,    were    knocked    down    by   the    runaway 
mother-in-law. 
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"Crocodile  Hunt."     Is  a  well  produced  picture,  interesting 
and    educative.      If   the    manufacturers    could    give    us    i 
of   these    films,    they    would    greatly    help    the    education    of 
our  children,  as  the  abo>  e   named    picture   will   teach   more 
to  our  boys  and  girls  than  the  best  descriptions  in  then 
books  of  geography. 

"Humpty  Dumpty  Circus"  is  a  reel  of  mirth-provoking 
Stunts    that    will    draw    the    pennies    from    the    children,    but 
which  is  of  much  interest  to  young  and  old  alike.  It  opens 
with  a  crowd  of  children  leaving  school  and  marching 

through  the  streets  to  the  "Humpty  Dumpty  Circus."  We see  them  crowd  into  the  tent  and  at  the  end  of  each  act 
they  vociferously  applaud  the  performers  These  are  the 
little  wooden  toys  that  are  familiar  to  all,  and  which  are 
made  to  perform  all  the  usual  acrobatic  stunts  of  the  circus 
performer  in  a  remarkably  realistic  manner  Some  of  the 
scenes  are  really  comical  and  it  is  hard  to  believe  that  the 
elephants    and    donkeys    are    not    alive. 

It  may  interest  some  of  our  readers  to  know  how  these 
pictures  are  made,  where  inanimate  articles  are  seemingly 
given  life.  The  figures  are  posed  in  front  of  the  camera, 
one  picture  exposed,  then  they  are  moved  slightly  and  an- 

other picture  exposed,  and  so  on,  the  photographer  being 
careful  not  to  move  the  figures  or  their  limbs  too  far  at 
one  time  or  else  a  jerky  movement  is  presented.  When 
we  consider  that  there  are  twelve  pictures  to  a  foot  of 

film  and  that  there  are  885  feet  in  the  "Humpty  Dumpty" 
subject  we  begin  to  realize  the  magnitude  of  the  task.  We 
are  not  surprised  to  learn  that  the  producer  worked  for 
Several  months  on  the  negative,  almost  without  intermis- 

sion. The  negative  was  made  for  the  Kalem  Company  by 
F.  E.  Dobson,  an  adept  at  this  kind  of  work,  who  was  for 
many  years  with  the  Biograph  Company.  The  cost  to  the 
Kalem  Company  far  exceeded  that  of  some  of  their  most 
pretentious  dramatic  productions,  in  which  large  companies 
of  actors  are  employed.  On  the  standing  order  basis  they 
expect  to  just  come  out  about  even,  but  it  is  a  film  that 
should  bring  many  re-orders,  as  it  will  be  especially  popu- 

lar  during    the    holiday   season. 

It  may  he  all  right  to  say  that  criticisms  should  be  meas- 
ured, weighed,  cut.  dried,  etc.,  according  to  the  exigencies 

of  the  trade,  but  there  is  only  one  kind  of  criticism  upon 
which  reliance  can  be  placed,  and  that  is  the  frank,  straight- 

forward article  presented  for  all  readers,  whether  manufac- 
turer, film  renter,  exhibitor  or  auditor.  Of  course,  if  criti- 

cism is  to  be  boiled  down  to  the  idea  that  it  is  to  fill  the  bill 
of  a  stock  quotation,  well,  go  as  far  as  you  like!  I  have 
been  asked  to  criticise  some  of  the  pictures  I  saw  the  past 
week.  Unfortunately  I  fell  into  a  rut.  Every  place  I  visited 
happened  to  run  one  or  the  other  of  two  makers.  It  was 
merely  a  coincidence  that  I  only  saw  the  two.  but  it  was 
perhaps  an  opportune  one.  It  at  least  gives  room  for  the 
argument  that  it  is  better  to  base  criticism  upon  personal 
observation   than   upon   descriptive    circulars. 

I  will  first  speak  of  the  Pathe  films : 

"Pierette's  Talisman." — It  is  a  very  beautifully  colored  film. 
If  color  is  wanted  for  a  show  this  film  will  furnish  it. 

"A  Fakir's  Dream"  is  a  very  good  comedy,  cleverly  con- 
ceived  and   nicely  acted. 

'How  Maud  Found  a  Husband"  and  "Caught  With  the 
Goods"  would  be  good  comedies  if  the  ideas  were  new,  and 
the  same  may  be  said  of  "Hunting  for  Her  Better  Half." 
After  you  see  these  pictures  you  are  tempted  to  say,  "I  saw 
that  before,"  or  "That's   a  re-dressed   story." 

"The  Mysterious  Knight"  ranks  with  the  film  I  first  spoke 
of.  It  is  a  colored  film  with  really  nothing  to  it  other  than 
the  colors. 

"The  Sicilian  Hermit"  is  a  very  pretty  picture  in  the  nature 
of  a  travel  subject.  The  fault  with  it  is  that  it  contains 

some  of  the  scenes  shown  in  a  former  subject,  "Palermo  and 
Its  Surroundings,"  which  was  issued  during  the  first  part  of 
the  current  month.  The  adoption  of  scenes  from  old  sub- 

jects may  be  excusable  at  times,  but  it  seems  like  rubbing 

it  in  to  come  as  close  as  the  "Hermit"  does. 
The  other  subjects  I   saw  were  Vitagraph  products: 

"The  Witch"  was  one  of  them.  It  is  a  good  dramatic  pic- 
ture, well  acted.  The  story  is  good  and  the  photography  is 

all  right.  It  was  on  the  same  reel  with  the  "Merry  Widow 
Hat,"  a  subject  in  which   comedy  is  too  much   overdrawn. 

The  mosi  deceiving  m  ithi  1   Vita 

graph  production,  "A  Dearly  Paid  for  Kiss."     Four  fifths  of 
the  people  who  went  to  lected  to  see  enacted  the 
story   01    a    masher   nurtm  punishment,   1  ome 
other    kiss  stealer    dealt     with     in    a    similar    111.111110         To    the 

Contrary,  the   picture   tells  8  ij    a   different    oh.i  t  .1  ■  t  -  1        A 
wife  catching  her  husband  kissing  the  mail  ther 

tl    foundation  of  a  dramatic  production,  but  in  this  case 

it  "makes  good."    The  wife  takes  ill,    discovery  bo  much  to 
heart   that   sin-  abandons  her  home  and  enrolls  be: 
nurse  for  duty  on  the  battlefield.    The  deserted  hu 
comes  similarly  affected  and  enlists  in  an  army  that   bi 
him  upon  the  same  b  with  his  wife,  both  wounded. 
Their  experiences  reunite  them,     The  weak  pari  of  the 
hire  is  the  jump  from  the  enlistment  of  tin-  leading  charai 

to  their  plight   after  the   battle.      If  "A    Night   Out"   bad   been 
made  shorter  and   something   in   tli  if   a   departure   for 
the    scene    of    conflict,    a    battle    or    something    else    bad    1 

introduced    into    "A     Dearly     Paid     for     Kiss," 
link    between    the    enlistment    and    the    results    of    the    b 
the  reel  would  have  been  a  much  better  oik.  II 

THE  HUMOR  OF  THE  MOVING  PICTURES. 

An  elderly  gentleman  of  unmistakable  nationality,  with  keen 
beady  eyes,  a  weatherbeaten  complexion  and  a  long  beard 
carrying  a  film  valise  in  his  right  hand,  walked  into  the  film 
exchange,  and  seeing  the  manager  overwhelmed  with  busi 
ness,  sat  down  to  wait  for  his  turn.  When  it  came  he  drew 
the  manager  aside  for  a  confidential  whisper. 

"Meester,"  he  said,  taking  the  reel  out  of  the  valise,  "vat 

is  de  matter  mit  Tngomar?'  " 
"Why,"  said  the  manager,  "when  I  last  heard  of  him  he 

seemed  all  right." 
"I  mean  the  Aim,"  continued  the  little  man.  'Gif  it  a 

look." 

The  practised  eye  of  the  manager  glanced  over  the  leader 
and  a  couple  of  hundred  feet  and  found  it  all  right.  To  sat- 

isfy himself  he  sent  the  reel  into  the  rewinder's  room,  whence 
it  was  returned  with  the  report  that  it  was  not  scratched  up 
more   than  usual. 

"Why,  Mr.  Cohen,"  said  the  manager,  now  growing  curi- 
ous, "what  did  you  think  was  wrong?" 

"Let  me  tell  you,"  began  Mr.  Cohen,  mysteriously.  "Last 
night  I  go  to  bed  after  a  good  night.  I  sleep  pretty  good, 
when  I  haf  such  a  dream,  oy,  oy,  vot  a  dream.  You  remem- 

ber where  Ingomar  has  a  fight  with  his  barbers   " 
"You  mean  barbarians." 

"Yes,  yes,  barbarers.  Veil,  the  biggest  one  of  them  barber- 
ers  comes  to  me  and  says:  'Mr.  Cohen,  you  owe  us  tree  dol- 

lars apiece,  a  supper  and  a  lodging.'  A  whole  lot  more  of  dem 
barberers  come  and  holds  out  deir  big  hands,  hollering:  "Tree 
dollars,  please!"  I  did  told  them  vat  I  owes  dem  noddings 
and  dat  I  vouldn't  pay  it.  'You  can  sue  me  for  it,'  I  said, 
getting  mad.  Wid  dis  the  big  barberer  chumps  on  mychest 

and  T  vake  ub  wid  a  scream.  "Rebecca!"  T  cry,  "count  the 
money;  ve  haf  been  robbed!"  She  count  the  money;  it  vas 
all  right,  but  I  could  not  sleeb  anodder  vink." 

"Mr.  Cohen,"  suggested  the  manager,  "why  not  select  a 
film  without  war  or  soldiers,  something  that  will  make  you 
dream  pleasantly  if  at  all.  Have  von  got  your  show  for  to- 

night?    No?     Well,  what  will   I   give  you." 
"Meester.  gif  me  'The  Pawnbroker.'" *     *     * 
It  was  late  Saturday  night,  when  two  old  Irishmen  walked 

into  an  electric  theater.  It  would  have  been  wrong  to  say 
they  were  shockingly  drunk,  but  they  certainly  were  not 

shockingly  sober.  The  attraction  on  the  screen  was  "Tngo- 
mar." Tt  was  plain  that  the  more  they  saw  of  it,  the  less 

clear  it  became  to  them.  "It's  a  foine  play,"  said  one  to  the 
other.  "Indade  it  is,"  said  the  other,  "it's  the  foincst  play 
of  ould    Ireland    I    ever   seen."  W.    S.    B. 

COMPETITION   THAT   KILLS. 

Waterloo,  la. — Fierce  competition  among  the  three  local 
moving  picture  theaters  at  Cedar  Rapids  has  compelled  the 
Palace  Theater,  located  east  of  the  Masonic  Temple,  to  close 
its  doors.  For  some  time  the  theater  has  not  been  a  paying 
investment.  The  Miller  Bros.,  who  operated  the  show,  had 
leased  the  building  for  a  year  and  on  this  account  it  was 
probably  maintained  longer  than  it  would  have  been  other- 

wise. Several  days  ago  they  informed  Frank  Kilborn,  who 
owns  the  building,  that  they  would  be  unable  to  longer  oper- 

ate the  business.  They  left  a  number  of  the  chairs  and  other 
equipment  to  apply  on  the  rent. 
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NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

Grantsburg,  Wis. — Mr.  Christ  Griswold  has  been  granted  a 
license  to  exhibit  moving  pictures. 

Areola,  111. — Mr.  Tait  is  preparing  to  open  a  moving  pic- 
ture show  in  the  Lyons  room  on  Main  street. 

Stoneham,  Mass. — A  moving  picture  and  illustrated  song 
theater  opened  in  Armory  Hall  with  the  latest  pictures. 

Binghamton,  N.  Y. — John  H.  Soler  was  granted  a  license 
to  conduct  a  moving  picture  show  at  401  Chenango  street. 

New  York  City. — A  moving  picture  theater  is  being  con- 
structed at  No.  408  East  116th  street  by  Rafallo  Maruzzi. 

Americus,  Ga. — E.  N.  Viquesney  will  open  a  modernly 
fitted  moving  picture  show  in  the  Holt  Building  on  Lamar 
street. 

Rockville,  Ind. — F.  R.  Calvert  sold  his  interest  in  a  moving 
picture  show  on  the  east  side  to  James  Lineberry  and  Charles 
Moore. 

Nevada,  la. — Fred  H.  Klove  has  sold  his  electric  theater 
to  Messrs.  Coates  &  Ball,  who  will  add  a  vaudeville  feature 
to   the  bill. 

Storm  Park,  la. — Messrs.  Anderson  '&  Brevik  have  pur- 
chased G.  D.  Sweet's  interest  in  the  Scenic  Theater,  who 

had  full  control. 

Youngstown,  O. — James  McFarlin  and  E.  B.  Blott  have 
leased  a  room  in  the  Hartzell  Blo^k  to  open  up  a  moving 
picture   house. 

Sioux  City,  la. — The  Olympic  is  the  latest  moving  picture 
show  to  be  opened  in  this  city.  It  is  under  the  management 
of  C.  E.  Wirick. 

Easton,  Pa. — S.  Lubin.  of  Philadelphia,  is  endeavoring  to 
secure  the  Easton  Postofnce  building  in  Center  square,  for  a 
moving  picture   show. 

North  Bend.  Neb.,  is  to  have  a  moving  picture  show,  which 
will  be  operated  in  the  Opera  House.  Mr.  Hayes  and  Floyd 
Haverfield   are  the  proprietors. 

Alpena,  Mich. — James  McDonald  has  leased  the  Star  Thea- 
ter on  North  Second  avenge  and  will  run  vaudeville  attrac- 

tions  with  the  moving  pictures. 
Mooreland,  Ind. — Will  Huffman  and  Kilmer  brothers 

opened  a  moving-  picture  show  in  th  Opera  House.  This  is the  first  of  its  kind  in  Mooreland. 

Elgin,  111. — W.  J.  Freeman  and  Thomas  Freeman,  pro- 
prietors of  the  Meehan  Homestead  Building,  are  remodeling 

the  place   for   a  moving  picture   theater. 

New  York  City. — Plans  have  been  filed  for  converting  the 
skating  rink  at  42  Manhattan  street  into  a  moving  picture 
theater.     B.   Palmer  and   C.   Loxer  are  owners. 

Charles  City,  la. — A.  C.  Tingerich  and  Oren  Masters  have 
sold  their  little  plavhouse,  the  Bijou,  to  J.  A.  Farrell.  who 
has  appointed  A.  T.   Prescott  to  manage  same. 

Savannah.  Ga. — Last  week  closed  one  of  the  most  success- 
ful at  the  Orpheum  Theater.  Senorita  Shermann,  the  noted 

Spanish  singer  and  dancer,  was  the  drawing  card. 

Dubuque,  la. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  opened  its 
doors  for  business  at  the  corner  of  Fourteenth  and  Clay 
streets.     Jake  Rosenthal  is  manager  of  the  new  enterprise. 

Boise,  Idaho. — The  store  room  in  the  Lemp  Building  on 
Main  street  is  being  remodeled  by  the  Dreamland  Moving 
Picture   Company  for  a  high-class  moving  picture  theater. 

Norfolk,  Va. — Bland  &  Eastwood's  new  amusement  enter- 
prise, the  "Dreamland."  at  303  High  street,  has  opened  its 

doors  to  the  public,  after  elaborate  preparations  had  been 
made  for  the  opening. 

Baltimore,  Md. — Pcarcc  &  Scheck  have  closed  a  deal  for 
the  property  at  the  northeast  corner  of  Baltimore  and  Holli- 
day  streets,  and  will  remodel  the  structure  for  a  moving 
picture   theater. 

Sandusky,  O. — Mr.  Carl  IT.  Bit/cr,  famous  baritone  soloist. 
of  Cleveland,  O.,  has  been  engaged  by  Mr.  Roach,  of  the  Thea- 
torium  here.  Mr.  Bitzer's  singing  has  attracted  much  attention 
and  large  crowds  nightly  is   the  result. 

Baltimore,  Md. — The  four-story  warehouse  at  5  North 
Liberty  street  has  been  leased  to  the  Liberty  Company,  who 
will  conduct  a  moving  picture  theater  there,  after  extensive 
repairs  have  been   made   to   the   property. 

Wilmington,  Del. — Mechanics  are  engaged  installing  a 
handsome   electric  sign   and   considerable   metal    work   on   the 

front  of  a  building  on  Market  street,  below  Third,  which  is 
soon  to  be  opened  as  a  moving  picture  place. 

Baltimore,  Md. — An  ornamental  building  will  be  constructed 
by  N.  Vito  at  626  North  Chester  street,  for  the  home  of  a 
moving  picture  theater.  It  will  have  artistic  designs  executed 
in  tin  and  buff  bricks.     The  cost  is  figured  at  $1,800. 

Ogden,  Utah,  is  to  contain  another  moving  picture  theater 
in  the  near  future.  The  persons  interested  in  the  new  enter- 

prise are  Mr.  Normandy  and  Trent  &  Wilson  Company,  who 
have  leased  the  property  on  Washington  avenue,  facing  the 
City    Hall. 

Fairmont,  W.  Va. — Mr.  Charles  E.  McCray,  Jr.,  one  of  the 
best  known  business  men  of  Fairmont,  and  George  Fletcher, 
became  the  sole  owners  and  managers  of  the  Electric  The- 

ater in  the  Skinner  Block,  which  has  been  successfully  oper- 
ated by  L.  C.  Wyer. 

Fostoria,  Ohio. — Wm.  Stansbury  has  sold  his  theater 
"Luna,"  to  Messrs.  Huber  &  Wright,  of  Columbus.  Mr. 
Stansbury's  address  is  now  Havana,  Cuba,  where  he  will 
operate  a  circuit  of  moving  picture  theaters  and  establish 
his  own  film  exchange. 

Ottawa,  Kan. — Messrs.  Levens  &  Wilber  have  leased  the 
premises  at  121  South  Main  street  and  will  open  a  modern 
moving  picture  and  high-class  vaudeville  show,  to  be  con- 

ducted at  a  ten-cent  price.  The  interior  is  being  extensively 
rearranged  and   decorated  for  the  purpose. 

Pittsfield,  Mass. — Final  papers  were  issued  between  W.  L. 
Schoonover,  owner  of  Dreamland  Theater,  on  North  street, 
and  Mr.  H.  Sawyer,  owner  of  the  Spa,  for  the  transfer  of  the 
Dreamland  to  Mr.  Sawyer.  Mr.  Sawyer  intends  to  run  the 
Dreamland  in   connection  with  the   Spa. 

Richmond,  Va. — City  Electrician  Thompson  has  before  him 
applications  for  permits  to  instal  electrical  wiring  and  ap- 

paratus for  five  new  moving  picture  theaters,  which  will  be 
opened  in  a  week.  These  amusement  places  are  fast  increas- 

ing in  number.  There  are  now  fifteen  in  Richmond,  and  all 
seem  to  be   doing  satisfactory  business. 
Marblehead,  O.— Mr.  George  Upp,  the  much  talked  of 

tenor  vocalist  and  southpaw  pitcher  of  the  Columbus  Ameri- 
can Association  League,  of  this  city,  has  been  engaged  by 

Mayor  Ebersime,  proprietor  of  the  Auditorium  here,  for  a 
week,  to  sing  the  illustrated  song.  The  seating  capacity  has 
been  enlarged  and  the  Mayor  intends  to  play  to  turn-away business. 

Sandusky,  O. — The  offices  of  the  Bijou  Amusement  Com- 
pany, under  the  management  of  Kinzman  &  Ging.  have  been 

moved  to  new  quarters  on  South  Columbus  avenue.  These 
gentlemen  are  both  long  experienced  amusement  managers 
and  promoters,  and  are  always  open  for  propositions,  as 
well  as  to  take  up  management  of  vaudeville  and  picture 
theaters  and  run  them  to  success  for  the  owners. 

Winchester,  Va. — The  well-known  lecturer  and  orator.  W. 
Stephen  Bush,  presented  a  special  feature  programme  of 
music,  lectures  and  pictures  at  the  Auditorium  here,  which 
has  a  seating  capacity  of  about  1.000.  The  success  of  the 
venture  was  so  pronounced  that  the  management  of  the 
Auditorium,  which  is  one  of  the  prettiest  theaters  in  the  Old 
Dominion,  has  decided  to  give  a  moving  picture  show  here- 

after every  night  when  the  house  is  dark.  The  manager  of 
this  theater  is  Mr.  Herman  H.  Hobbs. 

Sumter,  S.  C. — Of  the  three  moving  picture  theaters  here, 
the  Lyric  is  the  best  appointed  and  the  S.  R.  O.  sign  is  fre- 

quently seen.  The  Elite  is  another  finely  equipped  house  and 
caters  to  the  best  society  in  town.  The  Gem.  for  colored 
patrons,  is  an  extension  of  the  Elite,  divided  only  by  the 
screen,  the  same  pictures  serving  for  both  houses.  The  Gem 
has  its  entrance  on  a  back  street  and  the  only  additional 
expense  is  the  ticket  seller  and  ticket  taker.  Although  the 
same  program  is  seen  in  both  places,  the  admission  to  the 
Gem  is  5  cents,  while  to  cents  admits  to  the  more  finely  ap- 

pointed  Elite. 
Reading.  Pa. — Carr  &  Schad.  proprietors  of  the  Victor 

Theater.  734  Penn  street,  have  leased  the  entire  Boas  Build- 
ing. 7jS  Penn  street,  for  a  term  oi  eight  years,  and  will  instal 

one  of  the  most  modern  moving  picture  theaters  in  the 
State.  The  front  will  lie  decorated  with  statues,  tile  and 
marble,  and  will  be  illuminated  with  1.000  electric  lamps. 
The  interior  will  he  elaborately  adorned  and  will  be  fitted 

up  with  500  of  the  latest  opera  chairs,  a  women's  waiting room  and  all  conveniences  of  an  up-to-date  theater.  The 
upper  floors  will  be  rented  for  offices  and  apartments.  The 
Victor  will  he  continued  as  heretofore. 
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Rochester,  Minn.  The  various  theaters  within  the  city, 
namely,  the  Metropolitan,  the  Majestic,  and  the  Bijou,  are 
striving  to  lit  their  places  up  so  that  they  will  complj  with 
all  the  clauses  of  the  moving  picture  ordinance  recentlj 
passed  by  the  Common  Council.  ["he  ordinance  requires that  a  licensi  o  be  paid   and  also  thai   a  warrant   be 
first  obtained  from  the  fire  warden  of  the  city.  Vlso  that 
the  theater  be  guarded  against  and  for  the  extinguishing  >>t 
fire.  It  shall  have  two  exits  or  more,  nol  less  than  three 
feet  wide;  all  seats  be  firmly  fastened  to  the  floor,  all  aisles 
shall   be   three    feel    wide   and    free   at   all   times.      To   meet    these 
ami  other   requirements,   the  managers   oi    the  several   theaters 
are    exerting    their   efforts   at    the    present    tune. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo.       The    I  yric     Theater   has  broken   all   records 
for  attendance  at  its  opening  performances.  An  excellent 

ramme  is  supplied  by  the  management. 

"Bryan   in    Chica  special    film   of   peculiar   interest   at 
the  present  time,  packed  the  Novelty  'Theater  in  Topcka, 
Kan.,  to  the  doors.  For  five  successive  performances  t he- 
crowds  outside  waited  their  turn.  This  film  is  being  ex- 

ploited by   the   I  aemmle   Film  Service,  of  Chicago. 

Wilmington,  Del. — W.  O.  Hyrup's  Moving  Picture  Theater, 
at  Xo.  408  Shipley  street,  was  threatened  with  extinction  one 
day  last  week,  when  a  tierce  lire  broke  out  in  one  of  the 
buildings  in  the  rear.  As  it  was.  Mr.  Ilvrup  suffered  a  loss 
of  $1,000  from  the  smoke  and  water,  partly  covered  by  in- 

surance.    The  lire  did  not  interfere  with  the  performances. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

WHITHER  ARE  WE  DRIFTING? 

New    York,   October    19,    1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — In  answer  to  your  corespondent  "Manufactur- 
er" I  am  pleased  to  see  that  the  manufacturers  show  a  dis- 

position to  discuss  the  different  suggestions  contained  there- 
in. 

Your  correspondent  claims  that  the  manufacturers  would 
go  to  bankruptcy,  if  they  were  to  make  films  that  could 
hold  the  boards  for  months  and  years.     This  is  a  wrong  idea. 
We  know  that  films,  after  a  rather  short  service,  are 

ruined.  As  the  renters  know  that  the  pictures  are  not  of 
such  a  standard  as  to  warrant  the  purchase  of  new  copies, 
they  run  these  films  until  they  are  a  disgust  to  the  public 
and  many  pictures  of  merit  have  been  thrown  away  on  this 
account.  If  the  manufacturers  were  to  adopt  the  proposi- 

tion, contained  in  your  paper  of  October  10th,  viz.:  to  lease 
the  films  to  the  renters  for  only  a  short  period,  the  renters 
would  not  be  able  to  ruin  a  picture  by  showing  worn-out 
or  ruined  films,  and,  if  the  pictures  were  good  and  still  in 
demand,  the  renters  would  then  have  to  purchase  new  copies. 

I  am  sure  that  the  manufacturers  will  agree  with  me,  that 
the  profit  is  in  the  copies.  Allow  me  to  illustrate  these  facts 
by  plain  figures. 
Do  not  take  the  following  figures  as  correct,  they  are 

merely  an  illustration. 
Let  us  suppose  that  the  manufacturers  make  a  show  of  5 

films,  each   film  500  feet  long,  or  together  2,500  feet. 
With  the  quick  work  of  to-day,  of  hurrying  folks  in  front 

of  the  camera,  with  no  or  very  little  preparation  and  of  cut- 
ting off  all  that  could  be  considered  hard  and  expensive  work, 

the  said  manufacturers  do  not  spend  $1  per  foot  for  the 
negatives. 
My  idea  would  be  to  improve  the  work  in  such  a  manner 

as  to  spend  $4  per  foot  of  negative.  This  extra  increase  in 
the  cost  would  allow  the  manufacturers  to  pay  better  prices 
for  good  sketches  and  would  allow  them  to  engage  better 
artists,  to  rehearse  the  picures  several  times  until  they  reach 
perfection,  etc. 

Cost  of  2,500  feet  of  negative  at  $4  per  foot .  .$10,000 
If  the  manufacturers  were  selling  only  50  copies  at  the 

regular  rate  they  would  make  scarcely  any  profit,  but  with 
a  good  film  the  manufacturers  could  sell  50  new  copies  every 
two  months  and  if  the  picture  was  good  enough  to  run  for 
a  year,  they  would  sell  300  copies  to  the  50  sold   to-day. 
The  manufacturers  would  not  go  into  bankruptcy,  but 

would  make  a  good  deal  more  money  by  making  only  one 
good  picture  every  two  weeks  instead  of  5  and  6  poor  pict- 

ures  each   week. 

The  expenditure  on  the  negative  should  not  be  consid- 
ered, as.  if  good,  the  manufacturers  would  always  sell  more 

copies  than  necessary  to  pay  big  dividends.  The  theatrical 
folks  do  not  hesitate  a  moment  to  spend  fortunes  in  one  cre- 

ation.    The  theatrical  folks  know  they  have  the  proper  art- 

V 0***$* 

In  the  Time  of  Christ 
TOGETHER  WITH 

DAVID  and  GOLIATH 
LENGTH  1925  FEET. READY  NOV.  7 

PRICE  $250.25  NET 

Without  a  doubt  this  new  religious  film 
will  prove  one  of  the  greatest  drawing 

attractions    of  the  season 

The  Dramatic  Mirror's  Critic  Says  :  "A  great 
religious  film  .  .  .  of  a  very  high  order.  Nearly  200  people 
were  employed  in  acting  the  several  scenes  .  .  .  huge 

painted  backgrounds  splendidly  executed." 

DAVID  AMD  GOLIATH 

SYNOPSIS  OF  SCENES- J.  David  Anointed 
by  Samuel.  2.  David  Learns  of  the  Slaughter  of  His 
Flock.  3.  David  Enters  the  Bear's  Den.  4.  David 
Slays  Goliath.   5.  David  the  Chosen  of  Saul. 

JERUSALEM  IN  THE  TIME  OF  CHRIST 

SYNOPSIS  OF  SCENES  —  I.  Entrance  of 
Herod,  the  Roman  Ruler,  to  Jerusalem.  2.  Diversions 
of  the  Court  of  Herod.  3.  Christ  on  the  Mount.  4. 

The  Healing  of  the  Two  Blind  Beggars.  5.  Christ's 
Triumphal  Entry  Into  Jesusalem.  6.  Christ  Drives 
the  Money  Changers  from  the  Temple  Steps.  7. 
Christ  and  Mary  Magdala.  8.  Christ  Raises  the 

Widow's  Son.  9.  Christ  on  His  Way  to  Calvary. 
JO.  The  Court  of  Cestius.  \  1 .  Invasion  of  Jerusalem 
by  Titus,  A.D.  70. 

ILLUSTRATED  LECTURE  NOW  READY 

KALEM  COMPANY,  Inc. 
131  W.  24th  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
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Sales  Agents  for  the 

G  A  U  M  O  N  T 

CHRONOPHONE 
TalKing  and  Singing 

PICTURE  MACHINES 
The  synchronism  is  perfect !  The  subjects  embrace  all  the 
latest  Stars  and  Feature  Acts.  Over  500  different  subjects 
now  ready.  Picture  theatres,  heretofore  playing  to  empty 
houses,  packed  and  jammed  to  the  guards  when  equipped 
with  the  Chronophone.  It  is  up  to  you  to  be  first.  Write 
us  quick     Catalogues  Free. 

■Selling  Agents 

Aloe  Optical  Co. 
5 1  3  Olive  Street         St.  Louis,  Mo. 

General  Electiic  Company 
Reduce  Your  Current  Cost 

By  Installing  a 

MERCURY  ARC 
RECTIFIER 

Just  assume  that  your  machine  is  operated  six  hours 
per  day,  300  days  per  year,  and  that  you  pay  10  cents 
per  Kw.  hour  for  current.  Of  the  three  systems  used 
the  following  table  shows  the 

APPROXIMATE  OPERATING  COSTS : 
G    E.   Rectifier   26  Amp.  on  the  Arc   $375.00 

G.  E.   Rectifier   30  "  "  "  ...     420.00 
Direct  Current   26  "  "  "            515.00 
Alternating  Current           30  "  "  "            565.00 
Direct  Current     30  "  "  "            595.00 
Alternating  Current   40  "  "  "           795.00 
Alternating  Current   6)  "  "  "  ...1190.00 

When  you  consider  that  you  can  get  better  results  with 
30  amperes  direct  current  from  a  Rectifier  than  with 

60  amperes  alternating  current,  isn't  the  above  con- 
vincing proof  that  it  will  pay  you  to  install  a 

MERCURY  ARC 
RECTIFIER 

Booklet  No.  3681-P 
will  give  you  other  reasons  why  it  will   be  to  your  advantage 1892 

Principal  Office :  SCHENECTADY,  N.Y.  SStSSSfi 

ists  to  make  a  success,  while  the  film  manufacturers  hesitate 
because  they  do  not  feel  safe.  They  know  that  they  have 
not  the  proper  facilities  to  risk  such  sums.  They  do  not 
mind  to  risk  a  few  hundreds  on  a  film,  as  if  it  is  a  failure 
the  loss  cannot  ruin  them.  The  day  that  the  film  manufact- 

urers will  feel  confident  that  they  have  the  proper  managers, 
proper  producers,  proper  camera  man,  proper  stage  carpen- 

ters, scene  painters,  proper  actors,  etc.,  they  will  not  hesi- 
tate to  spend  a  fortune  on  a  good  film. 

Mr.  Lubin  claims  that  he  spent  $10,000  to  hunt  for  mate- 
rial for  his  Passion  Play.  If  to  this  sum  you  add  the  cost 

of  the  production,  you  will  see  that  Mr.  Lubin  spent  a  little 
fortune  for  the  negative  of  his  Passion  Play.  Mr.  Lubin 
made  a  success.  I  know  that  for  three  consecutive  seasons 

Mr.  Lubin  had  the  Passion  Play  every  day  on  Young's  Pier. 
A  number  of  copies  were  required  to  keep  up  this  show  in 
Atlantic  City  and  they  were  perhaps  a  small  percentage  of 
the  copies  required  for  shows  in  other  places.  The  manufact- 

urer who  lays  himself  out  to  produce  some  great  subject  on 
an  expensive  scale  is  not  likely  to  lose  money  by  the  ven- 

ture. Yours  truly,  M. 

FROM   "ONE   OF  THE  FAITHFUL." 
New  York,  October  26,  1908. 

Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — Where  is  all  the  protection  the  Edison  licensed 
manufacturers  promised  us  last  July?  When  they  raised  the 
price  of  film  to  the  association  exchanges  from  9  to  11  cents 
per  foot  they  smoothed  the  affair  over  with  glowing  promises 
of  a  vigorous  campaign  that  would  put  the  independents  out 
in  the  first  round,  and  the  faithful  would  get  the  business. 
We  were  admonished  to  refrain  under  all  circumstances  from 
renting  association  films  to  exhibitors  who  used  independent 
films,  unless  he  agreed  to  give  the  Independents  up.  Any 
exhibitor  who  persisted  in  showing  both  kinds  of  films  was 
to  be  thrashed  with  a  big  stick,  and  any  Association  exchange 
that  rented  films  to  a  place  that  continued  to  use  Independent 
films  was  to  be  treated  likewise.  I  gave  up  and  lost  good 
customers  through  my  fidelity  to  the  cause.  Have  I  pros- 

pered by  it?  Not  by  a  long  shot.  "All  I  get  is  sympathy!" 
Once  in  a  while  I  get  a  pat  on  the  back,  and  I'm  told  how 
faithful  I  am.  But  what  "got  my  goat"  wras  an  announce- 

ment in  the  last  issue  of  your  paper  in  which  an  exhibitor 

in  Pottstown,  Pa.,  publicly  declares  that  "only  the  latest 
Association  and  Independent  films  will  be  shown."  And 
here  I  have  been  turning  down  good  weekly  receipts  on  the 
principle   that   to   give   such   exhibitions  was  a   crime! 

FIDO. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 

G.  E.  Barton,  Coatesville,  Pa.,  operator  or  manager. 
Wm.  J.  Schouler,  24  Bourne  St.,  Providence,  R.  I. 
Robert   Curry,   1670  Third  avenue.   New  York  City. 
Ed.  Moore.  214  E.  Main  street,  Coatesville,  Pa. 
F.  L.  Giddings,  York,  Neb. 
Ed.  Lewis,  157  West  66th  Street,  New  York  City. 

IMPROVE  nrSAui 

THE  PICTURE  ON  viSS 
THE  SCREEN 

y  usin  g  a  high  grade 

projection  lens. 
Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
iant  picture  than  any  lenses  made  here  or 
ahroad.     We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 

that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 
PRICE    $18.00    NET 

When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 
ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting;  one  of 

these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN    OPTICAL    COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave.,  So.  Rochester,  N.Y. 
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MALE    SINGER    WANTED 
for  Theatre  in  Canadian  city  of  10,000  Inhabitant!      Salan  |15p4l  w<-<k. 
Pleasant  town  t<>  live  In,    Board  obtained  Irom  I8.B0  10  <i  &0  pei  * 
Man  of  good  babita  and  appearance,  and  ol  fine,  i 1<  h  voice  desired, 

Address,  witii  references! 
CANADA    care  of  Moving  Picture  World,  or  call  at  World  office  for 

further  partlcu'urs. 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS 

huh 
,  antii 

The  Construction  is  doable  walls  of 
Bteel,   with   two-Inch    air  chamber, 
lined  with  asbestos  There  are  no 
heat  conducting  connections  be1  wees 
the  double  wall  combination  kicks 

The  Test,  In  which  the  outer  walls 
weie  brought  to  a  white  heat,  show- 

ed the  contents  to  be  fully  protected 
and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  reasonable 

?T""*>I     and  will  be  sent  on  request. 
WILLIS  H.  CHAMBERLIN  ®  CO. 
150   Nassau   Street New  YorK  City 

SOMETHING    NEW 
MUTUAL  FILM  EXCHANGE 

MAR  BRIDGE  BUILDING,  J  328  BROADWAY 
Between  34th  and  35th  Streets 

From  $1.00  up  to  $14.00 
Per  Reel  a  Day 

EVERYTHING  IN  THIS  LINE 
PHONE  2522  38th  STREET 

SONG  SLIDES 
L 
I 
D 
E 

We  beg  to  announce  to  the  trade  that  owing  to 

the  "  increase  of  trade  "  we  were  obliged  to  seek 
larger  quarters  and  are  now  located  at  143  North 
8th  St.  Having  added  considerable  to  our  work- 

ing force  and  facilities  for  the  manufacture  of  our 
PEERLESS   SONC    SLIDES 

we  are  now  in  a  position  to  fill  orders  more 
promptly  than  ever  before 

NORTH  AMERICAN  SLIDE  CO. 
143  North  8th  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

I 
D 
E 

SONG   SLIDES 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Fifty  times  the  resistance  of  copper 

THE  BEST  WIRE  FOR 

Moving  Picture  Machine 

RHEOSTATS 
DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 

HARRISON,  N.J. 

.. ■        _JJ 

On  the  Minute  Service 

Is  your  aim  to  please 
your  audiences ;  have 

them  say  you  show  the 
most  interesting  pic- 

tures ;  pictures  of  merit, 
carefully  selected,  not 
any  and  everyth ing 

placed  on  the  market  ? 

Let  us  help  you.  A  trial 
is  the  most  convincing 

proof.  We  don't  want your  business  for  a 
month,  but  as  long  as 

you  are  in  business  and 
we  know  our  service  of 

selected  subjects  will 

keep  you  in  the  front 

rank  of  exhibitors.  Don't 
delay;  write  us  immed- 

iately, fou  understand 
we  furnish  two  highly 
colored,  and  artistic 

posters  with  each  reel. 
SEND  FOR  RENTAL  RATES  AND  LIST. 

Machines  and  Parts  (all  makes),  Carbons, 

Condensers,  Tickets.  Everything  pertaining 

to  the  Cinematograph  trade.  We  can  furnish 

you  with  any  size  lens  desired. 

Southern  Film  Exchange 
146=148  West  Fifth  St. 

CINCINNATI,         =        OHIO 
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AMONG  THE  TRADE. 

Yerkes  &  Co.'s  office  at  53  West  28th 
street,  this  city,  is  well  worth  a  visit  by 
any  manager  of  a  moving  picture  thea- 

ter, if  only  to  admire  the  many  excellent 
devices  for  imitating  the  various  sounds 
to  accompany  and  give  reality  to  the 
pictures.  Hardly  any  sound  effect  which 
is  likely  to  be  wanted  could  be  mentioned 
that  they  do  not  have  a  device  for — and 
the  natural  sounds  of  some  of  the  effects 
are  marvelous.  There  is  quite  a  lengthy 
list  to  choose  from  and  the  prices  are 
very  reasonable  for  the  quality  of  the 
goods.  Send  for  list  to  Yerkes  &  Co., 
53  West  28th  street,  New  York  City. 

Stories  of  the   Films. 

The  Fireproof  Steel  Cabinets  for  stor- 
age of  films  which  have  been  installed 

by  Willis  H.  Chamberlin  &  Co.,  of  150 
Nassau  street.  New  York,  are  spoken 
of  by  the  purchasers  in  the  highest 
praise.  The  cost,  compared  with  that 
charged  by  the  safe  builders,  is  nominal, 
and  where  a  large  stock  of  reels  are 
carried    this   would    soon   be    covered    by 

the  saving  in  insurance  rates.  One  renter 
in  New  York  has  already  had  his  insur- 

ance rate  materially  reduced  since  adopt- 
ing the  fireproof  cabinet.  Double  steel 

walls  are  separated  by  an  air  space  and 
asbestos  board,  and  the  severest  test  has 
failed  to  show  injury  to  the  contents. 
Besides,  they  are  a  great  convenience 
and  space  saver.  The  interior  arrange- 

ment can  be  adjusted  to  suit  the  pur- 
chaser. One  man  has  his  reels  on  edge, 

separated  by  steel  rods,  and  a  blank 
space  at  the  side  receives  the  reels  that 
are  booked. 

Films   Renewed 
Old    rainy   films    wanted.     We'll   fix 
one-half  of  film,  and  let  you  see  the 
difference.     Address 

FILM  RENEWING  CO.,  Win.  Bullock, 
Mgr.,  716  Superior  Avenue,  Cleveland,  0. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING- 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 

THE  CALL  OF  THE  WILD.— "Gild  the  farthing 
if  you  will,  hut  it  is  a  farthing  still."  So  it  is 
with  the  Redman.  Civilization  and  education  can- 

not bleach  his  tawny  epidermis,  and  that  will  al- 

ways prove  an  unsurmountable  barrier  to "  social distinction.  He  may  be  lauded  and  even  lionized 
for  deeds  of  valor  and  heroism,  or  excellence  in 
scientiflcs.  but  when  it  comes  to  the  social  circle — 

never.  "Lo  the  poor  Indian,"  and  well  we  may 
say  it,  for  his  condition  is  indeed  deplorable;  ele- 

vated to  intellectual  supremacy,  only  to  more  fully 
realize  his  extreme  commoualty.  Such  was  the 
plight  of  George  Kedfeather,  the  hero  of  this  Bio- 
graph  subject,  upon  his  return  from  Carlisle,  where 
he  not  only  graduated  with  high  honors,  but  was 
also  the  star  of  the  college  football  team.  At  a 
reception  given  in  his  honor  by  Lieut.  Penrose,  an 
Indian  agent,  the  civilized  brave  meets  Gladys, 

the  lieutenant's  daughter,  and  falls  desperately  in 
iove  with  her.  You  may  be  sure  he  is  indignantly 
repulsed  by  Gladys  and  ordered  from  the  house  for 
his  presumption  by  her  father.  With  pique  he 
leaves,  and  we  next  find  him  in  his  own  room, 
crushed  and  disappointed,  for  he  realizes  the  truth: 

"Good  enough  as  a  hero,  but  not  as  a  husband." 
What  was  the  use  of  his  struggle  ?  As  he  reasons, 
his  long  suppressed  nature  asserts  itself  and  he 

hears  the  call  of  the  wild:  "Out  there  is  your 
sphere,  on  the  boundless  plains,  careless  and  free, 
among  your  kind  and  kin,  where  all  is  truth." 
Here  he  sits;  this  nostalgic  fever  growing  more  in- 

tense every  second,  until  in  a  fury  he  tears  off  the 
conventional  clothes  he  wears,  donning  in  their 
stead  his  suit  of  leather,  with  blanket  and  feath- 

ered headgear.  Thus  garbed,  and  with  a  bottle  of 
whiskey,  he  makes  his  way  back  to  his  former  as- 

sociates in  the  wilds.  He  plans  vengeance  and 
the  opportunity  presents  itself,  when  he  surprises 
Gladys  out  horseback  riding.  He  captures  her  af- 

ter a  spirited  chase  and  intended  holding  her  cap- 
tive, but  she  appeals  to  him.  calling  to  his  mind 

the  presence  of  the  All  Powerful  Master  above,  who 
knows  and  sees  all  things,  and  who  is  even  now 
calling  to  him  to  do  right.  He  listens  to  the  call 
of  this  Higher  Voice,  and  helping  her  to  her  saddle, 
sadly  watches  her  ride  off  homeward.  The  film  is 
most  thrilling  in  situations,  beautiful  in  photog- 

raphy and  superbly  acted.     Length,  9SS  feet. 

CONCEALING  A  BURGLAR.— Here  the  Biograph 
Company  presents  a  subject  with  a  decidedly  in- 

genious plot — in  fact,  at  cross-purposes.  Besides 
being  most  unique  in  construction,  it  is  intensely 
thrilling  in  detail.  Mr.  and  Mrs.  Brown  are  pre- 

paring to  attend  a  banquet,  and  Mrs.  Brown  takes 
from  the  jewel  case  a  beautiful  pearl  necklace,  but 
in  her  haste  forgets  to  put  it  on.  She  notices  its 
absence  while  seated  at  the  banquet  board  and  is 
very  much  wrought  up  in  consequence,  but  Mr. 
Brown  assures  her  that  she  will  find  it  safe  upon 
their  return  home.  As  one  of  the  guests,  there  is 
a  party  named  Wells,  who,  unknown  to  all,  is  a 
gentleman  burglar.  Hearing  of  the  forgotten  neck- 

lace, he  sees  the  chance  of  a  rich  haul,  and  feign- 
ing illness,  leaves  the  banquet  hall,  makes  his  way 

to  the  Brown  apartments  and  is  just  about  to  de- 
camp with  the  loot,  when  the  Browns  return;  so 

he  hides  behind  the  portieres  that  cover  the  win- 
dow, leaving  the  necklace  lying  on  the  dresser. 

Brown  is  a  bit  boozy,  and  goes  out  again,  ostensi- 
bly to  procure  cigars.  While  he  is  gone,  Mrs. 

Brown  retires.  Wells  seizes  this  opportunity  to  get 
out,  but  hearing  the  approach  of  Brown,  compels 
Mrs.  Brown  to  hide  him.  or  he  will  pretend  to  her 
husband  that  he  is  her  lover.  Here  is  a  dilemma. 

Well,  she  conceals  him  in  the  closet.  Brown  en- 
ters, and  taking  off  his  coat  goes  to  the  closet  to 

hang  it  up,  and  it  looks  for  the  moment  that  a 
discovery  is  inevitable,  so  Wells  sneaks  from  there, 
and  after  ineffectually  seeking  a  place  of  safety 
for  some  minutes,  is  finally  caught.  He  throws 
suspicion  on  poor  Mrs.  Brown,  who  in  vain  tries  to 
convince  her  husband  the  fellow  is  a  thief.  Finally 
the  husband  hands  her  a  pistol  and  commands  her 
to  shoot  her  lover,  or  thief,  whichever  he  be.  This 
the  wife  is  loath  to  do,  but  as  Wells  raises  a  gun 
and  is  about  to  shoot  her  husband,  she  sends  a 
bullet  through  his  wrist,  dropping  the  gun  from 
his  hand.  At  this  moment  a  couple  of  policemen, 
who  had  heard  the  skirmish,  rush  in  and  secure 
Wells,  In  whose  pockets  are  found  many  articles  of 
value,  proving  conclusively  his  true  character. 
Brown  now  shamefacedly  implores  the  forgiveness 

of  his   wife    for   his  suspicious.      Length,    (',('.:',    feet. 

EDISON    MFG.   CO. 

THE  ARMY  OF  TWO.  Synopsis  of  Scenes: 
Foreword. — An  Incident  of  the  American  Revolu- 

tion, where  a  British  force  was  repulsed,  "ii  the 
Connecticut  shore,  by  the  two  Fordlyhan  sisters. 
The  British  commander  was  wounded,  and  made 
prisoner,  He  was  nursed  by  one  of  the  girls,  and 
became  an  officer  In  the  Continental   Army. 

Chips  of  the  Old  Block.  The  war  fever  hums 
holly  Old  lighthouse  keeper  loaches  the  girls  to 
play  fife  and  drum,  and  to  shoot  stralghl  and  true, 
—Little  dream  their  knowledge  will  be  pnl   to  use. 

Five    Years    Later. — Americans    nsc    lighthouse    as 
a    rendezvous     Conceal    arms    and    ammunition   -Com- 

mander of  minute  men  in  love  with  youngest  sister 
— He   nurses  a   wounded  arm. 

Sighting  the  Enemy. — Lovers  walking  on  the 
cliffs,  sight  an  English  war  vessel — Lighthouse  de- 

fenseless— Lover  rides  to  warn  minute  men — Girls 
prepare    for   action. 

Blood  Will  Tell. — Girls  watch  landing  party- 
Take  arms  and  small  cannon  to  edge  of  cliff — Pre- 

pare tor  defense — Plant  the  "Stars  and  Stripes"— 
Landing  party  disconcerted — They  hear  the  "Long Roll"    sounded. 

"The  Army  of  Two." — British  attempt  to  scale 
the  cliff — Are  met  by  a  brisk  fire — Retire  in  con- 

fusion— Hear   "Yankee  Doodle"   on  fife  and  drum   
Rallied  by  young  oflicer,   who  charges,   flag  in  hand 
— Again   repulsed,   take   to  the   boats. 
A  Unique  iVctory.— British  officer  gains  top  of 

cliff — Wounded;  made  prisoner — Lover  and  minute 
men  arrive — Prisoner  taken  to  lighthouse — Nursed 
by  oldest  sister — Convalescent — Becomes'  a  prisoner 
of  Cupid — Declares  his  love — Accepted  on  condition 
that  he  swears  allegiance — Kisses  the  flag  and 
"fair  one" — Caught  in  the  act  by  youngest  sister 
and  her  lover — But  all  are  happy.  Approximate 
Length,    900   feet. 
A  FOOTBALL  WARRIOR. — Synopsis  of  Scenes: 

"Peace  hath  her  victories  no  less  renown'd  than 
war,"  and  the  victories  of  Peace  call  for  heroism 
as  great  as  that  ever  shown  on  the  battlefield. 

Our  picture  tells  the  story  of  "Strongheart"— (an 
all  'round  good  fellow) — son  of  an  Indian  chief,  stu- 

dent in  an  Eastern  college,  who  becomes  the  idol 
of  the  football  team. 

During  a  training  run  in  the  country  he  saves  | 
the  life  of  the  "BeUe"  of  the  college,  whose  horse; 
has  run  away.  She  plainly  shows  her  gratitude,] 
and  admiration,  which  causes  an  intense  rivalry 

between   her  lover  and   "Strongheart." 
During  the  great  game  of  the  year,  with  a  rival 

college,  "Strongheart"  is  forced  from  the  field  by] 
a  treacherous  blow  from  his  rival.  Carried  to  the : 
training  quarters,  he  is  nursed  by  the  heroine,  whoj 
describes  the  progress  of  the  game,  as  seen  from 
the   window. 

At  the   critical  moment,   when   the  home   team  bj 
about    to   lose.    "Strongheart"    rushes   on    the    field, 
secures  the  ball,   and  scores  the  run  that  saves  th<| 

game. 

Carried  again  to  the  training  quarters,  the  doctol 

finds  a  knife-thrust  under  his  arm.  "Strongheart"  I 
refuses  to  disclose  the  dastard — but,  with  Indiail 
stoicism,  bides  his  time,  and.  at  the  supreme  mo! 
ment,  when  he  faces  his  rival  for  the  woman  h 
loves,  he  gains  a  triple  victory.  Approximab 

Length,    900   feet. 

FILM  IMPORT  &  TRADING  CO. 

PIRATE'S  HONOR  (Film  Import  &  Trading  Co.) 
— Theme  of  romance  and  prowess:  The  sent 
mentalities  of  man  in  rich  and  intimate  contrae 
to  the  pugnacious  spirit!  A  dramatic  conflict  c 
the   sea,    realistic   and   thrilling. 

Pirate  stories  there  have  been  before,  good  one 
too,  yes  great  ones,  as  we  remember  in  no  di 
paragement  but  here  have  we  one  so  strong,  i 
gripping  in  its  interest,  so  carefully  rendered  i 
to  reach  the  very  acme  of  marine  film  art. 
there  is  a  moment  of  wasted  art,  of  lost  power,  ■ 
ebbing  interest  in  this  simple  and  stirring  prl 
duction,  we  are  unaware  of  it. 

The  "proof  of  the  pudding  is  the  eating"  and  til 
verdict  might  easily  be  waited  for  in  confidencl 
hut  you  want  to  know  what  it  is  all  about,  fl 
many   reasons,    before  you   pass  on   it. 

In  a  port  on  the  French  coast  sailors  from  I 
large  ship  are  regaling  themselves  at  an  inn  I 
sportive  idleness.  The  captain  of  this  crew  a  I 
pears  with  other  officers  on  the  scene  and  a  I 
served  by  the  sweetheart  of  the  pirate  chief.  wJI 
appears  and  observes  the  advances  of  the  captal 
to  the  girl.  The  insults  of  the  captain  are  severe! 
resented  by  the  young  pirate  lover,  though  he  I 

soundly  beaten  by  the  crew,  which  comes  to  t' rescue    of    the    captain. 
The  captain  with  his  wife  and  child  shortl 

after  embark  on  a  voyage  and  the  young  piral 
follows,  bent  on  revenge:  which  he  ultimately  satl 
lies  after  a  terrific  conflict  between  the  two  shltl 
wherein  is  portrayed  all  the  realistic  effects  I 
naval  encounters  at  close  range  in  a  desperal 
hand-to-hand  struggle,  which  closes  with  the  cl 
struetion  and  burning  of  the  ship  of  the  presuml 
tuous.  captain. 

The    most    remarkable    part    of   this    production  II 
In    the    fact    thai    in    no   part    of    ii    is    there    inti 
duced    staging    or    stage    effects,     the    whole    bel 
enacted    aboard    ships   and    daringly    portrayed    as 

actual    warfare. 
GUST  OF  WIND.— Lively  and  sparkling  contt< 

in  which  ihe  sun  is  good  and  the  breeze  is  stror 

Where  the  "wind  walks  the  world"  and  the 

habitants  thereof  "race  before  the  wind.'"  Ji right!  Just  right  in  length,  just  right  in  vivad' 
jusi  right  in  immor.  just  right  in  picture  art  a 

piquancy,   just   right   in   simple  story. 

LUBIN. 

THE  MOUNTAINEER'S  REVENGE.— A  youj woodsman  and  his  wife  live  a  peaceful  life  ur 
one  day  an  automobile  drives  up  in  front  of  1 
place  wherein  a  young  man  resides  with  his  w 
and  child.  The  young  man  falls  in  love  with  t 

mountaineer's  wife.  He  brings  his  wife  and  child 
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■'"<•  and  returni  to  tba  mountain  cabin   while 
tie    woodsman    is    busj    a1    his    work.      Vceldentally 
tbe  ax  shps  mi,i   is  bnrled   In   tbe   n   Ii    g    foot 
"bis  compels   bin    i"  return   to  bis  cabin      Be  ar lu»l    In    time    to   s.v    the      kissing 
M*    wlir.      'rile    mountal   r    b  wen  re    reveuire.      He o  tbe  i'Ii.v  mid  steals  tbe  m  ,l  i,i.   the 
one  dearest   to   bis   heart,    Urns   torturing    tbe 
for  wbal   be  ims  done  i"  him.     He   brings   tbe  little 
girl   to  Ms  own   borne  una   takes  g   i   care  of  ber 
The    father   is   grlet   stricken.      He   offers   u    big    re 
wind   (or   the  return  of  his  daughtei        Ifter  some 
time   the  mountaineer  calls  a)   the  motoi 
iio  tells  him  be  «iii  show  blm  the  hiding   place  ol 
bis    daughter,      He    brings    him    toNhU    own    borne 
Confronts    him    with    his    little    daughter    and    his 
the  woodsman's     wife,     Be  tells  blm  thai  he  wanted 
to  iniiiisi,   hi,, ,    for   the  anguish   be   brought    to   the 
woodsman's   heart   and   admonishes   the   ni"t.>rist    to be  true   t"  his   vows.     The  motorist    In 

elasps  the  woodsman's  band,   thanking   him   for  the hMBbn   he   gave  blm.     Length,   780   feet. 

AUNTIE  TAKES  THE  CHILDREN  TO  THE 
COUNTRY.  -Pa  and  ma  decide  to  send  their  <h,r- 
lhms  to  the  country  to  their  nncle's  farm.  They 
pet  a  warm  reception,  as  tbe  ancle  Is  very  proud 
of  his  city  folks.  Be  Boon,  however,  changes  bis 
mind.  The  children  npsel  the  entire  fai  t,  thej 
frighten  the  life  out  of  the  Farmer  and  his  wife, 
they  chase  the  colored  help  to  the  woods  and  con- 

tinue their  tricks  until  the  farmer  cannol  Btand 
it  any  more  and  sends  the  city  folks  back  to  town. 
Length,   660   feet. 

HOW  A  PRETTY  GIRL  SOLD  HER  HAIR  RE- 
STORER. -The  season  is  very  dull  and  customers 

are  Bcarce,  the  shelves  are  full  of  hair  restorer, 

but  nobody  seems  to  need  them.  The  proprietor's 
daughter,  an  attractive  looking  girl,  decides  to 
bring  son,,-  customers.  She  walks  down  the  streel 
and  flirts  with  every  "moonshiner"  or  "bald  bead." 
Tbe  dear  old  hoys  follow  her  and  they  are  finally 
brought  to  the  store,  where  the  effectiveness  of  the 
hair  restorer  is  demonstrated.  There  is  hardly  a 
bottle  left.  If  vou  need  one  you  will  have  to 
hurry.     Length,    250  feet. 

G.   MELIES. 
A  LOVE  TRAGEDY  IN  SPAIN.— Before  an  Inn 

In  the  mountains  a  Spanish  dauseuse  does  a  wild 
turn.  A  brigand  falls  in  love  with  her,  and  she 

-  her  troth.  She  then  enters  her  chamber, 
here  she  Is  presently  surprised  by  another  suitor, 

who  has  heralded  his  coming  by  throwing  into  her 
window  a  bunch  of  roses  containing  a  love  letter. 
He  falls  up. m  his  knees  and  Implores  her  to  marry 
him.  But  while  ho  is  pressing  his  suit,  the 
bri.sand  enters  unawares,  and  immediately  a  jeal- 

ous quarrel  ensues.  The  two  suitors  repair  to  the 
fastnesses    of    the    mountains,     where    the    youneer 
me  is  hurled  over  a  precipiee  to  his  death.  The 
Bmnggler    then    returns    to    the    chamber   of    the    dan- 
I  .'ise  to  claim  her.  When  she  learns  of  his  brutal 
crime  she  refuses  him.  In  his  disappointment  he 
stabs  himself.  She  rushes  to  his  prostrate  body 

and    grabs    liis    blOOd-Stalned    hands.       She    leaps    b-iol; 
in  horror  while  examining  her  own  bands  reddened 
by    her    touch. 

A    thrilling   episode    in    t lie   style   of   Bizet's   "Car- 
men."     Length.    605    feet. 

PATHE  FRERES. 
TROUBLES  OF  A  COAT.  A  painter  perched  or 

a  high  ladder  is  busily  engaged  In  painting  a  sign 
When   a   man  happening   to  pass   under   him    L'ives   the 
ladder   a   jar.    therebj    upsetting   the   pot   of  paint 
which  comes  pouring  down  all  over  the  pedes 
trian's  coat.  The  man  is  so  infuriated  that  be  in- 

sists upon  the  painter  changing  coats  with  him. 
which  he  reluctantly  consents  to  do  in  order  to 
avoid  further  trouble.  But  as  the  garment  does 
not  tit  him  and  it  is  therefore  of  no  use  to  him. 

he  VOWS  to  get  rid  Of  it.  SO  passinrr  through  a  park 
he  sees  a  man  asleep  on  a  bench  with  bis  coat  be- 

side him.  so  makes  a  quick  exchange,  and  is  soon 
on  his  merry  way  again.  Awakening,  the  man 
diseovers  the  trick  played  on  him  and  gets  even 
by  elianging  with  a  woman.  We  next  see  her 
palming  it  off  on  an  Intoxicated  soldier  who  is  un- 

der the  impression  that  lie  has  the  best  of  the 
bargain.  When  be  discovers  its  condition  he  loses 
no  time  in  making  a  trade  with  a  cadet,  who  in 
turn  soon  sees  thai  he  has  go!  the  worst  of  the 
bargain,  so  bo  hastens  to  make  a  deal  with  a  boy 
who  is  pumping  up  the  tires  of  a  wheel.  When 
the  latter  turns  his  back  the  cadet  adds  insult  to 
Injury  by  riding  off  on  tbe  bicycle.  The  boy.  dis 
gusted  at  tbe  idea  that  be  lias  been  such  an  easy 
mark,  gets  a  rather  stout  gentleman  to  change 
coats  with  him.  The  portly  person,  after  fruitless 
attempts,    gives   up    trying    to    get    into    the   garment, 

EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still    Another    New    Model.       Most   Up-to  date  Machine  on  the    Market 

UNDERWRITERS' MODEL. 
I  \  DC  "If) iiM-CIN 

TiovBne  nt 
Approved  by  the  New  Vork   Bear, I  el   Fire   Uiuleiv,,  it,  r .  and  the 

Bureau  el  W.ib  i,  G.i.  and  Electricity 

IMPROVED    ' ak< ■  ""'■  Kheoslat. 

imrnvT  ■_  i~r  Auloma,lc  shuiter. 

Revolving  Shutter,  Arc   Lamp,  Adjustable  Sland. 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  (iuard.  Film  Protector,  Motion 

Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Uears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  Uears. 

With  Underwriter's  )  <.T»P« 40  Amp.  $225.00 Model  Rheostat  f  25  Amp.  $220.00 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  M.  del 

$155.00 

$75.00 
An  Opportunity  to   Change   your  Two-    *->[-  nn 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism    "*3'uu 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW   FEATURE   SUBJECTS: 
SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  27,  1908. 

THE  ARMY  OF  TWO.     Historical. 
An  incident  of  the  American  Revolution,  where  a  British  force  was  repulsed  on  the  Connecticut 

shore  bv  the  two  Kordlyhan  sisters.  The  British  commanJa  v.  ,.s  wounded  and  made  prisoner.  He  was 
nursed  by  one  of  the  girls,  and  became  an  officer  in  the  Continental  Army. 

No.  6389. Code,  VENDICANZA  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  398. 

SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  30,  1908 

A  FOOTBALL  WARRIOR. Dramatic. 
The  story  of  "  Strong-heart  "  an  Indian  college  student  who  is  the  idol  of  the  football  team.  He 

becomes  a  rival  with  a  fellow-member  on  the  team  for  the  affections  of  a  girl.  The  rival  makes  two 

attempts  on  his  life  while  playing  Jootball,  but  both  fail,  and  finally  "  Strongheart "  wins  both  his  life  and 
the  girl  he  loves. 

No.  6390.  Code.  VENDICAR.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  398  A. 

NEXT   WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 
SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  3,  1908 

SAVED  BY  LOVE.     Dramatic. 
No.  6391. 

No.  6392. 

Code,  VENDICOM. 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  6,  1908 

THE  JESTER..     Romantic. 

Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

Code,  VENDIDICO. Length,  900  Feet. 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co. 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :     72  LAKESIOE  AVE..  ORANGE.  N.  J. 

New  York  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :     304  Wabash  Avenue. 

Office  for  United  Kingdom  :    Edison  Works.  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  Vork.  George  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

Dealers   in   All    Principal   Cities. 

HALLBERG'S 
J. 

Imported  CARBONS  for  M.  P.  Lamps,  Flaming- 
Arc  Lamps  and  Spot  Lights  give  the  Best  Light 
When  you  write  for  prices  specif  y  size  and  make  you  are  now  using  and  quantity  ordered  atone  time 

Uu    FrAMOMY    IFRMIM/U      PRfiTFPTftRS   S'°P  bu"-out  of  your  asbestos  covered   Lamp  Leads 
 and  improve 

Irly    LIaJItIUIyI  I      I  LI\lTlini/*l_    rnUILLIUno    vour  light.     Tell  me  the  make  of  your  lamp  and  send  $1.56  for  a  set. 

H.    HALLBERC,   28   Greenwich    Avenue,  -  -  -  NEW    YORK,    U.    S.    A. 
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Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue CHICACO. 

a        Ceo.  Melies        a 

^*"STAR  FILMS''^ 
All  our  subjects  bear  our  Trade  -k  Mark.  Our  Films 
fully  protected  by  patents  and  supplied  only  by  mem- 

bers of  THE  FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

JUST    OUT 

A  Tragedy 
in  Spain 

A  thrilling  spisode  in  the  style 

of  Bizet's  "  Carmen  " 

LENGTH    605    FEET 

Let  Us  Hear  from  You  If  You  Wish  to 

Receive  Our  Weekly  Bulletins 

GASTON  MELIES   I    Enterprise  Optical  Co. 

,3  W.Randolph  St.  ' Chicago,  III. 
204  E  38th  St. 
New  York  City 

^CHANGEj 

Moi 

Moving  Pic^CiRB^^S rom  Lobby  To  Smeft 

n£W  YORK ' 
S  EAST  14th  STREET 

P.  BECK,  President  and  Manager 

Member  of  F.  S.  A. 

MACHINES 
AND 
FILMS 

FOR  RENT 

Wanted — First  Run 
Customers 

We  carry  every  thing  pertaining  to  the  Moving 
Picture  Business,  so  if  you  are  in  need  of  any- 
ihing  in  the  above  line 

We  buy  all  kinds  of  mach.'nes  and  song slides. 

DEALERS!!!— Write  for  Special  Prices 
WALK-PHONE-WRITE  or  RUN 

All  orders  are  shipped  the  same  day  as  received  C.O.I). 

but  flies  off  in  a  rage  to  the  magistrate's  office  to 
seek  redress.  When  be  arrives  there  he  is  con- 

fronted by  all  the  others  who  have  been  done  in 
the  same  manner.  The  magistrate  Anally  straight- 

ens things  out,  and  all  finally  get  their  own  outer 
garments   again.      Length,    377   feet. 

UNYIELDING  PARENT. —Two  young  people 
deeply  in  love  with  each  other  are  busy  holding 

each  others'  hands,  when  the  father,  a  grouchy  old 
military  man,  enters.  The  ardent  lover  on  seeing 
him,  humbly  asks  permission  to  wed  his  daughter, 
but  is  kicked  out  of  the  house  for  his  audacity  by 
the  irascible  old  father.  Parent  and  daughter  then 
have  a  violent  scene  over  the  occurrence,  but  not- 

withstanding, start  out  together  to  have  lunch  in 
a  nearby  restaurant.  The  rejected  suitor  follows, 
and  sitting  at  the  next  table  starts  talking  to  bis 
love.  The  old  man  notices  the  intruder,  and  seiz- 

ing a  marble  table  smashes  it  on  the  head  of  the 
youth  and  departs  dragging  his  daughter  after  him. 
They  jump  into  a  cab,  but  the  lover,  undaunted, 
rushes  after  it,  and  leaping  up  on  the  springs  of 
the  vehicle,  accompanies  the  old  man  and  his  daugh- 

ter, to  their  home.  Here  he  attempts  to  hand  the 
girl  a  love  note,  but  he  is  pursued  by  the  in- 

furiated father,  and  thus  the  chase  goes  on  from 
story   to  story   until   they   all   reach   the   garret. 

There  being  no  escape  by  the  roof,  the  young 
man  captures  his  enemy  and  in  a  rage  throws  him 
out  of  the  window.  Down  comes  the  old  sinner 

with  a  crash  right  in  front  of  two  amazed  police- 
men. Thinking  that  a  crime  has  been  committed, 

they  arrest  him,  and  he,  terrified  at  the  thought 
of  being  imprisoned,  explains  that  it  was  all  an 
accident,  and  to  prove  what  he  Is  saying  is  true, 
takes  the  once  despised  young  man  to  his  arms  and 
presents  him  to  his  delighted  daughter.  Length, 
344    feet. 

I'VE  LOST  MY  BALL. — A  man  is  seen  on  the 
public  highway,  giving  an  exhibition  of  his  won- 

derful strength,  by  lifting  heavy  dumbbells,  cannon 
balls  and  the  like.  Among  his  properties  he  has  a 
large  metallic  ball,  which  he  opens  in  the  course  of 
his  performance  and  out  steps  a  woman,  much  to 
the  delight  of  the  spectators.  Turning  away  from 
his  work  for  a  moment,  two  of  the  men  in  the 
audience  grab  an  intoxicated  man  and  force  him 
into  the  hollow  sphere  and  lock  it,  starting  it  roll- 

ing down  the  hill  with  its  prisoner  tightly  en- 
eased.  We  next  see  the  performer  return,  and 
when  he  misses  the  ball  he  starts  after  it,  fol- 

lowed by  the  amused  crowd.  The  ball  rolls  on 
down  the  highway,  through  fields,  over  hills,  clear- 

ing away  everything  in  its  path,  and  its  crowd  of 
would-be  captors  is  constantly  growing  larger. 
Finally  we  see  it  roll  clear  through  a  house,  pass- 

ing through  a  room  where  a  man  is  in  bed,  rolling 
right  over  him,  followed  by  the  crowd,  who  nearly 
trample  the  life  out  of  the  unfortunate  fellow.  On 
its  way  again  it  rolls  down  a  flight  of  stairs,  and 

finally  bumps  into  a  stone  wall,  smashing  and  re- 
leasing its  prisoner.  The  infuriated  actor  arrives 

with  the  mob,  and  not  satisfied  that  the  unfortu- 
nate has  had  the  worst  of  the  experience,  proceeds 

to  pummel  him,  and  then,  when  he  is  through, 
everyone  in  the  crowd  gets  a  crack  at  the  poor 
fellow,  until  he  is  a  fit  subject  for  a  doctor. 
Length,    344  feet. 

THE  FORTUNE  HUNTERS.— A  charming  young 
lady  who  has  a  large  fortune  is  besieged  by  a 
crowd  of  admirers,  who  come  to  her  home  and 
shower  all  kinds  of  attention  on  her.  but  she,  in 
her  tactful  way,  makes  herself  equally  agreeable 

to  all.  One  young  man,  who  is  particularly  smit- 
ten with  her,  but  who  does  not  receive  any  more 

encouragement  than  the  rest,  vows  to  his  friends 
that  he  will  win  her  at  any  cost.  On  his  way 
home  after  leaving  the  party  he  comes  upon  two 
hard-looking  ruffians,  with  whom  he  enters  into  a 
scheme    to    kidnap    the   girl. 

Next  the  heiress  is  seen  leaving  her  home  for  a 
drive  through  the  beautiful  country.  Reaching  a 

lonely  part  of  the  road,  she  is  attacked  by  the  ruf- 
fians and  dragged  from  her  seat,  and  might  have 

tured  badly  at  the  hands  of  the  curs  but  for  the 
timely  interference  of  a  school  teacher  who  hap- 

pened to  be  in  those  parts  studying  nature.  Rush- 
ing upon  the  would-be  kidnappers,  he  puis  them  to 

rout,  and  then  takes  the  frightened  girl  safely  to 
her    home. 

Several  days  later  she  is  out  strolling,  when  she 
meets  her  kind  protector,  who  is  taking  his  aged 
mother  for  a  walk.  They  soon  become  friends. 

and  the  young  lady  soon  wins  the  old  woman's 
affection  by  her  pleasing  manner,  while  her  son 
shows  all  the  signs  of  being  desperately  In  love 
with  the  gentle  miss.  On  another  occasion,  when 
the  latter  is  passing  the  school  where  her  rescuer 
is  employed,  they  happen  to  meet,  so  i:o  for  a 
srroll  In  the  country.  As  they  walk  leisurely 

along    they    meet    tin*    young    man    who    hired    the 

ruffians,  and  when  he  sees  the  girl  with  another 
he  makes  some  excuse  to  his  companion  and  boldly 
follows  the  pair  to  their  trystiug  place,  where  he 
approaches  them  and  boldly  presents  his  card  to 
his  rival,  who,  In  turn,  tears  it  up  and  throws  the 

particles  in  the  man's  face,  and  orders  him  out  of 
his  sight.  The  coward  then  beats  a  hasty  re- 

treat, and  we  see  the  happy  girl  clasped  in  the 
arms  of  her  protector,  whom  she  has  now  decided 
to   marry.      Length,   S95   feet. 

MABEL'S  BEAU  IN  TROUBLE.— A  young  couple 
are  making  desperate  love  out  in  the  baytield  when 

they  spy  the  maiden's  father  approaching.  Hav- 
ing no  convenient  place  to  hide  her  lover,  the  girl, 

on  the  spur  of  the  moment,  ties  him  up  in  a  bale 
of  straw.  The  old  man  loads  the  heavy  burden 
on  a  wagon  and  drives  away.  As  he  is  going  down 
the  road  the  bale  falls  off,  and  some  men  pick  it 
up  and  put  it  on  a  pushcart  with  a  lot  of  other 
merchandise,  and  when  they  reach  their  destina- 

tion they  throw  the  bundle  on  the  ground  and  un- 
load everything  on  top  of  it.  They  then  throw  it 

in  the  middle  of  the  street,  and  a  passing  auto 
runs  over  it.  Next  two  women  take  the  bundle 
from  the  road  and  roll  it  down  a  long  flight  of 
stairs,  and  it  lands  at  the  bottom  with  an  awful 
bump.  By  this  time  the  poor  unfortunate  who  is 
tied  up  in  the  straw  is  nearly  dead,  and  after  a 
desperate  struggle  gets  on  his  feet,  but  still  has 
the  bay  tied  tightly  around  bim.  He  walks  down 
toward  the  ocean,  and  when  he  spies  a  little  girl 
coming,  he  crouches  up  against  a  rock  and  the 
child,  thinking  that  she  will  have  some  fun,  sets 
the  bundle  on  fire.  Greatly  to  her  amazement  the 
object  starts  to  run  away,  and  as  the  straw  is 
burning  be  rushes  into  the  water  to  extinguish  the 
flames,  and  finally  releasing  himself  starts  back  to 
town,   a  sore-looting  individual.      Length,   462  feet. 

BEAR  HUNT  IN  CANADA.— This  interesting 
picture  was  taken  during  a  recent  hunting  expedi- 

tion in  the  Rocky  Mountains.  A  magnificent  view 
of  the  splendid  scenery  is  given  and  we  see  the 
band  of  hunters  under  the  care  of  the  Indian 

guides  who  take  them  down  the  beautiful  and  pic- 
turesque river  to  the  bunting  grounds.  Next  they 

are  in  their  camp  enjoying  their  frugal  meal,  after 
which  they  start  out  for  game.  They  traverse  the 
dense  forest  in  search  of  their  prey  and  after  a 
long  and  tiresome  search  we  see  them  spy  a  large 
bear  sunning  himself  by  the  side  of  a  stream. 
The  hunter  takes  aim  and  brings  the  big  fellow 
down,  and  we  see  them  at  close  range  as  they  take 
his  carcass  and  start  back  to  the  camp.  Finally. 
they  skin  him  and  bundling  up  his  hide  start  back 
to   civilization.      Length,    453    feet. 

AMBULANCE  DOGS.— This  picture  will  be  of 
great  interest  to  dog  fanciers,  for  it  shows  the 
noble  beast  performing  great  service  for  the  Red 
Cross    Society    on    the    battlefield. 

In  the  first  picture  we  see  a  lot  of  officers  at  a 
house  party,  when  news  comes  that  the  enemy  has 

attacked  the  outpost.  Without  hesitating  a  mo- 
ment the  men  bid  their  wives  and  sweethearts 

good-bye  and  hasten  to  the  scene  of  battle.  Among 
the  party  is  a  young  officer  who  is  in  love  with 
the  host's  daughter,  and  when  he  leaves  with  the 
rest  the  maiden  and  a  companion  make  prepara- 

tions to  join  the  Red  Cross  Society  and  be  of  ser- 
vice to  the  wounded  men  on  the  battlefield.  The 

young  woman  takes  her  two  beautiful  dogs  with 
her  and  presents  herself  at  the  camp  where  her 
father  and  sweetheart  are  stationed,  and  she  and 
her  companion  are  soon  mustered  into  service. 
The  next  picture  shows  the  enemy  attacking 

some  soldiers  of  the  outpost,  and  one  of  the 
wounded  fellows  hastens  to  the  camp  and  gives  the 
alarm  that  the  foe  is  near.  We  see  the  regiment 
form  in  line  and  go  forth  to  meet  the  enemy, 
followed  by  a  lot  of  dogs  who  are  loaded  down 

with  an  outfit  of  "First  Aid  to  the  Wounded." 
Then  eomes  the  battle,  and.  when  at  its  height, 
the  soldiers  one  after  the  other  fall  to  >he  ground. 
the  faithful  dogs  are  seen  going  around  among  the 
wounded  so  that  those  who  are  able  may  take  the 
neeessary  medicines  to  soothe  their  pain.  The 
young  officer  mentioned  above  as  being  in  love 

with  the  host's  daughter  soon  falls  also,  and  when 
his  sweetheart's  dog  eomes  to  him  with  medical 
aid.  the  animal  takes  the  man's  hat  in  his  mouth 
ami  hastens  hack  to  the  camp,  where  the  fiancee 
recognizes  it  Immediately.  She  follows  the  dog  to 
the  spot  where  the  wounded  fellow  lies  and  then 
,.  an  affecting  meeting  between  the  two.  The 
officer  is  then  borne  back  to  the  camp,  where  hi" 
sweetheart  nurses  him.  The  next  scene  shows  the 
rest  of  the  nurses  hurrying  to  the  battlefield,  and. 
with  the  aid  of  the  dogs,  we  seen  them  adminis- 

tering to  the  needy  who  lie  wounded  on  all  sides. 
Length,    699    feet. 

IDEAL  POLICEMEN.— This  very  droll  picture 
sliows   us   bow   our  city    policemen   might   in   a   unique 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialtv      Agents  for  Monograph,  Power's and  Edison  Machines.     Supplies  and  Sundries. 

504    Washington    Street,        -        -  Boston      Mass. 
Bstablished   1804.  (Opposite  Adams  House).  Incorporated   190S. 

FILMS 
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B  ll.V     I"  Ur 

in   Beers   « ii"  are   endowed   with    byp 
notlc  power  starting  on(  on  their  beal  Tbelr  Are) 
experience  Is  with  an  Intoxicated  fellow,  woo  l» 
having  bis  troubles  trying  to  navigate,  and  as 

,.ii  cop  loos  '"I"  hi  ■ .-.  tin- 
tipsy    one    regains    iiis    feel    and    starts    awaj    at    a 

t  rate       11  on  e   al  tached   to  a    rig   i  om 
ning  down    the   Btreel    and   the  ofllcer   ru 

of   It  1 1 1 i    and    Immi  lie    animal    Is    byp 
d    and    somes     to    a    sudden    stop    and    backs 

down   around   the   corner   from    where   he   came. 
We   then   see   tv  (fleers  coming    down   the 

street,   who  al   flrsl   appear  111  Unarj    guard 
(    the   peace,    bul    we   s   i   Bnd    tl 

racked  away  under  hi-  shirt  bosom  n  complete  lava 
tory.  \  pnssing  citlsen  taking  advantage  of  the 

offered  him  by  the  officers  makes  bis 
md  goes  on  his  merrj  way.  Nexl  we  see 

iither  policemen  carrying  In  the  same  waj  ?i  light 
lunch    layout,    of    which  dies    partake,    nol 
even     venturing     to     i  Ip     the     a  :com   ■•     cops, 
Finally   we  b   in  officer  appear  carrying  ;i   writing 

i.     for    the    use    of    the    public.      ft 
woman,  taking  adi  the  opportunity,   writes 

nd.     The  officer   then  supplies  ber 
with   a   stamp   and   she   malls   the   missive    In   a   bos 

ted     to    another    officer's    back.       I  eni Beet. 

SELIG   POLYSCOPE  CO. 
LIGHTS    AND     SHADOWS     OF     CHINATOWN.— 

This    drama    is    one    "t    the    most    Interesting    stage 
:i,  ,1   now    v,  en    for   the  Bra! 

time  in  moving   pictures,    forms  one  of   the   preateel 
novelties  pi  a  film  manufacturer. 

He   all    the  characters  are   Ohlneae,    the   storj 
of   the  drams    is  one  of   tremendous   heart   Interest 
and   the  climaxes  are  of  great   dramatic  strength. 

The   pictures   presented    give   one    a    faithful    Ides 
in    the   Chinese   quarter   of   a    metropolitan 

city    like    San    Francisco      The    street    scene    where 

Kim     Soy    attempts     to    tl  v     to    iter     lover's     arms     by Bcallng    s    balcony    gives    the    spectator    attractive 
glimpses    Of    Oriental    lite.       Here    are    seen    the    mer- 

chants plying   their  trade;   flsh   dealers  selling   theli 
vendors    carrying    monstrous    baa- 

suspended    from    their   stooping   shoulders;    for- 
tune   tel  Icing    their    mysterious    rites    to    se 

rttre    a    nickel    of    the    "white    devil's"    money;    tour 
ists    movinpr    amid     the     stream    of    humanity.       The 
Joss    house   scene,    where    the    hatchetmen    subscribe 

oath   to  kill   Chen   Yet.   is  replete  with  inter- 
esting   objects    lavishly    displayed.      The    drama    lins 

its    comic    as    well    as    pathetic    side,    and    nnn-h    fun 
is  provided   by   an    Irish   policeman   and   a   mjschlev- 

bOJ     named    See  -Sec. 
More  than  fifty   people,   all  Chinese,  are  employed 

In      tit      -         They     show     nineteen     excellent 
-     the    whole    forming    a    series   of   views    which 

ir.'ictivenoss     and     interest     never     have     been 
excelled.     Length,    1,000  feet. 

VITAGRAPH  COMPANY. 
Vitagrapb    Company    Issue: 
THE  MUMMER'S  DAUGHTER.— A  French  drama 

of  the  time  of  Louis  XV.  Length,  700  feet.  Ite 
leased   October   27. 
HOUSE  CLEANING  DAYS:  or,  No  Rest  for  the 

Weary. — A  lively  comedy.  Length,  272  feet.  Re- 
October  27. 

THE  STAGE-STRUCK  DAUGHTER.— Lentrth.  605 
feet. 
THE  RENUNCIATION. — A  melodrama  with  som» 

very  pretty  scenes  and  good  action.  Length.  370 
feet. 

C.J.  LANG'S riodel  No.  2 

REWINDER 
NOW  READY 

Sent  upon  receipt  of  Five  Dollars 

C.  J.  Lang   Manufacturing  Company 
Olean,  New  York 

79  East  130th  Street 

A  Drawing  Card 
Cot  My  Moving 
Picture  Show  is  u 

Card 
Printer 
in  the  lobby.  It 

is  always  Bar- 
round  «  (1  b  y 
crowds.  The  Card 

Printer  is  a  slot 
machine,  and 

prints  cards,  5 cards  for  lc  or  12 
c  irds  for  5c. 

Special  price  if  you 
mention  thit  paper 

Eaiy  Terms 

WRITE  NOW 

THE 
CARD  PRINTER 

CO. 
■   New  YorK  City 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 

Big  Feature  Film 

id  Garrick 
WITH 

Henry  E.  Dixey 
IN  THE  TITLE  ROLE 

HEADY 

WEDNESDAY  NOV.  4th 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.CD. 

501  Wells  St.  Chicago-Ills. 

w 
10c  MOVING 
PICTURE 
THEATRES 
We  are  after  YOUR 

BUSINESS. 

We  have  made  a 

specialty  of  laying  out 
the  most  attractive 

programsforyourshow. 
Just  the  right  amount 
of  comic,  scenic  and 
sensational  subjects. 

We  have  had  more 
extended  experience 
than  any  other  house 
along  this  line. 

Get  the  benefit  of  our 
experience.  If  your 
show  isn't  paying-,  let  us 
pive  it  a  little  Special 
Treatment. 

Motiograph,  Power 
and  Edison  machines 

and  all  supplies  for 

Moving  Picture  shows 
constantly  on  hand. 

P.  S.     We  have  no  untried 
experiments  to  offer. 

20th  Century 

OptiscopeCo. 
R.  G.  BACHIYIAN,  P,es. 

59  Dearborn  St.,  •  Chicago 
Shulert  Bdg.,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Eccles  Bldg.,  -  Ogden,  Utah 

Havana,     ....      Cuba 
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SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness:  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 
for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 
There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 

recently  but  you  can  build  that 
yourself  for  a  few  dollars,  if  vou 

want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70  00  each  for  1 10  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 
Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Well's 
Moving  Picture 
Enterprises 

STERE0PTIC0N  ADVERTISING 

HAND  COLORED  MOVING    PCTURES 

Entertainmen's  of  two  hours  duration 
for  churches,  scnools  armories  lodges, 
clubs,  house  parties  and  fairs  Refined 
and  highly  enjoyable,  sacred  and secular. 

ADVERTISING  AND  SPECIAL 
LANTERN  SLIDES  MADE 

Moving    Picture    Litho.    Paper,    also 
PASSION   PLAY  SUPPLIES 

Song  Title  Pages 
Designed  and  Illustrated 

SIGN   PAINTERS 

OFFICIAL   SCORERS 

46  W.  28th  St.,  near  Broadway,  New  York 
Telephone  6420  Madison  Square 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,   -  Kansas  City 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Songs 

69    DBARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO,  ILL. 
Frederics  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc . 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &  CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

Independent  Films 
SARAH  BERNHARDT,  as  Hamlet,  in  the 

duel  scene  with  Laertes,  Length 
174  feet. 

C0QUELIN,  as  Cyrano  de  Bergerac. 
Length  140  feet. 

C0QUELIN.  in  Precieuses  Ridicules. 
Length  180  feet. 

in  addition  to  the  above  we  have  over  thirty  subjects, 
approximating  150  ftet  ea<.h,  of  famous  French  actors  and 
actresses 

The  negativt-s  from  which  these  films  are  made  are  con- 
trolled by  the  Urban-Eclipse  C  .,  and  we  have  the  exclusive 

rights  for  the  United  States. 

, 

KlaiieCplieafGe. 
52  STATE   ST.!        I  Opposite  Masonic  Temple 

CHICAGO,  ILL. 
Licensee  under  the  Biograph  Patents) 

The 
Motiograph 
THE  LATEST      THE  BEST 

Motion 
Picture 

Machines 
New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built   and   especially   adapted   for   the 
heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outnit, 
Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons, 
Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 
progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 

Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 
ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL      MFG.     CO. 

83-91  W.  Randolph  Street,  Chicago 
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FOR  SALE    A  No. 
5  Powers  Machine 
Latest    model,    used    only    six    weeks.      Also 
galvanized    iron   booth    approved    by    Undei 

For  terms  inquire  of 

POLLER  SKATING  COVIPANt,  Alliens,  Pa. 

/"*  k  O  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
U/\vJ  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condenson,  Etc. 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Kataa 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

FILMS 

SONGS 
•  o  repeaters.     Prompt  shipment 
All  of  the  latest  productions. 

BE  H.  LIEBER  COMPANY 
FILM  SERVICE, 

!4  W.  Washington  St.,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 
BELL  OR  INDEPENDENT  PHONE,  500. 

TICKETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New  York  City. 

STOP  AND  SEE 
T.  H.  PLAMPIN 

56  West  1 8th  Street,  New  York 
about 

SIGNSfor  Film  Titles 
and  BANNERS 

42  SIQN5  PER  WEEK  for  $2  00 
Banners  25c  PER  DAY 

60    YEARS' EXPERIENCE 

Trade  Marks 
Designs 

Copyrights  &c. 
Anyone  sending  a  sketch  and  description  may 

quickly  ascertain  our  opinion  free  whether  an 
invention  is  |>mbnblv  patentable.  Communica- 

tions strictly  confidential.  HANDBOOK  on  Patents 
Bent  free.  Oldest  asjency  for  securing  patents. 
Patents  taken  through  Munn  &  Co.  receive 

Special  notice,  without  charge,  in  the 

Scientific  American. 
A  handsomely  illustrated  weekly.  Largest  cir- 

culation of  any  scientific  journal.  Terms.  $3  a 
year:  four  months,  $L   Sold  by  all  newsdealers. 

MUNN  &Co.36lBfoad^  New  York Branch  Office.  625  F  St,  Washington.  D.  C. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 
cr    CAN  MAKE  QUICK  DELIVERY 

and  give  reasonable  terms  of  payment 

H.  D.  WARNER 
63  Fifth  Ave.  Rooms  MA  i    New  York 

PRINTING  for 
PASSION  PLAY 
AND   OTHER   SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  <&  CO. 

126  E.  8tH  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

FOR  RENT— 6, 000  feet  Class A  Film.  $15.00.  Class  B,  $12.00. 
Slides  Free  per  week,  3  at  a  time. 

For  Sale— High-class  selected  Film, 
lc  and  2c  foot.  First-class  Edison  Exhi- 

bition Model  Moving  Picture  Machine, 
complete,  $50.    H.  DAVIS,  Watertown  Wis. 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also  Seating   for  Our 
of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47    North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc, 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUbE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION  PICTURE  CO. 

1040}  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Everything  in  NEWandS.H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Films,  Stereopticons, 

Song  Slides   and  Sup- 
plies.   Same  wanted. Catalogues  free. 

HARBACH  &   CO., 
809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

w.  m.  swain,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indlnnapolls,  Ind. 

Our  film  service  makes  your  hank 
account  grow  fat,  Mr.  Manager,  Write 
us  to  day  and  we  will  tell  \<>n  why. 

We   are   members  o(   the  Film   Service  Association 

TWO  LEADINC  FILMS 

"INGOMAR"  and  "THE  DEVIL" 
Both  are  magnificent   productions,  but  to  put 
them  mi  without  a  lecture  is  to  make  them 

RIDICULOUS 

If  you  cannot  secure   the  services  of  the  first 
and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 

W.  Stephen  Bush 
get  a  copy  of  his  lectures  on  the  two  subjects. 
They  are  carefully  adapted  for  these  films  from 

the  originals  of  these  plays,  and  run  wonder- 
fully well  with  the  pictures.  In  the  presenta- 

tion of  these  two  hlms  these  two  lectures  make 
all  the  difference  in  the  world.  Price  of  the  two 
lectures  $1.00,  for  which  they  will  be  sent  to 
any  address.     No  free  samples. 

W.  S.  BUSH,  3S24  Filbert  Street,  Philadelphia,  Ps. 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
Ycu  Wfll  Have  to  Sing  an Irish  Song 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 
When  Night  Falls,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 
It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mandy  Lane 
Stars  of  the  National. Game 
The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
120  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

THE  VIASC0PE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $175.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World 

In  your  correspondence. 
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E.    F.    KELLER JOS.    HAWKES 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song   Illustrators 

108     FULTON     ST.     (Downing  Building)  NEW    YORK 

TRADE  MARK 

You  Should  Have  Our  Slides  of  the  Big  Hits 

if 

MY  LITTLE  TEXAS  QUEEN' Published  by  the  Schiller  Music  Publishing  Co  ,  39th  Street  and  Broadway,  New  York  City 

"I  Never  Cared  for  Anyone  the  Way  I  Care  for  You" By  J.  Fred  Helf.    Published  by  Melf  &  Hagar,  43  West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 

THE  OLD  SWING  ON  THE  LAWN 
Published  by  the  Schiller  flusic  Publishing  Co.,  39th  Street  and  Broadway,  New  York  City 

' 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH     CO. 

Concealing   a    Burglar      663  ft. 
The    Call   of   the    Wild   988  ft. 

The    Planter's    Wife   865  ft. 
Romance   of   a   Jewess   964  ft. 
The    Barbarian      806  ft. 

The    Vaquero's    Vow   805  ft. 
The    Zulu's    Heart   776  ft. 
Father  Gets  in  the  Game   604  ft. 
The    Stolen    Jewels   630  ft. 
The   Devil      570  ft. 
A    Smoked    Husband   470  ft. 
Where  the  Breakers  Roar.... 566  ft. 
The  Red  Girl   1014  ft. 

EDISON    MANUFACTURING    CO. 

The    Army    of    Two   900  ft. 
A    Football    Warrior   900  ft. 
A    Fool    For    Luck   900  ft. 
Lew  Dockstader  in  Minstrel 

Mishaps;  or,  Late  for  Re- 
hearsal      880  ft. 

Ex-Convict    No.    900   1000  ft. 
The   Bridge  of  Sighs   1000  ft. 
The  Lover's  Guide   1000  ft. 
A  Voice  from  the  Dead   1000  ft. 

^SSANAY    FILM    MFG.    CO. 

Wrongfully    Accused       1,000  ft. 

The     Impersonator's    Jokes   550  ft. The   Effect  of  a   Shave   400  ft. 
Life    of    Abraham    Lincoln. ..  .975  ft. 
Hired.   Tired,   Fired   500  ft. 
A    Wayward    Daughter   650  ft. 
Never   Again      300  ft. 
Romance   of   a   Taxicab   700  ft. 
An    Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker    Fiends      322  ft. 
The  Directoire    Gown       455  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  nands  of  the  Eenemy..978  ft. 
A     Prodigal     Parson   880  ft. 
The    Escape  of   the   Ape   57S  ft. 
FILM    IMPORT    &    TRADING    CO. 

Gust     Of     Wind          
Pirate's    Abhor        
[•!..•    Revengeful    Waiter   420  ft. 
The    Young    Artist   2  is   n . 
In    the   Time    of    Rebellion   480  ft. 

His  Sweetheart's  Birthday ..  .540  ft. 
The  Daughter  of  the  Gypsy .  .555  ft. 
The    Spiteful    Groom      585  ft. 

Country    Drama       509  ft. 
The     Model       804  ft. 
Who    Is    It?      483  ft. 
Rose,    the   Flower   Girl      664  ft. 
The   Beggar      870  ft. 
Lottery    Ticket      650  ft. 

Brigand's    Spoil       651ft. 
Hamlet      S67  ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

Humpty    Dumpty    Circus   SS5  ft. 
The     Half     Breed   943  ft. 
Caught    in   the    Web   675  ft. 
Fire    at    Sea   750  ft. 
The    Mystery    of   the    Bride    in 

White       800  ft. 

The   Girl   I   Left   Behind   Me...   
Old  Sleuth,   the  Detective   940  ft. 
As  You  Like  It   915  ft. 

PATHE   FRERES. 
Troubles  of  a  Coat   377  ft. 
Unvielding  Parent     344  ft. 
I've   Lost   My   Ball   344  ft. 
The  Fortune  Hunters   S95  ft. 
Mabel's  Beau  in  Trouble   402  ft. 
Bear    Hunt    in    Canada   453  ft. 
Ambulance  Dogs     699  ft. 
Ideal   Policemen      328  ft. 
•Pierrette's    Talisman       SS5  ft. 
The     Fakir's     Dream   7S4  ft. 
Hunting  For   Her  Better   Half. 292  ft. 
How  Mabel   Found   a   Husband. 4S5  ft. 
Caught    With    the    Goods   423  ft. 
Mysterious    Knight       459  ft. 
A    Sicilian    Hermit   442   ft. 
A    Love   Affair   541  ft. 
His    First    Frock    Coat   442  ft. 
For  the  Sake  of   the  Uniform. 7S4  ft. 
An    Unselfish    Guest    (?)   272  ft. 
The    Mind    Reader   507  ft. 
Crocodile    Hunt      442  ft. 

LUBIN. 

The   Mountaineer's   Revenge. .  .780  Et. 
Auntie    Takes    the    Children    to 

t lie     Country       550  ft. 
How    a    Tretty    Girl    Sold    Her 

Hair   Restorer      250  ft. 
•Hubby's    Vacation      G60  ft. 
All  on  Account  of  a  Butterfly. 200  ft. 

For   His   Sister's   Sake   970  ft. 
The    Saloon    Dance   635  ft. 

When   Our    Ship    Comes    In   290  ft. 
The     Masqueraders       670  ft. 
Wanted:      A   Military   Man   250  ft. 
Two     Little     Breadwinners. .  ..530  ft. 
Hat    of    Fortune       450  ft. 
Heating    Powder       410  ft. 
How     Rastus     Got     His     Pork 

Chops       410  ft. 

MELIES   FILMS. 

The   Duke's   Good   Joke     
The    Old    Footlight    Favorite. .  .5SS  ft. 
The    Helping    Hand   245  ft. 
Honeymoon  in  a  Balloon   430  ft. 
Incident  from  Don  Quixote   355  ft. 
The    Helping    Hand   245  ft. 
The  Old  Footlight  Favorite   58S  ft. 

A    Grandmother's    Story     840  ft. 
Fun    with    the    Bridal    Party .  .513  ft. 
Buncoed    Stage    Johnnie   263  ft. 

Trickv    Painter's    Fate   237  ft. 
Not   Guilty      645  ft. 

The    Hotel    Mix-Up   500  ft. 
Two    Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 

The    Mischance    of   a    Photogra- 
pher     205  ft. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

The    Watchmaker's    Wedding.  .442  ft. 
Clearing  the  Mountain   Railroad 
.Track       429  ft. 

The   Countess'   Wedding  Day.  .478  ft. 
The   Magic    Rubbers   374  ft. 
Codflshlng       475  ft. 
The  Lady  With  the  Camellias. SS6  ft. 
The    Hand       5110  ft. 
Texas    Tex       .va  ft. 
Tho    Gentlemen   ..268  ft 

SELIG     POLYSCOPE     CO. 

Lights    and    Shadows    of    China- town       l.OOO  ft. 

The    Fisherman's    Rival   9S0ft. 
One   of    the    Bravest   1000  ft. 

The  Ranchman's  Love   1000  ft. 
A   Great   Wrong    Righted   775  ft. 
A     Magical     Tramp   215  ft. 

Crazed  by  Jealousy   990  ft. 
The    Cattle    Rustlers   960  ft. 

VITAGRAPH    CO. 

The    Mummer's    Daughter   700  ft. 
Houseeleaning     Days;     or,     No 

Rest    for    the    Weary   292  ft. 
Aw    Stage-Struck    Daughter... 605  ft. 
The   Renunciation     87G  ft. 

The  Merry  Widow  Hat   405  ft. 
The     Witch       505  ft. 

A   Night  Out;  or.    He  Couldn't Go   Home    Until   Morning   618  ft. 
A   Dearly    Paid   for   Kiss   29S  ft. 
A    Spanish    Romance   495  ft. 

Two's     Company,      Three's     a 
Crowd      475  ft. 

An  Auto   Heroine   950  ft. 

WILLIAMS,    BROWN   &  EARLE. 

The   Red   Barn    Mvstery   6S5  ft. 
If    I   Catch    You   I   Will   300  ft. 

The   Artful   Lovers   300  ft. 
A   Den   of   Thieves   431   ft. 
The   Thief   at   the   Casino   600  ft. 

The    Invalid's    Adventure   195  ft. 
The     Showman's    Wife   550  ft. 
A     Barber     Still   395  ft. 

The   Wife's   Desertion   425  ft 
The   Burglar   and    the   Clock... 550  ft. 
The  Tramps   and    the    Purse... 225  ft. 
The  Hidden    Hoard      000  ft. 

The    Faithless    Friend     5'JA  I. The    Man   and    His   Bottle      .  .   3.V.  ft 
The  Boarder  Got   'he   Hari<l'»-k   31o  fl  - 

CRESCENT   FILM    CO. 

A    Desperate    Character   S50  ft. 
Young    Heroes   of   the    West. .  .000  ft 
What    Poverty   Leads  To   750  ft 
A    "Skate"    on    Skates   350  ft 
Troublesome    Baby      325  ft 

Chauncey    Proves   a    Good    De- 
tective      "50  ft WORLD    FILM   MFG.    CO. 

A    Desperate    Chance   l.OOO  ft 

TalRing  and  Singing 

Pictures 
GAUMONT    CO. 

Under    Any    Old   Flag    at    All. 

Don'1       Sou      Think      It's     Time      to 
Marry  1 

Cuddle   Up   a   Little  Closer. 

Tipperary. I'm   Going   On   the   War   Path. 
I'm     Afraid    to    Come    Heme    in    ti» 

Park. 

Who?     Me? 

We'.       Me? 

Help    iV    Self.    Peek'-a-Boo. The    Honeybees'    Honeymoon. 

Wouldn't     Sou     Like    to    Flirt     With Me! 
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SONG  SLIDES 
FOR  RENT 

We  handle  Song  Slides  exclusively, 
giving  same  our  full  and  careful 
attention,  thereby  guaranteeing  an 
absolutely  perfect  service  to  our 
patrons.  We  ship  your  entire 
weekly  supply  of  sets  in  one 
consignment   every   week. 

THE  CHICAGO 
SONG  SLIDE   EXCHANGE 

NINTH    FLOOR 

Masonic  Temple    -    Chicago 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  1  ine  er  Set All  .it  the  New  S 

All  the 
Latest song  slides: or  Rent 

at  Low  Rates 

Largest  Stock  in  the  United  States  to  Select  From 

FOR   SALL   SMOsett,  tUgttly  used,  have  the  appearance  of new  slides,  et  93    0    Write  forhsts 

"PRESTO"    FILM    &.   SONC    SLIDE    EXCHANGE 
1416    Broadway,   New   York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 

market.  Send  for 

list  and   prices. 

The  Premo  Co. 
1926    Cermantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

■ 

NEW  FILMS-NEW  SUBJECTS 
SEND  FOR  LIST  OF  NEW  FILMS 

Anything    in   the    Cinematograph    Line 
Titles  made  (colored  design)  60c  each 

DEVELOPING,  PRINTING,  PERFORATING.    Prices  Reasonable 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFO.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street      -      Philadelphia,  Pa. 

8 
PER 
FOOT 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

+1H&& ISSUE 
THE  WATCHMAKERS  WEDDING 

A  Comedy  Film  With  Real  Humor  In  It 

Length  442  Feet 

CLEARING  THE  MOUNTAIN  RAILROAD  TRACK 
This  Film  Shows  the  Highly  Interesting  Work  of  a  Modern  Gigantic  European  Snow  Plow 

Length  429  Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COflPANY 
NORDISK   FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Biograph  Patents.    All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will  be  protected   by  the  American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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FRANK'S  FILM  HOUSE 
347  Sixth  Avenue 
PITTSBURG,  PA. 

Suite  11  Larned  Bldg. 
SYRACUSE,    N.  Y. 

JVl r.  1\€ TitGr  .*  You  owe  it  to  yourself  to  get  acquainted  with 
us*  We  can  and  will  save  you  money  and  give  you  A  No*  \ 
service.  Why  do  you  pay  exhorbitant  prices  for  film  rental?  If 
you  hitch  up  with  us  for  a  trial  order*  we  guarantee  you  will  remain  our 
steady  customer*  Glance  over  our  prices  and  send  for  our  mammoth  list* 

2  changes  shipped  two     at  a  time  about  1000  feet  each  $6.00 
4        "  "        two  "  "        "  "         11.00 
6        "  "        three  "  "        "  "         15.00 

12      ""  t(        four  "  "        ".  "        27.00 
SONC    SLIDES    50    CENTS    EACH    EXTRA 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT  GLOBES-2-4-8-16  op.,  no  VOLTS, COLORED, 

FROSTED,  PLAIN,  Etc.,  12  */2c  EACH,  ALL  NEW,  IN  LOTS  OF  FIFTY  OR  MORE 

AN  ARGUMENT  TO  YOUR  PURSE 
Not  in  the  way  of  "  cut-rate  "  or  "  cheap  "  prices,  but  on  the  question  of  QUALITY.    That  is  what  you  need,  a  film  service  consisting 
of  all  the  LATEST  AND  BEST  FILMS,  GOOD  CONDITION,  PROMPT  SHIPMENTS  and  NO  REPEATERS.    That  is  the  kind  of  service  we  furnish 

WM.  H.  SWANS0N  &  CO.,  160-162-164  Lake  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 
AMERICA'S  LARGEST  FILM  EXCHANGE 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  ST.  LOUS  FILM  CO.,  200-202-204  North  Seventh  Street,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANS0N  OMAHA  FILM  CO.,  Karbach  Building,  Omaha,  Nebr. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  FILM  CO.,  1222  Grand  Avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  DIXIE  FILM  CO.,  Maison  Blanche  Building,  New  Orleans,  La. 
And  our  rates  are  very  reasonable  when  you  consider  what 

this  quality  of  film  service  means.  Write  us  and  let  us  send 
vou  our  film  list  and  supplements,  and  full  details  and  rates  on  ser- 

vice.    DO  IT  TO-DAY. 

Our  offices  are  fully  equipped  and  individually  incorporated  con- 
cerns, carrying  in  stock  a  complete  assortment  of  all  standard  Moving 

Picture  Machines,  their  repair  parts,  lenses,  both  animated  and  stereop- 
ticon,  of  all  focal  length,  carbons,  tickets,  opera  chairs,  in  fact  all 
supplies  and  accessories  used  in  the  conducting  of  Moving  Picture 
Theaters.  These  offices  can  fill  and  make  shipment  of  all  orders  on 

if    receipt. 

SWANSON' S  MARVELOUS  TALKING  PICTURES 
Are     still     a     huge     success     and     becoming     more     popular     every     day. 

rig   wiih   next   week  we   will   have  ten  companies  working  the  State 
of  Texas,   and    eight   companies   working   in   the  territory   in   and   around 
Denver.        Tiny    are    what    the    public    want    and    because    of    their    not 

produced    by    a    mechanical    device,    but    by    real    live   actors,    the 
is  the   same   as  though   you   were  watching  a   real   play.      We   are 

i-  eparing  a  special  company  for  the  production  of  that  wonder- 
ful   feature    film,    to    I),     rob      ed        I  lAVID    GARRICK."     Write 
day  for  full  particulars  and  open  time.  They  will  increase  your 

box  office  receipts  200  per  cent. 

Let  Us  Change  Your  Edison  Two-Pin  Movement  to  One-Pin 
And  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  reduce  the  flicker  in  your  picture 

75  per  cent,  or  more.  The  Edison  Mfg.  Co.  charge  $25.00"  for  making this  change.  We  will  do  it  for  $20.00.  Write  for  booklet  giving  full 
information  and   stating;  the  advantages   in   having  this  change  made. 

SW ANSON'S  CURTALNYLINE 
We  will  sell  you  for  $3.00  enough  curtainyline  to  cover  150  square 

feet  and  this  one  coating  will  last  forever.  If  you  will  paint  your 
curtain  with  this  preparation  we  will  guarantee  that  it  wdl  be  fire- 

proof and  that  the  lights  and  shadows  will  stand  out  and  that  the 

figures  in  the  picture  will  have  that  "live"  appearance. 

SWANSON'S  HAND  FEED  ARC  LAMP 
We  desire  to  call  your  attention  to  our  new  hand  feed  arc  lamp  as 

being  the  only  lamp  on  the  market  that  is  indestructible  and  as  hav- 
ing only  one  feed  rod.  Write  tor  full  description  of  this  only  perfect lamp. 

Does  Your  Machine  Need  Repairing  or  Adjusting  ? 
We  maintain  the  largest  and.  most  complete  Moving  Picture  Ma- 

chine shop  in  the  country  and  are  in  a  position  to  turn  out  rush 
orders.  Wo  allow  a  discount  of  10  per  cent,  from  the  manufacturers' 
list  price  on  all  repair  parts  of  the   Edison   and  Power  machines. 

P.S.      VVi      i         :■  i   te     equipment,     such     as    electric    pianos,    phonographs,    slot    machines,    weighers,    etc.,    for   a    Penny    Arcade,    for 
tp;       Write    for    full    particulars. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Moving  Picture  Operators 
Wanted 

Younp  Men  Wanted  to  learnjto  operate  Moving 
Pictures;  complete  instruction  Electrical  and 
Calcium  course  f  10.00  (positions  secured.) 

AMERICAN    SCHOOL    FOR    OPERATORS 
630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  V. 

SCHOOL  OF 
PRACTICAL    ELECTRICITY 
We  teach  practical  Electrical  work ;  full 

course,  $25;  payment  plan;  day  or  evening 
classes;  individual  instruction ;  length  of  course 
unlimited. 

12  Union   Square New  York 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

THE  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM   CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  M)c 

For  full  particulars  write  to 
THK  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO. 

2654  Mission   Street,  San   Francisco,  Cal. 

NEW    FILMS Released   Wednesday  October  28th 10c    PER    FOOT 

** A    DESPERATE    CHARACTER 
Length  850  Feet  about  (Sensational)  Elaborately  Toned  Throughout 
Beautiful  Scenery  Exceptional  Photography  ORDER  AT  ONCE 

CRESCENT   FILM    CO.,  273    Prospect   Avenue.   Brooklyn,    N.Y. 
Our  Films  run  on'any  machine  Steadiness,  Durability  and  Photography  of  Merit 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
has  got  the  service  YOU  want* 
Write,  wire,  or  call,  we  are  on  the  spot* 

143   N.    8th    Street,   PHILADELPHIA,   PA. 

Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60 i  to  90%  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERG'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j.  h.  HALLBERG,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  New  York    fully  guaranteed 
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MOVING 
NEW  PROPOSITION 

.FILMS 
RENTED 

phce;  film  exchange 
MACHINES  *™--.  Keenan  bldg..  PITTSBURG  PA. 
WRITE    FOR     L         I  C  ."  LATEST   SUBJECTS particulars  _  INDEPENDENTOERVlCE     write  to-day. 

LATEST    SUBJECTS 

WRITE  TO-DAY. 

OELSCHLAEGER  BROS. 
110  East  23d  Street,  New  YorK 

Importers   of  OPTICAL   GOODS 

Condensing  Lenses 
Objectives  for  Projection 

Lanterns 

Tabes  &  JacKets  for  Mov- 
ing Picture  Machines. 

Supplied  to  the  Trade  Only.     Write  for«pric  •- 

ELECTRIC     PIANOS 
Price  $160 

Music  Rolls,  75c  per  Roll 

J.  E.  NELSON  •&  Co.,  48  River  St..  Chicago 

NEXT  ISSUE 

The  Revengeful  Waiter 
(Comerio) Length  420  Feet 

The  Young  Artist 
(Comerio^ Length  248  Feet 

FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO 
Representing 

143  East  23d  St.  S»»«  ™Zi T      "ew  YorK  City 

LISTEN  TO  THIS 
If  our  Economy  Coil  does  not  do  everything  we  say  for  it,  and  also  does  not  do  anything 

any  $100.00  instrument  can  do,  or  even  better,  we  will  refund  your  monev. 

A  Word  to  Mr.  High  Priced  Competitor 
We  couldn't  make  a  coil  either,  salable  'for  less  than  $75.00  to  $100.00  until  after  one  year 

of  experimenting,  but  we  did  not  knock  the  man  who  did,  no  Siree,  we  spent  our  time  in  getting 
out  a  better  and  cheaper  priced  instrument  and,  take  our  tip,  we  succeeded.  We  will  put  our  coil 

against  anything  on  the  market  regardless  of  price,  and  guarantee  as  good  if  not  a  better  showing 
in  every  respect. 

Motto:  Don't  Knock— Experiment 
We  don't  claim  we  are  always  going  to  lead,  but  we  do  claim  we  are  on  top  at  present. 

Write  for  Literature 
on  the  greatest,  most  successful  and  lowest  priced  current  device  for  moving  picture  machines  on  the  market 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Co. 
PITTSBURG 

PA. 

CINCINNATTI 
OHIO 

ROCHESTER. 
NEW  YORK 

LINCOLN 

NEB. 

DE5  MOINES 

IOWA. 

Mentlou  the  Moving  Picture  World  lu  your  correspondence. 
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Editorial. 

The  saying  that  ̂ Conscience  makes  cowards  of  us  all" 
is  verified  in  the  timidity  shown  by  the  renters  and  ex- 

hibitors who  have  been  subpoenaed  to  testify  in  regard 
to  the  graft  methods  practiced  by  the  men  connected 
with  the  License  Department.  Threats  and  intimidation 
should  only  inspire  those  who  have  been  imposed  upon 
to  come  forward  and  tell  all  they  know  and  assist  the 

workers  for  good  government  in  exposing  and  punish- 
ing the  idle  grafters  and  political  leeches  who  extort  un- 

lawful tribute.  By  keeping  silence  the  tempest  in  a  tea- 
pot will  soon  blow  over  and  things  will  revert  back  to 

their  former  condition.  By  bringing  to  light  all  evidence 
of  guilt  and  pressing  the  investigation  to  a  finish,  the 
result  could  not  have  been  other  than  permanent  relief 
to  all  concerned. 

All  talk  of  consolidation,  absorption,  combination,  etc., 

etc.,  has  dwindled  to  less  than  a  whisper.  Even  "the 
best  informed"  are  as  silent  as  clams  on  the  subject.  If 
any  overtures  towards  the  combination  of  certain  film 
manufacturing  interests  are  still  under  way  they  are 

under  cover,  out  of  sight  and  beyond  hearing  of  all  ex- 
cept those  who  have  them  in  hand.  To  all  appearances 

further  combination  is  a  thing  of  the  past.  What  will 
be  the  next  sensation?  <  hit  with  it,  for  the  moving 
picture  arena  is  certainly  very  dull  at  present  and  there 
are  many  in  need  of  some  kind  of  inspiration  to  keep 
the  pot  of  gossip  boiling. 
Why  should  the  mooted  merger  of  the  Edison  and 

Biograph  companies  have  furnished  such  a  fund  for 

gossip  to  the  newsmonger-?  When  it  is  accomplished 
it  cannot  affect  the  business  to  any  appreciable  extent. 
The  present  film  output  is  equal  to  the  demand,  and,  as 
several  manufacturers  are  engaged  in  increasing  their 
facilities,  it  does  not  appear  likely  that  the  supply  will 

be   lessened.      Manufacturers,     r  "*  •--     and    exhibitors, 

alike,  oii-ln  to  be  In] >i >\      I  he  rents  i  t*rr>rj 

ting  theirs.  We  meel  fellows  rolling  around  in  auto- 
mobiles who  a  year  01   two  ago  were  draw 

sealer  than  their  office  boys,  and   from  one  end  of 
the  country  to  the  othei  we  gel  sati  factor)  reports  irons 
the   exhibitors.      Mergei   .   .1    ocial       and   conferei 
will  do  much  to  safeguard  the  business  which  1  now  so 
well  established.  We  are  glad  to  9ee  thai  the  exhibitors 

of  New    England  are  getting  together  to  form  an  a 
eiatiou  for  their  mutual  protection.  In  union  there  is 
strength.  In  conference  there  is  wisdom.  The  likely 
and  the  most  needed  effeel  that  would  follow  any  com- 

bination of  interests  is  the  wholesome  restraint  that  would 

be  effected  upon  the  avaricious  and  narrow  minded,  who 

jeopardize  their  own  and  others'  interests  by  their  pe- culiar business  methods. 
*     *     * 

(  Conditions  in  the  moving  picture'  business  remain  prac- 
tically as  they  were  a  week  ago.  If  there  has  been  a 

change  it  cannot  be  classed  as  advantageous  to  tl 
vitally  interested.  It  is  reported  that  some  of  the  film 
exchanges  are  reducing  orders.  To  an  extent  the  report 
is  true.  The  reductions  referred  to  are  so  slight  they 
seem  hardly  worthy  of  notice.  The  question  arises;  Are 
these  reductions  the  forerunners  of  more  serious  results 

of  a  condition  which  is  complained  of  by  the  film  ex- 
changes with  considerable  feeling?  The  situation  can 

be  summed  up  briefly  as  follows:  All  the  manufacturers 

of  film  subjects  must  admit  that  orders  for  film  are  prac- 
tically at  a  standstill.  Standing  orders  remain  station- 

ery and  sales  outside  are  very,  very  few.  The  film  ex- 
changes are  sullen  and  sour,  especially  the  Film  Service 

Association  men.  Sharp  competition  is  being  waged  to 
meet  cuts  in  rates  offered  to  exhibitors,  but  the  price  of 
subjects  keeps  up.  If  there  is  anyone  in  the  business 
inclined  to  smile  it  is  the  exhibitor,  lie  is  getting  the 
films,  and  he  is  not  paying  high  prices  for  them.  This 
is  especially  the  case  in  and  about  Greater  Xew  York.  A 
few  weeks  ago  the  exhibitor  was  the  most  disgruntled 
individual.  He  writhed  under  the  chain,  as  he  called  it, 
that  bound  him  hand  and  foot  to  the  conditions  that  re- 

quired him  to  rent  films  from  the  exchange  with  whom 
he  had  a  contract,  at  the  price  agreed  upon,  regardless 
of  service  rendered.  He  had  one  alternative,  to  jump 
over  to  the  independent  service.  That  was  the  one 
weak  point  in  the  New  York  local  organization  rules. 
Had  provision  been  made  whereby  a  member  who  could 

not  or  would  not  furnish  the  service  required  by  the  con- 
tract, could  be  forced  to  surrender  the  customer  to  a 

member  who  could  and  would  fill  the  bill,  there  is  no 

doubt  that  the  New  York  Local  would  still  be  in  exist- 

ence and  conditions  in  that  territory  would  be  much  bet- 
ter than  they  are  to-day.  To  say  the  organization  could 

not  possibly  exist  on  account  of  certain  members  being 
unequal  to  the  duty  of  keeping  faith  with  their  fellow 
members  cannot  alter  the  merits  of  the  conclusion.  The 

members  who  were  guilty  of  this  were  the  same  men 
who  were  unable  to  live  up  to  the  contracts  with  their 
customers.  The  members  who  remained  loyal  were  those 

who  had  the  goods  to  fulfill  the  contracts.  Had  the  pro- 
vision referred  to  been  in  force  the  members  who  could 

not  keep  faith  with  either  their  colleague  or  the  exhibitors 
would  eventually  have  been  brought  to  a  realization  of 
what  they  were  obliged  to  do.  or  been  forced  to  the  wall. 

However,  the  organization  is  dead  and  good  and  bad 
are  in  hot  competition  with  the  inevitable  result  that 
each  succeeding  week  shows  one  or  the  other  is  forced 
to  lower  prices  to  hold  his  trade  and  the  gauntlet  is 
tossed  to  the  manufacturers.     Complaint  is  made  that  the 
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prices  of  all  association  films  are  too  high  and  some  manu- 
facturers are  too  frequently  guilty  of  "padding"  subjects 

to  give  them  length. 
Nickelodeons  are  multiplying  daily.  It  would  seem 

that  such  conditions  should  benefit  both  the  manufac- 
turers and  the  film  exchanges.  They  did  last  year,  but 

thus  far  this  season  they  have  had  no  such  effect.  The 
exhibitors  appear  to  be  the  only  people  on  the  move. 

Hints  to  Exhibitors. 

Bv  W.  Stephen*  Bush. 

Among  the  latest  film  productions  of  the  past  week 

is  "For  His  Sister's  Sake."  The  story  is  not  without 
interest.  It  is  well  produced,  the  scenes  are  admirably 
selected  and  photographically  it  is  well  up  to  the  aver- 

age. There  is  one  unpardonable  fault,  however.  The 
subject  is  padded  so  much  that  it  is  tedious.  Its  length 
is  very  close  to  double  what  it  should  be  on  this  account. 
•Rad  it  been  turned  out  as,  say,  a  500-foot  subject  it 
vould  be  entitled  to  most  favorable  criticism.  When 
titles  are  unnecessarily  doubled  and  representations  of 
newspaper  announcements  are  made  so  that  the  audi- 

ence, reading  with  deliberation,  can  go  over  them  twice 
it  is  time  to  make  a  protest.  It  is  a  pity  that  such  a  sub- 

ject should  be  spoiled  by  tactics  of  this  character,  and 
it  is  an  injustice  to  the  purchaser. 

Under  the  heading  of  "Criticism"  a  brother  editor 
tries  to  discredit  our  efforts  to  clear  the  atmosphere  of 
the  rumors  and  gossip  which  certain  contemporaries  have 
published  as  facts.  We  have  refrained  from  taking  no- 

tice of  such  petty  attacks  because  personal  animus  is  sc 
apparent,  but  the  inconsistency  of  the  maligner  and  the 

incompetency  of  the  "critic"  is  so  anparent  in  this  in- 
stance that  the  joke  is  too  good  to  pass.  It  is  obvious 

that  the  ill-drawn  conclusions  only  reflect,  as  in  a  look- 
ing-glass, the  condition  of  the  writer.  It  is  also  pain- 

fully apparent  that  he  cannot  even  write  correctly  the 
language  of  his  own  country,  however  accomplished  he 

may  be  with  "the  gift  of  the  gab."  Those  who  may 
have  noticed  his  carping  remarks  on  the  report  of  our 
Paris  correspondent  on  the  color  photography  of  Albert 
Smith  must  have  smiled  when  they  read  in  his  latest 
issue  a  confirmation  of  the  remarks  in  our  article  to 
which  he  had  taken  exception.  Our  readers  will  kindly 
pardon  this  digression,  as  it  serves  as  an  excuse  for  em- 

phasizing the  fact  that  the  Moving  Picture  World  is 

"there  with  the  goods,"  to  use  a  slang  phrase,  and  when vou  see  it  in  the  World  it  is  so ! 

Twenty-eighth  street,  between  Broadway  and  Sixth  avenue 
which  so  recently  was  the  flocking  place  of  popular  music 
publishers,  lias  been  almost  entirely  deserted  by  them.  Tn 
their  stead  has  come  the  Moving  Picture  Film  Exchange 
and  the  lantern  slide  rental  bureau  and  the  slide  maker. 
Two  new  places  were  opened  there  this  last  week  and  more 
are  to  follow.  This  is  a  desirable  location  for  film  and  slide 

men,  as  Twenty-eighth  street  has  stations  of  both  the  Third 
and  Sixth  avenue  elevated  railroads  and  the  Subway  on  it 
also,  it  will  soon  have  a  station  of  the  Hudson  Tunnels  at 

Twenty-eighth  street  and  Sixth  avenue.  Among  the  firms 
now  doing  business  on  the  block  between  Broadway  and 
Sixth  avenue  are:  The  Imperial  Moving  Picture  Company. 

Len.  Spencer's  Lyceum,  The  Henry  B.  Ingram  Company. The  New  York  National  Film  Exchange,  Arthur  Wells 
Amusement  Enterprises,  and  it  is  announced  that  two  other 
firms  will  open  there  next  week  or  the  week  after.  This 
block  bids  fair  to  take  the  palm  away  from  Fourteenth  street 
as  a  center  of  mining  picture  exchanges. 

Have    you    subscribed    for    the    WORLD? 

Only-   $2.00  per  year. 

Specially  contributed  to  the  Moving  Picture  World. 

It  is  one  of  the  cheerful  facts  in  the  moving  picture 
business  that  within  recent  times  the  exhibitors  are 
abler,  better  educated,  more  intelligent  and  experienced 
men  than  ever  before.  The  great  boom  which  followed 
in  the  wake  of  the  novelty  of  the  moving  picture  has 

passed  away,  the  business  rests  on  more  solid  founda- 
tions and  the  exhibitors,  like  water,  have  found  their 

level.  How  much  money  has  been  sunk  in  electric  thea- 
ters by  the  ill-judged  enterprise  of  the  incompetent  it  is 

hard  to  calculate,  but  I  fear  the  aggregate  amount  runs 
into  the  hundreds  of  thousands.  Even  at  this  day  the 
percentage  of  failures  is  large.  In  this  business  no  man 
has  success  thrust  upon  him,  he  must  achieve  it  by  hard, 
steady  work.  The  man  who  wants  to  make  money  out 
of  amusing  the  public  with  moving  pictures  must,  among 
other  qualifications,  possess  tact,  knowledge  of  the  busi- 

ness, judgment,  and  he  must  understand  the  public  in 
general  and  his  own  little  public  in  particular.  His  per- 

sonality must  count  for  something  with  the  patrons.  He 
cannot  leave  the  conduct  of  his  business  to  others  and 
expect  to  thrive.  Pie  is  the  head  of  affairs  and  for  him 
there  are  few  idle  moments.  Once  he  succeeds  in  con- 

vincing his  employees  that  his  supervising  eye  never 
sleeps,  he  has  made  a  good  start  on  the  journey,  whose 
goal  is  success.  It  will  not  be  long  before  the  patrons 
will  have  the  same  conviction,  and  with  that  conviction 
comes  confidence  in  the  place. 

THE    FALLACY    OF    "lA'L     FIRST     RUN"     CRAZE. 

Good  pictures  are  of  course  essential,  but  the  notion 
that  success  lies  entirely  and  solely  in  winning  the  race 
for  first  runs  is  wrong.  Some  exhibitors  evince  mental 
disorder  on  this  subject.  If  they  can  only  get  the  cov- 

eted first  run.  they  are  convinced  that  success  must  fol- 
low. I  do  not  dispute  the  value  of  first  runs  :  it  is  per- 

haps a  royal  road  to  success,  but  if  it  is.  it  is  a  very  costly 
road.  In  the  present  state  of  the  market  first  runs  are 
few  and  far  between,  considering  the  number  of  electric 
theaters,  and  in  time  the  pictures  will  come  around  to  all. 
they  will  have  a  choice,  which  in  the  matter  of  a  first 
run  they  surely  have  not.  The  theory  on  which  some 
exhibitors  proceed  is  that  every  new  picture  is  good, 

just  because  it  is  new.  We  all  know  different.  Even- 
picture,  like  every  play,  is  an  experiment  until  it  has 
stood  the  test  of  public  criticism,  and  when  you  strike 
a  general  average  failure.-  arc  more  numerous  than  suc- 

cesses. It  is  a  sorry  spectacle  to  see  two  electric  thea- 
ters in  the  same  neighborhood  trying  to  beat  each  other 

with  first  runs.  Either  the  neighborhood  will  support 
two  electric  theaters  or  it  will  not.  If  it  will,  both  can 

live,  and  they  will  gain  far  more  by  co-operation  than 
by  competition.  If  it  will  not  support  two.  all  the  first 
runs  in  the  world  will  not  work  a  miracle,  and  the  win- 

ner will  be  like  the  Roman  general.  Pyrrhus.  after  he 

overcame  the  enemy.  "One  more  such  victory  and  I 

am   lost." 
FAILURE  OF  THE  PREMIUM   GAG. 

There  are  many  ways  in  which  the  business  of  an  elec- 
tric theater  can  be  improved  and  stimulated.  One  place 

in  Trenton,  last  Summer,  banded  out  free  ice  cream  to  its 

patrons.  1  happened  to  pass  the  place,  and,  always  curi- 
ous, went  in  to  see.     Whin  I  came  out  I  felt  they  were 
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giving  the  pictures  awa)  free  and  selling  the  ice  cream 
under  false  pretenses.  Such  stimulants  will  never  help. 
Souvenirs,  premiums,  coupons,  lotteries,  are  all  right  in 
their  way,  but  what  the  people  chiefh   want  is  the  g   1 
picture.  Here  I  must  revert  to  what  I  said  before  the 
question  of  choice.  It  is  more  important  that  the  pic- 

ture be  good  and  suitable  than  brand  new.  Woid  every- 
thing that  is  in  the  least  vulgar.  I  like  main-  of  the 

Essanay  comics,  not  because  the)  arc  always  refined, 
for  they  arc  not,  nor  need  the)  be  at  all  times  refined 
You  will  find  that  these  comics  never  depend  for  their 
effect  on  the  degradation  and  the  humiliation  ,)\  men  or 
women.  A  saint  must  laugh  at  the  man  who  suddenly 
loses  his  balance  and  falls  on  his  back.  It  is  not  a  de- 

grading spectacle!  it  is  good-natured  fun,  calling  for 
good-natured  laughs.  The  moment,  however,  the  thing 
is  carried  too  far  the  audience  feels  the  reaction,  and 
then  quickly  follows  disgust.  The  so-called  comics  of 
another  manufacturer  arc.  almost  without  exception,  of 
this  objectionable  type.  The  rough,  coarse  and  vulgar 
laugh.  Speaking  o\  the  audience  of  the  orator  Emerson 
says : 

"If  anything  comic  and  coarse  is  spoken,  you  shall  see 
the  emergence  of  the  boys  and  rowdies,  so  loud  and 
vivacious  that  you  might  think  the  house  was  filled  with 

them." Tt  is  not  the  noisy  element  that  pays  and  makes  the 

solid  foundation  of  an  electric  theater's  patronage.  Take no  picture  that  was  made  for  this  element  alone.  The 
rough  and  the  vulgar  arc  in  the  minority  everywhere, 
and  the  moment  you  begin  to  cater  to  them  you  place 
yourself  on  the  sliding  board.  The  Moving  Picture 
World  will  keep  you  posted  in  this  respect  and  will  do 
its  very  best  to  kill  off  vulgarity,  cheapness  and  garbage 
generally.  Xext  to  vulgarity  avoid  anything  that  is  at 
all  suggestive,  and  if  you  are  in  doubt  resolve  the  doubt 
adversely  to  the  picture  in  question.  The  Pathes  were 
at  one  time  open  to  objection  on  that  score,  but  they 
certainly  have  reformed  and  taken  a  new  tack.  Every- 

thing they  have  turned  out  recently  has  been  absolutely 
clean. 

I  state  with  pleasure  that  all  exhibitors  realize  the 
importance  of  catering  to  women  and  children,  without 
whom,  indeed,  the  electric  theater  could  not  long  exist. 
Special  matinees  for  women  and  children,  which  really 
do  show  special  features,  are  as  a  rule  paying  arrange- 

ments. The  fairy  tales  of  Pathe's,  the  children's  stories 
of  Edison  and  Essanay.  are  rich  in  materials  for  such  a 
programme. 

THE  EFFECT  OF   MUSIC. 

Xo  picture  was  ever  made  that  could  not  be  improved 
by  music  and  effects.  This  fact  is  being  more  generally 
recognized  than  ever  before.  I  have  been  in  theaters 
where  the  piano  player  helped  the  success  of  the  pictures 
almost  as  much  as  the  operator.  There  are  many  places 
where  an  occasional  operatic  will  come  in  very  prettily 
and  effectively.  A  good  piano  player  is  essential  to  the 
success  of  the  progressive  and  successful  electric  theater. 
Do  not  idolize  the  illustrated  song  as  if  it  were  a  fetish. 
It  easily  grows  tiresome  because  of  its  monotony.  In- 

stead of  allowing  some  cheap  singer  to  inflict  himself 
upon  the  audience  night  after  night,  do  without  any 
song  for  a  week  or  two  and  then  hire  a  really  competent 
singer,  one  who  possesses  tried  merit,  art  and  talent. 
and  give  him  a  week.  The  illustrated  song.  I  am  sorry 

to  say,  has  developed  a  breed  of  "singers"  in  the  cheaper 
theaters  that  in  many  cases  calls  for  suppression  bv  either 

the  police  or  the  board  of  health,  or  both.  The  "illus- 
trated singers"  need  never  fear  the  coming  of  the  wolf 

to  their  .1.  k  irs.     Ml  the)  havi   to  do  is  ti 
and  the  wolf  will  mala  ha  t)  n.nk-  back  to  the  for<  I 

VALU1      E  LECTURE  CT& 

I  heie  are  films,  si ime  1  it  the  ver)  b<  t,  that  should 
hi  ii  be  put  on  w  ithout  a  lecture.  1 1  U  >r  an  reason  ou 
cannol  secure  a  trained  lecturer,  take  an  encyclopedia, 
look  the  subject  up,  write  out  a  short  »tor)  of  the  thing, 

.1  man  who  can  read  English,  and  whose  voice  can 
plainl)  be  heard,  and  then  befon  you  tart  the  picture 
give  the  people  an  inkling  of  what  it  is  about.  Mo  mat- 

ter how  poor  the  effort,  it  is  better  than  ii"  effort  at  all, 
and  your  patrons  will  appreciate  the  explanation. 

In  the  matter  of  effects  too  great  care  cannot  he  tal 
A  good  effect  will  go  well  with  any  audi  bad  one 
is  likely  to  create  a  demand  lor  the  "hook."  The  imita- 

tion behind  the  screen  of  the  murmur  of  a  mob  growing 
by  degrees  into  a  roar  is  a  splendid  effect,  hut  it  is  a 
very  difficult  undertaking,  and  in  the  process  of  rehearsal 
a  good  Stage  manager  would  be  too  frequentl)  tempted 

to  do  bodily  violence  to  the  "supers"  composing  the  mob. 
[  have  seen  productions  of  Julius  Caesar,  where  the  mob 
around  the  rostrum  was  as  interesting  as  anything  Mark 
Antony  said  or  did.  A  touch  of  that  great  art  would 
help  such  and  similar  scenes  very  much.  Attempt  no 
effects  that  have  not  been  thoroughly  .rehearsed.  In 

the  famous  dagger  scene  in  "Macbeth"  (I  am  speaking 
of  the  Vitagraph  film)  a  grand  effect  can  be  introduced 
at  the  end  by  having  someone  strike  upon  the  hell 
three  times — the  signal  by  Lady  Macbeth  to  her  husband 
to  go  and  murder  Duncan.  I  lectured  on  the  picture 
1  me  night  in  a  theater  not  a  thousand  miles  from  Phila- 

delphia. The  young  man  who  had  charge  of  effects 
was  enthusiastic  and  determined,  but  a  fine  perception 
of  dramatic  possibilities  was  not  among  his  strong  points. 

I  gave  him  the  cue.  "Remember,"  I  said,  "three  strokes 
upon  the  bell."  The  fatal  moment  came.  The  audience 
was  spellbound  and  listened  intently  for  the  "stern 
alarum."  The  bell  rang — it  rang  loud  and  hard  and 
long — it  might  have  called  Macbeth  to  his  supper,  hut 
never  to  midnight  murder.  All  effects  that  work  well 
and  are  skilfully  prepared  will  delight,  all  others  will 
discrust. 

ITEMS  OF  INTEREST. 

Mr.  J.  Stuart  Blackton,  of  the  Vitagraph  Company  of 
America,  is  combining  business  with  pleasure  on  a  trip  to 
Europe.  With  him  goes  his  bride  of  a  few  months.  The 
World    wishes   them    a   pleasant,   if  belated,   honeymoon   trip. 
The  Riley  Optical  Instrument  Co.  have  removed  to  3  East 

Fourteenth  street,  this  city.  Their  specialty  is  lantern  slides 
for  lecturers  and  their  stock  is  so  large  and  varied  that  there 
is  hardly  a  subject  that  can  be  mentioned  for  which  they 
cannot  supply  an  adequate  number  of  suitable  slides. 
Max  Gluck,  who  managed  the  Laemmle  New  York  office 

until  it  was  discontinued,  paid  us  a  visit  last  week  on  his 
return  from  a  lengthy  European  tour.  He  leaves  for  Chi- 

cago, but  expects  to  return  to  New  York  and  engage  in 
business.  He  would  not  admit  that  it  would  be  in  the  mov- 

ing picture  line. 
The  First  Annual  Banquet  of  the  Moving  Picture  Asso- 

ciation of  New  Jersey  will  be  held  in  Jersey  City,  in  the 
latter  part  of  this  month.  Members  from  all  parts  of  the 
Hudson  County,  and  from  New  York  will  be  present.  The 
banquet  will  be  held  at  the  Grand  View  Hall.  Jersey  City, N.  J. 

The  Kleine  Optical  Co.  have  recently  received  a  remark- 
able consignment  of  film  subjects  from  the  Urban  Eclipse 

studios  of  London  and  Paris.  The  collection  consists  of 
thirty-five  different  subjects,  depicting  famous  French  actors 
and  actresses  in  their  most  popular  plays,  such  as  Sara 

Bernhardt  and  her  company  in  "Hamlet."  and  others  of 
international  reputation.  It  is  of  peculiar  interest  that  these 
films  were  taken  eight  years  ago  and  only  now  has  permis- 

sion been  obtained  for  their  public  exhibition. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

"One  of  the  Bravest"  was  on  the  screen  in  a  Fourteenth 
street  theater  when  we  entered  with  a  couple  of  friends.  Not 
knowing  the  manufacturer,  they  remarked  that  it  must  be  a 
Pathe  subject.  This  may  be  taken  as  a  compliment  to  the 
photographic  quality  and  execution  of  an  American  manu- 

facturer and  in  this  instance  it  is  well  merited.  In  this  film 
the  Selig  studio  has  scored  a  headliner,  the  plot  and  action 
is  well  handled  and  the  fire  scene  highly  realistic.  The  film 
has  a  very  pretty  ending. 

"Ex-Convict  No.  900"  is  of  thrilling  interest  and  the  scenes 
are  acted  and  produced  in  a  manner  that  upholds  the  Edison 
name.  The  way  of  the  world  is  clearly  shown  in  the  story, 
which  depicts  the  vain  struggles  of  a  discharged  convict,  de- 

termined to  lead  a  model  life,  but  who  is  hounded  by  the 
police  and  ostracised  by  his  fellow  man  until  he  is  driven  to 
desperation.  In  attempting  a  burglary  he  is  recognized  by 
a  little  girl  whose  life  he  has  saved  and  her  wealthy  father 

provides  for  the  convict's  family.  The  audience  in  Keith's 
showed  the  keenest  interest  and  approval  of  this  subject — 
pity  that  there  were  not  more  productions  of  this  kind.  One 
thing  we  could  not  understand — the  master  of  the  house 
switched  off  the  lights  when  the  family  retired  for  the  night, 
but  neglected  to  turn  on  the  light  during  the  seance  with 
the  burglar,  which  presumably  takes  place  all  in  darkness. 

"Heart  of  a  Gypsy  Maid"  and  "The  Mind  Reader,"  two 
Pathe  subjects,  completed  the  program  at  Keith's.  The  for- 

mer is  a  finely  acted  plot  of  dramatic  interest,  the  latter  a 
comedy — good,  clean  comedy. 

"Lover's  Guide"  is  not  what  can  be  called  as  high  standard 
work  as  "Ingomar"  of  the  same  manufacturer,  but  is  better 
received,  as  the  audiences  can  understand  and  follow  the  plot. 
It  is  an  amusing,  well  produced,  comic  picture  with  some  good 
photographic  effects.  The  falls,  tumbles,  incidents  are  nat- 

ural, are  not  forced,  exaggerated  or  silly,  as  so  commonly 
shown  in  this  class  of  comical  work  and  for  these  reasons 
is  more  pleasing  and  well  received.  The  manufacturers  have 
abandoned  the  common  long  chases,  the  common  knocking 

down  of  peddlers'  wagons,  of  pastry  cooks,  of  crockery,  etc., 
but  have  introduced  novelties  in  the  different  falls  and  inci- 

dents, as  the  falls  from  the  cherry  tre,  from  the  hay  stack, 
in  crossing  the  creek,  etc.  The  manufacturers  found  the  way 
to   create  laughter  without  being  silly. 

"The  Result  of  Eating  Horse  Flesh"  is  another  comical- 
picture  just  released  but  has  no  real  novelty;  it  is  in  fact  the 
same  long  chase  with  the  same  results  of  knocking  down  the 
same  so  well-known  nurse  and  her  well-known  baby  carriage, 
the  knocking  down  of  the  same  peddlers'  wagons,  the  same fall  in  the  water,  etc.  It  is  the  very  same  dining  room  and 
furniture  shown  in  so  many  films  of  the  same  manufacturer 
and  the  finish,  although  laughable,  is  unnatural.  The  Doctor, 
taking  a  long  butcher  knife,  opens  the  man  as  we  would  a 
fish  and  takes  from  the  inside  a  large  wooden  horse.  The 
man  shows  no  sign  of  the  operation  while  his  little  girl  rides 
away  on  the  wooden  horse.  It  brings  out  the  laughter  of 
the  audience,  however. 

"Parisian  Life  in  Miniature"  is  a  very  amusing  film  and  will 
surely  please  the  children,  as  it  is  acted  entirely  by  boy  and 
girl  actors.  They  are  very  cute  and  amusing,  even  the  little 
gendarme  is  a  good  reproduction  of  the  well-known  French 
police  officer.  The  picture  is  well  staged  and  makes  a  good 
production. 

"For  His  Sister's  Sake"  is  a  very  poorly  acted  picture,  the 
actions  are  exaggerated  and  ill  timed.  The  plot  is  a  poor 
one  and  very  hard  to  follow  even  with  the  numerous  sub- 

titles on  the  screen.  When  our  manufacturers  want  to  re- 
produce such  complicated  plots,  they  should  have  programmes 

given  to  the  audience  with  a  synopsis  of  the  pictures. 

"Pierrette's  Talisman"  is  a  finely  colored  Film,  but  too  long 
for  a  plot  of  no  interest.  The  film  contains  some  good  vision 
work  and  some  well  worked  tricks,  but.  although  pleasing 
to  the  eye,  it  is  tiresome  and  for  this  reason  is  not  as  well 
received   as  such   artistic  work  should  be. 

"Basket  Party"  is  a  comical  affair  with  the  well-known  and 
so  often  repealed  bicyclist  running  his  wdieel  on  sidewalks 
and  knocking  the  tables  in  front  of  a  cafe.  We  have  the  ha- 

bitual falls  in  the  water,  the  same  old  gendarme.  The  fire 
scene  is  effective  and  is  a  little  diversion  to  the  monotony  of 
so  many  common   incidents   found   in  most  of  the  pictures. 

"Lew  Dockstader  in  Minstrel  Mishaps"  requires  smart 
crank  work  on  the  part  of  the  operator  to  prevent  the  audi- 

ence from  going  to  sleep.     At  the  Dewey  Theater,  the  other 

night,  the  operator  turned  the  crank  as  slowly  as  possible 
all  through  the  long-drawn-out  and  meaningless  chase.  Evi- 

dently the  camera  had  been  operated  at  top  speed,  and  the 

result  was  "comedy''  at  the  expense  of  the  manufacturer. 
Why  should  the  silly  chase  have  been  doubled  in  the  print- 

ing? It  is  a  pity  to  see  such  work  emanate  from  a  studio 
from  which  we  have  become  accustomed  to  look  for  the  best. 

"Salome  and  the  Devil  to  Pay."  This  film  is  a  deceiver  or 
the  punishment  for  persons  hunting  for  something  naughty. 
With  such  a  title  the  public  expects  to  see  the  famous  naughty 
Salome  dance  and  perhaps  his  Satanic  Majesty,  but  the  per- 

sons lured  inside  by  the  board  are  badly  deceived  when  they 
see  a  whole  family^  and  servants,  including  the  fat  colored 
cook,  dancing  as  a  company  of  insane  persons. 

"The  Bridge  of  Sighs."  It  would  seem  an  elementary  rule 
that  a  poem  which  has  no  dramatic  action  but  depends  for 
its  effect  on  the  mind  on  sentiment  alone,  is  leas:  suited  to 
adaptation  in  films.  Where  a  concern  like  the  Biograph  Com- 

pany failed  to  score  a  hit  with  a  poem  so  rich  in  action 
as  "  'Ostler  Joe,"  it  was  not  to  be  expected  that  a  poem  like 
the  "Bridge  of  Sighs,"  with  but  a  very  slender  thread  of  ac- 

tion, could  be  a  success  in  any  hands.  The  poem  tells  the 
story  of  a  tragedy  and  I  am  glad  that  in  this  respect  at  least 
the  film  maker  has  shown  a  becoming  respect  for  poor  Hood's 
poem,  but  while  he  has  to  that  extent  acted  in  sy^mpathy  with 
the  poet,  I  regret  to  say,  that  he  has  patched  a  piece  of  cheap 
melodrama  in  front  of  the  poem,  thereby  lengthening  the 
story,  but  also  weakening  it.  The  scenic  arrangements  are 
throughout  up  to  the  high  Edison  standard.  The  acting  is 
good.  What  the  film  maker  has  done  to  the  poem  itself  is 
almost  cruel.  When  he  gets  through  with  it.  it  is  indeed  a 
thing  of  shreds  and  patches.  To  use  part  of  the  poem  as 
sub-titles  is  not  a  bad  idea,  though  in  the  average  local  elec- 

tric theater  the  machine  is  run  so  fast  that  the  audience  never 
gets  beyond  the  first  three  words.  By  the  way,  the  attempt 

of  the  poet  to  rhyme  "basement''  with  "amazement''  is  a stretching  of  the  poetic  license,  but  it  does  not  justify  the 

film  maker  in  spelling  the  word  "amasement."  The  film  will 
live,  as  it  deserves  to  live,  for  it  has  in  parts  at  least  caught 
the  spirit  of  Hood,  and  Hood,  if  he  lived  to-day,  would  surely 
be  tempted  to  write  sketches  for  moving  pictures. 

Some  Coming  Headliners  and  a 
New  Religious  Subject. 

The  uplift  of  the  wordless  play  is  notably  illustrated  in 
the  news  which  reaches  us  from  our  Chicago  correspondent 
that  the  Essanay  Film  Manufacturing  Company  will  releasi 

early  next  month  a  filmed  representation  of  "David  Garrick.' 
a  comedy-drama  that  has  held  the  boards  in  the  leading  the 
aters  on  both  sides  of  the  Atlantic  for  years.  In  doing  so 
the  Essanay  Company  have  played  a  second  master  strokt 
in  securing  the  services  of  Henry  E.  Dixey.  who  has  starred 

in  the  leading  role  of  "David  Garrick"  around  the  world Supporting  him  is  a  company  of  capable  actors,  the  like  of 
which  it  is  claimed  has  never  before  worked  before  the  lens 
of  a  motion  picture  camera.  The  result,  we  are  informed 
is  perfect  action,  and.  as  the  Essanay  Company  spare  no 
expense  in  providing  the  stage  settings,  we  look  forward  tc 
seeing  a  film  that  will  be  a  headliner  for  many  days.  We 
have  heard  it  remarked  that  the  Essanay  Company  approach 
nearer  to  the  finished  work  of  the  French  actors  in  theii 
comedy  productions  than  any  other  American  manufacturer 
It  remains  to  be  seen  whether  increased  orders  for  "David 
Garrick"  will  justify  their  latest  attempt  to  raise  the  stand 
ard    of    American    work    by    employing    high-priced    actors 

Theater  managers  who  have  been  clamoring  after  Indian 
and  Wild  West  subjects  have  their  opportunity  in  the  film 
"The  Half  Breed."  a  story  of  the  days  of  '40  in  the  gold 
fields,  which  is  released  this  week  by  the  Kalcm  Company. 

The  splendid  photography  and  stirring  scenes  are  alone  suf- ficient to  hold  the  interest  of  the  audience,  but  this  subject 
can  be  made  doubly  effective  by  the  reading  of  the  descrip- 

tive lecture  which  will  be  sent  free  to  every  manager  on 
application  to  the  Kalem  Company.  131  West  Twenty-fourth 
street.  New  York. 

Religious  subjects  have  been  a  scarce  comodity  in  the  film 
market,  and  we  are  pleased  to  note  that  the  Kalem  Com- 

pany will  release  early  in  November  a  double  reel  subject 
that  comes  as  a  timely  offering  and  which  should  be  in  great 
demand  for  the  Christmas  season.  We  were  favored  with 
a  private  view  of  an  advance  copy  and  rose  with  a  feeling 
of   relief   and    satisfaction —relief  because   we   had   entertained 
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grave   doubts   as   to   the   possibility    of  rend  i    motion 
pictures  scenes  in  which  Christ   figured   whi  irth   in  a 
manner  thai  would  no)  be  repulsive  to  revi  and 
satisfaction  to  see  thai  il  had  been  aco  nd  bj   an 
American   producer.     The   leading    •■>  on  tis 
"Jerusalem  in  the  Time  of  Christ." 

\    "David  as  the  Sweel   Singer  oi    Israel"  in  tin 
a  shepherd  and  as  the  champion  who    lays  tbi 
w  ith   a  stone   from   Ins  sling,      Passin 

ment   era   we  are   shown   Christ's   entrj    mi..  Jerusalem, 
restoring  oi   the   sight   of  the  two  blind  beggars,  tin    raising 

ife  of  the  widow  's  si  in,  Christ  dispcrsin  I  who 
were  making  a  market  place  at  the  steps  of  the  temple, 
Christ  rebuking  the  hypocrites  who  scorned  tin-  penitent 
woman  and  the   Man  oi  Sorrows  bearing  tin    cross  and   Fall 

under  its  burden,     The  closing  scene  represents  the  d.\ 
astation  of  Jerusalem  and  tin-  slaughter  of  us  inhabitants  at 

the  hands  ci'  the  victorious  Romans  and  scenes  of  reveli 
the    COUrl    of    Kin'-;'    Herod.       While    the    narrative    is    told    in 
rather  a  disconnected  manner,  the  scenic  effects  and  th. 

Hon   throughout    leave   little   to   in-   desired.     The   man   who 
takes  the  part  oi  the  Christ  looks  the  part,  as  handed  down 
to  us  through  the  paintings  of  the  great  masters,  and  the  ac- 

tion throughout,  combined  with  excellent  photographic  qual- 
ity, produces  a  film  that  ought  to  have  a  long  am!  prosperous 

run. 

We  understand  that  the  rule  of  the  Edison  licensed  manu- 
facturers to  supply  iinlv  F.  S.  A.  renters  does  not  appi  . 

religious  subjects.  Like  as  in  the  ease  of  the  Passion  I 
any  independent  renter  or  exhibitor  may  place  their  orders 

with  the  Kalem  Company  for  copies  of  "Jerusalem  in  the 
Time  of  Christ."  and  they  will  l>c  idled  without  question on    the    release    date. 

"Bear  Hunt  in  Russia."  Seldom  are  we  privileged  to  see 
upon  the  screen  a  film  which  does  not  leave  the  impression 
that  it  could  have  been  improved  in  some  respect.  This 

really  occurred  when  we  were  invited  to  view  the  "Bear  Hunt 
in  Russia."  a  film  shortly  to  he  released  by  the  Great  North- 
era  Film  Company.  The  production  i  f  such  a  subject  must 
necessarily  have  been  an  expensive,  perilous  and  difficult  un- 

dertaking, but  it  is  handled  in  a  way  that  reflects  great  credit 
on  the  producers.  The  vivid  realism  of  the  scenes  leaves  the 
impression  that  we  have  taken  part  in  an  actual  hunt.  The 
action  of  the  hunters  is  natural,  there  being  no  over-acted 
gesticulations  to  which  we  have  become  accustomed  in  film 

subjects.  The  "staging"  has  been  admirably  handled  and 
five  bears  drop  to  the  guns  of  the  hunters  in  full  view  of  the 
camera.  The  operator  must  have  been  a  man  of  nerve,  for 
one  shaggy  monster  ambles  up  quite  close  before  he  is 
brought  to  earth.  But.  most  remarkable  of  all.  is  the  superb 
photographic  quality  throughout:  notwithstanding  the  fact 
that  the  scenes  are  depicted  in  a  dense  forest,  a  condition  which 
taxes  the  skill  of  the  most  expert  photographer  under  less 

trj-ing  circumstances.  It  is  not  surprising  that  this  subject 
won  for  the  producers  the  gold  medal  at  the  Cinematographic 
Exposition  at  Hamburg.  That  it  is  not  a  single  instance  of 

the  superior  work  of  this  company  was  shown  by  "In  the 
Rococo  Times,"  a  colored  subject  released  a  few  weeks  ago. 
The  fine  grounds  of  a  castle  in  Denmark  furnished  the  set- 

ting for  a  pretty  story  and  the  composition  of  the  pictures 
showed  that  the  photographer  was  also  an  artist,  while  the 
delicate  coloring,  to  which  the  scenes  were  well  adapted, 

stamned  it  ns  a  nroduch'on  of  enual  merit. 
"The  Fisherman's  Rival,"  a  full  reel  subject  issued  by  the 

Selig  studio  this  week,  is  one  of  a  series  that  places  this 

company  in  the  front  rank  of  the  world's  producers.  T.ike 
its  immediate  predecessors.  "One  of  the  Rravest,"  "The 
Ranchman's  Love"  and  others  by  the  same  maker  which 
are  still  fresh  in  the  memory,  this  is  a  melodrama  of  intense 
interest  from  beginning  to  end.  We  were  fortunate  to  see 

the  film  on  its  first  run  in  one  of  Xew  York's  largest  theaters, and  the  audience,  which  packed  the  house  to  standing  room, 
expressed  their  interest  by  audible  comments  and  applause. 
The  story  is  tense  with  dramatic  situations  and  the  producer 
has  taken  full  advantage  of  his  opportunities.  Scene  follows 
scene  in  rapid  succession,  telling  the  story  clearly  and  with- 

out the  aid  of  titles.  The  photography  throughout  is  splendid 
— too  good,  perhaps,  where  the  girl  is  shown  in  the  cellar, 
vainlv  trying  to  escape  from  the  rising  flood  of  water.  The 
action  is  also  good  and  the  scenic  effects  and  interest  main- 

tained throughout  the  plot  combine  to  make  this  a  subject 
that  people  will  want  to  see  more  than  once.  A  synopsis  of 

the  story  will  be  found  among  our  "Stories  of  the  Films." 
on  another  page.  Managers  who  believe  in  presenting  such 
subjects  with  a  lecture  ma}-  obtain  a  leaflet  with  the  full  text 
of  the  plot  by  addressing  the  Selig  Polyscope  Co.,  45  East 
Randolph   street.  Chicago,  111. 

NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

Sutton,  Neb.  The  Lyric,  latel)  refitted  i  doing  ■<  fine 
business,  under  the  manag  tie  &  Batterson 

Argenta,  Ark.     .1.   \\  .    I  nlow    hat   his   pictl  in    Main 
1  1  completed  and  expi  cts  to  op<  n  in  tin   n<  ai   t;  : 

Tacoma.  Wash.     I      I      1 1. mis  will  open  a  new   nicl 
in  th,    1:         Bergei    building  on   \\  illan  n  a   few 
d.t\   s. 

Louisville,    K  >        \  1    1-    I    d    in 
the    i  FellOWS    hall 
I'     1  ee, 

Manchester,  N.  II.     F,   II    &   I'.   \\  .  Schulze   h  ently put  chased  tin  Fheater  on  Memorial 
Slocum. 

West   Unity,   Ohio.     Tin    Chambard   build.  oing 
repairs  [,.1    a   moving  picturr   show,  to  l,.-  owned  bj    lb' 
Pawling 

Bonner  Springs,  Kans.     A  new  th  icted 

in  the  Clark   building  on  the  corner  id'  Cedar  and  Oak   sto 
1 ..  '  irge  I  'eters  is  pn  iprietor. 

Goshen,  Ind.r  A    1  ,  Bradford,  of  Eaton  Rapids,  Mich.,  has 
lit    a    moving    picture   show,  and   intends   to  open   n    to 

the    public    in    a    few     da>  3. 

Sioux  City,  la.  Wirick's  new  amusement  house,  the  Olym- 
pic,   opened    to    the    public    with    the    latest    improvements    and 

the    latest    mi  >\  ing    pictures. 

Ottawa,  Kans. —  .Messrs.  Levins  and  Wilber  have  leased  the 
Fraser  building  on  Main  street  and  will  start  a  new  moving 
picture  and   vaudeville  show. 

Bellwood,  Pa.— Mr.   Fees,  proprietor  of  the  Bellwood  mov- 
ing  picture    theater,    has    leased    the    Ford    lot    on    Main    stl 

where   he   is   going   to   build   another   moving   picture   show. 

New  Orleans,  La.--Mr.  Rupert  I  .  Allison  has  engaged  in 
the  moving  picture  business,  by  fitting  up  a  coxy  theater  in 

the   Chase   building  on   Railroad"  avenue   and    Second   street. 
Philadelphia,  Pa.--A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  being 

built  at  50S  South  street.  A.  L.  Levis  is  owner  of  the  new- 
enterprise  and  the  cost  of  its  construction  is  estimated  at 

$6,450. Sandpoint,  Idaho. —  Fred  B.  Walton,  of  Spokane,  a  member 
of  the  Walton  vaudeville  troupe,  has  taken  a  lease  of  a  build- 

ing here  and  will  start  a  moving  picture  and  illustrated  song 
theater. 

Butte,    Mont. — The    Empire    Amusement    Company    have    a 
new  building  under  way  on  Montana  street  south  of  Tark 
which  is  to  be  the  home  of  a  moving  picture  theater.  Mr. 
L.   M.   Quinn  is  manager. 

San  Francisco,  Cal. — An  ordinance  has  been  adopted  by  the 
Board  of  Supervisors,  forbidding  the  establishing  of  moving 
picture  shows  and  kindred  entertainments,  within  200  feet 
of  schools  and  churches. 

Springfield,  111. — Tn  order  to  prevent  accidents  in  nickel- 
odeons and  theaters,  operators  of  moving  picture  machines 

in  Springfield  purpose  to  form  a  union  and  insist  that  the 
city   grant    licenses    to   only   competent   men. 
Georgetown,  Del.,  is  to  have  a  moving  picture  show  with 

new  pictures  every  night  in  Odd  Fellows  Hall  on  Market 
street.  The  company  who  have  taken  hold  of  this  amuse- 

ment house  are  the   Laurel  Amusement   Company. 

St.  Johnsbury,  Vt. — Under  the  direction  of  Mr.  Oliver,  the 
Stanley  Opera  House  has  been  opened  as  a  moving  picture 
and  vaudeville  house  and  is  doing  excellent  business.  It 
needs  to,   as   the   program   is  being   changed   every   night. 

Trinidad,  Colo. — J.  W.  Xeffzeiger,  of  Pueblo,  has  leased  the 
old  Wyman  jewelry  store  building  at  Xo.  108  W.  Main  street 
and  will  open  a  moving  picture  show  at  that  place  in  a  short 
time.  The  building  will  be  reconstructed  and  a  new  front 
will  be  installed. 

Hammond,  Ind. — L.  Polina,  proprietor  of  the  South  Chicago 
Theater.  9230  Commercial  avenue,  is  making  preparations  to 
open  another  five-cent  theater  just  opposite  his  present  stand. 
Alterations  on  the  front  of  the  building  will  begin  in  a  short 
time,  and  the  improvements  to  be  made  will  consist  of  all 
the    requirements   of   the    city   building   department. 

Dayton,  Ohio. — What  is  believed  to  be  the  largest  exclusive 
moving  picture  theater  in  Ohio  will  be  opened  in  a  few  days 
in  the  old  V.  M.  C.  A.  building  on  Fourth  street  under  the 
management  of  Ren  Wheeler  and  Walter  Grafton.     The  thea- 
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ter,  with  a  seating  capacity  of  one  thousand,  will  be  known 
as  the  Auditorium. 

Baltimore,  Md. — An  ornamental  one-story  brick  addition 
will  be  built  by  N.  Vito  at  626  North  Chester  street.  The 
addition  will  be  used  as  a  moving  picture  theater.  The  pict- 

ure parlor,  which  will  have  artistic  designs  executed  in  tin 
and  buff  brick.  It  will  be  heated  by  steam.  Modern  appli- 

ances will  be  installed  and  many  exits  made.  The  cost  will 
be  about  $3,000. 

Spokane,  Wash. — Dreamland,  a  handsomely  equipped  the- 
ater, opened  on  October  4th,  is  reported  as  doing  big  busi- 
ness, and  its  promoters,  the  National  Amusement  Company, 

are  busily  engaged  on  other  new  places.  J.  C.  Arnett  is 
manager  of  Dreamland  and  he  is  testing  out  the  efficacy  of 
an  expensive  phonograph  for  the  illustrated  songs  and  an 
electric  piano  for  the  musical  effects. 

Cleveland,  O. — Constables  visited  the  moving  picture  the- 
ater of  Harry  Woodward,  East  Fifty-fifth  street  and  Stand- 
ard avenue  S.  E.,  and,  after  viewing  the  show,  seized  the 

machine  on  an  attachment  sworn  out  by  Miss  Gertrude  Hitz, 
the  piano  player. 

Miss  Hitz  claims  that  Woodward  owes  her  $20  for  two 

weeks'  salary.  She  says  she  began  work  there  two  weeks 
ago   and   has  never  been  paid  for  her   services. 

Bellingham,  Wash. — The  temporary  receivership  on  the 
Bell  Nickelodeon  Theater  on  Holly  street  was  closed  by 

order  of  Judge  Kellogg's  court  recently,  as  the  disagreeing 
partners,  H.  C.  Bond  and  Edward  Glatz,  settled  their  dif- 

ferences out  of  court,  Glatz  buying  Bond's  interest  in  the 
house.  A.  C.  Senker,  the  receiver,  has  surrendered  the  prop- 

erty. Bond  has  entered  into  an  agreement  with  two  citizens 
of  this  city  to  open  an  up-to-date  moving  picture  show  here, 
and  an  option  to  secure  a  suitable  room  on  Holly  street  has 
been  obtained. 

Pottstown,  Pa. — George  W.  Bennethum,  of  Reading,  has 
leased  from  the  Fegely  estate  the  southeast  corner  of  High 
and  Hanover  streets  and  will  open  on  Saturday,  October  31, 
one  of  the  finest  moving  picture  parlors  in  the  State.  The 
entire  front  will  be  lighted  with  electric  lights  and  a  hand- 

some arch  with  side  wall  mirrors  will  constitute  the  entrance. 
Mr.  Bennethum  at  present  conducts  two  of  the  finest 

equipped  moving  picture  parlors  in  Reading,  one  called  the 
Parlor  Theater,  at  437  Penn  street,  a.-.d  the  other  the  Pict- 
ureland,  located  at  645  Penn  street.  Only  the  latest  asso- 

ciation and  independent  films  will  be  shown.  He  promises  to 
give  the  moving  picture  patrons  of  Pottstown  a  service  equal 
to  anv  shown  in  Philadelphia  or  any  other  large  city.  The 
place  will  be  known  as  the  Victor  Theater. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  being 
built  by  the  Woehlcke  Amusement  Company,  of  which 
Adolph  H.  Woehlcke  is  general  manager.  This  will  make 
the  fifth  house  in  their  circuit,  with  more  in  view.  The 
house  is  located  at  the  southeast  corner  of  Eighth  and  Col- 

umbia avenue,  and  will  have  a  seating  capacity  of  400.  It 
will  be  managed  by  Wm.  H.  Hamilton,  president  of  the 

Philadelphia  Exhibitors'  Association.  Much  praise  is  due 
Mr.  Woehlcke  for  his  foresight  and  ability  in  the  amusement 
field,  many  of  his  places  having  been  taken  up  by  him  as  a 
losing  proposition  and  by  skillful  management  turned  into 

paying  investments.  He  has  been  connected  with  the  mo- 
tion picture  business  for  the  past  ten  years  and  has  kept  pace 

with  the  times.  With  him  to  think  is  to  act,  and  while 
others  are  hesitating  he  is  Johnny  on  the  spot.  He  is  an 
enthusiastic  member  of  the  Exhibitors'  Association  and  is 
always  there  with  some  suggestions  for  the  betterment  of 
the   business. 

Savannah,  Ga. — If  you  want  to  get  twice  the  value  for 

your  money,  why  come  and  buy  from  Ludden  &  Bates' Southern  Music  House.  This  is  the  advertisement  that  they 
are  running  in  the  daily  papers  of  the  city.  Following  is  the 

way  the  advertisement  reads:  "Ludden  &  Bates'  S.  M.  H will  give  away  during  the  coming  week  to  every  customer 
who  makes  a  cash  purchase  of  fifty  cents  or  over  a  free 
ticket  to  the  Orpheum  Theater  on  Broughton  street.  These 
tickets  will  be  good  for  any  performance  which  may  be 
given  during  the  month  of  October.  Ten  thousand  tickets 
are  now  ready.  Come  and  buy  from  us  and  get  twice  the 

value   of   your    money." The  Arcade,  which  has  been  closed  all  Summer,  has  opened 
its  doors  again  to  the  public.  The  Arcade,  which  is  under 
the  management  of  the  Southern  Amusement  Company,  ha? 
a  strong  backing  and  will  do  its  share  in  giving  to  the  peo 
pie  of  Savannah  good  moving  picture  and  vaudeville.  Be 
fore    thev    closed    for    the    Summer    they    were    running   over 

three  thousand  feet  of  film,  but  this  will  be  done  away  with 
and  only  a  thousand  feet  will  be  run  along  with  vaudeville. 

Kingston,  N.  Y. — W.  T.  Hollister,  formerly  agent  for  the 
Imperial  Film  Exchange  of  Troy,  is  having  sad  experiences 
in  the  show  business.  During  the  Summer  he  took  hold  of 
the  Kinedrome  in  Schenectady,  but  business  did  not  mate- 

rialize for  him  although  the  playhouse  is  one  of  the  best 
equipped  and  most  comfortable  in  the  State.  He  then  rented 
the  Novelty,  in  Kingston,  and  although  this  theater  did  a 
land  office  business  during  the  hot  weather,  the  advent  of 
cooler  nights  seemed  to  bring  a  freeze-out  for  Mr.  Hollis- 

ter. Experience  is  a  great  teached  and  Mr.  Hollister  is  not 
the  first  man  who  has  failed  to  profit  by  its  lessons.  Neither 
will  he  be  the  last.  Our  sympathies  are  with  Mr.  Hollister 
just  the  same  as  they  are  with  every  other  under  dog  in  the 
fight.  The  Novelty  Theater  in  Kingston  was  from  the  be- 

ginning an  ill-advised  enterprise.  It  was  started  only  two 
doors  from  the  Bijou,  one  of  Wilmer  &  Vincent's  enterprises, and  after  that  house  had  been  closed  for  months  because 
of  the  small-pox  epidemic  which  swept  over  Kingston  last 
Winter,  and  with  the  intent  of  splitting  the  patronage  of  the 
Bijou  which  had  the  favor  of  the  best  people  in  the  city. 
Then,  again,  the  rent  was  prohibitive,  $1,500  per  year  being 
paid  for  a  store  that  had  never  brought  over  $900  before. 
The  Novelty  was  hardly  open  a  fortnight  before  one  of  the 
partners  accused  the  operating  partner  of  welching  on  the 
tickets  sold  and  there  was  a  quarrel  and  a  dissolution  of 
nartnership,  the  retiring  partner  claiming  that  he  had  lost 
a  large  amount  of  money  in  the  enterprise.  Neither  of  the 
partners  had  had  any  previous  experience  in  the  show  line 
and  they  got  a  black  eye  on  their  opening  day,  Decoration 
Day,  when  the  city  was  crowded  with  strangers,  by  their 
moving  picture  operator  getting  drunk  and  leaving  them 
without  an  operator  at  a  most  vital  moment.  We  advise 
Mr.  Hollister  that  the  city  of  Kingston  is  a  very  Puritanical 
and  clannish  place  and  strangers  who  try  to  establish  there 
are  watched  very  closely  in  their  transactions.  It  is  said 
that  a  certain  resident  of  Kingston  circulated  the  report  that 
he  had  been  ill-used  in  a  deal  with  Mr.  Hollister,  and  this 
may  have  had  something  to  do  with  the  falling  away  of 
patronage. 

CHURCH  FINDS  MOVING  PICTURES  SUCCESSFUL 
MEANS   OF  AWAKENING  INTEREST. 

Tuscola,  111.,  Oct.  14. — Moving  pictures,  as  an  aid  for  turn- 
ing men  from  the  forbidden  ways,  have  been  introduced 

into  a  revival  being  conducted  in  the  Christian  church  in  this city. 

Last  night  the  pictures  showed  the  persecutions  of  the 
Christians  under  Nero.  "The  Sailor's  Last  Drink"  will  be 
portrayed  on  canvas  to-night.  The  innovation  is  proving 
very   successful.     The    church    is   packed   nightly. 

NEW  ENGLAND  EXHIBITORS'   ORGANIZE. 
The  moving  picture  men  of  Maine  are  soon  to  organize 

for  the  protection  of  their  mutual  interests.  A  meeting  was 
held  in  Portland  for  the  purpose  of  forming  such  an  asso 
ciation.  The  project  has  been  on  foot  for  some  time,  and 
it  is  said  that  all  of  the  Maine  managers,  who  attended  the 
Portland  meeting,  expressed  themselves  favorable  to  the 

proposition. Representatives  of  Boston  moving  picture  houses  were 
also  present  and  were  in  full  sympathy  with  the  Maine  man 
agers  in  the  movement  to  organize.  Another  meeting  will 
be  called  in  the  near  future  which  also  will  take  place  at  the 
Savoy  in  Portland.  Manager  McGuinness  was  appointed  a 
committee  of  one  to  communicate  with  all  moving  picture 
managers   of   Maine   in    regard   to   the   movement. 

BAD  EFFECTS  OF  MOVING  PICTURES. 

ruder  the  above  title.  Dr.  J.  Gater  contributes  a  long  ar- 
ticle to  the  I. os  Angeles  "Examiner"  on  the  probable  dam- 

ace  to  the  eyesight  by  regular  attendance  at  moving  picture 
allows.  The  doctor  livings  out  no  evidence  in  support  of 
his  arguments  and  bases  his  reasons  for  his  deductions  main 
Iv  upon  the  "nicker"  and  the  strain  of  trying  to  follow  the 
details  of  the  picture  when  streaks  and  flashes  of  light  on 
the  screen  almost  obliterate  the  image.  The  cure  for  these 

defects  are  at  hand  in  the  employment  of  latest  improved  ma 
chines  in  which  the  period  of  movement  is  reduced  to  a  min- 

imum and  in  the  refusal  of  the  exhibitor  to  accept  films  that 
are  scratched  and  otherwise  damaged.  It  seems  to  us  that 
the  remarks  of  the  learned  doctor  should  rather  have  been 

entitled   "Effects   of   Bad    Moving   Pictures." 
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PETITION  TO  THE  MOVING  PICTURE  EXHIBITORS 
OF   NEW   JERSEY. 

entlemen:  It  is  unnecessary  i"  review  in  detail  the  many 
obstacles  that  have  been  put  in  the  paths  of  moving  picture 
exhibitors  of  New  Jersej 

Oik-  of  these  we  have  smashed,  and  .1  big  one  too,  bul  that 

isn'l  all;  it's  only  a  beginning.  \\i  refer,  ol  course,  to  tin- 
decision  of  Vice  Chancelloi  Garrison  in  the  test  case  "t  t  In- 

state of  New  Jerse  vs.  Wm  II.  Van  Horn,  thai  th< 
limit  law  for  children  entering  places  of  amusemenl  is  un- 
constitutional. 

We  knew  this  all  the  time,  and  we  never  doubted  the  out- 
come. Some  did,  but  a  few  ol  us  kept  our  shoulders  t>>  the 

wheel  ami  at  last  won  out.  We  knew  at  the  tune  that  we 
were  working  for  the  benefit  of  all  and  we  felt  sure  that 
those  who  benefited  bj  our  work  would  come  to  our  aid 
financially  when  the  good  work  was  done 
You  have  seen  the  results,  but  you  must  realize  that  it  all 

3   monej    and  we  ask  you   moving  picture  exhibitors  of 
New  Jersey   to   come   to  our  assistance.     Yer>    few  <>i  you 

not   benefited  by  this  decision  at   least  a  dollar  a 
us  a  dollar  for  eaeh  of  the  first  ten  days  your  business 

increased  and  that  will  put  us  out  of  debt.     It"  you  can't 
ten.  send  five,  but  don't  be  a  piker.     Don't  sit  back  and  smile Over   your    increases    and    at    the    same    time    declare    that    the 
decision  has  done  you  no  good. 

Remember  that  Mr.  Van  Horn  spent  three  long  days  and 
nights  in  jail  for  the  benefit  of  us  all,  and  we  want  to  re- 

ward him  handsomely   for  that. 

Me,     are     that     the     "Economil  ■  twiin      15     and     5C 
pi  1    (  (ill     on    the   bill. 

lii<  "Hallberg  Dired  Current  Economizer"  represents  an 
important  development,  because  it  gives  opportunitj  to  mov- 

ing  picture   theaters   operating   on  direi  nt,   to   reduce 
their   hills   45   to  1  m   volt!   and    7"   to   7S    P«« 
cent,  "ii  aao  volts,  01  85  t"  90  pei   cent    on  500  t"  650-voll 
direct  current  circuits,   which  has  heretofore  nevet    beei 

tplished. I  fill    in    i  pictUl  <     1 

as  is  shown  by  the  fa<  1   that   it  was  installed  and  did  ■ 
tive   work    at    the    Brighton    Beach    rao  where   it    wai 
used    to   control    the   powerful    search  lights   that 
during  the  2  1  hour  aut 

THE  FUTURE  OF  THE  PICTURE  SHOW. 

The  picture   show,  it    it    is   to   survive,   and    it    will   survive 
must   offei    something  than   mere  amusing   balderdash 
It    must  an    instructive    necessity.      In   this    line    its 
opportunitie  how   will  sup 
plement  the  1  ess  in  description  of  events  ol  world  in 

it.     It   will  off<  r  tin    p 
.  perhaps  battles  and  other  events  in  which  the  public 

takes  common  and  intense  interest,  and  offer  them  while  the 

event  is  uppermost  in  the  public  mind.  We  shall  read  to-day 
and  drop  in  a  day  or  two  after  to  see  how  it  looked.  Such 
pictures  will  sustain  public  interest  and  the  moving  picture 
show  will  have  taken  it >  place  as  a  real  and  actual  necessity. 
Imagine   also   the    historical   value   of   such    films. 

AMUSEMENT 

MANAGERS 

OF 

JERSEY 

CITY 

THE  MEN  WHO 

BROKE   THE 

CHILD  LAW  IN 

NEW  JERSEY 

Jas.  Petroplos 
Chas.  Rabe 

H.  A.  Fishbeck  Hugh  Hoffman     Ben.  Richardi        Frank  Pennino 
Wm.  Waterman      Dr.  Chas.  Hespe  J.  Austin  Fynes 

II.   A.  Fishbeck    (The  Half  Dime)  $20 
Richardi   Bros.    (The   Academy) . .  20 
H.    F.    Hoffman    (The    Nickelene)  20 
Wm.    Laterinan    (The    Gem)    20 
W.   H.   Van   Horn   (The  Standard)  10 
The   Victoria       10 

Total       $230 

Below  you  will  find  our  names  and  what  we  have  contrib- 
uted, but  it  will  take  a  good  deal  more  than  that.  We  are 

proud  of  what  we  have  done  but  are  willing  to  do  more,  and 
there  are  some  big  propositions  to  handle  yet,  such  as  Sun- 

day Opening,  Electric  Light,  Political  Unity,  Film  and  Slide 
Service,  etc.  Yours  sincerely, 

DR.   H.   CHAS.    HESPE,   Pres. 

J.  Austin  Fynes  (The  Nieolet) . .  $20 
Dr.    H.     C.     Hespe     (Hippodrome 

Theater)       20 
Eden   Amusement   Co    20 
Jas.    Petroplos    (Theatorium)    20 
Chas.     Rabe     (Hippodrome,     Five 

Corners)        20 
Clair   M.    Patee    (The    Nickel) ...  20 
Herman   Chayes    (Happy   Dream)  10 

Make  all  checks  payable  to  Wm.  Lauterman,  Treasurer  of 

Amusement  Managers'  Association  of  Jersey  City,  467  Jack- 
son avenue,  Jersey  City. 

STOPPING  THE  LEAKS. 

Keith's  Nickel  Theater  at  Portland,  Me.,  has  now  been 
equipped  with  the  "Hallberg  Automatic  Electric  Economizer" 
for  direct  current  operating  on  the  regular  no-volt  line  wires 
with  15-ampere  fuses,  delivering  to  the  moving  picture  lamp 
a  direct  currect,  adjustable  by  means  of  a  small  field  con- 

troller, within  reach  of  the  operator,  between  20  and  35  am- 

peres. This  style  of  "Economizer"  was  exhibited  at  the  re- 
cent Electrical  Show,  where  it  controlled  several  moving  pict- 

ure and  stereopticon  lamps,   and   the  reports  from   Portland, 

When  the  picture  show  develops  it  will  require  larger  quar 
ters,  because  it  will  appeal  to  all  who  keep  in  touch  with 

the  world's  doings.  It  will  be  patronized  as  the  daily  news- 
paper is  patronized  and  will  find  the  pressure  of  competition 

strong  as  the  daily  newspaper  finds  it  to-day.  It  must  have 
the  real  pictures  and  have  them  first.  When  it  dues  the  the 
ater  entrance  will  need  new  thresholds  oftener. — From  an  ed- 

itorial   in    the    Marshalltown,    la.,    "Times-Republican." 

DETAIL   SPELLS    SUCCESS. 

Attention  to  the  Former  Essential  to  the  Latter. 

Talking  moving  pictures  seem  to  be  the  vogue  in  certain 
localities  just  at  present  and  it  is  safe  to  assert  that  one  of 
the  most  popular  forms  of  this  class  of  entertainment  are 
the  TA-MO-PIC  moving  and  talking  pictures  as  furnished 
by  O.  T.  Crawford,  of  St.  Louis.  Aside  from  carefully 
selected  moving  pictures  and  well  balanced  companies  of 
actors  and  actresses,  Mr.  Crawford  pays  a  great  deal  of 
attention  to  details,  which  has  played  no  small  part  in  his 
success. 

It  was  the  detail  work  in  "Sherlock  Holmes"  which  made 
that  play  a  wonderful  success,  and  a  similar  comparison  may 

be  made  with  Mr.  Crawford's  TA-MO-PIC  moving  and 
talking  pictures.  There  are  nine  companies  on  the  road  at 
present  and  ten  more  companies  are  rehearsing  this  week  to 
play   circuits   commencing  next   week. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Sales  Agents  for  the 

G  A  U  M  O  N  T 

CHRONOPHONE 
Talking  and  Singing' 

PICTURE  MACHINES 
The  synchronism  is  perfect !  The  subjects  embrace  all  the 
latest  Stars  and  Feature  Acts.  Over  500  different  subjects 
now  ready.  Picture  theatres,  heretofore  playing  to  empty 
houses,  packed  and  jammed  to  the  guards  when  equipped 
with  the  Chronophone.  It  is  up  to  you  to  be  first  Write 
us  quick      Catalogues  Free. 

Selling  Agents 

Aloe  Optical  Co. 
513  Olive  Street         St.  Louis,  Mo. 

General  Electric  Company 

Simplicity  in  Operation  is 
One  Good  Point  of  the 

Mercury  Arc  Rectifier 
The  Rectifier  is  exceedingly 
simple  to  operate  and  requires 
practically  no  more  attention  or 
adjustment  than  the  ordinary 
rheostat,  choke  coil  or  trans- 

former. Once  started  it  delivers 
continuously  direct  current  at  the 

proper  voltage  to  the  arc  without 
any  attention  whatever  from  the 
operator. 

Its  money  saving  ability  should  be 
of  prime  interest  to  you.  Let  us 

tell  you  about  it  in  Booklet  3681=P. 

Principal  Office:  SCHENECTADY,  N.Y. 

WILLIAMS,   BROWN    &   EARLE   INCREASE   THEIR 
FILM  OUTPUT. 

Philadelphia,   October  20,    1908. 
The  Moving  Picture  World: 

Gentlemen — We  call  your  attention  to  the  fact  that,  owing 
to   our   greatly   increased   business    and   the   demand    for   oui 
subjects,  we  will  hereafter,  starting  with  the  week  of  October 
26th,   release   two   complete   reels   of   film   per   week,   our   re 
lease  days  being  Monday  and  Thursday. 
We  have  added  to  our  agency,  the  Walter  Tyler  films,  and 

we    are   now   the    sole   agents   in   America   for  the   Hepworth 
Manufacturing   Company   of   London;    R.   W.    Paul.    London; 
Cricks  &  Martin,  The  Graphic  Cinematograph  Company.  Brit 
ish   Colonial    Company,  and   the   Walter   Tyler  films. 

Yours  very  truly. 
WILLIAMS,    BROWN    &    EARLE 

THERE  ARE  ALL  SORTS  OF  PEOPLE  TO  PLEASE. 

Philadelphia,   Pa..  October  12,  1908 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — In  your  issue  of  the  10th  inst.  a  correspondent 
bewails  the  making  of  such  films  as  "Ingomar"  on  the  ground 
that  Mrs.  Murphy  cannot  understand  them  and  therefore  fails 

to  persuade  Mrs.  O'Brien  to  go  to  the  electric  theater.  I  do not  stop  to  ask  by  what  mental  process  the  correspondent 
has  chosen  himself  as  the  champion  of  these  two  estimable 
ladies,  but  for  the  sake  of  argument  let  us  assume  that  the 
ladies  aforesaid  do  not  approve  of  this  film.  Must  we  others, 
who  do  like  such  subjects,  conform  to  the  standard  of  Mrs. 
Murphy  and  change  our  taste?  I  am  sure  Mrs.  Murphy  is 
willing  to  let  us  have  films  to  our  liking  and  the  moving 
pictures  are  numerous  and  varied  enough  to  accommodate 
us  all.  This  twaddle  about  the  sacred  melodrama  for  the 
tenement  is  getting  tiresome  and  I  am  not  at  all  certain  that 

Mrs.  Murphy  liked  the  "Pawnbroker"  any  better  than  "In- 
gomar." Yours  trulv. W.  S.  BUSH. 

FROM  AN  EXHIBITOR. 

Sutton,   Neb.,   October   19.   1908 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — I  am  always  interested  in  the  Moving  Picture 
World  and  read  it  all,  especially  the  letters  from  the  different 
exhibitors,  but  I  would  like  to  hear  from  the  exhibitors  from 
some  of  the  smaller  towns. 

Everything  seems  to  be  written  for  the  benefit  of  the  "first 
run  man,"  but  when  the  final  crisis  of  "Whither  are  we  drift- 

ing?" comes  to  pass,  what  is  going  to  become  of  us  "little 
chaps"?  Don't  you  think,  friend  Moving  Picture  World,  that 
the  village  exhibitor  has  some  consideration  due  him?  1 
should  think  a  Question  and  Answer  column  in  the  Mov- 

ing Picture  World  would  be  a  fine  thing  for  the  picture  men 
Yours  trulv. 

WM.  B.  BATTERSOX 
[The  columns  of  the  World  are  free  to  all  exhibitors  to 

air  their  grievances,  give  others  the  benefit  of  their  ideas 
and  ask  questions  which  will  be  answered  by  experts  on 
any  subject  desired. — Ed.l 

THEY    ARE    UP-TO-DATE    OUT    WEST. 

Conway.  Ark.,  October  17,  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — In  your  October  Toth  issue  under  caption  of 

"Comments  on  Film  Subjects"  you  speak  as  though  these critics  have  made  the  rounds  recently.  If  so.  why  do  they 

see  "Beatrice  Cenci."  "Discharged  by  the  Foreman."  "Crazed 
by  Jealousy."  and  "Beg  Pardon"  subjects,  some  of  which  1 have  showed  as  long  ago  as  six  months,  and  I  do  not  get 
films    either   until    they   get    a    little   old. 
Why  is  New  York  showing  these  pictures  now?     Are  they 

so  old"  to  New  York  that  they  can  be  run  again  as  new? Yours  trulv. 
W.  X.   OWEX. 

[The  theaters  on  the  main  thoroughfares  in  large  cities, 
whose  patrons  are  transient,  can  and  do  run  films  that  are 
not  only  aged  as  to  date  of  issue  but  also  outof  condition 
As  a  nile  our  criticisms  are  on  up-to-date  subjects.  Where 
old  subjects  are  mentioned  it  is  for  a  special  reason. — Ed.] 
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SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 

Q,  B.  Barton,  Coatesville,  Pa.,  operator  or  manager. 
Win.  I.  Schooler,  24  Bourne  St.,  Providence,  R.  I. 
Robert  Curry,  [670  Third  avenue,   New   York  City. 
Ed    Moore,  -'14  E,   Main  street,  Coatesville,   Pa 
F.  L,  Giddings,  York,  Neb. 
Ed.  Lewis,  157  West  66th  Street,  Now  York  City. 
J.  C.  R.  Miller,  Palermo,  X.  IX,  experienced  operator; 

references. 
.1.  W.  Hoffman,  710  Market  street,  Sandusky,  Ohio. 
J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 

1  larrisburg,   Pa. 
Louis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.     Operator  or  manager. 

Effects,  Talking  Pictures  or  Lecturer. 

N.  Finkelstein,  274  Broome  street,   New  York  City.     Satisfac- 
tion  guaranteed. 

FILM  EXCHANGES  and  those  in  needof  film,  I  have 
10,000  it.  A-l,  not  scratched,  and  sprocket  holes  perfect,  3c 
per  ft.;  30,000  ft.  good  condition,  lcto  £c  per  ft.  Pair  of  Edi- 

son fire  magazines,  new  never  used.  $12. 5n  Imp.  Ed.  Ex. 
machine  used  3  mo  ,  $so. ;  Lubin  machine  used  6  wks,  $50. 
Edison  Universal  machine,  2  reels  film.  g2  se.s  slides.  $?ft;  phonograph,  $~0; 
Other  Bargains  Goods  shipped  on  receipt  of  deposit.  C.  J.  MUKPMY, 
Film  Broker.  Meadvllle,  Pa. 

IMPROVE 

New  Film— New  Subjects 8 PER 
FOOT 

Send  for  List  of  New  Films 
Anything  in  the  Cinematograph  Line 
DEVELOPING,  PR1NTINQ,  PERFORATING.         Prices   Reasonable 

INTERNATIONAL   FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street  -  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

IT^/XIL 

UE  PICTURE  ON  \BB) 
THE  SCREEN 

y  using  a  high  grade 
projection  lens. 

Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
iant  picture  than  any  lenses  made  here  or 
abroad.     We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 

that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE    $18. OO    NET 

When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 
ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 

these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN    OPTICAL   COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave-,  So.  Rochester,  N.Y. 

New    Feature    Films 

THE 
RED  BARN  MYSTREY 

A  Startling  Portrayal  of  the 

Great  Marie  Martin  Mystery 
085  FEET 

ALSO 

IF  I  CATCH  Y01  I  WILL 
A  Splendid  Comedy  Subject 

300  FEET 

THE  NEW 

APLANATIC 
MOTION  PICTURE  OBJECTIVE 

A  Projection  Lens  embodying  all  the  latest 
improvements,  giving  sharp  focus  and  brilliant 
definition,  arranged  for  all  standard  distances. 

Reasonable  in  price — perfect  in   performance. 

DON'T  WORRY  ALONG  WITH   A    POOR 
OBJECTIVE  WHEN  AN  APLANATIC 

WILL  SOLVE    YOUR    TROUBLE 

Aplanatic  tubes  to  fit  any  standard  jacket,  $6.00 

Our  New  Extra  Brilliant 
Limes   give   more   light 
and    last     longer     than 

any  on  the  market. 
Special  discounts  to  the 

EXTRA 
BRILLIANT 

LIMES 
WIUiAHS.SROmUEARII, 

PMIlA^LLf-HIA 
ks 

trade  in  quantities. 
Write  for  quotations. 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  <&  EARLE 
Independent  Film  Service 

Biograph  Licencees  and  Sole  American  Agents  for 
Hepworth  Mfg.  Co.  Graphic  Cine.  Co. 
Cricks  &  Martin  Walter  Tyler 
R.  W.  Paul  Wrench  Film  Co. 

618  CHESTNUT  STREET  (Dept.  P)  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 
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SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness :  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 

for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 

There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 

recently  but  you  can  build  that 

yourself  for  a  few  dollars.  If  vou 

want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70  00  each  for  MO  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 
Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

*^& 

Length  945  Feet 

Ready  October  30 

A  truly  remarkable  Indian  film 
with  one  of  the  most  sensational 
and  novel  climaxes  ever  shown. 

Lecture  Ready. 

SPECIAL    ANNOUNCEMENT 
Week  of  November  2 

THE    GREAT    RELIGIOUS    ATTRACTION 

David  and  Goliath 
395  Feet 

Jerusalem  in  the 
Time  of  Christ 

1530  Feet 

Kalem  Co.,  Inc. 
131  West  24th  Street 

New  YorK  City 

Stories   of  the   Films. 

BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 

THE  PLANTER'S  "WIFE  (Biograph).—  Tempted 
by  the  Human  Serpent,  but  Saved  by  Her  Faithful 
Sister. — From  the  above  caption  oue  would  con- 

clude— "the  old,  old  story."  Well,  truth  to  say, 
it  is  the  "old,  old  story."  but  given  a  decidedly 
novel  twist  in  this  Biograph  subject.  The  por- 

trayal of  the  story  is  exceedingly  lucid,  and  in- 
volves many  startling  situations,  brought  about  in 

a  most  consistent  manner,  eliciting  heart  interest 
from  the  very  outset.  John  Holland,  a  planter  in 
a  small  way,  is  devotedly  attached  to  his  wife  and 
infant  child.  The  wife  wearies  of  the  monotonous 
grind  of  farm  life  and  is  easy  prey  of  a  con- 

temptible villain,  in  the  person  of  Tom  Roland,  the 
ubiquitous  "other  man" — fate  ordains  it  so.  The 
wife's  sister  is  an  innocent,  good-natured  tomboy 
girl,  who  never  for  a  moment  dreamed  that  her 
sister's  low  spirits  were  due  to  anything  else  than 
ill-health;  no  more  did  John.  He  tries  his  best 
to  cheer  his  wife,  and  as  he  bids  her  and  the  baby 
a  fond  adieu  in  the  morning  on  his  departure  for 
the  fields,  he  begs  her  to  be  hopeful,  that  better 
conditions  are  in  store.  Scarcely  has  he  crossed 
the  threshold  when  Roland  appears  at  the  window. 
This  decides  her;  so  taking  her  wedding  ring  from 
her  finger  and  leaving  a  note  of  farewell,  she  elopes 
with  the  serpent.  At  that  moment  the  sister  en- 

ters, sees  the  note  and  determines  to  save  her  at 
any  cost.  Donning  her  riding  bloomers,  and  armed 
with  a  revolver,  she  leaps  on  a  horse  and  dashes 
wildly  after  them,  they  having  escaped  in  a  phae-. 
ton.  On,  on  they  go  at  breakneck  speed,  both 
holding  the  distance  between  them,  until  the  har- 

ness breaks  on  the  horse  of  the  elopers  and  they 
resort  to  a  rowboat  to  get  across  the  river.  Down 
comes  the  sister,  and  leaping  from  her  horse, 
dashes  to  the  landing,  and  with  the  aid  of  her  gun 
enlists  the  services  of  the  old  boatman  to  row  in 
pursuit.  Masking  her  face,  that  her  identity  will 
be  unknown,  she  fires  at  the  fleeing  couple,  causing 
them  to  heave  to.  Coming  abreast,  and  flourishing 
the  gun,  she  compels  Roland  to  leap  overboard  and 
swim  off.  Then  she  commands  the  wife  to  board 
her  boat,  and  at  the  landing,  to  return  home.  Here 
she  makes  herself  known,  and  in  a  struggle  the 
wife  gets  possession  of  the  gun,  when  in  rushes 
Roland  and  seizing  the  sister  is  choking  her,  when 
kin  asserts  itself  in  the  wife  and  she  sends  a 

bullet  crashing  through  Roland's  arm.  who  at  the 
point  of  the  gun  is  driven  from  the  place.  The 
wife,  realizing  her  folly,  as  John  enters  throws 
herself  in  his  arms,  be  being  in  total  ignorance 
of  her  experience  and  narrow  escape.  Once  more, 
and  for  all  time,  peace  reigns  in  the  little  home- 
thanks   to  Tomboy    Nellie.      Length,    S65    feet. 

ROMANCE  OF  A  JEWESS  (Biograph).— A  Con 
flict  Between  Love  and  Duty,  and  the  Result. — 
Love  is  not  our  choice,  but  our  fate,  and  no  cord 
or  cable  can  draw  so  forcibly,  or  bind  so  fast,  as 
love  can  do  with  only  a  single  thread.  In  the  con 
flict  between  love  and  duty,  love  invariably  tri- 

umphs, as  it  does  with  the  heroine  of  this  Biograph 
story,  which  is  a  faithful  picture  of  New  York  East 
Side  life.  Ruth  Simonson.  with  her  father,  is  seen 
kneeling  at  the  bedside  of  her  mother,  whose  sands 
of  life  are  rapidly  ebbing.  Realizing  her  end  near. 
Mrs.  Simonson  takes  from  her  neck  a  chain  and 
locket  and  places  it  around  the  neck  of  her  daugh- 

ter, Ruth,  with  the  prayerful  injunction  that  she 
be  ever  guided  in  the  path  of  prudence  and  virtue 
by  this  memorial.  Commending  her  to  the  care 
of  her  father,  the  old  lady  goes  to  meet  her  Master 
in  the  Great  Beyond.  Two  years  later  we  find 
Ruth  assisting  her  old  father  in  his  pawnshop.  Mr. 
Simonson,  although  a  money-lender,  is  benevolent 
in  nature  and  his  many  deeds  of  munificence  have 
endeared  him  to  all  who  know  him.  Hence,  when 
the  local  schatchen  appears  with  Jacob  Rubenstein, 

a  wealthy  suitor  for  his  daughter's  hand,  it  was his  desire  for  her  future  happiness  that  induced 
him  to  look  with  favor  on  him.  Ruth,  however, 
had  given  her  heart  to  Sol.  Bimberg,  an  impecuni- 

ous bookseller  in  the  neighborhood.  While  Mr. 
Simonson  has  no  aversion  for  Sol.,  still  to  wed 
his  daughter  is  out  of  the  question,  as  his  pros- 

pects are  very  poor.  Ruth  is  determined,  and  when 
it  comes  to  choosing  between  her  father  and  her 
lover,  she  accepts  the  latter.  Seven  years  later  the 
little  family,  increased  by  a  child,  are  living  hap- 

pily, when  a  fall  from  a  ladder  causes  the  death 
of  Sol.  Ruth,  finding  business  cares  too  much  for 
her.  is  forced  to  sell  out  to  Rubenstein.  The  pit- 

tance realized  from  the  sale  does  not  last  long, 
and  poor  Ruth  is  stricken  down  with  the  dread 
disease  that  carried  off  her  mother.  Reduced  to 
poverty,  she  is  forced  to  send  the  little  girl  to  the 
pawnshop  with  the  locket,  on  which  to  raise 
enough  to  buy  a  bit  of  bread.  At  the  pawnshop, 
old  Simonson  recognizes  the  locket,  ami  his  heart 
at  once  softens,  so  he  goes  with  the  child  to  the 
garret,  where  ho  arrives  just  in  time  to  reconcile 
Ills  lost  one  when  she  breathes  her  last.  Crushed 
and  heartbroken,  the  old  man  folds  her  child — his 
granddaughter — to  his  breast,  which  forms  the 
closing  scene  of  a  most  touching  and  heart-stirring 
film.  Several  of  the  scenes  arc  decidedly  interest- 

ing in  the  fact  thai  they  were  actually  taken  in 
the  thickly  settled  nebrew  quarters  of  New  York 
Cltv.      Length.    964    feet. 

CRESCENT  FILM  MFG.   CO. 

A  DESPERATE  CHARACTER  (Crescent  Film 
Mfg.  Co.) — Our  story  opens  in  a  neat  but  humble 
home  of  orphaned  children,  in  poor  circumstances. 
The  eldest,  but  14  years  of  age,  is  a  newsgirl,  tak- 

ing this  strenuous  occupation  to  support  herself  and 
two  younger  sisters.  She  is  about  kissing  her  sis- 

ters -good-bye  for  her  daily  duties,  when  she  is 
intercepted  by  her  drunken  brother,  who  is  a  brutal, 
good-for-nothing  tough.  He  at  once  demands  her 
money  from  her,  which  she  refuses  to  give  him. 
She  pushes  him  from  her  and  leaves  the  house. 
Street  corner.  The  little  mother  is  seen  selling 
her  papers,  when  a  well-dressed,  feeble  old  banker 
approaches,  and  seeing  the  pathetic  condition  of 
the  newsgirl,  he  questions  her  and  learns  her  sad 
story.  He  is  about  to  present  ber  some  money, 
when  the  tough  (her  brother)  appears  upon  the 
scene,  and  before  he  can  be  prevented,  in  his  de- 

sire to  secure  money,  he  fells  the  feeble  old  banker 
with  a  sandbag,  and  is  about  to  rifle  his  pockets, 
when  his  sister  springs  upon  him.  Herein  is  shown 
a  fight  most  fierce  and  fast  between  brother  and 
sister — the  one  to  rob  the  banker,  the  other  to 
prevent  him  from  doing  so.  The  brutal  tough 
strikes  his  sister  and  fells  her  to  the  ground  un- 

conscious, just  as  police  rush  upon  the  scene  and 
give  chase  after  the  brutal  tough.  The  uncon- 

scious man  and  girl  are  taken  to  the  home  of  the 
banker.  The  chase  of  tough  by  police  is  hair- 
raising  and  exciting,  numerous  shots  being  fired  in 
the  attempt  to  capture  him.  One  scene  especially 
of  this  chase  is  most  beautiful  and  exciting.  The 
tough  is  seen  crawling  over  a  limb  of  a  tree  In 
order  to  reach  the  other  side  of  a  stream  of  water. 
The  police  are  close  behind.  When  he  Is  about  to 
be  captured  he  shoots  down  the  foremost  police- 

man, who  drops  from  the  limb  of  the  tree  into 
the  water  and  sinks.  Tough  returns  to  his  borne 
and  barricades  the  door  to  elnde  capture.  The 
police,  after  breaking  down  door,  rush  in.  and  after 
a  fierce  struggle  capture  tough  and  drag  him  to 
prison.  Prison  scene,  showing  tough  behind  bars. 
At  a  critical  moment  when  jail-keeper's  attention 
is  attracted  elsewher,  the  tough,  realizing  his 
opportunity,  fells  him  with  a  prison  stool  and 
makes  his  escape  just  as  two  wardens  appear  upon 
the  scene.  They  immediately  give  chase.  Over 
the  prison  wall,  through  a  stream  of  water  and 
down  amongst  rocks  at  a  mad  pace.  The  foremost 
warden  is  very  close  behind  tough,  fires  a  shot  at 
him.  Tough  loses  his  balance  and  crashes  down 
the  incline.  He  is  seen  at  the  bottom  of  incline, 
badly  hurt  and  unable  to  rise.  Wardens  are  seen 
climbing  down  amongst  the  rocks  to  capture  pris- 

oner. Prisoner  tries  to  stagger  to  his  feet,  but 
death  which  is  overtaking  the  criminal  is  fast 
stealing  upon  him.  He  expires  in  one  of  the  war- 

den s  arms.  Beautiful  scenery,  exceptional  pho- 
tography, and  elaborately  toned  throughout.  Length, 

S50    feet. 

EDISON   MFG.    CO. 
MINSTREL    MISHAPS: 

(.Edison). — Synopsis     of 
LEW  DOCKSTADER  IN 

or.  Late  for  Rehearsal 
scenes: 

Foreword. — Seated  in  a  comfortable  opera  chair, 
watching  the  antics  of  "Bones"  laughing  at  the 
"End  Man's"  jokes,  one  rarely  realizes  that  there 
may  be  scenes  and  incidents,  back  of  the  foot- 

lights, that  surpass  any  seen  from  the  front.  In 
"Minstrel  Mishaps"  we  record  that  which  befel  a 

popular   minstrel. "Better  Late  than  Never." — Lew  Dockstader  was 
billed  to  show  in  a  certain  town,  but  missed  his 
train — Hiring  a  "special."  he  makes  good  time, 
hut  with  none  to  spare — Tips  everybody — Engages 
an  ancient  hack  and  hackman — Horse  would  rather 
sleep  than   work — Takes   a   bonfire  to  start   him. 
"A  Run  for  His  Money." — "Dobbin"  wakes  up, 

strikes  his  gait,  and  up  the  street  "licketysplit!" — Looked  like  a  runaway — At  the  critical  moment  a 
wheel  comes  off — Dockstader  finishes  on  a  run. 

"On  the  Fly!" — Arrives  at  the  Opera  House  ont 
of  breath — Band  playing — Show  about  to  go  on — 
Dockstader  hustles — Disrobes  on  the  run — Dresses 
in  a  hurry — "Making-up"  at  the  same  time — 
Rushes  on  the  stage  to  find  an  irate,  "red-headed" 
manager  "up  in  arms" — His  various  scouts  keep 
reporting   Dockstader's  progress. 
A  Heavy  Argument. — Dockstader  and  manager 

have  a  serious  "talkfest" — Almost  come  to  blows— 
Manager  tries  to  prevent  Dockstader  going  on — 
Dockstader  goes  just  the  same — Manager  chasee 
him  all  over  the  stage — Actors  take  a  hand — Gen- 

eral   "rough    house." A  Long  Chase. — Out  the  stage  door — Cross  lots — 
Over  :i  footbridge — Incidentally  upsetting  a  fat  man 

into  the  water — "Up  hill,  and  down  dale."  and  out into  the  country. 

Dockstader  "Laughs  Last." — Dockstader  getting 
winded — Spies  a  refuge — -A  big  drain  pipe — Dashes 
into  it — Crowd  follows — Dockstader  out  first:  and 
quickly  side-stepping,  sees  the  mad  manager  and 
the  yelling  crowd  go  headlong  into  the  water — All's well  that  ends  well — -However,  they  return  to  the 
Opera  House  a  cooler  and  wiser  bunch — Dockstader wins:     Length,   880  feet. 

A  FOOL  FOR  LUCK  (Edison V— "A  Bee  in  His 
Bonnet." — Hiram  Plowboy  rends  an  alluring  adver- 
tisement  of  Detective  Correspondence  School  in 
"The    Fanner's    Friend"    and    takes    a    course — In    a 
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EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still   Another   New    Model.      Most  Up-to  date  Machine  on  the    Market 

UNDERWRITERS'  MODEL  &«?« Approved  by  the  New  vcirk  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 
Bureau  al  Water,  Gas  and  Electricity 

IMPPOVPn  Take-up.  Rheostat' llfirniVT  t-  \J  Automatic  Shutter, 
Revolvlog  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  Guard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 

Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  Gears 

With  Underwriter's  )  ̂F.<40  Amp.  $225.00 Model  Rheostat  f  25  Amp.  $220.00 
Send  (or  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  M  -del 

$155.00 

$75.00 

An  Opportunity  to    Change    your  Two-     e-jc  r\(\ 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism     5x3, UO 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW    FEATURE    SUBJECTS: 

SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  20,   1908. 

LEW  DOCKSTADER  IN  MINSTREL  MISHAPS  OR  LATE 
FOR  REHEARSAL.     Comedy. 

An  unusual  film  and  one  that  must  prove  a  great  drawing  card.  The  principal  character  is  Lew 
Dockstader,  the  famous  minstrel,  and  it  tells  a  mirth-provoking  story  of  the  mishaps  that  befell  him  while 
trying  to  reach  the  Opera  House  in  time  for  rehearsal. 

No.  6387.  Code,  VENDEVOLE.  Length,  880  Feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  396. 

SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  23,  1908 

A  FOOL  FOR  LUCK.     Comedy. 
Hiram  Plowboy  has  taken  a  correspondence  school  course  and  becomes  a  "  detective."     He  arrives 

in  New  York  with  diploma,  badge,  handcuffs  and  revolver.  Naturally  he  gets  into  trouble  with  the  police, 
but  by  a  bit  of  pure  luck,  he  captures  three  noted  crooks  and  is  made  a  detective  sergeant  as  a  reward. 

No  6388.  Code,  VENDIHLE.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  397. 

NEXT   WEEK'S   SUBJECTS 
SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  27,  1908 

THE,  ARMY  OF  TWO.     Historical. 
No.  6389. Code,  VENDICANZA 

SHIPMENT  OCTOBER  30,  1908 

Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

A  FOOTBALL  WARRIOR.     Dramatic. 
No.  6390. Code,  VENDICAR. Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :    72  LAKESIDB  AVE.,  ORANQB.  N.  J. 

New  York  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    304  Wabash  Avenue. 

Office  for  United  Kingdom  :     Edison  Works,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling   Agents: 

P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.2lstS  „  New  Vork.  Geokge  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

Dealers   in   All   Principal   Cities. 

iti    i.i-   diploma,    i olver. 

laid    "I    A.  ten. 
  1  !      I.rll 

BO 

Mukt-s     Perfect.  •   I       In       lil« eufflni 

"Accident!  Will  Happen,"    Cruatj   cltiaen,   In  ad III"    Ik 

"i   baled    i"   H.   ii. . 
Third    Dag-rea,     "HI"    surprised  91     pro- 

fession .I    courtesj     Bei    ■  ugh    "a 

.. 

with      light     POTM 

and   beavj    beart. 

Copii'g    Sherlock    Holmes.      "HI"  room 
with   i  d    in    newspaper  - 
Opens   and    di  I  cap— Poses  ta  fore   a 
picture  of  Sbi  i  loi  I     Holmes. 

"To    Hun    that    Waits."      "HI"  n    ad- 
paper  u  rapi  large 

reward    for    capture    of    noted    crli 
the  reward. 

The     Keen     Detective     Agency.      "Ill"       I-      given 

... 

"Hi"    thinks    H    means    three   c   Ina!       i   wa   out 
his  chest   and  stai  warpath. 

Quick  Action.      "HI"  after 
strenuous  efforts  and  many  proti  I  I  omparlng 
them  wnii  his  photos  Measuring  with  tape,  etc.  - 
Paj  a  officei  b   i"  lock    i  hen   

An  Awful  Reception.     "Mi"   sprints   to 
tlve    Agencj     to    cla  Im    revi  ard     Manager    ti  II 
he    is   a    fool    -Wrong    men    arrested     Real    criminal -i   L'      omebne  else. 

"A    Fool    for    Luck."     "in."    crestfallen,    about 
     i      '■  Officer    from    Police    Headquarters 

in    B  ilh    QOte    I"    "III"      l  i.   '     Polli 
pllments   him     Tells   him    his    "capl  ■     three 
noted    crook -.    lonj    n anted     Offers    him    posil 
Detective    Sergeant     "Hi's    dream    realized    at    last, 
Approx.    length,   I     feet, 

ESSANAY   FILM   MFG.  CO. 
WRONGFULLY  ACCUSED    (Essan  e  above 

is    the    title   of   one   of  our    most  md    ex- 
citing  Alms.  From  beginning  to  end  ii  tells  Its 
story   without   an b- titles. 
Two  thieves,   who  plan  their  daring  coup   through 

Information   gleaned   from   newspapers,    pi 

laj    the  messenger  of   the  Rex   Cotton   Company   and 
rob   bii   '  .$10,000,   the  monthly  pay  roll. 
One  of  them,  an  adept  in  disguise,  lills  a  suit 

case    wiih    paraphernalia,    and    together    they    locate 
11   mpany's    iffice,   engage  a  room  adjoining,   bore 
  i-li    partition,    see    president    give   cle 
which  they  assume  is  pay  roll.  They  follow  clerk, 
hold  hiin  up  in  alley,  and  rob  him  of  the  check  and 
Kiip  he  tarries.  The  adept  then  disguises  as  clerk, 
and  while  his  companion  holds  victim,  he  enters 
bank,  greets  watchman  and  teller,  cashes  check, 
places  money  in  grip,  hires  horses  and  buggy  at 
livery  stable  and  drives  to  scene  of  hold-up.  They 
blindfold  clerk,  force  him  into  carriage,  drive  to 
remote  part  of  the  city,  lock  victim  in  a  deserted 
shed,    and   drive   away    with    plunder. 

With  superhuman  strength,  the  clerk  makes  his 
escape,  staggers  home  and  tell  swife  of  robbery. 
He  fears  returning  to  company's  office,  thinking  he 
may  be  accused  of  theft.  His  wife  insists  he  must 
return:  goes  for  her  wraps,  re-entering  as  husband 
is  about  to  kill  himself.  She  snatches  revolver  and 

leads   him    to  company's   office. 
Meantime  Mr.  Rex  has  grown  suspicious,  'phoned 

hank,  and  learned  supposed  clerk  has  received money . 

Victim  enters  with  wife,  tells  story  and  is  not 
believed.  Is  identified  by  bank  employees  as  per- 

son who  obtained  money.  Is  arrested  and  sen- 

tenced   to    ten    years'     imprisonment. 
Five  years  roll  by.  Wife  remains  true  to  con- 

vict   husband. 
Thieves  again  plan  in  identical  room  another 

robbery  to  take  place  at  a  big  society  wedding, 
where    the    costly    gifts   are    to    be    on    exhibition. 
They  I  lien  attempt  to  pry  open  a  window,  being 

unaware  the  cord;  is  entertaining  her  policeman 
lover  in  the  kitchen.  After  policeman  lunches,  he 
leaves  by  way  of  the  rear  and  suddenly  confronts 
burglars.  A  desperate  encounter  ensues,  one  is 
killed,  the  adept  is  Anally  subdued,  arrested,  and. 
by  a  strange  fatality,  put  into  cell  with  his  inno- 

cent victim,  *who  recognizes  him.  Upon  adept's  re- 
fusal to  confess,  one  of  the  most  realistic  and  des- 

perate  struggles  occurs.  The  innocent  clerk  is  vic- 
torious, drags  his  victim  to  cell  door,  calls  for 

warden,    to   whom   adept   is   forced    to  confess.     Clerk 

HALLBERG'S 
J. 

My  ECOMOMY  TERMINAL  PROTECTORS 

H.    HALLBERC,   28   Greenwich    Avenue, 

Imported  CARBONS  for  M.  P.  Lamps,  Flaming- 
Arc  Lamps  and  Spot  Lights  give  the  Best  Light 
When  you  write  for  prices  specif y  size  and  make  you  are  now  using  and  quantity  ordered  atone  time 
stop  burn-out  of  your  asbestos  covered   Lamp  leads  and  improve 
your  light.     Tell  me  the  make  of  your  lamp  and  send  $1.56  for  a  set. 

NEW    YORK,    U.    S.    A. 
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Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

is  released,   vindicated,  and  reunited.     Length,    t,00t 
feet. 

56  Fifth  Avenue CHICAGO. 

*.. 
Ceo.  Melies        a 

STAR  FILMS''^ 
All  our  subjects  bear  our  Trade  ■*■  Mark.  Our  Filmi 
fully  protected  by  patents  and  supplied  only  by  mem- 

bers of  THE  FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

JUST    OUT 

Honeymoon  in  a  Balloon 
Length,  430  Peet Price,  $55.90 

Incident  From  Don  Quixote 
Length,  355  Feet  Price,  $46.15 

Most  mirth  provoking  and  laughable 
action  and  plots 

To   Be   Released   October  27th 

The  Duke's  Good  Joke Length,  930  Feet  Price,  $120.90 

The  ludicrous  plight  of  a  queer  fellow 
who  is  made  lord  for  an  hour 

Let  Us  Hear  from  You  If  You  Wish  to 

Receive  Our  Weekly  Bulletins 

GASTON  MELIES   I    Enterprise  Optical  Co. 

'  204  E  38th  St.  83  W.Randolph  St.  ' 
New  York  City  Chicago,  III. 

Moving  Pic/unVTiif^'^ "  ?Vn>lpb%>(UoBByT&SHEEr 

S  EAST  14th  STREET  HEVrYORK3 

F.  BECK,  President  and  Manager 

Member  of  F.  S.  A. 

Machines  and  Films  Rented 
OUR  SPECIALTY 

PINK  LABEL ELECTRA  CARBONS 
%x6  in.  .Si. 25  for  50         %x6  in.. $2. 40 per  100 

CONDENSERS   each  50c 

3-in-l  Oil.. small  8c  3-ln-l  Oil.  .large  15c 
FLAH1NO  ARC  LAMP  CARBONS 

10  hours   each  6c 

ASBESTOS  WIRE— Double  cover. 
Nos.  6,  8,  and  10  in  stock. 

LllOS   each  3c 

120  Nickle-Plated  19-inch  Opera  Chairs  for  Sale 

200  Sets  Song  Slides  for  Sale  Cheap 

Wanted — First  Run 
Customers 

We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving 
Picture  Business,  so  if  you  are  in  need  of  any- 
ihing  in  the  above  line 

We  buy  all  kinds  of  mach.'nes  and  song slides. 

DEALERS!!!— Write  for  Special  Prices 
on  pure  white  condensers,  at  less  than  you  are 

buying  them  now. 

WALK-PHONE— WRITE  or  RUN 

All  orders  arc  shipped  the  lime  day  as  received  C.O.D 

FILM  IMPORT  &  TRADING  CO. 
THE  REVENGEFUL  WAITER  (Comerlo) .— A 

very  cleverly  conceived  bit  Of  comedy  is  this.  A 
discharged  waiter,  by  a  ruse  which  he  makes  him- 

self, succeeds  In  getting  all  the  tramps,  drunkards, 
beggars,  cripples  and  mendicants  of  the  city  to 
flock  to  the  restaurant  of  his  former  employer 
with  an  Invitation  to  enjoy  a  free  meal.  The 
spectacle  of  this  motley  crowd  in  a  respectable 
cafe,  enjoying  a  meal,  in  utter  ignorance  of  the 
scheme,  affords  rich  amusement,  and  the  climax  is 
reached  when  the  discharged  waiter  receives  a 
heating   at    the    hands    of    the    mob. 

LUBIN. 
HUBBY'S  VACATION  (Lubin).— Hubby  takes  a 

vacation.  He  promised  to  write  to  his  wife  every 
day.  So  he  does.  When  in  company  of  friends,  he 
writes  her  a  letter  saying  he  is  lonely.  When 
wining  and  dining  with  members  of  the  ballet,  he 
writes  to  his  wife  he  is  longing  for  her.  Darling 
little  wife  is  sorry  for  poor  hubby  and  decides  to 
visit  him  and  relieve  his  dreary  life.  But,  oh! 
what  a  difference  in  the  morning  when  she  finds 
hubby  in  the  police  station,  locked  up  for  having 
too  much  fun.  Hubby  is  now  on  his  way  home. 
On  his  next  vacation  wifev  will  go  with  him. 
Length.    860   feet. 

FOR  HIS  SISTER'S  SAKE  (Lubin).— While  play- 
ing with  her  brother's  pistol  a  young  girl  acci- 

dentally kills  her  intended.  Even  though  she 
cannot  be  blamed  for  the  accident,  she  accuses  her- 

self as  the  murderess  of  her  future  husband.  The 
brother,  however,  feels  that  he  is  responsible  for 
the  death  of  his  friend,  as  the  pistol  did  belong 
to  him  and  he  should  have  taken  better  care  of  it. 
He  therefore  runs  away,  thus  taking  upon  himself 
the  suspicion  of  a  crime  which  he  really  did  not 
commit.  Years  have  passed ;  nobody  knows  where 
the  son  went.  The  sister  in  the  meantime  mar- 

ried, but  she  cannot  be  happy,  always  thinking  of 
her  brother  who  sacrificed  everything  for  her. 
Giving  birth  to  a  child,  she  died,  her  last  words 
being  a  blessing  for  her  brother.  The  brother  in 
a  far-away  country  found  a  gold  mine  and  is  now 
a  rich  man.  Incidentally  he  reads  of  the  death  of 
his  sister.  He  now  returns.  He  is  arrested  and 
accused  of  killing  his  friend,  but  can  prove  his 
alibi  to  the  jury.  The  judge  praises  his  heroic 
deed  and  heartily  shakes  his  hand.  Length,  970 
feet. 

G.  MELIES. 

THE  DUKE'S  GOOD  JOKE  (Geo.  MoliesL—  The 
Duke  is  a  jolly  fellow,  and  when,  coming  into  the 
public  square  with  his  royal  train,  he  espies  a  com- 

ical-looking man,  he  hits  upon  a  merry  idea.  The 
helpless  man  is  put  into  the  royal  litter  and  taken 
to  the  palace,  where  he  is  first  robed  as  befits  blue 
blood.  He  is  seated  in  the  official  throne,  and 
here  follows  a  funny  scene  as  he  receives  the 
courtiers  and  fair  ladies,  who  enter  into  the  jest 
with  a  vim,  A  grand  feast  is  spread  for  him. 

but  the  Duke's  sorcerers  cause  it  to  disappear 
when  he  attempts  to  help  himself.  His  befuddled 
brain  wrestles  with  the  situation,  but  presently 
abandons  all  attempts  at  eating  and  calls  for  drink. 
A  bottle  which  is  placed  before  him.  however, 
assumes  gigantic  proportions  as  he  reaches  for  it, 
and  finally  it  vanishes.  Then  the  servants  bring 
in  a  huge  funnel,  and  he  is  filled  with  liquor  until 
his  abdominal  proportions  resemble  a  balloon.  In 
this  condition  he  is  taken  to  a  bed  chamber,  where 

he  is  worked  upon  by  the  Duke's  doctors,  and  he 
comes  down  to  normal  size:  then  he  is  put  to  bed. 
But  his  thirst  does  not  allow  him  to  slumber,  and 

he  arises.  Suddenly  the  paintings  on  the  wall  be- 
come animated,  drinking,  hopping  from  his  grasp, 

and  other  magic  effects  show  him  only  drinking 
men  and  girls.  By  this  time  the  Duke  has  tired 
of  the  fun,  and  the  poor  man  is  carried  back  to 
where  he  was  found  in  the  square.  Others  of  his 
ilk  drag  him  into  the  road,  and  he  is  left  kicking 

lu's  way  out  from  under  tables  and  chairs  which 
are   piled   upon   him. 

PATTTE  ERERES. 

PIERRETTE'S  TALISMAN.— In  this  pretty  pic- 
ture we  see  a  harlequin  come  into  his  room,  and 

being  tired,  stretches  across  the  bed  and  is  soon  in 
the  land  of  Nod.  Just  thou  his  little  sweetheart 
enters  and  we  see  her  pick  up  a  suit  that  is  thrown 
over  a  chair,  and  out  falls  a  photograph  of  another 
girl.  The  little  creature  is  so  jealous  of  her  rival 
that  she  tears  the  picture  up.  and  taking  her  guitar 
leaves  the  place,  vowing  never  to  return  to  her 
faithless    lover. 

In  the  next  scene  we  see  her  standing  outside 

of  a  cottage  on  a  cold  Winter's  night,  playing  her 
guitar  and  singing,  when  out  rushes  an  old  man 
who  is  annoyed  by  her  music,  and  knocks  tier 
down  in  the  snow.  The  poor  little  thing,  tired 
and  Liiscouraged,  falls  asleep  on  a  heap  of  bram- 
hleS.  The  next  picture  shows  us  her  beautiful 
dream,  in  which  an  old  witch  appears  and  pre- 

sents her  with  a  jumping  Jack,  atid  tells  her  that 
by  pulling  the  string,  any  wish  she  may  make  will 
he  Immediately  granted.  Like  all  poor  little  girls. 
her   first   wish   is   that   she   may   be   rich   and   receive 

the  attentions  of  a  noble  young  lover.  lu  a, 
twinkling  we  sie  her  transported  to  a  beautiful 
g  i'h  u.  where  she  is  greeted  by  an  old  man  who 
takes  her  to  a  beautiful  palace,  where,  with  the 
assistance  of  a  maid,  she  is  decked  out  in  the 

most  costly  of  gowns.  When  her  toilet  is  com- 
pleted, the  old  man  returns  with  a  uoble-looking 

young  fellow  and  when  the  latter  sees  Pierrette  it 
is  a  case  of  love  at  first  sight.  Before  she  can 

accept  the  young  lover,  however,  '  she  must  rid 
herself  of  the  old  man's  attention,  so  wishing  that the  latter  would  vanish  from  her  sight,  we  see 
several  attendants  appear  and  take  the  old  fellow 
away.  The  young  man  then  takes  her  to  a  grand 
reception,  where  She  is  the  envy  of  all  the  ladies 
present,  and  is  showered  with  attentions  by  all  the 
men.  One  youth  in  particular  is  terribly  smitten 
with  her  charms,  and  his  devotion  arouses  the  ire 
of  her  escort,  who  challenges  him  to  fight  a  duel. 
They  retire  to  the  open  and  have  it  over  in  a  few 
moments,  her  lover  being  killed.  Having  the  field 
now  tci  himself,  the  successful  wooer  accompanies 
ler  back  to  her  palace  and  is  making  ardent  love 
to  her  when  she  wakes  up  and  finds  herself  alone 
in  toe  chill  night  air.  Disappointed  and  miserable. 
she  manages  1  1  lull  i  sleep  again,  and  this  time 
sees  beautiful  nymphs  dancing  around  her.  and 
dreams  that  her  own  lover  is  searching  for  her, 
which  dream  comes  true,  for  the  latter  is  soon 
upon  the  scene  and  is  horrified  to  see  her  lying 
there  in  the  snow.  Gently  awakening  her.  there 
is  a  reconciliation  between  the  happy  pair  and  he 
takes  her  home  to  make  her  his  happy  young  bride. 

Length,   Ss.j  feet. 
THE  FAKIR'S  DREAM.— An  old  fellow  who  runs- 

a  "Knock  a  baby  down  and  you  will  get  a  good 
cigar"  booth  in  a  large  amusement  resort,  similar 
to  Coney  Island,  has  a  lot  of  grotesque  figures 
which  afford  no  end  of  amusement  to  the  spectators. 
The  attendant  of  the  show,  falling  asleep,  dreams 

that  all  the  figures  get  up  and  leave  their  places- 
and  go  out  in  a  body  to  have  one  hilarious  time. 
The  first  place  they  strike  is  a  rathe  show,  and 
we  watch  them  crowding  in  to  enjoy  the  moving 

pictures.  Next  they  all  take  a  slide  on  the  to- 
boggan  and  their  antics  cause  us  much  amusement, 
especially  when  we  see  them  landing  in  a  heap 
at  the  bottom  of  the  slide.  They  have  a  boat 
ride,  go  on  the  roller  coaster,  have  their  pictures 
taken  and  enjoy  all  the  sights  iu  the  place.  Finally 
they  come  to  a  side  show  where  a  man  is  offering 
a  price  to  anyone  who  can  throw  him  in  a  wrestling 
match.  One  of  the  fellows  tries,  but  loses  in  the 
first  hold.  Finally,  one  of  the  women  of  the  party 
challenges  the  professional  and  with  the  greatest 
ease  downs  him  and  nearly  breaks  his  back  iu  the 
operation.  They  wind  up  by  having  a  ride  on  the 
merry-go-round,  and  in  the  last  picture  we  see 
them  all  back  in  their  different  places  in  the  booth 
and  the  old  attendant  waking  up  gazes  anxiously 
around  in  order  to  satisfy  himself  that  it  is  only  a 
dream.      Length,    7S4   feet. 

HUNTING  FOR  HER  BETTER  HALF.— A  young 
woman  who  is  insanely  jealous  of  her  husband,  re^ 
ceives  an  anonymous  letter  telling  her  that  her 
husband  is  unfaithful  to  her.  She  immediately 
leaves  the  house,  and  in  a  terrible  rage  starts  down 
the  street  in  search  of  her  hubby.  As  she  goes 
along  she  is  followed  by  a  masher,  and  being  in 
no  mental  condition  to  receive  the  attentions  of  the 
stranger,  she  turns  on  him  and  gives  him  a  terrible 
beating.  In  her  rage  she  dashes  into  a  tradesman 
carrying  some  bundles  and  upsets  him  and  his  goods 
all  over  the  street.  She  then  hails  a  tram  car 
and  thinking  only  of  getting  inside,  she  makes  s 
dash  up  the  steps  and  beats  everyone  who  inter 
feres  with  her.  When  she  is  getting  off  she  causes 
another  panic  among  the  passengers,  and  one  poor 
unfortunate  woman  who  happens  to  get  in  her 
way.  gets  a  terrific  beating  and  is  left  sprawling 
in  the  middle  of  the  road.  As  the  jealous  erea 
ture  is  going  down  the  street,  still  vainly  search 
ing  for  her  better  half,  she  spies  a  man  who  hap 
pens  to  be  dressed  exactly  like  her  husband.  Sh< 
watches  him  flirt  with  a  woman,  and  get  into  a 
cil>  and  drive  away  with  her.  The  enraged  spouse 
hails  a  cab  and  after  knocking  the  driver  off  his 
seat,  mounts  the  box  and  follows  the  pair.  When 
she  catches  up  to  them  she  proceeds  to  give  the 
fellow  a  terrible  thrashing,  when  all  at  once  her 
own  husband  comes  along  and  is  shocked  at  his 
wife's  conduct.  But  the  shock  he  receives  is  uoth 
ing  compared  to  hers  when  looking  at  her  victim 
she  finds  that  he  is  a  negro.  After  this  she  calms 
down  and  quietly  returns  home  with  her  husband 

Length.    202   feet. 
HOW  MABEL  FOUND  A  HUSBAND.— A  pretty 

girl  who  is  continually  under  the  eye  of  her  father 
is  seen  seated  in  the  drawing  room  of  her  home 
with  her  aged  parent,  who  is  constantly  falling 
asleep.  She  finds  his  company  rather  monotonous 
and  during  his  slumbers  she  steals  out  to  seek  a 
diversion.  She  bits  upon  a  scheme  whereby  she 
can  make  the  acquaintance  of  a  youug  man  in  the 
neighborhood  who  owns  an  auto,  and  who  passes 
her  home  quite  often.  Going  out  to  the  street  she 
breaks  a  couple  of  bottles  on  the  curb,  and  comes 
in  to  await  developments.  Soon  the  auto  is  pass 
ing  the  house,  and  as  it  goes  over  the  glass  the  tire 
is  punctured,  and  the  occupant  and  his  driver  are 
helplessly  standing  surveying  the  situation  when 
the  clever  miss  appears  upon  the  scene  and  offers 
her  kind  assistance.  Immediately  the  young  man 
is  impressed  by  the  pretty  girl  and  needs  very 
little    coaxing    to    be    lured    into    her    garden,    while 



I'HK     MOVING     PICTURE    WoRI.D 

3*7 tin-  chauffeur  mends  the  tire,  She  tukei  tilm  to  « 
beautiful  Bpol  lu  the  garden  and  thej  ate  becomln| 

■i  lenilly  when  the  father  appears  on  the  scene 
■  i mil;  holy  Introduces  tier  friend  and  e> 

tlic  enibarrnsstiiK  situation  to  the  •  ■  I  *  I  gentleman. 
wlui    Is    extremely    eordhil    to    the    stranger.      s,„,i 

i    rellow    la   fast   asleep  and   li   Rives    the 
couple    an    opportunity    to    Meal    nwnj     to 
pari    of    the    grounds,    where    the   youth    proposes    u 

liu    to    her    father,     bol 
when    the    « '  1  •  I    man    hears    the    new    s*d 
ami   Immediately    sends   the   Klrl    Into   the 
i, 1,1,;-   the  youth   to  leave  the  place.      But   the   lattel 

pays    ii"    atteutlon    to    the    father's    commands,    and In   a    short    time    the    girl    appears    on    the    b« 
ami  climbs   down   a    ladder   which   the   lover  b 
Eared,    and    they    elope    In   the   waiting    outo       Wbei 
the    father    misses    lils    daughter    he    Btarts    In    pur 
suli.   and  overtaking  ■   motor  cycle  on   the  road,   he 

the    fellow     to    take    111  ill    ,'ii    ami    follow     the 
ji    pair.       The   latter   arc   gaining    good    headway 

Mien    something    goes    wrong    with    the    car    and    It 
to  a   sudden  stop,   thereby    letting   the  ei 

parent    catch    up    to   them.      He    flies   at    the    young 
hul    the    ̂ lii   clings   in   her    lover,    and    when 
man  sees  that   there  is  no  use  "i    Intel 

further,   he  gives  his  consent   and   blessing.     Length, 
eet. 

CAUGHT    WITH    THE    GOODS.      An    old    Jeweler 
ami   his  wife   starl    ou(    to  enjoj    a    basket    picnic    in 
the  country,   and  we  see  them  as  they   trudge  along 
over    hills   and    through    fields    In    search    of    a    nice 
quiet   spot    to   spread   their   lunch.     When    they    And 

hie  plaee  they   unload   their  hasket  and  enjoy 

a    tine    repast.      Then,     rem  \iii-     tPelr    Bhoea    and 
outer    garments,    decide    i'     He    dewn    and    enjoy    a 
snooze. 

A  man  and  woman  coming  throng  the  wood,  see 
the  slumbering  pair  and  noticing  tl  clr  wearing  ap 
parel  lying  on  the  ground,  seize  it  and  hasten  away. 
When  the  "hi  ci  i  de  wake  up  they  are  horrified 
to  find  that  they  have  been  robbed,  and  are  com- 
pelleil  to  make  their  way  home  In  their  Blocking 
feet,   a    sorry-looking   pair   Indeed. 

The    thieves    deck    themselves    out    In    the    stolen 

Hothes,   but   finding  that   the  watch  won't   keep  good 
time    they    go    to    the   Jeweler's    In    have    It    repaired. Unfortunately    for  them,   the.i    happen   Into   the  shop 

run    by    the    people    whom    they    robbed,    and    imme- 
diately  the  old  Jeweler   recognizes   his   watch,   while 

fe    knows    her    hat,     which    is    adorning    the 
companion.     While   the  jeweler  Is   in  earnest 
ition   with   the  pair,    his   wife   sneaks   out   and 

gets   the   police,    who   come    In    and    take    the   thieves 
unawares.      They    are    stripped    of    the    stolen 
and   locked   up.    while   the    happy    couple    are    pli 
to  have  their  belongings  returned.     Length,   123   feet. 

MYSTERIOUS   KNIGHT.     -This    is   another   of   our 
beautifully    colored    trick    lilins    which    must    be   seen 
to  be  appreciated. 
The  Mysterious  Knight  tirst  appears  in  a  burst  Of 

flame  and  immediately  begins  to  make  things  In- 
Erestlng  for  the  amazed  spectators.  He  dances 
around  and  cuts  some  funny  capers  ami  then  with 
a  swing  of  his  sword  calls  up  n  group  of  beautiful 

Amazons,  who  go  through  a  drill  and  then  disap- 
pear. Nest  two  young  '_-irls  dressed  as  pages 

sprins."  out  from  under  his  robe,  and  when  he  has 
introduced  them  he  goes  up  himself  in  a  cloud  of 
smoke.  These  little  pages  perform  sonic  wo 
ful  tricks,  such  as  bringing  to  life  the  figures  en 

of-arms,  and  we  look  on  with  interest  ar  the 
miniature  soldiers  engaged  in  duels.  One  of  the 

then  places  a  sword  in  the  middle  of  the 
on  the  hilt  of  which  a  tiny  warrior  perches 

himself    and    i  us.      Finally    the    Knight    ap- 
pears   again    and    there    is    a    grand    ensemble    of    all 
fferent    characters    which    have    taken    part   in 

i  rformancp,    making   a    very    beautiful    tableau. 
All  at  once  with  a  swim.'  of  his  sword  the  Mys- 

terious Knisrht  causes  the  entire  group  to  disappear 
and  then  he  himself  vanishes  in  a  cloud  of  smoke. 
Lem-'tli.    459 

A  SICILIAN  HERMIT.  In  this  interesting  pic- 
ture we  are  brought  in  close  contact  with  an  old 

monk  who  has  lived  his  long  life  in  the  monastery. 
and  now.  at  the  evening  of  his  lonely  existence. 

e  him  as  he  goes  about  in  simple  Christian 
way.  administering  to  the  poor  and  needy.  In  the 

first  picture  lie  appears  in  the  grounds  "f  the  con- 
vent, meditating  before  the  skeletons  of  his  de- 

parted brethren,  whose  bones  arc  arranged  in  a 
crypt,  where  he  l'oos  to  pray  and  meditate.  Next 

him    start    out    to    the    village    for    supplies. 
and  as  lie  l-"cs  along  the  road   lie  bcus   for  the     

he    villagers.      With    those    in    want    be    shares 
nty     provisions    and     always    lias    a    word    of 

f  ir       hi  in     in     their     troubles.        He     in- 
structs   tlie    children    and    teaches    them    their    pray 

,1     gni  s    about     the    village    streets    carrying 
ii  -    with    him.      Everyone    seems    happier 

for   having    met    and    talked    with    the   kind    old    man. 
who    has    only    love    in    his    heart    for    all    his    fellow- 
Beatures.      Length,    442    feet. 

SP1  TO    POLYSCOPE   CO. 
THE  FISHERMAN'S  RIVAL  (Selig>.  —  Clay 

spendina  his  vacation  at  a  fishermen's settlement,  meets  and  falls  in  love  with  Ethel 
Pean.  the  daughter  of  a  large  family.  Rufe  Brown 

a  native  of  the  village  and  accepted  suitor  by  tin- 
parents  of  our  heroine,  soon  learns  of  his  rival's 
progress  and  proceeds  by  threats  and  abuse  to  dis 

courage    any    attempt    on    Clay's    part    to    win    from 

him  the  prlie  he  baa  •  But  Ethel 
is   no!    -,,   easllj    cowed   b]    andi 
ami    the    threats    ol     the    now     tiiorauBhlj 
Rufe.       She    makes    ii|,    her    mill, I     lii    elope    wllh     hel 
sweetheart,   and  after  the  marriage  i«  culminated  h 

■hake   tin-   dnal    ol    Bi  in    n,  I    feel 
nil     her    WBJ      to    the    poal   Odll  .■     I      It     a     1,1  tl 
ranging    a    meeting    with    ber    lovei      il   
her      bin  U       SUltOr,       liule        u  :  .      t.,      I.icw 
hi    ,i    si,,,    is    bem.      She    attempts    ti 
pass    niiii     when    he    snatches    the    lettei     from    hei 

hand    and    leads    the    nihhes,        I'lii'sln-     Ms    |. 
rival  and  heaping   dire  threats  upon  the  head  ■■!    the 
helpless    girl,    he    rushes     n\.n     to    II   "i    her    parent! 
■  ■I    w  hat    he    has    learned. 

Old    man    Dean    is    Infuriated    al    his    daughter' i 
,  hole,-   .iii.i    advises    Rufe    to   bunl    up   bis   rival      i 
administer  to  him  a  sound   thrashing,   confident   thai 

mg     ,ni      Chap     would     bent     a      ha~lv 
and     thus    become    ridiculous     III     the    eves    ol     the    de 
lulled   girl.      Acting    upon   thla   auggestl      ami   ac 
companled   by    the  old   man   ami   two  younger   broth 
.as  ,,t    Ethel,    tic   :o,s   i,,  Clay's   boarding    hon 
c  iiu   him   out.     They   all   repair  p.   the  outskirts  ol 
the    ̂   lllage   ami    i  here    Rufe    Informs   Claj    I  bal    hi 

i   mis  to  give  him  the  "derndesl   llckln'  "  he  evet 
had.      Something    happened,    inn     to    the    complete 
surprise   and   sorrow    of    the    village    bully,    the   oul 
come   was    tar  different    from    what    be   had   antlcl 

paled. Ing   to  encounter  his  now    feared   rival  alone 
cores   the   aid   of   a   rough   companion,    and    to 

Lether    they    He    In    wait    for    their   victim. 

The  cvenlm:  shades  ale  faBl  falling  when  I'l.i.i 
:nd    Ethel    are    seen    Wftlklng    along    the    sandy    beach 
Two  figures  come  skulking  out  of  the  gloom,  and 
sneaking    up    behind    tin-    unauspecting    couple,    tin 
girl  is  seized,  and  Clay  18  hurled  unconscious  t. 
Ice     ground.        Hastily     raising     the     limp     form     of    Ills 
hated  rival.  Knfe  carries  him  to  a  small  rowboal 

and  placing  his  Insensible  victim  in  the  frail  shell 
he  pushes  it  oil*  into  the  waves,  where  the  wind 
quickly    seizes    il    and    carries   il    out    to    sea. 

Returning   to   the   girl,    the   two  ruffians  drag   hot 
to   an    old-  warehouse,    w  here    the    dlssolul   nipnniuu 
■  •I  the  villainous  Rufe  makes  his  home.  In  onlel 
to    divert    suspicion     from    I  heiusel  ves,     the    two    pari 
ncrs  in  crime  try  to  Induce  Ethel  to  write  a  letter 
Informing  her  parents  that  she  has  eloped  with  her 
lover,  flay.  Her  refusal  to  accede  to  their  wishes 
causes  them  In  resort  lo  drastic  measures.  Opening 
a      trapdoor     to     a      slimy     underground     cellar     below 
them,    they   lower  the  struggling  girl  by  a  rope  into 
ils    L-rewsonie    depths,    and    there    leave    her    until    by 
fright   she  is  compelled  to  obey   their  instructions. 
Securing  the  letter  he  wanted  ami  leaving  her 

to  be  watched  by  his  i   mpllce,  the  ruffian  hur- 
ries   to    the    old    fisherman's    house    to    apprise    him    of 

his   d  ughter's  disappearance. 
Put  what  of  our  hero':  His  signal  of  distress  is 

finally  seen,  and  a  life  crew  is  soon  plowing  its 

Way  through  the  waves  to  his  rescue.  A  fast  low- 
hack  to  the  land,  and  then  a  search  is  begun  for 
the    inissimr    girl. 

\:  ,in   we   return    to  ,,nr   heroine.     The   though!    "f 
esoa   'Omes     to     her     mind.       She     tirst     convinces 
herself  tbal  the  scoundrel  is  asleep,  then  steals 
softly    towards    the    outer    door.      Too    late— the    burly 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 
Dramatic  Feature 

Subject 

if 

WRONGFULLY 
ACCUSED 

M 

Lgth.  Approx.  IOOO  Ft. 

READY 

WEDNESDAY  OCT.  28th 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.CD. 

501  WtLLS  ST.  ChicagoJlls. 

FILMS 
564 

A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 
HOWARD  MOVINC  PICTURE  CO. 

Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialty      Agents  for  Monograph,  Pjw-er's jnd  Edison  Machines.     Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
Washington 
Kstablnhed    1891. 

Street, 

(Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston      Mass. 

Incorporated    PIPS 

iteZOl-2-3.
 

EMPIRE  FILM   CO.  los-gi^ist. 
Members  at'  Film  Service  Association. 

gfTeiephotie  L9L0 
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THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  75.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

form  of  Rufe  looms  up  before  her.  He  seizes  her 
In  Ills  arms,  but  in  her  frantic  struggles  the  lamp 
is  dashed  to  the  floor,  and  before  the  villains  have 
time  to  strike  a  match  the  girl  has  fled.  With  an 
oath,  Rufe  dashes  through  the  door  to  follow  her, 
but  the  girl  is  swift  of  foot  and  has  almost  reached 
her  home  when  she  runs  into  the  arms  of  her  lover, 
who,  with  a  party  of  men,  has  been  searching  for 
her.  Rufe  also  stumbles  into  their  midst  and  is  at 
once  put  under  arrest.  His  subsequent  trial  and 
condemnation  are  shown,  also  the  happy  ending  of 
Ethel  and   Clay's  romance.     Length,   980   feet. 

Illness  is  seized  with  delirium,  in  which  a  dream 
appears,  vividly  portraying  the  actual  scene  of  the 
crime.  This  scene  is  so  vivid  and  realistic  that 
she  pleads  with  the  officers  to  investigate,  when  the 
matter  is  discovered  and  Corder  is  brought  to 

justice. 
The  picture  is  exceedingly  fine  photographically 

and  the  detail  is  worked  out  with  an  exactness  and 
character  that  render  the  story  as  clear  as  though 
it  were  read  from  a  book.  We  consider  it  one  of 
the  finest  sensational  feature  films  of  recent  times. 
Length,  US5  feet. 

^Everything  in  NEW  and  S.  H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Film»,  Stereopticons, 
Song  Slides   and  Sup- 

plies.   Same  wanted. 
Catalogues  free. 
HARBACH  &.  CO., 

809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 
AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  aod  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDES  TY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

VITAGRAPH  COMPANY. 

THE  MERRY  WIDOW  HAT  (Vitagraph).— A 
comic. 
THE  WITCH  (Vitagraph). — A  melodrama  of  the 

fifteenth  century,  in  which  some  fine  scenery  and 
action  is  displayed. 

A  NIGHT  OUT;  OR,  HE  COULDN'T  GO  HOME 
UNTIL  MORNING  (Vitagraph). — A  comic  scene 
which   almost   results  in   a  tragedy. 

A  DEARLY  PAID  FOR  KISS  (Vitagraph).— A 
short  sketch  showing  the  folly  of  becoming  too 
familiar   with    the   parlor   maid. 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  &  EARLE. 
THE  RED  BARN  MYSTERY  (Williams,  Brown 

&  Earle). — Few  tragedies  have  ever  stirred  the 
country  more  profoundly  than  the  famous  crime 
in  the  Red  Barn.  The  date  of  the  tragedy,  or 
rather  the  discovery,  was  early  Summer  of  1828, 
just   eighty-two   years   ago. 
Wm.  Corder,  a  young  farmer,  is  engaged  to  be 

married  to  a  wayward  young  woman,  Maria  Mar- 
tin, and  he  calls  on  her  at  her  home  and  makes  an 

appointment  for  her  to  meet  him  in  male  attire 
at  the  old  Red  Barn.  Finding  that  he  is  to  be 
disinherited  by  his  wealthy  parents  if  he  persists 
in  his  marriage  with  this  girl,  and  being  in  fear 
of  the  consequences  of  not  marrying  her,  from 
her  brothers  and  father,  he  lures  her  to  this  lonely 
spot,  where  he  has  gone  before  and  dug  an  impro- 

vised trench.  The  frantic  efforts  of  the  girl  to 
get  from  his  clutches  and  escape  with  her  life  are 
shown,   and  finally  the  actual  murder. 
Wm.  Corder  then  leaves  the  vicinity,  and  writes 

several  times  to  the  parents  of  Maria  Martin  how 
happy  they  are  together.  The  mother  of  Maria 
Is    taken    very    ill,    and    during    the    course    of    her 

WORLD  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
A  DESPERATE  CHANCE  (World).— Synopsis  of 

scenes : 

The  Simple  Life.— The  little  home  of  Mr.  Bran- 
don— At  the  breakfast  table — Content  with  life — A 

good  wife — The  package  to  take  to  the  factory — 
A  fond  good-bye— Package  forgotten — Wife  alone — 
The  "Wolf" — He  makes  advances — Brave  woman 
indignant — Attempts  to  kiss — Husband  returns  for 
package — Caught  In  the  act — -Well  chastised— Threatens  vengeance. 
An  Error  in  the  Law. — A  week  later — Evening — 

The  happy  family — A  knock  at  the  door — The 
"Idler's"  vengeance — A  warrant  for  an  innocent 
man — The  brother  believes  him  guiltless — Swears 
to  find  the   guilty — A  wife's   affection. 
A  Plot  for  Freedom. — Brother  and  wife — The  plot 

— Files  and  saws  concealed  in  a  loaf  of  bread — The 

lunch — At  the  prison — The  guard's  refusal — Love 
knows  no  law — Wife  secretly  passes  bread  to  Im- 

prisoned husband — A  well-laid  plan. 
The  Escape. — Cuts  his  way  to  liberty — A  guard 

encountered — The  keys  secured— All  to  liberty— The 
chase — To  the  river — Over  the  mountains — Into  the 
woods — Posse  checked  by  fire — The  last  stand — 
Brandon   left   for    dead — Found. 

The  "Wolf"  Makes  an  Enemy  of  His  Accomplice. 
— A  good  heart — The  quarrel — A  cowardly  blow — 
Another  enemy — To  the  highway — Picked  up  by  the 
brother — Declares    revenge. 

All  Is  Well  that  Ends  Well.— A  once  happy  home 
— The  watching  sister — Wife  with  wounded  hus- 

band— House  surrounded — Captured — The  interrup- 
tion— Brother  with  witness — Happiness  once  more — 

The  prayer — A  coward's  last  play — The  end. We  must  admit  that  the  above  is  but  a  meagre 
description  of  the  subject,  while  in  undeniable 
truth  claim  it  to  be  perfect  in  photographic  quality 
and  general  action   throughout.     Length,   1,000  feet. 

gaganaaa 

ROLL  TICKETS 
lOc  per  1,000 

=^ 

2.000  TICKETS  IN  A  ROLL— NUMBERED 

Have  on  Land  5c  and  10c  Tickets  -which,  we  can 
ship  same  day  order  is  received.  Special  Tickets 
made   to   order  at  short  notice        Write  for  prices 

CASH  MUST  ACCOMPANY  ALL  ORDERS 

^  C.  E.  ROBINSON,  60  Middle  St.  Lowell.  Mass, 

MOVING  PICTURE  FILMS 
Large  stock.  First  class  Films  for  rent  and  sale 
at  bargain  prices.  We  have  reels  of  Films  for  sale 
from  $15  up,  fine  condition,  write  for  list  and  terms 

NORTHERN  FILM  EXCHANGE  1610  N.  2nd  St.,  Philadelphia. 

FILMS    WANTED 
Can  use  25,000  feet  of  second  hand  films  if  in  good 

serviceable  condition. 
What  have  you  ?    State  all  In  first  letter 
ALBERT  F.  DRAGER 

79-81  State  Street         -         Detroit,  Mich. 

The  MotiograpH 

PREVENTS     TIRED      EYES     AND     HEADACHES 
The  rapidity  of  our  new  shutter  has  been  so  perfected  that  30  to  40  per  cent,  less  non-exposure  ,\\  hlch  has  heretofore 

caused  the  tremulous  vibration  producing  so  many  tired  eyes  and  headaches1  is  found  in  'he  Monograph  than  in  any 
other  machine,  making  perfect  brilliancy  of  picture  and  sharpness  of  outline.  Together  with  the  rocklike  steadiness  of 
the  pedestal  the  flicker  is  thus  entirely  eliminated. 

Five-cent  Theatre  and  Vaudeville-House  Managers  increase  their  bank  account  with  the  Motiograph.  Patrons  who 
come  once  will  always  come  again  where  they  know  they  see  the  best  pictures,  positively  rest  their  e\es  instead  of  tiring 
them,  and  where  all  fire  risks  are  removed. 

I  908  Theatre  Model,  Especially  Approved 
by  the  Underwriters  Association 

OTHER  POINTS  OF  EXCELLENCE  IN  THE  MOTIOCRAPH  found  in  no  other  machines  are :  A 
special  Film  Rewind  by  which  the  film  can  be  rewound  with  the  main  crank  in  two  minutes  without  removing  either  reels 
or  magazines,  saving  time  between  pictures  and  entertainments;  perfected  Fireproof  Magazines,  Fire  Traps,  with  four 
rollers  and  with  spring  actuated  flanged  guides,  preventing  side  movement  and  making  it  impossible  for  fire  to  pass  them  : 
never  failing  Automatic  Fireproof  Shutters;  Perfect  Framing  Device ;  Flanged  Sprc  ket  Rollers  to  prevent  film  being 
torn  or  ruined  by  accidentally  running  off  sprocket  wheels ;  Enclosed  Gears  and  working  parts  ;  Perfect  Take-up  with 
new  form  of  belt  adjuster;  Lid  Off  Wide  Open  Lamp  House  making  it  easily  accessible  ;  Improved  Arc  Lamp  with  a'.i 
Hand  Wheel  Adjustments  ;  Slide  Carrier  Swing,  saving  one-third  more  illustration  for  the  Motion  Pictures. 

FILMS    AND    SLIDES 
Headquarters  for  the  finrt,  largest  and  most  complete 
stock  in  the  United  States.  The  success  of  an  entertainment 
depends  on  never  allowing  the  interest  of  an  audience  to 
flag  ;  patrons  who  have  come  once  will  come  again  when 
constgnt  change  of  programme  is  made. 

Send     For   NEW    FALL    CATALOCUE    of 

Entertainers  Supplies  explaining  everything  and showing  how  big  money  can  be  made  entertaining  the 
public,  sent  free.  Special  literature  describing  the  advan 
tages  of  the  Mo'.iograph  for  professional  entertainers  and 
theatre  managers. 

CHICAGO  PROJECTING  CO.,  E.  D.OTIS,  Mgr.,  Supply  Dept., 225 Dearborn St.,Chicago,  111. 



LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.   Illustrated  Songi,  etc 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    Sl   CO. 

244  West  14th  Street.  New  York 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  ol 

Plain  tod  Colored  Lantern  Slides   and   Illustrated  Songi 

60    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAOO,  ILL. 

Frederic*  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

THE     MOVING     PICTURE    WORLD 

NEWsolnmcINEW No   repeaters.     Prompt  shipment 
All  of  the  latert  productions 

THE  H.  LIEBER  COMPANY 
FILM  SERVICE, 
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FOR  SALE  ANo. 
5  Powers  Machine 
Latest  mode,  used  only  six  wctks.  Also 
galvanized  iron  booth  approved  bv  LTndrr- 
wmuts      For  terms  inqu  re  01 

POLLER  SKATING  CO    PAN   ,  Aihens,  Pa. 

/I  AC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
\Jr\0  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condemors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service, Reasonable  Rats* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  U.  T. 

50  Reels  for  Sale 
at  a  Sacrifice 

From  $5.00  per  Reel  and  up.     Sent 

on  examination  on  receipt  of  $5.00 

FRED   MEYER 

123  W.  27th  St.,  New  York 

NICKELODEON'S 
I  ;end  2  cent  stamp  for  sample  of  the  neatest 
nost  durable  and  cheapest  announcement  slide 

1  nade.      75,000  feet  of  Films  and  200  sets  of 
j  Song  Slides  for  sale.      Do  not  sell  junk.      I 
Use  buy  films  and  slides  if  good. 

J.  F.  GALLOT,  70  Christopher  St.,    N.  Y.  City. 

TICKETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New  York  City. 

STOP  AND  SEE 
T.  H.  PLAMPIN 

56  West  J8th  Street,  New  York 
about 

SIGNS  for  Film  Titles 
and  BANNERS 

42  SIGNS  PER  WEEK  for  $2  00 

Banners  25c  PER  DAY 

24  W.  WASHINGTON   ST.,  INDIANAPOLIS,  INI). 
BELL  OR  INDEPENDENT  PHONE,  500 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 
1.        <  AN  MAKE  QUICK  DELIVERY       m 

and  glvr  reasonable  terms  of  pa)  ment 

H.  D.  WARNER 

63  Fifth  Ave.  Kuonn  n,\  IB  New  Yor^ 

PRINTING  for 
PASSION  PLAY 
AND   OTHER   SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  (SL  CO. 

126  E.  Nth  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

FOR  REN  T— 6,000  feet  Class A  Film  $15.0U.  Class  B,  112.00. 
Slides  Free  per  week,  3  at  a  time. 

For  Sal©— High. class  selected  Film, 
lc  and  _!c  foot.  First-class  Edison  Exhi- 

bition Model  Moving  Picture  Machine, 

complete,  $50.    H.  DAVIS,  Watertown  Wis. 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately- 

Second  Hand  Chairs 
Also  Seating  for  Our of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47    North    I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 
ture business.  Highest  qualit)  Film  service — Edison 

License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
it  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make).  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 

1040}  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIN,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

1  m  i  iilin  service  make*  your  bank 
account  grow  1  at.  Mi  Manager,  Write 
us  to  day  and  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We   arc    member*  o(   the   I  llm    Service  Anoclatlon 

Make   Your    Own 
Slides 

Without  the  ai  1  ol  photography,  from 
ordinary  newspaper  cut  s,  photograph*, 

postcards,  colored    illustrations,    etc, 

Justthethingfor  Election 

Illustrated  BOOgS,  advertising  caraca- 
turt-s   in    colors    from    comic    papers. 
Slides  can  be  made  in  a  few  minutes, 

plain  or  in  colors 
Complete  outllt  and  d  rectlons  $1 .00 

MIDLAND   TRANSPARENCY   CO. 

2107  So.  10th  Street,  Omaha,  Neb. 

TWO  LEADING  FILMS 

"INGOMAR"  and  "THE  DEVIL" 
Both  are  magnificent   productions,  but  10  put 

iln-m  on  without  a  lecture  is  to  make  them 
RIDICULOUS 

If  vou  cannot  sccuie   ihe  services  of  the  first 
I  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 

W.  Stephen  Bush 
get  a  copv  of  his  lectures  on  the  two  subjects. 
Thcv  are  carefullv  adapted  for  these  films  from 
the  originals  of  these  plays,  and  run  wonder- 

fully well  with  the  pictures.  In  the  presenta- tion of  these  two  films  these  two  lectures  make 
all  the  difference  in  the  world.  Price  of  the  two 
lectures  $1.00,  for  »  hich  thev  will  be  sent  to 
any  address.     No  lree  samples. 
W.  S.  BUSH.  3524  Filbert  Street.  Philadelphia.  Pa. 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
You  Will  Have  to  Sing  an Irish  Song 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 
When  Night  Falls,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 
It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mandv  Lane 
Stars  of  the  National  Game 
The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
120  W.  31st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

Mention   the  Moving   Picture   World 

in  your  correspondence. 
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E.  IF.    KELLER !JOS.    HAWKES 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song'   Illustrators 

108     FULTON     ST.     (Downing  Building) NEW    YORK 

TRADE  MARK 

ii 

The  Song  Hit  of  the  Season 

MY  LITTLE  TEXAS  QUEEN' 
Ran  6  consecutive  weeks  at  the 

Dewey  Theater 
(one  of  New  York's  largest  vaudeville  theaters  on  14th  Street) 

Place  your  order  with  your  rental  house  at  once. 
All  Slides  $5.00  per  set. 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 

BIOGRAPH    COMPANY. 

The    Planter's    Wife   S65  ft. 
Romance   of    a   Jewess   964  ft. 
The    Barbarian       SOU  ft. 

The    Vaquero's    Vow   805  ft. 
The    Zulu's    Heart   776  ft. 
Father  Gets  la  the  Game   604  ft. 
The     Stolen    Jewels   630  ft. 
The   Devil      570  ft. 
A    Smoked    Uusband   470  ft. 
Where    the    Breakers    Roar   560  ft. 
The  Red  Girl   1014  ft. 
The  Heart  of  0  Yama   8S1  ft. 
The    Girl    and    the    Outlaw   835  ft. 

EDISON   MFG.    00. 

A    Fool    For    Luck   f)u0  ft. 
Lew  Dockstader  •  in  Minstrel 

.Mishaps;  or,  Late  for  Re- 
hearsal      SSO  ft. 

Ex-Convict    No.    i)00   1000  ft. 
The   Bridge  of   Sighs   1000  ft. 

The   Lover's   Guide   1000  ft. 
A  Voice  from  the   Dead   1000  ft. 
Pocahontas       1,000  ft. 
Ten    Pickaninnies      1000  ft. 

ESSANAY    FILM    MFG.    CO. 

Wrongfully    Accused       1,000  Et. 

The     Impersonator's    Jokes   53u  ft. 
The   Effect   of  a   Shave   400  ft. 
Life    of    Abraham     Lincoln. ..  .975  ft. 
Hired.   Tired,   Fired   Sou  ft. 
A    Wayward    Daughter   050  ft. 
Never   Again      300  ft. 
Romance    of    a    Taxlcab   700  ft. 
An     Enterprising    Florist   504  ft. 
The  Checker    Fiends      322  ft. 
The  Directolre    Gown      455  ft. 
Stung       428  ft. 
In  the  Hands  of  the  Eenemy..978  ft. 
A    Prodigal     Parson   880  ft. 
The    Escape  of   the   Ape   57S  ft. 
FILM    IMPORT    &    TRADING    CO. 

The    Revengeful     Waller   420  n. 
The    Young    Arlist   248  ft. 
In    the   Time   of    Rebellion   4,so  ft. 

His    Sweetheart's    Birthday ..  .540  ft. 
The    Daughter   of   the   Gypsy.. 555  ft. 
The   Spiteful   Groom      585  ft. 
Country    Drama       500  ft. 
The     Model       804  ft. 

Who   Is   It?      4S3  ft. 
Rose,    the   Flower   Girl      664  ft. 
The    Beggar      870  ft. 
Lottery    Ticket      650  ft. 

Brigand's    Spoil       651ft. 
Hamlet      867  ft. 
louthful    Artist      193  ft. 
Fencing    Fiend      3S1   ft. 

KALEM    COMPANY     (INC.). 

The     Half    Breed   943  ft. 
Caught    in    the    Web   675  ft. 
Fire    at    Sea   750  ft. 
The    Mystery    of    the    Bride    in 

White       SUO  ft. 

The   Girl   I   Left   Behind   Me...   
The   Mystery    of    the    Bride,    in 

Black    and    White     
Old  Sleuth,   the  Detective   940  ft. 
As  You  Like  It   915  ft. 
The    Great    Yellowstone     Park 

Hold-up       930  ft. 
The    Frontiersman's    Bride     
Robin    Hood      810  ft. 

EXEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

Napoleou      and      the      English 
Sailor        530  ft. 

The    Happy     Man's    Shirt   867  ft. 
The    Hayseed's    Bargain   467  ft. Yusuf     the     Pirate   774  ft. 
The   Enchanted   Mantle   444  ft. 
A     False     Alarm   374  ft. 

The   Duck's   Finish   437  ft. 
I  Won  One  Hundred  Thousand 

Dollars      620  ft. 
Pretty    Flower    Girl   620  ft. 

PATHE   FRERES. 

Pierrette's    Talisman       885  it. 
The     Fakir's    Dream   784   ft. 
Hunting  For  Her  Better  Half. 282  ft 
Hew  Mabel  Found  a   Husband. 485  ft. 
Caught    With    the   Goods   42:!  ft. 
Mysterious    Knlghl       169  it. 

a    Sicilian    Hermit   H'-  ft. A    Love    Affair   541ft. 
His    First    Frock    Coat   442  ft. 
For  the  Sake  of   the  Uniform. 784  ft. 
An    Unselfish    Guest     (?)   272   ft. 
The    Mind    Reader   567  ft. 
Crocodile    Hunt      442  ft. 

Heart    of   a    Gypsy    Maid   492  ft. 
Result    of    Eating    Horseflesh.  .475  ft. 
Doll    Making       492  ft. 
Two    Great    Griefs   410  ft. 

Making     Arabian     Pottery   475  ft. 
The    Magic    Mirror   475  ft. 

The  Innkeeper's  Remorse   377  ft. 
Paris    Fire    Brigade   623  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 

Hubby's    Vacation      660  ft. 
All  on  Account  of  a  Butterfly. 200  ft. 

For    His    Sister's    Sake   970  ft. 
The    Saloon    Dance   635  ft. 
When    Our    Ship    Comes    In   290  ft. 
The     Masqueraders       670  ft. 
Wanted:      A   Military    Man   250  ft. 
Two     Little     Breadwinners. . .  .530  ft. 
Hat    of     Fortune       450  ft. 
Heating    Powder       410  ft. 
How      Rastus     Got     His     Pork 

Chops       410  ft. 
The    Suicidal    Poet   580  ft. 
In    the    Nick    of    Time   340  ft. 
The     Persistent    Trombonist. .  .450  ft. 
The     Dancing     Fiend   390  ft. 
The    Hebrew     Fugitive   735  ft. 

MELIES   FILMS. 

The   Duke's   Good   Joke     The    Old   Footlight    Favorite. .  .5SS  ft. 
The    Helping    Hand   245  ft. 
Honeymoon   in   a   Balloon   480  ft. 
Incident  from  Don  Quixote... .855  ft. 
The    Helping    Hand   245  ft. 
The  Old  Footlight  Favorite   5SS  ft. 

A    Grandmother's    Story   S40  ft. 
Fun    with    the    Bridal    Party.. 513  ft. 
Buncoed    Stage    Johnnie   263  ft. 
Trlckv    Painter's    Fate   237  ft. 
Not    Guilty      645  ft. 
The    Hotel     Mix-Up   500  ft. 
Two    Talented    Vagabonds   400  ft. 
The   Mischance   of  a    Photogra- 

pher     205  ft. 
GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 

The    Countess'    Wedding   Day.  .478   ft. 
The   Magic    Rubbers   374  ft. 
Codflshing       475  ft. 
The  Lady  With  the  Camellias. SSO  ft. 
The    Hand       500  ft. 
Texas    Tex       505  ft. 

The  Pupa  Change.  Into  a  But- 
terfly     459  ft. 

A    CtiHoce    Shot   858  ft. 
Two    Gentlemen   265  ft. 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    CO. 

The    Fisherman's    Rival   
One   of    the   Bravest   1000  ft. 

The  Ranchman's  Love   1000  ft. 
A   Great   Wrong    Righted   775  ft. 
A     Magical     Tramp   215  ft. 
Crazed  b/  Jealousy   990  ft. 
The    Cattle    Rustlers   960  ft. 
The   Power  of   Labor   Son  ft. 
Romance   of   the   Old   Mill   790  ft. 

VITAGRAPH    COMPANY. 

The   Merry  Widow  Hat   405   ft. 
The     Witch       3u5  ft. 

A    Night    Out:    or,    He    Couldn't Go   Home   Until   Moraine. ..  .618  ft. 
A    Dearly    Paid    for    Kiss   288  it. 
-A    Spanish    Romance   495  ft. 

Two's      Company.      Three's      a Crowd      475  ft. 
An    Auto    Heroine   950  ft. 
Leah     the    Forsaken   850  ft. 
The    Naughty   Little   Princess.  .430  ft. 
Two    Broken     Hearts   565,ft 

Duty    Versus    Revenge   5S1  ft. 
Richard    111   990  ft. 

WILLIAMS.    BROWN   &  EARLE. 

The    Red    Barn    Mystery   
If    i   Catch   You   l   Will   
The   Artful    Lovers   30U  ft. 
A    Den   of   Thieves   431   ft. 
The    Thief    at    the    Casino   600  ft. 

The    Invalid's    Adventure   195  ft. 
The     Showman's    Wife   550  ft. 
A      Barber     Still   395  ft. 

The    Wife's    Desertion   425  ft. 
The  Burglar  and  the  Clock... 550  ft 
The  Tramps   and   the    Purse... 223  ft. 
The  Hidden    Hoard      600  ft 
The    Faithless    Friend   525  ft. 
The    Man   and    His   Bottle   350  ft. 
The  Boarder  Got  the  Haddock. 310  ft 
Tricky   Twins   266  ft 
Painless    Extraction   226  ft 

CRESCENT   FILM    CO. 

A    Desperate    Character   v">"  ft. Young    Heroes    of    the    West... 600  ft 
What    Poverty    Leads   To   750  ft 
A    "Skate"    on    Skates   350  ft 
Troublesome    Baby      325  ft. 
Cbauncey    Proves   a    Good    De- tective      750  ft 

WORLD    FILM   MFG.    CO. 

A    Desperate    Chance   1.000  ft.  | 
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Latest    Song    Slides. 

NORTH    AMERICAN    SLIDE   CO. 

f    Hare   to  Lire   Wltb   My   Motner-ln- 
Law, 

You   Look  Oood  to  Me. 
flunhonnet    Sue. 
Some  Time   Ago. 
Let    the    Lore    Light    Linger    Longer, 

Lady    Lou. 
Quaker   Lady. 

Won't    You   Llaten,   Dearie? 
When   a   Boy  Saya   "Will    You?"   and 

a   Girl   Saya   "Yea." 
When    the   Evening   Sbadea   Are   Fall- 

ing. 

Won't    You    Give    Me    Back    the    Old 
Love  of  tbe  Old  Daya,  Mollle  Mine? 

Are    You    Sincere? 
My   Heart    Beata  Alone   for   Yon. 
Mary    Rlalne. 
Under    My    Merry    Widow    Hat. 
Roaea    Bring    Dreams   of    You. 
Open    Up   Your   Heart. 
Swinging. 
Somebody      that    I    Know    and      You 

Know   Too. 
8ome   Day,   Sweetheart,   Some   Day. 
Trading    Smiles. 

CHICAGO   TRAMP AJLXJTOT  00. 

When  the  Apple  Blossoms  Bloom. 
Pansy    Mine. 
The  Way  of  the  Cross. 
A   Little   Cozy   Flat. 
Just   to   Remind  Yon. 
Hearts   and    Eyes. 
A  High  Old  time  In  Dixie. 

We  Can't  Play  With  Yon. 
Monterey. 
Last  Night. 

I'm  Jealous  of  You. 
Dear   Old    Iowa. 

OOLDTHORPZ. 

A  Man,  a  Maid,   a  Moon,   a  Boat. 
Are   You   Sincere. 
I    Will    Try. 
For   tbe    Last    Time   Call    Me    Sweet- 

heart. 

From    ""gypt   to   the    Zululand. 
Late    Hours. 
Down    In    Jnngletown. 
I    Want    You. 
Dear  Heart. 

DEWITT    C.    WHEELER. 

Swing    Me    Higher.    Obadlab. 

O'Brien   Has  No  Place  to  Go. 
The   Garden   of    Dreams. 
Are    You    Sincere. 
There   Never    Was   a   Girl   Like    Yon. 
Playing   School. 
Dear    Heart. 

Don't  Go  Away. 
Take  Me  Out  to  tbe  End  of  the  Pier. 
You     Will    Have    to    Sing    an    Irish 

Song. 

You'll    Do   the   Same   Thing   Over   for 
tbe    Old    Red.    White   and   Blue. 

We're    Growing    Old    Together. 
No   One   Knows. 
Rainbow. 
When    Night    Falls,    Dear. 

In    Metn'rv   of   Yon,    Sweetheart. 
It   Looks  Like  a   Big  Night  To-night. 
Mandy    Lane. 
Stars    of    the    National    Game. 
Tbe    Little    Old     Red    School    House 

On  the  Hill. 
Good   Evening,    Caroline. 
Swing    Me    Hlgber   Obadlab. 
Roguish    Eyes. 
Wont    You    Let    Me    Call    Yon    Sweet- 

heart? 

O'Brien   Has  no   Place   to  Go. 
Just   Because   It's    Yon. 

SCOTT   *  VAX    AXTEHA- 

Grandma. 
Going   Back   to  Kentucky. 
Kerry   Mills   Barn    Dance. 
By  the  Light  of  tbe  Same  Old  Moon. 
Always  Me. 

In  the  Days  of  '49. 
Taffy. 
If   I    Had   a   Thousand    Lives. 
If   You   Cared   for   Me   as   I  Care   for 

You. 
Meet   Me   In    Rose   Time,    Rosie. 

I'll  Be  Home  in   Harvest  Time. 
Take  a  Trip  Down  to  Luna  wltb  Me. 
When  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Distant 

Hills  wltb    Rose. 
That  Hammock  Is  Just  for  Two,  Yon 

Know. 

My   Dreams  of  the  U.   S.    A. 
A  Man,  a  Maid,  a  Moon,  a  Boat. 
Honor  Bright.    I   Loves  Yon   Right. 
Would    Yon    Miss    Me? 

\t   You    Wert    Mine. 

M    Always    Be    Sweet    Sixteen    to 

Hi    Is    and    the    Girl    I    Love. 
If   I   Should  Kail  In  Love  with  Yon. 
What   Will    Your    Answer   Be? 
Some    One    I    Know    and    You    Know 

To. 
There   Never  Wss  a  Girl  Like  Ton. 
Somebody    I    Know      ud    You    Know, Too. 

When    the    Nightingale    Is     Nesting. 
Sweet  Irene. 

VAN    ALLIN    COMPANY. 

Eileen,    My   Own. 
Are   Yon  Sincere? 

lK.ri't    You    Understand,    Honey? 
Summer   Time's    the   Time. 
Won't  You  Be  My  Little  Sweetheart? 
Wooing  Time. 
I'm    Afraid    to  Come    Home    In    tbe 

I    Miss    You    Like    the    Roses    Mist 
the   Rain. 

Smarrv 
Just     Because     He     Couldn't     Sinj 

"Love     Me    and    the    World     1» 

Mine." 

When    It's    Moonligh
t,    

Mary    Darl 
inc.   'Neath   the  Old   Grape   Arbot Shade. 

HENRY    B.    UTGRAaL 

1  Never  Knew  I  Loved  You  'Till  You 
Said   Good-bye. 

Where  tbe  Oatskllls  Lift  Their  Snm 
mils  to  tbe  Sun. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody  Happy. 
Mollle,  Come  Jnmp  on  tbe  Trolley. 
Among  the  Valleys  of  New  England. 
Anchored. 

Love's   Old    Sweet   Song. 
I'm     Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain   Home. 

Leno.-e. On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 
Fell. 

The  Holy  City. 

LA   PINE. 
Will   Yon   Always  Call   Me   Honey? 
1    Wish    I   Had   a   Girl. 
Mavbe    I   Was  Meant   for   Too,   Dear. 
Poor  Old  Girl. 
She's  My  Girl. 
I'd  Like  to  Csll  on  Yon. 
Base  Ball. 

NOVELTY    SLIDE    CO. 

Mv    Moving    Picture    Babe. 
Ail    Aboard   for  a   Good   Old  Time. 
Hail   to  the  Boys  of  the  U.  S.   A. 
Mar;    Blaine. 

**My   Flnffa-de-Rnff. 

On    the    Hillside    Where    the    Honey- 
suckle  Grows. 

That's  tbe  Way   I  Loves  Yon. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

As    the    Years    Roll   On. 

Billy    Dear. 
l'.nr    You,    My    Queen. 
Childhood. 

Come     Kiss    To'     Mammy     GOOd-nJgbt, 
Daddy's    Little    Tomboy    Girl.     ' 
Down    in    Jungle    Town. 

Everybody  Loves  Me  Rut  the  One 1   Love. 
Germany. 

Hoo!  Hon!  Ain't  Yon  Coming  Out To-Nlght? 

Hnrrahl   for  Uncle  Sam. 

I'm  Tying  the  Leaves  So  They  Won't Come    Down. 
I'm  Afraid  to  Come  Home  in  the 

Dark. 
In    Monkey    Land. 

It's    Only    Me    in    My    Nightie. 
I    Don't   Want   the   Morning    to   Come. 
I  Will  Always  Love  You,  Sweet- 

heart. 

I  Lost  My  Heart  When  I  Saw  Your 
Eyes. 

I  Love  You  as  the  Roses  Love  the 
Dew. 

Mum    Is    the    Word. 
Over    the    Hills   and    Far    Away. 
Roses   Bring    Dreams   of    Yo 
Sweet    Rosie    May. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 
Some    Day.   Sweetheart,    Some    Day. 

Spooneyville. Some   Heart    Is   Sighinc. 

Sweetheart    Town. 
The   Man   Who  Fights   the  Flames. 
When  the  Harbor  Lights  Are  Burn- ing. 

I 

\\  I  Mill 

dOH     I. ark-      ' Sun    ti   Sblnln 

Won'l     You     Spend     I 

You'll    Be 

You're I'd      R  1 1  )-■  1 1     I      111'. 

Wi 
THE    PREMO    CO. 

As    In 

Warm   Spol    In    Mj    i 

For    i 
Your    FlctUTi  .or." M,.   nut    to   tbe   Ball   G 

There'i 

i  nder  \l>    Merry   widow    Hat. 

More  On,   Mr.   Moon. 
I     I  osl    M\     I  loan     \\  hen    I    Saw    "i 

I  i'i    Me    Call    You    Sweetheart    On.-e 
i  In. 

1   Could   Learn  to  Lore  You. 
when   the   Robin  Sings   Again. 
Twilight     Down     In     Dl 

HARRY     F.     STAINS     CO. 

luv    Whin   Dreams  Come  True. 
Think   of   the   Girl    Down    Home. 
Wh.-n    Summer    Tells    Autumn    Obod- 

Take    Me    With    V..n    In    Your   Dreams. 
Wall    tot   I 
Bwli  .  In*    Swing. 

,  u  «  Soldier's  Sweetheart. 
,    Where    the    Hlue   Ohio  Flows. 

Trading    llenrta. 
There's    a    Warm    Spot    In    My    Heart 

for     Tennessee. 
I.ii    \l.-   down    Von   Queen  of  Msy. 

TalKing  and  Singing 
Pictures 
OAUMONT    CO. 

Talking     Pictures    for     U«n     Only     oa 
Gaumont   Chronophone. 

Lincoln  ■•  ttysburg. 

Wblsth 

I    Would    I.Ike    to   Marry    ■* Wouldn't     You    Like    to    Have    Me    for 

I    W«  it    What    I    Want    When    I    Want 

1- 

■n    In   tbe   Garden  of   Love. Make    Belle 

Stupid    Mr.    Cupid. Harrlgsn. 

I'm  Sorry. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

411  the 
Latest SONG  SLIDES  lr. 

Rent 

Low  Rates 

Largest  Stock  in  the  United  States  to  Select  From 
FOR   SALE  200  sets,  slightly  used,  have  the  appearance  of 

new  slides.  at$  !,M)  per  set  $3..~j0.  Write  for  lists 

"PRESTO"    FILM    &   SONC    SLIDE    EXCHANGE 
1416    Broadway,    New   York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Send  for 
list  and  prices. 

The  Premo  Co. 
1926    Cermantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

FIREPROOF 
CABINET 

FOR  FILMS 
The  Structure  consists  of 

double  walls  with  two  inch 
air  chamber,  lined  with 
asbestos  board.  There  are 
no  heat-conducting  connec- 

tions between  the  double 

walls.  Secured  by  combina- 
tion lock. 

It  has  been  put  to  repeated 
severe  fire  tests,  in  which  the 
outer  walls  were  brought  to 

a  white  heat,  the  contents 
being  fully  protected,  and 
afterwards  found  in  perfect 
condition. 

The  Interior  arrangement  can  be 
adjusted  to  meet  any  require meut 

"WILLIS  H.  CHAMBERLIN  ®  CO. 
150  Nassau  Street New  YorK  City 
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FRANK'S  FILM  HOUSE 
347  Sixth  Avenue 
PITTSBURG,  PA. 

Suite  11  Larned  Bldg. 
SYRACUSE,    N.  Y. 

JVlr.  1\€ titer  I  You  owe  it  to  yourself  to  get  acquainted  with 
us*  We  can  and  will  save  you  money  and  give  you  A  No.  \ 
service.  Why  do  you  pay  exhorbitant  prices  for  film  rental  ?  If 
you  hitch  up  with  us  for  a  trial  order,  we  guarantee  you  will  remain  our 
steady  customer.  Glance  over  our  prices  and  send  for  our  mammoth  list. 

2  changes  shipped  two     at  a  time  about  1000  feet  each  $6.00 
4        "  "         two  "  "         "  "         11.00 
6        "  "        three  "  "        "  "         15.00 

12       "  "        four  "  "         "  "        27.00 
SONG    SLIDES    50    CENTS    EACH    EXTRA 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT  G LOBES-2-4-84 6  c.  p.,  no  VOLTS,  COLORED, 
FROSTED,  PLAIN,  Etc.,  12  %c  EACH,  ALL  NEW,  IN  LOTS  OF  FIFTY  OR  MORE 

llWfci  ■      I 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

^HEt^ ISSUE 
it 

BEAR    HUNTING    IN    RUSSIA" THE  FEATURE  FILM  OF  THE  SEASON 
Length  660  Feet.  ORDER  QUICK 

** 

THE.    ARAB    BAND" A  FINE  VAUDEVILLE  ACT  BY  A  PROFESSIONAL  TROUPE 
Length  200  Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COHPANY 
NORDISK   FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Riograph  Patents      All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will   be  protected   by   the   American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  jour  correspondence. 



Vol.  3.,  No.  19. November  7,  1908 Pric«,  lO  Cents 

PUBLISHED    BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY.  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

Moving  Picture  Operators 
Wanted 

Young  Men  Wanted  to  learn  to  operate  Moving 
Pictures;  complete  instruction  Electrical  and 
Calcium  course  $10.00  (positions  fecured.) 

AMERICAN    SCHOOL    FOR    OPERATORS 
630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

SCHOOL  OF 
PRACTICAL     ELECTRICITY 
We  teach  practical  Electrical  work ;  full 

course,  $25;  payment  plan;  day  or  evening 
classes;  individual  instruction;  length  of  course 
unlimited.  Will  enable  Moving  Picture  Opera- 

tors to  pass  the  examination.  Apply  diy  or  evening 

12  Union   Square      -      New  York 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

THR  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM   CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  50c 

for  full  particular*  write  to 
THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO. 

2654  Mission  Street,  San   Francisco,  Cal. 

NEW    FILMS  JUST    ISSUED  I  Oc    PER    FOOT 

"A    DESPERATE     CHARACTER" Length  850  Feet  about 
Beautiful  Scenery 

(Sensational)  Elaborately  Toned  Throughout 
Exceptional  Photography  ORDER  AT  ONCE 

CRESCENT   FILM    CO.,  273    Prospect   Avenue,   Brooklyn.    N.Y. 
Our  Films  run  on  any  machine  Steadiness,  Durability  and  Photography  of  Merit 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business.    The 

quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled.     We  positively  handle  all 
new  goods.     Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 

143  N.    8th    Street,  PHILADELPHIA,   PA. 

Keep  Your  OPERATOR  Cool Save  60i  to  90i  on  Your  Bill 

HALLBERQ'S  ELECTRIC  ECONOMIZER 
fully  approved       j,  H.  HALLBERG,  28  Grlnwich  Ave.,  New  York     fully  guaranteed 
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machinesI: 
WRITE  FOR    * 
PARTICULARS  \1 

FILM  EXCHANGE PHONES      I    Ihll         kW.#A.WI  iniiuk 
BELL  3864  COURT  .».»»«•..•.»»«»      ■»■ 
p.a34h  m        KEENAN  BLDG..  PITTSBURG  PA. 

InoependentService 
LATEST    SUBJECTS 

WRITE   TO-DAY. 

FREE  FREE 

Signs  and  Banners 
With  Our  Film  Service 

PER  REEL $ 8 PER  WEEK 
1,400  REELS  TO  SELECT  FROM 

NEW  YORK  NATIONAL  FILM  EXCHANQE 
55  West  28th  Street 

between  Broadway  and  6th  Ave.,  New  York 

N.  H.  POWELL,  General  Manager 

! 

SOUND    EFFECTS 
FOR    MOVING   PICTURES 

The  only  line  of  Sound  Effects  especially  made  for 
Moving  Pictures.  These  effects  are  made  of  the  very 
best  material  and  can  not  be  duplicated  elsewhere. 
They  are  being  used  in  the  principal  Moving  Picture 
Theatres  throughout  the  United  States  and  Canada. 
YERKES  &  CO.,  53  W.  28th  St.,  New  York  City. 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs    All  kinds. 
Fireproof  Booths.  Resistance  Grids  and  Wires. 

Repairing. 

New  York  Steel  $  Production  Co. 
NEWARK,  N.J. 

ELECTRIC     PIANOS 
Price  S  I  50 

Music  Rolls,  75c  per  Roll 
J.  E.  NELSON  S  Co.,  48  River  St.,  Chicago 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  BOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Pige  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION  PICTURE  CO. 
10401  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

ROLL  TICKETS 
lOc  per  1,000 

^      2,000  TICKETS  IN  A  ROLL— NUMBERED 
Have    on    hand  5c  and   10c  Tickets  which  we  can 

ship  same   day  order  is  received.        Special  Tickets 

made  to  order  at  short  notice        ̂ ^rite  for  prices 

CASH  MUST  ACCOMPANY  ALL  ORDERS 

C.  E.  ROBINSON,  60  Middle  St.  Lowell,  Mass. 

Reduce  Your  Current  Cost  by  Installing  a 

MERCURY  ARC  RECTIFIER 
Just  assume  that  your  machine  is  operated  six  hours  per  day,  300  days  per  year,  and  that  you  pay  10 
cents  per  Kw.  hour  for  current.     Of  the  three  systems  used  the  following  table  shows  the 

APPROXIMATE  OPERATING  COSTS: 
G.  E.   Rectifier   ,   20  Amp.  on  the  Arc   $375.00      Direct  Current    30  Amp. on  the  Arc. 

G.  E.    Rectifier   30     "         "         "       ...     420.00      Alternating  Current   40     "         "         "     . 
Direct  Current   26     "         "        ""           515.00      Alternating  Current   60     "         " 
Alternating  Current   30     "         "         "           565.00 

When  you  consider  that  you  can  get  better  results  with  30  amperes  direct  current  from  a  Rectifier  than 

with  60  amperes  alternating  current,  isn't  the  above  convincing  proof  that  it  will  pay  you  to  install  a 

MERCURY  ARC  RECTIFIER 
Booklet  No.  3681-P 

will  give  you  other  reasons  why  it  will  be  to  your  advantage 

595.00 

795.00 1190.00 

1892 

Principal  Office:    SCHENECTADY,  N.  Y. 
Sales   Offices  in 
All  Large  Cities 

Mention  the  Morlng  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Editorial. 

GROWTH    OF    THE    EDUCATIONAL    IDEA. 

An  encouraging  feature  in  connection  with  motion 
pictures  is  the  fact  that  they  are  being  more  and  more 
looked  upon  as  an  educator  as  well  as  a  means  of  enter- 

tainment. Men  who  are  engaged  in  educational  work 
are  discussing  their  possibilities  and  the  general  press  is 
not  slow  to  take  up  and  even  to  recommend  their  use. 

An  editorial  in  the  New  York  "Independent"  of  October 
20th  even  goes  so  far  as  to  advocate  "Municipal  Nickel- 

odeons" and  suggests  that  the  Board  of  Education  should open  their  schools  in  New  York  and  other  cities  for 

"nickelodeon  performances  in  addition  to  the  more  serious 
lectures  that  have  already  proved  so  successful.  Thus  the 
children  will  be  reached  as  well  as  a  class  of  older  people 
who  do  not  now  attend  the  lectures."  The  wisdom  of 
such  a  course  would  no  doubt  be  attacked  by  those  who 
have  invested  capital  in  the  cheap  show  places,  but,  be 
that  as  it  may,  the  moving  picture  is  slowly  but  surely 
forcing  its  way  into  the  educational  field.  While  in  the 
office  of  a  manufacturer  of  moving  picture  machines  this 
week,  we  were  shown  a  letter  from  the  Board  of  Educa- 

tion of  a  foreign  country — Japan— asking  for  quotations 
on  eight  projecting  machines  to  be  used  for  class  pur- 

poses. In  justice  to  ourselves  it  is  but  fair  to  remark,  in 
passing,  that  the  writer  mentioned  The  Moving  Picture 
World  as  the  source  of  his  information. 

WITH   THE   FILM    PRODUCERS. 

Last  week  was  another  of  those  periods  in  the  moving 
picture  line  wherein  most  of  the  manufacturers  drifted 
into  similarity  of  subjects.  This  time  it  was  a  trend  to 

the  melo-dramatic.  "Wrongly  Accused"  was  offered  by 
the   Essanay    Company,    while    Lubin    contributed    "The 

Mountaineer's  Revenge,"  and  "l  ighl     and  Shadow 
Chinatown"  was  the  Selig  offering,    There  wa    ai 
.ii'  cure  uf  corned)   sub j eel  .  bu1  to  those  who  like  the 
good,  old  blood-and-thunder,  thi  ol  corned    was 
<'i  little  consequence,  the  gap  being  filled  to  th< 

■n  by  the  .1  ubin  and  Selig  subjt 
I'll,  m'    "  \mi\  nt'  Two,"  based  upon  an  in<  idenl 

the  Revolutionai  j  \\  i  verj  de  irable 
jed    well    i'ii  ented.     The   same   companj    also   < 

iotball  Warriors,"  an  interesting  story  with  vei )  clever 
situations.    Ii  follows  the  play  "Strongheart"  »ely. 
The  unl\  real  faull  with  the  picture  is  thai  it  was  drawn 

"lit  tun  much'.  It  would  have  been  very  much  better  at 
half  its  length. 

Pathe  essayed  a  novelt)  in  "Bear  limit."  In  photog- 
raphy and  wild  color  it  was  a  success.  In  other  respects 

i  i  tils  i"  nuii  expectations.  Too  much  time  is  consumed 
in  getting  to  the  hunt  and  the  hunt  itself  is  woefull)  short. 
The  realism  of  the  climax  to  the  hunt  is  also  marred  by 
the  camera  being  at  too  greal  a  distance.  This  li 
room  for  a  doubl  thai  the  hear  was  really  brought  down 
by  the  hunter  before  the  camera,  although  a  close  ob- 

server, particularly  one  who  sees  the  picture  mure  than 
once,  can  see  that  this  part  of  the  picture  is  genuine. 

The  Vitagraph  people  had  a  staff  of  photographers  at 
the  Yanderbilt  Cup  Race  again  this  year.  Such  subjects 
have  taken  their  places  with  yacht  races,  athletic  -ports 
and  like  topical  subjects.  If  they  arouse  any  interest  now 
it  is  short-lived,  and  the  subject  must  be  served  while  it 
is  hot.  For  this  reason  the  race  course  did  not  attract  a 

large  representation  of  moving  picture  producers.  We 
believe  the  Vitagraph  people  alone  were  on  the  field.  It 
is  understood  that  they  did  not  seek  views  of  the  race 
itself,  but  had  their  men  scattered  over  the  course  to 
watch  for  sensations.  In  other  words,  it  was  sought  to 
secure  an  American  Dieppe  circuit.  While  expectations 
in  this  direction  were  not  realized,  a  very  good  subject 
was  produced.  A  finish  to  the  race  and  a  better  view 
of  Robertson,  the  winner,  would  have  been  a  desirable 

improvement. 
Lubin  releases  on  November  9  a  whole  reel  subject  of 

educational  value,  "The  Cotton  Industry  of  the  South." 
We  have  not  seen  it,  but  judging  from  the  advance 
description  the  subject  is  thoroughly  treated  and  we  can 
expect  the  photographic  quality  to  be  up  to  their  high 
standard.  Exhibitors  should  feature  this  film  and  en- 

courage the  maker  to  essay  other  work  on  the  same  lines. 

For  those  who  want  a  thriller  Kalem  announces  "The 
Railroad  Detective."  We  saw;  an  advance  copy  and  as  a "thriller"  it  is  a  success. 

AMONG   THE    FILM    RENTERS. 

Now  that  the  Presidential  election  is  over  (and  four 

years  of  prosperity  ahead)  we  hope  to  hear  more  encour- 
aging reports  from  renters  and  exhibitors  as  to  the  con- 
dition of  trade.  Mass  meetings  and  parades  have  been 

charged  with  detracting  patrons  from  the  amusement 
places  the  past  several  weeks.  We  hope  this  has  been 
the  cause  of  poor  business  reported  by  so  many.  The 
trade  has  certainly  been  in  a  most  inactive  condition.  The 
only  activity  shown  has  been  on  the  part  of  Association 
exchanges  trying  to  get  customers  from  each  other.  This 
has  by  no  means  had  a  tendency  to  better  conditions  on 
the  part  of  the  exchanges.  The  exhibitors  have  not  com- 

plained on  this  score  for  obvious  reasons.  It  would  -eem 
from  the  reports  that  New  York  and  Pennsylvania  have 
been  the  hotbeds   for  price-cutting  during  the  past    six 
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or  eight  weeks.  All  the  exchanges  claim. they  are  holding 

their  own  (and  some  of  the  other  fellow's),  but  the  most enthusiastic  hesitate  when  asked  if  the  revenue  under 
existing  conditions  is  in  proportion  with  that  received 
before  the  price-cutting  started.  It  can  be  reasonably 
inferred  from  this,  that  while  the  exchanges  have  good 
lists  of  exhibitors,  and  larger  lists  than  they  had  a  month 
or  six  weeks  ago,  they  are  taking  in  less  money.  This 
condition  cannot  be  attributed  to  the  effects  of  the  elec- 

tion campaign,  nor  is  the  close  of  the  campaign  expected 
to  have  a  bearing  upon  it. 

An  exchange  man  said  the  other  day  that  a  big  mis- 
take was  made  in  starting  the  general  cut  in  prices  and 

there  is  nothing  in  view  at  present  that  looks  like  a 
remedy. 

"It  is  mighty  easy,"  he  said,  "to  reduce  the  rental  prices 
and  mighty  hard  to  raise  them.  I  really  do  not  see  how 
some  of  the  exchanges  exist.  T  have  been  expecting  every 
day  to  hear  of  some  of  them  throwing  up  the  sponge.  Hon- 

estly, T  believe  there  is  a  sort  of  enchantment  that  holds  them 
to  the  business.  It  certainly  is  not  the  money.  How  can 
it  be?  See  how  the  exchanges  have  multiplied  since  the 
last  Licensed  Manufacturers'  meetings  and  see  how  price- 
cutting  has  grown  in  the  same  time?  No,  I  am  not  crying 
calamity,  nor  do  I  entertain  the  thought  that  the  moving 
pictures  are  on  the  wane.  The  facts  disprove  this.  What 
I  intend  to  say  is  that  the  present  condition  of  the  trade  is 
such  that  some  of  the  men  who  are  conducting  exchanges 
will  be  obliged  in  time  to  seek  another  line  of  business  and 
when  they  do,  there  will  be  less  demoralization  and  the 

exchanges  will  gradually  settle  down  to  a  legitimate  basis." 
"Do  you  mean  that  the  rental  prices  will  then  be  raised?" 
"I  mean  that  at  present  the  film  exchanges  are  between  the 

devil  and  the  deep  sea.  The  manufacturers  fix  the  selling 
price  of  films  and  the  exhibitors  fix  their  prices  for  the  hire 
of  them.  Could  anybody  be  in  a  worse  position?  The  ex- 

change man  is  not  a  free  agent  in  any  sense  of  the  term." 
"What   course  have   you   in   mind?" 
"Only  to  pursue  the  even  tenor  of  my  way,  get  all  the 

customers  I  can  at  the  best  prices  possible,  and  live  in  hope 
that  some  good  fairy  will  ultimately  point  out  a  path  that 

will    lead   from   the   bondage." 
"Do  you  think  the  relief  you  say  is  needed  can  be  secured 

through   organization?" 
"It  certainly  does  not  seem  so.  The  exchange  men,  oper- 

ating under  the  Edison  license,  now  have  an  association — 
the  Film  Service  Association.  And  yet  I  think  a  well 
organized  body  of  good  men  could  accomplish  something. 
The  trouble  in  the  past  has  been  that  numerical  strength 
rather  than  quality  has  been  the  motive  in  forming  such  asso- 

ciations. If  more  attention  is  given  the  character  of  appli- 
cants for  membership  and,  following  the  some  standard, 

some  members  are  weeded  out,  I  do  not  think  the  exchange 
men  would  experience  much  difficulty  in  arriving  at  an  under- 

standing with  both  the  manufacturers  and  exhibitors  that 
would  better  their  condition.  At  the  present  time  there  ap- 

pears to  be  absolutely  no  community  of  interest.  The  manu- 
facturers are  after  the  exchanges  to  buy  more  films  and  the 

exhibitor  is  after  them  to  get  more.  The  result  is  that 
most  of  the  time  the  exchange  man  is  calling  the  manu- 

facturer an  oppressor  and  the  exhibitor  a  cheap  skate;  the 
manufacturer  says  the  exchange  man  is  squeezing  too  much 
out  of  the  old  films  and  not  giving  the  exhibtiors  what  they 
want;  and  the  exhibitors  say  they  are  in  danger  of  losing 

their  patronage  because  the  exchange  man  won't  give  them 
the  right  kind  of  films.  Tt  is  a  regular  free-for-all  with  the 
exchange  man  as  the  under  dog." 

"Suggest  a   remedy." 
"I  wish  I  could  without  running  the  risk  of  being  ex- 

terminated. If  I  suggest  that  the  exhibitor  pay  more  for 
his  service  I  get  rapped,  and  if  I  say  the  manufacturers 
should  reduce  the  price  of  films  to  meet  the  conditions  I 

am  declared  an  outlaw.  No,  I  can't  suggest  anything.  But, 
honestly,  isn't  the  condition  a  stunner?  I  would  like  to  come 
across  some  good  suggestions." 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving  Picture  "World  —  the 
representative  trade   newspaper. 

THE    CONDUCT    OF    THE    SHOW. 

The  day  before  election,  a  film  renter  said  to  us: 

"Don't  fail  to  vote  for  Chanler  to-morrow.  Every  mov- 
ing picture  man,  even  if  he  is  otherwise  in  favor  of  the 

straight  Republican  ticket,  should  vote  for  Chanler  in 

preference  to  Hughes."  "Why  not  Hughes?"  we  asked. 
"Well,  as  you  know,  Hughes'  policy  is  to  enforce  the 
laws  to  the  letter,  and  this  would  greatly  hurt  the  moving 

picture  business  through  the  exhibitor." 
Wrhat  fetish  is  this  that  is  being  cherished  among  the 

trade  ?  Can  law-breaking  be  good  for  any  business  ?  The 
advantages  that  may  be  obtained  by  the  evasion  of  anv 
law  that  is  formed  for  the  welfare  of  the  community  can 
only  be  temporary,  and  exposure  and  punishment  is  al- 

ways certain  to  follow.  We  are  sorry  to  say  that  the  per- 
sistent tendency  on  the  part  of  many  exhibitors  to  violate 

the  laws  has  greatly  injured  the  standing  of  the  moving 
picture  business  and  has  made  it  all  the  harder  for  even 
the  law-abiding  citizens  to  do  business. 

One  illustration  of  this  law-breaking  tendencv  and  its 
effects  is  recorded  in  our  "Notes  of  the  Trade"  of  this 
week,  where  a  theater  in  Brooklyn,  whose  license  onlv 
permitted  it  to  show  to  300,  was  caught  with  over  500 
crowded  into  the  place.  More  than  this,  the  inspector 
said  that  he  found  the  aisles  and  exits  to  be  littered  and 
blockaded  with  lumber.  Result :  A  motion  to  have  the 
license  revoked  and  more  strict  attention  being  given  to 
other  places.  Another  instance  is  recorded  from  Lynn, 
Mass.,  this  week,  where  two  theaters,  the  Olympic  and 
Novelty,  have  been  closed  by  the  police  on  account  of 
overcrowding  in  the  aisles.  In  our  correspondence  of 
the  week  are  reported  two  similar  cases  in  Western  cities. 
Even  if  those  places  are  permitted  to  re-open,  they  have 
been  given  a  black  eye  among  the  authorities  and  the 
effect  is  far-reaching. ^S  ♦  ♦ 

Another  absurd  remark,  which  only  displayed  the  ig- 
norance of  the  man,  was  made  to  us  last  week  when  com- 

menting on  the  untidy  appearance  of  a  theater  on  the 

East  Side.  Said  the  manager  of  this  place :  "The  more 
filthy  the  place  is,  the  better  the  people  around  here  seem 

to  like  it."  Two  other  witnesses  were  present  when  this 
remark  was  made,  but  we  refrain  from  mentioning  the 
name  of  the  place,  out  of  sympathy,  not  out  of  respect, 
for  the  manager.  In  every  business  or  profession  can  be 
found  people  who  have  missed  their  vocation,  but  the 
moving  picture  business,  with  its  novelty  and  possibility 
of  large  returns  from  a  small  investment  of  money  and 
brains,  seems  to  have  attracted  a  larger  proportion  of 
misfits  than  any  other  calling.  The  man  who  is  catering 
to  the  public  and  who  cannot  see  the  advantage  of  keeping 
his  place  as  clean  and  attractive  as  possible,  is  not  even 
fit  to  be  in  charge  of  a  hog-pen. 

As  if  corroboration  of  these  remarks  were  needed,  a 

letter  has  just  come  to  hand  from  a  man  who  is  not  in 
any  way  connected  with  the  moving  picture  business  and 
only  interested  therein  as  an  occasional  visitor  at  the 
shows.  We  append  his  remarks  as  an  example  of  how 
the  public  may  feel  in  regard  to  the  matter.  Many  men 
have  their  opinions  and  may  express  them  to  others,  but 
few  care  to  go  to  the  trouble  of  putting  them  in  writing: 

FITTING  UP  NICOLETS. 

No  matter  under  what  name  they  go.  they  are  all  sub- 
stantially the  same.  A  long,  narrow  room,  with  a  gallery 

in  one  end  and  a  screen  at  the  other.  Most  places  of  this 
character  have  only  one  aisle  down  the  middle,  and  two, 
Ih ree  or  four  scats  down  each  side.  Of  course  if  the  place  is 
wider   they   1i;>.yc    more   aisles,    and    the   arrangement   depends 

0 

■■■ 
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more  ni"  in  the  fire  department  regulations  than  upon  the 
individual  taste  or  desire  of  the  owner. 

It  would  seem  that  whatever  else  the  proprietor  might  wish 
to  do  he  would  make  the  place  comfortable,  But  the 
writer  was  in  one  a  few  nights  ago  where  absolutely  do 
ventilation  had  been  provided  and  where  the  seats  are  so 
close  together  that  a  grown  man  cannot  sit  straight  in  them. 
It  would  seem  that  this  is  poor  policy.  The  nicolet  should 
be  comfortable  for  visitors,  at  least,  and  this  comfort  will 
attract  uirther  custom  and  cause  those  who  attend  to  tell 
their  friends  and  bring  others.  The  advertising  of  SUCfl 
shows  is  done  largely  by  those  who  go  once  and  then  again 
and  tell  their  friends  what  good  pictures  can  be  found  at 
such  a  nicolet.  Consequently,  it  a  proprietor  desires  good 

patronage  he  should  make  his  place  comfortable,  It  doesn't 
pay  to  crowd  the  seats.  Eventually  it  will  tell  against  the 
place. 
Another  point  can  be  made  against  the  crowded  seats 

In  cast  of  tire  it  would  be  impossible  to  get  out  of  those 
seats.  Men  would  become  wedged  in  despite  their  most 
frantic  endeavors  to  get  out  and  what  would  happen  to 
women  and  children  cue  may  conjecture.  It  would  require 
the  reality   to  give  actual   results. 

It  may  be  said  that  proprietors  cannot  afford  to  invest 
much  capital  in  a  place  of  this  kind  when  they  get  only  5 
cents  fi  r  their  admissions,  but  this  view  is  erroneous.  If 
the  show  is  a  good  one  and  the  place  is  attractive  it  will  be 
crowded  all  the  time  and  that  means  steadily  expanding 
promts.  The  better  the  show  and  the  more  comfortable  the 
room  the  larger  and  more  constant  will  be  the  attendance. 
Few  will  undertake  to  dispute  this  proposition,  which  is  so 

self  evident  that  it  shouldn't  requre  reiteraton.  Every  one 
who  opens  a  nicolet  should  follow  these  simple  rules  without 
being  told. 

Next  the  place  should  be  kept  perfectly  clean.  It  seems 
strange  that  it  should  be  necessary  to  threw  slides  on  the 
screen  admonishing  men  not  to  spit  on  the  floor,  but  in 
numerous  nicolets  this  has  to  be  done,  otherwise  under  some 
seats  huge  pools  of  tobacco  spit  would  be  left  to  spoil  the 
skirts  of  the  lady  who  happened  to  be  unfortunate  enough  to 
sit  there.     In  any  case  the  place  should  be  kept  clean. 
This  is  said,  too,  knowing  full  well  the  fact  that  the 

cheap  shows  are  quite  likely  to  attract  those  who  are  not 
any  too  cleanly  in  their  habits  and  who,  all  things  considered, 
require  to  be  admonished  to  do  things  which  should,  appar- 

ently, appeal  to  every  man  with  any  of  the  instincts  of  a 
gentleman. 
Perhaps  no  more  helpful  or  suggestive  words  can  be  left 

with  the  men  about  to  fit  up  a  place  can  be  given  than  this: 
To  make  them  comfortable  with  ventilation  and  easy  seats 
and  then  keep  them  clean.  The  liberal  patronage  which  will 
surely  be  yours  will  compensate  for  anything  you  may  ex- 

pend in  this  way. 

AMONG  THE   SLIDE   MAKERS. 

"NOT    ALL    THE    MOVING    PICTURE    SHOWS    ARE 

OPEN   TO    OBJECTION!" 

Collier's  hands  out  the  following  as  an  apology,  instead 
of  printing  some  of  the  letters  which  they  received  in  protest 
against  the  biased  and  unreasonable  article  which  recently 
appeared  in  their  Weekly.  It  would  only  have  been  fair  if 
they  had  printed  in  full  the  letter  from  Carl  Laemmle,  from 
which   the    quotation   of   Miss  Jane   Addams   is  taken. 

One  side  of  the  moving  picture  show  was  viva- 
ciously presented  by  Miss  Alice  Minnie  Herts  in  our 

paper  recently.  A  correspondent  who  disagrees  with 
her  quotes  from  a  letter  of  Miss  Jane  Addams  thus: 

"It  is  unfortunate  that  the  five-cent  theater  has 
become  associated  in  the  public  mind  with  the  lurid 
and  unworthy.  Our  experience  at  Hull  House  has 
left  no  doubt  in  our  minds  that  in  time  moving 
pictures  will  be  used  quite  as  the  stereopticon  is  at 
present,  for  all  purposes  of  education  and  entertain- 

ment, and  that  schools  and  churches  will  count  the 

films  as  among  their  most  valuable  equipment." 
The  same  correspondent  points  out  that  the  mov- 

ing pictures  often  exhibit  subjects  in  history,  meth- 
ods in  industry,  geographical  scenes  and  works  of 

art.  Miss  Herts  argues  against  the  whole  method, 
even  as  some  patrons  of  the  drama  argue  against 
vaudeville,  but  that  is  a  large  subject,  and  to  regret 
an  invention  is  at  least  waste  of  time.  What  use  is 
made  of  the  invention  is  another  question,  and  it  is 
only  fair  to  say  that  not  all  moving  picture  shows 
are  open  to  the  objection  of  presenting  anything  that 
could  demoralize  or  revolt. 

The  latest  hunch  the  slide  copyist  has  given  the  business 

is    to    OOpy    a    certain    man's    slides    winch    he    made    for    one ni  in-  own  s.'tigs  ami  then  had  the  gall  t"  write  to  tins  man 
for  flee  copies  Of  his  music  to  send  out  with  their  copied 
slides. 

There  was  a  rush  Election  Daj  at  the  slide  makers  for 
campaign  slides,  As  usual  Boma  people  put  off  getting  their 
material    until    the    last    minute   when   they   discovered   they 
wanted  tin  in  line  slide  maker  was  kept  busy  all  Election 

morning    cutting    glass    lantern    slide    size    i"i       pecial    notice 
writing.  There  is  no  sens,-  of  people  waiting  until  the  last 
minute  to  get  their  slides.  Common  sense  should  teach 
everybody    that     runs    a    show    that     they    need,    especially    on 
Election  night,  pictures  of  the  successful  Candida 
We  understand  that  the  singer  in  the  Albany  theater  who 

was  accused  of  running  a  slide  rental  bureau  on  borrowed 

slides  is  having  Ins  case  looked  into  by  several  music  pub- 
lishers and  that  he  will  get  no  more  free  slides. 

Quite  a  business  was  done  Election  night  m  several  of 
iln  dime  theaters  in  the  city  with  advertising  slides.  We 
venture  to  caution  the  owners  of  these  places,  however,  that 
this  advertising  the  grocery,  shoe,  drug  and  other  stores  in 
their  neighborhood  will  in  time  drive  the  people  away  from 
their  shows.  They  come  there  and  pa\  to  see  moving  pic- 

tures and  hear  illustrated  songs  and  not  to  get  quotations  on 
green   apples   from  some  local  grocer. 

A  MARVELOUS  AND   NOTABLE  SUCCESS— A  WON- 
DERFUL MACHINE. 

We  are  glad  to  be  able  to  mention  the  absolute  success  of 
a  wonderful  magic  lantern  constructed  by  Mr.  Walter  Palmer, 
the  electrician,  and  Mr.  Archibald  Seixas,  a  reporter  on  the 
Xew  York  Times.  This  lantern  uses  a  roll  of  transparent  silk 
film  feeding  in  front  of  and  across  the  condenser  lens  and 
behind  the  projecting  lens.  The  writing  on  the  film  of  the 
election  returns  was  done  with  the  Tel-autograph  in  full 
sight  of  the  audience  of  25,000  people  gathered  in  the  street, 
the  shadow  of  the  Tel-autogranh  syphon  being  thrown  on 
the  screen  as  the  ink  flowed  from  the  point  on  the  screen 
across  Forty-second  street.  The  instrument  that  did  the 
writing  by  electricity  was  located  on  the  fifteenth  floor  of 
the  Times  building  and  communicated  with  the  reproducing 
machinery  in  the  lantern  on  the  second  floor  of  the  building 
on  Forty-second  street  across  from  the  Times  building. 
When  the  returns,  written  by  the  Tel-autograph,  appeared  on 
the  magic  lantern  screen  it  seemed  just  as  if  somebody  was 
writing  them  with  a  giant  fountain  pen.  It  was  a  most 
wonderful  performance  and  has  added  new  laurels  to  the 
marvelous  system  of  electric  telegraphy  which  reproduces  a 

man's  handwriting  over  a  space  of  thousands  of  miles. 
In  the  rear  of  the  Times  building,  near  Forty-third  street, 

Messrs.  Palmer  and  Seixas  had  another  lantern  operating. 
This  did  not  use  the  electric  Tel-autograph  to  write  the 
bulletins,  but  used  slides  five  by  five  and  a  half  inches  in 
size.  It  was  a  most  marvelous  success  also  and  is  well  worth 
mentioning  in  detail.  The  slides  were  made  by  covering  the 
glass  with  a  coat  of  red  opaque  mixed  with  ether,  which  dried 

instantly  on  being  applied.  The  bulletins  were  rapidly  writ- 
ten with  a  sharp  pointed  steel  stylus,  cutting  through  the 

opaque  and  leaving  clear  glass.  Never  were  such  clear  bulle- 
tins shown  in  New  York  before  as  those  shown  by  the  Times 

on  Election  night.  The  only  thing  that  marred  the  exhi- 
bition was  that  the  photographer  who  had  made  the  portrait 

slides  not  being  able  to  get  lantern  slide  plates  large  enough 
for  his  transparencies  had  used  negative  plates  and  they 
had  fogged.  This  deficiency  was  remedied  early  in  the 
evening,  however,  by  Mr.  Seixas  spying  Henry  B.  Ingram, 
the  slide  maker,  in  the  crowd  watching  the  bulletins  and 
soon  Mr.  Ingram  furnished  him  with  a  collection  of  hand- 

somely colored  portrait  slides  of  the  various  candidates, 
which  were  used  for  the  balance  of  the  evening  in  a  special 
carrier. 

Altogether  the  exhibition  of  bulletins  at  the  New  York 
Times  office  were  the  most  satisfactory  of  any  manipulated 
in  Xew  York.  Messrs.  Palmer  and  Seixas,  who  set  up  the 
exhibition,  were  delighted  with  the  success  of  their  exhi- 

bition and,  as  Mr.  Palmer  described  it:  "They  had  them  all 
beaten  to  a  frazzle!" 

Have  you.  subscribed  for  the  WORLD? 

Only   92.00   per   year. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

"After  Many  Years." — The  subject  is  one  strong  enough 
on  which  to  build  a  very  dramatic  and  pathetic  picture  and 
the  sketch  contains  some  very  fine  characters,  but  the  pro- 

duction is  poorly  treated.  The  little  girl  is  the  best  actor, 
at  least  the  most  natural,  while  the  father  and  mother  are 
too  exaggerated  in  the  sentimental  work.  I  entered  the  hall 
on  time  to  see  the  last  scene  and  as  I  was  favorably  im- 

pressed, 1  remained  to  see  the  whole  picture,  but  I  was  dis- 
appointed as  the  first  scenes  were  not  so  well  acted  as  the 

last  two. 

"The  Youthful  Benefactor." — A  good  theme  for  a  picture, 
as  a  kind  action  on  the  part  of  a  child  is  always  favorably 
received.     The  action  could  be  more  natural. 

"Little  Waif." — Another  very  fine  subject  with  a  boy  hero 
also  suffers  from  poor  action.  The  boy  is  very  clever  in 
his  acting  and  if  the  captain  and  some  of  the  men  had  done 
as  well  the  film  would  have  been  a  great  success.  The 
spectators  always  show  a  deep  interest  in  pictures  in  which 
children  have  a  leading  part  and  their  actions  are,  as  a  rule, 
natural,  but  they  should  be  suported  by  a  good   company. 

"Saved  By  Love." — As  "Ex-Convict  No.  900,"  of  the  same 
manufacturers,  this  film  is  another  illustration  of  the  work 
of  the  future:  A  dramatic  production  in  which  the  actions 
are  not  overcrowded  but  natural  and  well  timed.  As  the 
spectators  could  follow  the  plot,  without  the  help  of  a 
lecturer,  they  were  deeply  interested  and  the  different  com- 

ments were  highly  favorable  to  the  work. 

"Ascending  Mt.  Pilatus  in  Switzerland"  is  a  travel  picture 
and  a  very  fine  specimen  of  good  and  sharp  photography. 
The  audience  was  well  impressed  at  the  wonders  of  Switzer- 

land. The  film  is  perhaps  a  little  too  long,  consequently  a 
little  tiresome.  The  manufacturers  could  have  improved 
same  by  omitting  the  passage  through  some  of  the  dark 
tunnels  and  end  the  picture  in  giving  a  few  of  the  splendid 
views  to  be  had  from  the  top  of  Mt.  Pilatus,  as:  The  Lake 
of  4  Cantons,  Lucerne,  Righi  Kulm,  the  Bernese  Alps,  etc. 

"Ex-Convict  No.  900"  is  a  remarkable  production  in  which 
the  manufacturers  give  amp  J*  t-'me  for  the  actions  and  as the  participants  do  not  hurr?  neir  part,  to  crowd  too  much 
m  a  few  seconds,  they  act  naturallv.  The  natural  is  what 
we  must  have,  as  the  public  wants  to  believe  life-like  what 
they  are  shown  on  the  screen.  The  plot  is  highly  dramatic 

and  I  am  sorry  to  state  "is  only  too  true,"  as  our  police  de- 
partments seem  to  delight  to  make  as  uncomfortable  as 

possible  the  life  of  an  ex-convict.  Every  situation  is  well 
worked  out  and  the  plot  easy  to  understand.  The  picture 
is  well  staged,  very  well  acted  and  of  a  good  photographic 
quality.  This  film  can  be  called  an  advance  specimen  of  the 
work  of  the  future. 

"The  Power  of  Labor." — Although  not  in  fancy  with  the 
subect,  this  film  is  a  great  improvement  in  the  work  of  the 
Selig  Polyscope  Co.  The  story  is  forcibly  told,  the  staging  is 
very  good,  the  acting  could  not  be  better,  and  the  photog- 

raphy is  up  to  the  standard  of  the  said  manufacturers.  It 
is  regretable  that  when  manufacturers  go  to  such  expense, 
trouble  and  pains,  they  should  not  more  carefully  study  the 
sketch.  It  does  not  seem  very  plausible  that  the  furnaces 
should  be  kept  going  when  we  are  told  the  mill  is  on  a 
strike  of  several  weeks,  unless  the  superintendent  ordered 
the  fires  to  be  kept  burning  to  accomplish  his  purpose  of 
getting  rid  of  the  young  man.  Aside  from  these  observa- 

tions, "The  Power  of  Labor"  is  a  very  good  credit  to  the manufacturers  and  is  well  received. 

"Fortune  Hunters." — This  French  picture  is  too  American. 
The  young  lady  has  the  independence  of  our  American  girls 
and  is  minus  the  traditional  "French  chaperon."  The  film 
would  be  American  if  it  was  not  for  the  scene  of  the  cafe, 
which  is  a  typical  French  scene,  as  also  the  challenge  to  a 
duel.  Although  the  picture  is  well  acted  and  staged,  the 
subject  is  weak.  It  does  not  seem  very  natural  that  a  young 
man,  appearing  of  good  family  and  openly  received  by  the 
parents  of  the  girl  as  a  desirable  suitor,  should  resort  to  an 
attempt  at  kidnapping  the  girl. 

"Mabel's  Beau  in  Trouble"  is  a  very  good,  amusing  and effective  film,  well  acted,  well  staged  and  of  good  photog- 
raphy. This  picture  is  minus  (for  an  exception)  the 

long  chases,  minus  the  well-known  nurse  and  her  baby 
carriage,  the  gendarmes,  bicyclist,  the  same  old  falls, 
etc.  The  film  shows  conclusively  that  good  pictures  can 'be 
produced  without   always  turning  around  the  same  plot.- 

"The  Magic  Flute"  is  a  good  production,  very  well  staged 
and  acted  and  with  some  very  good  photographic  effects. 
The  subject  is  interesting  and  amusing  and  the  plot  is  easy 
to  follow. 

"A  Dumb  Hero." — The  photography  is  fairly  good,  but 
the  action  of  the  figures  is  very  jerky.  They  seem  to  hesi- 

tate and  then  suddenly  leap  forward  as  though  they  had  just 
made  up  their  minds  and  intended  doing  what  they  had  to 

do  before  they  forgot.  Of  course,  this  doesn't  apply  to  the 
dog.  He  does  his  part  perfectly.  The  last  scene,  with  the 
children  seated  on  each  side  of  the  dog  as  he  lolls  with  his 
mouth  open  and  his  tongue  hanging  out,  is  realistic  and 
natural. 

"Nations  of  the  World." — A  film  which  has  some  claims 
to  originality,  but  scarcely  anything  else.  It  creates  a  wrong 
impression  in  the  minds  of  those  who  see  it  and  the  nationali- 

ties represented  have  every  reason  to  resent  such  caricatures 
as  are  shown  on  the  screen. 

"David  Garrick." — A  reproduction  of  this  famous  old  play 
by  Henry  E.  Dixey  and  a  capable  company.  The  action  is 
rapid,  but  is  accurate,  as  it  would  naturally  be  in  the  hands 
of  a  company  of  trained  actors  such  as  Dixey  would  gather 
about  him.  The  photography  is  good;  only  in  a  few  instances 
does  it  become  dim  and  difficult  to  understand,  but  this  is 
due  to  the  rapid  movement  of  the  actors  too  near  the  camera. 
The  play  is  too  well  known  to  require  a  repetition  of  its 
plot,  and  in  this  instance  the  entire  reproduction  is  satis- 

factory and  the  audience  is  invariably  pleased  with  the  pic- 
tures. Those  who  have  never  seen  the  play  will  enjoy  the 

film  because  of  its  excellent  qualities,  while  those  who  have 
seen  it  will  enjoy  it  because  it  reproduces  the  plav  so  faith- 
fully. 

"Benvenuto  Cellini." — The  action  is  spirited.  The  pho- 
tography is  good,  and  save  for  some  minor  defects  like  too 

much  rushing  about  on  horses  much  out  of  focus,  which  do 
not  seem  to  bear  any  particular  relation  to  the  play,  there 
is  practically  nothing  to  be  criticised  and  much  to  be  praised. 
Most  of  the  characters  do  their  work  well  and  the  film  is 
certainly  sufficiently  good  to  deserve  a  long  run. 

"The  Actor's  Child"  certainly  did  hold  the  rapt  attention 
of  the  audience  in  tiie  Dewey  Theater,  in  spite  of  the  fact 
that  some  of  the  situations  are  rather  long  drawn  out.  This 
would  not  have  been  noticeable,  perhaps,  if  the  operator  had 
turned  the  handle  of  his  machine  at  the  proper  speed.  As  a 
rule,  operators  put  on  too  much  speed,  but  the  operator  at 
this  theater  errs  on  the  other  side.  On  several  occasions  we 
have  seen  subjects  rendered  ridiculous  by  the  projecting  ma- 

chine being  run  at  slower  speed  than  that  of  the  taking  of 
the  negative,  and  that  occurred  in  this  case.  The  producers 
have  brought  out  the  story  clearly  and  the  film  is  one  that 
will  appeal  to  any  audience. 

The  Kleine  Optical  Co.  will  issue  during  the  week  of 
November  9-14,  a  number  of  film  subjects  of  the  now  famous 
Urban-Eclipse  Educational  Series.  Among  the  titles  are: 
"The  Lake  of  .Garda.  Italy,"  a  half-reel  subject  which  is 
remarkable  for  its  photographic  quality  and  the  rare  beauty 

and  interest  of  the  scenes  shown;  "A  Tyrolean  Paradise," 
pictures  secured  in  the  popular  health  resorts  of  the  southern 

Tyrol;  "The  Gorges  of  the  Tarn,"  scenes  in  one  of  the  most 
picturesque  districts  of  the  southwest  of  France.  Such  sub- 

jects are  a  welcome  change  from  the  artificial  dramas  and 
comedies,  which  are  in  danger  of  becoming  monotonous  in 
their  sameness.  The  Kleine  Optical  Co.  also  announce  the 
early  release  of  two  clever  trick-comedies  by  the  same  maker 
— "The  Prehistoric  Man"  and  the  "Quick  Change  Mesmerist" 
— and  a  number  of  excellent  dramatic  and  comedy  subjects 
by  other  manufacturers. 

The  standing  of  the  firm  of  Pathe  Freres  as  producers,  may 
be  seen  from  the  fact  that  during  the  month  of  October  they 
released  thirty-five  subjects,  of  a  total  length  of  17,490  feet. 
Of  these.  17  may  be  described  as  "comic."  10  as  "dramatic," 
5  "scenic,"  2  "industrial"  and  1  "trick."  Among  the  dramatic 
films  were  some  very  powerful  subjects,  such  as  "The  Sailor's 
Sweetheart"  and  "For  the  Sake  of  a  Uniform,"  while  the, 
industrial,  and  some  of  the  scenic  films,  were  of  especial  I 
value  and  beauty. 

The  Moving  Picture  World  leads  in  circulation,  in 

news  gathering  and  information.  When  it  comes  to 

results,  the  World  has  them  all  beaten  to  a  "frazzle." 
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NOTES    OF     THE    TRADE. 

picture  show  is  rapidly 
on    Liberty    street    by 

Mobile,  Ala.  The  Victor  Theatei  has  been  ordered  closed 
by  the  lire  department  on  account  of  deficient   exits 

Canton,  111.  A  moving  picture  show  is  under  headway  in 
the  Herbert  building,  which  will  be  conducted  l>\  Messrs. 
Bell   &    Kelso. 

Youngstown,  Ohio.      \  new  movinj 
being    constructed    in    the    building 

M'h.  imas   I  >empsej 
Baltimore,  Md.  At  a  cost  of  $8,000  .hums  \\  Bowers,  Jr.. 

will  erect  a  spacious  moving  picture  theater  at  030  am!  <).;_' 
West    Baltimore    street. 

Peru,  111.  The  Lonzen  building  is  being  remodeled  for  the 
opening  of  a  high  class  moving  picture  theater  under  the 

proprietorship  of  J.   \Y.  (.'imp. 
Baltimore,  Md.  -Plans  have  been  completed  for  a  new 

moving  picture  theater  to  be  erected  bj  B,  Bloch,  at  the  cor- 
ner of  O'DonneJl  ami  Potomac  streets. 

Sterling,  111. — A  room  in  the  European  Hotel  building  lias 
been  leased  for  a  moving  picture  parlor,  and  the  interior  is 
being  remodeled  to  suit  the  purpose. 

New  York  City. —  Plans  have  been  tiled  for  the  remodeling 
of  the  building  at  the  corner  of  Third  avenue  and  40th  street 
into  an  amusement  hall  for  moving  pictures. 

Washington,  D.  C. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  being 
constructed  at  027  Pennsylvania  avenue,  northwest,  to  be 
operated  by  the  Brown   Baum  Amusement  Company. 

Dubuque,  la. — A  new  five-cent  Dreamland  Theater  has 
opened  for  business  under  the  management  of  Hod  Mulvey, 
who  also  owns  a  string  of  show  houses  in  Illinois  and  South 
Dakota. 

Baltimore,  Md. — Ades  Bros,  will  erect  a  moving  picture 
theater  at  1600  North  Washington  street.  Extensive  im- 

provements will  be  made,  and  hundreds  of  electric  lights  will 
be  installed. 

Hartford,  Conn. — The  Firemen's  Hall,  on  Prospect  street. is  being  converted  into  a  moving  picture  theater.  The  Bijou 
is  to  be  the  name  of  the  new  enterprise  and  S.  Foster  is 
proprietor. 

New  Castle,  Ind. — Ivan  Cramer  is  now  the  proprietor  of 

the  Star  Theater,  having  purchased  James  Wrightman's  in- 
terest. This  is  Mr.  Cramer's  first  adventure  in  the  moving 

picture    field. 

Denison,  Tex. — L.  R.  Carr,  who  recently  purchased  the 
Idlehour  Theater  and  made  a  vaudeville  house  out  of  it,  will 
again  open  up  the  Arcade  Theater  and  run  it  as  a  moving 
picture   show. 

Louisville,  Ky. — Work  on  the  Casino  Moving  Picture  Thea- 
ter, which  will  be  located  on  the  east  side  of  Fourth  avenue, 

near  Green,  is  progressing  rapidly  and  the  management  in- 
tends to  open  up  in  a  week. 

Omaha,  Neb. — An  ordinance  licensing  public  amusements 
has  been  passed.  Moving  picture  show's  in  halls  and  per- 

manent places  will  be  taxed  $50  a  year.  When  given  in 
tents  they  will  cost  $30  a  month. 

Akron,  O. — The  room  formerly  occupied  by  the  Boston 
Store  Company,  50  South  Howard  street,  is  being  remodeled 
into  a  Star  Moving  Picture  Theater.  This  theater  will  pre- 

sent high  class  moving  pictures  and  vaudeville. 

Catasauqua,  Pa. — Young  &  Wentz,  proprietors  of  the  Xick- 
elet.  have  purchased  a  lot  adjoining  their  building  on  Front 
street  where  they  will  shortly  begin  operations  on  a  build- 

ing for  the  purpose  of  showing  moving  pictures. 

Bellingham.  Wash. — Another  moving  picture  theater  is 
planned  for  Bellingham.  which  is  rapidly  becoming  one  of 
the  greatest  amusement  centers  in  the  Xorthwest.  The  new 
enterprise  is  located  at  105  West  Holly  street. 

Pittsfield,  Mass. — Cooney  &  Woolison,  lessees  of  the' World 

in  Motion"  in  the  Academy  of  Music,  have  leased  the  Lyric Theater  in  Xew  Britain.  Conn.  The  Lyric  was  closed  in 
order  that  extensive  alterations   and   improvements  be   made. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. — Two  weeks  of  grace  have  been  given 
owners  of  moving  picture  machines  in  which  to  comply  with 
the  recent  ordinance  requiring  them  to  be  enclosed  in  Tire- 
proof,  iron  booths.  After  that  time  Fire  Inspector  Joseph 
McBeth  will  make  a  final  inspection  and  cause  the  arrest 
of  all  those  who  do  not  comply  with  the  law. 

Montreal,  Can. — Fairyland  Theater,  on  Notre  Dame  street. 
West,  has  been  remodeled  and  350  more   seats  added   to  the 

original    i<»»      This   is   a   step   in   the   right   direction,  as   il><-- sivjn-,  ..t  the  times  seem  t,>  p. .mi  to  fhe  largei   theater  as  the 
best    pi. .position    !..i     the    exhibitor.      The    Fairyland    !->    owned 
by  Sperdakos  Bros,  and  managed  by  lied  11    Leduc. 

St.  Louis,  Mo.    The  Casino,  on  Fourth  avenue,  neai  Gi 
street,   another    link    in    the   cin    il    ol    the    Princess    Amusc- 
111,  in   t  ompany,  and  in  which  ( )    T.  *  rawford,  "i  the  Craw- 
Ford    Film    Exchange,    is    interested,    opened    its    doors    this 
week.        I  he    new     li.nise    is    a    revelation    to    St      l.oius    pato.us 
of  moving  picture  theaters  ami   represents  an  investment   of 
over  Jsi  5,000 

Savannah,  Ga.  The  Messrs  Frank  and  Herbert  Bandy 
have  added  anothej   house  to  their  long  string.    This  time  it 
is    in    Macon.    Ga         The     Lyric,    which    has    be,  11    running    all 
Summer,  was  for  sal,    and  the   Bandys  bought  it.     With  the 
new  theater  they  have  now  over  seven  theaters  m  different 
cities.      The    (  )rpheum    Theater,    which    has   been    in    the    hands 
,.l   a   rebuilder   for  the   past    month,   is  now  very   near  complete 
and  when  finished  will  be  the  finest  in  the  South      I  h<    hi 
can  hold  now  from   1.500  to  [,800  people  and  the  finest   motion 
pictures   that   can   be   procured   an-   shown    along    with    the   best 
vaudeville    acts    that    art-    brought    South. 

Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  The  Atlantic  Garden,  at  628  Broadway, 
was  granted  a  permit  some  tune  .1140  for  show  purposes, 
providing  for  300  spectators.  The  overcrowding  of  the 
place  prompted  some  of  the  neighbors  to  protest  to  the 
Building  Departmen  and  an  inspector  declared  that  he  found 
519  persons  crowded  in  the  place,  besides  the  aisle  and 
exits  being  obstructed.  An  order  to  close  the  place  has 
been  asked  for.  [It  is  no  wonder  that  the  proprietors  of 
shows  are  being  constantly  worried  by  the  authorities,  when 
they  persist  in  such  flagrant  violations  of  their  privileges  as 

this  instance  shows.  "A  word  to  the  wise  is  sufficient,"  but 
the  unwise  do  not  seem  to  mind  a  kick. — Ed.] 

Action  was  taken  at  the  meeting  of  the  Humane  Society, 
in  Springfield,  O.,  last  week,  condemning  the  practice  of 
exhibiting  pictures  at  the  moving  picture  houses  that  are  cal- 

culated to  influence  children  for  evil  and  interfere  with  their 

moral  welfare.  It  was  the  opinion  of  several  of  tin-  mem- 
bers that  a  great  many  of  the  pictures  displayed  are  injurious 

to  the  children  because  they  show  the  burglar  and  the  vil- 
lain as  a  hero.  T.  J.  McCormick  was  instructed  to  enter  a 

formal  protest  with  Mayor  W.  R.  Burnett  against  such  pic- 
tures and  request  him  to  notify  the  managers  that  this  prac- 

tice must  be  discontinued. 

Chicago,  111. — Never  in  the  history  of  moving  pictures  have 
these  shows  been  so  popular  in  this  city.  In  front  of  the 
Pastime  Theater,  in  the  heart  of  the  business  section,  it  is 
no  uncommon  sight  to  witness  a  crowd  on  the  sidewalk 
waiting  to  get  admission.  This  is  especially  at  the  noon 
hour.  Business  men  while  at  their  lunch  get  into  the  habit 
of  dropping  in  to  watch  the  show  for  awhile.  The  present 
boom  is  illustrated  by  the  following  episode:  A  well-known 
exhibitor  owned  a  fairly  well  patronized  place  on  West 
Madison  street.  The  outlook  was  not  as  encouraging  to 
him  as  he  desired  and  he  sold  out  the  place  to  a  greenhorn 
for  $600,  which  he  considered  a  good  price.  This  man  put 
up  a  swell  front,  increased  his  seating  capacity  to  500,  spend- 

ing more  than  $5,000  over  his  original  investment  of  $600. 
To-day  he  handles  more  business  than  he  can  take  care  of. 
Xew  theaters  are  being  opened  in  the  suburbs  also  and 
throughout  the  State  the  same  hopeful  aspect  obtains.  In 
Elgin,  a  place  of  40,000  inhabitants,  not  far  from  Chicago, 
there  are  four  large  theaters  devoted  to  moving  pictures  and 
several  small  store  shows.  The  Temple  Theater  is  the 
favorite  here,  pictures  and  songs  exclusively,  and  it  is  fre- 

quented by  the  best  society  in  the  city. 

LAEMMLE     FILM     SERVICE,     MINNEAPOLIS,     EN- 
LARGES. 

The  Laemmle  Film  Service  have  enlarged  their  quarters 
in  Minneapolis  during  the  past  week.  Last  May  the  com- 

pany leased  Suite  1 121-22-23.  Lumber  Exchange  buildirjg.  but 
on  complaint  of  the  express  companies.  Mr.  Laemmle  was 
forced  to  move  to  more  convenient  location  on  balcony 
floor,  where  the  shipping  facilities  are  much  more  con- 

venient. The  branch  now  occupies  Suite  100-101  balcony 
floor  and  have  fitted  up  one  of  the  most  beautiful  and  well 
equipped  display  rooms  in  the  West.  The  Minneapolis  office 
has  the  distinction  of  being  at  the  top  of  nine  Laemmle 
branches  in  increased  business  during  the  past  two  months. 
James  V.  Bryson  has  been  connected  with  the  office  ever 
since  its  opening  as  manager,  and  is  still  retained  in  that 
position  by  Mr.   Laemmle. 
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MOVING   PICTURE   SUPPLIES   FOR   NORFOLK,   VA. 

The  International  Moving  Picture  Supply  Company,  which 
was  formerly  located  in  the  Law  building,  has  moved  to 
larger  quarters  in  the  Carpenter  building.  The  increasing 
business  in  supplying  films  and  accessories  to  the  moving 
picture  business  made  necssary  the  securing  of  more  room. 
A  full  line  of  lanterns,  carbons,  lamps,  projectors,  reels,  etc., 
will   be    carried   in    stock. 

FREED    ON    GRAFT    CHARGE. 

Judge  Droege  on  Friday  last  discharged  Gaetano  D'Amato 
and  Frank  E.  Brown,  who  were  accused  of  "oppression"  and 
who  were,  until  a  month  ago,  deputy  chief  of  the  Bureau 
of  Licenses  and  chief  electrical  engineer  of  the  Bureau  of 
Gas,  Water  and  Electricity,  respectively.  The  specific  charge 
was  that  the  men  had  collected,  unlawfully,  $110  from  Michael 
de  Cristoforo,  who  runs  a  moving  picture  show  at  .  233 
Avenue  A. 

THREE-CENT   THEATER. 

Schenectady,  N.  Y. — The  Mohawk  Theater  has  changed 
its  policy.  On  Monday  of  last  week  Messrs.  Weber  &  Rush 
inaugurated  a  scale  of  cheap  prices  and  offered  four  big 
vaudeville  acts,  illustrated  songs  and  four  reels  of  up-to- 
date  motion  pictures  The  price  of  admission  is  five  cents 
for  adults  and  three  cents  for  children.  The  acts  for  the 
Mohawk  will  continue  to  be  booked  through  the  Keith  & 
Proctor  booking  office.  A  continuous  performance  will  be 
given  and  patrons  go  when  they  like,  stay  as  long  as  they 
like  and  take  any  seat  they  like. 

[The  outcome  of  this  cut-rate  policy,  whether  instigated 
by  competition  or  in  an  attempt  to  bolster  up  a  fallen 
patronage,   will   be  watched   with   interest.- — Ed.] 

THE    BANQUET    OF    THE    HUDSON    COUNTY    EX- 
HIBITORS. 

Moving  picture  theater  managers  of  Hudson  County  held 
their  first  annual  banquet  at  Grand  View  Hall,  Jersey  City 
Heights,  on  Thursday  night  of  last  week  and  thoroughly 
enjoyed  themselves  in  gastronomic  feats  and  planning  for 
the  future  betterment   of  the  moving  picture  business. 
Benjamin  Richardi,  manager  of  the  Academy  on  Central 

avenue,  Jersey  City  Heights,  was  chairman  of  the  committee 
of  arrangments  and  he  and  his  associates  saw  to  it  that 
nothing  was  left  undone  to  make  the  banquet  a  success. 

Rain  kept  some  of  the  expected  guests  at  home,  but  the 
managers  themselves  were  out  to  the  number  of  nearly  fifty. 

H.  Charles  Hespe,  manager  of  the  Hippodrome  on  Centra! 
avenue,  Heights,  was  the  toastmaster.  The  speakers  in- 

cluded himself  and  Rev.  Dr.  Emil  A.  Meury,  pastor  of  the 
Second  Reformed  Church,  of  Hudson  City. 

Pastor  Meury  said  he  was  free  to  confess  that  when  the 
moving  pictures  first  made  their  appearance  he  regarded 
them  as  a  sort  of  necessary  evil,  but  since  they  had  become 
popular  he  had  found  that  they  were  really  a  means  of  edu- 

cation. He  said  he  could  speak  only  for  the  Hudson  City 
section,  but  he  presumed  it  was  the  same  all  through  the 
county,  when  he  said  that  he  had  found  the  managers  only 
too  ready  to  accept  his  advice  as  to  the  moral  worth  of  the 
film  shown. 

"Moral  pictures  for  both  education  and  amusement,"  was 
the  watchword  of  the  evening.  Mr.  Hespe  dwelt  on  this 
point  and  said  that  one  object  of  a  strong  association  was 
this  very  end. 

"If  we  contract  for  a  dozen  or  eighteen  films  a  week  we 
have  to  take  what  the  film  houses  send  us  under  present 
conditions,"  he  said.  "Sometimes  wc  cannot  show  these  pic- 

tures because  we  do  not  consider  them  right.  If  we  can  get 
a  good  strong  association  we  can  have  some  say  in  this 
matter. 

"This  is  only  one  of  our  objects,  however.  We  shall  have 
other  legal  battles  to  fight.  Those  who  do  not  know  what 
we  are  doing,  but  criticise  us  unjustly,  will  not  give  up  the 
fight  to  put  us  out  of  business.  Wc  want  to  be  in  a  position 
to  fight  this  outcry  through  education  and  in  the  courts,  if 
necessary.  We  cannot  do  much  unless  we  have  a  strong 
association." 

Miss  Nellie  Kullman,  phenomenal  baritone  singer  at  the 
Academy,  sang  two  solos,  which  were  applauded  to  the  echo. 
Some  of  the  guests  told  some  good  stories.  Others  con- 

tributed to  the  entertainment  in  many  ways. 
Fifteen  new  members  were  added  to  the  association  and 

all  in  all  the  affair  was  a  complete  and  enjoyable  success. 

NOTES  AND  COMMENTS. 
L.  D.  Brown,  Plattsburg,  X.  Y.,  asks  us  to  state  that  he  is 

prepared  to  make  repairs  on  all  kinds  of  machines  and  fur- 
nish supplies. *  *     * 

James  J.  Kinsella,  deputy  chief  of  the  License  Bureau  of 
this  city,  has  tendered  his  resignation  to  the  Mayor.  Kinsella 
has  been  under  investigation  for  receiving  graft  from  moving 
picture  showmen  for  renewal  of  their  licenses. 

*  *     * 
Essanay  Film  Mfg.  Co.  will  release,  on  November  18,  a 

comedy  that  is  quite  timely  in  its  appearance,  "The  Tale  of 
a  Thanksgiving  Turkey."  While  they  have  scored  suc- cesses in  other  lines,  this  firm  is  at  their  best  in  comedy 
and  their  special  production  for  Thanksgiving  Day  should 
be  in  great  demand. *  *     * 

The  Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  and  Film  Co.'s  Cincinnati office  is  now  located  at  the  corner  of  Fourth  and  Main 
streets.  Their  stock  of  films,  which  was  damaged  by  a  fire 
in  the  Neave  Building  last  week,  was  immediately  replaced 
from  the  Pittsburg  headquarters  and  their  customers  re- 

ceived the  usual  prompt  service. 
*  *     * 

Centaur  Film  Co.  have  been  quiet  for  some  time,  but  will 
now  begin  to  release  a  series  of  lively  comedies.  First 
comes  "The  Doll  Maker's  Daughter,"  followed  with  "The 
Parson's  Thanksgiving  Dinner,"  which  will  be  released  dur- 

ing the  Thanksgiving  week. 

"Simpson's  Saunterings"  are  the  latest  in  the  slide  line. 
These  are  sets  of  twelve  pictures  and  a 'title  slide,  accom- panied by  a  short  printed  lecture,  which  are  being  exploited 
by  A.  L.  Simpson.  A  number  of  sets  covering  New  York 
City  and  vicinity  are  ready  and  others  are  in  preparation. 
The  price  for  each  set,  including  the  lecture,  is  $6,  and  they 
should  be  in  great  demand,  as  the  lecturette,  sandwiched  in 
between  the  reels,  has  proven  to  be  a  popular  feature  in 
several  New  York  theaters.  A  list  of  the  subjects  may  be 
obtained  from  A.  L.  Simpson,  113  West  I32d  street.  New York  City. 

*  *     * 
The  Great  Northern  Film  Co.,  of  Copenhagen  and  New 

York,  although  a  comparatively  young  concern  in  the  film 
producing  field,  are  well  known  for  the  superior  quality  of 
their  productions — especially  as  regards  the  clearness  of  the 
photography.  We  have  already .  called  attention  to  several 
of  their  productions  which  were  of  more  than  ordinary  merit, 
and  the  more  we  see  of  them  we  are  inclined  to  believe  that 
merit  is  the  rule  and  not  the  exception.  Their  leader  for  this 
week  is  "The  Pilot's  Daughter."  a  class  of  subject  that  they 
seem  to  handle  with  ease  and  grace.  We  were  shown  some 
adva/ice  copies  of  other  subjects  which  will  be  released  in 
the  near  future,  in  which  the  photography,  coloring  and 
acting  were  equal  to  anything  we  have  ever  seen. *  *     * 

"Curtainyline,"  writes  a  Western  reader,  saved  me  buying 
a  new  screen.  It  is  like  the  difference  between  night  and  day 
to  see  a  picture  on  a  screen  covered  with  this  preparation 
and  on  one  without."  The  simile  may  be  rather  overdrawn, 
but  we  have  heard  very  good  reports  of  the  improved  effect 
of  the  picture  when  the  screen  has  been  given  a  coating  of 
"Curtainyline,"  whatever  it  may  be.  If  it  is  really  such  a 
good  preparation,  we  know  of  many  places  where  it  could 
be  used  to  advantage — where  the  same  old  screen  has  done 
duty,  week  in,  week  out.  and  accumulated  a  deposit  of  dust 
and  grease  which  takes  all  the  life  out  of  the  picture.  At 
any  rate  it  does  not  cost  much  to  try  a  dose,  as  we  notice 
that  Wm.  H.  Swanson  ec  Co.  offer  to  send,  for  $3,  enough 
of  it  to  cover  150  square  feet.  Swanson  would  not  be  selling 
it  if  it  was  not  all  right. 

HALLBERG     550-VOLT     DIRECT     CURRENT     ECON- 
OMIZER. 

Mr.  Chas.  Reark.  proprietor  of  The  Theatorium.  Sanduskv, 
Ohio,  has  just  installed  a  Hallberg  Direct  Current  Econo- 

mizer to  operate  on  a  550-volt  circuit.  The  saving  in  this 
case  is  about  90  per  cent,  of  the  bill,  and  as  no  rheostat  is 
required,  a  better  light  and  perfect  safety  from  fire  is  guar- 

anteed. This  installation  represents  a  new  departure  and 
Opens  Up  the  field  to  those  who  can  only  secure  500  to  700- 
volt  direct  current  from  street  railway  and  power  companies. 

When  the  "Hallberg  Economizer"  is  used,  the  operator  does not  handle  any  pan  of  the  Hue  current,  therefore  he  can 
never  get  a  shock,  and  the  lamp  is  perfectly  safe. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

AN    EXHIBITOR'S  VIEWS. 

Philadelphia,  Pa.,  October  26,  1908. 
F.dit"!    Moving    Picture    \\  orld : 
Dear  Sir  It  is  seldom  I  take  advantage  of  the  press  to 

give  voice  to  my  sentiments.  1  am  one  >>i  the  men  who  arc 
disposed  to  leave  well  enough  alone  and  deal  with  conditions 
m  a  more  practical  manner,  bul  the  developments  oi  the 
past  few  weeks  have  impelled  me  to  speak  and  protest.  I 
nio.st  seriously  and  emphatically  object  to  the  stuffed  club 
taeties  that  are  resorted  to  at  the  present  time  by  some  of 
tin-  film  manufacturers.  1  have  heard  a  number  of  renters 
complain  most  bitterly  of  being  compelled  to  pay  for  film 
subjects  that  are  from  J5  to  40  per  cent,  longer  than  the 
working  material  affords,  in  plam  language  too  many  man 

ufacturers  are  resorting-  to  too  much  padding,  and  if  they  <1<> 
top  the  practice  thej  are  going  to  feel  the  effects  right 

at  home  Some  of  the  guilty  parties  are  prostituting  the  busi- 
ness by  the  most  glaring  taeties.  The  results  are  even  com- 

mented on  by  the  patrons  of  the  shows.  It  is  nothing  less  than 
an  imposition,  and  the  practice  should  be  stopped.  I  have 
read  a  lot  of  writings  in  which  it  is  claimed  that  it  is  easier 

for  managers  to  get  plays  than  it  is  for  moving  picture  mak- 
ers to  get  subjects,  because  a  successful  picture  is  made  up 
lion.  1  agree  with  this,  but  at  the  same  time  1  maintain 

that  prolonged  or  repeated  action  will  kill  the  pictures  just 
as  quick  as  a  lack  of  it.  I  do  not  exaggerate  when  1  say 
that  some  of  the  reels  that  are  handed  out  to  me  are  so  bad 
that  I  am  almost  forced  to  the  conclusion  that  it  is  a  case 
of  deliberate  imposition.  A  few  nights  ago  I  heard  several 

people  in  my  audience  say,  "Why  don't  they  change  the 
Scene?"  "That's  enough  of  that."  and  so  on.  It  is  actually 
hurting  my  business,  and  the  renter  can  give  me  no  satis- 

faction. He  says  it  is  up  to  the  manufacturer.  1  suppi 
it  is.  The  funny  part  of  it  is  that  this  padding  was  practi- 

cally unnoticed  until  the  past  two  months,  and,  according 
to  the  film  renters,  this  is  the  period  in  which  the  film  manu- 

facturers raised  the  price  of  their  film.  If  such  is  the  case 
the  outrage  is  aggravated  and  there  should  be  some  means 
for  a  remedy.  As  an  exhibitor  I  do  not  propose  to  be  im- 

posed upon  by  having  thrust  upon  me  subjects  that  are  prac- 

tically still  pictures  on  account  id"  the  manner  in  which  the scenes  are  drawn  out.  If  I  wanted  stereopticon  views  I 
would  go  and  get  them.  1  suggest  that  the  exhibitors  get 
together  and  take  some  action  on  this  and  other  matters.  If 
we  cannot  get  satisfaction  through  the  renters,  then  let  us 
put  it  up  to  the  manufacturers  direct.  The  party  I  rent  films 
from  tells  me  I  cannot  exhibit  Independent  films  with  Asso- 

ciation films.  He  is  a  good  fellow,  and  I  believe  he  gives 
me  the  best  service  lie  can,  but  as  good  as  his  intentions 
and  acts  may  be,  he  is  not  going  to  bind  me  hand  and  foot 
with  amalgamation  pap.  If  he  is  tied  up  by  the  manufac- 

turers and  must  take  the  padded  stuff  and  pay  his  good  coin 
for  it  with  the  same  good  grace  that  he  would  if  he  was 
getting  what   he   should   get,   that   is  his   misfortune.      T    sym- 
Sathize  with  him,  but  charity  begins  at  home,  and  I  will  not 
ave  stuffed  goods  forced  upon  me.  T  ■  think  a  few  renters 

with  backbone  could  soon  put  an  end  to  this  padding  impo- 

sition. If  something  is  not  done  mighty  soon  I'll  quit  my 
present  exchange,  and  I'll  keep  on  quitting  until  I  get  what my  money  calls  for.  The  best  plan  would  be  for  all  the 
manufacturers  to  get  together  and  put  it  up  to  the  manufac- 

turers with  the  battle  crv,  "Give  us  the  goods  for  our  money." C.   M.   S. 

MISINFORMATION. 

New    York.    November   2,    1908. 
Editor   Moving   Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — In  your  issue  of  October  17,  an  article  entitled 

"The  Misfit  Amusement  Parlor"  hit  the  nail  on  the  head  in 
fcgard  to  the  conduct  of  nickelodeons,  but  it  seems  to  me 
that  there  are  misfits  all  along  the  line  in  this  business,  not 
excepting  the  editorial  chair.  In  the  Moving  Picture  News 
of  last  week  appears  a  long  article,  clipped  from  some  news- 

paper, which  is  so  ridiculous  and  so  far  from  the  truth  that 
It  is  plain  that  the  newspaper  reporter  let  his  imagination 
run  wild  and  the  editor  of  the  News  did  not  know  any 
better  or  did  not  take  the  trouble  to  edit  the  article  before 
reprinting  it. 

I  refer  to  the  misrepresentation  of  the  Selig  studio  and 

especially   to   the  untruthful  description   of  the   film   "A    Four 

New    Feature    Films 

THE 
RED  BARN  MYSTREY 

A  Startling  Portrayal  of  the 

Great  Marie  Martin  Mystery 
685  FEET 

ALSO 

IF  I  CATCH  YOl  I  WILL 
A  Splendid  Comedy  Subject 

300  FEET 

THE   NEW 

APLANATIC 
MOTION  PICTURE  OBJECTIVE 

A  Projection  Lens  embodying  all  the  latest 
improvements,  giving  sharp  focus  and  brilliant 
definition,  arranged  for  all  standard  distances. 

Reasonable   in   price — perfect  in  performance. 

DON'T  WORRY  ALONG  WITH   A    POOR 
OBJECTIVE  WHEN  AN  APLANATIC 

WILL  SOLVE    YOUR   TROUBLE 

Aplanatic  tubes  to  fit  any  standard  jacket,  56.00 

Our  New  Extra  Brilliant 
Limes   give   more   light 
and    last     longer     than 
any  on  the  market. 
Special  discounts  to  the 

EXTRA 

BRILLIANT 

LIMES 
ttlUMMS.BROHN&EARLt, 

PMItAOtLPHIA 
trade  in  quantities. 
Write  for  quotations. 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN  ®.  EARLE 
Independent  Film  Service 

Biograph  Licencees  and  Sole  American  Agents  for 

Hepworth  Mfg.  Co.  Graphic  Cine.  Co. 
Cricks  &  Martin  Walter  Tyler 
R.  W.  Paul  Wrench  Film  Co. 

618  CHESTNUT  STREET  (Dept.  P)  PHILADELPHIA,  PA 
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Footed  llero,"  which  the  Selig  Polyscope  Company  produced just  one  year  ago.  It  is  evident  that  neither  the  writer  of 
the  article  nor  the  editor  of  the  News  ever  saw  the  film 

"The  Four  Footed  Hero,"  as  the  only  thing  they  have  got 
correct  is  the  name  of  the  dog,  "Caesar." 

In  describing  the  rescue  scene,  the  article  says:  "Caesar 
turned  around,  took  a  look  at  the  ladder  he  had  just 
descended  and  then  trotted  off  across  the  lot  in  search  of 
a  bone.  Ethel  removed  her  nightgown  and  seated  herself  on 
a  property  stone  bench  to  await  the  arrival  of  the  nurse  girl 

and  the  policeman  who  had  left  her  in  peril." 
The  grandest  scene  of  "The  Four  Footed  Hero"  is  the 

dog  coming  down  the  stairs  carrying  the  child.  He  did 
not  "come  down  the  ladder."  The  maid's  lover  was  a  plain 
young  man  and  not  a  "policeman."  Ethel  does  not  "remove 
her  nightgown  and  sit  on  a  stone  bench  to  wait."  The  fact 
is  that  the  father  and  mother  arrive  on  the  scene  just  in 
time  to  receive  the  child  from  the  dog.  The  dog  does  not 
"trot  off  across  the  lot  in  search  of  a  bone,"  but  into  his 
own  quarters  in  the  engine  house  where  he  had  a  good 
meal  awaiting  him.  All  this  I  know,  because  I  happened 
.to  be  behind  the  door  directing  the  steps  of  the  dog.  The 

article  also  says  that  the  bed  was  "afire,"  whereas  the  fire was  confined  to  the  next  room  and  after  the  child  found 
escape  by  the  door  cut  off  she  covered  herself  up  in  the  bed 
clothes  to  escape  the  smoke.  The  producers  were  not 

"working  in  their  undershirts  with  Panama  hats."  The  film 
was  made  in  November,  and  Chicago  is  a  cold  place  at  this 
time  of  the  year. 
The  article  also  gives  the  credit  of  the  production  to 

"Stage  Director  Otis  Turner."  Now  Mr.  Turner  may  be  a 
talented  gentleman,  but  he  was  not  present  on  this  occasion 
nor  did  he  have  anything  to  do  with  the  production.  It  was 

.  Mr.  Selig  who  arranged  the  subject  and  who  spent  much 
time  to  train  the  dog.  Mr.  Thomas  Nash,  as  manager,  had 
full  charge  of  the  production.  Mr.  Boggs  and  myself,  as 
producers,  helped  Mr.  Nash.  Mr.  Persons  was  the  man  at 
the  camera,  while  the  scenic  effects  were  built  and  managed 
by  Messrs.  Pollock  and  Moore.  It  is  only  just  that  the 
men  who  worked  so  hard  on  so  difficult  a  film  should  have 
the  proper  credit,  and  not  a  man  who  was  not  present. 

The  Selig  Polyscope  Company  havp  perhaps  the  most  mod- 
ern and  best  equipped  studio  and  factory  for  the  production 

of  motion  pictures,  and  I  think  that  the  public  would  have 
been  more  interested  in  a  description  of  the  great  dimensions 
of  the  studio,  the  well  equipped  developing,  printing,  washing 

and  finishing  rooms,  than  in  the  mere  statement  that  "dress- 
ing rooms  had  been  provided."  The  readers  of  the  article would  have  been  interested  to  know  how  the  Selig  studio 

has  achieved  a  reputation  for  good,  clean  photographic  work 
and  splendid  scenic  effects.  That  the  secret  of  this  is  to  be 
found  in  their  well  equipped  factory  and  in  the  personal 
attention  and  enthusiasm  of  the  managers  of  the  company 
are  tacts  that  are  overlooked  by  the  writer  of  the  unreliable 
article  to  which  I  have  referred.  Yours  very  truly, 

JOHN  M.  BRADLET. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  pMition. 

Experienced  Operators. 

Richard    P.    Grieve,    manager    and    Massachusetts    licensed 
operator,   164  Walnut  street,  Holyoke,  Mass. 

J.  Lucas,  Jr.,  174  Wentworth  street,  Charleston,  S.  C. 
Roy  J.  Cady,  Arcade  Hotel,  Decatur,  111. 
Herbert  A.  Brown,   108  Ottawa  street,  Lansing,  Mich. 
Rex   Durand,  Lansing,  Mich.     (References.) 

Ed.    Lewis,  222  East   Eighty-second  street,  New  York. 
G.  E.  Barton,  Coatesville,  Pa.,  operator  or  manager. 
Win.  J.  Schouler,  24  Bourne  St.,  Providence,  R.  I. 
Robert  Curry,  1670  Third  avenue,  New  York  City. 
Ed.  Moore,  214  E.  Main  street,  Coatesville,  Pa. 
F.  L.  Giddings,  York,  Neb. 
J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 
Louis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.     Operator  or  manager. 
J.    C.    R.    Miller,    Palermo,    N.    D.,    experienced    operator; 

Harrisburg,  Pa. 
J.  W.  Hoffman,  710  Market  street,  Sandusky,  Ohio, 

references. 

Our 
Economy  Coil 

not  only  saves  you  50  to  80% 

after  purchasing  it,  but  also 

saves  you  40  to  60%  when  pur- 
chasing it. 

Why  pay  60  to  100%  when  you 
can  get  a  better  one  for  $40.00. 
Never  mind  what  vour  com- 

petitors say.  Our  coil  will  do 
all  they  claim  for  theirs  and 
then  some.  We  further  offer 

you  a  guarantee  offered  by  any 
other  manufacturer  of  current 

saving  devices,  and  what  is 
more  we  have  the  NECESSARY 

to     back     what    we     guarantee. 

PITTSBURG 
CALCIUM  LIGHT  &  FILM  CO. 
Pittsburg.  Pa.       Cincinnati,  O.      Des  Moines,  la. 

Lincoln.  Neb        Rochester  N.  Y. 

' 

ATTENTION 

Extraordinary   Clearing  Sale 

Song'tSlides in  order  to  make  room  for  our 

latest  productions  we  are  sacrificing 

1000 1000 
made  by  the  leading  manufacturers  at  the 

unheard  of  low  price  of 

$2.75  PER  SET 
Many  worth  as  high  as  $6.00.    Write  quick  and  secure 

the  best 

SPECIAL  NOTICE 
All  our  late  illustrations  at 

$4.00 
PER   SET 

Music  Free 

$4.00 HARSTN  &  CO. 
(Established  1897) 

Largest  Song  Slide  Dealer  in  the  World 

140  East  14th  Street     -      New  YorR  City 
Phone  3812-3813  Stuyvosant 
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SOMETHING    NEW 
MUTUAL    FILM    EXCHANGE 

nARBRIDOl      111  II  DIM,      IJ28    BROADWAY.  NfcW    YORK    CITY 

From  $1.00  up  to  $14.00  per  Reel  a  Day 
Bet.  ;4th  «   ;sth  Sis.       KverythlnK  In  Thl»  I  Inc.       t'honr   -5    •  j8th  St. 

SEND  FOR   OUR   POCKET  CATALOCUE  on 

KODAKS 
or  our  Cul-Kate  Catalogue  and  Mppleoi  OUT  Photo- Newspaper,"  TOPICS  "  free 
We  have  been  -".'  years  solelv  111  the  PHOTO  HIPPLY  DUIinesa  and  want 

to  "  connect"  with  you 
DEVELOPING,  PRINTING    BROMIDE  ENLAPGEMENTS 

Prompt  and  (food  woik— aik  anybody 
OBRIC  CAMERA  CO. 

I  47  Fulton  St.   -   just  East  of  Broadway   -   New  York 

I've  Got  'em  All  Beaten  to  a 

Frazzle" 

SEND  FOR  NEW  CATALOGUE 

In  Announcement 
Slides 

Of  course  its  Levi, 
he's  the  ONLY  REAL 
strenuous  slide  man 

64  East  I  4th  Street 
New   York,    U.S.A. 

2d  EDITION 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS 
The  Construction  is  double  walls  of 
steel,  with  two-inch  air  chamber, 
lined  with  asbestos  There  are  no 

heatconductingconnections  between 
the  double  wall  combination  locks. 

The  Test,  in  which  the  outer  walls 
were  brought  to  a  white  heat,  show- 

ed the  contents  to  be  fully  protected 
and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  reasonable 
and  will  be  sent  on  request. 

WILLIS  H.  CHAMBERLIN  ®  CO. 
150  Nassau  Street New  YorK  City 

THE   BFST   MOVING    PICTURE  MACHINE. 

RHEOSTATS 
CONTAIN 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Catalogue  and  information  upon  request. 

DRIVER-HARRIS    WIRE    CO., 
HARRISON,     N,   J. 

.. 
■  _    _J> 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 

Onthe  Minute  Service 

Is  your  aim  to  please 
your  audiences ;  have 

them  say  you  show  the 
most  interesting  pic- 

tures; pictures  olm erit, 

carelully  selected,  not 
any  and  everything 

placed  on  the  market  ? 
Let  us  help  you.  A  trial 
is  the  most  convincing 

proof.  We  don't  want your  business  for  a 
month,  but  as  long  as 

you  are  in  business  and 
we  know  our  service  of 

selected  subjects  will 

keep  you  in  the  front 

rank  of  exhibitors.  Don't 
delay;  write  us  immed- 

iately. You  understand 
we  furnish  two  highly 
colored,  and  artistic 

posters  with  each  reel. 
SEND  FOR  RENTAL  RATES  AND  LIST. 

Machines  and  Parts  (all  makes),  Carbons, 
Condensers,  Tickets.  Everything  pertaining 
to  the  Cinematograph  trade.  We  can  furnish 
you  with  any  size  lens  desired. 

Southern  Film  Exchange 
146=148  West  Fifth  St. 

CINCINNATI,         =         OHIO 
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•Stories  of  the   Films. 

BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 

THE  PIRATES'  GOLD;  Singular  Disinterment 
of  Sea  Robbers'  Loot. — This  is  probably  one 
of  the  most  thrilling  subjects  recently  produced 
by  the  Biograph  Company,  the  situations  being  of 
such  tense  nature  as  to  grip  the  spectator  through- 

out. Young  Wilkinson  is  leaving  his  dear  old 
mother  for  a  journey  to  seek  his  fortune  in  a  for- 

eign clime.  Now,  the  little  cottage  is  situated 
near  the  coast.  The  waters  of  the  sea  have  been 

infested  with  a  band  of  gold-thirsty  pirates,  who 
pillaged  every  ship  that  came  their  way.  Having 
successfully  perpetuated  one  of  their  nefarious 
exploits,  they  are  struck  by  a  storm  and  forced  to 
put  out  from  their  floundering  vessel  in  a  small 
yawl,  in  which  they  place  a  chest  of  valuables,  for 
the  shore.  Thrown  up  on  the  coast  by  the  volu- 

minous waves,  they  disembark — there  are  three  of 
them,  the  chief  and  two  underlings.  Taking  the 
chest  to  a  place  of  safety,  they  proceed  to  divide 
the  spoils.  A  contention  arises,  and  the  two  turn 
on  their  chief,  who  strikes  down  one  of  them  at 
once,  but  is  stabbed  in  the  back  by  the  other, 
whom  he  afterwards  strangles.  Gathering  up  the 

treasure,  he  struggles  along,  his  life's  blood  oozing 
from  the  wound  inflicted  by  the  mutinous  pirate, 
until  he  comes  to  the  cottage  of  Wilkinson.  A 
terrific  storm  is  still  raging  and  the  poor  old 
mother  is  trying  to  shut  out  the  force  of  the  gale 
when  the  chief  staggers  in.  He  begs  her  to  hide 
the  gold,  which  she  does  by  dislodging  several 
bricks  in  the  fireplace  and  placing  the  treasure 
behind  them.  This  Is  hardly  done  when  the  pirate 
chief  drops  dead  from  the  loss  of  blood  and  the 
poor  woman  is  felled  by  lightning.  Hence,  the 
hiding  place  is  seemingly  an  eternal  secret.  What 
a  sad  home-coming  it  is  for  the  son,  after  his 
success  abroad.  A  year  later,  however,  we  find 
him  a  happy  bridegroom  and  the  sun  again  shines 
on  the  household.  But  eight  years  later  he  is 
stricken  ill,  with  nothing  in  store  for  his  wife  and 
little  one.  The  process  server  has  seized  the  ef- 

fects, and  despondingly  he  goes  to  the  kitchen  to 
put  an  end  to  his  unendurable  existence.  The 
good  wife,  suspicious,  follows  and  just  as  be  pnts 
a  pistol  to  his  head  she  strikes  his  arm,  causing 
the  bullet  to  crash  into  the  fireplace,  splintering 
the  bricks  and  disinterring  the  hidden  treasure. 
Length,    966   feet. 

AFTER  MANY  YEARS— The  Prophetic  Hope  of 
a  Faithful  Wife.  The  Biograph  Company  here  pre- 

sents a  subject  on  the  lines  of  Enoch  Ard«n,,  al 
though  more  intensely  heart-stirring  than  the  orig- 

inal story.  The  scenes  are  extremely  picturesque, 
and  some  of  the  incidents  startling  in  their  lucid- 
ness.  John  Davis,  first  mate  of  the  brig  "Gifford," 
is  seen  bidding  his  wife  and  infant  child  a  tear- 

ful adieu  on  the  eve  of  the  sailing  of  his  ship. 
Caught  in  a  terrible  storm  in  the  Pacific  Ocean, 
the  vessel  is  wrecked  and  all  on  board  are  sup- 

posed to  have  been  drowned — at  least  so  the  news- 
papers chronicled.  What  a  blow  this  was  to  the 

young  wife,  waiting  for  her  dear  one's  return. 
Although  the  evidence  was  apparently  conclusive, 
still  she  could  not  reconcile  herself  to  the  fact 
that  her  husband  had  gone  from  her  forever;  some- 

thing in  her  heart  tells  that  he  still  lives,  and  in 
truth,  for  we  see  the  poor  shipwrecked  mariner 
cast  up  by  the  seething  sea  on  to  a  desert  island 
in  the  Western  Ocean.  Here  he  spent  seven  long, 

weary  years,  worse  off  that  De  Foe's  famous  hero, "Robinson  Crusoe,"  for  he  at  least  enjoyed  the 
companionship  of  "Friday,"  but  Davis  was  all 
alone.  Now  and  then  a  distant  sail,  like  a  tan- 

talizing phantom,  •  would  come  into  view  and  fade 
away  again  from  sight,  being  too  far  off  to  see  his 

signals  of  distress.  His  only  solace  was  the  pic- 
ture In  a  locket  of  her  who  was  waiting,  waiting, 

over  hopeful  of  his  return;  praying  as,  indeed. 
was  he  also,  their  prayers  ascending  at  the  same 

time  to  the  Father  Almighty,  through  whose  Grace 
and  Mercy  they  were  both  imbued  with  hope,  for 

although  she  finds  her  lot  arduous,  the  care  of  a 

child  being  an  exacting  responsibility,  she  has  re- 
peatedly rejected  the  suit  of  Tom  Foster,  a  good 

Cellos  who  would  care  for  her  and  her  little  one. 

Rut  no,  that  intuition  tells  her  John  will  return. 

although  it  seems  at  limes  she  hopes  in  vain. 

However,  John's  prayers  are  at  last  answered, 
and  0  boal  is  sent  from  a  passing  ship  to  bis 

rescue  Returning  home  unannounced,  the  sight 

tnai  preets  him  freezes  his  blood,  for  there  be  sees 

his    wife    and    Foster    watting    through    the    garde" 

»<   mpanied    by    the   child.      He    M    once    concu;.'
.-- 

he  has  been  forgotten  and  his  place  taken  hy  In. 

friend  llis  soul  is  al  flrsi  ailed  with  revenge  and 

ho  is  abou!  t"  strike  Foster  down  bin  no.  she  is 

happy  She  thinks  him  dead,  and  why  not  let  it 

be  so?  This  would  be  the  most  kindly,  so  he 

Kinks  hack  Into  the  foliage,  intending  to  co  away 

forever  Thej  pass  Into  the  house,  leaving  th
e 

little  one  playing  on  the  lawn.  He  cannoi  resist
 

folding  the  child  his  child  to  ids  heart.  From 

her  he  learns  the  truth  as  the  mother  returns  from
 

the  house,  and  two  faithful  souls  are  "nee  m
ore 

united   never   to   part.     Length.    1.088    Eeet. 

CENTAUR    FILM    COMPANY. 

THE  DOLL  MAKER'S  DAUGHTER.— A  clean,  re- 
fined gomedy  picture,  well  acted  and  staged  and 

photographically   perfect. 
S.  Claus,  a  celebrated  doll  maker,  becomes  pos- 

sessed of  the  idea  that  he  can  make  a  large-sized 
doll  that  he  can  bring  to  life,  and  we  see  him  put- 

ting the  finishing  touches  to  the  doll  in  his  work- 
shop, assisted  by  his  clumsy  apprentice  boy,  who 

finds  it  a  very  difficult  thing  to  get  out  of  his  own 

way  without  getting  in  someone  else's  way. 
We  next  see  Minnie,  the  doll  maker's  daughter, 

"making  a  date"  with  her  steady  beau  to  go  to 
the  mask  ball  of  the  Volunteer  Firemen  that  night, 
and  as  they  are  standing  at  the  front  gate  a  mask 
parade  comes  along  advertising  the  ball,  furnishing 
another  opportunity  for  the  apprentice  to  get  into 
hot  water,   which  he  takes  advantage  of. 

We  next  see  Minnie  going  through  her  voluminous 
stock  of  clothes  trying  to  find  a  suitable  costume 

for  the  ball,  but.  like  all  the  ladies,  she  has  "noth- 
ing to  wear."  Just  then  her  beau.  Hi  Henry, 

comes  on  the  scene,  dressed  in  a  Mephisto  costume, 
and  endeavors  to  help  in  the  selection,  but  without 
success,  when  a  happy  thought  strikes  Minnie  and 
they  proceed  to  the  workshop,  where  they  rob  the 
doll  of  its  dress  and  slippers,  which  Minnie  dons, 
to  the  delight  of  Hi,  and  they  proceed  to  the 

dance,  where  we  see  the  high  jinks  of  the  merry- 
makers. Hi  and  Minnie  are  seen  returning  home 

just  as  a  thunderstorm  breaks,  and  as  they  are 
drying  themselves  at  the  open  fireplace  they  hear 
the  old  man  descending  the  stairs,  as  this  is  the 
physiological  moment  for  him  to  bring  the  doll  to 
life,  while  the  air  is  charged  with  electrical  energy 

from  the  storm.  Hi  and  Minnie  are  panic-stricken 
and  rush  to  the  workshop  to  replace  the  dress  on 
the  doll,  but  hearing  the  approach  of  someone  they 

realize  that  there  isn't  time  to  make  the  change,  so 
Hi  conceals  himself  behind  the  work  bench  and 
Minnie  stands  in  front  of  the  doll,  trusting  to  the 
semi-darkness  to  deceive  the  apprentice,  who  enters 
at  that  moment  to  get  the  doll  and  is  frightened 

half  to  death  at  the  appearance  of  the  "devil."  or 
Hi,  who  is  making  his  escape  to  the  chimney  in  the 
other  room,  which  he  succeeds  in  doing,  and  the 
apprentice,  getting  over  his  fright,  picks  up  the 
supposed  doll  and  carries  it  into  the  parlor,  where 
the  old  man  applies  a  galvanic  battery,  which  has 
the  desired  effect  and  the  doll  comes  to  life,  to  the 

old  man's  great  delight,  and  as  he  dances  around 
with  the  doll  the  "devil,"  finding  the  chimney  too 
hot  a  place  for  his  "satanic  majesty,"  drops  down 
into  the  scene,  to  the  great  consternation  of  the 
oid  man.  but  at  that  moment  Hi  removes  his  mask 
and  pleads  forgiveness  for  their  pranks  and  for 
Minnie's  hand  in  marriage,  which  the  old  man  grants 
with  his  blessing  and  the  wish  that  "the  devil  take 
the  first  one  that  goes  between  yon."  when  the 
apprentice,  alive  to  another  opportunity,  stumbles 
against  the  old  man.  pushing  him  through  between 
them.  Release  date,  November  10.  .  Length,  S25 
feet. 

Mention  the  Moving  Pletun 

in   your  correspondence 
World 

EDISON   MFG.   CO. 

SAVED  BY  LOVE. — Synopsis  of  Scenes:  Love  is 

the  greatest  power  in  the  world;  it  "rules  the 
court,  the  camp,  the  grove,  and  men  below  and 
saints  above:  for  love  is  heaven,  and  heaven  is 

love."  Our  picture  illustrates  the  influence  of  love 

in   moulding   a   man's   life. 
A  crusty  old  uncle,  whose  niece  refuses  to  marry 

the  man  he  selects,  leaves  a  clause  in  his  will 
requiring  that  she  marry  on  a  certain  day.  or  be 
disinherited. 

Confronted   with   the   loss   of  a    fortune,    or   imme- 
diate   marriage — reluctant    to    forego    her    freedom. - 

being   as   yet    "heart-whole"    and    "fancy-free,"    she 
decides  on   a   plan   that   allows   a   loophole. 
A  homeless  man — drifting,  discouraged — is  in- 

duced to  become  her  husband,  and  paid  a  large 
amount  on  condition  that  he  absent  himself  for 

a    legal    period,    and    then    submit    to    a    divorce. 
After  the  marriage  be  docides'on  a  fitting  cele- 

bration. Comfortably  seated  In  a  saloon,  he  muses 
o'er  the  strange  adventure.  In  a  reverie  be  sees 
again    the    woman    lie    has    wed. 

Amused  81  first,  the  "man  within"  awakes,  and 
he  resolves  to  meet  Fate's  jest  with  one  to  match 
— to  earn  a  name  and  fortune,  return  and  win 
the    love   of    the    woman    he    has    wed. 

In  the  West,  seeking  gold,  he  prevents  a  stage- 
coach hold-up:  among  the  passengers  is  an  Eastern 

'■•  •  .  from  whom  lie  receives  an  invitation  to 
when  in  New  York. 

•Striking  it  rich,"  he  returns  East  at  the  time 
nruicrtnted.  Meets  his  wife  at  the  banker's  under 
an  assumed  name.  It  is  a  case  Of  "love  at  flrsi 
sight."  i>ut  her  happiness  is  shadowed  by  the  mem 
ory    of   her   hasty    marriage. 

Her  lawyer  advises  that  her  husband  will  be 
on  i:,ud  al  the  time  agreed.  Timidly  racing  her 

ordeal,  she  hears  the  visitor  announced;  rises,  in 
dread,  and  meets  the  man  she  loves!  Approximate 

length,   800   feet. 
THE  JESTER.  -Synopsis  of  Scones :  A  beautiful 

young  queen,  having  arrived  at  a'  marriageable age,  her  councilors  decide  thai  she  must  marry. 
Proclamation  Is  made,  and  suitors  arc  invited  to routes!     for    her    hand. 

The  queen's  Jester  an  ugly  dwarf  with  a  heav- 

enly   voice,    Is    passionately    In    love    with    her.      Tie 

pours  forth  his  love,  in  a  melodious  strain,  under 
her    balcony    window. 

The  queen,  entranced,  begs  him  to  reveal  him- 
self, but  he  -refuses;  whereupon  she  drops  her 

scarf  to  him  as  a  token,  and  retires  to  dream  of  a 
mysterious    prince    who    will    come    to    claim    her. 
The  "prince"  not  forthcoming,  courtiers  are 

sent,  far  and  near,  to  hasten  the  errant-one's  ar- 
rival, and  announcement  made  that  no  one  but  he 

who  can  produce  the  scarf  may  claim  her. 
On  the  day  that  the  courtiers  are  to  report,  the 

court  is  assembled  in  grand  array.  The  queen  is 
disappointed  at  their  failure,  and  about  to  dismiss 
them,  when  the  dwarf  produces  the  scarf  and  avows 
his   love. 

He  is  oast  into  prison  for  his  effrontery,  and 
pines  away,  until  the  gods,  pitying  hU  plight, 
tiansform  him  into  a  beautiful  youth,  and  set  him 
free,    in    lesplendent   attire. 

Wandering,  disconsolate  at  the  queen's  behavior, 
he  sings  a  farewell  song  under  her  window:  is 
captured  by  the  guards  and  brought  before  the 
queen,  who  acknowledges  her  love,  and  they  are 
united  amid  universal  rejoicing.  Approximate 
length,   900   feet. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL    CO. 
Gaumont: 

A  HOUSE  OF  CARDS.— A  beautifully  hand-col- 
ored magic  film  of  excellent  quality  and  detail. 

His  Satanic  Majesty  makes  his  appearance  time 
and  again  in  a  most  congenial  manner,  and  to  the 
perplexity  of  the  principal  characters  participating 
in   the   presentation.      Length.    310   feet. 
THOU  SHALT  NOT  LOVE.— An  interesting  and 

fascinating  legend  forms  the  basis  upon  which 
this  story  is  constructed.  Upon  the  advent  of  an 
heiress  in  a  royal  family  several  good  fairies  make 
their  appearance  and  bestow  the  gift  of  good  vir- 

tues upon  the  infant.  Angered  at  an  alleged  of- 
fense an  evil  fairy  appears  and  utters  an  anathema 

upon  the  innocent  little  mite  in  her  crib.  When 
later  the  maiden  grows  to  womanhood  and  bids 
fair  to  prove  the  belle  of  the  hour,  she  is  unable 

to  reciprocate  the  love  offered  by'  any  one  of  a  host 
of  lovers.  The  kind  intervention  of  a  good  fairy 
makes  known  to  a  favored  suitor  that  a  certain 
flcwer  will  appease  the  anger  of  the  evil  spirits. 
After  a  long  and  arduous  tour  the  coveted  prize 
is  secured  and  the  courageous  swain  is  rewarded 
by  the  love  of  the  princess. 

Urban-Eclipse: 

A  CHILD'S  DEBT. — An  admirably  conceived  pic- 
ture-story of  pbilanthrophy.  grateful  appreciation 

and  more  than  adequate  return.  Pathetic  and  ex- 
citing   scenes    beautifully    reproduced. 

Peasants  moving  along  a  country  lane,  lose  their 
horse,  which  falls  exhausted  in  the  shafts.  De- 

spair   of   the    family. 
A  prosperous  passer-by  sympathetically  empties 

his  pockets,  and  finds  that  he  has  not  enough 
money  to  replace  the  dead  animal.  Bidding  them 
to  be  of  good  cheer,   he  goes  home   for  more. 

Office  of  the  philanthropist.  He  takes  from  a 
safe  sufficient  means  for  his  purpose,  and  returns 
to  the  mourning  family.  Gratitude  of  husband. 

wife   and    child.- A  couple  of  passing  tramps  are  told  the  good 

news,  and  partake  of  the  hospitality  of  the  peas- 
ants, who  not  only  share  their  meal,  but  give  up 

their  wagon  that   the  loafers   may   sleep   in  comfort. 
The  tramps  plot  to  rob  the  philanthropist,  of 

whose  goodness  they  have  heard.  The  little  girl 
overhears    the    scheme. 

She  runs  to  the  nearest  police  station  and  gives 
the  alarm,  and  the  constables  hurry  to  effect  a 

capture. As  the  benevolent  man  sleeps  in  his  oBiee  the 
thieves  enter.  Croat  struggle,  in  which  he  is 
overcome  and  bound.  The  rascals  then  rob  the 

safe. 
Just  as  they  have  effected  their  purpose,  the 

police  arrive  and  overpower  the  robbers,  while  the 
grateful  child  frees  the  benefactor  from  his  bonds. 
A    happy    finale.      Length.    424    feet. 

THE  MOCK  BARONETS.— A  comic  series,  full 
of  ridiculous  situations,  which  create  laughter  of 

the   right   sort    from    the   first   picture   to   the   last. 
A  real  Baroness,  going  on  a  round  of  country 

visits,  leaves  her  butler  in  charge  of  her  residence. 
A  servant  with  theatrical  leanings,  struck  by  an 

original  idea,  he  makes  up  as  the  Baroness  and 

stultifies  tiis  tellow-servants,  who  are  celebrating 
in    the    absence    of    their    mistress. 

Two  visitors  with  false  credentials  are  intro- 

duced and  hospitably  received  by  the  mock  Baron- 
ess. Ostensibly  nephews  from  America,  they  are 

really  burglars,  with  designs  upon  the  family  pinto. 

Which  they  almost  secure.  But  the  mock  heroine 

proves  one  too  many  for  thorn.  The  muscular 

"Jady  "  single-handed,  severely  mauls  the  intru- 
ders ami  hauls  them  to  justice  in  a  series  of  most 

mirthful    scenes. 

ESSANAY  FILM  MFG.  CO. 

HE  WHO  LAUGHS  LAST  LAUGHS  BEST.—
 

The  above-named  film  proves  the  truth  Oi  the  o
ld 

adage,  and  at  the  same  time  provides  a  d
rama 

tint  will  train  heartv  rounds  of  lauirhtor  through-
- 

,-ut     as   well    as   sympathy    for   the    heroin.-    and   hero. 

Our  heroine  is  in   love  with  a  manly  young  chap. 



1.  IK MOVING     PICTURE     \\  I  >R1  D 
.V5 

i<wi'    love    lur    her    Is   unbounded.      An    old    maiden 
at  tyrannises  over   tbe   girl   and    torbidi   the   ilrl 
receive  lilni   when   he  calls,     in    course,    the  girl 

ami   the   pair   are  enJoyliiK  »    loving   tete  h 
II    the   aunt   appears,   and   Is   horrified,      she 

id«   the  girl   to  her  room,    In  spite  of   her  plead 
rs,   and    torclblj    assists   the    hero    to   leave.      The 
ut   Intercepts   a    note    the   tilrl    Iimh    written    to    her 
t-r.    making    an    appointment    to    meet    him    nt    n 
tain   place   and   be   married.     'The  aunt    conceive 
scheme    of    wearing    the    girl's    clothing    and    » 

.  il.    meeting    tbe    young    man    and    marrying 
11    herself. 

she    goes    to    the   girl's   room,    makes   her    take    off 
outer    clothing,     puis    same    on    and    locks    the 

I    In     the     room,     then     sets    out     to    keen     the    en 
gtment     with    the    young    lover.       The    girl    In    the 
Ultimo,    opening    her   window,    discovers    a    tramp 

twakena    him.    glTea    him    note    and    n> 
actions.      The    tramp    hurries    nwny,    delivers    the 

the    lovef    before    the    mini     arrives.       Tin 

er.    apprised   of    the   aunt's   scheme,    turns    tables 
the     Old     lady     by     dressing     the     tramp     In     his 

tii.—     and    leaving    the    tramp    to   meet    the    old 
Id.  lie  then  releases  the  girl  by  means  of  a 
ider. 
rhe  lovers  hurry  to  the  church  In  time  to  wit 
■s  the  marriage  of  the  mint  and  the  tramp.  The 

ire  Hun  united  In  marriage  and  go  to  meel 
•  aunt  and  her  husband.  The  aunt,  dlecoverlDg 

■  trlek.  Is  wild  with  rage;  but  concludes  a  man's 
nan.  and  to  tbe  dlsgusl  of  the  tramp  refuses  to 
ease  him.  The  subject  abounds  with  absurd 
nations,  and  will  prove  n  great  laugh  producer. 

T  IT  DON'T  CONCERN  YOU  LET  IT  ALONE, 
can  rendllj  be  seen  by  the  title  why  tbe  above 
ned  him  is  one  of  our  masterpieces  of  comedy, 

tory.    while    not    complicated.    Is    a    series    of 
Icnlous   and   absurd   situations,    Into   which   a    mis 
ded  youth   is  plunged  as  a   result  of  his  endeav 

to    lend    n    helping    hand    to    his    fellow-beings. 
.eclally    when    It    Is    least    desired.      (lur    hero   get? 

worst    of   It.    but,   nothing   daunted,    pursues   the 
ven    tenor    of    his    way. 

ee  him  gallantly  going  to  the  rescue  of  a 
mi]  woman  who  is  being  abused  by  her  hits 
id.  The  Interference  nol  being  appreciated,  he  is 
npelled  I"  flee  from  their  united  wrath. 
Vext  our  hero  sees  an  Immense  amount  of 
oke  Issuing  from  behind  a  fence.  Being  nnabh 
find  a  tire  alarm  box  he  secures  two  pails  of 
ter.  rushes  madly  back  to  the  scene  and  throws 
water  over  the  fence.  Again  his  efforts  an 
appreciated,  for  Immediately  the  very  wet  and 

te  gardeners  climb  over  the  fence  and  give  him 
good    drubbing. 
Seeing    what    he   supposes    to   be    a    runaway    horse 

"Via.    lie   risks  life  and  limb   to  stop   the   rig. 
■j  to  receive   from    the   coachman,    who  has   been 
lining    in    the    back    seat,    a    chastisement. 
Seeing     a     very     small     boy    vainly    attempting    to 
g    a     doorbell,     which     is    beyond     his     reach,     lie 
idly    offers    to    assist    the    youngster.      The    buxom 
y    of    the    house,     who    has    been     much     annoyed 

the    youngster's   older    brother,    rewards    our    hero 
his    kindness. 

Vfter    various     misadventures,     the     climax     conies 
he   passes    the   stage    entrance   of   a    theater.      lit 

shadow    mi    n    window    shade    of   a    man    and 
man  In  a  desnerate  struggle.     Hearing  the  woman 
earn,    he    rushes    to    the   nearest    policeman,    who 
•aks    Into    the    theater    and    discovers    a    rehearsal 
en.      Our    hero    is    then    arrested    and    sent    to   jail 
disturbing  the  peace. 

LUBIN. 

TOE  COTTON  INDUSTRY  OF  THE  SOUTH.  - 
tton    is    used    in    every    part    of   the   civilized   world 
1  the  people  are  naturally  interested  in  its 
iwth  and  manufacture.  Our  film  depicts  the  do 
.opnient  of  the  staple  from  the  planting  to  the 
.king   of    a    sheet.      The    picture    begins    with    the 

ton    planter's    home.       The    cotton    planter    is    rid 
r   to    tl   nttnn    fields,    where    colored    people    arc 
•king    the    cotton.       After    the    baskets    tilled    wifb 
ten     lave     been     weighed,      the     COttOn     is     loaded     on 
igons  and  brought  to  tbe  mill.  The  cotton  is 
?n  chopped,  weeded,  dried,  then  pressed  into 
les.  then  weighed  and  brought  to  tbe  shins  or 
ilns  to  be  sent  to  the  cotton  mills.  The  picture 
atinues  showing  the  exterior  of  the  cotton  mill, 
very  large,  well  lighted  and  ventilated  building. 
We  next  see  the  interior  of  the  cotton  mill, 
owing  the  manufacturing  of  the  finished  product 
all  its  details.  We  also  see  the  making  Of 

tton.  We  see  the  pictures  of  the  original 
tton  gins  and  seines  as  they  are  only  found  in 

my  South.  This  picture  ought  to  make  n 
t  in  every  section  of  the  world.  Length.  1,000 
et. 

EDISON    KINET0SC0PES 
Still   Another   New   Model.      Most  Up-to  date  Machine  on  the    Market 

UNDERWRITERS'  MODEL  jggJE Approved  by  the  New  York  Board  of  Firo  Underwriters  and  tho 
Hiin.iii  n(  Water,  Gas  and  Electricity 

IMPPHVPn  Take-up.  Rheostat, I  ITI  r  n  \/  T  tl/  Automatic  Shutter, 
Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  (iuard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 
Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Sleel  Mitre  Gears. 

With  Underwriter's  ) Model  Rheostat  [ 

(i> 

ft 40  Amp.  $225.00 25  Amp.  $220.00 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptivo  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  M^del 

$155.00 

$75.00 
An  Opportunity  to  Change  your  Two-    *ys  nf\ 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism    3-^J.OU 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW    FEATURE    SUBJECTS: 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  3,  1908 

SAVED  BY  LOVE.     Dramatic. 
The  power  of  love  to  mold  a  man's  life  is  the  basis  of  this  subject.     It  is  a  wordless  story  of  a  dead 

man's  will,   a   young  girl  s  marriage  for  convenience  with   a  homeless,  discouraged   man   to   gain  the 
inheritance  of  her  uncle  and  finally  falling  in  love  with  the  man  she  has  wed. 

SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  399. 

No.  6391.  Code,  VBND1COM.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  6.  1908 

THE  JESTER..     Romantic. 
The  queen's  jester,  an  uglv  dwarf,  is  in  love  with  his  regal  mistress.     His  love  becoming  known,  lie 

is  cast  into  prison.     The  gods  take  pity  and  transform  him  into  a  beautiful  youth.     Again  he  sings  to  the 
queen,  and  is  brought  before  her.     She  acknowledges  her  love  and  they  are  marrted. 

SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  399  A. 

No.  6392.  Code,  VENDIDICO.  Appro*.  Length,  900  Feet. 

NEXT  WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 
SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  10,  1908. 

LOVE'S  TELEGRAPHIC  CODE. 
Comedy 

No.  6393. 

No.  6394. 

Code,  VENDIFUMO 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  13,  1908 

"  SHE."     Dramatic. 

Approx.  Length,  830  feet. 

Code,  VENDILHAO. Approx.  Length,  1000  feet. 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :     72  LAKESIDE  AVE.,  ORANOE.  N.  J. 

New  York  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :     804  Wabash  Avenue. 

Office  for  United  Kingdom  :     Edison  Works.  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.  21st  Si.,  New  v0rk.  George  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

Dealers   in   All   Principal   Cities. 

HALLBERG 
j. 

Imported  CARBONS  for  IM.  P.  Lamps,  Flaming- 
Arc  Lamps  and  Spot  Lights  give  the  Best  Light 
When  you  write  for  prices  specif y  size  and  make  you  are  now  using  and  quantity  ordered  atone  time 

M*./   VCfiMCiMY     I  FRYilMAI      PRftTFfTftR^   SI°P  burn-out  of  your  asbestos  covered   Lamp  Leads  and  improve lYIy    L^VmiUIYI  I      I  LIXWIHI^L    rnUILLIV/nO    vouriighi.     Tellme  the  make  of  your  lamp  and  send  $i  .56  for  a  set. 

H.    HALLBERC,    28    Creenwich    Avenue,  -  -  -  NEW    YORK,    U.    S.    A. 
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THE  JANITOR  FALSELY  ACCUSED.  -Mr.  and 
Mrs.  Jones  leave  town.  They  tell  tbe  janitor  to 
take  good  care  of  the  liouse,  which  be  premises. 

Two  nun  having  watched  the  Jones'  departure) take  the  key  from  the  sleeping  janitor,  ransack 
the  house,  depositing  the  .goods  In  a  pushcart 
they  brought  along  for  this  purpose.  Awakening 
the  janitor,  they  ask  him  if  lie  wants  to  buy  some 
elotlllhg  and  silverware'.  Surprised  by  the  cheap- 

ness of  the  goods,  the  janitor  buys  some  of  the 
ware,  so  do  also  the  neighbors.  The  burglars, 
seeing  a  policeman  approach,  quickly  depart.  The 
arrival  of  the  telephone  operator  who  wants  to 

disconnect  the  'phone  discloses  the  theft.  A  tele- 
gram is  sent  to  Mr.  Jones,  who  returns  at  onee. 

•The  telephone  man  is  arrested.  Thinking  of  the 
bargains  he  has  seen  in  the  janitor's  house,  the 
policeman  calls  Mr.  Jones'  attention  to  the  silver- 

ware on  the  janitor's  sideboard.  Mr.  Jones  recog- nizes it  as  his  own  and  causes  the  arrest  of  the 
janitor,  while  the  telephone  man  is  released  under 
profuse  apologies.  Even  though  protesting  liis  in- 

nocence, the  janitor  is  taken  to  the  police  station 
just  when  the  two  thieves  are  brought  in  by  an- 

other policeman.  The  janitor  recognizes  the  two 
men  who  have  sold  to  him  the  silverware.  He 
can  prove  his  innocence  and  the  guilt  of  the  two 
men.  and  is  released  front  the  police  station.  He 
is  discharged,  however,  for  neglect  of  duty,  as  al- 

though innocent  of  the  charge  of  theft  he  is  still 
accused  of  carelessness  in  his  duties.  Length.  793 
feet. 

THE  CROSS  ROADS. — Earl  and  Tom  work  man- 
years  side  by  side.  They  are  rivals  in  work  and 
also  rivals  for  the  hand  of  tbe  same  girl.  She 
accepts  Earl  and  they  live  happy  thereafter.  Tom. 
dissatisfied  with  his  lot.  takes  to  drinking.  One 
day  when  meeting  a  lonely  wanderer  at  the  cross- 

roads he  knocks  him  down  and  robs  him  of  his 
money.  Realizing  what  he  did  he  rues  across  the 
roads,  drops  his  hammer  and  flees.  Later  on.  Earl 
coming  home  from  work,  seeing  the  hammer,  picks 
it  up.  thinking  that  some  working  man  bad  lost 
it.  The  assault  having  been  discovered,  the  police 
try  to  find  tbe  guilty  man.  They  examine  every- 

body on  the  road,  and  finding  the  hammer  in 
Earl's  possession,  they  arrest  him.  He  is  accused 
as  being  the  assailant.  The  next  morning  Tom, 
having  sobered  up.  asks  for  his  hammer.  Detec- 

tives who  just  investigated  the  record  of  Earl 
hear  bis  inquiry  for  his  hammer.  They  show  him 
the  hammer  found  in  Earl's  pocket  end  ask  if 
that  is  his  hammer.  He  assents  and  is  at  once 
placed  under  arrest.  Tbe  money  stolen  from  his 
victim  is  found  in  his  pocket.  Earl  is  released. 
The    stranger    offers    him    money    for    having    been 

wrongly  arrested,  but  Earl  declines,  saying.  "Hon- 
esty  needs  no  reward."      Length,   995   feet. 

THE  KEY  UNDER  THE  MAT.— Mr.  and  Mrs. 
^Kewlywed  have  just  dined.  Tbe  husband  leaves, 
telling  his  wife  to  put  the  key  under  the  mat  in 
e'ase  she  goes  out.  Two  tramps,  seeing  Mrs.  New- 
lywed  putting  tbe  key  under  the  mat,  wait  until 
she  has  gone  and  then  enter  the  bouse,  where  they 
make  themselves  at  home.  After  a  while  tbe 
young  wife  returns.  Seeing  the  uninvited  guests 
in  her  house,  she  runs  for  help.  Now  follows  a 
lively  chase  after  the  two  tramps,  who  at  last  are 
caught.  At  the  police  station  they  are  forced  to 
disrobe,  but  imagine  the  surprise  of  the  young  cou- 

ple when  they  find  that  the  two  tramps'  wearing 
apparel  comprises  their  wedding  trousseau.  Length, 
DOS    feet. 
LUNCH  TIME.— Mike  and  Pat  at  work  at  a  new 

building.  When  the  clock  strikes  12  Mike  drops 
the  brick  in  his  hand  just  on  the  head  of  Pat. 

A  fight  ensues,  during  which  a  tramp  takes  Mike's lunch  and  escapes.  Mike  himself  falls  into  a 
barrel  and  makes  a  rapid  trip  to  nowhere.  When 
rescued  from  his  perilous  position,  Mike  and  Pat 
chase  after  the  tramp,  who  by  a  wonderful  jump 
across  the  river  evades  his  pursuers.  Length,  275 
feet. 

PATHE  FRERES. 
MAGIC  ALBUM. — This  is  a  beautifully  colored 

picture,  opening  with  a  scene  in  the  laboratory  of 
an  old  wizard,  who  is  bending  over  a  vessel  com- 

pounding some  sort  of  magic  fluid,  out  of  which 
much  to  our  astonishment  and  delight  spring  a 
group  of  beautiful  girls  followed  by  a  lot  of  funny, 
grotesque-looking    people. 

Next  the  old  fellow  opens  an  album  that  is  ly- 
ing on  the  table  and  the  outlines  of  faces  are 

drawn  as  if  by  a  spirit  hand.  When  each  drawing 
is  finished  it  comes  to  life  and  presents  some  beau- 

tiful portraits  of  pretty  girls,  who  amuse  us  with 
their    fascinating    manners.      Length.    278   feet. 

THE  PENALTY  OF  HIS  CRIME.— A  pretty 
young  girl  is  busily  engaged  doing  her  work  around 
her  little  country  home  when  a  youth  who  is  evi- 

dently very  much  in  love  with  her  stops  to  have 
a  few  words  of  conversation,  but  the  feeling  not 
being  mutual  she  simply  pays  him  the  usual  cour- 

tesy of  a  friend.  Soon  after,  however,  the  young 
mail  of  her  choice  appears  on  the  scene  and.  after 
raining  her  father's  consent  to  marry  his  daughter, 
hastens  away.  The  first  young  man.  who  has 
watched  the  proceedings  from  the  background, 
comes    forth    and    remonstrates    with     the    girl    and 
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pleads    with    her    for    her    love,    but    she    spurns  h 
entreaties. 
The  next  picture  shows  us  the  betrothal  feai 

where  the  happy  young  couple  are  entertainic 
their  friends,  and  all  are  making  merry  in  lion- 
of  the  great  occasion.  The  rival  happens  in  ar 
when  he  learns  why  the  feast  is  being  given  1 
hastily  leaves  the  place,  vowing  vengeance.  G 
ing  to  his  home  he  procures  a  gun  and  returns 
the  scene  of  festivities,  where  the  young  peop 
are  dancing  a  minuet.  Taking  aim,  be  shoots  tl 
bridegroom  dead  and  then  makes  his  escape.  Tl 
murderer's  father  happens  to  be  one  of  the  guest 
and  when  he  learns  that  It  was  his  own  son  wl 
committed  the  cowardly  act  he  swears  that  t 
murderer   will    pay    the   penalty   of   his   crime. 

So  starting  in  pursuit  of  his  son,  he  overtaki 
him  and  drags  the  gun  from  his  hands.  Tta« 
holding  the  boy  at  bay  forces  him  to  retreat  to 
remote  part  of  the  village,  where  a  little  shrine 
erected  and  in  front  of  which,  at  tbe  point  of  tl 
gun.  he  compels  him  to  kneel  and  pray  while  tl 
father  takes  the  law  into  his  own  hands  and  fire 

The  tears  stream  down  the  old  man's  cheeks his  boy  falls  over  dead  and  pays  the  penalty 
the  crime  he  committed  in  the  heat  of  passio 
Length,    433    feet. 
HOW  THE  PAIR  BUTTED  IN.— This  unique  1 

tie  comedy  shows  how  two  young  fellows  butt 
into  a  little  party  and  were  successful  in  winnb 
the  affections  of  the  pretty  girls  by  their  clevt 
ness.  The  young  ladies  in  question  are  dint' 
with  a  party  of  stupid  friends  at  a  Summer  gi 
den,  when  the  dashing  young  fellows  try  in  eve 
way  to  attract  their  attention,  but  their  eseoi 
keep  a  close  watch  on  them  and  there  is  no  chaD 
for  a  flirtation.  After  a  while  the  young  fello' 
enter  and  seat  themselves  at  a  nearby  table,  i 
when  they  have  finished  their  repast  they  proce 
to  do  some  clever  gymnastics,  and  thereby  attri 
the  attention  of  their  neighbors.  The  young  worn 
finally  become  so  interested  in  their  clever  doit 
that  they  leave  their  escorts  and  join  the  i 
tractive  pair,  who.  delighted  at  tbe  success 
their  plan,  pay  the  girls  so  much  attention  tl 
the  latter  decide  to  spend  the  rest  of  the  even! 
with  them,  so  bid  their  former  escorts  adieu  a 
start  out  on  the  arms  of  the  butters-in.  leaving  t 
other   two  to  pay    the   bill.      Length,   2S5   feet. 

BENVENTJTO  CELLINI. — Benuvento  Cellini, 
renowned  sculptor,  was  born  in  Florence.  Italy. 
the  year  1500,  and  while  possessing  the  great  p 
of  being  a  master  in  his  art.  it  is  a  known  f 
that  he  was  a  dissolute  character  and  his  inh 
ties  were  the  cause  of  his  being  compelled 
leave  Italy  and  go  to  France,  where  he  lived 
five  years,  and  became  a  close  friend  of 
Francis    the    First. 

This    picture     depicts     one     of    his    escapades 
which     he     merited     the    King's    disfavor    and 
compelled    to    leave    the    country    and    return    to 
native   land.      It    shows    the   sculptor   at    a   reeep- 
in    the    palace,    where    it    becomes    known    that 
is    contemplating    moulding    a    beautiful    statue 
is   in   search    of   a    model.      A   duchess   sends   hh 
note,     stating    that    she    will    pose    under    condlt 
that    In-    will    not    make    any    attempt    to    see 
face.      He  agrees,   and  the  lady  comes  to   the  stt 
and    fills  her   part   of   tbe   contract    by    posing    as 
model    lor    the    famous   statue.    The    Nymph   of  Fc 
tainebleau.    but    carefully    concealing    her    face 
hind    a    mask. 

When     the    statue    is    finished    the    artist    pie 
with    the    lady    to   let    her    identity    become    kno 
but   she   hastens   back    to  her   home.      The   artist 
his    attendant    follow    her   and   when    she   enters 
palace    be    climbs    in    through    her    chamber    wim 
and    kidnaps    her,    carrying   her    away    to   a    desei 
castle    in    tbe    country.       Her    father    and    the 
vants    bear    tbe    excitement    and    start    in    pursuit 
tbe    culprit,    but    after    tbe    lone:    chase    Cellini 
his    companions    murder    the    old    man    and    put 
rest    of    bis    party    to    rout. 

The  artist  then  goes  to  the  room,  where  he  I 
the  lady  secreted  and  tries  to  persuade  her  I 
remove  "the  mask,  but  she.  grabbing  a  digger  f  I 
his  belt,  threatens  to  commit  suicide  if  he  toncl 
her.  He  leaves  her  in  the  place  and  returns! 
the  studio,  where  he  writes  to  the  King,  tell 
him  that  if  he  wishes  to  see  the  model  that  p<| 
for  bis  statue  to  call  at  the  studio.  When  I 
King  receives  the  missive  lie  comes  to  the  p» 
and!  after  viewing  the  statue,  becomes  very  I 
sirous  of  seeing  the  model.  Cellini  takes  I 

Majesty  to  the  tower,  and  when  the  imprisrl lady  sees  him  she  bens  to  he  left  alone  with  I 
King,  so  the  artist  retires.  She  then  explains  I 
circumstances  to  His  Majesty  and  removes  I 
domino  and  the  KU\z  Is  horrified  to  see  that  II 
I  lie  Duchess,  who  Is  a  favorite  at  court. 
promises  to  keep  her  secret,  and  orders  the  I 
fused  sculptor  out  of  his  sight,  and  aeeomnnB 
the   lady    hack    to   the    palace.      Length.    94S    feet! 

DON'T    FOOL    YOUR    WIFE.  -A    young    ma' I 
seen  bidding  his  pretty  wife  (who  seems  lonttl 
let  him  got  an  affectionate  adieu  and  NhurriesB 
to  call  on  a  good-looking  woman  friend  in  w* 
house  we  next  see  him  just  as  tbe  maid  n'B 

in  to  announce  the  arrival  of  tbe  woman's  I band.  It  all  happens  so  suddenly  that  the  coB 
have  no  time  to  gather  their  wits  together.  \ 

the  woman,  making  the  bpst  of  the  situ" 'J when     the     husband     enters,     introduces    the    T«J 
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367 their    new    Bervant.      The    old    man    looks    Mm 
it  and  Immediately   i>"t*  lilm  on   the  J"l>.  "ml   the 
nr   fellow,    in  order   10  avoid    trouble,    has   i"   • 
,„1.      .lust    mi    thul    moment    the    man    gets    a    wire 

onee    "ii    11    business    trip,    so    nniki-s    the 
let    pack    up    nil    Ills    belongings    and    :i 
111.       The    young     fellow,     worried     to    death 
Is    wife,    telegraphs    her    that    be    lias    to 

onee    to    Tro.i     on    Important    business,       As    soon 
Bets    the    message    she    derides    to    go    to    the 
In    see    her    husband    off.    as    she    has    1   me 

Utile  suspicious.  When  they  meet  the  ntifor 
natr  young  man  is  terror  stricken  ami  makes  1 

Uis  wife  not  to  make  a  fuss,  but  she  Is 
t  so  easily  disposed  of,  mid  follows  them  mil  to 

itlng  train.  Mere  the  old  fellow  Invite. I 
r     Into     his     compartment     and     motions     to     the 

.  0  behind   In    the  servants'   com  h 
\\  ,      _,  i     a     look     into    each     compartment     as     the 
iln     speeds    on.     seeing     the    old     gallant     enjoying 

uipaiiy.     while    the    youth    In    the    ser 
nt~     ipiarlcrs    suffers    torture.      When    tle>    crrlve 

destination      the     old      fellow      Invites     his 
c     com  pa  n  Ion     to    dine     at     I  be     hotel,     where 

ivilling    valet    is    eony.'lled    to    wait    on    them 
nd    by    and    see    his    wile    enjoying    the    alien 
her    elii' nee    acquaintance. 

to    stand     it    any     longer    the    youth     gives 
1    keeper    to    understand     thai     he    is    enter 

Inlng   a    man   who   has    been    accused    of    mnrder, 
>  the    former    loses    no    time    In    putting    the    couple 

!    tlsficd    new     that     be    has    had     his    revi 
ng    man    quits    his    Job    and    takes    his    wife 
irts     for     home,     11     wiser     and     better     man. 

.V.17     feet. 

THE   PEER'S   FANCY.      \    verj    beautiful   woman. 
,    married    to    an    old    blacksmith,    attracts    the 
on    of    a     nobleman,     who    sends    his    servant, 

I  Isgulscd    as   a    monk,    to   deliver    a    note    to   the    girl, 
1 -kin-    her    to    come    to   a    ball    at    the    palace,    which 

nils    to    give    In    licr    honor.       While    the    old 

aith    is    busy    shoeing    the    monk's    donkey    the 
'  dlow     sli].^     the     note     t.i     the     wife,     which,     after 
I  ■■dim.-,    si   irelesslj     drops    on    the    floor,    where 

lier   finds   it.      When   her   husband    falls   asleep 
nan    makes    her    escape    and    meets    the    peer 

It    the    appointed    pl»ee    and    goes    with    him    to    the 
where    she    is   received    with    groat    pomp   and 

oily. 
When    the    husband    awakens    and    misses    his    wife 

its    in    search    of    her.     and    the    helper    then 
lands    him    the    fatal    note.       Swearing    vengeance. 

s    to    a    gypsy    camp,    disguises    himself   as  one 
I  f   them,    and    leads   the   bund    to   the    palace,    where 

ill   In  honor  of  the   newcomer  is  at  its  height. 
I  Tie    gypsies    enter    and    :fre    made    to    entertain    the 

with    their    music    and    dancing,    where    all    al 
the     blacksmith     throws    off    his    disguise    and 

•oofronts    his    wife.      The    woman    becomes    hysteii 
•al.     and     the     attendants     seize     the     husband     and 
lorry    him    off    to    a    dungeon    while    the    festivities 

Inue. 

The   wife,    realizing   her* folly,    goes    to   the   prison 

ind    gains   admittance    to    her    husband's    cell,    where 
lis    on    her    knees    and    begs    for    forgiveness. 

nit    he,    unrelenting,    strikes    her    down    in    his   rage 
ind   strangles   her.      The  peer,   entering  Just   at   this 

moment,     the    heartbroken    'smithy    takes    a    dagger 
from    his    belt    and    ends    It    all,     falling    over    the 
lifeless    form    of    his    faithless    wife.       Length,     577 
feet. 

PUSH  CART  RACE. — A  fellow  places  a  poster 
on  a  fence  advertising  a  great  event,  in  the  form 
of  a  push  cart  race,  and  when  the  people  of  the 
town  read  the  announcement  they  hasten  away  to 

procure  their  wagons  and  enter  the  race  to  com- 
pete for  the  coveted  prize.  The  next  picture  shows 

the  starting  line  and  every  sort  of  a  push  cart 
and  perambulator  is  entered  and  ready  for  the 
bottle.  When  the  signal  for  the  start  is  given, 
away  they  tro  down  the  street  at  a  terrific  rate 
and  bump  into  everything  that  happens  to  be  in 
the  way.  clearing  the  path  like  a  cyclone.  At  one 
place  along  the  course  they  run  into  a  nurse  maid 
who  is  pushing  a  perambulator  and  upset  the  en- 

tire outfit.  As  soon  as  she  regains  her  equilibrium. 
however,  she  also  Joins  in  the  race  and  is  one  of  the 
most  excited  competitors.  Next  we  see  the  leader 
dash  through  an  obstruction  in  the  street,  clearing 
the  way  for  his  followers.  They  then  pass  a  build- 

ing In  the  course  of  construction  and  carry  away  the 
scaffolding  as  they  hurry  along.  Finally  we  see 
them  coming  down  the  home  stretch,  and  the 
aforesaid  nurse  maid  leads  by  a  good  many  lengths, 
but  the  rest  of  the  contestants  protest  when  the 
prize  is  about  to  be  awarded  to  her.  so  it  ends 
With   a   free-for-all   fight.      Length.    348   feet. 

SELIG  POLYSCOPE  CO. 

THE  ACTOR'S  CHILD. — A  popular  young  actor 
and  leading  man  of  a  New  York  theater  is  mar- 

ried to  a  beautiful  but  selfish  woman.  Dazzled  by 

a  life  of  gayety  and  the  pleasures  of  "The  Great 
White  Way."  she  allows  herself  to  drift  away 
from  the  protecting  influence  of  her  husband,  whose 
busy  life  does  not  permit  him  to  exercise  the 
watchful  care  that  he  should  over  the  companions 
chosen   by  his   young  and   foolish   wife. 

Little  Evelyn,  the  only  child  of  the  couple. 
adored  by  her  father,  is  sadly  neglected  by  the 
wayward    mother,    who    in    her    pursuit    of    pleasure 
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We    buv   all    kinds  of    mach.'nes   and    song slides.     WALK-PHONE— WRITE  or  RUN 

All  orders  ate  shipped  the  same  day  as  received  CO. D 

SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness :  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 
for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 
There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 

recently  but  you  can  build  that 
yourself  for  a  few  dollars.  If  you 
want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70  00  each  for  110  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 
Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

leaves    the    child    to    be    looked    after    by    th* 
mother    of    her    husband. 

A   smooth,    unscrupulous   libertine,    Carroll   Hewi 
the   kind  of  moral  leper  usually   to  be  found  wh< 
life    and   beauty    reign,    recognizes   the   beauty    a 

grace    of    Lawrence    Grey's,    the    actor's,    wife,    i determines   in  his  black   heart   to   drag   lier  down 
his  own  level.     So  cleverly  does  he  exercise  his  ai 
over  Laur^   '.iray   that  she  soon  falls  a  victim  to  I 
wiles,    and   Minded   to   the   real   purpose   of   the   cu 
ning    scoundrel,    she    allows    herself    to    become 
infatuated   with   him   that   she   forgets   all   duty 
respect   to    her    faithful    husband    and    sweet   col 
and   with   reckless    abandon   allows   her   name   to 
bandied    from    mouth    to    mouth    in   connection    wl 
that   of  her   unprincipled   friend. 

Such    news    travels     fast     and     soon    reaches    t 
ears   of   Lawrence    Grey.      The   outraged    husband 
staggered  by  the   blow,   but  still  refuses  to  belie 
in    his    wife's    absolute    disloyalty    without    unm 
takable   proof.      That    soon    is    forced   upon   him 
his  way  to  the  theater  for  the  evening  performani 
He    accidentally    comes    upon    his    wife    and    f: 
friend  stepping  from  a  carriage  and  entering  a  c; 
Although    the    friend   who   accompanies   him   tries 
dissuade  him,   he   follows  them  in,   and  after  qu< 
tioning    the    proprietor    learns    that    they    nave 
dered  a  supper   to  be  served  in  one  of   the  priva| 
dining   rooms.     Bursting  in   the   door,   the   infuria' 
actor  enters  into  the  presence  of  the  guilty   coup! 

and  maddened  by  the  thought  of  his  wife's  perfidl he  grasps  his   false  friend   by   the   throat   and   wou| 
have    throttled    him    but    for    the    timely    arrival 
an  officer  who  has  been  called  in  by  the  frighten 
waiter. 

Hewitt  is  soon  hustled  out  of  the  room.  k-:ivii 
the  wife  and  husband  alone.  "Go,"  says  the  act( 
"Follow  that  man.-  I  never  want  to  see  your  fa 
again."  Then,  shaking  with  emotion,  he  buries  t 
face  in  his  hands  and  sinks  sobbing  upon  the  t:ib) 
With  a  sneer  the  reckless  woman,  seeing  that  t 
is  at  an  end  between  them,  leaves  the  room 
We  are  next  taken  to  the  divorce  court,  whe 

a  decree  is  granted  the  actor  and  the  custody 
Evelyn  is  allowed  him.  The  wife  objects  streu 
ously  to  the  judgment  of  the  court  regarding  t 
child,  and  leaves  vowing  vengeance  upon  her  t< 
mer    husband. 
We  are  now  given  a  glimpse  of  the  stage  oa- 

of  the  scenes,  also  the  dressing  room  of  the  actc 
So  fearful  is  he  that  the  mother  will  carry  1 
little  one  away,  he  hardly  allows  her  out  of  t 
sight.  Consequently  for  a  while  she  accompani 
him  to  the  theater.  The  wife,  learning  of  this  £ 
rangement,  bribes  a  stage  hand  to  kidnap  the  chi 
and  deliver  it  into  her  hands.  The  plan  succee 
and  little  Evelyn  is  taken  to  an  apartment,  whe 
the  vulture  Hewitt  is  awaiting  the  return  of  i 

guilty    mother. 
Soon  after  the  kidnapping  the  actor's  valet  d covers  the  little  one's  absence,  and  rushing  to  t 

wings  conveys  the  intelligence  to  Grey,  who 
tbaf  time  is  in  the  midst  of  a  dramatic  scei 
Without  a  moment's  hesitation  the  anxious  fatb 
dashes  to  the  stage  door  and  there  learns  the  trut 
Calling  a  cab  he  and  the  faithful  valet  :ire  soon 

pursuit  of  the  fleeing  woman.  Arriving  at  ' house  where  the  child  has  been  taken.  Grey  bun 
in  and  confronts  the  destroyer  of  his  peace.  Liti 
Evelyn  rushes  to  her  father's  arms,  but  is  to 
away  by  the  guilty  mother.  Then  ensues  a  d< 
perate  fight  between  the  two  meu.  A  lamp  bet 
overturned,  the  room  takes  fire,  and  by  a  well  < 
rected  blow  the  actor  is  left  unconscious  on  t 
floor.  Rushing  from  the  house  with  the  child,  t 
heartless  couple  leave  our  hero  to  be  burned 
death,  and  entering  a  cab  are  driven  away.  Tht 
are  not  unseen,  however,  for  the  faithful  valet 
watching  without,  and  springing  on  the  back 
the  cab  is  taken  with  them  to  a  poor  quarter 
the  city,  where  Hewitt  enters  an  old  rooker 
carrying  the  struggling  child.  There  she  is  turni 
over  to  the  tender  mercies  of  an  old  bag,  wl 
agrees  for  a  consideration  to  keep  her  safely  h 
from  the  father.  While  they  are  agreeing  up< 
terms  the  faithful  valet  has  hastened  back  to  tl 
burning  house,  where  he  finds  his  master,  wl 
reviving  has  fought  his  way  through  the  flame 
Calling  a  cab  they  are  rapidly  driven  to  the  t 
rookery,  and  breaking  in  the  door,  arrive  just 
time  to  rescue  the  little  one  after  a  despera 
struggle  with  Hewitt  and  his  villainous  accon 
pikes.  The  police  soon  arrive  after  having  be< 
notified  by  the  valet,  and  the  criminals  are  a 
placed  under  arrest,  while  the  happy  father  at 
his  faithful  servant  rejoice  over  the  return  < 
the   little  one.     Length.   960  feet. 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIN,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Our  film  service  makes  your  bank 
account  grow  fat,  Mr.  Manager.  Write 
us  to-day  and  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We  ire  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association 
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FOR  SALE     A  No 
5  Powers  Machine 
Latest  mode',  used  only  six  weeks.  \  •... 
galvanizeo  iron  booth  approved  by  Under- 
writers      Kor  terms  inquire  of 

POLLER  SKATING.  COVtPANV,  Athens,  Pa. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison   Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,    -   Kansas  City 

Jhicaqo  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and    kct.nl 

Sterecopticon  anil  Lantern  Slulcs 

56  Fifth   Avenue CHICACO 

FILMS 

SONGS 

No  repeaters.     Prompt  shipment 
All  ol  the  latest  productions. 

E  H.  LIEBER  COMPANY 
FILM  SERVICE, 

24  W.  Washington  St.,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 
BELL  OR  INDEPENDENT  PHONE,  500. 

TICK  ETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST     PR1'    1LS 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,       *w    York  City. 

PiC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
\7/\0  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service, Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  beat 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING. 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

OELSCHLAEGER  BROS. 
110  East  23d  Street,  New  York 

Importers   of  OPTICAL   GOODS 

Condensing  Lenses 

Objectives  for  Projection 
Lanterns 

Tubes  a  JacKets  for  Mov- 
ing Picture  Machines. 

Supplied  to  the  Trade  Only.     Write  for  prices 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 
*#-     CAN  MAKE  QUICK  DHUVF.RY      •» 

and  give  reasonable  terms  of  payment 

H.  D.  WARNER 
63  Fifth  Ave.  RoemaMA  IS  New  York 

PRINTING  for 
PASSION  PLAY 
AND    OTHER   SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  (EX  CO. 

126  E.  Nth  Street.  C  incinnali,  Ohio 

FOR  RENT— 6, (too  feet  Class A  Film  $15.00.  Class  B,  $12.00. 
Slides  Free  per  week,  3  at  a  time. 

For  Sal©— High  class  selected  Film, 
lc  and  2c  foot.  First-class  Edison  Exhi- 

bition Model  Moving  Picture  Machine, 

complete,  $50.     H.  DAVIS,  Watertown  Wis, 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 

carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also   Seating    for   Our of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47    North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service— Edison 

License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

'lain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Songs 
69     DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO.  ILL. 

Frederics  1    McLeod,  Manager 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $1  78. OO 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

WANT    TO    BUY 
l  70  Second  Hand 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Musi  be  in  good  ibftDC.      Ad  - 

CEO.  P.  ROCERS 
P.  O.  Box  384  Atlantic  City,  N.J. 

TWO  LEADINC  FILMS 

"INGOMAR"  and  "THE  DEVIL" 
Both  are  magnificent  prbductiooa,  but  to  put 
them  on  without  a  lecture  il  to  make  them 

RIDICULOUS 

If   you  cannot  secuie   the  services  of  the  first 
and  foremost  lec'urer  on  Moving  Pictures 

W.  Stephen  Bush 
get  a  copy  of  his  lectures  on  the  two  subjects. 
They  are  carefully  adapted  for  these  films  from 
the  originals  of  these  plays,  ami  run  wonder- 

fully well  Willi  the  pictures.  In  the  presenta- 
tion ofthese  two  films  these  two  lectures  make 

all  the  difference  in  the  wor'd.  Price  of  the  two 
lectures  $1.00,  for  which  they  will  be  sent  to 
any  address.     No  'ree  samples. 

W.  S.  BUSH.  3524  Filbert  Street.  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
You  Will  Have  Lo  Sing  an Irish  Song 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 

When  Night  Falls,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 

It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mainly  Lane 

Stars  of  the  National  Game 
The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
120  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc. 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &.   CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

Everything  in  NEWandS.H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Fllma,  Stereopticons, 

Song  Slides   and  Sup- 

plies.   Same  wanted. Catalogues  free. 
HARBACH   &.   CO., 

809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
on  Sale  or  Hire.     20.000  to  select  from.  Special 
price  for  permanent  hirers.     Slides  made  from 
photographs  or  negatives  at  lowest  prices. 

Note  New  Address 

RILEY  OPTICAL  INSTRUMENT  CO. 

3  East    14th  Street,  New  York,  and   River 

Edge,  N.J. 
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E.    F.    KELLER JOS.    HAWKES 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song    Illustrators 

108     FULTON     ST.      (Downing  Building) NEW    YORK 

TRADE  MARK 

You  Should   Have  Our  Slides  of  the  Big  Hits 

it 

MY  LITTLE  TEXAS  QUEEN' Published  by  the  Schiller  Music  Publishing  Co  ,  39th  Street  and  Broadway,  New  York  City 

"I  Never  Cared  for  Anyone  the  Way  I  Care  for  You" 
By  J.  Fred  Helf.     Published  by  Helf  &  Hagar,  43  West  28th  Street,  New  York  City 

THE  OLD  SWING  ON  THE  LAWN 
Published  by  the  Schiller  flusic  Publishing  Co.,  39th  Street  and  Broadway,  New  York  City 

Latest  Films  of  all  Makers. 
We  have  been  asked  so  often  to  print  tbe  release  date  of  the  films  that 

we  have  adopted  a  new  form  of  listing  the  films  as  published.  We  would 
like  to  have  the  opinion  of  our  readers  as  to  whether  the  new  form  is  more 
satisfactory  than  the  old.  Our  effort  will  be  to  keep  it  up-to-date  and  com- 

plete as  possible,  and  to  that  end  we  ask  the  co-operation  of  the  film 
manufacturers    and    importers.           , Released, 

Subject.                                                     Class.       Length.          Maker.  1908. 
Army  of  Two   Historical.  900  ft.           Edison.  Oct.    27 
The  Duke's  Good  Joke   Comic.           930  ft.           Melies.  Oct.    27 
The   Arab   Band   Comedy.         260  ft.     Gt.  N't'n.  Oct.     28 
Bear  Hunting  in   Russia    660  ft.     Gt.  N't'n.   Oct.     2S 
Desperate  Character      Dramatic.     850  ft.       Crescent.  Oct.    2S 
Fortune   Hunters      Drama.           895  ft.     Pathe.  Oct.     28 
Wrongfully  Accused     Drama.       1000  ft.         Essanay.  Oct.    28 
Lights   and   Shadows    of   Chinatown   Dramatic.  1000  ft.              Selig.  Oct.    29 
Football     Warrior   Dramatic.     900  ft.           Edison.  Oct.    30 
Mabel's  Beau   in   Trouble   Comic.            462  ft.     Pathe.  Oct.     30 Bear   Hunt   in  Canada   Scenic.            453  ft.     Pathe.  Oct.     30 
Ambulance   Dogs      Drama.           699  ft.     Pathe.  Oct.     31 
Ideal  Policemen     Comic.            328  ft.     Pathe.  Oct.     31 
Magic    Album      Trick.           278  ft.             Pathe.  Nov.      2 
The   Cross   Bonds   Drama.         995  ft.            Lubin.  Nov.      2 
The   Penalty   of   His   Clinic   Tragedy.       433  ft.           Pathe.  Nov.      2 
How   the   Pair   Butted    In   Comedy.       285  ft.            Pathe.  Nov.      2 
Saved    by    Love   Drama.         900  ft.           Edison.  Nov.      3 

Antony   and   Cleopatra   Dramatic.     995  ft.        Vitag'h.  Nov.      3 
Tragedy   in   Spain   Thriller.       605  ft.           Melies.  Nov.      3 
After    Many     fears                        1033  ft.      Biograpli.  Nov.      3 
David  Garrick   (with  Henry   IS.   Dixey ). Drama.                          Essanay.  Nov.     4 
Benvennto  Cellini   Drama.         948ft.            Pathe.  Nov.      4 
Don't   Fool  Your  Wife   Drama.         597  ft.             Pathe.  Nov.      4 
Maple    Sugar   Industrial.  344  ft.            Pathe.  Nov.      4 
Clearing   the   Mountain   Railroad  Track  .Scenic.            429  ft.     Gt.  N't'n.  Nov.       4 
The    Watchmaker's    Wedding   Comedy.          442  ft.     Gt.  N't'n.  Nov.       4 The    Kev    Under    the    Mat   Comedy.        505  ft.              Lubin.  Nov.      5 
Actor's    Child   Drama.          960  ft.               Selig.  Nov.      5 
Lunch    Time      Comic.           275  ft.            Lubin.  Nov.      5 
The    JeBter       Drama.          900  ft.            Edison.  Nov.      6 

The    Pirate's  Gobi   Dramatic.     906  ft.      Blograph.  Nov.      6 
(iusi  of  Wind   Comedy,             F.  I.  &  T.  Co.  Nov.     o 
Pirate's   Honor     Dramatic.         F.   I.  &  T.   Co.  Nov.      6 
The    Peer's     Pane;   Tragedy.       577  ft.           Patlio.  Nov.       i 
PusbCart   Race   Comic.          848  ft.           Pathe.  Nov.     7 

Barbara    FrltChle      Drama.         505  ft.         Vitag'h.  Nov.      7 
Yen    Venseii.    or.    Mistaken    for   a    liur- 

glar                                171  ft.         Vitag'h.  Nov.      7 
Pilot's     Daughter       Drama.          020  ft.     CI.     N't'n.  Nov.      7 
The   Pillory      Comedy.        172  ft.      Gt,    N't'n.  Nov.      7 Jerusalem   in   the  Time  of  Chris!    and 

David   "lid   Goliath                     1925  ft.         Kalem.  Nov.     7 
Sold   By   His   Parents   (Eellpsel                       440  ft.         Klelne.  Nov.  2-7 
Child's  Debt    (Radios)                         424  ft.           Klelne.  Nov.  2-7 
The  Mock  Baronets  CCrufl.nl   Comic          tr.n  ft .          Klelne.  Nov.  2-1 

The   Young   Tramp    (Radios)    550  ft.  Kleine.  Nov.  2-7 
My  Daughter  Will  Only  Marry  a  Strong 

Man   (Radios)       524  ft.  Kleine.  Nov.  2-7 
A  House  of  Cards   (Gaumont)    310  ft.  Klelne.  Nov.  2-7 
The  Legend  of  Prometheus   (Gaumont) .  417  ft.  Kleine.  Nov.  2-T 
Thou   Shalt   Not   Love    (Gaumont)   Colored.  747  ft.  Kleine.  Nov.  2-1 
The  Fair  Young  Lady's  Telephone  Com- 

munication   (Gaumont)       424  ft.  Kleine.  Nov.  2-7 
The   Automatic   Hotel    (Gaumont)   Comic.  757  ft.  Kleine.  Nov.  2-f 
The    Necklace    (Gaumont)       540  ft.  Kleine.  Nov.  2-7 
The   Cotton   Industry  of  the  South    1000  ft.  Lubin.  Nov.      9 
Wonderful   Charm    (Trick)   Comedy.  5S5  ft.  Melies.  Nov.    10 
He  Who  Laughs  Last  Laughs  Best   Comedy.  500  ft.  Essanay.  Nov.    11 
If  It  Don't  Concern  You,  Let  It  Alone.  .Comedy.  500  ft.  Essanay.  Nov.    11 
The   Doll   Maker's   Daughter   Comedy.  S25  ft.  Centaur.  Nov.    16 

IMPROVE 

THE  PICTURE  ON  Xim 
THE  SCREEN 

by  using  a  high  grade 

projection  lens. 
Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more   bril 
iant  picture  than  any  lenses  made  here  or 
abroad.     We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 

that  makes  a  picture  the  size  j-ou  want. 

PRICE    $18.00    NET 

When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 
ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 

these  lenses  with  itifjstead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN    OPTICAL    COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave-,  So.  Rochester,  N.Y. 

Bound  Volumes  of  Moving  Picture  World 
VOLUME  I.  MARCH-DECEMBER,  1907  (limited  number) 
VOLUME  2,  JANUARY-JUNE,  i9l)8  (Indexed) 

TWO  DOLLARS  EACH.  EXPRESS  PAID 

$5.00  for  the  two  volumes  and  a  year's  subscription 
MOVING  PICTURE  WORLD,  125  East  23d  Strut,  New  York  City 
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SONG  SLIDES 
FOR  RENT 

We  handle  Song  Slides  exclusively, 
giving  same  our  full  and  careful 
attention,  thereby  guaranteeing  an 
absolutely  perfect  service  to  our 

patrons*  We  ship  your  entire 
weekly  supply  of  sets  in  one 
consignment   every   week, 

THE  CHICAGO 

SONG  SLIDE  EXCHANGE 
NINTH  FLOOR 

Masonic  Temple   -    Chicago 

OUR    FEATURE    FILMS 
WILL  HELP   YOU 

We  Will  Release  Nov.  16th 

THE  DOLL  MAKER'S  DAUGHTER 825  Feet 
Refined  Comedy,  Finely  Staged,  Acted  and  Photographed 

We  Will  Release  Nov.    19th 

THE 

PARSON'S  THANKSGIVING  DINNER 350  Feet 
A  Comedy  in  Color  (black)  with  some  new 
ideas  that  will  make  your  audience  scream 

We  Will  Release  Nov.  23d 

CIRCUMSTANTIAL  EVIDENCE  or 
WHO  ATE  THE  POSSUM  PIE 

325  Feet 
This  will  be  the  Limit  in  Negro  Comedy  for  this  season 

We  can  furnlah  a  limited  number  of  copies  of  "A  COWBOY  ESCAPADE' 
at  8  cents  per  foot,  before  shipping  the  negative  abroad  Nov.  30th. 
Order  now.  It  was  the  most  pleasing  film  of  Western  life  put  out 
this  year  by  any  maker. 

CENTAUR    FILM    CO. 
900   Broadway.  BAYONNE,  N.  J. 

Simpson's  Celebrated nilir    <sliHpc  The Fiiwtt  Made,     $S  per  Set UI1&    OlIUCS  All  oftbe  New  Song  Hlt«. 

A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

All  the 
Latest SONG  slides: 

or  Rent 

at  Low  Rates 

Largest  Stock  In  the  United  States  to  Select  From 

FOR  SALE   BOO  sets,  sllgh  e  the  appearance  of 
in  ■«  slides,  at  $3,B0pei  let  08.  BO    Write  for  lists 

"PRESTO"    FILM    &.   SONC    SLIDE    EXCHANGE 
1416    Broadway,    New   York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Send  for 
list  and   prices. 

The  Premo  Co. 
1926   Germantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

NEW  FILMS-NEW  SUBJECTS 
SEND  FOR  LIST  OF  NEW  FILMS 

Anything    in   the   Cinematograph    Line 
Titles  made  (colored  design)  60c  each 

DEVELOPING, PRINTING. PERFORATING.    Prices Ressonsble 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street     •     Philadelphia,  Pa. 

8 
PER 
FOOT 

VAN    ALLIN    COS 

Sensation  Song  Slides 
Write  for  Latest  Lists  of  New  Illustrations 

Lantern  Slides 
FOR  ANY   PURPOSE   MADE  TO  ORDER 

We  are  the  largest  manufacturers  in  the  United  States 
GET  OUR  PRICES  ! 

THE  VAN   ALLIN   CO 
1343  Broadway,  New  York 

THE   WORLD    FAMOUS 
"NONPARIEL"   SONG     SLIDES 

By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 
Wherj    the    Catskffls    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City 

Summits   to  the   Sun. 

Honey     Won't     Mai*     Everybody Happy. 

Mollie,    Com*   Jump   on   the   Trol- 

ley 

Among  the  Valleys  of  Hew  Ens- land. 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Sons;. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 
On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 

Fell. 
On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUT  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The    Little   Old   Bed   Sohoolhonse 
on  the  Hill. 

There   Stands   a   Flag,    Let   Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are 
Falling. 

Memories. 
Where  the   Tail  Palmettos   Grow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 
Where   Poverty's   Tears  Ebb   and Flow. 
Sweetheart  Days. 
Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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FRANK'S  FILM  HOUSE 
347  Sixth  Avenue 
PITTSBURG,  PA. 

Suite  11  Larned  Bldg. 
SYRACUSE,    N.  Y. 

Mr.  1\€ titer  .*  You  owe  it  to  yourself  to  get  acquainted  with 
us*  We  can  and  will  save  you  money  and  give  you  A  No.  1 
service*  Why  do  you  pay  exhorbitant  prices  for  film  rental?  If 
you  hitch  up  with  us  for  a  trial  order,  we  guarantee  you  will  remain  our 
steady  customer*  Glance  over  our  prices  and  send  for  our  mammoth  list* 

2  changes  shipped  two     at  a  time  about  1000  feet  each  $6.00 
4        "  "        two  "  "         "  "         11.00 
6        "  "        three  "  "        "  "         15.00 

12        "  "        four  "  "         "  "        27.00 
SONG    SLIDES    50    CENTS    EACH    EXTRA 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT  O LOBE 8-24-8- J 6  c.p.t  no  VOLTS, COLORED, 
FROSTED,  PLAIN,  Etc.,  12  V2c  EACH,  ALL  NEW,  IN  LOTS  OF  FIFTY  OR  MORE 

,2BBi 

Success  oRFailure— Which 
way  do  you  want  to  spell  your  future  ?  The  answer  is  simple  and  decided.  But  are  you  sure  that  you  are  conducting 
your  huslness  along  the  lines  that  lead  to  success  ?  In  order  to  be  SUCCESSFUL  you  must  offer  to  your  patrons  all 
the  LATEST  and  BEST  feature  films,  in  fact  a  QUALITY  SERVICE  In  every  respect.  That  is  the  kind  of  service  WE 
will  furnish  you  at  rates  that  are  REASONABLE.     Write  TO-DAY  to 

WM.  H.  SWANS0N  &  CO.,  160-162-164  Lake  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 
AMERICA'S  LARGEST  FILM  EXCHANGE 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANS0N  ST.  LOUIS  FILM  CO.,  200-202-204  North  Seventh  Street,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANS0N  OMAHA  FILM  CO.,  Karbach  Building,  Omaha,  IMebr. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANS0N  FILM  CO.,  1222  Grand  Avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANS0N  DIXIE  FILM  CO.,  Maison  Blanche  Building,  New  Orleans,  La. 
Our  offices  are  fully  equipped  and  individually  incorporated  con- 

cerns, carrying  in  stock  a  complete  assortment  of  all  standard  Moving 
Picture  Machines,  their  repair  parts,  lenses,  both  animated  and  stereop- 
ticon,  of  all  focal  length,  carbons,  tickets,  opera  chairs,  in  fact  all 
supplies  and  accessories  used  in  the  conducting  of  Moving  Picture 
Theaters.  These  offices  can  fill  and  make  shipment  of  all  orders  on 
day   of   receipt. 

SW ANSON'S  CURTAINYLLNE 
We  will  sell  you  for  $3.00  enough  curtainyline  to  cover  150  square 

feet  and  this  one  coating  will  last  forever.  If  you  will  paint  your 
curtain  with  this  preparation  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  be  fire- 

proof and  that  the  lights  and  shadows  will  stand  out  and  that  the 
in  the  picture  will  have  that '"live"  appearance.  Send  for  Special Circular  No.  357. 

Let  Us  Change  Your  Edison  Two-Pin  Movement  to  One-Pin 
And    We    will- guarantee    that    it    will    reduce   the    flicker    in   your   picture 

more.       We   will   do   it   for   $20.00.      Write     for   booklet 
giving      full     information   anil      statin;.:  ntages      in   having  this 
change  made. 

SW  ANSON'S  MARVELOUS  TALKING  PICTURES 
Are  still  a  huge  success  and  becoming  more  popular  every  day. 
Starting  with  next  week  we  will  have  ten  companies  working  the  State 
of  Texas,  and  eight  companies  working  in  the  territory  in  and  around 
Denver.  They  are  what  the  public  want  and  because  of  their  not 
being  produced  by  a  mechanical  device,  but  by  real  live  actors,  the 
effect  is  the  same  as  though  you  were  watching  a  real  play.  Write  us 
to-day  for  full  particulars  They  will  increase  your  box  office  receipts 
200  per  cent. 

SWANS0NS  HAND  FEED  ARC  LAMP 
We  desire  to  call  your  attention  to  our  new  hand  feed  arc  lamp  as 

being  the  only  lamp  on  the  market  that  is  indestructible  and  as  hav- 
ing only  one  feed   rod.     Write  for  full  description  of  this  only  perfect lamp. 

Does  Your  Machine  Need  Repairing  or  Adjusting  1 
We  maintain  the  largest  and  most  complete  Moving  Picture  Ma- 

chine shop_  in  the  country  and  are  in  a  position  to  turn  out  rush 
orders.  We  allow  a  discount  of  10  per  cent,  from  the  manufacturers' 
list  price  on  all   repair  parts  of  the  Edison   and  Power  machines. 

P.S 
— We    have    complete    equipment,    such     as     electric     piano  ographs,    slot    machines,    weighers,    etc.,    for   a    Penny    Arcade,    for 

sale  cheap.     Write  for  full   particulars. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 
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Buy  the  Best  means  Buy  a  Bal 
The  only  Moving  Picture  Machine  TrunK  in  the  world  which  is  strong  enough  to 
carry  the  machine  safely  and  light  enough  to  save  excess  baggage  charges  is  the 
"  BAL  "  FIBRE  TRUNK  and.  being  the  best,  it  is  the  cheapest, 

SEND    FOR    CATALOGUE-AV 
WILLIAM  BAL,  Inc.       ...      -      2  I  O  West  42d  Street,  New  York  City 

SOUND    EFFECTS 
FOR    MOVING   PICTURES 

The  only  line  of  Sound  Effects  especially  made  for 
Moving  Pictures.  These  effects  are  made  of  the  very 
best  material  and  can  not  be  duplicated  elsewhere. 
They  are  being  used  in  the  principal  Moving  Picture 
Theatres  throughout  the  United  States  and  Canada. 
VERKES  &  CO.,  53  W.  28th  St.,  New  York  City. 

BEST 
FILM 

SERVICE 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM   CO. 
(OF    NEW    YORK) 

Phone  4084  Madison  Square,  429  6th  AVENUE,  NEW  YORK  CITY 

THE  ONE  BEST  BET 
is  that  the  International  Film  Co.  gives  you  the  best  film  service  (1,000  reels  to  select  from^ 
at  a  lower  rate  than  any  other  house  in  the  world.     Special  rates  to  sub-renters. 

ANOTHER  GOOD  BET 
Particularly  in  the  line  of  supplies.     We  call  your  special  attention  to  the  exceptionally 

low  price  on  carbons  : 

IOO     "ELECTRA"  PINK  LABEL     ....    S2.25 
We  carry  a  complete  line  of  supplies  appertaining  to  the  Moving  Picture  Trade,  and  the 
prices  are  correspondingly  low.     Special  discounts  in  proportion  to  qualities. 

CALL,    WRITE    OR    'PHONE 

MOVING  PICTURE 

MACHINES 
SUPPLIES 

THE     EAGLE     FILM      EXCHANGE 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business.  The  quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled. 

We  positively  handle  all  new  goods,  Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 

143  North   CightK  Street  ...  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

T  \JU  O      DCCI     C     Changed  3  times  a  week,  $12.50;  6 
■     "V      rtbbkW    timesa  week,  $20.  Set  of  Travelogue 

Slides.  Views  in  Yellowstone  Park,  sei\t  free  with  your  first  order.  A  white 
duck  Banner,  one  yard  wide,  16  feet  long,  sent  free  with  every  shipment, 
with  the  name  of  the  principal  feature  film  painted  in  colors,  to  put  over 
your  entrance.     Edison  1-pin  machine,  complete,  rented  for  $7  a  weej( 
to  film  customers  in   near  vicinity,  and   rent  allowed  toward  purchase' 

SOUTHERN  FILM  EXCHANOE,  C.  E.  RtNDALL,  flgr.. 
100  Qranby  Street,  Norfolk,  Va, 

Prompt,  Reliable 
Lowest  Prices 

NEW  JERSEY  FILM  RENTAL  CO. 
F.  PENNINO,  Manager 

367  CENTRAL  AVE..        JERSEY  CITY.  N.  J. 

We  Handle  All  the  Best  and 
LATEST  FILMS  AND   SONG   SLIDES 

Machines  of  all  kinds  bought  and  sold.  We  carry  ever)  thing  pertaining  to  the  business 

HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZER 
SAVES  THE  riOST 

LASTS  POR  EVER 
OIVES  THE  BEST  LIQHT 

TAKES  OUT  THE  UHOST 

J.  H.  HALLBERC,  28  Greenwich  Ave.,  N.Y., U.S.A. 
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A  NON-BREAKABLE 
CONDENSER 

We  beg  to  announce  to  the  Moving  Picture  trade  that  we  have 
the  sole   agency  for  a  condensing  lens  which   defies 

breakage  by  heat  or  cold  draughts,  which  are  the 
common    causes   of   cracking  condensers 

LISTEN  TO  THIS: 
We  sell  these  condensers  at  $4*00  per  pair  or  $2,00  each,  and 
guarantee  them, against  breakage  by  heat  or  draughts  for  a  period  of 
six  months,  agreeing  to  replace  any  condensers  free  of  charge  that  is 
broken  or  cracked  by  these  causes  within  this  period* 

We  believe  we  have  at  last  filled  a  long  felt  want,  as  the  breaking 
of  condensers  has  been  a  great  source  of  annoyance  and  expense  to 

the  exhibitor,  and  that  in  offering  our  non-breakable  lens  we  know 
we  have  solved  the  condenser  problem* 

These  lens  are  absolutely  white,  not  green,  as  the  ordinary  condensers, 
and  are  made  of  a  high  grade  glass,  thoroughly  tempered  and  treated 
by  several  secret  processes,  besides  being  highly  polished  and  optically 
correct,  in  reference  to  focal  length,  and  therefore  give  you  a  brighter  and 
clearer  prospective  than  the  common  bottle  glass  condenser  now  in  use* 

In  order  to  have  your  lens  paired  optically  correct  we  recommend  that  you  order  one  6i  inch 
focus  and  one  1\  inch  focus  condenser,  which  will  guarantee  you  a  perfect  field  on  your  screen. 

ORDER  AT  ONCE  AS  OUR  OUTPUT  IS  LIMITED 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light  $  Film  Co. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.      Rochester,  N.Y.      Cincinnati,  0.     Des  Moines,  la.     Lincoln,  Neb. 

Mention  the  MoTlng  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Editorial, 

ASSOCIATION  OF  FILM  MANUFACTURERS. 

any  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association  have 
d  their  desire  to  handle  the  products  of  certain 

pendent  manufacturers,  nol  because  they  want  to 
increase  their  expenses,  but  because  their  customers  have 
demanded   the   use    of   (hoc    films.      It    is   a   well-known 

that  films  from  both  Edison  and  Biograph  licensees 
pre  being  shown  in  some  theaters,  but  it  is  not  clear 
whether  the  dual  service  is  being  given  by  an  independ- 

ent or  F.  S.  A.  renter,  or  whether  the  exhibitor  is  deal- 

ing with  two  rental  firms.  \To  matter  how  it  is  being 
e,  it  presents  an  unfair  condition  to  the  renter  who 

is  restrained  from  handling  competing  films  by  consci- 
entiously trying  to  live  up  to  the  by-laws  of  the  associa- 

tion. The  associated  renters  supply  the  majority  of  the 
leading  theaters  and  if  they  were  in  a  position  to  select 

the  programs  for  these  places  from  all  of  the  world's 
best  producers  the  increased  public  patronage  would  en- 

able managers  of  high-class  shows  to  pay  a  much  higher 
rental  rate  for  the  special  service.  Such  a  condition 
would  also  tend  to  promote  the  increase  of  the  business 
and  ensure  its  stability. 

Excellent  reports  of  the  condition  of  the  trade  are 
ling  in  from  all  over  the  country,  and  renters  have 

increased  their  standing  orders  with  the  manufacturers 
in  many  cases.  To  meet  this  growing  demand,  several 
Edison  licensees  are  preparing  to  increase  their  output. 
This  is  business  enterprise.  One  of  the  eight  Edison 

licensees  remarked  to  us  that  he  "considered  that  group 
of  manufacturers  well  able  to  cope  with  the  demand  for 
years  to  come,  therefore  he  could  not  see  the  necessity 

or  wisdom  of  taking  in  any  other  manufacturers."'  This 
may  be  laudable  ambition,  but  it  is  not  sound  business 
policy.  Neither  is  it  best  for  the  future  welfare  of  the 
business. 

Granted  thai  die  facilities  of  the   Edison  licei 

ible  of  supplying  the    American  market,  it  does  not 

follow  thai  the)   control  all  of  the  talenl  needed  to  pro- 
mote the  growth  of  the  bu  ven  to  maintain 

the  hold  that  it  now  has  upon  the  public.     I '"  confim 
field    1"  a    lew    producers    unites   a   i   tOnOUS    -.vi  KliesS 
of  ideas  thai  will  eventually  pall  upon  the  publii 

The  moving  picture  field  is  rich  with  o  it)    for 
genius.  Much  lias  been  accomplished  much  more  can 
be  accomplished  if  opportunitj  is  given  to  other  bright 
intellects  and  all  meritorious  effort  is  encouraged.  The 

best  the  whole  world  can  produce  is  needed  to  enable 

motion  pictures  to  compete-  with  other  amusement  attrac- 
tions, and  the  American  public  is  entitled  to  sec  the  best, 

whether  produced  in  this  country  or  abroad. 
We  have  said  before,  and  we  repeat,  that  this  business 

would  be  demoralized  b\  an  open  market.  It  will  pros- 
per if  controlled  by  an  association  of  those  men  who 

have  brought  it  up  to  its  present  standard.  We  earnestly 
hope  that  the  mooted  amalgamation  of  the  opposing 
factors  in  the  field  will  be  speedily  consummated.  No 
selfish  motives  should  be  considered  as  an  obstacle  to  the 
consolidation  of  interests  or  to  the  admission  into  the 

association  of  any  applicant  whose  productions  equal  or 

excel  the  average  of  those  of  any  licensed  manufacturer. 
At  the  same  time,  it  would  defeat  the  purpose  of  such 
an  association  to  admit  to  membership  every  applicant 
who  may  have  produced  an  occasional  good  subject. 

Wdiilc  the  production  of  motion  picture  films  is  an  art 
— and  artists,  like  poets,  are  born  and  not  made — it  is 
also  a  profession  which  calls  for  such  technical  skill 
and  knowledge  as  can  only  be  gained  by  long  experience. 
It  is  attended  with  great  expense  and  with  corresponding 
profit  if  the  productions  strike  the  public  fancy.  Tt  is 
safe  to  say  that  those  men  who  have  been  connected  with 
the  business  since  its  inception  know  by  this  time  what 

the  public  wants — as  well  as  the  limit  of  what  it  will 
stand  for.  This  the  newcomer  in  the  field  has  to  learn 

by  experience,  and  also  the  technique,  unless  he  can  buy 
the  services  of  some  trained  employee.  He  is  handi- 

capped from  the  start,  but  if  perchance  he  scores  suc- 
cess and  his  productions  show  that  he  would  be  a  credit 

to  the  profession,  he  should  be  given  the  opportunity. 

To  sec  all  the  leading  manufacturers  associated  to- 
gether under  one  governing  body  may  seem  impossible, 

but  it  is  both  desirable  and  feasible.  When  it  conic-  to 

pass  and  their  productions  are  not  sold,  but  leased  under 
certain  restrictions,  and  the  price  and  output  regulated 
by  die  merits  of  the  subject,  then  will  the  moving  picture 
business  reach  the  high  tide  of  prosperity. 

COLOR  KINEMATOGRAPHY. 

A  demonstration  of  the  G.  Albert  Smith  proce--  of 
color  kinematography  will  be  given  before  the  Royal  So- 

ciety of  Arts  (London,  Eng.)  on  December  9,  and  the 

public  (permanent)  exhibition  will  commence  on  Decem- 
ber 14  at  the  Palace  Theater,  London,  under  the  auspices 

of  the  Charles  Urban  Trading  Company. 
To  get  at  the  truth  of  the  conflicting  reports  that  have 

been  circulated  in  regard  to  this  process  and  of  Mr. 

Urban's  interest  therein,  a  representative  of  the  Moving Picture  World  interviewed  Mr.  Charles  Urban  last  week 

and  was  assured  of  Mr.  Urban's  satisfaction  with  the  re- 
sults that  had  already  been  obtained,  his  confidence  in 

its  future  and  active  interest  in  its  development.  We  will 

have  more  to  sav  on  the  subject  in  next  week's  issue. 
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WITH  THE  FILM  PRODUCERS. 

The  recent  issues  of  historical  subjects,  classic  dramas 

and  industrial  scenes  are  giving  a  tone  to  the  moving- 
picture  business  that  will  convince  the  doubtful  ones  of 
the  great  possibilities.  It  was  feared  by  some  that  such 
subjects  would  not  hold  the  audiences  that  want  to  see 

edy  or  sensational  subjects,  but  the  productions  have 
dissipated  the  fear. 

The  past  week  fell  a  little  short  of  the  preceding  one 
in  point  of  standard  attractions,  in  moving  pictures.  We 
visited  a  number  of  places  and  in  all  of  them  saw  some 
good  pictures,  but  in  none  of  them  did  we  see  the  equal 
of  the  headliners  that  were  put  on  during  election  week, 
when  everything  seemed  to  be  bunched.  Of  course,  some 
very  good  films  were  put  on  during  the  current  week, 
but  none  of  them  seemed  to  embody  the  peculiar  identity 

that  several  of  the  previous  week's  productions  did.  "The 
Cotton  Industry  of  the  South,"  a  Lubin,  was  a  very  cred- 

itable piece  of  work,  showing  the  industry  from  seed  to 
web.  The  audiences  evinced  keen  interest  in  it.  The 
manager  of  the  show  I  including  ourselves)  thought  a 
1,000-foot  film  illustrating  a  part  of  Dixieland  life  that 
is  so  universally  interesting  should  have  some  minstrelsy 
with  it.  With  a  good  musical  programme  and  one  or 

two  good  "coon"  shouters  the  subject  should  capture 
an  audience.     Try  it. 

The  Selig  Company  put  out  a  very  cleverly  contrived 

dramatic  story,  "The  Actor's  Child."  The  title  itself  is 
a  catchy  one.  "An  Actor's  Life,"  "An  Actor's  Wife," 
etc.,  etc.,  always  arouse  an  interest.  Titles  must  be  given 
the  same  attention  as  the  subjects  themselves. 

Comics  are  becoming  a  little  more  plentiful.  We  need 
them. 

THE  QUESTION  OF  VAUDEVILLE. 

An  article  entitled  "The  Misfit  Amusement  Parlor," 
which  appeared  in  a  recent  issue  of  this  paper,  seems 
to  have  created  considerable  discussion  among  the  ex- 

hibitors. The  article  was  not  written  to  decry  good 
vaudeville,  but  as  a  protest  against  the  crimes  that  are 
committed  in  the  name  of  vaudeville  by  people  who 
should  be  otherwise  employed.  We  have  had  several 
inquiries  from  out-of-town  exhibitors,  asking  us  for  the 
addresses  of  vaudeville  agencies  from  whom  "good 
vaudeville  acts  could  be  obtained,"  and  many  more  have 
asked  if,  in  our  opinion,  it  is  wise  to  combine  vaudeville 
with  the  moving  picture  show. 

This  question  is  undoubtedly  bothering  more  than  one 
moving  picture  man,  and  upon  its  answer  will  depend, 
in  some  degree,  the  success  or  failure  of  the  shows  where 
it  is  accepted  or  rejected,  as  well  as  the  profits  which  can 
be  derived  from  a  particular  show. 

The  question  is  one  that  will  appeal  to  different  ex- 
hibitors in  different  ways.  Perhaps,  in  some  localities, 

vaudeville  is  strengthening  to  a  show,  while  in  others 
it  weakens.  Where  vaudeville  has  always  been  success- 

ful, or  where  vaudeville  theaters  have  been  transformed 
into  moving  picture  theaters,  as  they  have  been  in  a 
number  pf  places,  a  portion  of  the  regular  patronage  of 
the  new  show  will  be  those  who  have  been  in  the  habit 

of  going  there  to  see  vaudeville.  Under  such  circum- 
stance^ vaudeville  undoubtedly  will  increase  the  attend- 

ance. Probably  (hose  who  have  been  going  there  regu- 
larly  will  continue  to  do  so.  and  the  moving  pictures 
will  increase  the  attendance.  These  matters  will,  there- 

fore, have  a  double  patronage. 

Where  a  moving  picture  theater  starts  in  a  new  place, 
unused  to  vaudeville,  the  proprietor  will  do  quite  as  well 
to  allow  the  show  to  proceed  without  resorting  to  the 
questionable  methods  of  introducing  vaudeville  to 
strengthen  his  show.  In  most  instances  it  will  not  do  it 
unless  the  acts  are  of  especial  merit,  perhaps  more  ex- 

pensive than  the  average  moving  picture  man  can  afford 
to  procure.  Considerations  of  this  character  should  enter 
into  all  these  propositions  and  every  phase  of  the  matter 
as  applying  to  the  particular  locality  in  which  one  is  to 
do  business  must  be  gone  over  carefully  before  the  choice is  made. 

Much  depends  upon  the  town  where  one  is  to  start 
the  show.  If  vaudeville  is  a  favorite  source  of  amuse- 

ment, it  would,  perhaps,  be  wiser  to  introduce  a  little  of 

it  for  variety's  sake  and  to  attract  those  who  may  delight 
in  it  especially.  Otherwise  it  would  be  a  needless  ex- 

pense and  add  little  to  the  patronage.  Unless  the  aet^ 
are  quite  likely  to  increase  the  patronage  of  a  show  it  is 
useless  to  introduce  them.  It  increases  the  expense  of 
the  show  without  a  corresponding  increase  in  the  patron- 

age. When  such  an  event  as  this  occurs  the  proprietor 
is  actually  giving  the  public  the  vaudeville  out  of  his  own 
pocket,  a  situation  which  few  would  care  to  face. 

If  vaudeville  is  demanded  and  seems  to  increase  the 

attendance,  then  by  all  means  the  management  should 
provide  it,  but,  inasmuch  as  these  exhibitors  are  in  the 
business  for  the  money  there  is.  one  can  scarcely  see  any 
reason  for  introducing  vaudeville  unless  it  should  chance 
to  be   demanded. 

The  difficulty  with  the  average  vaudeville  act  that 
appears  between  the  reels  is  that  the  management  has 

obtained  it  cheap.  Consequently  it  isn't  always  of  the best.  Unless  it  is  of  the  best  it  fails  to  attract,  and  the 
money  has  been  expended  for  nothing.  However,  the 
situation  can  be  developed  by  each  exhibitor  separately. 
It  is  impossible  to  lay  down  a  hard  and  fast  rule  which 
will  apply  to  all  sections  alike.  Audiences  are  different. 
And  different  audiences  require  different  amusements  to 
satisfy  them.  Moreover,  these  audiences  change  fre- 

quently, and  what  is  attractive  and  popular  one  month 
may  not  be  the  next.  The  effect  of  this  is  that  the  ex- 

hibitor must  watch  his  audiences  carefully  and  determine 

when  the  time  arrives  to  change  his  policy.  Undoubt- 
edly many  shows  will  run  quite  as  profitably  without 

vaudeville.  It  is  equally  certain  that  others  will  be  bene- 
fited. But  this  much  can  be  said  with  positiveness.  an 

exhibitor  should  not  put  in  the  vaudeville  acts  unless  he 
is  forced  to  do  so  to  hold  his  audiences,  and  in  most 
cases  this  could  be  better  done  by  spending  the  additional 
money  for  better  film  service  and  presenting  the  subjects 
with  sound  effects. 

MISREPRESENTATION. 

A  correspondent  complains  that  a  theater  on  Four- 
teenth street  is  in  the  habit  of  displaying  posters  outside 

their  doors  announcing  many  film  subjects  which  are 
not  included  in  the  programme.  We  have  experienced 
this  disappointment  at  the  same  place  and  at  another 
house  on  Sixth  avenue,  and  as  it  was  always  the  latest 
subjects  which  were  announced  and  not  shown,  we  have 
come  to  the  conclusion  that  the  managers  of  these  places 

adopted  this  method  of  keeping  their  adjacent  competi- 
tors from  procuring  and  exhibiting  these  subjects.  A 

pretty  smart  trick,  but  we  know  that  it  so  riles  the 
would-be  Spectator  that  it  is  a  question  whether  such 
hoggishness  does  not  hurt  the  house  more  in  the  long 
run  than   if  their  competitors  had   exhibited  the  films. 
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N  APPARATUS   FOR   PROVIDING   A   LARGE    NUM 

I    BER  OF   MEDICAL  STUDENTS   WITH   A  COM- 
PLETE VIEW.  AND  FOR  SECURING  PHO- 

TOGRAPHS AND  MOVING  PICTURES 
OF   OPERATIONS. 

I',\    Charles    II     Duncan.    M.D 

In   the    best  planned    surgical    theaters    the    provision 
ng    an    operation    are    wofullj     inadequate.       I  In 

an  see  verj   little  (and  that  little  imperfectly),  except 
he  back-  of  the  surgeons  and  nurses,  unless  he  be  one  of  a 
avoreil  few  who  may  be  allowed   to  crowd  about   the  table, 
rhere  he  is  an  inconvenience  to  those  who  are  working  and 

to  their  asepsis. 
v  of  all  the  details  of  an  operation  can  be  obtained 
m  the  position  occupied  by  the  surgeon  and  his  im- 

lediaic  assistants,   i.  e.,   from  jusl   above  the  field   ol   operation 
:self.     To  provide  that  view  to  a  large  numbei   of  observers 
;  the  purpose  of  the  apparatus  lure  illustrate 
If  a   camera   be   vertically   suspended,   lens   downward,   di- 

ectl\   over  the  field  of  operation,  a  picture  of  the  latter  can 
-cd    on    its    ground    glass    screen,    where    it    may    be 

Biewed  by  an  audience  in  a  room  above,  through  an  opening 
a  the  operating  room  ceiling-      By  means  of  a  prism,  how- 

3  of  light  may  be  made  to  be  reflected  from  the 
•perating    field    into    a    camera    horizontally    suspended,    and 
ocused   on   a  vertical    ground    glass   screen. 
To  accomplish  this  the  author  employs  a  large  lens  and  a 

urface  mirror,  which  are  to  be  fastened  in  a  fixture  about 
our  and  a  half  feet  above  the  patient.  Around  the  mirror 
5  a  glass  shield  five  feet  in  diameter,  the  periphery  of  whlich 
s  supplied  with  lights  arranged  to  provide  a  uniform,  bril- 
iant  illumination  without  any  shadows.  The.  part  of  the 
iody  to  be  operated  upon  is  brought   under  the  mirror. 
The  illustration  in  general  shows  the  aim  of  the  invention, 

tut  it  is  not  correct  in  optical  .and  mechanical  detail.  The 
tpparatus.  as  shown,  would  give  an  inverted  image  on  the 
screen    in    regard   to    right   and   left,   which,   of   course,   is  not 

Sketch  showing  the  author's  apparatus  for  exhibiting  an  operation  at  close 
range  to  a  number  of  visitors,  for  photographing  lesions  in  vivo,  and  for 
Separating  visitors  from  the  operating  room  theater. 

desirable.  With  the  assistance  of  an  optical  firm  the  author 
has  been  able  to  secure  the  lens  and  mirrors  for  experi- 

mental purposes  and  with  the  aid  of  three  combinations  of 
lens  and  mirrors  a  positive  reproduction  of  the  field  of  oper- 

ation is  obtained  upon  the  screen,  and  whereby  good,  sharp 
photographs  may  be  secured.  All  lenses  absorb  color  more 
or  less,  and  were  we  to  stop  here  the  reproduction  on  the 
screen,  while  sharp  and  well  defined  in  regard  to  linear  as- 

pect, would  have  more  or  less  absence  of  color.  We  have, 
by  means  of  well  known  methods,  interposed  several  solu- 

tions, held  between  thin  plates  of  glass,  which  intensify  the 
red.  orange  and  green  rays. 

As  will  be  seen  by  a  study  of  the  illustration,  the  vertical 
light  rays  from  the  operating  field  are  transmitted,  without 
refraction,    into    an    enlarging    camera,    where    they    may    be 

is  gi  t  in  .1  pai  til  ii 

dark I-. in   secui  e  a  \  lew  of  prai i  m  the  !• 

rtto  the  operating  M  pro\  idi  inch 
the   •  i    talk   i"   the   v  isitoi  -      A    man 
the  partition  can  make  sm 
he  necessar}    to  keep  the  image  in   Foi 
graph  an  or,  bj   o  a  movini 
the  st;  hi  opei  atii  m 
The  apparatus  will  in  no  waj   inti  th  the  operating 

room  personnel      Its  inten  -  and  advantages  may  be thus  summed  up: 

To  provide  to  a  bodj   of  visitors  the  same  view   of  an  op 
eration   as  though   each   ol    them   had   his  eyes  direct 
the   field.     (Obviously   operations   m   certain   cavities  of  the 
body,   e.   g.,   the   nose   and    rectum,   do   not    lend   them 
this   methi 

To  completelj  th<    visitors   from   the  surgeon  and 
his  staff.  This  eliminates  the  danger  of  contaminating  the 
operating  room  by  dust  from  street  clothes  and  shoes.  It 
eliminates  distraction  of  the  operators  by  the  going  and 

coming  of  visitors,  and  distraction  of  the  visitors'  attention 
from  everything  but  the  operation  itself.  Tt  saves  the  audi- 

From  the  fumes  of  narcotics  and  the  steam  of  sterilizing 
apparatus.  It  affords  a  means  by  which  visitors  may  have 
plenty  of  cool,  fresh  air.  without  chilling  the  patient. 
To  conveniently  photograph  any  step  of  an  operation  on  a 

large  plate 

A  moving  picture  of  an  operation  for  preservation  may  be 
secured  by  attaching  a  moving  picture  machine  to  the  ap- 

paratus. By  this  means  the  operation  can  be  reproduced 
again  and  again  for  teaching  purposes  in  medical  colleges. 

Arranged  on  the  plan  of  the  "mutoscope,"  such  a  moving 
picture  can  be  studied  at  leisure  in  the  doctor's  office,  where 
by  means  of  it  he  can  have  a  particular  surgeon  perform  a 
particular  operation  for  him  over  and  over  until  he  is  thor- 

oughly familiar  with  its  details.  Thus  the  technic  of  our 
master  surgeons  can  be  studied  and  compared  at  every  clinic. 

and  preserved  for  future  generations. — "American  Journal  of 

Surgery." 

Exposition  and  Convention. — From  December  19.  1908,  to 
June  3,  1009.  an  exhibition  of  talking  machines  and  moving 
pictures  will  be  held  in  Berlin,  in  the  Hall  of  the  Zoological 
Garden.  During  this  exhibition  four  conventions  will  hold 
sessions. 

The  Squeal  of  a  Pig.  which  P.  D.  Armour  said  was  the 
only  thing  which  went  to  waste  in  the  stock  yards,  now  has 
a  commercial  value.  A  man  writh  a  camera  and  a  phonograph 
recently  presented  himself  at  the  stock  yards  in  Chicago 
and  asked  permission  to  take  some  pictures  to  illustrate  a 

lecture  entitled  "A  Day  at  the  Stock  Yards."  After  making 
the  pictures  he  set  the  phonograph  working  and  caught 
squeals  of  the  hogs  as  they  were  being  hoisted  to  their  death. 

Newspaper  writers  do  not  always  stick  to  the  truth  when 
criticising  moving  picture  shows,  and  it  is  amusing  to  note 
the  narrow-minded  views  that  are  sometimes  expressed.  On 
the  other  hand,  it  is  encouraging  to  find  in  the  daily  press, 
more  and  more  frequently,  expressions  like  the  following: 
"The  entertainment  furnished  by  these  theaters  so  far  has 
proved  not  only  acceptable,  but  very  amusing,  and  if  the 
standard  of  excellence  that  has  been  maintained  in  the  past 
is  to  be  taken  as  a  criterion,  there  can  only  be  predicted 
for  the  future  an  overwhelming  success  for  the  theaters 
mentioned,  and  incidentally  a  clean  form  of  amusement  for 

the  people." "Hannah  Dustin"  is  a  historical  subject  that  will  be  re- 
leased in  another  week  by  the  Kalem  Company.  The  story 

is  historically  accurate  and  depicts  scenes  that  actually  oc- 
curred in  the  early  history  of  the  country  when  the  red  man 

was  the  enemy  of  the  settler.  The  facts  and  the  sketch  of  the 
story  were  sent  to  the  Kalem  Company  by  the  proprietor  of 
a  moving  picture  theater  and  the  scenes  were  enacted  and 
produced  on  the  beautiful  estate  of  the  well  known  author, 
Ernest  Seton-Thompson,  who  lent  his  assistance  to  the 
work.  We  have  not  seen  the  film  as  a  whole  and  therefore 
cannot  judge  what  effect  it  would  have  upon  an  audience, 
but  we  have  seen  sections  of  it  in  the  process  of  manu- 

facture which  contained  some  realistic  scenes  of  Indian 
camp  life  and  a  scene  showing  the  Indian  chief  pursuing 
Hannah  Dustin  in  a  canoe,  in  all  of  which  the  photography 
was  superb.     A  synopsis  of  the  story  will  be  given  next  week. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

The  preparation  of  these  film  comments  has  entailed  upon 
us  an  enormous  amount  of  work  and  we  are  indeed  grateful 
to  those  theater  managers  and  owners  who  have  offered  to 
send  us  their  opinions  on  some  subjects.  Their  opinions 
will  no  doubt  be  of  value  to  other  exhibitors  and  among  the 
comments  in  this  number  are  a  few  from  two  theater  man- 

agers.    We  invite   others  to   contribute   and   suggest   brevity. 
Readers  of  these  comments  should  consider  the  purpose 

of  the  criticisms.  The  Moving  Picture  World  believes  that 
the  only  way  to  make  a  show  which  the  public  will  patronize 
constantly  is  to  obtain  the  very  best  films  possible  and  dis- 

play them  with  good  machinery  and  good  operators  in  good 
rooms.  When  this  is  done  the  exhibitor  has  done  all  he  can. 
If,  then,  he  would  succeed  and  build  up  a  permanent  patron- 

age he  must  select  only  those  films  which  especially  appeal 
to  the  public.  These  comments  are  written  by  those  who  see 
the  films,  sit  among  the  audience  and  hear  their  comments, 
and  the  criticisms  are  written  from  that  standpoint,  and,  so 
far  as  is  possible,  are  unbiased.  If  a  film  looks  good  the 
statement  is  made.  If  it  looks  bad.  it  is  so  stated.  In  this 
way  the  manufacturers  and  the  showmen  themselves  will 
better  know  what  the  public,  which  is  paying  its  money, 
wants. 

"The  Fool's  Jest." — -A  film  of  unusual  merit  in  many  re- 
spects. The  acting  is  far  above  the  average  and  the  staging 

and  costuming  are  both  of  unusual  quality.  The  story  is 
that  Queen  Melody  sends  forth  a  proclamation  in  which 
she  offers  her  hand  to  the  man  who  will  bring  her  the  most 
beautiful  thing  in  the  world.  One  brings  one  thing,  and 
another  something  else.  The  court  fool  has  a  large  mirror 
carried  in  which  shows  the  queen  her  own  beautiful  self. 
She  calls  for  the  man  who  sent  it  in  and  when  the  fool 
responds  she  spurns  him.  He  sings  a  love  song  under  her 
balcony.  She  hears  and  throws  down  a  golden  scarf.  Then 
she  sends  forth  a  proclamation  in  which  she  commands  the 
unknown  singer  to  appear  with  the  golden  scarf.  She  will 

wed  him  and  make  him  king  of  the  land  of  Heart's  Desire. 
The  fool  responds  among  others,  presenting  the  golden  scarf. 
The  queen  has  him  thrown  into  prison  where  a  fairy  appears 
and  transforms  him  into  a  beautiful  young  man.  He  sings 

again  under  the  queen's  window,  she  sends  for  him  and  the 
ending  is  a  happy  one.  The  film,  as  has  been  said,  is  of 
unusual  merit.  It  conveys  no  wrong  impressions  and  creates 
no  base  desires.  It  is  well  worth  seeing  and  deserves  a 
long  run. 

"Maple  Sugar." — A  film  illustrating  an  industrial  subject 
which  is  meritorious.  It  is  a  Pathe  film  and  was  undoubtedly 
made  in  the  sugar  bush  where  the  work  is  done.  The  pho- 

tograph}- is  excellent  and  the  representation  of  the  different 
processes  of  sugar  making  is  quite  up  to  the  standard  of  this 
house.  The  film  deserves  a  long  run.  It  is  not  only  amus- 

ing, but  it  is  instructive  as  well,  showing  how  maple  sugar 
is  made  and  through  what  processes  it  is  necessary  to  carry 
it  before  it  is  ready  for  consumpton.  The  party  where  the 
company  is  eating  sugar  on  snow  is  true  to  life. 

"Don't  Deceive  Your  Wife." — A  representation  of  diffi- 
culties arising  through  the  attempt  of  men  to  deceive  their 

wives  into  thinking  they  were  going  on  business  trips,  when, 
as  a  matter  of  fact  they  both  had  appointments  with  other 
women.  The  adventures  of  both  husbands  are  more  or  less 
amusing,  if  such  things  can  be  amusing,  and  they  all  reach 
home  at  last  ready  to  accept  the  partners  fortune  gave  them 
and  resolve  to  embark  no  more  on  other  perilous  ventures. 
The  photography  and  action  are  fairly  good,  but  the  propriety 
of  it  is  a  question  which  may  be  considered  before  determin- 

ing whether  it  is  just  the  sort  the  public  cares  particularly 
for. 

"Rescue  of  Children  by  Dogs." — A  film  of  merit  in  some 
particulars.  A  shepherd's  two  children  wander  away  and 
are  lost  in  the  snow.  Two  St.  Bernard  dogs  are  started  out 
to  search  for  them  and  right  here  is  where  the  film  is  weak. 
The  dogs  make  too  long  a  run.  It  makes  the  audience 
wonder  if  the  children  will  not  be  frozen  to  death  before  the 
dogs  finally  get  where  they  are.  But  after  running  over  an 
immense  territory  they  find  the  little  ones  and  they  are  taken 
to  their  home  and  restored.  If  about  half  the  run  of  the  dogs 
was  cut  out  the  film  would  be  much  improved.  As  it  is  the 
impression  is  one  of  discomfort.  The  photography  of  the 
scenery  is  exceptionally  good,  the  interior  of  the  shepherd's 
cottage   and   the   sheep   are   all    good. 

"His  First  Row." — A  comic  film  of  a  man  taking  his  first 
row.  It  is  exaggerated,  but  in  the  main  is  funny.  S-me  of 
the  adventures  and  situations,  notably  where  he  runs  down 
a  photographer  and  overturns  his  apparatus,  is  unusually 
funny.  The  rest  is  just  commonplace  and  when  he  winds  up 
by  being  thrown  into  the  water  himself  no  one  cares 
particularly. 

"The  Pardon." — Another  of  those  films  in  which  the  flirta- 
tion of  a  wife  leads  to  the  husband  turning  her  out-doors  and 

retaining  his  little  girl.  The  child  falls  sick  and  a  sister  takes 
care  of  her.  The  mother  steals  into  the  house,  dons  the 
garb  of  the  nurse  and  takes  care  of  the  child  herself.  The 
father  enters  and  finds  her  there.  The  child  pleads  for  the 
mother  and  finally  the  father  relents  and  takes  her  back. 
The  photograph}^  is  good,  the  action  is  quite  up  to  the  aver- 

age and  the,  story  is  fully  as  well  told  as  usual  in  films  of  this 
character.  For  those  who  care  for  such  subjects,  this  film 
has  many  attractions,  but  it  wins  no  applause,  most  of  the 
spectators  apparently  not  caring  particularly  for  it. 

"Lovers'  Telegraphic  Code." — The  manufacturers  of  this 
film  have  solved  the  question  of  producing  an  excellent  comi- 

cal picture  without  the  old.  repeated  and  silly  chases,  falls, 
etc.  The  telegraphic  code  of  the  pants,  skirt,  etc..  on  the 
wash  line  is  a  genuine  originality,  which  kept  the  audience 
in  a  continuous  hearty  laughing  spell.  This  film  can  be 
classed  as  a  real  success  and  will  surely  be  in  great  demand. 
The  staging  is  very  good  and  the  acting  is  up  to  the  stand- 

ard set  by  its  manufacturers.  It  is  a  pleasure  to  see  that 
an  audience  can  be  amused  with  a  clear  production,  without 
resorting  to  an  endless  chain  of  silly  actions. 

"The  Peer's  Fancy." — Does  not  create  a  good  impression, 
although  of  good  production.  The  blacksmith  trying  to  kill 
the  Peer,  then  strangling  his  daughter  in  his  prison  cell,  is  a 
little  too  much  for  some  people.  Such  films  are  a  bit  too 
strenuous  for  sensitive  persons. 

"Confirmation." — The  story  of  what  came  of  a  little  girl 
disobeying  and  doing  something  she  should  not  have  done. 
She  finally  recovers  from  the  illness  brought  on  through 
imprudence.  The  action  and  photography  of  this  film  are 
alike  excellent.  It  affords  opportunity  to  display  one  of 
the  beauties  of  the  Roman  Catholic  Church  in  its  reproduc- 

tion of  a  confirmation  scene.  It  appeals  strongly  to  the 
audience  and  in  places  holds  them  breathless  while  the  scene 
lasts.  The  makers  have  exercised  restraint  and  have  not 
introduced  long-drawn-out  scenes  which  are  more  or  less 
tiresome   and   confusing. 

"The  Rights  of  the  Seigneur." — Based  upon  the  old  feudal 
law  that  the  seigneur  had  the  right  to  any  young  woman  he 
might  desire  from  the  peasants  on  his  manor.  The  action  is 
spirited  and  in  some  places  rises  to  the  heights  of  tragic 
acting.  The  weak  point  is  really  where  the  peasant  kills 

the  marquis  to  avenge  his  sweetheart's  death.  Unquestion- 
ably the  film  exercises  a  powerful  spell  over  the  audience. 

Seen  in  two  theaters  the  effect  was  substantially  the  same. 
The  photography  is  equal  to  the  average  and  the  film  is 
remarkably  smooth  throughout. 

"Gypsy's  Warning." — The  conception  and  photography  are 
alike  excellent,  but  in  places  the  action  is  overdone.  The 
visions  shown  by  the  gypsy  are  well  done  and  represent  the 
best  development  of  that  feature  seen  in  a  long  time.  The. 

audience  were  breathless  while  the  gypsy's  warning  was being  uttered.  The  effect  is  rather  depressing,  though  the 
intense  action  holds  the  attention  of  the  audience  through- 
out. 

"Beauty  and  the  Beast." — An  excellent  adaptation  of  this 
old  fable,  and  one  which  in  execution  and  action  leaves 
little  to  be  desired.  The  setting,  the  acting  of  the  characters 
and  the  photography  are  all  of  the  best,  and  the  effect  as  the 
film  is  run  through  could  not  be  improved.  Color  is  intro- 

duced into  this  film  with  success,  something  which  cannot 
be  said  of  all  where  it  is  attempted.  One  feature  is  inter- 

esting from  a  critical  standpoint.  The  flowers  in  one  scene 
are  waving  violently  in  the  wind,  but  all  the  same  they  main- 

tain their  sharpness.  This  shows  the  excellence  of  the  pho- tography. 

"The  Highwaymen." — This  film  pleases  the  audiences.  It was  seen  this  week  in  three  theaters,  and  in  each  one  the 
hoy  gained  the  applause  of  the  audience  when  he  placed  the 
seventh  mark  on  the  cross  to  show  that  he  had  killed  his 
father's  last  murderer.  The  action  is  excellent  in  all  in- 

stances, but  the  walk  of  the  man  with  his  money,  followed 

by  the  highwaymen,  is  too  long.  One-half  would  be  suffi- 
cient to  carry  out  the  spirit  of  the  piece  and  would  not  tire 

i he  audience.     This  was  the  only  sentiment  expressed  against 
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t,      i  r.il   deaths   by   the    u  i  re    well   man  i 
mil  an    sufficiently  realistic  to  hold   the  audience  up  to  the 

•   pitch  of  excitement. 

he   Two   Affinities."     The    meel  >and    and 
utrant   \\  ith  their  sepai  ian 

.mi!  their  disappearance,  leaving  the  affinities  to  them 
llent.       1  lie    work    is    fan    and    the    film     ipp 

dience    .is    funny,    but    there    are    several    incon 
•ncic  'I'le    in    the    staging       In   I 

conomy    or   undue   haste. 

"His  First  Frock  Coat."  A  return  to  the  old  idea  of  comic 
:hase,       mg    runs,    the    upsetting    of    unfortunate    individ] 

to   be   in    the    wax.    and   the   falling   into    various 
Is.       The    film    is,    however,    possessed    of    the    nun: 

un.  a   :   ature   which   will   commend   itself  to  those  who 
ing  for  a  laugh. 

"Push  Cart  Races."— Still  another  repetition.  Chases  and 
mis,  runs  and  chases.  \t  the  very  start  some  one  in  the 

tudience  asked:  "Where  are  the  nurse  and  the  baby  car- 

tage?" His  neighbor  answered:  "Do  not  worry;  they  are 
lire  to  butt  in."  So  it  was.  It  was  not  long  before  the 
uirse  was  leading  the  push  cart  race,  although  the  baby  had 
alien  several  times. 

"The  Actor's  Child."— The  story  of  a  woman  who  goes 
with  another  man,  returns  and  kidnaps  her  own  child 

/ho  is  carried  away  to  a  criminal's  den  to  be  abused.  There 
3  some  lively  acting  in  the  attempted  rescues,  the  last  one 
f  which  succeeds  through  the  faithfulness  of  a  valet  who 

ides  on  the  rear  of  the  carriage  in  which  the  guilty  pair 

ake  their  flight  and  informs  the  child's  father  of  their 
••hereabouts.  They  are  finally  captured  and  the  father  ob- 

ains  possession  of  his  child.  One  cannot  say  anything  par- 
icularlv  good  about  this  film.  It  is  about  an  average.  The 

■hotographv  is  fair,  but  the  action  is  not  always  what  it 
hould  be.  The  actors  appear  to  be  doing  their  various 

runts  for  money.  Perhaps  this  is  supposition,  but  the  move- 
ment is  not   convincing. 

"The  Wrong  Valise"  evoked  more  hearty  laughter  than  any 
omedy  that  we  have  seen  for  a  long  time.  The  action 

hroughout  is  splendid,  and  while  there  is  the  inevitable 

hase.  the  object  of  the  chase  is  apparent,  the  situations  con- 
istent,  and  some  of  the  incidents  truly  mirth-provoking. 

udging  from  the  reception  this  film  received  at  Keith's  on :s  first  night  it  will  create  a  demand  for  Lubin  comedy. 

"Rivals  for  a  Week"  is  another  clean  comedy  that  tickles 
he   risibilities  of  the  audience.     The  action  is  fair  and   some 
f  the  situations  very  cleverly  handled.     At  any  rate  it  seems 

ie    the    kind    of   comedy   that   pleases    a    large    number    of 
heater-goers. 

"The  Cotton  Industry  of  the  South"  was  the  headliner  at 
Ceitlrs  on  Monday  night.  We  noticed  that  many  in  the 
udience  stayed  to  see  the  film  run  twice,  and  comments 
/ere  heard  .all  around  on  the  interest  of  the  subject.  Start- 
rig  with  a  close  view  of  the  blossoms  of  a  cotton  plant, 
ire  are  shown  the  cotton  fields  in  cultivation,  the  negroes 
•icking  the  cotton  and  strapping  it  into  bales  and  loading 
>n  the  teams.  The  grading  and  weighing  follows  and  then 
he  bales  being  freighted  on  river  and  ocean  steamers  until 
t  arrives  at  the  cotton  mill.  Several  very  good  views  are 
hown  of  the  interior  of  the  mill.  The  photography  through- 
ait  is  good,  with  the  exception  of  one  scene,  which  is  very 

lark.  "The  action  is  natural  and  the  scenes  are  well  con- 
lected  and  well  understood  without  the  aid  of  sub-titles. 
)n  the  whole,  the  film  is  a  credit  to  the  producer  and  will 
tlease   and  instruct  any  audience. 

"The  Kind-Hearted  Bootblack"  is  a  film  that  appealed  to he   audience. 

"Hurry  Up,  Please"  is  a  repetition  of  "Liquid  Electricity" tunts,   which   have   lately   been   working   overtime. 

"He  Who  Laughs  Last  Laughs  Best"  is  a  clever  comedy 
hat  certainly  raised  much  laughter  among  the  audience, 
vlore  entertainment  is  condensed  into  its  500  feet  than  is 

jound  in  some  of  the  long-drawn-out  comedies  that  fill  a 
vhole  reel.  In  fact,  we  saw  in  this  one  several  points  where 
t  could  have  been  lengthened  out  to  good  purpose  and  told 
jhe  story  still  more  clearly. 

"Weather  Changes  at  the  Smiths"  is  an  amusing  skit  show- 
ing how  a  man  gets  it  good  and  plenty  for  letting  his  affec- 

ions  wander  from  his  dear  wifey. 

"After  Many  Years"  is  a  superior  production.  Around  an 
nteresting  and  easily  understood  plot  the  Biograph  company 
)f  actors   have   produced   a   film   that   holds   the   attention   of 

the 
the    \"  ■  ''  '"  ''" 

"The   Croat   Roads" 

.1  headliner  filn 

the  '" 
kind   M 

scenerj    and  actions  to  '"   ■'' 
this    film    was    shown 

1  emarks  w<  re  heard  amoni 

"The  Railroad  Detective"  is  one  of  thi 
tid   to  appeal  to  the  gallery.     There  is  bli 

1    hero   and    hero  I  he 

latter   is   certainly   a   stai    p  ind   there   is   no   make- 
ire  in  the  way  sh<  the  throttle  of  tl  ne  in 

an  exciting  ch  1   the  robbers  who  are  trying  to  escape 
in  another  engine. 

"Saved  by  Love."  While  the  scenic  effects  and  action  in 
this  film  are  up  to  the  usual  standard  of  the  manufacturer, 
the  plot  is  weak  and  it  tuitions  that  arc  brought 
out   are   very  inconsistent. 

"The  Humpty  Dumpty  Circus."— This  film  was  generally 
well  received,  especially  by  children,  as  it  is  a  very  amus- 

ing picture  for  the  young  ones.  If  the  public  had  the  slight- 
est knowledge  of  the  long,  hard  and  tedious  work  required 

to  produce  such  films  they  would  give  more  credit  to  the 
manufacturers. 

"Yens  Yensen." — The  least  said  the  better.  The  plot  is 
poorly  worked  and  the  acting  is  bad.  Although  the  butcher 
boy  and  the  servant  girl  are  supposed  to  be  Swedes,  there 
was  no  reason  for  the  manufacturers  to  hurt  the  feelings 

of  their  Swedish  patrons  by  making  the  two  above-named 
character  so  ugly  and  so  ridiculous.  Many  Swedes  carry 
their  nickels  to  the   shows. 

"The  Candidate." — If  it  was  not  for  the  trade-mark,  we 
could  not  believe  that  the  manufacturers  of  this  film  are 
the  same  producers  who  showed  us  such  good  pictures  as 

"The  Poor  Old  Couple"  and  others.  A  year  ago,  when  com- 
petition was  a  fact,  the  manufacturers  were  more  careful 

of  their  work,  but  since  they  have  assumed  the  control  of 
the  market  they  seem  to  believe  that  anything  is  good  enough 
for  the   American   public. 

"The  Mock  Baronets." — A  clever  comical  film,  finely  staged, 
well  acted,  yet  void  of  silly  incidents  and  of  these  long 
common  chases.  The  subject  is  clean,  amusing,  and  is  a 
film  that  can  be  shown  in  the  most  refined  places.  Such  a 
good  production  raises  hearty  laughter  and  brings  the  crowds 
bacK  again. 

"Sold  by  His  Parents." — "Poor  boy,"  "How  true  it  is," 
etc.,  are  some  of  the  expressions  heard  in  the  audience 
while  this  excellent  film  was  .shown  on  the  screen.  The 

subject  is  dramatic,  but  clean  and  only  too  true,  as  few  per- 
sons realize  the  sufferings  of  many  of  our  poor  children. 

As  this  film  is  staged  with  the  greatest  care  and  of  good 
acting,  the  audience  was  deeply  moved  and  the  sympathetic 
expressions  were  numerous.  Although  an  excellent  produc- 

tion, the  manufacturers  could  have  strengthened  the  film 
by  making  it  longer;  and  by  so  doing  they  would  have  ex- 

plained more  clearly  the  guilt  of  the  butler  and  the  inno- 
cence of  the  boy. 

"The  Glacier's  Victim."— A  fine  production,  well  acted 
and  very  natural  in  all  the  actions  and  details.  This  film 
contains  some  wonderful  scenes  of  mountains  and  glaciers 
of  the  most  excellent  photography.  These  beautiful  scenes 

have  raised  man}-  exclamations  of  "How  fine."  The  subject  is 
of  daily  occurrence  and  the  accident  is  only  one  of  the  many 
sad  results  of  the  ascensions  of  glaciers.  The  manufac- 

turers could  have  given  more  importance  to  the  accident 

proper. 
"Antony  and  Cleopatra." — If  Shakespeare  could  only  real- 

ize the  fate  of  the  works  he  left  behind,  the  modern  use  of 
them  would  cause  his  prophetic  soul  to  weep.  Just  think  of 
it!  Antony  and  Cleopatra  given  in  its  entirety,  with  the 
vocal  parts  and  other  details  of  the  regular  production  cut 
uut,  in  less  than  twenty  minutes!  What  a  vast  difference 
between  the  older  presentation  and  that  represented  by  the 
modernized  form  of  amusement!  But  with  all  the  condensa- 

tion, the  magnificence  was  retained,  and  I  heard  several  in 
the  audiences  say  the  film  had  created  in  them  an  appetite 
for  more  of  the  same  kind.  The  Vitagraph  Company  can 
take  pride  in  the  production.     The  elaborate  stage  effects  and 
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superb  costumes,  together  with  the  magnificent  manner  in 
which  the  parts  were  played,  is  a  credit  to  the  company. 
The  story  was  told  in  a  concise  manner  that  threw  the  con- 

densing of  the  scenes  into  the  shade.  The  audiences  were 
liberal   in   expression   of  appreciation. 

"David  Garrick." — I  counted  on  "David  Garrick"  as  a  win- 
ner, and  it  was.  Unfortunately  the  photography  was  not  up 

to  the  standard  of  the  Essanay  people.  As  a  money  getter, 
however,  the  subject  makes  good.  The  fact  that  Henry  E. 
Dixey  played  the  title  role  made  the  picture  a  drawing  card. 

As  a  manager,  I  believe  the  picture  would  have  been  a  suc- 
cess if  any  other  actor  had  played  the  title  role,  as  the  story 

is  a  good  one,  a  standard  one  of  merit.  But  the  use  of 
Dixey's  name  and  talent  was  a  good  stroke  of  enterprise. — Davis. 

"Barbara  Freitchie"  took  fine  at  my  house.  It  was  a  sort 
of  start-spangled  banner  bid  for  kind  applause.  The  action 
is  weak  in  some  parts,  but  the  story  is  closely  followed,  and 
it  is  so  full  of  life-like  patriotic  situations  that  the  film  will 

be  a  good  number  for  some  time.  When  an  audience  cheers 
you  can  make  up  your  mind  the  picture  has  touched  the  spot. 

I  was  present  when  "Barbara  Freitchie"  was  cheered. — Bent- ley. 

AMONG  THE  SLIDE  MAKERS. 

Hand  Painted  Announcement  Slides  (five  for  a  dollar),  is 

surely  bringing  the  price  down  to  a  point  which  leaves  no 
excuse  for  any  theater  manager  to  economize  by  making  his 
own  announcements.  In  the  advertisement  of  Chas.  A. 

Gunby,  on  another  page,  he  gives  a  list  of  ten  titles,  and 
every  one  can  be  used  to  advantage. 

Gus  Edwards  Music  Publishing  Company  announces  the 

following  late  songs  with  attractive  slides:  "You're  Just  the 
Boy  for  Ale,"  "Sunbonnet  Sue,"  "Everybody  Loves  Me  But 
the  One  I  Love,"  "Some  Day,  Sweetheart,  Some  Day," "You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over  for  the  Red,  White  and 

Blue,"  "You'll  Never  Know  What  Love  Is  'Til  I  Love  You." 
The  slides  for  "Sunbonnet  Sue"  are  made  by  A.  L.  Simpson 
and  also  by  The  Premo  Company. 

Announcement  slides  of  a  distinct  type  and  attractive  are 

being  marketed  by  Jos.  Levi,  64  East  Fourteenth  street,  New 
York.  He  has  a  large  selection  of  stock  announcements  on 

hand  and  every  theater  owner  should  get  his  circular  and 

lay  in  a  supply  of  such  as  they  can  use.  It  is  really  pitiful 
to  see  on  the  screens  of  some  of  the  ten-cent  theaters,  an- 

nouncements that  look  as  if  they  had  been  scrawled  with  a 

mop.  The  shoddy  announcement  slides  shown  in  some 
places  cannot  fail  to  disgust  any  cultured  person  in  the audience. 

LECTURETTES. 

Another  notable  producton  in  the  slide  line  put  before  the 

market  recently  is  the  short  lectures  known  as  "Ingram's 
Lecturettes."  They  consist  of  twelve  beautifully  colored 
slides  and  a  written  lecture  of  about  twenty  minutes.  The 
subiects  are  many  and  consist  of  sets  of  pictures  for  the 

following  subjects:  "Way  Down  South  in  Dixie,"  "The 
Connecticut  Vallev,"  "The  White  Mountains,"  "California," 
"The  Yosemite  Valley,"  "The  Catskill  Mountains,"  "The 
Adirondack  Mountains,"  "The  Delaware  Water  Gap,'"  "The 

Coast  of  New  England,"  "The  St.  Lawrence  River,"  "The 
Philippine  Islands,"  "Sulu  and  Its  Sultan,"  "The  Hudson 
River,"  "New  York's  Ancient  Capital,"  "Italy,"  "Ancient 
Rome,"  "Modern  Rome,"  "Sights  of  a  Great  City  (New 
York),"  "How  the  Other  Half  Lives,"  "India  and  the  Hin- 
.  1  r  1  us."  "Egypt  and  the  Egyptians."  "Paris  and  Its  Boule- 
vardiers."  "1  ondon  and  Its  Tower,"  "Romance  of  American 
History."  "The  Lakes  of  Killarney,"  "Glimpses  of  Spain  and 
Morocco,"  "Turkey,"  with  many  others  in  course  of  prep- 

aration. Mr.  ingram  has  also  the  two  beautiful  recitations. 

"Where  Poverty's  Tears  Ebb  and  Flow."  and  the  grand 
patriotic  poem,  "Your   Flag  and   Ah'    Flag." With  the  exception  of  a  few  historical  pictures  copied 
from  famous  paintings,  the  slide-;  are  from  original  nega 
tives  gathered  by  Mr.  rngram  in  his  wanderings  in  different 
parts  of  the  world.  Mr.  Ingram,  formerly  a  journalist,  was 
a  pioneer  of  photographic  reporting  on  the  New  York  daily 

papers,  having  begun  it  on  the  "Daily  Truth."  in  1SS0. From  the  fact  that  he  never  covered  an  assignment  without 

having  hi-  "6(  ective  camera"  with  him,  he  became  known 
nil  over  the  countrj  as  "The  Man  With  the  Black  Box." 
lie  has  accumulated  thqusands  of  beautiful  negatives,  which 
now  For  the  first  time  he  offers  to  the  public  in  his  lec- 

turettes.     1  ecture  and   slides.  $8  per  set. 
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NOTES    OF THE    TRADE. 

Warsaw,  Ind. — The  Colonial  Theater  Company  is  in  the 
hands  of  a  receiver. 

Kewanee,  111. — Opera  House  has  changed  its  po':cy  by showing  moving  pictures  instead  of  vaudeville. 
Burlington,  Vt. — Two  new  five-cent  theaters  are  under  con- 

struction which  will  be  open  in  about  two  weeks. 

Mouston,  Wis. — Mr.  W.  S.  Funk  has  been  in  Chicago 
buying  a  moving  picture  machine  for  his  ten-cent  theater. 

Salt  Lake,  Utah. — An  independent  moving  picture  concern 
has  started  nightly  shows  in  the  Taylor  Building  on  Main 
street. 

Shelbina,   Mo. — J.    B.    Murdock  has   sold  his  theatorium  t 
J.  R.  Blaney  and  F.  W.  Hall,  who  will  conduct  the  house  in 
the  future. 

Dodgeville,  Wis. — A  new  electric  theater  has  opened  in 
the  opera  house  on  Main  street,  and  is  being  conducted  by 
Mr.  L.  Cliff. 

Middletown,  O. — The  Rathman  Building  on  East  Third 
street  is  being  remodeled  for  the  instalment  of  a  moving 

picture  show. 
Portland,  Ore. — Eighteen  machine  operators  met  one  even- 

ing last  week  and  organized  a  union  under  the  local.  I.  A.  1 
S.   E.,  No.  28. 

Chippewa  Fells,  Wis.,  is  to  have  a  new  electric  moving 
picture  theater,  which  will  be  located  at  the  corner  of  Bridge 
and  Willow  streets. 

Nampa,  Idaho. — A  new  moving  picture  theater,  the  "Yan- 
dette,"  situated  on  Eleventh  avenue,  opened  for  business 
with  good  prospects. 
Americus,  Ga. — A  new  theater,  with  moving  pictures  a 

the  prime  feature,  opened  for  business  on  Lamar  street.  Mr 
Viquesney  is  the  manager. 
New  York  City. — Plans  have  been  filed  for  remodeling 

the  three-story  building  at  289  Eighth  avenue  for  a  movinj 
picture    show.      William    Shaw  is   owner. 

Cheney,  Wash. — Cheney's  first  continuous  playhouse  opene under  the  management  of  Henry  H.  Margoyles,  of  Spokane 
who  has  leased  a  floor  on  Main  street. 

Le    Roy,    N.    Y. — U.    Criswell    has    purchased    of  _    - 
Thee  the  Theatorium  on  Main  street.     Mr.   Criswel!   is   als 
the  owner  of  a  moving  picture  show  in  Perry. 

Bloomington,  111. — The  Thorp  Building  near  the  Taylo 
House,  on  Main  street,  is  being  remodeled  and  fitted  u 
suitable   for  the   installation   of  a  moving  picture  show. 

Plattsburg,  N.  Y.— The  Star  Theater,  under  the  manage 
ment  of  Hanlon  &  Holland,  is  doing  fine  business.  Th 
Star  is  a  very  pretty  house  with  a  seating  capacity  of  235. 

Saginaw,  Mich. — A  new  enterprise  known  as  the  Empir 
Theater,  located  at  417  Genesee  avenue,  opened  its  door 
to  the  public  with  moving  pictures  and  illustrated   songs. 

Plattsburg,  N.  Y. — The  Wonderland  Theater  is  doing  S.  E 
O.  business  under  the  management  of  Mr.  Geo.  Grahan 
Mr.  L.  Smith,  the  singer  at  this  theater,  is  very  popular  wit 
the  people 

Elyria,  O. — A  new  enterprise  in  Elyria  is  that  of  Mi 
Kirkpatrick,  who  will  open  a  new  moving  picture  theate 
at  306  East  Broad  street.  The  new  amusement  house  \vi 

be   christened   "Lyceum." 
Goshen,  Ind. — John  G.  Berscheidt  has  added  to  his  su-in 

of  five-cent  theaters  by  opening  a  house  at  Irving  Oper 
House,  which  has  a  seating  capacity  of  1. 500.  Arthur  Lavo 
is  manager  of  the  place. 

Hollister,  Cal. — The  Gem  Theater  opened  last  week  i 
the  building  formerly  occupied  by  the  Opal  Theater,  o 
the  corner  of  Fifth  and  East  streets.  The  show  is  under  th 
management   of   I.orenz  Goetz. 
A  half-burnt  match  and  a  cigarette  paper  discovered  o 

the  floor  of  the  operating  booth  in  a  Detroit  theater,  afte 
the  excitement,  was  mute  evidence  as  to  why  the  proprietc 
of  that  place  is  out  one  machine  and  a  reel  of  film. 
Savannah,  Ga. — The  Rawlins  Theater,  one  of  the  fines 

in  the  South,  has  gone  over  to  moving  pictures.  Plenty  c 
improvements  are  being  made  in  the  moving  picture  IiQl 
At  the  Superba  a  full  orchestra  has  been  installed. 
Bucyrus.  O. — The  Wonderland  Moving  Picture  Theate 

corner  >>]'  Sanduskj  avenue  and  'West  Rensselaer  street,  anl 
the  Majestic,  have  changed  their  ownerships.  Mr  P..  I 
Fibers, m   1-  now  the   sole  proprietor  of  the  enterpris   - 
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The  Enterprise  Amusement  Supply  Company,  Corning,   N 
Y.,  John   Newman   and    J.    M.    Livingston,    proprietors, 
company   formed   to   conducl    .1    film    exchange    and    gent 

amusement    promoting   business   in   Corning.     Both   men   an- well  ami  favorably  known  in  the  amusement  field, 
Charleston,  W.   Va.     Thi     Col  ent  (  ompanj 

oi   Charleston   was    incorporated    foi    $85,000       Hie    purj 
of  the  new  company   is  in  conduct   a  moving  picture  snow 
at    213   Capitol   streel      The   incorporators  are   C.    v    Gates, 

ablish,  Percy   Reed,    \.  Coffej    and  S.  Shrewsbury. 

Louisville,   Ky.-    The   nev  0    moving    picture   theater 
on     Fourth    avenue    and     Green     Street     opened     tO    the     public 
This  beautiful  new  picture  playhouse  is  one  of  the  ha 
gomesl  m  the  South,  and  sets  a  high  standard  For  l< 
moving  picture  shows, 

Dayton,  O.  Mr.  John  V  Schwalm  and  C.  S.  Rothleder, 
the  two  prominent  moving  picture  show  proprietors  of 

Pittsburg,  Pa.,  who  own  and  operate  the  Third  Street  Elec- 
tric Theater,  come  to  Dayton,  where  they  have  leased  the 

Grand  Theater  Building  on  South  Jefferson  street,  and  will 
1   a   high-class   talking   picture   show   there   shortly. 

Eugene,  Ore.  Mr.  F.  K.  Harris  is  installing  a  moving  pic- 
ture show  "ii  Willamette  street,  which  he  intends  to  he  the 

most  elaborate  of  any  in  Oregon.  The  store  show  will  be 
five  cents  admission  and  a  ten  cent  show  will  be  given  up- 

stairs, reached  by  an  electric  stairway.  Mr.  Harris  is  very 
progressive  and  has  visited  the  leading  cities  to  get  the  latest 
ideas  in  the  motion   picture  line. 

The  Electric  Theater  Supply  Company,  oi  Philadelphia, 
report  brisk  business.  Mr.  Schwalbe.  the  manager  of  the 
company,  was  in  New  York  last  week,  and  placed  a  large 

order  with  Mr.  J.  11.  Hallberg  for  "Economizers."  Mr 
Hallberg  also  reports  increasing  demand  for  the  "Econo- 

mizer" from  all  over  the  country,  and  especially  from  his 
San  Francisco  office,  which  is  in  charge  of  H.  E.  Holladay. 
235   Montgomery  street. 

Washington,  D.  C. — The  Columbia  Theater,  one  of  the 
leading  show  houses  of  the  Capitol  City,  was  given  over  to 
moving  pictures  and  lectures  on  Sunday  evening,  Nov.  8. 
The  venture  was  under  the  management  of  Mr.  J.  L.  Simonds. 
manager  of  the  Washington  branch  of  the  Chicago  Film 
Exchange.  The  services  of  the  well-known  lecturer,  W. 
Stephen  Bush,  had  been  engaged.  Besides  lecturing  on  two 
feature  films,  Mr.  Hush  took  the  audience  on  a  trip  through 
the  great  art  centers  of  Italy,  with  the  aid  of  slides.  The 
whole  entertainment  made  a  most  decided  hit  and  pleased 
the  large  and  intelligent  audience  so  well  that  lectures  and 
moving  pictures  are  to  be  the  regular  Sunday  programme 
at  the  Columbia  during  the  season.  The  admission  price  is 
25  and  50  cents. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

DUTY  ON  FILMS. 

The  statement  has  been  made  that  competition  between  the 
domestic  manufacturers  of  moving  picture  films  and  the  rep- 

resentatives of  foreign  makes  for  the  control  of  the  American 
market  has  resulted  in  a  test  case  before  the  Custom  House 
authorities.  To  this  is  added  the  statement  that  the  Ameri- 

can manufacurers  of  films  have  succeeded  in  getting  the 
Treasury  Department  to  exact  a  tax  of  65  cents  per  pound 
and  25  per  cent,  ad  valorem,  which  has  caused  importers  of 
films  to  denounce  the  rates  as  excessive.  The  facts  are  the 
United  States  Government  has  exacted  25  per  cent,  duty 
on  all  imported  films  and  65  cents  per  pound  additional  on 
the  celluloid  for  a  number  of  years.  This  has  been  in  vogue 
for  at  least  seven  years  and  is  not  the  result  of  any  recent 
movement  on  the  part  of  the  American  manufacturers.  Three 
or  four  years  ago  a  law  concern  waited  upon  several  moving 
picture  exhibitors  urging  them  for  an  authorization  to  begin 
a  test  case  against  the  government.  The  movement  appar- 

ently fell  through.  The  lawyers  claimed  the  government 
could  only  legally  impose  the  25  per  cent,  duty  and  all  in 
excess  of  that  could  be  recovered.  The  present  test  case  is 
merely  a   revival   of  an   old   proposition. 

FOR    RENT 
Moving  Picture $1  Per  Day 

FiLns 
riACHINES 

SONG  SLIDES,  7c  a  DAY  PER.  SET 

Machines  and  Films    bought   and  sold 

AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE    ■     630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  NY. 

MISREPRESENTATION. 

New  York,  November  10.  1j 
Editor   M  ture  World: 

Dear    Sir— I    understand    that    we    have    a    law 

merchants   to   delivei    the    goods   advertised,   when 
tendered    the   named    price       Are    such    la 

moving    picture    shows?     Or    are    the    showm<  to 
deceive  the  public  by  placing  a  lot  of  bogus  po  ti 

of   their    places?     On    Friday   evening,   the   6th,   the    1» 

hi.  on   Fourteenth  street,  displayed  the  following  allur- 
ing  programn 

"Wanted:     A  Son  in    I  aw  on  Trial." 
"Lover's   Guide." 
"An  Unquenchable  Thin 
"His    hirst    Row." 

"The  Jester." "Condemned  to  Man> 

"The  Pardon." 
In  all  7  pictures.     As  1  could  not  resist  the  temptation,  I   paid 
my    admission    and.  remained   nearly    two   hours   to   see    three 
exhibitions  of  "Lover's  Guide"  ami   two  exhibitions  of 
Jester."     As   to  the   five   other   numbers   of   the   programme, 
they  were  not  shown. 

'This  has  not  been  my  first  experience  with  the  Dewey 
Theater  and  at  other  places,  and  I  would  like  to  know  if 
there  is  any  redress  or  if  the  showmen  are  free  to  deceit 
their  visitors.  Yours  sincerelv.  ■* 

A  SPECTATOR. 

CARE  NEEDED  IN  THE  OPERATING  BOOTH. 

Brooklyn,  N.  Y.,  Xovember  10,  1908. 
To  the  Editor: 

Of  late  cinematography  has  made  great  improvements; 
we  have  far  better  productions,  more  steady  piptures,  etc., 
yet  there  is  room  for  another  improvement,  viz.,  to  check 
our  moving  picture  hog,  Mr.  the  showman.  Running  the 
projecting  machine  at  a  faster  speed  than  the  camera,  pro- 

duces exaggerated  and  excited  actions  and  consequently 
destroys  the  good  acting  of  a  production,  Many  good 
films  have  been  condemned  as  worthless  by  the  fault  of  the 
operator.  The  business  will  suffer,  as  spectators  are  becom- 

ing disgusted.  An  operator  should  put  a  little  judgment  in 
his  work,  he  should  slow  up  in  certain  dramatic  actions  and 
give  more  speed  in  chases  or  other  excited  scenes. 
As  electricity  is  needed  for  the  lamp,  our  manufacturers 

should  be  able  to  devise  an  electric  motor  to  run  the  pro- 
jecting machine  automatically  at  a  given  speed.  Show  places 

who  would  advertise  their  pictures  worked  automatically 
would  certainly  draw  the  crowds. 

Respectfully, 
A  LOVER  OF  MOVING  PICTURES. 

IMPROVE         pAifl 

THE  PICTURE  ON  { THE  SCREEN 
by  using  a  high  grade 

\Wj  projection  lens. '^     Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril 
iant  picture  than  any  lenses  made  here  or 
abroad.     We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 

that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE    $18. OO    NET 

When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to.screen  and  size  of  pic- 
ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 

these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN    OPTICAL   COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave.,  So.  Rochester,  N.Y. 

SOMETHING    NEW 
MUTUAL    FILM    EXCHANGE 

ilARBRIDGE    BUILDING.    1328    BROADWAY,  NfiW    YORK    CITY 

From  $1.00  up  to  $14.00  per  Reel  a  Day 
Bet.  34th  &  35th  St:..       Everything  in  This  I  ine.       Phone  25=.-38th  St. 
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"On  the  Minute 

Service" 
We  are  in   position   to  supply 

YOU  WITH  ANY  CLASS  OF  FILM 
you  may  desire. 

All  subjects  supplied  by  us  are 
carefully  selected,  being  the 

cream  of  the  world's  output, 
giving  a  service  which  pleases 

3^our  audiences. 

We  are  in  position  to  meet  all 

your  film  requirements. 

MOVING  PICTURE  MACHINES 
all  makes  and  parts, 

Tickets,  Carbons,  Condensers, 

Film  Cement,  Reels, 

Graphophone  Records  &  Slides 
always  ic  stock,  and  reacty  for 

shipment. 

Write  us  today  giving  your 

film  requirements. 

Let  us  place  you  with  our 
satisfied  customers. 

Atlanta  Film  Service 
EQUITABLE  BUILDING 

ATLANTA,  GA. 

An  Operator  Killed  by  Lions. — The  camera  man  of  Waltur- 
daw,  of  London,  Mr.  John  Graven,  had  been  asked  to  take 
moving  pictures  of  lions  to  be  joined  to  other  numerous 
scenes  to  reproduce  some  events  of  the  Xero  epoch.  He 
visited  the  establishment  of  a  trainer  of  wild  animals,  called 
Charles  Bindtown,  and  entered  without  fear  in  the  den  of 
the  wild  animals  and  to  not  be  disturbed  he  locked  the  door, 
which  was  a  great  imprudence  on  his  part.  Mr.  Gravert  had 
already  given  several  turns  to  his  camera,  when  one  animal 
suddenly  jumped  to  his  throat  and  tore  it  open  with  his 
teeth,  after  having  lacerated  the  chest  and  shoulders  of  the 
unfortunate  man.  At  the  sight  and  smell  of  the  blood,  the 
other  animals  present  went  for  the  poor  operator  and  finished 
him.  At  the  cries  of  Gravert,  the  trainer  and  his  men  rushed 
to  the  help  of  the  unfortunate  man,  but  it  was  too  late. 

Bound  Volumes  of  Moving  Picture  World 
VOLUME  I,  MARCH-DECEMBER,  1907  (limited  number) 
VOLUME  2,  JANUARY-JUNE,  1908  (indexed) 

TWO  DOLLARS  EACH,  EXPRESS  PAID 

$5.00  for  the  two  volumes  and  a  year's  subscription 
MOVING  PICTURE  WORLD,  125  East  23d  Street,  New  York  City 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS 
The  Construction  is  double  walls  of 
steel,  with  two-inch  air  chamber, 
lined  with  asbestos.  There  are  no 
heat  conducting  connections  between 
the  double  wall  combination  locks. 

The  Test,  in  which  the  outer  walls 
were  brought  to  a  white  heat,  show- 

ed the  contents  to  be  fully  protected 
and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  reasonable 
and  will  be  sent  on  request. 

EMPIRE,  FILM  CO. 
lOO-lOS  Fulton  Street New YorR 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 
L.  D.  Brown,  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.,  experienced  operator  or 

manager.     Repairs  made  on  all  makes  of  machines. 
Erwin  F.  Lechler,  212  Kingsland  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Wm.  J.  Hibbert,  1450  California  street,  Denver,  Colo., 

licensed  operator  and  mechanic.  Ten  years  experience  in 
the   amusement  business. 
Wm.  H.  Mallon,  expert  operator,  Genl.  Del.,  Times  Square 

P.  O.  Station,  New  York  City. 
Richard  P.  Grieve,  manager  and  Massachusetts  licensed 

operator.   164  Walnut  street,  Holyoke.  Mass. 
J.  Lucas,  Jr.,  174  Wentworth  street,  Charleston,  S.  C. 

Roy  J.  Cad}',  Arcade  Hotel,  Decatur,  111. 
Herbert  A.   Brown,   108  Ottawa  street,   Lansing,   Mich. 
Rex  Durand,  Lansing,  Mich.     (References.) 

Ed.  Lewis,  222  East  Eighty-second  street,  New  York. 
G.  E.  Barton,  Coatesville,  Pa.,  operator  or  manager. 
Win.  J.  Schouler,  24  Bourne  St.,  Providence,  R.  I. 
Robert  Curry,  1670  Third  avenue.  New  York  City. 
Ed.  Moore,  214  E.  Main  street,  Coatesville,  Pa. 
F.  L.  Giddings,  York,  Neb. 
J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 

Harrisburg,  Pa. 
Louis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.     Operator  or  manager. 
J.    C.    R.    Miller,    Palermo,    N.    D.,    experienced    operator; 
J.  W.  Hoffman,  710  Market  street,  Sandusky,  Ohio. 

Kunzman  &  Ging,  amusement  managers,  promoters,  opera- 
tors, installers  and  lecturers.  General  office.  Bijou  Amuse- 
ment Co..  Sandusky.  Ohio. 

Have  you  subscribed  for  the  'WORLD? 
Only   $2.00  per  year. 
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LATEST   FILMS   OF   ALL    MAKERS. 

Import 

If  the  films  of  an)  manufacture)   are  not  correctlj  listed  it  it 
;!i\  have  neglected  to  furnish  tin   information  requested, 

Edison  Licensees. 
Leni 

it'iiliuin    Lincoln        i 

I  p«  Ranchman's   Lov<                         Dra  let.     8 
iniy.  Oct.    I  I 

l   i. 

iiiiplonship     liasebnll 
i  ..mi  .    • 

Itlwil                                 Dramatic  •'--  Sellg.  Oct,    22 
  Historical,  sun  a.  Oct.    27 

;n  ii  Melles  Oct.    27 

e    Hunters.                                    ,  .  .  Drama,  s  i  Patbe.  Oct.    28 
ised                     Dran  ii  s  n  Bssanaj  Oct.    28 

iiii.I  Shadows  n f  Chinatown.    Dramatic.  I    ft. 
ill    Warrior   Dramatic.  sum 

s   Heiui   in    I'rouhlo   Comic.  Mia  ri.  Pattae.  Oct.    80 
limn    in   Canada   Scenic.  133   ft.  Patbe.  Oct.    80 

Ambulance    Dogs   Drama.  099  fl  Patbe.  Oct.    8] 
Policemen   Comic.  328  Patbe.  Od 
Album   Trick.  278  ft.  Patbe.  Nov.      2 

The   Cross    Roads   Drama.  5)93   n  In.  Not.     2 
vnalty   of  His   Crime....   Tragedy.  133  ft.  Patbe.  Nov. 
be   Pair  Butted  In   Comedy.  283  ft.  Patbe.  Nov.     2 

Saved    by    Love   Drama.  poo  ft,  .Edison  Noi 
and   Cleopatra   Dramatic.  993  it  Vltagraph.  Not. 

Tragedy    In  Spain   Thriller.  603  n  Melles.  Nov.      S 
David     Harriet   Dramatic.  STl  ft.  Bssanay.  Nov.      I 
Benventito     Cellini   Drama.  ;i  ts   n  Patbe.  Nov.       I 

Pool    Your   Wife   Drama.  397  ft.  Patbe.  Nov.      i 
Maple     S   gar   Industrial.  344  ft.  Patbe.  Nov.      4 
The    Kej     Under   tlie    Mat   Comedy.  505   ft.  Lubln.  Nov.      5 

Actor's    Child   Drama.  960  Sellg.  Nov.      5 Lunch   Time   Comic.  275   ft.  Lubln.  Nov.      5 
The    Jester   Drama.  900  ft.  Edison.  Nov.      6 

The   Teei's   Fancy   Tragedy.  577  f i .  Patbe.  Nov.     7 
Push   Cart   Race   Comic.  :;  is  ft.  Patbe.  Nov.      7 
Barbara     Freitchle   Drama.  505  ft.  Vltagraph.  Nov.      7 
Yen    Yensen.   or.    Mistaken    tor  a    Burglar....  471   ft.  Vltagraph.  Nov.      7 
Jerusalem    in    the    Time    of    Christ    and 

David  and  Goliath    1925  ft.  Kalem.  Nov.      7 
otton  Industry  of  the  South    1000  ft.  Lubln.  Nov.     9 

Beauty   and   the   Beast   Colored.  623  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.     9 
Hurry    Up,     Please   Comic.  442  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.      9 

Lover's   Telegraphic   (ode   Comedy.  850ft.  Edison.  Nov.    10 
The    Right   ot   a    Seigneur   Dramatic.  565  ft.  Vltagraph.  Nov.    10 
Two    Affinities   Comedy.  330  ft.  Vltagraph.  Nov.    10 
Wonderful    Charm    (Trick)   Comedy.  585  ft.  Welles.  Nov.    10 
He  Who  Laughs  Last   Laughs  Best.  .Comedy.  500  11.  Bssanay.  Nov.    11 

If  It   Don't   Concern   You.    Let   It    Alone.  500  ft.  Essanay.  Nov.    11 
Blood   Will   Tell   Dramatic.  B07   ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    11 
Weather  Changes  at   the   Smiths   Comic.  311  ft.  Patbe.  Nov.    11 
A    Mountain    Fend   Dramatic.  990  ft.  Sellg.  Nov.    12 
"She"       Dramatic.  1000  ft  Edison.  Nov.    13 
Reception  of  the  American  Fleet  in   Aus- 

tralia      977  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    13 
We    Close    at    Noon   Comic.  459  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    14 
Will   They   Ever   Get    to    Town   Comle.  462  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    1-1 
The  Tun  of   Death   Dramatic.  435  ft.  Vitagrapb.  Nov.    14 
Jealous   Old    Maid   Comedy.  510  ft.  Vitagrapb.  Nov.    14 
The  New   Stenographer   Comedy.  900  ft.  Edison.  Nov.    17 
Tale   of    a    Thanksgiving    Turkey    615   ft.  Bssanay.  Nov.    18 
The   Hoodoo   Lounge    315  ft.  Bssanay.  Not.    11- 
The   Lady   or  the  Tiger   Dramatic.  900  ft.  Edison.  Nov.    20 
Hannah   Dnstin   Historical.  825  ft.  Kalem.  Nov.    20 

Independent. 
Desperate    Character   Dramatic.  S50  ft.  Crescent.  Oct.    28 

Gust   ot'    Wind   Comedy.  F.I.&T.Co.  Nov.      1; 
Pirate's    Honor   Dramatic.  F.I.&T.Co.  Nov.      1; 
The    Doll    Maker's    Daughter   Comedy.  S25  ft.  Centaur.  Nov.    16 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
*     FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,    N.J. 

Biogrnph   Licensees. 
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Federal    1  etc    of    Wrestling ,    and     \ ii   
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Political    S|                              11  130  1 1 
Jerusalem    (R.    &    1:  150  1 1 
Miscalculated    Ri 
The   Courl    in   Session  224  ft. 

1  he    Puppet's   Nightmare    (Gau   t)     ....  26" Victim  I  ;   aumont  1 
Walt  1     I                                         '              11I  1    1  ■ 
Elixir   of    routh    11  n    1                    194   ft, 
A  Tr<                     Pig  (Gaumont)    884   ft,             Klelne 
The    Wliti    G   t    (Qau   11         504   fl               Klelne 
Shado                   i  1      I         524  fl 
The  1                                                 lo)        680  11.             K 1   
Madeira    \\  Ii  Ice)    1  Ihab    Indu  ti      1   n  1  1  - . 
High   Jumping   at    Hurllngham    (1  rban)  200  ft.             Klelm 
Trials  ol    an    Educator    (Ambrosio)    727  ft.             Klelne. 

The    Puppel    Man's    Dream    (Ambrosio)       ...  627  ft. 
Wheelwright's   Daughter   (R.  &  R.)    854  ft. 
\    Father's   Will    (Aqulla)    687  ft.             Klelne. 
The  Voice  Df  the   Hearl    (Aqulla)  117  ft.             Klelm 
Picturesque    Switzerland    (1  rban)    200  11 
Somnambulic  Bell   Ringer  (Gaumont)    520  ft.             Klelne 

Prince   Kin   Kin's  Malady    (Ambrosio)    524   11. 
iiver  the  llnharthal    Railway   (Urban)    260  ft.             Klelne. 
The   Little    Rope    Dancer    (Ambrosio)    574  ft,             Klelne. 
Sunny    Madeira    (Urban)    177  ft. 
Preparing   for  Combat    (R.   &   R.)    884  tt.             Klelne. 
The   Power  ol    Habit    (Gaumont)    i.:i  ft,             Klelne. 

The  Queen's  Lover  (Rossi)    720  ft.             Klein,.. 
The  Conrict  and  the  Hove  (Gaumont)    184  ft.             Klelne. 
Desperately   in   Love    (Urban)    407  ft.             Klelne. 
When  Pa   Went  Fishing   (Gaumont)        294  ft.             Klelne. 

The  World  of  Magic   (Urban)    (00  tt.             Klein,-. 
Bald  Headed   Actor  and  Fair  Ladj    (Gaum   1  684   ft.             Klelne. 
Jane  shore  (Gaumont)    704  ft.             Klelne. 
He  Did  Not  Know  lie  was  a  Monk   (Lux)...  884   ft              Klelne. 

Motor   Boat    Races   (Urban)    .'154  ft.             Klelne. 
First  Love  Triumphs   (Gaumont)    057  ft.             Klelne. 
The    Arab    Band   Comic.  260  ft.     Gt.  North 'n. 
Bear    Hunting    In    Russia    660  It.     Gt.  North'n. 
Closed   on   Sundays    (Urban)    400   ft.                Kleinc. 
The   Flower   Thief    (Gaumont)    434  ft.              Klelne. 
Pa  and  the  Girls   (Gaumont  1    534  ft.              Kleinc 
The  Galley  Slave's   Return    (Rossi)    490   ft.                Klein,,. 
The  Sofa  Bed   (Gaumont)    440  ft.              Klein,.. 
Daisy,    the   Pretty    Typewriter    (Urban)    450  ft.                Kleine 
With   Care    (Gaumont)    470  ft.               Kleine. 
Alter    Many    Years    1033  ft.          Blograph 
Clearing  the  Mountain  Railroad  Track . Scenic.  429  ft.     Gt.  North'n. 
The   Watchmaker's   Wedding   Comedy.  442  ft.     Gt.  North'n. 
The   Pirate's   Gold   Dramatic.  066  ft.           Blograph. 
Pilot's     Daughter   Drama.  620  ft.      Ot.  North'n. 
The     Pillory   Comedy.  172  ft.      Gt.  North'n. 
Sold   By   His   Parents    (Eclipse)    440  ft.               Klelne. 

Child's    Debt    (Radios)    424  ft.               Kleine. 
The   Mock   Baronets   (Urban)   Comic.  450  ft.               Kleine. 
The    Young   Tramp    (Radios)    550  ft.               Kleine. 
Mv   Daughter  Will  Only   Marry   a   Strong 

Man    ( Radios)    524  ft.               Kleine. 
A    House   of   Cards    (Gaumont)    310  ft.               Kleine. 
The    Legend    of    Prometheus    (Gaumont)    417  ft.               Kleine. 
Thou   Shalt   Not   Love    (Gaumont)   Colored.  747  ft.               Kleine. 

The   Fair   Young  Lady's   Telephone   Com- munication   (Gaumont)    424  ft.               Klelne. 
The   Automatic   Hotel    (Gaumont)   Comic.  757  ft.               Kleine. 
The    Necklace    (Gaumont)    540  ft.               Kleine. 
Taming   of   the   Shrew   Comedy.  1048  ft.          Biogrnph. 
The    Guerilla   Dramatic.  898  ft.          Blograph. 

Blind      Dramatic.  722  ft.     Gt.  North'n, 
othello      Comedy.  277  ft.      Gt.  North'n. 
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SEND  FOR  OUR   POCKET  CATALOGUE  on 

KODAKS 
or  our  Cut-Rate  Catalogue  and  sample  of  our  Photo-Ne wsnaper,"  TOPICS  "  free 
We  have  been  22  years  solely  in  the  PHOTO-SUPPLY  business  and  want 

to  "  connect"  with  you 

DEVELOPING,  PRINTING.  BROMIDE  ENLARGEMENTS 

Prompt  and  good  work— ask  anybody 
OBRIC  CAMERA  CO. 

I  47  Fulton  St.  -  just  East  of  Broadway  -  New  York 

Mentiou  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving  Picture  "World  — the representative  trade   newspaper. 
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Stories  of  the   Films. 

THE     MOVING     PICTURE    WORLD 

EDISON   MFG.   CO. 

THE   LOVER'S    TELEGRAPHIC    CODE   Synopsis 
Of  Scenes:  "Love  Laughs  at  locksmiths."  Were  it 
not  bo,  the  great  business  of  love  might  receive  a 
set-back  at  times.  How  true  this  is  we  show  In 
our  production,  where  two  lovers  overcome  all  ob- 

i  i"l    win   out. 
Madge  meets  with  an  accident  while  riding  In 

ii  t  carriage.  Ralph,  passing  on  his  bicycle,  offers 
assistance,  which  is  gratefully  accepted.  He  re- 

ceives an  invitation  to  call — does  so  at  an  early 
date.  Her  father  objects  to  Ralph,  and  orders 
him  not  to  call  again.  The  girl  is  equal  to  the 
emergency  and  arranges  a  code  of  signals  flashed 
from  the  clothesline,  that  has  "Wireless"  beaten  a 
mile.  Pa's  pants  displayed  means  "Danger!  Keep 
away!"  A  shirt-waist,  "Am  alone;  coast  clear," 
etc.  The  code  is  worked  overtime,  and  develops 
the  most  unexpected  and  amusing  complications, 
due  to  an  unforeseen  mix-up  of  signals  by  the  ser- 

vant girl.  "Pa"  and  "Ma"  and  a  "Weary  Willie" 
whose    wardrobe   needs   replenishing. 
The  girl's  little  brother  proves  a  staunch  ally; 

comes  to  the  rescue  and  enables  the  harassed  young 
couple,  finally,  to  outwit  the  stern  father  and  to 
marry.  Then  "Pa"  sees  the  joks,  signals  his  for- 

giveness, and  Madge  and  Ralph  return  for  his 
blessing.      Approximate    length,    S50   feet. 

"SHE." — Synopsis  of  Scenes:  A  mysterious  metal 
Box  is  hequeathed  to  Leo,  a  young  Englishman,  to 
be   opened   on   his   twenty-fifth   birthday. 

It  is  opened  in  the  presence  of  his  guardian,  and 
his  servant.  They  find  an  Egyptian  tablet  2,000 

years  old'.  The  guardian,  a  linguist,  interprets  it. 
It  tells  how,  2,000  years  before,  an  Egyptian  prin- 

cess and  her  husband,  travelling  in  Africa,  meet  a 
mysterious  woman,  a  queen,  called  "She,"  with 
power   over   Life    and   Death. 
"She"  falls  in  love  with  the  prince,  and,  in 

jealous  fury,  kills  him.  "She"  sends  the  princess 
out  of  the  country.  "She"  has  the  body  entombed 
to  await  his  reincarnation.  The  princess  leaves 
an  account  of  her  adventure  on  a  tablet;  bequeaths 
it  to  her  descendants,  that  one  may  some  day  find 
"She."  wrest  the  secret  from  her,  and  avenge 
the    ancient    wrong. 

Leo  determines  to  seek  "She."  The  three  reach 
Africa,  where  they  are  met  by  men  from  "She," 
who  has  seen   their   arrival,   in  a   vision. 

While  awaiting  the  chief's  return,  Leo  is  kissed 
by  Ustane,  a  beautiful  maiden,  and  she  thereby 
becomes  his  wife.  The  Englishmen  are  set  upon 
by  the  natives  and  only  saved  by  the  chief's  ar- 

rival. He  conducts  them  to  "She,"  who  finds  in 
Leo   the   reincarnation   of   the   prince. 
Leo  is  overcome  by  the  wondrous  beauty  of 

"She."  "She"  prevails  on  Leo  to  bathe  in  the 
"Pillar  of  Life."  a  mysterious  fire,  but  he  hesi- 

tates and  "She"  to  encourage  him  enters  the  flame, 
becomes  young  and  radiant,  but  gradually  grows 
did  before  his  eyes  until  her  form  is  entirely  con- 

sumed.     Approximate   length,    1,000    feet. 

ESSANAY  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
THE  TALE  OF  A  THANKSGIVING  TURKEY.— 

The  scene  opens  with  Thanksgiving  Eve,  showing 
husband  and  wife  discussing  the  problem  of  how 
they  can  obtain  a  turkey  for  Thanksgiving  dinner, 
'flip  husband  has  been  out  of  work  for  several 
months,  and  they  are  penniless.  After  fruitless  dis- 

cussion,  the  husband  leaves  the   room   in  digust. 
While  passing  a  butcher  shop  he  notices  a  sign. 

"Thanksgiving  Turkeys  Cheap."  He  resolves  at 
all  hazards  to  secure  the  turkey,  and  hits  upon  the 
bright  idea  of  pawning  his  suit  of  clothes,  knowing 
he  has  another  suit  just  as  serviceable  at  home. 
Being  attired  in  a  long  overcoat,  he  enters  the 
pawn  shop,  disrobes,  replaces  the  coat,  which 
reaches  almost  to  his  shoe  tops,  and  pawns  his 
suit:    then   secures   the   turkey   and   starts  home. 

Tn  the  meantime  his  wife  has  written  a  letter  to 
her  mother,  stating  that,  owing  to  adverse  eircum- 
stanees,  it  will  be  impossible  for  them  to  eat  their 
turkey  dinner  with  her.  and  she  (the  wife!  is  go- 

ing to  pawn  one  of  her  husband's  two  suits,  and 
secure  a  turkey  for  their  Thanksgiving  dinner  and 
surprise  him.  The  wife  pawns  the  garments  and 
secures   her   turkey. 
The  husband  is  next  seen  entering  his  apart- 

ments, placing  his  turkey  on  the  table,  and  search- 
ing for  his  other  suit  of  clothes,  which  lie  is  of 

course  unable  to  find.  He  retires  to  the  next  room 
as  his  wife  enters  with  her  turkey,  and  discovers 
that  her  husband  has  already  secured  one.  Upon 
the  husband's  re-entrance,  explanations  and  con- 

fessions  follow,    which   are  ludicrous  in   the  extreme. 

During  the  wife's  absence  from  the  room  the 
husband,  not  seeing  the  need  of  two  turkeys,  gives 
the  turkey  purchased  by  his  wife  to  the  janitor. 
and  a  short  time  later  the  wife,  still  believing 
that  both  of  the  turkeys  are  there,  semis  the  hus 
hand's    turkey  to  the  Salvation   Army. 

\ ■_■ . in i    confidences    are    exchanged,    and    the    hus- 
  i  finds  himself  without   clothes  and  with  no  tur- 

<.,■:    tot   Thanksgiving.      He   attires   himself   In  his 
rlfe's    skirt,    about    to    wander    forth    again,    when 

press    agent    brings    In    o    large    turkey,    sen! 
his   wife's     iiier.     They   are   overjoyed   al    Hie 

tall:    itail   the   turkey   on    the   table, 
nut    the  ■    i    « 1th    n    musket    and    the    wife    a 

sword  patrol  the  table  guarding  the  third  turkey. 
The  film  is  replete  with  comedy  situations,  and 
should  be  a  great  treat  owing  to  its  novelty. 

THE    HOODOO    LOUNGE   A   tramp   in   his   haste 
to  escape  from  the  clutches  of  the  law  rushes  into 
a  second-hand  store  and  hides  in  a  folding  lounge. 
An  old  maid  later  purchases  the  lounge,  and  after 
having  it  delivered  to  her  house,  discovers  the 
lounge  moving.  Becoming  frightened,  but  yet  not 
wishing  to  lose  upon  the  investment,  she  sells  it 
to  a  neighbor.  The  neighbor,  after  undergoing  a 
similar  experience,  sells  it  to  someone  else;  the 
lounge  changing  bauds  continually  until  at  last  it 
is  sold  back  to  the  second-hand  dealer,  and  ulti- 

mately purchased  by  the  same  policeman  from 
whom  the  tramp  escaped.  After  having  it  deliv- 

ered to  his  residence,  the  policeman  discovers  the 
tramp  and  arrests  him.  This  is  the  story  told 
briefly,  but  is  brimful  of  clean,  laughable  comedy; 
the  lounge  in  transit  falling  from  the  express 
wagon;  being  dumped  up  ana  down  stairs,  etc. 
For  a  short  film,  we  consider  this  one  of  our  best 
efforts.      Length,    315    feet. 

KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

A  QUICK-CHANGE  MESMERIST  (Urban-Eclipse). 
— Laughter  unbounded  will  greet  every  incident  of 
this  most  original,  cleverly  conceived,  skilfully  ex- 

ecuted  and    decidedly    unusual   subject. 
Into  the  orderly  study  of  an  apparently  mild  and 

respectable  gentleman,   an  escaped  convict  breaks. 
The  host  is  in  no  way  dismayed  or  angry.  In- 

stead, he  sympathizes  with  the  wretch,  upon  whom 
he   exercises   his   undoubted   powers  as   a   mesmerist. 
Great  success  follows  this  and  .every  experi- 

ment. Not  only  does  he  hypnotize  his  human  sub- 
jects,   but   their  very   articles  of  dress. 

Rapid  change  follows  rapid  change — feminine 
garments  fly  to  males,  and  vice  versa — and  all  is 
done  with  a  rapidity  which  deceives  even  the  eye 
of   the   camera. 
The  mesmerist  in  the  garb  of  the  convict  es- 

capes from  his  own  house,  and  is  hotly  pursued  by 
warder    and   policeman. 

Cheerfully  and  merrily  the  pursuit  is  kept  up, 
the  mesmerist  victimizing  all  with  whom  he  comes 
in  contact  and  making  them  work  his  own  sweet 
and  laughing  will.  The  results  are  immediately 
apparent,  each  "subject"  becoming  wildly  exhil- 

arated  as   the   change   is   affected. 
Subsequently  the  supposed  convict  is  cornered  in 

a  barber's  shop  as  he  is  being  shaved.  His  victims 
all  surround  the  chair,  from  which  the  mesmerist 
rises,    himself   transformed    into   Mephistopheles. 
Again  bringing  his  marvelous  hypnotic  powers 

into  play,  he  changes  the  costumes  of  his  would-be 
captors,  who  appear  as  clowns,  golliwogs  and  other 
laughter-creating  beings,  and  dance  madly  around 
the    mesmerist. 

Finally  he  disappears  in  a  puff  of  smoke  and 
all  his  victims  fall  exhausted  and  wonder-stricken 
to  the   ground.      Length,   334  feet. 

THE  PREHISTORIC  MAN  (Urban-Eclipse).— The 
"Hand  of  the  Artist"  has  added  to  the  world's 
happiness  by  the  excessive  laughter-compelling  fan- 

cies it  has  depicted.  "Created"  is  perhaps  the 
better  term,  for  the  pictures  drawn  upon  paper  or 
canvas  invariably  take  living  form,  step  out  of 
the  canvas,  and  act  more  or  less — generally  less— rationally. 

In  the  "Prehistoric  Man"  the  author  has  ex- 
celled himself.  The  artist  in  person  is  revealed  in 

this  series,  where,  previously,  only  his  "hand" 
appeared.  In  an  idle  moment  he  outlines  upon  a 
large  sheet  the  figure  of  a  conventional  prehis- 

toric ogre  of  forbidding  aspect  and  threatening  de- 
meanor, armed  with  a  prehistoric  stone  hammer. 

To  the  artist's  own  dismay  the  creature  becomes 
possessed  of  life  and  movement  and  walks  out  of 
the    wooden    frame. 

Evidently  looking  upon  the  draughtsman  as  re- 
sponsible for  his  being,  he  attaches  himself  to 

that  unfortunate  person  and  accompanies  him  wher- 
ever he  goes.  So  disastrous  is  the  havoc  he  cre- 

ates in  twentieth  century  streets,  houses  and  lanes, 
and  so  fearful  the  impression,  that  the  unlucky 
artist  in  vain  tries  to  escape:  the  gaunt  incon- 

gruous  figure  •  is   not  to   be   shaken   off. 
After  calamities  innumerable  and  consternation 

unbounded,  a  happy  idea  suggests  itself  to  the  ar- 
tist, who.  returning  to  his  studio,  hastily  draws  a 

prehistoric  animal,  which  also  assumes  life.  The 
man,  entering  the  studio  In  search  of  his  artist 
friend,  is  seized  between  the  fearsome  jaws  of  the 
weird  creature  and  swallowed  whole.  Only  his 
Stone  mallet  remains,  and  this  the  artist  uses  as 
a  weapon,  which  ents  the  inoffensive  canvas  upon 
which  the  creatures  were  drawn,  thus  Increasing 

the    illusion.      Length.    .".."7    feet. 

Proprietors,  Notice! 
YOUNG  MA.N  (age  28). experienced  in  the 
various  details  of  the  Moving  Picture  business, 
desires  position  as  manager  of  theatre,  or  with 
reliable  film  exchange.  References  and  further 
particulars    cheerfully    furnished     upon     request. 

Please  address 
P.  O.    Box    516,    Rochester,    N.Y. 

THE  LAKE  OF  GARDA,  ITALY  (Urban-Eclipsej 
— A  steamboat  at  Panorama  of  the  lar.'est  ao 
most  eastern  of  the  great  lakes  of  Northern  Italj enclosed  by  Alpine  ridges  on  both  sides,  and  d! 
viding  the  Austrian  Tyrol  from  the  old  Italia provinces  of  Venetia  and  Lombardv.  The  lake  t 
its  greatest  depth  is  about  1,000  feet. 
The  lemon  tree  ripens  its  fruit  on  the  bank 

of  this  lake,  though  the  trees  require  to  be  ear* 
fully  covered  and  even  artificially  warmed  durin 
frost.  The  number  of  trees  in  cultivation  is  ove 
20,000,   each  producing  about   1.000  lemons 

The  scenery  on  Lake  Garda,  its  islands  and  pre 
monoiory,  is  remarkable  for  the  luxuriance  of  it 
vegetation,  for  the  island  castle  ruin-  for  th 
sublime  mountain  peaks,  and  for  the  ::  niresqo, 
towns  and  villages  on  its  banks.     Length.  450  feel 

A  TYROLEAN  PARADISE  (Urban-Eclipse  i  .—Pti 
tures  secured  in  the  neighborhood  of  Aroo.  Mera 
and  Botzen,  popular  health  resorts  in  tin-  Souther 

Tyrol. 
Mountain  torrents,  cascades,  olive  gardens,  f« 

dal  castles,  romantic  and  picturesque,  form  scene 
of  Nature  at  her  smiling  best,  which  will  live  1 
the   memory  of  every  beholder.     Length.   .".74   feet. 
THE  GORGES  OF  THE  TARN  (Urban-EclipseM 

A  tributary  of  the  Garonne,  one  of  the  most  pii 
turesque   districts   in   the   southwest   of   France. 

Romantic    scenes    on    the    banks    of    the    Tarn, 
shallow    but   swiftly    flowing   stream    navigable   onl 
for   punts,    reveal   fresh   beauties  of  niajesn,.   natui 
at   every   turn. 

Dolomite  rocks,  cliffs  and  caverns,  chiselled  an 
modelled  by  rain  and  frost,  are  conrit.  :  iusly  pr> 
sented  in  wonderful  arched,  pointed,  gi  lined  ar 
fantastic    designs. 

Ruins    nestling    at    the    feet    of    mai.  -  -  . 
ments    lend    their    charm    and    simple    huts    of    tl 
peasant    population    add    variety    and    height 
general     effect,     the    beauty     of     which     is     double 
by    the    mirroring    waters   of    the    Tarn. 
Amidst  foliage  in  delightful  confusion,  rapt 

whirling  and  eddying  in  and  out  of  rocky  eba 
nels.  each  turn  of  the  river  reserves  an  asreeah 
surprise  as  it  defiles   in   front  of  audience. 
The  darkness  of  the  caves,  the  mountains  risii 

sheer  above  them,  the  graceful  bridges  spannta 

the  waters,  and  the  natural  weir  over  which  t' skilled  boatmen  shoot  their  shallow  punts,  for 
views  of  incomparable  nature  such  as  seldom  see 
Length,    367    feet. 

PATHE  FRERES. 
BEAUTY  AND  THE  BEAST.— In  this  beantll 

little  fairy  tale  we  see  the  old  merchant  biddi 
his  lovely  daughters  adieu  and  departing  with  1 
assistant  on  a  business  trip.  After  ridimr  for 
long  distance  through  the  forest  the  two  r::ivell< 
suddenly  realize  that  they  have  lost 
So.  dismounting,  they  walk  first  in  one  direct! 
and  then  in  another  in  an  effort  to  find  the  ps 
which  leads  back  to  the  village,  and  while  tl 
are  thus  exploring  they  come  upon  a  beaiiti 
garden  in  a  remote  part  of  the  wood,  where  tt 
sit  down  for  a  while  to  rest.  The  old  mereha 
attracted  by  the  beautiful  roses,  stoops  to  pick 
few.  when  suddenly  there  appears  out  of  a  fla 
gushing  up  from  the  ground  an  ugly  looking  bea 

who  reprimands  the  old  man  severely  -'■  r  tr passing  on  his  premises  and  threatens  him  w 
death  unless  he  promises  him  one  of  his  beaut! 
daughters.  After  the  old  man  has  given  his  wo 
the  beast  directs  them  to  the  right  path, 
the  merchant  is  once  more  in  his  family  circle. 
tells  his  daughters  of  his  meeting  with  the 
and  of  the  terrible 
unless  he  gives  one 
ster 

he 
fate  that  is  in  store  for  r. 
of   them    up    to   the    ugly    m 

The    most   beautiful   of   the   three   girls   decides 
orifice    herself    in    order    to    save    her    father. sa 

starts  out  for  the  beast's  abode.  Arriving 
garden,  she  is  helping  herself  to  the  roses,  whi 
to!  he  appears.  When  she  sees  what  a  repnls 
creature  he  is.  she  spurns  him.  but  m 
thought  she  is  touched  with  pity  for  the  p 
creature  and  follows  him  to  his  hut.  where  I 
finds  him  dying  of  grief  at  the  thought  of  los: 
one  so  beautiful.  A  few  kind  words  from  her  f 
he  is  suddenly  transformed  from  a  horrible  be 
to  a  dashing  looking  youth  with  whom  she  lint 
diately    falls    in    love. 
The  last  picture  shows  the  young  couple  hastl 

imr  to  her  father's  home,  where  a  splendid  feastl 
given   in  honor  of  their   marriage.     Length     iVJS  fel 
HURRY  UP.  PLEASE!— A  very  wise  invent 

has  perfected  an  electric  device  whereby  he  < 
control  the  velocity  Of  everything  in  siihf  wll 
he  turns  the  crank  attached  to  the  box  in  will 
the  wonderful  apparatus  is  encased.  The  first  ll 
Hire  shows  him  in  the  laboratory  after  cnmpletl 
the  machine,  and  when  he  turns  the  crank  tl 
girls  who  have  been  assisting  him  start  to  wl 
with  lightning  rapidity  and  disappear  from  I 
room  like  a  shot  out  of  a  gun.  He  goes  into  I 
street  and  everything  that  be  comes  in  eontl 
uiili  moves  like  wildfire  when  he  turns  the  hantl 
We  see  Iwo  men  coming  leisurely  down  the  strl 
and  a  nurse  maid  pushing  a  perambulator,  wll 
suddenly  they  start  in  all  directions  and  arc  si 
going  at  breakneck  speed  till  out  of  sisrht.  I 
slow  hill  poster  docs  his  work  in  a  second  and| 
off,  some  men  working  leisurely  putting  up  a  hu 
Ing,  a  crowd  of  laborers  working  on  the  street. 
feel    the    power    of    the    wonderful    electric    mc| 



THE     .\U>\  i\t,     PICTURE     WOR1  D 

ami   work   nnj   run   an   I    likr    lightning    when    Hi, 
i>n    tiit-   Bcene    and    turns    the    bundle. 

funii)     liu'ldenl    lakes    place    on    a    crowded 
i    In-    ii|)|i<  lira       I  verj     vehicle    ami 
n    il.vhiu    along    with    the    v. 

rclone   while  he  coollj    standi  and  amualngl; 
Iiiatlon       Finally,    he    aita   on    a    bench 

|  in  a   park  and  a  mlschl  eta  ii   and 
nk    and       ledlatel;    we    »<  i 

lake    High)    and    starl    down    the    atreel    and 
i-nr    In    the    dlataiiee.    while    the    little    fellow 
off    with    the    wonderful    machine.       Length 442    feet. 

BLOOD   WILL  TELL.      \   young   man   who  Is   lead 
wild,    extravagant    life    cornea    to    his    (ather 

wey,    bat    the   parent,    who   la    Impatient    with 
mi   account   of   ins   conduct,    blankly    n 

e   him   a   cent.     The    Indulgent   i 
•r   her    buy.    however,    and    we   Boon    gee    the 

obi    Tinn    handing    hlra    o  II,    bul    Impn 
Im  that   It  will  be  the  verj    last.     The  youth 
:oea    to    visit    a     popular    actreas,     but    abe, 

kmwiii^    blin    to    be    dependent    upon    his    fa 
discourages  bis  advances  and  he  leaves  her, 
keenly  ills  lack  of  funds  On  bis  wmj 

home  be  bits  upon  a  scheme  which,  If  successful, 
will  make  bim  the  possessor  of  a  largi 
money,  it  is  late  when  be  arrives  al  his  home! 
ami  all  have  retired.  Stealthily  be  makes  Ins  wax- 
to  ins  father's  reom,  where  the  old  man  is  fas! 
Bleep,  and  taking  the  keys  from  the  pocket  of 

users  that  lie  on  the  chair,  be  goes  to  the 
safe,  unlocks  It,  ami  belps  himself  to  a  large  sum 
of  money.  After  cautiously  replacing  the  keys 
where  he  *onml  them  be  hastens  off  to  meet  the 
fair  damsel,  who  receives  bim  with  open 
when  she  si  es  the  large  Bum  of  momu  in  his  pos- 

Thoy  forthwith  so  to  n  cafe  and  wine  and 
dine  on  the  best  in  the  hind,  and  he  is  pronounced 
by   all    the   jolllest   of   good    fellows. 
The  next  morning  when  the  old  man  goes  Into 

his  study  :■■!,]  opens  ins  safe  he  is  horrified  to  find 
that  be  iia^  been  robbed,  and  at   once  suspects  the 
butler,    who    happens    to    be    dusting    the    room.      The 
polieo  are  summoned  and  the  unfortunate  domestic 
is  placed  under  arrest.  lie  Is  led  away,  loudly 
proclaiminc  his  innocence,  just  as  the  youth  enters. 
The  next  view  we  set  of  the  young  man  shows 
ns  how  heavily  his  prime  weighs  upon  bis  mind.  At 
every  turn  be  sees  the  form  of  the  butler  pleading 
with  him  to  save  him  from  prison,  and  finally, 
unable  to  bear  bis  guilt  any  longer,  he  gives  him- 

self up  to  the  law.  The  last  picture  is  in  the 
court  room,  where  the  butler  is  being  tried  for 
the  theft,  when  the  youth  staggers  in  just  as  the 

ice  is  ah, ait  to  be  pronounced  upon  the  inno- 
cent man.  and  makes  a  confession.  The  bapp) 

butler  is  set  free  and  the  father  of  the  thief. 
realizing  that  it  was  a  pood  lessen  for  the  youth, 
fails  to  press  the  charges,  bnl  takes  the  erring 
Krang  man  in  bis  arms  and  derides  to  give  bim 
another   chance.      Length,    607    feet. 

"WrATHER  CHANGES  AT  THE  SMITHS.— Our 
friend  Smith  is  apparently  a  model  husband,  and 
nidging  fri  m  the  view  we  get  of  his  home  life, 

is  .nulling  lacking  in  the  way  of  kindness  in 
bis  hen-,  for  his  wife,  whom  lie  showers  with  at- 
ten'i'ii  ami  affection,  and  the  atmosphere  of  love 
between  the  pair  seems  at  a  burning  point.  He 
reluctantly  leaves  her  side  to  attend  to  some  busi- 

lllul  after  kissing  her  about  a  dozen  times. 
he  starts  out,  leaving  the  poor  deluded  woman  in  a 
pappy  frame  of  mind,  knowing  that  he  is  surely 
true    to    her. 
He  does  nor  proceed  far.  however,  before  lie  runs 

across  a  dashing  looking  maiden,  whom  be  he- 
roines smitten  with,  and  forgets  all  about  liis 

loved  one  ar  home.  He  tries  to  force  his  attentions 
on  the  lady,  tut  she  hurries  on.  with  him  tagging 
at  her  heels,  finally  he  is  successful  in  gaining 
recognition  from  the  fair  creature,  and  after  ex- 

changing cards  he  makes  an  appointment  to  meet 
her  that  afternoon.  When  Smith  returns  home  to 
his  good  wife  the  atmosphere  of  the  place  seems 
to  have  reached  freezing  point,  and  it  is  so  no- 

ticeable that  .>lrs.  Smith  becomes  suspicious.  She 
catches  the  old  bird  reading  the  card,  and  Is  horri- 

fied, and  remonstrates  with  him,  but  he  hurries 
from  the  house  to  keep  his  date.  The  wife  then 
writes  to  her  brother,  telling  him  to  come  to  her 
at  once,  and  help  her  out  in  getting  even  with  her 
husband  for  lis  unbecoming  conduct.  The  youth 
s,,,,ii  arrives  and  tbej  start  out  in  pursuit  of  the 
pair,  and  as  they  are  walking  through  the  pars 
they  come  upon  Smith  and  bis  companion  taking  a 

idc.  He  is  horrified  upon  making  a  landing 
i-ii. i  his  wife,  and  immediately  there  is  a 

free-for-all  fight,  in  which  poor  Smith  fares  badly 
ar  the  bands  of  bis  husky  spouse,  and  the  youth 
rushes  avay  with  his  lady  companion,  while  his 

takes  bim  in  charge  and  beats  him  al!  the 
way   home.     Length,   nil    feet. 
RECEPTION  OF  THE  AMERICAN  FLEET  IN 

AUSTRALIA. — Since  our  fleet  started  on  its  long 
journey  around  the  world  the  American  people  have 
been  greatly  interested  in  its  welfare,  and  as  the 
boys  land  in  foreign  ports  we  are  always  solicitous 

tile  receptions  tendered  them  from  their 
hosts,  in  this  beautiful  picture  we  see  bow  they 
were  received  in  Australia,  and  if  is  a  source  of 

great  gratification  to  any  American  patriot  to  see 
the  way  our  officers  and  Jackles  are  welcomed  and 
entertained  by   our  English   cousins.    _ 

The  first  picture  shows  the  arrival  of  the  fleet  at 
the   port    of    Sidnev.    and    we    see   at   cb.se    range   our 

EDISON    KINET0SC0PES 
Still    Another    New    Model.       Most  Up-to  date   Machine  on  the    Market 

UNDERWRITERS'  MODEL l   I  >  M  "  II") 
IIM'-I'IN 
nOVKflRNT 

Approved  by  the  New  York  Bu.inl  of  Fire  Underwriter  and  the 
Kurc.ui  of  Water,  Gas  and  tlactrit  t\ 

IMPROVED  ' :,kl  "I'  Rheostat. 
imrnvf  i_  i-r  Aulomallc  Shutter. 

Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand. 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  (iuard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 
Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  Gears 

With  Underwriter's Model  Rheostat 
<.T^40  Amp.  $225.00 

25  Amp.  $220.00 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  Model 

155.00 

$75.00 
An  Opportunity  to   Change  your  Two      oe  nn 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism     **J.UU 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW   FEATURE   SUBJECTS: 
SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  10,  1908. 

LOVE'S  TELEGRAPHIC  CODE.    Comedy 
Love  laughs  at  obdurate  fathers  as  well  as  locksmiths.     Pa's  pants,  mother's  shirt-waist  and  other 

garments  hung  out  on  the  clothes-line  made  up  an  effective  code  between  a  pair  of  lovers  until  the  hired 
girl  mixed  up  the  signals  and  then  things  happened  that  make  up  a  funny  film. 

SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  401. 
No.  6393.  Code,  VENDIPUMO  Approx.  Length,  850  leet. 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  13,  1908 

"  SHE."     Dramatic. 
A  tale  of  ancient  Africa  with  the  same  title  and  suggestive  of  Rider  Haggard's  "  She.''  The  story 

is  wierdly  and  mosi  impressively  worked  out  in  this  film,  the  closing  scene  showing  "She"  bathing  in 
the  "  Pillar  of  Fire." SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  401  A. 

No.  6394.  Code,  VENDILHAO.  Approx.  Length,  1000  feet. 

NEXT  WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 
SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  17,  1908 

THE    NEW    STENOGRAPHER.       Comedy 
No.  6395. Code,  VENDIMIADO. 

Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

THE    LADY 
SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  20,  1908 

OR   THE   TIGER. Dramatic 
No.  6396. Code,  VENDIMIAS. Approx.  Length,  900  Feet. 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :     72  LAKESIDE  AVE.,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 

New  York  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    804  Wabash  Avenue. 
Office  for  United  Kingdom  :     Edison  Works,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling   Agents: 
P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  Vork.  George  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco.  Cai. 

Dealers   in   All    Principal   Cities. 

FILMS." 

A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 
OWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. 

Members  Film  Service  Association 

pair  Work  a  Specialty.     Agents  for  Motiograph,  Power's and  Edison  Machines.     Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
564    Washington 

Established  1894. 
Street,        • 

(Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston      Mass. 
Incorporated  1908. 



THE     MOVING     PICTURE     WORLD 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers   of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

*tHES& 

BLIND 
The  story  of  a  Little  Blind  Beggar  Boy.     A  Pathetic  Picture  with  a 
Happy  Ending.  Length   698  Feet 

ISSUE 
OTHELLO 

A  Comedy  with  Plenty  of  Mirth 
Length  277  Feet 

Big  Features  Coming  Soon! 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COflPANY 
NORDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Biograph  Patents.     All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will   be  protected   by   the   American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

gr       m 
JMF     TRADE         ft 
fl         MARK  3 

EW  FILMS In  Preparation lOc.  PER  FOOT 

SHERLOCK  HOLMES  IN  THE  GREAT  MYSTERY 
Length  about  800  Feet.  Order  at  Once. 

Beautiful  Scenery  and  Elaborately  Toned  Throughout. 

CRESCENT    FILM    CO.,   273    PROSPECT   AVENUE,    BROOKLYN,    N.Y. 
Printing,  Developing,  Perforating  and  Special  Work  Done, 

Our  Films  run  on  any  machine  Steadiness,  Durability  and  Photography  of  Merit 

PREVENTS     TIRED     EYES     AND     HEADACHES 
The  rapidity  of  our  new  shutter  has  been  so  perfected  that  30  to  40  per  cent,  less  non-exposure  (Which  has  heretofore 

caused  the  tremulous  vibration  producing  so  many  tired  eyes  and  headaches'  is  found  in  the  Monograph  than  in  any 
other  machine,  making  perfect  brilliancy  of  picture  and  sharpness  of  outline.  Together  with  the  rocklike  steadiness  of 
the  pedestal  the  flicker  is  thus  entirely  eliminated. 

Five-cent  Theatre  and  Vaudeville-House  Managers  increase  their  bank  account  with  the  Monograph.  Patrons  who 
come  once  will  always  come  again  where  the}'  know  they  see  the  best  pictures,  positively  rest  their  eves  instead  of  tiring 
tl  em,  and  where  all  fire  risks  are  removed. 

The  MotiograpH I  908  Theatre  Model,  Especially  Approved 
by  the  Underwriters  Association 

OTHER  POINTS  OF  EXCELLENCE  IN  THE  MOTIOCRAPH  found  in  no  other  machines  are :  A 
special  Film  Rewind  by  which  the  film  can  be  rewound  with  the  main  crank  in  two  minutes  without  removing  either  reels 
or  magazines,  saving  time  between  pictures  and  entertainments;  perfected  Fireproof  Magazines,  Fire  Traps,  with  four 
rollers  and  with  srring  actuated  flanged  guides,  preventing  side  movement  and  making  it  impossible  for  fire  to  pass  ihem  : 
never  failing  Automatic  Fireproof  Shutters;  Perfect  Framing  Device;  Flanged  Sprocket  Rollers  to  prevent  film  being 
torn  or  ruined  by  accidentally  running  off  sprocket  wheels  ;  Enclosed  Gears  and  working  parts;  Perfect  Take-up  with 
new  form  of  belt  adjuster  ;  Lid  Off  Wide  Open  Lamp  House  making  it  easily  accessible  ;  Improved  Arc  Lamp  with  all 
Hand  Wheel  Adjustments  ;  Slide  Carrier  Swing,  saving  one-third  more  illustration  for  the  Motion  Pictures. 

FILMS    AND    SLIOES 
Headquarters  for  the  finest,  largest  and  most  complete 
stock  in  the  United  States.  The  success  of  an  entertainment 
depends  on  never  allowing  the  interest  of  an  audience  to 
flag  ;  patrons  who  have  come  once  will  come  again  when 
constgnt  change  of  programme  is  made- 

Send     For    NEW    FALL    CATALOCUE    of 

Entertainers  Supplies  explaining  everything  and showing  how  big  money  can  be  made  entertaining  the 
public,  sent  free.  Special  literature  describing  the  advan 
tages  of  the  Monograph  for  professional  entertainers  and 
theatre  managers. 

CHICAGO  PROJECTING  CO.,  E.  D.OTIS,  Mgr..  Supply  Dept., 225 Dearborn  St.,Chicago,  III. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 



TIIK     mo\  tNG     PH   fURE     \V<  >R1  i» 

79  East  laoui  street 

A  Drawing  Card 
for  any  Moving 
Picture  Show  is  ■ 

Card 
Printer 
in  the  lobby.  It 
is  always  stir 
rounded  b y 
crowds.  The  Card 
Printer  is  a  slot 
machine,  and 

prints  cards,  5 
cards  for  lc  or  12 
cards  for  5c. 

Special  price  if  you 
mention  this  paper 

Eaty  Terms 

WRITE  NOW 

THE 
CARD  PRINTER 

CO. 
-  New  TorK  City 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 
Comedy  Subjects 

"THE  TALE  OF  A 
THANKSGIVING  TURKEY" (Lgth.  Approx.  615  Ft.) 

"The 

Hoodoo  
Lounge" 

(Lgth    Approx.  315  Ft.) 

READY 

WEDNESDAY  NOV.  18th 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.CD. 

501  WELLS  ST.  ChigagoJlls. 

.  it  11  •   into  tba   I-. 
II    It    Indeed    liitplrlng      >allte,    though    fai 
home,    lliej  i  .1    «  Ith    ml  md    ■« 
idmli  al  Spei  i.i   and   Uii  offii  i  t  tb*j .... 

neral    » Ulle    the   I 
i mi   i  atlonal   tin, 

Nexl    we   see    the    \.i    'al   ami    hi*   liosl    starting 
for   the   review,   imldsl    the  the    throngs 
thai    line   the   way ;    Uii  r   the 
American   officers   and    marlni 

»'.<  .    w  hlch  I  I    DCS 

\\ .    nexl    see    the   arrh  al  of  Ad 
the  rei  leu  .   and   Lord   Nortl   te  n  II 
then    one    ot    the    grandcal 
wonld   wish   i"  iei 

whe.re    the    native    soldiers    In     tbel 
attli  e    ii  i    .i     eai  orl    to   their    Lmerlc   i  lend 
line    up    and    make    a    grand    showing,     while    thej 

Jofl   the  Stars  ai 
FlnaUj .    we    see    the 

Japan,   and   here   la  shown  an  artistic   pli 
i    taken  In  i  be  pale  nioonllgbt,  «  I 

iiisera    steal  i    m      Igbt. 
while    th<   ii    hi  i|  i"  Ij    shines    on    the    pi 
waters,    lending   an   air   of   tranquillity    to   the   scene 

'    boj  -  starl    for  borne.     Length,  B77  feel 
WE  CLOSE  AT  NOON.       I 

tnenl   store   with  hi  I   while   his   mothi  r 
llj    engaged  with  ber  shopping,    the  lad's  eye 
sted    bj    the   bundle   shoot.      He   B 

self    for   s    time   bj    throwing    articles    Into    It,    and 
anally,   thinking   thai    II    will   be  good   spo 
■  b!  Ide  ■!•'»  n,   he  i  limbs  01  er  the  rail  and  a  ■■. 

1  ■'   i!"'   bundle   room    In    the   base   nt, 
he  i-  completely  covered  with  parcels.  When  bla 
mother    nnlsl 
tor  the  lad,  but  be  Is  nowhere  to  !»■  fonnd,  and  as 
the  store  closes  al    noon,   they   are  compelled   to  re 
turn   hi    wiiin, ut   him.     The  times    les  to  close 

d   all    the  employees   leave   the   place,   and   the 
watchman    locks   up. 

After  Borne   time    the  youth    succeeds    In   climbing 
np    the   shoot    to   the   main   Boor,    and    then'   finding 
lie   place  entirely   deserted   he   starts   In   to  destroj 

everything    thai     be    lays    hands    on.      Finally    be 
climbs    Into    the    show    window    aud    ops 
thing,    making    the   artistic   display   look   a* 
a   cycloue  Btruck   it.     Some  people  passing  stop 
view    the  antics  of   the   young   rascal,   and  be  pleads 
with   them   to  release   him.     They    get   a   policeman 
who    in    turn    Bummons    a    locksmith,    who    unlock! 
the   door,   and    they   all   enter   to    free   the   lad,    bul 
i  e  is  still  on  the  rampi  d   turns 
"it    a    Are    hydrant    and    the   water    i   -    down    all 
over  the  merchandise.  The  mischievous  boj  finally 
hides  in  a  shower  hath,  and  in  order  to  get  him 
out  they  turn  on  the  water,  but  he  having  an  um- 

brella protects  himself.  At  last  he  comes  onl  and 
the  crowd  are  about  to  pounce  upon  i  [m  when  in 
rushes  his  mother  and  protects  him  from  their 
fury,  and  hurries  the  young  rascal  home,  leaving 
the  Stock    in   the  store  in   ruins.      Length.    -ir,'.i 
WILL  THEY  EVER  GET  TO  TOWN? -lie 

Smith  family  receives  a  telegram  asking  them  to 
come  to  town  immediately  to  attend  to  some  ur- 

gent business.  The  family  party,  consisting  of  six, 
i.avc-  the  house  In  post  haste  and  make  for  the 
railway  station,  but  to  their  great  dismay,  arrive 

-  the  train  is  pulling  out  of  the  yard.  There 
nor  being  another  train  for  several 
jump  Into  a  waiting  auto  and  give  orders  to  be 
rushed  with  the  greatest  speed  into  town.  They 
By  over  the  country  mads,  killing  fowl  and  caus- 

ing all  sorts  of  excitement  along  the  route.  Finally 
their  speed  is  slackened  by  coming  in  contact  with 
a  tree,  and  they  are  compelled  to  abandon  the  auto 
for  a  jackass  cart.  They  all  load  into  the  frail 
little  rig  and  creep  alone  the  road,  and  when  the 
ass  balks  they  lose  more  time,  and  they  are  about 
to  abandon  him  when  the  police  order  them  to 
drag  him  alone.  Finally  they  leave  the  beast  in  a 
pasture  and  pet  into  a  boat  and  start  down  stream, 
but  they  have  not  gone  far  before  the  craft  cap- 

sizes, throwing  the  party  into  the  water.  They 
all  manage  to  swim  to  shore,  and  this  time  they 
get  into  a  dirt  cart,  which,  after  going  alone  for 
a  short  distance,  dumps  them  into  the  middle  of 
the  road,  and  away  they  go  rolling  down  the  steep 
hill,  then  down  a  flight  of  stairs,  and  over  a  high 
cliff  Into  a  sand  pit,  whore  we  see  the  whole  party 
stuck  In  the  sand,  and  unable  to  free  themselves 
lie  down  exhausted  after  their  terrible  ordeal. 
Length.    402    feet. 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

THF.  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM    CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  50c 

For  full  particulars  write  to 
THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO. 

2654  Mission  Street,  San    Francisco,  Cal. 

ELECTRIC      PIANOS 
Price  $150 

Music  Rolls,  75c  per  Roll 
J.  E.  NELSON  a  Co.,  48  River  St..  Chicago 

CLOSING 
OUT 

Three  $150.00 

VIASC0PES 
Fitted  with  Chicago  Fire 
Underwriter  Improved 

Lower    Automatic 

Magazine  Tanks 

0URPRICE,$I00.00 

10  Half  Size  Bausch  &  Lomb 

Stereopticon  Lenses  No's 12, 15, 18,  Eq. Focus,  regular 
$18  lenses,  at  $9.00  each. 

10  Quarter  Size  mount. 
Stereopticon  Lenses,  sizes 
10 — 12  in.  Eq.  Eocus 

10  5 — 6  inch  Long  Distance 
Moving  Picture  Lenses, 
sliding  Tubes,  Bausch  & 
Lomb  make,  regular  $10.00 
lense  at  $5.50. 

Edison  Underwriter  Model 
Rheostat,  $7,00 

All  above  goods  in  A-i  order. 
Having  become  shopworn  is 

why  we  offer  at  these  low 
prices.  Order  quick,  these 
are  rare  bargains.  Goods  will 

be  sent  on  privilege  of  ex- 
amination upon  receipt  of 

small  payment  to  guarantee 
express  charges. 

BIJOU AMUSEMENT  CO. 
91   Dearborn  St.,  Chicago 
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We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.T. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

v^^*, 

The  Border  Wars  or 
New  England 
LENGTH  825   FEET 

READY    NOVEMBER    20 

We  predict  that  "  Hannah 
DlfStin  "  will  be  one  of  the 
most-talked-of  films  of  the 

season.  As  a  story  it  is  of 
thrilling  interest,  and  at  the 
same  time  it  is  historically 
exact.  In  photographic 
quality  it  is  one  of  the  finest 
things  the  art  has  yet 
produced. 

BOOK  IT  IN  ADVANCE 

Lecture  Now  Ready 

KALEM  CO.,  Inc. 
131  West  24th  St.,  New  York  City 

I    BUY   FILM 
I  pay  cash  for  second-hand  film  in  good 

condition.  How  much  have  you  for  sale  ?  bend 
list  of  subjects  and  price.  No  junk  wanted. 
Second-hand  machines  and  films  in  good  con- 

dition of  all  makes  bought,  sold  and  exchanged. 
Newman  notion  Picture  Co.,  293  Burnslde 
Street,  Portland,  Oregon. 

"OLD   RAINY" 

Films    Renewed 
We'll  fix  one-half  of  film,  and  let  yousee the  difference   Titles  made      Address 
FILM  RENEWING  CO.,  Wm.  Bulleck,  Mgr. 

American  Theatre,  Cleveland,  Ohio 

WELLS' 
Moving   Picture    Enterprises 

STEREOPTICON  ADVEPTIS  NG 
Hand  Colored   riovirg   Pictures  for  enter 

tainments  ot  two  hours  duration  for  churcbts. 
schools,  armories,  lodges,  clubs,  bouse  parffs 
and  fairs  Rer/ned  and  highly  enjoyable, 
sacred  and  secular. 

ADVrRTISING    AND 
SPECIAL  LANTERN   SLIDES  riADE 

Movirg  Picture.  I  itho.  Paper,  also 
PASSION  PLAY  SUPPLIES 

Song  Title  Pages  Desii  ned  and  Illustrated. 
SIGN  PAINTERS 
OFFICIAL  SCORr  RS 

46  W  28th  St ,  near  Broadway,  New  York 
Telephone  6420  Madison  Square 

*?$WHfc 

Moving  Pic/ut&^kiinit"^ 
S  EAST  14th  STREET 

ROM  Lobby  To  Sheet 

/•TW  YORK' 

' 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  businesi 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  iany  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides.  Chairs,  etc.,  etc, 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEHENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WES1 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 
1040T  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Cal 

F.  BECK,  President  and  Manager 
Member  of  F.  S.  A. 

MACHINES   AND    FILMS 
FOR    RENT 

We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving 
Picture  Business,  so  if  you  are  in  need  of  any- 

thing in  the  above  line 

We    buv   all    kinds   of    mach.'nes   and    song slides.    WALK— PHONE— WRITE  or  RUN 
All  orders  are  shipped  the  same  day  as  received  C.0.D 

SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness:  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 
for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 
There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 

recently  but  you  can  build  that 

yourself  for  a  few  dollars.  If  you 
want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70  00  each  for  1 10  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 
Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

\ 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs.  All  kinds. 
Fireproof  Booths.   Resistance  Grids  and  Wires. 

Repairing. 

New  YorK  Steel  3  Production  Co. 
NEWARK,  N.J. 

FREE  FREE 
ATTRACTIVE 

Signs  and  Banners 
With  Our  Film  Service 

PER  REEL    SO     PER  WEEK 

No  Junk.  AH  in  Good  Condition 

New  York  National  Film Exchange 

55  West  28th  Street      Phone  603  Mad.  Sq. 

MOVING      PICTURE 
OPERATORS 

Young  Men  learn  to  operate  Moving  Picture 
Machines.  Complete  instruction  Electrical  and 
Calcium  course  $10.00  (positions  secured.) 

AMERICAN    SCHOOL    FOR    OPERATORS 
630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

Specials  in  Hand  Colored 
Announcement  Slides 

To  anyone  mentioning  this  paper  and  sending 
me  One  Dollar.  I  will  send  five  (5)  hand  colored 
announcement  sdies.  This  offer  is  made  only 
to  introduce  to  the  Moving  Picture  theatres  my 
new  designs  in  the  announcement  slide  line. 
Pick  out  five  of  anv  of  the  below  mentioned 
slides  and  send  one  dollar  and  they  will  be 
sent  to  you  postpaid  by  return  mail. 

List  of  Slides  to  Pick  From 

WELCOME  TO  ALL 

GENTLEMEN  PLEASE  REMOVE  YOUR  HATS 
ALL  OUT 

IF  YOU  LIKE  OUR  SHOW  PLEASE  CALL  AGAIN 
GENTLEMEN  NO  SMOKING 

PICTURES  CHANGED  EVERY  DAY 

GOOD  NIGHT-CALL  AGAIN 
LADIES  WILL  PLEASE  REMOVE  THEIR  HATS 

INTERMISSION  OF  ONE  MINUTE  TO  CHANGE  FILM 
INTERMISSION 

CHARLES  A.  GUNBY 
652  Manhattan   Avennue,  Brooklyn,  N.Y. 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIN,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Our  film  service  makes  your  bank 
account  grow  fat,  Mr.  Manager. ./Write 
us  to-day  and  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We  are  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association 
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FORSALE     ANo 
5  Powers  Machine 

model,    used    onl\     six     wcrks 
galvanizeo    iron   booth   approved    bv    Under- 

For  terms  inquire  of 

POLLKR  SKATING  COVUWNY,  Athens,  Pa. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
028  Main  St.,    -   Kansas  City 

ROLL  TICK  LIS.  2.000  for  25c 

or  25.000  $2  =0 
Novel  Oxidized  Metal  Carrier  -  $0.75 
Novel  Ovidi/ed  Reel  Carrying  Case  1.25 
7,500  Feet  of  Film  ...     100.00 

Edison  Exhibition  kinetoscope  -  75.00 
American  Projectoqraph  -  -  -  75.00 

Po»  ers'Cameragraph,  No.  5, as  new  167.00 
Pathe  Passion  Pla\    colored)  Price  Low 

SONG  SLIDES  $2.25  Pi  R    SET  IP 

POSE  SLIDES 

Film  2  and  3  Cts.  per  Foot 
SPECIAL  LOTS 

SEND   FOR  LISTS  OF  SUPPLIED  AND   BARGAINS 

HARBACH   &  CO. 

809  Filbert  St.,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

FILMS 

SONGS 
Wo  repeaters.     Prompt  shipment 

All  of  the  latest  productions. 

■THE  H.  LIEBER  COMPANY 
FILM  SERVICE, 

124  W.  Washington  St.,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 
BELL  OR  INDEPENDENT  PHONE,  500. 

TI CRETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST     PRI      fc-s 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St..  New  York  City. 

GAS Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
In  Cylinders.      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR   &     P0LI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  belt 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING* 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTT  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

THEATRK  CHAIRS 
«.-    CAN  MAKl  QUICK  DELIVERY 

and  tflve  rcusonublr  terms  of  pu>  inrnt 

H.  O.  WARNER 
63  Fifth  Ave.  Roomi  144       New  York 

PRINTING  for 
PASSION  PLAY 
AND  OTHER  SUBJECTS      Send  foi  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  (EL  CO. 
126  F..  8tH  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

FOR  RENT  6,000  feet  Film,  3  sets 
Slides,  3  at  a  time,  no  repeaters,  new- 
goods,  $12. (Mi  per  week. 

FOR  SALE  Used  Film  lc  and  >c 
per  foot.  Wanted  to  buy  Passion  Play 
and  others. 

H.  DAVIS,  Watertown,  Wis. 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 
Also  Seating    for  Our 

of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W. 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLYCO. 
No.  47    North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 

We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 
ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 

License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plalo  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Sooga 

69     DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAOO,  ILL. 
Frederics  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

THE  VIASC0PE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  75.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

Do    NOI    nut   >  •<■   ill-- 
PASSION      PLAY 
Withnui    Mumi      and     •    i-iiun- 
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\\  .  Stephen  Hu-h     16!  N.  Cone»io|;a  St.    Phlla..  Pa. 
PECIAL    \'  ITII  I-        I    h ci.il   I,  cturea   w  it  h 

Hie  Ed  i  i  ■ 
a     hunci  '   -.     the     very 

aturi     film         P 
v .  free  aamplea  and  no 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesole  and    Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 
56  Fifth  A  venue CHICACO 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
You  Will  Have  to  Sing  an Irish  Song 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 
When  Night  Falls,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 

It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mandy  Lane 
Stars  of  the  National  Game 
The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
120  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  1  llustrated  Songs,  etc . 
We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLOTHORPE    &    CO. 
244  West  14th  Street.  New  York 

^  A  DAY  f% Rental  for        ̂ ^J C 

SLIDES 
Biggest    Illustrated     Song    Hits 

SEND  FOR  COMPLETE  LIST 

#    JOS  W.STERN&CO..10IW.38thSt.N.Y.Cifv    V 

LANTERN     SLIDES 
on  Sale  or  Hire.     20.000  to  select  from.  Special 
price  for  permanent  hirers.     Slides  made  from 
photographs  or  negatives  at  lowest  prices. 

Note  New  Address 

RILEY  OPTICAL   INSTRtnENT  CO. 
3  hast    14th  Street.  New  York,  and   River 

Edge,  N.J. 
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E.    F.    KELLER JOS.    HAWKES 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song   Illustrators 

108     FULTON     ST.     (Downing  Building)  NEW    YORK 

TRADE  MARK 

You  Should  Have  Our  Slides  of  the  Big  Hits 

"MY  LITTLE  TEXAS  QUEEN' 
"THE  OLD  SWING  ON  THE  LAWN" 

PUBLISHED  BY 

JEROflE  H.  REMICK  &  CO. 
131   West  41st   Street         -        -         New  York 
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ATTENTION 

Extraordinary    Clearing  Sale 

of 

SongvSlides 
in  order  to  make  room  for  our 

latest  productions  we  are  sacrificing 

1000 1000 
made  by  the  leading  manufacturers  at  the 

unheard  of  low  price  of 

$2.75  PER  SET 
Many  worth  as  high  as  $6.00.     Write  quick  and  secure 

the  best 

SPECIAL  NOTICE 
All  our  late  illustrations  at 

$4.00 PER   SET 
Music  Free $4.00 

HARSTN  &  CO. 
(Established  18!)7) 

Largest  Song  Slide  Dealer  in  the  World 

140  East  14tH  Street     -      New  York  City 
Phone  3812-3813  Stuyvesant 

Sales  Agents  for  the 

G  A  U  M  O  N  T 

CHRONOPHONE 
Talking  and  Singing 

PICTURE  MACHINES 
The  synchronism  is  perfect !  The  subjects  embrace  all  the 
latest  Stars  and  Feature  Acts.  Over  500  different  subjects 
now  ready.  Picture  theatres,  heretofore  playing  to  empty 
houses,  packed  and  jammed  to  the  guards  when  equipped 
with  the  Chronophone.  It  is  up  to  you  to  be  first.  Write 
us  quick      Catalogues  Free. 

Selling  Agents 

Aloe  Optical  Co. 
513  Olive  Street         St.  Louis,  Mo. 
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SONG  SLIDES 
FOR  RENT 

We  Handle  SONG  SLIDES 
exclusively,  giving  same  our 
full  and  careful  attention, 

thereby  guaranteeing  an  ab- 
solutely perfect  service  to  our 

patrons.  We  ship  your  entire 
weekly  supply  of  sets  in  one 
consignment    every    week. 

THE  CHICAGO 
SONG  SLIDE  EXCHANGE 

NINTH   FLOOR 

Masonic  Temple    -    Chicago 

The 

ph 

Motiogra 
THE  LATEST      THE  BEST 

Motion 
Picture 

Machines 
New  Yok  and  Chicago  Approved 

Eliminates  Flicker, 

Projects  Steady  and  Far 
More  Brilliant  Pictures 

than  any  other  machine. 
Absolutely  fireproof. 

Designed,  built   and   especially   adapted   for   the 

heavy  and  exacting  work  of  the 

Motion  Picture  Theatre 
We  also  make  the  Model  B  Calcium  Gas  Outfiit, 
Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns,  etc., 
and  are  Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons, 
Song  Slides,  etc.  Our  goods  are  for  sale  by 
progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers. 

Write  for  catalogue  and  particulars 
ENTERPRISE      OPTICAL,     MFG.     CO. 

83-91  W.  Randolph  Street,  Chicago 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

Tin-  I'mu-sI  M.ide.     $5  per  Set 
All  cit  the  New  Song  Hits. 

All  the 
Latest SONG  SLIDES  Lr, Rent Low  Rates 

Largest  Stock  in  the  United  States  to  Select  From 

FOR   SALE  200  sets,  slighily  used,  have  the  appearance  of 
new  slides,  at  $3,.r>0  per  set  $3..r>0.  Write  for  lists 

"PRESTO"    FILM    &.    SONC    SLIDE    EXCHANCE 
1416    Broadway,    New   York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Send  for 
list  and   prices. 

The  Premo  Co. 
1926   Cermantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

NEW  FILMS-NEW  SUBJECTS 
SEND  FOR  LIST  OF  NEW  FILMS 

Anything    in   the    Cinematograph    Line 
Titles  made  (colored  design)  60c  each 

DEVELOPING,  PRINTING,  PERFORATING.    Prices  Reasonable 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
231-33-35  North  8th  Street     -     Philadelphia,  Pa. 

8 
PER FOOT 

SONG  SLIDES 
L 
I 
D 
E 

We  beg  to  announce  to  the  trade  that  owing  to 
the  "  increase  of  trade  "  we  were  obliged  to  seek 
larger  quarters  and  are  now  located  at  143  North 
8th  St.  Having  added  considerable  to  our  work- 

ing force  and  facilities  for  the  manufacture  of  our 
PEERLESS  SONG   SLIDES 

we  are  now  in  a  position  to  fill  orders  more 
promptly  than  ever  before 

NORTH  AMERICAN  SLIDE  CO. 
143  North  8 th  Street.  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

L 
I 
D 
E 

SONG   SLIDES 

HowDoYouLikeThisOne? 
A  new  one  shown  here  everv  week— look  for  'em 

Send  for  my 

New  Catalogue 
(2nd  Edition) 

"It's  a  Corker." 

JOS.    LEVI 
64  East  I  4th  Street 

New   York,    U.S.A. 

Mention  the  Morlng  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Company 
Alternating  Current  Not  Objectionable 

There  once  was  a  time  when  you  could  rightfully  feel  dissatisfied 

because  you  couldn't  get  anything  but  alternating  current  for  your 
moving-picture  lamp.      But  this  time  has    past.     The  perfection  of  the 

MERCURY  ARC  RECTIFIER 

puts  within  the  reach  of  every  moving  picture  manager  a  simple, 

compact,  money-saving  device  that  successfully  and  economically 
changes  alternating  current  to  direct. 

We  want  you  to  know  that  the  MERCURY  ARC  RECTIFIER 
will  save  you  dollars  and  cents  that  you  are  now  paying  out  for  lost 

power — power  that  goes  up  in  heat  from  inefficient  rheostats  and  choice 

coils.      Don't  delay  but  send  to-day  for  Booklet  368 i-P. 

; 

Front  View  of 
Rectifier   Panel 

Rear  View  oi 

Rectifier  Panel 

New  York  Office: 

30  CHURCH  STREET 
Principal  Office: 

SCHENECTADY,    N.  Y. 

1932 

Sales    Offices    in 

ALL    LAROE   CITIES 

Success  ""Failure—Which 
way  do  you  want  to  spell  your  future  ?  The  answer  Is  simple  and  decided.  But  are  you  sure  that  you  are  conducting 
your  business  along  the  lines  that  lead  to  success?  In  order  to  be  SUCCESSFUL  you  must  offer  to  your  patrons  all 
the  LATEST  and  BEST  feature  films,  in  fact  a  QUALITY  SERVICE  In  every  respect.  That  is  the  kind  of  service  WE 
will  furnish  you  at  rates  that  are  REASONABLE.     Write  TO-DAY  to 

WM.  H.  SWANSON  &  CO.,  160-162-164  Lake  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 
AMERICA'S  LAROEST  FILM  EXCHANGE 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  ST.  LOUIS  FILM  CO.,  200-202-204  North  Seventh  Street,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  OMAHA  FILM  CO.,  Karbach  Building,  Omaha,  Nebr. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  FILM  CO.,  1222  Grand  Avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  DIXIE  FILM  CO.,  Maison  Blanche  Building,  New  Orleans,  La. 

X 

Our  offices  are  fully  equipped  and  individually  incorporated  con- cerns, carrying  in  stock  a  complete  assortment  of  all  standard  Moving 
Picture  Machines,  their  repair  parts,  lenses,  both  animated  and  stereop- 
ticon,  of  all  focal  length,  carbons,  tickets,  opera  chairs,  in  fact  all 
supplies  and  accessories  used  in  the  conducting  of  Moving  Picture 
Theaters.  These  offices  can  fill  and  make  shipment  of  all  orders  on 
day  of   receipt. 

SWANSON'S  CURTAINYLINE 
We  will  sell  you  for  $3.00  enough  curtainyline  to  cover  ISO  square 

feet  and  this  one  coating  will  last  forever.  If  you  will  paint  your 
curtain  with  tHis  preparation  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  be  fire- 

proof and  that  the  lights  and  shadows  will  stand  out  and  that  the 
figures  in  the  picture  will  have  that  "live"  appearance.  Send  for  Special Circular  No.  357. 

Let  TJs  Change  Your  Edison  Two-Pin  Movement  to  One-Pin 
And   we   will   guarantee  that  it  will   reduce  the   flicker  in      -  ir   pic 
75  per  cent,  or  more.       We  will  do  it  for  $21    "  .or  bo  .<let 
giving     full     information  and     stating  the      adva.  tages  in  having  this 
change  made. 

SWANSON'S  MARVELOUS  TALKING  PICTURES 
Are  still  a  huge  success  and  becoming  more  popular  every  day. 
Starting  with  next  week  we  will  have  ten  companies  working  the  State 
of  Texas,  and  eight  companies  working  in  the  territory  in  and  around 
Denver.  They  are  what  the  public  want  and  because  of  their  not 
being  produced  by  a  mechanical  device,  but  by  real  live  actors,  the 

effect'  is  the  same  as  though  you  were  watching  a  real  play.  Write  us 
to-day  for  full  particulars  They  will  increase  your  box  office  receipts 
200  per  cent. 

SWANSON'S  HAND  FEED  ARC  LAMP 
We  desire  to  call  your  attention  to  our  new  hand  feed  arc  lamp  as 

being  the  only  lamp  on  the  market  that  is  indestructible  and  as  hav- 
ing only  one  feed  rod.  Write  for  full  description  of  this  only  perfect 

lamp. 

Does  Your  Machine  Need  Repairing  or  Adjusting  ? 
3l.iti.in  the  largest  and  most  complete  Moving  Picture  Ma- 

chine shop  in  the  country  and  are  in  a  position  to  turn  out  rush 
orders.  We  allow  a  discount  of  10  per  cent,  from  the  manufacturers' 
list  price  on  all  repair  parts  of  the  Edison  and  Power  machines. 

P.S. — We    have    complete    equipment,    such    as    electric    pianos,   phonographs,    slot   machines,   weighers,    etc.,    for   a   Penny   Arcade,    for sale  cheap.     Write  for  full  particulars. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  eorreapondenoe. 
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THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY,  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

when ,„uS«  PERFECT  MOTION  PICTURES 

-THEMOTIOGRAPH 
The  Latest,  the  best  and  most  durable 

MOTION  PICTURE  MACHINE 
New  Vork  and  Chicago  approved 

F.ickerless,  Steady  and   wonderfully   Brilliant    Pictures,   absolutely 
Fireproof,  Heavy, Strong  and  Durable. 

Designed  and  built  especially  for 

MOTION    PICTURE.    THEATRE    "WORK 

The  Stereo  Motiograph 
combining  the    Motiograph    and    Double   Dissolving  Stereoptlcon    is  a 

Wonder  and  will  increase  your  receipts 

ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MFG.  CO. 

jg,    We've  quadrupled   our  facilities  during  the past  few  months  and  still  unable  to 
meet  the  demand. 

WHY?  Its  the  QUALITY  OF 
MACHINE  AND  PICTURES 

We  also  manufacture  the  Rheostato  Current  Saver,  saves  60  to  75% 

on  Electric  Bills,  the  Model  "  B";Calcium  Gas  Outfit,  Non-hop 
Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns  etc.,  and  are  Agents  for  Oxone 
Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons,  Song  Slides,  etc. 

For  sale  by  progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers 
Write  for  Catalogue  and  particulars 

83-9 1  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago 

347  Sixth  Avenue 

PITTSBURG,  PA, FRANK'S  FILM  HOUSE 
Suite  II  Larned  Bldg. 
SYRACUSE,  N.  Y. 

Mr.  Renter ;  You  owe  it  to  yourself  to  get  acquainted  with  us.  We  can  save  you 
money  and  give  you  A  No.  i  service.  Why  do  you  pay  exhorbitant  prices  for  film 
rental?  If  you  hitch  up  with  us  for  a  trial  order,  we  guarantee  you  will  remain  our 
steady  customer.     Glance  over  our  prices  and  send  for  our  mamouth  list. 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT  GLOBES 2  changes  shipped  two     at  a  time  about  1000  feet  each  $  6  00 
4        ♦•  "        two  "  "  "  "       11.00 
6        •«  «•         three  "  •'  "  "       15.00 

12        •«  •«         four  ««  ««  "  «'       27.00 
SONG    SLIDES    50    CENTS    EACH    EXTRA 

2  4-8-16  c.  p.,  110  VOLTS,  COLORED, 
FROSTED,  PLAIN,  ETC.,  12}c.  EACH, 

ALL    NEW,    IN    LOTS    OF    FIFTY    OR    MORE 

<*■ 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business.    The 

quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled.     We  positively  handle  all 
new  goods.     Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 

143  N.    8th    Street.   PHILADELPHIA,   PA. 
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A   PURE   WHITE   LIGHT 
WITH 

ALTERNATING   CURRENT 
BY    USING   A 

Gilles'  Arc    Regulator 
You  all  know  of  the  troubles  encountered  when  using  alternating  current  in  your  lamp,  how 

the  arc  travels  around  and  forms  little  obstructions  on  your  carbons  and  gives  you  a  lot  of  bother 
filing  the  points,  and  besides  after  all  your  bother  you  do  not  get  a  light  like  direct  current  gives. 
If  you  are  using  an  alternating  current,  order  a  Regulator  to-day  and  see  the  bright  white  light 

you  get  and  also  no  pitting  on  the  carbons.  Light  equals  that  of  direct  current.  The  Gilles' 
Arc  Regulator  is  guaranteed  to  hold  the  arc  on  the  front  of  the  carbons  and  give  an  absolutely 
steady  white  light  at  all  times.  Requires  no  attention  as  it  is  self  regulating  and  consumes  no 
extra  current.  It  will  operate  on  from  15  to  60  amperes.  It  can  be  attached  to  your  lamp  in  five 
minutes  and  requires  no  further  care  or  adjustment.  It  distorts  the  arc  and  holds  it  on  the  front 
of  the  carbons  there  by  giving  a  clean  open  arc  free  from  spots  and  shadows.  Ask  your  neighbor 
about  the  one  he  has.      Every  regulator  guaranteed  for  one  year  or  money  refunded. 

IN  ORDERING  STATE  MAKE  OF  MACHINE  AND  AMPERES  USED. 

Sent  prepaid  for  $10,  or  if  you  prefer  send  $3.00  for  examination  and  the  balance  on  acceptance. 
SOLE    DISTRIBUTOR 

RICHARD  L.  GILLES,      -      Helena,  Montana 

The  Sensation  of  the  Year 
Our  "Claro"  non-breakable  condenser  proposition  has  startled  the  moving  picture  world. 

Everyone  thought  it  impossible  to  get  a  condenser  that  would  not  break,  but  we  have  accomplished  it. 

If  we  did  not  have  what  we  claim,  do  you  think  we  would 

Guarantee  These  Condensers  for  6  Months  ? 
The  condensers  are  alone  worth  the  price  for  the  brighter  light  and  the  clearer  field  they  give  over 

the  common  lens. 

All  we  ask  you   to  do  is   to  try  them  ;  if  they  are   not  all  we  claim  or  more  we  refund  your  money. 

If  this  is  not  a  square  deal  let  us  know  what  is  and  we  will  offer  it  to  you. 

PRICE  OF  "CLARO"  CONDENSERS  $2.00  EACH,  $4.00  PER  SET 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM  LIGHT  $  FILM  CO. 
Pittsburg,  Pa.       Cincinnati,  0.       Des  Moines,  la.        Rochester,  N.Y.       Lincoln,  Neb. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Editorial. 

THE  FILM  SERVICE  PROBLEM. 

The  suggestions  favoring  the  admission  to  the  Edison 

licensed  manufacturers'  association  of  certain  other  li- 
censed or  independent  manufacturers  has  brought  ex- 

pressions of  opinion  from  many  quarters  The  views 
vary  so  much  it  is  impossible  at  present  to  determine 

whether  the  majority  is  in  favor  or  against  the  propo- 
sition. To  do  this  it  would  seem  necessary  to  make  a 

canvass  of  three  distinct  fields — the  manufacturing,  rent- 
ing and  exhibiting — and  tally  the  individual  sentiments. 

It  also  seems  essential  that  several  propositions  be  framed 
In  order  to  get  an  intelligent  poll  of  opinions  from  the 

ral  interests  involved.  On  a  general  proposition  the 
replies  would  be  so  confusing  the  result  would  be  a  waste 
bf  time. 

It  is  well  known  that  at  least  one  of  the  Independent 
film  concerns  would  have  been  taken  into  the  licensed 

rank-  long  ago  had  not  dickerings  over  technicalities  pre- 
vailed in  one  instance  and  arbitrary  sentiment  in  another. 

Many  of  the  licensed  manufacturers  agreed  with  Film 
Service  Association  members  at  the  time  that  the  ab- 

sorption of  at  least  one  of  the  Independent  producers 
would  be  a  wise  move,  but  wise  as  it  appeared  to  be, 
nothing  was  accomplished.  Some  of  the  manufacturers 

the  matter  was  never  definitely  settled  and  is  likely 
to  be  taken  up  again  at  any  time,  but  this  affords  no  relief 

to  those  who  are  actually  suffering  through  being  pro- 
hibited by  the  association  rules  from  renting  or  using 

Independent  films.  These  people  are  martyrs  to  their 

■fidelity  and  the  worst  feature  is  that  those  to  whom  they 
are  loyal  do  not  appear  loyal  to  them.  Promises  of  pro- 

tection have  been  numerous  :  fulfilments  few. 
There  can  be  no  doubt  that  if  asked  to  vote  on  the 

proposition  of  allowing  association  exchanges  to  handle 
Independent  films  all  the  exhibitors  who  are  not  now 

being  served  with  both  makes  of  film  would  be  unani- 
mously in  the  affirmative.    They  want  all  the  good  films 

thej  can  get  regardless  "i  the  makes.     Man)  "f  the 
hibil  tting  both  association  and  Independ- 

ent films  would  probabl)  vote  against  the  proposition, 
having  in  view  the  possibility  of  an  advance  in  rental 
prices  in  the  event  of  an  extended  amalgamation.  These 
exhibitors  are  mm  getting  any  make  of  film  they  desire 

at  prices  that  could  not  be  lowered  regardless  of  condi- 
tions, and  it  is  natural  that  they  should  leave  well  enough 

alone.  In  an  almost  incredible  number  of  instance-  these 

exhibitors  are  securing  all  makes  of  films  at  lower  rates 
than  other  exhibitors  are  paying  for  a  restricted  service. 
It  ma)  be  true  that  the  service  they  get  is  not  to  be  com- 

pared with  the  other,  but  many  exhibitors  prefer  to  make 
the  best  of  conditions,  rather  than  be  deprived  of  a  choice 

of  films  and  be  subjected  to  trade  regulations  which  re- 
strict their  choice  in  other  respects.  There  are  many 

exhibitors  who  would  prefer  paying  the  prices  they  for- 
merly paid  and  secure  Association  service  if  they  could 

get  Independent  films  at  least  occasionally.  It  is  not  a 
matter  of  sentiment  with  them,  but  a  purely  busine-- 
proposition.  When  good  subjects  are  put  on  the  market 
by  any  maker  they  want  them  to  give  variety  to  their 
exhibitions.  Xo  matter  how  good  and  interesting  the 

Association  films  may  be,  the  sameness  becomes  pro- 

nounced at  times.  * 
What  has  been  said  here  regarding  the  exhibitors  i- 

sufficient  justification  for  the  desire  of  Film  Service  Asso- 
ciation members  to  handle  the  products  of  certain  other 

film  makers,  and  that  part  of  the  topic  is  sufficiently  cov- 
ered. The  next  consideration  is  the  licensed  manufac- 

turers' point  of  view.  It  is  very  evident  that  they  are  not 
as  enthusiastic  over  the  amalgamation  proposition  as 
they  were  two  or  three  months  ago.  A  good  deal  of  the 
talk  about  the  intere-ts  of  the  manufacturers  and  film 
exchanges  being  identical  is  humbug.  They  are  identical 
where  the  exchanges  can  hold  up  the  prices  for  rentals, 
because  the  more  money  the  exchanges  get  the  more 
films  they  can  buy.  The  reversed  conditions  are  the  same. 
If  the  exchanges  cannot  get  sufficient  money  to  warrant 
the  purchase  of  new  films,  either  on  account  of  the 

slaughtering  of  prices  or  loss  of  customers,  the  manufac- 
turers find  their  sales  dropping  off.  Aside  from  these 

two  considerations  there  appears  to  be  no  community  of 
interests.  There  would  be  if  the  Film  Service  Associa- 

tion men  were  being  protected  against  their  competitors 

who  are  openly  dealing  out  both  A--ociation  and  Inde- 
pendent films.  Failure  of  this  protection  leads  to  the 

conclusion  that  there  is  a  motive  and  under  the  conditions 

it  is  fair  to  assume  that  the  manufacturers  will  look  upon 

the  amalgamation  propositions  in  a  light  bearing  upon 
their  own  interests,  regardless  of  the  effect  upon  others. 

Originally  many  of  them  took  the  view  that  an  amalga- 
tion  would  ultimately  wipe  out  the  remaining  Independ- 

ents and  ieave  the  entire  market  to  the  licensed  manu- 
facturers and  Association  exchanges.  That  was  all  right 

when  the  manufacturers  were  considered  as  a  whole, 

but  when  individual  interests  were  considered  sentiment 

changed.  It  was  argued  that  the  licensed  manufacturers 

had  the  situation  well  in  hand  and  "could  supply  the  de- 
mand";  that  the  taking  in  of  other  makers  might  possibly 

result  in  a  '"dccrea-e  of  sales  by  thos  me  of  those. 

operating  under  the  license.''  it  being  pointed  out  that 
every  reel  of  the  newcomer  that  went  out  to  the  .'• 
ciation  exchange  would  displace  some  other  reel.  There 
can  be  no  doubt  that  a  frank  admission  would  show  that 

this  is  the  real  reason  why  no  consolidation  movement 
has  been  successful.    Some  may  say  that  such  reasoning 
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is  foolish,  because,  if  allowed  to  handle  Independent  films, 
the  Association  exchanges  would  be  in  a  position  to  serve 

man}-  exhibitors  who  have  broken  away  from  them.  That 
is  quite  true,  but  it  should  be  remembered  that,  from  the 

manufacturers'  point  of  view,  conditions  would  only  be 
slightly  altered,  if  at  all,  because  the  Independents  are 
getting  Association  films  now,  and  the  recovery  of  lost 
trade  by  the  Association  exchanges  would  only  practi- 

cally switch  the  handling  of  films  without  increasing  or- 
ders. Nevertheless  the  Association  exchanges  that  are 

loyal  to  their  agreements  are  entitled  to  relief,  even  if 
there  must  be  some  sacrifice  on  the  part  of  the  manufac- 
turers. 

The  main  question  that  arises  on  the  amalgamation 
proposition  is  as  to  its  extent.  All  the  foreign  makers 
could  not  be  admitted  on  a  basis  of  individual  representa- 

tion, for  that  would  result  in  a  flooding  of  the  market 
and  a  demoralization  of  the  present  system.  There  is 
no  film  exchange  in  the  country  that  could  guarantee  to 
take  at  least  one  print  of  each  subject  that  would  be  re- 

leased under  such  an  arrangement.  Hence,  the  existing 
agreement  between  the  licensed  manufacturers  and  the 
Association  exchanges  would  become  inoperative  because 
of  impossibility. 

The  obstacle  presented,  however,  could  be  overcome 
by  the  admission  of  an  authorized  agent,  or  agents,  of 
foreign  manufacturers  with  restricted  representation  and 
on  the  understanding  that  the  Association  exchanges  be 
optional  purchasers  of  their  makes  of  film.  Another 
plan  suggested  is  that  the  licensed  manufacturers  permit 
the  Association  exchanges  to  purchase  from  the  Inde- 

pendent film  dealers  in  this  country  without  prejudice  to 
existing  agreements.  In  other  words,  that  the  exchanges 
be  allowed  to  purchase  films  from  the  Independents  when- 

ever necessary  to  hold  and  gain  trade,  but  the  existing 
standing  orders  with  the  licensed  manufacturers  must  be 
maintained,  so  that  the  sales  of  the  latter  may  not  be 
decreased  by  reason  of  the  concession  asked  for. 

The  latter  suggestion  appears  to  be  the  better  of  the 
two  for  all  concerned.  The  licensed  manufacturers  cannot 
be  injured  by  it,  and  the  Association  exchanges  could 
afford  to  agree  to  it  if  the  privilege  of  buying  Independ- 

ent films  will  benefit  them  as  they  claim.  The  Independ- 
ent dealers  can  find  no  fault  with  it,  as  they  will  then 

get  a  trade  which  they  cannot  reach  under  existing  con- 
ditions. 

SPOILING  THE  BUSINESS. 

It  is  not  the  fault  of  the  manufacturers  if  the  moving 
picture  shows  in  some  localities  are  poor.  They  turn  out 
well-made  films,  on  the  whole,  though  the  subjects  may 
not  appeal  with  equal  force  to  all.  Manifestly  this  would 
be  impossible.  If,  however,  there  is  one,  or  many,  in 
the  audience  pleased  with  the  films  as  they  run,  the  manu- 

facturers' part  has  been  accomplished.  As  soon  as  the 
film  is  finished  and  ready  for  the  machine,  the  manufac- 

turer's responsibility  ceases.  If  an  exhibitor  accepts  a 
film,  that  releases  the  manufacturer  from  any  further 
consideration  of  that  film.  Lie  has  a  right  to  assume  that 
the  exhibitor  knows  what  he  wants  and  what  his  public 
wants,  and  has  acted  accordinglv.  It  is  sufficient  for  the 
manufacturer  to  have  sold  his  film. 

But  here  is  where  the  intelligent  exhibitor  begins.  In 
the  good  houses  nothing  can  be  criticised.  The  shows 
are  all  the  manufacturers  of  the  films  intended  they  should 
be;  but  the  unfortunate  element  which  enters  here  will 
eventually  be  responsible  for  the  downfall  of  the  business 
if  the  tendency  is  not  checked.  Exhibitors  should  not 
under  any  consideration  show  old,  worn-out  films.    Thcv 

can  show  old  subjects,  those  which  have  not  been  used 

previously  in  their  localities.  It  doesn't  matter  whether it  has  been  seen  in  a  distant  part  of  the  country  or  the 
city  or  not.  If  your  clientele  have  not  seen  it  they  will 
be  as  much  interested  in  it  as  they  would  if  it  had  just 
come  from  the  factory.  New  means  that  the  film  has 
not  been  seen  before  in  a  particular  locality.  Old  is  quite 
the  reverse. 

The  writer  has  been  in  places  in  New  York  during 
the  past  two  weeks  where  only  one  or  two  new  films 
were  introduced  with  each  change.  In  one  or  two  in- 

stances old  films  were  continued  as  the  main  portion  of 
the  show,  with  only  a  few  new  features  added  to  furbish 
up  the  exhibition  a  bit  and  enable  the  management  to 
declare  that  the  show  is  entirely  new. 

Fortunately  for  the  public.  New  York  exhibitors  are 
not  so  prone  to  do  this  as  those  in  the  smaller  cities  and 
towns.  The  argument  always  used  is  that  they  cannot 
afford  to  change  entirely  each  time.  Yet  they  would  find 
that  they  would  obtain  more  business  and  their  places 
would  be  far  more  profitable  if  they  did  change  com- 

pletely every  time.  Yesterday's  newspaper  is  one  of  the 
oldest  things  imaginable.  A  film  which  has  been  shown 
for  three  days,  or  the  regulation  week,  as  it  is  in  some 
instances,  belongs  in  the  same  category.  The  manage- 

ment which  does  this  is  courting  certain  disaster.  His 
patronage  will  dwindle  as  rapidly  as  the  public  becomes 
acquainted  with  actual  conditions  in  his  establishment. 

The  only  way  to  run  a  good  show,  one  that  will  draw 
the  public  and  make  money  for  the. management,  is  to 
renew  the  films  as  often  as  three  times  a  week,  if  the 

attendance  is  large,  as  it  is  in  New  York.  or.  in  isolated 
instances,  even'  day,  and  in  the  smaller  places  one 
twice  a  week  will  enable  the  public  to  see  all  the  latest 
films  and  not  be  compelled  to  sit  through  a  tiresome  repro- 

duction of  a  film  previously  seen. 

This  picayune  policy  will  ruin  any  show  that  under- 
takes to  do  it.  Keep  your  show  fresh  and  up  to  the  min- 
ute. You  will  then  draw  full  houses  and  your  patronage 

will  steadily  increase. 

■■'. 

it 
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IS  THE  FIELD  OVERCROWDED? 

The  answer  to  this  question  depends  upon  certain 
things  which  can  be  ascertained  only  bv  critical  study 
of  the  situation  in  each  locality.  If  the  shows  now  in 

the  city,  or  in  any  city  or  town,  are  giving  the  best  pic- 
tures, and  giving  them  when  they  are  fresh,  the  guess  is 

hazarded  that  the  proprietors  are  not  worrying  about 
whether  a  competitor  is  crowding  them  out. 

The  public  which  visits  moving  picture  shows  wants 

the  best,  and  wants  it  in  liberal  quantity.  Tt  doesn't  care for  some  of  the  comics  which  are  shown  in  numerous 

places.  Tt  isn't  always  in  sympathy  with  the  sentiment 
expressed  in  some  films  that  come  from  abroad,  but  good 
clean  comics,  good  drama,  melodrama  and  educational 
films  are  all  worth  seeing,  and  the  public  will  gladly  pay 
its  money  for  the  opportunitv  to  look  at  them.  If  the 
management  of  shows  will  follow  this  guide  they  will 
never  fail  to  draw  good  houses. 

But  the  moment  you  fall  below  the  standard,  then  you 
will  fail,  and  your  audiences  and  your  receipts  will 
dwindle  together.  The  public  must  be  respected  in  this 
as  in  other  features  of  exhibitions  which  are  supposed  to 
appeal  to  them.  It  is  getting  so  that  many  people  prefer 
to  sit  through  a  moving  picture  reproduction  of  a  drama, 
for  example,  than  to  go  to  the  drama  itself.  It  takes  less 
time,  and  where  the  action  is  good  the  results  are  quite 
as  satisfactory.  Usuallv  films  are  made  from  the  work 
of  capable  actors,  while  the  drama  itself  may  be  playing 

Kf 
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397 ,\ith  a  poor  company.     The  comparison  is  made  to  show 
Exhibitors  where  the)  ma\  possibh  get  a  chance  to  work 
n  films  that  will  have  good  runs  and  bring  rich  returns. 
When  these  simple  rules  are  followed  the  field  is  not 
rcrowded,  and  there  is  always  room  for  an  exhibitor 

who  is  careful  about  his  pictures  and  who  keeps  his  show 
:onstantl\    up-to  date. 

THE  QU  \l.l  I'Y  OF  THE  SHOWS. 

The  week's  offerings  in  vaudeville  have  been  an  im- 
provement over  those  of  the  previous  week.  The  theaters 

which  present  vaudeville  between  the  reels  have  disc 

.■red  some  better  acts  than  the\  had  the  previous  week. 
In  two  theaters  these  acts  were  beyond  criticism.  In 
another  one  act  was  good.  The  rest  had  mistaken  their 
calling. 

The  audiences  seemed  to  appreciate  these  acts  better 
than  they  have  before.  The  applause  was  spontaneous 
and  in  some  instances  encore-  were  demanded.  Perhaps 
this  difference  in  the  attitude  of  the  audiences  was  due 

to  the  improvement  in  the  quality  of  the  acts.  Unques- 
tionably good  acts  help,  but  where  actors  have  mistaken 

what  they  were  intended  to  do  the  entire  show  is  weak- 
ened and  the  vaudeville  better  be  left  out.  As  has  been 

stated  before,  good  acts  strengthen  the  show,  but  poor 
ones  weaken  it  and  make  an  audience  disgusted. 

The  vaudeville  presented  at  the  Unique  Theater  in 
this  city  last  week  was  well  worth  the  price  of  admission, 
irrespective  of  the  picture.-,  and  they  were  also  of  a  high. 
order.  This  week  the  whole  show  was  below  the  aver- 

age. At  the  Dewey,  on  Saturday  evening,  a  time  when 
we  would  have  expected  to  have  seen  the  best,  some  of 

me  vaudeville  "acts"  met  with  the  ridicule  of  the  audi- 
ence, while  the  films  were  ancient,  not  only  of  date  but 

of  quality.  One  subject  shown,  "The  Incendiary  Fore- 
man." a  splendid  Pathe  production  that  has  brought  ap- plause wherever  it  has  been  shown,  was  so  disfigured  by 

rainstorm  that  there  seemed  to  be  no  need  for  the  fire- 
fighters. 

HOW  MA XV  ATTEND? 

Sometimes  the  public  is  curious  to  know  how  many 
attend  moving  picture  shows,  and  sometimes  this  curi- 

osity extends  to  the  management  of  other  shows.  Often 
a  knowledge  of  the  number  which  attend  would  assist 
one  in  solving  a  difficult  problem  in  preparing  for  the 
establishment  of  a  theater. 

A  theater  on  Fourteenth  street  gives  numbered  cou- 
pons with  its  tickets,  the  intention  being  to  induce  one 

to  return  to  the  same  theater.  This  theater  was  visited 
first  about  four  weeks  ago.  and  the  coupon  with  the 
ticket  then  purchased  was  245,211.  The  second  visit  was 
more  than  two,  and  not  quite  three,  weeks.  The  coupon 
was  280,500,  a  difference  of  35.289.  The  third  visit 
was  eight  days  later,  and  the  coupon  was  296.343,  a 
difference  between  the  two  later  ones  of  15.943.  and 
between  the  first  and  the  last  of  51,132. 

This  is  a  test  which  can  be  applied  by  anyone  who 
cares  to  take  the  trouble  to  investigate.  It  shows  to  some 

extent  how  the  attendance  runs  in  that  part  of  New- York. 

THE  WEEK'S  SONGS. 
In  some  houses  the  illustrated  songs  during  the  week 

have  been  new  and  the  illustrations  have  been  good.  In 
others  the  quality  deserves  less  commendation. 

The  chief  criticism  on  the  illustrated  song  is  the  too 

frequenl  use  of  misfil  slides.  While  the  technical  and 
artistic  quality  <'\  the  slides  leave  nothing  to  be  desired, 
the)  do  not  always  illustrate  the  song,  and  in  that  respect 
fall  short  of  their  purpi 

It  can  be  said  in  extenuation  of  this  practice  that  it 
is  not  always  possible  to  prepare  slides  to  illustrate  the 
songs  as  well  as  might  be  wished,  but  if  the)   1 
the  sentiment  in  some  degree  it  is  considered  sufficient. 
This  attitude  carried  to  its  logical  Conclusion    would   had 
to  the  selection  of  almost  an)  sort  of  slide  for  this  pur- 

pose, though  manifestly  this  would  he  a  glaring  attempt 
at   the   impossible.      Clearly    the  only    way    to   illustrate   a 

song  is  to  illustrate  it  and  the  nearer  the  nianui'aetn 
i'i  slides   follow    the  text  and  sentiment  of  the   SOng   they 
are  illustrating  the  better  their  work  will  please. 

MOVING   PICTURES  AS  AN   EDUCATOR. 

In  this  feverish  epoch  of  life,  when  a  strike  of  telephone 
operators  would  cause  a  general  panic,  when  wireless  teleg- 

raphy and  aerial  navigation  will  soon  revolutionize  our  al- 
ready much  transformed  existence,  it  should  be  noted  that 

we  are  Still  slow  to  apply  up-to-date  methods  to  our  educa- 
tional system.  Our  school  system  is  like  an  antiquated  ma- 

chine in  which  we  are  unwilling  to  touch  a  gear  in  fear  that 
we   would   have  to   change   the   whole  mechanism. 

It  is  impossible  to  neglect  much  longer,  as  a  means  of 
education,  one  of  the  most  marvelous  inventions  of  modern 
science — motion  pictures.  Few  persons  have  yet  realized  the 
possibilities  of  the  invention.  It  is  impossible  to  realize  the 
extent  of  the  power  of  moving  pictures  as  an  agent  for  civ- 

ilization and  as  a  tool  for  social  transformation.  Think  for 
a  moment  of  the  tremendous  civil  or  religious  influence  of 
the  film  which  in  a  few  weeks  will  be  witnessed  by  hundreds 
of  millions  of  spectators.  Where  is  the  transmitting  agency 
of  thought  that  can  compete  with  it?  Are  not  moving  pict- 

ures as  potent  in  the  influence  upon  our  civilization  as  the 
printing  press,  and  perhaps  more  so?  The  picture  stories 
are  understood  by  all  nations  of  the  world — even  those  who 
cannot  read.  If  an  Englishman  cannot  read  the  French 
language   he   can  at  least   understand   a   French   film. 

Instead  of  hanging  on  the  walls  of  our  schoolrooms,  pict- 
ures showing  the  evil  effects  of  alcohol,  we  will  show'  by 

motion  pictures,  in  a  more  impressive  manner,  the  ravages 
caused  by  strong  drinks.  The  moving  picture  will  show  us 
the  germs  of  disease  and  the  ways  to  fight  same.  They  will 
show  us  the  inside  of  sweat  shops,  where  the  bosses  have 
no  consideration  for  the  employe,  and  they  will  show  us  the 
inside  of  factories  where  the  employers  do  all  they  can  to 
help  the  working  classes.  The  field  is  vast  for  motion  pict- 

ures as  a  means  of  education.  All  that  our  books  of  morality 
and  education  teach  us  can  be  told  to  better  advantage  by 
displaying,  in  motion  pictures,  stories  that  teach  the  good 
and  the  noble.  It  is  the  same  with  geography,  history  and 
the  sciences.  How  much  more  easy  would  be  the  study  of 
history  if  the  same  would  be  given  with  correctly  staged  and 
acted  pictures  of  the  times  and  events! 
We  are  not  doing  our  duty  to  future  generations  if  we  do 

not  make  use  of  two  great  inventions  of  this  century  in  reg- 
istering the  voice  and  actions  of  the  present  race.  It  is  our 

duty  to  register  the  voices  and  actions  of  all  our  famous  ora- 
tors, singers  and  men  of  state  for  the  benefit  of  our  suc- 

ceeding generations.  (Translation  from  the  "Cine  Journal," 
Paris.) 

THE  ANNUAL  MEETING  of  the  Film  Service  Associa- 
tion will  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9..  As  im- 

portant business  will  be  transacted  and  several  vital  ques- 
tions come  up  for  consideration,  it  is  desired  that  every  mem- 

ber of  the  Association  be  present  or  represented..  This  meet- 
ing should  have  occurred  on  December  12,  but  as  the  ques- 

tions to  be  considered  would  not  be  in  shape  by  that  time,  and 
their  import  would  have  necessitated  calling  another  meeting 
within  a  month,  the  Executive  Committee  wisely  postponed 
the  regular  annual  meeting. 

Have  you  subscribed  for  the  WORLD? 

Only-   $2.00   per   year. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

A  drama  with  a  Thanksgiving  flavor  will  be  served  up  by  Selig 

during  the  coming  week.  It  is  entitled  "On  Thanksgiving  Day," 
and  the  story,  the  scenes  of  which  are  supposed  to  be  laid  in 

Connecticut,  is  on  the  same  order  as  the  popular  plays,  "The 
Old  Homestead"  and  "  'Way  Down  East."  Exhibitors  should 
write  to  the  Selig  Polyscope  Co.,  45  East  Randolph  street, 
Chicago,  III,  for  a  copy  of  the  story  and  present  this  film  with 
a  brief  lecture. 

"The  Ragged  Hero,"  a  film  about  to  be  issued  by  the  Kalem 
Company,  is  a  story  with  a  good  moral  and  told  in  a  series  of 
scenes  that  show  some  spirited  action  and  most  excellent  photo- 

graphic quality. 

"The  Devil's  Bargain"  is  an  exceedingly  fine  dramatic  sub- 
ject that  is  released  this  week  by  Williams,  Brown  &  Earle. 

They  also  release  "Grandpa's  Pension  Day,"  a  good  comedy. 
The  two  subjects  make  a  very  good  reel. 

"Mountain  Feud,"  a  melodrama  in  Selig's  best  style,  received 
more  than  the  usual  amount  of  applause  from  the  spectators 

in  Keith's.  The  actors  fit  their  parts  and  the  scenes  are 
laid  amid  natural  surroundings.  The  story  of  the  Mountain 
Feud  is  told  more  clearly  than  is  usually  the  case  in  wordless 
drama. 

"Puss  in  Boots." — An  excellent  rendition  of  this  popular  fairy 
tale.  The  film  works  smoothly,  the  photography  is  excellent 
and  the  coloring  is  above  the  average.  There  is  nothing  to 
criticise  in  these  reproductions  of  popular  fairy  tales.  They 
have  been  known  for  many  years,  many  generations,  and 
they  undoubtedly  delight  the  audiences  still.  This  film  is 
above  the  average  in  quality  and  represents  the  best  of  the 

film  manufacturers'  art. 

"A  Victim  of  His  Own  Honesty." — This  film  is  extremely 
emotional  and  does  not  fail  to  arouse  the  strongest  exhibition 
of  feeling  on  the  part  of  the  audience.  The  discovery  of  the 

old  man's  dead  body  hanging  from  the  grated  window  in  his  cell 
after  his  honesty  had  been  proved,  and  the  driving  of  his  false 
accuser  from  the  prison,  are  realistic  enough  to  cause  those 
who  see  it  to  hold  their  breath. 

"Bicycle  Polo." — An  especially  active  scene  which  is  well 
photographed  and  the  film  runs  smoothly.  It  is  of  the  nature 
of  a  record,  showing  how  the  game  is  played  on  bicycles 
and  illustrates  some  excellent  riding.  To  lovers  of  sports 
this  film  presents  numerous  attractions.  It  pleases  everyone 
who  sees  it. 

"The  Jealous  Old  Maid." — A  comic  which  borders  upon  the 
coarse,  though  perhaps  does  not  descend  to  it  in  any  one 
point.  The  photography  is  not  of  the  best,  the  acting  and 
the  staging  below  the  average  of  the  Vitagraph  Company. 
If  they  had  not  restricted  their  stage  to  such  small  dimen- 

sions, they  could  have  interpreted  the  subject  in  a  far  better 
manner.  Both  the  girl  and  the  old  maid  should  have  drifted 
farther  on  the  water  before  being  rescued  and  the  boys  and 
fishermen  should  not  have  been  so  well  prepared  for  both 
rescues.     The  actions  are  too  precipitated  and  lack  realism. 

"The  Inn  of  Death." — This  dramatic  film  contains  some 
pretty  good  scenes  and  the  little  girl  proves  the  best  actor. 
The  subject  proper  is  a  hard  one  and  it  is  a  pity  to  display 
the  evil  dispositions  of  mankind  instead  of  showing  good 
and  kind  acts.  As  moving  pictures  are  a  great  educator,  we 
should  be  more   particular  in  the   selection  of  subjects. 

"Blood  Will  Tell." — A  very  well  produced,  highly  dramatic 
film,  but  such  subjects  of  young  men  robbing  the  strong  safes 
of  their  fathers,  are  getting  a  little  old  and  are  not  of  the  very 
best  example.  The  manufacturers  should  bear  in  mind  that  they 
do  not  show  their  pictures  to  only  grown  persons  or  ministers, 
able  to  discern  the  bad  from  the  good,  but  that  pictures  are 
shown  to  many  young  folks,  many  of  them  perhaps  in  a  pinch 
for  ready  cash,  and  such  films  are  naturally  a  bad  temptation 
to  them.  The  photography  in  the  opening  scene  of  this  film  is 
the  best  ever  seen  in  motion  pictures. 

"The  Heart's  Bidding." — Another  story  of  the  apparent 
unfaithfulness  of  a  husband  and  the  flight  of  the  wife  with  her 
children.  In  the  main  the  subject  is  well  managed,  though  the 

action  seems  a  bit  too  strong  in  some  places.  The  reconncilia- 
tion,  following  the  chance  meeting  of  the  couple,  is  affecting 
enough  to  cause  the  audience  to  use  its  handkerchiefs.  Perhaps 
no  greater  praise  could  be  accorded  it.  No  matter  what  one 
may  think  of  a  film,  when  it  arouses  the  emotions  of  the  audi- 

ence it  has  fulfilled  its  purpose  and  will  prove  a  winner. 

"Tale  of  a  Thanksgiving  Turkey"  is  an  Essanay  comedy  that 
shows  a  number  of  laughable  situations  arising  from  the 
determination  of  a  penniless  couple  to  enjoy  a  Thanksgiving 
feast   at   the   expense   of  pawning  their  clothes. 

11 

"The  Guerillas." — This  subject  is  so  much  out  of  the  line  o 
the  work  generally  handled  by  the  Biograph  Company  tha 
they  would  have  been  excused  if  it  had  not  come  up  to  thei 
usual  standard.  The  fact  is  that  it  surpasses  any  of  thei 
studio  productions  in  photography  and  realism,  while  th 
plot  is  so  well  drawn  and  the  various  scenes  so  skillfull 
staged  and  handled  that  it  brings  the  warmest  applause  frori 
the  spectators.  The  man  behind  the  camera  who  made  th 
pictures  representing  the  spirited  horsemanship  and  the  bat 
tie  scene  deserves  to  be  congratulated  on  the  success  of  hi 
work.     "The  Guerilla"  is  a  film  that  will  draw  the  crowds 

"Colonial  Virginia,"  a  historical  subject  by  Edison,  was  wel 
received  by  the  audience.     It  is  a  class  of  subject  that  is 
welcome  change  from  the  usual  thing,  but  needs  to  be  pre 
sented  with  a  lecture  for  the  spectators  to  fully  understan 
and  appreciate  the  scenes  that  are  presented. 

"Donkey  Skin"  is  the  title  of  a  fair}-  tale  that  is  presente 
by  Pathe  in  their  usual  elegant  style. 

"Taming  of  the  Shrew." — A  rather  confused  film.  presente> 
on  an  overcrowded  stage.     I  cannot  say  that  this  film  was  wel 
received    by    the    audience,    as    it    is    a    rather   brutal    subject 
which  the  lash  has  too  much  play.     The  last  scene  calls  for 
special  mention,  as  the  most  beautiful  composition  with  ver; 
fine  photographic  effects. 

"Not  Yet,  But  Soon." — The  Diamond  trade-mark  shouli 
not  appear  on  this  film,  as  it  is  not  likely  that  the  manufactur 
ers  are  so  short  of  good  subjects  to  produce  such  a  picture 
is  so  poorly  acted  that  the  masher,  if  he  is  a  masher,  takes  c 
his  own  accord  the  position  to  be  properly  kicked  by  the  hus 
band.     The  chief  merit  of  this  film  is  its  brevity. 

"If  It  Don't  Concern  You,  Let  It  Alone." — A  steady  goo 
laugh  at  the  man  who  has  a  notion  that  he  must  touch  at  every 
thing  he  sees,  and  his  great  curiosity  is  always  rewarded  in  th 
wrong  way. 

"The  Fisherman's  Life." — Well  photographed  and  fairl 
well  acted,  though  possibly  a  trifle  overdone  in  places.  So  fa 
as  representing  life  on  a  fishing  boat  is  concerned,  the  film  is 
good  one.  Some  might  take  exception  to  the  story,  even  thoug 
it  comes  out  well  in  the  end.  On  the  other  hand  it  must  b 
stated  that  the  film  makes  a  profound  impression  on  the  audieno 

"Cinderella." — An  excellent  production  of  the  old  fairy  tal 
which  has  delighted  children  and  grown-ups  for  many  genera 
tions.  The  photography  and  action  are  alike  good,  while  th 
staging  seems  to  be  in  keeping  with  the  spirit  of  the  piece.  Som 
of  the  instances  are  especially  well  managed.  The  coloring 
adroitly  done.  It  received  the  applause  of  the  audience  at  thre 
different  places  where  it  was  seen  during  the  week. 

"Motoring  Under  Difficulties." — A  comic  exaggeration  c 
the  trials  of  a  motoring  party.  The  photography  and  action  ar 
alike  good.  It  seems  as  though  in  places  the  enthusiasts  ar 
worked  a  trifle  too  hard,  yet  the  film  raises  a  hearty  laugl 
and  that  is  its  purpose.     It  is   good,  clean  fun,  anyhow 

"We  Close  at  Noon." — A  Pathe  comic  in  which  a  departmer 

store  is  made  the  basis  for  an  unruly  boy's  pranks.  Whil 
it  may  be  funny,  many  in  the  audience  expressed  the  ide 
that  it  would  be  better  not  to  represent  the  destruction  c 
property  for  something  funny.  The  mechanical  work  on  th 
film  is  above  the  average  and  for  the  subject  the  action  i 
quite  satisfactory.  The  boy  in  the  shower  bath,  with  a: 
umbrella,   is   the   best   scene   and    creates   laughter. 

"Reception  of  the  American  Fleet  in  Australia." — In  som instances  the  audience  cheered  wildly,  and  these  cheers  wer 
very  natural,  as  the  film  well  displays  our  powerful  fleet  and  i 
treated  in  the  best  manner. 

"Barrels  to  Sell." — An  old  comic  still  going  the  rounds 
introduces  the  same  old  chase  idea,  varied  a  bit  by  having  bar 
rels  do  much  of  the  chasing.  Some  of  the  incidents  are  funn; 
because  they  are  perfectly  natural,  but  the  jumping  of  the  barrel 
from  the  water  back  to  the  bridge  again  is  not  the  right  kin< 
of  action  to  go  with  the  rest.  Aside  from  these  minor  deficien 

cies  this  film" is  good  and  raises  more  than  one  laugh  . 
"Wonderful  Fertilizer." — An  amusing  film  of  a  tree  grow 

ing  fast  and  causing  many  incidents  in  the  different  apartments 
of  a  little  girl  drinking  some  of  the  fertilizer  and  growing  s< 
high  as  to  pierce  the  clouds.  This  film  is  spoiled  by  the  sacri 
legions  representation  of  St.  Peter  with  the  big  key  and  of  som* 
angels  pushing  back  the  little  girl  to  earth. 

"Will  They  Ever  Get  to  Town?" — A  film  which  introduce 
numerous  funny  incidents  to  block  the  excited  flight  of  a  fam 

ilv  to  town  to"  get  a  fortune.  When  they  finally  land  in 
dump  the  effect  is  startling  and  raises  the  laugh  among  th( 
audience  which  has  been  held  back  by  the  over-acted  anc 
silly  situations.     The  donkey  is  the  best  actor  in  the  piece. 

: 
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NOTES  AND  COMMENTS. 

The  standard  of  the  films  released  during  the  week  fell 
Sow  thai  of  the  previous  week,  l>ut  the  ai  tj   was 

evenly  maintained,  with  few  exceptions. 

We  have  it  on  verj  good  authority  thai  the  film  manufacturers 
#e  decided  to  vigorous!)  prosecute  anyone  who  is  caughl  duping 
ion-  productions.     A   restraining  order  has  already  been   issued I  certain  parties  in  Philadelphia. 

Rev.  Madison  C.  Peters,  the  well  known  preacher  and  .tu- 
tor,  has   embarked   in   the   illustrated    lecture    field.      Every 

evening  in  the  Bclasco  Theater,   New   York,  he   lee 
ures   on    popular    subjects,   illustrated   with    motion    pictures, 
>  large  and  appreciative  audiences. 

S.  Lubin,  wife  and  daughter,  arrived  in  New  York  this 

,-eek  on  the  Kronprinzessin  Cecile  after  a  four  week's  ali- 
enee. Mr.  Lubin  says  that  his  trip  was  taken  simply  as  a 

ecclcd  holiday  and  has  no  business  significance,  but  we  may 
e  sure  that  he  lost  no  opportunity  to  become  acquainted 
,'ith  the  European  manufacturers  and  gather  up  ideas  for 
ew  film   subjects. 

The  Sterling  Film  Company  is  a  new  concern  making  a  bid 
or  business  under  the  management  of  I.  Bernstein,  formerly 
lanager  of  the  Improved  Film  Supply  Company.  The 
■tcrling  Company  have  offices  in  the  Reliance  Building,  32 
mion  Square,  New  York. 

The  Independent  Film  Service,  of  Philadelphia,  Ta.,  G.  H. 
Valker  manager,  has  removed  from  the  Mint  Arcade  to  the 
>enek!a    Building,    Eleventh    and    Market    streets.      Business 

od   with  them  and   Mr.  Walker  is  looking  for  a  location 
o  establish  a  branch  office  in  the  West. 

The  World  Film  Mfg.  Co.,  of  Baker  City,  Ore.,  ask  us  to 
tate  that  their  output  has  been  delayed  on  account  of  moving 
rto  new  premises. 

The  Great  Northern  Film  Co.  are  sending  out  some  very 
ne  films  in  which  the  action  is  natural  and  the  photographic 
uality  of  the  highest  order.  Advance  information  saj  s  look  out 
or  some  headliners  at  an  early  date.  The  distinct  style  of  the 
jreat  Northern  Films  makes  them  a  desirable  addition  to  a 
irogram. 

The  Cheerful  Idiot  seems  to  have  got  loose.  From  Brook- 
yn.  Rochester  and  other  cities  and  towns,  reports  come  to 
land  of  shows  that  have  been  broken  up  and  in  some  cases 
erious  injury  done  to  some  of  the  patrons,  by  miscreants 
vho  have  scattered  a  species  of  snuff  powder  in  the  room, 
f  any  of  these  rogues  are  caught,  the  punishment  should  be 
orporal  and  not  merely  fine  or  imprisonment. 

New  York  City. — Manager  Ganes,  of  the  Manhattan  Thea- 
er,  extended  an  invitation  to  the  jackies  at  the  Navy  Yard 

o  visit  his  theater  and  see  Pathe's  fine  picture  of  the  recep- 
ion  of  the  American  fleet  in  Australia.  They  came,  they 
;aw  and  they  thoroughly  enjoyed  the  spectacle  and  made 
nany  audible  comments  on  the  show.  The  incident  in  the 
ilm  which  received  the  most  applause  was  the  march  past 
)f  the  regiment  of  Highlanders.  The  military  precision  and 
itness  of  this  kilted  regiment  was  a  fine  subject  for  the  cam- 
ra  and  well  rendered. 

$233-33  a  Minute. — A  story  is  going  the  rounds  of  the 

Dapers  that  Eva  Tanguay  was  paid  $3,500  for  fifteen  minutes' 
work  by  the  Cameraphone  Company.  Evidently  Miss  Tan- 

guay has  no  slouch  for  a  press  agent.  We  know  that  the 
Cameraphone  Company  secures  the  services  of  good  actors 
for  their  productions,  as  is  evidenced  by  their  popularity 
wherever  shown,  and  good  actors  command  good  salaries, 
but  we  have  too  high  a  respect  for  the  business  manager  of 
the  Cameraphone  Company  to  swallow  whole  the  tale  of  the 
press  agent. 

Chicago  Curbs  Nickel  Shows. — The  council  judiciary  com- 
mittee recommended  two  ordinances  last  week  intended  to 

prevent  indiscriminate  location  of  5-cent  theaters  over  the  city. 

Lang's  Patent  Film  Rewinder  is  a  substantial  article  that 
we  have  seen  in  operation  in  several  film  exchanges  and  oper- 

ating booths.  It  consists  of  two  uprights  which  can  be 
clamped  by  convenient  screws,  at  any  distance  apart,  on 
the  edge  of  a  table  or  shelf,  and  the  winding  gears  are  oper- 

ated by  a  crank  handle  or  may  be  connected  to  a  motor  if 
desired.  A  rewinder  is  a  necessity  in  every  exhibiting  room 
and  if  your  renter  cannot  supply  you  with  a  Lang  rewinder, 
the  C.  J.  Lang  Manufacturing  Company,  Olean,  X.  Y..  will 
send  one  for  five  dollars. 

STRAWS   SHOW   WHICH    WAY    THE   WIND    BLOWS. 

Deacon    Prouty,   oi  1  unning    aftei    the 
moving  picture  Bhows  with  a  petition  askin  "ire-* 
'"  compel  the  authorities  ■•!   Spencei    i"  refuse  ■>   license  t" 
the  Park  Theater  to  give  Sundaj   night  Bhows. 

I  he    \ui..i.i.  ill.  citj   council  decided  that  the  moving  pi. 
ture  theaters  in   that   city   were  Bafe,  but  decided   to  m 
mi  iiur  restrictions  in  confoi  mity  with  the  1 
business   men    to   have   their   insurance    rates   lowered. 

The  San  Francisco  Chronicle  makes  iis.h  ridiculous  by 

printing  in  large  type,  "Moving  Pictures  Make  linn  a  Bandit" 
over  the  report  that  a  Los  Vngeles  youth  has  been  arrested 
foi  a  series  of  crimes     In  tins  case  the  evid  iwed  that 
the    boy    was    lell    to    skill    lor    lnni-elf    at    the    age    of    [nil 
and  that  the  authi  Found  him  to  be  mentally  deficient. 

'Ihe  editor  of  the  Chronicle  shows  his  unfiti 
tion,  ignorance  or  animus,  in  saving  that  tins  youth   was  led 

to  his  bandit  life  by  "constantly  attending   the  crime-bi 
ing  moving  picture  shows." 

Building  Inspector  Sutter,  of  Peoria,  III.,  has  taken  sudden 
action  against  the  theaters  of  that  city.  The  Nickelodeon 
has  been  ordered  closed  until  the  entrance  is  provided  with 
a  hand  rail  to  prevent  crowding.  The  Crescent  ordered  closed 
until  rear  exit  is  cleared.  Liberty,  Lyric,  Orphcum  and  Cres- 

cent have  all  come  in  for  their  share  of  improvements,  some 
closed  until  improvements  are  made,  others  allowed  to  re- 

main open  if  the  conditions  asked  for  are  immediately  com- 

plied  with. 

Judge  Scott,  of  Paterson,  N.  J.,  mercilessly  scored  the 

moving  picture  shows  that  "vividly  depict  crime  and  murder" 
when  a  fourteen-year-old  boy  was  brought  up  on  a  charge 
of  waywardness.  His  mother  claimed  that  he  spent  all  his 
time  and  money  in  these  shows  and  often  spoke  of  the  ease 
with  which  criminals  dodged  the  police  and  broke  out  of  jail. 

A  jury  acquitted  R.  J.  Stinett,  proprietor  of  the  Lyric 
Theater,  Dallas,  Tex.,  of  the  charge  of  violating  the  Sunday 
law  by  giving  a  vaudeville  performance  on  that  day.  The 
lawyers  for  the  defense  proved  that  no  admission  price  was 
charged  for  the  vaudeville  performance,  but  that  patrons  of 
the  moving  picture  show  were  invited  to  remain  and  see  the 
vaudeville  performance  after  the  pictures,  free  of  charge. 
There  was  nothing  on  the  statutes  prohibiting  a  moving 
picture  show  in  that  State  on  Sundays  and  the  fact  that  no 
charge  was  made  for  admission  to  the  vaudeville  performance 
removed  it  from  the  provision  making  it  a  violation  of  the 
Sunday  law.     Judge  and  jury  sided  with  the  defendant. 

To  test  the  Sunday  laws  in  Beaumont,  Tex.,  a  moving  pic- 
ture show  opened  up  last  Sunday.  No  admission  price  was 

demanded,  but  a  "collection  box"  was  conspicuously  dis- 
played.    No  arrests  were  made. 

IS  THIS  THE  WORK  OF  THE  PRESS  AGENT? 

Who  says  the  5  and  10-cent  vaudeville  houses  are  not 
producers  of  sentiment?  Listen  to  this.  At  the  Camera- 

phone, where  a  combination  moving  picture  apparatus  and 
graphophone  give  the  patrons  an  intense  form  of  art.  there 
was  recently  depicted  on  the  screen  a  young  woman  who 
danced  and  sang  to  perfection.  In  the  midst  of  her  second 
song,  a  fox  terrier  raced  down  the  aisle  to  the  curtain  and 
commenced  to  bark  furiously.  A  moment  later  a  man  rushed 
into  the  theater  looking  for  the  dog.  He  observed  the  girl  on 
the  screen,  and  showed  as  much  agitation  as  the  canine.  Grab- 

bing Guy  Smith",  the  manager  of  the  bijou  playhouse,  by  the arm,  he  started  to  drown  him  with  a  torrent  of  questions. 
Then  the  excitement  was  explained.  It  appears  that  about  a 

year  ago  a  lovers'  quarrel  had  parted  the  girl  on  the  screen 
and  the  man  with  the  dog.  lie  had  hunted  the  country  over  for 
her,  but  she  had  changed  her  name,  and  he  could  not  find  her. 
He  had  given  her  the  dog  as  a  love  token.  Finally  he  secured 
the  name  of  the  film  maker  from  Smith,  and  without  more 

ado,  made  a  bee  line  for  a  telegraph  office  to  seek  for  informa- 
tion concerning  his  lost  sweetheart. — San  Francisco  News 

Letter. 

Rochester,  N.  Y. — Mr.  H.  F.  Wick,  proprietor  of  Merry- 
land  Theater,  made  a  bet  against  the  re-election  of  Governor 
Hughes.  He  paid  his  bet  on  Wednesday  evening  of  this 
week  by  arraying  himself  in  jockey  costume  of  red  and  white 
and  driving  a  white  and  black  team  drawing  a  gaily  decorated 
sulky  containing  Mr.  S.   Howell,  to  whom  he  lost  the  bet. 
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Mt.  Clemens,  Mich. — The  building  on  Xorth  Front  street 
is  being  converted  into  a  moving  picture  theater. 

Jermyn,  Pa.— The  Dreamland  moving  picture  theater 
opened  to  the  public  in  the  Edmunds  building  under  the 
proprietorship  of  Louis  Matule. 

Portland,  111.,  is  to  have  a  new  moving  picture  theater,  the 
Nickelodeon,  in  the  Rimmele  building.  Mr.  William  Dawson 
is  the  proprietor  of  the  enterprise. 

Richmond,  Va. — A  new  moving  picture  palace  is  to  be 
erected  by  John  and  Emanuel  Redmond  at  500  East  Broad 
street,  at  an  estimated  cost  of  $4,000. 

San  Diego,  Cal.,  is  booked  for  another  ten-cent  theater, 
which  is  to  be  located  at  the  corner  of  Fifth  and  B  streets, 
at  a  cost  of  $2,000. 

Santa  Rosa,  Cal. — The  Catholic  Ladies'  Aid  Society  .will 
open  a  moving  picture  theater.  The  proceeds  will  be  devoted 

to  the  Society's  charity  fund. 
Fremont,  Neb. — The  Jewel  moving  picture  show  in  the 

Miller  building,  at  Fourth  and  Main  streets,  has  quit  and 
will  be  moved  to  David  City. 

Burlington,  Vt. — A  permit  was  granted  to  F.  C.  Smith, 
J.  J.  Kennedy  and  D.  J.  Nieburg,  to  operate  a  moving  pic- 

ture theater  at  16  and   18  Church  street. 

Omaha,  Neb. — The  careless  use  of  a  match  in  a  film  rental 
office  in  this  city  resulted  in  the  loss  of  several  reels  of 
films.     No  other  damage  was  reported. 

Greensboro,  N.  C. — The  Star  moving  picture  theater  on 
North  Elm  street  near  City  Hall  has  changed  its  ownership. 
W.  L.  Griffin  will  assume  charge  of  it  and  rechristen  it  the 
Palace. 

Butte,  Mont. — Undaunted  by  the  number  of  theaters  which 
are  now  doing  business  in  Butte,  another  moving  picture 
theater  opened  on  Montana  street  with  a  select  line  of  vaude- 

ville and  moving  pictures. 

Everett,  Wash. — Manager  Frazier,  of  the  new  Grand  Thea- 
ter, has  opened  his  handsome  little  place  of  amusement  on 

Hewitt  avenue,  between  Colby  and  Hoyt  avenues,  with  the 
prospects  of  immediate   success. 

Waterloo,  Iowa.— The  Electric  Theater  opened  under  new 
management  and  new  name.  M.  De  Grosz.  assisted  by  L. 
O.  Hieber,  will  be  the  associates  in  the  management  of  the 
playhouse,  which  will  be  known  as  the  Majestic. 

Lowell,  Mass. — The  Academy  of  Music  has  undergone  a 
change  of  policy  and  has  introduced  high-class  moving  pic- 

ture- and  vaudeville.  Joseph  F.  Flynn,  who  has  taken  the 
lease  of  the  theater,  has  elected  William  O'Neill  as  manager. 

Salem,  Oregon. — E.  C.  Brooks  has  bought  the  Midway 
Theater  and  changed  the  name  to  the  Electric.  He  succeeds 
J.  F.  Goode  as  owner,  and  is  interested  in  a  string  of  mov- 

ing picture  shows. 
Charleston,  Ind. — The  Charleston  Amusement  Company 

will  give  nightly  exhibitions  of  moving  pictures  at  McQueen's Hall.     Admission  5  and  10  cents. 

Independence,  Kan. — The  Hebrank  building  on  South  Perm 
avenue  is  being  remodeled  for  a  new  Star  Theater,  the  open- 

ing (if  which  will  take  place  in  the  near  future  under  the  man- 
agement of  C.  A.  Rogers. 

Berkeley,  Cal. — A  moving  picture  theater  has  just  been 
completed  on  Shattuck  avenue  near  Kittredge  street.  The 
place  has  been  remodeled  throughout  and  fittings  of  the  most 
up-to-date  kind  have  been  installed. 

Brooklyn,  N.  Y.— One  of  the  largest  and  costliest  theaters 
of  this  country  for  the  display  of  moving  pictures  is  now 
being  constructed  at  Bedford  avenue  and  the  Eastern  Park- 

way.    The  theater  will  have  a  seating  capacity  of  1,800. 
Tecumseh,  Mich. —  Edward  Marks,  manager  of  the  new 

Bradley  Opera  House,  has  discontinued  the  operation  of 
moving  pictures  which  were  shown  at  his  theater  during  the 
Summer. 

St.  Petersburg,  Fla. --C.  H.  Hinke,  of  New  Haven,  Conn., 
will  establish  the  third  moving  picture  show  in  St.  Peters- 

burg, lie  has  leased  a  building  on  Main  street  and  will  fit 
it  up  for  a  first  class  moving  picture  show,  to  open  the  latter 
part   (>f   the   month. 

Colorado  Springs,  Colo. — Messrs.  Moore  &  Greaves,  own- 
ers of  the  Crystal  Theater,  have  secured  the  services  of  C.  M. 

Cummings   ;i-   manager.     Mr.   Cummings'   policy  is   to  run  a 

first-class  show,  with  admission  price  to  adults.  10  cents; children  5  cents. 

Toronto,  Canada. — Moving  pictures  as  adjuncts  to  evange- 
listic work  are  proving  a  great  attraction  at  the  Salvation 

Army  meetings  and  also  at  J.  M.  Wilkinson's  service  on 
Sunday  evening  in  the  Grand  Opera  House  and  R.  C.  Evans' meetings  in  the  Majestic  Theater. 

Kingston,  N.  Y. — The  Novelty  Theater,  on  Wall  street,  it 
is  reported,  has  been  taken  over  again  by  M.  E.  Higgins.  one 
of    the    original    owners,    Manager    Hollister    having    retired. 

This,  house,  which  was  built  to  give  Wilner  &  Vincent's  Bijou a  fight,  has  had  a  checkered  career.  Manager  Higgins  was 
in   New  York  this  last  week  arranging  for  service. 

Seattle,  Wash. — Charles  Mitchell,  the  reported  manager  of 
a  moving  picture  show,  has  been  arrested  on  the  complaint 
of  Charles  Witte,  a  youth  who  says  that  he  paid  $125  to 
Mitchell  for  a  fourth  interest  in  the  concern  and  in  return 
received  only  a  small  consignment  of  old  films  and  no  further 
accounting. 

Los  Angeles,  Cal. — Mrs.  L.  J.  W.  Tilton.  who  backed 
Chauncey  G.  Pulsifer  in  a  moving  picture  enterprise  on  his 
representation  that  the  returns  would  flow  in  at  the  rate  of 
$400  per  month,  sues  him  for  misappropriation  and  for  an 
accounting.  It  seems  that  he  reports  the  receipts  to  be  be- 

tween $12  and  $20  per  day,  while  the  daily  expense  is  $30. 

Aberdeen,  S.  D. — A  number  of  business  men  of  Aberdeen 
have  organized  a  corporation  having  for  its  object  the  ex- 

tension of  a  series  of  picture  shows  throughout  the  State. 
The  nucleus  of  the  corporation  is  the  Idle  Hour  Theater 
of  this  city,  but  it  is  expected  that  in  time  the  company  will 
have  practical  control  of  the  moving  picture  show  business in    the   State. 

Streatcr,  111. — The  Swanson  talking  pictures  are  bringing 
record-breaking  crowds  to  the  Plumb  Opera  House.  The 
company  consists  of  eight  persons,  including  the  machine 
operator,  pianist,  singer,  manager  and  actors  to  imitate  the 
parts  behind  the  screen.  They  will  stay  in  Streatpr  as  long 
as  patronage  justifies,  which  tends  to  a  long  run,  judging  by 
the  attendance. 

Baltimore,  Md. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  to  be 
built  at  334  North  Howard  street  by  Joseph  Archer.  The 
building  has  a  frontage  of  23.7  feet  with  a  depth  of  78  feet, 
and  the  alterations  provide  for  the  removal  of  the  present 
front  on  the  first  floor  and  installing  an  artistic  facade  of 
ornamental  stamped  metal.  Seating  accommodations  will  be 
provided  for  500  persons  in  the  auditorium  and  it  is  other- wise to  be  handsomely  fitted  up. 

Leavenworth,  Kan.— The  Casino  Theater.  423  Delaware 
street,  under  the  management  of  Mr.  Mcnsing.  is  proving 
that  a  finely  appointed  place  that  is  well  conducted  will  draw 
patronage  from  the  more  wealthy  classes  who  do  not.  as  a 

rule,  patronize  moving  picture  shows,  except  on  "slumming expeditions.  It  is  said  that  there  is  not  a  theater  in  any 
city  that  has  a  more  beautiful  exterior  and  interior  or  that 
shows  a  better  class  of  pictures.  It  has  become  the  habit  of 
the  ladies  who  come  down  town  on  shopping  expeditions  to 
spend  an  hour  in  the  Casino,  and  they  are  evidently  pleased, 
as  they  bring  their  friends  along  next  time. 

Kingston,  N.  Y. — The  Board  of  Fire  Commissioners,  also 
the  Board  of  Fire  Insurance  Underwriters  of  this  city,  have 
put  their  ban  on  the  Kingston  Opera  House  as  a  fire  trap. 

This  probably  winds  up  the  career  of  one  of  the  most  fa- 
mous Country  Opera  Houses  in  the  State  of  New  York. 

It  was  built  right  after  the  Civil  War  and  was  known  for 
years  as  Kingston  Music  Hall.  For  many  years,  however,  it 
has  been  known  as  The  Kingston  Opera  House.  Tt  is  a  sec- 

ond floor  theater  and  will  seat  about  one  thousand  people. 
It  has  a  good  stage,  well  supplied  with  scenery,  and  many 
Famous  performers  have  appeared  there:  among  them  were 
William  11.  Griffiths,  Joseph  Jefferson.  John  Brougham.  John 
T  Raymond,  Denman  Thompson.  Dan  Sully.  Tony  Pastor, 
Kate  Claxton,  Ada  Rehan.  Ada  Gray.  Mrs.  Langtry.  Rose 

Eytinge,  Fanny  Davenport,  and  hundreds  of  other  famous 
performers  now  passed  into  history.  The  building  belongs 
to  State  Senator  John  N.  Cordts.  and  it  is  rumored  that  it 
is  to  be  transformed  into  a  ground  floor  opera  house  as  soon 
as  the  leases  of  the  stores  on  the  street  level  expire.  It  is 
also  rumored  that  it  is  to  be  transformed  into  a  department 
store  and  that  efforts  will  be  made  to  build  a  modern  opera 
house  near  the  geographical  center  of  the  city  near  the 
new   post-office. 
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AMONG  THE   SLIDE   MAKERS. 

"When  I  Marry  you,"  a  walt2  melody  bj  Bryan  &  Gum- 
ble;  "Naughty  Eyes,"  l>>  Sylvester  and  wenrich;  "No  Moon 
I  ike  a  Honeymoon,"  bj  Malone  and  Gumble;  "I  Used  to 
Be  Afraid  to  Go  Home  in  the  Dark,"  l>>  Williams,  Van 
styne  and  Kurt,  and  "When  Jack  Comes  Sailing  Home,"  bj 
Nora  Bayes  Norworth,  are  recenl  publications  of  [erome 
II.   Remick   &   Co 

The    Henry    B.    Ingram    Companj    has   purchased    a   lai 
number  of  sets  of  song  slide  negatives  from   Mr.  J.  dm   Wal 
tors,  of  Bath    Beach.     Many  of  them  arc  for  famous  songs 
that  have  not   heretofore  been   illustrated. 

New  sli.U-  for  the  songs  "1  Never  Tared  for  Anyone  the 
Way  I  (.'an-  for  You,"  "Where  the  Suwanee  River  Winds 
Its  Silven  Way,"  "When  the  Robins  Nesl  Again,"  "I'm 
Happy  Wnen  the  Band  Plays  Dixie,"  "Where  a  Baby  Runs 
to  Meet  You  and  Kiss  You,  Thai  Is  Home."  "When  the 

Is  \re  Red  with  Clover."  and  "Some  Day.  My  I  ad. 
You'll  Be  a  Hero,  Too,"  are  being  pul  oul  by  the  Henry  B. 
[ngram  Company,  Inc.,  4-'  West  TwentyEeghth  street.  New 

New  lantern  slides  are  being  advertised  by  new  slide  mak- 
ing companies  every  week  in  Xew  York.  Every  one  of  them 

are  cutting  the  price  of  slides  and  soon  slides  will  be  so 
cheap  that  the  slide  makers  will  be  glad  to  give  them  away. 
Nevertheless  the  makers  who  stick  to  the  price  with  a  fair 
profit  attacked  are  still  getting  the  business.  Slide  buyers 
are   getting  suspicious  of  price   cutters. 

Appropriate  slides  for  sacred  songs  for  the  holiday  sea- 
son are  announced  by  Jerome  II  Remick  &  Co.  for  the  fol- 

lowing publications:  "The  Holy  Light,"  by  Reginald  De- 
Koven;  "The  Land  of  My  Dreams."  by  Arthur  Trcvelyan, 
and  "In  the  Realms  of  Eternity."  by  Arthur  J.  Lamb  and  J. Acton  Dailey. 

Mr.  Albert  Tears,  a  music  publisher  on  East  Houston 
street,  says  that  one  year  ago  he  paid  a  certain  slide  maker 
$15.00  to  illustrate  a  song  for  him,  and  was  to  pay  $10.00 
mere  on  the  completion  of  the  first  set  of  slides.  Since  that 
he  has  seen  nothing  of  his  money  and  he  has  not  received 
the  slides.  Mr.  Tears  has  been  advised  by  his  lawyer  to 
get  out  a  warrant  against  the  party  for  swindling.  The  guilty 
slide  maker  is  doubtless  one  of  the  men  who  has  pushed  his 
way  into  a  business  that  he  never  learned  and  who  has  been 
one  of  the  men  who  helped  to  cut  the  prices  below  the  pos- 

sibility of  doing  good  work.  Yet  film  and  slide  agencies 
will  patronize  these  men  because  they  can  save  a  few  cents 
in   preference  to  going  to  practical   men   for  their  goods. 

Mr.  Walter  Lewis  is  illustrating  several  songs  for  the 
publishing  house  of  Helf  &  Hager. 

RESULT  OF  TAKING  CARE  OF  YOUR  PICTURE 
MACHINE. 

The  Palace  Motion  Picture  Theater,  of  307  Ninth  street, 
N.  \\  .  Washington,  I>  C,  >  .m  boasl  of  the  unique  distinction 
of  running  .1  show  daily,  from   11   A.  M.  to  u      P.    M., 

id  of  one  year  without  .1  breakdown  or  accident   oi  any 
description,      ["his  proud  record  oi  the  theatei    is  due  to  the skill    and    Careful    operation    ,,|     Mr.    Sydney    J,    Jacob 

,,1   the  old  nun  is  ..1"  tin    Edison  woi  ks.     'I  he    P 
trolled  h\  the  Interstate    Vmusemenl  Company,  oi  which  Mr. 
v  c.  Mayer  is  general  manager, 

AN  ARC  REGULATOR  FOR  ALTERNATING 
CURRENTS. 

All  operators  who  have  to  use  alternating  current  know 
what  trouble  it  is  to  keep  a  steady  light,  therefore  any  sim- 

ple device  which  ensures  this,  without  taking  their  attention 
away  from  the  picture  on  the  screen,  should  have  more  than 
passing  attention.  The  Gilles  Arc  Regulator  is  an  inexpensive 
device  that  can  be  attached  easily  to  any  lamp  and  is  guaran- 

teed by  the  makers  to  hold  the  arc  on  the  front  of  the  car- 
bons and  give  a  steady,  clear  light,  free  from  shadows.  This 

is  obtained  by  magnetizing  the  field  in  which  the  arc  is 
burned,  as  in  the  case  of  the  flaming  arc,  and  the  intense 
and  steady  light  of  the  flaming  arc  over  ordinary^  street 
lamps  is  well  known.  It  is  claimed  that  the  Gilles  Arc  Regu- 

lator is  self-regulating  and  consumes  no  extra  current,  and 
it  would  seem  to  be  a  necessary  part  of  the  exhibitor's  out- 

fit. If  your  dealer  cannot  supply  you  write  to  Richard  L. 
Gilles,    Electrical    Contractor,   Helena,    Mont. 

THE    CIGARETTE    SMOKER    AGAIN. 

A  corn  pondenl  sends  us  the  information  thai  films  to 
the  value  oi  $400  were  destroyed  in  a  theater  in  Pleasant 
Hill.  Mo.,  by  the  can  Kss  handling  of  a  match  used  to  light 
a  cigarette.  Although  the  theater  was  well  filled  al 
time,  none  of  the  audience  were  injured,  bul  several  of  the 
theater  employees  were  badly  burned  in  trying  to  save  the 
films.  It  is  unpleasant  to  have  to  record  these  instances  ol 
carelessness,  but  we  wish  thai  every  theater  manager  would 
enforce  a  rule  prohibiting  the  handling  of  matches  or  smok- 

ing by  any  one  in  or  around  the  operating  booth. 

NEW  INTERCHANGEABLE  SPROCKET. 

Word  comes  from  Dubuque.  Iowa,  that  Mr.  P.  M.  Rose,  a 
mechanic  of  that  city,  has  invented  a  feed  sprocket  that  can 
be  adapted  to  any  make  of  machine,  that  will  greatly  lessen 
the  cost  of  repairs.  It  is  said  that  if  a  tooth  in  the  new- 
sprocket  wears  out  or  breaks,  another  tooth  can  easily  be 
inserted  and  that  it  is  never  necessary  to  change  the  hull. 
If  the  only  advantage  is  the  saving  in  cost  between  one  tooth 
and  the  cost  of  a  new  sprocket,  it  would  seem  that  Mr.  Rose 
is  to  be  congratulated  on  his  success  as  a  promoter  in  form- 

ing a  corporation  of  Dubuque  business  men  to  manufacture 
the  part  in  that  city. 

WITTMAN  WON  IN   THE  FIRST   ROUND. 

Hamilton,  O. — After  being  out  jusl  jo  minutes,  the  jury 
returned  a  verdict  in  favor  of  Lou  Wittman  for  $25.  Witt- 
man  sued  the  Toledo  Film  Company  for  $250,  alleging  breach  of 
contract.  The  defendant's  counter-sued  for  $441.  The  defend- 

ants will  appeal  the  case-  to  the  Common  Pleas  Court. 
The  suit  is  the  outcome  of  an  agreement  by  the  film 

rental  company  to  furnish  films  to  the  Standard  Theater 
Company  not  over  eight  days  old  or  forfeit  $25  for  each 
film  furnished  over  eight  days  after  the  release  date.  The 
theater  people  claim  that  they  can  prove  that  the  exchange 
has  been  furnishing  them  with  films  anywhere  from  three 
to  nineteen  months  old,  and  as  they  arc  paying  a  rate  agreed 
upon  for  new  subjects,  they  expect  to  get  what  they  pay  for. 

The  editor  of  the  Atchison,  Kan.,  Globe  says:  "We  enjoy 
moving  pictures,  and  regard  them  as  wonderful,  but  most 
operators  show  their  pictures  too  rapidly.  If  a  man.  in 
a  moving  picture,  kisses  a  woman,  he  rushes  at  her  full 
speed,  kisses  her  like  a  flash  of  lightning,  and  races  away. 
Everything  in  moving  pictures  happens  so  rapidly  that  those 

taking  part  run  at  full  speed?  Why  shouldn't  characters  in 
moving  pictures  move  at  a  natural  pace?  Why  is  the  oper- 

ator so  anxious  to  get  to  the  end  of  the  reel?" [The  reason  for  these  absurdities  is  the  reckless  craving 

on  the  part  of  the  exhibitor  to  give  as  many  "shows"  as possible  within  the  hour,  and  at  the  same  time  give  a 
bigger   show  than   his   neighbor. — Ed.    M.   P.   W.] 

FILM    MANUFACTURING    PLANT    AT    SALT    LAKE. 

Salt  Lake  City,  October  30. — The  Rocky  Mountain  Moving 

Picture  Company's  plant  in  this  city  is  now  in  active  oper- ation and  1,000  feet  of  positives  are  being  turned  out  daily; 
20,000  feet  of  negatives  are  already  on   hand. 
Among  the  pictures  already  taken  is  a  panoramic  view  of 

this  city.  3,000  feet  in  length,  showing  the  principal  build- 
ings, street  scenes,  the  Mormon  temple,  tabernacle,  temple 

grounds  and  other  scenes  in  the  business  section.  These 
are  already  on  exhibition  at  a  local  theater  and  will  be  sent 
out  all  over  the  country,  in  this  way  advertising  the  city  in 
a  manner  never  before  attempted.  There  are  other  views 
of  no  less  interest,  among  the  number  being  a  view  of  the 
first  house  ever  built  in  the  State  of  Utah,  and  others  show- 

ing the  immense  Newhpuse  buildings,  giving  people  who 
have  never  been  in  this  city  an  idea  of  the  progress  made 
here.  There  are  pictures  of  the  bathing  at  Saltair,  the  State 
fair,  and  the  company  will  have  films  made  shortly  of  the 
mining  districts,  smelters  and  the  like  also,  for  the  enlight- 

enment  of  the   outside   world. 
The  company  has  made  arrangements  for  space  at  the  com- 

ing exposition  at  Seattle,  and  if  this  State  has  a  building 
there  they  will  occupy  a  part  of  it.  The  Rocky  Mountain 
Moving  Picture  Company  is  capitalized  at  $10,000.  O.  T. 
Sampson,  of  this  city,  is  president;  D.  P.  Pratt,  secretary; 
J.  M.  Collins,  general  manager.  The  photograph  department 
is  in  charge  of  Walter  Parkes,  an  expert  in  the  moving 
picture  business. 
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SOMETHING    NEW 
MUTUAL    FILM    EXCHANGE 

J-IARBRIDQE    BUILDING,    J328    BROADWAY,  NEW   YORK   CITY 

From  $1.00  up  to  $14.00  per  Reel  a  Day 
Bet.  34th  &  35th  Sts.       Everything  In  This  Line.      Phone  2522-38111  St 

Prompt,  Reliable  Lowest  Prices 

NEW  JERSEY  FILM  RENTAL  CO. 
F.  PENNINO.  Manager,  367  CENTRAL  AVE..  JERSEY  CITY.  N.  J. 

We    handle    all     New     Goods  -  BIOGRAFH, 
GAUMONT.  LUX,  GREAT  NORTHERN,  ETC. 

Si  parla  Italiano  and  German. 
Machines  of  all  kinds  bought  and  sold.  We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS 
The  Construction  is  double  walls  of 
steel,  with  two-inch  air  chamber, 
lined  with  asbestos.  There  are  no 
heat  conducting  connections  between 
the  double  wall  combination  locks. 

The  Test,  in  which  the  outer  walls 
were  brought  to  a  white  heat,  show- 

ed the  contents  to  be  fully  protected 
and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  reasonable 
and  will  be  sent  on  request. 

empire:  film  co. 
IO6-IO8  Fulton  Street New YorR 

ARE  YOU  GETTING 
THE  HEADLINERS  ? 

Why  not  hitch  op  with  a  live  concern  and  get  the  best 

that  is  going.  The  season  is  now  on.  Don't  trifle 
away  your  valuable  time.  Write  quick  for  particulars 

Wonderland  Film  Exchange 
Suite  1308-9-10-1  1-12  Keenan  Bldg. 

PITTSBURGH,  PA. 

"HELLO,  WHAT'S  THIS" 
Another  New  One! 

"SURE  MIKE" 
I  was  Levi 

before— now  its 

LEVI  CO.,  Inc. 
Same  address 

64  East  I  4th  Street 
New    York,    U.S. A 

Send  for  New  Copyrighted  Catalogue,  new  edition,  "It's  a  Peach."  I 

BIOGRAPH    BULLETINS 
same  as  issued  each  week  by  American  Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

PrlceS I  SO  per  1000. 

Double  Your   Afternoon    Business 

by  distributing  these  circulars  in  the  homes  of  your  neighborhood  place. 

Your  standing  order  now  —  THE  BOOSTER  CO  ,  65  East  14th  St.,  N'  Y,  City, 

Childrens'  Matinee  at  the  Star  Theatre,  Painesville    Ohio. 

CHILDREN    AND    MOVING   PICTURES. 
An  unfounded  rumor  that  the  principal  of  a  school  in  an 

Ohio  town  had  dismissed  the  pupils  in  order  to  let  them  at- 
tend a  moving  picture  show,  stirred  tip  an  investigation  by 

the  authorities.  In  commenting  on  the  affair,  the  editor  of 
the   Orville,   O.,   Courier  says: 
"We  all  know  that  children  are  always  eager  to  see  the 

moving  pictures.  And  right  here  is  the  point  the  well 
meaning  gentleman  stumbled  over.  There  is  no  invention 
for  the  amusement  of  mankind  that  has  taken  hold  of  the 
heart  of  childhood  so  strongly  as  the  moving  picture.  To 
the  little  one  words  have  small  appeal.  You  first  start  to 
educate  him  with  objects  and  pictures.  His  little  mind  is 
affected  most  strongly  with  life  and  action. 

"In  some  of  the  larger  cities  they  are  beginning  to  wake 
up  to  the  possibilities  of  the  moving  picture  as  an  edu- 

cator of  the  children.  Little  plays  from  old  fairy  stories 
that  carry  a  lesson  easily  grasped,  scenes  from  foreign  lands 
of  interest  to  children  and  other  subjects  are  thrown  upon 
the  screens  at  free  entertainments  in  crowded  districts.  They 
are  always   attended   to   overflowing. 
"What  lesson  does  it  teach?  First  of  all,  as  the  shortest 

route  to  a  man's  heart  is  through  his  stomach,  so  also  to 
the  child's  mind  is  through  his  eye.  It  would  have  been 
a  good  investment  had  the  Board  of  Education  selected  and 
paid  for  films  suitable  for  children  and  invited  them  there. 
The  influence,  while  it  may  not  become  immediately  appar- 

ent, is  bound  to  have  an  effect  for  good  and  many  a  little 
intellect  brightened  and  strengthened   through  it. 

"If  such  an  arrangement  could  be  made  no  better  aid to  education  could  be  found  than  for  towns  and  cities  to  form 
a  circuit  and  once  a  week  or  once  a  month  give  free  enter- 

tainments to  its  scholars.  They  could  be  made  highly  in- 
structive  as   well    as   entertainino;." 

NEW  COMPANIES  INCORPORATED. 

Rockford,  Mo. — The  Rock  ford  Amusement  Company,  capi- 
tal stock  $3,500. 

Chicago,  111. — Mytinger  &  Xichoff  Company.  $1,000.  to 
deal    in    moving   picture    machines    and    accessories. 

Chicago,  111. — Chicago  Film  Exchange.  Capital  stock  in- 
creased to  $150,000. 

Richmond,  Va. — The  Manchester  Amusement  Company. 
$10,000  capital  stock,  to  operate  theaters  and  other  amuse- 

ment places. 
Hamilton,  O. — The  Ha,milton  Amusement  Company  has 

been  incorporated  for  $20,000-  to  build  and  operate  on  South 
Third  street  what  is  proposed  to  be  one  of  the  finest  motion 

MACHINE  STOLEN. 

Lake  Charles,  la. — The  Majestic  Moving  Picture  Theater 
was  robbed  last  week  of  a  $150  Edison  kinetoscope,  a  number 
of  electric  light  bulbs  and  a  quantity  of  electric  wire.  Upon 
investigation  it  was  found  that  the  intruder  had  entered  the 
building  from  a  rear  window,  making  his  egress  by  the  same w  a  v 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

WHAT  ARE   "OLD"  SUBJECTS? 
Hamilton,  O.,   November  -•;,  1908. 

Editor    Moving   Picture    World. 

Gentlemen:— The  suit  against  .1  rental  house  lias  been  de- 
Bed  in  our  favor.  This  suit  is  the  outcome  oi  a  member 
f  the  F.  S.  A.  who  agreed  to  furnish  films  to  us  not  over 

ight  days  old  or  forfeit  $-'5  for  each  film  over  eight  days 
Id.  The  last  week  they  furnished  us  films  from  three  months 
5  nineteen  months  old,  and  we  have  the  proof.  We  have 
■trays  been,  ami  are  to-day,  loyal  to  the  F.  S.  A.,  hut  we 
ay  our  bills  and  expect   to  get   what   we  pay  for. 

lo   not  object    to   old    subjects   as   long   as   they   are   in 
ood  condition  ami  appropriately  in  season. 
The  nlea  is  preposterous  to  think  that  cur  patrons  would 

ome  to  see  "The   I  ittle  Girl  Who  Did  Not   Believe  in  Santa 
laus"    in    the    month    of     May,     rooS,    when    it    was    released 

jecember,    1007;   "Ladies   of   the    Whip,"    14%    months   old; 
Two   Little  Scamps,"   1 5 ' -_•   months  old;  "Merry    Frolics  of 
atan,"   10  months  old.       That    is   the   kind  of  films  they  sent 
s  tor  eight  days  old.     Thanking  you  in  advance,  we  are 

Respectfully  vours, 
STANDARD  THEATER  CO., 

L.  J.  Wittman,  Manager,  Princess  Theater. 

[The  exhibitor  in  this  case  (see  "Notes  of  the  Trade") 
>  justified  in  demanding  the  fulfilment  of  the  agreement. 
U  the  same  time  the  renter  has  our  sympathy,  because  we 
now  that  they,  like  other  renters,  are  contending  with  a 
ough  proposition.  Aside  from  the  agreement,  which  is  the 
ontention  in  this  case,  there  is  no  reason  why  any  exhib- 
tor  should  protest  against  the  use  of  old  subjects,  provided 
hat  the  films  are  in  good  condition  and  the  subjects  have 
ot  previously  been  shown  in  his  locality.  Even  if  old  in 
oint  of  release  date,  they  would  still  be  new  to  theater- 
;oers.  Many  exhibitors  are  unreasonable  in  their  demands 
or  new  subjects.  All  that  they  should  insist  upon  is  sub- 
ects  that  are  new  to  their  clientele  and  films  that  are  in 

;ood  condition.  Any  renter  who  has  regard  for  his  business 
till  co-operate  with  the  exhibitor  to  that  extent. — Ed.] 

THEY    DO    THINGS    IN    PHILADELPHIA. 

Swaab's  Film  Service,  338  Spruce  Street, 
Philadelphia,    Pa.,    November    11,    1908. 

Editor    Moving   Picture    World. 
Dear  Sir: — My  attention  was  called  to  an  article  in  the 

current  issue  of  your  paper  entitled  "Marvelous  and  Notable 
Success — A  Wonderful  Machine."  the  second  paragraph  of 
which  tells  of  a  stereopticon  used  on  election  night  with 
slides  5  by  5%  inches,  the  same  coated  with  red  opaque  and 
on  which  the  bulletins  were  written  with  a  pointed  instru- 

ment. Without  having  seen  the  instrument  or  having  any 
information  that  such  would  be  used  in  New  York,  I  was 
employed  by  the  Public  Ledger  of  this  city,  owned  by  the 

I  proprietor  of  the  New-  York  Times,  to  supply  a  lantern  for 
( that  class  of  work,  which  I  did.  We  operated  that  lantern 
I  across  Broad  street,  this  city,  a  distance  of  one  hundred 
and  fifteen  feet,  and  the  screen  was  hung  on  the  building 

opposite,  about  the  third  floor,  yet  the  wording  was  so  dis- 
tinct that  it  could  be  easily  read  from  the  pavement,  and 

the  instrument  was  voted  a  novelty  by  all  who  saw  it. 
I  do  not  write  this  for  notoriety,  nor  to  boast  of  having 

discovered  something,  but  I  merelyr  wish  to  show  you  that 

although  Philadelphia  is  called  "slow"  by  New  Yorkers, 
there  is  nothing  we  cannot  accomplish  here  if  it  can  be 
done. 

I  learn  that  the  rental  business  in  New  York  to  a  certain 
extent  is  demoralized.  I  know  that  the  local  has  gone  where 
the  woodbine  twineth,  and  it  may  appear  strange  that  the 
only  local  in  existence  to-day  is  the  Philadelphia,  and  we  are 
working  in  harmony  to  our  utmost  to  meet  with  the  views 
of  our  clients,  and  make  every  attempt  to  assist  each  other 
rather  than  to  obstruct.  This  is  a  lesson  the  smart  fellows 
of  New  York  and  elsewhere  might  take  to  heart. 

1  onditions  in  this  citj   are  nothing  to  boaat  oi,  but   I   am 
of  a  firm  belie!  that  matters  are  rounding  into  lu-tter  ihape, 
and  that  when  the  wheels  <>i   prosperity  have  attained  their 
full  momentum  we  will  >    snare, 

With   best   wishes  for  the  success  oi   your  journal,   I   re- 
main, ,i  ours  very  truly, 

LEWIS   M.   S\Y  \  \li. 

Editor  Mo\  ing  Picture  World: 
Hear  Sir     Foi    the   informati   1    youi    readers    l 

announce  that   Mi.  II.  B    Coles  is  no  I  ted  with 

m\  office  as  salesman  and  special  i>  itive.    Pro  | 

purchasers    oi    the    "llallUi  ■     Ecoi   lizer"    will    tl 
please  correspond  directly   with   the  undersigned   for  pi terms,   etc. 

J.    II.    II  \l   l.lll'.RG, 30  Greenwich   Ave.,    New    York   City. 

SITUATIONS    "WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 
Geo.  W.  Coventry,  Unique  Theatre,  Greenville,  S.  C. 
L.  D.  Brown,  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.,  experienced  operator  or 

manager.     Repairs  made  on  all  makes  of  machines. 
Erwin  F.  Lechler,  212  Kingsland  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Wm.  J.  Hibbert,  1450  California  street,  Denver,  Colo., 

licensed  operator  and  mechanic.  Ten  years  experience  in 
the  amusement  business. 

Wm.  H.  Mallon,  expert  operator,  Genl.  Del.,  Times  Square 
P.  O.  Station,  New  York  City. 

J.  Lucas,  Jr.,  174  Wentworth  street,  Charleston,  S.  C. 

Roy  J.  Cady,  Arcade  Hotel,  Decatur,  111. 
Herbert  A.   Brown,  108  Ottawa  street,  Lansing,  Mich. 

Rex  Durand,  Lansing,  Mich.     (References.) 

G.  E.  Barton,  Coatesville,  Pa.,  operator  or  manager. 

Wm.  J.  Schouler,  24  Bourne  St.,  Providence,  R.  I. 

Ed.  Moore,  214  E.  Main  street,  Coatesville,  Pa. 

F.  L.  Giddings,  York,  Neb. 

J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 
Harrisburg,  Pa. 

Louis  L.  Bundy,  Bloomsburg,  Pa.     Operator  or  manager. 

J.    C.    R.    Miller,    Palermo,    N.    D.,    experienced    operator; 
J.  W.  Hoffman,  710  Market  street,  Sandusky,  Ohio. 

Kunzman  &  Ging,  amusement  managers,  promoters,  opera- 
tors, installers  and  lecturers.  General  office,  Bijou  Amuse- 
ment Co.,  Sandusky,  Ohio. 
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IMPROVE 
THE  PICTURE  ON 

THE  SCREEN 
by  using  a  high  grade 

projection  lens. 
Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 

liant picture  than  anylenses  made  here  or 
abroad.     We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 

that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE   $18.00   NET 
When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 

ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 
these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN   OPTICAL   COMPANY 
8O8  Clinton  Ave-,  So.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

ROLL  TICKETS 
lOc  per  1,000 

=\       2.000  TICKETS  IN  A  ROLL— NUMBERED 

Have  on  hand  5c  and  10c  Tickets  -which  we  can 

ship  same  day  order  is  received.  Special  Tickets 
made   to   order  at  short   notice        Write  for   prices 

CASH  MUST   ACCOMPANY   ALL   ORDERS 

/  C.  E.  ROBINSON,  60  Middle  St.  Lowell,  Mass. 
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Latest  Films  of  All  Makers. 
We  have  been  asked  so  often  to  print  the  release  date  of  the  films  that 

we  have  adopted  a  new  form  of  listing  the  films  as  published.  We  would 
like  to  have  the  opinion  of  our  readers  as  to  whether  the  new  form  is  more 

satisfactory  than  the  old.  Our  effort  will  be  to  keep  it  up-to-date  and  com- 
plete as  possible,  and  to  that  end  we  ask  the  co-operation  of  the  film 

manufacturers    and    importers. 

If  the  films  of  any  manufacturer  are  not  correctly  listed  it  is  be- 
cause they  have  neglected  to  furnish  the  information  requested. 

Edison  Licensees. 
Subject.  Class.  Length. 

Puss   in    Boots   Comedy.  73S  ft. 
Bicycle   Polo   Comedy.  246  ft. 
The  New  Stenographer   Comedy.  900  ft. 
Colonial     Virginia   Historical.  9S5  ft. 
The   Elf  King   Spectacular.  935  ft. 
Tale   of   a   Thanksgiving   Turkey    615  ft. 
The    Hoodoo   Lounge    315  ft. 

Donkey's    Skin   Comedy.  1016  ft. 
The   Hidden  Treasure   Dramatic.  950  ft. 
The     Engineer   Dramatic.  935  ft. 
The  Ladv  or  the  Tiger   Dramatic.  900  ft. 
Hannah  Dustin   Historical.  S25  ft. 
The  Xew  Stenographer   Comedy.  900  ft. 
Race   Prejudice   Dramatic.  2S9  ft. 
Wood  Floating  and  Pulp  Industry .  .Industrial.  705  ft. 
Old  College  Chums   Comedy.  538  ft. 
Cave   of   the    Spooks   Comic.  351ft. 
The   Shoemaker   of   Coepenick   Dramatic.  510  ft. 
A  Tale  of  the  Crusades   Dramatic.  455  ft. 

The   Impersonator's  Jokes   Comedy.  550  ft. 
An   All-Wool  Garment   Comedy.  400  ft. 
A   Ragged    Hero   Dramatic.  S55  ft. 
The   Thanksgiving  Turkey   Comedy.  320  ft. 
Persistency    Wins   Comedy.  600  ft. 

Biograph  Licensees 
Subject.  Class.  Length. 

The   Pyrenees    (Radios)    434  ft. 
Roman  Colonel's  Bravado   (R.   &  R.)    720  ft. 
Carbonari     (Italia)    577  ft. 
At    Night    (Italia)    654  ft. 
Feeding    a    Serpent    (Gaumont)    184  ft. 
Out  to  Nurse    (Gaumont)    564  ft. 

A  Woman's  Aid   (Gaumont)    400  ft. 
The   First   Servant    (Gaumont)    524  ft. 
No    Race    Suicide    (Gaumont)    404  ft. 
Looking  for  the  Bald  Heads    (Gaumont)    564  ft. 
The   Grandfather's   Tobacco    (Gaumont)    517  ft. 
Monty   Bnys   a   Motor    (Urban)    534  ft. 
The   Quick    Change   Mesmerist    (Urban)    334  ft. 
The  Scare  Crow   (Urban)    534  ft. 
When   Women   Rule   Comedy.  600  ft. 
Jack    in   Letter    Box   Comedy.  300  ft. 

The    Jester's    Daughter    (Ambrosio)    7S0  ft. 
A   Serious  Joke    (Lux)    284  ft. 
Caesar    Up-to-Date    (Lux)    517  ft. 
Tarn     Mountains     (Radios)    267  ft. 
The   Young   Poacher    (Radios)    4S0  ft. 
A   Visit   to   Compiegne   and   Pierrefond 

(Urban)         200  ft. 
Waterproof   Willie    (Urban)    310  ft. 
Champion    Globe    Trotter    (Urban)    334  ft. 
Disappearing    Watch    (Urban)    400  ft. 
The   Doctor's   Wife    (Gaumont)    750  ft. 
The   Prize   Camel    (Gaumont)    424  ft. 
Having  the  Time  of  Their  Lives   (Gaumont) .  344  ft. 
The    Ingrate   Historical.  893  ft. 
The    Song    of   the    Shirt   Drama.  63S  ft. 

Independent. 
Desperate   Character   Dramatic.  S50  ft. 
Gust   of   Wind   Comedy. 

Pirate's    Honor   Dramatic. 
The    Doll    Maker's    Daughter   Comedy.  S25  ft. 

Maker. 
Pathe. 
Pathe. 
Edison. 
Edison. 

Vitagraph. 
Essanay. 
Essanay. 

Pathe. 
Selig. 

Lubin. 
Edison. 
Kalem. 
Edison. 
Pathe. 
Pathe. 
Pathe. 
Pathe. 

Vitagraph. 
Vitagraph. Essanay 

Essanay. 
Kalem. 
Lubin. 
Lubin. 

Released. 
Nov.  16 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov.  IS 
Nov.  IS 
Nov.  IS 
Nov. 
Nov. 

Nov. Nov. 
Nov.  20 
Nov.  20 

Nov.  20 
Nov.  21 
Nov.  21 
Nov.  21 
Nov.  21 
Nov.  25 
Nov.  25 

Nov.  — 

Nov.  26 
Nov.  26 

10 

17 
17 
17 

19 
19 
20 
20 

Maker. 
Kleine. 

Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 

Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 

Kleine. 
W.B.&E. 
W.B.&E. 
Kleine. Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 

Released. 

Nov.  9-17 
Nov. Nov. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 

Nov. 
Nov. 

9-17 
9-17 9-17 

9-17 9-17 
9-17 
9-17 

9-17 

9-17 
9-17 
9-17 

9-17 
9-17 

12 
12 

Nov.  17-2S 
Nov.  17-2S 
Nov.  17-28 
Nov.  17-28 
Nov.  17-2S 

Nov.  17-2S 

Nov.  17-2S 
Nov.  17-2S 
Nov.  17-2S 
Nov.  17-2S 
Nov.  17-28 
Nov.  17-2S 

Biograph.  Nov.  20 
Biograph.     Nov.    17 

Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 

Kleine. 
Kleine. 
Kleine. 

Crescent. 
F.I.&T.Co. 
F.I.&T.Co. 

Centaur. 

Oct. 
Nov. 
Nov. 

Nov. 
2S 

6 
6 
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OUR   FEATURE   FILMS 
WILL   HELP  YOU 

THE 

PARSON'S  THANKSGIVING    DINNER 
350  Feet 

A  Comedy  iu  Color  (black)  with  some  new 
ideas  that  will  make  your  audience  scream 

WHO  ATE  THE  POSSUM  PIE 
325  Feet 

This  will  be  the  Limit  in  Negro  Comedy  for  this  season 

We  can  furnish  a  limited  number  of  copies  of  ' '  A  COWBOY  ESCAPADE  " 
at  8  cents  per  foot,  before  shipping  the  negative  abroad  Nov  30th. 
Order  now.  It  was  the  most  pleasing  film  of  Western  life  put  out 
this  year  by  any  maker. 

CENTAUR    FILM     CO. 
QOO     Broadway,  BAYONNE,    N.  J. 

FOR   RENT 
Moving  Picture  Z™™  $1  Per  Day 

SONG  .SLIDES,  7c  a  DAY  PER.  SET 
Machines  and  Films    bought   and  sold 

AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE    ■     630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.Y 

FOR  SALE-M.  P.  THEATRE in  Great  Falls,  Mont.     Population  22,000.     Centrally  located. 
Seats  300.     Only  one  other  in  town.     Address 

H.  E.  FISHER 
622  So.  Dakota  Street         ...  Butte,  Mont. 

"Our  Service  Speaks   for  Itself." 

MINSRY  ®.   CO. 
FILM  EXCHANGE 

247  6tH  Avenue,  N.  Y.  City 
First  class  service  at  the  lowest  rates. 

Second-hand  Films  and  Slides  for  Sale. 

WRITE    FOR    TERMS    AND     LISTS 

VAN    ALLIN    CO'S 

Sensation  Song  Slides 
Write  for  Latest  Lists  of  New  Illustrations 

Lantern  Slides 
FOR  ANY    PURPOSE   MADE   TO  ORDER 

We  are  the  largest  manufacturers  in  the  United  States 
GET  OUR  PRICES! 

THE  VAN   ALLIN   CO 
1343  Broadway,  New  York 

4\ 
CjlLMTZ  maker  I 
Fremont.  O. 

A 
Money 
Making 

PROPOSITION 
Some  Exhibitors 

are  paying  their rent  by  exhibiting 
Advertising  Slides 
before  the  show. 

We    make    them,   any    design,   from   your    copy.      Also 
Announcement  Slides  in  great  variety. 

SEND  FOR  PARTICULARS 

OHIO  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 

513  Superior  Building     -     Cleveland,  Ohio 
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•Stories   of  the    Films. 

EDISON    MFG.   CO. 

{'COLONIAL   VIRGINIA.     The   great    value  Of 
Hires    Is    well    Illustrated    In    "Colonial    Vlr- 

\\  i'    Bee    the    Colonists,     "In    tliolr 
libits  us   they    lived." 

in     Vprll,     L607,    three    Bhlps    arrived    In    Cheaa* 
Bay,    hearing  a   party   of   fortune   seekers,    In- 

u'cntli-ini'ii      ami      mechanics.        The      first 
ndlng    was    made    at    Cape    Henry.    Virginia.      One 

later    we    find    them    arriving    al     the    spot 
t '  title    Jamestown     now    Btands.        \n     amusing     ln- 

oeonrs   here.      The   Indians   were   enjoying   an 
roast    On    the    Leach,     and    the    arrival     of    the 

Inmgers     caused     their     hurried     departure.       The 
Hncllslmii'ii    thereupon     enoyed     their    flrsl 

i:    America. 
we    Bee    the    Colonists    In    their    flrsl    Legls 

•l  live   Assembly,   and    t\\<>  unruly    members   ejected. 
linlc    later,    we    find    the    Colonists    made    happy 

arrival    of    a     shipload    of    buxom     English 
a    holiday     is     taken     to    entertain    the 

and  laj    the  foundations  for  future  marriages. 
v        we    see   an   event    of  a    different    character, 

lliii  an   ending,    years   later,    bn1    little   foreseen   bj 
lonlsts.    that    is.    the    Institution   of    ihe    first 

l|  merlcan  slave  market 
v        we    see    the    destruction    of    Jamesown,    by 

v  verj    realistic  picture,     An   Interesting  scene 
i     Virginia     Colonlsl     visiting     England,   and 

[ltrodnclng    tobacco    to    Sir    Waller    Raleigh.      Our 
en. Is     showing     a     Colonial     ball     many     years 

b?r,    when    Virginia    was   a    well    established    and 
-ml    colony.      Length,    985    feet. 

THE     NEW     STENOGRAPHER.      The     Lest      laid 

men    "gang    aft    a  gley" — so 
r|  urns  tells  us     and  bo  Joy   .*>.    Hope  Bnd  when  they -linsl      ■     v  0 

lie   theatrical    Arm   of  Joy   8    Hope  advertise    tor 
]    stenographer.     .Toy   receives  b    telegram   at   break- 

m  a  well  meaning  friend  stating  that  be  saw 
Ivertlsement,   and   would   Bend   him   a    "peach." 

I  f   course,    Mrs.    .Tey   must   sec   the   message,    and    im- 
telj    Joy's   trouble   begins.     He   arrives  at   the 
to    find    it    besieged    by    stenographers    of    all 

Inds.      Hope    Is   barricaded    in   an    inner  office,    and   n 
MOllreman    on    guard.      The    "peach"    arrives    and    is 

i  d.      Mrs.    Tey   is  a    good    "second"' — lint    is  held 
i    the   onter   office   by    the   policeman,    who   takes   her 

lor    another    applicant.     She    finally    forces    her    way 
koto    the   office.     Her   detention   allows   .Toy    &    Hope 
I     breathing   spell.      They   hit   upon    a    plan    to   evade 
vanishment.       Hope    borrows    the    waist    and    sldrt    of 

ieaeb"— dons   them,   with  a   handy  wis.   and  as 
frs      Joy    enters,     is    busy     manipulating    the    keys. 

J 'lie   sdrl   is   hidden    In   another  room.      Mrs.   Joy   looks 
I  lie    supposed    stenographer    over,    finds    "her"    hnrni- 

id    is   about   to   depart,    satisfied,    through    the 
I  'ther    door,    when    Joy    bars    the    way.      She    is    BUS- 

-   at  once,   forces  her  way  in   and  brings   forth 
j  he    trembling    girl,     paralyzing    both    partners,     who 
I  re    unable    to   explain.      Mrs.    Joy    goes   to   the    sup- 

-tenographer    for    sympathy,    weeps    on    "her" 
J  shoulder,    and    persuades    "her"    to    accompany    her 
I  ionic.     The  deceit   must   be  carried   out   "to   the  blt- 
I  it    end."    so    Hope    goes    home    with    Mrs.    Joy.      Joy 
I  ollows    to    find    his    wife    in    dishabille,     and    Hope 
I -err    nervous.      Finally    Mrs.    Joy    dons    a    new    bath- 

Dg   suit,   to  show  its  beauties  to  her  new  friend,  the 
rapher.      Joy    Is    kept    busy    trying    to    prevent 
pry.      Hope    tries    to   escape   and    in    the   strug- 

Irle.    the    wig   conies   off.    and    the    false    stenographer 
I  stands    revealed.      Length.    900    feet. 

ESSANAY  FILM  MFG.  CO. 

j      IMPERSONATOR'S    JOKES.— "The    Impersonator's 
'    I  will    undoubtedly    add    to    our    reputation    as 

I  "t lie   house   of   comedy   hits."      A    fair   decision    from 
lany     one     will     give     ns     the     name     of     being    the 

St     comedy    producers    In     the    moving    picture 
■industry.       It    is    a    well    known    fact    that    such    pic- 
I  turps    as     "The    Soul    Kiss"    and    others    turned    out 
I  by    us    have     created    more    laughter    and     innocent 
I  fun     than     any     humorous     pictures     produced.       We 
iow     offer     "The     Impersonator's    Jokes,"     an    inno- 

|cent    funmnking    travesty. 
We  open  our  picture  with  the  Impersonator  being 

ejected  from  his  boarding  house  for  failure  to  pay 
rent,  and  being  of  an  easy-going  spirit,  he  packs 
his  belongings,  consisting  of  wigs,  beards,  clothes. 
etc..  such  as  he  uses  to  do  his  impersonations.  He 

out  to  have  a  little  sport,  and  incidently  col- 
lects s  few  spare  nickels  in  this  manner.  An 

automobile  owner  has  just  left  his  machine,  to  go 
Into  a  friend's  home.  The  Impersonator  comes 
along,  takes  a  look  at  the  man.  makes  up  his 
mind  be  will  have  a  machine  ride,  and  quickly 
makes  himself  up  to  look  like  the  owner.  He 
then  walks  nut  of  the  house,  jumps  into  the 
machine,  and  the  unsuspecting  chauffeur  takes 
orders  from  the  Impersonator,  thinking  he  is  his 
employer.  When  the  owner  comes  out,  sees  his 
machine  leaving  in  the  distance,  he  gives  chase, 
and  the  Impersonator,  after  having  his  ride,  leaves 
the  machine.  Next  he  impersonates  a  dude,  thereby 
getting  the  benefit  of  two  sweethearts  kissing.  His 
fun  continues  in  this  manner,  until  he  sees  a  notice 
in  the  paper  that  a  foreign  nobleman  is  going  to 
be  honored  at  a  reception.  He  impersonates  the 
gentleman,    thus    getting    the    honor    of    the    mnlti- 

EDISON    KINET0SC0PES 
Still    Another    Now    Model 

UNDERWRITERS' MODEL 

IMPROVED 
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Approved  by  the  Now  York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriter!  and  tho 
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EDISON   FILMS 
NEW    FEATURE   SUBJECTS: 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  17,  1908 

COLONIAL  VIRGINIA.    Historical 
A  graph  c  tracing  of  famous  scenes  and  incidents  connected  with  the  founding  of  Jamestown  and 

early  life  in  V  rginia.  Scenes  we  have  all  pictured  in  our  minds  since  school  days,  are  made  real  in  this 
film.  The  Landing  of  the  Colonists,  the  Indians  Oyster  Roast,  Arrival  of  Shipload  of  Marriageable 
Enelish  Maidens  the  First  Legislation  Assembly,  the  Burning  of  Jamestown  the  introduction  of  tobacco 
to  Sir  Walter  Raleigh  and  to  England  and  finally  a  typical  Colonial  Ball. 

No.  6397.  Code,  VENDITABO.  Approx.  Length,  985  Feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  402. 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  20,  1908 

THE  NEW  STENOGRAPHER.  Comedy. 
The  theatrical  firm  of  Joy  &  Hope  advertise  for  a  stenographer.  The  new  stenographer  is  a  "  peach." 

But  there  is  a   Mrs.  Joy,  and  she  is  "  wise."     This   is  the  material  from  which  issues  a  series  of  side 
splitting  situations  in  which  the  wit  of  Mrs.  Joy  quite  annilhates  the  deceptive  arts  of  Messrs.  Joy  &  Hope. 

No.  6395.  Code,  VEND1MIADO.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  402  A. 

NEXT   WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 
SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  24,  1908. 

THE    LADY    OR    THE   TIGER.      Dramatic 
No.  6396.  Code,  VENDIMIAS.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  27.  1908 

THE  KING'S  PARDON.     Dramatic No.  6398. Code,  VEND1TAMUS Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
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MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :     72  LAKESIDB  AVE.,  ORANGE,  N.  J. 
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P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  Vork.  George  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 
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HOWARD  MOVINC  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialty.     Agents  for  Motiograph,  Power's and  Edison  Machines.     Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
564    Washington 

Established   1894. 
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(Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston     Mass. 
Incorporated  1908. 
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Exhibitors 
Attention ! 
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I  REEL  CHANGED  DAILY,  $5.00 
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from.  We  buy  and 
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machines,  and  job 
lots  of  everything 

pertaining  to  Mov- 
ing    Pictures,   for 
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STERLING  FILM  COMPANY 
32    UNION    SQUARE 

Near  East  I  6th  St. 

SUITE    SI  I         -        ■        DEPT.    A. 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

tude  who  tbink  they  are  showering  their  plaudits 
upon  a  celebrity  when  he  is  only  the  Impersonator. 
While  they  are  seated  at  the  banquet,  a  telegram 
comes  from  the  real  nobleman  saying  it  will  be 
impossible  for  him  to  attend  and  immediately 
every  one  jumps  upon  the  poor  Impersonator,  tear- 

ing off  his  beard  and  wig,  giving  him  a  quick  exit 
by    the    boot    and    shoe    route.      Length,    550    feet. 
AN  ALL  WOOL  GARMENT.— This  film,  our  lat- 

est comedy  sensation,  tells  the  story  of  a  business 
man  who  changes  his  Summer  underwear  to  Winter 
garments.  After  putting  on  his  woolen  union  suit 
he  discovers  that  In  the  weaving  certain  particles 
have  adhered  to  the  wool  which  causes  an  itching 
sensation,  compelling  him  to  scratch.  He  visits 
his  office.  While  attempting  to  transact  business 
he  finds  the  irritation  too  much  for  him  and  tries 
to  relieve  himself.  His  scratching  becomes  con- 

tagious, and  his  clerks  are  afflicted  in  a  like  man- 
ner. He  enters  a  street  ear.  All  the  passengers 

are  afflicted  in  the  same  manner,  and  he  is  forcibly 
ejected.  He  visits  a  theater,  club  room,  and 
various  other  places,  and  the  instant  he  starts 
scratching  he  is  imitated  by  the  different  charac- 

ters. At  last  in.  desperation,  he  rushes  down  the 
street  and  is  confronted  by  a  sign  which  is  placed 
over  some  cotton  underwear:  "If  wool  scratches, 
use  cotton."  Without  waiting  to  purchase,  he 
grabs  a  suit,  and  the  irritated  storekeeper  gives 
chase.  This  film  is  all  action  and  not  a  dull 
moment.  The  comedy  is  of  the  same  high  stand- 

ard as  all  of  the  Essanay  films.  We  are  positive 
it   will   prove   a  great  laugh.     Length,   400  feet. 

KALEM  COMPANY. 
DAVID  AND  GOLIATH  and  JERUSALEM  IN 

THE  TIME  OF  CHRIST,— In  this  picture  we  have 
endeavored  to  present  scenes  with  which  you  all 
have  been  familiar  since  your  babyhood — pictures 
depicting  the  life  of  David,  the  Sweet  Singer,  the 
Chosen  of  God,  and  scenes  from  the  life  of  our 
Saviour,  together  with  views  of  the  Holy  City  of 
Jerusalem,  covering  a  period  of  a  hundred  and  fifty 
years,  from  the  entrance  of  Herod,  B.  C.  70,  to  the 
capitulation    to   Titus.    A.    D.    75. 

DAVID   AND   GOLIATH.— 
Scene  I.  David  Anointed  hy  Samuel. — Here  we 

have  David,  the  shepherd  boy,  tending  his  sheep, 
all  unmindful  of  the  high  honors  which  await  him. 
But  God  has  sent  Samuel,  Judge  of  the  Israelites, 
to  seek  out  David,  and  anoint  him  King.  So  Sam- 

uel finds  him,  surrounded  by  his  flocks,  and  does 
God's  bidding.  "And  the  Spirit  of  the  Lord  came 
upon  David  from  that  day  forward."  David  does 
not  become  King  at  once,  but  returns  to  his  flocks 
and  tends  them  for  some  time  longer. 

Scene  II.  David  Learns  of  the  Slaughter  of  His 
Flock. — The  shepherds  have  gathered  around  the 
Sweet  Singer,  entranced  by  his  music.  Others  from 
afar  have  heard  the  sound  of  his  voice,  and  draw 
near,  listening  reverentially  to  the  psalms  he  sings. 
Now  into  their  midst  bursts  a  neighboring  tender 
of  flocks,  pale  and  trembling,  and  in  terror-stricken 
voice  tells  of  the  bear  which  is  slaughtering  David's 
lambs.  Fearless,  David  springs  to  his  feet  to  go 
and  rescue  them.  But  first  he  kneels,  and  asks 
protection  of  his  Father;  then,  despite  the  protests 
of  his  companions,  he  departs.  Fearfully  the  shep- 

herds gaze  after  him,  admiring  his  bravery,  and 
praying  for  his  safe  return. 

Scene  III.  David  Enters  the  Bear's  Den. — This 
rocky  cave  is  the  lair  of  the  bear  which  has  been 
terrorizing  the  shepherds  for  miles  around.  About 
it  are  strewn  the  carcasses  of  its  victims.  Now 
our  shepherd  boy  approaches  and  boldly  enters  the 
cave.  In  terror  his  companions  await  his  return — 
if  return  he  does.  The  seconds  pass — they  hear 
the  sound  of  the  conflict  within,  and  raise  their 
hands  in  prayer  that  he  may  conquer.  The  prayers 
are  heeded — with  joyful  cries  they  greet  him  as  he 
emerges  the  victor,   the  little   kid  in  his  arms. 

Scene  IV.  David  and  Goliath. — The  Israelites  and 
the  Philistines  have  been  at  war.  On  the  ground 
are  strewn  the  dead  and  dying  of  the  last  battle. 
And  to  this  battlefield  comes  David,  searching  if 
any  of  his  brothers  are  among  the  slain.  Not  find- 

ing them,  he  is  about  to  depart,  when  the  giant. 
Goliath,  who  each  day  challenges  the  Israelites  to 
meet  him  in  single  combat,  steps  out  with  his  ac- 

customed bravado.  Not  one  among  the  vast  army 
dares  meet  him,  but  David,  knowing  no  fear,  and 
knowing  the  Lord  is  with  him.  comes  forward  and 
accepts.  Goliath  laughs  an  angry  laugh — that  such 
as  this  dare  take  up  his  offer.  Far  back  of  him. 

David  sees  his  country's  army,  not  one  of  whom 
l>ut  believes  him  to  be  a  foolhardy  hoy.  But  this 
does  not  shake  David's  confidence  in  himself.  He 
will  not  fight  with  swords,  clad  in  an  armor  of 
mail,  hut  goes  for  the  only  weapons  he  knows  how 
to  use.  To  the  brookside  he  comes,  and  selects 
five  smooth  round  stones,  and,  aimed  only  with 
these  and  his  faithful  sling  shot,  he  returns  to  moot 
his  enemy.  With  a  derisive  laugh  Goliath  turns  to 
him,  but  David's  sling  flies  out,  and,  pierced 
through  the  forehead,  the  giant  falls,  while  David 
seizes  his  sword  and  severs  the  great  hairy  bead 
from    the    body. 

Scene  V.  David  Chosen  of  Saul. — Saul,  the  pres- 
ent King  of  Israel,  has  sent  for  David,  that  he  may 

hear  his  songs,  and  bestow  upon  him  his  favors. 
Here   we   have   the   court   eagerly    awaiting   his   com- 

ing. But  in  spite  of  his  honors,  David  is  still  thj 
simple  little  shepherd  boy,  and  sings  his  sougi 
as  sweetly  and  sincerely  as  he  did  in  the  field! 
with  only  his  flocks  to  hear.  As  he  kneels  befort 
the  King,  Saul  places  about  his  neck  a  goldei 

chain,  adopting  him  into  his  own  household."  An now  David  sings — a  song  of  praise  to  his  Fatuer 
who  has  bestowed  upon  him  such  blessings,  aw 
who  eventually  will  raise  him  to  the  throne  when 
now    Saul   is   seated,    making   him   ruler   over   Israel 
JERUSALEM  IN   THE   TIME   OF   CHRIST— Unde) 

Roman  Rule  B.   C.   70   The  following  scenes  depic: 
life  in  Jerusalem,  covering  the  period  of  time  from 
,11  li.   C.    to  T.j  A.   D. 
Scene  I.  Entrance  of  Herod,  the  Roman  Ruler 

to  Jerusalem. — This  is  the  Gale  ot  Joppa,  the  prin- 
cipal entrance  through  the  walls  of  Jerusalem 

Clustered  about,  intent  on  selling  their  wares,  wi 
see  merchants  of  Arabia,  India  and  Turkey — foi 
Jerusalem  is  a  very  cosmopolitan  city — a  city  ol 
many  nations.  Now,  however,  excitement  prevails. 
Soldiers  enter  hurriedly  and  announce  the  approact 
of  the  new  ruler,  Herod,  appointed  by  Rome.  Sol 
diers  lead  the  way,  followed  by  courtiers  and  th« 
High  Priests.  Now  come  the  dancing  girls,  lend 
iug  color  to  the  scene,  and  now,  mounted  high  or 
their  camels,  the  King  and  Queen.  More  courtiers 
and  ladies,  and  staid  senators.  And  now  the  popu 
lace  join  in,  and  proceed  with  them  to  the  roya 

palace. 
Scene  H,  Diversions  of  the  Court  of  Herod. — 

Here  we  have  assembled  the  court  of  Herod,  await 
ing  the  appearance  of  their  majesties.  They  art 
preceded  hy  the  dancing  girls,  who  bow  low 
the  royal'  couple  scat  themselves,  and  then,  at  th« 
command  to  dance,  proceed  to  arouse  the  stagnaiet 
emotions  of  the  Romans.  Then  come  the  gladiators 
and  at  the  given  command  they  engage  in  a  tierc< 
combat,  until  the  less  skillful  falls,  pierced  by  hit 

opponent's  blade.  He  is  not  dead,  but  the  cour 
will  grant  no  quarter — death  is  his  lot;  and  as  thej 
turn  "thumbs  down,"  the  victor  plunges  his  swort 
into  the  vanquished  one's  body. 

The  Christian   Era. 

Scene  III.  Christ  on  the  Mountain. — To  a  far-of 
mountain  top,  away  from  His  disciples,  Christ  ha 
gone  alone   to  hold  communion  with  God. 
Scene  IV, — The  Healing  of  the  Two  Blind  Beg 

gars. — This  scene  shows  a  road  leading  into  Jeru 
salem.  Christ  and  His  disciples  are  on  their  wa; 
thither.  Already  the  news  of  His  miracles  is  about 
and  everywhere  great  throngs  welcome  Him  am 
beseech  Him  to  exert  His  wonderful  powers  fo 
healing.  Now  appear  two  poor  blind  beggars,  eaci 
trying  to  lead  the  other.  They  seat  themselves  b; 
the  highway  to  ask  for  alms  of  the  passersby.  Nov 
a  crowd  of  citizens  signal  the  approach  of  th- 
wonderful  Stranger,  who  cau  perform  such  niira 
cles.  One  of  these  runs  to  the  poor  blind  met 
and  excitedly  tells  them  of  their  chances  for  bein: 
healed.  Now,  seated  on  the  white  ass  His  disciple 
have  bought  Him,  the  Saviour  appears — calm  an 
holy  and  robed  in  white,  He  inspires  the  respect  o 
every  one  in  that  motley  crowd.  Weeping  an 
pleading,  the  beggars  approach  and  prostrate  them 
selves  before  Him,  the  crowds  giving  way,  an 
standing  awestruck  as  the  Master  gives  heed  and 
raising  His  eyes  to  heaven,  performs  the  miracl 
restoring  their  sight.  See  their  mad  gratitude,  a 
they  fall  upon  their  faces  in  the  dust  and  kis 
the  hem  of  His  garment.  But  the  Master  does  no 
tarry,  and  with  His  twelve  disciples,  surrounded 
by  an  awestruck,  wondering  crowd,  He  proceeds  tc 
ward  the  Holy  City. 

(Change  of  reels.) 
We  are  now  coming  to  Christ's  entry  into  Jeru 

salem — to  the  miracles  He  performs  there- — and  b 
His  final  sad  departure,  as,  crowned  with  thorns 
He  is  led  to  Calvary.  You  will  remember  that  H- 
has  not  visited  Jerusalem  since  as  a  boy  He  wa 
brought  to  the  Feast  of  the  Passover  by  Josepi 

and  "Mary,  and  after  being  lost  for  throe  days was  found  by  them,  preaching  to  the  wise  mei 
in  the  Temple.  But  Jesus'  heart  had  always  bun 
gered  for  the  Holy  City,  and  He  bad  longed  fo; 
the  time  to  come  when  He  might  go  thither  an< 
expound  His  teachings  to  His  people.  Heretofon 
His  work  has  been  among  the  people  of  Gallilee 
Judea  and  the  surrounding  countries.  About  Hin 
He  has  gathered  the  twelve  chosen  Disciples,  has 
performed  His  miracles,  and  taught  the  word  o 
the  Gospel  to  vast  multitudes  who  have  accepter 
Him  and  what  He  has  told  them.  And  now  th« 
time  has  come  for  Him  to  go  into  Jerusalem.  Al 
ready  the  word  has  gone  before,  and  the  peoplf 
are  expecting  this  Prophet  of  Nazareth  and  Gallilee 
So  with  His  disciples  and  followed  by  the  multi- 

tude.   He   prepares   to  enter   within   the   walls. 
Scene  V. — Christ's  Triumphal  Entry  into  Jeru- 

salem.— Here  we  have  the  gateway  Of  the  city. 
The  usual  merchants  are  about,  vending  their  wares. 
Now  there  arrives  one  of  the  disturbers  who  are 
so  much  a  part  of  the  life  of  Jerusalem.  The  sub 
ject  of  his  harangue  Is  this  new  "King  of  the 
Jews."  who  is  on  his  way  thither.  The  populace 
picture  a  king  clad  in  royal  raiment,  aud  sur 
rounded  by  a  vast  army,  coming  to  take  possession 
of  the  city  as  its  ruler.  Their  anger  against  HimB 
gives  way  to  astonishment  as,  seated  on  an  ass. 
and  surrounded  only  by  a  joyous  multitude  siugin 
hosannas  and  hymns  of  praise,  and  casting  beforel 
His  pathway  their  cloaks  and  robes  and  garlands 
of  flowers.  He  enters  His  beloved  elty.  They,  too, 
join   the  throng  that  follows  Him  to  the  Temple 

-: 
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e    VI.      Christ    Drives    tho     Honey     Changers 
the    Temple    Steps.     This     is    thr    magnificent 
I  i.uiit  t>y  King  Herod,     it   is  siin  the 
tahtp,    but   lis  sU'p.s   have   become   a   common 

mid    desecrated    by    merchant!    and 
alike.      Sec    them    vending    their    wares    in 

toUeal    »t    places    wrangling    and    quarreling 
tnd  driving  their  bargains.     Hera  is  • 

nit   from   Arabia,    st'iitini  on   in*  camel.     Ho, 
-    In     the    bnrterlnc.       Kivn     the    shepherds 

i  I   their   j;oais    through    the    nrclnvays.      Now    the 
h   Priest    appears,    an. I    all    bow    In    reverence   as 
bestows   bis    blessing     then    hack    again    to    their 
Minings.      Christ    and    His    disciples,    Inteut    upon 
snip   at    the   Temple,   enter   upon    the   Bcene.      At 

drscrlal  Ion     Of     I  In'     Temple,      lie     Is 
■or-strlckcn.       In    anger,     lie     turns    to    the     ills- 
es,    ami    at    His    word    they    spring    to    rout    the 

overturning   their   wares   and   causing   wild 
Christ    Himself   seizes   »    lash    ami  Whips 

a    from    the   steps,    they    flying    In    terror    before 
blows  :ni(i   His   righteous  anger. 
■ene   VII.     Christ  and  Mary   Magdala.  —  "Lot   him 
•ng  you  who  is  without   sin.   east    the   llrst   stone." 
1st    has    gathered    about     Him    a    throng,    anil    Is 
idling  to  them  in  tin-  simple  language  they  host 

\i|   are   listening   eagerly   to   the   words 
fall    from    His    lips.      They    have    caught    the 
also,    of    a    poor    fallen    woman  -one    of    those 

itures    most    despised    ami    looked    .town    upon    In 
city.     Indeed,    the   sight   of  her  Is  apt   to  pro- 
vlolence.      But   she    forgets   her   danger    In   11s- 

tlie   Nazarene   -words   that  seem   to  breathe 
atlon     even     to     her.        Nearer     ami     nearer     she 

ics.   drawn  by   His  voice,  and  then.   In  a  paroxysm 
-name  ami  grief,   she   throws  herself  at   His   feet. 
v  tlrst   the  crowd  see  her,   and.   angered   that  one 
lowly    dare    look    upon    the    Master,    raise    clubs 
stones    to    hurl    at    her.      She    in    terror    grovels 

the   dust   at   His   feet,   but   Christ,    with    hand   up- 

led  to  stop  them,  speaks:     "Let  him   among   yon 
>    is    without    sin.    cast    the    first    stone."      Slowly 
bands  come  down,   and  gently   the   Master  raises 
lowly    one.    asking   the   Father    to   forgive    her— 

s  her  to  "Go,   and  sin  no  more."     See  the 
Itant    i.nk   on  her  face  as,   scarce  able  to  believe 
ill   that   her  sins  are  forgiven   her,   she  kisses  the 

■  of   His  garment— and  then,   face  upllghted   with 

she   departs    "to   sin   no  more." 
Scene    VIII.     Christ    Raises    the    Widow's    Son. — 

have    another    one   of   the    many    gateways 
0  Jerusalem.     And.   wending  its  way   towards  that 

i  funeral  train.  The  only  son  of  a  poor 
-  on  his  way  to  his  last  resting  place.  The 

Iter,  bowed  witli  grief,  '  Is  being  comforted  by 
ends.  Christ,  approaching  with  His  disciples, 
ises  an  instant,  and,  moved  by  some  impulse, 

iws  back  the  covering  from  the  dead  boy's  face, 
nething    in    the    quiet,    dead    features    holds    Him. 
1  He  gazes   long  and  earnestly.      Now   the  mother 

r  face,  a  struggling  hope  lighting  it.  This 
the  Nazarene — the  One  who  restores  the  sight  of 
■  blind  and  the  health  of  the  sick — perhaps  His 
,ver  is  so  great  He  may  even  give  her  back  her 
i.  She  appeals  to  Him  and  He  gives  heed.  A 
■l'  stillness  falls  upon  the  crowd  and  all  await 

J  >athlessly  the^  result  of  the  Master's  prayer. t  see!  As  He  raises  the  wasted  body,  the  blood 
nee  more  through  his  veins — the  boy  moves 

d  looks  wonderingly  about — then  with  a  glad  cry 
5  mother  folds  him  to  her  heart,  and  both  raise 
pir  hands  in  gratitude  to  the  One  who  has 

•ought    the    miracle. 
Scene   IX.     Christ   On   His   Way   to   Calvary. — The 
iel    sentence    has    been    passed    by    Pilate — Christ 

oondemned    to    be    crucified.      Along    this 
ad   they    will    pass  on   their  way   to   the  crucifixion. 
d    thither    Mary,    His    mother,    has    come    to    take 
r     farewell     of    her    son.       With     her     are     Mary 

and  His  best  beloved  disciple,   John.     Stag- 
rlm_-   under   the   weight   of   the  cross,   on  His   head 
e    crown    of    thorns,    and    about    Him    the    hooting 
ling   moii.    she   sees   Him   for   the  last   time.     Now, 
table    to    go    farther.    He   clasps   her    in    His    arms. 

res    her    into    the    keeping    of    John.       Now 
.try    Magdala    kneels    before    Him.    kissing    the   hem 
'  His   robe,    ami    lie    bestows    on    her   a    final    bless- 
g.       But     the    mob    lias    grown     impatient — angrily 
ie    guards    order    Him    on — and    with    a    prayer    for 
Bength.    the   Saviour   again   takes  up   the   burden   of 

1    drags  His   faltering   feet   to   Calvary. 

Jerusalem   the   Wicked — A.    B.    65. 

Scene    X.     The    Court    of    Cestius.-    Here    we    have 
ie   court    of    Cestius.    the    Procurator,    appointed    by 
ome    to   rule   over   Jerusalem.      Tndcr   his    rule    the 

wicked,    lias    grown    more   so.      Peprav- 
y  rules   the   court,    where  licentiousness  and   riotous 

reva  II    to    an    appalling    degree.      Cestius    Is 
upon    his    throne,    surrounded    by    bis    favorite 

mrtiers.       The     feast     is     over,     and     all     are     now 
eellng    the    effects    of    the    wine.      At    his    call,    his 
nvorite    slave    appears    with    a    great    goblet,    and    he 
idf    her    call    his    dancers.      So    she    does.       Hut    her 
oyal   master   is  still   unsatisfied — she   must   dance    for 
Im   and    bis    companions.      Greedily    he   watches   her 
g  she  sways  back  and  forth  in   the  sensuous  dance: 
Irawn  by   the  dark  beauty  and   grace,   he  approaches 
rearer    and    nearer    and    as    she    spins    round    in    the 
inal    steps,     catches    her     in     his    arms    and    presses 
nad  kisses  upon   her  red   lips,    amid   the   plaudits   of 
ler  company. 
Scene  XI.  Invasion  of  Jerusalem  by  Titus. 

-,  B.  70. — Always  a  bone  of  contention  with  Rome, 
ferusalem  was  consequently  the  seat  of  many  In- 

vasions by  that  country.     Sometimes  repulsing,   more 

capitulating,   she   was   aevei  never 
sure  oi  her  laietj  i  mil  this  year,  however,  ins 
ha.i    remained    .i    City    Beautiful,    clustering    around 
her     Temple     and      dearh      beloved      !■;.       her     people. 
Hut   a   terrible   change   was  coming    her  doom   was 
sealed.  Ill  tills  yea!  \.  D,  .".  Illilr..  mdI  ny 
Koine,    led    an    Invasion    against    her.    wlil.li    w  i 
tined  to  laj  low  her  beautiful  buildings,  destroy 
her  temple.  sia\  her  Inhabitants,  and  by  a  terrl 
hie   spreading    conflagration    bring    destruction    upon 
the    entire    City.       Now     we    have    a    Mew    Ol     the 

of  Joppa,    through   which   the   Invadi  Im- 
mediately  Intense  excitement  prevails    men  clamber 

lip      and      down      the      walls      ChaTlOtS      dash      bj       with 
their  excited  drivers  the  Inhabitants,  from  Jew- 

ish   merchant    to    staid    senator,    casting    asld 
fear,  pluck  weapons  lioin  the  hands  ol  tailing 
soldier-,  anil  lake  up  the  defence  of  the  city.  The 
women  inn  shrieking  and  leu  or  st  rlekcll  to 

places,  w.-cl  knowing  the  lule,  woise  than  death 
that  awaits  them.  Now  flames  are  seen  breaking 
through  I  he  carnage,  and  boiling  oil,  thrown  by 

emy'a  machines,  is  scattered  to  a. hi  to  the 
genera!   destruction.     As    the   flames   gain    in    head 
way,  the  Jews  know  all  Is  over.  To  the  last  mill, 
they    Dgbt    however,    but    it    Is   nil    in    vain      the      
my   is    to  tiie   flames  impossible   to  check 
The  Etonians  are  the  victors.  Before  many  hours 
all     that     will    be    left    of     the    Once     beautiful     dtj 
will     1,'     a     mass    oi     ruins      a     heap    of    dead     bo. In 
Jerusalem  the  beautiful—  Jerusalem  the  city  be 
loved  of  our  Savior,  will  have  passed  from  the 
face  of  the  earth.  In  time  to  come,  another  city 
will  be  reared  on  its  site,  but  the  Jerusalem  of 
Christ    is   -one    forever, 

A  RAGGED  HERO.— The  real  hero  of  tin-  drama 
is  a  horse,  a  prize-winning  beamy  from  the  recent 
New  York  Horse  Show.  The  animal  belongs  to 
Miss  Morgan,  daughter  of  a  New  York  multi- 

millionaire. The  hero  who  gives  the  play  its  title, 

however,  is  a  poor  little  wail'  who  was  befriended 
in  time  of  need  by  Miss  Morgan  and  who  had  an 
opportunity  to  show  his  gratitude  in  a  sensational 
way.  For  Miss  Morgan  has  repulsed  the  advances 
of  a  wealthy  young  neighbor  and  he  in  revenge 

hired  a  tramp  to  burn  Miss  Morgan's  stable.  The 
rescue  of  the  valuable  animal  anil  equipages  from 
the  llames  by  the  boy  Ted  forms  the  leading  scene 
of  the  play. 

Scene  I.     The  Pride  of  the  Stable. 
Scene  II.     Ted  Finds   a  Friend. 

Scene  III.  A  Villain  Repulsed. — This  is  the 
front  entrance  of  the  Lodge.  The  young  man  who 
rides  up  is  the  villain.  He  is  a  suitor  for  Miss 

Morgan's  hand,  hut  she  kuows  his  character  and 
lias  no  use  for  him.  She  attempts  to  be  friendly, 
however,  but  he  tries  to  take  advantage  of  her 

friendliness  and  rudely  kisses  her.  She  is  over- 
whelmed with  indignation  and  indignantly  orders 

him  off  the  place.  A  groom  is  called  and  is  told 
to  see  that  the  order  is  executed.  The  young  man 
leaves  in  a  rage  and  Miss  Morgan  knows  that  she 
is  sure  to  have  trouble  with  him.  for  he  is  rich 
and   influential   as  well  as   desperate. 

Scene  IV.  Miss  Morgan  Starts  for  a  Ride. — Here 
comes  Ted  by  the  garden  wall.  He  is  hurrying 
to  open  the  big  gate  before  Miss  Morgan  arrives. 
Now  Ted  reaches  the  gate  and  stands  admiringly 
while  his  benefactor  rides  away.  But  Ted  has  no 
home  at  the  Morgan  place  yet,  and  once  more 
starts   off   on   bis   wanderings. 

Scene  V.  The  Villain  Outwitted. — The  villain, 
not  satisfied  with  bis  one  repulse,  has  come  to  the 
rond  he  knows  Miss  Morgan  will  take  and  intends 

to  again  approach  her.  He  hides  his  horse  as  she 
gallops  by   and  then  sets  out  after  her. 
Now  he  has  caught  up  with  her  and  rudely  riding 

by  Imt  side  demands  that  Miss  Morgan  listen  to 
him.  But  she  is  a  girl  of  courage  as  well  as 
beauty,    and    again    spurns    him. 

As  they  ride  along  side  by  side  and  Miss  Morgan 
attempts  to  be  rid  of  him,  he  seizes  the  bridle 
of  her  horse,  but  she  strikes  him  over  the  head 
with   her   riding   crop    and   lie   falls  to   the   road. 

Scene  VI.  Miss  Morgan's  Return. — The  groom 
is  all  unconscious  of  his  mistress's  danger  as  he 
cares  for  her  other  horse,  and  is  more  than  amazed 

when  she  comes  back  all  trembling  with  excite- 
ment. She  dismounts  and  goes  thoughtfully  back 

to  the  house,  while  the  perplexed  groom  takes  her 
horse    and    leads    him    back    to   his    stall. 

Scene  VII.  The  Plot.— This  is  Ted's  father,  a 
drunken  ne'er-do-well,  who  lives  largely  off  the 

proceeds  of  Ted's  begging.  And  when  the  poor 
boy  returns  empty-banded  the  huge  brute  attacks 
him  without  mercy  and  perhaps  would  have  done 
him  severe  injury  had  it  not  been  for  a  sudden 
interruption.  The  villain  has  heard  the  outcry  and 
rushes  in.  As  he  sees  the  wretch  lie  knows  he 
has  found  a  tool  for  his  nefarious  purposes.  He 

unfolds  a  plot  to  burn  Miss  Morgan's  stable,  gives 
the  man  a  roll  of  bills  and  goes  away.  But  Ted 
has  overheard  the  plot,  and  though  weak  and 
almost  dead  with  abuse,  he  means  to  try  and  pre- 

vent  the   outrage. 

Scene  VIII.  Burning  the  Stable — Ted  Proves  a 
Hero. — The  two  rascals  approach  the  stable.  The 

coast  Is  clear.  A  firebrand  Is  lighted  and  Ted's 
father  rushes  Into  the  barn  and  starts  a  confla- 

gration. As  the  smoke  and  flames  pour  forth  the 
two  rush  away,  leaving  the  horses  to  their  fate. 
But  the  fire  Is  discovered.  Grooms  rush  In  and 
lead    out    the    valuable    animals.      Miss    Morgan    has 
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lizard  the  outcries  and  arrives  on  the  scene.  She 
Is  distracted  at  the  thought  of  her  beautiful  horse 
in  I  he  burning  stable.  Ted  arrives  just  in  time. 
One  of  the  grooms  is  overcome  with  smoke.  Ted 
rushes  into  the  burning  barn,  ties  a  bag  over  the 
horse's  head  and  leads  it  out  safely  through  the 
Barnes.  Miss  Morgan's  pet  is  saved  and  Ted  has 
found  a   home  (or  life.     Length,   855  feet. 

KLEINE   OPTICAL   CO. 

ROMAN  COLONEL'S  BRAVADO  (Raleigh  &  Rob- 
erts).—A  romance  of  the  jungle.  The  daughter 

of  a  pensioned  marine  officer  is  in  love  with  a 
fisherman.  The  social  chasm  existing  between  the 
two  lovers  is  appreciated  only  too  keenly  by  the 
noble    fisherman. 

The  officer's  consent  to  a  betrothal  is  sought,  but 
not  secured,  as  he  has  loftier  ideals  in  store  for 
his   daughter. 
A  Roman  colonel  has  won  the  esteem  and  regard 

of  the  father  and  lie  presses  his  suit  for  the  hand 
of   the   daughter,   but   without   success. 
At  this  point  a  very  interesting  incident  occurs 

and  influences  the  destiny  of  our  hero.  A  panther 
is  reported  at  large,  and  to  insure  safety  an  ag- 

gressive hunt  is  soon  under  way.  In  the  excite- 
ment that  follows  the  colonel  shows  his  cowardice. 

The  fisherman,  courageous  and  brave,  possessed  of 
every  trait  of  true  manhood,  proves  the  master  of 
the  occasion  and  is  rewarded  by  the  consent  of 
the  parents  of  his  sweetheart  to  an  early  marriage. 
A  story  of  pathos  and  excitement.  Length,  720 feet. 

THE  SWIMMING  LESSON  (Lux).— A  great  com- 
edy hit.  Convinced  of  the  propriety  and  hygienic 

advantages  of  sea  bathing,  a  man  of  considerable 
means,  but  rather  unsophisticated,  persuades  his 
wife  to  join  him  in  a  visit  to  the  beach. 
Adorned  in  bathing  costumes  of  rich  hues,  the 

two  make  their  appearance  and  are  soon  at  the 

water's  edge.  Here  their  trouble  begins,  and  with 
difficulty  the  wife,  exceptionally  corpulent,  is  res- 

cued from  the  breakers  and  returned  to  her  home, 
where  the  two  solemnly  vow  never  again  to  ven- 

ture   from    terra    firma.      Length,    344    feet. 

A  LOVE  AFFAIR  IN  TOYLAND  (Gaumont).— 
For  a  short  comedy  of  rare  merit  this  subject  is 
unexcelled.  A  chalkliue  series  of  grotesque  cari- 

catures enacted  in  the  land  of  puppets.  A  fickle 
maiden  gets  herself  into  numerous  embarrassing 
complications  with  her  host  of  admirers,  but  the 
artist  with  lightning  rapidity  overcomes  all  obsta- 

cles and  brings  the  maiden  out  victorious.  Certain 
to  create  unchecked  amusement.     Length,   240  feet. 

THE  PRIZE  CAMEL  (Gaumont).  —The  winning 
number  at  a  lottery  brings  the  holder  as  his  prize 
a  camel.  Many  grotesque  escapades  are  experienced 
by   the  owner  in  his  efforts  to  ride  the  animal. 
When  finally  he  meets  an  Arab  he  cheerfuh.y 

presents  him  with  the  camel,  and  the  latter,  highly 
elated,  mounts  and  rides  away  on  his  newly  ac- 

quired  steed. 
A  comedy  of  exceptional  merit.  Length,  424 

feet. 

THE  DOCTOR'S  WIFE  (Gaumont). — An  eminent 
physician  finds  himself  seriously  handicapped  in 
the  performance  of  his  duties  by  his  capricious 
and   jealous   wife. 

In  a  very  serious  case  the  doctor  has  the  patient, 
a  young  woman,  taken  to  the  private  ward  in  his 
home,  and  his  wife  plots  to  cause  the  eviction  of 
the  latter.  This  is  accomplished  by  secreting  a 
valuable  bracelet  in  the  bed  of  the  patient,  giving 
the  appearance  of  dishonesty.  Later  the  wife  con- 

fesses her  guilt  to  her  husband,  who  promptly  de- 
mands an  apology  to  the  young  woman,  who  is 

now  back  in  the  public  ward  of  a  hospital. 
Excellent  photographic  quality  and  well  drama- tized.     Length.    750   feet. 

THE  DISAPPEARING  WATCH  (Urban-Eclipse). 
— Eight  minutes  of  rollicking  farce,  ridiculous  sit- 

uations, most  original  incidents — including  a  Roent- 
gen ray  experiment  and  a  complicated  surgical 

operation  of  a  very  unusual  character;  a  clever 
dog.  his  unlucky  owner,  a  couple  of  precocious 
children  and  a  loafer,  make  the  sum  of  one  of 
the  begt  comic  and  magic  pictures  of  the  year. 

Length,    -ton    feet. 

THE  CHAMPION  GLOBE  TROTTER  (I'rban- Eelipse). — Not  a  play  upon  the  titles  of  certain 
London  evening  newspapers,  but  a  clever  farce  on 
novel  lines,  with  humor  and  mystery  in  every 
Incident. 
The  Globe  Trot  tor  is  a  clever  gymnast  who.  with 

his  assistant,  is  victimized  by  a  mesmerist  and 
made  to  perform  teats  connected  with  bis  own 
athletic  calling  which  would  make  his  fortune upon    any    stage    in    the   world.      Length,    SS4    feet. 

WATERPROOF  WILLIE  (Urban-Eclipse! .— A  lu- 
dicrous and  most  original  fancy,  perfectly  and 

realistically  carried  out.  The  troubles  of  Willie, 
wiili  whom  personal  cleanliness  amounts  to  a 

passion,  are  faithfully  depicted.  He  yearns  to 
perform  a  full  toilet,  but  the  water  necessary  to 
this  purpose  always  fails  him.  It  pours  into  the 
basin,  streams  even  from  the  ceiling,  flows  in 
rivers,  gathers  in  ponds  and  Is  ejected  from  u 
-anion  hose,  but  not  for  Willie!  He  remains  to- 

tally   unaffected    excepf    by    comic    despair,    and    the 
fun   is  communicated  to  the  audience.     Length,  310 
feet, 

S.   LUBIN. 

THE  ENGINEER.— Spite  Work.— Mike  under  the 
influence  of  liquor  calls  on  a  friend  to  loan  him 
some  money,  which  is  refused.  Mike  goes  away, 
takes  from  the  clothes  line  a  set  of  underwear 
and    some    towels. 

"No  Drunkards  Wanted." — The  factory.  A  steady 
foreman  is  wanted.  Mike  applies  to  Ja.-k.  who  Is 
the  engineer.  He  is  again  refused.  Mike  walkf 
out    but    swears    to   get   revenge. 

"For  Pity's  Sake." — The  manager's  office.  Mike 
applies  for  work  telling  a  heart-rending  tale.  The1 
manager  rings  for  Jack.  While  waiting  he  opens 
the  safe.  Mike,  a  notorious  crook,  writes  down 
the  combination  of  the  safe.  Jack  enters:  seehjH 

Mike,  he  whispers  in  the  manager's  ear  not^H engage  a  drunkard.  The  manager  tells  him  M 
give    him    a    trial,    for    pity's    sake. 

The  Work  of  a  Rogue. — The  engine  room.  While 
Jack  is  absent  Mike  steals  some  of  Ids  totfla, 
wraps  them  in  a  towel  and  hides  them  away. 
After  dosing  hours  he  sneaks  into  the  manage™ 
office  and  waits  until  night,  when  he  onens  flH 
safe  and  steals  all  available  cash.  The  towel  ant 
tools    he    leaves    lying    before    the    safe. 

Falsely  Accused. — The  following  day.  Jack  and 
Mike  working.  The  manager  enters  accompanied 
by  detectives.  Jack  is  arrested  and  accused  ̂  
tlie  robbery,  his  towel  and  tools  being  witnesses 
of    the    deed. 
A  Queer  Letter. — Mike  is  uow  boss  of  the  engine 

room.  To  make  the  charges  against  Jack  still 
stronger  he  clips  words  out  of  a  newspaper  and 
pastes  them  together  iuto  a  letter  which  he  sendt 
to   the   manager. 
A  Mute  Witness. — The  factory  yard,  the  watch- 

man is  burning  papers,  among  these  a  newspaper 
out  of  which  a  great  many  words  are  cut.  The 
manager  just  now  passes  and  seeing  the  newspaper 
he  remembers  the  letter  he  received.  As  the  new* 
paper  came  from  the  engine  room  a  suspicion  b 
cast   upon    the   new   engineer. 

"Honesty  Is  the  Best  Reward." — The  detectife 
the  manager  and  Jack's  wife  come  to  the  englm 
room.  Mike  is  under  the  influence  of  liquor.  Thi 
detective  accuses  htm  of  being  a  thief.  He  look! 
into  his  pockets  and  finds  some  of  the  stolen  money 
Jack  is  released  and  Mike  is  put  in  his  place 
The  manager  offers  Jack  reward  for  the  injusrk* 
done  to  him.  but  Jack  refuses,  saying:  "Honest] 
is  the  best  reward."     Length.   935   feet. 
MADAM  FLIRT  AND  HER  ADOPTED  UNCLE 

— Madam  Flirt  has  a  manicure  parlor  and  he 
trade  is  quite  large,  especially  among  the  elderb 
men.  One  in  particular  wishes  to  become  clos» 
related  to  her  and  offers  to  become  her  uncle 
Her  letter  of  acceptation  is  intercepted  by  th 
wife,  who  follows  her  husband  to  meet  her  net 

niece.  Mr.  Baldhead's  troubles  begin  right  th» 
and  they  only  end  after  a  series  of  mishaps  an 
hairbreadth   escapes.      Length.    445   feet. 

THROUGH  AN  ORANGE  GROVE.— Pictures  di 
picting  nature  are  always  interesting,  more  8 
the  one  which  we  present  herein.  The  film  leads  n 
through  an  orange  grove.  There  we  see  how  th 
oranges  are  picked  from  the  trees.  We  then  folic 
The  wagon  to  the  packing  house  where  the  orange 
are  assorted  and  packed.  An  altogether  instructs 
and    interesting    film.      Length.    400   feet. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

PUSS  IN  BOOTS.— This  interesting  little  fair 
tale  as  depicted  in  this  beautifully  colored  All 
shows  us  the  old  miller  dividing  his  fortune  anion 
his  three  sons.  All  of  his  earthly  possessions  onl 
comprise  a  mill,  donkey  and  a  cat.  The  elde 
sons  receive  the  mill  and  the  donkey,  while  th 
youngest  boy.  Arthur,  receives  the  puss,  and  I 
very  much  disappointed  with  his  share  of  th 
lot — never  dreaming  that  in  the  end  the  cat  wonl> 
tie  the  means  of  bringing  him  good  fortune.  H 
takes  his  legacy  and  goes  up  to  the  mill  and 
while  there  alone,  the  puss  is  transformed  int> 
a  supernatural  being,  the  size  of  a  man  and  wiH 
the  intellect  of  a  man.  He  is  fitted  out  with  : 
beautiful  mantle  and  a  new  pair  of  boots,  ant 
becomes  the  sole  companion  of  lonesome  Arthur 
They  go  on  a  pilfering  expedition  and  are  fortunat 
in  trapping  some  rare  game,  which  Tuss  take 
and  presents  to  the  King  with  the  compliment 
of    his    master. 

Next,  he  and  Arthur  are  walking  through  tin 
woods  when  they  see  the  Princess  and  her  suit" 
out  driving,  and  Tnss  hits  upon  a  scheme  whereh; 
bis  master  can  gain  the  recognition  of  the  beam  f^ 
ful  girl.  lie  makes  the  youth  jump  into  thi 
water  and  feign  drowning,  while  lie  rushes  Of 
to  spread  the  alarm.  Meeting  the  royal  party  hi 
tells  them  of  the  terrible  fate  of  his  master 
and  they  all  hasten  to  lend  a  helping  baud.  Whel 
they  rescue  the  young  rascal  the  Princess  give 
orders  to  have  him  placed  in  her  carriage.  an< 
here  Arthur  has  an  opportunity  to  tell  her  0 
his  love,  and  is  finally  successful  in  winning  he 
hand. 

The  next  picture  is  after  the  betrothal,  am 
Arthur  and  his  lady  love  are  driving  over  thi 
vast  estates:  they  go  on  to  the  castle  wher 
orders    are    given    for    the    wedding    feast. 

In    the    last    view    we    see    the    triumph    of    Pussl 
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JOKES 
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AN  ALL  WOOL  GARMENT 
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ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.CU 

501  wells  St.  ChigagqIlls. 

who    is    SuporTleor-ln-Cblef    al     the    i •  ̂  -i t    wi 
of    his    master    and    the     Prl     >  i  ■ 
feet. 

BICYCLE    polo,      n  playing    polo    as 
bicycles    i-.   rerj    unc   too,   and   ■ 
■re    o    (real    manj     lorcri    01  iporl    who 
have     never     had     the    opportunity     of     witnessing 
nils    i   uiiar    game,      in    this    picture    we     ee    the 
American    and     English     teama     made     up    "t     i »« 

  petlna    for    the    honors,    and 
it  i-  Interesting  to  note  the  skillful  »:n  that 
thej    mat  be  ball   «  Ith   the   » heela  of  t  in-ir 
Mcj  cle  e    rerj     elevei     trick     rldii 

to   keep    their    gravltj    ti 
the   same    timi  i    point       1  e   pro 
eeeda  It   bei  omea  or  in  1  heir  ■ 
to    hit     the    ball    the]     lose    their 

sprawling',    bnl   are   ■   aonnted   again   and 
for    business, 

The     i. ist      plctre     sho^  -     the      dmei  li 
winning    and    we    gel    a    rlew    at    close    ran 

mtestants  after  the  battle  and   they  all  seem 
the  worae   for   the   wear.     Length,    246 

DONKEY'S  skin,  in  tins  beautiful  little  fairy 
story  we  see  a  rich  old  fellow  who  Is  the 
possessor  of  :i  magic  donkey,  and  when  he  is 
eurrj  combed   he   sheds   gold   in  pro! 

ister   well   supplied    In   wealth.     The   "i'i    fel- 
low   has   a    beautiful    daughter   and    is   deairoua    of 

ig    her    to    a     mi   C    his    choice,    but    the 
latter  is  so  ugly  thai  when  be  la  presented  to  ihe 
girl  she  inrns  awa]  In  horror,  and  will  have 
nothing  to  >i"  with  him.  He  showa  her  beautiful 
gowns  and  tries  in  erery  manner  (with  the  assist- 

ance of  ber  father)  to  win  her,  bnl  Bhe  is  stead- 
fast  in  her  resolutions  and  finally  turns  him  out. 
When  she  is  left  alone  slio  opens  the  casket  which 
contains  the  dresse8,  and  out  steps  a  beautiful 
Fairy  Queen,  who  promisee  to  befriend  her.  Site 
advises  the  L'irl  not  to  marry  1111  her  father  Riven 
her  i lie  donkey's  skin,  and  then  urging  her  to 
keep   up    her    courage,    the    good    Queen    disappears. 

Tin'    mi's i    picture    shows    us    the    death    of    the 
poor  old  donkey  ami  when  the  skin  Is  ready  the 
girl  is  presented  with  It:  and  from  that  time 

on  is  known  only  by  the  name  of  "Donkey  Skin." 
The  Queen  appears  to  her  again  and  when  the 
maiden  casts  the  skin  from  her  the  Queen  picks 
it  up  and  throws  it  over  her  shoulders,  telling 
her  to  go  out  into  the  world  and  seek  her  fortune, 
and    that    in    time    she    will    marry    a    Prince. 
We  next  see  her  as  she  leaves  the  palace  of 

her  father  and  rocs  away  to  a  farm,  where  she 
meets  some  Rood  peasants,  who  take  her  In  and 

give  ̂ ''i'  employment.  One  day  while  she  is 
tending  a  herd  of  sheep  she  is  surprised  to  see 
a  splendid  looking  young  man  coming  on  horseback 
towards  her.  It  is  Prince  Charming  whom  the 
Fairy  Queen  sends  to  woo  lier.  After  promising 
to  come  to  repeat  his  visit  lie  takes  leave  and 
the  maiden  Roes  back  to  the  cottage.  In  the 
next  picture  we  see  Prince  Charming  coming  with 
a  large  staff  of  attendants  to  make  love  to  her. 
He  peeks  through  the  keyhole  of  her  room,  and 
sees  her  making  preparations  for  her  coming  wed- 

ding, and  he  does  not  disturb  her.  but  returns home. 

The  last  thing  that  she  does  is  to  hake  a  wed- 
ding cake  and.  under  the  guidance  of  the  Fairy, 

she  puts  her  ring  in  it.  The  cake  is  brought  to 
the  Prince  and  when  he  eats  a  piece  lie  discovers 
the  ring  and  is  told  that  be  will  marry  the  one 
that  it  fits.  We  see  him  trying  it  on  every  lady 
in  the  court,  but  It  will  not  fit  any.  Finally 

"Donkey  Skin"  is  presented  and  when  be  tries 
it  on  her,  to  his  deep  satisfaction,  it  fits  her 
perfectly.  The  concluding  picture  shows  us  the 
betrothal  and  the  happy  couple  are  surrounded  by 

their  friends,  receiving  the  blessings  of  the  bride's father.     Length,    1.016   feet. 

RACE  PREJUDICE. — We  see  a  gypsies'  camp 
by  the  roadside  and  a  pretty  girl  busily  engaged 
with  her  chores,  while  ft  man  companion  sits 
looking  leisurely  on.  Presently  an  old  peasant 
and  his  son  appear  and  the  former  orders  the 
gypsies  to  move  along,  as  they  are  trespassing 
on  his  property.  The  son  of  the  peasant  is  in 
love  with  the  gypsy  girl  and  during  the  course  of 
the  controversy  he  has  a  few  words  with  ber. 
After  a  while  the  peasant  and  his  son  leave,  having 
obtained  no  satisfaction,  and  the  gypsy  fellow 
then  turns  on  the  girl  and  upbraids  her  for  daring 
to   speak    to    the   young   man. 

The  peasant  goes  to  the  sheriff  and  reports  the 
matter  and  the  latter  comes  with  him  to  the 
scene  and  after  a  lengthy  argument  be  makes  It 
plain  to  the  gypsy  that  be  must  change  his  abode. 
The  old  man.  satisfied  now  that  lie  lias  won  his 
point,  returns  to  his  cottage,  followed  by  the  en 
raged  gypsy,  who  swears  vengeance.  In  the  mean 
time  the  girl  meets  the  youth  on  the  road  and 
they  go  for  a  stroll  through  the  woods,  where  be 
tells  her  of  his  love.  Soon,  however,  they  meet 
the  enraged  gypsy  and,  when  lie  sees  the  young 
couple  together,  lie  rushes  at  the  young  man,  and. 

tearing  him  from  his  companion's  side.  Is  about 
to  kill  him  in  his  fury  when  the  girl  wrenches 
the  dagger  out  of  bis  band  and  plunges  it  into 
bis  heart,  leaving  his  dead  body  by  the  roadside. 
while  she  strolls  away  witli  her  lover.  Length.  289 feet. 

WOOD     FLOATING     AND     PULP     INDUSTRY.— 
This    educational    picture    shows    us    the    great    enter- 
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I    BUY   FILM 
I  pay  cash  for  second-hand  film  in  good 

condition.  How  much  have  you  for  sale  ?  bend 
list  of  subjects  and  price.  No  junk  wanted. 
Second-hand  machines  and  films  in  good  con- 

dition of  all  makes  bought,  sold  and  exchanged. 
Newman  notion  Picture  Co  ,  293  Burnslde 
Street,  Portland,  Oregon. 

"OLD   RAINY" 

Films  Renewed 
We'll  fix  ore-half  of  film,  and  let  you  see  the difference.     Titles  made.     Address 

AMERICAN  FILM  RENEWING  CO. 
Wm.  Bullock,  Mgr. 

American  Theatre,  Cleveland,  Obio 

WELLS' Moving   Picture   Enterprises 

STEREOPTICON  ADVERTISING 
Hand  Colored  floving  Pictures  for  enter 

tainments  of  two  hours  duration  for  churches, 
schools,  armories,  lodges,  clubs,  house  parties 
and  fairs  Refined  and  highly  enjoyable, 
sacred  and  secular. 

ADVERTISING    AND 
SPECIAL  LANTERN  SLIDES  nADE 

Moving  Picture,  Litho.  Paper,  also 
PASSION  PLAY  SUPPLIES 

Song  Title  Pages  Designed  and  Illustrated. 
SIGN  PAINTERS 
OFFICIAL  SCORERS 

46  W.  28th  St, .near Broadway, New  York 
Telephone  6420  Madison  Square 

GALEHUFF 
A  riember  of  the 

FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

Headquarters  for  only  the  best  of  latest 

FILMS  .  and   SONQ    SLIDES.      No   junk. 
MACHINES,  SUPPLIES,  Etc. 

LATEST  SONG    SLIDES 
$5.00  per  set 

N.  E.  Cor.  4th  &  Green  Streets, 
PHILADELPHIA.    PA. 

SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness :  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 
for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 
There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 

recently  but  you  can  build  that 

yourself  for  a  few  dollars.  If  you 
want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70.00  each  for  1 10  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 
Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

prise  in  Canada,  of  manufacturing  paper  from  wood 
pulp.  TVe  see  the  large  timber  being  cut,  and 
thrown  into  a  swift-moving  stream  and  conveyed 
for  miles,  finally  stopping  at  the  pulp  mill,  where 
it  is  placed  with  the  reserve  stock  till  taken  to 
the  grinders,  where  they  make  the  pulp.  We  get 
a  good  view  of  the  grinders,  where  the  logs  are 
thrown  in  and  by  the  force  of  compression  comes 
out  a  powder,  which  is  floated  to  the  purifying 
vats,  where  it  is  made  into  a  sort  of  a  paste. 
Next  it  is  put  under  the  compress  rollers,  where 
we  see  it  made  into  paper,  and  torn  off  in  large 
strips  and  folded,  and  then  put  through  the 
wringing  process,  which  is  also  done  by  compres- 

sion. Finally,  it  is  tied  up  in  large  bales  and 
prepared  for  shipment,  and  we  see  the  flat  cars 
leaving  the  mill  loaded  with  the  rough  paper. 
Length,    705    feet. 
OLD  COLLEGE  CHUMS. — A  prosperous  looking 

fellow  is  sauntering  down  the  street  when  he 
meets  a  sandwich  man.  whom  he  immediately  rec- 

ognizes as  an  old  college  chum  that  he  has  not 
seen  in  years.  After  stopping  to  talk  over  old 
times,  the  more  fortunate  of  the  two  invites  the 
other  to  his  borne,  and  we  see  the  ill-assorted 
pair  as  they  make  their  way  to  the  beautifully 
appointed  mansion  in  a  fashionable  quarter  of  the 
town.  Arriving  at  the  place  the  sandwich  man 
is  introduced  to  his  chum's  wife  and  mother-in-law. and  from  that  moment  on  there  seems  to  be 

trouble  in  the  air.  The  unfortunate  fellow's  early 
training  has  evidently  been  neglected,  and  it 
is  extremely  funny  to  see  some  of  the  outlandish 
things    he    does    in    polite    society. 

In  the  first  place  he  becomes  very  friendly  with 
the  old  lady,  but  she,  good  creature,  overlooks 
his  familiarity,  although  horrified  beyond  measure. 
They  then  show  him  to  the  bath  room,  where  he 
is  to  freshen  up  in  order  to  appear  a  little  re- 

spectable at  dinner.  He  turns  on  the  water  and 
floods  the  place  and  smears  the  soap  all  over 
everything,  then  going  into  the  bedroom  to  comb 
his  hair  he  leaves  the  room  in  a  terribly  upset 
condition.  Presently  he  saunters  down  to  dinner, 
and  his  conduct  at  the  table  horrifies  his  hosts, 
for  he  devours  everything  in  sight  and  does  not 
leave  a  particle  for  any  one  else.  After  dinner 
he  goes  out  into  the  chicken  coop  and  makes  a 
raid  on  the  hens'  nests,  smashing  all  the  eggs. 
By  this  time  his  hosts'  patience  has  become exhausted,  and  the  affair  reaches  a  climax  when 
he  goes  upstairs  and  pours  water  out  on  the  heads 
of  the  ladies  who  are  seated  on  the  lawn.  His 
chum  grabs  him  and  kicks  him  out  of  the  place 
and  the  family,  glad  to  be  rid  of  such  an  tin 
mannerly  guest,  return  to  their  quiet  mode  of 
living,  while  the  sandwich  man  goes  back  to  take 
up   his   former   occupation.      Length,    538   feet. 
CAVE  OF  THE  SPOOKS. — In  this  weird  picture 

we  take  a  pleasure  trip  into  the  infernal  regions 
and  are  entertained  by  his  Satanic  Majesty  and 
all  the  spooks  that  are  connected  with  his  house- 

hold. In  the  first  place,  we  enter  a  dark  cave 
where  we  see  two  pretty  women  come  out  of 
caskets  and  wave  their  hands  and  immediately  a 
bevy  of  spooks  appear  and  after  dancing  around 
they  are  transformed  into  skeletons,  who  pose  in 
some   wonderful   tableaux. 
Then  they  dance  around  in  the  fire  and  brim- 

stone, when  all  at  once  they  are  transformed  into 
a  bevy  of  beautiful  maidens  who  dance  a  charming 
flower  ballet  and  then  vanish,  leaving  the  grotto 
a  burning  furnace  with  the  forms  of  men  passing 
to  and   fro  in  the  ghostly  shadows  of  the  place. 

Finally,  all  appear  again  and  the  scene  is  a 
blaze  of  light  with  his  Satanic  Majesty  in  the 
background  surrounded  by  his  favorite  subjects 
forming  a  beautiful  tableau,  while  the  two  women 
return  to  their  caskets  and  all  disappear,  leaving 
the   place   alone   and  deserted.     Length,    351  feet. 

SF.LIG   POLYSCOPE   CO. 
THE  HIDDEN  TREASURE.— A  glimpse  of  old 

Spain — when  "might  was  right"  and  the  chivalric 
swords  of  the  knights  of  old  were  ever  wont  to 
leap  from  their  scabbards  in  defense  of  beauty 
and  defiance  of  oppression — forms  the  basis  of  this 
latest   offering   of    the   Sellg    Polyscope   Company. 
The  opening  scene  of  the  picture  shows  the 

interior  of  a  wayside  inn  where  arc  gathered 
some  brigands  i  hardy  knights  of  the  road),  who 
are  discussing  the  incidents  of  their  lust  camp 

upon    the    King's    highway. 
]">on  Jose  ilc  Sanchez,  a  poor  but  bravo  young 

nobleman,  alights  from  his  steed  to  refresh  him- 
self and  partake  of  the  hospitality  of  the  ton- 

keeper's  cheer.  The  loader  of  the  brigands,  who 
is  inclined  to  lie  quarrelsome,  resents  the  presence 
of    Don     Jose     ami     a     tight     is    nearly    precipitated. 
the  trouble  being  averted,  however,  by  the  en- 

trance of  a  servant  bearing  a  message  from  Mara- 
tana,  the  lady  love  Of  onr  handsome  hero,  asking 
him  to  accompany  her  on  the  following  day  to 
her  father's  ensile,  where  Hie  consent  Of  her  proud 
and  haughty  parents  to  their  marriage  must  be 
obtained,  Delighted  at  the  prospect  of  a  happy 
consummation  Of  his  suit.  Don  Jose  hastily  de- 

parts from  the  inn  and  rides  away  intent  upon 
his    most    agreeable    errand. 
Near  this  wayside  inn  resides  an  Old  miser. 

whose  hoard  of  gold  was  thought  to  be  of  fabulous 
proportions,  and  many  times  had  the  brigands 
who     were     carousing     at     the     ton     discussed     the 

feasibility    of    following    the    old    miser    to    his    liaoi  ' 
and    locating    the   piles    of    gold    that    were    said 
be   concealed   in   a   most    mysterious    manner.     Fee 
ful   of   the   ultimate   success   of   the   robbers   in  the 
undertaking    to    part    him    from    his    beloved    gol 
the    old    miser    resolves    to    move    the    treasure   to 
remote   and   secluded   spot,    known   only   to   hitnsel 
Not     far     distant     from     his     house     is     a     mammo- 
cave,     through    which     flows    an    underground    rive 
and     in    its    black    depths    the    miser    conceals   h~ 
wealth. 
Happy  in  the  thought  of  its  security,  hej 

ters  his  boat  and  rows  up  the  dark  stream 
the  entrance  to  the  cave,  and  securing  his  pa 
mule  he  sets  out  upon  his  return  to  his  wretel 
home.  His  path  lies  through  the  lonely  woo 
and  unconscious  of  danger  lurking  near,  he 
ceeds  cheerfully  on  his  way.  Suddenly  from 
a  clump  of  trees  a  dozen  horsemen  dash  into  vlei 
and  quickly  surrounding  him  the  brigands  pomx 
upon  him  and  demand  to  know  where  he  has  hiddi 
his  gold.  In  desperation  the  poor  wretch  bret] 
from  their  midst  and  runs  screaming  towards 
highway. 

Now     it    happens    that    Don    Jose    and    his 
love,     together     with     two     servants,     are     pat 
nearby    on     their    journey,     and    seeing    the    fie 
miser     Don     Jose     dismounts     from     his     horse 
stands    ready    to    defend    him.       Throwing    hin 
at    our    hero's    feet,    the    frightened   old    man 
for    protection.       On    come    the    pursuing    brigant 

but    by    this    time    Don    Jose's    servants    have swords    drawn    and    are    prepared    to    back    up 
master. 

In   an   instant   Don  Jose's   dreaded   sword   is 
ing    like    lightning    around    the    breast    of    the 
prised  brigand  chief,   and  in  less  time  than  it 
to   tell    it.    the   robbers   are    dispersed   and   the 
looked   to.     But   the  old   man  is   almost   dead 
fright   and   a   wound   inflicted  by   his  enemies. 
porting    him     to    his    feet,     be    is    carefully 
upon    the    back    of   one    of   the    horses   and    con 
to    the    nearest    inn.      Here,     realizing    that    he 

dying,     and    grateful    to    his    defenders'     the dictates    his    will,    leaving    the    hidden    treasure 
Don    Jose     and    describing    the    place    where    it 
located.      Then    sinking    into    unconsciousness    hi 
carried   to  a   bedchamber  in  the  hostelry,   when 
soon   passes   away. 

Proceeding  to  the  castle  Don  Jose  delivers 
fair  charge,  the  lovely  Maratana.  into  her  fa 

arms.  He  then  asks  her  parents'  consent  to 
marriage,  which  is  refused:  "You  are  too  pooi 
sir.  My  daughter  was  reared  in  luxury  and  si 
must  wed  a  nobleman  of  wealth  and  power. 
"Agreed."  cried  the  undaunted  Don  Jose.  " 
bring  her  wealth  as  well  as  a  noble  name. 
producing  the  miser's  will  he  tells  the  father 
the  great  treasure  that  is  now  his.  The  incredi 

old  nobleman  laughs  at  the  young  lover's  cl 
but  finally  gives  his  consent  to  his  daughter's riage  if  Don  Jose  can  prove  his  right  to  : 
so  high.  '  "Then  your  lovely  daughter  is  n 
cries  the  delighted  young  man  as  he  dashes  a' 
to    find    the    hidden    treasure. 
How  he  secured  the  miser's  boat  and  enter 

the  dark  and  mysterious  cave  of  the  undergroir 
river:  how  the  robbers  followed  and  attacked  hi 
in  the  depths  of  the  cavern:  how  in  a  hrilll* 
sword  fight  he  overcomes  his  foes  and  succee' 
in  unearthing,  single  handed,  the  great  treasur 

how  he  conveyed  it  to  the  castle  of  his  prospecti'. father-in-law  and  received  as  his  reward  the  bai 
of  the  beautiful  Maratana  are  all  vividly  skov 
in  scenes  of  rare  beauty  and  thrilling  situation 
Length.    950    feet. 

CENTAUR    FILM    COMPANY. 

THE    PARSON'S    THANKSGIVING    DINNER, 
negro   comedy   of    unusual    merit,    beautifully    phot 
graphed,   and  will  make  a  hit  with  any  audience, 
Times  are  hard  with  the  Parson,  but  he  doesn 

intend  to  let  that  keep  him  from  having  a  turkt 
for  Thanksgiving,  so  we  see  him  approaching  D 
Stevens'  chicken  coop,  where  the  biggest  gobbler  '. 
the  town  is  kept,  and  after  carefully  approaehir 
the  coop  he  starts  to  climb  in.  when  to  his  ama» 
input  he  meets  one  Of  his  parishoners.  Rastus.  climl 
ing  out  with  the  turk  in  his  possession,  whom  _t 
severely  lectures  on  the  sin  of  stealing.  Becot 
repentant.  Rastus  turns  over  the  turkey  to  tt 
Parson. 
The  Parson  relents  of  his  severity  with  Rastt 

and  sends  him  an  invitation  to  Thanksgiving  dinne 
which    Rastus  joyfully   accepts. 

Then  we  see  the  Parson  preparing  the  dinner  an 
putting  the  turkey  in  the  oven,  which  is  taxed  1 its  utmost   capacity. 

The  ladies  are  setting  the  table  as  the  compan 
arrives,  whom  they  greet  with  great  enthusiasn 
and  all  sit  down  to  eat  as  the  Parson  brings  ot 
the  bird  from  the  oven.  but.  alas!  the  bird  w» 
older  than  he  looked  and  the  Parson  calls  on  RastD 
to  help  carve,  which  brings  out  the  funniest  pier 
of  farce  comedy  ever  seen  in  a  moving  picture,  an 
the  picture  ends  with  Rastus  finishing  mi  one  c the  legs,  which  he  seems  to  enjoy  in  spite  of  it 
apparent    toughness.      Length.    Rod    feet. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture    World 
in  your  correspondence. 
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C.J.  LANG'S Jlodel  No.  2 

REWINDER 
NOW  READY 

Sent  upon  receipt  of  Five  Dollars 

C.  J.  Lang   Manufacturing  Company 
Olean,  New  York 

MOVING      PICTURE 
OPERATORS 

Young  Men  learn  to  operate  Moving  Picture 
Machines.  Complete  instruction  Electrical  and 
Calcium  course  $10.00  (positions  secured.) 

AMERICAN    SCHOOL    FOR    OPERATORS 
630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs    All  kinds- 
Fireproof  Booths.  Resistance  Grids  and  Wires- 

Repairing. 

New  YorK  Steel  $  Production  Co. 
NEWARK,  N.J. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
il  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  busineis. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 
THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION  PICTURE  CO. 
Il40i  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIN,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Our  film  service  makes  your  bank 
account  grow  fat,  Mr.  Manager.  Write 
us  to-day  and  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We   are  members  of  the  Film   Service  Association 

FILMS 

SONGS 
No  repeaters.     Prompt  shipment 
All  of  the  latest  productions. 

THE  H.  LIEBER  COMPANY 
FILM  SERVICE, 

24  W.Washington  St.,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 
BELL  OR  INDEPENDENT  PHONE,  500. 

FREE  FREE 
ATTRACTIVE 

Signs  and  Banners 
With  Our  Film  Service 

PE 

R  REEL    *** 

8  PER 

WEEK 

No  Junk.  All  in  Good  Condition 

New  York  National  Film 
Exchange 

55  West  28th  Street     Phone  6036  Mad.  Sq. 
NEW  YORK  CITY 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47    North    I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $i.oo  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-()ne  Test  Lamp. 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $1  75. OO 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

PRINTING  for 
PASSION  PLAY 
AND   OTHER  SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  <Kt  CO. 

126  £.  8th  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Soars 
69    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Frederick  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows.  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also   Seating    for   Out of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office.  1402  Broadway 

Do    NOT  put   on   the 

PASSION      PLAY 
Without   Music    and    Lecture 
If   you   air    tin)   far   away    from    New    York   or 

Philadelphia    to    engage    thi  of    the 

i    Moving   I ' 

al  and  the   Passion   Play   in  particular, 
•W.  STEPHEN   BUSH 

Hire  on 

every    scene    will 

1  his  com- plete copyrighted  li  'ly  with 
the   pici>                        ig    full   explanatii 
commentary    i    t  po  tpaid   to 
any  a<Mi esa  in  1  ■  ipt  of 
one   dollai       im  aluable   I   .-.   t    Moving Pictun 
W.  Stephen  Ituih     ISI  N.  Conestoja  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

SPE<  IA1       [OTICE       I    have   prepai 
cial  lectures  with  as  to   music  and 

e    film    tui  ned    out  by -  s.     The  lisl   con 

a     hundi  ed    sub  ea    the    very 
Feature    film!        Price    per    lecture,    25c. 
Bamples  and  no  c.  o.  d.  oi i L< 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
You  Will  Have  to  Sing  an Irish  Song 

You'll  Do  the  Same  Thing  Over 
for  the  Old  Red,  White  &  Blue 

Rainbow 

When  Night  Falls,  Dear 
In  Memory  of  You  Sweetheart 

It  Looks  Like  a  Big  Night  To-Night 
Mandy  Lane 
Stars  of  the  National  Game 
The  Little  Old  Red  School 

House  on  the  Hill 

DeWitt  C  Wheeler 
120  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc . 
We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.  J.  COLDTHORPE  &.   CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

c  A  DAY 
Rental  for 

SLIDES 2 2 c 

Hits Biggest    Illustrated     Song 
SEND  FOR  COMPLETE  LIST 

#    JOS.W.STERN&CO..I0IW.38thSt.N.Y.City   f 

LANTERN     SLIDES 
on  Sale  or  Hire.     20.000  to  select  from.  Special 
price  for  permanent  hirers.     Slides  made  from 
photographs  or  negatives  at  lowest  prices. 

Note  New  Address 
RILEY  OPTICAL  INSTRUflENT  CO. 

3  East   14th  Street,  New  York,  and  River 

Edge,  N.  J. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesale  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue CHICAGO. 
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HARBACH'S 
POWER'S  CAMERAGRAPH,  No.  5  $125 
POWER'S    CAMERAGRAPH,  No.  5  145 
AMERICAN  PROJECTOGRAPH        -  75 
EDISON  KINETOSCOPE     -        -        -  65 
LUBIN  CINEOGRAPH         -  70 
PATHE  PASSION  PLAY  (colored)  Price  Low 
ROLL  TICKETS  10,000  for  -  -  $1.00 
NOVEL  OXIDIZED  METAL  CARRIER  .75 
OXIDIZED  2  REEL  METAL  CASE  1.25 

SPECIAL 
20  Sets  of  Song  Slides  $27. 

Film  2  and  3  Cts.  per  Foot 
SPECIAL  LOTS 

Send  for   Lists  of  Supplies  and 
Bargains. 

HARBACH  &  CO. 
809  Filbert  Street 

PHILADELPHIA.     PA. 

ELECTRIC     PIANOS 
Price  SI50 

Music  Rolls,  75c  per  Roll 
J.  E.  NELSON  ®  Co.,  48  River  St.,  Chicago 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

.THE  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM   CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  50c 

For  full  particulars  write  to 

THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO. 

*2654  Mission  Street,  San   Francisco,  Cal. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,   -  Kansas  City 

OELSCHLAEGER  BROS. 
110  East  23d  Street,  New  YorK 

Importers   of  OPTICAL   GOODS 

Condensing  Lenses 
Objectives  for  Projection 

Lanterns 

Tubes  &  JacKets  for  Mov- 
ing Picture  Machines. 

Supplied  to  the  Trade  Only.     Write  for  prices 

She 

ABAGRAPH 
CO, 

P,  A.  DASCHKE,  Manager 

77  W.  44th   St.,  New  York  City 
Opposite  tne  Hippodrome 

Moving  Picture  Films  &  Supplies 
The  Service  that  Satisfies 

Announcement  Slides 
Everything  Pertaining  to  the  Moving 

Picture  Business. 

Passion  Play  Films  for  Rent 
PATHE'S  HANDCOLORED 

(3114  feet)  in  perfrct  condit  on 
THREE  DAYS  $25.00      ONE  DAY  $10.00 

or  WILL  SELL  FOR  $300.00 

W.  Geiger.  37  Sb  w  Ave.,  Union  Course,  L.  I. 

Theatre  for  Sale 
In  good  New  Jersey  town.      $50 
guaranteed  profit  weekly.     Special 
reasons  for  selling.     Price  $1,200, 
liberal  terms.      Apply  to 
JERSEY,  care  of  Moving  Picture  World 

r  AC  Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
\Jf\0  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR   &     P0LI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 
AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVINO 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTT  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

TI  CKETS 
IN    ROLLS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New  YorK  City. 

All  the  latest  SONG  SLIDES 
For  rent  at  low  rates.     New  Slides 

No  Junk.    Write  for  free  list 

VAUDETTE  SONG  SLIDE  SERVICE 
Manitowoc,  Wis. 

WANTED 
Gentleman  (  European )  thoroughly 
experienced  in  all  departments  of 
Moving  Picture  manufacture,  wishes 
position  as  foreman.  A.  Z.,  care  of 
Moving  Picture  World 

FILMS  OF  QUALITY 

*frfEr# 

NEXT    ISSUE 

Children  of  the  East 
LIFE    IN     INDIA 

Highly  Interesting  Subject 
Beautifully  Colored  and  Tinted 

Length  625  Feet 

Alexandrian  Quadrille 
Length  302  Feet 

Sheet  of  music  with  this  subject  fur- 

nished free  of  charge  with  even-  print 

GREAT  NORTHERN  EILM  CO. 
IMGALL  C.  OES,  Manager 

7  East  14th  Street,  New  York  City 

NEW  FILMS In  Preparation 10c.  PER  FOOT 

SHERLOCK  HOLMES  IN  THE  GREAT  MYSTERY 9H       MARK 

I  L  THE    GREATEST    DETECTIVE    STORY    PRODUCED    IN    PANTOMINE 

^^^^__^<  Length  about  800  Feet.  Order  at  Once.  Released  Friday,   November   27 

^^KB^^  Cireat  Murder  Mystery.     Beautiful  5cenerv  and  Elaboratelv  Toned  throughout. 
CRESCENT    FILM    CO.,   273    PROSPECT  AVENUE,    BROOKLYN,    N.Y. 

Printing,  Developing,  Perforating  and  Special  Work  Done. 
Our  Films  run  on  any  machine  Steadiness  Durability  and  Photography  of  Merit 

HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZER 
SAVES  THE  riOST 

LASTS  FOR  EVER 
GIVES  THE  BEST  LIGHT 

TAKES  OUT  THE  GHOST 

J.  H.  HALLBERC, 28  Greenwich  Ave.,  N.Y. .U.S.A. 
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FILMS 
For  Rent 

We  can  supply  you  with  any 
grade  of  film  you  desire, 

First,  Second,  Third  Run,  or 
Commercial  Run 

If  you  are  using  commercial 
run  films,  we  are  in  position  to 
take  care  of  you 

Guaranteeing  No  Repeaters 

All  films  are  in  A-i  condition 
at  rates  wbich  will  surprise  you, 

Write  us  to-day  for  prices  and 
FILM  LIST.  If  you  want  first 
run  subjects  advise  us. 

Remember   we  carry  in  stock 

Machines  and    Parts,  all   Makes;   Film 

Cement,  Carbons,  Condensers,  etc.,  etc. 

everything  pertaining  to  the 
business.  We  can  save  you 
money  coming  and  going. 

Write  us  today  will  mean 
money  to  you. 

SOUTHERN 
FILM    EXCHANGE 

140-148  West  5tH  Street 
CINCINNATI,  O. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  C  ity 

The  Pineal  Blade.    $5  prr  Set 
ah  "i  the  New  Song  Bits, 

Latest SONG  SLIDES at  Low  Rates 
Largest  Stock  In  the  United  States  to  Select  From 

FOR  SAIE  800  sets,  slightly  used,  have  the  appearance  of new  sli.lrs,  .it  $:i,M)  per  set  |8.S0.  Write  forlists 

"PRESTO"    FILM    &.   SONG    SLIDE    EXCHANCE 
1416    Broadway,    New   York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Sendfor 

list  and   prices. 

The  Premo  Co. 
1926    Cermantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

NEW  FILMS-NEW  SUBJECTS 
SEND  FOR  LIST  OF  NEW  FILMS 

Anything    in   the    Cinematograph    Line 
Titles  made  (colored  design)  60c  each 

DEVELOPING,  PRINTING,  PERFORATING     Prices  Reasonable 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 

231-33-35  North  8th  Street      •      Philadelphia,  Pa. 

8 
PER 
FOOT 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPARIEL"    SONG     SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Wher,  the  Catskilla  Lift  Their 
Summits    to   tha   Sun. 

Money  Won't  Make  Everybody Happy. 

Mollis,  Come  Jump  on  the  Trol- 

ley 

Among  the  Valleyt  of   Kew   Eng- land. 
Anchored. 
Love's  Old  Sweet  Song:. 
I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 

Mountain  Home. 
Lenore. 

On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 
Fell. 

On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash, 
I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The  Holy  City. 

The    Little    Old    Bed    Schoolhouie 
on  the  Hill. 

There    Stands   a    Flag,    Let    Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are 
Falling, 

Memories. 
Where   the   Tall   Falmettoi   Orow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 
Where    Poverty's    Tears    Ebb    and Flow. 
Sweetheart  Days. 
Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 
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E.    F.    KELLER  JOS.    HAWKES 

MONARCH  LANTERN  SLIDE  CO. 
Song   Illustrators 

108     FULTON     ST.     (Downing  Building)  NEW    YORK 

TRADE  MARK 

You  Should  Have  Our  Slides  of  the  Big  Hits 

"MY  LITTLE  TEXAS  QUEEN* 
"THE  OLD  SWING  ON  THE  LAWN" 

PUBLISHED  BY 

JEROHE  H.  REMICK  &  CO. 
131  West  41st  Street         -        -         New  York 

We  Are  After    F|L|y|    Customers  Desiring  Quality 
A  few  words  to  those  desiring  the  cream  of  all  makes.  To  the  many  showing  film  after  their  competitors 

FEATURE  SUBJECTS 
ALL     BIOGRAPH    SUBJECTS     PURCHASED     IN     LARGE     QUANTITIES 

WIRE    AND     WE    "WILL    SHIP    IMMEDIATELY 

The  Pirate's  Cold-Red  Man  and  Child— After  Many  Years— The  Guerrilla— 
Taming  of  the  Shrew— Pilot's  Daughter— The  Clubman  and  the  Tramp 

—  Pirate's  Honor-A  Woman's  Way 

Twenty  Independent  Manufacturers  Also  Represented— Subjects  Are  All  Winners 
AMERICAN  AGENTS  : 

QRRMAN   TALKING   PICTURE   ATTACHMENT   CO. 
ITS     A    MONEY     GETTER 

Special  film  with  records  to  attach  to  moving  picture  machine  and  graphaphone. 

Just  received  large  assortment  Talking  Picture  Film,  Operas,  Dramas,  Vaudeville  Sketches.     All  talk  and 
sing.     Get  the  exclusive  right  for  your  town, 

NON-BREAKABLE    CONDENSERS 
Russian  Optical  Co,'s  guaranteed  lenses.     We've  got  a  large  consignment.     Money  refunded  if  they  do'nt 

do  the  work.     While  they  last  $1.00  each,  any  focus. 
SONG    SLIDE    CARRIER,     PRESSED    STEEL,    $1.00 

AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE     -     Wabash  Building,  Pittsburg,  Pa.  I 
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Front  View  of 
Rectifier  Panel 

MERCURY  ARC  RECTIFIER 
A  simple  and  compact  device  for  changing  alternating  current  to  direct 

an  economical  solution  of  moving-picture  arc  troubles. 

If  yon  are  an  operator  or  a  theatre  manager  yon  know  that  direct  current  is 
far  better  than  alternating  for  operating  moving  picture  lamps,  because  it 
delivers  a  clearer,  whiter,  and  steadier  light  on  the  screen  with  a  minimum 

number  of  amperes  in  the  arc.  With  direct  current,  however,  about  60'  , 
of  the  power  you  pay  for  is  wasted  in  the  form  of  heat  by  the  series  rheostat. 

If  alternating  current  is  available,  you  can,  however,  reduce  this  lost  power 
by  using  transformers  or  choke  coils.  But  even  then  a  higher  current  is 
required  to  give  a  light  of  the  proper  quality.  In  other  words  direct  current 
gives  the  better  light  at  a  high  cost  and  alternating  current  gives  a  poorer 
light  at  a  lower  cost. 

The  ideal  method  would  be  to  obtain  direct  current  from  alternating  without 
using  rheostats,  transformers  or  choke  coils  in  series  with  the  arc.  This  is 
exactly  what  the  Mercury  Arc  Rectifier  does.  Booklet  No.  3681  P  will  tell 
you  how  it  does  this,  and  just  how  much  it  will  save  you, 

WRITE   FOR  IT  TO-DAY.     BOOKLET  3681— P Rear  View  of 
Rectifier  Panel 

New  York  Office: 

30  CHURCH  STREET 
Principal  Office: 

SCHENECTADY,    N.  Y. 

i98a 
Sales    Offices    in 

ALL    LARGE    CITIES 

WHY  IS   OUR 

ONG 

LIDES 

ERVICE 
AND  TRAVELOGUES 

The  Best  in  New  England? 

Try  It-  There  Is  a  Reason  ! ! ! 

NEW  ENGLAND  FILM  EXCHANGE 

611  Washington  Slreet         -         Boston,  Mass. 

Song'tSlides 
DON'T  TAKE  ML  HOME 

DAYS  OF  '49 
JUST  SOMEONE 

DOWN  BY  THE  OLD  MILL  STREAM 

WHEN  JACK  COMES  SAILING  HOME 

MEET  ME  IN  THE  ROSE  TIME,  ROSIE 

And    ioo   others    all    up-to-date    and    beautifully    colored slides  at 

$400  per  set 
Cash  with  order. Music  Free.  Order  to-day 

Any  of  the  above  can  be  obtained  from  any  film  exchange 
in  the  Uaited  States  or  direct  from  the  makers. 

HARSTN    &   CO. 
(Established  1897) 

Largest  Song  Slide  Dealer  in  the  World 

140  East  14th  Street    -      New  York  City 
Phone  3812-3813  Stuyvesant 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  yonr  correspondence. 
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Success  or  Failure 
way  do  you  want  to  spell  your  future?  The  answer  Is  simple  and  decided.  But  are  you  sure  that  you  are  con- 

ducting your  business  along  the  lines  that  lead  to  success  ?  In  order,  to  be  SUCCESSFUL  you  must  offer  to  your 
patrons  all  the  LATEST  and  BEST  feature  films,  in  fact  a  QUALITY  SERVICE  in  every  respect.  That  is  the  kind 
of  service  WE  will  furnish  you  at  rates  that  are  REASONABLE.     Write  TO-DAY  to 

WM.  H.  SWANSON  &  CO.,  160-162-164  Lake  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 
AMERICA'S  LARGEST  FILM  EXCHANGE 

  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  ST.  LOUS  FILM  CO.,  200-202-204  North  Seventh  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  OMAHA  FILM  CO.,  karbach  Building,  Omaha,  Nebr. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  FILM  CO.,  1222  Grand  Avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  DIXIE  FILM  CO.,  Maison  Blanche  Building,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Our  offices  are  fully  equipped  and  individually  incorporated  concerns,  carrying  in  stock  a  complete  as- 
sortment of  all  standard  Moving  Picture  Machines,  their  repair  parts,  lenses,  hoth  animated  and  stereop- 

ticon,  of  all  focal  length,  carbons,  tickets,  opera  chairs,  in  fact  all  supplies  and  accessories  used  in  the  con- 
ducting of  Moving  Picture  Theaters.     These  offices  can  fill  and  make  shipment  of  all  orders  on  day  of 

receipt. 

SWANSON'S  CURTAINYLINE 
We  will  sell  you  for  $3.00  enough  curtainyline  to  cover  150  square  feet  and  this  one  coating  will  last 

forever.  If  you  will  paint  your  curtain  with  this  preparation  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  be  fireproof  and  that 

the  lights  and  shadows  will  stand  out  and  that  the  figures  in  the  picture  will  have  that  "live"  appearance. — Send  for  Special  Circular  No.  357. 

Let  Us  Change  Your  Edison  Two-Pin  Movement  to  One-Pin 
And  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  reduce  the  flicker  in  your  picture  75  per  cent,  or  more.  We  will  do  it  for 
$20.00.    Write  for  booklet  giving  full  information  and  stating  the  advantages  in  having  this  change  made. 

SWANSON'S  MARVELOUS  TALKING  PICTURES 
Are  still  a  huge  success  and  becoming  more  popular  every  day.  Starting  with  next  week  we  will  have  ten 
companies  working  the  State  of  Texas,  and  eight  companies  working  in  the  territory  in  and  around  Denver. 
They  are  what  the  public  want  and  because  of  their  not  being  produced  by  a  mechanical  device,  but  by  real 
live  actors,  the  effect  is  the  same  as  though  you  were  watching  a  real  play.  Write  us  to-day  for  full  par- 

ticulars.    They  will  increase  your  box  office  receipts  200  per  cent. 

SWANSON'S  HAND  FEED  ARC  LAMP 
We  desire  to  call  your  attention  to  our  new  hand  feed  arc  lamp  as  being  the  only  lamp  on  the  market 

that  is  indestructible  and  as  having  only  one  feed  rod.     Write  for  full  description  of  this  only  perfect  lamp. 

Does  Your  Machine  Need  Repairing  or  Adjusting? 
We  maintain  the  largest  and  most  complete  Moving  Picture  Machine  shop  in' the  country  and  are  in  a 

position  to  turn  out  n  orders,  \\\  alloYN  a  discount  of  10  per  cent,  from  the  manufacturers'  list  price  on  all 
repair  parts  e  Kaiaun  arH  ̂ ower  machines. 

P.  S. — We  have  complete  equipment,  such  as  electric  pianos,  phonographs,  slot  machines,  weighers,  etc.,  for 
a  Penny  Arcade,  for  sale  cheap.   Write  for  full  particulars. 

Mention  tue  Morlog  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY,  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

PREVENTS     TIRED      EYES     AND     HEADACHES 
The  rapidity  of  our  ne«v  shutter  has  been  so  perfected  that  30  to  40  per  cent,  less  non-exposure  (which  has  heretofore 

caused  the  tremulous  vibration  producing  so  many  tired  eyes  and  headachesi  is  found  in  the  Motiograph  than  in  any 
other  machine,  making  perfect  brilliancy  of  picture  and  sharpness  of  outline.  Together  with  the  rocklike  steadiness  of 
the  pedestal  the  flicker  is  thus  entirely  eliminated. 

Five-cent  Theatre  and  Vaudeville-House  Managers  increase  their  bank  account  with  the  Monograph.  Patrons  who 
come  once  will  always  come  again  where  they  know  they  see  the  best  pictures,  positively  rest  their  eyes  instead  of  tiring 
them,  and  where  all  fire  risks  are  removed. 

The  MotiograpH 1908  Theatre  Model,  Especially  Approved 
by  the  Underwriters  Association 

OTHER  POINTS  OF  EXCELLENCE  IN  THE  MOTIOCRAPH  found  in  no  other  machines  are:  A 
special  Film  Rewind  by  which  the  film  can  be  rewound  with  the  main  crank  in  two  minutes  without  removing  either  reels 
or  magazines,  saving  time  between  pictures  and  entertainments;  perfected  Fireproof  Magazines,  Fire  Traps,  with  four 
rollers  and  with  spring  actuated  flanged  guides,  preventing  side  movement  and  making  it  impossible  for  fire  to  pass  them  ; 
never  failing  Automatic  Fireproof  Shutters;  Perfect  Framing  Device;  Flanged  Sprocket  Rollers  to  prevent  film  being 
torn  or  ruined  by  accidentally  running  off  sprocket  wheels;  Enclosed  Cears  and  working  parts;  Perfect  Take-up  with 
new  form  of  belt  adjuster  ;  Lid  Off  Wide  Open  Lamp  House  making  it  easily  accessible  ;  Improved  Arc  Lamp  with  all 
Hand  Wheel  Adjustments  ;  Slide  Carrier  Swing,  saving  one  third  more  illustration  for  the  Motion  Pictures. 

FILMS    AND    SLIDES 
Headquarters  for  the  finest,  largest  and  most  complete 
stock  in  the  United  States.  The  success  of  an  entertainment 
depends  on  never  allowing  the  interest  of  an  audience  to 
flag  ;  patrons  who  have  come  once  will  come  again  when 
constgnt  change  of  programme  is  made. 

Send     For   NEW    FALL    CATALOGUE    of 

Entertainers  Supplies  explaining  everything  and showing  how  big  money  can  be  made  entertaining  the 
public,  sent  free  Special  literature  describing  the  advan 
tages  of  the  Mo'iograph  for  professional  entertainers  and 
theatre  managers. 

CHICAGO  PROJECTING  CO.,  E.  D.OTIS,  Mgr.,  Supply  Dept, 225 Dearborn St.,Chicago,  III. 

347  Sixth  Avenue 

PITTSBURG,  PA FRANK'S  FILM  HOUSE 
Suite  IE  Lamed  Bldg. 

SYRACUSE,  N. Y. 

Mr.  Renter :  You  owe  it  to  yourself  to  get  acquainted  with  us.  We  can  save  you 
money  and  give  you  A  No.  i  service.  Why  do  you  pay  exhorbitant  prices  for  film 
rental?  If  you  hitch  up  with  us  for  a  trial  order,  we  guarantee  you  will  remain  our 
steady  customer.      Glance  over  our  prices  and  send  for  our  mamouth  list. 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT  GLOBES 2  changes  shipped  two     at  a  time  about  1000  feet  each  $  6  00 
4        ««  «»         two  «•  *•  »»  ••       11.00 
6        •*  «*         three  •«  •«  «•  •«       15.00 

12        "  •«         four  •'  •«  »«  »«       27  00 
SONG    SLIDES    50    CENTS    EACH    EXTRA 

2  4-8-16  c.  p.,  110  VOLTS,  COLORED, 
FROSTED,  PLAIN,  ETC.,  12*0.  EACH, 

ALL    NEW,    IN    LOTS    OF    FIFTY    OR    MORE. 

THE     EAGLE     FILM     EXCHANGE 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  every  thing  pertaining  to  the  business.  The  quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled. 

We  positively  handle  all  new  goods,  Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 

143  North   Eighth  Street  ...  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 
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We  Are  After FILM Customers  Desiring  Quality 

A  few  words  to  those  desiring  the  cream  of  all  makes.  To  the  many  showing  film  after  their  competitors 

FEATURE  SUBJECTS 
ALL     BIOGRAPH    SUBJECTS     PURCHASED     IN     LARGE     QUANTITIES 

WIRE    AND    WE    WILL    SHIP    IMMEDIATELY 

The  Pirate's  Cold— Red  Man  and  Child— After  Many  Years— The  Guerrilla- 
Taming  of  the  Shrew— Pilot's  Daughter— The  Clubman  and  the  Tramp 

—Pirate's  Honor-A  Woman's  Way 

Twenty  Independent  Manufacturers  Also  Represented— Subjects  Are  All  Winners 
AMERICAN  AGENTS  : 

QRRMAN   TALKING   PICTURE   ATTACHMENT  £0. 
ITS     A    MONEY     GETTER 

Special  film  with  records  to  attach  to  moving  picture  machine  and  graphaphone. 

Just  received  large  assortment  Talking  Picture  Film,  Operas,  Dramas,  Vaudeville  Sketches.     All  talk  and 
sing.     Get  the  exclusive  right  for  your  town. 

NON-BREAKABLE    CONDENSERS 
Russian  Optical  Co,'s  guaranteed  lenses.     We've  got  a  large  consignment.     Money  refunded  if  they  do'nt 

do  the  work.     While  they  last  $1.00  each,  any  focus. 
SONG    SLIDE    CARRIER,    PRESSED    STEEL,   Sl.OO 

AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE     -     Wabash  Building,  Pittsburg,  Pa. 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

+1H&& 

A  SINNER 
A  Splendid  Dramatic  Subject,  Beautifully  Acted  and 

of  Unsurpassed  Photographic  Quality. 

Length  about  510  Feet 

ISSUE 
DUMMIES  ON  THE  SPREE 

The  escapades  of  a  number  of  tailor's  dummies  which become  imbued  with  life,  and  still  in  headless  condition, 
lead  their  owners  an  exceedingly  comical  chase. 

Length  about  351  Feet 

Next    Issue:    SHERLOCK    HOLMES 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY 
NORDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Biograph  Patents.    All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will  be  protected   by  the  American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  in  your  correspondence. 
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Copyright,  190S,  by 

The     World     Photographic     Publishing;     Company, 
125  East  23d  Street  (Beach  Building),  New  York. 

Telephone  call,  1844  Gramercy. 

Edited  by  J.  P.  Chalmers. 
Subscriptions  $2.00  per  year.  Post  free  In  the  United  States, 

Mexico,   Hawaii,  Porto  Rico  and  the   Philippine  Islands. 
AdvertlnliiB  Hatent  $2.00  per  inch;  15  cents  per  line.  Classi- 

fied advertisements  (no  display),  3  centd  per  word,  cash  with 
order. 

Western  Office: 
913-915  Schiller  Building.  Chicago,  111. 

Telephone.  Central  3763. 
G.  P.  VON  HARLEMAN,  Western  Representative. 

Vol.  3 NOVEMBER  28 No.  12 

Editorial, 

All  eyes  are  turned  toward  the  New  Year,  the  opening 
of  which  promises  to  be  a  momentous  period  for  those 
vitally  interested  in  the  various  branches  of  the  film  busi- 

ness. Important  meetings  were  to  have  been  held  next 
month  by  both  the  Edison  licensed  manufacturers  and 
Film  Service  Association  members,  but  all  have  been 
crowded  over  into  January,  when  both  organizations  will 
meet  to  consider  new  business  arrangements.  No  inti- 

mation is  given  as  to  the  import  of  the  meetings.  Urgent 
calls  for  attendance  have  been  issued  and  it  is  expected 
that  every  film  exchange,  as  well  as  all  the  manufacturers 
throughout  the  United  States,  will  be  represented.  The 
meeting  is  to  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9, 
1909.  It  is  certain  that  a  number  of  changes  will  be  made 
by  the  manufacturers  affecting  the  present  conditions  of 
the  business,  but  nothing  can  be  learned  as  to  what  they 
will  be.  The  hope  is  expressed  that  they  will  prove  of 
mutual  benefit  to  all  concerned — the  greatest  good  to  the 
greatest  number. 

Reports  of  a  most  pleasing  character  are  being  received 
from  exhibitors  in  all  parts  of  the  country  relative  to  the 
revival  of  business.  This  is  particularly  the  case  with 
those  conducting  large  places.  All  complaints  have  ap- 

parently vanished  so  far  as  they  are  concerned  and  in 

very  many  instances  the  reports  state  "business  was 
never  better."  This  is  a  pleasing  contrast  to  conditions 
of  about  a  month  ago. 

The  film  renters  are  not  as  enthusiastic  in  their  re- 
ports, but  a  steady  improvement  is  noted.  This  branch 

is  not  keeping  strides  with  the  other  on  account  of  keen 
competition.  It  appears  that  the  rental  exchanges  are 
doing  more  business  than  they  have  for  many  months 
past,  but  the  cutting  of  rental  prices  has  prevented  a 
corresponding  favorable  showing  in  cash  balances.  Ex- 

hibiting places  have   greatly   multiplied   throughout  the 

countr)  during  the  pasl  shi  or  eight  weeks  and  they 
should  eventually  bring  the  realizations  of  the  film  ex 
changes  up  to  a  more  satisfactory  point,  notwithstanding 
the  claim  that  film  exchanges  are  also  rapidl)  increasing 
in  number,  h  is  also  noted  thai  the  majority  of  the  new 
film  exchanges  are  branches  of  those  alreadj  in  the  busi 
ness.  Man)  of  them  are  nol  conducted  openl)  as 
branches,  bu1  they  are  such,  This  lias  been  definitely 
learned  during  the  past  few  weeks.  Concerns  of  ibis 
character  are   prolific    in   the    West    and   all   appear   t"  be 
making  monej  in  spite  of  sharp  competition. 

Our  man-about  tow  11  reports  that  "talking  pictures" 
are  losing  their  hold  on  popular  favor.  lie  qualifies  this 
with  the  statement  that  where  some  effort  is  being  made 
to  give  the  genuine  article,  or  a  fair  representation  of 
it,  the  pictures  arc  meeting  with  some  degree  of  appre- 

ciation. He  refers  more  particularly  to  the  nickelodeons 
that  butcher  the  talking  parts.  The  places  that  call  upon 

the  "bouncer"  to  get  behind  the  sheet  and  do  the  speak- 
ing. Imagine  an  individual  with  a  fog-horn  voice  that 

was  trained  on  a  fishmonger's  wagon  trying  to  imitate 
the  voice  of  a  child  in  appeal.  Then  imagine,  if  you  can. 
some  matron  with  a  deplorable  lack  of  pronunciation  of 
the  English  language  on  account  of  a  plaster-sticking 
foreign  accent  trying  to  give  voice  to  a  merry  maiden 
in  a  boarding  school.  These  are  not  exaggerated  in- 

stances. They  are  based  on  actual  impositions.  In  some 
places,  either  through  ignorant  calculation  of  the  pub- 

lic's intelligence,  or  an  utter  disregard  for  it  in  the 
scramble  for  box  office  receipts,  the  talking  parts  of  the 
pictures  are  simply  atrocious.  It  is  enough  to  make  one 
appeal  to  the  District  Attorney  and  see  if  warrants 
cannot  be  issued  against  the  managers  for  false  pre- 

tense. A  well  known  actor  who  happened  to  pass  a 
nickelodeon  that  was  running  a  moving  picture  dramatic 
production  in  which  he  took  the  leading  part  went  into 
the  place.  When  he  heard  an  individual  who  should 

have  been  on  a  pedler's  wagon  talk  to  the  part  the  actor 
became  hysterical.  When  order  was  restored  and  the 
audience  learned  the  true  facts  they  stood  ready  with 
a  verdict  of  justifiable  homicide,  regardless  of  what  the 
actor   might   do. 

As  an  act  of  charity,  if  for  nothing  else,  two-thirds 
of  the  places  should  cut  out  the  talking  pictures.  Give 

the  pictures  a  chance  and  don't  jeopardize  the  business 
of  people  who  are  making  a  legitimate  attempt  to  give 
the   real   article. 

AMONG  THE  RENTERS. 

It  is  gratifying  to  be  able  to  announce  a  revival  of 
business.  The  Western  men  seem  to  be  waking  up. 
Several  of  them  have  increased  their  orders  for  new 

subjects.  We  trust  this  evidence  of  revival  will  be  fol- 
lowed by  similar  developments  in  other  parts  of  the 

country.  The  trade  has  not  been  in  a  bad  condition, 
but  its  stationary  aspect  has  not  been  very  encouraging. 
Let  the  renters  of  the  East  bestir  themselves  like  their 
Western  brethren  are  doing. 

A  well-known  Association  film  renter  stated  a  few 
days  ago  that  all  indications  point  to  a  gradual  dropping 
away  of  the  small  rental  exchanges  and  exhibitors.  The 
former  can  only  be  saved  by  action  on  the  part  of  the 
manufacturers  and  film  service  association  wherebv  the 
price  of  films  will  be  lowered  in  some  proportion  to  help 
meet  the  cut  in  rental  prices.     Little  hope  seems  to  be 
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held  out  for  this.  It  has  been  intimated  by  some  manu- 
facturers and  many  renters  that  the  existing  conditions 

are  preferable  to  the  past.  The  dying  off  of  the  "small 
fry,"  as  they  call  them,  is  looked  to  as  a  purifying  pro- 

cess that  will  eventually  place  the  business  on  a  higher 
plane.  It  is  asserted  that  many  of  the  smaller  factors 
that  now  seem  to  feel  the  brunt  of  the  fierce  competition 
were  responsible  for  the  cutting  down  of  the  price  scales. 
They  forced  the  larger  concerns  to  meet  them  and  the 
latter  have  done  so  at  a  loss  in  many  instances,  but  ap- 

pear' now  to  be  gaining  an  advantage  which  the  smaller 
concern  cannot  attain  for  want  of  the  financial  requisites 
to  enable  them  to  keep  up  the  fight.  It  is  claimed  by 
many  that  the  larger  film  exchanges  really  do  not  want  a 
reduction  in  the  price  of  films.  They  consider  this  the 
best  medium  by  which  to  control  the  small  renter.  Some 
color  of  truth  is  given  to  this  by  the  fact  that,  at  the 
present  time,  a  reduction  in  the  price  of  film  is  not  being 
agitated  as  much  as  it  was  two  months  ago. 

THE   PLACE   AND   PROVINCE   OF   HUMOR   IN 
THE  MOVING  PICTURE. 

ti 

LITTLE  ANNOYANCES. 

As  one  goes  about  in  the  moving  picture  theaters  of 
New  York,  one  soon  discovers  that  in  the  main  they  are 
admirably  managed.  The  convenience  and  comfort  of 
patrons  is  jealously  guarded  and  the  employees  treat 
everyone  with  uniform  courtesy. 

Here  and  there  some  little  thing  crops  out  which  an- 
noys some  of  the  patrons  and  which  might  be  changed 

for  the  better  without  much  extra  exertion.  For  example, 
in  one  theater  the  employees  allow  those  standing  in  the 
rear  to  talk.  While  this  does  no  harm  during  the  run- 

ning of  a  film,  it  does  spoil  the  vaudeville  for  those  who 
sit  in  the  rear  seats.  It  would  be  easy  to  suppress  it,  and 
probably  it  will  be  suppressed  as  soon  as  attention  is 
drawn  to  it. 

In  another  theater  the  women  who  attend  insist  upon 
wearing  their  hats.  This  might  not  be  an  objection  if 
they  all  sat  in  the  back  rows.  Unfortunately,  however, 
they  do  not  all  sit  in  the  back  rows.  Some  of  them  sit 
close  down  front  and  those  behind  see  nothing.  The 
employees  could  suggest  more  forcibly  than  the  slides  do, 
perhaps,  how  necessary  it  is  that  those  big  hats  be  re- 

moved if  the  man  behind  is  to  have  a  chance  to  see 
anything. 

These  are  both  little  things,  but  they  are  annoying,  and 

managers  can't  be  too  careful  everywhere  to  prevent 
these  little  things.  Where  the  chance  patron  finds  these 
disagreeable  little  things  he  will  pass  to  the  next  one  in 
the  future.  The  result  will  be  reduced  patronage  if  the 
annoyances  continue. 

The  Western  Amusement  Supply  Company,  1038  Golden 
Gate  avenue,  San  Francisco,  Cal.,  has  succeeded  to  the  busi- 

ness of  the  New  York  Motion  Picture  Company.  Owing  to 
increased  business  they  have  doubled  their  premises  and 
now  have  one  of  the  finest  salesrooms  and  renting  establish- 

ments west  of  Chicago.  The  Western  Amusement  Supply 
Company  is  affiliated  with  the  Amusement  Supply  Company 
of  Chicago  and  is  the  Pacific  Coast  representative  of  the 
Theater  Film  Service  Company,  also  of  Chicago.  Mr.  F.  C. 
Aiki-n.  the  vice-president  of  the  Film  Service  Association,  is: 
the  president  of  the  Western  Amusement  Supply  Company,, 
and  Mr.  A.  J.  Clapham,  of  San  Francisco,  is  the  vice-president 
and  treasurer  and  resident  general  manager.  The  new  com- 
I'.miv  is  the  Pacific  Coast  agents  for  the  Motiograph  and 
during  the  past  few  months  they  have  installed  this  machine 
in    many   of  the   best    theaters  in  the  West. 

Have    you    subscribed    for     the    WORLD? 

Only    $2.00   per   year. ■ 

By  W.  Stephen  Bush. 
Humor  is  the  twin  sister  of  Hope.  It  is  the  tireless 

sentinel  that  guards  the  soul  against  the  grim  fiends. 
Despair  and  Melancholy.  The  man  who  promises  to 
make  us  laugh  is  always  sure  of  his  audience.  As  the 

homely  phrase  puts  it :  "A  little  nonsense  now  and  then 
is  relished  by  the  best  of  men."  When  glorious  Athens 
was  on  the  eve  of  its  downfall  its  greatest  orator  could 
get  no  hearing  from  his  countrymen,  when  he  raised 
his  voice  in  warning.  The  men  stood  in  the  market 
place  and  when  Demosthenes  urged  upon  them  the  dan- 

gers to  their  liberties,  they  would  yawn  and  in  the  dialect 

of  the  day  exclaim:  "There  goes  old  'Dem'  again,  talk- 
ing about  liberty."  To  gain  their  attention  he  one  day 

changed  his  theme  and  cried  out:  "Men  of  Athens,  I 
come  to  tell  you  to-day  the  story  of  the  shadow  of  an 
ass."  Instantly  he  had  a  crowd  around  him.  Thus  it 
will  be  to  the  end  of  time.  The  tariff  and  the  monetary 
standard  will  draw  its  hundreds,  but  the  funny  story 
will  draw  its  thousands.  There  is  no  help  for  it.  I  care 
not  from  what  materials  you  collect  your  audiences, 
whether  they  are  composed  of  newsboys  or  bankers,  of 
hucksters  or  of  lords,  of  longshoremen  or  Assyriologists, 
Laughter  will  be  king.  Humor  levels  caste.  It  is,  like 

sleep,  "balm  of  hurt  minds." 
When  the  Moving  Picture  made  its  bow  to  the  public, 

it  took  care  to  be  introduced  by  Humor.  In  this  way 
it  was  sure  of  attention  from  the  first  and  it  has  held 
this  attention  ever  since.  The  only  drawback  is  this: 
The  public,  having  been  so  long  and  often  invited  to 
laugh  at  the  things  thrown  on  the  screen  by  the  operator, 
is  inclined  to  laugh  too  much,  and  if  you  laugh  at  a 
thing  all  the  time  you  begin  to  despise  it,  or  at  least 
hold  it  in  light  esteem.  Thus  a  portion,  at  least,  of  the 
public  have  come  to  look  upon  the  moving  picture  as  a 
mere  toy,  and  it  will  take  some  time  to  induce  the  people 
to  take  a  juster  and  more  correct  view  of  the  situation. 
The  work  of  conversion,  however,  is  fully  under  way, 

the  greatness  of  the  field  is  being  more  and  more  recog- 
nized, and  like  a  tree  in  bloom  the  art  is  branching  out 

in  all  directions. 

There  never  can  be  and  there  never  will  be  too  many 
good  funny  pictures.  Time  was  when  a  chase,  a  fall  into 
water,  the  upsetting  of  wagons  and  pushcarts,  the  stum- 

bling over  sticks  and  fences,  made  up  a  very  consider- 
able portion  of  the  funny  moving  picture,  and  the  present 

dearth  of  good  recent  funny  pictures  is  mainly  due  to 
the  fact  that  the  manufacturers  realize  that  something 
newer  and  better  in  the  quality  of  fun  is  expected  and 
the}'  seem,  for  some  reason  or  other,  not  ready  to  meet 
these  new  requirements. 

It  is  quite  true  that  humor,  unless  it  is  the  common 
horse-play  variety,  is  much  harder  to  express  in  motions 
of  the  face  and  body  than  sorrow  or  grief.  Paintings 
of  humorous  subjects  form  a  very  small  percentage  of 
the  products  of  the  brush  and  canvas,  and  the  same  holds 
true  of  sculpture.  More  than  two  dozen  of  British 
artists  have  tried  their  talents  in  depicting  the  humor  of 
Dickens  and  none  of  them  has  been  able  to  catch  the 

spirit  of  the  great  writer.  It  may  be  doubted  whether 

anything  funnier  than  the  "Pickwick  Papers"  was  ever 
committed  to  paper,  and  yet  the  successful  illustrations 
are  few  and  far  between.  I  am  inclined  to  think  that 
a  good  stage  manager  could  improve  with  the  moving 
picture  over  the  illustrators,  and  that  with  materials  of 
but  average  quality.     The  costuming  of  the  thing  would 
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:>e  tin    most  delicate  pari   of  the  work.     Judging   from 
the    past    peril irmances  oi    most   Edison    licensees    and 

lltonie  of  the  others,  this  feature  ought  to  be  successful!) 

(handled.     A  film  dealing  with  the  adventures  of  "Pick 
. Lick"  need  not  by  am   means  follow  the  author  slavishly. 
jjjut  some  of  that  worthy  gentleman's  adventures  certainly 
i.vould  make  people  laugh  if  the)    saw  them  worked  out 

n   moving   pictures.      The   humor   of    Dickens   as   shown 

J  n    his    "Pickwick    Tapers"    is    just    the    right    kind    for 
[presentation  in  moving  pictures     easily  understood,  broad 
without  being  offensive,  clever  without  being  intricate 
The  French  superiority  in  pantomime  ought  to  stand 

hem  in  good  stead,  and  both  Pathe  and  Gaumont  have 
jiven  us  fine  samples  of  comic  pictures  that  make  us 
augh,  without  the  slapstick  or  horseplay.  They  will 

e  day  try  Moliere  in  moving  pictures,  for  some  of 
lis  plays,  at  least,  seem  adaptable  for  moving  pictures. 
tnd  difficult  as  some  parts  would  surely  prove  to  be,  I 
jelieve  that  no  difficulty  can  be  too  great  for  these  clever 
[Frenchmen. 

Children     in    their   faces   and   their   gestures   express 
I  ramor  far  more  vividly  than  older  people,  and  far  more 
laturally.     We  have  now  some  pictures  very  success- 
j fully    built   up    on    this    theory,    but   the   field    is   by    no 
neans  exhausted  and  such  pictures  are  always  welcome. 
\nother  branch  of  humor  that  will  tell  well  in  moving 
picture-  is  the  burlesque,  the  parody  and  travesty.     An 
American   maker  some  little  time  ago  showed  the  fine 

nihilities   in   this   field   by   putting   out   a   film   called 

'On  the  Stage."     I  have  seen  audiences  of  all  kinds  cry 
with  laughter  over  this  picture,  and  with  effects  to  corre- 
ispond   in   their   exaggeration   with   the   exaggeration   in 
the  picture  even  the  men  working  the  effects  behind  the 
screen  were  convulsed  with  laughter.     A  member  of  the 
(entertainment  committee  of  a  great  social  organization 
which  believes  in  the  moving  picture  and  its  future,  made 
the   remark  recently  that  he  would  never  be  afraid  to 
show   a   very  good   funny   picture   more   than   once,   no 
J  matter  how  old  it  might  be.      Practical  experts,  among 
i  them  managers  of  film  exchanges,  hold  to  the  same  be- 

lief.    A  few  days  ago  an  exhibitor,  very  much  against 
his  will,  was  persuaded  by  the  manager  of  an  exchange 
to  take  an  old  comic,  and  when  he  came  back  the  next 

day  he  was  thoroughly  converted,  saying:    "It  went  bet- 
ter than  a  good  many  of  the  new  ones." 

'DUPING"  AGAIN. 

The  Edison  Manufacturing  Company  was  granted  an  in- 
junction by  Justice  McPherson  on  Monday  of  this  week 

against  the  International  Film  Manufacturing  Company,  of 
Philadelphia,  Pa.  (G.  W.  and  C.  A.  Bradenburgh,  proprie- 

tors)   restraining   them    from   the   "duping"   of   films. 
The  foregoing  item  of  news  from  our  Philadelphia  corre- 

spondent prompts  us  to  repeat  the  protest  that  we  have  re- 
peatedly voiced  against  the  "duping"  practice.  Aside  from 

the  injustice  to  the  manufacturer,  who  has  spent  much  money 
to  stage  a  feature  subject,  the  whole  trade  suffers.  An  ex- 

hibitor in  this  city  recently  arranged  to  present  Kalem's 
"Jerusalem"  and  went  to  great  expense  to  advertise  it  in his  neighborhood.  The  film  received  from  his  renter  was 
such  a  wretched  duped  copy  that  the  soectators  left  in  dis- 

gust and  the  film  had  to  be  withdrawn,  the  advertising  going 
for  naught.  The  exhibitor  hied  to  the  Kalem  office  to  protest 
against  the  sending  out  of  such  stuff  and  was  as  indignant  to 
learn  that  he  had  been  duped  as  the  Kalem  Company  were 
to  learn  that  the  excellent  photographic  quality  of  their  work 

was  being  travestied.  A  miserable  copy  of  Essanay's  fine 
"David  Garrick"  film  has  also  been  seen  in  circulation.  The 
responsibility  for  this  ignominious  practice  may  be  traced  to 
certain  renters  who  adopt  this  means  of  obtaining  copies  of 
new  feature  subjects  which  they  are  otherwise  unable  to 

obtain  or  unwilling  to  purchase  at  the  publisher's  price.  They 
are  equally  liable  under  the  law  with  the  actual  "duper"  as 
well   as  the   exhibitor  who  may  be   an   innocent  victim. 

THE   HIPPODROME,   ROCHESTER,  N.   Y. 

We  present  a  picture  of  the  Hippodrome,  at  Rochester, 
X.  Y.,  and  its  staff.  This  theater  was  formerly  conducted 
in  two  departments,  having  moving  pictures  on  one  side 
and  vaudeville  on  the  other.  Extensive  alterations  are  now 
under  way,  which  will  unite  the  two  sections  into  one.  When 
completed  the  Hippodrome  will  have  a  seating  capacity  of 
500,  and  promises  to  be  one  of  the  prettiest  picture  houses 
in  the  State.  The  proprietor  is  Mr.  George  E.  Simpson, 
whose  genial  personality  has  won  him  hosts  of  friends.  No 
less  can  be  said  of  Mr.  John  J.  Farren,  who  recently  sev- 

ered his  connection  with  the  Bijou  Dream  to  assume  the 
management   of  the   Hippodrome. 

A   MODEL  SHOW. 

Walking  down  Sixth  avenue  a  few  evenings  since,  we 
noticed  a  mob  in  Fourteenth  street  and  turned  aside  to 
learn  the  cause.  This  was  found  to  be  the  ticket  office  of 
the  old  Fourteenth  Street  Theater,  from  which  a  double 
line  of  would-be  ticket  buyers  extended  half  way  down  the 
block  and  across  the  street.  It  would  have  been  a  long  wait 
to  see  what  was  the  attraction,  if  the  genial  manager,  Mr. 
Bert  Rosenquest,  had  not  invited  us  to  step  inside  and 
ushered  us  to  the  first  available  seat.  For  an  hour  or  more 
we  sat  and  enjoyed  what  we  considered  to  be  the  best 
moving  picture  show  that  we  have  ever  seen,  together  with 
some  excellent  vaudeville  and  illustrated  songs.  The  feature 

film  of  the  evening  was  Biograph's  "The  Ingrate,"  which received  unwonted  applause;  an  excellent  Rossi  film,  entitled 

"The  Rivals,"  and  several  others  of  high  merit.  Jack  Dris- 
coll,  as  singer,  seemed  to  win  the  plaudits  of  the  people  as 
few  singers  in  moving  pictures  do,  and  the  vaudeville  acts 
were  all  of  a  class  that  is  seen  in  the  best  variety  theaters. 
The  usual  program  at  this  place  is  three  reels  of  strictly 
first  run  film,  with  one  song  and  four  vaudeville  acts — all 
for  ten  cents — and  although  the  seating  capacity  is  i,6oo, 
and  standing  room  is  utilized  as  far  as  practicable,  there  is 
almost  always  a  waiting  line  at  the  door.  It  is  not  alone 
the  quality  of  the  show  that  attracts  patrons  to  this  place. 
Seldom,  if  ever,  is  more  courteous  treatment  shown  to  the 
patrons  of  a  moving  picture  show  than  was  witnessed  here, 
and  this  was  on  a  night  when  the  resources  of  the  place 
were  taxed  to  the  limit.  On  such  occasions  other  places  run 

what  are  known  as  ''chasers"  and  do  all  they  can  to  get 
the  people  out  so  as  to  seat  a  fresh  crowd.  Quality  is  never 
sacrificed  at  the  Fourteenth  Street  Theater,  although  the 
show  is  cut  down  on  rush  occasions.  For  26  years  this 
theater  has  been  owned  by  the  well-known  theatrical  man- 

ager, J.  Wesley  Rosenquest,  and  his  son,  Mr.  Bert  Rosen- 
quest,  is  the  business  manager.  Generally  known  as  the 
home  of  melodrama,  moving  pictures  were  inaugurated  at 
the  close  of  the  last  Winter  season  and  continued  through 
the  Summer.  An  attempt  was  made  for  a  few  weeks  this 
Fall  to  revive  the  drama,  but  the  patrons  demanded  the 
motion  pictures  and  they  are  now  a  permanent  institution. 
We  were  invited  to  step  behind  the  scenes  and  see  the 
equipment  for  producing  the  effects  and  were  impressed  with 
the  size  of  the  stage  and  the  thoroughness  of  the  equipment. 

*     *     * 
It  is  certainly  encouraging  to  see  motion  pictures  become 

such  a  success  in  so  prominent  a  theater,  and  it  goes  to 
prove  that  they  are  the  most  popular  amusement  of  the  day 
when  properly  handled.  To  give  the  public  what  they  want 
and  to  give  it  of  the  best  quality,  is  the  secret  of  success  in 
this,  as  it  would  be  in  any  theater. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

The  preparation  of  these  film  comments  has  entailed  upon 
us  an  enormous  amount  of  work  and  we  are  indeed  grateful 
to  those  theater  managers  and  owners  who  have  offered  to 
send  us  their  opinions  on  some  subjects.  Their  opinions 
will  no  doubt  be  of  value  to  other  exhibitors  arid  among  the 
comments  in  this  number  are  a  few  from  two  theater  man- 

agers.       We    invite    others    to    contribute    and    suggest    brevity. 
Readers  of  these  comments  should  consider  the  purpose 

of  the  criticisms.  The  Moving  Picture  World  believes  that 
the  only  way  to  make  a  show  which  the  public  will  patronize 

constantly  is  to  obtain  the  very  best  films  possible  and  dis- 
play them  with  good  machinery  and  good  operators  in  good 

rooms.  When  this  is  done  the  exhibitor  has  done  all  he  can. 

If,  then,  he  would  succeed  and  build  up  a  permanent  patron- 
age he  must  select  only  those  films  which  especially  appeal 

to  the  public.  These  comments  are  written  by  those  who  see 
the  films,  sit  among  the  audience  and  hear  their  comments, 
and  the  criticisms  are  written  from  that  standpoint,  and,  so 
far  as  is  possible,  are  unbiased.  If  a  film  looks  good  the 
statement  is  made.  If  it  looks  bad,  it  is  so  stated.  In  this 
way  the  manufacturers  and  the  showmen  themselves  will 
better  know  what  the  public,  which  is  paying  its  money, 
wants. 

"Colonial  Life  in  Virginia." — This  series  of  pictures  is  ad- 
mirably staged  and  acted,  with  possibly  one  exception,  and 

they  leave  a  vivid  impression  upon  one's  mind  of  life  in  those days.  One  can  offer  no  criticism  of  these  pictures.  They 
are  all  that  they  purport  to  be  and  the  work  is  so  well  done 
that  the  pictures  actually  represent  what  they  claim  to  do. 
It  is  not  too  much  to  say  that  such  films  as  this  ought  to 
be  more  numerous.  They  would  attract  a  desirable  class 
of  patrons  to  the  theater  showing  them  and  the  profits 
would  be  immeasureably  increased.  A  good  serious  film  of 

this  sort,  a  fairy  tale  like  "Donkey  Skin"  and  a  comic  like the  story  of  the  turkey  would  be  strong  features  in  any 
programme  and  everyone  who  attended  would  be  certain  to 
tell  their  friends  of  the  excellent  pictures  seen  at  your  theater. 

"A  Pair  of  Spectacles." — While  there  are  some  interesting 
features  about  this  story,  it  is,  perhaps,  a  bit  disappointing. 
It  might  be  said  that  any  young  man  has  such  a  pair  of 
spectacles  if  he  will  listen  to  what  older  ones  tell  him  and 
the  man  who  will  not  listen  will  surely  find  himself  in  the 
same  kind  of  trouble  that  this  young  man  was  warned  of 
in  this  miraculous  fashion.  Why  representatives  of  any 
church  should  be  travestied  is  beyond  comprehension.  Fur- 

ther, one  could  not  help  but  think  that  the  possession  of 
spectacles  which  show  things  as  they  really  are  is  to  be 
deplored.     It  could  do  no  good. 

"A  Venetian  Tragedy." — This  film  is  good  as  showing  some- 
thing of  what  life  was  in  Venice  in  the  olden  days.  The 

photography  is  good,  the  conception  and  staging  are  good  and 
the  action  is  suited  to  the  subject.  But  the  last  scene,  after 
the  lover  is  killed  and  thrown  out  of  the  window  and  the 
woman  discloses  herself  dressed  in  comic  opera  costume  and 
the  outraged  husband  or  prior  lover  falls  on  his  knees  at  her 
feet  is  not  clear.  One  wonders  what  it  means  and  as  the 
film  ends  right  there  the  explanation  is  not  made. 

"The  New  Stenographer." — Once  in  a  while  the  showmen 
cut  out  the  titles  of  films  or  the  operators  run  the  machine 
so  fast  as  to  make  impossible  the  reading  of  a  title.  I  wish 
it  would  have  been  the  case  with  the  above  named  film  and 
I  would  not  have  been  forced  to  pinch  myself  to  be  sure 
that  I  was  not  dreaming,  when  I  saw  the  trade-mark  of  the 
manufacturers. 

"Mary  Stuart." — One  of  the  finest  productions  of  the  sea- 
son, staged  and  acted  with  the  greatest  care,  and  of  fine 

coloring.  The  best  acted  scene  is  the  one  of  the  trial,  when 
Mary  snubs  Queen  Elizabeth;  both  women  are  grand  in 
their  respective  parts.  The  audience  was  captivated  and 
many  will  be  pleased  to  see  again  this  splendid  film.  If  the 
manufacturers  could  give  lis  more  of  these  historical  films 
they  would  teach  history  in  a  very  interesting  and  effective 
way  and  parents  would  gladly  open  the  purse  string  to  send 
the  children  to  shows  where  they  can  learn   something:  only 

let  the  historical  facts  be  more  accurate  than  in  the  one  jusi 
referred  to. 

"Annette  Kellermann." — A  lecture  on  the  Australian  ath 
letic  girl,  illustrated  with  moving  pictures,  showing  Mis.' 
Kellermann  swimming  in  the  English  Channel  and  in  sev- 
eral  extraordinary  diving  acts.  This  film  created  a  great  in- 

terest and  it  was  difficult  to  say  if  the  enthusiasm  was  mon 
on  the  part  of  the  ladies  or  of  the  men.  Surely  the  ladies 
were  much  flattered  in  seeing  one  of  their  sisters  win  sc 
many  records. 

"Cave    of    the    Spooks."— One    of    the    trick    films    of    the 
Rooster   trade-mark   but    of   little    interest    and   rather   belov 
the  average  productions  of  the  same  manufacturers.    This  filn     ' 
has  illustrated  once  more  that  the  American  public  does  no1 
care  much  for  spooks,  coffins  and  skeletons. 

'The  Button  of  Invisibility." — A  comic  full  of  bright  actioi  r 

the  audience.     When  the  dog  gets  at  the  button  and  is   sud 
denly  .whisked    off   to    bed    the    consternation    of    those    wh< 
do   not   understand   the   possibilities   of  this   magic   button 
complete. 

"A  Great  Shock." — One  of  the  electric  films  which  sen« 
everybody  hurrying  away  as  though  on  the  wings  of  tb 
wind.  Its  merit  lies  chief!}'  in  its  brevity,  though  perhap 
it  is  quite  as  good  as  the  average  of  this  sort  of  thing. 

"Tale  of  a  Thanksgiving  Turkey." — A  comic  of  the  highes 
type  in  which  good  acting,  coupled  with  good  photography 
combine  to  make  a  series  of  scenes  well  worth  while.  Tb 
setting  is  admirable  and  the  acting  is  all  that  could  be  de 
sired,  while  the  amusing  complications  and  situations  com 
bine  to  make  a  story  which  keeps  the  audience  laughing  al 
the  time  it  is  running.  Just  at  this  season  this  film  should  b 
a  money  maker  for  the  houses  which  put  it  on. 

"Donkey  Skin." — One  of  those  delightful  renditions  of  a 
old  fairy  story  which  are  certain  to  please.  The  setting  i 
admirable.  Some  of  the  scenes  are  marvels  of  splendor  an 
the  acting  is  all  that  could  be  desired.  Donkey  Skin  her 
self  is  quite  as  lovable  in  the  pictures  as  she  is  in  th 
story  and  her  final  betrothal  to  Prince  Charming  brings 

round  of  applause  from  the  audience.  One  doesn't  need  t 
say  more.  When  a  series  of  pictures  wins  vigorous  ap 
plause  it  accomplishes  its  purpose.  This  film  deserves  a  goo run. 

"For  Sake  of  the  Uniform." — Full  of  pathos  and  dramati 
situations  which  are  well  worked  out  and  fairly  well  acte< 
The  scenes  representing  the  army  do  not  seem  quite  cor 
vincing,  but  the  rest  is  all  that  could  be  made.  Xearly  a 
the  individuals  perform  their  parts  without  much  difficult] 
The  scene  at  the  gaming  table  and  the  death  bed  scene  ar 
both  extremely  realistic.  The  photography  is  good  in  th 
main  and   the  film   runs  smoothh-. 

"The  Story  of  Samson." — A  wonderfully  beautiful  and  rea 
istic  reproduction  of  the  Bible  story  of  Samson.  The  stag 
setting  is  unusually  well  handled.  The  acting  is  good,  an 
in  no  instance  overdone,  while  the  coloring  leaves  nothin 
to  be  desired.  The  strongest  scene,  where  the  crippled  Sam 
son  is  forced  to  submit  to  having  his  eyes  burned  out.  mad 
the  audience  sit  still  in  breathless  horror.  The  scene  wher 
he  is  lashed  into  turning  the  huge  wheel  is  another  whic 
causes  the  audience  to  make  signs  of  deep  sympathy.  Th 
close  never  fails  to  bring  a  round  of  vigorous  applause.  Som 
in  the  audience  at  one  theater  were  heard  to  say  that  it  was  th 
finest  film   seen  in  many  a  day. 

"The  Clown  Doctor." — A  simple  story  of  child  life  and  un 
fettered  faith  which  ends  in  a  way  to  bring  tears  to  the  eye 
of  those  who  see  it.  The  photography  and  acting  are  goo 
and   the   film   works   smoothly. 

"A  Strenuous  Wedding." — A  comic  which  presents  some  c 
the  modern  ideas  of  marriage  in  burlesque  form.  The  actio 
is  good.  The  photography  is  not  so  good,  but  the  film  i 
good  enough  to  raise  a  laugh. 

"A  Good  Joke;  But  Why  Don't  He  Laugh?"— One  of  th 
knock-about  comedy  films  which  introduces  features  not  usu 
ally  found  in  such  presentations.  It  raises  a  laugh  an 
that  is  the  main  proposition  in  a  comic  film.  No  one  nee 
ask  more. 

"From  Barrel  to  Barrel." — The  recorded  experiences  of  a: 
individual  who  imbibes  too  freely  and  starts  on  a  journe; 
during  which  he  encounters  various  sorts  of  barrels,  alway 
with  disastrous  and  somewhat  humorous  results. 

■:■ 
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"Susan  Tastes  the  Wine." — A  comic  which  raises  a  laugh 
ind  exhibits  the  dilemma  of  a  couple  whose  servant  insists 
jpon  drinking  too  much  of  the  wine  she  is  supposed  to  serve. 

"The  Swimming  Lesson." — A  comic  which  has  some  really 
romical  features.  The  couple  who  essay  swimming  in  the 
jcean  and  have  to  be  carried  away  are  sufficiently  funny  to 
nake  the  audience  laugh. 

"At  Night." — A  heart  story  of  the  poor  which  ends  more 
satisfactorily  than  most  of  them  do.  The  photography  and 
ICtion  are  alike  good  and  the  scenes  do  not  seem  at  all  im- 

probable. It  should  serve  the  purpose  oi  showing  the  misery 
3f  some  of  the  unfortunates  whom  fate  has  cast  ashore  in  a 
?reat  city. 

"The  Two  Rivals."-  A  pathetic  dramatic  film  in  which  the 
perfidy  of  man  and  the  devotion  of  woman  is  clearly  por- 

trayed. One  can  scarcely  understand  why  the  teller  of  the 
story  allowed  the  woman  to  he  killed  in  the  last  scene.  It 
would  have  added  strength  to  it  to  let  her  live  and  care  for 
her  Minded  husband.  Vs  it  ends  now  the  sensation  is  dis- 

agreeable. One  wonders  what  is  to  become  of  him  blind  and 
alone.  If  the  last  scene  could  be  changed  so  that  she  might 
take  him  away  after  he  has  received  his  cross  for  bravery 
it  would  be  a  much  happier  ending.  It  is  a  strong  story,  well 
told.  The  pictures  are  clear  and  the  action  seems  perfectly 
natural. 

"Hon.  Senator  Hayrick." — At  least  one  must  assume  that this  is  the  title.  It  is  one  of  those  films  which  carries  no 
title.  It  is  a  comic  which  has  all  the  action  of  the  usual 
comic,  but  seems  overdone  and  in  many  respects  unsatis- 

factory. The  photography  is  spotty  and  not  always  clear. 
But  it  raised  a  laugh,  which  is  perhaps  sufficient  to  keep  it 
running. 

"Everything  Sticks  But  Glue."— A  comic  with  numerous 
amusing  situations  and  complications.  The  photography  is 
good  and  the  action  is  lively  enough  to  satisfy  the  most 
exacting.  There  were  many  hearty  laughs  before  the  film 
ran  its  course.  The  woman  running  about  with  her  hands 
stuck  fast  to  a  bit  of  stove  pipe  is  funny  enough  to  raise 
a  laugh  in  any  audience. 

"The  Boston  Tea  Party." — A  fairly  successful  rendering  of 
the  historic  party  which  dumped  the  cargo  of  tea  into  Boston 
harbor  a  century  or  so  ago.  Something  has  been  added  to 

t]  the  original  story  to  make  it  somewhat  romantic,  but  per- 
haps has  added  to  its  human  interest.  On  the  whole  it  is 

a  good  film,  with  the  exception  of  one  or  two  scenes  which 
are  too  dark.  In  fact,  in  a  number  of  places  the  photography 
is  poor  and  leaves  much  to  the  imagination.  The  action 
is  spirited,  however,  and  the  original  story  is  followed 
closely  enough  to  make  it  reasonably  clear  what  it  means. 
It  received  some  vigorous  applause  in  ope  theater,  but  was 
passed  in  silence  in  another. 

"Wood  Pulp  Industry"  (Pathe). — A  very  interesting  pro- duction, conveying  to  the  audience  a  knowledge  of  this  great 
Canadian  industry.  Such  films  show  the  possibility  of  the 
moving  pictures  as  a  perfect  educator.  Many  young  folks 
who  are  too  lazy  to  read  good  books,  and  who  have  seen  the 
above  named  film,  have  learned  how  paper  is  made  and  this 
in  the  most  interesting  way.  Yet  our  manufacturers  must 
not  abuse  a  good  thing,  as  too  many  industrial  films  would 
make  a  show  rather  tiresome.  This  film  is  an  excellent 
specimen  of  photography. 

"Hidden  Treasure." — Another  well  worked  film  from  the 
Selig  Polyscope  Company,  with  their  good  photography  and 
some  very  fine  scenic  effects.  As  this  film  was  the  third  one 
in  the  same  show  ending  with  a  murder,  we  cannot  say  that 
we  did  appreciate  the  subject.  We  are  sorry  that  manufac- 

turers, able  to  produce  such  good  work,  would  not  try 
to  uplift  and  give  a  brighter  side  to  humanity  by  showing 
some  good  deeds. 

"Tale  of  the  Crusades." — A  well  staged  and  well  acted  sub- 
ject. The  coloring  is  delicate  and  probably  as  nearly  au- 

thentic as  it  is  possible  to  reproduce  now.  The  makers  have 
restrained  the  long  runs  which  so  often  mar  films  in  which 
there  is  horseback  riding  and  have  left  the  runs  about  the 
right  length  to  hold  the  interest.  When  the  messenger  rides 
away  with  his  new  found  sweetheart  it  never  fails  to  arouse 
applause.  The  ending  is  a  trifle  weak.  The  pursuers  ride 
close  up  to  the  fleeing  couple  and  then  disappear.  It  creates 
the  impression  that  they  are  going  to  fall  upon  the  little 
group  of  Crusaders.  And  when  the  scene  closes  without 
anything  of  the  kind  occurring  there  is  a  sense  of  something 
missing.  Unquestionably  the  public  who  see  these  films  dear- 

ly love  to  see  a  scrimmage  and  in  a  case  like  this  they  feel 
as  though  they  had  lost  some  of  the  fun  when  none  results. 

"The  Shoemaker  of  Coepenick."  \  comic  winch  has  ele- 
ments oi  novelty  and  some  amusing  situations,  yel  il  ia  more 

a  corned]    drama  than  a  comic  film,      i  in  iker 
thrown  into  prison  as  a  punishment  f<n  a  joke,  but  was 

afterward  pardoned.  Bu1  the  film  leaves  him  in  prison,  i  en 
though  the  inst  announcement  says  he  was  pardoned.  It 
might  work  belter  to  put  the  announcement  of  the  pardon 
at    the    end    oi   the    film.      It    IS    ii"l    quite    clear    why    he    should 

be  pardoned  until  alter  the  film  has  been  run  out  'ih.  uni- forms and  representations  oi  German  soldiers  are  ab 

"Old  College  Chums."-  A  Pathe  film  winch  affords  th<- 
actors    Opportunity    to    ..(in     some    .substantial    whack-    at    the 
co-called  fraternal  feeling  existing,  or  said  to  exist,  bet' 
men  who  attended  tin-  same  college  or  wen-  in   thi  !ass. 
The  acting  is  good,  but  the  photography  is  poor  in  some 
parts.  It  raises  numerous  laughs,  however,  and  therefore 
fulfills  its   mission. 

"Taming  of  the  Shrew."-  -Too  much  praise  cannot  be  be- 
stowed  on  this  picture.  To  tell  the  story  of  the  taming  of 
the  shrew  in  moving  pictures  is  a  task  from  which  the  clev- 

erest of  film  makers  might  shrink  without  discredit,  for  it 
is  a  tale  of  emotion  mainly  with  but  a  few  dramatic  situa- 

tions, and  these  very  difficult  to  render.  No  actor  or  actress 
has  ever  dared  to  enter  the  charmed  circle  without  trembling 
and  none  except  the  divinely  gifted  have  acquitted  themselves 
in  a  manner  worthy  of  the  great  poet.  After  seeing  the  play 
in  moving  pictures  my  first  duty  is  to  speak  in  unreserved 
praise  of  the  lady  wdio  took  the  part  of  the  shrew,  and  the 
gentleman  who  portrayed  Petruchio.  There  is  not  a  false 

move  anywhere.  The  staging  is  good  and  the  costuming  ' 
nearly  faultless,  high  praise  for  such  a  play.  A  word  of  ac- 

knowledgment is  also  due  to  the  adapter,  who  has  done  his 
work  well.  As  the  subject  is  here  presented  it  would  please 
an  audience  of  Shakespearean  scholars  and  at  the  same  time 
delight  the  humblest  intelligence.  The  power  of  Shakespeare 
lies  in  his  appeal  to  the  human  heart  and  it  makes  no  dif- 

ference whether  that  heart  beats  under  the  'longshoreman's 
coat  or  under  a  multicolored  vest  of  satin  or  velvet. — (Bush.) 

"Song  of  the  Shirt." — Another  of  Hood's  poems  in  moving 
pictures.  The  poetry  of  Hood  is  rich  with  possibilities  for 
the  film  makers,  a  fact  pointed  out  recently  in  these  columns. 
This  is  a  good  film.  The  acting,  on  the  whole,  is  deserving 
of  praise  and  the  staging  is  excellent.  I  am  sorry  to  state 
that  the  last  scenes  are  a  bit  overdrawn  and  the  notion  that 
all  people  who  have  money  must  needs  be  dehumanized  the 
film  makers  must  have  borrowed  from  the  cheap  melodrama; 
they  never  found  it  in  Hood. — (Bush.) 
"When  the  Cat's  Away." — If  this  film  is  intended  to  teach 

a  moral  lesson  it  may  be  said  that  it  falls  short  of  its  inten- 
tions. If  it  is  intended  for  a  comic  it  misses  fire  by  a  long 

distance.  It  is  an  unsatisfactory  film  from  whatever  point 
it  is  viewed. 

"L'Arlesienne." — A  reproduction  of  Alphonse  Daudet's 
drama  of  that  name.  A  well  staged,  well  acted  drama  which 
never  fails  to  win  liberal  applause.  It  is  one  of  the  best 
dramas  of  the  week.  The  photography  is  good  and  the 
stage  settings  are  to  be  commended  as  being  in  entire  accord 
with  the  spirit  of  the  piece.  It  holds  the  audience  spellbound 
until  the  hero  plunges  to  his  death  following  the  phantoms 
of  the   L'Arlesienne   and  her  lover. 

"The  Amorous  Soldier." — A  comic  which  wins  a  laugh,  but 
has  no  special  claims  to  consideration.  The  photography  is 
good  and  there  is  little  to  complain  of  in  the  staging  and 
acting,  yet  it  does  not  appeal  as  some  of  the  comics  do. 

"The  Vendetta." — A  Spanish  drama  in  which  there  is  much 
of  the  life  of  Spain  reproduced.  The  staging  and  acting  are 
good,  the  one  fault  being  the  long  runs  of  the  principal  actor 
and  the  gendarmes  who  are  pursuing  him.  If  manufacturers 
would  leave  out  these  long  runs,  particularly  in  their  more 
ambitious  films,  it  would  give  pictures  far  more  satisfactory 
to  the  audiences.  This  one  receives  its  share  of  applause,  but 
the  point  criticised  mars  it  seriously. 

"Wages  of  Sin." — This  film  is  well  staged  and  the  acting 
is  good.  It  is  one  of  those  highly  emotional  dramas  which 
holds  the  audience  until  the  end.  And  the  end  is  death  in 
its  most  hideous  form.  It  is  well  staged  and  the  acting  for 
the  most  part  is  good,  but  the  effect  is  anything  but  pleasant, 
which  is,  perhaps,  a  strong  feature. 
"A  Quiet  Hotel." — A  comic  which  is  centered  around  a 

difficulty  in  a  hotel  which  affords  opportunity  for  a  number 
of  amusing  incidents  before  the  building  is  finally  cleared  of 
guests.  It  is  no  better  or  worse  than  the  average  run  of 
comics.  It  gets  its  share  of  applause  and  raises  laughs 
among  the  audience. 
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"For  Love  of  Country''  is  one  of  those  historical  sketches for  which  the  Kalem  Company  are  now  becoming  famous. 
This  one  promises  to  be  as  popular  as  any  of  its  predeces- 

sors. The  action  and  scenery  are  natural  and  the  photogra- 
ph}' clear  throughout.     It  is  a  desirable  addition  to  a  program. 

"Dickens  in  Moving  Pictures." — Curiously  enough,  two  of 
our  readers  mentioned  this  week  in  their  correspondence  that 
Dickens  furnished  a  number  of  desirable  plots  for  motion 
pictures,  and  almost  in  the  same  mail  the  word  comes  from 
the  Essanay  Company  that  they  are  about  to  offer  a  series 

of  pictures  from  the  works  of  Dickens.  "Christmas  Carol" will   be   the  first  and  will  be  issued  about   December  9th. 

"The  Ingrate." — Following  closely  on  their  great  success, 
"The  Guerilla,"  the  Biograph  Company  come  out  with  "The 
Ingrate,"  a  dramatic  subject  of  thrilling  interest.  It  is  han- dled to  perfection,  is  of  superb  photographic  quality,  and 
gets  the  applause  of  the  spectators. 

"Satan  at  Play." — One  of  the  magic  films  which  has  many humorous  situations.  When  Satan  takes  back  to  his  under 
world  the  woman  he  succeeded  in  attracting  above  ground 
and  she  suddenly  changes  to  his  own  spouse  whom  he  sup- 

posed he  had  left  behind  while  he  was  taking  a  holiday  in 
Paris,  arouses  applause.  The  staging  and  acting  are  both 
good   and   the   photography   is   excellent. 

THE  WEEK'S  PICTURES. 

Perhaps  it  is  not  well  to  say  that  the  average  of  the  pict- 
ures shown  in  the  numerous  theaters  during  the  week  are 

below  the  average  of  the  previous  week,  because  there  are 

one  or  two  notable  exceptions,  like  the  "Mary  Stuart"  film, 
which  had  nothing  to  compare  with  it  the  week  previous. 
In  artistic  quality,  in  conception  and  finish  few  films  during 
the  present  season  have  surpassed  it  and  few,  indeed,  have 
equalled  it. 
The  comics  have  been  of  a  rather  better  class  and  the 

others  have  not  been  too  poor  to  consider,  but  there  have 
been  few  notable  successes  produced.  In  most  instances  the 
audiences  have  applauded  them  in  a  half-hearted  way,  but 
only  in  rare  instances  have  they  made  it  distinctly  manifest 
how  pleased  they  were. 

On  the  other  hand,  it  can  be  said  that  the  films  have  not 
fallen  below  the  average  of  the  previous  week  in  point  of 
interest.  Good  houses  have  been  the  rule  all  the  week  and 
the  audiences  have  been  pleased.  In  this  respect,  at  least, 
the  films  have  performed  their  part  in  entertaining. 

It  is  difficult  to  secure  and  develop  subjects  which  will 
always  reach  the  pitch  that  some  successes  reach,  yet  the 
more  manufacturers  strive  for  that  degree  of  perfection  the 
more  patronage  the  theaters  showing  the  films  will  receive 
and  the  more  satisfied  the  public  will  be.  The  standard  is 
set  high,  but  it  will  be  worth  while  for  any  manufacturer 
to  seek  to  attain  it. 

GETTING  THE  BUSINESS. 

A  film  renter  sends  us  the  following  letter,  which  he  re- 
ceived from  one  of  his  customers,  and  asks  for  our  opinion 

on   such   practice: 

"T  had  a  call  yesterday  from  Mr.  Lesser  (a  renter of  Independent  films),  who,  after  finding  out  that  I 
was  perfectly  satisfied  with  your  service  and  he  could 
do  no  business  with  me,  announced  that  unless  I  ac- 

cepted his  service,  he  would  put  an  opposition   shop 
with  his  service   in  town  against  me.     I   told   him   to 
go  ahead   and  after  further  persiflage  he  went  away 
and   spent   the   forenoon   looking  up  a   location.      He 

spoke  for,  or  rather  championed.  Turner  &  Dahnken's service  so  highly,  that  I   am  half  inclined  to  believe 
he  is  in  league  with   them.     Should   he  start  up  here 
I  shall  rely  on  you  folks  to  help  me  beat  him  down 
by  giving  the  best  and   newest   features  the  Associa- 

tion print.    He  got  a  theater  at  Pacific  Grove  through 

his  threats,  to   start  an  opposition." 
This  method  of  securing  customers  is  carried  out  all  over 

the    country,    and    this    is    not    the    first    complaint    that    has 
reached    us    by    any    means.      It    is    sharp    practice,    but    the 
man   is  a,cting  within   his   rights  even   if  his  methods  are  un- 

popular.     If   he    carries    out    his   threat    and    opens    a    theater 
with   opposition   service  which   meets   with   better  success,  he 
has  succeeded  in  justifying  his  arguments.     More  than  likely 
the  bluff  will   not   be   carried   out;   if   it    is.   and   the   theater  is 
wisely    conducted,    your    customer    need    have    no    fear    from 
good    competition,    unless    the    locality    will    not    support    an- 

other  show. 

NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

:•; 
Wabasha,  Minn.— An  electric  theater  has  opened  in  th 

Carrels'  building  with  moving  pictures  and  illustrated  songs 
Meridian,  Idaho. — The  Stone  Moving  Picture  Co.  opened  ; 

moving  picture  theater  in  the  I.  O.  F.  building  with  a  gooc 
attendance. 

Cleveland,  Ohio. — A  new  theater  known  as  the  "Camera 
phone"  opened  at  260  Superior  avenue,  under  the  proprietor 
ship  of  J.  H.  Campbell. 

Argentine,  Kan. — The  new  Drollinger  building  on  Metro- 
politan avenue,  which  is  being  erected,  will  be  occupied  b> 

a  moving  picture  theater. 

Elroy,  Wis. — The  Electric  Theater  opened  under  new  man 
agement,  Murray  Huntley  and  J.  H.  Forbes  having  pur 
chased  it  from  L.  Millard. 

Jamestown,  N.  Y. — M.  Peterson  and  M.  L.  Woods  have 
leased  a  store  on  West  Third  street,  which  will  be  imme- 

diately fitted  up  for  a  five-cent  theater. 

Astoria,  L.  I. — A  new  moving  picture  theater,  the  "Meri- 
den,"  opened  at  Newton  and  Flushing  avenues,  under  the 
management  of  P.  F.  McMahon  and  J.  Holly. 

St.  Charles,  Mo. — The_  Electric  Theater,  formerly  owned 
by  F.  Murry,  has  changed  hands  and  is  now  under  the  pro 
prietorship  of  J.  W.  Moore  and  J.  Mclntire. 

St.  Louis,  Mo. — The  building  at  No.  506  North  Euclid 
avenue,  owned  by  J.  Robertson,  is  being  converted  into  a 
moving  picture  theater  at  a  cost  of  $1,200. 

Boston,  Mass. — A  great  amusement  enterprise  of  a  type 
new  to  Boston  opened  to  the  public  in  the  Park  Square 
Coliseum.     It  will  be  known  as  the  Winter  Garden. 

Superior,  Wis. — After  a  prolonged  period  of  quietude  the 
Star  Theater,  522  Tower  avenue,  opened  for  the  public,  under 
the  management  of  Mr.  Butler,  of  the  Zenith  Film  Co. 

New  York  City. — Plans  have  been  filed  for  remodeling  the 
ground  floor  of  a  tenement  house  at  2035  Second  avenue,  to 
be  occupied  as  a  moving  picture  show  by  I.  Schwartz. 

South  Bend,  Ind. — Messrs.  Hueblin  &  Huber  have  leased 
a  room  on  East  Second  street  and  have  begun  remodeling 
the  place  to  be  the  home  of  a  moving  picture  theater. 

Manson,  Iowa. — G.  W.  Seger  has  purchased  A.  M.  Cox's interest  in  the  Electric  Theater  and  will  hereafter  conduct 
it  alone.     Mr.  Cox  will  engage  in  the  business  elsewhere. 

Louisville,  Ky. — The  Highland  Amusement  Co.  filed  a 
charter  with  a  capital  of  $2.=;oo.  The  incorporators  are  T.  F. 
Smiley.  H.  G.  Brooks,  R.  Bristol.  T.  Greiner  and  A.  W. 
Kramer. 

Havana,  111. — The  Stephen  Luk  picture  show  opened  on 
Main  street  with  good  results.  The  management  have  ar- 

ranged their  house  very  conveniently  for  the  accommodation 
of  their  patrons. 
West  End,  Mass. — The  Royal  is  the  name  of  the  new 

moving  picture  theater  which  is  under  way  on  Cedar  street, 
north  of  Kempton  street.  Oza  Jessier  and  Arthur  Dumaine 
are  the  men  behind  the  venture. 

Hamilton,  Ohio. — What  is  said  to  be  one  of  the  finest 
moving  picture  theaters  in  the  United  States  will  be  con- 

structed on  South  Third  street  by  the  Hamilton  Amusement 
Company,  which  is  incorporated  for  $20,000. 

Telluridge,  Colo. — W.  H.  Requa.  who  has  been  conducting 
a  moving  picture  show  at  the  Metropolitan  Rink  for  some 
time,  has  discontinued  the  same  and  left  for  Ouray,  where 
he   intends  opening  a  similar  place   of  amusement. 

Louisville,  Ky. — A  new  moving  picture  theater,  the  Ma- 
jestic, is  to  be  added  to  Louisville's  already  large  list.  A ten-year  lease  has  been  taken  on  the  property  at  544  Fourth 

avenue  and  a  theater  is  to  be  erected  at  a  cost  of  $15,000. 

Coffeyville,  Kans. — The  city  council  has  passed  an  ordi- 
nance allowing  moving  picture  shows  to  keep  open  on  Sun- 

days and  now  the  ministers  of  the  various  churches  have 
united  in  denouncing  the  council  and  are  preparing  to  make 
a  test   case. 

Oakland.  Cal. — What  was  formerly  the  Cameraphone  The- 
ater on  Broadway  and  Twelfth  street  had  been  closed  for 

a  few  days,  during  which  time  it  was  thoroughly  overhauled 
and  decorated,  and  opened  under  Guy  C.  Smith  as  the 
Camera  Theater. 

Colchester,  111. — Messrs.  Skinner  &  Thompson,  managers 
of  the   Dreamland   Theater   of   Macomb,   will   open   a  branch 
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Play  a  Flame  On  It! 

Why 

Pay 

$100 

At  last— an  arc  light  transformer  that 
is  absolutely  unburnable.  Can  not  blow 
fuses,  even  on  short  circuit.  Light  is 

self  regulating,  requiring  practically  no 
attention.  Not  a  choke  coil,  nor  resist- 

ance coil.  No  more  trouble  with  the 

lighting  companies  or  inspection 

boards.  Guaranteed  against  burn-out 
for  5  years. 

THE 

TRANSFORMER  SPECIALTY  CO. 

136  Liberty  St.,  New  YorK 
Phone  1258  Cortland 

A 
Transformer 

Current 
Saver 

$60 
cater  in  Colchester,  winch  will  be  managed  by  Clarence 
aguire.  This  is  the  first  amusement  of  this  kind  in  Col- 
tester  and  will  no  doubt  be  successful. 

Wausau.  Wis.-  -Mr.  Leo  Dwyer,  of  Cleveland,  Ohio,  has 
sumed  charge  of  the  Majestic  Theater  of  Wausau.  and 
s  intentions  are  to  exhibit  nothing  hut  the  best  moving 
ctures  and  illustrated  songs.  He  was  formerly  manager 
'  the  "Wonderland."  the  leading  moving  picture  house  in leveland. 

Pt.  Huron,  Mich.— A  new  change  in  the  affairs  of  the 
tajestic  Theater,  just  consummated,  promises  to  put  the 
Dpular  playhouse  on  a  bigger  and  better  footing  than  ever. 
be  Shapiro,  who  already  manages  two  theaters  in  Maumee 
ity.  has  leased  the  theater  and  his  motto  is  to  keep  it  up- 
i-date. 

San  Francisco,  Cal. — Turner  &  Dahnkin,  film  renters  and 
leatrical  supply  dealers,  have  a  warrant  out  for  the  arrest 
f  George  Bender,  the  junior  partner  in  a  traveling  exhibiting 
Dmpany,  for  getting  $800  worth  of  goods  from  them  on 
Use  pretences. 
The  Police  Committee  and  Board  of  Supervisors  have 

nanimously  agreed  upon  a  dead  line  for  nickelodeons.  Here- 

fter  none'  of  these  places  may  be  operated  within  200  feet om  the  front  entrance  of  a  church  or  school  or  within  100 
et  from  any  portion  of  these  structures. 
Detroit,  Mich. — The  opening  of  the  Majestic  Theater,  al 
31-33  Wroodward  avenue,  Thanksgiving  Day,  November  26, 
larks  a  new  era  in  the  moving  picture  business.  One  of  the 
irgest  houses  of  its  kind,  its  success  will  be  watched  with 
een  interest  by  those  connected  with  the  business.  In  order 
D  compete  with  their  opposition  running  only  moving  pic- 
ues.  the  question  of  film  service  was  brought  up.  Messrs. 
'aille  &  Kunsky  after  carefully  debating  upon  the  quantities 
nd  qualities  of  the  various  film  exchanges,  decided  on  the 
Id  reliable  National  of  Detroit,  with  whom  they  have  been 
ssociated  for  some  time,  and  awarded  them  an  exclusive 
ontract  for  the  film  service.  With  this  new  addition  the 
National  Film  Company  are  now  supplying  the  two  finest 
heaters  in  Detroit,  the  Princess  and  the  Majestic.  Messrs. 
faille  &  Kunsky  are  to  be  congratulated  for  their  exactitude 
n  being  able  to  open  one  of  the  finest  and  best  equipped 
audeville  and  moving  picture  houses  of  the  Middle  West. 
The  Peerless  Dissolver  Company,  20  Newberry  Building. 
ave  placed  on  the  market  a  dissolving  apparatus  which  they 
laim  will  do  the  trick  as  well  with  a  single  lantern  as  with 
two-lantern  dissolver. 

Lord's  Day,  especially  against  the  alleged  sacred  conceits, 
moving  picture  shows  and  other  similar  devices,  adopted 
sometimes  in  the  name  of  art  or  science,  but  more  frequently 
as  a  source  of  pecuniary  profit." 

WANT  BLUE  LAW  FOR  BROOKLYN. 

At  the  opening  of  the  fifth  and  final  session  of  the  Kings 
Zounty  Sunday  School  Convention  in  the  Central  Congrega- 
ional  Church,  Thursday  evening,  resolutions  were  presented 
>y  Charles  E.  Francis,  and  passed,  including  the  following 
igainst  sacred  concerts,  etc.: 
"Resolved,  That  we  now  earnestly  and  strenuously  protest 

igainst  the  more  modern   manner   of  the  desecration   of   the 

VATICAN'S    BAN    PUT   ON    PHOTOGRAPHERS. 
Moving  Picture  Suit  Causes  Trouble  to  Pope  and  Cardinal. 
Rome,  Nov.  21. — Pope  Pius  X.  has  ordered  that  the  taking 

of  cinematograph  views  shall  no  longer  be  allowed  at  the 
Vatican  or  at  St.  Peter's,  a  similar  restriction  applying  to 
photographs.  The  reason  for  the  withdrawal  of  the  per- 

mission is  an  action  in  the  civil  courts,  in  which  the  Pope 
and   Cardinal   Merry  del  Val  are  to  some  extent  involved. 

The  Pope  had  permitted  Signor  De  Fedecericis,  a  photog- 
rapher, to  take  bioscope  views  of  all  the  great  religious 

ceremonies  at  St.  Peter's  and  the  Vatican,  and  the  films 
were  sold  to  a  cinematograph  company.  Signor  De  Fede- 

cericis died  and  his  heirs  instituted  the  legal  proceedings 
referred  to  against  the   cinematograph   company. 

THE  MOVING  PICTURE  BUSINESS  IN  CINCINNATI. 

In  the  past  few  years  interest  in  moving  pictures  has  in- 
creased to  an  astonishing  extent,  due  mainly  to  the  high 

grade  of  moving  pictures  which  are  being  exhibited,  the  aim 
being  to  show  nothing  but  the  highest  grade  of  scenic,  histori- 

cal, Biblical,  educational  and  comedy.  This  in  itself  has  re- 
sulted in  an  enormous  development  of  the  moving  picture 

shows  to-day. 
In  Cincinnati  alone  there  are  thirty  theaters  using  moving 

pictures,  which  are  all  liberally  patronized.  The  amount  of 
money  .invested  in  moving  pictures  is  enormous,  the  Southern 
Film  Exchange,  148  West  Fifth  street,  this  city,  having  alone 
an  investment  in  moving  pictures  of  over  $150,000,  their 
stock  covering  almost  every  film  subject  which  has  beeru 
manufactured. 
They  supply  most  of  the  houses  in  this  section,  and  their 

films  are  exhibited  in  all  parts  of  the  country.  The  manage- 
ment of  the  Southern  Film  Exchange  attributes  the  enormous 

increase  in  the  business  to  the  wonderful  progress  made  in 
the  manufacturing  of  these  pictures,  the  general  trend  being 
to  supply  pictures  which  meet  the  demands  of  audiences  in  all 
sections  of  the  country.  It  is  astonishing  to  see  the  workings 
of  the  Southern  Film  Exchange,  every  employee  seeming  to 
be  on  a  high  tension  during  business  hours,  express  pack- 

ages are  being  received  and  forwarded  every  minute  of  the  day, 
the  entire  three  floors  occupied  by  this  company  seeming  to 
be  an  entire  mass  of  human  energy,  the  customers  handled  by 
them  being  numbered  by  the  hundreds.  The  Southern  Film 
Exchange  claim  that  the  business  is  only  in  its  infancy. — 
Cincinnati  Commercial  Tribune. 

Auburn  Amusement  Co.,  Auburn.  X.  V.:  theatricals,  operate' 
theater;  capital.  $5,000.  Incorporators:  Eugene  I..  Falk, 
Bredley  H.  Phillips.  Edward  C.  Schlenker.  Buffalo. 
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FOR   RENT 
Moving  Picture $1  Per  Day FiLns 

riACHINES 

SONG  SLIDES,  7c  a  DAY  PER.  SEX 
Machines  and  Films    bought   and  sold 

AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE    -     630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.Y. 

FOR  SALE— M.  P.  THEATRE ■in  Great  Falls,  Mont.     Population  22,000.     Centrally  located. 
Seats  300.     Only  one  other  in  town.     Address 

H.  E.  FISHER 
622  So.  Dakota  Street         ...  Butte,  Mont. 

"  Our  Service  Speaks   for  Itself." 

MINSKY  ©,   CO. 
FILM  EXCHANGE 

247  6tK  Avenue,  N.  Y.  City 
First  class  service   at  the  lowest  rates. 

Second-hand  Films  and  Slides  for  Sale. 

WRITE    FOR    TERMS    AND    LISTS I 
SONG  SLIDES 

We  beg  to  announce  to  the  trade  that  owing  to 

the  "increase  of  trade  "  we  were  obliged  to  seek 
larger  quarters  and  are  now  located  at  143  North 
8th  St.  Having  added  considerable  to  our  work- 

ing force  and  facilities  for  the  manufacture  of  our 
PEERLESS   SONG   SLIDES 

we  are  now  in  a  position  to  fill  orders  more 
promptly  than  ever  before 

NORTH  AMERICAN  SLIDE  CO. 
143  North  8th  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

L 
I 

L 
I 
D 
E 
SONG   SLIDES 

A Money 
Making 
PROPOSITION 
Some  Exhibitors 

are  paying  their 
rent  by  exhibiting 
Advertising  Slides 
before  the  show. 

We    make    them,  any    design,   from   your    copy.      Also 
Announcement  Slides  in  great  variety. 

SEND  FOR  PARTICULARS 

OHIO  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 

I  5  13  Superior  Building     -      Cleveland,  Ohio 

THE    WEEK'S    ILLUSTRATED    SONGS. 
Unquestionably  the  songs  presented  this  week  have  been 

better  than  those  presented  last,  taken  as  a  whole.  And  one 
can  say  very  emphatically  that  the  illustrations  shown  have 
more  nearly  illustrated  the  songs  than  many  of  those  seen 
last  week.  This  is  a  distinct  gain  and  deserves  commenda- 
tion. 

In  some  theaters  the  singers  are  the  same.  In  others  they 
have  changed,  but  there  is  little  fault  to  find  with  the  singers 
themselves.  Their  selections  are  not  always  happy,  but  even 

though  this  is  true  some  in  the  audience  always'  enjov  the songs  and  they  are  entitled  to  the  gratification  of  their  tastes. 
Few  of  the  songs  sung  this  week  have  carried  the  swing 

and  dash  which  delights  any  audience,  even  though  their 
sentiments  have  been  good  and  the  illustrations  have  been 
above  the  average. 

Technically  the  slides  used  to  illustrate  these  songs  are 

beyond  criticism.  The  set  which  illustrates  the  song  "I'm 
in  Love  with  the  Man  in  the  Moon"  has  some  wonderfully 
beautiful  effects  in  the  series.  The  same  may  be  said  of  the 
set  illustrating  "When  the  Parson  Said  the  Words  that  Made 
Us  One."  It  is  a  pleasure  to  look  at  such  pictures,  regard- 

less of  the  added   enjoyment  from  hearing  the   song. 

THE  OFFERINGS  IN   VAUDEVILLE. 

Some  of  the  strictures  passed  upon  the  vaudeville  last 
week  will  apply  with  equal  force  this  week.  On  the  other 
hand  there  are  some  acts  which  are  especially  good.  Perhaps 
the  average  is  well  maintained  and  while  one  doesn't  like 
to  say  harsh  things,  it  is  apparent  that  in  some  of  the  thea- 

ters where  vaudeville  is  made  a  part  of  the  program  the 
management  has  yet  to  learn  that  unless  the  acts  are  better 
there   will  be   a   reduced  patronage. 

A  good  vaudeville  will  draw,  but  a  poor  one  will  do  the 
reverse.  Many  believe  that  vaudeville  should  not  be  mixed 
with  motion  pictures,  but  the  decision  of  this  vexed  question 
is  up  to  each  manager.  He  can  do  as  he  chooses,  but  he 
should  not  in  the  interest  of  his  business  and  its  success 
and  his  own  resulting  profit,  choose  some  of  the  acts  which 
are  put  on  as  vaudeville. 

Barn  storming  is  not  acting,  and  the  sooner  some  of  the 
managers  discover  this  and  proceed  to  either  cut  them  0111 
entirely  or  else  improve  the  quality,  the  sooner  will  motior 
pictures  and  vaudeville  make  a  winning  combination  in  thei houses. 

MISSOURI   TO  CENSOR  PICTURE   SHOWS. 

State  Senator  Thomas  E.  Kinney  will  introduce  in  thl 
General  Assembly  this  Winter  a  measure  for  the  regulatioi 
of  penny  arcades  and  moving  picture  shows,  which  wil 
provide  for  the  inspection  of  all  films  before  they  are  use' 
and  will  impose  a  heavy  penalty  for  all  violations.  Senato 
Kinney  said  that  the  object  of  his  measure  will  be  to  pro 

tect  the  children  and  public  generally  from  the  exhibitio- 
of  vicious  or  objectionable  pictures. 

"Yes,  I  have  the  bill  prepared  and  it  will  be  presente 
early  in  the  session,"  said  Senator  Kinney.  "Moving  pic 
tures  are  being  carried  to  an  extreme,  and  some  of  the: 
are  in  need  of  moral  revamping.  Of  course,  the  law  no* 
covers  anything  really  vicious,  but  there  should  be  a  supei 
vision  of  such  pictures  as  are  shown  to  children  beyond  tha 
contemplated  by  present  statutes. 
"These  pictures  showing  a  man  going  out  one  door  afte 

kissing  his  wife  good-by  and  another  man  running  awa 
with  her  before  his  return  and  a  thousand  other  subject: 
while  not  absolutely  vicious,  are  harmful  and  anything  be 
elevating  to  children. 
"My  plan  is  to  have  an  inspector  clothed  with  power  t 

pass  upon  the  morality  of  the  subjects  before  the  films  ar 
shown  in  the  moving  picture  performances.  It  would  be  a 
ideal  situation  to  have  every  picture  point  a  moral  lessot 

None  should  be  immoral  in  its  scope." 

Favette,  Ohio. — Herbert  Pawling  is  to  erect  a  moving  picj 
ture  theater  in  the  Chambard  Building. 

Lake  Charles,  la. — The  Majestic  Moving  Picture  Theatd 
was  robbed  last  week  of  a  $150  Edison  kinetoscope.  a  numbei 
of  electric  light  bulbs  and  a  quantity  of  electric  wire.  Upol 

investigation"  it  was  found  that  the  intruder  had  entered  thl building  from  a  rear  window,  making  his  egress  by  the  sam| way. 
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ENCOURAGING  NEWS  FROM  LOUISVILLE.  KY. 

There   are   almost    a   score   oi    picture    shows    in    Louisville. 
Some  of  them,  of  course,  arc  mi  .1  small  scale,  while  in  one, 
the  Hopkins,  1  ouisville  boasts  of  the  biggest  picture  theatei 

iere. 

And    it   is   nothing   out  of   the   ordinary    to    see    the    house 
filled  to  capacit> . 
Anolher  of  the  larger  picture  shows  is  the  Princess  Theater, 

on  Jefferson  street,  between  Third  and  Fourth  avenues.     Here 
a  business  house  was  remodeled  at  .1  big  expense  for  picture- 
show   requirements.      That    the    investment    proved    profitable 
is  demonstrated  by  the  fact  that   the  promoters  are  now  con 
verting  another  big  business  house   t>ui    Fourth  avenue)   into 
a  moving   picture  show,     Still  another  evidence  of  the  pros 
perit\    of  the  house  is  the  fact   that   the  capacity  of  the   pi 
lis  tested  many  nights  during  the  week. 

The   Bijou  Theater  is   another  of   the   big  ones,   and   is   lo- 
cated on  Fourth  avenue,  between  Market  and  Jefferson  streets. 

I;   is  .'pen  at   all   times  from    to  o'clock   in   the  morning  until clock  at  night  and  does  a  large  business. 
The  Victoria  Theater,  on  Market  street,  between    Third  and 

Fourth  avenues,  is  also  one  of  the  important  picture  theaters. 
It   iias  proved   to  be  an  attractive   place  of   amusement   and 

th:  ved  wonderfully  under  the  present  management. 
There  are  other  picture  shows  on  Fourth  avenue  and  on 

Market  street  and  in  other  parts  of  the  city.  At  the  Mary 
Anderson  Theater,  the  Imperial  Theater,  at  Sixth  and  Wal 
nut  streets,  which  opened  tins  week,  and  at  the  Buckingham 
Theater,  moving  pictures  are  always  a  part,  and  a  popular 
part,  of  the  programme. 

Since  the  Dreamland  was  opened,  less  than  three  years 
ago,  the  moving  picture  business  in  Louisville  has  developed 
rapidly.  For  months  Dreamland  had  the  field  to  itself.  To 
attract  attention  to  the  place  the  manager  installed  a  big 
phonograph  that  could  be  heard  for  blocks  away.  At  first 
the  venture  did  not  prove  profitable.  The  location,  which  is 
on  Market  street,  near  Fifth  street,  is  in  the  heart  of  the 
retail  district,  and,  the  rental  being  high,  everyone  predicted 
its  failure,  but  Dreamland  is  still  running  and  indeed  paying 
handsome   returns  on   the  investment. 

It  seems  as  if  all  Louisville  now  has  the  moving  picture 
craze.  Our  country  cousins  have  it,  too,  for  on  coming  to 
town  they  seek  the  moving  picture  shows.  Every  week 
moving  picture  show  parties  are  given,  and  an  evening  spent 
in  visiting   the   various   places. 
That  the  business  has  thrived  and  is  continuing  to  thrive 

in  Louisville  is  plain  to  be  seen.  One  concern  has  leased  a 
Fourth  avenue  business  house,  paying  rental  at  the  rate  of 
$6,000  a  year  and  signing  a  contract  for  five  years. 

FILM  REALISM. 

An  amusing  incident  occurred  in  a  New  York  theater  the 

past  week.  In  one  of  the  pictures  the  wine  which  was  of- 
fered to  one  of  the  men  in  the  scene  was  drugged.  The 

woman  who  offered  it  to  him  took  the  powder  from  her 
corsage  and  poured  it  into  the  glass.  Then  she  turned  and 
handed    the    glass   to    him. 

So  realistic  was  the  scene  and  so  closely  did  some  in  the 
audience  follow  it  that  more  than  one  involuntarily  exclaimed 

"Don't  drink  that."  Surely  manufacturers  could  not  go  far- 
ther than  this  in  film  realism.  When  they  can  induce  those 

in  their  audience  to  warn  characters  not  to  do  something 
they  have  accomplished  what  is  most  desirable.  They  have 
made  the  pictures  speak.  And  the  incident  illustrates  the 
close  attention  which  is  paid  to  a  larger  proportion  of  the 
films  thrown  on  the  screen.  Even  though  they  are  mute 
the  audience  is  as  still  as  though  the  actors  were  actually 
speaking. 

Recent  song  successes  now  provided  with  slides  by  Jerome 

H.  Remick  &  Co.  are  "There  Xever  Was  a  Girl  Like  You," 
'T  Want  Someone  to  Call  Me  Dearie."  "And  More  Yet  Be- 

sides," "When  You  Love  a  Slimmer  Girl,"  "A  Night,  a  Girl, 
a  Moon."  "Under  the  Evening  Star,"  "The  Little  Old  Red 
Schoolhouse  on  the  Hill"  and  "Don't  Go  Away." 

THE  ANNUAL  MEETING  of  the  Film  Service  Associa- 
tion will  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9..  As  im- 

portant business  will  be  transacted  and  several  vital  ques- 
tions come  up  for  consideration,  it  is  desired  that  every  mem- 

ber of  the  Association  be  present  or  represented..  This  meet- 
ing should  have  occurred  on  December  12.  but  as  the  ques- 

tions to  be  considered  would  not  be  in  shape  by  that  time,  and 
their  import  would  have  necessitated  calling  another  meeting 
within  a  month,  the  Executive  Committee  wisely  postponed 
the  regular  annual  meeting. 

SOMETHING    NEW 
MUTUAL    FILM    EXCHANCE 

riARHKIIHII!    HDILDINU,    IJ2M    BROADWAY.  NKW    YOHK    CITY 

From  $1.00  up  to  $14.00  per  Reel  a  Day 
Bet.  34th  A    .Hi  SU  l-.vcrylhlnu  In  1  hl»  line.        I':  Hi  Si 

Prompt,  Reliable  Lowest  Prices 

NEW  JERSEY  FILM  RENTAL  CO. 
F.  PENNINO.  Manager.  367  CENTRAL  AVE..  JERSEY  CITY.  N.  J. 

We    handle     all     New     Good*       BIOGRAPH, 
GAUMONT.  LUX,  GREAT   NORTHERN,  ETC. 

Si  pai  i.i  [tftliano  and  I  ■  ■  n  man 
Machines  of  ell  kinds  bought  and  sold.  We  carry  everything  pertaining  tu  the  buslncaa 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS 
The  Construction  is  double  walls  of 
steel,  with  two-inch  air  chamber, 
lined  with  asbestos.  There  are  no 

heat  conducting  connections  between 
the  double  wall  combination  locks. 

The  Test,  in  which  the  outer  walls 
were  brought  to  a  white  heat,  show- 

ed the  contents  to  be  fully  protected 
and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  reasonable 
and  will  be  sent  on  request. 

EMPIRE  FILM  CO. 
106-108   Fulton  Street  -  New  YorK 

ARE  YOU  GETTING 
THE  HEADLIIMERS  ? 

Why  not  hitch  up  with  a  live  concern  and  get  the  best 

that  is  going.  The  season  is  now  on.  Don't  trifle 
away  your  valuable  time.   Write  quick  for  particulars 

Wonderland  Film  Exchange 
Suite  I3O8-9-I0-I  1-12  Keenan    Bldg. 

PITTSBURGH,  PA. 

"SEE  THE  DIFFERENCE " 
ANNOUNCEMENT 

SLIDES 

"Good  for  Tired  Eyei" 
Jfr ,'  wflE  V 

Rl lW'^1 ^oW     <t£zjtiPlr>    V     ̂ L. 

•IPs 
ivy  s  t*i*^S JtijJi 

No.  49 

Manufactured  only  by  the 

LEVI  CO.,  Inc. 
64  East  I  4th  Street 
New   York,    U.S.A. 
Send  for  our  new  illustrated 

catalogue,  over  80  illustra- tions, over  120  varieties. 

We  carry  the  Largest  Stock  of  Song  Slides  in  the  World 

BIOGRAPH    BULLETINS 
same  as  issued  each  week  by  American  Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Price  $1  50  per  1000 

Double  Your  Afternoon   Business 

by  distributing  these  circulars  in  the  homes  of  your  neighborhood. 

Place  standing  order  now  —THE  BOOSTER  CO,,  6"4  East  14th  St.,  N.  Y.  City, 
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SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 

H.  Hudson,  158  Earl  street,  Kingston,  Ont.,  Canada.  Ref- 
erences, David  Heller,  938  North  Fifth  street,  Philadelphia, 

Pa.     Experienced  operator. 
Fred  W.  Tross,  Orpheum  Theater,  Lockport,  N.  Y.  Four 

years'  experience. 
R.  Ed.  Johnston,  P.  O.  Box  409,  Reading,  Pa.  Three  years' 

experience. 
Henry  G.  Stevens,  Dugan  Hotel,  Owego,  N.  Y. 

John  Hill,  1205  South  Forty-ninth  street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Licensed   operator,   4  years'   experience;   can   do   wiring. 
Geo.  W.  Coventry,  Unique  Theatre,  Greenville,  S.  C. 
L.  D.  Brown,  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.,  experienced  operator  or 

manager.     Repairs  made  on  all  makes  of  machines. 
Erwin   F.   Lechler,  212  Kingsland  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Wm.  J.  Hibbert,  1450  California  street,  Denver,  Colo., 

licensed  operator  and  mechanic.  Ten  years  experience  in 
the   amusement  business. 

Wm.  H.  Mallon,  expert  operator,  Genl.  Del.,  Times  Square 
P.   O.   Station,  New   York   City. 

J.  Lucas,  Jr.,  174  Wentworth  street,  Charleston,  S.   C. 
Roy  J.  Cady,  Arcade  Hotel,  Decatur,  111. 
Herbert  A.   Brown,   108  Ottawa  street,   Lansing,  Mich. 
Rex  Durand,  Lansing,  Mich.     (References.) 
G.  E.  Barton,  Coatesville,  Pa.,  operator  or  manager. 
Wm.  J.  Schouler,  24  Bourne  St.,  Providence,  R.  I. 

Ed.  Moore,  214  E.  Main  street,  Coatesville,   Pa. 
J.  Francis  Mocklin,  expert  operator  and  repairer,  Gen.  Del., 

Harrisburg,  Pa. 

IMPROVE ITS  ALU 

THE  PICTURE  ON  \BB1 
THE  SCREEN 

by  using  a  high  grade 
projection  lens. 

Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
liant picture  than  anylenses  made  here  or 

abroad.     We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 
that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE   $18.00   NET 
When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 

ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 
these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN   OPTICAL   COMPANY 
8O8  Clinton  Ave-,  So.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

OUR  FEATURE   FILMS 
WILL   HELP  YOU 

THE 

PARSON'S  THANKSGIVING    DINNER 350  Feet 

A  Comedy  iu  Color  (black)  -with  some  new 
ideas  that  will  make  your  audience  scream 

WHO  ATE  THE  POSSUM  PIE 
325  Feet 

This  will  be  the  Limit  in  Negro  Comedy  for  this  season 

We  can  furnish  a  limited  number  of  copies  of  '  A  COWBOY  ESCAPADE  " 
at  8  cents  per  foot,  before  shipping;  the  negative  abroad  Nov.  30th. 
Order  now.  It  was  the  most  pleasing:  film  of  Western  life  put  out 
this  year  by  any  maker. 

CENTAUR     FILM     CO. 
900     Broadway,  BAYONNE,   N.  J. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

WATCH  YOUR  TITLES. 
Xew  York,  November  23.  1908. 

Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — In  most  instances  the  titles  of  moving  picture 

films,  as  well  as  the  sub-titles,  are  shown  long  enough  and 
are  clear  enough  for  the  audience  to  gain  a  clear  Tdea  of 
the  film.  But  there  have  been  a  number  of  aggravating  in- 

stances the  past  week  where  no  title  was  shown. 
Unless  the  title  of  a  series  is  given  it  is  difficult  indeed  to 

understand  what  it  is  all  about.  One  excellent  film,  for  ex- 
ample, was  seen  during  the  week  which  was  untitled.  A 

sub-title  was  given,  but  that  didn't  make  anything  clear, except  the  one  scene  to  which  it  referred.  The  actual  sub- 
ject of  that  story  is  a  blank  to  at  least  one  audience. 

The  same  thing  occurs  frequently  when  there  are  two  or 
more  films  on  a  reel.  The  title?  of  the  second  and  third  films 
will  be  lost,  or  will  not  be  shown  long  enough  to  enable  the 
audience  to  read  it.  The  first  time  the  writer  saw  "The 
Female  Spy"  the  title  was  not  shown  and  the  whole  series 
was  a  blank  so  far  as  knowing  what  it  meant  was  concerned. 
And  there  have  been  numerous  instances  of  this  sort  which 
have  detracted  materially  from  the  interest  of  really  meri- 

torious films.  It  should  be  easy  enough  to  correct  this  dif- 
ficulty and  it  would  add  to  the  interest  of  the  films  to  do  it. 

A  VISITOR. 
[It  is  very  unlikely  that  the  films  are  sent  out  without  titles 

and  the  explanation  is  that  the  operators  have  utilized  the 
title  in  threading  up  and  starting  the  machine,  instead  of 
using  blanks  for  that  purpose. — Ed.] 

FROM  AN  EXHIBITOR. 

Sandusky.    Ohio,    November   23.    1908. 
Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sirs — Having  read  your  comment  about  the  makers 
of  films  and  the  renters..  I  think  there  should  be  some  ar- 

rangements made  whereby  both  Independent  and  Associa- 
tion films  could  be  shown  in  the  same  house.  I  also  think 

that  Selig  and  Essanay  should  make  one  more  reel  each  week. 
By  doing  that  it  will  help  the  exhibitor  a  great  deal  and 
avoid   shortness   of  subject.         Yours  trulv. 

CHAS.    REARK. 

INFORMATION  WANTED. 

Bellaire,   Ohio,  November  20.   190S. 
Moving  Picture  World, 

Gentlemen — Are  the  talking  moving  pictures  a  success? 
What  makes  of  the  talking  machines  are  considered  the  best? 
Are  there  any  manufacturers  that  make  all  the  props  for 
working  the  effects  in  ordinary  pictures?  If  so,  please  give 
us  their  address.  Please  answer  this  through  the  Moving 
Picture   World,   as   we   are   readers   of  it.  G.    D.    S. 

[There  are  three  makes  of  talking  picture  machines  on  the 
American  market  all  of  which  have  been  giving  more  or  less 
satisfaction  wherever  exhibited.  The  Cameraphone  may  be 
leased  from  the  Cameraphone  Company,  Eleventh  avenue  and 
Forty-third  street.  New  York.  The  Chronophone  is  sold  by 
the  Gaumont  Company.  124  East  Twenty-fifth  street.  New 
York.  The  Synchroscope  is  sold  by  Carl  Laemmle.  196  Lake 
street,  Chicago.  111.  As  to  the  relative  merits  of  each  we 
are  not  prepared  to  express  an  opinion.  The  props  for  work- 

ing the  sound  effects  for  moving  pictures  may  be  obtained 
from  Yerkes  &  Co.,  53  West  Twentv-eisrhth  street.  New  York 
City.— Ed. 1 

A   NEW    GET-RICH-QUICK    SCHEME. 
New   York.    November    14.    1908. 

Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — The  fascinations  of  the  moving  picture  business 

were  strikingly  exemplified  very  recently  by  an  occurrence 
that  challenges  the  interest  and  admiration  of  the  most 
severe  and  indifferent.  The  case  to  which  I  refer  stamps  the 
business  as  unique  in  its  particular  sphere.  People  of  every 
station  of  life,  every  nationality,  every  degree  of  intelligence 
and  accomplishment,  figure  in  the  moving  pictures  in  some 
manner  or  another.  If  not  found  as  owners,  managers, 
operators,  or  in  some  other  capacity  before  the  screen,  then 
you  find  them  on  the  screen,  and  not  infrequently  behind  it. 
The  boom  the  business  has  enjoyed  has  also  made  it  as  the 
candle  to  the  moth  to  many  adventurers  and  others  to  whom 
more  questionable  titles  may  be  very  justifiably  applied. 
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Some    men    in    Now    York    City,    who    :irc    by    n<>    means 
unknown  in  moving  picture  circles,  concluded  thai   there   was 

j  good    plucking    of    the    innocents    with    properly    exen 
ingenuity  and  use  of  advertising  mediums;  so  they  launched 

a  "green   goods"  scheme  and  almost   at  the  very   start   caught 
I  the  attention   of  a   retired   business   man.   who,   like   the    thou- 

ls    of    others,    felt    tempted    to    become    a    factor    in    the 

moving   picture   world.      He    had    contracted    "Picturitis''   and was  content  to  receive  a   moderate   income  on   his  investment 
if  he   could   but   get   into   the   game       He    swallowed   the   bait 
of  the  two  Gothamites,  hook  and  all.     An  intervening  party, 
to    whom   the   title   of   stool-pigeon    might   very   appropriately 
be    applied,    won    his    confidence    and    brought    about    a    con- 

i  summation   of  the   plans. 
With  an  adroitness  that  would  make  the  green  goods 

man  of  former  days  look  like  a  novice  the  go  between 
brought  the  respective  principals  together  in  the  most  un- 

suspicious manner  possible.  The  parties  advertising  had  a 

large  stock  of  films  which  they  were  willing  to  sacrifice  C') 
at  S;o.oo  per  reel.  The  go-between,  in  all  his  vast  experience 
in  the  picture  business,  had  never  before  seen  such  a  golden 
opportunity.     A  film-renting  co  partnership  was  to  be  formed, 

Go-between  and  Mr.  Easymark  being  the  principals, 

and    a    bargain    made    for    six    thousand    dollars'   worth    of   the 
•  '<    films       Easymark    was    to    nut    up    $,}.ooo    of 

United    States    money.      His    "partner"    displayed    a    roll    sup- 
l   to  contain  an  equal   amount,  but  which    in   reality   con- 
1  of  onlv  stage  money.  The  bargain  lot  of  films  were 

to  be  turned  over  to  the  new  firm,  who  would  open  an 
hanee.  Business  would  come  slowly,  conditions  favoring 

the  "go-between,"  and  he  would  be  quick  to  take  advantage 
of  them.  He  would  tell  his  partner  that,  to  get  business, 
new  films  were  reouired.  He  had  no  more  money  to  invest 
and    it    was   up    to    Mr     Easymark    to    put   up   more    coin    and 

the  venture.  At  this  stacre  of  the  game  Easymark  would 
be  expected  to  decline  to  plunge  deeper.  Following  up  this 
program,  the  go-between  would  have  a  telegram  ^ent  to 
him  from  the  West  offering  him  a  lucrative  position,  and 
he  would  give  his  partner  the  alternative  of  buying  out  his 
share,  or  making  a  joint  sale  of  the  business  to  other  parties. 
The  latter  plan  being  agreed  upon,  as  Easymark  knew  noth- 

ing about  the  business,  and  did  not  wish  to  carry  it  along 
single-handed,  a  Inner  of  the  stock  on  hand  would  be  se- 

cured at  ten  dollars  per  reel,  at  which  nrice  the  films  would 
revert  back  into  the  hands  of  the  original  owners  and  give 
them  a  clean  profit  of  fortv  dollars  per  reel  within  a  short 
time  after  they  parted  with  them,  which  certainlv  has  the 
rental  business  beaten  to  a  frazzle.  There  was  a  time  when 
such  transactions  would  be  called  bunco  schemes,  but  in 
these  days  they  are   classed   as   high   financiering. 

Yours  truly, 

J.  H.   KELLY. 

To  the   Editor  of  the   Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — Any  film  maker  who  undertakes  to  portray  a 

religious  subject  in  moving  pictures  deserves  to  be  encour- 
aged, though  his  effort  result  in  titter  failure.  He  may  not 

be  running  well  but  he  is  running-  in  a  good  direction. 
It  is  a  oleasure  to  state  that  the  attempts  to  illustrate  Bibli- 

cal subjects  have  on  the  whole  been  fairly  successful.  Two 

recent  films.  "Samson  and  Delilah"  and  "Salome,"'  are  entitled 
to  some  praise,  although  the  Pathe  production  ends  in  a 
way  which  is  entirely  at  variance  with  Jewish  doctrine  and 
tradition,  while  the  Vitagraph  film  is  injured  by  a  most 
ridiculous  anachronism — the  disciples  of  John  the  Baptist  are 
made  to  carry  crosses  and  bless  themselves  with  the  sign 
of  the  cross — more  than  two  rears  before  the  crucifixion. 

W.   S.  BUSH. 

Jersey  City.   X.  J..  October  26.   1908. 
Editor  Moving  Pictre  World: 
Dear  Sir. — Amongst  the  many  suggestive  films  there  is 

none  to  compare  with  the  one  entitled  "The  Sensational 
Sheath  Gown."  It  is  enough  to  shock  the  modesty  of  any 
decent  person,  not  saying  anything  about  the  contamination 
it  has  toward  children  and  young  people,  who  are  the  most 
frenuenters  of  nickelodeons. 

The  idea  of  having  an  army  of  old  fools  follow  Miss  Sen- 
sational Sheath  Gown,  dodging,  swaying,  kneeling,  and,  in 

fact,  performing  all  sorts  of  stunts  with  the  view  of  getting 
a  good  glimpse  of  her  exposed  anatomy,  is  certainly  a  scene 
which  is  not  fit  for  a  low  Bowery  place  of  amusement  or 

smoker  to^  exhibit,  let  alone  in  places  where  there  are  gath- 
ered families  of  decency 

SATIRIST 

The  Gilles'  Arc  Regulator FOR  nOVINO    PICTURK  AND  PROJECTION  LA/IPS 

GUARANTEED  u>  hold  the  Arc  on  tba  from  ■•<  the  I 
eliminate  all  traYellins  and  fpuitenng,  and  give  a  clear,  white  light 
free  from  shadows  on  alternating  t  urrcnt. 

CONSUMKS   no  extra   current.       Prevents    your   Carbons   fl 

pitting  or  burning  sideways,  keeps  them  pel  Ictlly  even  and  i  lean 
Hundreds  of  tliein  in  use  and  not  .1  complaint. 

STATE  make  ol  machine  ami  ampere!  used.       References'  Union 
II. ink  and  Trust  Company,  Helena,  Montana        Don't    In-   sinsiir  ! 
with  that  muddy,  yellow  light  hut  order  a  regulator  today. 

PRICE  $10.00  or  send  $3  00  and  it   will  be  sent  sul>ie>t   to  your 
examination  and  balance  on  acceptance. 

RICHARD  L.  GILLES,  Distributor,  HELENA,  MONTANA 

A  New  Way  to  Paint  Signs WITH 
THE BUTTS  SIGN  WRITING  OUTFITS 
Anyone  can  paint  all  kinds  of  signs  and  show  cards  in  half  the  nine 
required  by  the  old  way  .md  much  belter.  We  furnish  these  Sl'Kt  1  A  I . 
OUTFITS  complete  with  ten  alphabets  and  three  sets  of  figures  of  the 
most  modern  styles  of  the  day,  from  2  to  12  inches  in  height,  not  printed 
alphabets,  but  the  real  letter,  cut  out  of  the  most  durable  material.  We 
also  furnish  with  this  outfit  a  complete  book  of  instructions  for  painting 
all  kinds  of  signs  and  cards  and  a  selection  of  beautiful  designs,  and 
guarantee  that  anyone  can  do  perf,  ct  lettering  as  soon  as  he  receives  the 
outfit.  SPECIAL  PRICE,  FOR  A  SHORT  TIME  ONLY,»5.00.  Send 
in  your  order  to-day.  NonesentC.O  D.  Satisfaction  1  uaranteed  or  money refunded. 

THE  BUTTS  SICN  &,  NOVELTY  CO., 

228  Temple  Court  Building  -  Denver,  Colo- 

Sales  Agents  for  the 

G  A  U  M  O  N  T 

CHRONOPHONE 
Talking  and  Singing 

PICTURE  MACHINES 
The  synchronism  is  perfect !  The  subjects  embrace  all  the 
latest  Stars  and  Feature  Acts.  Over  500  different  subjects 
now  ready.  Picture  theatres,  heretofore  playing  to  empty 
houses,  packed  and  jammed  to  the  guards  when  equipped 
with  the  Chronophone.  It  is  up  to  you  to  be  first.  Write 
us  quick.     Catalogues  Free. 

•Selling  Agents 

Aloe  Optical  Co. 
5 1  3  Olive  Street         St.  Louis.  Mo. 

Don't  miss  a  copy  of  the  World, 
Only  $2  per  year. 
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EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Rtili    Another    New    Model. 

UNDERWRITERS' MODEL 
Approved  by  the  New  York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 

Bureau  of  Water,  Gas  and  Electricity 

IMPROVm  Take=up.  Rheostat, mrifUVCU  Automatic  Shutter, 
Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  Guard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 
Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  Gears. 

With  Underwriter's 
Model  Rheostat 

Most  Up-to  date  Machine 

(Type'-B") 
ONE-PIN 
novEneNT 

on  the    Ma'-'sel 

^40  Amp.  $225.00 
25  Amp.  $220.00 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  Model 

$155.00 

$75.00 

An  Opportunity  to  Change  your  Two-    *<■»[-  nn 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism    Q.40.W 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No,  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW   FEATURE   SUBJECTS: 
SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  24,  1908 

THE  LADY  OR  THE  TIGER.     Dramatic. 
A  thrilling  realism  of  a  Sylvanian  tradition  in  which  the  King  tests  his  daughter's  devotion  to  her  lover 
— Prince  Dalny— by  an  ingenuousbutheartrending  plot.    Innocently  condemned  to  marry  another  or  to  die, 
the  Prince  is  about  to  choose  his  fate  when  the  Princess,  with  the  courage  of  despair  leaps  into  the  arena 
to  die  with  her  betrothed  rather  than  lose  him  to  another  woman  ;  but  by  a  signal  from  the  King  the  cell 
doors  are  opened — one  revealing  emptiness,  the  other  a  caged  tiger.     A  kind-hearted  old  King  after  all, 

No.  6396.  Code,  VENDIMIAS.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  SUPPLEMENT  No.  403. 

SHIPMENT  NOVEMBER  27,  1908 

THE  KING'S  PARDON.    Dramatic. A  typical  picture  of  the  Cavalier  Period  in  England  is  shown  in  this  romance  of  two  brothers  whose 
devotion  was  proven  by  the  hand  of  Destiny,  although  since  boyhood  the  paths  of  their  lives  were  widely 
separated.  From  across  seas  the  elder  brother  arrived  in  the  niche  of  time  and  saved  his  brother  (falsely 
accused  of  murder)  from  execution  by  presenting  a  pardon  from  the  King.  On  the  day  set  for  execution 
the  real  culprit  had  confessed  his  guilt. 

No.  6398.  Code,  VENDITAMUS  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  403  A. 

NEXT  WEEK'S   SUBJECTS: 
SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  1,  1908. 

LORD  FEATHERTOP.     Dramatic 
No.  6399. Code,  VEND1TARIA. Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  4,  1908 

MISS  SHERLOCK   HOLMES.       Dramatic. 
No.  6400.  Code,  VENDITION.  Approx.  Length,  600  Feet. 

THE  OLD  MAIDS'  TEMPERANCE  CLUB.     Comedy. No.  6401  Code,  VENDITR1X.  Approx.  Length  300  feet 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co. 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :     72  LAKESIDE  AVE.,  ORANGB.  N.  J. 

New  Vo  k  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    304  Wabash  Avenue. 
Office  l  jr  United  Kingdom  :     Edison  Works,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  Vork.  George  Breck,  550-54  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

Dealers   in   All   Principal   Cities. 

Stories   of  the    Films. 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVINC  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialty-     Agents  for  Monograph,  Power's and  Edison  Machines.    Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
564    Washington 

Established  1891. 
Street,        - 

(Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston     Mass. 
Incorporated  190S. 

BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 

A   WOMAN'S    WAY — Romance    of    the    Canadian woods.      There    Is    nothing    that    can    be    compared 
with   eapneiousness   of   woman.      Ofttimes   her    -no" 
means    "yes,"    and    her    "yes,"    "no."      When    you request,  they  refuse;  when  yon  forbid,  they  are  sure 
to   do   it.      But   one   of    the    most   peculiar   changes  i 
of   front   occurs   during   the   action   of   this   BioL-raphl 
subject.       The    pretty    daughter    of    a    French-Can- adian  backwoodsman   incites  the  love  of  a   trapper  i 
who   is   so   smitten   with    the    beauty   of    this    wood] 
nymph    that   he   purchases    her    into   marriage    from] her  father.     The  transaction  meets  with  repugnance! 
from    the    girl.       She    was    entirely    cotented     with 
conditions — a    child   of   nature,    carefree.      However, she  finds  her  pleading  of  no  avail,   and  so  pretends! 
to    accept    the    situation.      The    trapper    and    Can-] adian   go    into    the    cabin    to    seal    the    bargain    with< 
a     drink,     and    while    inside    the     girl    closes    and] 
fastens    the     door    on     them     and     makes     her     way] 
through    the   woods    to   escape.      The    door    fastening! 
proves   but    a    slight    handicap,    and    the   trapperul 
soon   in   pursuit.      The   girl   comes   upon   a   camping! 
party   who   give   her   protection,    driving   the    trappetl 
off   at    point    of  gun.      The    next   day,    however,    the] 
trapper     returns     and     surprising     the     girl,     carried 
her    off    in    a    canoe,    beating    her    into    submission! 
Her  cries  alarm  the  campers  and  the  men  start  ofll 
to    her    rescue.      Although    armed    with    guns,    theja 
dare   not   fire   for   fear   of   hitting   the   girl.      Finalhl 

the     trapper,     after    cuffing    and    kicking    the    poo'i girl,    ties  her   to  a   tree,    intimating   that  there  shfl 
will   remain   until   she   promises   tractability.      Whllil 
in    this    situation    the    rescuers    approach    stealthily! 
and    cover    the    trapper    with    a    pistol,    force    hinl 
off   while   tliey    release   the    poor   girl.      The    trappeil 
shows   fight   and   is    knocked   down   and   about    to   b 
set    upon    by     the     men,     but    the    girl    seeing    he  J 
tormentor's    plight,     at    once    changes    heart,     an', 
picking    up    the    pistol    turns    it    on    the    would-bi 
deliverers,   who  retire  in  amazement.     The  girl  the:< 
throws    herself    into    the    trapper's    arms.      Womanl 
lovely    woman,    you    are    certainly    a    peculiar    com) 
modity.     The   scenes   of   the   subject   are   estremell 
picturesque,     with    their    beauty    enhanced    bv    at. 
propriate  tinting.     Length,   676  feet. 

EDISON   MFG.   CO. 

THE   LADY  OR   THE   TIGER   The   King  of  Sy 
vania     has     issued     an     edict     against     consptrat 
Prince    Dalny,     in    love    with    the    king's    daughi 
Wanda,  visiting  a  group  of  former  classmates  igni 
ant    of    their    designs,    is    made    captive,    tried 
sentenced  to  death. 
Wanda  pleads  for  his  life,  but  the  only  concessl 

she   can  obtain   is  that   the   prince   shall   choose 
tween  two  cell  doors:  behind  the  one  to  be  placed 
beautiful    woman,    behind    the    other    a    man-eai 
tiger.      If  he  chooses  the   woman,   marriage:   If 
tiger,    death. 

Wanda     is     distraught,     but    her     favorite     mal 
whose    lover    is    captain   of    the    arena    guards,    a 
ranges    to    learn    from   him   in   which    cell   sba-11 
placed  the  tiger,   that  Wanda   may  signal  the  pr: 
from    the   royal   box. 

The  day  arrives.  The  unusual  spectacle  draws 
vast  assemblage.  Wanda,  about  to  give  the  sign 
to  her  lover  suddenly  realizes  that  if  she  saves  hi 
from  the  tiger  he  is  lost  to  her  through  a  fore' 
marriage,  leaps  into  the  arena  to  open  the  tigei 
cell   door,    and   die   with   him. 

A    signal    from    the    king    causes    the    guards 
prevent    the   rash   impulse.      The   king   descends   in 
the    arena,     causes    the    doors    to    be    opened — ail 
shows    the    tiger   secure    behind    cage    bars    in    on 
the    other   EMPTY.      Length,    900    feet. 

THE  KING'S  PARDON.— A  romantic  picture  \ 
the  Cavalier  period  in  England.  It  tells  of  tl 
devotion  of  two  brothers,  left  alone  early  in  lit 
separating  and  going  different  ways.  One  goes  I 
sea.  meets  many  strange  adventures.  The  youngl 

brother  enters  a  merchant's  service  in  Londolj 
and  rises  to  a  position  of  trust.  A  robbery  tak 
place  and  the  younger  brother,  the  first  to  real 
the  scene,    is   falsely   accused  of  murder. 

He   is   tried   and   condemned   to   death.      The   re 
culprit   meets   with    disaster,    comes   to  grief,    and 
brought   to   a    hospital   in  a   dying  condition.      In  1 
last     moments     a     confession     is    wrung     from     h 
which   clears   the  innocent  brother:   but   it   now   tl 

comes   a    question    of   reaching   the   king's    palace time. 

A  messenger  hastens  forward,  receives  the  pf 
don.  hut  on  his  way  back  is  thrown  from  his  boil 
:unl  lies  unconscious  in  the  road.  As  fate  woof 
have  It.  the  elder  brother  has.  In  the  meantin 
arrived  home,  and  joyfully  hastens  to  find  his  be 
hood    playmate. 
He  is  met  with  the  sad  Intelligence  of  tl 

trouble  which  has  befallen  his  brother.  On  1» 
way  to  London  he  comes  upon  the  unconsclo. 
king's  messenger — becomes  a  good  Samaritan,  a  , 
is  rewarded  by  being  entrusted  with  the  kln$> 
pardon.  He  reaches  his  brother's  side  at  t) critical  moment,  produces  the  papers,  and  a  dout 
Joyful   recognition   takes  place.     Length.   900   feet. 
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ESSANAY  FILM   MFG.  CO. 

THE  SOMNAMBULIST.  "The  Somnamball 
the  title  of  one  ol  our  latest  dramatic  Qlina,  and 
tells  toe  Btory  of  .1  bank  teller  who  Is  compelled 
to  tiikr  n  large  sum  of  mono;  to  his  borne,  owing 
to  the  fact  tbut  the  vaults  In  1  In-  bank  were 

accidental!)'  ami  he  was  unaware  of  the 
\'|.t  nlaclnc  the  money  under  his 

plll..u      be      retire!  sponslbllltj      1  \ hlentlj 
weichiiii;  upon  his  miml  during  his  sleep,  !»■  bides 

mey  beblnd  a  picture,  and  upon  awakening 
In  the  morning  discovers  the  money  missing  and 

-  he  has  been  robbed.  Ilis  wife  prevails 
upon  him  to  write  u  letter  of  explanation  (<>  the 
bank  president,  which  she  herself  delivers  The 
p  at     refuses     to     aceept     the     explanation     and 

teller   arrested.      While   he    Is   awaiting    trial 
his    wiie    visits    him    in    his    cell,    and    finding    him 

is    about     to     wake     blm     when     be     arises 
from  his  cot   and  she  discovers  he   Is   lit   a   somnam- 

bulistic   state.      She    hastily    calls    the    warden    and 
upon    him    to    allow    lu-r    husband    to    leave 

the    prison     in    that    condition.      They     follow    blm 
the    streets    to    his    home,    and    he    re  enacts 

a  Bcene  of  hiding  the  money  and  Immediately  retires 
bed.      They    discover    behind    the    picture    the 

■  .isme    which    is   returned    bj     the    warden    to 
the    bank    cashier,    and    the    president,    realising    the 
b  1'     done     the     teller,     reinstates     him     In     his 

•■   pi  sitlon.     Length.    s-j.->    r. 

AN  OBSTINATE  TOOTH.    -A   man  who  Is   troubled 
with    a     very    bad     tooth,     tries    in    various    wi 
get    rid    of    It.    with    do    Buccesa.      He    attache!    one 
end  of  a  sring  to  a   door  knob,    fastening   the  other 

the    troublesome    tooth,    slams   the   door    shut. 
with    no    result.      lie    goe9    to    a    dentist,     who    after 

mx     attempts,     In     despair     calls     upon     his 
Is  for  aid.  and  their  combined  strength 
remove  the  tooth.  He  eventually  lilts  upon 

a  plan,  realizing  that  only  sheer  force  will  rid 
him  of  his  molar.  He  hires  an  automobile,  fastens 
one  end  of  a  stout  cord  to  the  machine,  the  other 
Sound  his  tooth,  and  with  a  puff  and  a  hard  pull 
the  tooth  is  removed.  A  short  subject  with  a 
hearty  laugh.     Length,   165  feet. 

DICKENS    IN    PICTURES. 

When  Charles  Dickens  finished  his  'Sketches  of 
Boz,"  and  set  them  before  his  fellow  Londoners, 
the  surprise  and  delight  they  occasioned  so  filled 
their  minds  that  they  did  not  realize  that  a  new 
and  brilliant  analyst  of  life  and  character  had  en- 

tered the  list  of  the  world's  great  writers.  It  was 
easy  enough  at  that  period  to  classify  blm  as  a 
journalist  painter  of  types  and  scenes,  hut  he  was 
more — he  was  a  word  photographer  of  moods  and 

action,  a  philosophical  narrator  of  life,  as  they  soon 
red  by  the  quickly  followed  masterpieces  that 

came  from  his  pen.  Englishmen  overseas  in  the 
Colonies  or  in  foreign  lands,  eagerly  awaited  the 
arrival  of  a  new  work  by  yonng  Dickens,  for  did 
he  not  place  before  them  nil  London,  until  a 

Dickens'  geography  and  dictionary  became  an  In- 
dispensable thing  to  everyone  in  Britain  who  longed 

to  enlighten  foreigners  on  the  beauties  of  his  great 
writer.  The  foreigner  occasionally  asked  if  the 

stage  would  not  prove  a  better  medium  to  explain 
Dickcnsonian  locality  than  a  geography.  Why  not 

dramatize  Dickens?  Alas,  it  was  done,  but  never 

satisfactorily,  for  the  art  of  Dickens  did  not  lend 

Itself  to  that  of  the  playwriter.  It  was  too  swift. 

too  photographic.  Its  kaleidoscopic  changes  eluded 

the  plavwritor's  grasp:  in  other  words,  its  proper 

scenic  presentation  belongs  to  the  art  of  the  cam- 
era. The  new  art  of  photographic  action  is  the 

domain  wherein  the  pictorial  possibilities  of  Dick- 
ens shall  achieve  its  finest  results.  Convinced  of 

this  after  repeated  experiments,  the  Essanay  Film 

Manufacturing  Company  are  ahout  to  offer  a  scries 

of  pictures  from  the  works  of  Charles  Dickens:  the 

first  of  this  series  to  be  placed  upon  the  market 

will  be  the  beautiful  "Christmas  Carol."  Following 
this  onr  patrons  may  look  forward  to  other  films 

.presenting  the  works  of  this  great  author,  whose 

art  so  satisfactorily  lends  itself  to  the  art  of  mov- 
lnc   photography. 

KALEM  COMPANY. 

HANNAH  DUSTIN.— Scene  I.  Pequots  in  War 
Paint. 

Scene  II.  The  Indian  Attack— Dustin's  Escape-
 

Capture  of  Mrs.  Dustin.— Here  we  have  the  Dustin 

cabin  just  outside  of  Haverhill  on  the  hank  of  the 

river.  Mrs.  Dustin.  the  heroine  of  our  story,  is  sit- 

tins  in  the  armchair  enjoying  the  sun.  The  older 

Children  are  plaving  about  happily  and  the  nnrse 

looks  after  her  charge,  all  unconscious  of  danger. 

The  mother  has  the  babe  in  her  arms.  But  now 

the  father  rushes  in  In  wild  alarm.  While  at  work 

In  the  fields  he  has  seen  the  Indians  approaching. 

What  is  he  to  do  with  so  many  innocent  lives  to 

guard'-  He  gathers  his  little  brood  about  him  and 
starts  to  flee,  hoping  that  Mrs.  Dustin  may  be  able 

to  keep  up  until  they  reach  the  blockhouse. 

But  Dustin  had  hardly  gotten  away  from  the 

house  when  the  Indians  poured  in  and  part  of  them 

started  in  pursuit  of  Dustin  and  the  children.  Alone 

and'  half-crazed  with  the  thought  of  his  dear  wife 

left  behind.  Dustin  managed  to  hold  back  the  sav- 

ages   until    the    whole    of    his    little    brood    reached 

lafet)  bavins. 
ahead)      lOSt     leversl     or     their     I. in. I       al   lone, I     Hu- 

ll      '.'.L.i  I     had    happe   I    at     the 
cabin  1      \-   Hannah  ami   tin     Nell    were   preparing ill      the      Ini 

WO   11  mile. I       Into 

the     in,  1      and     the     women     laden     with     DDDdlei     ,,r 
looi  from  the  bouse  and  led  away,  while  tbs  cabin 
Itself  "as  >,t  on  fire  and  destroyed. 

Scene     III.      Indian     Depredation,       Vi.-i lurid  Hi 
murdered,    tiauni 

nd   falling  at   aim 
IV.       The     Refinement     01     Indian    Cruelty. — 

weeks   that    followed,    Hannah   and 
Mrs,    n.i!    were    In    the   bands  ol    tbe    Indians,    who 

inlt)    1   rroi  Ise    and   abuse 
tbe    two   women       Frequently    they    were    led 

were    to    be    tori  ai  ed,    and    1  he    In 
dlans      It    fiendish    delight    in    going    through    tbe 
hldeou  in     pantomlmi  tig     the 
Indians     u..s     the     while     bOJ      who     bad     bel 
Hannah  and  on  whom  she  depended  for  ber    
of  res, -Me  Hannah  wished  to  find  oui  lust  wbal 
bl  ro    would  Burelj    kill 

monstrate  it   while  Hannah 
.1.      it    n as    w  ii  1,    nils   Mow    .hi    1  be    temple 

thai    Hannah    Dustin   earned    her   liberty. 

Scene    V.      Hannah's    Heroism.    -Early    nexl     morn 
.    Bavages    by    this   time   having    grown   care 

1.  ss.    Hannah   and   Mrs.   Nell    were   ready    to  pin    their 
plan  in:.,  operation,  while  the  sentry  dosed,  the 
two  women  stealthily  stoic  tomahawks  from  tbe 
sleeping     Indians    and    with    superhuman    strength 

1  the  skulls  of  their  captors  and  hastened 
away.  Hut  Indians  from  neighboring  tepees  Boon 
discovered  the  deed  and  gave  the  alarm.,  and  in  a 
few  minutes  they  were  pursued.  Now  it  was  nec- 

essary for  them  to  get  to  the  river  and  away  If 
they   were  to  escape  to  Haverhill. 

Scene  VI.  Hannah  Finds  the  Canoe. — Hannah  had 
fortunately  headed  toward  a  cover  when  an  Indian 
had  just  landed  with  his  canoe.  Mrs.  Neff  was  an 

expert  with  the  paddle  and  the  Indian's  rifle  was there  ready  for  action.  The  two  women  quickly 
jumped  In  and  with  a  stroke  or  two  of  the  paddle 
they  were  away.  But  the  pursuing  buck  was  now 

at  the  water's  edge,  and  saw  them  paddling  des- 
perately away.  He  quickly  secured  another  canoe 

which  was  hidden  in  the  bushes  and  started  after 

them. 
Scene  VII.  Hannah  Uses  the  Rifle. — Down  the 

stream  the  two  .women  headed,  Mrs.  Neff  paddling 
for  dear  life  and  Hannah  with  the  rifle,  watching 
her  opportunity.  The  Indian  tired,  but  missed,  and 
as  the  canoe  swung  around  Hannah  got  a  clear  aim 
and  dropped  her  man.  The  Indian  fell  over  into 
the  water  and  disappeared  and  from  then  on  the 
two  women  were  able  to  elude  their  pursuers,  and 

by  the  end  of  the  week  were  in  sight  of  the  block- 
house at  Haverhill.  That  they  were  able  to  evade 

the    Indians   was  nothing  short  of   miraculous. 

Scene   VIII.     The   Family  Reunited.      Length.    S2."> feet. 

FOR  LOVE  OF  COUNTRY.— A  story  of  American 
patriotism  in  the  Colonial  wars.  The  action  takes 
place  at  the  very  beginning  of  the  war  with  Eng 
land,  before  the  present  glorious  banner,  the  Stars 

and  Snipes,  had  been  adopted  by  our  country.  Va- 
rious sections  of  the  country  had  their  own  flags. 

but  the  best  known  of  them  all  was  the  "Pine 
Tree''  flag,  that  which  bore  a  spreading  pine  tree 
as  its  symbol,  and  the  motto  "An  Appeal  to 

Heaven." 
We  toll  the  story  of  a  patriotic  young  American 

whom  the  British  tried  to  conscript  for  their  army, 
how  he  joined  the  Colonial  forces  and  helped  to 
fight  the  British  and  their  savage  allies,  the  In- 

dians, how  he  courageously  repelled  on  Indian 
attack,  was  captured,  tortured  and  blinded,  but 
still  remained  true  to  his  flag  and  helped  to  win 
the   liberty    which    you    and    I    now   enjoy. 

So  you  will  not  see  the  Star  Spangled  Banner 
Boating  over  our  brave  soldiers  in  this  picture,  but 

In  its  place  the  old  but  no  less  honored  "Pine 
Tree"    flag   with    its   "Appeal   to   Heaven." 

Scene  I.      Reuben    Refuses   to   Join   the   Britishers. 
Scene  II.  How  the  British  Bought  Scalps  From 

the   Indianas. 

Scene  III.  An  American  Out-Post — Reuben's  Wife 
Gives   the   Alarm. 

Scene  IV.      Reuben  Defends  the   Bridge. 
Scene  V.  Reuben  Refuses  to  Give  Information 

to  the  Enemy. 

Scene  VI.  Indian  Tortune — Reuben  Blinded — Tha 
Rescue.  We  are  near  the  Indian  encampment 
Some  of  the  old  bucks  are  teaching  the  youngsters 
how  to  use  tbe  bow  and  arrow.  But  now  all  is 
excitement.  The  prisoner  is  being  brought  back 
for  torture.  Here  he  comes,  dragged  along  by  the 
savages  urged  by  the  cruel  officer.  And  now  for 

the  last  time  they  ask  Reuben  to  betray  his  coun- 
try and  again  Reuben  refuses.  Now  see  their 

fiendish  work.  They  seize  lighted  brands  from  the 
fire,  they  thrust  the  glowing  coals  into  the  pOOT 

fellow's  eyes  and  alas  they  will  never  see  God's 
sunlight  again.  In  agony  he  screams.  But  now 
a  shot:  another!  Tbe  Colonists  have  come  to  the 

rescue!  They  rush  the  Indian  camp.  The  redskins 
are  driven  hack — the  British  officer  Is  captured 
and  poor   Reuben,    blinded   forever,    is   freed. 

Scene  VII.     His  Country's  Flag  the  Only   Reward. 

verylMnfi  In  M.W   is.ll. 

^*  Motion  Picture Machines 
Films,   Bt<  !<■,.], 1 (.■   ~~i~r  ~z  »  Bong  Slides  and  Bnp> 

S»^ SsL/s's  Hume  nuiitril. 
<  atalogui  1  free, 

HARBACH   A.    CO., 

Filbert  St.,  Phil. 1.,  Paw 

THEATRICAL 
I  am  looking  for  a  position  as  a 

House  Manager  or  Assistant  Manager 
(VAUDEVILLE  AND  PICIURES),  S  years 
experience  in  show  business  and  know 
all  the  lines  from  A  to  Z.  I  am  an 
operator  stage  manager,  vamp  piano, 
write  signs,  book  acts,  etc.,  in  fact 
everything  and  anything  around  a 
vaudeville  or  picture  house.  What 
have  you  to  offer?  Address  P.R.J.  J. .care 
of  Moving  Picture  World,  N.  Y.  City 

Theatres  and 
Locations  Wanted 
We  have   several  applicants   who 

will  purchase  paying  places 

Send    full   particulars   as  to    seating 
capacity,  receipts,  expenses  and reasons  for  selling 

MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 
125  East  23d  Street,  New  York 

FOR  SALE 
MOVING  PICTURE  THEATRE 

Last   year's    business   $16,000.     Good 
Lease.     Bestlocation  in  city  of  25,000. 
Has  Stage  for  Vaudeville.     Seats  275. 

Best  of  reason  for  selling. 
PRICE,  $6,500. 

—  A  dress  — 

S.  V.  T.,  Care  of  Moving  Picture  World. 

FILM  FOR  SALE 
This  is  an  opportunity 

I  have  20  Reels  of  A  No.  1 

Films,  selected  subjects — best 

manufacturer's  product  in  fine 
condition,  which  will  sell  for 

$10.00  to  $20.00  a  Reel,  as  I 
have  no  use  for  them.  Sent 

with   privilege  of  examination. 

For  particulars,  address 

M.  H.  MS'  CHIOR 
No.   1  5  Board  of  Trade 

COLUMBUS  -  -  OHIO 
sm. 
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We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y. 

70  Franttlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

a? 
«% 

% 

AMERICAN  PATRIOTISM 
IN  THE  COLONIAL  WARS 

LENGTH  895  FEET 

READY    DECEMBER  4th 

A  stirring  tale  of 
Patriotism  told  in 

seven  graphic  scenes 
resplendent  with 
natural  effects  and 

good  action,  A  story 
that  arouses  the  en- 

thusiasm of  the  true 
American* 

Synopsis  and  Lectures  Mailed 
Weehly  upon  request 

KALEM  CO.,  Inc. 
131  West  24th  St.,  New  York  City 

KLEINE    OPTICAL   CO. 
JACK  OF  ALL  TRADES  (Lux).— Inflated  with  tin- 

idea  of  his  ability  a  vagrant  seeks  and  seeures  oc- 
cupations  of  divers  character,  but  in  each  instance 
he  proves  a  failure  and  is  ignominiously  discharged. 
Length.    COO    feet. 

A  CHILD'S  DEVOTION  (Lux).— A  story  full  of 
pathos  and  well  dramatized.  The  little  daughter  in 
a  family  where  the  parents  bend  their  efforts  to 
crime  and  degradation  is  found  an  exception  to 
the  influence  exerted  upon  her  and  proves  the  un- 

doing of  a  plot,  causing  the  apprehension  of  the 
malefactors  and  winning  for  herself  a  home,  with 
most   promising  environment.      Length,   660  feet. 

LOOKING  FOR  THE  SEA  SERPENT  (Lux).— A 
short  comedy  depicting  very  amusing  scenes  in  a 
seacoast  town  where  an  object  afloat  on  the  water 
causes  consternation  to  the  populace,  owing  to 
its  semblance  to  a  sea  serpent.     Length,  240  feet. 

MAKING  HOME  ATTRACTIVE  (Lux).— Unable 
to  keep  her  husband  at  home,  a  devoted  wife  pro- 

ceeds to  put  in  furnishings  that  make  the  home 
attractive,  not  only  to  her  husband  but  to  his 
friends  as  well.  The  bar,  tables,  music,  etc.,  all 
add  to  cause  the  gathering  to  vow  that  there  is 
no  place  like   this  home.     Length.   434  feet. 
SHE  COULD  BE  HAPPY  WITH  EITHER  (Itala 

Rossi). — The  groom  is  late  for  his  wedding  and 
causes  consternation  to  the  bride  by  his  tardiness. 
The  rival,  however,  promptly  appearing  on  the 
scene,  is  chosen  as  a  substitute,  and  the  ceremo- 

nies  proceed. 
When,  after  numerous  mishaps,  the  bridegroom 

appears  at  the  festivities,  a  violent  encounter  is 
experienced.  The  luckless  fellow  must  content  him- 

self with  the  scraps  left  over  from  the  sumptuous 
supper.      Length,    507    feet. 
THE  BEWILDERED  PROFESSOR  (Gaumont).— 

A  beautifully  hand-colored  subject  portraying  inci- 
dents of  rare   magic   quality.     Length,   310  feet. 

THOMPSON'S  NIGHT  WITH  THE  POLICE  (Gau- 
mont).— Returning  from  an  evening  carousal. 

Thompson  goes  astray  and  falls  into  the  hamls  of 
the  police,  who  endeavor  to  effect  his  return  home 
guided   by   the   cards   found   in   his    possession. 

In  each  case  a  howl  of  remonstrance  is  effected 
and  finally  Thompson  is  unceremoniously  dropped 
into   a  felon's  cell   for  the  night.     Length.   567  feet. 

S.  LUBIN. 

THE  SEXTON  OF  LONGWYN.— Money  Lender's Office.  To  Felix  the  money  lender,  comes  Count 
Short  for  a  new  loan.  The  money  lender  refuses 
to   advance   more   money. 
Your  Daughter  is  the  Price. — Being  in  love  with 

the  Count's  daughter,  he  tells  him  that  he  is  will- 
ing to  make  another  loan  but  the  Count  must  give 

him  the  hand  of  his  beautiful  daughter.  The 
Count   consents. 
Rejected  but  Not  Subdued.— Felix  visits  the 

Count's  castle  to  press  his  suit.  The  young  Count- 
ess rejects  him.  He  smilingly  leaves  the  house. 

He  is  not  the  man  to  give  up  so  easily  his  money 
and    the    prize. 

The  Old  Sexton. — The  young  Countess  runs  to  the 
old  sexton,  her  life-long  friend,  and  tells  him  of 
Felix's  impudence  and  of  her  father's  demand  to 
marry  the  money  lender.  The  sexton  tries  to  con- 

sole   her   but    is   only    partly    successful. 
A  Daring  Deed. — On  her  way  home  the  Countess 

is  overpowered  by  Felix,  who  puts  a  cloth  over 
her   mouth   and   drags   her   into   an    automobile. 

The  Midnight  Wedding.— They  call  at  the  Rever- 
end's house  and  force  him  at  pistol's  point  to  ac- 

company them  to  a  nearby  church.  They  arrive 
at  the  'church  of  the  old  sexton.  They  drag  the 
half-conscious  girl  into  the  church.  The  Farson 
begins  the  ceremony  but  the  Countess  refuses  to 
say  the  words.  Enraged.  Felix  draws  a  revolver, 
but  at  the  same  time  the  old  sexton  takes  hold  of 
the  crucifix  and  knocks  Felix  down.  The  chauffeur 
quicklv    pulls    him    out    of    the    church. 

A  Righted  Wrong.— Felix  lies  In  bed  recuperat- 
ing from  the  blow.  His  lawyer  is  called  in.  he 

makes  a  will  leaving  all  his  earthly  possessions  to 
the  Countess  to  right  the  great  wrong.  Length, 
635   feet. 

HOBO'S  DREAM. — A  Good  Fairy.— While  sleeping 
the  good  fairy  appears  before  the  hobo.  She  tells 

Dim  where  ho'  will  find  a  great  treasure.  The  hobo gets  up.  finds  the  tree  and  incidentally  a  big  pot 
full    of    money. 

Ejected. — The  hobo,  who  shared  his  fortune  with 
a  friend,  enters  a  swell  restaurant  but  is  ejected, 

lie  goes  to  a  tailor,  orders  a  swell  suit  and  re- turns.     This   time  he   is  received  with   open   arms. 
The  Embassy  Ball.— The  hobo  gets  an  invitation 

to  the  ball  which  he  certainly  accepts.  His  suit  is 
sewed  up  with  money  and  he  makes  a  big  bit. 
especiallv    with    the    ladies. 

The  Prize  Fight. — The  hobo  visits  a  prize  fight. 
Not  satisfied  with  the  result,  he  challenges  the  win- 

ner   and    knocks    htm    out    In    one    round. 
Meeting  the  Nobility.— The  heads  of  almost  all 

nations  meet  the  hobo.  The  Frenchman  objects  to 
the   hobo's   remarks  and  challenges  him   to  a   duel. 

The  Amakening. — .Tnst  when  the  Frenchman  sticks 
his  sword  into  the  hobo,  he  Is  awakened  by  the 

policeman  who  sticks  his  club  in  his  side.  Length. 675    feet. 

Closing 
Out Three  $150.00 

VIASC0PES 
Fitted  with  Chicago  Fire 
Underwriter  Improved 

Lower  Automatic 

Magazine  Tanks 

01JRPRICE,$I00.00 

10  Half  Size  Bausch  &  Lomb 

Stereopticon  Lenses  No's 12, 15, 18, 1  q. Focus,  regular 
$18  lenses,  at  $9.00  each. 

10  Quarter  Size  mount. 
Stereopticon  Lenses,  sizes 
10 — 12  in.  Eq.  Focus 

10  5 — 6  inch  Long  Distance 
Moving  Picture  Lenses, 
sliding  lubes,  Bausch  & 
Lomb  make,  regular  $10.00 
lense  at  $5.50. 

Edison  Underwriter  Model 
Rheostat,  $7,00 

All  above  goods  in  A-i  order. 
Having  become  shopworn  is 

why  we  offer  at  these  low 
prices.  Order  quick,  these 
are  rare  bargains.  Goods  will 

be  sent  on  privilege  of  ex- 
amination upon  receipt  of 

small  payment  to  guarantee 

express  charges. 

BIJOU 
AMUSEMENT  CO. 
91   Dearborn  St.,  Chicago 
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A  Drawing  Card 
for  any  Moving 
Picture  Show  is  a 

Card 
Printer 
in  the  lobby.  It 
is  always  sur- 
rounded  by 
crowds.  The  Card 
Printer  is  a  slot 
machine,  and 
prints  cards,  5 
cards  for  lc  or  12 
cards  for  5c. 

Special  price  if  you 
mention  this  paper 

Easy  Terms 
WRITE  NOW 

THE 
CARD  PRINTER 

CO. 
79  East  130th  Street  -  New  York  City 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 

Next  Release 

1    "THE  SOMNAMBULIST" 
(Lgth.  Approx.  825  Ft.) 

"AN  OBSTINATE  TOOTH" 
(Lgth    Approx.  165  Ft.) 

READY 

WED.  DECEMBER   2nd 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.CD. 

501  WfcLLS  St.  ChigagoJiis. i 

LADY     BARBERS.      TWO  i.imiii;     iv 
an    iiivihiii.in    i..    II,,    opening   "f    a 

barber  loop,    decide   t"   patronise   tbe   place      Thej 
■teal  away   and  Just   hare   fun   wltb   tbe   lady   bar 
bere    wben    tbelr  pear   on    tbe    scene    and 
inn    tbe    Qnlsblns.    toncb    to  I  engtb, 
•jt:.   reet. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

MARIE    STUART. -Tills    beautifully 
rare   ihows   as   tbe   principal   erenti   In    tbe    llti    ol 
\i:ir\  iii   ii  ot  Scots,   Bbe  was  the  daughter  of  Jacquei 

ttb  Mini  Miuy  Qulie  and  married  Craned  tbe 
Second,  Kins  of  ETrance,  After  tbe  death  < 
husband  In  I860,  Mary  stnurt  left  France  and  re 
turned  t>>  ber  former  borne  In  Scotland,  Her 
father  baring  died  In  tbe  meantime,  she  was  made 
Queen,  siio  wai  barely  nineteen  years  of  age,  and 
ber  youth  as  well  as  her  greal  beauty  and  charm 
of  manners  won  fur  ber  tbe  hearts  of  tbe  Scots, 
she  whs  ■  devout  Roman  Catholic  and  wben  she 
ascended  the  throne  she  found  the  country  In  the 
hands  <>f  t lie  Protestants,  who  gave  their  young 
Queen  much  trouble.  At  i»st  they  revolted  and 
threw  iicr  into  prison,  where,  through  tiir  assist- 
ance  of  a  maid,  she  escaped  to  England  and  asked 
her  cousin  Kllzatieth  for  protection,  but  the  latter 
betrayed  her  and  had  her  oast  Into  prison,  where, 
through  the  assistance  of  a  page,  she  secures  a 
disguise  and  escapes  through  a  window.  Her  maid 
holds  the  door  while  she  makes  good  her  escape, 
and  when  Kllzalieth  enters  she  Is  so  enraged  that 
she  Immediately  sends  her  soldiers  to  recapture 
the  unfortunate  young  Queen. 
They  follow  her  for  some  distance  and  overtake 

her  On  the  road  and.  after  a  desperate  struggle, 
she  is  again  captured  and  taken  back  to  prison, 
where  she  Is  condemned  to  death  by  her  cousin. 
Queen  Elizabeth.  We  see  the  trial  scene  where 
the  unfortunate  woman  hears  her  doom,  after 
which  she  divides  her  earthly  possessions  among 
her  faithful  servants.  Then  comes  the  walk  to 
the  deatli  chamber,  where  she  goes  with  unfaltering 
steps,  showering  blessings  upon  tier  enemies,  and 
as  she  kneels  before  the  block  her  peaceful  coun- 

tenance bears  the  same  sweet  smile  that  never  left 
her  through  all  her  trials,  and,  kissing  the  cross 
for  the  last  time,  lays  her  head  calmly  on  the 
block  and  immediately  all  is  over.  Length,  836 
feer. 

L'ARLESIENNE.—  This  magnificent  picture  de- 
picts the  story  of  L' Arlesienne.  as  written  by  the famous  French  writer.  Alfonse  Daudet.  and  is 

artistically  acted  by  a  clever  company  of  artists, 
who  lay  the  pathetic  little  story  before  us.  closely 
following  every  detail  as  put  forth  by  the  author 
to    make    it   a    powerful    drama. 

In  the  first  picture  we  see  the  young  hero, 
Frederick,  leaving  his  country  home  and  going 
to  the  city  to  attend  the  bull  fight,  and  while 
there  he  meets  and  woos  a  beautiful  maiden,  for- 

getting his  own  little  sweetheart  at  home.  The 
charming  miss  strolls  with  him  and  he  tells  her 
of  his  undying  love  and  vows  to  live  for  her 
alone.  As  lie  leaves  her  at  her  home  and  strolls 
away  her  former  lover  comes  along  and.  seeing 
them  together,  remonstrates  with  the  girl,  but  she 
coldly  tells  him  that  it  is  all  over  between  them 
and  that  she  loves  another.  The  next  day  Fred- 

erick meets  the  girl  again  and  proposes  to  her 
and  she  accepts  him.  and  immediately  he  takes 
her  to  his  home  to  introduce  her  to  his  parents, 
who  are  a  trifle  demure  in  receiving  her.  knowing 
his  treatment  to  his  former  faithful  little  sweet- 

heart. Everything  bids  fair  for  their  happiness 
when  the  maiden's  cast-off  lover  appears  and  sends 
in  for  Frederick,  and  upon  meeting  him  presents 
him  with  a  letter  which  he  had  received  from  her 
telling  him  that  he  was  the  only  man  she  ever 
loved.  Frederick  takes  the  letter  and  when  he 
confronts  the  girl  with  it  she  coolly  admits  her 
authorship  of  the  missile,  and  Immediately  he 
becomes  distracted  and  denounces  her  and  orders 
her  from  the  house.  She  leaves  the  place  and 
returns  to  her  former  sweetheart,  while  poor  Fred- 

erick's life  is  wrecked,  for  in  his  heart  he  loves 
her  with  a  supernatural  love  and  everywhere  he 
goes  he  sees  her  beaming  face  before  him.  Finally 
his  parents  induce  him  to  forget  his  new  Infatua- 

tion and  return  to  his  former  fiance,  which  he 
does,  but  still  at  all  times  he  is  thinking  of  his 
lost  one.  While  strolling  with  his  little  sweet- 

heart he  seems  to  see  the  haunting  face  again, 
and  frantically  runs  away,  leaving  the  girl  dumb- 

founded  on    the   road. 
He  reaches  his  home  and  rushes  up  to  his 

room,  followed  by  his  mother  and  fiance,  but  he 
bolts  tile  door  and  gives  vent  to  his  wounded  feel- 

ings. Suddenly  he  Is  seized  with  a  fit  of  in- 
sanity and  sees  before  his  eyes  the  form  of  his 

new-made  love  with  his  rival.  He  makes  a  lunge 
at  the  figures,  but  they  disappear,  and  he  dives  head 
foremost  through  the  open  window  and  lands  on 
the  ground  many  feet  below.  His  distracted  mother 
and  sweetheart  run  to  his  assistance,  but  too  late 
to  lend  human  aid.  and  he  expires  in  his  heart- 

broken   mother's   arms.      Length,    1.048   feet. 
CRACK  RIDERS  OF  THE  RUSSIAN  CAVALRY. 

— In  all  the  countries  on  the  globe  they  are  prone 
to  boast  of  their  cavalry  and  well  they  may,  but 
when  one  sees  this  picture  of  the  Russians  on 
horseback  they  must  admit  that  the  cavalry  of 
that  country  is  one  of  the  most  wonderfully  trained 
body    of    men    in    the    world.      They    perform    some 

MONEYSAVINC 
PROPOSITIONS 
Service— Independent  and  Association from  $5.00  up 

ACCESSORIES 

Unbreakable   Condensers    of    pure     while 

crystal  at  75c. 
Dissolving  Slide  Carriers  at  $2.50  each 

Pink  Label  Carbons,  ft-ln  ,  at  $2  40  per  100 
Pink  Label  Carbons.  12-ln,  at  $4.50  per  100 

Cement  10c  p«r  bottle,  3  bottles  25c 
Tickets  10,000  lots  or  over  at  He  per  1,000 

Empty  Reels  at  45c Announcement  Slides  from  35c  up. 

Complete  Power's  at  Bdlson  mai  bines  and  all 
parts  ol  machines  at  lowest  prices 

We  sell  slightly  used  film  2c  per  foot  and  up. 

STERLING  FILM  COMPANY 
Reliance    Building,   SUITE    SI  I 

32     UNION     SQUARE 
Near  East  I  6th  St. 

NEW  YORK  CITY 

Learn  to  Make 
Mirrors 

We  furnish  complete  instructions  for 
making  all  kinds  of  Mirrors  so  simply 

that  anyone  can  make  a  first-class  Mirror 
as  soon  as  they  read  over  our  copyrighted 
instructions.  For  $2.00  we  send  you  the 
complete  outfit.  This  price  is  good  for  a 
short  time  only.  No  machines  used,  all 
ingredients  can  be  secured  of  your  local 

druggist  for  a  few  cents. 
THE  BUTTS  SIGN  S  NOVELTY  CO. 

228  Temple  Court  Bldg,  Denver,  Colo. 

Song  Slides! 
Travelogue  Slides! 

Announcement  Slides! 

Newest,  latest  and  best.  "You  Select 
— We  Ship."  Lowest  rental  rates 
consistent  with  superior  service.  We 

also  furnish  thoroughly  competent 

illustrated  song  vocalists,  moving 

picture  and  vaudeville  pianists  trap 

drummers,  instrumentalists,  dramatic 

lecturers,  demonstrators  and  licensed 

operators. 

Quick,  reliable  service. 

Our  references:  Leading  Film  Ex- 

changes. Song  Slide  Manufacturers, 
or  "Dramatic  Mirror"  of  New  York. 

Write  now  for  Circulars  and  full 

particulars. 

LEN  SPENCER'S  LYCEUM 
44  West  28th  St. NEW  YORK 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture   World 
In  your  correspondence. 
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I    BUY   FILM 
I  pay  cash  for  second-hand  film  in  good 

condition.  How  much  have  you  for  sale  ?  Send 
list  of  subjects  and  price.  No  junk  wanted. 
Second-hand  machines  and  films  in  good  con- 

dition of  all  makes  bought,  sold  and  exchanged. 
Newman  notion  Picture  Co.,  293  Burnside 
Street,  Portland,  Oregon. 

"OLD  RAINY" 

Films  Renewed 
We'll  fix  one-half  of  film,  and  let  you  see  the difference.    Titles  made.    Address 

AMERICAN  FILM  RENEWING  CO. 
Win.  Bullock,  Mgr. 

American  Theatre,  Cleveland,  Ohio 

WELLS' Moving   Picture    Enterprises 

STEREOPTICON  ADVERTISING 
Hand  Colored  /loving  Pictures  for  enter 

tainments  of  two  hours  duration  for  churches, 
schools,  armories,  lodges,  clubs,  house  parties 
and  fairs.  Refined  and  highly  enjoyable, 
sacred  and  secular. 

ADVERTISING   AND 
SPECIAL  LANTERN  SLIDES  HADE 

Moving  Picture,  Litho.  Paper,  also 
PASSION  PLAY  SUPPLIES 

Song  Title  Pages  Designed  and  Illustrated. 
SIGN  PAINTERS 
OFFICIAL  SCORERS 

46  W.  28th  St.,  near  Broadway,  New  York 
Telephone  6420  Madison  Square 

GALEHUFF 
A  riember  of  the 

FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

Headquarters  for  only  the  best  of  latest 

FILMS  .  and  SONQ    SLIDES.      No   junk. 
MACHINES,  SUPPLIES,  Etc. 

LATEST  SONQ   5LIDES 
$5,00  per  set 

N.  E.  Cor.  4th  &  Green  Streets, 
PHILADELPHIA.    PA. 

SWAAB 
never  endorses  anything  unless 

It  has  merit,  witness:  Power's 
Cameragraph  and  the  Motiograph 
for  which  he  is  sole  agent  here. 
There  have  been  many  Choke 
Coils  offered  as  Electric  Savers 
recently  but  you  can  build  that 
yourself  for  a  few  dollars.  If  you 
want  a  REAL  Current  Saver,  buy 

POWER'S  INDUCTOR.  Price  to  any- 
body $70.00  each  for  1 10  or  220 

volts.  Have  you  tried  the  SWAAB 
Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.  SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,     PA. 

marvelous  feats  on  horseback,  and  the  animals  used 
are  of  a  select  lot  that  seem  to  display  human 
intelligence  in  every  move  and  carry  their  riders 
through   the   wonderful   drills   without   a   mishap. 
We  see  them  on  dress  parade  In  the  great  com- 

mon, and  charging  the  enemy,  dashing  over 
hurdles,  down  steep  hills  and  up  again,  and  on 
through  the  meadows,  jumping  every  obstruction 
imaginable,  the  riders  holding  on  for  life  and  going 
at  a  terrific  rate  of  speed  in  , which  one 
slight  error  would  plunge  them  Into  eternity. 
Finally  we  see  the  grand  review  and  It  Is  indeed 
inspiring  to  see  the  noble  animals  bearing  their 
heroic  riders  ready  to  meet  the  enemy  and  be 
egged   on   to   victory.      Length,   413   feet. 

THE  SUBSTITUTE. — A  young  man,  who  is  mar- 
ried and  settled  down  in  the  city  unknown  to  his 

rich  relations,  whom  he  has  never  had  the  pleasure 
of  meeting,  receives  a  letter  from  the  latter, 
stating  that  they  are  coming  to  the  city  to  pay 
him  a  visit,  and  also  saying  that  they  are  bring- 

ing their  daughter,  whom  he  must  marry,  other- 
wise he  must  forfeit  the  fortune  which  they  are 

about  to  give  him.  He  is  in  a  terrible  quandary, 
for  if  they  know  -  that  he  is  already  married  they 
will  cut  him  off  entirely,  so  he  hits  upon  a 
scheme  whereby  he  can  retain  their  good  will  and 
gain  the  desired  fortune  in  the  end.  He  changes 
places  with  his  servant  and  hides  his  dear  wife  In 
a  room  till  the  storm  is  passed.  When  the 
country  folks  arrive  they  are  greeted  by  the  man 
servant  and  are  delighted  to  see  him.  and  imme- 

diately start  to  make  the  match  with  the  young 
girl.  The  servant  carries  out  the  joke  in  good 
shape,  assuming  the  part  of  master  of  the  house 
and  compelling  the  real  master  to  wait  on  him 
and  the  guests  without  a  word  of  protest.  They 
have  the  best  in  the  house  and  the  master  sorely 
supplies  them,  but  he  must  keep  up  the  hoax, 
otherwise  he  is  lost.  Things  reach  such  a  state 
that  the  man  of  the  house  remonstrates,  but  is 
soon  put  in  his  place  by  hard  glances  from  all, 
and  when  they  sit  down  to  dine  he  is  compelled  to 
wait  on  them  without  a  murmur.  Finally  the  old 
lady  hears  the  wife  screaming  in  the  room  and 
they  start  to  investigate,  and  when  they  find  her 
she  admits  that  she  is  a  friend  of  the  acting 
servant,  and  is  treated  accordingly  by  all  hands. 
Things  re^ch  such  a  pitch  that  the  police  are 
called  in  to  quell  the  trouble  and  the  man  of  the 
house  tries  to  explain,  but  has  no  voice  in  the 
affair  and  he  becomes  so  infuriated  that  the 
officers  are  compelled  to  arrest  him,  while  the  real 
servant  passes  off  as  the  master  and  lets  them 
take   him   away.      Length,    531   feet. 

THE  VAGABOND. — A  poor  old  vagabond  is  seen 
trudging  along  the  country  road,  footsore  and 
lonesome.  He  lies  down  to  have  a  snooze  and 
dreams  of  former  days  when  the  world  held 
brighter  prospects  for  him.  Soon  a  desperate  look- 

ing fellow  approaches  and  tries  to  induce  him  to  go 
to  a  nearby  house  and  waylay  an  old  farmer  and 
rob  him  and  divide  the  booty.  The  old  vagabond, 
having  a  sense  of  honor  with  all  his  misfortune, 
blankly  refuses  to  be  a  part  of  such  a  nefarious 
scheme,  and  goes  straightway  to  the  home  of  the 
farmer  to  warn  him  of  his  pending  fate  at  the 
hands  of  the  cut-throat.  The  farmer,  expecting 
trouble,  is  on  the  lookout  and  when  the  poor  old 
fellow  comes  up  to  the  house  he  is  not  admitted, 
so  he  starts  around  to  the  back  door,  thinking 
that  his  rapping  was  not  heard.  The  farmer  and 
his  son  are  lying  in  wait,  and  as  the  unfortunate 
fellow  comes  close  to  the  entrance  he  takes  aim 
and  shoots  him.  He  falls  in  his  tracks  and  his 
slayer  is  soon  at  his  side  ready  to  finish  him, 
but  the  poor  vagabond  explains  his  mission,  and 
when  the  man  realizes  his  great  mistake  he  carries 
him  into  the  house  and  cares  for  him.  Soon  the 
real  culprit  comes  along,  but  as  he  approaches 
the  house  the  father  and  son  sneak  up  and 
capture  him,  making  him  a  prisoner  till  the 
police  arrive. 

Finally  the  injured  man  recovers  from  the  effects 
of  the  wound  and,  after  receiving  a  large  sum 
of  money  for  the  service  done  the  old  peasant  in 
saving  his  life,  he  goes  on  his  way  blessing  his 
benefactors.     Length,  544  feet. 

MERRY  WIDOW  WALTZ.— A  youth  enters  a 
cafe  and  while  there  he  hears  the  Merry  Widow 
waltz  played  for  the  first  time  and,  like  a  great 
many  more,  went  into  raptures  over  the  beautiful 
melody.  He  straightway  goes  to  a  music  store  and 
buys  a  copy  of  the  famous  waltz,  and  he  is  so 
much  taken  up  with  it  that  he  forgets  everything 
else  and  goes  along  the  street  humming  the  air, 
and,  much  to  his  surprise  and  amusement,  he 
sees  two  policemen  on  their  beat  start  to  dance 
it.  He  is  passing  n  house  and  hears  a  girl  play- 

ing it  on  her  piano,  and  the  temptation  is  too 
much  for  him  and  he  proceeds  to  dance,  taking 
a  lamp  post  for  a  partner.  Next  he  is  passing 
a  street  piano  that  is  playing  the  air  and  a  horse 
attached  to  a  carriage  starts  to  trip  the  light 
fantastic   to   is  alluring   strains. 

Finally  he  reaches  his  room  and  sits  down  to 
the  piano  to  try  It  over  and  before  he  has  pro- 

ceeded far  everything  in  the  room  is  dancing 
around  at  a  great  rate.  Then,  to  his  surprise,  the 
piano  starts  to  move  about,  and  as  he  keeps  on 
playing  he  Is  swinging  around  in  mid  air.  still 
Strumming   on    the    Instrument.      Length,   34S   feet. 

SELIG  POLYSCOPE  CO. 
ON  THANKSGIVING  DAY,— Newtown.  Connecti- 

cut, is  a  typical  New  England  village — one  short 
block  of  business  buildings  constitutes  its  com- 

mercial activity.  In  the  center  of  the  block 
stands  the  Newtown  Bank,  and  our  story  deals 
with  two  bank  clerks,  Roy  Edmond  and  Jack 
Thornton,  the  sons  of  neighboring  farmers.  Roy 
is  honest,  upright  and  God-fearing,  but  Jack  while 
away  at  college  has  forgotten  his  Puritan  training 
and  acquired  dissolute  habits  and  expensive  taste*. 
His  meagre  salary  no  longer  suffices,  and  he  awalta 
the  opportunity  to  despoil  the  bank  of  which  be 
is   a   trusted   employee. 
Roy  and  Jack  are  both  in  love  with  the  village 

belle,  but  Roy  is  the  favored  one.  It  is  the  night 
before  Thanksgiving  and  the  annual  ball,  the  local 
social  event  of  the  year,  is  advertised.  We  see 
the  rivals  meet  pretty  Mary  in  front  of  the  bill- 

board, and  they  both  ask  her  for  the  pleasure  of 
her  company  to  the  ball.  She  grants  the  favor 
to  Roy.  who  is  elated,  while  Jack  shows  big 
chagin. 

A  busy  bank  scene  is  next  shown.  Jack,  on  the 
alert,  sees  that  Roy  has  left  the  door  to  his  wlred- 
in  desk  open,  and  screened,  as  he  thinks,  from  all 

eyes. 
Our  next  scene  occurs  on  the  evening  of  the 

ball.  As  the  last  couple  enter.  Jack  sneaks  back 

and  places  the  stolen  bonds  in  Roy's  overcoat pocket,    and   is  again   seen  by   the  worthless  janitor. 
The  shortage  has  been  discovered  at  the  bank, 

and  while  the  ball  is  at  its  height  the  bank 
president  enters  with  the  sheriff,  and  the  missing 
bonds  found  in  Roy's  pocket.  Bewildered.  Roy 
makes  a  sudden  break  for  liberty  and  dashes  out 
the  front  door,  into  the  sheriff's  buggy  and  escapes. 

Eight  months  pass  and  we  find  the  boy  an  outcast, 
discouraged  and  disheartened,  living  in  poverty  in 
New  York,  where  he  is  found  by  his  father  and 
absolved  by  the  dying  confession  of  his  enemy. 
Length.    1,000   feet. 

VITAGRAPH  COMPANY. 
THE     MINER'S     DAUGHTER.— Outside     a     coal 

mine   the   men   are   seen   going  below   to   their   work. 
Alice  Gilbert,    daughter   of  one   of  the   miners,   bida 
her    father    good-bye    as    he    goes    down    the    shaft, 
then    returns    to    her    home.       Underneath    in    the 
mine    the    men    are    working    with    pick    and    shovel, 
when    one   of    their   number    strikes    a    match,    caus- 

ing an  explosion  in  which   Gilbert,   among   others.  Is 
seriously    injured.      The    men    are    brought    up    the 
shaft    and    are    shortly    surrounded    by    members    of 
the    miners'     families.       Alice    Gilbert    is    horrified 
at  the  sight  of  her  injured  father.     Gilbert  motions, 
to    a   fellow    workman.    Tom    Allen.    Indicating    that 
he   is   dying,    exacts   a  promise    from   Allen    to  care 
for  his   daughter,    after   which   he   falls   back   dead. 
Ten  years  pass  by  and   the  adopted  girl  has  grown 
to    a    beautiful    woman.      Allen's    fatherly    affection 
for  the   orphan  during  the  years  has  grown   to  love. 
He    asks   her    to   become    his    wife,    is    accepted    and 
they   are   married   at  the   little   village   church.      Re- 

turning    from    the    wedding    ceremony,     the     bridal 
party    pass    the    new    mine    owner.    Mr.    Livingston. 
He    is    immediately    infatuated    with    the    beautiful 
young    bride    and    loses    no    time    in    calling    at    her 
home.      He   invites   her    for   a    drive.      Alice   at   first 
refuses,   then  yields  to  his  pledgings  and   makes  her 
first    mistake.      During    the    drive    the    young    mine 
owner   makes   desperate    love,    finally   gains    a    prom- 

ise   from    the    young    wife    to    leave    her    miner   bus- 
band    for    him.      Allen    returns    from    work    to    find 
his    home    wrecked    and    a    note    from     Livingston 
stating    that    he    has    taken    the    young    wife    away. 
A    year    passes    and    in    her    elaborately    appointed 
surroundings    the    wayward   wife   is   as   unhappy   a» 
is  poor   Allen  in  his  desolate  home.      Livingston  has 
tired    of    Alice,    and    shows    bv    every     action    that 
he   cares   no   longer    for   her.      He    iuserts    an    adver- 

tisement  in    the   paper   for   a    housemaid    and   by  * 
strange    turn    of    fate   the   same   is   answered    by   an 
old    schoolmate    of    his    wife.       As    she    comes    face 
to   face   with   her  prospective   mistress   the   apnlicafit 
shrinks     back     in     horror,     while     Alice,     recovering 
from  her   surprise,    begs   her   to   remain.     The   young 
lady     refuses,     leaves     the    houses,     and    in    strolling 
through    Central    Park    comes    upon    Allen    walking 
wearily    along,    evidently    in    search    of   his    missing 
wife.     lie   Is  told  by  the  young  lady  of  her  meeting 
with    his    wife    and    the    pair    start    off.       At    the 
Livingston    villa    a    reception    is    taking    place.     In 
the   midst   of   the   festivities  the   footman   approaches 
the    host    and    announces    a    caller.      Livingston    re- 

fuses  to   meet   him.    when   the    footman    is    brushed 
aside   and   Tom   Allen,    followed   by   the   young   lady. 
enters    the    room.       He    seizes    Livingston    by    the 
throat,    throws    him    to    one    side,    takes    Alice    and 
departs,    leaving    the    guests    staring    at    each    other 
in    astonishment.       Back     to     the     Allen    cottage    a 

reconcilation    is    affected,    and    the    recent    desolate 
home   is   once   more   filled   with   happiness.      Length, 
705   feet. 

CRESCENT   FILM   MFG.   CO. 
SHERLOCK    HOLMES    IN    THE    GREAT    MURDER MYSTERY. 

Our  picture   relates   to    a    crime   committed   by  a 

Gorilla  who  escapes   from  his  cage  and  through  cir- 
cumstantial  evidence   a    young    man.    whom    we   will 
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call  In  our  story  Jim.  Is  accused  and  Is  Jiim  about 
to  be  convicted  when,  tbrougb  tbe  aid  ol  our  aero, 
Bberlock    Holmes,   be   Is   freed  just    hi   time. 

Our   picture    opens    with    a    ulri    and    sweetheart, 
who   are    sitting    in    her    room    iHaon—ing    plana    rot 

i  their   marriage.      The    message    is   brought    for    .Tim. 
compelling    him    to    leave    at    once. 

Shipyard    Scene     The    Gorilla    escapes    from    Ms 
!  cage  from  :i  vessel  with  ills  muster,  the  captain, 
In    hot    pursuit.      The    frightened    animal    elhnha    a 

I  porch  of   this  glrl'g   house   and   Into   the   window    ol 
j  her    sittin  room,    and    niter    a    terrific    struggle    he 
I  tween  her  and  the  beast  he  kills  her.  before  the 
captain  can  prevent  him,  Captain  Immediately  re 
turns     to    vessel     with     (lorilla     ami    sla.\s     In     hiding, 

I  (earing   the  consequences  abould   anyone  detect    him. 
Discovery    of    Crime.      Butler    Who    returns    to    the 

|  lining  room  is  horrified  to  discover  the  room  In 
(real    disorder  and   his   mistress   murdered,      lie   Im- 

I  mediately    notnies    the    police,      Police    arrive    and, 
I  after   questioning    butler,    they    learn    of    sweetheart's 
I  visit,    and    accuse   Jim    of    the    crime. 

Railroad    Station.     Jim,    who    is    unaware    of    what 
ppened.    Is  about    to  board  a   train,   when    the 

police    rush   upon    the   scene   and   arrest    him. 
Sherlock    Holmes's    Study.      Holmes    is    nailing    a 

fcok  when  his  old  friend  and  college  chum  Watson 
arrives,    who   has   read   of    the   crime   iii    the    paper, 

p    same    to    Holmes.      Holmes,    after    reading 
and    bj    constanl    pleading   of    Watson,    de- 

cides   to    lend    his   aid    in    unraveling    the    crime. 
Holmes    at     Work.     Arrival     at     girl's     residence. 

Herein    are    shown    methods   employed    by    Holmes    to 
p   evidence   or   clue    to   discover    the   culprit. 

In    His    Study.-    Holmes    returns    to    his    study     in 
deep  thought,  with  his  mind  concentrated  upon  the 
crime.  lie  is  trying  to  unravel  the  mystery  when 
he  takes  his  old  violin  down  from  its  peg  and 
begins  to  play  fantastic  musle  which  puts  him  In 
a  trance  to  solve  the  problem.  Herein  are  shown 
remarkahle  visions  of  the  different  clues  and  theo- 

Holnies's  brain.  The  tlrst  vision  is  of  Jim 
eoniniittini;  this  awful  crime,  but  vision  fades  away 
before  crime  is  committed.  Second  vision  is  of  n 
burglar:  that  also  fades  same  as  the  first.  Flolmes. 
who  has  learned  of  the  Gorilla  being  In  port,  lends 
his  thought  to  this  and  the  vision  appears  of  Go- 

rilla    escaping     from     ship,     climbing     the     porch     of 
and  into  the  window  and  committing  the 

crime  that  Jim  is  accused  of.  Holmes  Immediately 
Jumps  up  with  a  start,  and  after  numerous  failures, 
discovers  the  ship.  Gorilla  and  master,  accusing 
same  of  the  tragedy.  He  begs  him  to  go  to  the 
court  -house    with    him. 

Court  Room. — Poor  .Tim  Is  convicted  to  tie  hanged, 
when  our  hero  Holmes  rushes  in  with  sufficient  evi- 

dence   that    frees    Jim.      This    picture    Is    beautifully 
■  1  and  elaborntelv  toned  throughout.  Pho- 

tography   and    scenery    unexcelled. 

CENTAUR  FILM    COMPANY. 

CIRCUMSTANTIAL  EVIDENCE.— Who  ate  the 
kossum  pie?  is  the  problem,  and  the  evidence  is 
so  strong  that  any  jury  in  the  world  would  bring 
in  a  verdict  of  guilty,  therehv  convicting  an  inno- 

cent man  and  allowing  the  guilty  to  escape. 
Old  1'ncle  Hose  Jackson  is  seen  entering  his  cabin 

with  a  very  fine  'possum  which  he  has  captureo. 
and  he  proceeds  to  make  a  'possum  pie  and  puts 
It  In  the  oven  to  cook,  and  while  it  is  cooking  he 
falls  asleep. 
A  young  darkey  passing  the  cabin  detects  the 

odor  of  'possum  pie.  so  dear  to  the  colored  race,  and 
pushing  the  door  open  he  discovers  Uncle  Blose 
asleep,  and  further  search  reveals  the  pie  in  the 
oven,  which  is  now  cooked,  and  Mister  Darkey  pro- 

ceeds to  cat  it.  After  finishing  the  pie,  he  proceeds 
to  start  a  false  trail,  and  using  the  scraps  that  are 
left  he  greases  the  old  man's  face  and  hands. 

In  due  course  the  old  fellow  wakes  up.  and  of 
course  he  goes  straight  to  the  oven,  only  to  find 
that  the  pie  is  not  there;  he  finds  the  soiled  dishes 
ami  scraps  on  the  table  and  he  is  sure  somebody 
has  robbed  him  while  he  slept  until  he  discovers  the 
greasy  condition  of  his  bands  and  face,  which  con- 

vinces him  that  he  must  have  eaten  the  pie.  but  he 
1b  like  "the  man  convinced  against  his  will  is  of 
the  same  opinion  still."     Length.   325   feet. 

FREE  FREE 
ATTRACTIVE 

Signs  and  Banners 
With  Our  Film  Service 

PER  REEL    3>Q     PER  WEEK 

No  Junk.  AH  in  Good  Condition 

New  York  National  Film 
Exchange 

55  West  28th  Street    Phone  6036  Mad.  Sq. 
NEW  YORK  CITY 

C.J.  LANG'S nodel  No.  2 

REWINDER 

Sent  upon  receipt  of  five  Dollars 

C.  J.  Lang  Mfg.   Co.,  Olean,  M.  Y. 

L.  M.  SWAAB,        340  Spruce  St.  Philadelphia 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47    North    I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  quality  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
„ur  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

Electrician  and 
A  monthlv  journal  of  instruction  in  eleeir  city  and  allied 
subjects.  Send  for  a  free  sample  copy,  and  book  catalog. 

M.  W.  SAMPSON  PUBLISHING  CO. 
6  Beacon  Street      -      -      Boston,  Mast. 

FILMS 

SONGS 
No  repeaters.     Prompt  shipment 

All  ol  the  latest  productions. 

THE  H.  LIEBER  COMPANY 
FILM  SERVICE, 

24  W.  Washington  St.,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 
BELL  OR  INDEPENDENT  PHONE,  500. 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also  Seating   for  Out of-Door  Use. 

Address  Oept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

Do    NOT  put   on   the 

PASSION      PLAY 
Without   Music    and    Lecture 

tre  too  Fit  sway  from  Nrw  York  or 
Philadelphia    to    engage    the    services    of    the 
lust  and  foremost  lecturer  on   Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the   Passion   Play  in  particular, 

W.  STEPHEN  BUSH 
Kct  his  lecture  in  print  Complete  lecture  on 

cene  with  valuable  suKKcstions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory. 
This  copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly  with 
the  pictures  and  nivinR  full  explanation  and 
commentary  cm  every  scene  sent  postpaid  to 

any  address  in  I'.  S.  01  Canada  on  receipt  of due   dollar       A'ldress 
W.  Stephen  Bush.  155  N.  Conestoga  St.,  Phils.,  Pa. 

May  Oe  reached  at  any  tune  by 
nhooe  In  re»idence,  Belmonl 

SPECIAL    NOTICE       I    have    prepared    spe- 
cial  lectures   with    suggestions   as   to   music   and 

effects    for    every    feature    film    turned    out    by 
the   Edison    licensees,      The   list   comprises  over 
a     hundred     subjects     and     includes     the     very 
latest     feature     films.       Price    per    lecture,    25c. 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
Don't  Go  Away. 

We're  Growing  Old  Together. 
No  One  Knows. 

Can't  Stop  Your  Heart  From 
Beating  for  the  One  You  Love. 

When  Jack  Comes  Sailing  Home. 

A  Night,  A  Girl,  A  Moon. 
Take  Me  Out  to  the  End  of 

the  Pier. 
Here  Comes  An  American. 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
120  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.Y.  City 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc 
We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

GEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &.   CO. 
244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

2 2 c A  DAY 
Rental  for 

SLIDES 
Biggest    Illustrated    Song    Hits. 

SEND  FOR  COMPLETE   LIST 
JOS.W.STERN&CO.,IOIW.38tbSt.N.Y.  City    V 

LANTERN    SLIDES 
on  Sale  or  Hire.     20.000  to  select  from.  Special 
price  for  permanent  hirers.     Slides  made  from 
photographs  or  negatives  at  lowest  prices. 

Note  New  Address 

RILEY  OPTICAL  INSTRUMENT  CO. 
3  East   14th  Street,  New  York,  and  River 

Edge,  N.J. 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesale  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

06  Fifth  Avenue       -       -       CHICAGO. 
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Whenyou  see  PERFECT  MOTION  PICTURES 

™»»  THE  MOTIOGRAPH 
The  Latest,  the  best  and  most  durable 

MOTION  PICTURE  MACHINE 
New  York,  Boston,  Chicago  and  Frisco  approved 

Flickerless,   Steady   and    wonderfully   Brilliant    Pictures,   absolutely 
Fireproof,  Heavy,  Strong  and  Durable. 

Designed  and  built  especially  for 

MOTION    PICTURE     THEATRE    WORK 

The  Stereo  Motiograph 
combining  the    Motiograph    and    Double   Dissolving  Stereopticon    is  a 

Wonder  and  will  increase  your  receipts 

ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MFC.  CO. 

We've  quadrupled   our  facilities  during  the 
past  few  months  and  still  unable  to 

meet  the  demand. 

WHY?  Its  the  QUALITY  OF 
MACHINE  AND  PICTURES 

We  also  manufacture  the  RHEOSTATO  Current  Saver 

saves  60 to  75%  on  Electric  Bills,  the  Model  "B"  Calcium  Gas 
Outfit,  Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns  etc.,  and  are 
Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons,  Song  Slides,  etc. 

For  sale  by  progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers 
Write  for  Catalogue  and  particulars 

83-91  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago 

Buy  the  Best  means  Buy  a  Bal. 
The  only  Moving  Picture  Machine  Trunk  in  the  world  which  is  strong  enough 
to  carry  the  machine  safely  and  light  enough  to  save  excess  baggage  charges,  is 

the  "  BAL  "  FIBRE  TRUNK,  and,  being  the  best,  it  is  the  cheapest. 
SEND  FOB  CATALOGUE— W 

WILLIAM  BAL,  Inc.       -       -       -       2  I  O  West  42d  Street,  New  York  City 

MOVING      PICTURE 
OPERATORS 

Young  Men  learn  to  operate  Moving  Picture 
Machines.  Complete  instruction  Electrical  and 
Calcium  course  $10.00  (positions  secured.) 

AMERICAN    SCHOOL    FOR    OPERATORS 
630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs    All  kinds 
Fireproof  Booths.  Resistance  Grids  and  Wire 

Repairing. 

New  YorH  Steel  3  Production  C  . 
NEWARK,  N.  J. 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
it  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  tell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films.  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc, 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WES7 
500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 
I940i  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIN,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Our  film  service  makes  jour  bank 
account  grow  fat,  Mr.  Manager.  Write 
us  to-day  aDd  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We  are  members  of  the  Film  Service  Association 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBINS 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

PUlo  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Sonus 

69    DESARBORN  STREET  CHICAOO,  ILL. 
Frederick  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

Lthe ABAGRAPM 
CCK, 

P.  A.  DASCHKE,  Manager 

77  W.  44th  St.,  New  York  City 
Opposite  the  Hippodrome 

Moving  Picture  Films  &  Supplies 
The  Service  that  Satisfies 

Announcement  Slides 
Everything  Pertaining  to  the  Moving 

Picture  Business. 

Passion  Play  Films  for  Rent 
PATHE'S  HANDCOLORED 
(3114  feet)  in  perfect  condition 

THREE  DAYS  $25.00      ONE  DAY  $10.00 
or  WILL  SELL  FOR  $300.00 

W.  (Jeiger.  37  Sntw  Ave.,  Union  Course,  L.  I. 

Theatre  for  Sale 
In  good  New  Jersey  town.      $50 
guaranteed  profit  weekly.    Special 
reasons  for  selling.     Price  $1,200, 
liberal  terms.      Apply  to 
JERSEY,  care  of  Moving  Picture  World 

GAS Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
In  Cylinders.      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc. 
Prompt  Service, Reasonable  Rata* 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  N.  T. 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 
AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REV0LVIN0 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

TI CKETS 
IN    ROWS 

Correctly  Numbered 
BEST    PRICES 

STANDARD    TICKET    CO. 
181  Pearl    St.,  New   York  City. 

All  the  latest  SONG  SLIDES 
For  rent  at  low  rates.    New  Slides 

No  Junk.    Write  for  free  list 

VAUDETTE  SONG  SLIDE  SERVICE 
Manitowoc,  Wis. 

WANTED 
Gentleman  (  European )  thoroughly 
experienced  in  all  departments  of 
Moving  Picture  manufacture,  wishes 
position  as  foreman.  A.  Z.,  care  of 
Moving  Picture  World. 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

THE  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM   CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  50c 

For  full  particulars  write  to 
THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO. 

2654  Mission  Street,  San   Francisco,  Cal. 

THE  VIASC0PE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  75.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

PRINTING  for 
PASSION  PLAY 
AND   OTHER  SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  <EL  CO. 

126  E.  Sth  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 
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General  Electric  Company 
Reduce  Your  Current  Cost  by  Installing  a 

MERCURY  ARC   RECTIFIER 
Just  .issuiiu'  that  your  machine  is  operated  six  hours  per  day,  300  days  per  year,  and  that  you  pay  in 
cents  per  Kw.  hour  for  current.     Of  the  three  systems  used,  the  following  table  shows  the 

APPROXIMATE  OPERATING  COSTS: 
G.   E.  Rectifier   26  Amp.  on  the  Arc   *375.00  Direct  Current     30  Amp.  on  the  Arc   5  595.00 

G.  E.  Rectifier         30      "         "         "       420.00  Alternating  Current   40      "         "         "       
Direct  Current   .._>6       "  "         "       515  00  Alternating  Current   60       "  "         "          1190.00 
Alternating  Current   30      "         "         "       565.00 

When  you  consider  that  you  can  get  better  results  with  30  amperes  direct  current  from  a  Rectifier  than 

With  60  amperes  alternating  current,  isn't  the  above  convincing  proof  that  it  will  pay  you  to  install  a 

MERCURY  ARC  RECTIFIER 
Booklet  No.  3681 -P 

will  give  you  other  reasons  why  it  will  be  to  your  advantage 

1892 

Principal  Offices :    SCH  ENECTADY,  N.Y.  ̂ JtC^ 

Devils  in  the  Farm 
EVERY  AGE  HAS  ITS  TROUBLE 

(ECLAIR)     Two  Splendid  Comedies  Released  December  2nd,  1908 

FILM  IMPORT  (&  TRADING  CO. 
Representing 

JA<1  V*et  OIA   Q*      WILLIAMSON,  ECLAIR  AND    %r  „,  V^lr   n*~ 143  Last  23d  St.   society  Italian  cines  New  YorK  City 

NEW  FILMS  In  Preparation  10c.  PER  FOOT 

SHERLOCK  HOLMES  IN  THE  GREAT  MYSTERY ^K    TRADE 

flj         MARK 

^^^  THE    GREATEST    DETECTIVE    STORY    PRODUCED    IN    PANT0MINE 
^^^^^_.  Length  about  800  Feet.  Order  at  Once.  Released  Friday,   November  27 
^^^^^  Great  Murder  Mystery.     Beautiful  Scenery  and  Elaborately  Toned  Throughout. 

CRESCENT    FILM    CO.,   273    PROSPECT   AVENUE,    BROOKLYN,    N.Y. 
Printing.  Developing,  Perforating  and  Special  Work  Done. 

Our  Films  run  on  any  machine  Steadiness,  Durability  and  Photography  of  Merit 

HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZERj.h 
SAVES  THE  HOST  GIVES  THE  BEST  LIGHT 

LASTS  FOR  EVER  TAKES  OUT  THE  GHO 

.  HALLBERC.28  Creenwich  Ave.,  N.Y., U.S.A. 
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FILMS 
For  Rent 

We  can  supply  you  with  any 
grade  of  film  you  desire, 

First,  Second,  Third  Run,  or 
Commercial  Run 

If  you  are  using  commercial 
run  films,  we  are  in  position  to 
take  care  of  you 

Guaranteeing  No  Repeaters 

All  films  are  in  A-i  condition 
at  rates  which  will  surprise  you, 

Write  us  to-day  for  prices  and 
FILM  LIST.  If  you  want  first 
run  subjects  advise  us. 

Remember  we   carry  in  stock 

Machines  and   Parts,  all   MaKes;   Film 

Cement,  Carbons,  Condensers,  etc.,  etc. 

everything  pertaining  to  the 
business.  We  can  save  you 
money  coming  and  going. 

Write     us     today 
money  to  you. 

will    mean 

SOUTHERN 
FILM    EXCHANGE 

146-148  West  5tK  Street 
CINCINNATI,  O. 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.L.SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

All  the 
Latest SONG  SLIDES For  Rent 

at  Low  Rates 
Largest  Stock  in  the  United  States  to  Select  From 

FOR    SALE  200  sets,  slightly  used,  have  the  appearance  of 
new  slides,  at  $3,50  per  set  $3.50.  Write  for  lists 

"PRESTO"    FILM   &.   SONG    SLIDE    EXCHANGE 
1416    Broadway,    New  York,  N.  Y. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Send  for 
list  and   prices. 

The  Premo  Co. 
1926    Cermantown    Avenue 

PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

NEW  FILMS-NEW  SUBJECTS 
SEND  FOR  LIST  OF  NEW  FILMS 

Anything    in  the    Cinematograph    Line 
Titles  made  (colored  design)  60c  each 

DEVELOPING ,  PRINTING,  PERFORATING.    Prices  Reasonable 

INTERNATIONAL  FILM  MFG.  CO. 

231-33-35  North  8th  Street     -     Philadelphia,  Pa. 

8 
PER 
FOOT 

THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

"NONPARIEL"    SONG     SLIDES 
By  HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 

Who..    the    Catskills    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City. Summits    to   the   Sun. 

Money     Won't     Hake     Everybody Happy. 

Hollie,    Come   Jump   on   the   Trol- 
ley. 

Among   the   Valleys   of    Mew   Eng- land. 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 
I'm    Longing    for    Hy    Old    Green Mountain  Home, 
Lenore. 
On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren 

Fell. 
On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

The    Little    Old    Bed    8choolhonse 
on  the  Hill. 

There    Stands   a   Flag,    Let   Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in  the  Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are 
Falling. 

Memories. 
Where   the    Tall   Palmettos   Orow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 
Where   Poverty's   Tears   Ebb   and Flow. 

Sweetheart  Days. 
Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Latest  Films  of  All  Makers. 
We   have    been    asked   so  often    to   print    I  he    release  date   of    tbe    flluiM    Unit 

«f   have    adopted   a    new    form    of    listing    tba    Mima   aa  publlabed.      \\ V    would 
like   to  bave    the   opinion  of  our   readers   ns   to    whether  the    new    form    Is   more 
•atlafactory    tlinn    the    old.      Our   effort    will    be    to    keep  It    up  to  dale    and    con 
plrte    as    possible,     and     tu     tbat     end     we     nsk     tbe     eo  'Operation     of  Ihe     Bin 
manufacturers    and     Importers. 

If  the  films  of  any  manufacturer  are  not  correctly  listed  it  is  be- 
cause they  have  neglected  to  furnish  the  information  requested. 

Edison  Licensees. 
EDISON    MANUFACTURING    COMPANY. 

The  New  Stenographer   Comedy.       !>00  ft.  Edison.  Not.    17 
Colonial     Virginia   Historical.       MS  ft.  Edison.  Nov.     17 
■l    Lady    or    tbe     Tiger   Dramatic       900  ft.  Edison.  Nov.     24 
The    King's     1'ardon   Dramatic       BOO  ft  Edison.  Nov.     27 
lAird     Keatbertop   Dramatic       900  ft.  Edison.  Dec.       1 
Miss    Sherlock     Holmes   Dramatic       800  ft.  Edison.  Her         I 

The    Old    Maid's    Temperance    Club.  .  .Comedy       .'100  ft.  Edison.  Dec.       4 
The  Talc   the    Ticker  'Told   Dramatic       1)00  ft.  Edison.  Dec.       8 
The    Angel    Child   Comedy       000  ft.  Edison.  Dec.     II 

ESSANAY  FILM  COMPANY. 

Tale  of   a    Thanksgiving    Turkey         610  ft.  Essanay.  Nov.    18 
Tbe    Hoodoo    Lounge          SIB  ft.  Essanay.  Nov.    18 

The    Impersonator's   Jokes   Comedy.       560  ft.  Essanay  Nov.    25 
An  All-Wool  Oarment   Comedy.       400  ft.  Essanay.  Nov.    25 
The    Somnambulist   Dramatic       S25   f t .  Essanay.  Dec.       2 
An    Obstinate    Tooth   Comedy        LOB   ft.  Essanay.  Dec.       2 
Christmas    Carol             1000  ft.  Essanay.  Dec.       0 

KALEM  COMPANY. 

Jerusalem     In    the    Time    of    Christ           1925  ft.  Kalem.  Nov.      7 
Hannah   Dust  In   Historical.       886   ft.  Kalem.  Nov.    20 

A   Ragged    Hero   Dramatic.       865  ft.  Kalem.  Nov.    — 
Tor   love  of  Country...   Historic  Drama  Kalem  Nov.    — 

S.    LUBIN. 

The     Engineer   Dramatic.       1135  ft.  Lubin.  Nov.     10 
The  Thanksgiving  Turkey   Comedy.       320  ft.  Lubin.  Nov.     20 
Persistency    Wins   Comedy.      600  ft.  Lubin.  Nov.    26 
'ft*.  Sexton  of  Longwyn   Drama.        635   ft.  Lubin.  Nov.     30 

Vary    Willie's    Revenge   Comic.        270  ft.  Lubin.  $o\      30 
■tO'l  Dream      Comic.        G75  ft.  Lubin.  Dec. 
Lady    Barbers      Comedy.       275  ft.  Lubin.  Dec.      3 

PATHE   FRERES. 
Race   Prejudice   Dramatic.      2S0  ft.  Patbe.  Nov.    20 
•bod  Floating  and  Pulp  Industry .  .Industrial.       705  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    20 
0M  College  Chums   Comedy.       538  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    21 
Cave   of    the    Spooks   Comic.       351  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    21 
Marie     Stuart   Dramatic       S36  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    23 

L'Arleslenne      Dramatic      1048  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    25 
Crack    Riders   of    the    Russian 

Cavalry      Military       413  ft.  Patbe.  Nov.    27 
The    Substitute   Comedy       531  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    27 
The     Vagabond   Comedy       r.  14  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    28 
Merry    Widow    Waltz   Comedy       348  ft.  Pathe.  Nov.    28 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    COMPANY. 

Actor's    Child   Drama.       960  ft.  Selig.  Nov.      5 
A    Mountain    Feud   Dramatic.       090  ft.  Selip.  Nov.    12 
The   Hidden  Treasure   Dramatic.       950  ft.  Selig.  Nov.     19 
On  Thanksgiving  Day   Dramatic     1000  ft.  Selig.  Nov.    26 

VITAGRAPH   COMPANY. 

The   Elf  King   Spectacular.       935  ft.  Vitagraph.  Nov.     17 
The  Shoemaker   of   Coepenlck   Dramatic.       510  ft.  Vitagraph.  Nov.    21 
A  Tale  of   the   Crusades   Dramatic.       455  ft.  Vitagraph.  Nov.    21 

A  Lover's  Stratagems   Dramatic       590  ft.  Vitagraph.  Nov.    24 
The   Peasant   Girl's    Royalty   Dramatic       320  ft.  Vitagraph.  Nov.    24 
The    Miner's    Daughter   Dramatic       705  ft.  Vitagraph.  Nov.    28 
Charity   Begins  at   Home   Dramatic       265  ft.  Vitagraph.  Nov.    28 
Jnlius   Caesar      Dramatic.       9S0  ft.  Vitagraph.  Dec.       1 
How  Jones  Saw   the   Carnival   Comedy.       652  ft.  Vitagraph.  Dec.       5 
A   Summer   Idyl      Comedy.       300  ft.  Vitagraph.  Dec.      5 

Biog'raph  Licensees. 
BIOGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Taming    of    the    Shrew   Comedy.      1048  ft.  Blograph.  Nov.    10 
The    Guerilla   Dramatic.       898  ft.  Biograph.  Nov.    13 
The    Ingrate   Historical.       893  ft.  Biograph.  Nov.    20 
The   Song    of    the    Shirt   Drama.       638  ft.  Biograph.  Nov.     17 

A   Woman's    Way   Dramatic       676  ft.  Biograph.  Nov.    24 
The   Clubman   and   the   Tramp   Comedy      994  ft.  Biograph.  Nov.    27 

KLEINE    OPTICAL   CO. 

Jack   of  All   Trades   Comedy.       600  ft.  Lux.  Dee.   1-5 

A   Child's    Devotion   Drama.       600  ft.  Lux.  Dec.   1-5 
Looking    for    tbe    Sea    Serpent   Comedy.        240  ft.  Lux.  Dec.   1-5 
Making    Home    Attractive   Comedy.       434  ft.  Lux.  Dec.  1-5 
She  Could    Re    Happy    with    Either. .  .Comedy.        507  ft.  Rossi.  Dec.   1-5 
The    Bewildered    Professor   Magic.        310  ft.  Gaumont.  Dec.   1-5 

Thompson's    Night   with   thp    Police.  .Comedy.        567  ft.  Gaumont.  Dec.   1-5 
GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY. 

Blind      Dramatic       698  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co.  Nov.    — 
Othello       Dramatic       277  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co.  Nov.    — 
Children   of    the    East   Educational       625  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co.  Nov.    — 
Alexandrian    Quadrille   Dramatic       302  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co.  Nov.    — 
A    Sinner   Dramatfc       510  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co.  Nov.    — 
Dnmmies   on    the    Spree   Comedy       351  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co.  Nov.    — 

WILLIAMS,     BROWN     &     EARLE. 

When  Women   Rule   Comedy.      600  ft.  W.B.&E.  Nov.    12 
Jack    in    Letter    Box   Comedy.       300  ft.  W.B.&E.  Nov.     12 
Kind    Old    Lady       Comedy.       395  ft.  W..  B.  &  E.  Nov.     25 

Soldier's   Love  Token      Dramatic.        500  ft.  W..  B.  8s  E.  Nov.    25 

Independent. 
FILM    IMPORT    AND    TRADING    COMPANY. 

Devils  in  the   Farm      Comedy.  Eclair.  Dee.      2 
Every    Age    Has    Its    Troubles   Comedy.  Eclair.  Dec.      2 

Song'vSlides 
FOR  RENT 

We  handle  SONG  SLIDES 

exclusively,  giving  same  our 
full  and  careful  attention, 

thereby  guaranteeing  an  abso- 
lutely perfect  service  to  our 

patrons.  "We  ship  your  entire 
weeKly  supply  fof  sets  in  one 
consignment  every  weeh. 

the  chicago 
song   slide:    exchange: 

NINTH    FLOOR. 

Masonic  Temple      -      Chicago 

WHY  IS   OUR 

ONG 

LIDES 
ERVICE 

AND  TRAVELOGUES 

The  Best  in  New  England? 

Try  It — There  Is  a  Reason  ! ! ! 

NEW  ENGLAND  FILM  EXCHANGE 

611  Washington  Street         -         Boston,  Mass. 
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Success  or  Failure 
way  do  you  want  to  spell  your  future?  The  answer  is  simple  and  decided.  But  are  you  sure  that  you  are  con- 

ducting your  business  along  the  lines  that  lead  to  success?  In  order  to  be  SUCCESSFUL  you  must  offer  to  your 
patrons  all  the  LATEST  and  BEST  feature  films,  in  fact  a  QUALITY  SERVICE  in  every  respect.  That  is  the  kind 
of  service  WE  will  furnish  you  at  rates  that  are  REASONABLE.     Write  TO-DAY  to 

WM.  H.  SWANSON  &  CO.,  160-162-164  Lake  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 
AMERICA'S  LARGEST  FILM  EXCHANGE 

  OR   

WM   H.  SWANSON  ST.  LOUIS  FILM  CO.,  200-202-204  North  Seventh  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
  or — ; — — 

WM.  H.  SWANSON  OMAHA  FILM  CO.,  Karbach  Building,  Omaha,  Nebr. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  FILM  CO.,  1222  Grand  Avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  DIXIE  FILM  CO.,  Maison  Blanche  Building,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Our  offices  are  fully  equipped  and  individually  incorporated  concerns,  carrying  in  stock  a  complete  as- 
sortment of  all  standard  Moving  Picture  Machines,  their  repair  parts,  lenses,  both  animated  and  stereop- 

ticon,  of  all  focal  length,  carbons,  tickets,  opera  chairs,  in  fact  all  supplies  and  accessories  used  in  the  con- 
ducting of  Moving  Picture  Theaters.  These  offices  can  fill  and  make  shipment  of  all  orders  on  day  of 

receipt. 

SWANSON'S  CURTAINYLINE 
We  will  sell  you  for  $3.00  enough  curtainyline  to  cover  150  square  feet  and  this  one  coating  will  last 

forever.  If  you  will  paint  your  curtain  with  this  preparation  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  be  fireproof  and  that 

the  lights  and  shadows  will  stand  out  and  that  the  figures  in  the  picture  will  have  that  "live"  appearance. — Send  for  Special  Circular  No.  357. 

Let  Is  Change  Your  Edison  Two-Pin  Movement  to  One-Pin 
And  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  reduce  the  flicker  in  your  picture  75  per  cent,  or  more.  We  will  do  it  for 
$20.00.    Write  for  booklet  giving  full  information  and  stating  the  advantages  in  having  this  change  made. 

SWANSON'S  MARVELOUS  TALKING  PICTURES 
Are  still  a  huge  success  and  becoming  more  popular  every  day.  Starting  with  next  week  we  will  have  ten 
companies  working  the  State  of  Texas,  and  eight  companies  working  in  the  territory  in  and  around  Denver. 
They  are  what  the  public  want  and  because  of  their  not  being  produced  by  a  mechanical  device,  but  by  real 
live  actors,  the  effect  is  the  same  as  though  you  were  watching  a  real  play.  Write  us  to-day  for  full  par- 

ticulars.    They  will  increase  your  box  office  receipts  200  per  cent. 

SWANSON'S  HAND  FEED  ARC  LAMP 
We  desire  to  call  your  attention  to  our  new  hand  feed  arc  lamp  as  being  the  only  lamp  on  the  market 

that  is  indestructible  and  as  having  only  one  feed  rod.     Write  for  full  description  of  this  only  perfect  lamp. 

Does  Your  Machine  Need  Repairing  or  Adjusting? 
We  maintain  the  largest  and  most  complete  Moving  Picture  Machine  shop  in  the  country  and  arc  in  a 

position  to  turn  out  rush  orders.  We  allow  a  discount  of  10  per  cent,  from  the  manufacturers'  list  price  on  all 
repair  parts  of  the  Edison  and  Power  machines. 

P.  S. — We  have  complete  equipment,  such  as  electric  pianos,  phonographs,  slot  machines,  weighers,  etc.,  for 
a  Penny  Arcade,  for  sale  cheap.   Write  for  full  particulars. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World   In  your  correspondence. 
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HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZER,^ 
SAVES  THE  nOST 

LASTS  FOR  EVER 
QIVES  THE  BEST  LIGHT 

TAKES  OUT  THE  OHOST 

ALLBERC,  28  Creenwich  Ave..  N.Y., U.S.A. 

347  Sixth  Avenue 

PITTSBURG,  PA, FRANK'S  FILM  HOUSE 
Suite  II  Lamed  Bldg. 

SYRACUSE,  N. Y. 

Mr.  Renter:  You  owe  it  to  yourself  to  get  acquainted  with  us.  We  can  save  you 
money  and  give  you  A  No.  i  service.  Why  do  you  pay  exhorbitant  prices  for  film 
rental?  If  you  hitch  up  with  us  for  a  trial  order,  we  guarantee  you  will  remain  our 
steady  cusromer.     Glance  over  our  prices  and  send  for  our  mamouth  list. 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT  GLOBES 2  changes  shipped  two     at  a  time  about  1000  feet  each  $  6  00 
4         »•  "         two  *•  "  «•  ••        I  l. (to 
6        ••  «•  three  •«  •«  •«  "       15.00 

12       ••  •♦         lour  "  "  "  •«       27.00 
SONC  SLIDES  5Q  CENTS  EACH  EXTRA 

ALL 2  4-8-16  c.  p.,  110  VOLTS,  COLORED, 
FROSTED,  PLAIN.  ETC,  12Jc.  EACH. 
NEW,    IN    LOTS    OF    FIFTY    OR    MORE. 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business.    The 

quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled.     We  positively  handle  all 
new  goods.     Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 

143  N.    8th    Street,   PHILADELPHIA,   PA. 

ROLL  TICKETS 
lOc  per  l.OOO 

2,000  TICKETS  IN  A  ROLL— NUMBERED 
Have    on    hand  5c  and   10c   Tickets  which  we  can 

ship  same  day  order  is  received.        Special  Tickets 
made  to  order  at  short  notice        ̂ V^ite  for  prices 

CASH  MUST  ACCOMPANY  ALL  ORDERS 

^  C.  E.  ROBINSON,  60  Middle  St.  Lowell,  Mass. 
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We  Are  After 
■     1  Li  Wl    Customers  Desiring  Quality 

A  few  words  to  those  desiringthe  cream  of  all  makes.  To  the  many  showing  film  after  their  competitors 

FEATURE  SUBJECTS 
ALL     BIOGRAPH    SUBJECTS     PURCHASED     IN     LARGE     QUANTITIES 

WIRE    AND    WE    WILL    SHIP     IMMEDIATELY 

The  Pirate's  Cold— Red  Man  and  Child— After  Many  Years— The  Guerrilla- 
Taming  of  the  Shrew— Pilot's  Daughter— The  Clubman  and  the  Tramp 

—Pirate's  Honor— A  Woman's  Way 

Twenty  Independent  Manufacturers  Also  Represented — Subjects  Are  All  Winners 
AMERICAN  AGENTS  : 

QFRMAN   TALKING   PICTURE   ATTACHMENT  CO. 
ITS     A    MONEY     GETTER 

Special  film  with  records  to  attach  to  moving  picture  machine  and  graphaphone. 

Just  received  large  assortment  Talking  Picture  Film,  Operas,  Dramas,  Vaudeville  Sketches.     All  talk  and 
sing.     Get  the  exclusive  right  for  your  town. 

NON-BREAKABLE    CONDENSERS 
Russian  Optical  Co, 's  guaranteed  lenses .     We've  got  a  large  consignment.     Money  refunded  if  they  do 'nt 

do  the  work.     While  they  last  $1.00  each,  any  focus. 
SONG    SLIDE    CARRIER,    PRESSED    STEEL,    $1.00 

AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE     -     Wabash  Building,  Pittsburg,  Pa. 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

41HB& ISSUE 
SHERLOCK    HOLMES 

The  Noted   Detective's  Capture  of  the  King  of  Criminals 
An  Absorbing  Subject,  the  Interest  of  which  is  enhanced  by  novel  Stage  Effects.     The  Fight  in  the  Moving  Train  is  the 

Perfection  of  Realism.     Photographic  Quality  of  our  Usual  High  Standard. 

UNDOUBTEDLY    THIS     SEASON'S     BIGGEST     FEATURE     FILM 
Length     about    1140     Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM     COMPANY 
NORDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Biograpb  Patents.     All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will  be  protected   by   the   American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Editorial. 

CARING  FOR  THE  FILMS. 

Rental  houses  have  frequently  called  our  attention  to 
the  slovenly  manner  in  which  the  films  are  handled  by 
some  operators.  Only  a  few  days  ago  we  were  in  a 
rental  house  in  this  city  and  shown  a  new  film  which  had 
been  returned  that  morning.  Unrolling  a  few  feet  and 
passing  it  between  the  folds  of  a  handkerchief  an  amaz- 

ing quantity  of  oil  and  grit  was  removed.  To  rewind  the 
film  and  carry  it  around  with  this  oil  and  grit  on  its  sur- 

face is  the  cause  of  the  "rainstorms"  on  films  that  are 
only  a  week  or  two  old.  It  certainly  would  be  very  lit- 

tle trouble  for  the  operator  to  hold  some  soft  fabric  in 
his  left  hand  and  pass  the  film  through  it  during  the  re- 

wind. For  this  purpose  there  is  nothing  better  or  cheaper 
than  cheesecloth.  For  a  few  cents  enough  can  be  had 
to  last  for  weeks  and  its  general  use  would  certainly  tend 
to  increase  the  wearing  quality  of  the  film,  besides  im- 

proving the  quality  of  the  shows  and  making  the  hand- 
ling of  the  films  a  more  pleasant  task  for  all  concerned. 

THEATERS  BETTER. 

Some  weeks  ago  the  Moving  Picture  World  discussed 
the  conditions  existing  in  the  theaters,  and  took  occasion 
to  criticise  more  or  less  severely  the  filthy  state  of  many 
of  them.  They  needed  something  drastic.  There  is  no 
question  about  that  feature  of  the  matter,  and  if  they  got 
it  there  is  no  reason  to  complain. 

It  is  equally  gratifying  now  to  say  that  the  admonition 
lias  been  heeded  in  some  instances,  and  the  theaters  are 
much  more  cleanly  than  they  were.  The  filthiness  has 

disappeared.  This  isn't  savins:  that  they  are  always  as clean  as  they  should  be,  but  they  are  better  and  some 
improvement  is  better  than  nothing,  since  it  indicates  a 
possible  development  of  the  same  desirable  movement  in 
the  future. 

Managers  will  confer  a  favor  upon  their  patrons  by 
watching  tins  matter  carefully.     I  he  cleaner  the  th< 

aw  kepi   the  better.     01   course  they  can't   be  parlors 
where  tin-  crowds  an-  coming  and  going  all  the  time,  but 
no  excuse  for  tilth  exists  and  at  least  (fori  can 
be  exerted  t"  do  away  with  this  most  undesirable  and 
mosl  unnecessary  of  c<  mditions. 

AMONG  Till".  RENTERS. 
As  the  (.in nut  war  draws  to  a  (lose  it  is  observed  that 

the  licensed  manufacturers  are  displaying  an  amouni  of 
activity  that  leads  us  to  surmise  some  important  event  is 
to  happen  at  no  distant  dale.  The  occasion  for  this  is 
that  during  the  past  few  days  all  the  manufacturers  have 
been  busy  mailing  notices  to  the  members  of  the  Film 
Service  Association,  and  all  the  notices  are  alike  with 

the  exception  of  the  address  and  signature.  Additional 
interest  was  created  by  the  fact  that  some  of  the  manu- 

facturers sent  the  notices  out  by  registered  mail. 
Several  Association  members  were  asked  yesterday 

to  give  a  brief  interpretation  of  the  document,  but  most 
of  them  replied  they  had  not  been  able  to  give  time  to 
even  reading  it.  All  they  knew  was  that  the  notices  had 
been  received.  All  the  members  told  stories  about  sad 

disappointment  when  the  registered  letters  were  received. 
When  the  letter-carrier  appeared  with  the  registered 
letter  bright  hope  of  some  delinquent  exhibitor 
having  become  conscience-stricken  burned  in  the  breast. 
Alas !  upon  opening  the  letter,  instead  of  a  check,  draft 
or  yellow-back,  there  came  to  view  a  formal-looking 

document  starting  out  as  follows:  "This  is  to  formally 
notify  you  that  paragraph  15  of  your  agreement,"  etc., 
etc.  One  renter  said  the  set-back  to  him  was  so  great 
he  has  forgotten  where  he  put  the  paper.  Another  re- 

marked that  the  formality  struck  him  with  terror  and 
he  has  failed  to  summon  enough  courage  to  wade 
through  the  circular.  A  renter  who  is  looked  upon  as  a 

kind  of  humorist  remarked:  "Well,  to  tell  the  truth,  I 
don't  know  what  it  is,  nor  do  I  care.  I've  got  my  will 

made." 

The  Moving  Picture  World  secured  a  copy  of  the  doc- 
ument from  a  renter  upon  promise  to  interpret  it  in  as 

few  words  as  possible.  In  conformity  with  good  faith, 
we  say  the  circular  merely  gives  notice  that  the  agree- 

ment existing  betwen  the  manufacturers  under  the  Edison 
license  and  the  Film  Service  Association  members  will 
be  altered  so  that  the  manufacturers  may  terminate  the 

agreement  on  ten  days'  notice  in  writing.  That  is  the 
whole  thing  in  a  nutshell. 

To  many  this  may  seem  "neither  new  or  novel."  but 
it  nevertheless  appears  ominous.  The  alteration  embraces 

exactly  23  words,  as  follows :  "That  the  vendor  may 
terminate  the  present  agreement  on  ten  days'  written 
notice  to  the  purchaser  of  its  intention  so  to  do,  and" — 
twenty-three. 

It  may  be  better  understood  if  we  say  that  paragraph 

15  of  the  agreement  of  last  March  provided  for  a  termin- 
ation of  it  by  the  manufacturers  only  in  case  of  failure 

In-  the  exchange  members  to  abide  by  the  terms  and  con- 
ditions, except  that  the  terms  and  conditions  could  be 

changed  at  the  option  of  the  manufacturers  upon  sixtv 
days'  notice.  This  exception  is  provided  by  paragraph 
16.  The  notice  of  alteration  is  given  under  the  latter 
paragraph.  That  is  to  say.  the  proposed  alteration  in 
the  agreement  will  go  into  effect  February  1,  1909.  What 

then?  Only  this.  On  and  after  that  date  the  manufac- 

turer can  terminate  the  agreement  on  ten  days'  notice 
without  giving  any  reason  for  doing  so. 
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And  right  here  many  conjectures  arise.  As  long  as 
the  manufacturers  had  a  right  to  immediately  terminate 
the  agreement  in  case  of  any  violation  of  its  terms,  why 
should  this  ten-day  clause  be  inserted  ?  This  phase  of  the 
matter  has  occasioned  more  discussion  than  any  other. 
The  conclusion  reached  by  many  is  that  by  February  i, 
1909,  there  will  be  some  important  developments  and  the 
manufacturers  want  their  hands  free  to  act  as  circum- 

stances may  dictate.  Some  lean  to  the  idea  that  one  of 
the  much-talked  of  schemes  of  consolidation  is  about  to 
materialize  and  the  manufacturers  want  to  be  in  a  posi- 

tion to  cancel  existing  agreements  in  case  they  threaten 
to  be  a  stumbling  block. 
Rumors  of  a  combination  of  the  opposing  licensed 

manufacturers  are  more  persistent  than  ever;  so  much 
so  that  it  is  justifiable  to  say  a  deal  of  some  kind  will  be 
effected  within  the  next  eight  weeks.  Notwithstanding 
qualifications  and  denials  to  the  countrary,  the  opening 
of  the  new  year  will  see  some  of  the  heretofore  bitter 
foes  handling  the  moving  picture  trade  under  some  joint 
agreement. 

THE  OBNOXIOUS  EXHIBITOR. 

Much  is  said  about  the  "up  lift"  of  the  moving  picture 
business  and  too  little  work  in  that  direction  is  per- 

formed. Like  the  rush  to  some  newly  discovered  gold- 
field  the  influx  to  the  moving  picture  Mecca  has  brought 
to  it  a  conglomeration  that  at  times  seems  alike  to  defy 
the  appeal  of  the  sincere  and  stern  hand  of  the  law. 
Every  reckless  exhibitor  who  is  brought  to  court  on  a 
charge  of  nuisance  or  other  misdemeanor  handicaps  the 
law-abiding  citizen  who  is  in  the  business  on  a  legitimate 
basis.  Time  will  work  a  change  and  the  scum  of  the 
business  will  ultimately  be  obliterated.  The  sooner  this 
is  brought  about  the  quicker  will  those  who  are  in  the 
business  on  the  basis  of  legitimate  investment  realize  on 
it;  The  exhibitors  who  figure  in  clashes  with  the  authori- 

ties are,  as  a  rule,  those  who  through  avarice  or  degener- 
acy persist  in  doing  that  which  they  should  not  do.  The 

authorities  seem  to  be  able  to  only  rap  them  on  the  head 
as  they  bob  up.  This  policy  seems  to  be  ineffective.  The 
offenders  never  seem  to  know  when  they  have  enough. 
It  would  seem  that  all  legitimate  exhibitors  should  or- 

ganize for  protection  against  the  parasites.  Such  an 
organization  could  to  a  great  extent  guide  the  authorities 
in  granting  licenses  and  enforcing  the  various  laws.  In 
this  manner  the  interests  of  bona-fide  investors  could  be 
protected  and  promoted,  and  the  business  as  a  whole 
would  soon  gain  a  more  healthy  complexion  in  many 
localities. 

UNREASONABLE  CRITICS. 

Some  of  the  critics  who  are  continually  harping  upon 

"the  possible  ill-effects  of  moving  pictures  upon  the 
minds  of  children"  should  leave  their  cozy  firesides  once 
in  a  while  and  see  the  other  side  of  the  situation.  They 
would  find  the  nickelodeon  doing  some  genuine  mission- 

ary work.  Many  a  friendless  man,  woman  and  child 
find  a  pleasant  hour  or  two  within  its  shelter  and  in  it 
find  a  gratifying  substitute  for  the  barroom  or  some 
worse  place.  If  some  of  these  people  would  think  more 
of  the  good  that  can  be  done  through  this  innocent 
amusement  they  would  establish  stations  where  the  wan- 

derers could  procure  tickets  of  admission  to  nickelodeons, 
thus  affording  each  unfortunate  an  hour  or  two  o\  in- 

nocent pastime  and  a  diversion  from  the  path  of  evil 
ways. 

MALIGNERS  OF  THE  MOVING  PICTURE. 

A  sensational  newspaper,  in  a  recent  issue,  prints  an  article 
with  these  scaring  headlines:  "Moving  Pictures.  Dr.  Goodell 
Says,  Scared  Children. — Pastor  Who  Stopped  Performance 
in  Church  Did  Not  Object  to  Scantily  Clad  Figures,  but  to 
Horrors."  Tt  appears  that  a  minister,  the  Reverend  Mr.  E.  L. 
Goodell,  objected  to  the  well  known  Edison  film  "Xero  and 
the  Burning  of  Rome."  If  he  is  correctly  quoted  in  the  yel- 

low sh,eet,  he  objected  because  six  hundred  children  in  an 
audience  of  eighteen  hundred  persons  were  so  terrified  by 
the  realism  of  the  scene  where  a  group  of  Christian  martyr9 
are  about  to  be  sacrificed  in  a  den  of  wild  beasts  that  they 
became  almost  terror  stricken. 

The  article  goes  on  to  say,  that  a  committee  of  the  church, 
of   which    the    Rev.    Goodell    is    pastor,    had    arranged    for    a 
moving   picture    entertainment,   and    the    reverend    gentleman  1 
is  then  interviewed  as  follows: 

"We  had  an  unusually  large  number  of  children  in 
the  church — fully  600 — and  the  oldest  was  not  more 
than  twelve.  The  general  expectation  was  that  they 
would  be  amused  with  pastoral  scenes  and  heroic 
portrayal,  like  the  launching  of  the  lifeboat  and  sub- 

jects of  similar  character.  Had  the  audience  con- 
sisted entirely  of  adults  the  spectacle  presented 

might  have  been  regarded  as  not  in  good  taste,  but 
it  would  have  been  looked  upon  as  a  marvelous 
piece  of  mechanical   realism. 

"To  children  of  tender  years  each  of  those  figures 
was  endowed  with  life;  to  their  minds  the  movements 
of  the  men  and  women  on  the  screen  were  the 
movements  of  living,  breathing  creatures,  so  it  is 
easy  to  conceive  how  their  childish  imagination  could 
be  worked  into  a  frenzy  of  fear  when  they  saw  men 
seized,  choked,  stabbed  and  their  limbs  twisted  by 

their  torturers.  Of  course  the  scene  called  'The 
Burning  of  Rome'  was  not  historically  correct,  and 
to  say  that  it  was  an  'educational'  picture  is  rubbish. 
But  that  isn't  the  point.  When  the  terribly  realistic scene  was  shown  where  the  Christians  are  about  to 
be  delivered  to  the  lions  and  a  glimpse  was  given  of 
these  savage  beasts  prowling  in  their  dens,  some 
of  the  little  girls  covered  their  faces  with  their  hats 
to  shut  out  the  sight.  Others  turned  pale  with  fear, 
and  the  mothers  and  fathers  realized  that  a  mistake 

had  been  made  in  presenting  scenes  of  such  a  char- acter to  children. 

"There  was  nothing  in  the  moving  pictures  of 
scantily  clad  women  that  could  appeal  to  the  inno- 

cent mind  of  a  child,  but  there  was  a  great  deal  in 

the  pictures  of  bloodshed  that  caused  terror." 

The  control  of  the  reverend  gentleman  over  the  enter- 
tainments in  his  own  church  is  of  course  unquestioned  and 

had  he  confined  himself  to  banishing  "Xero"  from  his  own church  the  matter  would  have  rested  then  and  there.  He 
went  further.  In  offering  a  long  and  hostile  critique  of 
the  film  and  in  claiming  that  the  picture  was  not  historically 
correct  and  had  no  educational  value  whatsoever,  the  clergy- 

man  enters  the  lists  of   public   discussion. 
What  does  the  gentleman  really  mean  when  he  sa\s  that 

the  scene  of  the  burning  is  historically  incorrect?  If  he 
means  that  there  is  no  historical  foundation  whatsoever  for 
such  a  scene  he  may  be  right  or  wrong.  The  makers  of 
the  film  have  the  same  right  to  accept  the  tradition  upon 
which  the  scene  rests  as  he  has  to  reject  its  historical  ac- 

curacy. To  reproduce  the  scenes  of  bygone  days  and  the 
deeds  of  great  men  and  women  will  always  be  one  of  the 
most  difficult  of  tasks.  The  man  who  tries  it  and  suc- 

ceeds even  to  a  small  extent  is  more  useful  to  mankind  than 
the  carping  critic  and  everlasting  hammer  thrower.  Con- 

sidering the  difficulties,  the  film  in  question  is  a  marvel  not 
of  "mechanical  realism."  as  the  reverend  srentleman  says,  but 
of  the  work  of  living  men  and  women.  The  story,  moreover, 
is  in  all  its  essentials  absolutely  true  to  such  facts  as  may 
be  gleaned  from  the  best  and  most  reliable  writers  of  history 
in  these  remote  days.  The  fact  that  there  was  persecution 
of  Christians  in  Rome  under  Xero,  that  Xero.  as  shown  in 
the  film,  was  vain,  cruel,  licentious,  depraved  and  dissipated 
and  prematurely  aged  by  reason  of  his  horrible  excesses  is 
well  established.  It  is  also  believed  by  the  majority  of  stu- 

dents of  history  that  the  apostle  Peter  spent  the  declining 
years  of  his  life  in  Rome  and  was,  by  the  Christians  of  Rome, 
looked  up  to  with  great  veneration.  It  is  further  undisputed 
that  many  conversions,  such  as  that  of  the  Roman  soldier 
in  the  picture,  took  place   in   the   reign   of  Xero,     The   con- 
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jjemnation  of  Christians  is  also  well  attested,  as  is  the  mode  of 
death  for  many  of  them.  It  is  likewise  certain  thai  many 
Christians  were  condemned  because  they  refused  to  offei 

Sacrifice.  New  upon  these  facts  the  storj  of  "Nero"  is  built 
up,  and  it--  claim  to  present  historical  scenes  and  events  has 
therefore  been  fairly  made  out.  It  is  strange  to  hear  a 
minister  deny  the  educational  value  of  the  film.  Does  the 

gentleman  admit  that  the  picture  shows  the  world  "i  pagan- 
Ism  or,  at  the  very  least,  glimpses  of  it;  show-,  the  hold  the 
religion  of  Jesus  had  taken  among  the  most  cultivated  of  the 
people  of  Rome;  depicts  the  contrast  between  the  vile  prac 
iisr-  of  heathenism  and  the  spiritual  religion  of  Christ? 
\\  hat  in  the  picture  is  more  probable  and  at  the  same  time 
more  beautiful  than  the  conversion  of  the  Roman  captain? 
While  still  a  pagan  he  rushes  upon  his  conquered  antagonist 
and  would  commit  what  a  Christian  no  doubt  would  look 
Upon  as  murder,  but  what  the  Roman  practice  both  enjoined 
and  justified.  His  uplifted  hand  is  stayed  by  the  Christian 
girl,  who  begs  for  mercy  for  the  fallen  and  preaches  the 
verj  Christian  doctrine  of  the  sacrcdness  of  human  life. 
What  more  probable  than  that  the  spirit  of  divine  grace 
should  enter  the  soul  of  the  Roman  soldier  just  at  such  a 
moment  and  bring  him  in  a  flash  to  see  the  beauty  of  the 
new  religion?  What  again  could  be  more  uplifting  than  to 
see  the  carls  Christians  at  worship  and  the  irresistible  re- 

flection that  comes  to  every  thinking  mind  on  the  grandeur 
religion  that  from  a  handful  of  worshippers  has  grown 

until  to-day  it  has  conquered  the  remotest  corners  of  the 
world3  The  transition  of  the  old  civilized  world  from  pagan- 

ism to  Christianity  is  a  thing  well  worth  studying  by  any 
man.  woman  or  child  and  this  picture  will  give  a  clearer  and 
plainer  idea  of  it  to  the  average  mind  than  the  most  learned 

boo'ks  written  on  the  subject. I  presume  that  the  Rev.  Mr.  Goodell  is  a  very  paragon  of 
learning  and  eloquence  and  yet  1  venture  to  say  that  he 
could  not  in  a  thousand  sermons  bring  the  history  of  Rome 
in  the  days  of  Xero  more  clearly  and  vividly  before  the  minds 
of  men.  women  and  children  than  does  this  film  which  he 

lightly  dismisses  as  "rubbish  from  an  educational  point  of 
view."  What  if  imperfections  appear  in  the  work  and  room 
for  improvement  abounds  therein?  The  average  human  mind 
is  edified  by  the  good  and  the   imperfect  passes  by  him. 
The  reverend  gentleman  says  that  the  sight  of  the  wild 

beasts  terrified  the  children.  There  are  no  wild  beasts  in 
the  picture.  What  the  gentleman  probably  refers  to  is  an 
aged  lion,  swaying  to  and  fro  for  about  a  second  and 
visible  through  the  iron  bars  of  a  cage.  I  always  had  my 
doubts  as  to  the  absolute  genuineness  of  said  old  king  of 
the  desert  and  he  has  at  times  looked  very  artifical  to  me. 
How  any  one  except  a  small  child  in  arms  could  possibly 
be  rendered  frantic  with  fright  at  the  sight  of  this  lion, 
who  looks  altogether  too  good  natured  and  tame  to  harm 
a  kitten,  is  more  than  the  ordinary  intelligence  is  able  to 

■  grasp.  I  have  taken  many  children  to  the  circus  and  the 
zoological  gardens  and  the  only  trouble  I  had  with  them  and 
the  lions  was  to  drag  them  from  the  cage  of  the  royal 
beasts  and  keep  them  from  feeding  peanuts  to  the  cubs. 
The  next  thing  the  reverend  gentleman  will  tell  us  about  the 
children  of  his  church  will  be  that  his  boys  prefer  attending 
a  lecture  on  higher  mathematics  to  watching  a  circus  parade. 
The  reverend  gentleman  speaks  of  scenes  of  bloodshed 

which  makes  it  clearer  than  ever  that  he  has  failed  to  look 

at  the  picture  and  the  sight  of  the  beasts  "prowling  in  their 
dens"  has  disturbed  his  vision.  I  have  seen  the  picture  a 
number  of  times  and  excepting  the  last  scenes,  where  a 
slave  and  a  gladiator  are  stricken  down,  not  even  the  most 
sensitive  imagination  could  possibly  find  any  shedding  of 
blood  and  even  in  the  two  instances  one  must  be  on  a 
searching  expedition  to  discover  it.  As  to  the  seizing  of 
limbs  I  can  see  nothing  terrifying  in  it  and  if  a  slave,  who 
is  attempting  to  beat  a  woman  is  choked,  it  will  call  forth 
the  approval  of  everybody  and  I  know  of  one  place  in  this 
city,  a  place  of  undoubted  repute  and  refinement,  where 
the  scene  referred  to  brought  forth  the  virtuous,  loud  and 
lusty  approval  of  the  gallery.  As  to  the  revernd  gentle- 

man's objection  against  scantily  clad  women,  I  know  not 
what  to  say.  Excepting  the  arms  and  the  faces  every  portion 
of  the  women  taking  part  in  the  play  is  thoroughly  covered 
and  to  hide  their  faces  and  arms  would  make  them  eligible 
for  a  Turkish  harem,  but  present  very  unusual  sights  to  us 
poor  spectators. 

The  sum  and  substance  of  it  all  is  that  the  moving  picture 
has  again  been  unjustly  maligned,  slandered  and  pilloried. 
The  story  as  told  by  this  clergyman  goes  forth  and  breeds 
widespread  prejudice  against  a  form  of  entertainment,  which 
is  doing  measureless  good  in   a   hundred  ways.     Pastors  of 

Churches     an-     misled     and     a     [   I.    (Iran,     wholesome     f  >  i «  1 1 1 1  •- 

is  most  wickedlj  held  up  as  indecent  "rubbish"  l  do  not know  whs  people  oi  presumed  refinement  and  culture  should 
indulge  in  this  kind  of  misrepresentation,  but  this  clergyman 
is    by    no    means    the    only    olleudei        The    nnu    ol    the    vellovv 
press  and  the  magazine  reformers  and  a  certain  species  of 
sociologists  all  seem  to  take  delight  in  levelling  their  shafts 
against  the  moving  picture,  ol  which,  with  characterise 
modesty,  they  consider  themselves  the  divinely  appointed 
censors,  A  practical  moving  picture  man  from  the  West  ha 
recently  punctured  the  fanciful  criticisms  of  a  lady  magazine 
reformer   and    I    am    glad    of   it.      The    makers,    the    friends    and 
patrons  of  the  moving  picture  have  let  this  sort  of  campaign 
g0   on    too   long   and    it    is   time    to   till    tile    plain    truth. 

Regarding  "Xero"   I   wish  to  say  that  I   have  presented  it 
in  at  least  a  do/en  churches,  that  without  exception  it  ha, 
met  with  the  unqualified  approval  of  all  who  saw  it  and  the 
dear  old  lion,  as  far  as  my  observation  went,  has  never 
caused  am  terror  or  Stampede.  1  think  the  Rev.  Mr  Goodell 
owes  it  to  himself  ami  to  the  makers  of  this  film  to  shake 

his  system  free  from  the  jaundice  of  intolerance  and  narrow- 
ness, look  at  the  picture  carefully  and  then  make  a  suitable 

apology.  There  are  many  clergymen  with  excellent  in- 
tentions, who  might  with  advantage  to  themselves  and  others 

think    more    and    talk    less.  W.    STEPEN     BUSH. 

SCULPTOR  WHO  DESIGNED  "THE  BURNING  OF 
ROME"    DEFENDS    HIS    WORK. 

Max  Bachmann,  the  sculptor  who  designed  and  made  the 
model  of  Rome  used  in  the  production  of  the  now  famous 

film,  "Nero  and  the  Burning  of  Rome,"  is  justly  indignant 
over  the  aspersions  cast  on  the  historical  accuracy  of  his 

work. 
"I  am  a  native  of  Germany,"  says  Mr.  Bachmann,  "and 

I  know  my  Rome.  1  challenge  the  Rev.  Mr.  Goodell  to  show- 
one  point  in  which  the  picture  is  not  historically  correct. 
T  made  the  original  from  a  series  of  restored  models  of 
Rome  by  an  Italian  professor,  which  are  in  the  principal 
museums  of  Europe,  and  T  consulted  the  best  works 
on   Rome  in  order  that  everything  might  be   exactly  right. 

"The  Edison  Company  actually  had  the  model,  which  cost 
$6oo,  burned,  and  it  was  photographed  as  it  fell,  while  an 
impersonator  of  Nero  played  the  lyre  and  sang,  and  his 
court  danced  around  the  falling  walls.  Every  effort  was 
made  to  have  the  scene  absolutely  correct,  and  I  am  sur- 

prised that  Dr.  Goodell  should  question  its  accuracy. 

"As  for  its  not  being  in  good  taste  for  adults,  I  cannot 
comprehend  the  critic's  standards.  If  he  refers  to  the draperies  of  the  dancers,  I  would  say  that  only  the  arms 
were  exposed  and  that  the  dress  was  strictly  in  accordance 
with  Roman  costumes.  If  the  Rev.  Mr.  Goodell  wishes  to 
keep  his  congregation  in  ignorance  of  historical  facts  he  is 
doing  them  the  greatest  injury  possible. 

"I  deny  that  there  was  a  scene  of  carnage  and  pillage,  and 
I  ask  him  to  name  the  scene  where  there  was  'bloodshed.' 
As  to  the  'scene  where  the  Christians  are  about  to  be  de- 

livered to  the  lions,'  I  would  say  that  there  is  no  such  scene. 
They  are  simply  placed  in  seven  compartments  adjoining  a 
cage   occupied   by   one   lion. 

"These  pictures  have  been  presented  in  schools  and  col- 
leges and  before  all  sorts  of  organizations  in  Europe,  the 

United  States  and  Canada,  and  they  have  received  the  ap- 
probation of  clergymen,  teachers,  editors,  historians  and 

artists  all  over  the  world,  and  I  can  scarcely  understand  the 

criticism  of  Mr.   Goodell." 

MOVING    PICTURE    REVEALS    LOST    BROTHER. 

Chinaman's  Long  Lost  Relative  Is  Shown  on  Pasco  Screen — 
Begins  Search. 

Pasco,  Wash.,  November  21. — Claiming  that  a  certain  char- 

acter represented  in  a  moving  picture  tragedy  entitled  "Lights 
and  Shadows  in  Chinatown"  was  his  brother  whom  he  bad 
not  seen  since  his  boyhood  days  in  the  rice  field,  Chew 
Chang,  a  local  Chinaman,  says  he  will  start  for  San  Fran- 

cisco and  search  for  his  long  lost  brother. 
The  entertainment  which  caused  the  Celestial  to  exclaim 

"He  is  my  brother"  was  being  held  in  the  Keystone  House. 
Chang,  together  with  a  large  number  of  his  race,  were 
watching  the  performance,  when  the  Chinese  reel  was  placed 
on  the  machine.  When  the  operator  came  to  the  tragic 
scene  representing  a  stabbing  affair  in  Chinatown  a  loud 
commotion  began  among  the  Chinamen.  Chew  Chang  has 
at  last  been  convinced  that  his  brother  was  only  shamming 
in  the  picture,  but  he  has  determined  to  go  see  for  -himself, 
anyway. 
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THE  INFLUENCE  OF  THE  PICTURES. 

It  has  been  pointed  out  in  these  columns  many  times  that 
manufacturers  must  watch  carefully  the  quality  of  their  pic- 

tures or  the  better  class  of  patrons  will  turn  against  the 
motion  picture  and  the  profits  will  be  seriously  reduced. 
Perhaps  in  some  towns  the  sentiment  aroused  would  be 
strong  enough  to  close  the  theaters  entirely. 

These  observations  are  given  point  by  the  following  clipped 
from  the  editorial  columns  of  the  Evening  News,  Newark, N.  J.: 
A  few  days  ago  a  boy  of  fourteen  was  arraigined  before  Judge  Scott,  of 

Paterson,  on  the  complaint  of  the  lad's  mother.  He  had  become  in- 
corrigible and,  according  to  the  mother's  pathetic  story,  his  criminal  pro- 
pensities had  been  developed  through  seeing  moving"  picture  exhibitions of  crimes,  jailbreaking,  escapes  from  arrest,  and  other  scenes  from  the 

experiences  of  lawbreakers.  Judge  Scott  pitied  the  boy  and  suspended 
sentence  after  the  lad  had  promised  to  remain  away  from  the  moving 
picture  shows,  but  he  administered  a  severe  rebuke  to  the  Paterson  Board 
of   Aldermen    for   licensing    such    shows. 

There  is  much  to  be  said  in  favor  of  moving  pictures.  They  are  the 
amusement  of  the  people.  They  are  realistic,  attractive,  and  often  very 
instructive.  It  costs  but  little  to  attend  them,  so  that  even  the  very  poor 
can  afford  to  be  entertained  by  them.  When  they  are  decent,  humorous 
and  afford  pleasure  without  being  immoral,  they  really  give  needed  rest 
and   recreation   to  many   thousands   who  never  go  to   the   higher   priced   shows. 
And  for  these  very  reasons  they  ought  to  be  censored.  Some  of  them 

are  not  fit  for  adults  to  see,  let  alone  children,  and  everything  of  such  a 
character  ought  to  be  rigorously  eliminated.  No  other  kind  of  amuse- 

ment has  so  many  patrons,  in  these  days,  as  the  moving  picture  shows, 
and  these  patrons  are  of  the  very  classes  that  should  be  supplied  with 
everything  that  is  good,  attractive,  beautiful  and  funny  without  being 
immoral. 

It  is  a  pity  that  the  law  was  invalidated  which  prevented  children  unat- 
tended from  being  admitted  to  these  shows,  but  it  is  much  more  of  a 

pity  that  Boards  of  Aldermen  and  other  city  authorities  allow  these  pictures 
to  teach  girls  and  boys  how  to  become  immoral  and  how  to  commit  crime. 
The  moving  picture  entertainments  should  be  censored  even  more  severely 
than   the   billboards. 

The  writer  of  this  is  familiar  with  the  moving  picture 
theaters  of  Paterson  and,  excepting  in  a  general  way,  does 

not  agree  with  Judge  Scott's  strictures.  The  moving  picture theaters  of  Paterson  supply  their  patrons  with  the  films  which 
are  seen  in  New  York  and  other  large  cities,  and  never  has 
the  writer  seen  pictures  there  which  require  censoring  any 
more  than  they  do  elsewhere. 

Manufacturers  can  see,  however,  how  sensitive  public  senti- 
ment is  becoming  and  they  should  exercise  their  own  censor- 

ship. If  they  do  this  their  business  will  increase  and  they 
will  be  successful  beyond  their  expectations. 

But  there  are  others  beside  the  writer  who  think  the  mov- 
ing picture  exhibition  does  not  create  criminals,  nor  encour- 
age criminality.  Here  are  the  views  of  one  of  the  play- 

ground commissioners  of  Newark,  who  has  better  opportuni- 
ties for  knowing  the  effect  of  moving  pictures  upon  the  poor 

and  perhaps  ignorant  than  most  men.  His  defense  is  logical 
and  comprehensive.     He  says: 

Your  editorial  in  last  night's  issue  on  moving  picture  shows  in  general 
attacked  a  pertinent  subject  in  your  usual  comprehensive  way.  The  Pater- 

son incident  referred  to  in  the  editorial  might  indicate  that  the  Silk  City 
is  given  over  to  moving  picture  exhibitions  of  an  unusually  low  and  debasing 
character,  or  it  may  have  been  brought  about  by  misguided  maternal 
solicitude.  Anyway,  the  subject  of  moving  picture  shows  has  been  brought 
through  it  to  judicial  and  editorial  notice  once  more.  Out  of  this  may 
develop  an  agitation  which  will  result  in  a  public  good.  There  is  also 
the  bare  possibility  that  a  misguided  agitation  might  bring  about  a  con- 

dition not  so  good  for  the  public  that  loves  its  moving  picture  shows. 
Let  me  explain  here  that  I  am  very  much  interested  in  the  people 

who  make  up  the  larger  part  of  the  picture  show  audiences.  I  am  one 

of  the  city's  playground  commissioners,  and  my  duty  is  not  confined  to attending  an  occasional  meeting  of  the  board.  So  far  as  I  am  able,  I 
study  the  conditions  of  the  people  for  whom  we  may  be  called  upon 
to  provide  playgrounds,  recreation  centers,  etc.  This  study  has  brought 
me  into  close  contact  with  the  moving  picture  problem  as  we  have  it  in 
Newark.  I  flatter  myself  that  I  am  pretty  familiar  with  it  in  all  its 
details,  and  I  want  to  say  right  here  that  the  shows  given  in  our  city 
are,   as  a  rule,  clean  and  wholesome. 

In  the  early  days  of  the  moving  picture  business  an  attempt  was  made 
to  pander  to  the  lower  tastes,  but  the  public — the  big  paying  public — 
did  not  take  kindly  to  those  exhibitions,  and  they  are  now  confined  to 
"bachelor"  dinners  and  other  "stag"  parties.  The  men  who  conduct  these 
moving  picture  shows  are  in  it  for  money.  They  have  built  up  a  large  and 
profitable  following,  which  they  would  soon  lose  if  they  pandered  only  to 
the   vicious   element   among   us. 
As  you  state  in  your  editorial,  the  moving  picture  shows  are  the  poor 

people's  entertainment.  The  cheerlessness  of  the  unlovely  homes  of  the 
tenements  can  be  forgotten  for  an  hour  or  so  for  five  cents  spent  at  a 
moving  picture  theater.  They  afford  a  more  congenial  place  for  youth  than 
the  hazardous  street  corners,  where  the  police  may  swoop  down  upon  them 
at  any  moment.  For  the  workers  they  afford  a  momentary  break  in  the 
dull  monotony  of  life.  I  will  admit  that  there  are  times  when  the  pictures 
may  not  be  just  the  kind  you  and  I  might  select,  if  we  had  the  selection. 
Neither  are  the  plays  and  operas  presented  in  our  best  theaters  for  the 
delectation  of  those  who  consider  themselves  the  best  people  always  the 
kind  we  would  select  if  we  had  the  selection. 

This  brings  us  to  the  crux  of  the  question — the  last  word  of  your  edi- 
torial, wherein  you  advocate  a  censorship  of  those  moving  picture  shows. 

For  the  sake  of  argument  we  will  say  that  these  shows — I  am  referring 
to  those  I  am  familiar  with,  those  in  our  own  city — require  censoring.  How 
are  you  going  about  it?  Are  you  going  to  have  them  censored  after  the 
edifying  nnd  highly  intelligent  manner  that  our  theatrical  posters  are  at 
present  "censored?"  If  you  are  going  In  for  censoring  of  that  kind  you 
are  going  to  open  the  gates  as  wide  to  the  political  grafter  as  they  nre  in 
New    York.     How   are   you  going   to  censor    the   moving  pictures?     Will   you 

suggest  that  a  few  policemen  In  plain  clothes  be  sent  out  as  censors?  Ynu 
know  that  was  done  on  more  than  one  occasion  when  questionable  theatrical 
performances  were  given  here.  Upon  the  Bhoulders  of  the  policemen  was 
placed  the  same  responsibility  which  they  place  upon  the  most  cultured  men 
in  European  cities.  The  censoring  by  the  police  was  as  gravely  received 
here  as  if  It  had  been  done  by  Professor  Brander  Matthews  or  Woodrow 
Wilson.  Would  you  have  our  Board  of  Aldermen  act  as  censors?  You  can 
see  for  yourself  any  day  that  you  walk  along  the  streets  of  the  tenement 
districts  what  a  fine  conception  of  duty  they  display  in  their  censorship 
of  theatrical  posters.  It  would  be  a  shame  to  add  to  the  burden  of  the 
aldermen    by    placing   this   extra    load   on    their   shoulders. 
How  would  it  be  to  have  a  commission  appointed?  A  commission  made 

up  of  members  of  the  Library  Commission,  Board  of  Education  and  Play- 
ground Commission?  Perhaps  for  good  measure  it  might  be  well  to  throw 

in  a  member  of  the  Board  of  Health.  Let  this  board  pass  upon  matters 
for  the  public's  moral  weal  and  give  it  power  by  ordinance  to  enforce  its 
demands. 

Having  obtained  your  censors,  what  standard  of  morals  are  they  going 
to  apply  to  the  moving  picture  problem?  Will  you  have  them  cut  out  of 
films  all  the  revolvers,  knives,  daggers  and  other  weapons,  as  the  aldermen 
do  with  the  theatrical  posters?  Will  you  eliminate  the  dramatic  pictures 
altogether  and  tell  the  patrons  of  the  moving  picture  shows  that  they 
cannot  be  allowed  to  see  a  pictorial  production  of  "Hamlet"  because  there 
is  stabbing  in  it?  Are  they  not  to  view  a  picture  of  wild  West  because 

there  is  shooting  in  it?  Must  they  not  look  upon  "the  convict's  regeneration" because   it   shows   him   in   his   youth   a   thief? 
The  great  trouble  with  many  of  our  good  people  is  that  they  know  little 

or  nothing  of  tenement-house  conditions.  They  would  impose  all  manner 
of  restrictions  upon  these  folks,  from  telling  them  what  and  when  they 
should  drink  to  directing  them  in  everything  except  how  to  live  so  that 
there  may   be   more   happiness  in   their  lives. 

If  there  is  to  be  any  censoring  of  the  entertainments  of  the  poor  let  it 
be  done  intelligently.  The  moving  picture  show  is  a  great  blessing  to  the 
poor.  It  has  its  educational  and  entertaining  value.  Because  some  man 
of  depraved  tastes  in  the  moving  picture  business  will  display  his  depravity 
is  no  reason  why  the  business  in  general  should  be  handicapped  by  un- 

necessary restrictions.     Yours  respectfully. 

This  gentleman  has  the  right  view  of  the  matter,  but  that 
doesn't  lessen  the  force  of  the  admonition  to  the  manufac- 

turers to  exercise  care  in  the  selection  and  development  of 
their   subjects. 

The  writer  of  this  is  a  member  of  the  Board  of  Education 
in  his  home  town,  and  like  all  boards  in  the  vicinity  of  New 
York,  the  one  of  which  he  is  a  member  must  cope  with  the 
problems  presented  here.  He  thinks  from  his  own  observa- 

tion that  the  difficulty  with  such  boys  is  not  in  the  develop- 
ment of  some  unexpected  criminal  propensity  through  look- 

ing at  moving  pictures,  or  any  other  pictures,  but  it  arises 
chiefly  through  neglect,  or  wrong  training  at  home.  In 
moving  pictures  the  stories  are  carried  to  a  logical  conclu- 

sion. Criminality  is  almost  invariably  punished  and  virtue 
is  rewarded.  The  best  novels  do  no  different.  In  fact,  mov- 

ing pictures  are  short  stories  acted  and  they  afford  unlimited 
means  for  entertainment  and  instruction.  If  an  intelligent 
censorship  should  be  established  in  Paterson  or  anywhere 
else,  the  business  in  that  place  would  be  ruined.  If  manufac- 

turers exercise  due  care  no  censorship  will  be  asked.  Con- 
sequent!}' the  course  is  plain. 

SHAKESPEARE   IN    MOVING    PICTURES. 

In  its  issue  of  September  5th.  the  Moving  Picture  World, 

commenting  on  the  adaptability  of  Shakespeare's  plays  for the  purposes  of  the  film  maker  and  praising  the  three 
subjects  then  existing,  remarked,  among  other  things,  that 
there  was  no  reason  why  the  film  makers  should  not  go 

further,  and  suggested  as  specially  suitable  "Richard  III.," 
"Julius  Caesar,"  "Cymbeline,"  "King  Lear"  and  "Antony 
and  Cleopatra."  All  these  plays  except  "Lear"  and  "Cymbe- 

line" have  since  been  done  into  moving  pictures  and  every 
one  of  them  is  creditable. 

I  predict  for  all  these  plays,  now  six  in  number,  a  longer 
life  and  a  greater  and  more  continued  demand  than  for  ordi- 

nary subjects.  I  make  this  prediction  not  because  of  the 

approach  of  the  coming  Shakespea're  celebrations  to  com- 
memorate the  300th  anniversary  of  the  poet's  death,  but 

because  of  the  inherent  virtues  in  his  works.  As  long  as 
the  English  language  is  spoken,  just  so  long  will  Shake- 

speare be  admired,  loved  and  read.  I  have  in  various  thea- 
ters in  different  portions  of  the  country  presented  Shake- 

speare in  moving  pictures  and  am  therefore  in  a  position  to 
speak  from  actual  observation  and  knowledge  of  the  deep 
hold  his  genius  has  on  all  kinds  of  people.  Pick  up  any 
book  or  newspaper,  listen  to  any  conversation,  and  3-ou 
will  be  astonished  how  often,  consciously  or  unconsciously, 
the  words  of  the  great  poet  are  quoted.  They  have  indeed 
in  the  most  literal  sense  become  household  words. 
The  notion  that  Shakespeare,  as  the  half-educated  put  it, 

is  "too  deep"  and  cannot  be  approached  except  with  the 
dictionary  and  the  interpreting  help  of  the  commentators, 
is  altogether  wrong,  and  the  moving  picture  has  clearly 
demonstrated  the  fact.  Even  with  the  short  explanatory 
titles  the  plays  have  been  enjoyed  by  all  who  ever  had  any 
acquaintance  with  Shakespeare  at  all,  and  many  persons 
who  had  never  read  a  line  of  Shakespeare  have  come  away 
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ghted    after    seeing    the    pictures    and    hearing    them    com 
tently  explained. 
I   believe  that  ever\    year  the  film  exchanges  are  supplying 
iter  quantities   of   pictures    for    private   entertainments   of 
kinds.      This    field    is    wide    and    its    possibilities     meat. 
re    is    scarcely    a    town    of    100,000   or   over    which    has    nut 
Shakespearean  societies,  and    1    know   of  no  more  suitable 

entertainment    for    them    than    the   moving   picture    plays.      It 
be    that    the    prejudice    against    the    moving   picture    as    a 
u-    factor    in    the    world    of    instruction    and    amusement 
at   first    stand    in   the    way,   but    let    the   committees   once 

sec   any    of    the    plays    mentioned    and    they    will    be    rapidly 
nverted. 

If    lecturer,    on    Shakespearean    plays    without    illustrations, 
or  with   the   limping  aid   of  the   slide,  attract    thousands,   why 
should    not    the    moving    pictures    attract    tens    ̂ i    thousands? 

ntly    the    chairman    oi    the    entertainment    committee    of 
eat    institution   told   me   of   a   conversation    he   overheard 
ceen    two    boys    coming    out    of   a    lantern    slide    entertain- 

ment.     "'How    did    you    like    it?"    asked    one    of    the    other. 
"All    right,"    was    the    reply,    "hut    I    would    have    liked    them 

r  if  they  had   moved." 
Lovers    of    Shakespeare    are    numerous    everywhere,    and 

if   the    existence    oi    these    moving    picture    films    is    brought 
home    to    them.   Shakespearean    circles    will    become    popular, 

1   for  there   never  was  a   cheaper   Shakespeare   evening   before 
1   than  the  evening  devoted  to  showing  and  studying  the  great 
plays  in  moving  pictures. 

To  the  school,  where  Shakespeare's  works  are  read  and 
taught,  the  help  of  the  Shakespeare  moving  picture  is  plain. 
When  a  class  has  read  a  certain  play,  what  could  aid  it 
to  a  better  and  completer  understanding  than  to  see  it  in 
moving  pictures?  I  have  no  doubt  whatever  that  in  due 
time  this  will  come  and  the  pioneers  of  the  Shakespearean 
moving  picture  will  benefit  by  it,  and  they  well  deserve  all 
the  advantages  that  may  come  to  them.  Foresight  and  suc- 

cess are  often  convertible  terms. 

"Julius  Caesar." 

To  render  "Julius  Caesar"  into  moving  pictures,  following 
in  the  main  the  outlines  of  the  Shakespeare  play,  was  a 
grave  and  difficult  problem.  In  such  a  case,  especially,  a 
critic  has  need  to  be  lenient,  and  it  would  be  perfectly  ab- 

surd to  apply  the  highest  standard  of  criticism.  I  am  in- 
clined to  hold  that  on  the  whole  the  problem  has  been 

fairly  well  soived.  and  it  is  surely  better  that  the  lovers  of 
the  moving  picture  have  a  faulty  or  imperfect  rendering 

than  no  rendering  at  all.  "Julius  Caesar"  is  not  up  to  the 
standard  of  "Antony  and  Cleopatra."  "Richard  III.."  "Mac- 

beth" and  "Othello."  Of  course,  none  of  these  plays  with- out a  lecture  are  more  than  a  bewildering  mass  of  moving 
figures  to  the  majority  of  the  patrons  of  electric  theaters, 
but  none  stands  more  emphatically  in  need  of  a  good  lecture 

than  "Julius  Caesar."  The  adapter  has  done  clever  work, 
the  acting  of  Cassius  is  superb,  that  of  Antony  and  Brutus 

good,  but  of  the  "Caesar"  only  fair.  The  scene  showing  the 
assassination  is  excellent,  the  scene  in  the  forum  likewise, 
and  is  an  exact  representation  of  the  famous  painting  by 
Gerome.  The  get-up  of  Mark  Antony  is  burlesque;  he  looks 
far  too  old  and  resembles  a  waiter  in  a  French  restaurant 
far  more  than  the  dashing  Roman.  It  would  be  well  for 
all  makers  of  films  to  bear  in  mind  that  American  audiences 
have  a  finely  developed  sense  of  humor,  and  there  were 
some  broad  smiles  at  the  thought  of  this  Mark  Antony 
winning  the  race  at  the  Lupercal;  either  the  rest  of  the 
runners  had  leaden  shoes  or  the  contest  was  not  honestly 
run.  A  far  more  serious  fault  will  become  apparent  to 

those  that  have  seen  "Antony  and  Cleopatra,"  by  the  same 
maker.  In  the  latter  play  Antony  in  history  and  in  Shake- 

speare is  older  than  in  the  lifetime  of  the  great  Julius, 

speaking  of  Octavius  as  a  "boy"  and  referring  to  his  own 
"grizzly  head."  The  film  maker  makes  Antony  in  "Antony 
and  Cleopatra"  a  dashing  soldier  in  the  heyday  of  early 
manhood.  This  might  have  been  excused  on  the  plea  of 
poetic  license,  but  to  show  the  same  man  in  a  much  earlier 

period  in  his  life  (in  "Julius  Caesar")  looking  like  45,  is 
Unpardonable.  If  you  want  to  shoot  high  it  is  always  well 
to  aim  high.  The  constant  offering  of  swords  by  Brutus 
and  Cassius  to  their  retainer  with  a  request  to  be  killed 
is  out  of  place  in  the  film  and  not  a  bit  necessary,  and  poorly 
done  at  that.  When  Brutus  starts  in  to  do  the  Roman  hari- 
kari  by  proxy,  people  who  have  just  seen  Cassius  do  the 
same  thing  either  get  tired  or  begin  to  laugh.  The  ending 

is  poor,  dramatically  and  every  other  way;  the  "funeral 
pyre"  had  a  fatal  resemblance  to  a  Rhode  Island  clambake. 

W.  STEPHEN  BUSH. 

iNotes   and    Comments. 

In    New    York  Citj    the  whe<  ..  so 
very   slowlj    that    sometimes   th  m  to  I"    even   moving 
backwards      I  "i  mer  Police  Peter  J     Bit  d,  who 
was  found  guilt}    bj    the   Police  Commi  rting 
gralt     from     moving     picture     theater     owner-,     and     wdio     was 
dismissed  from  the  force,  has  been  on  trial  for  some  time 
in  the  (  .  ■nit  ,ii  the  chi  ■  Ktortii  >n, 
On  Wednesday   ol  this  week  he  was  acquitted  of  the  ch 

by  a  jury,  after  several  hours'  deliberation,  and  that 
he   will   now    appeal    from   tin  ;   of  the  1  om- 
missioners  and  demand  reinstatement  on  the  police  force. 

The  Transformer  Specialty  Co..  of  [36  Libertj  street,  New 
York,  are  rather  late  in  coming  into  the  field  with  a  current 
saver  and  regulator,  but  they  say  that  thej    havi  d  the 
imperfections  of  many  of  the  devices  that  have  been  already 
marketed  and  have  produced  a  transformer  which  is  not 
an  experiment  but  which  will  really  perform  all  that  they 
claim  for  it.  As  this  company  is  composed  of  electrical 
experts  of  high  standing,  their  guarantee  1-  worthj  of  con- 

sideration. \Vc  are  given  to  understand  that  their  trans- 
former meets  with  the  highest  approval  of  the  electricity 

supply  companies  and  also  that  of  the  insurance  companies, 
which   fact  alone   should  appeal  to  theater  owners. 

J.  Stuart  Blackton,  of  the  Vitagrapb  Co..  who  has  been  in 
Europe  for  several  weeks,  sails  for  home  again  on  the  5th. 

More  importance  is  attached  to  Mr.  Blaekton's  trip  than mere  pleasure  or  the  direct  interests  of  the  Vitagraph  Co. 
Xo  better  emissary  could  have  been  selected  to  perform  a 
delicate  mission,  and  the  nature  of  that  mission  will  be 
made  clear  at  an  early  date  to  readers  of  the  Moving  Picture 
World.  Under  date  of  November  23.  Mr.  Blackton  writes 
to  us  from  Paris  with  a  delightful  mixture  of  English  and 

French  and  says:  "Am  leaving  for  London  after  a  very 
enjoyable  stay  in  Paris.  'Give  my  regards  to  Broadway' 
and  accept  the  same  for  the  Moving  Picture  World." 
According  to  the  "Cine-Journal"  CParis),  cinematography 

is  passing  through  an  important  crisis.  That  paper  is  au- 
thority for  the  statement  that  an  important  meeting  of 

film  manufacturers  was  called  in  Paris  during  the  second 
week  of  November  by  J.  Stuart  Blackton.  of  the  Vitagraph 
Co.,  and  the  director  of  the  Great  Northern  Film  Co.,  of 
Copenhagen.  The  object  of  the  meeting  was  apparently  to 
realize  in  harmonious  accord  a  union  of  all  the  manufactu- 

rers, to  maintain  prices  and  to  establish  some  satisfactory 
basis  upon  which  to  rent  or  sell  to  an  association  of  renters, 
the  films  to  be  returned  after  a  certain  time.  It  was  ru- 

mored that  the  introduction  of  non-inflammable  celluloid 
would  be  an  important  feature  in  the  proposed  new  arrange- 

ment. The  "Cine-Journal"  adds:  "How  are  the  interests  of 
manufacturers  and  exhibitors  of  combustible  films  to  be 
safeguarded  if  the  Eastman  Company  decides  to  sell  only 
to  recognized  associated  manufacturers?  Such  a  course 
would  be  the  ruin  of  many,  and  some  time  or  concession 

should  be  given  those  manufacturers."  The  paragraph  con- 
cludes with  the  remark:  "We  hope  that  a  union  of  the 

manufacturers  will  be  effected  without  having  to  throw  in 
the  great  influence  of  Mr.  Eastman.  We  wish  for  all  an 

opeai  market." The  cigarette  smoker  caused  the  loss  of  the  films  in  a 
theater  in  Pleasant  Hill,  Mo.,  last  week.  By  the  prompt 
and  cool  action  of  the  attachees  of  the  theater  a  panic  was 
averted. 

James  H.  White,  a  photographer  for  the  American  Vita- 
graph Company,  has  been  in  Savannah  getting  pictures  of  the 

great  automobile  race,  and  we  learn  from  our  Savannah 
correspondent  that  he  was  granted  every  courtesy  by  the 
officials  of  the  race.  As  Mr.  White  is  an  expert  at  this  line 
of  work,  we  look  forward  to  seeing  a  very  interesting  pre- 

sentation of  the  great  event. 

The  Fair,  on  East  Fourteenth  street,  has  raised  its  ad- 
mission price  to  ten  cents  for  evenings  only  and  doubled  the 

show.  A  new  machine  would  not  be  a  bad  investment  as  a 
further  inducement  to  hold  the  patronage  at  the  advanced 

price. 
The  Kalem  Company,  carrying  out  its  policy  of  utilizing  real 

scenic  effects  instead    1  f   studio  paintings,  I   out   a   stock 
company  of  competent  people  under  the  direction  of  Mr.  Sidney 
Olcott.  Their  destination  is  Florida,  where  a  series  <^i  realistic 
Southern  productions  will  be  made  in  the  hot  tropical  surround- 

ings. Feature  films  made  among  the  palms  and  orange  groves 
should  appeal  to  every  exhibitor. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

"The  Vagabond"  (Pathe). — A  fresh  development  of  the  pos- 
sibility for  good  which  lies  dormant  in  every  man,  even  a  vaga- 
bond. The  film  is  rather  exciting  in  some  of  its  features,  but 

in  the  main  tells  a  good  story  and  tells  it  well.  The  photogra- 
phy is  particularly  good  and  the  setting  chosen  could  scarcely 

be  improved. 

"The  Miner's  Daughter." — A  Vitagraph  story  of  the  wedding 
of  May  and  December,  varied  by  an  elopement  in  an  automobile 
and  subsequent  discovery  of  the  erring  wife  in  the  city,  followed 
by  a  reconciliation.  The  film  is  well  acted,  the  explosion  in  the 
mine  being  particularly  realistic.  It  is  much  too  real  to  suit 
those  who  have  nerves.  The  photography  is  good  and  the  film 
runs  smoothly  generally.  As  a  whole  the  subject  and  its  devel- 

opment deserve  commendation. 

"The  Merry  Widow  Waltz." — A  Pathe  comic  in  which  the 
popularity  of  the  Merry  Widow  Waltz  comes  in  for  a  knock. 
As  a  whole  it  is  very  amusing  and  deserves  a  longer  run  than 
some  of  the  so-called  comics. 

"L'Arlesienne." — The  name  of  Alphonse  Daudet  as  the 
writer  and  the  name  of  the  Pathe  Freres  as  manufacturers, 
are  sufficient  to  assure  the  success  of  this  film,  and  the  suc- 

cess is  well  merited,  as  the  production  is  excellent  in  every 
respect.  Frederick  is  a  clever  actor,  rendering  his  very 
difficult  part  to  perfection.  This  film  contains  some  beauti- 

ful specimens  of  the  photographic  art  and,  altogether,  can 
be  called  a  masterly  production. 

"The  Peasant  Girl's  Royalty." — If  this  film  shows  on  the 
part  of  the  Vitagraph  Company  some  improvement  in  pho- 

tography, acting  and  staging,  we  do  not  like  to  recommend 
same,  as  we  are  strongly  opposed  to  the  too  prevalent  prac- 

tice of  showing  villains  and  murders,  and  especially  such  a 
brutal  murder.  We  are  pleased  to  note  that  the  Vitagraph 
has  either  enlarged  its  stage  or  has  decided  to  give  more 
scope  to   the   scenario,   a   decidedly   great   improvement. 

"Charity  Begins  at  Home." — A  Southern  story  purporting  to 
be  laid  in  that  section  during  the  war.  Some  of  the  characters 
are  natural,  but  it  is  easy  to  see  that  the  Vitagraph  actors  are 
not  all  familiar  with  their  parts.  The  main  idea  is  a  good  one 
and  the  story  is  sufficiently  interesting  to  hold  the  attention  of 
the  audience.  The  photography  is  good  and  the  technical  quality 
of  the  film  deserves  praise. 

"The  Mountaineers." — The  manufacturers  had  a  good  sub- 
ject to  work,  but  they  managed  to  produce  a  very  inferior 

film  in  every  respect.  The  dummy  used  in  the  fall  is  the 
worse  stuffed  affair  ever  shown  on  a  screen.  The  illusion 
of  a  fall  is  so  badly  destroyed  by  the  appearance  of  such  a 
poor  dummy,  that  the  audience,  instead  of  being  impressed 
cannot  refrain  from  laughing  when  they  see  this  bundle  of 
rags  falling  from  rock  to  rock.  As  the  plot  is  a  robbery 
and  an  attempt  at  murder,  the  love  affair  is  a  secondary 
affair,  with  no  call  for  the  wedding  celebration.  This  much 
exaggerated  and  very  badly  acted  wedding  scene  gives  a 
disconnected  thread  to  the  film.  The  producer  must  be  a 
magician  to  be  able  to  destroy  a  house  and  rebuild  it.  in  no 
time.  In  one  scene  we  see  the  officers  attacking  the  moon- 

shiners, and  to  force  them  to  surrender  the  officers  set  the 
house  on  fire.  We  see  the  flames  roaring,  we  see  the  build- 

ing consumed,  we  see  the  moonshiners  jumping  through  the 
windows  to  fall  into  the  hands  of  the  officers,  and  then — 
what  a  fine  piece  of  magical  art! — when  we  see  the  officers 
capturing  the  moonshiners,  we  see  no  more  flames,  not  even 
a  suspicion  of  smoke,  but  we  see  the  house  standing  intact, 
as  before  the  fire.     Is  it  not  wonderful? 

"A  Lover's  Stratagems." — This  film  contains  some  speci- 
mens of  very  poor  photographic  work.  The  subject  has 

enough  good  features  to  make  a  good  production,  but  ex- 
aggerated actions  and  carelessness  in  the  details  bring  this 

film  far  below  the  average.  When  are  our  manufacturers 
going  to  pay  more  attention  to  the  details?  Is  it  not  a 
grave  oversight  on  the  part  of  the  producer  to  show  the 
young  man  kneeling  before  the  minister  wearing  his  hat, 
then  remove  the  hat,  when,  after  the  ceremony,  the  minister 
treats  them  to  a  glass  of  wine?  As  to  the  marriage  cere- 

mony, it  is  the  shortest  one  ever  recorded,  so  short  that  the 
audience  remarked  on  it. 

"Mary  Stuart." — I  expected  a  great  film  from  the  Pathes 
on  such  a  subject,  and  great  was  my  disappointment  after 
I  had  seen  it.  Such  a  Queen  of  Scots  as  we  see  here  may 
exist  in  the  mind  of  a  boulevardier,  but  to  the  Fnglish- 
speaking  races  the  film  palls  upon  the  spectator.  No  figure 
in    history,    even    at    this    late    day.    wins    more    instant    and 

sincere  sympathy  than  this  Queen  of  many  sorrows.  The 
only  good  scene  in  the  film  is  the  first:  the  rest  are  per- 

fectly absurd.  The  trial  scene  is  all  too  short  and  the  judges 
look  like  a  lot  of  elderly  Oxford  students  and  surely  not 
like  the  peers  that  judged  the  unfortunate  Queen.  As  Pathe 
presents  the  life  of  the  Queen  the  sympathy  of  the  public 
is  more  with  the  executioner.  It  would  be  well  if  Pathe  and 
other  makers  would  keep  the  details  of  executions  out  of 
sight.  The  public  are  satisfied  to  see  the  victim  walk  toward 
the  gibbet  or  scaffold  and  only  the  very  morbid  want  to 
linger  over  the  grewsome  details.  This  subject  might  have 
made  a  very  fine  series  of  pictures  and  I  am  sure  almost 
any  American  maker  would  have  done  better.  The  coloring 
is  very  fine  and  the  costuming  of  the  principal  characters 
magnificent. — (Bush.) 

"On  Thanksgiving  Day." — A  too  extended  film.  A  few 
scenes  of  little  importance  could  have  been  suppressed,  as 
they  rather  confuse  the  audience,  instead  of  helping  present 
the  already  complex  plot  more  clearly.  Some  of  the  staging 
adds  confusion.  For  instance,  the  two  tellers'  cages  in  the 
bank  look  more  like  prison  cells,  and  the  audience  does  not 
seem  to  understand  the  conspiracy  of  one  bank  clerk  robbing 
his  fellow  employee.  The  production  is  fairly  well  acted  by 
the  Selig  company  and  presents  some  good  photographic 
effects. 

"The  King's  Pardon." — After  the  edict  of  Chicago,  of  a 
year  ago,  our  manufacturers  abandoned  for  a  time  produc- 

tions in  which  burglaries,  murders,  etc.,  were  shown.  This 
good  resolution  did  not  last  long.  as.  of  late,  the  manufac- 

turers started  to  end  most  of  their  dramatic  productions 
with  a  brutal  murder.  We  are  once  more  going  back  to 

highly  sensational  films,  as  this  "King's  Pardon"  shows  us one  robbery,  two  brutal  murders  and  a  sensational  finish 
of  a  man  standing  on  the  gallows  and  the  executioner  ad- 

justing the  black  cap  and  the  rope.  etc.  What  is  coming 
next?  In  this  film  the  light  is  very  poorly  distributed;  in 
several  cases  you  cannot  see  the  features  of  the  actors,  par- 

ticularly so  with  the  scene  of  the  trial,  in  which  the  judge 
appears  as  a  white  spot  on  the  screen.  The  film  has  many 
excellent  points.  The  story  is  well  told  and  probable.  I 
have  no  doubt  of  the  good  intentions  of  the  stage  manager, 
but  the  scenes  in  which  the  priest  appears  are  with  one 
exception  sublimely  ridiculous.  Just  a  trifle  of  historical 
knowledge  ought  to  be  possessed  by  every  film  maker  or 
stage  manager,  and  to  show  a  Catholic  priest  going  about 
the  streets  in  full  canonicals  in  the  time  of  Charles  II.  is 
laughable.  In  the  first  place  the  law  of  the  time  forbade 
the  presence  of  any  priest  within  the  realm,  and  in  the 
second  place  priests  do  not  walk  on  the  street  in  the  vest- 

ments the}^  wear  while  serving  the  altar.  The  way  the 
priest  is  decked  out  makes  him  a  erotesque  figure,  and  when 
the  actual  fact  could  be  shown  just  as  easily  there  is  no 
excuse  for  such  an  absurdity.  It  also  struck  me  as  remark- 

able to  see  an  American  coat-of-arms  on  a  ship  in  the  time 
of  Charles  II.  As  a  whole,  however,  the  film  is  good,  and 
among  the  scenes  deserving  special  praise  is  the  ride  of  the 
King's   messenger. — (Bush.) 
"Crack  Riders  of  the  Russian  Cavalry." — A  good  Pathe 

production  of  great  interest  to  horseback  riders,  as  the 
film  contains  some  remarkable  feats.  The  horsemen  are  so 
clever  and  keep  their  mounts  in  such  good  control  that  the 
audience  is  rather  disappointed  in  not  witnessing  the  fall 
of  some  of  the  horses  when  thev  go  up  and  down  the  steep 
hills. 

"Thompson's  Night  with  the  Police." — A  Gaumont  comic 
which  represents  what  might  occur  after  a  banquet,  pro- 

vided the  victim  had  a  number  of  different  address  cards  in 
his  pocket.  Some  of  the  situations  are  funny  and  the  film 
gets  a  good  laugh.  The  action  is  good  and  the  photography 
is   up   to  the   average. 

"Julius  Caesar." — A  historical  film  of  some  interest.  The 
action  is  weak,  Caesar  especially,  but  the  staging  seems  to 
be  as  nearly  correct  as  possible.  Tt  is.  however,  marred  in 
some  instances  by  weak  photography  and  an  attempt  to 
tone  the  film  some  color  other  than  black  and  white.  Tt 
would  have  been  much  better  if  it  had  been  left  black  and 
white.  From  the  first  scene  to  the  death  of  Brutus  the  film 
is  watched  with  eagerness,  proving  beyond  nuestion  that 
almost  any  audience  can  be  interested  in  this  class  of  films. 
The  Vitagraph  Company  arc  aiming  high,  and  that  alone  is 
commendable. 

"An  Ail-Wool  Garment." — An  Fssanay  comic  which  dis- 
closes numerous  funny  situations,  all  induced  by  the  in- 

clination   of    a    gentleman   who   has   bought   an   all-wool    gar- 
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le- 

nient to  stop  and  scratch,    lie  creates  a  nervousness  in  every 
person   he  meets   winch  is   funny.      The  action  is  spirited  and 
the  photography  is  good. 

"Impersonator's  Jokes"  (Essanay).     Representative  oi   the possibilities  of  securing  sporl  which  might  be  done  by  everj 

clever  impersonator.  The  joker's  ejectment  tioin  the  sem- 
inary after  punishing  all  the  girls  by  making  them  kiss  the 

supposed  principal  is  funny.  The  action  is  very  spirited 
and   the  photography  is  good. 

"A  Strong  Gale." — A  comic  which  introduces  a  new  thing to  chase  after  in  the  form  of  a  ticket  booth  which  was 
blown  away  with  its  occupant.  Aside  from  this  it  is  no 
different  in  point  of  interest  from  a  score  of  others  which 
have  the  chase  included.  The  photography  is  clear  and  the 
crowd  of  rubbernecks  do  exactly  what  rubbernecks  have 
done  through  all  the  years. 

"Lady  or  the  Tiger."— A  beautifully  staged  and  well  acted 
Edison  film.  It  would  be  difficult  to  overpraise  this  film, 
and  there  is  small  wonder  that  it  receives  enthusiastic  ap- 

plause wherever  shown.  The  denouement,  when  the  king 
finds  the  condemned  man  has  married  the  princess,  is  excit- 

ing enough  to  satisfy  anyone.  The  action  in  this  film  more 
nearly  approaches  the  highest  type  than  almost  any  other 
recently  seen  and  is  sufficient  proof  that  manufacturers  can 
make  their  films  excellent  in  every  respect  if  they  only  will. 
It  requires  a  good  deal  of  work  and  expense,  but  the  results 
surely  justify  the  expenditure  of  both. 

"The  10.40  Train." — Just  why  this  title  is  given  is  not 
made  clear  in  the  film.  It  is  not  quite  clear,  either,  whether 
the  lover  who  steals  into  the  house  in  response  to  a  note 
thrown  to  him  from  an  upper  window  is  the  lover  of  the 
daughter  or  of  the  wife.  Little  fault  can  be  found  with  the 
action,  though  the  photography  is  poor.  Leaving  the  group 
with  the  dead  man  among  them  beside  the  track  as  the 

train  sweeps  by,  doesn't  mean  much.  Evidently  something is  missing,  or  the  title  is  a  misnomer. 

"The  Shoemaker  of  Coepenick." — If  it  was  the  intention  of 
the  Vitagraph  Company  to  make  of  this  subject  a  comical 
picture,  they  surely  produced  a  very  poor  pantomime  of 
the  German  Army.  The  rigid  German  discipline  is  entirely 
lacking.  With  some  better  acting  and  a  little  more  care  to 
the  setting  the  manufacturers  could  have  scored  a  better  hit 
with  this  subject. 

"Old  College  Chums." — As  a  comical  film  it  is  not  safe 
to  call  this  a  success.  Evidently  a  few  of  the  queer  actions 
of  the  tramp  called  for  a  certain  amount  of  laughter,  but 
the  majority  were  rather  disgusted  with  the  horse  play. 

"Cave  of  Spooks." — One  of  the  familiar  magic  films,  which 
has  little  to  commend  it  beyond  the  dance  of  the  skeletons, 
which  is  an  original  conception  and  secures  abundant  ap- 

plause. Some  of  the  color  effects  are  good  and  the  skeletons 
throwing  fire  are  startling.  Aside  from  this  there  is  nothing 
out  of  the  ordinary. 

"A  Tale  of  the  Crusades." — It  is  a  great  mistake  on  the  part 
of   the   renters   to   supply   for   the   same    show   two   historical 

subjects     The  staging  of  tins  shows  to<,  miuh  economy,  the 
acting   fair  ami   the   photographic   work   is   not   "t    the 
quality.    Some  ,.i  the  scenes  are  stirring, 

"A  Dear  Old  Grandma"  is  .1  delightful  Pathe  lubjet  t  that 
will    appeal    to   any   audience       It    is   a    film    oi    Superior    pi 
graphic  quality  and  exquisite  tinting,     As  long  as  subjects 
like  tins  are  produced  it  is  lolls   for  critics  t"  say  that  there 
are  no  films  being  made  that  are  suitable  I.,  be  shown  in 
churches  and  schools.  It  is  not  the  lack  oi  ̂ ood  subject! 
that  stirred  up  the  recent  fiasco  in  a  New  \  .  .1  k  church,  but 
the  had  taste  on  the  part  of  the  people  who  provided  the 
entertainment. 

"An  Obstinate  Tooth"  is  an  Kssanay  comic  that  brought 
out  much  laughter,  but  the  producers  of  comics  should  en- 

deavor to  have  the  actions  appear  as  natural  as  possible. 

"The  Somnambulist"  provoked  laughter,  but  it  seemed  to 
be  at  the  expense  of  the  manufacturer.  The  audience  did 
not  seem  to  understand  whether  this  film  was  a  drama  or 
a  comic.  To  show  a  somnambulist  walking  through  the 
streets  in  broad  daylight  is  a  circumstance  which  requires  a 
good   deal  of  patience  on  the  part  of  the  spectator. 

"Lord  Feathertop." — A  story  in  which  a  species  of  magic 
is  invoked  to  assist  in  revenge.  The  action  is  good  and  the 
scene  in  which  Lord  Feathertop  changes  back  to  a  straw 
man  is  particularly  good.  The  photography  is  clear  and  the 
film   runs   smoothly. 

"The  Nature  Fakir  Comes  to  Grief." — A  comic  which 
develops  some  new  ideas  in  fun  making.  The  action  is 
spirited  and  the  photography  good. 

"The  Valet's  Wife." — A  comic  in  which  a  valet's  wife  is 
called  in  to  assist  in  hoodwinking  a  country  uncle.  It  has 

some  funny  situations,  but  doesn't  deserve  much  in  the  way 
of  commendation.  The  action  is  lively  enough  and  the 
photography  is  clear  in  most  parts. 

"Making  Home  Attractive"  (Lux). — This  film  contains  a 
suggestion  which  might  be  adopted  with  good  results  by 

several  women  of  almost  anyone's  acquaintance.  Aside  from 
this  there  is  a  question  whether  the  film  is  really  funny.  It 
arouses  some  laughter,  but  not  very  hearty. 

"She  Could  Be  Happy  with  Either"  (Rossi). — A  wedding 
mix-up  in  which  a  rejected  suitor  is  accepted  at  the  last 
moment  in  place  of  a  tardy  bridegroom.  The  fun  is  chiefly 

in  the  "rough-house"  which  forms  a  conspicuous  part,  and 
in  the  mishaps  which  befell  the  unfortunate  candidate  for 
bridegroom  honors.  The  action  is  spirited  and  the  pho- 

tography is  good.     It  gets  hearty  applause. 

"Our  Village  Marathon." — A  travesty  on  the  recent  Mara- 
thon race  which  never  fails  to  make  the  audience  laugh.  The 

action  is  entirely  in  keeping  with  the  event  depicted  and  the 
characteristics  of  the  people  who  take  part  in  the  race.  The 

photography  is  good  and  the  film  runs  smooth.  The  ap- 
plause  is  vigorous. 

"The  Young  Poacher"  (Radios). — A  well-told  dramatic 
story  which  created  a  deep  impression  on  the  audience  and 
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light  company. 

A  Perfect 
Transformer 
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Saver 

$60 
juaranteed  to  save  from  65%  to  70%  on  no  volts. 
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An  arc-light  transformer. 
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The  Gilles'  Arc  Regulator FOR  .TOYING:    PICTURE  AND  PROJECTION  LAflPS 

GUARANTEED  to   hold   the  Arc  on  the  front  of  the   Carbons, 
eliminate  all  travelling  and  sputtering,  and  give  a  clear,  white  light 
free  from  shadows  on  alternating  current. 
CONSUMES   no   extra  current.       Prevents    your  Carbons   from 
pitting  or  burning  sideways,  keeps  them  perfectly  even  and  clean. 
Hundreds  of  them  in  use  and  not  a  complaint. 
STATE  make  of  machine  and  amperes  used.       References:  Union 
Bank  and  Trust  Company,  Helena,  Montana.      Don't  be  satisfied 
with  that  muddy,  yellow  light  but  order  a  regulator  today. 
PRICE  $10.00  or  send  $3  00  and  it  will  be  sent  subject  to  your 
examination  and  balance  on  acceptance. 

RICHARD  L.  GILLES,  Distributor,  HELENA,  MONTANA 

A  New  Way  to  Paint  Signs 
Trie"  BUTTS  SIGN  WRITING  OUTFITS 
Anyone  can  paint  all  kinds  of  signs  and  show  cards  in  half  the  time 
required  by  the  old  way  and  much  better.  We  furnish  these  SPECIAL 
OUTFITS  complete  with  ten  alphabets  and  three  sets  of  figures  of  the 
most  modern  styles  of  the  day,  from  2  to  12  inches  in  height,  not  printed 
alphabets,  but  the  real  letter,  cut  out  of  the  most  durable  material.  We 
also  furnish  with  this  outfit  a  complete  book  of  instructions  for  painting 
all  kinds  of  signs  and  cards  and  a  selection  of  beautiful  designs,  and 
guarantee  that  anyone  can  do  perfect  lettering  as  soon  as  he  receives  the 
outfit.  SPECIAL  PRICE,  FOR  A  SHORT  TIME  ONLY,  $5.00.  Send 
in  your  order  to-day.  None  sent  CO. D.  Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  money 
refunded. 

THE  BUTTS  SIGN  &.  NOVELTY  CO., 
228  Temple  Court  Building  -  Denver,  Colo- 

IMPROVE 
ITS  ALU 

THE  PICTURE  ON  \3B 
THE  SCREEN 

by  using  a  high  grade 
projection  lens. 

Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
liant picture  than  anylenses  made  here  or 

abroad.    We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 
that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE  $  1 8.00   NET 
When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 

ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 
these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN   OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave-,  So.  Rochester,  N.  Y, 

A Money 

Making 
PROPOSITION 
Some  Exhibitors 

are  paying  their 
rent  by  exhibiting 
Advertising  Slides 
before  the  show. 

We    make    them,  any    design,  from  your    copy.      Also 
Announcement  Slides  In  great  variety. 

■■J  SEND  FOR  PARTICULARS 

OHIO  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 

513  Superior  Building     -     Cleveland,  Ohio 

taught  a  good  lesson.  Such  a  film  should  be  strongly  rec- 
ommended not  only  for  the  rare  beauty  of  the  photography 

and  the  fine  acting,  but  also  for  the  subject,  which  appeals 
to  anyone,  as  a  good  example  of  what  personal  satisfaction 
one  can  have  in  doing  a  good  deed.  The  Radios  folks  are 
giving  a  noble  example  to  our  children  and  a  lesson  that  is 
sure  to  bear  far  better  fruit  than  the  exhibition  of  silly 
pictures.  If  Rev.  Dr.  Goodell,  of  Calvary  M.  E.  Church, 
had  shown  such  a  film  he  would  not  have  been  compelled 
to   stop  the  entertainment. 

"Cashier's  Romance." — This  foreign  dramatic  film  has  some 
of  the  most  remarkable  photographic  effects,  with  rich  soft 
tones,  showing  the  full  expressions  of  the  faces.  This  film 
had  no  lecturer  or  voices  behind  the  screen,  but  the  audience 
was  able  to  understand  the  minutest  details  of  the  plot  by 
watching,  as  do  the  deaf  and  dumb  folks,  the  expressions  of 
the  faces  and  the  motions  of  the  lips. 

"The  Prize  Camel." — A  comical  film  from  the  Gaumont 
establishments  which  created  genuine  hilarity  and  is  re- 

markable for  the  fine  views  of  Paris  of  the  highest  photo- 
graphic quality.  The  plot  is  a  very  amusing  one  and  shows 

that  the  lucky  one  at  a  lottery  is  not  always  to  be  envied. 
It  was  great  luck  to  win  a  camel,  but  what  troubles  do 
follow  make  some  really  amusing  scenes. 

COMING    HEADLINERS. 

"Sherlock  Holmes,"  a  detective  story  by  the  Great  North- 
ern Film  Co.,  to  be  issued  next  week,  is  a  masterly  produc- 
tion in  every  respect.  The  plot  in  itself  is  interesting  and 

well  worked  out.  The  staging  is  splendid  and  introduces 
some  novel  effects,  not  claptrap  contraptions,  but  very  realis- 

tic in  all  details.  The  action  throughout  is  natural  and 
spirited  in  some  parts.  There  is  a  marked  difference  between 
the  action  in  the  Danish  productions  and  those  of  other  for- 

eign makers.  The  Danes  seem  to  do  everything  so  seriously 
that  at  times  their  actions  seem  sluggish;  at  any  rate  it 
differs  from  the  "chic"  of  the  French  actor.  But  it  is  none 
the  worse  for  this;  in  fact,  it  is  a  pleasing  variety,  and  if 

their  succeeding  productions  of  the  "Sherlock  Holmes" series  equal  the  first,  the  series  should  prove  a  big  success. 

"Maggie,  the  Dock  Rat,"  is  also  a  dramatic  story  on  the 
Sherlock  Holmes  style  to  be  released  next  week  by  the 
Kalem  Company.  It  tells  the  story  of  how  a  gang  of  dock 
thieves  impressed  the  services  of  a  young  and  innocent  child 
to  aid  them  in  their  nefarious  work,  how  she  engages  the 
attention  of  the  watchman  of  a  warehouse  while  he  is  felled 

by  the  gang  and  the  store  is  robbed;  of  the  little  girl's 
escape  and  disclosure  of  the  gang's  hiding  place  to  the  police 
and  the  consequent  rout  and  arrests;  and  the  final  adoption 
of  the  child  by  the  dock  superintendent.  The  scenes  are 
well  laid  and  the  action  throughout  very  spirited,  showing 
a  decided  improvement  in  this  respect  by  the  staff  of  the 
Kalem  Company.  It  is  a  film  that  ought  to  be  well  received 
by  the  average  audience,  and  the  scenes  of  the  waterfront, 
showing  the  skyscrapers  of  lower  New  York  in  the  distance, 
will  be  interesting  to  inland  audiences. 

The  Vitagraph  Company  will  issue  next  week  an  interest- 
ing film  showing  how  moving  pictures  are  made,  from  the 

preparation  of  the  sketch  to  the  rehearsing  of  the  actors, 
the  making  of  the  film  and  its  final  testing  upon  the  screen. 
This  film  should  be  of  much  interest  to  the  patrons  of  mov- 

ing picture  shows. 
Selig  will  issue  "A  Dual  Life."  illustrating  a  phase  of  the 

double  life  led  by  too  many  husbands.  The  synopsis  points 
to  a  healthy  moral  and  no  doubt  the  film  will  be  a  good 
one,  as  it  is  well  adapted  to  the  style  of  picture  that  has 
lately  placed  the  Selig  productions  in  the  front  rank.  Selig 
also  "announces  a  comic.  "The  Football  Fiend."  a  picture  with 
a  real  football  game  as  the  scenario.  The  two  films  should 
make  a  verv  desirable  reel. 

THE  ACTOLOGUE  IN  CLEVELAND. 
Another  signal  triumph  for  the  Actalogue  marked  its 

initial  appearance  in  Cleveland  at  the  American  Theater. 

No  better  sensation  has  ever  entered  the  circle  of  the  city's 
theatricals.  The  successive  presentations  have  been  ac- 

claimed in  the  papers  with  unceasing  regularity  and  the 
Cleveland  "Leader"  in  its  magazine  section  of  Sunday.  No- 

vember 22,  devoted  an  entire  page  to  an  illustrated  article 
of  the  most  commendable  nature,  to  the  artistic  value  of 

the  production,  the  excellence  of  the  effects,  the  efficiency 
of  the  performers  and  the  enthusiasm  of  the  auditors. 
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CORRESPONDENCE. 

Spencer,   Mass.,    November  24,    1008. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 

Dear  Sir — I  read  in  your  issue  of  the  2isl  inst.  that  Deacon 
Prouty  of  this  town  was  circulating  a  petition  to  close  my 
moving  picture  theater  on  Sim. lavs.  It  seems  thai  he  did 
not  get  the  support  he  expected  and   the   honorable    Hoard 
of  Selectmen  laid  ltis  petition  on  the  table,  not  acting  on 
same,  therefore  1  am  still  running  my  show.  I  believe  that  it 
would  be  to  the  moral  benefit  ̂ i  every  community  to  open 
the  picture  shows  on  Sundays,  especially  at  those  hours 
that  do  not  conflict  with  the  religious  services,  and  where 
the  right  kind  of  pictures  are  shown  and  the  place  properly 
conducted  they  will  meet  with  the  approval  of  all  but  the 
fanatics.  Yerv   truly   vours, 

J.    I'.  IK  1111  \U'MK.    Slgr.    Park   Theater. 

THEATER    MANAGER    REPLIES    TO    MOVING    PIC- 
TURE  CRITICS. 

In  the  heat  of  the  most  popular  time  in  the  existence  of 
life  motion  pictures  1  wish  to  say  a  few  words  for  and  about 

the  canned  drama,  as  it  was  called  in  Collier's  Weekly  of October  3d.  The  father  of  the  moving  picture  business  and 
the  one  man  wdio  now  exercises  more  control  over  it  than 
any  other  individual  is  Thomas  A.  Edison.  As  everyone 
knows,  who  knows  anything  of  the  personality  of  Mr.  Edison, 
he  is  a  good  man  and  has  done  as  much  toward  the  uplifting 
of  mankind  as  any  other  living  man.  Miss  Jane  Addams, 
founder  of  Hull  House,  finds  much  good  in  moving  pictures, 
and  she  certainly  is  a  friend  to  the  rising  generation.  In  a 
letter  written  about  a  year  ago.  wdien  the  motion  picture 
industry  began  to  exert  itself  toward  better  conditions,  she 
said  this: 

"It  is  unfortunate  that  the  moving  picture  theaters  have become  associated  in  the  mind  with  the  lurid  and  unworthy. 
Our  experience  at  Hull  House  has  left  no  doubt  in  our 
minds  that  in  time  moving  pictures  will  be  utilized  quite  as 
the  stereopticon  is  at  present  for  all  purposes  of  education 
and  entertainment  and  that  schools  and  churches  will  count 

the  films  as  among  their  most  valuable  equipment." And  Miss  Addams  was  right.  The  churches  are  now  using 
the  moving  pictures  in  their  good  work  of  enlightenment  and 
education.  Such  high  class  lecturers  as  Burton  Holmes  and 
Lyman  Howe  find  moving  pictures  a  great  educational  and 
entertaining  factor.  Chautauqua  lectures,  fairy  tales  calcu- 

lated to  stimulate  the  youthful  and  adult  imagination  are  now 
common  in  the  business.  There  is  no  other  way  of  telling 

fairy  tales  such  as  "Cinderella,"  to  make  them  so  realistic, 
as  in  the  moving  picture.  They  are  made  to  appear  and  dis- 

appear in  the  picture  just  as  in  the  story. 
In  every  moving  picture  theater  the  United  States  flag 

plays  a  prominent  part.  It  arouses  enthusiasm  in  the  boys 
and  girls,  also  patriotism,  just  as  the  patriotic  son^s  do  that 
are  sung  in  the  schoolroom.  I  have  had  little  boys  tell  me 
that  their  mothers  would  not  allow  them  to  attend  the  mov- 

ing picture  shows.  Have  those  mothers  ever  looked  into 
and  found  out  the  good  of  our  form  of  entertainment?  If 
they  have,  they  would  consider  each  ten  cents,  from  an 
instructive  and  educational  standpoint,  very  well  spent.  The 
child  loves  to  see  the  villain  brought  to  justice  in  the  moving 
picture  drama,  and  the  heroine  rewarded.  He  invariably  ap- 

plauds the  exhibition  of  loyalty,  valor,  human  sympathy  and 
reverence.  Indeed,  he  thrills  to  the  presentation  in  play 
form  of  all  combinations  of  truth.  Such  pictures  as  the  life 
of  Abraham  Lincoln,  which  we  exhibited  last  week,  could 
only  tend  to  the  uplifting  and  for  the  betterment  of  patriot- 

ism. The  moving  picture  is  now  riding  on  the  high  seas  of 
prosperity,  patronized  everywhere  by  the  better  class  of 
people,  and  locally  I  will  assure  you  that  nothing  only  that 
which  tends  to  elevate  will  have  a  place  in  our  theater. 

JAMES  M.  CUNNINGHAM. 
Yankton,  S.  D. 

THE  ANNUAL  MEETING  of  the  Film  Service  Associa- 
tion will  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9..  As  im- 

portant business  will  be  transacted  and  several  vital  ques- 
tions come  up  for  consideration,  it  is  desired  that  every  mem- 

ber of  the  Association  be  present  or  represented..  This  meet- 
ing should  have  occurred  on  December  12,  but  as  the  ques- 

tions to  be  considered  would  not  be  in  shape  by  that  time,  and 
their  import  would  have  necessitated  calling  another  meeting 
within  a  month,  the  Executive  Committee  wisely  postponed 
the  regular  annual  meeting. 

The 

Condenser 
Problem  Solved 

In  introducing  our  "Claro"  lens  we  think  we 
have  solved  the  problem  as  near  as  it  will  ever 
be,  it  is  as 

NON-BREAKABLE 
as  it  is  possible  to  obtain  from  glass,  the  break- 

age is  reduced  to  a  very  low  minimum. 

WE  GUARANTEE 
our  "Claro  "  lens  to  give  you  a  clear,  white  field and  increase  your  light  at  least  25%,  giving  you  a 
clear  and  better  picture. 

The  following  letter  is  one  of  several  we  have 
received : 

PITTSBURG  CALCIUM    LIGHT  and  FILM  CO., 
Pittsburg,  Pa. 

Gentlemen : 

Referring  to  your  "  Claro  "  Condensers,  would 
say  that  I  believe  that  you  have  the  real  thing  in 
these  lens.  I  have  been  using  a  pair  for  the  past 
month,  but  to  tell  you  what  I  think  would  take 
me  a  long  time ;  suffice  to  say,  that  unless  I  could 

get  more  of  your  "Claro"  lens,  I  would  not  part 
with  mine  for  $50.00.  I  use  alternating  current 
for  my  picture  machine,  and  after  installing  your 
lens  you  would  think  I  had  direct  current.  My 
light  was  increased  30%  and  my  screen  perfectly 
white.      They  certainly  look  good  to  me. 

Wishing  you  the  success  you  desire  with 
these  Condensers,  believe  me, 

Very  truly  yours, 
JOHN  J.  W1NDLE. 

P.  S. — I  have  been  unable  to  break  them,  so  far. 

You  can  readily  see '  these  Condensers  are 
worth  the  price  alone  for  the  increase  in  your  light. 

Warning:  We  are  the  exclusive  agents  for 
these  Condensers,  so  beware  of  imitators. 

If  our  "  Claro  "  Condensers  do  not  give  you  a 
better  light  than  you  are  now  getting  we  will 
refund  your  money. 

Price  of  »  Claro  "  Condensers  $2.00  Each,  $4.00  Per  Pair 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light 
and  Film  Co. 

Rochester,  N.  Y  ,     Pittsburg,  Pa  ,     Lincoln.  Neb. 
Cincinnati,  Ohio,     Des  Moines,  la. 
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Sortg'tSlides 
FOR  RENT 

We  Handle  SONG  SLIDES 

exclusively,  giving  same  our 
full  and  careful  attention, 

thereby  guaranteeing  an  abso- 
lutely perfect  service  to  our 

patrons.  We  ship  your  entire 
weeKly  supply  of  sets  in  one 
consignment  every  weeK. 

THE    CHICAGO 

SONG     SLIDE     EXCHANGE 
NINTH    FLOOR. 

Masonic  Temple Chicago 

We  Still  Have  a  Few 
BARGAIN 

Machines  For  Sale 
$160.00   Projectoscope $  99.00 145.00  Lubin 95.00 
135.00  Edison 74.00 
175.00  Edison 119.00 

150.00   Dissolver 74.00 
60.00  Stereopticon 24.00 

1000   SETS   OF   SONG   SLIDES   AT   $2.70    per    set 

All  kinds  of  electric  burners  from  $2.50  and  up. 
Any  of  the  above  machines  will  be  sent  to  you  subject  to 

examination  upon  receipt  of  $10  to  pay  express  charges  to 
and  from  New  York.  We  also  have  a  large  collection  of 
rheostats  from  83.75  to  $15  each.  Send  us  your  permanent 
address  and  we  will  keep  you  on  our  mailing  list. 

HARSTN   &  CO. 
(Established  18!)?) 

138  East  14tK  Street,     -     New  YorK  City- 
Tel.  3812-3813   Stujvesant 

NEVER    CLOSED 

NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

Elroy,  Wis. — The  Electric  Theater  has  reopened  under  the 
management  of  Forbes  &  Huntley  in  a  most  successful  way. 
Unionville,  Mo. — T.  W.  Guffey  has  purchased  a  moving 

picture  machine  and  will  start  a  moving  picture  theater  in 
the  Brasfield  building. 

St.  Louis,  Mo. — Plans  have  been  perfected  for  the  erection 
of  a  moving  picture  theater  on  Delmar  Boulevard  at  an  ap- 

proximate  cost   of  $15,000.  , 

New  York  City. — Plans  have  been  filed  with  the  Bureau  of 
Buildings  for  converting  the  building  at  158  Monroe  street 
into   a  moving  picture  hall. 

Harrisonburg,  Va. — The  Palace  Amusement  Co.  opened  up 
on  Xovember  21st  and  report  that  they  are  doing  good 
business — much   better  than   they   anticipated. 

Atlantic,  Iowa. — It  is  announced  that  the  room  formerly 
occupied  by  the  Dawson  Billiard  Hall  will  be  the  home  of 
a   moving  picture   theater  in  the   near   future. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — Messrs.  Louis  and  Isaac  Solomon  have 
purchased  the  moving  picture  theater  at  506  South  street 
from  S.  F.  &  J.   Goodman  at  a  cost  of  S13.000. 
Bellingham,  Wash.- — The  National  Amusement  Company 

have  leased  a  room  in  the  Hannah  block  on  Holly  street, 
where  they  will  erect  a  moving  picture  theater. 

Buffalo,  N.  Y. — The  Semaphore  is  the  name  of  a  new 
theater  recently  opened  at  Main  and  East  Ferry  streets. 
The  proprietors  are  Messrs.  Burt  &  Kroetcher. 
Brenham,  Tex. — E.  T.  Jenison,  of  Decatur,  111.,  has  leased 

the  Hoffman  building  on  Main  street,  and  is  having  it  re- 
modeled  for   a    first-class   moving   picture   show. 

Baltimore,  Md. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  being 
erected  at  1202  Paterson  avenue  by  H.  S.  Hackerman.  at  a 
cost  of  $1,000.     It  will  have  a  seating  capacity  of  500. 

Howard  City,  Mich. — The  Marquette  Theater  has  opened 
on  Main  street  with  motion  pictures,  under  the  management 
of  Charles  Kruning,  a  popular  }-oung  man  of  this  town. 

Chicago,  111. — A  new  five-cent  theater  has  been  opened  at 
407-409  Ogden  avenue,  known  as  the  Robey  Family  Theater, 
and  is  under  the  management  of  Messrs.  Kane  &  Hendrig. 

Attica,  Ind. — Paul  Williamson  and  D.  J.  Smith  have  opened 
a  ten-cent  moving  picture  show  in  the  old  Presbyterian 
church.  They  have  installed  one  of  the  Edison  latest  ma- chines. 

Lawrence,  Kan. — The  Aurora  Theater  has  changed  hands 
and  is  now  under  the  ownership  and  directorship  of  P.  H. 
Gibbins.  Mr.  Gibbins  has  inaugurated  many  improvements 
in  the  place. 

Mishawaka,  Ind. — The  proprietors  of  the  West  Joseph 
street  moving  picture  show,  who  were  the  defendants  in  an 
attachment  case,  sold  their  theater  to  South  Bend  parties, 
who   will   move   it   to   South    Bend. 

Champaign,  111. — Julius  Levin,  the  original  moving  picture 
man  of  Champaign,  has  regained  complete  control  of  the 
Varsity  Theater,  buying  out  the  interests  of  the  others  in 
the  Varsity  Amusement  Company. 

Centerville,  Iowa. — Charles  Pewther  and  Carl  Bon  have 
purchased  the  Lyric  Theater,  and  will  conduct  the  place 
hereafter.  Mr.  Pewther  has  sold  his  theater  at  Shenandoah. 
which   he   has   operated   for   some   time. 

Louisville,  Ky. — The  Highland  Amusement  Company, 
which  operate  a  moving  picture  theater,  have  been  incorpo- 

rated with  a  capitalization  of  $2,500.  The  incorporators  are: 
J.  F.  Smiley,  R.  Bristol,  A.  W.  Kramer.  T.  Greiner  and  H. 
S.   Brooks. 

Monroe,  Wis. — John  T.  Xeedham.  tire  and  police  com- 
missioner of  Beloit,  has  embarked  in  the  five-cent  theater 

business  in  the  Syndicate  block,  this  city.  He  has  engaged 
an  expert  operator  to  run  the  machine,  which  was  the  best 
he  could  buy. 

Albuquerque,  N.  M. — The  Crystal  Theater  has  changed 
hands  again  and  is  now  in  the  hand*  of  a  concern  that  will 
give  the  theatergoers  of  Albuquerque  first-class  entertain- 

ment. The  lessee  of  the  playhouse  is  the  Colorado  Film 
Supply  Company, 
Rochester.  N.  Y. — The  Rochester  Announcement  Slide  Co. 

is  the  name  of  a  new  local  concern.  The  officers  are:  Pres- 
ident. R.  T.  Fisher;  secretary  and  treasurer.  E.  H.  Spears: 

manager,  Wm.  Kimpson.  The  office  of  the  company  is  at 
241   Ravine  avenue. 
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Newton,  Iowa.  A  new  electric  theater  opened  here  hist 
week  under  the  management  of  M.  B.  Hawkins,  Although 
Newton  has  a  population  of  less  than  5,000.  it  has  now  two 
theaters,  each  with  a  seating  capacity  of  about  200  and  each 
running  double  reel  shows  with  encouraging  attendance, 

Louisville,  Ky.  The  Princess  Vmnsemenl  Company,  which 
operates  the  Bijou  Theater  on  Fourth  avenue  near  Market 
street,  have  closed  their  playhouse  for  a  shorl  nine,  pending 
the  installation  of  a  new  front  of  glass  and  marble.  They 
will  make  the  Bijou  as  attractive  as  the  Casino,  which  is 

under  then    management. 

Victoria,  B.  C. — The  Empress  Theater,  on  Government 
street,  near  Johnson,  has  installed  a  new  Edison  one-pin 
movement  machine,  which  materially  reduces  the  flicker 
so  common  in  moving  pictures  With  a  good  operator  and 
a  tine  selection  of  pictures,  the  theater  is  drawing  large 
audiences. 

St.  Louis,  Mo. —  Nickelodeons  and  moving  picture  shows 
are  not  theaters  and  are  not  entitled  to  the  same  privileges 
under  the  city  ordinances.  A  decision  to  this  effect  has  been 
given  out  by  City  Counselor  Bates  on  request  from  Street 
Commissioner  Travilla.  As  a  result  the  little  show  places 
will  not  be  allowed  to  erect  awnings  in  front  of  their  places 
of  business. 

Minneapolis,  Minn. — -Five  moving  picture  theaters  are  to 
be  added  to  the  list  of  Minneapolis  amusement  places  within 
a  few  months.  The  locations  named  are  within  a  radius  of 
two  blocks,  between  Hennepin  and  Nicollet  avenues  and 
Sixth  and  Seventh  streets.  One  of  the  proposed  new  thea- 

ters plans  to  locate  opposite  the  new  Andrus  building  on 
Sixth  street,  another  on  Seventh  street  opposite  the  Masonic 
Temple   and   another  near   the   new    Miles   Theater. 

A  large  firm  of  moving  picture  theater  owners  with  na- 
tional interests  is  said  to  be  behind  the  plan  to  establish  one 

of  the  quintet  of  motion  picture  houses  in  Minneapolis  and 
is  said  to  be  willing  to  spend  $25,000  to  establish  and  fit  up 
a  theater. 

The  difficulty  in  securing  permission  from  the  city  council 
for  the  location  of  these  theaters  in  the  business  section  of 

the  city  has  squelched  more  than  one  project,  as  the  busi- 
ness men  have  been  opposed  to  the  idea.  Those  back  of  the 

new  idea  feel  confident,  however,  that  they  will  be  able  to 
overcome  these  objections. 

Otis  Turner,,  for  many  years  stage  manager  with  Henry 
Savage,  and  now  employed  in  a  similar  capacity  by  the  Selig 
Polyscope  Company,  is  at  present  in  Leavenworth,  Kan., 
in  company  with  J.  A.  Crosby,  an  expert  camera  operator. 
Their  object  is  the  production  of  a  stirring  military  drama. 
The  city  authorities  are  lending  every  assistance,  seeing  in 
the  idea  a  splendid  advertisement  for  their  town,  and  the 
officers  of  Fort  Leavenworth  have  also  entered  into  the 
project  with  fervor,  as  they  believe  the  picture  will  be  of 
great  service  in  securing  enlistments.  It  will  be  one  of  the 
first  pictures  in  which  large  bodies  of  real  troops  are  used 
and  drilled  for  the  purpose.  Mr.  Turner  is  also  contemplat- 

ing getting  some  views  at  the  Soldiers'  Home  if  he  can  plan a  suitable  plot  about  which  to  weave  the  beautiful  and 
pathetic  scenes  to  be  found  here.  Someone  suggested  that 

a  funeral  at  the  Home  would  be  a  pretty  picture.  "Not  for 
mine,"  said  Mr.  Crosby.  "If  I  sent  in  a  negative  of  a  grave- 

yard Mr.  Selig  would  wire  me  my  dismissal.  We  try  to 

make  people  happy,  not  sad." 

WATCH    YOUR    APPARATUS. 

It  is  absolutely  necessary  that  the  apparatus  be  kept  in  the 
best  possible  condition.  It  is  extremely  annoying  to  have  a 
machine  stop  in  the  midst  of  a  scene  and  stand  still  in- 

definitely for  adjustment.  This  happened  in  one  theater  this 

week  in  the  middle  of  the  beautiful  "Lady  or  the  Tiger" 
film.  It  was  five  minutes  by  the  watch  before  the  machine 
was  ready  to  proceed. 

During  that  time  a  number  of  patrons  became  disgusted 
and  left  the  theater.  This  is  not  right  and  emphasizes  what 
has  been-  said  before  regarding  the  necessity  of  having 
trustworthy  operators  and  apparatus  which  will  not  give  out. 

Accidents  will  occur.  That  much  everyone  admits,  but  in 
this  instance  there  seemed  to  be  no  reason  why  the  break 
should  be  so  long,  even  if  some  untoward  thing  caused  a 
slight  one.  Look  well  to  your  apparatus  and  employ  an 
operator  who  knows  his  business  and  will  see  that  every- 

thing is  in  working  order  before  starting  a  film. 

Have  you  subscribed  for  the  'WORLD? 
Only   $2.00   per   year. 

FILMS 
For  Rent 

We  can  supply  you  with  any 
grade  of  film  you  desire, 

First,  Second,  Third  Run,  or 
Commercial  Run 

If  you  are  using  commercial 
run  films,  we  are  in  position  to 
take  care  of  you 

Guaranteeing  No  Repeaters 

All  films  are  in  A-i  condition 
at  rates  which  will  surprise  you, 

Write  us  to-day  for  prices  and 
FILM  LIST.  If  you  want  first 
run  subjects  advise  us. 

Remember   we  carry  in  stock 

Machines  and   Parts,  all   MaKes;   Film 

Cement,  Carbons,  Condensers,  etc.,  etc. 

everything  pertaining  to  the 
business.  We  can  save  you 
money  coming  and  going. 

Write  us  today  will  mean 
money  to  you. 

SOUTHERN 
FILM    EXCHANGE 

140-148  'West  5th  Street 
CINCINNATI.  O. 
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NEW  AND  IMPROVED  APPARATUS— 4. 
The  "Standard"  Automatic  Mov- 

ing' Picture  Machine  and  Film 
•Self    Rewinding    Device. 

Several  months  ago  we  briefly  referred  to  a  new  projecting 
machine,  one  of  the  distinguishing  features  of  which  was  that 
it  rewinds  the  film  as  it  is  being  run,  thus  enabling  the 
operator  to  repeat  the  show  without  delay.  Since  that  time 
we  have  received  many  inquiries  from  people  who  wanted 
to  know  when  this  machine  would  be  on  the  market,  but  the 
manufacturers  said  that  all  experimenting  would  be  done  at 
their  own  expense  and  in  their  own  factory  and  the  machine 
would  not  be  offered  to  the  public  until  it  was  proved  to  be 
flawless  in   every  respect. 
The  American  Moving  Picture  Machine  Company,  a  mil- 

lion-dollar corporation  which  was  formed  in  this  city  to 
manufacture  this  and  other  apparatus,  did  not  desire  publicity 
until  they  were  ready  to  make  deliveries.  The  first  working 
model  was  exhibited  at  the  last  meeting  of  the  film  renters 
in  this  city,  and  created  considerable  interest.  Since  then 
several  improvements  have  been  made  and  the  large  factory 

Showing    head    and   film    run-way    with    safety   door    open. 

has  been  kept  working  overtime  to  prepare  the  various 
jigs  and  dies  required  to  turn  out  the  various  parts  with 
speed  and  accuracy.  All  this  has  now  been  accomplished 
to  the  satisfaction  of  the  inventor  and  a  number  of  machines 
are  ready  and  deliveries  will  be  made  in  rotation  as  orders 
have  been  received. 
At  a  private  exhibition,  a  few  days  ago,  the  machine 

worked  very  smoothly,  being  operated  by  motor,  and  from 
the  time  the  machine  was  started  until  the  film  was  run 
through  the  operator  was  free  to  attend  to  his  light  and 
watch  the  picture  on  the  screen.  We  are  informed  that  this 
is  the  only  machine  that  has  ever  been  passed  with  motor 
by  the  Xew  York  Board  of  Electricity,  and  the  comment  of 
the  inspectors  was  that  they  would  like  to  see  all  manu- 

facturers adopt  the   same  system  and   special   safety   devices. 
There  are  many  features  in  connection  with  this  machine 

which  places  it  in  a  class  by  itself  and  invites  consideration. 
All  parts  are  interchangeable.  This  is  due  to  their  being 

made  by  automatic  machinery  which   insures  their  accuracy. 
The  automatic  fire  shutter  is  mechanically  controlled  and 

not   operated   by   springs   or  friction. 
The  framing  device,  which  is  simple  and  positive  on  adjust- 

ment, wTill  remain  in  position  indefinitely  without  slipping. 
The  shutter  will  never  cause  any  trouble  as  the  machine 

ma}r  be  operated  without  one,  producing  equally  good  results. 
The  pin  wheel  and  star  wheel  are  constructed  to  positively 

prevent  breakage,  and  when  the  pin  becomes  worn,  a  new 
one  may  be  inserted  in  a  few  seconds  without  taking  the 
machine  apart. 

Showing:   head   with  safety   door  closed.      No   film   exposed  or  visible. 

Right  side  view   of   complete   outfit   with   motor,    showing  lamp   house   and   film 
magazines   open.      Dotted   lines  indicate   course   of   film   in   passing 

through    the    machine. 

The  take-up  device  is  an  entirely  new  and  original  in- 
vention which  does  away  with  the  tedious  and  hazardous 

method  of  rewinding  films,  a  necessity  when  using  any  other 
machine,  and  has  a  capacity  for  taking  up  2,000  feet  of  film. 
The  take-up  device  is  driven  by  a  chain,  allowing  no  slip 
whatever.  This  will  be  greatly  appreciated  by  the  operator 
as  all  other  take-up  devices  now  in  use  cause  more  or  less 
delay  and  trouble. 

In  this  machine  the  film  lies  flat  in  the  upper  magazine  box 
and  is  driven  therefrom  (not  pulled),  beginning  .to  unwind 
from  the  center,  passing  through  the  machine  and  rewinding 
on  the  reel  in  the  lower  magazine  box,  from  which  it  may  in 
a  few  seconds  be  easily  removed  and  replaced  in  the  upper 
box,  read}    to  be  re-shown. 
When  the  machine  is  in  operation,  the  diameters  of  the 

film  in  both  upper  and  lower  boxes  are  at  all  times  equal, 
the  result  being  that  all  tension  on  the  film  is  removed, 
thereby  saving  wear  and  tear  and  prolonging  the  life  of 
the  film.  No  automatic  valves,  which  have  a  tendency  to 
scratch  the  film,  are  used  in  this  machine. 
The  film  passes  through  absolutely  fireproof  chambers,  no 
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■    Left  side  view   of  complete  outfit,   with   motor  and   speed   regulating   switch. 

loop   at    any    time   being   open    or   visible   or   within    reach    of 
any   possibility   of   fire. 

The  intermittent  movement  is  one  to  eight.  This,  as  com- 
pared with  other  machines  which  have  a  movement  of  one  to 

four.  will,  in  itself,  demonstrate  a  reduction  of  fifty  per  cent, 
in  the  dicker,  also  that  the  picture  is  exposed  on  the  sheet 
for  twice  the  length  of  time  as  the  exposure  given  by  any 
other  machine,  and  therefore  requiring  less  amperes  on  the 
lamp. 
The  film  is  held  on  the  feeding  sprockets  by  two  hardened 

steel  rollers  which   at  no  time  will  allow  any  escape. 
The  center  of  the  film  is  never  touched  while  the  machine 

is   in   operation,   thus  eliminating   the   danger  of   scratching. 
This  machine  may  be  operated  by  hand  or  driven  by  motor. 

The  motor  is- especially  constructed  for  use  in  this  machine, 
shunt  wound,  equipped  with  speed  controller  giving  eight 

different  speed  adjustments,  and  can  be  attached  or  de- 
tached at  any  time  without  any  alteration  to  the  outfit. 

When  driven  by  motor  the  handle  disengages  automatically. 
The  lamp  house  is  of  extra  large  size,  entirely  enclosed  and 

so  constructed  that  condensers  may  be  removed  and  replaced 
while  the  machine  is  in  operation.  It  is  insulated  inside, 
top  and  bottom,  with  mica,  enameled  to  prevent  rusting  and 
has  more  sliding  range  than  any  other  lamp  house  now  in  use. 

Another    feature   ol    the    lamp   house   is   a   new   dissolving 
shutter,  without  springs  or  Bpindles,  which  is  absolutely  ; 
live  in  its  operation, 
The  electric  arc  lamp  is   construct  teel   and   has   "" 

merous  different  adjustment  l  arbon  connections  can  be 
controlled  while  operating,  thus  insuring  a  good  contact  at 
all  times,  Calcium  burner  nicked  plated  and  of  usual  con- 

struct ii  hi 
The  rheostat  has  an  advantage  over  others  for  the  reason 

that  the  same  result  is  obtained  when  using  either  direct 
.■I  alternating  current,  Ii  used  on  dired  current  no  volts 
will  give  25  amperes.  This  also  applies  to  the  use  of  alter- 

nating current,  N'o  wire,  porcelain  or  other  breakable  mate- 
rial is  used  in  its  construction  and  it  will  safely  stand  up 

to   75    amperes. 
The  reel   is  constructed   entirely   of  polished   steel,  enameled, 

and  can  he  used  on  any  machine,     It  is  made  detachable  foi 
111  connection  with  the  self  rewinding  film  d- 

At  first  sighl  it  may  appear  that  this  machine  is  much  more 
complicated  than  those  now  in  general  use,  but  we  believe 
thai  in  actual  use  it  will  prove  the  reverse.  In  its 
construction  the  operator  has  been  considered  and  his  duties 
simplified.  The  exhibitor  profits  by  the  time  saved  in  re- 

winding the  film  and  the  better  quality  of  the  picture.  The 
film  renter  profits  by  the  lessened  wear  and  tear  of  the 
film.  Altogether  the  Standard  Automatic  Moving  Picture 
Machine  is  a  step  in  advance  and  will  no  doubt  be  adopted 
by  many. 

Showing   method   of   threading   the   film   from   top   magazine   to   lower   reel. 

Left    side    of    head    and    chain    drive    for    hoth    magazines. Showing   lamp    house    and    lamp    in   combination. 
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Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

andbestcolored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Sendfor 

list  and   prices. 

UnTipr  On  account  of  greatlv  increased  business  we 
HU  I  lUL  have  been  obliged  to  seek  larger  quarters  & 

are  now  located  at 

1851  Germantown  Ave. 

THE  PREMO  CO. 
PHILADELPHIA 

PA. 

D 

SONG  SLIDES 
**"    Peerless  Song  Slides    *> 

T        Ever    Imitated,      NEVER.     EQUALED 

A  trial  order  will  convert  you  into  a  steady  cus- 
Dtomer.     We  are  now  in  a  position  to  fill  orders 

more  promptly  than  ever  before. 

NORTH  AMERICAN  SLIDE  CO., 
143  North  8th  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

SONG   SLIDES 
SITUATIONS    WANTED. 

Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 

Experienced  Operators. 

L.  Darier.  109  West  Fifty-fourth  street,  care  of  Y.  M.  C.  A. 
French  branch,  electrician  and  licensed  operator,  2  years'  expe- rience.    Power  or  Edison  machine. 

Edw.  Latell,  1396  Myrtle  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  Experienced 
licensed   operator  or  manager. 

Practical  Electrician  and  Machinist;  ten  years'  acquaint- 
ance with  all  makes  of  moving  picture  machines;  can  furnish 

best  references  as  to  sobriety  and  ability.  Would  like  to 
hear  from  managers  of  high  grade  houses  only.  Edwin  D. 
Arnold,  65  Ashcraft  Road,  New  London,  Conn. 

H.  Hudson,  158  Earl  street,  Kingston,  Ont,  Canada.  Ref- 
erences, David  Heller,  938  North  Fifth  street,  Philadelphia, 

Pa.     Experienced  operator. 
Fred  W.  Tross,  Orpheum  Theater,  Lockport,  N.  Y.  Four 

years'  experience. 
R.  Ed.  Johnston,  P.  O.  Box  409,  Reading,  Pa.  Three  years' 

experience. 
Henry  G.  Stevens,  Dugan  Hotel,  Owego,  N.  Y. 

John  Hill,  1205  South  Forty-ninth  street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Licensed   operator,  4  years'   experience;   can  do  wiring. 
Geo.  W.  Coventry,  Unique  Theatre,  Greenville,  S.  C. 
L.  D.  Brown,  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.,  experienced  operator  or 

manager.     Repairs  made  on  all  makes  of  machines. 
Erwin  F.  Lechler,  212  Kingsland  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 
Wm.  J.  Hibbert,  1450  California  street,  Denver,  Colo., 

licensed  operator  and  mechanic.  Ten  years  experience  in 
the  amusement  business. 

Wm.  H.  Mallon,  expert  operator,  Genl.  Del.,  Times  Square 
P.  O.  Station,  New  York  City. 

J.  Lucas,  Jr.,  174  Wentworth  street,  Charleston,  S.  C. 
Roy  J.  Cady,  Arcade  Hotel,  Decatur,  111. 
Herbert  A.  Brown,  108  Ottawa  street,  Lansing,  Mich. 
G.  E.  Barton,  Coatesville,  Pa.,  operator  or  manager. 
Win.  J.  Schouler,  24  Bourne  St.,  Providence,  R.  I. 
Ed.  Moore,  214  E.  Main  street,  Coatesville,  Pa. 

THE  WEEK'S  SONGS. 
Xot  many  new  songs  were  introduced  during  the  week, 

but  those  which  were  used  from  the  previous  week  were 
better  sung  and  in  some  instances  better  and  more  ap- 

propriate illustrations  were  used.  Of  course  everyone  is 
ready  to  admit  the  difficulty  of  always  securing  illustrations 
which  assist  to  interpret  the  words  of  the  song,  yet  it  must 
be  stated  in  all  candor  that  unless  the  illustrations  do  illus- 

trate they  are  worse  than  useless  and  should  not  be  tolerated. 
That  there  is  a  steady  improvement  in  the  singing  no  one 
can  question.  In  nearly  all  theaters  this  is  true.  It  is 
notably  true  in  one  which  has  not  had  good  singing  here- 

tofore and  the  other  theaters  have  not  lost  anything  in 
consequence.  Managers  are  working  along  right  lines  to 
insist  upon  improvement  in  quality  in  both  singing  and 
illustrations. 

THE  VAUDEVILLE  OFFERINGS. 

Better  acts  have  been  seen  at  practically  all  the  theaters 
during  the  week.  In  some  instances  it  would  be  difficult  to 
improve  them,  and  very  few  fell  below  the  standard.  It  is 
certainly  gratifying  to  see  that  managers  are  exerting  them- 

selves to  make  their  entertainments  as  good  as  possible. 
This  they  are  doing  in  their  introduction  of  better  vaude- 

ville and  where  they  have  the  best  quality  of  films,  as  they 
do  in  most  of  the  theaters,  the  combination  goes  a  long  way 
toward  making  the  show  well  balanced,  insuring  continuous 
patronage.  More  than  one  theater  has  cut  out  vaudeville 
altogether  without  apparent  loss  of  patronage. 
Two  or  three  acts  are  all  that  are  now  included  in  the 

best  shows,  and  this  number  is  sufficient.  The  patrons  of 
these  theaters  go  primarily  for  the  pictures  and  the  intro- 

duction of  vaudeville  is  chiefly  attractive  as  affording  relief 
from  the  monotony  of  looking  at  pictures  all  the  time.  When 
the  acts  are  good  the  relief  is  appreciated,  but  when  they 
fall  below  the  standard  they  are  worse  than  nothing. 

T.  J.  Markel,  who  runs  a  moving  picture  show  at  Geneva, 
111.,  is  in  the  market  for  a  new  machine.  Last  Monday 
night  burglars  broke  into  the  building  and  carried  off  his 
whole  equipment,  leaving  for  the  West  on  a  late  train. 
Their  route  was  discovered  by  the  aid  of  a  bloodhound,  but 
as  yet  no  trace  has  been  discovered  of  the  robbers. 
The  value  of  a  fireproof  booth  was  demonstrated  at  the 

Gayety  Theater,  Akron,  Ohio,  on  Saturda3'  of  last  week 
when  a  piece  of  hot  carbon  was  dropped  by  the  operator 
on  a  roll  of  film.  Although  200  people  were  in  the  theater 
at  the  time  there  was  no  excitement  and  the  crowd  watched 
with  interest  the  smoke  of  4,000  feet  of  film.  No  operator 
is  deserving  of  a  position  who  will  leave  exposed  reels  of 
film  in  the  vicinity  of  the  lamp  house.  If  the  reels  had  been 
replaced  in  the  tin  boxes  the  owner  of  this  theater  would  not 
be  mourning  the  loss  of  $400. 

FOR    RENT 
Moving  Picture  ?J3?1Nia  $1  Per  Day 

SONG  SLIDES,  7c  a  DAY  PER.  SET 
Machines  and  Films    bought   and  sold 

AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE    ■     630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.Y. 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Fifty  times  the  resistance  of  copper 

THE  BEST  WIRE  FOR 

Moving  Picture  Machine 

RHEOSTATS 
DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 

HARRISON,  N.J. 
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FOR  RtNT 6oh)  feet  of  film,  ̂  sets 
Slidea $12    per    w 

eek. 

0  at  a  time. 

FOR  SALE WKKXl    ft ot  film,  $10  per 
IOOO  It. htlison  one-piu 

M    P   M.  |6o. 
Will  b 

uy  Passion 
Play 

and  other  films  M.Davl s.Watertown 

,Wls. 

Stories    of  the    Films. 

FOR  Rl  IM  F  the  double  reel  film DAVID  AND  GOLIATH  and 

JERUSALEM  IN  THE  TIME  OF  CHRIST. 

Perfect  condition.  Apply  to  Manager 
Bronx  Casino,  3229  Third  Avenue, 
New  York  City. 

FOR   S  A  L  K 

Double  Stereopticon  Complete. 
at  a  bargain  For  particulars  address 
Bronx  Casino,  3229  Third  Avenue, 
New  York  City. 

PARTNER     WANTED 
with  $500  to  $1000  at  once  for  first- 
class  Travelling  Moving  Picrure  Show. 
Bookings  ahead  Write  for  particu- 

lar-; to  MECO,  care  of  Moving  Picture 
World. 

I    BUY    FILM 
I  pay  cash  for  second-hand  film  in  good 

condition.  How  much  have  you  for  sale?  Send 
list  of  subjects  and  price.  No  junk  wan'.ed. 
second-hand  machines  and  films  in  good  con- 

dition of  all  makes  bought,  sold  and  exchanged. 
Newman  notion  Picture  Co.,  293  Burnside 
Street,  Portland,  Oregon. 

"OLD   RAINY" 

Films  Renewed 
We'll  fix  one-half  of  film,  and  let  vou  see  the difference.     Titlesm.de.     Address 

AMERICAN  FILM  RENEWING  CO. 
Win.  Bullock,  Mgr. 

American  Theatre,  Cleveland,  Ohio 

MOVING      PICTURE 
OPERATORS 

Young  Men  learn  to  operate  Moving  Picture 
Machines.  Complete  instruction  Electrical  and 
Calcium  course  $10.00  (positions  secured.) 

AMERICAN    SCHOOL    FOR    OPERATORS 
630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs    All  kinds 
Fireproof  Booths.   Resistance  Grids  and  Wire 

Repairing. 

New  York  Steel  S  Production  Cc. 
NEWARK,  N.  J. 

r*  A  ̂   Oxygen  and  Hydrogen 
U/W  In  Cylinders.      -      -      - 

Lime  Pencils,  Condensors,  Etc 
Prompt  Service,  Reasonable  Ritea 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  St.,  Albany,  R.  T. 

BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 

MONEY    MAD:     The    Insatiable    Greed    for    Oold.    - 

"Mammon  led  thei   ; 
Mammon,   the  least   erected  iplrll   that   tell 
Prom  heaven        "  Milton. 

Wild,    Indeed,    la    the    delirium    ot    the    poor   un- 
fortunate obaeaaed  »itii  the  Cover  ol    >  madness, 

How  vjiln  Is  II  till;  for  Mammon  has  enriched  bti 
thousands,    anil    has    damned    Ills    Ion     thousands,       In 
nils  BlogTsph  storj  we  present  a  thrilling  episode. 
Illustrating  the  ion-ii.ii.  retribution  attending  this 
avarlclouBness.  The  central  figure  is  an  old  miser, 
who  in  parstmonlonsneBa  is  a  Harpabon.  Ami,  iiko 
Fescue,  boarded  his  money  In  a  secret  cellar,  where 
he  mei  iiis  death.  We  Aral  And  him  begging  on 
tin.    street,      a    young    girl    passes    and    drops    her 
purse,     which     the    miser    picks    up.       When    she    re 
turns    to    regain    n    be    knocks    her    Insensible   nmi 
makes  oft'.  Finding  a  generous  roll  Ot  notes  III  Hie purse,  he  goes  to  the  hank  to  have  them  exchanged 
for  gold  coin.  A  couple  of  times  witness  the  trans- 

action anil  arc  at  once  Infected  by  the  money  fever. 
They    follow    the    miser    to    his   homo,    the   cellar,    ami 
while  he  sleeps  they  break  111  nmi  are  securing  the 
monej  when  he  awakes.  They  pounce  upon  him 
ami  he  is  made  pay  the  penally  of  his  creed  with 
Ins    life.      The    thugs    go    to    their    own    sipialhl    level. 
which  is  presided  over  by  an  oh]  bag.     she  is  sent 
from    the    room    and    they    divide    the    spoils.       While 
tin.  division  is  equal,  each  is  Invidious  of  the  others 
store.  They  retire,  both  possessed  of  the  same 
thonght,  one  waiting  for  the  other  to  fall  asleep. 
One  lies  with  a  pistol  In  hand,  (he  other  with  a 

At  length  one  gets  up  to  stab  the  other. 
hut  receiveB  a  bullet  in  his  breast.  With  a  mighty 
effort  he  piungos  the  dagger  into  the  heart  of  his 
adversary  and  hoth  fall  over  dead.  The  shot  brings 
in  '.he  oid  hag.  who.  finding  them  hoth  dead,  seizes 
their  loot  and  in  a  frenzy  pours  it  out  upon  the 
table.  In  doing  so  she  knocks  the  lighted  candle 
to  the  floor,  which  Ignites  the  litter  of  straw  and 
rubbish  and  the  place  is  soon  in  flames.  Incinerating 
the  three.  A  holocaust  upon  the  altar  of  Mammon. 
Length.   RS4  feet. 

THE   VALET'S   WIFE.— Reggie   Van   Twiller   was 
the  typical  New  York  twentieth  century  young  man, 
who  lived  his  life  free  and  untrammelled  by  the 
mesh  of  the  matrimonial  net.  He  resided  luxuri- 

ously in  haehelor  apartments,  surrounded  by  a  co- 
terie of  agreeahle  companions.  His  social  duties 

were  that  exigent  as  to  prevent  his  working  for  a 
livelihood.  Still  the  money  must  come  from  some- 

where, so  Reggie  devised  a  scheme.  His  nearest 
kin  and  benefactor  was  an  uncle,  the  Rev.  Ehen 
Haddock,  who  had  often,  in  Reggie's  extreme  youth, 
lent  a  helping  hand.  The  old  gentleman  was  of  a 
benevolent  nature  and  Reggie  felt  sure  of  the  suc- 

cessful outcome  of  his  plan.  Knowing  that  the 
Old  man's  most  ardent  wish  was  that  he.  Reggie. 
should  marry  and  settle  down,  he  writes  him  that 
he  had  at  last  taken  a  wife,  and  of  course  Reggie's 
allowance  was  increased.  This,  in  time,  proved 
inadequate  to  his  mode  of  living,  and  a  second  let- 

ter was  despatched  that  his  reverence  had  been 
made  a  granduncle.  and  another  increase  in  the 
allowance  was  made.  For  two  years  everything 
went  well,  and  Reggie  was  certainly  tearing  off 
the  very  hest  this  old  world  affords.  Nothing  to  do 
hut  spend  Xunky's  money.  However,  there  came  a 
jolt  one  morning,  when  Reggie  receives  a  letter 
from  his  uncle  stating  he  would  arrive  in  New 
York  that  day  for  the  sole  purpose  of  seeing  the 
wife  and  baby.  "Oood  heavens.  I  must  have  a 
wife,  but  how."  Well.  Timothy  Tnhhs.  the  valet, 
comes  to  his  rescue,  and  suggests  that  Mrs.  Tuhhs 

play  the  wife.  "Fine,  hut  how  ahout  the  kid?" 
"We'll  have  her  bring  along  a  baby."  The  scheme 
looked  good,  and  Reggie  telephones  to  the  valet's 
wife  to  come  to  the  apartments  at  once  and  hring 
a  hahv.  Mrs.  Tuhhs.  not  unduly  bright,  thinks  he 
menns  her  own  baby,  a  hoy  of  fourteen.  Mean- 

while, the  Rev.  Ehen  Haddock  has  arrived  and  is 
anxious  to  see  the  family,  hut  excuses  are  made, 
■■nil  at  last  Mrs.  Tnhhs  dashes  in  with  her  hoy. 
She  is  a  sight,  still  Reggie  must  make  the  hest 
of  it:  hut  it  is  nut  of  the  question  to  palm  a 
fourteen-year-old  hoy  off  as  an  two-year-old  infant, 
so  Mrs.  Tuhhs  is  introduced  as  Mrs.  Reggie  Van 
Twiller  and  "Buttons."  the  hallhoy,  is  hustled  to 
the  Ornhan  Asylum  to  procure  an  Infant.  While 
uncle  is  shocked  at  the  sight  and  manners  of  the 
pretended  wife,  he  is  annovingly  anxious  to  see 
the  baby.  Excuses  are  made  that  it  is  out  with 
the  nurse,  and  will  be  hack  shortly.  At  last  the 
word  is  given  that  hahy  Is  here,  for  "Buttons"  has 
returned.  Reggie  at  last  breathes  freely,  hut  his 
ease  Is  of  short  duration,  for  the  asylum  nurse 
enters  with  the  infant,  and  uncovering  its  face,  one 
look  was  enough — "Oreat  Jupiter,  it's  a  coon!" 
Likely  enough,  for  the  order  slrnplv  said  "a  two- 
year-old  infant."  with  no  mention  of  race  or  color. 
Reggie  feels  that  his  meal  ticket  is  irretrievably 
punched,  so  you  may  imagine  his  surprise  when 
he  sees  that  his  uncle  Is  not  only  amused  at  what 
he  considers  a  great  joke  on  Reggie,  but  greatly 
relieved  to  know  that  the  awful  freak  was  only  a 
make-helieve  wife.      Length.   r>0S  feet. 
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EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Most  Up-to-date 

(Type"B") 

Still    Another   New    Model. 

UNDERWRITERS'  MODEL  ««.".„ Approved  by  the  New  York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 
Bureau  of  Water,  Gas  and  Electricity 

IMPPnVFn  Take-up.  Rheostat, IIWirriVTF  &  *J  Automatic  Shutter, 
Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  Guard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 

Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  Gears. 

With  Underwriter's 
Model  Rheostat 

Machine  on  the    Market 

^40  Amp.  $225.00 
25  Amp.  $220.00 

Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  Model 

$155.00 

$75.00 

An  Opportunity  to  Change  your  Two-    dj^e  f\n 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism    *Z3,U» 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No,  370 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW   FEATURE   SUBJECTS: 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  1,  1908. 

LORD  FEATHERTOP.    Dramatic 
A  pictured  fairy  tale  with  a  characteristic  setting — youthful  love  scenes,  a  jilting,  a  marriage  of  the 

jilter,  Caleb  Rankin  to  another — ihen  twenty  years  elapses.  The  jiltee,  Dame  Grigsby,  now  a  witch, 
arranges  the  marriage  of  Squire  Rankin's  daughter  to  a  youth  whom  she  has  created  from  a  scare-crow. 
Vengeance  is  hers  when  the  ceremony  is  consummated,  lor  then  to  the  consternation  of  the  guests  she 
converts  the  bridegroom  again  into  a  scare-crow. 

No.  6399.  Code,  VENDITARIA.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  404. 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  4,  1908 

MISS  SHERLOCK  HOLMES.    Dramatic 
The  scene  is  laid  in  a  broker's  office.  Nell  is  the  broker's  daughter.  Two  employees  are  rivals  for 

Nell's  hand.  One  of  them  robs  the  safe  and  artfully  attempts  to  cast  suspicion  on  the  other.  But  Nell 
disguised  as  an  office  boy,  discovers  the  plot  and  by  a  clever  bit  of  detective  work  thwarts  the  designs  of 
the  guilty  one  and  is  rewarded  by  her  father's  consent  to  an  early  marriage  with  Jack. 

No.  6400.  Code,  VENDITION.  Approx.  Length,  600  Feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  404  A. 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  4,  1908 

THE  OLD  MAIDS' TEMPERANCE  CLUB.    COMEOY 
In  which  a  flask  of  whiskey  (left  by  the  janitor)  an  iceman,  a  water  cooler  and  a  professor  with  an 

elixir  of  life  machine  p'ay  havoc  with  a  meeting  of  the  O.  M.  T.  Club.  The  extreme  hilarity  and  frivolity 
issuing  from  such  an  exotic  source  make  this  film  a  notable  one. 

No.  6401  Code,  VENDITRIX.  Approx.  Length  300  feet 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  404  B. 

NEXT  WEEK'S  SUBJECTS: 

December  sTi 908  THE  TALE  THE  TICKER  TOLD.    Comedy 
No.  6402.     '  Code,  VENDREDI.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

deceSmberTiT  1908       THE  ANGEL  CHILD.      Comedy No.  6403.  Code,  VENDREMOS  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co. 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY:     72  LAKES1DB  AVE.,  ORANCiE,  N.J. 

New  Yo  k  Office  :     10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    801  Wabash  Avenue. 
Office  lor  United  Kingdom  :     Edison  Works,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  VV\,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  Vork.  George  Breck,  550-S-l  Grove  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Dealers   in   All    Principal   Cities. 

FILMS: 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

OWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

pair  Work  a  Specialty.     Agents  for  Motiograph,  Power's and  Edison  Machines.     Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
504    Washington 

Established   1891. 
Street,        - 

(Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston     Mass. 
Incorporated  190S. 

w 

EDISON   MFG.   CO. 
LORD      FEATHERTOP.— Caleb       Rankin, 

with  the  affections  of  pretty  Betty  Grigsby,  flna 
jilts   her    for   another,    and    turns   a   deaf   ear   to 
her    entreaties.      Twenty    years    later    we    find   hi 
now     "Squire"     Rankin,     with     a     pretty    daugh 
Polly,    and   Betty,   an   old   woman,    credited   with 

ing   a   witch,    and    known    as    "•Dame"    Grigsby. 
party    of    young    people,    among    them    the    Squ 
daughter,   go  to  Dame  GrlgBby'e  hut  in   the  w> to   have   their    fortunes    told.      The   Dame   recoi 
Polly    and    tells   her   some   nnpleasant   things. 
Squire    arrives,     scolds    Polly    and    berates    the 
woman,     who     swears     vengeance.       Exercising 
powers  of  witchcraft,  she  endows  a  pumpkin-headi 
scarecrow   with   life,   and  creates  a   modern,    fopp] 
youth    and    sends    him    forth    to    make    love    to 
Squire's   daughter.      In    this   he   succeeds,    and   aft 
due  courtship,    the   Squire  consents  to  the   marri 
and    a    grand    wedding    is    planned.      Dame    Grigal 
attends    in    the    guise    of   a    fine    lady.    and.    as 
happy   couple   are   about   to   depart,    she   changes 
bridegroom    back     into    a    scarecrow,     to    the 
sternation   of    the   guests,    and   the    mortification 
the   Squire.      Thus   Is   the   old   wrong   righted  to 
satisfaction   of   Betty  Grigsby. 

MISS  SHERLOCK  HOLMES.— Jack  Rose 
Jim  Dalton.  both  employed  in  the  same  broker 
office,  are  in  love  with  his  daughter.  Nell,  wl 
favors  Jack.  Learning  that  Dalton  is  plotting  ml 
chief,  she  disguises  as  a  boy  and  obtains  work  : 
the  same  office,  as  an  office  boy.  Dalton.  spec 
lating.  loses  heavily,  and  steals  money  from  tr 
safe.  To  divert  suspicion,  he  places  securities  : 
Jack's  overcoat  pocket.  This  is  seen  by  Nell, 
quietly  transfers  them  to  Dalton's  overcoat.  Whe the  loss  is  discovered  and  the  police  called.  Daltc 
tries  to  fasten  the  guilt  on  Jack.  A  search 
veals  the  money  in  Dalton's  possession,  but  t 
claims  it  as  his  own.  and  suggests  a  search  < 
Jack's  overcoat  for  the  securities.  He  is  chacrmc 
to  find  himself  foiled.  Nell  suggests  that  "tun 
about  is  fair  play"  and  that  Dalton's  overcoat  I searched  also.  The  securities  are  found  In  Da 
ton's  coat,  and  Jack  is  exonerated.  Nell  is  praise 
for  her  detective  work  and  obtains  her  father 
consent  to  an  early   marriage  with   Jack. 

THE  OLD  MAID'S  TEMPERANCE  CLTTB.- 
The  ladies  of  the  O.  M.  T.  C.  are  to  have  a  mee 
ing  to  discuss  matters  of  importance.  The  janit< 
is  discovered  preparing  the  lodge  room.  To  hel 

him  in  his  work  he  has  a  flask  of  "Surefire"  Whisk 
handy.  He  places  it  in  the  ice-cooler  for  safet 
and  forgets  it  when  departing.  The  ice  man  droi 
the  ice  upon  it  and  makes  a  fine  temperance  drinl 
The  ladies  meet,  warm  up.  and.  of  course,  need 
drink,  and  we  see  the  staid  old  maids  becomln 
very  frivolous.  A  wandering  professor  happens  1 
with  a  machine,  and  a  errand  scheme  for  restorln 

youth  and  beauty — "while  you  wait."  The  "Girls vote  to  give  his  machine  a  trial.  The  worthy  pre; 
ident  enters  first  and  comes  out  a  beautiful  dams- 
of  "Sixteen."  Then  there  is  a  rush  and  a  scran 
hie  for  place,  and  we  witness  some  of  the  curloi 
changes  "a  wee  drop"  will  make  in  human  natur> 
It  winds  nn  with  the  "Professor"  and  his  machlr 
getting  fired  and  the  O.  M.  T.  C.  adjourning  In 
hilarious    mood. 

ESSANAY  FILM  MFG.  CO. 

CHRISTMAS  CAROL. — Scene  1  shows  the  raise 
Scrooge  passing  down  a  London  street  the  mornln 
before  Christmas,  on  his  way  to  his  counting  bouse 
So  much  is  lip  detested  that  no  one  speaks  to  him 
until  a  beggar  approaches,  asks  for  alms,  and  1 
angrily  stricken  to  the  ground.  A  spirit  appear 
and  tells  the  miser  that  the  beggar  will  agai' 
appear   that   night. 

Scene  2  shows  Scrooge  approaching  his  eountlm 
house,  and  as  he  is  entering,  the  beggar  again  ap 
pears  before  him.  He  places  his  hands  before  hi 
eyes  to  shut  out  the  apparition,  and  when  he  loot 
again  the  figure  has  vanished. 

Scene  3  shows  the  interior  of  the  counting  honse 
with  Bob  Cratehett,  the  clerk,  and  Fred,  the  nephew 
of  Scrooge,  attending  to  their  duties.  Fred  an 
nounces  that  he  has  just  been  married.  His  bride 
together  with  the  crippled  boy.  Tiny  Tim.  enter  thf 
office.  Looking  out  the  window,  they  discover  thf 
approach  of  Scrooge,  and  at  the  advice  of  Fred  thf 
Indies  conceal  themselves.  Scrooge  enters  and  If 
told  of  Fred's  marriage.  He  kisses  the  bride.  bn( 
Immediately  regretting  his  action,  orders  them  ont 
of  the  office.  They  plead  for  a  Christmas  holiday, 
to  which  Scrooge  eventually  consents.  The  spirit 
appears   and    lends   Scrooge   from    the   office. 

Scene  4  shows  a  merry  throng  on  a  London  street, 
with  a  strancer  seatterinc  money  to  the  children 
who  irather  about  him.  The  spirit  leads  Scrooge 
the  throng,  who  shun  him  as  he  endeavors  to  speak 
10  them   at   the  command  of  the  spirit. 
Scene  5  shows  the  cripple  at  the  lodgings  of 

Scrooge,  and  the  latter  .entering,  still  led  by  the spirit.  „    j 

Scene    6    shows    the    beggar    warming    himself    by 
the    fireplace,    while    Scrooge    in    anger    attempts    toll 
strike   him,   when  he   is   transformed   into  the   image  J 

of   the   dead   partner  of   the   miser.      Horror-stricken. 
Scrooge    sinks    into    a    chair,    and    looking    into    the 
fireplace   seeks   a   vision  of  his  boyhood   days.     With 

a   crv   he  sinks   to  the   floor.     The  spirit   a^ain  com-  • ' 
pels'  him   to  look   into   the  fireplace,   where  he  sees 
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We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
In  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours. 

American  Sealing  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.Y 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

^31% 

LENOTH  820   FEET 

READY  DECEMBER  11th 

A  Marvellous  Melodra- 
matic Picture  of  Life  on 

the  Water-Front  of  New 
YorK  City,  showing  such 
great  skyscrapers  as  the 
Singer  Building  in  the 
background.  A  great 
drawing  card  for  interior 
towns.  Thrilling  in  action 
and  magnificent  in 
photography. 

Send  for  Complete  Lecture 

KALEM  CO.,  Inc. 
131  West  24th  St.,  New  York  City 

:i    visi.ii    of    iiis    forsakes    sweetl   rt,    mm    wi-ii    hh 
thui    of   blmsell    as    •    youni    business   man      Thoi 
i.ii-iii.v    overcome,    lie    falls    to    tbe    Boor    exb 
inii   tbe  Bplrll   Hi  alii   rnlsea  blin   » Itb  ■ 
follow    i  >  i  i ■  ■   front    tbe  ofllei 

a  7  -.1,,-w  |  tbe  meager  i   te  i  in-tts. 
•■it    tin   mtnand  of   tbe   spirit,    be   aboweri 

mane]    u]   be   in  paid  clerk   and   hi     b  tppj    fan 
lh.   iiinl   i>   again   led   awaj 

Beans   8   Bbowa    the    Christmas 

i  ■■in.-  of  I'll. i.   tbe  nephew    ol  Scrooge,     Fred   toaati 
bla   ancle,    but    the   compan]    refuse   to  drink    to   the 
toast,    Scrooge,  concealed   In  the  recess  of  the  win 

  Ices  this,  and  coming  forward,  Bhowers  them 
with  money,   promising   thai   hereafter   be  "in   lead 
a  different   life, 

Scene  9  shows  the  spirit  and  Scrooge  i"  thi 
of    the    latter,    where    Scrooge    falls    apod    bis 

knees   In  prayer. 
Beans  10  Is  Christmas  Day,  Scrooge  gives  a 

banquet  to  nil  bis  bouse  can  bold,  including  Fred, 
tin.  Cratchetts  and  his  friends,  where  be  promises 
t lint  in  tin-  future  be  will  live  to  achieve  the  hap- 

piness of  others, 

KALEM  COMPANY. 

MAGGIE.  THE  DOCK  RAT.  -In  this  drama  Is 
told  tin'  Btot  of  New  York  city's  unfortu- 

nate children,  "Maggie,  tbe  Dock  Rat."     Lefl    th erless  at  ber  birth  and  deserted  by  her  drunken 
father,  tbe  only  care  she  ever  received  was  that 
of  ber  grandfather,  an  old  retired  West  Indian 
sailor.  Hi'  iliial  when  shi'  was  only  eight  years  old. 
After    that     she    grew    up    amidst    the    derelicts    and 
slums  .if  the  great  city.  At  the  time  of  the  open- 
in  •_•    of   our    picture    Bhe    has    i,   me    an    unwilling 
member  of  a  gang  of  dock  thieves;  those  human 
rats  thai  live  among  the  abandoned  boats  of  New 
v.. rk's  great  harbor  and  prey  upon  the  shipping. 
They  are  always  ready  for  any  desperate  deed  of 
crime  that  presents  itself.  Fearing  nothing  so 
much  as  the  light  of  glorious  day  they  sneak  about 
in    the    dim    night-time    to    eke    out    their    miserable 
existence   by    thieving   and   robbery. 

Scene  I. — The  Water  Front  of  New  York. 
Scene   II. — A   Den   in  an  Abandoned   Boat. 

Scene  III.     The  Dock   Rat's   Captive. 
Scene   IV. — Hatching   the   Plot. 
Scene    V. — An    Unwilling    Decoy — Murder. 
Scene   VI. — Looting   the   Warehouse. 
Scene   VII. — Maggie's   Escape. 
Scene  VIII. — Maggie   Tells   Her  Story. 
Scene   IX. — The   Dock   Rats   Trapped. 
Scene  X. — Maggie    Finds    a    Friend. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL   CO. 

ANIMATED  MATCHES  (Gaumont)  .—A  series  of 
magic  productions  with  a  box  of  matches.  Well 
rendered  and  highly  entertaining  throughout. 
Length,   257  feet. 
A  GOOD  WATCH  DOG  (Gaumont).— The  clever- 

ness of  a  dog  left  to  guard  the  premises  in  the 
absence  of  his  master,  not  only  prevents  the  mis- 

appropriation of  his  master's  property,  but  also 
causes  the  apprehension  of  the  marauders.  A  beau- 

tiful portrayal  of  canine  sagacity.     Length,  327  feet. 

TIMID  DWELLERS  (Itala).— After  an  alterca- 
tion two  men  exchange  cards,  an  invitation  to  ad- 

judicate their  differences  on  the  field  of  honor. 
The  seconds  make  all  arrangements  and  at  the  ap- 

pointed hour,  the  combatants  appear.  Both,  how- 
ever, are  possessed  of  mortal  fear  and  their  aim 

is  so  uncertain  that  after  numerous  attempts  and 
trials  of  various  forms  of  weapons  the  seconds 
cheerfully  call  the  match  a  draw.     Length.  344  feet. 

FIGHTING  FOR  GOLD  (Itala).— The  strife  for 
riches  forms  the  basis  of  this  story.  A  white 
man  in  quest  of  fame  and  fortune  befriends  a  na- 

tive and  as  appreciation  for  this  the  latter  dis- 
closes  the   location   of   a   rich   deposit  of  gold   ore. 

Together  the  two  men  go  on  the  mission  and 
when  a  large  quantity  is  secured  the  white  man 
returns  leaving  the  native  to  work  the  claim.  The 
former  is  waylaid  and  robbed.  After  being  rescued 
from  a  precarious  position  in  which  he  is  left  cap- 

tive, the  faithful  companion  goes  in  search  of  the 
perpetrators.  The  drinking  water  Is  drugged  with 
a  poisonous  herb  and  when  overcome  the  ill-gotten 
gold  is  again  taken  from  them  and  returned  to 
the  white  man  who  now  returns  with  his  faithful 
friend  to  his  home,  where  the  wife  anxiously  awaits 
the   home   coming.     Length.    SS7  feet. 

THE  MADMAN  OF  THE  CLIFF  (Lux).— A  strik- 
ingly strong  drama  of  medieval  age.  Political  re- 

verses cause  the  old  coloned  to  depart  in  haste, 
leaving  a  beautiful  villa  to  be  confiscated  by  the 
government. 

The  riches,  contained  in  an  iron  casket,  are  in- 
trusted to  a  madman,  roaming  on  the  cliffs,  who 

with  singularly  marked  cleverness  manages  to  se- 
crete  the  casket. 

Years  pass,  conditions  are  changed,  and  as  a 
token  of  honor  and  respect  for  valorous  deeds  per- 

formed in  the  defense  of  the  country  the  property 
is  restored  to  the  children  of  the  colonel. 
The  madman  succeeded  in  retaining  his  secret, 

and  when  he  meets  and  recognizes  the  children, 
now  mature  in  age.  he  brings  forth  and  returns  to 
them  the  riches  entrusted  to  him.     Length.  S47  feet. 

ATTENTION ATTENTION! 

Don't  Miss  This 

Opportunity  to  Save  Money 
We  have    . i  nie.it  lot    of    slightly    used     lilrns    Mi tnM  class    condition,    selected     IU 

souie  beautlfull)  tinted  and  colored, wbitb 
we  will  dispose  "i  -.t  f<    pel  reel  and  up. 

K.iisun  Kinetoscopes,  with    magazines   and 
automatic  shutter,  complete  at    a  ban; am 

$75  eacb 
i    Bdison    (las    Making   Ou'lit.  model    B    with calcium  burner  complete, $25. 

I  inputted  solt  cored  carbons  %%j.  per  100, $2.75 

Steel  reels,  each  4  1 

Fine  film  cement,  per  bottle,  11c 

50  sets  of  slides  at  Ji  75  per  set. 

We  Rent  First-class  Filmsat  Lnwesl  Rates 

Write  to  us  today  and  we  will 

give  you  full  particulars 

MINSKY    &    CO. 
247  Sixth  Ave.,  New  York 

Do   NOT  put  on  the 

PASSION     PLAY 
Without  Music    and    Lecture 
If  you  are  too  far  away  from  New  York  or 

Philadelphia  to  engage  the  services  of  the 
first  and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion  Play  in  particular, 

XV.  STEPHEN  BUSH 
get  his  lecture  in  print.  Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with  valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory. 
This  copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly  with 
the  pictures  and  giving  full  explanation  and 
commentary  on  every  scene  sent  postpaid  to 
any  address  in  U.  S.  or  Canada  on  receipt  of 
one   dollar.      Address 

W.  Stephen  Bush,  155  N.  Conestoga  St.,  Pblla.,  Pa. 
May  be  reached  at  any  time  by 
phone  in  residence,  Belmont  4484. 

SPECIAL  NOTICE.— I  have  prepared  spe- 
cial lectures  with  suggestions  as  to  music  and 

effects  for  every  feature  film  turned  out  by 
the  Edison  licensees.  The  list  comprises  over 
a  hundred  subjects  and  includes  the  very 
latest    feature    films.      Price    per    lecture,    25c. 

NEW  SLIDES 
For  the  Following  Songs 

JUST  OUT 
I  Want  Some  One  to  Call  Me 

Dearie Sailor  Boy 

Under  the  Evening  Star 

If  You  Loved  Me  As  I  Loved  You 
When  You  Love  a  Summer  Girl 

And  More  Yet  Besides 

She  Is  My  Bonnie  Jean  and  I'm 
Her  Sandy 

Won't  You  Come  Over  and  Play 
Croquet 

DeVVitt  C.  Wheeler 
1 20  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture    World 
In  your  correspondence. 
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Closing 
Out 

Three  $150.00 

VIASCOPES 
Fitted  with  Chicago  Fire 
Underwriter  Improved 

Lower  Automatic 
Magazine  Tanks 

0URPRICE,$I00.00 

10  Half  Size  Bausch  &  Lomb 

Stereopticon  Lenses  No's 
12, 15, 18,  Eq. Focus,  regular 
$18  lenses,  at  $9.00  each. 

10  Quarter  Size  mount. 
Stereopticon  Lenses,  sizes 

10 — 12  in.  Eq.  Focus 

10  5 — 6  inch  Long  Distance 
Moving  Picture  Lenses, 
sliding  Tubes,  Bausch  & 
Lomb  make,  regular  $10.00 
lense  at  $5.50. 

Edison  Underwriter  Model 
Rheostat,  $7,00 

All  above  goods  in  A-i  order. 
Having  become  shopworn  is 
why  we  offer  at  these  low 
prices.  Order  quick,  these 
are  rare  bargains.  Goods  will 
be  sent  on  privilege  of  ex- 

amination upon  receipt  of 
small  payment  to  guarantee 
express  charges. 

BIJOU 
AMUSEMENT  CO. 
91   Dearborn  St.,  Chicago 

PATHE  FRERES. 

HER  FLOWERS. — This  beautiful  colored  picture, 
which  is  bound  to  be  a  great  favorite  with  the 
public  from  an  artistic  standpoint,  shows  us  some 
wonderful  transformation  scenes  in  which  beautiful 
Bowers  play  the  leading  part.  In  the  first  picture 
a  woman  appears  and  takes  different  bottles  of 
perfume  from  a  table  and  pours  it  on  a  flower  pot 
and  immediately  up  sprouts  the  stalk,  then  the 
flowers  appear  in  their  places.  Next  Is  a  transfor- 

mation scene  in  which  a  lot  of  loose  petals  and 
leaves  appear  before  our  eyes  and  each  petal  takes 
its  respective  place  and  forms  the  flower,  then  the 
leaves  and  stalks  squirm  around  for  their  place  in 
the  background  and  before  we  can  realize  it,  they 
form  a  beautiful  wreath.  This  same  performance 
is  repeated  with  all  sorts  of  pretty  roses,  carna- 

tions, lilies,  lilacs  and  a  number  of  others  too 
numerous  to  mention.  As  the  wreaths  are  formed 
we  see  pretty  faces  appear  in  miniature  in  the 
center  and  they  form  a  becoming  frame  to  the 
artistic  setting.  Finally  a  lot  of  leaves  hang  over 
the  side  of  the  urn  and  then  fold  up.  forming  a 
head  of  cabbage,-  and  when  they  unfold,  there,  to 
our  astonishment,  is  the  head  of  a  grotesque  beiDg 
who  amuses  with  his  funny  faces,  till,  like  all 
the  rest,  he  disappears  from  our  view.  Length, 
475  feet. 

THE  MAGIC  HANDKERCHIEF.— An  apparently 
happy  couple  are  seated  at  dinner  when  a  contro- 

versy arises  and  the  wife  proceeds  to  make  things 
interesting  for  her  husband  by  giving  him  a  beat- 

ing. He  retaliates,  and  during  the  fracas  they 
break  up  all  the  furniture  in  the  room.  The  hus- 

band finally  bolts  from  the  house  in  a  great  rage, 
and  as  he  is  walking  down  the  street  he  is  held 
up  by  two  footpads  who  give  him  a  trouncing  and 
escape  with  his  wallet.  Running  up  to  two  offi- 

cers, he  tries  to  tell  his  story,  but  they  only  give 
him  another  terrible  beating.  Starting  again  on 
his  way,  he  runs  into  a  fishwoman,  upsetting  her 
cart,  and  she,  in  turn,  leaves  him  a  fit  subject  for 
the  hospital.  More  dead  than  alive,  he  has  an- 

other encounter  with  a  husky  tradesman,  who  deals 
it  out  to  him  in  the  same  fashion  as  did  the 
others. 

Finally  he  comes  upon  a  side-show  where  a  pla- 
card outside  tells  of  a  wonderful  magic  handker- 
chief to  be  seen  inside,  which,  when  thrown  over 

one's  head,  makes  one  invisible.  He  goes  in  and 
taking  his  place  in  the  audience,  sees  for  himself 
the  wonderful  tricks  performed  with  the  mysterious 
cloth.  Watching  his  chance,  he  manages  to  steal 
the  valuable  article  when  the  performer's  back  is 
turned,  and,  slipping  out  unnoticed,  he  starts  back 
thirsting  for  vengeance.  He  meets  the  tradesman 
first  and  proceeds  to  give  him  a  good  beating  and 
when  he  makes  an  effort  to  retaliate  our  friend 
waves  the  kerchief  and  disappears.  The  same 
thing  happens  when  he  encounters  the  fishmonger 
and  the  policemen.  Finally  he  comes  upon  the  rob- 

bers, and  after  giving  them  a  sound  thrashing  he 
recovers  his  wallet  and  again  disappears  into  space. 
Satisfied  with  his  revenge  so  far,  we  at  last  see 
him  enter  his  home  and  start  to  get  even  with  his 
wife,  who,  by  the  way,  is  a  very  powerful  woman. 
Before  she  can  realize  what  he  is  up  to,  he  gives 
her  an  unmerciful  beating  and  then,  waving  the 
cloth,  disappears,  leaving  the  woman  dumbfounded 
and  in  no  gentle  frame  of  mind.     Length,   492   feet. 

A  DEAR  OLD  GRANDMA.— This  is  the  story  of 
the  love  of  a  sweet  old  lady  for  two  little  found- 

lings, whom  she  brings  up  with  the  same  loving 
care   she   would   have   given   to   her  owu   children. 
The  first  picture  shows  us  the  droll  way  she 

gains  possession  of  her  charges.  One  day,  while 
watering  the  garden,  she  discovers  the  tinty  tots 
under  a  large  cabbage  leaf,  and  from  that  time 
on  never  ceases  in  her  care  and  devotion  to  the 
little    strangers. 

Three  years  have  elapsed,  when  the  next  scene 
opens,  and  the  cabbage  babies  are  now  sturdy  chil- 

dren, showing  by  their  healthy  looks  and  happy 
faces  what  a  comfortable  home  they  have  found.  In 
this  picture.  Grandma  (always  planning  some  new 
pleasure)  is  taking  the  little  ones  for  a  jaunt  to 
the  seaside.  They  listen  eagerly  as  she  tells  them 
some  instructive  little  stories,  among  other  things 
to  be  kind  to  the  poor  dumn  animals,  who  are  so 
dependent    upon    man    for    kindness. 

Finally  we  see  them  at  the  age  of  twenty,  when 
Grandma,  now  in  the  sunset  of  life,  is  enjoying 
the  reward  of  her  kind  act  of  so  many  years  ago. 
as  the  dutiful  children  now  tend  and  watch  over 
her  with  the  same  loving  care  as  she  did  over  them 
in  the  years  gone  by.  One  day.  while  the  old  lady 
is  out  In  the  garden,  she  is  suddenly  stricken. 
and  as  the  young  people  rush  to  her  assistance,  we 
see  her  pass  peacefully  away  in  their  arms.  The 
last  picture  shows  her  sorrowing  children  as  they 
enter  the  cemetery  to  pay  a  loving  tribute  to  her 
memory  by  placing  upon  her  grave  a  quantity  of 
beautiful   Bowers,     Length.  r>4!)  feet. 

NATURE  FAKIR  COMES  TO  GRIEF. —An  eccen- 
tric old  scientist  who  is  collecting  bugs  and  but- 

terflies is  making  a  strong  endeavor  to  capture  one 
of  the  little  creatures  with  a  net.  but  unfortunately 
he  comes  loo  near  the  brink  of  a  stream  and  tum- 

bles in.  He  squirms  around  and  would  have 
drowned,  If  not  for  the  quick  action  of  a  group 
Of    soldiers    who    happen    to   he    standing    near    at    the 

GE-RU-SA-LEM! 
We  had  no  idea  so  many 

people  wanted  our  slides, 
we  can  scarcely  get  time 
to  write  our  weekly  ad. 

It's  nothing  but  "SHIP!" 
"SHIP!  !"  "SHIP!  !  !" 

all  day  long,  but  don't  let that  phaze  you,  send  your 

order  in  anyway,  we'll 

attend  to  it  promptly, we've 
had  no  "kicks"  yet  about 

delay  or  otherwise,  we've doubled  our  working  force 

so  there  won' t  be  any  delay . 
Do  you  want  our  catalogue?  its  well  worth  having, 

chock  full  of  ideas  for  the  Moving  Picture  Man  "you 
can't  afford  to  be  without  it." 

IT  TAKES 
a  rich  man  to  draw  a  check 

a  pretty  girl  to  draw  attention 
a  horse  to  draw  a  cart 

aporousplaster  todrawtheskin 
a  toper  to  draw  a  cork 
a  free  lunch  to  draw  a  crowd 

But  it  takes  "  Levi  "  to  draw 
a  sketch  for  an  announce- 

ment slide  that  will  draw 
trade. 

It  pays 

to  buy  the 

.. 

LEVI 

'! 

Slide 

Seed  for  Urge  Illustrated  Catalogue. 

LEVI  CO.,  Inc.,  (Specialists) 
66  East  14th  St.,  New  York,  l.S.A. 
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!    GALEHUFF 
A  riembcr  »i  the 

FILM   SBUVIlB  ASSOCIATION 

Headquarters  for  only   the  best  of  latest 

FILMS     and    SONG    SLIDES.       No    junk. 

MACHINES,  SUPPLIES,  Etc. 

LATEST  SONG    5LIDES 
$5.00  per  set 

N.  E.  Cor.  4th  &  Green  Streets, 
PHILADELPHIA.    PA. 

Learn  to  Make 
Mirrors 

We  furnish  complete  instructions  for 
making  all  kinds  of  Mirrors  so  simply 
that  anyone  can  make  a  first-class  Mirror 
as  soon  as  they  read  over  our  copyrighted 
instructions.  For  $2.00  we  send  you  the 
complete  outfit.  This  price  is  good  for  a 
short  time  only.  No  machines  used,  all 
ingredients  can  be  secured  of  your  local 
druggist  for  a  few  cents. 
THE  BUTTS  SIGN  S  NOVELTY  CO. 

228  Temple  Court  Bldg,  Denver,  Colo. 

■AtUGRAPH 

CO, 

P.  A.  DASCHKB,  Manager 

77  W.  44th  St.,  New  York  City 
Opposite  the  Hippodrome 

Moving  Picture  Films  &  Supplies 
The  Service  that  Satisfies 

Announcement  Slides 
Everything  Pertaining  to  the  Moving 

Picture  Business. 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $175.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

PRINTING  for 
PASSION  PLAY 
AND  OTHER  SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  <SL  CO. 

126  E.  8th  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

though    blends, 
charming  miss. 

lime  > > r"  the  mlthap  Thej  batten  i"  i- 1~ Mini  after  dragging  htm  out,  take  lilni  to  the  bai 
riuks.  where  he  la  glvan  n  ,  1 1  ■  >  uniform  to  don 
while  ills  own  .'111111  is  drying.  \..i  realising  thai 
be  "us  in  the  uniform  "i  ■  private,  hi 
iiimI  is  About  to  I'.'iss  .nit-  ui"  tue  offlcel  ■  uli"  nils takes  liiin  for  so  Insolent  soldier,  and  remonstrstes 
wiiii  blm  tor  ool  saluting  his  superior  ofncei  rut 
fellow  shows  1 1  ii  1 » t  ami  Immediate1]  i>  placed  under 
arrest  and  sent  1..  the  guard  bouse,  where  bis  ei 
thetlc  appearance  is  soon  changed  bj  having  iii» 
long  balr  cut,  and  he  is  fad  on  bread  and  water 
tin  be  submits  to  the  rules  and  discipline  oi  the 
army.  When  he  enters  the  dormitory  with  the 
rest  of  the  soldiers,  they  make  ills  life  unbearable 
tiy  Iiiu.Iiik  him  and  making  blm  do  the  most  bu 
mlllatlng  stums  for  their  amusement. 

Finally,  after  thej  have  bade  their  full  ot  fun 
ui  ins  expense,  they  bring  him  iiis  own  clothes, 
which  be  quickly  dona,  and  makes  a  imsty  retreat 
n>  iin.  outer  world,  vowing  to  keep  away  from  a 
barracks  in  the  future  In  search  of  buss.  Length, 
881  feet. 

THE  JEALOUS  FISHERMAN.— This  little  druma, 
which  is  laid  in  a  little  seaport  town  on  the  coast 
ol  Prance,  shows  in  the  opening  scene  the  home 
of  a  young  woman  who  Is  being  courted  by  two 
of  the  Sturdy  follows  of  the  village,  and  who, 

are  rivals  for  the  affection  of  the 
One  of  the  fellows  is  younger  than 

the  other,  and  it  would  seem  as  If  be  were  the 
favored  suitor.  At  last  the  time  comes  round  when 
the  lovers  must  start  out  for  the  fishing  banks, 
but  before  leaving  they  go  to  see  the  girl,  each 
bearing  a  large  bunch  of  flowers.  She  plainly 
shows  that  the  younger  man's  gift  is  the  one  she 
prizes  most,  and  naturally,  the  older  one  feels  very 
much  aggrieved  at  her  conduct.  They  all  go  down 
to  the  shore  together  and  after  bidding  her  admir- 

ers a  fond  adieu  she  stands  watching  them  as  they 
sail  away.  The  next  view  we  get  of  the  heroine 
Of  this  tale  shows  her  standing  on  a  rock  sweep- 

ing the  sea  with  a  marine  glass,  when  all  at  once 
to  her  horror  she  witnesses  a  quarrel  between  the 
rivals,  now  far  out  at  sea.  The  elder  man,  In  his 
jealous  rage,  throws  the  other  fellow  overboard  and 
leaves  him  to  drown,  but  the  latter,  being  a  good 
swimmer,  strikes  out  for  shore.  When  the  girl 
realizes  her  lover's  great  danger,  she  plunges  into 
the  water  and  swims  out  to  rescue  him.  Arriving 
at  his  side  just  in  time  to  save  him  from  sinking, 
she  keeps  his  head  above  water  and  strikes  out  for 
shore,  and  after  a  desperate  battle  with  the  waves 
she  lands  safely  with  her  burden.  He  is  carried 
to  her  cottage  and  revived  and  Is  soon  quite  him- 

self   again. 
We  next  see  the  would-be  murderer  as  he  pulls 

into  shore,  bowed  down  as  it  were  by  a  weight  of 
care.  With  fear  in  his  eyes  he  tells  the  seamen 
standing  round  of  the  accidental  drowning  of  bis 
companion  and  of  his  own  vain  efforts  to  save  him 
as  he  sank  before  his  horrified  eyes.  He  then  goes 
on  to  carry  the  sad  news  to  the  girl  and  her 
mother.  The  two  women  listen  with  well-feigned 
horror  to  the  tale  he  unfolds  of  his  friend's  mis- 

fortune and  his  own  bravery,  and  wait  until  he 
has  quite  finished  before  producing  his  victim.  On 
seeing  the  young  man  standing  there  alive  and  ap- 

parently suffering  no  serious  injury  from  his  ter- 
rible experience,  the  guilty  fisherman  staggers  back, 

thinking  he  has  seen  a  ghost,  but  quickly  realizing 
that  the  form  before  him  is  that  of  no  ghostly  vis- 

itor, he  drops  on  his  knees  and  begs  for  mercy. 
By  this  time  the  officers  of  the  law  have  arrived 
and  drag  the  miserable  wretch,  still  praying  for 
forgiveness,    off   to   the  jail.     Length.    495   feet. 

PARIS  AS  SEEN  FROM  A  HEIGHT  OF  2600 
FEET. — This  unique  picture  was  taken  from  a  bal- 

loon sailing  over  I'aris  and  gives  a  good  bird's-eye 
view  of  the  city,  with  its  magnificent  boulevards 
and  parks,  and  the  Seine  winding  its  peaceful  way 
through   the   surrounding  country. 
The  first  view  shows  the  large  balloon  being  in- 

flated in  preparation  for  the  ascent,  then,  as  the 
ropes  are  loosened,  away  it  sails  over  the  house- 

tops. It  would  seem  as  if  we  also  were  of  the 
jolly  party  in  the  basket.  We  get  an  excellent  view 
of  the  Place  de  la  Concorde,  the  Pont  Alexandre 
and  Champ  de  Mars.  It  is  great  looking  down 
from  such  a  height  at  the  Eiffel  Tower,  which  ap- 

pears like  a  very  small  edifice  indeed.  An  excellent 
view  of  the  Seine  is  given  with  the  boats  looking 
like  tiny  specks  plying  about.  Finally  we  alight  in 
a  field  outside  of  the  city  and  watch  the  balloon 
as  it  is  folded  up  and  carted  hack  to  the  starting 
point.      Length,    452   feet. 

SURPRISE  PACKAGE.— A  young  student  from 
the  country  who  is  attending  college  in  the  city 
receives  a  letter  from  his  aunt,  telling  him  that 
she  is  lonely  and  wishes  him  to  return  and  pay 
her  a  visit.  He  is  anxious  to  comply  with  her 
wishes,  but  his  little  sweetheart,  who  is  deeply  in 
love  with  him.  cannot  bear  the  thought  of  being 
separated  from  him  even  for  a  day.  He.  however, 

manages  to  get  away,  and  arriving  at  his  aunt's home,  is  enjoying  a  quiet  little  chat  with  the  old 
lady  when  the  servant  announces  the  arripal  of  his 
trunk.  The  young  man  gives  orders  to  have  it 
placed  in  his  room,  and  upon  opening  it  shortly  af- 

terwards, is  dumbfounded  to  see  his  finance  pop  out. 
This  is  followed  by  many  amusing  incidents.  Length, 512   feet. 

C.  J.   LANG'S 
rt.ulrl    No.   2 

REWINDER 

Sent  upon  receipt  of  Five  Dollars 

L.    M.    SWAAB, 
340    Spruce   Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

WANTED 
Management  of  M.  P.  Show 

Percentage  only  or  will  lease  one fully  equipped 

Not  Afraid  to  Tackle  "  Dead  Ones  " 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE 

West  Union        -       -        Iowa 

WANTED 
Gentleman  ( European )  thoroughly 
experienced  In  all  departments  of 
Moving  Picture  manufacture,  wishes 
position  as  foreman.  A.  Z.,  care  of 
Moving  Picture  World 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIN,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Our  film  service  makes  your  bank 
account  grow  fat,  Mr.  Manager.  Write 
us  to-day  and  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We  are  members  of  the  Film   Service  Association 

OELSCHLAEGER  BROS. 
110  East  23d  Street,  New  York 

Importers   of  OPTICAL   GOODS 

Condensing  Lenses 
Objectives  for  Projection 

Lanterns 

Tubes  $  JacKets  for  Mov- 
ing Picture  Machines. 

Supplied  to  the  Trade  Only.     Write  for  prices 
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FREE  FREE 
ATTRACTIVE 

Signs  and  Banners 
With  Our  Film  Service 

PER  REEL    3>Q     PER  WEEK 

No  Junk.  All  in  Good  Condition 

New  York  National  Film 
Exchange 

55  West  28th  Street     Phone  6036  Mad.  Sq. 
NEW  YORK  CITY 

Theatres  and 
Locations  Wanted 
We  have  several  applicants  who 

will  purchase  paying  places 

Send    full  particulars   as  to    seating 
capacity,  receipts,  expenses  and 

reasons  for  selling 

MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 
125  East  23d  Street,  New  York 

WELLS' Moving   Picture    Enterprises 

STEREOPTICON  ADVERTISING 
Hand  Colored  /loving  Pictures  for  enter 

tainments  of  two  hours  duration  for  churches, 
schools,  armories,  lodges,  clubs,  house  parties 
and  fairs  Refined  and  highly  enjoyable, 
sacred  and  secular. 

ADVERTISING    AND 
SPECIAL  LANTERN  SLIDES  nADE 

Moving  Picture,  Litho.  Paper,  also 
PASSION  PLAY  SUPPLIES 

Song  Title  Pages  Designed  and  Illustrated  . 
SION  PAINTERS 
OFFICIAL  SCORERS 

46  W.  28th  St. ,  near  Broadway,  New  York 
Telephone  6420  Madison  Square 

Exclusive 
Agencies  are  given  only  to  those 
who  are  representative  of  their 
class.  We  have  just  secured  the 
exclusive  agency  for 

LANG'S  PATENT  REWINDER PRICE  $5.00 
THE  BEST  EVER 

We  are  exclusive  Agents  for 
POWER'S  CAMERAGRAPH    and  the 
MONOGRAPH.  The  trade  supplied. 
Machines    and    parts   always    in 

stock,  likewise  supplies. 

Have  you  tried  the  Swaab  Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,    PA. 

SELIG  POLYSCOPE  CO. 

A  DUAL  LIFE. — Gordon  Blake,  a  young  man 
with  social  aspirations,  but  without  the  meai 
gratify  his  ambitions,  is  married  to  a  poor  but 
faithful  girl.  Two  children  are  a  result  of  their 
union,  one  now  a  handsome  boy  of  five  and  the 
other  an   infant. 

Inattention  to  business  soon  robs  Gordon  of  his 
position,  and  for  many  months  life  assumes  a 
most  serious  aspect  for  the  gay  young  gentleman. 
From  a  home  of  comparative  luxury  the  Blakes 
are  soon  reduced  to  the  direst  poverty,  yet  the 
husband  cannot  bring  himself  to  give  up  all  his 
social  pleasures.  He  borrows  from  friends  and  rel- 

atives until  his  credit  is  entirely  gone:  then  resorts 
to  deception.  Finding  his  wife  and  family  a  bur- 

den, he  plans  to  rid  himself  of  that  responsibility, 
but  lacking  the  moral  courage  to  confess  his  inten- 

tions he  resorts  to  cruelty  and  neglect  in  the  hope 
of   driving  his   faithful   wife   from    him. 

But  his  degradation  does  not  stop  at  that.  He 
has  deceived  the  daughter  of  Cyrus  Warden,  a  mill- 

ionaire, into  the  belief  that  he  is  a  single  man. 
Paying  her  the  attentions  of  a  suitor,  he  robs  his 
own  little  family  of  the  few  dollars  he  is  able  to 
scrape  together  to  spend  them  in  gifts  and  theater 
tickets   for   his  inamorata. 
The  opening  scene  of  the  picture  shows  the  pov- 

erty stricken  family  and  the  old  father  of  the  un- 
fortunate wife  preparing  the  evening  meal.  Clar- 

ence, their  brave  little  boy,  his  mother's  pride, 
comes  in  for  his  supper,  discouraged  over  his  in- 

ability to  sell  all  his  newspapers.  Gordon  soon 
follows  him,  and  when  asked  if  he  has  any  money 
flies  into  a  rage,  and  hastily  donning  his  dress 
suit  leaves  his  poverty  stricken  home  and  repairs 
to  the  Warden's  house,  there  to  bask  in  the  smiles of   his   fair   charmer. 

Utterly  at  a  loss  to  understand  the  reason  of 
her  husband's  cruelty,  the  poor  little  wife  gives 
up  in  despair,  and  sinks  sobbing  into  her  father's arms.  It  is  then  that  little  Clarence  shows  his 
mettle.  Putting  on  his  overcoat  and  cap.  he  ven- 

tures out  into  the  cold  night  to  again  try  to  sell 
his  papers.  He  wanders  on  through  the  cold,  until 
worn  and  almost  frozen  he  sinks  unconscious  in 
the  snow  in  front  of  a  palatial  mansion,  the  very 
place  where  his  unworthy  father  is  spending  the 
evening  enjoying  the  warmth  and  comfort  of  the 
millionaire's   home. 

Pedestrians  discover  the  plight  of  the  unfortu- 
nate child  and  he  is  carried  into  the  house.  There 

upon  his  arrival  he  recognizes  his  father,  and  the 
dumbfounded  man  breaks  down  under  the  unmask- 

ing of  his  perfidy  and  confesses  all.  In  a  daze  he 
is  led  home  by  his  little  boy.  who  is  blissfully  un- 

conscious of  his  father's  guilt,  and  there  makes 
another  confession  to  his  heartbroken  wife.  Un- 

able to  stand  this  additional  shock,  the  poor  wom- 
an   sinks    fainting   to    the    floor. 

Realizing  his  baseness  and  heartlessness.  the  now 
repentant  husband  picks  her  up  tenderly  in  his 
arms  and  carries  her  to  the  bedroom.  A  doctor  is 
sent  for  and  the  wife  restored  to  consciousness. 
after  which  she  forgives  her  errins  husband  and 
the   little   family    is   once   more   reunited. 

This  subject  was  taken  from  life,  and  is  one  that 
points  a  strong  moral  and  cannot  fail  to  appeal  to 
everv   honest   man    and    woman. 
THE  FOOTBALL  FIEND.— The  title  of  this  com- 

edy suggests  the  theme,  and  the  adventures  of  an 
enthusiastic  football  rooter  in  his  efforts  to  see  a 
big  game  of  football  are  vividly  shown  in  a  whirl- 

wind   of    comic    situations. 

r* 

VITAGRAPH  COMPANY. 

JULIUS  CAESAR:  An  Historical  Tragedy.— An 
elaborate  production  of  Shakespeare's  admirable 
play. Scene  1.  Street  in  Rome.  Casca  and  Trebonius 
upbraid  the  citizens  for  praising  Caesar. 

Scene  2.  The  Forum.  A  soothsayer  bids  Caesar 
"beware  of  the   ides  of  March." 

Scene  3.  Mark  Antony  wins  the  race  and  "thrice 
he  offers  Caesar  a  crown." 

Scene  4.  Cassins  tempts  Brutus  to  join  the  con- 
spiracy  against  Caesar. 

Scene  5.  Brutus'  garden.  Meeting  of  the  con- 
spirators. 

Scene  6.  Caesar's  palace.  Calphurnia  tells  Cae- 
sar of  her  dream  and  begs  him  not  to  go  to  the  sen- 

ate. The  conspirators  enter.  laugh  at  his  fears, 
urce  and  got  his  consent  to  go. 

Scene  7.  Street  near  Capitol.  The  soothsayer 
a  era  in   warns  Caesar. 

Scene  8.  The  Capitol.  The  assassination  of 
Caesar. 

Scene  9.  The  Forum.  Brulus  addresses  the  mob. 

Antony  enters   with    Caesar's   body. 
Scene  10.  Brutus'  camp  near  Sardis.  Cassius  up- 

braids  Brntus. 
Scene  11.      Brutus'     tent —quarrel — Caesar's    ghost. 
Scene  12.  riains  of  rhillipl.  Armies  of  Mark 

Antony  and  Oetavhis  Caesar  and  Bruins  and  Cas- sius. 

Scene  13.  The  baffle.  "Caesar,  thou  art  re- 
venged   even    with    the    sword    lliat    kllleth    thee." 

Scene  14.  Brntus  slays  himself.  "Caesar,  now 
be  Still.  I  killed  not  thee  with  half  so  good  a 

will." 

Scene  15.  Brutus'  funeral  pyre.  "This  was  the 
noblesl    Roman   of  them  all."     Length.  9S0  feet. 

q   A  DAY  f%c  J 
Rental  for       ~^J        i 

SLID-S  »     j 
Biggest    Illustrated     Song    Hits 

SEND  FOR  COMPLETE    LIST 

W    JOS  W.STERN&CO.,10IW.3StnSt.N.Y.  City   4 

2 
LANTERN     SLIDES 

on  Sale  or  Hire.     20.000  to  select  from.  Special 
price  for  permanent  hirers.     Slides  made  from 
photographs  or  negatives  at  low  est  prices. 

Note  New  Address 

RILEY  OPTICAL   INSTRUrtENT  CO. 
3  East    14th  Street,  New  York,  and   River 

Edge,  N.  J. 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

THE  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM   CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  50c 

For  full  particulars  write  to 
THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO 

N654  Mission  Street,  San   Francisco,  Cal. 

THEATRICAL 
I  am  looking  for  a  position  as  a 

House  Manager  or  Assistant  Manager 
(VAUDEVILLE  AND  PICTURES),  S  years 
experience  in  show  business  and  know 
all  the  lines  from  A  to  Z.  I  am  an 
operator  stage  manager,  vamp  piano, 
write  signs,  book  acts,  etc.,  in  fact 
everything  and  anything  around  a 
vaudeville  or  picture  house.  What 
have  you  to  offer?  Address  P.R.  J.J. , care 
of  Moving  Picture  World,  N.  Y.  City 

FOR  SALE 
MOVING  PICTURE  THEATRE 

Last   year's    business   $16,000.     Good 
Lease.     Bestlocation  in  city  of  25,000. 
Has  Stage  for  Vaudeville.     Seats  275. 

Best  of  reason  for  selling. 
PRICE,  $6,500 

—  Adress  — 

S   V.  T.,  Care  of  Moving  Picture  World. 

FILM  FOR  SALE 
This  is  an  opportunity 

T  have  20  Reels  of  A  No.  1 

Films,  selected  subjects — best 

manufacturer's  product  in  fine 
condition,  which  will  sell  for 

$10.00  to  $20  00  a  Reel,  as  I 
have  no  use  for  them.  Sent 

with    privilege  of  examination. 

For  particulars,  address 

M.  H.  MELCHIOR 
No.   15  Board  of  Trade 

COLUMBUS  -  -  OHIO 
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LANTERN    SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs, etc 
We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    &.    CO. 
244  Weat  14th  Street.  New  York 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47    North    I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  PlC- 

ture  business.  Highest  quality  Film  service— K.ilison 
License  —  Power's  ami  Ellison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

er>  thiiiji  In  NEW  and  S.  H. 

Motion  Picture 
Machines 

Films,  Stereopticona, 
Song  Slides   and  Sup- 

plies.   Same  wanted. 
Catalogues  free. 
HARBACH   A.    CO., 

809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns.    Accessories. 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHA8.    M. 
1028  Main  St. 

8TEBBIN8 
.  Kansas  City 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesale  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue       -      -      CHICAGO. 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  and  Illustrated  Soap 
60    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Frederick  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

KEITH,  PROCTOR   &     POLI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  beat 

theatres. 
AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING. 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDESTY  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

HOW  JONES  SAW  THE  CARNIVAL.  It  Is  car 
nlral   time   al    Nl  Hie   streets  are  crowded   with 
vendor.,  algal 
■ad    ii"ni    the    crowd    ■    •mall    man,    followed    b]    ■ 
porter    carrj  lug    Ills    h  and    entei  ■ 
the    hotel.       Ha  Mr,    Sept  I   ■    Jones, 
joneavllle,    VI    "      i    li    aaalgned    to   his    r   i    by 
ih,.   clerk.      l.K.klin:    from   iiN   window,    .i   'a   rlewa 
tl   rriiii.nl    belovi    «nii   vision.   .'I    :i    ■   i    time, 
ll,.    iiilnks    o    moment    then    wrltea    to 

follow  s Mis    Septimus  .1   i, 
Uotonua    Hotel,    Rome, 

Dearest 
x    ived   :,i    Nice   tills   morning.     Horrlbl] 

crowded   with   vulgar   people   on   a   nl    ol 
Hi,,    carnival,      Verj    uncomfortable.      I 
join  me  for  two  da]  i 

\  our  i,'\  ing  bnaband, 

Beptlmni  •'   Be  reads  it  over  with  a  self-satiatled  air,  leana 
back  smoking  bla  cigar  as  Felice,  a  French  maid, 
entera  the  room,  Jonea  chuckles  her  under  1 1  ■  •  - 
chin,  executes  a  fevi  Btepa  as  if  referring  to  the 
carnival,  and  asks  u  she  is  taking  part.  In  anawer, 
Bhe  leavea  the  room,  returning  In  a  moment  with 
a  box  containing  her  costume.  Jonea  asks  her  to 
gel  an  outfit  tor  blm,  and  after  receiving  a  liberal 
Op,  Felice  agrees,  She  goes  onl  and  returns  with 
a  suit,  much  the  worse  tor  wear.  Jonea  is  stag- 

gered ai  the  price  demanded,  trat  finally  pays  for  it 
and  makes  an  appointment  to  meet  ber  on  the 
street  In  an  hour's  time.  He  dona  the  suit,  pro- 

ceeds t.i  the  Btreel  and  is  waiting  for  Felice  as  Lis 
wife,  either  through  accident  or  design,  reaches  the 
hotel.  She  looks  over  the  register,  finds  ber  bus- 
band's  name,  places  her  own  beside  it  and  is  sbown 
to  the  room.  Then'  she  finds  the  French  maid  and 
. . r  ber  asks  the  whereabouts  of  Jones.  The  maid 

feigns  Ignorance,  but  upon  receiving  a  tip,  points 
to  tin'  Btreet  below.  Mrs.  Jones  looks  out  of  the 
window.  Bees  her  husband  and  is  furious.  She 
paces  the  Boor  In  a  rage,  then  demands  a  costume 
for  herself.  The  maid  procures  a  suit  and  the  angry 
wife  quickly  dresses  In  carnival  attire  and  goes  out. 

in  the  square  In  front  of  the  hotel  Jones  is  wait- 
ing patiently  for  the  French  maid.  Mrs.  Jones 

comes  down  the  steps  and  goes  over  to  her  husband, 
who.  Ignorant  of  her  Identity,  immediately  begins 
a  desperate  flirtation.  They  proceed  to  a  private 
room  In  a  restaurant,  where  the  unsuspecting  man 
orders  lavishly.  lie  falls  to  his  knees,  tries  to  em- 

brace his  companion,  but  receives  a  sound  whack 
which  upsets  him.  Mrs.  Jones  then  deals  out  a 
good   trouncing. 

Two  weeks  later  at  the  railroad  station  in  Jones- 
ville,  Vt..  Mrs.  Jones  alights  from  the  train,  her 
husband  following,  looking  very  dejected  and  loaded 
down  with   bundles.     Length,  652  feet. 

Film 
Service  Association 

All  matters  concerning  the  Association, 
requests  for  information,  complaints,  etc. 
are  to  be  referred  to 

THE  SECRETARY 

Suite  No.  716-734, 15  William  St., New  York.N.Y, 

For   Sale 
one  New  ktlroi  Vitac  Machine 

Bargain.     X.  Y.  /..  tare-  of  Mov- 
ing  Picture  World,  New  York. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 
Veneered  and 

Upholstered Can  make  quick  delivery  and 

give  reasonable  terms 
of  payment. 

H.    D.    WARNER 
63  Fifth  Ave.,  Rooms  14  »  15.  N.  Y.  City 

I  have  furnished  thousands  of  Chairs  for 
Moving  Picture  Theatres  in  New  York  City  and 
vicinity.  Have  fitted  six  theatres  for  one 
company  and  several  theatres  for  many  other 
companies. 

CHEAP 
Steel  rrame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 

Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  .bows  We 

carry  these  chair,  in stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also   Seating    for   Out of-Door  Use. 

Addreaa  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  .ell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

THE  LARdEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 
500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 
1140$  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

Misdeeds  of  a  Tragical  Past 
DRAMATIC,    (eclair) 

FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO. 
Representing 

143  East  23d  St.  SEa53U£K&  New  Yorh  City 
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„ 

NOW  READY 

The  "Standard"  Automatic With  Self-Rewind- 

Price,  $170:22 

With   Motor  and 

Speed  Controller 

$190:22 

„__ 

■ !^Z^^^^^^^^ 
AME*'CAN  MOVING  P,cTURP  u PICTURE  MACHINE  CO                 '      i  i 

NEWYORK                                                   
J 

i 1 

The  only  machine 

passed  with  motor  by 
the  New  York  Board  of 

Fire,  Water  and 
Electricity 

and  the  Board  of 

Fire  Underwriters 

American  Moving  Picture (I  N  COR 

104  BEEKMAN  STREET 
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FOR  DELIVERY 

Moving  Picture  Machine 
ing  Film  Device 

SECTIONAL  VIEW  OF  RHEOSTAT 

The  Pin  Movement 

in  this  machine  is  1  to  8, 

thereby  ensuring  a 
Flickerless  Picture. 

The  results  obtainable 

are  excelled  by  none. 
The  advantages  of  the 

motor=drive  will  be 
appreciated  by  all. 

riachine  Co. 
PORATED) 

NEW   YORK   CITY 

Owing  to  the  large 
amount  of  advance 

orders,  deliveries 
will  be  made  strictly 

in  the  rotation 
that  the  orders  have 

been  received 

DETAILS  OF  LAMP  CONSTRUCTION 

A  and  F  controls  carbon  connections.  D    -Carbon    feed. 
B — For   tiltinjr  lamp.  £ — For    moving    lamp    to    and    from    condensers. 
C — For  raising  or   lowering   lamp.         G  and  H — For  setting  carbons  al   various  angles. 

All   these  adjustments  can  be  handled  while  lamp   is  in  operation. 
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Latest  Films  of  All  Makers. 
We  have  been  asked  so  often  to  print  the  release  date  of  the  Alms  that 

we  have  adopted  a  new  form  of  listing  the  Alms  as  published.  We  would 
like  to  have  the  opinion  of  our  readers  as  to  whether  the  new  form  Is  more 
satisfactory  than  the  old.  Our  effort  will  be  to  keep  It  up-to-date  and  com- 

plete as  possible,  and  to  that  end  we  ask  the  co-operation  of  the  film 
manufacturers    and    Importers. 

If  the  films  of  any  manufacturer  are  not  correctly  listed  it  is  be- 
cause they  have  neglected  to  furnish  the  information  requested. 

Edison  Licensees. 
EDISON    MANUFACTURING    COMPANY. 

The  New  Stenographer   Comedy.  900  ft.  Edison.     Nov.    17 
Colonial    Virginia   Historical.  985  ft.  Edison.     Nov.    17 
The    Lady    or    the    Tiger   Dramatic  900  ft.  Edison.     Nov.    24 
The    King's    Pardon   Dramatic  900  ft.  Edison.     Nov.    27 
Lord    Feathertop   Dramatic  900  ft.  Edison.     Dec.      1 
Miss    Sherlock    Holmes   Dramatic  600  ft.  Edison.     Dec.      4 

The   Old   Maid's  Temperance   Club. .  .Comedy  300  ft.  Edison.     Dec.      4 The  Tale  the  Ticker  Told   Dramatic  900  ft.  Edison.     Dec.      8 
The    Angel    Child   Comedy  900  ft.  Edison.     Dec.    11 
Cocoa  Industry,   Trinidad,   B.  W.   L.Indust'l.   ,  850  ft.  Edison.     Dec.  15 
The    Street    Waif's    Christmas. .  .Serio-Comic.  900  ft.  Edison.     Dec.  18 

ESSANAY  FILM  COMPANY. 

Tale   of   a   Thanksgiving   Turkey    615  ft. 
The    Hoodoo   Lounge    315  ft. 
The    Impersonator's   Jokes   Comedy.  550  ft. 
An  All- Wool  Garment   Comedy.  400  ft. 
The    Somnambulist   Dramatic  825  ft. 
An   Obstinate   Tooth   Comedy  165  ft. 
Christmas  Carol      1000  ft. 

KALEM  COMPANY. 
Jerusalem    in    the    Time    of    Christ      1925  ft. 
Hannah   Dustin   Historical.       825  ft. 
A   Ragged   Hero   Dramatic.  855  ft. 
For  Love  of  Country   Historic  Drama 
Maggie,    the    Dock    Rat   Drama.       825  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 
The    Engineer   Dramatic.  935  ft. 
The  Thanksgiving  Turkey   Comedy.  320  ft. 
Persistency    Wins   Comedy.  600  ft. 
The  Sexton  of  Longwyn   Drama.       635  ft. 
Weary    Willie's    Revenge   Comic.       270  ft. 
Hobo's  Dream     Comic.       675  ft. 
Lady   Barbers      Comedy.       275  ft. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

L'Arlesienne      Dramatic  1048  ft. Crack   Riders   of   the   Russian 
Cavalry      Military  413  ft. 

The    Substitute   Comedy  531  ft. 
The     Vagabond   Comedy  544  ft. 
Merry    Widow    Waltz   Comedy  348  ft. 
Her     Flowers   Comic.       475  ft. 
The    Magic    Handercliief   Magical.       492  ft. 
A    Dear    Old    Grandma   Dramatic.        549  ft. 
Nature   Fakir  Comes   to  Grief   Comedy.       331  ft. 
The    Jealous    Fisherman   Dramatic.       495  ft. 
Paris   as   Seen   from   a   Height   of   2600 

Feet       Educational.       452  ft. 
Modern    Magic      Comic.        393  ft. 
Surprise     Package   Comedy.       512  ft. 

SELIG   POLYSCOPE    COMPANY. 

Actor's    Child   Drama.  960  ft. 
A    Mountain    Feud   Dramatic.  990  ft. 
The   Hidden  Treasure   Dramatic.  950  ft. 
On   Thanksgiving  Day   Dramatic  1000  ft. 
A    Dual    Life   Melodrama.        500  ft. 
The    Football    Fiend   Comedy.  485  ft. 
Queen  of   the   Arena   Dramatic.        ...   ft. 

VITAGRAPH   COMPANY. 

The   Elf  King   Spectacular.  935  ft. 
The   Shoemaker   of   Coepenick   Dramatic.  510  ft. 
A   Tale   of   the   Crusades   Dramatic.  455  ft. 

A   Lover's  Stratagems   Dramatic  590  ft. 
The   Peasant   Girl's   Royalty   Dramatic  320  ft. 
The    Miner's    Daughter   Dramatic  705  ft. 
Charity   Begins  at  Home   Dramatic  265  ft. 
Julius   Caesar      Dramatic.  980  ft. 
How   Jones   Saw   the   Carnival   Comedy.  652  ft. 
A    Summer   Idyl      Comedy.  300  ft. 

Essanay.  Nov.    IS 
Essanay.  Nov.    18 
Essanay  Nov.    25 
Essanay.  Nov.    25 
Essanay.  Dec.      2 
Essanay.  Dec.      2 
Essanay.  Dee.      9 

Kalem.  Nov.  7 
Kalem.  Nov.  20 

Kalem.  Nov.  — 
Kalem  Nov.  — Kalem.     Dec.  11 

Lubin.     Nov.  19 
Lubin.     Nov.  26 

Nov.  26 
Nov.  30 
Nov.  30 
Dec.  3 

Dec.  3 

Lubin. 
Lubin. 
Lubin. 
Lubin. 
Lubin. 

Pathe.     Nov.    25 

Pathe. 

Pathe. 
Pathe. 

Pathe. Pathe. 
Pathe. 
Pathe. 
Pathe. 
Pathe. 

Nov.    27 
Nov.    27 
Nov.    28 
Nov.    28 

Nov.  30 Nov.  30 
Dec.    2 
Dec.    2 Dec.    4 

Pathe.  Dec.  4 
Pathe.  Dec.  5 
Pathe.     Dec.    5 

Selig.  Nov.  5 
Selig.  Nov.  12 
Selig.  Nov.  19 
Selig.  Nov.  20 
Selig.  Dec.  3 
Selig.  Dec.  3 

Selig.      Dec.    10 

Vitagraph.  Nov.  17 
Vitagraph.  Nov.  21 
Vitagraph.  Nov.  21 
Vitagraph.  Nov.  24 
Vitagraph.  Nov.  24 
Vitagraph.  Nov.  2S 
Vitagraph.  Nov.  28 
Vitagraph.  Dec.       1 
Vitagraph.  Dec.      5. 
Vitagraph.  Dec.      5 

Biograph  Licensees. 
BIOGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Taming   of    the   Shrew   Comedy.  104S  ft.  Biograph. 
The    Guerilla   Dramatic.  898  ft.  Biograph. 
The    Ingrate   Historical.  893  ft.  Biograph. 
The    Song   of   the    Shirt   Drama.  638  ft.  Biograph. 
A    Woman's   Way   Dramatic  676  ft.  Biograph. 
The    Clubman    and    the    Tramp   Comedy  994  ft.  Biograph. 
The    Valet's    Wife   Comedy.  30Sft.  Biograph. 
Money    Mad   Dramatic.  6S4  fr.  Biograph. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL   CO. 

Jack   of  All   Trades   Comedy.  600  ft.  Lux. 
A    Child's    Devotion   Drama.  600  ft.  Lux. 
Looking    for    the    Sea    Serpent   Comedy.  240  ft.  Lux. 
Making    Home    Attractive   Comedy.  434  ft.  Lux. 
She  Could   Be   Happy   with   Either. .  .Comedy.  507  ft.  Rossi. 
The    Bewildered    Professor   Magic.  310  ft.  Gaumont. 
Thompson's   Night   with   the   Police.  .Comedy.  567  ft.  Gaumont. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY. 

Blind       69S  ft.  Gr.Xo.F.Co. 
Othello      277  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co. 
Children  of  the  East    625  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co. 
Alexandrian  Quadrille    302  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co. 
A    Sinner  493  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co. 
Dummies  on  the  Spree    302  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co. 
Sherlock     Holmes    1140  ft.  Gr.No.F.Co. 

WILLIAMS,     BROWN     &     EARLE. 
When   Women   Rule   Comedy.       600  ft.  W.B.&E. 
Jack    in    Letter    Box   Comedy.      300  ft.  W.B.&E. 
Kind    Old    Lady      Comedy.       395  ft.  W..  B.  &  E. 
Soldier's  Love  Token     Dramatic.       500  ft.  W..  B.  &  E. 

Independent. 
FILM    IMPORT    AND    TRADING    COMPANY. 

Devils  in  the   Farm      Comedy.  Eclair. 
Every    Age    Has    Its    Troubles   Comedy.  Eclair. 
Misdeeds  of  a  Tragical  Past   Dramatic.        ...   ft.  Eclair. 
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Prompt,  Reliable 
Lowest  Price* 

NEW  JERSEY  FILM  RENTAL  CO. 
F.  PENNINO,  Manager,  367  CENTRAL  AVE..  JERSEY  CITY,  N.  J. 

We    handle    all     New     Goods       BIOGRAPH. 

GAUMONT.  LTJX,  GREAT   NORTHERN,  ETC. 
Si  parla  Italiano  and  German. 

Machines  of  all  kinds  bought  and  sold.  We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business 

Bound  Volumes  of  Moving  Picture  World 
VOLUME  I,  MARCH-DECEMBER,  1907  (limited  number) 
VOLUME  2,  JANUARY-JUNE,  1908  (indexed) 

TWO  DOLLARS  EACH,  EXPRESS  PAID 

$5.00  for  the  two  volumes  and  a  year's  subscription 
MOVING  PICTURE  WORLD,  125  East  23d  Street,  New  York  City 

In  answer  to  numerous  inquiries  the  pub- 
lishers desire  to  say  that  there  is  in  stocR 

a  limited  quantity  of  all  bacK  numbers  of 
the  World.  These  will  be  mailed  for  five 
cents  each  to  old  subscribers  only,  who 
desire  special  numbers,  or  new  subscribers 
may  date  bacK  their  subscription  to  begin 
with   any  number. 

N.B. — All  copy  must  be  in  our  hands  on 
Wednesday  morning  to  ensure  publication 

in  that  week's  issue. 

Wneoyouae.  PERFECT  MOTION  PICTURES 

"-THEM0TI0GRAPH 
The  Latest,  the  best  and  most  durable 

MOTION  PICTURE  MACHINE 
New  York,  Boston,  Chicago  and  Frisco  approved 

Flickerless,   Steady   and    wonderfully    Brilliant    Pictures,   absolutely     t=55g? Fireproof,  Heavy,  Strong  and  Durable. 
Designed  and  built  especially  for 

MOTION    PICTURE     THEATRE    WORK 

The  Stereo  Motiograph 
combining   ttic    Motlograph    and    Double    Dissolving;   Stereoptlcon    Is  a 

Wonder  and  will  increase  your  receipts 

ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MFC.  CO. 

We've  quadrupled   our  facilities  during  the 
past  few  months  and  still  unable  to 

meet  the  demand. 

WHY?  Its  the  QUALITY  OF 
MACHINE  AND  PICTURES 

We  also  manufacture  the  RHEOSTATO  Current  Saver 

saves  6o to  75%  on  Electric  Bills,  the  Mo.iel  "B"  Calcium  Gas Outfit,  Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns  etc.,  and  are 
Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons,  Song  Slides,  etc. 

For  sale  by  progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers 
Write  for  Catalogue  and  particulars 

83-91  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago 
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General  Electric  Company 
Mercury  Arc  Rectifier 

A  SIMPLE  AND  COMPACT  DEVICE  FOR   CHANGING  ALTERNATING 
CURRENT  TO  DIRECT  FOR  MOVING  PICTURE  ARCS 

Every  operator  knows  that  direct  current  throws  a  clearer,  steadier 
and  whiter  light  on  the  screen  than  alternating  current.  Hut  about 
60%  of  the  current  you  pay  for  is  lost  in  the  series  resistance. 

Alternating  current  gives  you  better  regulation  and  costs  less  than 
direct  current,  but  gives  a  poorer  light. 

The  Mercury  Arc  Rectifier  combines  the  good  qualities  ot  both 
systems  and  gives  a  steady  white  light  at  a  lower  cost  for  operation 
and  maintainance. 

These  rectifiers  will  operate  satisfactorily  on  alternating  current 

\  oltages  from  200  to'2-i.o  and  any  frequency  from  40  to  140  cycles. 

Write   now  for   Booklet   No.  368I=P.  containing  full  information 

Front  view  ,jf 

reetificrpanel 

1888 

New  York  Office : 

30  CHURCH  STREET 
Principal  Office : 

SCHENECTADY,  N.  Y. 

Sales  Offices  in 

ALL  LARGE  CITIES Rear  view  of 
rectifier  panel 

ARE  YOU  GETTING 
THE  HEADLINERS  ? 

Why  not  hitch  op  with  a  live  concern  and  get  the  best 

that  is  going.  The  season  is  now  on.  Don't  trifle 
away  your  valuable  time.   Write  quick  for  particulars 

Wonderland  Film  Exchange 
Suite  1308-9-10-1  1-12  Keenan   Bldg. 

PITTSBURGH,  PA. 

VAN    ALLIK    CC'S 

Sensation  Song  Slides 
Write  for  Latest  Lists  of  New  Illustrations 

Lantern  Slides 
FOR  ANY    PURPOSE   MADE   TO  ORDER 

We  are  the  largest  manufacturers  in  the  United  States 

GET  OUR  PRICES! 

THE  VAN   ALLIN   CO. 
1343  Broadway,  New  York 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS 
The  Construction  is  double  walls  of 
sttel,  with  two-inch  air  chamber, 
lined  witti  asbestos.  There  are  no 
heat  conducting  connections  between 
the  double  wall  combination  locks> 

The  Test,  in  which  the  outer  walls 
were  brought  to  a  white  heat,  show- 

ed the  contents  to  be  fully  protected 
and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  reasonable 
and  will  be  sent  on  request. 

EMPIRE  FILM  CO. 
IO6-IO8  Fulton  Street New  YorK 

u 
THE    WORLD    FAMOUS 

NONPARIEL"    SONG      SLIDES 

By 

HENRY  B.  INGRAM,  42  W.  28th  St.  New  York 
the    Catskills    Lift    Their       The  Holy  City. 

The    Little    Old    Bed    Schoolhouse 
on  the  Hill. 

There   Stands   a   Flap,    Let   Them 
Touch  It  if  They  Dare. 

The  Old  New  England  Homestead 
in   the   Dell. 

When    the    Autumn    Leaves    Are 
Falling. 

Memories. 

Where   the   Tall  Palmettos   Grow. 
In  Old  Illinois. 

Where   Poverty's    Tears   Ebb    and Flow. 

Sweetheart  Days. 

Lexington. 

ALL  SLIDES  $5.00  PER  SET 

Wher 
Summits    to   the   Sun 

Money     Won't     Make     Everybody 
Happy. 

Mollie,    Come    Jump    on    the    Trol- 
ley. 

Among  the  Valleys  of   New  Eng- land. 
Anchored. 

Love's  Old  Sweet  Song. 

I'm    Longing    for    My    Old    Green 
Mountain  Home. 

Lenore. 

On    Bunker    Hill,    Where    Warren Fell. 

On  the  Banks  of  the  Wabash. 

I  BUY  AND  SELL  SLIDES. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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Success  or  Failure 
way  do  you  want  to  spell  your  future ?  The  answer  is  simple  and  decided.  But  are  you  sure  that  you  are  con- 

ducting your  business  along  the  lines  that  lead  to  success  ?  In  orderjto  be  SUCCESSFUL  you  must  offer  to  your 
patrons  all  the  LATEST  and  BEST  feature  films,  In  fact  a  QUALITY  SERVICE  In  every  respect.  That  is  the  kind 
of  service  WE  will  furnish  you  at  rates  that  are  REASONABLE.    Write  TO-DAY  to 

WM.  H.  SWANSON  &  CO.,  160-162-164  Lake  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 
AMERICA'S  LAROEST  FILM  EXCHANGE 

  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  ST.  LOUIS  FILM  CO.,  200-202-204  North  Seventh  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo# 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  OMAHA  FILM  CO.,  Karbach  Building,  Omaha,  Nebr. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  FILM  CO.,  1222  Grand  Avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  DIXIE  FILM  CO.,  Maison  Blanche  Building,  New  Orleans,  La. 

Our  offices  are  fully  equipped  and  individually  incorporated  concerns,  carrying  in  stock  a  complete  as- 
sortment of  all  standard  Moving  Picture  Machines,  their  repair  parts,  lenses,  both  animated  and  stereop- 

ticon,  of  all  focal  length,  carbons,  tickets,  opera  chairs,  in  fact  all  supplies  and  accessories  used  in  the  con- 
ducting of  Moving  Picture  Theaters.  These  offices  can  fill  and  make  shipment  of  all  orders  on  day  of 

receipt. 

SWANSON'S  CURTAINYLINE 
We  will  sell  you  for  $3.00  enough  curtainyline  to  cover  150  square  feet  and  this  one  coating  will  last 

forever.  If  you  will  paint  your  curtain  with  this  preparation  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  be  fireproof  and  that 

the  lights  and  shadows  will  stand  out  and  that  the  figures  in  the  picture  will  have  that  "live"  appearance. — Send  for  Special  Circular  No.  357. 

Let  Us  Change  Your  Edison  Two-Pin  Movement  to  One-Pin 
And  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  reduce  the  flicker  in  your  picture  75  per  cent,  or  more.  We  will  do  it  for 
$20.00.    Write  for  booklet  giving  full  information  and  stating  the  advantages  in  having  this  change  made. 

SWANSON'S  MARVELOUS  TALKING  PICTURES 
Are  still  a  huge  success  and  becoming  more  popular  every  day.  Starting  with  next  week  we  will  have  ten 
companies  working  the  State  of  Texas,  and  eight  companies  working  in  the  territory  in  and  around  Denver. 
They  are  what  the  public  want  and  because  of  their  not  being  produced  by  a  mechanical  device,  but  by  real 
live  actors,  the  effect  is  the  same  as  though  you  were  watching  a  real  play.  Write  us  to-day  for  full  par- 

ticulars.   They  will  increase  your  box  office  receipts  200  per  cent. 

SWANSON'S  HAND  EEED  ARC  LAMP 
We  desire  to  call  your  attention  to  our  new  hand  feed  arc  lamp  as  being  the  only  lamp  on  the  market 

that  is  indestructible  and  as  having  only  one  feed  rod.     Write  for  full  description  of  this  only  perfect  lamp. 

Does  Your  Machine  Need  Repairing  or  Adjusting? 
We  maintain  the  largest  and  most  complete  Moving  Picture  Machine  shop  in  the  country  and  are  in  a 

position  to  turn  out  rush  orders.  We  allow  a  discount  of  10  per  cent,  from  the  manufacturers'  list  price  on  all repair  parts  of  the  Edison  and  Power  machines. 

P.  S. — We  have  complete  equipment,  such  as  electric  pianos,  phonographs,  slot  machines,  weighers,  etc.,  for 
a  Penny  Arcade,  for  sale  cheap.   Write  for  full  particulars. 

Mention  the  Morlng  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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PUBLISHED    BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY.  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

BEAUTIFUL  ANNOUNCEMENT  SLIDES  FOR  CHRISTMAS 
n 

Merry  Christmas  Slides" 
n 

Happy   New  Year  Slides" These  are  the  most  beautiful  announcement  slides  ever  offered,  showing  Santa  Claus,  his  toys  and  reindeer.     They  delight 
the  children  and  give  a  finish  to  your  Christmas  Programme. 

WE    ALSO    HAVE 

THE  STORY  OF  SANTA  CLAUS 
10  slides  beautifully  colored.     No  reading  required. 

PRICE    PER   SLIDE    SOc.     ORDER    FROM    YOUR   EXCHANGE   OR    DIRECT   FROM    US 

WILLIAMS,  BROWN    <fc    EARLE 
918   CHESTNUT    STREET  -  -  (Dept.  P)  -  -  PHILADELPHIA,    PA. 

P 
347  Sixth  Avenue 

PITTSBURG,  PA, FRANK'S  FILM  HOUSE 
Suite  II  Larned  Bldg. 
SYRACUSE,  N.  Y. 

Mr.  Renter :  You  owe  it  to  yourself  to  get  acquainted  with  us.  We  can  save  you 
money  and  give  you  A  No.  1  service.  Why  do  you  pay  exhorbitant  prices  for  film 
rental?  If  you  hitch  up  with  us  for  a  trial  order,  we  guarantee  you  will  remain  our 
steady  customer.     Glance  over  our  prices  and  send  for  our  mamouth  list. 

ELECTRIC  LIGHT  GLOBES 2  changes  shipped  two     at  a  time  about  1000  feet  each  $  6  00 
4         "  "         two  "  «•  "  '«       11.00 
6        "  "         three  •«  "  ••  •«       15.00 

12       •«  ««         four  ««  "  "  •«       27.00 
SONG    SLIDES    50    CENTS    EACH    EXTRA 

2-4-8-16  c.  p.,  110  VOLTS,  COLORED, 
FROSTED,  PLAIN,  ETC.,  12§c.  EACH, 

ALL    NEW,    IN    LOTS    OF    FIFTY    OR    MORE. 

THE     EAGLE     FILM     EXCHANGE 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business.  The  quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled. 

We  positively  handle  all  new  goods,  Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 

143  North   Eighth  Street  ...  PHILADELPHIA,  PA. 

Mention  the  MoTlng  Picture  World  In  yonr  correspondence. 
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Sales  Agents  for  the 

G  A  U  M  O  N  T 

CHRONOPHONE 
TalRing  and  Singing 

PICTURE  MACHINES 
The  synchronism  is  perfect !  The  subjects  embrace  all  the 
latest  Stars  and  Feature  Acts.  Over  500  different  subjects 
now  ready.  Picture  theatres,  heretofore  playing  to  empty 
houses,  packed  and  jammed  to  the  guards  when  equipped 
with  the  Chronophone.  It  is  up  to  you  to  be  first.  Write 
us  quick.     Catalogues  Free. 

•Selling  Agents 

Aloe  Optical  Co. 
5 1 3  Olive  Street        St.  Louis,  Mo. 

EASTERN 
FILM    EXCHANGE 

Wabash   Building: 

PITTSBURG,  PA. 

HIGH  PRICE  Exchanges  have  requested  us 
repeatedly  to  increase  our  price  on  supplies 

and  Film  Service — you  can  bet  we  have  sat- 
isfied more  customers  and  have  made  good  on  low 

rentals.  Why  should  we  increase  prices  when  our 
profits  justify  us  in  purchasing  large  quantities  of 

film.  If  you  are  dealing  with  Mr.  Stick- Him  you  had 
better  install  our  service  immediately.  Send  list  of 

subjects  you  have  used.    No  repeaters  guaranteed. 

2  changes,  shipped  two  at  a  time,  1000  feet  each  $  5.00 

4         "  "        two         "  "  10.00 
6        "  "        three      "  "        "  14.00 

12        "  "        four       "  "        "  25.00 
Song  Slides  and  Beautifully  Colored  Posters  FREE 

^  I  I  |J  D  I     I  E"  Q    Tickets  9  cts,  per  1000.   Carbons ^  **  ■  *  fc«l^w  2  cts.  each.  Condensing  Lenses 

50  cts.  Moving  Picture  Lenses,  $S. 00.  Stereopticon  Lenses, 
$S.oo.      Film  Cement,  10  cts.  a  bottle.      Reels  50  cts.  each. 

NOTICE— We  Guarantee  to  Fit  a  Lens  for  Any  Curtain. 

HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZER 
SAVES  THE  HOST 

LASTS  FOR  EVER 
GIVES  THE  BEST  LIGHT 

TAKES  OUT  THE  GHOST 

J.  H.  HALLBERC, 28  Greenwich  Ave.,  N.Y., U.S.A. 

Moving  Picture  Men  Look  at  This 
COMPENSARC 
for    Alternating  Current    Only 

This  is  absolutely  the  only  device  on  the  market  that  guar- 
antees to  save  two  thirds  of  your  electric  light  bills.  Think 

what  that  means.  This  Compensarc  not  only  saves  "juice" but  it  positively  controls  the  light,  makes  it  clearer  and 

steadier.     It  has  been  know  to  pa}'-  for  itself  in  ONE  MONTH 
Watch  for  Our  Ads.    We're  going  to  "  Bare  the  Facts." 

Better  still,  don't  wait,  ask  for  our  Booklet  25013 

FORT  WAYNE    ELECTRIC   WORKS 
Department  A 

FORT  WAYNE,  -  INDIANA 
733 

Mention  the  Morlng  Picture  World  In  yonr  correspondence. 
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Editorial. 

THE  SECOND  ANNUAL  MEETING  OF  THE 
FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION. 

It  is  of  great  importance  that  every  member  of  the 

Association  attend  the  second  annual  meeting',  which  is 
to  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9th,  and  to  that 
end  arrangements  have  been  made  with  the  different 
railroads  for  a  reduced  fare.  The  best  rate  that  can  be 

obtained  is  one  fare  and  three-fifths  for  the  round  trip 
and  to  those  who  have  to  come  from  a  great  distance  the 
saving  is  considerable — at  least  enough  to  cover  Pullman 
accommodations.  For  example,  the  fare  from  Detroit  to 
New  York  is  $15.  The  full  fare  must  be  paid  on  the 
going  trip,  and  a  certificate  asked  for  from  the  ticket 
agent.  At  the  meeting  this  certificate  is  validated  by 
a  representative  of  the  railroads  and  if  it  is  presented 
when  the  return  ticket  is  purchased  the  three-fifths  fare 
is  charged.  In  the  case  of  Detroit  this  would  be  $9,  a 
saving  of  $6,  or  equivalent  to  the  charge  for  a  Pullman 
berth  both  ways.  This  rate  cannot  be  obtained  unless 
100  certificates  are  presented,  therefore  no  one  should 
neglect  to  ask  for  the  certificate.  The  privilege  is  open 
to  all  film  renters  and  manufacturers  of  moving  picture 
supplies,  members  of  their  families  or  employees,  also 

any  exhibitor  who  ma}'  desire  to  be  on  hand  at  the  meet- 
ing on  the  9th  of  January,  1908. 

THE  ANNUAL  MEETING  of  the  Film  Service  Associa- 
tion will  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9..  As  im- 

portant business  will  be  transacted  and  several  vital  ques- 
tions come  up  for  consideration,  it  is  desired  that  every  mem- 

ber of  the  Association  be  present  or  represented..  This  meet- 
ing should  have  occurred  on  December  12,  but  as  the  ques- 

tions to  be  considered  would  not  be  in  shape  by  that  time,  and 
their  import  would  have  necessitated  calling  another  meeting 
within  a  month,  the  Executive  Committee  wisely  postponed 
the  regular  annual  meeting. 

I  III'.  LEI    l  l  \<\-  \  1  1  . 

I  Ih-  short  illustrated  lecture  sandwiched  between  films, 
with  good  Mules,  is  an  added  attraction.     Not  1 
in  the  audience  will  appreciate  these  lectures,  but  some 
will,  and   the  proportion   will  In-   sufficient   t"  male 
worth  while  to  maintain  them.     They  should  not  he  long 

ami  1»\    all   means  tlu-y  must  he  crisp  ami   informing'. 
e  lecturettes  do  not  aim  to  he  amusing.     On  the 

contrary,  they  ate  made  a  part  of  an  educational  system 
which  is  inherent   in  all  picture  shows. 

Front  what  has  been  seen  in  different  moving  picture 
places   during   the   past    lew     weeks    one    is    forced    to   the 
conclusion  that  the  lecturette  depends  almost  exclu- 

sively upon  the  slides  for  its  popularity.  If  the  slides 
are  good  the  audience  will  listen  with  interest  to  what 
the  lecturer  has  to  saw 

A  bit  of  travel  in  some  near  or  foreign  country,  a 
story  with  which  the  audience  may  be  more  or  less 
familiar,  and  many  other  subjects  are  suitable  for  these 
sandwiches.  But,  by  all  means,  make  the  slides  good 
and  let  them  illustrate  the  remarks.  Otherwise  the  lec- 

ture will  fall  flat  and  the  interpolation  will  be  a  draw- 
back rather  than  an  attraction. 

A  lecture  on  Ireland,  divided  into  parts,  one  part  each 
afternoon,  was  an  attraction  in  a  moving  picture  place 
in  New  York  the  past  week.  It  was  particularly  good 
because  of  the  excellent  quality  of  the  slides.  In  the 
same  theater  another  lecture  on  the  Pacific  Northwest 
was  similarly  illustrated  and,  because  it  was  so  illus- 

trated, was  good.  Care  must  be  exercised  in  the  choice 
of  subjects  and  the  quality  of  illustrations,  though  un- 

doubtedly the  latter  is  of  more  importance  than  the 
former. 

By  all  means  introduce  it,  if  you  can  arrange  to  do  so. 
The  improvement  in  your  show  will  be  marked. 

THE  FILMS. 

Xo  notable  film  has  been  brought  out  the  past  week. 
Several  have  appeared  which  never  fail  to  bring  applause, 
but  they  are  not  up  to  the  standard  of  quality  of  a  few 
which  have  been  brought  out  before.  This  is  empha- 

sized to  some  extent  by  the  fact  that  managers  have  used 
some  of  the  old  films  to  fill  in  their  programs,  and  always to  advanage. 

There  is  too  much  murder,  and  bloodshed,  and  kidnap- 
ping in  the  films  which  have  been  exhibited  this  week. 

These  subjects  may  do  occasionally,  but  where  one  looks 
at  such  films  by  the  hour,  always  the  same  murder,  or 
rapine,  or  ravishment,  excepting  that  it  is  varied  in  some 
particular,  the  monotony  becomes  unbearable.  One  won- 

ders if  there  is  no  good  in  the  world  and  if  everybody  is 
ready  to  murder  his  friends  or  strangers.  The  impression is  bad. 

Manufacturers  should  remember  this,  and  if  they  fail 
to  remember  it  themselves  they  should  be  brought  to  a 
realization  of  it  by  managers  refusing  to  take  the  films. 
That  would  soon  make  the  matter  right.  It  would  seem 
to  be  easy  to  prepare  good  stories  which  have  strong 
human  interest  without  resorting  to  the  killing  of  from 
one  to  a  dozen  people.  One  wonders  in  what  world  the 
manufacturers  live  that  they  continue  the  output  of  this 
sort  of  thing. 

*    *    * 

"Imitation  i-  the  sincerest  flattery"  is  an  old  saying 
that  has  a  certain  element  of  truth,  but  there  is  a  form 
of  imitation  which  is  prevalent  in  moving  picture  circles 
that  should  be  discouraged.  We  refer  to  the  habit  of 
certain  producers  to  re-stage  any  successful  film  that  is 
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produced  by  a  rival  manufacturer  and  issue  it  under  a 
different  title  or  one  slightly  different.  In  some  cases  it 
may  be  better  done,  as  it  is  generally  easy  to  improve  on 
something  one  has  seen,  but  even  this  is  not  sufficient 

excuse  for  parading  similar  ideas  before  the  public  un- 
der different  guises.  It  is  annoying  to  the  spectator  and 

an  injustice  to  the  exhibitor  and  film  renter.  Some  glar- 
ing examples  of  this  kind  of  work  that  have  recently 

been  produced  are  too  well  known  to  need  further  de- 
scription.   

ILLUSTRATED  SONGS. 

As  an  adjunct  to  the  moving  picture  exhibition,  illus- 
trated songs  are  becoming  of  increased  importance.  Per- 

haps this  assertion  does  not  apply  with  equal  force  to 
every  illustrated  song.  But  if  the  intentions  of  those 
who  illustrate  songs  are  carried  out,  there  is  no  reason 

why  they  shouldn't  become  an  important  department  of 
the  picture  show  business. 

Perhaps  the  most  important  criticism  is  that  the  slides 
frequently  used  do  not  illustrate  the  songs.  Often  they 
bear  no  apparent  relation  to  the  words  or  the  sentiment 
of  the  song,  and  this  is  noticed  in  some  of  the  higher 
priced  places. 

Slides  bearing  the  trade-mark  of  well-known  makers 
are  quite  as  derelict  in  this  as  are  those  which  bear  the 
trade-marks  of  makers  less  known.  Some  which  have 

evidently  been  prepared  at  heavy  expense  are  not  by  any 
means  suitable  illustrations  for  the  songs  with  which 
they  are  shown. 

A  beautifully  colored  slide,  in  which  the  posing  of  the 

figures  and  the  general  arrangement  is  beyond  criti- 
cism, but  which  bears  little  relation  to  the  song,  will  not 

attract.  The  two  must  go  together.  Slide  makers  can 
improve  upon  this  if  they  will.  The  sentiment  of  the 
songs  is  too  strongly  marked  to  permit  such  wretched 
attempts  at  illustration  as  have  passed  through  the  hands 
of  some  slide  makers  recently. 

The  singer  should  be  as  good  as  can  be  afforded.  Of 
course,  it  is  understood  that  the  audiences  which  attend 

moving  picture  shows  are  not  looking  for  Pattis  or  Ca- 
rusos,  but,  after  all,  singers  can  be  obtained  who  have 
good  voices  and  who  can  interpret  a  song  reasonably 
well.  Inasmuch  as  the  songs  are  sung  in  the  dark  the 
action  of  the  singer  makes  little  difference.  The  voice 
and  the  slides  should  both  be  eood. 

'v  WHAT  DOES  THE  PUBLIC  WANT? 
By  Burton  H.  Allbee. 

If  the  exhibitor  was  absolutely  sure  of  the  answer  to 

this  question  one  might  think  that  the  execrable  films 
would  be  less  numerous  than  they  are  now.  In  other 

words,  one  is  willing  to  concede  that  it  is  because  exhibi- 
tors are  more  or  less  uncertain  regarding  the  tastes  and 

desires  of  their  public,  otherwise  the  many  films  which 
are,  to  say  the  least,  in  bad  taste,  would  be  eliminated. 
Manufacturers,  if  they  found  no  market  for  such  films 
would  not  produce  them,  and  those  who  attend  moving 
picture  entertainments  for  amusement  or  instruction,  or 
both,  would  lie  relieved  from  the  disagreeable  features 
of  the  show  business,  the  films  which  they  do  not  care 
to  see. 

Manufacturers  will  tell  you  that  they  produce  these 
films  because  there  is  a  call  for  them.  Tracing  up  the 
so-called  demand,  it  is  found  that  it  comes  from  the 
exhibitor.  When  he  is  asked  why  he  demands  such  films 
he  replies  that  his  public  in  turn  demand  them  ami  if  he 

didn't  supply  them  his  competitor  would  and  lie  would |i  i       (lie  bulk  of  his  custom. 

This  assertion  may  or  may  not  be  true.  The  experi- 
ence of  one  of  the  oldest  traveling  exhibitors  on  the 

road  is  quite  the  reverse  of  this.  He  has  invariably 
shown  only  the  highest  type  of  films.  The  writer  has 
seen  his  exhibitions  in  different  parts  of  the  country 
and  only  the  best  films  have  ever  been  shown  by  him 
anywhere.  Yet  he  is  almost  certain  to  turn  away  those 
who  would  like  to  see  his  pictures.  He  always  crowds 

his  halls  and  he  charges  full  price-.  He  conducts  only 
high  class  shows.  He  never  charges  less  than  25  cents 
admission  and  from  that  his  seats  run  up  to  50  cents. 

One  town  he  visits  has  about  15.000  inhabitants.  A 
nickelodeon  started  there  some  two  years  ago  and  ran 
for  six  months.  While  it  was  running,  weak  and  with 
small  audiences,  this  traveling  exhibitor  came  to  town, 
opened  in  the  biggest  hall  in  the  place,  packed  it  to  the 
doors  and  sold  not  a  single  seat  for  less  than  25  cents. 
It  would  appear  that  quality  was  of  some  importance  in 
that  town.  Afterward  the  nickelodeon  was  forced  to  sus- 

pend and  none  has  ever  ventured  to  start  since.  That 
statement  should  be  modified  a  bit.  One  is  running  once 

each  week  in  a  large  hall,  charging  10  and  20  cents  ad- 
mission. The  pictures  are  good,  however,  and.  except- 

ing in  the  comics,  cannot  be  charged  with  weakness. 

Many  are  old  and  the  machinery  doesn't  always  work 
as  smoothly  as  it  might,  but  in  the  main  the  pictures 
shown  are  well  worth  the  monev. 

The  writer  recently  made  the  rounds  of  four  nickel- 
odeons in  a  city  of  75,000  inhabitants.  It  is  a  manu- 

facturing city,  comprising  all  sorts  of  foreigners  in  its 

inhabitants.  Main-  cannot  speak  English,  but  they  can 
read  and  enjoy  the  universal  language  of  pictures  and 
evenings  these  shows  are  constantly  packed  to  the  doors. 

What  kind  of  pictures  suit  them  best?  First,  they 
want  pictures  with  plenty  of  action.  The  action  must 
be  so  plain  that  it  tells  the  story  without  the  necessity 
of  words.  That  makes  the  language  universal  and  no 
matter  how  polyglot  the  audience  may  be  the  story  will 
be  understood.  Whenever  such  a  film  is  shown  the  ap- 

plause is  loud  and  appreciative,  but  if  the  film  is  of  in- 

ferior quality,  if  for  any  reason  it  doesn't  reach  this standard  the  audience  is  cold  and  undemonstrative  and 

not  infrequently  many  will  leave  while  a  film  is  running. 
Whether  this  can  be  taken  as  a  protest  against  showing 
such  films  or  whether  it  is  merely  an  expression  of  in- 

dividual disgust  I  have  never  been  able  to  determine 
with  any  degree  of  satisfaction.  Perhaps  both  phases 
are  blended  in  some  instances.  Perhaps  nothing  of  the 
kind  enters  the  minds  of  the  ones  leaving,  in  others. 

Films  which  are  somewhat  pathetic  seem  to  be  favor- 
ites and  there  is  a  standing  desire  to  see  films  in  which 

crimes  arc  committed  and  the  guilty  one  escapes  tem- 
porarily, only  to  be  ferreted  out  by  some  ohscure  indi- 

vidual and  brought  to  justice  through  some  unexpected 
means.  One  such  film  never  failed  to  excite  unusual 

interest.  It  was  a  ease  of  apparent  murder  and  the 
truth  was  discovered  through  a  scrubwoman  setting  a 

phonograph  going  which  stood  beside  the  dead  man's desk.  In  this  instance  the  numerous  flourishes  of  the 

one  who  carries  the  phonograph  to  court  mars  the  sym- 
metry of  the  production,  but.  on  the  whole,  the  action 

is  fairly  good.  At  any  rate  the  him  is  well  made  and 
die  figures  in  most  instances  act  as  they  might  be  ex- 

pected to  do  under  such  circumstances  in  actual  life. 

(  omics  are  always  popular,  provided  the  fun  is  not 

too  complicated.  One  is  recalled  which  hasn't  been  on 
the  screens  \er\  long.  It  is  entitled.  "A  Dozen  of  Fresh 
Eggs."     Probably  everyone  who  attends  moving  picture 
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exhibitions  in  the  vicinity  of  New  York  has  seen  tins 
film,  which  in  some  particulars  has  elements  which  mark 
it  as  an  unusuall)  good  comic.  Yet  perhaps  it-  weak 
nesses  overbalance  its  good  qualities.  However,  one 
need  not  enter  into  a  discussion  of  its  merits  from  an 
artistic  or  interpretative  standpoint.  It  is  inetvK  the 

impression  that  it  makes  upon  an  audience.  When  shown 

by  a  traveling  exhibitor  in  a  town  of  about  1  [,ooo  people 
it  raised  a  storm  of  applause.  When  shown  in  one  oi 
the  four  nickelodeons  mentioned  above  it  was  liberall) 
applauded,  though  no1  so  vociferously  as  in  the  former 
place.  Still,  that  might  be  accounted  for  on  the  suppo- 

sition that  those  who  see  moving  pictures  every  day  if 
they  choose,  soon  tire  of  them,  and  can  not  he  aroused 

to  enthusiastic  applause  unless  something  unusual  is 
shown.  The  same  film  shown  in  a  New  York  nickel 

odeon  received  no  applause  at  all,  while  an  indifferent 
filmy  representing  the  Marathon  race,  or  so  much  of  it 
as  the  picture  man  wa>  able  to  extricate  from  the  uncon- 

trolled crowd,  raised  almost  thunders  of  applause. 
In  the  city  above  mentioned  a  religious  subject  will 

arouse  instant  interest,  but  patriotic  films  seem  to  appeal 
to  them  but  little,  unless  there  chance  to  be  battles,  etc. 
Then  they  all  like  it  and  will  applaud  to  the  echo.  Pure 

patriotism  unattended  by  anything-  spectacular  will  not 
arouse  any  interest  beyond  the  passing-  moment.  They 
apparently  have  not  yet  reached  the  level  of  abstract 
patriotism  and  must  have  some  of  the  thunderous  ac- 

companiments to  make  them  appreciate  what  it  is. 
Communities  vary,  but  unquestionably  most  nickelo- 

deons are  catering  to  this  class  of  people.  In  some 
cities  children  attend.  In  others  the  law  forbids.  But 
however  that  may  be  in  manufacturing  cities  and  mill 
towns  it  will  be  found  that  films  representing  something 
purely  abstract  will  please  less  than  one  which  offers  the 
unadulterated  essence  of  fighting,  which  is  considered 
by  very  many  as  the  essential  feature  of  patriotism.  More- 

over, it  doesn't  matter  what  the  uniform  is,  just  so  it  is 
a  uniform,  the  average  person  has  a  respect  for  it  which 
is  akin  to  worship.  The  wearer  of  a  uniform  is  always 
a  favorite  whether  in  a  theater  or  in  the  nickelodeon, 
and  film  manufacturers  do  well  when  they  flatter  this 
fancy.  The  renters  will  be  assured  of  good  patronage 
when  the  scenes  depict  something  of  the  life  in  uniforms, 
regardless  of  what  they  are. 

It  isn't  easy  to  determine  what  one's  public  wants,  but 
it  is  generally  understood  that  the  applause  which  fol- 

lows a  satisfactory  film  is,  in  some  measure,  indicative 
of  the  appreciation  of  the  audience.  If  one  audience 
applauds  it  is  reasonable  to  suppose  that  one  has  dis- 

covered what  is  wanted,  and  if  he  follows  along  the  lines, 
thus  indicated,  and  gets  no  protest  of  importance  against 
his  methods  he  is  justified  in  thinking  that  he  has  found 
the  taste  of  his  public  and  is  giving  them  what  thev 
want.  If  he  is  his  money  drawer  is  fast  filling.  If  he 
is  not  he  is  showing  his  films  to  houses  only  meagerly 
filled.  A  little  judicious  mingling  with  the  audience  in 
any  nickelodeon  will  give  a  proprietor  a  hint  of  what 
is  wanted.  He  can  profitably  spend  some  of  his  time 
there,  unknown,  but  acquiring  information  which  will 
be  of  value  in  pointing  the  way  to  securing  films  which 
will  satisfy  the  largest  number  of  patrons. 

Speaking  in  a  general  way,  anything  which  depicts 
love  and  its  vicissitudes,  finally  ending  in  the  happiness 
of  all  those  interest,  in  much  the  same  way  that  the  usual 
novel  ends,  will  be  found  to  please  a  majority  of  those 
who  attend  moving  pictures.  They  will  always  receive 
favorable  comment  and  the  attendance  at  the  show-s  hav- 

ing such  films  will  steadily  increase. 

QUALITY  OK  THE  FILMS. 

I  he  week,  as  a  whole,  lias  not  been  as  notable  as  the  pre 
\i.iii-   week      Few    films  have   risen   abovi    mediocre  quality, 

though    those    few    will   charm   as   long   as   they   an-   shown. 
"Sherlock  Holmes"  will  long  In-  an  attraction,  the  action  and 
ilu-  technical  \\  ork  i  >i  the  film  <  i  imbining  to  ( 

"The  Street    Waif's  Christmas"  and '"Chriatmas  Cat 
ols"    will    l>e   the   same,   but    aside    from    these    the    feature    liluis 

are  not  especially  attractive,  nor  will  they  pleas,-  as  [or 
m  liu  h  ha\  e  gone  bef<  'i  e. 

It  is  recognized  thai  the  highest  standard  cannot  be  mam 
tained  always,  but   there  should  be  an  attempt,  at   least,  to 
hold  the  qualitj   of  the  films  up  to  where  they  will  be  con- 

tinuously  attractive  and   to  educate   the   patronage  of  i 
theater  to  look   foi    the  best  and  to  patronize  it  when  they 

find  it. In  the  face  of  the  adverse  public  criticism  in  regard  to 

murders  and  gruesome  endings,  one  of  our  leading  manu- 

facturers comes  "lit  with  "Money  Mad,"  an  intensely  dra- 
matic  film,  It  tells  the  story  of  a  miser's  life  and  death  and 
incidentally  shows  the  spectacular  deaths  of  his  murderers 
and  their  accomplice. 

THE  WEEK'S   SONGS. 

Several  new  songs  have  been  added  to  the  repertoire  during 
the  week  and  some  have  been  better  than  those  of  the  previous 
week.  The  illustrations  have  been  more  in  keeping  with  the 

songs  than  previously,  showing  that  makers  of  slides  appre- 
ciate the  value  of  having  these  illustrations  as  accurate  as 

possible. A  number  of  makers  of  slides  seem  to  get  closer  to  the  spirit 

of  the  songs  than  the  others.  Why,  can't  be  stated,  though  pos- 
sibly it  is  because  they  have  studied  the  illustration  of  songs 

more  carefully.  It  is  something  which  cannot  be  taken  up  in 
a  day.  It  requires  time  and  careful  study,  not  only  of  one 
song,  but  of  all,  and  those  makers  who  study  most  carefully 
send  out  the  best  slides. 

VAUDEVILLE  OFFERINGS. 

Not  much  can  be  said  regarding  the  vaudeville  offerings  of 
the  week.  They  have  not  been  up  to  as  high  a  standard  as 
the  previous  week,  with  the  exception  of  one  or  two  acts,  and 
those  have  ranked  far  above.  The  standard  has  not  been  low- 

ered exactly,  but  there  has  been  little  to  make  an  audience 
think  managers  are  trying  to  improve  this  part  of  their  shows. 

Of  course  everyone  knows  that  it  is  impossible  to  obtain  all 
acts  as  high  grade  as  some  of  them,  but  there  are  enough  good 
acts  to  be  had  to  maintain  a  higher  average  standard,  and  the 

manager  who  doesn't  do  it  is  making  a  serious  mistake.  He 
should  either  have  the  best  or  none,  and  the  manager  who 
neglects  to  do  this  is  likely  to  feel  the  effects  in  his  box-office 
receipts  sooner  or  later. 

EXHIBITORS  ORGANIZE. 

Cincinnati,  Ohio. — The  Motion  Picture  Exhibitors'  Associa- 
tion of  Cincinnati  and  Vicinity  was  organized  in  this  city 

last  week.  Twelve  managers,  representing  17  picture  shows, 
subscribed  as  the  charter  members.  Matt  Spaeth  was  elected 

president,  E.  P.  Bernardi,  secretary,  and  G.  W.  Hill,  treas- 
urer. It  was  decided  that  no  motion  picture  machine  oper- 

ators shall  be  employed  until  they  have  passed  a  satisfactory 
examination  before  an  expert  electrician  operator  designated 
by  the  organization.  Men  operating  the  machines  will  be 
given  a  test  as  to  their  knowledge  of  wiring,  machines,  films 
and  what  they  would  do  in  cases  of  emergencies.  It  was 
also  decided  that  no  children  are  to  be  admitted  to  the  mo- 

tion picture  houses  unless  they  are  accompanied  by  adults; 
also  that  no  questionable  pictures  should  be  shown  in  any 
of  the  motion  picture  houses  that  belong  to  the  association. 
There  are  36  motion  •  picture  shows  in  Cincinnati,  and  it  is 
expected  that  they  will  all  fall  in  line  with  the  declaration 
of  principles  of  this  association   and  all  become  members. 

Covington,  Ky. — The  five-cent  theaters  of  Covington  will 
form  an  association  with  those  of  Newport  in  the  near  fu- 

ture. The  association  will  be  for  mutual  benefit,  and  all 
suggestive  films  will  be  barred  out.  It  will  be  called  the 
Northern  Kentucky  Theatrical  Association.  Five  theaters, 
three  in  Covington  and  two  in  Newport,  will  comprise  the 
membership.  Another  feature  of  the  association  will  be  an 
agreement  to  submit  a  list  of  films  each  week,  so  that  no 
duplicates  will  be  shown   at  any  of  the  houses. 

This  is  a  step  in  the  right  direction  on  the  part  of  the 
exhibitor,  and  we  hope  to  see  managers  of  theaters  in  Other 
localities  get  together  and  do  likewise, 
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Notes  and   Comments. 

W,  A.  Hawley,  Box  907,  Charlottetown,  P.  E.  [sland,  Can- 
ada, asks  11s  to  put  him  in  communication  with  some  oik-  who 

tan  sell  him  a  complete  copy  of  Pathe's  "Passion  Play"  in  good condition. 

L.  M.  Swaab,  340  Spruce  street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  in  ad- 

dition to  holding  the  exclusive  agency  for  Power's  machines  and 
attachments,  has  secured  the  agency  for  Lang's  Patent  Film  Re- 
winder,   an   article   that   is   giving  great   satisfaction. 

Ah  Ming,  an  up-to-date  Celestial,  has  purchased  a  moving 
picture  machine  and  $2,000  worth  of  films  and  departed  for 
Canton,  China.  He  expects  to  open  up  a  circuit  of  shows  that 
will  make  his  almond-eyed  countrymen  blink  with  astonish- 

ment and  has  arranged  for  regular  service  of  new  films  from 
this    country. 

One  of  the  patrons  of  a  show  in  Champaign,  TIL,  could 
not  wait  to  light  his  pipe  until  he  was  outside  and  on  strik- 

ing the  match  the  match-head  flew  off  and  dropped  onto  a 
reel  of  film.  There  was  no  excitement,  but  the  proprietor 
lit  the  show  lost  two  reels  of  film,  which  he  would  not  have 
done  if  he  had  followed  the  oft-repeated  advice  of  the  Mov- 

ing Picture  World  to  keep  all  reels  in  tin  boxes  when  not 
in   use. 

Certain  narrow-minded  individuals  have  attempted  to  criti- 
cise the  criticisms  that  we  are  making  on  the  film  subjects, 

on  the  ground  that  some  of  the  productions  are  being  hit  too 
hard.  Others  again  say  that  we  do  not  rap  them  hard  enough 
and  this  latter  opinion  seems  to  be  nearer  the  mark  when 
we  read  that  the  city  authorities  of  Warsaw,  Ind.,  are  wrest- 

ling with  a  proposition  to  appoint  a  "committee  of  three  to 
pass  upon  the  character  of  all  shows  billed  to  appear  in  War- 

saw. The  request,  which  was  in  writing,  was  directed  par- 
ticularly at  moving  picture  shows,  the  idea  being  to  exclude 

the  sensational,  such  as  murders,  train  robberies  and  similar 

scenes." 
Medina,  N.  Y. — The  shot  which  caused  the  death  of  Abra- 

ham Lincoln  was  fired  at  8.22  o'clock  P.  M.,  so  history  has 
it,  and,  Saturday  evening,  when  the  motion  pictures  depict- 

ing the  life  of  Lincoln  were  being  shown  at  the  Scenic  The- 
ater a  peculiar  coincidence  took  place.  The  assassin  in  the 

pictures  fired  the  fatal  shot  at  exactly  22  minutes  past  8 

o'clock,  and  that,  too,  without  prearrangement,  the  fact  only becoming  known  by  chance,  as  a  member  of  the  orchestra, 
reading  the  headlines  previous  to  the  assassination  scene, 
glanced  at  his  watch  and  as  the  shot  was  fired  the  minute 
hand  rested  at  just  22  minutes  past  the  hour. 

NEW  DOWNTOWN   THEATER. 

At  31  Park  Row,  opposite  the  Post-Office,  a  very  neat  and 
attractive  show  has  been  ooened  by  the  New  York  Novelty 
Company.  Mr.  William  N.  Rosenthal  is  the  general  manager 
and  deserves  credit  for  the  manner  in  which  he  is  handling 
the  enterprise.  Shows  in  the  heart  of  the  business  section 
of  Chicago,  Boston  and  other  cities  have  proved  a  great  at- 

traction to  business  men  with  an  hour  to  spare  and  no  doubt 
the  Park  Row  Theater  will  prove  a  success,  as  there  is  no 
block  in  the  city  that  is  traversed  by  more  people  at  all 
hours  of  the  day  or  night. 

CHURCH  AS    MOVING   PICTURE   THEATER. 

The  trustees  of  the  People's  Baptist  Church  on  West  Twenty- 
third  street,  Bayonne.  N.  J.,  have  sold  the  edifice  to  an  amuse- 

ment promoter  of  Elizabeth,  who  will  turn  the  church  into  a 
moving  picture  theater.  The  congregation  will  put  up  a  new 
building  on  West  Twenty-seventh   street. 

The  owners  of  a  church  building  in  Somerville,  Mass.,  ask 
us  to  announce  that  the  property  is  a  desirable  location  for  a 
moving  picture  theater  or  other  entertainment  purposes.  It 
tan  lie  secured  on  very  easy  terms — less  than  one-fourth  in 
cash  and  balance  mi  mortgage  at  5  per  cent.  Full  particulars 
may  he  obtained  from  Frank  E.  Merrill,  47  Fairmounl  avenue, 
West  Somerville,  Mass. 

MACON,   GA.,   EXHIBITORS  ARE   GENEROUS. 

Beginning  from  Monday,  November  30.  Mr.  R.  L.  Hyman 
will  give  pari  of  the  proceeds  of  the  Elite  moving  picture 
show  in  the  benefil  of  the  Georgia  Industrial  Home  in  order 
that  they  might  ge-1  up  a  very  line  Christmas  dinner  ami  sonic 
suitable  presents  For  thp  little  homeless  ones.  This  division 
of  proceeds  will  last  till  December  23,  and  it  is  Imped  that 
there   will   be   a   goodly   amount    taken   by   that   time. 

Mr.  Hyman  will  offer  $10  in  gold  to  the  lady  selling  the. 
largest  number  of  tickets,  $10  in  gold  to  the  boy  or  girl  sell- 

ing the  largest  number  of  tickets.  $5  in  gold  to  the  girl  or 
boy  selling  the  next  largest  number  of  tickets.  He  will  give 
out  the  tickets  next  Saturday  and  Monday  for  those  who 
wish   to  contest   lor  these  prizes. 

Mr.  Weaver,  of  the  Theatorium.  will  give  part  of  his  pro- 

ceeds to  the  orphan's  fund,  putting  on  for  that  dav  the  "Holy 

City." 

Mr.  J.  1!.  Melton,  of  the  Palace  Theater,  will  also  kindly 

give  a  part  of  his  proceeds  to  the  orphan's  Christmas  tree and   dinner. 

ILLUSTRATED  LECTURETTES. 

Williams,  Brown  &  Earle,  918  Chestnut  street,  Philadelphia. 
Pa.,  desire  to  hear  from  theater  managers  who  would  like  to 
intersperse  illustrated  travel  talks  with  the  motion  pictures. 
They  have  a  series  of  brief  lectures  and  slides  prepared  on  the 
same  lines  as  the  famous  lectures  by  Elmendorf.  Burton  Holmes 
and  others.  It  does  not  require  great  ability  to  read  such  a 
lecture  while  the  slides  arc  being  shown,  and  in  several  theaters 
where  they  have  been  introduced  the  audiences  have  shown  their 

appreciation.  They  are  certainly  less  expensive  and  more  satis- 
factory than  tawdry  vaudeville,  and  if  rightly  presented  will 

tend  to  raise  the  standard  of  the  show. 

MORE  REALISM. 

Sioux  City,  Ta.,  Xov.  28. — Realism  on  the  stage  was  given 
another  exemplification  at  the  Olympic  Theater  to-day.  when 
a  fox  terrier  which  had  been  sitting  on  the  lap  of  its  owner 
becoming  excited  at  the  moving  picture  of  a  rat.  jumped 
upon  the  stage  and  with  a  shrill  bark  made  for  the  animal 
on  the  screen.  Tt  was  hard  on  both  the  dog  and  the  curtain 
when,  he  pushed  his  head  through  the  screen,  but  the  hit 
which  the  incident  made  with   the  audience  was  a  big  one. 

NEW  JERSEY  WOULD   CENSOR   SHOWS. 

Trenton,  Xov.  30. — Laws  prohibiting  the  exhibition  of 
moving  pictures  depicting  crime,  also  laws  for  the  establish- 

ment of  a  State  Home  for  Inebriates  and  forbidding  the 
marriage  of  epileptics,  were  some  of  the  things  adverted  this 
afternoon  by  witnesses  before  the  State  Commission  to  inves- 

tigate the  causes  of  dependency  and  crime. 
Charles  H.  Edmond.  of  Mercer  County,  probation  officer 

and  head  of  the  State  association  of  probation  and  parole 
officers,  declared  that  all  moving  pictures  bavins  reference  to 
crime  should  be  barred  by  a  State  law.  He  testified  that  the 

cheap  theater  and  moving  picture  shows  are  largely  respon- 
sible   for  juvenile   delinquency. 

ATTRACTIVE   THEATER   FRONTS. 

The  Unique  Film  and  Construction  Co..  of  Chicago.  111.,  are 
the  originators  of  a  new  and  exceedingly  attractive  proposition 
in  the  building  and  construction  of  a  5-cent  theater.  Our 
Chicago  representative  called  one  evening  at  one  of  their  new 
theaters  at  i.'qt  W.  Madison  street,  and  was  very  favorablv 

impressed  with  the  attractive  and  neat-looking  appearance  of 
the  place.  The  front  is  built  in  the  style  of  a  Switzerland 
cottaee.  in  oak.  with  mission  finish.  Xo  plaster  is  used,  which 
certainly  is  a  relief  from  the  monotonous  design  of  the  average 
5-cent  theater.  The  box  office  is  a  bay  window.  Both  the 
entrance  and  exit  doors  are  glazed  with  mission  glass.  Filter- 

ing the  building  we  note  the  refined  and  homelike  appearance 
of  the  auditorium.  The  slight  incline  of  the  entrance  has  a 
rail  on  each  side,  finished  with  a  newel  post  surmounted  by  a 
mission  lamp,  which  gives  sufficient  light  to  patrons  to  find 
their  seats.  The  chairs  are  of  mission  style,  as  are  also  the 
proscenium.  In  fact,  the  whole  interior  is  carried  out  in  this 
same  effect.  The  side  walls  are  decorated  with  pilasters  repre- 

senting trees,  and  the  branches  and  the  leaves  are  carried  out  in 
the  form  of  a  continuous  landscape.  The  floor  is  in  harmony 
with  the  rest  of  the  interior,  finished  in  dark  green.  AH  of  the 

interior  lighting  is  produced  in  soft  effects  by  the  use  of  mission 
fixtures,   some  in  green,  others  in  brown  glass. 
We  are  informed  by  Mr.  McMillan,  the  president  of  the  con- 

cern, that  their  intentions  are  to  build  theaters  to  order  in 

any  place  in  the  I'nited  States.  The  material  is  easily  trans- 
portable and  can  be  put  up  by  any  carpenter  in  the  home  town. 

Their  prospects  are.  furthermore,  to  remodel  old  places  and 
pill  in  their  new  patent  front  either  in  Swiss  cottage  style  or 
log  cabin  style.  Another  feature  of  this  style  of  theater  is  their 
absolutely  fireproof  construction^  the  material  of  the  walls  being 

Sackett  plaster  board. 
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THE  PICTURE  SHOW  SINGER. 

\  correspondent  sends  us  the  following  comical  analysis 
of  the   picture   show    singer: 

"One  of  the  features  of  the  cheap  moving  picture  show 
entertainment  is  the  singer  ol  low  comedy  or  pathetic 
ballads  If  it  is  a  man  ten  chances  to  one  the  song  is  funny, 

ailed.      It'  a   woman   the  lyrics  will   be  all   lull  of   weeps 
"The  lust  thing  about  these  songs  is  that  they  are  ac- 

companied by  highl)  colored  views  designed  apparently  to 
fit  the  text  Vlmost  invariably  a  song  about  New  England 
is  run  along  with  a  scene  of  truly  tropic  vegetation  and  in  a 
bright  sunlight  that  almost  makes  one  see  lizards  running 
along  a  wall  and  peons  slumbering.  There  are  Wintet 
Scenes,  too,  which  look  like  nothing  -,,  much  as  the  skating 
feiromos  or  the  'Frost    Bound    Brook'  we  all  arc  used   i" 

"The  singer  arises  ami  in  a  voice  thai  suggests  the  need 
of  filing  or  cultivating  intones  through  her  nose  or  rather 

ks  through  that  pan  of  her  a  is  generally  a  she  the 

words  i.i'  the  sun.;.  The  pictures  change  from  tune  to  time. customarily  illustrating  her  going  through  one  grapple  or 
another  with  a  thoroughly  uncomfortable  appearing  young 
man.  who  is  the  light  of  her  heart  at  least  in  the  first  three 
pictures,  but  who  turns  cold  in  the  fourth  picture  and  the 
chorus. 

"The  chorus  after  the  first  rendition  by  the  singer  is 
thrown  upon  the  picture  screen  with  an  exhortation  at  the 

top.  "All  join  in."  A  few  feeble  or  all  too  strong  voices  ac- 
cede, and  the  resultant  discord  is  generally  a  nickel's  worth 

— which  is  the  customary  charge  for  seeing  the  show  and 

hearing   the   singer." 

"These  song  slides  are  all  hand  colored,  and  most  of  them 
look  like  they  were  colored  after  night  by  a  near  artist  or 
the  correspondence  method.  The  songs  are  nearly  all  highly 
sentimental,  and  we  all  sniffle  and  let  the  drops  run  off  our 
noses  while  we  watch  every  movement  of  the  immaculate 
young  man  who  sits  on  a  bank,  regardless  alike  of  his  rheu- 

matics and  his  trousers  and  weeps  for  Mary  who  is  sleeping 
under   a    mulberry   tree    in   the   valley. 

A  NEW  VAUDEVILLE  BOOKING  AGENCY. 

A  new  booking  office,  which  will  be  known  as  the  "Knick- 
erbocker Circuit."  has  been  opened  in  the  Knickerbocker Theater  Annex.  The  circuit,  which  is  now  being  organized, 

will  consist  mainly  of  moving  picture  houses  playing  vaude- 
ville, besides  several  vaudeville  theaters,  and  will  be  made  up 

of  Eastern  territory,  including  several  houses  in  the  city. 
In  order  to  set  a  standard  as  to  acts,  a  producing  department 
will  be  conducted  for  improving  acts,  where  competent  au- 

thors will  continually  be  kept  at  work.  An  innovation  for 
some  of  these  houses  will  be  the  use  of  scenery.  Harold 
Brooks  Franklin,  formerly  with  Sam  II.  Harris,  of  Cohan  & 
Harris  fame,  will  be  in  charge  of  the  producing  department. 
Mr.  Franklin  i->  particularly  adapted  for  this  kind  of  work, 
having  staged  numerous  productions.  John  Jay  Franklin 

will  have  charge  of  all  bookings  outside  of  New  S'ork,  while 
Jos.  II.  Wolf  will  handle  all  city  houses.  \'o  act  will  be 
signed  without  a  try-out,  which  will  be  given  at  the  expense 
of  this  office  before  an  invited  audience,  consisting  mainly 
of  managers,  who  will  judge  as  to  the  merits  of  these  acts. 
The  circuit  will  be  in  full  working  force  within  a  month  and 

expects  to  give  twenty  weeks'   work. 

CTNKMATOGRAIMIY    IN    FRANCE. 

Film  manufactun  i   .  and  II)    the    Path< 
-ei  vices  to  "La   I  iguc   Nations 

enne,"  or  the  "National    Serial    League,"     lienng   to  pho 
ph   gratis   the   experiments   ol    the   aeroplane:    and    pr< 

sent   a  copj    ol   each   view    to  the    league.     The  collection  ■  •! 
views  thai  the  I  eague  will  thus  possess  will  I  e  ol  vi 
value.      I  he  successful  aerial  voyage  is  now   .in  accomplished 
fad   since   Farman  has  made  the  trip  ft    Chalons  to  R< 

and  i  hi      Ba  yard  ( 'h  ment"  w  <  nl   from   Piei  1 1  fi  mds  to   Pa 
What    interesting    souvenirs    for    future    generations    th 

films  will  be!     Would  it   not   be  interesting  >uld   now 
see   motion    picture;    ol    th<    early   developments   of   loco 

Bui    this   useful   art    was   no(    then    known   and   our   chil- 
dren  will   be  in. He   fortunate,     They  will   see  the  earnest 

lorts    being    put    forth    to    conquer    the    air      the)     will    see    and 
understand   what   war  in  the  future  will  be  and  they   will  be 

pi .  pared. 
The  aviators,  scientists  and  sportsmen  will  not  be  the 

only  ones  to  profit  by  these  pictures.  Builders  will  use  them 
to  a  large  extent  to  study  the  stability  of  the  different nil  idels. 

Cinematograph)  has  long  suffered  because  its  promoters 
have  been  slow  in  sec  its  possibilities  in  scientific  work  and 
its  use  has  chief!)  been  to  entertain  children  and  that  por- 

tion ol  the  population  which  cannot  afford  to  patronize  the 
higher  priced  theaters.  Manufacturers  have  been  kept  busy 
in  supplying  the  demand  for  fresh  comedy  subjects  and  have 
not  had  time  to  delve  into  other  channels.  But  a  change  is 

taking  place.  To-da)  the  greatest  dramatic  writers  are  pre- 
paring plays  for  the  camera.  If  we  were  to  cite  the  names 

of  all  the  great  actors  and  writers  now  engaged  m  this  work 
we  would  have  to  draw  upon  the  whole  galaxy  of  dramatic 
stars.  One  of  the  greatest  writers  of  modern  times,  Anatole 

France,  says:  "I  love  cinematography,  because  1  find  in  it 
a  tense  description  of  contemporaneous  history.  Tin-  film 
unwinding  itself  upon  the  sceen  often  teaches  us  better  than 

the  printed  sheet." Yes,  the  newspapers  and  magazines  give  daily  accounts  ,,f 
the  doings  and  progress  of  science,  but  do  these  accounts 
teach  as  well  as  do  the  picture  films  seen  on  the  screen'  As 
an  example,  I  met  at  tin-  "Omnia"  one  of  the  Paris  moving 
picture  shows,  an  inventor  who  is  giving  his  whole  life  to 

the  problem  of  aerial  navigation.  lie  said:  "I  come  very 
often  to  the  Omnia,  as  the  films  furnish  me  with  some  very 
precious  information  on  the  work  of  the  aviators  As  tin- 
pictures  pass  before  me  they  show  me  many  details  which 

had    escaped    my   attention    when    in    the    field." 
Another  noteworthy  event  in  the  progress  of  cinematogra- 

phy is  that  motion  pictures  arc  now  the  attraction  in  the 
Academy  of  France.  This  is  due  to  the  higher  class  talent 
that  has  lately  been  employed  by  the  manufacturers  of  film 
subjects,  and  those  manufacturers  who  carry  out  this  idea 
will  have  world-wide  demand  for  their  subjects.  It  is  re- 

ported that  an  American  gentleman  has  been  in  Paris  trying 
to  get  the  manufacturers  together  to  form  a  close  corpora- 

tion such  as  exists  in  America.  It  is  needless  to  say  that  if 
such  a  scheme  is  accomplished  and  the  output  of  the  manu- 

facturer is  restricted  or  his  products  only  salable  to  a  co- 
terie of  privileged  buyers,  that  there  would  be  no  incentive 

for  better  work,  as  the  productions  of  the  most  inferior 
manufacturer  would  be  on  the  same  footing  as  the  most  ar- 

tistic or  magnificently  staged  production.  Cinematography 
in  France  i--  rapidly  forging  ahead  to  take  its  place  as  the 
most  potent  of  all  the  graphic  arts,  and  if  like  conditions  as 
exist  on  the  American  continent  should  ever  prevail  in 
France,  alas    for   the    future   of  cinematography! *     *     * 

At  the  instigation  of  "I. a    Bonne    Presse,"  the    Bishops  of 
France  have  authorized  the  churches  to  give  entertainments 

of  motion  pictures,  especially  the  films  of  "The  Passion 
Play."  "The  Life  of  Moses."  "Christ's  Childhood,"  "Pilgrim- 

age of  Lourdes,"  etc.  These  to  be  accompanied  with  lectures 
and  music.  It  remains  to  be  seen  how  this  will  please  the 
show  men  who  have  invested  large  capital  m  halls,  licenses, 
rents,  etc.  From   our   Paris  correspondent. 

PATHE  FRERES  PREFER  TO  STAND  ALONE. 

Jusl    ;is    we    go    to    press    we    receive    Word    from    l'fllis 
thai  Mr.  Charles  Pathe  1ms  declined  the  offers  of  the 

syndicate  of  manufacturers  and  declared  himself 

againsl   any  association.     .More  next   week. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

"Dummies  en  the  Spree"  (Great  Northern). — A  very  amus- 
ing1 escapade  of  a  number  of  dummies  from  a  tailor's  shop. This  is  one  of  the  very  rare  comical  productions  in  which 

all  the  details  are  well  worked,  the  acting  excellent  and  the 
photography  is  above  criticism.  The  trick  of  the  dummies 
collapsing  in  the  chases  and  returning  to  life  again,  is  clev- 

erly acted.     Such  a  film  is  sure  to  make  a  hit. 

"When  the  Devil  Drives." — A  species  of  magic  film  which 
may  have  its  attractions,  but  on  the  whole  is  too  improbable 
to  be  really  interesting.  To  see  cars  whirling  over  and  over 
or  running  back  up  a  bank  after  going  down,  is  too  overdrawn 
to  be  good.  It  is  chiefly  interesting  as  showing  what  can  be 
done  on  a  film. 

"The  Artist's  Model." — Xot  at  all  what  the  title  might  in- 
dicate. It  is  a  knockabout  comic  which  isn't  really  funny  after 

all.  The  photography  is  good,  which  is  the  most  that  can  be 
said  for  it. 

"The  Bandits." — Another  of  those  subjects  in  which  there 
is  far  too  much  bloodshed  and  other  roughness  to  be  interesting 
to  the  average  person.  The  photography  and  action  are  good, 
though  the  bandits  overdo  their  part  to  some  extent.  The  run 
through  the  woods  after  they  are  supposed  to  have  sighted  the 
coach  with  the  lady  is  too  far.  It  would  be  utterly  impossible 
to  see  so  far  through  a  thick  growth  of  trees.  Aside  from  that 
the  action  seems  realistic  enough. 

"Lady  Barbers." — A  so-called  comic  which  borders  on  the 
vulgar.  The  less  said  about  it  the  better.  The  manufacturers 
lower  their  reputation  several  pegs  by  sending  out  such  stuff. 

"  Hobo's  Dream." — An  excellent  film  in  many  particulars, 
so  far  as  the  action  and  photography  are  concerned,  but,  if  one 
looks  at  the  sober  side  of  it,  not  so  funny  as  it  is  intended. 
One  cannot  help  but  ask  why  one  man  should  be  poor  and 
lying  on  the  ground  when  so  many  are  wasting  an  abundance. 

Of  course,  the  action  of  the  two  transformed  hoboes  is  in  a ( 
degree  funny,  though  perhaps  not  so  funny  as  the  makers 
intended. 

"The  Pirates." — A  drama  of  kidnapping  and  bloodshed.  It 
is  not  particularly  interesting  to  see  a  girl  in  the  clutches  of  a 
blood-thirsty  villain,  and  few  care  to  see  so  much  killing  in  one 
way  and  another.  The  conception  and  execution  are  alike  good, 
though  there  are  weak  places  in  the  photography  and  the  run- 

ning of  the  film.  As  a  drama  of  intense  action,  filled  with 
murder,  this  is  all  that  could  be  asked,  but  few  care  for  these 
things  any  more.  Manufacturers  will  do  well  to  take  up  less 
chilling  subjects. 

"Two  Little  Shoes." — A  drama  full  of  pathos,  beginning 
with  the  misfortune  of  a  -man  out  of  work  and  the  distressful 
results  which  followed.  The  action  and  the  photography  are 
both  good,  but  the  manufacturers  would  have  improved  it  to 
have  allowed  the  wife  to  live  until  the  miner  returned  with  his 
fortune.  One  likes  to  see  a  good  ending  where  life  begins  in 
misfortune.  There  is  sorrow  enough  in  all  lives  without  in- 

tensifying its  presence  by  picturing  what  may  have  occurred  in 
the  lives  of  others.  The  miner  found  his  daughter  and  grand- 

daughter, but  the  wife  had  gone  to  her  rest.  It  would  be  better 
if  she  lived  to  welcome  him  home.  As  it  is,  this  film  ought  to 
enjoy  a  long  run. 

"The  Water  Sprite." — Not  wholly  satisfactory.  Perhaps 
if  a  man  binds  himself  blindly  to  do  something  for  gold  he 
ought  to  be  compelled  to  fulfil  his  bond,  but  after  all  it  would 
be  better  that  no  innocent  person  is  made  to  suffer  grief  for 
this  mistake  on  his  part.  The  action  and  the  photography  are 
good,  and  many  surprises  are  developed  before  the  film  runs  its 
course. 

"The  Little  Detective." — Some  more  murder  and  robbery 
with  various  other  blood-curdling  accessories.  The  action  and 
photography  are  to  be  commended,  but  the  subject  is  not.  There 
is  far  too  much  of  this  sort  of  thing,  and  though  the  real  culprit 

is  at  last  captured,  that  doesn't  bring  back  to  life  an  innocent 
woman.  The  impression  of  all  these  films  is  bad.  Their  ex- 

hibition hurts  the  business,  as  is  plainly  seen  by  the  criticism  of 
the  daily  newspapers  and  the  action  taken  by  authorities  in  many 
localities  to  suppress  or  censor  the  shows. 

"The  Clown's  Daughter."— A  well  acted  film  of  the  Pathe 
Freres,  The  subject,  which  at  first  shows  an  interesting  in- 

trigue, winds  up,  as  in  so  many  recent  productions,  with  a 
murder.  We  cannot  say  that  the  story  is  well  told.  As  the 

girl  did  not  show  or  drop  the  lover's  note  contained  in  the 
bundle  of  clothes,  until  the  last  moment,  we  do  not  see  how 
the  clown  was  so  well  posted  on  the  meeting  place,  to  send 

the  assassins  at  the  proper  hour.  It  does  not  seem  very  nat- 
ural thai  in  a  rich  house  with  so  many  servants,  the  clown 

and  his  companions  could  re-enter  same  after  their  first  ex- 
pulsion without  detection. 

"The  Horse  That  Ate  the  Baby." — As  a  silly  picture  this 
is  perhaps  the  limit,  and  the  worst  acting  shown  for  a  long 
time.  When  the  woman  looks  for  her  child  she  does  not 

appear  as  a  distressed  mother,  but  she  acts  as  a  young  wom- 
an who  thought  it  was  much  fun  to  act  in  a  moving  picture. 

The  other  actors  are  as  poor,  and  when  they  run  after  the 

tramp  they  act  as  if  they  wanted  to  remain  as  long  as  possi- 
ble in  the  focus  of  the  camera.  The  policeman  is  a  real  dis- 

grace  to   any  police   department. 

"A  Christmas  Carol." — An  effort  at  some  high-class  work, 
but  in  which  the  details  lack  some  care.  In  many  scenes  the 
actions  are  too  precipitated,  consequently  giving  exaggerated 
and  confused  motions.  This  was  not  the  fault  of  the  opera- 

tor, as  he  worked  his  machine  with  the  proper  speed.  The 
manufacturers  of  this  film  should  foster  the  comic,  in  which 

line  they  seem  to  have  mastered  the  talent  of  creating  laugh- 

ing spells. 
"The  Tale  the  Ticker  Told."— One  of  the  productions  of 

the  Edison  Company  in  which  the  acting  is  very  good.  Sev- 
eral in  the  audience  made  the  remark  that,  as  the  automo- 
bile reached  the  railroad  station,  the  ground  was  covered 

with  snow  and  a  few  minutes  after,  when  the  telegraph  op- 
erator walked  out  of  the  station  to  send  a  messenger  after 

the  auto,  the  snow  had  disappeared.  The  producers  should 
look  after  such  details.  The  auto  ride  down  Broadway,  from 

Grant's  monument  to  Wall  Street,  is  very  interesting  and 
offers  some  fine  photographic  views  of  the  city,  but  the  part 
of  the  ride  from  Grace  Church  to  the  Stock  Exchange  is  very 

hard  on  the  eyes  on  account  of  the  flickering;  several  per- 
sons  could  not  stand  it. 

"A  Half-Breed." — A  mining  film  of  much  interest,  offering 
several  good  photographic  scenes.  The  manufacturers  should, 
when  possible,  not  walk  the  horses,  wagons  and  men  so  much 
towards  the  camera,  as  they  grow  out  of  proportion  and  in 
some  cases  out  of  focus.  The  fight  between  the  miners  and 
the  Indians  lacks  action.  The  film  would  be  improved  by 
suppressing  the  last  scene,  which  is  not  pleasing.  It  is  too 
much  cynicism  for  the  miner  to  light  his  pipe  while  gazing 
on  the  skeleton  of  his  victim.  This  remark  was  made  by  a 

spectator. 
"The  Acrobatic  Maid." — This  film  can  perhaps  suit  the 

Moulin-Rouge  of  Paris  but  is  not  a  very  proper  film  to  show 
to  an  American  audience.  If  some  ignorant  spectators 
laughed  at  the  exhibit  of  women  showing  their  limbs  in 
their  tumbling  acts,  many  other  persons,  especially  ladies, 
could   hardly   refrain   from   disdain. 

"The  Deadly  Plant." — A  very  well  worked  production  of 
the  Pathe  Freres.  but  the  subject  should  not  be  allowed.  If 
a  brother  can  deliberately  poison  his  own  sister,  to  inherit 
from  her,  such  deplorable  example  should  not  be  shown. 

"Kindness  Never  Goes  Unrewarded." — A  story  which  will 
impress  upon  children,  and  possibly  some  thoughtless  grown- 

ups, the  actual  utility  of  being  kind,  even  to  beggars  in  the 
street.  The  photography  is  good,  the  acting  is  natural  and 
there  is  little  criticism  on  the  running  of  the  film.  The 
pathetic   scenes   are  very   touching. 

"The  Mountaineer's  Revenge." — One  of  those  stories  in 
which  the  infidelity  of  a  wife  is  the  motive.  The  method  is 
shifted  a  bit.  but  the  real  story  is  the  same  as  the  others. 

After  the  difficulty  is  settled  they  make  up  and  live  peace- 
fully afterward,  or.  at  least,  until  some  manufacturer  drags 

them  from  their  hiding  place  and  exposes  their  woes  to  the 
public  again.  The  film  works  smoothly  and  the  pictures  are 
warmly   applauded. 

"Old  Maids'  Temperance  Club." — A  comic  in  which  several 
interesting  characteristics  of  the  maiden  portion  of  human- 

ity are  perhaps  too  clearly  portrayed.  The  film  is  heartily 
applauded,  indicating  that  it  strikes  a  responsive  chord  in 
the  minds  of  the  people  who  see  it.  What  matters  other 
features  if  the  audience  delights  in  it? 

"Summer  Idyll." — Just  why  the  Summer  girl,  as  she  is 

called,  should  be  administered  such  a  knock  doesn't  appear. 
The  photography  is  clear,  the  setting  is  excellent  and  the 

acting  is  good.  To  watch  some  of  the  films  shown  one 
would  be  led  to  think  that  all  men  and  women,  too,  are  per- 

fidious. And  everyone  knows  that  this  is  an  incorrect  inter- 
pretation  of   character. 

"How  Jones  Saw  the  Carnival."— A  well  photographed  and 
well  acted  film,  with  some  funny  situations,  but  at  the  same 

time  rather  inane  as  a  whole.     The  continuation  of  the  run 
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of  subjects,  in  which  there  is  supposed  to  be  some  sort  ol 
quarrel,  or  misunderstanding,  between  husband  and  wife,  is 
to   be   deplored      Such    relations   are   too   sacred    to   be    n 
sp.  .1  !      oi 

"The  Clown's  Daughter."  One  ol  those  lugubrious  films in  which  there  i>  ;i  murder  or  two,  and  other  acts  which 

anything  but  enjoyable.  The  action  and  photograph)  are 
id,  and  there  are  sonic  attractive  features,  but  the  film  as 

a  whole  is  depressing,  and  when  the  end  comes  and  the  father 
finds  out  who  has  been  murdered  by  his  paid  assassins  the 
effect  is  so  depressing  that  one  scarcely  cares  t"  see  another 

"Rubber  Heels."  A  variation  of  the  knockabout  grade  of 
film,  which  has  .some  elements  of  attractiveness  There  are 
some  funny  escapades,  and  the  audience  is  rather  disposed  t" 
laugh,  and  this  is  more  particularly  so  when  the  film  comes 
immediately  after  one  of  these  depressing  pictures  which  are 
idled   with    murders. 

"Miss  Sherlock  Holmes."  An  interesting  detective  story, 
in  which  the  little  girl  plays  the  pan  of  a  Sherlock  Holmes 
and  succeeds  in  convincing  her  father  tint  she  ought  to 
marry  the  man  she  loves,  and  slu-  dues  it  in  a  unique  way. 
Perhaps  the  real  criminal  had  a  chance  to  figure  out  what 

;.uned  before  he  was  released  from  the  vault  The  pho- 
tography  and   acting  are   good  and   the   film   works   smoothly. 

"Paris  from  Height  of  2,000  Feet."  -  A  record  film,  inter- 
esting chiefly  from  the  curious  appearance  f(  Paris  from  a 

height.  The  photography  is  good,  and  apparently  the  de- 
piction of  the  city  is  all  that   could  he  asked. 

"Jealous  Fisherman." — A  story  in  which  a  rejected  lover 
attempts  t"  murder  his  successful  rival,  but  his  plans  are 
frustrated  by  the  girl,  who  assists  her  sweetheart  to  shore 
and  saves  him  from  drowning.  The  story  is  the  same  as 
others,  only  its  details  arc  worked  out  somewhat  differently. 
The  photography  and  the  action  are  good  and  the  film  works 
Smoothly,  with  little  blurring. 

"Football  Fiend." — A  comic  in  which  excessive  delight  in 
football  is  successfully  travestied.  The  action  is  spirited 
and  the  fiend  captures  the  audience  wherever  he  appears. 
Evidently  his  hobby  strikes  something  that  appeals  to  the 
heart  of  the  average  person  who  sees  him. 

The  Dumb  Witness. — A  film  showing  certain  possibilities 
of  moving  pictures  which  may  some  day  be  realized.  As  a 
detector  iA  a  criminal  in  this  instance  and  the  exhibition  of 
the  real  culprit  in  court  the  film  certainly  serves  a  useful 
purpose.  The  story  is  interesting  and  illustrates  how  one 

may  be  wrongfully  accused  of  theft,  though  few  have  a  mov- 
ing picture  camera  to  help  in  detecting  the  real  thief.  The 

film   gets   liberal   applause  whenever   it  is   shown. 

In  the  Days  of  the  Pilgrims. — The  photography  and  action 
are  both  good,  and  the  story  of  the  romance  is  told  suffi- 

ciently clear  to  be  easily  understood.  It  cannot  be  said 
that  it  is  exactly  the  kind  of  a  film  one  would  want  to  watch 
for  a  holiday  entertainment.  To  see  a  girl  so  rudely  handled 
by  savages,  bound  to  a  stake  and  the  fire  lighted  around  her 
gives   one  the   creeps.      It   may   be   well   to   introduce   one   of 

these  occasional!)  ju  1  to  show  whal  once  happened  in  this 
country,  bul    il  ch  too  r<  il   to  be   wanted  as  .1   iteadj 
thing      The    film    is    much    1  l<  irei    than    many    and 
liberal  applause  whenevei   shown 

"Prince  Charming."      \   l;   I   rendering  ol   the   fairy   sto 
oi  Prince  Charming"  which  nevci  fails  i"  gel  free  applause 
The  woes  "t  the  unfortunate  bul  handsome  princess  are 
made  \ei>  realistic,  .md  the  efforts  t"  liberate  hei  are  frus 
tratcd  much  !•">  regular!)  t"  suil  the  average  lookei  on,  but 
at  last,  when  the  hero  and  heroine  gel  together  and  the 
others  ,ue  banished,  the  applause  bursts  forth,  The  pho 
tography  is  good,  the  drama  is  well  staged  and  the  colorin  t, 
or  tinting,  is  delicate  and  satisfactory  It  is  a  film  which 
deserves  a   long   run 

"Gold  Miner's  Daughter."  Well  acted,  well  photographed 
and  in  the  main  in  a  good  setting.  The  explosion  is  realistic 
enough  to  satisfy  anyone,  and  the  scene  of  the  robbery  is 
well  managed,  The  run  of  the  fleeing  robber  and  the  girl 
following  are  both  a  tritle  long,  though  nol  so  fault}   in  tin* 

respect  as  some  other  films  of  the  past  two  weeks.  '11k arrest  and  denouement  are  good,  while  the  scene  in  the  cabin 
after  the  girl  and  her  lover  return  with  the  gold  dust  is 
thrilling  enough  to  bring  rounds  of  applause.  The  film  works 
smoothly  and  the  picture  as  a  whole  is  good. 

"Good  Resolutions." — A  comic  which  shows  what  difficul- 
ties may  arise  from  following  too  literally  the  good  resolu- 

tions set  down  in  a  book.  The  scenes  are  well  staged  and  the 
action  is  spirited  enough  to  please.  The  film  gets  some  good 
laughs,    and,    therefore,    fulfills    its    purpose. 

"Sham  Beggars." — This  film  is  interesting  chiefly  as  por- 
traying the  shams  to  which  some  beggars  resort  to  extort 

money.  It  is  short  and  the  action  is  spirited  enough.  Any- 
how the  unfortunate  who  breaks  into  the  charmed  ring  and 

is  unceremoniously  pitched  out  undoubtedly  thinks  so  before 
he   recovers   from   his  drubbing. 

Ghost  Story. — A  comic  which  has  certain  elements  of  real- 
ism which  might  well  frighten  the  stoutest  hearted.  Well 

staged  and  well  acted  and  the  end  is  startling. 

Mysterious  Phonograph. — A  comic  which  raises  a  hearty 
laugh  several  times  before  the  film  runs  its  course.  The 
destruction  of  property  toward  the  last  could  be  avoided 
without  harming  the   comic  features  of  the  picture. 

Modern  Magic. — A  beautifully  colored  and  smoothly  acted 
series  of  pictures,  in  which  modern  feats  of  legerdemain 
are  exhibited  under  the  waving  fan  of  a  pretty  woman.  Some 
of  the  appearances  are  exceedingly  clever  and  the  action 
throughout  is  superb.  The  coloring  could  scarcely  be  made 

more  delicate.  It  is  on  a  par  with  "Her  Flowers,"  which was   so   successful   the   week  before. 

"Her  Flowers." — One  of  those  trick  films  in  which  Pathe 
Freres  excel  and  is  admirably  well  worked.  If  the  visitors 
knew  of  the  great  amount  of  work  required  for  the  forma- 

tion of  the  flowers  as  shown  on  the  screen,  they  would  give 
more  credit  to  the   manufacturers. 

Play  a Flame On  It! 
It  is  NOT  a  choke  coil. 

It  WONT  blow  fuses. 

It  WONT  bum. 

NO  MORE  fire  hazards. 

NO  MORE  trouble  with 
light  company. 

A  Perfect 
Transformer 

Current 
Saver 

$60 
juaranteed  to  save  from  65%  to  70%  on  no  volts. 

IT  IS 

An  arc-light  transformer. 
Self-regulating. 

UO  or  220  volts. 

Guaranteed  for  5  years. 
WRITE  FOR  BOOKLET 

THE  TRANSFORMER  SPECIALTY  CO.,  136  Liberty  St.,  New  YorR 
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The  Gilles'  Arc  Regulator FOR  nOVINQ    PICTURE  AND  PROJECTION  LAflPS 

GUARANTEED  to   hold    the  Arc  on  the  front  of  the   Carbons, 
eliminate  all  travelling  and  sputtering,  and  give  a  clear,  white  light 
free  from  shadows  on  alternating  current. 
CONSUMES   no   extra  current.       Prevents    your   Carbons   from 
pitting  or  burning  sideways,  keeps  them  perfectly  even  and  clean. 
Hundreds  of  them  in  use  and  not  a  complaint. 
STATE  make  of  machine  and  amperes  used.       References:  Union 
Bank  and  Trust  Company,  Helena,  Montana.      Don't  be  satisfied 
with  that  muddy,  yellow  light  but  order  a  regulator  today. 
PRICE  $10.00  or  send  $300  and  it  will  be  sent  subject  to  your 
examination  and  balance  on  acceptance. 

RICHARD  L.  GILLES,  Distributor,  HELENA,  MONTANA 

A  New  Way  to  Paint  Signs 
W  BUTTS  SIGN  WRITING  OUTFITS 
Anyone  can  paint  all  kinds  of  signs  and  show  cards  in  half  the  time 
required  by  the  old  way  and  much  better.  We  furnish  these  SPECIAL 
OUTFITS  complete  with  ten  alphabets  and  three  sets  of  figures  of  the 
most  modern  styles  of  the  day,  from  2  to  12  inches  in  height,  not  printed 
alphabets,  but  the  real  letter,  cut  out  of  the  most  durable  material.  We 
also  furnish  with  this  outfit  a  complete  book  of  instructions  for  painting 
all  kinds  of  signs  and  cards  and  a  selection  of  beautiful  designs,  and 
guarantee  that  anyone  can  do  perfect  lettering  as  soon  as  he  receives  the 
outfit.  SPECIAL  PRICE,  FOR  A  SHORT  TIME  ONLY,  $5.00.  Send 
in  your  order  to-day.  None  sent  COD.  Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  money 
refunded. 

THE  BUTTS  SIGN  &  NOVELTY  CO., 
228  Temple  Court  Building  -  Denver,  Colo- 

IMPROVE        p«ii 
THE  PICTURE  ON  \m 

THE  SCREEN 
by  using  a  high  grade 
projection  lens. 

Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
liant picture  than  anylenses  made  here  or 

.abroad.    We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 
that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE   $  1 8.00   NET 
When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 

ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 
these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN   OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave-,  So.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

A Money 

Making 
PROPOSITION 
Some  Exhibitors 

are  paying  their 
rent  by  exhibiting 
Advertising  Slides 
before  the  show. 

We    make    them,  any    design,  from   your   copy.      Also 
Announcement  Slides  in  great  variety. 

SEND  FOR  PARTICULARS 

OHIO  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 

513  Superior  Building     -     Cleveland,  Ohio 

Surprise  Package. — A  knockabout  comic  which  has  certain 
elements  of  attraction  in  the  spirited  action  and  the  unex- 

pected surprises  which  greet  one  every  time  the  scene  changes. 
'Jin-  last  scene  i>  the  must  surprising  of  the  whole.  It  is 
well  photographed  and  the  characters  do  not  seem  to  be 
overdoing  their  parts. 

"A  Trapper  of  the  Frontier." — A  film  full  of  action  and 
representing  in  some  degree  the  rough  life  of  the  frontier. 
The  story  told  is  common  enough,  at  least  the  first  part  of 
it.  and  the  acting  is  brutal  enough  to  satisfy  the  most  exact- 

ing. But  the  stoical  Indian  is  represented  as  reaching  out 
his  hand  and  smiling  at  the  chance  comer  or  the  man  who 
has  performed  some  brave  deed;  the  representation  is  not 
true  to  life.  The  different  tones  of  the  film  mar  it  some- 

what, but  in  the  main  it  is  good  and  is  liberally  applauded. 

"The  Vagabond"  (  Pathe). — It  is  always  safe  to  predict  a 
long  run  for  a  film  that  can  captivate  the  audience  from  the 

start  to  the  finish.  This  is  the  case  with  "The  Vagabond." an  excellent  production,  cleverly  acted  and  with  some  very 
fine  photographic  effects.  It  is  one  of  those  simple  but  clear- 

ly told  stories  of  the  country  life,  in  which  a  tramp  (The 
Vagabond)    shows  that  he  is   still  capable  of  good  deeds. 

"The  Miner's  Dauger." — It  is  a  pleasure  to  register  a  suc- 
cess for  the  Vitagraph  Company.  This  production  shows 

great  improvements  in  the  staging,  the  acting  and  the  pho- 
tographic work,  and  should  please.  It  is  not  very  clear  to  us 

why  the  young  wife  should  return  to  her  former  home,  in 
such   rags;   we   see  no  reason  for  this  disguise. 

"The  Magic  Handkerchief"  (Pathe). — A  very  amusing  film 
which  scored  a  success,  yet  devoid  of  the  long  chases.  The 
film  is  full  of  action,  of  amusing  incidents  in  which  the  hero 
has  a  chance  to  revenge  himself,  even  on  the  policemen.  On 
the  whole,  a  good  production. 

"The  Lawyer  Enjoys  Himself." — "Quick,  I  Am  on  Fire."— 
With  some  clever  acting,  the  usual  naturalness  of  all  Pathe's and  with  some  amusing  situations,  this  reel  is  not  up  to  the 
standard  of  the  maker,  and  the  first  contains  much  that  is 
objectionable  to  an  American  audience,  however  funny  it 
may  appear  to  the  crowd  in  the  Quartier  Latin.  It  might 
pass  at  a  stag  party,  but  for  ladies  and  children  it  is  de- 

cidedly unsuitable.  The  other  subject  shows  some  good 
trick  photography;  as  to  the  rest  it  is  stupid,  with  not  a 
shred  of  real  fun. —  (Bush.) 
"A  Child's  Prayer." — "Bridget's  Dream." — "He  is  a  Jolly 

Good  Fellow." — A  reel  that  will  please  everywhere.  "A 
Child's  Prayer"  is  prettily  conceived,  well  carried  out.  and 
goes  to  the  heart  of  the  audience  without  any  melodramatic 

nonsense.  "Bridget's  Dream"  is  laughable  from  start  to  end and  the  other  subject  is  one  of  those  rare  performances  that 
win  the  audience  on  the  instant. — (Bush.) 

"The  Ingrate." — Truly  a  great  film.  The  scenic  effects 
the  costumes,  the  acting,  all  deserve  the  highest  praise,  as 
does   the   photography. 

"It  Serves  Him  Right." — "A  Bike  Chase." — Nothing  is more  dreadful  than  some  of  these  comics  of  British  make 
and  where  the  maker  tries  to  be  suggestive  it  is  nauseating; 

it  is  naughty,  but  not  nice.  "It  Serves  Him  Right"  is  one of  these  woeful  efforts  of  our  English  cousins,  and  let  us 
hope  there  will  be  no  more  of  it.  The  nature  and  merit  of 
the  other  subject  is  indicated  by  the  title. — (Bush.) 
"The  Pilot's  Daughter." — A  bit  of  sea  life,  a  romance  of 

the  people  on  the  Dutch  coast,  that  is  marvellously  well 
done.  The  photography  is  beyond  all  praise,  the  acting  fault- 

less and  the  scenic  effects  thrill  every  audience  with  pleas 
ure.  The  plot  is  clear,  its  development  plain  and  not  too 
slow,  and  altogether  it  is  a  feature  film  in  the  true  sense  of 
the  word. — (Bush.) 

"An  Impersonator's  Jokes"  and  "An  All  Wool  Garment" are  up  to  the  standard  of  the  clever  comics  produced  by  the 

Essanay   Company. — (Bush.) 
"A  Dual  Life." — Marital  infidelity  seems  to  be  the  motif  for 

manufacturers  to  weave  a  story  around  when  other  subjects 
fail  them.  This  one  is  no  exception  to  the  rule.  The  action 
and  photography  are  good,  but  the  subject  is  more  or  less 
depressing  and  it  gets  no  applause.  The  child  is  the  most 
engaging  figure  in  the  composition  and  deserves  praise.  The 
impression  these  pictures  leave  is  that  someone  has  a  broken 
heart  even  though  the  unfortunate  couple  make  up  and  live 
happily  ever  after.  How  about  the  other  deceived  one?  The 
audience  thinks  of  this  and  the  impression  is  not  pleasant. — 
(Bennett).  ■    

Have  you  subscribed  for  the  WORLD? 
Only-   $2.00  per   year. 
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NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

17" 

Bew  scj    has   purchasi  il    the   i  ml) 

called  the  "Bijou." 

hv< 

an< 

Delphi,    Ind.      I       I  I 
cent   i lie. iu  i    in    I  lelphi 
Milwaukee,  Wis.  \  new  electric  theater  known  as 

Olympic  opened  on  Vliet  street,  between  [Eleventh 
Twelfth  streets 

County  Seat,  111.  \U\  I  indo,  who  c 
in  West  State  street,  is  planning  to  o 
theater  in  ln^  billiard   hall, 

South  Bend,  Ind.  Anthonj  I  Kuhn 
ater  has  been  closed  bj  creditors,  and 
is   now   in    litigation. 

Menasha,  Wis  Martin  Mathews  lias  purchased  a  vaude 
ville  and  moving  picture  theater  in  this  city,  and  opened  it 
with   good    prospects. 

■  induct  s  a  billiard  hall 
pen   a   Hi'  '\  ing   picture 

's  moving  picture  t he- 
all  "i    ili<    equipment 

Waupaca,  Wis.  Sweitzer  &  Fisher,  of 
chased  an  electric  theater  at  Antigo,  w 
has  assumed   the  management. 

Salem,  Ohio.      \  new    moving  pictui 
Structed   at   8l     East    Mam    street,   and    will 
atrement  of  C.   Ray  and   I'.  Strawn. 

this icre city,  have  pur- Fred    Sweitzer 

theater  is  being  con 

under   the   nian- 

M.   Baker,  from   North 
Hall,    and    will    open    it 
few    daj  s. 

'he  Grand  Theater  has 

Manchester,  has 
up    as    a    mi  >\  ing 

closed    its   doors 

redecorated  and 

issued   a   permit    by 
burned  Casim  >  The- 

eain    under    new 

Mentone,  Ind. — J. 
leased   the   Creager 
picture    theater   in    a 

Escanaba,  Mich. 

for  a  few   days.     During  t li i  —  time  it  will 
painted    and    necessary    repairs   made. 

Springfield,  111. —  Mills  &  Cargin  were 
Building  Inspector  Morgan  to  reopen  the 
ater  at   621    East    Washington   street. 

Fenton,  Mich.- The  Electric  Theater 
management,  and  there  is  but  one  moving  picture  show  in 
Fenton.  William  Zellner  closed  the  Vaudette:  and  took 
charge   of  the    Electric. 

Leeds,  N.  D. — J.  L.  Strong-,  proprietor  of  the  Grain  Belt 
Theater  Circuit,  has  made  arrangements  to  reopen  the  Unique 
Theater,  and   has  adopted    I..   11.    Keller  as  manager. 

Pittsfield.  Mass.  Thomas  A.  Cullen,  who  recently  leased 
the  Alhamhra  moving  picture  establishment  in  the  Merrill 
block,   has   opened    the   place    for   business. 

Fulton,  Mo.  -A  moving  picture  theater  opened  in  the 
Tucker  Building,  opposite  the  old  Vaudette  stand,  showing 
the   latest    moving   pictures   and   illustrated    songs. 

Mangum,  Okla.  -A  new  place  of  entertainment  opened  in 
the  Eaton  Building.  The  interior  of  the  building  has  been 
remodeled.      Mr.   Charles   Greasby   is   manager. 

Wheeling,  W.  Va.— Work  on  the  new  Wonderland  is  be- 
ing rushed.  The  interior  of  the  old  theater  has  been  com- 

pletely removed.     The  house  will  be  opened  for  the  holidays. 

Chicago,  111. — Chicago  Film  Renewing  Company,  incor- 
porated for  $2,000;  repairing  and  renewing  films..  The  incor- 

porators are  H.  Heinemann,  Hayes  McKinney  and  E.  H. 
Ryan. 
Ellsworth,  Kans. — Herman  and  Karl  Bornscnein  have 

rented  the  Majestic  Theater,  and  will  open  it  for  moving  pic- 
ture shows.  They  have  made  arrangements  to  get  the  very 

latest  films. 

Warsaw,  Ind. — Charles  A.  Darlington,  who  is  connected 
with  a  Pittsburg  film  rental  house,  has  been  in  Warsaw  mak- 

ing arrangements  to  lease  the  Colonial  Theater  and  convert 
it  into   a   live-cents   picture   show. 

Clinton,  la. — M.  B.  Huckins,  of  Newton,  la.,  will  open  a 
new  moving  picture  show.  It  will  be  known  as  the  Lyric 
Theater,  and  is  fitted  up  according  to  the  most  improved 
methods    for    such    an    attraction. 

Dayton,  Ohio. — A  new  theater  known  as  the  Jewel  Theater 
opened  on  South  Jefferson  street.  The  building  has  been 
entirely  remodeled  and  handsomely  decorated,  and  8oo  new 
opera   chairs  have  been   installed. 

St.  Louis,  Mo. — A  permit  was  issued  for  the  construction 
of  a  moving  picture  theater  at  4963  Delmar  Boulevard  to 
cost  $12,200.  The  structure  will  be  two  stories  and  will  have 
a  frontage  of  fifty  feet.  It  will  have  a  seating  capacity  <<i 
800. 

Chester,  Pa. — Chester's  new  moving  picture  theater,  the 
Colonial,  one  of  the  handsomest  and  best  equipped  theaters 
in  that  city,  opened  in  the  Black  Block,  between  Sixth  and 
Market  streets,  under  the  management  of  Foster  &  Vander 
Smith,  two  experienced  theatrical  men. 

Is  it  worth 

$4.00 TO  INCREASE  YOUR 
LIGHT 

Fifteen  to  thirty  per  cent.  ? 
If  it  is  then  invest  $4.00 

in  a  pair  of  our 

"Claro" 
Condensers 
made  of  pure  white 
glass — breakage  re- ducedtoaminimum. 
We  guarantee  our 
Condenser  to  im- 

prove your  light  1  ̂  

to  30  per  cent,  or  re- fund  your   money. 
Sole    agents    for  this  lens 

and  our  supply  is  unlimited 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light 
and  Film  Co. 

Rochester,  N.  Y. ,     Pittsburg,  Pa  ,     Lincoln.  Neb. 
Cincinnati,  Ohio,     Des  Moines,  la. 
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General  Electric  Company 

Simplicity  in  Operation  is 
One  Good  Point  of  the 
Mercury  Arc  Rectifier 

The  Rectifier  is  exceedingly 
simple  to  operate  and  requires 
practically  no  more  attention  or 
adjustment  than  the  ordinary 
rheostat,  choke  coil  or  trans- 

former. Once  started  it  delivers 
continuously  direct  current  at  the 
proper  voltage  to  the  arc  without 
any  attention  whatever  from  the 
operator. 

Its  money  saving  ability  should  be 

of  prime  interest  to  you.  Let  us 

tell  you  about  it  in  Booklet  368 1=P 

Principal  Office :  SCHENECTADY,  N.  Y. 

ECONOMY FILM SERVICE 
410    LIBERTY    AVENUE 

PITTSBURG 

WE  HAVE  MORE  FILM  IN  STOCK  THAN 

ANY   OTHER  COMPETITOR 

EVERY  Reel  is  in  first-class  condition.  The 

old  stock  has  been  disposed  of.  We  "have 
just  received  Five  Hundred  Reels  from  a 

foreign  exchange,  like  new.  We  guarantee  sub- 
jects to  please  any  audience.  We  give  all  customei  s 

their  proportionate  share  of  new  subjects.  If  you 
are  paying  big  prices  remember  our  service  is 
Quality  and  Low  Prices. 

2  changes,  shipped  two  at  a  time,  iooo  feet  each  $  6.oo 
4        "               "         two         "               "             "  .  io.oo 
6        "               "          three      "               "             "  .  14.00 

12        "               "         four        "               ■'             "  .  25.00 

POSTER  AND  SONG   SLIDES 

WITHOUT  ADDITIONAL   CHARCE 

Toledo,  Ohio. — The  Abe  Shapiro  Company  has  been  incor- 
porated with  a  capital  of  $5,000  by  M.  I.  Brown,  Clim  V. 

Wagner  and  others,  and  will  go  into  the  business  of  leasing 

and  operating  theaters.  Already  the  company  has  the  "Ma- 
jestic"  in   Findlay  and  the   "Majestic"   in   Port   Huron. 

Detroit,  Mich. — A  new  Casino  Theater  opened  at  231  Wood- 
ward avenue,  with  one  of  the  handsomest  quarters  in  Detroit. 

The  construction  of  the  new  enterprise  cost  $20,000.  The 
decorations  are  green,  ivory  and  gold.  The  chairs  are  of 
mahogany,  and  are  the  product  of  the  American  Seating Company. 

Grand  Rapids,  Mich. — John  Gooson,  a  young  man  engaged 
as  the  moving  picture  operator  at  the  Lyric  Theater,  became 
vexed  over  his  notice  to  quit  Saturday  and  proceeded  to 
remove  the  lens  from  the  apparatus  and  hide  it  among  a  lot 
of  rubbish  in  the  rear  of  the  place.  The  consequence  was 
that  the  management  could  not  open  at  the  usual  time. 

Hillsboro,  Ohio. — The  Bell  Opera  House,  which  only 
opened  with  moving  pictures  on  Thanksgiving,  reports  good 
business.  Only  high-class  pictures  are  shown  and  high- 
class  vaudeville. 
The  Orpheum  Theater  has  discarded  the  old  style  folding 

chairs  and  installed  comfortable  metal  frame  high  back  opera 
chairs. 

Savannah,  Ga. — In  the  past  week  several  changes  have 
taken  place  in  the  moving  picture  business  in  Savannah.  At 
the  Orpheum  the  prices  have  been  raised  from  ten  cents  to 
twenty.  The  Arcade,  which  was  owned  by  the  Southern 
Amusement  Company  and  which  controls  the  Orpheum.  have 
sold  out  the  Arcade  to  the  Bandy  Bros,  and  Arthur  Lucas. 
Jr.,  of  this  city.  This  makes  three  theaters  in  the  city  that 
are  run  by  the  Bandys  and  five  others  out  of  Savannah. 

At  the  Arcade  several  improvements  will  be  made;  a  hew 
front  will  be  put  in  and  also  the  inside  will  be  improved  in 
many  ways.  The  prices  will  remain  at  ten  cents  and  special 
matinees  will  be   given  every  afternoon. 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

FROM  A  SUCCESSFUL  MANAGER. 

York,  Pa.,  December  3.  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World. 

Dear  Sir — I  am  well  pleased  with  your  innovation  of  ''Com- 
ments on  Film  Subjects,"  and  in  saying  this  I  speak  for  the other  members  of  the  firm  and  all  our  other  houses.  Our  house 

in  York  seats  500  people,  and  for  five  cents  we  give  them  two 
reels  of  the  best  films  made  (four  to  six  days  old)  and  an 
orchestra  of  seven  pieces,  and  also  a  good  singer.  I  think  that 
if  others  would  do  the  same  it  would  build  up  the  moving  pic- 

ture trade.  All  our  houses  are  run  on  the  same  lines  and 
cheap  vaudeville  is  not  considered.  Yours  truly, 

GEORGE  H.  JACKSON.  Mgr.. 

Jackson  &  Sons'  Amusement  Enterprises. 

Billings,  Mont.,   November  29,   1908. 

Moving'  Picture   World: 
Gentlemen — As  I  am  a  subscriber  to  your  Moving  Picture 

World,  would  say  since  subscribing  for  same  I  have  become 
a  mqying  picture  show  proprietor.  Mr.  Linton  and  myself 

opened  up  a  new  house  here  called  "Gem  Theater,"  seating 
capacity  225,  and  we  are  doing  a  fine  business — crowded  all 
the  time.  Thanks  to  Moving  Picture  World  for  our  success 
thus   far  in  our  new   venture.         Respectfully, 

EDWIN  E.  SANDE. 

MUTUAL  PROTECTIVE  ASSOCIATION   OF  MOTION 
PICTURE   EXHIBITORS   OF   PHILADELPHIA. 

Philadelphia.  December  8.   1908. 
Dear  Sir  and  Bro.  Exhibitor : 

The  Mutual  Protective  Association  of  Motion  Picture  Ex- 
hibitors of  Philadelphia  will  have  their  meeting  on  Sunday 

afternon,  December  13th.  at  2.30  p.  m.,  at  2525  Girard  avenue. 
Members  are  requested  to  attend  this  meeting  without  fail, 

and  all  non-members  should  grasp  this  opportunity  of  affiliat- 
ing themselves  with  us.  as  there  are  many  things  that  we 

will  have  to  consider.  Chiefly  among  them  is  the  final  con- 
sideration of  our  petition  to  Councils,  signed  by  over  one 

hundred  and  ten  parlors  in  the  city  of  Philadelphia,  which 
asks  a  hearing  from  Councils  to  rectify  the  existing  law 

passed  February  20,  1908.  We  will  also  have  a  Monster  Ban- 
quet, Concert   and   Entertainment. 

This  is  given  for  the  benefit  of  those  who  play  vaudeville 
in    their   houses.     As   there   will  be   no   less   than   30  turns   to 
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lick   from,  you  will  see   the  abilit)    ol   vcti   actoi    and   know 
vh.it   you  are  getting 

Another  feature  thnl   nuisl   not   l>c  overlooked   is   tin    bene 
.. ,  ,|  11  ,.in  ,  1 1  opei  ii  ii  11  in  getting  in  on  1  ii  1  nits 

ingers   and    vaudeville,    <-t.  .    is   it   is   a    will    known    1 
hal  people  will  work  at  more  r<  1    mabli    1  ites  when  priui  in 
eed  steady  work.      Vlso  tbe   interchange   ol    ideas  and   infoi 

invaluable    to    all    exhibitors 
EMI]    SCHMIDT,  Si 

Germantovvn   avenue. 

MANUFACTURERS   PLEASE   NOTE 

Seattle,  Wash.,   November  ai,   too8 
flu-  World  Photographic   Publishing  Company, 

New  York  City 
Gentlemen— I    am    a    subscriber    to    your    paper,    The    Moving 

Vture  World,  hence  take  the  liberty  of  writing  you.   Will  you 
intllv  advise   me  the   system   or   policy   pursued   by   the    Edison 

;"ees  in  issuing  their  films  to  first  run  customers  through  the 
is  exchanges   throughout    the   country?     Have   they   an   ar- 
ment   by   winch   these   films,   as   they   come    from   the   manu 
uts,   arc   so   distributed    from   the    factories   that    they    reach 

11  parts  of  the  country  at   the  same  lime.  i.e..  on  a  certain  day? 

v    I    understand   correctly   that    a    film,   for   example,    released" 
.111,1,  by  the  way.  in  what  meaning  1-  this  word  used?)    in  the 
last   "ii   the   21st   of  the  month   would  also  he  on   hand    for  pro- 
uction  at  Seattle  on  the  same  date? 
Another  thing,   I   would  like  to  know  how  to  arrange  to  get 
matiou   at   least    two   weeks    (i.e.,  advices  mailed    from  the 

.it    least    three    weeks    in    advance)    before    the    date    of   the 
elease  or  issuance  of  the  films,   so  that    1   can  not  only  make  a 

election  of  the  subjects  I  shall   want,  but  prepare  by  an  adver- 
3  campaign  for  their  production,  and,  further,  have  time  to 

et  into  shape  a  lecture  for  such  pictures  as  may  be  deserving. 
I   thank  you   in  advance  for  this   information,   which    I   appre- 

tend   will   assist  me   in   the.  operation   of  my  theater,   the   finest 
n  this  coast,  north  of  San  Francisco,  devoted  only  to  the  high- 
St   class  productions,   strictly   first    run.     Another   thing,   T    shall 

oubt  have  to  meet   tbe  competition,   within  a  short  time,   of 
theater   in   tbe    same    block- -the    best    theater   block    in   town — 

sing  the  Cameraphone  with  "pictures  that  talk,"  and  I  want  to 
live  the  dumb  pictures  all  the  show  and  boosting  I  can.     This  in 
xplanation.  Yours  trulv,  . 

JOSEPH  LEVINSON. 

P.S. — I   get   advance   sheets  now    from   the   manufacturers,   but 
hey  arrive  at  the  same  time  tbe  films  do  and  are  of  no  use  for 
dvance  purposes. — J.  L. 

[As  far  as  we  are  able  to  learn,  all  the  Edison  licensees,  ex- 
ept  the  Edison  Company  themselves,  have  a  release  date,  by 
voich  is  meant  the  first  day  on  which  a  film  is  to  be  shown. 

'he  Edison  Company  have  a  shipping  date,  and  their  films  are 
>f  course  seen  in  tbe  East  several  days  before  they  would 
each  the  Pacific  Coast.    Tbe  other  manufacturers  have  arranged 

:  heir  days  of  shipment  so  that  their  films  can  be  released  in 
ncw   York,    Pittsburg,   Chicago,    Denver   and    San   Francisco   on 

I  he  same  day;  that  is,  as  far  as  transportation  facilities  will 
>ermit.  Delays  in  transit  may,  and  do,  often  occur.  Advance 
nformation  is  given  by  most  of  the  manufacturers  in  the  shape 
>f   bulletins    containing   a    description    or   the    full    story   of    tbe 

;  ilm ;  some  of  them  furnish  a  complete  lecture,  and  if  you 
vrite  to  the  film  manufacturers  to  put  you  on  their  mailing 
ist  you  will  get  these  descriptions  several  days  in  advance  of 
he  release  date.  We  compliment  you  on  the  high  standard 

•ou  have  set  for  your  show  and  believe  that  with  selected   sub- 
I  ects,  presented  with  a  lecture  such  as  you  propose,  you  will 
lave  no  need  to  fear  competition  from  the  mechanical  talking 
actures. — Ed.] 

Prompt,  Reliable  Lowest  Prices 

NEW  JERSEY  FILM  RENTAL  CO. 
F.  PENNINO,  Manager.  367  CENTRAL  AVE.,  JERSEY  CITY.  N.J. 

We    Handle    all     New    Goods  —  BIOGRAPH, 
GAUMONT.  LUX,  GREAT   NORTHERN,  ETC. 

Telephone,  4139  W.  Jersey  Si  parla  Italiatio  and  German. 
Machines  of  all  kinds  bought  and  sold.  We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business 

FOR   RENT 

Moving  Picture  "i2LM  $1  Per  Day 
iLns 
ACHINES 

SONG  SLIDES,  7c  a  DAY  PER  SET 

Machines  and   Films    bought   and  sold 

AMERICAN  FILM  EXCHANGE    •    630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  NY 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.  SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

Tin-  1'iiic,!   Made,      5S  per  Set 
All  "I  the  New  Soti^  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

andbestcolored 
slides  on  the 
market.  Sendfor 
list  and   prices. 

M  ATI  A£  On  account  of  great 
llU  I  luL  !>-■  vr  been  obliged  to are  now  United  .it 

i  seek  largei  quarti 

1851  Germantown  Ave. 

THE  PREMO  CO. 
PHIIADFtPIIIA PA. 

SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you   have  secured  a  position. 
Experienced  Operators. 

W.  A.  Lee,  expert  operator  and  electrician,  Tin;  Marietta  street,  Excelsior 

Springe,    Mo.     References. T.  C.  Patrick,  ii1-  South  Main  street,  Helena,  Mont.  Experienced  "" 
Edison    and    Power    machines, 
r.  J.   Keefer,  Colfax,   in.     Experienced  manager,   also   lecturer  and  effeel 

producer.     Can  pul  any  house  on  ■   paying  basis  by   producing  the  right   kind 
of  :i   show.       Am   BOber  and   reliable. 
A.  C.  Wallace,  P.  •>.  Box  i-<i.  Baraboo,  wis.  Experienced  operator,  Re- 

pairs "ii   nil   machines. Bernard  Corbett,  67  Walnut  street,  Norwood,  Mass.  Experienced  operator, 
(Massachusetts  licensed.)     References.    Capable  of  managing  bouse  If  desired, 

L.  Darier,  109  West  l'ii'n  fourth  street,  care  of  v.  M,  «'.  a.  French  branch, 
electrician    and    licensed    operator,    -    years'    experience.     Power    or    Edison machine. 

Edw.  Latell,  139f;  Myrtle  avenue,  Brooklyn,  X.  Y.  Experienced  licensed 
operator  or   manager. 

Practical  Electrician  and  Machinist;  ten  years'  acquaintance  With  all 
makes  (if  moving  picture  machines;  can  furnish  best  references  as  to  sobriety 
and  ability.  Would  like  to  hear  from  managers  Of  high  grade  houses  only. 
Edwin  D.  Arnold,  65  Ashcrafl   Road,   New   l   don,   Conn. 

H,  Hudson,  158  Earl  street,  Kingston,  Out.,  Canada.  References,  David 
Heller.    938    North    fifth    street.    Philadelphia,    Pa.      Experienced    operator. 

Fred  W.    Tross,    Orpheum   Theater,    Lock  port.    N.    V.      Four  years'   experience. 
E.    Ed.   Johnston,    P.   0.    Box    409,    Heading.    Pa.     Three   years'   experience. 
Henry  G.    Stevens,    Hugan    Hotel,   Owego,    N.    Y. 
John  Hill,  12IKJ  South  Forty-ninth  street.  Philadelphia,  Pa,  Licensed  op- 

erator,   four   years'    experience;   can   do  wiring. Geo.  W.  Coventry,   Unique  Theater,  Greenville,   S.  C. 
L.  D.  Brown,  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.,  experienced  operator  or  manager.  Re- 

pairs   made    on    all    makes    of    machines. 
Erwin  F.   Lechler,   212   Elngsland   avenue,   Brooklyn,    N.    Y. 

Wm.  J.  Hibbert,  14."i0  California  street.  Denver.  Colo.  Licensed  operator 
and    mechanic.      Ten    years'    experience    in   the    amusement   business. 
Wm.  H.  Mallon,  expert  operator.  Gcnl.  Del.,  Times  Square  I*.  0.  Station, New    York   City. 
J.    Lucas,    Jr.,    174    Wentwortb    street.    Charleston.    S.    C. 
Roy   J.    Cady,    Arcade    Hotel,    Decatur,    111. 
Herbert   A.    Brown,    108   Ottawa    street,    Lansing,    Mich. 
G.    E.    Barton,    Coatesville,   Pa.,    operator  or   manager. 
Wm.   J.   Schouler.   24   Bourne  street.    Providence,    R.   I. 
Ed.    Moore,   214   East   Main   street,    Coatesville,    Pa. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE. 
The  following  places  for  sale  are  all  live  and  paying  theaters  and  in  each 

case  there  is  special  reason  for  selling.  Further  particulars  will  be  learned 
by  addressing  the  Moving  Picture  World  and  giving  the  key  number  of  the 
place,  or  replying  direct    where  address   is  given. 

Buffalo,    N.    Y. — Moving   Picture   Theater   for   sale,    fully    equipped,    no   oppo 
sit  hill,     the    only    one    within    a     two  mile    radius.       Reason     for    selling,    owner 
lias   other   business.     Theater   now    pass    regular   weekly    profits.      Bargain    for 
son   ne.      For    further    particulars,    please    address    S.    W.     Dukal.    .",.::;    Hudson avenue,    Rochester,    N.    ̂   . 

(46)  Fayette,  Ohio.  Seats  Ho.  Com]  business,  low  expenses  and  sine  profits. 
oilier    business,    reason    tor    selling.       II.    Pawling.    Fayette,    Ohio. 

(47)  Four  Paying  Shows,  which  would  make  a  nice  circuit  for  some  enter- 
prising manager,  can  be  obtained  at  less  than  invoice  value  and  on  suitable 

terms.  They  are  all  making  money  ami  there  ate  special  reasons  for  selling. 
The   locations  are: 

(47a)    Bowling   Green,    Ky.  -  Seats    154.      One   ruber  show   in   town. 
(47b)   Petersburg,    Ind.      Seals    120.       No    other   show    in    town. 
(47c)    Rockport,    Ind.      Seats    110.      One    other    show    in    town. 
(47d)   Vandalia,    111.      Seats    190.      One    other    show    in    town. 

Full    particulars    in    regard    to   this   unusual    proposition    may    be   obtained    from 
P..    It.   Crayeroft.    manager.    I.aetnmle   Film    Service.    Evansville,    Ind.,   or  Moving 
Picture   World.     They   will   be   sold   together  or   separately. 

(48)  Snohomish,  Wash.  Established  theater  now  paying  a  profit  of  $10 
per  day  over  all  expenses  Seats  225.  Interest  in  another  State  compels  the 
owner  to  move.  Sell  at  a  bargain.  Apply.  J.  D.  Thompson,  Box  533, 
Snohomish,    Wash. 

(49)  Massillon,  Ohio.  15,000  population.  Established  theater  paying  a 
handsome  profit  is  for  sale  on  account  of  serious  illness  of  the  proprietor. 
Price   for  complete  show,    elegant   outfit  and   two  Edison   machines.    $2,600,    less 
than   half  its  value.     G   1    show   town,   only   one  other   moving  picture  theater 
whose    lease    expires    in    Spring    and    which    cannot    be    renewed.      Further    par- 

ticulars   from    Moving    Picture    World,    or       R.    C.    Stueve.    Massillon,    Ohio. 

(50)  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. — Well  equipped  and  profitable  5-eent  theater 
will   be   sold   on   account    of   other   business. 
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Song'tSlides 
FOR  RENT 

All  of  the  latest  hits  all  the  time. 
Every  set  guaranteed  to  be  in 
absolutely  perfect  condition, 
complete     from     title      slide     to 
chorus.  Your  entire  weeRly  sup- 

ply of  sets  forwarded  in  one 
consignment  every   weeK. 

THE  CHICAGO 
SONG  SLIDE  EXCHANGE 

NINTH    FLOOR. 

Masonic  Temple      -      Chicago 

We  Still  Have  a  Few 
BARGAIN 

Machines  For  Sale 
$160.00 
145.00 
135.00 
175.00 
150.00 

Projectoscope 
Lubin 
Edison 
Edison 
Dissolver 

60.00  Stereopticon 

I  99.00 
95.00 
74.00 

119.00 

74.00 
24.00 

1000  SETS  OF  SONG  SLIDES  AT  $2.75    per    set 

All  kinds  of  electric  burners  from  $2.50  and  up. 
Any  of  the  above  machines  will  be  sent  to  you  subject  to 

examination  upon  receipt  of  $10  to  pay  express  charges  to 
and  from  New  York.  We  also  have  a  large  collection  of 
rheostats  from  $3.75  to  $15  each.  Send  us  your  permanent 
address  and  we  will  keep  you  on  our  mailing  list. 

HARSTN   &  CO. 
(Established  189?) 

138  East  14tK  Street,     -     New  YorK  City 

Tel.  3812-3813    i'tujvesant 

NEVER   CLOSED 

INDEPENDENT   FILMS  PLEASE 

INVESTIGATE  this  when  you  are  ready  for 
business.  WE  do  not  promise  to  make  you 
rich,  or  give  you  something  for  nothing.  BUT 
we  DO  promise  you  the  squarest  deal  you  ever 
had  in  SUPERIOR  FILM  SERVICE. 

THAT  IS  THE  KEYNOTE  OE  OUR  SUCCESS 

WONDERLAND  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Suite  1308  09-10-1 1-12  Keenan  Block  -         Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS1 
The  Construction  is  double  walls  o' steel,  with  two-inch  air  chamber 
lined  with  asbestos.  There  are  no 

heat  conducting  connections  between 
the  double  wall  combination  locks 

The  Test,  in  which  the  outer  walls 
were  brought  to  a  white  heat,  show- 

ed the  contents  to  be  fully  protected 
and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  reasonable 
and  will  be  sent  on  request. 

empire:  film  co. 
IO6-IO8  Fulton  Street New  YorK 

SHIP,    AHOY! 

No.  27 

Yes,  that's  all.  its the  same  thing 

yet,  all  day  long, 

ship!  ship!!  ship!!' 
"  Keep  it  up  boys'' 

Our  Announcement  Slides 
are  used  in  ALL  theatres 

now.  Don't  be  the  man  be- hind. Get  our  Catalogue, 

its  an  "eye-opener" 

LEVI  CO.,  Inc. 
64  East  I  4th  Street 
New  York,  U.S.A. 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Fifty  times  the  resistance  of  copper 

THE  BEST  WIRE  FOR 

Moving  Picture  Machine 

RHEOSTATS 
DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE   CO. 

HARRISON,  N.J. 

N.B. — All  copy  must  be  in  our  hands  on 
Wednesday  morning  to  ensure  publication 

in  that  week's  issue. 



FOR  RENT  6000  feet  of  film,  s  sets 
Slides,  <>  at  u  time,  $1  -■ 
per    week. 

IOR  SALE  '000  ft  reel  film,  S 10  pet 
reel.     3000    ft.    Passion 

Play  $45.     Wanted   to  buy  films   and 
Machines.       H.  Davis,  Watertown,  \Ms. 

FOR  RENT  the  double  reel  film 
DAVID  AND  (.01  Kill  and 

JERUSALEM  IN  THE  TIME  Of  CHRIST. 

Perfect  condition.  Apply  to  Manager 
Bronx  Casino,  3229  Third  Avenue, 
New  York  City. 

F  ()  R    S  A  L  E 

Double  Stereopticon  Complete. 
at  a  bargain.  For  particulars  address 
Bronx  Casino,  3229  Third  Avenue, 
New  York  City. 

PARTNER     WANTED 
with  $500  to  $1000  at  once  for  first- 
class  Travelling  Moving  Picrure  Show. 
Bookings  ahead.  Write  for  particu- 

lars to  MECO,  care  of  Moving  Picture 
World. 

I   BUY   FILM 
I  pay  cash  for  second-hand  film  in  good 

condition.  How  much  have  you  for  sale  ?  bend 
list  of  subjects  and  price.  No  junk  wanted. 
Second-hand  machines  and  films  in  good  con- 

dition of  all  makes  bought,  sold  and  exchanged. 
Newman  notion  Picture  Co.,  293  Burnslde 
Street,  Portland,  Oregon. 

"OLD   RAINY" 

Films  Renewed 
We'll  fix  one-half  of  film,  and  let  you  see  the difference.    Titles  made.    Address 

AMERICAN  FILM  RENEWING  CO. 
Wm.  Bullock,  Mgr. 

American  Theatre.  Cleveland,  Ohio 

MOVING      PICTURE 
OPERATORS 

Young  Men  learn  to  operate  Moving  Picture 
Machines.  Complete  instruction  Electrical  and 
Calcium  course  $10.00  (positions  secured.) 

AMERICAN    SCHOOL    FOR    OPERATORS 
630  Halsey  Street,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y. 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Optra  Chairs.  All  kinds 
Fireproof  Booths.  Resistance  Grids  and  Wire, 

Repairing. 

New  York  Steel  S  Production  Co. 
NEWARK,  N.  J. 

Money  for  you.   In  towns  without  electric  service 

Our  Cylinders  of  Gas 
mike  you  think  you  have  the  current.  Calrium 
Jets,  Burners,  Limes.Tubing,  EVERYTHING 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 
26  William  Street  Albany,  N.  Y. 

Till-.    MOVING     PICTURE    WOR1  D 
Stories   of  the    Films. 

BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 
THE  KtUD  AND  THE  TURKEY.  A  Romance  of 

the  Kentucky  Mountum-,.  it  takri  verj  little  i" 
■tai  i    ii    feud    thai    uiaj     leal    for    gem  i  ntlon 

lines    verj    little    to   end    II     ai    thin    rllugrapli 
aubjeel    w  ill    allow        i  be    \\  ilkiiiaooi   a   aiiluVlda. 
owIiik    i"    a    trivial    dlapate,    bad    been    al 
lieada    foi    yeara       i    ua    time    ivenl    on    the   feeling 
became        bitter,    until    tuej    eren    i   adi 
children  ulaylng   together.     The  liul   a,   however, 
in  their  childish  lunoeenee,  could  nol  appreciate  lh< 
odium  ..i  their  elders,  and  Bobbj  Wilkinson  and 
Nellie  L'miraeld  became  child  lovera,  Thla  Incensed 
Colonel  VYllklnaou,  who  tore  the  children  apart,  or. 
dered  Bobbj   never  to  be  Been  In  her  compan]   imam. 
The    Colonel's    action      Ited    the    Ir   he    Caul 
Oelda  and  a   rurloua  conHlcl   enaued,   resulting   In   tin 

shooting   to   death   ol   George,    the  Colonel's  j   gesl 
son,  :i  boj  ••!  fourteen.  Prom  thai  time  on  the 
clans  kepi  atrletlj  to  themselves.  But  love  knows 
no  clannishness,  and,  despite  famllj  hatred,  Boh 
and  Nellie  remain  lovera.  After  ten  rears,  driven 
to  desperation  by  this  apparently  unsnrmountable 
barrier,  thej  elope  and  are  married.  Bob  decides 

i,i  brave  the  storm  ol   bis  father's  anger  and  present 
ids   wife,    but    the   old   Colonel   drives   him    fr   le 
house,  disowning  blm.  Old  Aunl  Dinah  and  Uncle 
Daniel,  the  colored  servants,  were  bo  attached  to 
the  young  folks  thai  thej  go  with  them.  Two 
years  later  we  find   the  little  family,   now   Increased 
by  an   Infant   son,   having  a   hard   tii   if  It.     Ii    is 
Christmas  morning  and  no  turkey  for  dinner.  Old 
Aunl  Dinah,  believing  In  the  efficacy  of.  prayer, 
cols  down  on  her  knees  In  die  kin-hen  to  ask  the 
good  Lord  to  send  them  «  bird.  Uncle  Daniel, 
touched  by  this  demonstration  of  faith,  takes  a 
gun  and  determines  to  gel  a  turkey  al  any  hazard. 
(iver  the  hills  he  goes,  but  his  Journey  is  bopelesslj 
fruitless  until  be  comes  to  the  rear  of  the  Colonels 
house.  Tillie,  the  cook,  has  just  bung  a  fat  turke.i 
on  a  post  outside  the  kitchen  door.  When  Daniel 

sees  (tj  be  can'l  resist  the  temptation.  Back  home 
he   hustles  and    finds  Dinah   still   at    prayer,      lie    lays 
the    fowl    on    the    II   ■    beside    her    and    sneaks    out. 
When  Dinah  sees  it  she  surely  thinks  il  was  duo 
to  her  prayers.  Well,  the  turkey  is  cooked  and  an 
old-fashioned  Christmas  anticipated.  Meanwhile  the 
Colonel    has   discovered    his    loss    and    Hacks    the    thief 

to  Roll's  estate.  Entering,  a  tragedy  seems  In- 
evitable, hut  when  the  old  Colonel  sees  the  young 

one — his  grandson — in  the  cradle,  his  heart  goes 
out  to  it  and  the  feud  ends  then  and  there.  All 
hands  sit  down  and  enjoy  a  real  Merry  Christinas 
dinner.      Length,   904   feet. 

THE  RECKONING.  A  Thrilling  Dramatic  Episode 

by  the  Biograph.--"The  cup  was  full  and  the  day 
of  recokonlng  had  arrived."  Assuredly,  no  more 
intense  motion  picture  production  has  over  been 
issued  than  this,  which  luridly  depicts  the  frailly 
of  the  sons  of  Adam.  For  his  heritage  to  man 
I  here  must  conic  a  reckoning,  and  there  is  no 
escape,  though  it  may  he  deferred.  In  our  story 
«e  find  a  couple  struggling  for  a  livelihood,  meager 
though  it  needs  must  lie.  The  husband  seemed  con- 

test «in  the  struggle,  working  at  the  factory  for 
the  pittance  he  received,  but  his  love  for  his  wife 
made  the  labor  light.  On  the  other  hand,  to  the 
young  wife  this  condition  was  most  odious.  In  the 
grind  of  household  duties,  having,  from  force  of 
Circumstances,    to    do    them    all    unassisted,    she    was 
like  a   flower  withering  for  want  of  sunshine.      Hot   
il  was  not  surprising  that  she  listened  avidiously 
to  the  flattering  platitudes  of  the  unconscionable 
tempter.  In  the  first  scene  we  sec  her  at  the 
ironing  table,  while  her  husband  bids  her  a  tender 
adieu  on  his  departure  for  work.  Hardly  has  lie 

left  the  threshold,  when  the  grocer's  clerk  enters. 
and  is  received  with  an  effusiveness  most  unola 
tonic.  They  at  once  proceed  to  enjoy  a  little 
lunch,  the  ingredients  of  which  the  clerk  has 
brought  in  a  basket.  .Meanwhile  the  husband  ar- 

rives at  the  factory,  only  to  find  it  closed  down. 
Retracing  his  steps  he  arrives  home,  and  seeing  the 
window'  down  and  the  shade  closed,  his  suspicions 
are  aroused.  Stealthily  raising  the  window  and 
lifting  the  shade  slightly,  his  fears  arc  confirmed. 
His  action,  quiel  though  it  be.  startles  the  lovers. 
who  leave  the  lunch  table  and  hide  behind  a  sheet 
hanging  across  the  room.  Entering,  the  husband, 
with  gaze  riveted  on  the  sheet,  picks  op  a  pistol 
and  sits  himself  in  front  of  their  hiding  place, 
calmly    lights    his    pipe    and    waits.      At    length    he 
beckons — "Come  out."  (Thla  is  undoubtedly 
most  tense  situation  ever  attempted  in  motion 
tares.)  The  clerk  appears  first,  followed  by 
wife,  and — the  reckoning  is  paid.  Length. 
feet. 
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EDISON   MFG.   CO. 
COCOA  INDUSTRY,  TRINIDAD.  BRITISH  WEST 

INDIES.  —  Synopsis        of        scenes:  "I  Ionie-keeping 
youths  have  ever  homely  wits."  asserts  the  im- 

mortal bard:  but.  in  the  days  of  the  moving  pic- 
ture, he  can  no  longer  plead  an  cm-us, — for  may 

he    not    travel,    seated    in    a    comfortable    plush    opera 
chair,    visit    all    countries,    anil    see    tl   peration    of 
numerous     industries? 

Edison    enterprise    again    offers    the    busy,    studious 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIN,  Manager 

116  South  Cspllol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Our  film  service  makes  jour  haDk 
account  grow  fat,  Mr.  Manager.  Write 
us  to  day  and  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We  are  members  of  the  Film  Service  Aiiociallon 

WANTED 
Gentleman  (  European )  thoroughly 
experienced  In  all  departments  ol 
Moving  Picture  manufacture,  wishes 
position  as  foreman.  A.  Z.,  care  of 
Moving  Picture  World. 

WANTED 
Management  of   M.  P.  Show 

Percentage  only  or  will  lease  one 
fully  equipped 

Not  Afraid  to  Tackle  "  Dead  Ones  " 
Address 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE 

West  Union        -       -        Iowa 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 
Next  Release 

The 

Installment  Collector 
(Lgth    Approx.  550  Ft.) 

A  BATTLE  ROYAL 
(Lglh.  396  Ft.) 

READY 

WEDNESDAY  DEC.  16th 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFG.<D. 

501  WtLLS  ST.  ChigagoJlls. 
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EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still  Another  New  Model.      Most  Up-to-date  Machine  on  the  Market 

UNDERWRITERS' MODELS ype"B") 
fe-PIN 

novEneNT 
Approved  by  the  New  York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 

Bureau  of  Water,  Gas  and  Electricity 

IMPPnVrn  Takeup.  Rheostat, ilfirr\WV  b.  I*F  Automatic  Shutter, 
Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 
Metal  Cabinet,  Film  Guard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 
Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Miti e  Gears. 

With  Underwriter's  j  (Jyp^fJ  Amp.  $225.00 Model  Rheostat  J         25  Amp.  $220.00 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

$155.00 

$75.00 

An  Opportunity  to  Change  your  Two-    w^j-  nn 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism    "■i3'«u 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  370 

Universal  Model 

EDISON   FILMS 
NEW   FEATURE   SUBJECTS: 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  8,  1908. 

THE  TALE  THE  TICKER  TOLD.    Dramatic 
A  white  heat  incident  of  a  Stock  Exchange  panic  eliciting  a  story  remarkable  for  its  mad  specula- 

tion, intense  passion,  reckless  revenge,  love,  hate  and  delirium. 
No.  6402.  Code,  VENDRED1.  Approz.  Length,  900  feet. 

SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  406. 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  11,1908 

THE  ANCEL  CHILD.    Comedy 
To  deceive  her  suitors  in  regard  to  her  age  a  matrimonially  inclined  widow  dresses  her  daughter 

in  youthful  attire,  but  the  "  angel  child  "  plays  havoc  with  the  courtings  until  Billy  Goodfellow  comes 
along  to  win  "  mamma."  The  child  then  sees  her  chance — she  appears  properly  attired  with  lengthened 
skirts  and  cuts  "  mamma  "  out  by  winning  Billy  for  herself. 

No.  6403.  Code,  VENDREMOS  Approz.  Length,  900  feet. 
SEND  FOR  DESCRIPTIVE  CIRCULAR  No.  406  A. 

SHIPMENT 
DECEMBER  15,  1908 

No  6404. 
SHIPMENT 

DECEMBER  18,  1908 
No.  6405. 

NEXT  WEEK'S  SUBJECTS: 

COCOA    INDUSTRY,  TRINIDAD,  B.  W.  I. 
Code,  VBNDRIA1S.  Appro*.  Length,  850  feet. 

THE  STREET  WAIF'S  CHRISTMAS*  pSuc' Code,  VENDRIAN.  Approz.  Length,  900  Feet.  I  Comic 

We  Are  Also   Prepared   to   Furnish   Prints  of  Our  Two    Previous 
CHRISTMAS   SUCCESSES 

"The  Night  Before  Christmas " 

"A  Little  Girl  Who  Did  Not  Believe  in  Santa  Glaus." ALL   ORDERS    FILLED    IN    ROTATION 

Edison  Manufacturing  Co. 
MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :     72  LAKESIDE  AVE.,  ORANUE.  N.  J. 

New  York  Office  :    10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    804  Wabash  Avenue. 
Office  for  United  Kingdom  :    Edison  Works,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
L.  Waters,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  York  George  Breck,  70  Turk  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Dealers  in  All  Principal  Cities 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVINC  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialtv      Agents  for  Monograph,  Power's 
and  Edison  Machines.    Supplies  and  Sundries. 

Boston     Mass. 
Incorporated  1908. 

FILMS 
564    Washington 

Established  1891. 

Street, 

(Opposite  Adams  House). 

man  a  picture  of  an  importaut  and  interesting  pro- 
duct, the  complete  operation  of  the  cocoa  industry 

in  the  British  West  Indies — from  the  planting  to the    serving. 

It  is  planted  and  gathered:  brought  in  from  the 
fields:  then  the  workers  return  home  at  the  end  of 
the  flay.  It  is  cleaned,  sorted,  and  the  seed  ex- 

tracted. The  drying  process  and  native  method  of 
polishing  with  clay  and  water,  using  an  ancient, 
but  effective  press — treading  under  foot.  It  is  theu 
packed  in  bags,  taken  on  carts  to  the  depot,  finally 
loaded   on    the    ship. 
Amusements  of  the  people.  The  snake  charmer 

and  his  pretty  daughter;  the  peculiar  stick  fights  of 
the   natives  and   a   holiday   carnival. 

Then,   the  reception  room  of  a   New  York    : 
serving  hot  cocoa  to  her  guests.     Our  trip   is  ended, 
with  increased  knowledge,  no  loss  of  time,  and  at  a 
small   cost.      App.   length,    850   feet. 

A  STREET  WAIF'S  CHRISTMAS.— Synopsis  of 
scenes:  A  softening  influence  at  Christmas  time 
seems  to  touch  men's  hearts  and,  like  a  kindly 
leaven,    encourage    gentler   thoughts   and   actions. 

This  story  tells  of  a  crippled  child  of  wealthy 
parents,  who  is  saved  from  death  from  a  runaway 
team,    by   Marie,   a   waif  of   the   streets. 

Children  recognize  no  social  distinctions;  the 
children  become  friends,  and  Ronald  gives  Marie 
his  toy  Jester,  which  she  hugs  to  her  bosom  as  she 
again   wanders    on. 

Ronald  writes  to  Santa  Clans,  asking  for  a  little 
sister.  Marie,  ere  she  sinks  unconscious  in  the 
snow,  traces  a  letter  to  Santa  Claus  on  a  frosted 
window  glass,  asking  that  he  grant  Ronald  what- 

ever he  may  wish. 
She  dreams  that  the  Jester  comes  to  life  and 

summons  a  beautiful  chariot  from  Fairyland  in 
which   they  go  together  to  Toyland. 
Santa  Claus  greets  her  and  gives  her  a  warm 

welcome.  She  is  invited  to  accompany  him  on  his 
trip.      A   beautiful   doll   is   taken    along. 
Marie  awakens  to  find  herself  in  a  warm  bed 

and  find  that  she  is  in  the  home  of  Ronald.  (His 
father   having   found   her   in   the   snow. ) 

Against  the  chimney  stands  a  doll's  bos — but no  doll.  Instead  she  finds  a  beautiful  suit  of 
clothes,  which  she  puts  on  and  steps  in  the  box. 
thinking  to  surprise   the   folks. 
The  box  is  opened  and  Ronald  is  delighted,  and 

sure  Santa  Claus  has  granted  his  wish.  His  father 
finding  no  one  to  claim  Marie,  adopts  her,  and  both 
children   are  made  happy.     App.    length.   900   feet. 

ESSANAY  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
THE  INSTALLMENT  COLLECTOR.— The  develop- 

ment of  the  plot  of  this  comedy  film  is  based  on 
the  well  known  theory  of  the  installment  plan.  A 
young  man  purchases  an  edition  of  a  book  by  the 
payment  of  $1  down,  and  the  signing  of  a  edntracf 
for  10  cents  a  week  for  a  stipulated  number  of 
weeks.  The  collector  appears  for  a  first  install- 

ment at  the  office  and  interrupts  the  young  man  in 
a  little  love  scene  with  his  stenographer. 
The  second  installment  finds  him  asleep  in   bed. 
The   third   installment   at   a   theater   party. 
The  fourth  installment  at  a  cafe  lunching  with 

a  young  lady. 
The  fifth   installment   in   a   barber  shop. 
The   sixth    installment   as   he   is  driving   in   a   cab. 
The  seventh  installment  while  he  is  entertaining 

a  number  of  young  ladies  with  his  vocal  accom- 

plishments. The  eighth  installment  as  he  Is  about  to  catch 
a  train,  which  he  is  compelled  to  miss  on  account 
of   the  collector. 
The  ninth  installment  finds  the  collector  sitting 

on    the    doorstep    as   he   returns   in    the   evening. 
The  tenth  installment  he  is  enjoying  himself  at  a 

skating  rink  when   the  collector  appears. 
The  eleventh  installment  he  is  out  rowing  with  a 

young  lady,  and  the  collector,  not  to  be  evaded, 
plunges    Into    the    water    after    him. 
The  last  installment  the  collector  invades  a 

church  as  the  young  man  is  about  to  he  married. 
The  young  man  pays  the  debt  in  full;  theu  returns 
to  his  bride,  who  has  fainted  at  the  interruption, 
and  she  discards  him  and  leaves  the  church. 
■  Ever;  situation  in  this  film  is  excruclatiugls 
funny.  From  the  beginning  of  the  purchase  of  the 
book  till  the  final  scene  it  is  one  continual  roar  of 
laughter.      Length,   550  feet. 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    CO. 
THE  CHANGING  OF  SOULS.— Professor  Stone  is 

lecturing  ou  Hypnotism  at  the  University,  espe- 
cially on  the  problem  how  to  hypnotize  the  souls 

of  two  human  beings  that  they  can  he  made  to 
change,  and  he  demonstrates  this  theory  upon  him- 

self and  a  student,  who  has  not  yet  quite  recovered 
from  yesterday's  spree.  The  consequence  of  this 
being  that  the  student's  half-druuken  soul  quietly 
settles  down  in  the  sober  body  of  the  Professor. 

while  the  Professor's  soul  remains  In  the  student's 
drunken  body.  The  immediate  outcome  of  this 
bewildering  results  in  that  the  Professor  at  once 
leaves  the  lecture  room  together  with  the  students, 
while  the  student  shaking  his  head  at  the  madness 

of  the  young  men.  goes  to  the  Professor's  house, where  to  his  great  astonishment  no  kind  reception 

Is  given  him  on  the  part  of  the  Professor's  wife 
and  daughter,  in  fact,  the  ladies  are  so  inhos- 

pitable as  to  send  for  a  policeman  in  order  to  have 
the   wine-smelling   student   taken   into   custody,    who, 
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We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
In  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  York,  N.T. 

70  Franklin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Kalem  Films 

OR  LABOR  WARS 
IN  THE  COAL  NINES 

LENGTH  880  FEET 

This  Big  Feature  Film  is  simply 
a  Wonderful  Drama  of  Labor 
Troubles  in  the  Coal  Mines  of 

Pennsylvania.  Everything  about 
it  is  The  Real  Thing — no  fake 
studio  stuff  about  it.  Any  M.  P. 
House  in  a  manufacturing  centre 
will  do  wonders  with  this  subject. 

Special  Announcement:    We 

have  a  big  stock  company  work- 
ing on  our  own  estate  on  the  St. 

John's  River,  Florida.  Watch out  for  some  great  Southern 
Headliners ! 

KALEM  CO.,  Inc. 
131  West  24th  St.,  New  York  City 

bavins,  u  1-  tb«  iini.it  ol  Ibe  Profesaoi  pulled  "ft 
bli  coal  uikI  booti,  ind  i*  Ivlni  down  "»  tbi 
touch  in  spite  •  ■(  iii-  protr«ti  h«  1*  put  Into  Jail, 
Winn-,  however,  be  toon  geti  nmebodj  t"  keep  bloi 
companj .  as  iii,'  Profeuor,  after  having  consumed 
ratbei  t.«.  much  in  ■  student*1  club  Is  taken  Into 
custody  (••!  street  rloti  and  carried  to  tba  same 
Jiiii    ii>    iii.'   student       Tue    meeting    between    thoae 
two  men  «uii  the  changed  aouli  u  hlgblj     leal, 
inn   the  Profeaaor'i  >..ui   in  the  itudenl  -  bodj    m   

Unit    anotUer    changing    or    sonls    li    abao 
Intel]    necessary,   so  this   is  done  nil   right, 
iho  Profeaaor'i  wife  and  daughter  arrive  to  Inquire 
sfter   their  dear   Profeaaor,   ■    lifht    li   thrown  u   
the  whole  matter  to  the  entire  Mtlafactlon  of  nil 
parties  concerned      1  ength,    iv:.  f< .  1 

KALEM  COMPANY. 
THE  MOLLY  MAGUIRES;  Or,  Labor  Wars  in  tho 

Coal  Minos.  Some  thirty  years  ago  there  existed 
among  toe  anthracite  coal  mlnera  of  Northeast 
Pennsylvania  ■  aecrel  organisation  known  aj  the 
Molly  Uagnlrea.  Taking  the  name  from  a  aecrel 
political  society  of  Ireland  it  spread  rapidly  over 
the  entire  anthracite  country  and  soon  succeeded 
in  obtaining  a  genera]  ascendancy  In  the  councils  of 
the  miners.  The  region  was  divided  Into  districts, 
each  under  the  wle  command  of  a  chlel 
known  as  a  "body  master."  a  general  strik.-  was 
successful  and  many  of  the  hardships  of  the  min- 

ing system  wiped  ont.  Hut  In  a  few  years  the 
organization     It'll      Into     t  lie     hands     Of     a     band     Of 
desperate  leaders  who  used  their  powei  over  the 
simple  miner  folks  for  ti  elr  own  Belftsh  ends. 
Strikes  were  ordered  by  tliem  on  the  slightest 
excuse.  Soon  a  speeies  of  terrorism  existed  through. 
out  the  entire  region.  Hut  the  arrest  and  execution 
of  a  number  of  the  most  criminal  leaders  broke  the 
power  of  the  "Mollies"  over  the  miners.  In  Hie 
Stirring  scenes  about  to  be  shown  you  Is  told  a 
story  of  human  Buffering,  endurance  and  heroism 
among  these  simple  miner  people.  Length,  8S0 
feet. 

Scene  1. — Death    Visits    Miner    Auderson's    House. 
Scene  2. — The  Strike — Anderson  Refuses  in  Go  Out. 
Seene  :i. — Conspiracy    In   the   Coal   Breakers. 

Scene  4. — Anderson   Assaulted  by  Strikers. 
Scene.".. —  Anderson's   Home   Coming 
Scene  li. — Strikers  Rum  Anderson's  Little  Cottage. 
Seene  7. — The  Fight  at   the  Breakers. 
Scene  8. — Back     to     Work. 

S.    LUBIN. 
THE  LIGHTHOUSE  KEEPER'S  DAUGHTER.  - 

Father's  Dinner. — Mary,  the  lighthouse  keeper's 
daughter  brings  father's  dinner.  She  whistles,  he 
lets  down  the  rope  and  pulls  his  meagre  meal  up 
to    his    lonely    place. 

Five  Million  on  Board — The  next  scene  luings  us 
to  the  ship  owner's  office,  a  very  l.usy  place.  Two 
bank  runners  bring  an  iron  strong  box.  They  de 
liver  it  to  the  clerk  who  in  turn  delivers  it  on 
hoard    tile    ship. 

Sacrifice  Your  Ship,  You  Will  Be  Rich. — lie  then 
goes  down  to  the  Captain's  room  and  persuades 
him  to  sacrifice  his  ship,  to  run  her  upon  the  rocks 
and  later  divide  the  money.  "I  will  extinguish 
the  lighthouse  lamp  and  you  cannot  be  blamed." he   says. 

Ship  Ahoy. — The  ship  is  going  to  leave.  The 
clerk  stands  at  the  wharf  motioning  to  the  Cap- 

tain. "Don't  forget  your  promise."  Mary  who  just 
came   to  get   some  oil   saw   the   young   man. 
The  Greed  for  Gold. — It  is  evening.  The  clerk 

approaches  to  extinguish  the  lighthouse  lamp.  He 
puts  on  a  mask,  tries  his  revolver  and  ascends  the 
winding   staircase. 

"Down  the  Light?  Never!" — The  lighthouse 
keeper  is  surprised  by  the  robber,  who  requests  Mm 
to  down  the  light.  He  positively  refuses.  The 
clerk  tries  to  go  to  the  lamp — the  lighthouse  keeper 
tries  to  stop  Mm — they  wring — a  well  directed  blow 
and  the  keeper  drops  to  the  floor.  The  clerk  downs 
the    light   and   quickly   leaves. 

The  Discovery. — Mary  brings  father's  Slipper She  whistles,  but  no  response.  Wonderlngly  she 
looks  up.  The  light  seems  very  dark  to  her.  She 
whistles  again  and  then  ascends  the  stairway.  She 
finds  father  unconscious.  She  revives  him,  he  re- 

lates his  story,  she  wants  to  run  for  help,  lie 
gives  her  his  revolver  for  protection.     She  descends. 

I  Shall  Finish  Him  This  Time. — The  clerk  sees 
the  light.  He  rushes  back.  "I  shall  finish  him  this 
time."  he  says.  He  ascends  the  staircase  just  as 
Mary  comes  down.  "Stop."  she  says.  He  pulls 
his  revolver  but  she  is  quicker — a  flash — and  the 
clerk   tumbles  down  the  stairs. 

The  Capture. — The  shot  rang  through  the  night. 
Policemen  come  running.  She  exnlains.  The  police 
men  tear  the  mask  off  the  clerk's  face.  Mary 
recognizes    him. 

Ship  in  Safety. —The  ship  owner's  office.  He 
walks  nervously  up  and  down.  Mary  enters.  She 
speaks  to  the  owner.  Now  the  clerk  enters  between 
two  policemen.  Mary  accuses  him.  Just  then  a 
messenger  boy  enters  bringing  a  message.  "The 
ship  is  in  safety.  Capt.Lund."  The  owner  presses 
Mary's  hand,  the  clerk  is  taken  away  and  put  be- 

hind prison  bars.  Length,  900  feet, 
feet. 

MOVING  PICTURE 

PRINTINt".  SAMPLES $1.00 

■    *>***•'   *   11^  VJ     i  ipai.l. 

Passion  Play  Printing. 

I.  W.  ALLEN,  Beverly,  Mass. 

LANTERN     SLIDES 
on  Sale  or  Hire,  ao  ooo  to  select  from.  Special 
once  (or  permanent  hirers.  Slides  made  from 
photographs  or  negatives  at  lowest  pricev 

Note  New  Address 

RILEY  OPTICAL   INSTkUnENT  CO. 
3  Hast    Mth  Street.  New  York,  and  River 

Edge,  N.  J. 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

THR  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM   CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  50c 

For  lull  particulars  write  to 
THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO 

2654  Mission  Street,  San   Francisco,  Ca_; 

LANTERN     SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  1  llustrated  Songs,  etc 
We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 

CEO.   J.    COLDTHORPE    A.   CO. 
244  West  Mth  Street.  New  York 

Do   NOT  put  on  the 

PASSION     PLAY 
■Without  Music    and    Lecture 
If  you  are  too  far  away  from  New  York  or 

Philadelphia  to  engage  the  services  of  the 
first  and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion   Play   in  particular, 

W.  STEPHEN  BUSH 
get  his  lecture  in  print.  Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with  valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory. 
This  copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly  with 
the  pictures  and  giving  full  explanation  and 
commentary  on  every  scene  sent  postpaid  to 
any  address  in  U.  S.  or  Canada  on  receipt  of 
one   dollar.      Address 

W.  Stephen  Bush.  155  N.  Conestoga  St.,  Phil*..  Ps. 
May  be  reached  at  any  time  by 
Phone  in  residence,  Belmont  4484. 

SPECIAL  NOTICE.— I  have  prepared  spe- 
cial lectures  with  suggestions  as  to  music  and 

effects  for  every  feature  film  turned  out  by 
the  Edison  licensees.  The  list  comprises  over 
a  hundred  subjects  and  includes  the  very 
latest    feature    films.      Price    per    lecture,    25c. 

BE  SIRE  AND  GET 

O  LI   UCO      FOR   THE 

CHRISTMAS 
ILLUSTRATED  SONG  HITS 

Per 

$5.00 
Set 

WHY  DON'T  SANTA  CLAUS  GO  NEXT 

DOOR? 
THE  HOLY  LIGHT 

THEY'LL  BE  SORRY  SOME  DAY 

SMILING  STAR 

Slides  for  above  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
1 20  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 
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Do  You 

Suppose 
DO  YOU  SUPPOSE  that  a 

House  of  OLDEST  stand- 
ing, and  now  with  four 

Completely  Equipped 
Film  Exchanges  of  its 
own,  would  continue  to 
grow  as  we  have  Year 
after  Year. 

If 
those  who  from  the  in- 

fancy of  the  Film  Busi- 
ness ha.ve  been  served 

here,  were  not  satisfied  ? 

And  If 
new  customers  were  not 
continually  coming  to  us 
because  of  the  sterling 
qualities  of  our  Service  ? 
The  advantages  that 

have  won  theirconfidence 
might  reasonably  invite 
your  preference. 

YOU  are  sure  that  what 

you  get  here  is  RIGHT. 

20th  Century 
OptiscopeCo. 

R.  G.  BACHMAN,  Pies. 

Argyle  Bldg.  -  KANSAS  CITY,  MO. 

59  Dearborn  St.  -  CHICAGO,  ILL 

Eccles  Bldg.     -     OGDEN,  UTAH 
FOREIGN    OFFICE: 

HAVANA         -        CUBA 

PATHE  FRERES. 

THE  CLOWN'S  DAUGHTER.— A  group  of  stroll- ing players  are  seen  following  an  old  wagon  along 
the  highway,  stopping  as  the.v  come  to  a  town 
to  give  a  performance.  Among  their  number  is 
a  beautiful  young  girl,  the  daughter  of  a  clown, 
and  she  is  a  tired-out  looking  little  creature,  indeed. 
as  she  trudges  along  clad  in  rags.  An  artlstocratic 
looking  youth  happens  to  pass  the  little  group  and 
being  attracted  by  the  girl's  beauty  and  manners. 
stalls  a  little  flirtation,  to  which  she  responds  with 
a    glance   of    her    mischievous   eyes. 

That  day  the  youth  attends  the  performance  and 
before  the  show  begins  he  gets  an  opportunity  to 
speak  to  the  maiden  and  make  love  to  her.  ami 
finally  induces  her  to  leave  the  company  and  run 
away  with  him.  Taking  her  to  his  beautiful  home, 
he  presents  her  to  his  family  and  friends,  and  the 
poor  girl,  unaccustomed  to  such  splendid .  surround- 

ings,   is   thrown   into  raptures   of  admiration. 
When  the  father  misses  his  daughter  he  starts 

out  with  another  member  of  the  company  in  pur- 
suit. They  track  her  to  the  mansion  and!  entering 

unnoticed,  try  to  drag  her  away,  but  she  refuses 
to  go  and  the  pair  are  forcibly  ejected  from  the 
place.  They  soon  return,  however,  and  come  upon 
the  girl  jn  her  room  just  as  she  is  about  to  discard 
her  rags  for  a  beautiful  gown.  They  seize  and 
drag  her  back  to  the  old  wagon,  where  they  make 
her  a  prisoner,  with  one  of  their  number  standing 
guard.  Her  new  lover  manages,  however,  to  have 
a  short  conversation  with  her  through  the  window. 
during  which  they  plan  to  elope.  He  sends  her 

a  suit  of  men's  clothing,  in  which  she  disguises 
herself  and  escapes  from  the  wagon  and  then 
hurries  on  to  meet  her  lover  at  the -inn.  The  man 
on  guard  hastens  to  inform  her  father  of  her  escape, 
but  the  parent,  realizing  that  it  is  useless  to  try 
to  take  her  from  her  lover,  plans  to  have  a  couole 
of  ruffians  do  away  with  the  young  man.  He 
knows  that  the  lovers  are  to  meet  at  the  inn.  so 
has  the  pair  of  cut-throats  lie  in  wait  to  murder 
the  youth.  The  girl  reaches  the  inn  first,  however, 
and  in  her  disguise  they  mistake  her  for  her  lover 
and  plunge  a  knife  into  her  heart.  After  the  deed 
carry  it  down  to  the  seashore  where  the  old  man 
carry  it  down  to  the  sea  shore  where  the  old  man 
is  waiting  to  dispose  of  it.  The  latter  opens  it 
and  discovers  the  great  mistake.  He  falls  prostrate 
over  the  lifeless  form  of  his  daughter.  Length,  771 
feet. 

THE  DEADLY  PLANT.— An  old  doctor  is  left 
guardian  over  his  nephew  and  niece,  who  inherit 
a  large  fortune  from  their  deceased  parents.  The 
will  reads  that  the  entire  fortune  will  go  to  the 
surviving  heir  in  the  event  of  the  death  of  the 
other,  which  makes  the  young  man.  who  is  a  very 
selfish  fellow,  wish  that  his  sister  was  out  of 
the  way  so  that  he  could  have  full  swing  at  the whole    legacy. 

The  uncle  returns  from  an  expedition  to  the 
woods,  where  he  has  been  gathering  herbs  from 
which  he  makes  some  sort  of  medicine.  One 
plant  in  the  collection  he  describes  to  the  young 
people  as  being  deadly  and  this  so  interests  the 
youth  that  he  sets  out  to  secure  a  specimen  of 
same.  He  meets  the  old  man  on  his  way  and  The 
latter,  becoming  suspicious,  makes  up  his  mind 
to  watch  his  ward.  The  youth,  successful  at  last 
in  securing  a  piece  of  the  deadly  plant,  returns 
home  and  extracts  the  poison,  and  when  his  sister 
is  not  looking  he  pours  some  of  it  in  her  tea 
and  leaves  the  house.  Shortly  after  the  girl  is 
taken  violently  ill  and  is  on  the  point  of  death 
when  her  uncle  enters  and.  realizing  at  a  glance 
tin1  nature  of  her  illness,  administers  an  antidote, 
which  soon  revives  her  and  in  a  short  time  she  is 
entirely  recovered.  When  the  brother  returns  lie 
appears  to  be  astonished  at  the  state  of  affairs 
and  when  accused  of  the  crime  he  strongly  protests 
his  innocence,  but  the  proofs  are  too  strong  and  he 
is  led  away  by  the  police  witli  a  serious  charge 
pending   against    him.      Length.    430    feet. 

THE  MINIATURE  CIRCUS.— This  artistically  col- 
ored picture  shows  us  the  parents  of  another 

"Little  Nemo"  as  they  enter  his  play  room  and 
present  him  with  a  miniature  circus.  The  little 
fellow  plays  with  the  puppets  until,  tired  out.  he 
falls  asleep  beside  them.  Next  we  see  him  dream 
lug  that  all  the  lillle  dummies  come  to  life  and 
are  performing  in  the  ring.  We  see  his  dreams 
enacted  before  us  and  it  is  as  interesting  as 
though  we  are  really  witnessing  a  circus.  We  sec 
the  elephants  doing  some  clever  tricks,  also  the 
horses  with  their  bareback  riders,  and  the  clown 
wiili  his  usual  funny  stunts.  Finally  an  ostrich 
conies  on  the  scene  and  plays  all  sorts  of  amusing 

pranks,  and  the  child's  parents  enter  the  room  and awaken  him  and.  to  his  dismay  i  so  real  has  been 
his  dream  I.  he  finds  all  the  toys  just  as  he  left 
them  on  the  table.  We  sec  the  little  fellow  as  lie 
describes  to  his  amused  parents  the  wonders  be 
has    seen    in    his   sleep.      Length,    039    led. 

MOTHER-IN-LAW  BREAKS  ALL  RECORDS.  A 
young  man  is  enjoying  a  hearty  meal  with  his  loving 
wile  and  her  mother,  the  latter  happens  to  he  an 
awful  boii'.  but  he  manages  to  make  the  most  of 
I  lie  Bit  nation.  Suddenly  they  bear  the  sound  of 
an  automobile  at  the  door  and  git  OUl  to  invcsli- 
galc.     and.     while     the    owner    is    repairing    a     break, 
i lie   old    woman    climbs   in    and    starts    the   machine. 

and,    before   any   one   can   come    to   her   assistance   and 

SPECIAL  SALE 
Lamp  Jaws  for  Power's  Lamps 
tt  at  will  not  burn  off  $2. 25   per  pair 

Sent   C.   O.  D.   on   Receipt    of    $1.00  Deposit 

IMPERIAL  FILM  EXCHANGE 
Suite  502-503-501  Cronin  Bldg. 

301  River  Street  -  Troy,  H.  Y. 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
No.  47   North   I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  qualit>  Film  service — Edison 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberg 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  for 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

frerythlng  In  NEW  and  S.  H. 
Motion  Picture 

Machines 
Films,  Stereopticcms, 

Song  Slides    and   Sup- 
plies.   Same  wanted. Catalogues  free. 

HARBACH   i   CO., 

809  Filbert  St.,  Phlla.,  Pa. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films. 
Lanterns,   Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHAS.    M.    STEBBIN8 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesale  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

56  Fifth  Avenue       -      -      CHICAGO. 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

riiln  and  Colored  Lantern  Slides  sod  Illustrated  Ssap 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Frederick  T.  McLeod,  Manager 

KEITH,  PROCTOR  &     P0LI 
Are  using  these  chairs  in  their  best 

theatres. 

AUTOMATIC  FOLDING  and  REVOLVING 

OPERA  CHAIRS 
Nothing  Better  for  Nickel 

Theatres  and  General  Seating 

The  HARDEST?  MFG.  CO. 
Canal  Dover,  Ohio 

United  States 
OR 

Canadian 

PATENTS  $25^-° 
We  pay  all  expenses  and  disbursements  except 
Government  tees.  Write  to  us  for  preliminary 
opinions  on  all  legal  matters.  No  charge  unless 
retained.  Associates  enable  us  to  investigate 
and  prosecute  foreign  interests  with  dispatch. 

Our  Pamphlet  for  the  Asking 

THE    INDUSTRIAL    LAW    LEAGUe,   Inc. 

170  Broadway.  New  York  City,  N.  Y. 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture   World 

in  your  correspondence. 
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CALEHUFF 
A  riember  ol  the 

FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

Headquarters  for  only   the  best  of  latest 

FILMS     and   SONQ    SLIDES.      No    junk. 

MACHINES,  SUPPLIES,  Etc. 

LATEST  SONG    SLIDES 
$5.00  per  set 

N.  E.  Cor.  4th  &  Green  Streets, 
PHILADELPHIA.    PA. 

Learn  to  Make 
Mirrors 

jiVe  furnish  complete  instructions  for 
(naking  all  kinds  of  Mirrors  so  simply 

\  hat  anyone  can  make  a  first-class  Mirror 
.s  soon  as  they  read  over  our  copyrighted 
nstructions.  For  $2.0f)  we  send  you  the 

omple'e  outfit.  This  price  is  good  for  a 
hort  time  only.  No  machines  used,  all 
ngredients  can  be  secured  of  your  local 
Irnggist  for  a  few  cents. 

THE   BUTTS  SIGN   ®   NOVELTY    CO. 

128  Temple  Court  Bldg,  Denver,  Colo. 

ABAGRAPtt^ 
P.  A.  DASCHKE.  Manager 

77  W.  44th  St.,  New  York  City 
Opposite  the  Hippodrome 

Moving  Picture  Films  &  Supplies 
The  Service  that  Satisfies 

Announcement  Slides 
Everything  Pertaining  to  the  Moving 

Picture  Business. 

THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 

NO  VIBRATION! 
Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 

workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $175.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

PRINTING  for 
PASSION  PLAY 
ND   OTHER   SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  <SL  CO. 
26  E.  8tH  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

■top   li.   awaj    ii   B lea  down   the  itreel      The   fright- 
•  -■••-•i  "   .hi  ii.iiii.it:,-.  to  keep  111   the  iteorlni   wheel, 
'•in         being    -1.111., 1    in    the   art    o(    guiding    the 
.mi"    -in-    create*    a     panic    nil    along    the 
aniaehlng   Into  a   push   cart,    tvblch   ibe  upaeta,   iplll- 
Inn    the    •   1  «-n  1  -    ait    over    the    itreel       Nexi    aha 
goea    through    a    large    palntlni    that    i«   
carrying,     then     racei     along     toward     the 
croaalng,   where  the  gatea  air  lowered,   ami  imaahea 
through    1i1.au       She    then    rldea    through    a    itabla 
door,   Ian    fortnnatel]    cornea  oul   aafel]    on   11   ther 
-1,1,'      Finally,   after   her   exeltlna   ride,    ahe   1   na 
1,,  gel  "ii  to  iii«-  course  "t  a  "New  fork  to  Parla" 
  -a   nut    gets    Into    the    heal    >•(    tin-    contest 
ami    tlnalli     win, Is    up    al     III,'    Mulsh    anil     Is    mistaken 
l"i     "la •    of    Hi"    ,   I, 'slants        Slii'    ulns    III,.    I,."    md 
recelvea   the   prlae   amid   1   1   cheera  "i    the   enthua- 
laatic    crowd       Length,     :"•-'    feet, 
THE  QUARRY  man.  a  laborer  111  a  atone 

quarry    is    aeen    leaving    1, 1--    wife    ami    family    ami 
I   t   i"  ills  dally    toil,   where  H    is  hi*  duty    i"  s,.i 
tlu>  fiis,-  I,,  Hi,,  powder  which  blneti  oul  the  heavy 
rock,  Something  unforeseen  happens  i"  the  fuae 
ami  11  doea  n"i  Ignite  the  blaat,  -,,.  after  waiting 
for  some  time,  tbe  man  goea  up  i"  Investigate 
the  cause  "i  the  delay.  Suddenly  there  is  a  ter- 

rific exploalon  and  he  la  thrown  many  feet  away 
ami  Beverely  Injured.  His  companlona  carry  bim 
home  ami  when  be  regains  consciousness  the  poor 
fellow  realiaea  thai  he  has  l"si  his  Bight,  Being 
an  able  bodied  man.  the  facl  thai  in'  "ill  non  1," 
helpless    so    preys    on    Ms    mind,    together    with    the 
1   Ighl    Hi. 11    his    wil','    Is    1111  tii  it  It  till    lii   him,    he    asks 
ins  inn,'  boj  i"  lead  him  down  i"  the  river.  The 
blind   man    fumblea  around   ami   al    laal    jumps    Into 
ii,"  sir, am  ami  would  have  drowned  but  for  the 

timely  arrival  ,,t'  his  wife,  win.  nlunges  in  11, r 
liilll     anil     brings     him     safely     to     shore.       Shi-     lead! 
him  home,  ami  realizing  that  It  was  all  done  for 
love  "i"  her  ami  sorrow  over  her  unfaithfulness, 
ahe  decides  i"  devote  her  life  to  him,  turning  her 
back  mi  the  unwotthy  man  who  has  cauaed  the 
trouble  and  who  is  even  now  waiting  to  elope 

with  her.     Length,   .".71   feet. 
THE  MOHAMMEDAN  AT  HOME.  The  people  of 

Hi"  Mohammedan  religion  are  noted  for  their  very 
peculiar  customs,  and  In  this  picture  we  are 
brought  In  close  contact  with  a  few  of  the  better 
,iass   and    we    ge.1    an    Idea    of    their   singular    mode 
Of      living.         In      the      first      si-ene      we      see      hOW      the 
women  make  their  toilet,  paying  strict  attention 
to  the  covering  ot  their  faces.  Next  is  the  unique 
way  the  men  receive  their  gnesta,  showing  their 
manner  of  salutation,  taking  coffee  ami  all  smoking 
the  same  pipe  ami  drinking  from  the  same  cup  of 
wine.      Alter    a     prolonged    conversation,     all     full 
hack  ami  have  a  snooze.  The  detail  of  this  pic- 

ture is  magnificent,  ahowing  the  interior  of  their 
living  rooms,  which  are  most  artistically  decorated 
ami  beautifully  furnished  in  a  quaint  style.     Length, 

380    feel. 

SELIG  POLYSCOPE  CO. 

THE  QUEEN  OF  THE  ARENA.— The  biggeat  re- 
production of  a  circus  performance  ever  staged. 

When    you    see    this    picture    you    will    he    able    to 
realize  the  enormous  expense  ami  undertaking  in   B- 
sary  to  produce  a  film  of  such  magnitude.  1)80 
feet,     l-'ull  descriptive  lecture  on  application. 

VITAGRAPH   COMPANY. 

MAKING  MOVING  PICTURES.  A  Day  in  the 
Vitagraph  Studio. — Of  the  thousands  who  daily  wit- 

ness moving  picture  exhibitions,  the  number  who 
have  any  conception  of  the  manner  of  making  a 
picture  is  comparatively  small.  Therefore,  to  the 
majority  this  picture  will  prove  a  genuine  novelty. 
It  opens  in  the  private  office  of  the  Vitagraph  Com- 

pany, where  the  manuscript  is  being  carefully 
considered.  The  studio  dircetovs  enter,  receive  their 
instructions,  proceed  to  the  studio,  get  out  the 

cameras,  give  orders'  about  scenery,  props,  etc. Then  we  get  a  view  of  the  Vitagraph  actors  and 
actresses  making  up  for  their  different  characters. 
All  preparations  finished,  the  Vitagraph  automobiles 
line  up.  the  performers  gel  in  and  proceed  to  the 
scene  of  operation,  which  happens  to  he,  in  this 
Instance,  a  busy  city  thoroughfare.  A  trolley  is 
held  up,  numerous  little  by-plays,  not  in  the  lines, 
occur  to  add  variety  and  interest  to  the  picture. 
This  scene  over,  all  hands  return  to  the  studio, 
where  we  see  a  stupid  actor  being  put  through  his 
work.  Next  a  view  is  given  of  the  quick  lunch 
counter  in  the  Vitagraph  plant.  Following  this,  the 
studio  scenes  are  rehearsed  and  photographed, 
showing     all     the     necessary     paraphernalia      for     the 
different    effects   required,    as   well    as    the    rapidity 
with  which  scenes  are  struck  and  made  ready  by 
Hie  stage  hands.  The  picture  finally  finished  is 
taken  to  the  testing  room,  where  we  see  it  pro- 

jected. 
The  Story:  "Love  Is  Better  than  Riches."  A 

young  soldier  and  his  sweetheart  are  siting  in  Hi" 
parlor  of  the  girl's  home.  The  young  man  pro- 

poses   and     is    accepted.       The    young    lady's     father 
enters,    is    furious   when    he    hears   of    tl   ngagenielil 
am]  Orders  the  young  man  out  of  the  house.  He 
goes,    taking    his    sweetheart    with    him.      They    hurry 
I"  a    church,    are   married   and   return    I"   her   I   
The  couple  tell  the  father  of  their  marriage.  The 
"Id     man     is     beside     himself     with     rage    and     turns 

Ooera  Chairs Titrable 

Prices 

Right Opera  Chairs 
Everything  in  the  Seating  Line 

Second-Hand   Opera  Chairs   Always 
in  Stock 

H.    8.    ANSLEY 
1402  Broadway,  New  YorH  City 

Tel.  6203.  38lh  St. 

FREE  FREE 
ATTRACTIVE 

Signs  and  Banners 
With  Our  Film  Service 

PER  REE 

LS 

8 PER  WEEK 
No  Junk.  All  in  Good  Condition 

New  York  National  Film 
Exchange 

55  West  28th  Street    Phone  6036  Mad.  Sq. 
NEW  YORK  CITY 

Theatres  and 
Locations  Wanted 
We  have  several  applicants  who 

will  purchase  paying  places 

Send    full  particulars   as  to    seating 
capacity,  receipts,  expenses  and reasons  for  selling 

MOVING    PICTURE    WORLD 
125  East  23d  Street,  New  York 

Exclusive 
Agencies  are  given  only  to  those 
who  are  representative  of  their 
class.  We  have  just  secured  the 
exclusive  agency  for 

LANG'S  PATENT  REWINDER 
PRICE  $5.00 

THE  BEST  EVER 

We  are  exclusive  Agents  for 
POWER'S  CAMERAGRAPH    and  the 
M01I0GRAPH.  The  trade  supplied. 

Machines    and    parts    always    in 
stock,  likewise  supplies. 

Have  you  tried  the  Swaab  Film  Service  ? 

LEWIS  M.SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,    PA. 
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Song  Slides! 

Travelogue  Slides! 
Announcement  Slides! 

Newest,  latest  and  best.  "You  Select 
— We  Ship."  Lowest  rental  rates 
consistent  with  superior  service.  We 

also  furnish  thoroughly  competent 
illustrated  song  vocalists,  moving 
picture  and  vaudeville  pianists  trap 
drummers,  instrumentalists,  dramatic 

lecturers,  demonstrators  and  licensed 

operators. 

Quick,  reliable  service. 

Our  references:  Leading  Film  Ex- 
changes, Song  Slide  Manufacturers, 

or  "Dramatic  Mirror"  of  New  York. 

Write  now  for  Circulars  and  full 

particulars. 

LEN  SPENCER'S  LYCEUM 
44  West  28th  St.  NEW  YORK 

PUT   YOUR   THEATRE 
ON    A    BUSINESS    BASIS 

I  will  systematize  it  and  make 
it  pay.  S.  M.  WALKER,  care 
of  The  Moving  Picture  World 
913-915  Schiller  Bldg.,  Chicago 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also  Seating   for  Out 
of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
N«w  York  Office,  1402  Broadway 

WE    HAVE    6TI 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  tell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc. 

TI!G  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 
500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION   PICTURE  CO. 
I0<0J  Golden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco.  Cal. 

tlicm  out  into  the  street.  Their  start  In  life  is 
bumble,  but  their  home  Is  happy,  while  that  of  the 
father  is  lonely.  The  next  scene  shows  the  girl 
and  her  soldier  husband  walking  along  the  street. 
The  young  man  leaves  his  wife  for  a  moment,  when 
an  automobile  dashes  along,  knocking  her  down. 
The  auto  is  owned  by  her  father.  The  old  man 
gets  out,  recognizes  his  daughter  and  wants  to 
take  charge  of  her  when  the  husband  appears,  waves 
him  aside  and  takes  his  wife  to  their  home.  We 
find  the  young  man  waiting  upon  the  invalid  when 
the  father  enters  and  begs  forgiveness.  A  happy 
reconciliation  takes  place  and  the  picture  closes 
with  the  father  fondly  embracing  his  daughter. 
Length,    SS5   feet. 

SLIPPERY  JIM'S  REPENTANCE.— Judge  Ford 
Sentences  Jim  to  Ten  Years. — In  a  court  room,  filled 
With  spectators,  witnesses,  lawyers  and  officers. 
Judge  Ford,  stern,  merciless  but  just,  sits  on  the 
bench.  Slippery  Jim,  poorly  dressed,  with  hang-dog 
air.  is  in  the  prisoner's  dock.  His  mother,  an  old. 
feeble  woman,  is  watching  the  Judge  anxiously. 
The  jury  enters  and  renders  a  verdict  of  guilty. 
Jim  grasps  his  chair  witli  a  gesture  of  despair, 
while  the  old  mother  totters  toward  the  Judge, 
holding  out  her  hands  pleadingly.  He  turns  a  deaf 
ear  to  her  entreaties  and  sentences  Jim  to  ten 

years'  imprisonment.  The  condemned  man  is  led 
away,  and  at  the  door  turns  and  shakes  his  fist 
vindictively  at  the  Judge,  while  his  mother  faints 

in  an   officer's  arms. 
Five  Years  Later. — Jim,  in  the  convict's  uniform, 

is  sitting  on  his  cot  with  his  head  resting  in  his 
hands.  The  keeper  passes,  looks  in,  speaks  to  the 
convict  and  then  passes  on.  As  the  jailer  walks 
away,  Jim  goes  to  the  door  and  looks  after  him, 
then  stoops  down,  takes  a  file  from  his  shoe,  jumps 
on  his  cot  and  files  a  bar  at  the  window.  Two  of 

the  bars  are  finally  loosened.  Jim  ties  the  bed- 
clothes together,  fastens  the  end  to  the  unbroken 

bar    and    climbs    out. 
Christmas  Eve.  Judge  Ford  Puts  His  Little 

Daughter,  Heartsease,  to  Bed. — At  the  Judge's 
home  the  nurse  brings  his  four-year-old  daughter, 
a  cripple,  into  the  room.  The  father  enters,  un- 

dresses the  child,  arranges  her  stockings  in  the 
fireplace,  sits  beside  her  until  she  falls  asleep  and 
then  goes  out. 

Slippery  Jim  Arrives  to  Pay  His  Debt  of  Revenge 
to  the  Judge. — Judge  Ford,  returning  from  Christ- 

mas shopping,  enters  his  library  loaded  down  with 
packages.  He  unpacks  different  ones,  displaying 
toys  and  also  a  Santa  Claus  suit.  He  puts  on  the 
suit  with  a  great  deal  of  amusement,  sits  down 
to  read  and  is  soon  fast  asleep.  Presently  Jim 
comes  to  the  window,  peeps  cautiously  in,  then 
softly  enters.  The  Judge  awakens,  silently  reaches 
for  the  revolver  in  his  desk  and  before  Jim  realizes 
it,  he  is  covered.  The  Judge  goes  to  the  telephone, 
keeping  his  revolver  pointed  at  Jim  all  the  time. 
Realizing  that  he  is  calling  for  help.  Jim  falls  to 
his  knees  and  begs  for  mercy,  which  the  Judge 
scornfully  and  sternly  refuses.  He  turns  his  head 
for  an  instant,  Jim  sees  his  chance,  knocks  the 
revolver  out  of  his  hand  and  chokes  him  into  in- 

sensibility. Jim  quickly  binds  the  limp  form,  then 
starts  in  alarm   as  he   hears   a   sound    from   upstairs. 

Little  Heartsease  Believes  She  Hears  Santa  Claus. 
— The  little  child  awakes,  crawls  out  of  bed,  limps 
to  the  fireplace,  looks  around,  trying  to  discover 
where  the  sound  comes  from.  She  locates  it  from 
the  room  below,  limps  eagerly  down,  opens  the 
door  and  enters.  Meantime  in  the  library  Jim  is 

impatiently  waiting,  holding  the  revolver  for  in- 
stant use.  He  glances  about  the  room,  observing 

the  Santa  Claus  suit  and  quickly  dons  it.  The 

little  girl  entering,  thinks  that  Santa  Claus  is  be- 
fore her,  limps  over  to  him  with  delight.  Jim  is 

uncomfortable  and  as  the  child  holds  up  her  mouth 
for  a  kiss,  his  better  nature  asserts  itself.  The 

little  girl  has  found  the  soft  spot  in  Jim's  hard heart.  The  little  Innocent  thanks  him  for  the  many 
good  things,  then  as  she  falls  asleep  in  his  arms, 

Jim  carefully  covers  her,  looks  at  the  child  rev- 
erently and  lifts  his  eyes  to  heaven  in  supplication. 

The  Judge  recovers  consciousness,  sees  this  act  of 

kindness,  takes  Jim's  hand  in  token  of  sincere 
friendship.     Length,  565  feet. 

CHRISTMAS  IN  PARADISE  ALLEY.— It  is 
Christmas  Eve  in  (lie  alley.  A  few  pedestrians 
pass  along,  carrying  Christmas  packages,  then 
comes  the  orphan  newsboy,  ragged,  cold  and  hungry. 
lie  tries  to  sell  his  papers,  but  is  unsuccessful 
and  sils  down  on  a  doorstep  sick  at  heart.  Two  Rast 
Side  ruffians  stop  nearby,  planning  a  holdup.  They 
point  up  (lie  alley,  where  a  fashionably  dressed 
woman  is  distributing  Christmas  gifts  to  the  poor. 
As  she  sea's  further  up  die  street,  the  ruffians  fol- 

lowing,   the    boy   comes    from   his   place   of   conceel- 

Buy  the  Best  means  Buy  a  Bal. 
The  only  Moving  Picture  Machine  TrunK  in  the  world  which  is  strong  enough 
to  carry  the  machine  safely  and  light  enough  to  save  excess  baggage  charges,  is 

the  "  BAL  "  FIBRE  TRUNK,  and,  being  the  best,  it  is  the  cheapest. 
SEND  FOB  CATALOGUE— W 

WILLIAM  BAL,  Inc.       ...       2  I  O  West  42d  Street,  New  York  City 

ment,  finds  a  policeman  and  both  hide  In  a  doo 
way.  As  the  thugs  attack  tyie  woman,  the  polio 
man  beats  them  off  and  they  make  a  hasty  re 
treat.      At    this    moment    an    old    humpbacked 

es  along.  He  is  the  newsboy's  uncle  and  Uts 
upon  the  earnings  of  the  boy.  When  he  finds 
the  orphan  has  sold  no  papers  he  strikes  him  wl 
a  cane  and  drags  him  off  to  their  wretched  home 
Here  again  the  old  man  beats  the  boy  and  send 
him  to  bed  without  supper.  The  boy  hangs  h 
stockings  in  the  fireplace,  then  writes  a  note 
Santa    Claus    as    follows: 

Dere   Santy — 
Flat  Noezd  Mulligan  sez  dere  ain't  no  Santy (laws,  but  dere  Is.     I  seen  bis  pietur  in  a  book. 

Pleas  bring  me  a  gun,   sum  nu  close,   a  watch, 
and   sum    cigaretts.  Yurs   trole, 

Jimmy. 

P.   S. — Look   out   fer  dat  hole   in   me  stockin. 
He    then    falls    asleep    and    dreams    that    a    fab: 

appears   in    the   room.     At   a   wave   from   her   want 
Santa     Claus    comes    from    the    chimney.       Anothe 
pass  and  the  boy  is  clothed  in  a   new  suit  and  sui 
rounded  with  toys.     Santa  takes  a  box  of  eigaretu 
from    the    tree    and   Jim    drops   everything    to    tak 
them.      As    he    does    so,    everything    disappears    an 
the   boy  finds  it  is  only  a   dream.     His  uncle  come 
into    the    room,     beats    him    for    being    awake 
is  still   threatening  him  when  a  knock  is  heard  ai 
the    door.      The   old   man   opens   it   and    the    wealthj 
woman  of  our  first  scene,  followed  by  her  coachman 
enters    the    room.      She   tells   the   old   man    that   t! 
liny  saved  her  from  an  attack  by  ruffians  and 

she  wishes  to  reward  him.     The  old   man's  mannei 
changes   and   he   pats   his   nephew    affectionately   01 
the    cheek.      The    woman    thanks   the    boy,    showers 
presents   upon   him    and   then   leaves.     The   old   man, 
smiling   at   their   unexpected   good   fortune,    bids   thf 
boy    a    fond    good-night,    rubs    his    hands    gleefullj 
and  goes  to  bed.     The  boy  sits  down  and  writes  thl* 
letter  to  Santa: 

Dere   Santy— Much   oblige   fer  sendin  de   kind  lady   to  me. 

I'll  be  a  gud  boy  and  I  won't  smoke  eny  more 

cigaretts,   honest  I  won't.     Yurs  trule, 

Jimmy. 

Then   he    inspects    his   presents    and    puts   on    h 
new  clothes.     Length,  355  feet. 

A  SUMMER  IDYL. — A  young  country  girl  and 
her  sweetheart  are  making  love  to  each  other  at 

the  girl's  father  comes  from  the  house  and  telli 
of  tin'  approach  of  some  visitors.  A  very  pretty 
end  stylishly  dressed  city  girl  soon  arrives  and  if 
warmly  welcomed  by  the  farmer  and  his  family 

The  country  lover  is  much  impressed  by  the  visitor's appearance  and  is  evidently  seriously  smitten.  lli> 
sweetheart  notices  this  new  infatuation  witli  griel 
and  alarm.  The  following  day  the  city  girl  is  sketch] 
in-  under  a  tree,  the  young  farmer  watching  hei 
adoringly,  while  from  behind  another  tree  thf 
slighted  country  girl  is  watching  sorrowfully.  Thf 

young  man  makes  love  to  the  city  girl,  to  whiel' 
she  offers  no  objection,  although  it  is  apparent  thai 
she  is  merely  leading  him  on.  A  month  passes  anc 
the  time  arrives  for  the  girl  to  return  to  the  city. 
She  bids  good-bye  to .  the  farmer  and  his  family 
The  young  countryman  picks  up  her  baggage  anc 
parries  it  to  the  station.  The  train  pulls  in  and  0 
citified  man  alights.  The  girl  rushes  into  bis  arms. 
ignoring  completely  the  young  farmer.  The  latter, 
stupefied,  stares  at  the  city  fellow,  then  realizing 
what  it  means,  that  he  has  been  but  a  dupe,  drops 
his  head  in  despair.  As  the  train  pulls  out.  the 
sirl  and  her  companion  turn  and  laugh  derisively. 
The  young  countryman  staggers  away,  returns  to 
the  farmhouse,  where  his  former  sweetheart  isi 

sitting  on  the  porch,  heartbroken.  He  kneels  lie- 
side  her.  tells  the  whole  story,  begs  her  forgive- 

ness and  asks  to  tie  taken  back.  She  is  only  too 

happy  to  do  so  and  the  past  is  buried  in  their 
present    happiness.      Length.    300   feet. 

FOR  SALE. 
One  New  Miror  Vitae  Machine 

Bargain.  X.  Y.  Z.  care  of  Mov- 
ing  Picture   World,  New  York. 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 

Veneered  and 

Upholstered Can  make  quick  delivery  and 

give  reasonable  terms 
of  payment. 

H.    D.    WARNER 
63  Fifth  Ave.  Rooms  14  3  15.  N.  Y.  City 

I  have  furnished  thousands  of  Chairs  for 
Moving  Picture  Theatres  in  New  York  City  and 
vicinity.  Have  fitted  six  theatres  for  one 
company  and  several  theatres  for  many  other 
companies. 
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FILMS    FOR    RENT 
Write  for  Our  Confidential   I 'rice  L4st. 
We  Can  Save  Yon   Monejr. 
bet    I  !a  Tell   You    I  low? 

THE     ILLINOIS     FILM     EXCHANGE 
Masonic  Temple  Ninth  Floor  Chicago,  Illinois 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers   of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

^fcrfES^'
 

ISSUE 
THE  CHANGING  OF  SOULS 

The  extraordinarily  comical  adventure  of  Professor  Stone,  brought  about  by  his  lecture  on  Hypnotism 
Length  About  475  Feet 

THE  SPRING  LOCK 
Locked  out  of  his  bedroom,  in  pajamas  only — A  hot  chase — Causalities — Safe  at  last.     A  screamer  right  through 

Length  About  351   Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY 
NORDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Biograph  Patents.     All  purchasers  and  users  of   our  Film  will   be  protected   by   the   American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 

PREVENTS     TIRED     EYES     AND     HEADACHES 
The  rapidity  of  our  new  shutter  has  been  so  perfected  that  30  to  40  per  cent,  less  non-exposure  (which  has  heretofore 

caused  the  tremulous  vibration  producing  so  many  tired  eyes  and  headaches)  is  found  in  the  Monograph  than  in  any 
other  machine,  making  perfect  brilliancy  of  picture  and  sharpness  of  outline.  Together  with  the  rocklike  steadiness  of 
the  pedestal  the  flicker  is  thus  entirely  eliminated. 

Five-cent  Theatre  and  Vaudeville-House  Managers  increase  their  bank  account  with  the  M,otiograph.  Patrons  who 
come  once  will  always  come  again  where  they  know  they  see  the  best  pictures,  positively  rest  their  eyes  instead  of  tiring 
ttem,  and  where  all  fire  risks  are  removed. 

The  Motiograph 
1 908  Theatre  Model,  Especially  Approved 

by  the  Underwriters  Association 

OTHER  POINTS  OF  EXCELLENCE  IN  THE  MOTIOCRAPH  found  in  no  other  machines  are :  A 
special  Film  Rewind  by  which  the  film  can  be  rewound  with  the  main  crank  in  two  minutes  without  removing  either  reels 
or  magazines,  saving  time  between  pictures  and  entertainments ;  perfected  Flreprool  Magazines ,  Fire  Traps,  with  four 
rollers  and  with  spring  actuated  flanged  guides,  preventing  side  movement  and  making  it  impossible  for  fire  to  pass  them  ; 
never  failing  Automatic  Fireproof  Shutters;  Perfect  Framing  Device;  Flanged  Sprocket  Rollers  to  prevent  film  being 
torn  or  ruined  by  accidentally  running  off  sprocket  wheels  ;  Enclosed  Gears  and  working  parts;  Perfect  Take-up  with 
new  form  of  belt  adjuster  ;  Lid  Off  Wide  Open  Lamp  House  making  it  easily  accessible;  Improved  Arc  Lamp  with  all 
Hand  Wheel  Adjustments ;  Slide  Carrier  Swing,  saving  one  third  more  illustration  tor  the  Motion  Pictures. 

FILMS    AND    SLIDES 
Headquarters  for  the  finest,  largest  and  most  complete 
stock  in  the  United  States.  The  success  of  an  entertainment 
depends  on  never  allowing  the  interest  of  an  audience  to 
flag:  patrons  who  have  come  once  will  come  again  when 
constgnt  change  of  programme  is  made. 

Send     For   NEW    FALL    CATALOGUE    of 

Entertainers  StipplieS«P'aming everything  and showing  how  big  money  can  be  made  entertaining  the 
public,  sent  free.  Special  literature  describing  the  advan 
tages  of  the  Mo'.iograph  for  professional  entertainers  and 
theatre  managers. 

CHICAGO  PROJECTING  CO.,  E.  D.  OTIS,  Mgr.,  Supply  Dept, 225  Dearborn  St.,Chicago,  ill. 
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LATEST  FILMS  OF  ALL  MAKERS. 

If  the  films  of  any  manufacturer  are  not  correctly  listed 
It  is  because  they  have  neglected  to  furnish  the  informa- 

tion   requested. 

Edison  Licensees. 
EDISON     MANUFACTURING     COMPANY. 

Nov.  17 — The    New    Stenographer    (Comedy)   900  ft. 
Nov.  17 — Colonial     Virginia     (Historical)   985  ft. 
Nov.  24 — The    Lady   or   the   Tiger    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 

Nov.  27— The    King's    Pardon    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.     1 — Lord    Feathertop    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.     4 — Miss    Sherlock     Holmes     (Dramatic)   600  ft. 

Dee.  4 — The  Old  Maid's  Temperance  Club  (Com- 
edy)      300  ft. 

Dec.     9— The    Tale    the    Ticker    Told    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.   11— The    Angel    Child    (Comedy)       900  ft. 
Dec.  15 — Cocoa  Industry,  Trinidad,  B.  W.  I.  (In- 

dustrial)      850  ft. 

Dec.   18— The  Street  Waif's  Christmas   (Serio-Comic)  .900  ft. 
Dec.  22— An    Unexpected    Santa    Class   900  ft. 
Dec.   25— Turning  Over  a   New  Leaf   (Comedy)   900  ft. 

ESSANAY  FILM  COMPANY. 

Nov.  IS — Tale  of  a   Thanksgiving  Turkey   615  ft. 
Nov.  18 — The    Hoodoo    Lounge       315  ft. 

Nov.  25 — The     Impersonator's    Jokes     (Comedy)   550  ft. 
Nov.  25 — The    All-Wool   Garment    (Comedy)   400  ft. 
Dec.     2 — The     Somnambulist     (Dramatic)   825  ft. 
Dec.     2 — The    Obstinate    Tooth     (Comedy)   165  ft. 
Dec.     9— Christmas    Carol      1000  ft. 
Dee.   16 — The    Installment    Collector    (Comedy)   550  ft. 
Dec.  10— A    Battle    Royal     (Comedy)   396  ft. 

KALEM  COMPANY. 

Nov.     7 — Jerusalem   in   the  Time  of  Christ   1925  ft. 
Nov.  20 — Hannah    Dustin     (Historical)   825  ft. 
Nov.  27 — A    Ragged    Hero     (Dramatic)   855  ft. 
Dec.     4 — For   Love   of   Country    (Historic   Drama)   895  ft. 
Dec.   11— Maggie,    the    Dock    Rat    (Drama)   825  ft. 
Dec.   18 — The    Molly   Maguires    (Dramatic)   880  ft. 

S.   LUBIN. 

Nov.  19 — The    Engineer     (Dramatic)   935  ft. 
Nov.  20 — The   Thanksgiving   Turkey    (Comedy)   320  ft. 
Nov.  20 — Persistency    Wins    (Comedy)   600  ft. 
Nov.  30 — The    Sexton    of    Longwyn    (Drama)   635  ft. 

Nov.  30 — Weary   Willie's    Revenge    (Comic)   270  ft. 
Dec.     3 — Hobo's    Dream    (Comic)   675  ft. 
Dee.     3— Lady    Barbers     (Comedy)   275  ft. 

Dec.  7 — The  Lighthouse  Keeper's  Daughter  (Dra- 
matic)      900  ft. 

Dec.   10— Dick's    Aunt    (Comedy)   430  ft. 
Dec.  10 — Charlie's    Ma-in-Law     (Comedy)   305  ft. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

Nov.  25— L'Arlesienne    (Dramatic)      1048  ft. 
Nov.  27 — Crack     Riders     of     the     Russian     Cavalry 

(Military)        413  ft. 
Nov.  27— The     Substitute     (Comedy)   531ft. 
Nov.  28 — The    Vagabond     (Comedy)   544  ft. 
Nov.  28 — Merry    Widow    Waltz     (Comedy)   348  ft. 
Nov.  30 — Her    Flowers     (Comic)   475  ft. 
Nov.  30 — The   Magic   Handkerchief    (Magical)   492  ft. 
Dec.     2 — A  Dear  Old   Grandma   (Dramatic)   549  ft. 
Dec.     2 — Nature   Fakir  Comes  to  Grief   (Comedy)   351  ft. 
Dec.     4 — The    Jealous   Fisherman    (Dramatic)   495  ft. 
Dec.     4 — Paris  as  Seen   from   a  Height  of  2600  Feet 

(Educational)        452  ft. 
Dec.     5— Modern   Magic    (Comic)      393  ft. 
Dee.     5 — Surprise    Package     (Comedy)   512  ft. 

Dec.     7 — The    Clown's    Daughter     (Dramatic)   771ft. 
Doe.     7— Rubber     Heels     (Comedy)   236  ft. 
Dec.     9— The    Deadly    Plant    (Dramatic)   436  ft. 
Dec.     9 — The    Acrobatic    Maid    (Comedy)   508  ft. 
Dec.   11— The    Miniature    Circus    (Comedy)   639  ft. 
Dec.  11 — Mother-in-Law  Breaks  All  Records  (Com- 

edy)      302  ft, 
Dec.  12 — The    Quarry    Man    (Dramatic)   574  ft. 
Dec.   12 — The    Mohammedan    at    Home    (Educational)  .380  ft. 
Dee.  14 — Roman     Idyl      (Dramatic)   770  ft. 
Dec.  14 — No   Petticoats   for   Ilim    (Comedy)   171  ft. 
Dec.   16— The   One   Best   Bet    (Dramatic)   712  ft 
Dec.  16 — A   Plucky   Young   Woman    (Comedy)   256  ft, 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 

Nov. 

NOV. Nov. 

Nov. Dec. 
Dec. 
Dee. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Dec. Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

18 — -The    Smuggler's    Daughter    (Dramatic)   630  ft. 
IS— The    Bee    and    the    Rose    fCornic  i   :!44  ft. 

19 — Some      Dangerous      Members     of     Bostock's 
Menagerie     (Educational)       420  ft. 

19— Electric     Hotel     (Comedy)   476  ft. 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    COMPANY. 

5 — Actor's    Child    (Drama)   960  ft. 
12— A     Mountain     Feud      (Dramatic)   990  ft. 
19 — The     Hidden     Treasure     (Dramatic)   950  ft. 
20 — On    Thanksgiving    Day    (Dramatic)   1000  ft. 
3— A   Dual    Life    (Melodrama)   500  ft. 
3— The    Football    Fiend    (Comedy)   485  ft. 

10 — The   Queen  of  the   Arena    (Comedy)   980  ft. 

VITAGRAPH   COMPANY. 

17— The    Elf   King    (Spectacular)   935  ft. 
21 — The    Shoemaker   of    Coepenick    (Dramatic) .  .510  ft. 
21— A    Tale   of    the    Crusades    (Dramatic)   455  ft. 
24 — A    Lover's    Stratagems    (Dramatic)   590  ft. 
24 — The   Peasant   Girl's   Royalty    (Dramatic)   320  ft. 
28 — The    Miner's    Daughter     (Dramatic)   705  ft. 
28 — Charity    Begins    at   Home    (Dramatic)   265  ft. 
1— Julius    Caesar    (Dramatic)      980  ft. 
5 — How  Jones   Saw   the   Carnival    (Comedy)   652  ft. 
5 — A    Summer    Idyl     (Comedy)   300  ft. 
8 — Making    Moving    Pictures    (Educational)   885  ft. 

12 — Slippery  Jim's  Repentance  (Dramatic) ...  .565  ft. 
12 — Christmas   in    Paradise   Alley    (Dramatic) ..  .355  ft. 

Biograph  Licensees. 
BIOGRAPH    COMPANY. 

Nov.  10 — Taming  of  the   Shrew    (Comedy)   1048  ft. 
Nov.  13 — The    Guerilla    (Dramatic)      898  ft. 
Nov.  20 — The    Ingrate    (Historical)       893  ft. 
Nov.  17— The  Song  of  the  Shirt    (Drama)   638  ft. 
Nov.  24 — A    Woman's    Way    (Dramatic)   676  ft. 
Nov.  27 — The   Clubman   and  the  Tramp    (Comedy)   994  ft. 
Dec.     1 — The    Valet's    Wife    (Comedy)   508  ft. 
Dec.     4 — Money    Mad     (Dramatic)   684  ft. 
Dec.  11 — The     Reckoning     (Dramatic)   462  ft. 
Dec.     8 — The    Feud    and   the    Turkey    (Dramatic)   904  ft. 

KLEINE   OPTICAL   COMPANY. 

Dec.  1-5— Jack   of   All  Trades    (Comedy)   600  ft. 
Dec.  1-5 — A    Child's    Devotion     (Drama)   600  ft. 
Dee.  1-5 — Looking    for    the    Sea    Serpent    (Comedy) .  .240  ft. 
Dec.   1-5 — Making    Home    Attractive     (Comedy)   434  ft. 
Dec.  1-5 — She  Could  Be  Happy  with  Either  (Com- 

edy)      507  ft. 
Dec.  1-5 — The    Bewildered    Professor     (Magic)   310  ft. 
Dee.  1-5 — Thompson's  Night  with  the  Police  (Com- 

edy)      567  ft. 
Dec.  7-12 — Animated    Matches    (Magical)   257  ft. 
Dec.  7-12— A    Good    Watch    Dog    (Comedy)   327  ft. 
Dee.  7-12— Timid    Dwellers     (Comedy)   344  ft. 
Dec.  7-12— Fighting    for    Gold    (Dramatic)   SS7  ft. 
Dee.  7-12 — The   Madman  of   the   Cliff    (Dramatic)   847  ft. 

GREAT  NORTHERN  FILM  COMPANY. 
Nov.  18— Blind       698  ft. 
Nov.  18— Othello       277  ft. 
Nov.  25 — Children   of   the   East   625  ft. 
Nov.  25 — Alexandrian    Quadrille       302  ft. 
Dec.     2 — A    Sinner       495  ft. 
Dec.     2 — Dummies    on    the    Spree   302  ft. 
Dec.    9 — Sherlock    Holmes      1140  ft. 
Dec.  16 — Changing    of    Souls     (Comedy)   475  ft. 
Dec.  16 — The    Spring    Lock    (Comic)   351  ft. 

  WILLIAMS,    BROWN    &    EARLE.   
Nov.  12 — When    Women    Rule    (Comedy)   600  ft. 
Nov.  12— Jack  in  Letter  Box   (Comedy)   300  ft. 
Nov.  25 — Kind     Old     Lady      (Comedy)   ,   395  ft. 
Nov.  25 — Soldier's    Love    Token    (Dramatic)   500  ft. 

Independent. 
FILM    IMPORT    AND    TRADING    COMPANY. 

Dec.     2 — Devils    in    the    Farm    (Comedy)   
p(.(..     2 — Every   Age   Has   Its   Troubles    (Comedy)   
Dec.   19— Misdeeds   of   a   Tragical    Past    (Dramatic).. 

Popular  Songs. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

As    the    Years    Roll   On. 

Billy    Dear. But    You.    My    Queen. 
Childhood. 

Come    Kiss    Yo'    Mammy    Good-night. 
Daddy's    Little    Tomboy    Girl. 
Down    in    Jungle    Town. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    But    the    One 

I  Love. Germany. 

Hoo!     Hoo!     Ain't    You    Coming    Ont 
To- Night? 

Hurrah:   for   Uncle  Sam. 

I'm  Tying  the  Leaves  So  They  Won't 
Come    Down. 

I'm    Afraid    to    Come    Home    in    the 
Dark. 

In    Monkey    Land. 
It's   Only   Me    in   My    Nightie. 
I   Don't   Want   the   Morning   to   Come. 
I     Will     Always     Love     Yon,     Sweet- heart. 
I   Lost   My   Heart  When   I   Saw   Your 

Eyes. I   Love   You   as   the    Roses   Love   the 
Dew. M-u-m    Is    the    Word. 

Over   the   Hills  and  Far  Away. 
Roses   Bring   Dreams   of   Yon. 
Sweet    Rosie    May. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 
Some   Day,   Sweetheart.   Some  Day. 
Some   Heart   Is   Sighing. 
Sweetheart    Town. 

DEWITT    C.    WHEELER. 

There   Never   Was   a   Girl   Like    Yon. 
Playing    School. 
Dear    Heart. Don't  Go  Away. 

Take  Me  Out  to  the  End  of  the  Pier. 
You    Will    Have    to    Sing    an     Irish 

Song. 

You'll   Do   the   Same   Thing   Over   for 
the    Old   Red.    White   and   Bine. 

We're    Growing    Old    Together. 
No    One   Knows. 
Rainbow. 
When   Night   Falls.   Dear. 
In    Mem'ry   of   You,    Sweetheart. 
It   Looks  Like   a   Big  Night  To-night. 
Mandy   Lane. 
Stars   of   the   National    Game. 
The    Little    Old    Red    School    House 

On  the  Hill. 
Good    Evening.    Caroline. 
Swing    Me    Higher   Obadiah. 
Roguish    Eyes. 
Wont    You    Let   Me   Call    You    Sweet- heart? 

O'Brien   Has  no   Place   to   Go. 

Just   Because    It's    Yon. 

THE    PREMO    CO. 

As   in   Days   of   Old.    Dear    Heart. 
It's   Nice  to  Be  Loved  by  Someone 
There's    a    Warm    Spot    in    My    Heart 

For   Tennessee. 
Sunbonnet   Sue. 

Your    Picture    Says    "Remember." Take    Me   Out    to   the   Ball   Game. 
There's  a  Fleet  on  the  Sea. 
Under  My   Merry  Widow  Hat. 
Move   On.    Mr.   Moon. 
I   Lost   My  Heart  When  I  Saw  Yonr 

Eyes. 
Let    Me    Call    Yon    Sweetheart    Once 

Again. I   Could   Learn  to  Love  You. 
When   the  Robin  Sings   Again. 
Twilight    Down    in    Dixie. 

»„..,....,  PERFECT  MOTION  PICTURES 

«   THE  M0TI0GRAPH 
The  Latest,  the  best  and  most  durable 

MOTION  PICTURE  MACHINE 
      New  York,  Boston,  Chicago  and  Frisco  approved 
Flickerless,   Steady   and    wonderfully   Brilliant    Pictures,    absolutely 

,i  |       Fireproof,  Heavy,  Strong  ard  Durable.  ir-^f 
_  ̂ Designed  and  built  especially  forJ( 

MOTION    PICTURE  ITHEATRE'WORK 

K  Pi  The  Stereo  Motiograph 
combining  the    Motiograph    and    Double   Dissolving   Stereopticon^  is"  a Wonder  and  will  increase  your  receipts  J 

ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MFC.  CO. 

We've  quadrupled   our  facilities  during  the 
past  few  months  and  still  unable  to 

meet  the  demand.  *^ 

WHY?  Its  the  QUALITY  OF 
MACHINE  AND  PICTURES 

We  also  manufacture  the  RHEOSTATO  Current  Saver 

saves  6o to  75%  on  Electric  Bills,  the  Model  "B"  Calcium  Gas 
Outfit,  Non-Pop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns  etc.,  and  are 
Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons,  Song  Slides,  etc. 

For  sale  by  progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers 
Write  for  Catalogue  and  particulars 

83-91  W.  Randolph  St.,  Ch i ca go 
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FILMS 
For  Rent 

We  can  supply  you  with  any 
grade  of  film  you  desire, 

First,  Second,  Third  Run,  or 
Commercial  Run 

If  you  are  using  commercial 
run  films,  we  are  in  position  to 
take  care  of  you 

Guaranteeing  No  Repeaters 

All  films  are  in  A-i  condition 
at  rates  which  will  surprise  you, 

Write  us  to-day  for  prices  and 
FILM  LIST.  If  you  want  first 
run  subjects  advise  us. 

Remember  we  carry  in  stock 

Machines  and   Parts,  all   Mattes;  Film 

Cement,  Carbons,  Condensers,  etc.,  etc. 

everything  pertaining  to  the 
business.  We  can  save  you 
money  coming  and  going. 

Write  us  today  will  mean 
money  to  you. 

SOUTHERN 
FILM    EXCHANGE 

146-148  West  5th  Street 
CINCINNATI.  O. 

< 

The  New  Kind 
of  Construction! 
To  Manager: 
Dear  Sir : 

Would  you  like  to  have 
an  EXCLUSIVE  film  ser- 

vice in  your  locality,  with 
all  NEW  SUBJECTS  and 

pictures  you  or  your  com- 
petitor NEVER  had? 

Subjects  that  neither  the 
Independent  or  Associa- 

tion have,  and  all  NEW 
GOODS  ? 

We  only  supply  ONE 
customer  in  a  locality,  and 

the  "  early  bird"  gets  the 
one.  IF  you  are  progres- 

sive you  will  call,  if  not, 
we  both  lose  money. 
Yours  for  the  NEW  KIND  of  Film  Service, 

A.  McMILLAN,  Pres. 

P.  S.— The  first  shipment  of  the  New  American 
Moving  Picture  Machine  will  be  on  exhibition  at  our 
office  December  15th.  Call  and  see  this  wonderful 
machine. 

Unique  Film  and  Construction Company 

79  DFARBORV  ST.  (Rooms  341-343)  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Western  representatives  of  the  American  Moving  Picture 
Machine  and  Moving  Picture  Supplies 

We  Design  and  Construct  Complete 
Moving  Picture  Theatres  from  $2,500  up 
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SWANSON 

FEATURE  FILM  SERVICE 
Still  highest  in  quality;  still  most  satisfactory,  now,  as  forever, 
the  choice  everywhere  of  successful  managers.  It  has  so  long 
and  so  exclusively  represented  the  highest  quality  obtainable  that 
to  use  it  is  generally  considered  the  best  evidence  of  good  man- 

agement. We  can  furnish  you  with  a  service  consisting  of  all 
the  latest  and  best  feature  films  at  rates  that  are  much  lower  than 
those  quoted  by  other  exchanges  for  the  same  quality  of  service 
and  often  lower  than  quoted  on  a  much  inferior  service.  You 
should  write  us  today  stating  the  number  of  changes  you  make 
each  week  and  the  number  of  reels  you  use  to  the  change  and 
ask  for  our  SPECIAL  PROPOSITION  for  live  managers. 

SW ANSON'S  MARVELOUS  TALKING  PICTURES 

are  the  wonders  of  the  age,  and  their  growth  in  public 

favor  has  been  sensational.  They  are  what  the  people 

want  and  for  that  reason  they  will  increase  your  box  office 

receipts  200  per  cent.  Write  for  full  particulars  and  terms 

to  Dept.  E. 

SWANSON'S  CURTAINYLINE 

We  will  sell  you  for  $3.00  enough  curtainyline  to  cover 

150  square  feet,  and  this  one  coating  will  last  forever.  If 

you  will  paint  your  curtain  with  this  preparation  we  will 

guarantee  that  it  will  be  fireproof  and  that  the  lights  and 

shadows  will  stand  out  and  that  the  figures  in  the  picture 

will  have  that  "live"  appearance.  Send  for  Special  Circular 
No.  357. 

NON-BREAKABLE  CONDENSERS 

of  the  best  quartz  glass.  Not  a  cheap  cast  glass  of  a  green- 
ish hue,  but  a  pure  white,  high  class,  ground  lense  of  the 

best  quality.  Any  focal  length.  Each  $2.00,  or  a  pair  for 

$3.00. 

LET  US  CHANGE  YOUR 

EDISON  TWO-PIN   MOVEMENT  TO  ONE-PIN 

and  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  reduce  the  nicker  in  your 

picture  75  per  cent,  or  more.  We  will  do  it  for  $20.00.  Write 

for  booklet  giving  full  information  and  stating  the  advan- 
tages in  having  this  change  made. 

SWANSON'S  HAND  FEED  ARC   LAMP 

We  desire  to  call  your  attention  to  our  new  hand  feed  arc 

lamp  as  being  the  only  lamp  on  the  market  that  is  indes- 
tructible and  as  having  only  one  feed  rod.  Write  for  full 

description  of  this  only  perfect  lamp. 

DOES    YOUR 

MACHINE  NEED  REPAIRING  OR  ADJUSTING? 

We  maintain  the  largest -and  most  complete  Moving  Pic- 
ture Machine  shop  in  the  country  and  are  in  a  position  to 

turn  out  rush  orders.  We  allow  a  discount  of  10  per  cent, 

from  the  manufacturers'  list  price  on  all  repair  parts  of 
the  Edison  and  Power  machines. 

YVM.  H.  SWANSON  &  CO.,  160-162-164  Lake  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 
AMERICA'S  LAROEST  FILM  EXCHANGE 

  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  ST.  LOUS  FILM  CO.,  200-202-204  North  Seventh  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  OMAHA  FILM  CO.,  Karbach  Building,  Omaha,  Nebr. 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  FILM  CO.,  1222  Grand  Avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Furnishing  a  Film  Service  that  is  Better  than  seems  necessary 

Mention  tlie  Moylng  Picture  World  In  jour  correspondence. 
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wk..y.u...  PERFECT  MOTION  PICTURES 

--THEMOTIOGRAPH 
The  Lateit,  the  best  and  most  durable 

MOTION  PSCTURE  MACHINE 
New  Vork,  Boston,  Chicago  and  Frisco  approved 

Fhc»crless,   Steady  and   wonderfully   Brilliant    Pictures,   absolutely 
Fireproof,  Heavy,  Strong  and  Durable. 

Designed  and  built  especially  for 

MOTION    PICTURE     THEATRE    WORK 

The  Stereo  Motiograph 
combining  the    Motiograph   and    Double  Dissolving  Stereopticon    is  a 

Wonder  and  will  increase  your  receipts 

ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MFC.  CO. 

We've  quadrupled   our  facilities  during  the 
past  few  months  and  still  unable  to 

meet  the  demand. 

WHY?  Its  the  QUALITY  OF 
MACHINE  AND  PICTURES 

We  also  manufacture  the  RHEOSTATO  Current  Saver 

saves  6o  to  75%  on  Electric  Bills,  the  Model  "  B"  Calcium  Gas 
Outfit,  Non-fop  Calcium  Jets,  Enterprise  Lanterns  etc.,  and  are 
Agents  for  Oxone,  Oxylithe,  Arco  Carbons,  Song  Slides,  etc. 

For  sale  by  progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers 
Write  for  Catalogue  and  particulars 

8391  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chicago 

HALLBERG'S  ECONOMIZER 
SAVES  THE  HOST 

LASTS  FOR  EVER 
GIVES  THE  BEST  LIQHT 

TAKES  OUT  THE  UHOST 

J.  H.  HALLBERC.28  Greenwich  Ave.,  N.Y., U.S. A. 

PACKARD  VAUDEVILLE  BOOKING  CO.  «c. 
SUITE  404,  405,  406,  1416  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 

The  best    acts    always    on  Hand    and  at   the  lowest  prices 
LET    US    BOOK    YOUR    HOUSE 

Will  Sell  or  Trade 
a  Werner  Flaming  Arc  Lamp,  with 
ioo  yellow  carbons.  Will  trade  for  a 
spot  lamp  and  effects.  CARRBROS., 
Bradford,  Pa. 

The  Eagle  Film  Exchange 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business.    The 

quality  of  our  goods  and  service  is  unequalled.     We  positively  handle  all 

new  goods.     Biograph,  Gaumont,  Lux  and  Great  Northern,  etc.,  etc. 

143  N.    8th    Street,  PHILADELPHIA.   PA. 
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GEE  WHIZ! 
The  Very  Thing  I  Suggested 

"Of  course  its  Levi's,  as  usual" 
Right  on  the  job  with  the  goods 

LEVI 
CO.Inc. 

64  E.  14th 
Street 

New  York, 

U.S.A. 

ffis^ 

EASTERN 
FILM    EXCHANGE 

Wabash   Building 

PITTSBURG,  PA, 

HIGH  PRICE  Exchanges  have  requested  us 
repeatedly  to  increase  our  price  on  supplies 

and  Film  Service — you  can  bet  we  have  sat 
isfied  more  customers  and  have  made  good  on  low 

rentals.  Why  should  we  increase  prices  when  our 

profits  justify  us  in  purchasing  large  quantities  of 

film.  If  you  are  dealing  with  Mr.  Stick- Him  you  had 
better  install  our  service  immediately.  Send  list  of 

subjects  you  have  used.    No  repeaters  guaranteed, 

2  changes,  shipped  two  at  a  time,  iooo  feet  each  $  5.00 
4         "  "        two         "  '  10  00 
6        "  "        three     "  "        "  14.00 

12        "  "        four       "  "        "  25  00 
Song  Slides  and  Beautifully  Colored  Posters  FREE 

SUPPLIES 

5octs 

Tickets  9  cts,  per  1000.   Carbons 
2  cts.  each.    Condensing  Lenses 

Moving  Picture  Lenses,  $S.oo.  Stereopticon  Lenses, 

.00.      Film  Cement,  10  cts.  a  bottle.       Reels  50  cts.  each. 

NOTICE— We  Guarantee  to  Fit  a  Lens  for  Any  Curtain. 

Company 
• Mercury  Arc  Rectifier 

If  you  are  using  alternating  current  for  your  moving  picture  arc,  you  know — and  the 
people  can  see — that  black  spots  often  occur  on  the  screen.  This  happens  every  time 
a  picture  passes  in  Iront  of  the  arc  at  the  same  instant  the  current  chauges  in  direction. 
Of  course  these  black  spots  do  not  occur  with  direct  current.     The  Rectifier 

Prevents  Black  Spots 
by  supplying  direct  current  to  the  arc  from  an  alternating  current  circuit.  Just  how  it 
does  this  is  told  in  a  very  interesting  Booklet— 3681-P — that  is  yours  for  the  asking. 
This  Booklet  also  tells  why  you  should  use  the  Rectifier  in  preference  to  either  direct 
or  alternating  current  alone — and  the  reasons  are  in  terms  of  dollars  and  cents.  If 
you  want  the  public  to  comment  favorably 

On  the  Moving  Pictures 
in  your  theatre,  it  will  be  to  your  advantage  to  write  now  for  full  information. 
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Editorial. 

THE  FILMS. 

We  have  in  our  hands  a  communication  from  an  ex- 

hibitor complaining  that  an  exchange  with  whom  he 
had  a  contract  for  first  run  service  frequently  skips  him 

on  the  first  day.  We  were  requested  to  find  out  if  pos- 
sible the  release  days  for  films  of  a  certain  manufacturer, 

and  learn  if  the  concern  does  not  ship  its  subjects  to  the 
exchange  complained  of  in  time  for  their  use  on  the  days 
of  release.  We  were  requested  to  look  up  several  other 
matters  which  we  hardly  think  come  within  the  province 
of  a  trade  journal.  However,  we  undertook  to  learn, 
in  a  general  way,  if  practices  of  the  kind  were  indulged 
in,  and  were  surprised  to  have  this  explanation  offered 

us  by  an  exchange :  "The  case  is  just  this.  I  have  a 
first  run  customer  who  unfortunately  changes  his  pro- 

gramme on  Sunday.  Now,  Sunday  is  our  great  feature 

day.  I  can  get  a  week's  price  for  first  run  films  for 
Sundays  only.  Now,  why  should  I  give  that  up  when  I 
only  get  little  more  from  the  first  run  customers  for  a 

whole  week?"  The  only  answer  is  that  a  bargain  is  a 
bargain,  and  if  so  much  is  made  on  the  one  special  run 
it  would  seem  sufficient  is  made  to  buy  more  films.  At 
all  events,  the  first  run  customer  deserves  what  he  has 
bargained  for. 

Constant  complaints  are  being  made  of  the  duping  of 

films  and  the  culprits  make  no  distinction  between  Inde- 
pendent and  Association  goods.  The  latest  makers  who 

have  suffered  from  the  imposition  are  Selig,  of  Chicago, 
Kalem,  of  New  York,  and  Lubin,  of  Philadelphia.  It  is 
said  that  sufficient  evidence  has  been  gleaned  for  action 
by  the  licensed  manufacturers  at  its  coming  convention. 

PA  nil-   \\i>  i  in   ASS<  ><  i  \ni)  \i  witv 
l  URERS  OF   ft  R<  »PE. 

The  note  in  our  lasl  issue  thai  M.  Charles  Pathe"  had 
declared  himself  against  tin-  proposed  indicate  of  manu 
facturers  seems  t"  have  been  taken  b)  many  of  our 
readers  i"  apply  to  the  American  field.  The  wish  may 
have  been  father  to  the  thought  in  some  cases,  but  it 
should  be  well  understood  bj  this  time  that  Pathe  is  the 
backbone  of  tin-  American  Association  and  that  bis  rela 
tions  with  tlu-  other  members  of  the  circle  arc  such  that 
his  sudden  breakawaj  may  neither  be  feared  nor  hoped 
for. 

Manufacturers  on  the  other  side  of  the  great  pond, 

however,  do  not  have  such  a  bond  of  unity,  and  conse- 
quently the  condition  of  the  trade  abroad  has  forced 

them  to  swallow  their  individual  pride,  forget  for  a  time 
the  jealousy  and  rancour  which  exists,  and  try  to  get 

together  to  form  an  association  for  mutual  protection. 

Not  feeling  the  need  of  co-operation,  Pathe  has  held 
aloof  from  these  conclaves,  at  which  some  weird  schemes 

for  the  salvation  of  the  group  have  been  evolved.  When 
the  others  had  agreed  upon  some  scheme,  a  delegation 

waited  upon  M.  Pathe  to  get  his  co-operation,  and  his 
answer  was  in  the  form  of  a  letter  which  arrived  too  late 

for  publication  last  week,  but  of  which  the  following  is 
the  sentiment  in  free  English  translation : 

Vincennes,  November  12,  1908. 

President,  French  Manufacturers'  Association: 
Dear  Sir — Replying  to  your  favor  of  the  nth  inst,  I  con- 

firm in  writing  the  reply  I  gave  you  when  you  interviewed 
me  on  behalf  of  your  company. 

We  are  not  free  to  affiliate  with  your  association  on  ac- 
count of  agreements  that  we  have  with  other  concerns. 

Moreover,  what  advantages  could  you  expect  from  our  affilia- 
tion? None.  This  industry  is  not  merely  suffering  from  a 

slight  indisposition.  It  has  reached  a  crisis  that  any  one, 
without  being  a  prophet,  could  have  foreseen  for  some  time 
past.  Any  remedy  must  be  drastic,  or  else  the  victims  will 
find  relief  only  in  the  grave.  It  is  the  services  of  a  surgeon 
that  are  required,  not  that  of  a  doctor. 
By  this  I  mean  that  the  over  production  far  exceeds  the 

demand.  In  this  business  we  are  experiencing,  even  to  a 
greater  extent,  the  depression  felt  last  year  in  the  auto- 

mobile industry.  The  films  now  being  produced  are  about 
twice  as  much  as  are  needed  to  supply  the  demand. 

Do  you  expect  to  find  among  your  members  any  with  such 
a  spirit  of  self-sacrific  that  they  may  be  induced  to  curtail 
their  output  or  to  commit  business  suicide?  For  my  part  I 
am  not  willing  to  sacrifice  myself  and  it  would  be  unchar- 

itable for  me  to  expect  it  of  others. 
Believe  me,  we  must  be  patient.  The  impending  conse- 

quences of  the  past  cannot  be  avoided  by  any  measures  that 
you  may  now  adopt.  Those  who  believe  that  they  can 
remedy  the  situation  by  increasing  the  sale  price  or  by  sup- 

pressing the  sub-renters  are  making  a  great  mistake.  The 
root  of  the  evil  lies  deeper,  no  palliative  remedy  will  avail. 
Relief  can  only  be  obtained  by  the  inevitable  collapse  in  the 
near  future  of  some  concerns  which  have  been  promoted  as 
stock  jobbing   schemes   rather  than   as   industrial   enterprises. 
The  association  which  you  represent  should  have  no  inter- 

est in  delaying  these  impending  failures,  as  they  would 
diminish  the  ranks  and  facilitate  the  preparation  of  an  agree- 

ment in  which  we  would  not  fail  to  be  interested. 

CHAS.  PATHE. 

Any  one  who  is  conversant  with  the  conditions  exist- 
ing in  France  and  Great  Britain  could  not  have  expected 

a  different  answer  from  Pathe,  but  the  promoters  of  the 
combine  were  not  daunted,  and.  after  several  more  ses- 

sions, Pathe  outlined  the  conditions  on  which  he  would 
be  favorable  to  the  association.  We  are  this  week  in- 

formed that  Pathe  has  signified  his  willingness  to  ally 
himself  with  the  syndicate  if  they  can  be  guaranteed  the 

support  and  allegiance  of  certain  outside  interests. 
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M.  Pathe  defines  the  foreign  situation  in  a  nutshell 

when  he  says  that  the  malady  "needs  a  surgeon  and 
not  a  doctor."  The  disease  is  over-production  and  he 
intimates  that  if  some  of  the  struggling  concerns  are 
not  killed  off  they  will  die  a  natural  death.  There 
is  food  for  reflection  here  to  the  advocate  of  free  trade, 
the  ranter  against  monopoly,  the  advocate  of  the  open 
market  and  the  screecher  for  freedom.  Under  pain  of 
being  branded  as  an  advocate  of  trust  methods,  let  us 
ask  the  reader  to  imagine,  if  he  can,  what  would  be  the 
condition  of  the  moving  picture  business  in  this  country 
if  every  man  who  had  worked  in  a  motion  picture  studio 
long  enough  to  pick  no  the  tricks  of  the  trade  and  earn 
enough  to  purchase  a  camera  should  break  away  and, 
with  an  employee  from  some  other  concern,  start  a 
new  film  producing  plant.  (This,  we  are  informed,  is 
the  basis  of  many  foreign  concerns.)  Imagine  the. mass 
of  stuff  that  would  glut  the  market  inside  a  year.  And 
who  would  be  the  gainers?  Not  the  public.  Not  the 
budding  artists  or  financiers  who  would  temporarily  profit 
by  the  new  capital  they  would  induce  to  be  invested. 
What  would  be  the  result?  There  would  be  panics  and 
failures  among  the  trade,  and  the  weaker  manufacturers 
would  suffer  more  than  they  are  at  present  doing  in  Eu- 

rope. Prices  would  fall  and  with  them  the  quality  and 
the  demand.  It  is  not  necessary  to  look  to  the  foreign 
situation  for  an  answer  to  the  question.  Parallel  cases 
in  American  mercantile  history  are  plentiful  which  will 
clearly  foreshadow  what  would  be  the  outcome. 
And  this  is  not  advocating  monopoly  because  that 

imperils  the  business  at  the  other  extreme,  but  shows  the 
need  of  a  board  of  trade  control  with  sufficient  power 
to  check  wildcat  competition,  curb  monopoly,  and  at  the 
same  time  foster  and  encourage  legitimate  merit  and 
enterprise. 

THE  PRUNING  HOOK  NEEDED. 

It  is  gratifying  to  see  that  the  Film  Service  Associa- 
tion has  taken  in  hand  the  prosecution  of  the  parties  in 

the  southwestern  States  accused  of  defrauding  film  rent- 
ers of  both  their  rentals  and  property.  Heretofore  the 

suffering  renters  have  personally  prosecuted  the  cases. 
As  the  decisive^  prosecution  of  such  offenders  is  in  the 
interest  of  all  its  members,  if  only  for  example,  the  As- 

sociation has  taken  a  commendable  step. 

THE  SECOND  ANNUAL  MEETING  OF 
FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION. 

THE 

UNREASONABLE  CRITICS. 

Some  of  the  critics  who  are  continually  harping  upon 

"the  possible  ill-effects  of  moving  pictures  upon  the 
minds  of  children"  should  leave  their  cozy  firesides  once 
in  a  while  and  see  the  other  side  of  the  situation.  They 
would  find  the  nickelodeon  doing  some  genuine  mission- 

ary work.  Many  a  friendless  man,  woman  and  child 
find  a  pleasant  hour  or  two  within  its  shelter  and  in  it 
find  a  gratifying  substitute  for  the  barroom  or  some 
worse  place.  If  some  of  these  people  would  think  more 
of  the  good  that  can  be  done  through  this  innocent 
amusement  they  would  establish  stations  where  the  wan- 

derers could  procure  tickets  of  admission  to  nickelodeons, 
thus  affording  each  unfortunate  an  hour  or  two  of  in- 

nocent pastime  and  a  diversion  from  the  path  of  evil 
ways. 

^]j   CAN  you  afford  to  miss  a  copy  of  the  Moving 

Picture  World?     $2  per  year — 52  numbers. 
Every  number  a  Christmas  number.     Send  in  your 

subscription  now  or  order  through  your  newsdealer. 

It  is  of  great  importance  that  every  member  of  the 
Association  attend  the  second  annual  meeting,  which  is 
to  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9th,  and  to  that 
end  arrangements  have  been  made  with  the  different 
railroads  for  a  reduced  fare.  The  best  rate  that  can  be 

obtained  is  one  fare  and  three-fifths  for  the  round  trip 
and  to  those  who  have  to  come  from  a  great  distance  the 
saving  is  considerable — at  least  enough  to  cover  Pullman 
accommodations.  For  example,  the  fare  from  Detroit  to 
New  York  is  $15.  The  full  fare  must  be  paid  on  the 
going  trip,  and  a  certificate  asked  for  from  the  ticket 
agent.  At  the  meeting  this  certificate  is  validated  by 
a  representative  of  the  railroads  and  if  it  is  presented 
when  the  return  ticket  is  purchased  the  three-fifths  fare 
is  charged.  In  the  case  of  Detroit  this  would  be  $9,  a 
saving  of  $6,  or  equivalent  to  the  charge  for  a  Pullman 
berth  both  ways.  This  rate  cannot  be  obtained  unless 
100  certificates  are  presented,  therefore  no  one  should 
neglect  to  ask  for  the  certificate.  The  privilege  is  open 
to  all  film  renters  and  manufacturers  of  moving  picture 
supplies,  members  of  their  families  or  employees,  also 
any  exhibitor  who  may  desire  to  be  on  hand  at  the  meet- 

ing on  the  9th  of  January,  1908. 
INSTRUCTIONS. 

A  reduced  rate   of  one   fare   and  three-fifths   on   the   certificate  plan   has 
been  secured  for  persons  attending  the  meeting  of  Film   Service  Association 
and  Associated  Manufacturers  of  Moving  Pictures,  New  York  Citv,  Tanuary 

8-15.  '     ' The   following   directions   are   submitted   for   your   guidance: 
1. — Tickets  at  the  regular  full  one-way  first-class  fare  for  the  going  jour- 

ney may  be  secured  within  three  days  (exclusive  of  Sunday),  prior 
to  and  during  the  first  two  days  of  the  meeting.  The  announced 
opening  date  of  the  meeting  is  January  8,  and  the  closing  date  is 
January  15,  consequently  you  can  obtain  your  going  ticket  and 
certificate  not  earlier  than  January  5  nor  later  than  January  9, 
except  that  from  stations  from  which  it  is  possible  to  reach  place 
of  meeting  by  noon  of  January  10,  tickets  may  also  be  sold  for 
morning  trains  of  that  date.  Be  careful  that,  when  purchasing 
your  going  ticket,  you  request  a  certificate.  Do  not  make  the  mis- 

take of  asking  for  a  receipt.     ASK  FOR  A  CERTIFICATE. 
2. — Present  yourself  at  the  railroad  station  for  ticket  and  certificate  at 

least  30  minutes  before  departure  of  train  on  which  you  will  begin 
your  journey. 

3. — Certificates  are  not  kept  at  all  stations.  If  you  inquire  at  your  home 
station,  you  can  ascertain  whether  certificates  and  through  tickets 
can  be  obtained  to  place  of  meeting.  If  not  obtainable  at  your 
home  station,  the  agent  will  inform  you  at  what  station  they  can 
be  obtained.  You  can  in  such  case  purchase  a  local  ticket  thence, 
and  there  purchase  through  ticket  and  secure  certificate  to  place  of meeting. 

4. — Immediately  on  your  arrival  at  the  meeting  present  your  certificate  to' the   endorsing   officer,   Mr.   Percy   Waters. 
5. — It  has  been  arranged  that  the  Special  Agent  of  the  Trunk  Line  Asso- 

ciation will  be  in  attendance  on  January  9  and  10  from  9  a.  m.  to 
6  p.  m.,  to  validate  certificates.  A  fee  of  25  cents  will  be  charged 
at  the  meeting  for  eaclt  certificate  validated.  If  you  arrive  at  the 

meeting  and  leave  for  home  again  prior  to  the  Special  Agent's arrival,  or  if  you  arrive  at  the  meeting  later  than  January  10, 
after  the  Special  Agent  has  left,  you  cannot  have  your  certificate 
validated  and  consequently  you  will  not  get  the  benefit  of  the  re- 

duction on  the  home  journey.  Xo  refund  of  fare  will  be  made  on 
account  of  failure   to   hare  certificate  validated. 

6. — So  as  to  prevent  disappointment,  it  must  be  understood  that  the  reduc- 
tion on  the  return  journey  is  not  guaranteed,  but  is  contingent 

on  an  attendance  at  the  meeting  of  not  less  than  100  persons  hold- 
ing regularly  issued  certificates  obtained  from  ticket  agents  at 

starting  points,  showing  payment  of  regular  full  one-way  first-class fare  of  not   less   than    75   cents   on    going  journey. 
7. — If  the  necessary  minimum  of  100  certificates  are  presented  to  the  Spe- 

cial Agent,  and  your  certificate  is  duly  validated,  you  will  be  en- 

titled, "up  to  and  including  January  9,  to  a  continuous  passage  ticket by  the  same  route  over  which  you  made  the  going  journey,  at 
three-fifths  of  the  regular  one-way  first-class  fare  to  the  point  at 
which  your   certificate  was   issued. 

THE  ANNUAL  MEETING  of  the  Film  Service  Associa- 
tion will  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9..  As  im- 

portant business  will  be  transacted  and  several  vital  ques- 
tions come  up  for  consideration,  it  is  desired  that  every  mem- 

ber of  the  Association  be  present  or  represented..  This  meet- 
ing should  have  occurred  on  December  12,  but  as  the  ques- 

tions to  be  considered  would  not  be  in  shape  by  that  time,  and 
their  import  would  have  necessitated  calling  another  meeting 
within  a  month,  the  Executive  Committee  wisely  postponed 
the  regular  annual  meeting. 
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HOW  CAN  THE  CONGESTION  OF  SHOWS  BE 
AVERTED? 

Vs   the   time    for   holding   the   conventions   of   the    Edison 
I       nsed    Manufacturers    ami    the    Film    Service     Association 
approaches   we   find   many   in   both    spheres   activelj    engaged 
in    framing     propositions    they     intend    to    tiring    before    the 

ctive    bodies    next     month.      The    latest     project     which 
s    i"    hai  ed    the    greatest    boost,    seems    to    have 

attained   its  start   in  the  northwestern  part   of  the  States      It 
s  the  nickelodeons  have  been  multiplying  in  that  section 

much   faster  than  the  box  office  receipts  and  a  movement   has 
been  inaugurated  to  try  and  limit  the  number  of  such  places 
of    entertainment.      A    film    rental     Northwestern    agency    is 
credited   with   having   circulated    a   very    lengthy    communica 
tion    favoring   tins    idea.      While    we    have    not    been    favored 
witli   a   cop}    of   the    paper,  sufficient    has   been   learned    to   give 
Our   readers  a    general    idea    of   what    the    movement    seeks. 

In  brief,  the  circular  claims  that  the  overcrowding  of 
tain  towns  and  cities  with  five  cent  theaters  has  taken  profits 
away  front  the  original  investors  in  such  amusement  places 
and  leaves  no  room  for  a  credit  balance  for  those  who  have 

squeezed  themselves  into  the  field.  The  means  of  relief  pro- 
posed are  that  the  manufacturers  get  together  like  the  vari- 

ous theatrical  trusts  and  so  schedule  affairs  that  only  a 
certain  number  of  such  places  can  be  conducted  in  cities 
and  towns,  the  quota  to  be  in  proportion  to  the  population 
of  the  respective  places.  Any  objections  on  the  part  of  the 
film  exchanges  and  manufacturers  are  anticipated  by  the 
argument  that  if  the  number  <<i  places  arc  restricted  the  for- 

mer will  get  proportionately  higher  prices  for  rentals  and 
when  they  get  more  money  with  which  to  make  purchases 
the  manufacturers  will   sell  more  films. 
There  can  be  no  doubt  that  if  properly  arranged  and 

carried  out  the  scheme  will  make  money  for  some  people, 
but  at  best  it  is  1>\  no  means  a  new  or  novel  idea.  To  our 
mind  it  looks  like  an  effort  to  establish  a  short  cut  to 

fortune-gleaning  by  a  policy  of  restriction  which  is  too 
premature  and  crude  to  b<  ful. 

No  one  can  dispute  that  if  there  were  less  nickelodeons  in 
existence  the  smaller  number  would  to-day  be  making  pro- 

portionately more  money.  If  a  small  town  that  now  boasts 
of  having  six  or  seven  picture  places  had  but  three  or  four, 
the  proportionate  division  of  the  business  very  naturally 
would  be  greatly  to  the  advantage  of  the  latter.  Rut  how 
is  this  to  be  accomplished?  It  will  be  a  far  more  formidable 
task  than  the  promoters  imagine,  and  can  only  be  accom- 

plished, if  at  all,  by  the  hardest  and  most  systematic  kind 
of  work,  and  we  believe  that  after  it  has  been  accomplished 

tin-  exhibitors  or  renters  who  favor  it  will  have  unwittingly 
helped  the  manufacturers  to  attain  the  strategic  position 
leading  to  direct  rentals  by  them  to  the  exhibitors.  Some 
of  the  latter  may  say  that  is  just  what  they  want;  that  the 

cutting  out  of  the  middle-man's  (the  renter's)  share  in 
existing  transactions  will  bring  them  cheaper  rental  prices. 
Such  will  not  be  the  case.  The  cutting  out  of  the  middle- 

man would  only  put  the  manufacturer  to  so  much  more  ex- 
pense to  reach  and  serve  the  exhibitor,  and  this  expense 

could  not  be  incurred  and  existing  prices  lowered.  We  fear 
they  would  be  raised  in  more  instances  than  they  would  be 
even  sustained.  With  the  exchanges  cut  out,  competition 
in  rental  prices  would  be  wiped  out,  and  when  conditions 
reach  that  stage  the  man  who  pays  the  piper  must  look  out. 
Threats  to  go  to  another  manufacturer  will  not  avail,  for  all 
may  rest  assured  that  should  such  conditions  materialize 
there  will  be  a  better  understanding  between  the  manu- 

facturers as  to  taking  each  other's  customers  than  the  ex- 
changes have  shown.  The  only  threat  left  is  to  give  up 

business,  in  which  case  the  manufacturers  may  retaliate  by 
becoming  direct  exhibitors  and  give  the  laugh  to  those  who 
thought  they  were  pulling  the  bottom  out  of  the  market  for 
films. 

If  the  exchanges  and  exhibitors  want  to  improve  conditions 
they  must  do  it  through  conservative,  systematic  and  intelli- 

gent action.  To  appeal  for  a  direct  restriction  of  the  num- 
ber of  picture  theaters  in  proportion  to  the  population  and 

available  business  in  each  place  sounds  too  heroic.  We  do 
not  pretend  to  say  that  such  an  end  cannot  be  attained.- 
Far  from  it.  Ever  since  the  picture  boom  set  in,  the  warn- 

ing has  been  sounded  that  too  many  rash  and  irresponsible 
people  were  getting  into  the  business.  They  reduced  the 
well-earned  profits  of  the  conservative  investors,  gained  only 
a  hand-to-mouth  existence  for  themselves,  and  in  many, 
many  instances  have  dragged  the  business  into  disrepute. 
We  stand  ready  at  all  times  to  champion  the  cause  of  every 

bona    fide    film    exchange   or    exhibitor   and    will    at    all    times 

pomt  out  to  them  i in  dangerous  shoals  thai  lie  in  thru  path, 
as  we  have  tried  to  do  in  this  case;  and  our  claim  is,  thai 
to  attain  what  the  exi  vemenl   is  merely  floundering 
at,  less  radical  steps  should  be  taken  I  et  us  Buggest  that 
the  Film  Service  Association  members  who  have  been  loyal 
to    then    obligations,   and   who   have    nol    embarked    in   the 
business  Foi   the  poet  ji   maj    bring  in  a   few  1   ths, 
that  the  field  be  cleared  of  the  cul  throat  exchan  ■  I  Ins 
pomt  ha\  ing  be<  n  gained,  let  the  \  land 

her    with    a    determination    to   refuse    to   deal    with    the 
class  ot  exhibitoi  s  thai  ar<  tally  bi  inging  thi 
into  disrepute  and  provoking  conflicts  with  th*  municipal 
authorities,      Lei    them    determine  ndard    of 
the  busim  iop   to  a    form   of  competition   that 
brings  them  in  contact  with  a  line  of  trade  thai  lias  us  Bole 

tdation  on   the  nickels  thai    go  into  the  bo>    i  This 
is  the  kind  of  campaign  thai  ultimately  wins  the  field  for 
the   people   who   an    in   il    to    3taj       With   tl  ifl    driven 
nit,  the  b  exhibitor  will  do  b  tat  will  <  nable 
him    to   paj    foi    bettei    service       Working   up   the    line,   the 
legitimate   film   exchange   will   need,  and   nave,   mor<    m 
with    winch    to   buy,   more   new    films;   a   condition   of  affairs 
that   cannot   fail   to  invoke  the  support   and  good   will  of  the 
manufacl  urers. 
This  is  the  only  kind  of  restrictivi  policy  thai  to  our 

minds  seems  capable  of  success,  with  fairness  to  all  the  good 
men  who  are  engaged  in  the  various  branches  of  the  busi- 

ness. (  'ne  thing  in  us  favor  is  that  it  does  not  bear  the 
.  ■!  thi  agital  ion  thai  o  imes  from  the 

Ni  irthw  est. 

AN  INTERVIEW  WITH  J.  STUART  BLACKTON. 

"Yes,  I  am  glad  to  gel  back  again  to  America."  said  J. Stuart  Blackton,  who.  with  Mrs.  Blackton,  arrived  last  week 

on  the  Lusitania.  "This  is  the  countrj  to  live  in  and  -for 
motion  pictures.  France  may  be  the  cradle,  but  America  is 
the  home,  as  it  is  the  birthplace,  of  motion  pictui 

"Then  you  are  not  Over-enthusiastic  Over  the  trade  con- 
ditions in    Europe?" 

"Yes.  and  no.  I  am  satisfied  with  the  progress  our  Eu- 
ropcan  branches  arc  making,  and  the  general  activity  sup- 

-  the  theory  that  motion  pictures  are  here  to  stay  as  the 

people's  entertainment,  but  I  deplore  the  way  in  which  much 
of  the  business  is  handled  in  Europe,  They  need  a  few  men 
like  Lubin,  Keith  &  Proctor,  Fox  and  a  few  of  our  great 
amusement  promoters  to  show  them  what  a  moving  picture 
theater  is.  They  need  a  rental  system  such  as  we  have  here, 
with  a  ivw  hustlers  like  l.aemmle  and  Swanson  to  get  after 
the  business  and  build  the  theaters  if  they  cannot  otherwise 
be  had.  The  way  in  which  the  little  shows  in  Paris  are 
crowded  proves  that  the  patronage  is  there,  and  enterprise 
is  only  lacking  to  treble  the  volume  of  business. 

"Over  there  an  exhibitor  drops  into  the  exhibition  room 
of  a  manufacturer  and  after  seeing  on  the  screen  perhaps  a 
half-dozen  subjects,  he  may  select  one  and  pass  on  to  the 
next  manufacturer.  They  buy  as  little  as  possible  and  these 
films  are  run  the  entire  week,  then  the  showman  swaps  reels 
with  his  nearest  neighbor  or  subrents,  and  this  is  repeated 
down  the  line  as  long  as  the  films  hold  together.  In  going 
the  rounds  one  is  certain  to  run  across  some  subjects  that  he 
lias  seen  in  a  different  theater  the  previous  week.  If  this  is 

annoying  to  a  stranger,  what  must   it  be  to  the  habitue-" 
"How  are  the  shows  conducted  otherwise?" 
"On  a  high  plane.  T  have  no  criticism  to  offer,  only  that 

the  seating  and  furnishings  arc  not  up  to  the  standard  of 
Americans.  In  the  better  class  places  a  really  good  show  is 
given.  Parties  in  evening  dress  patronize  these  places  and 
the  moral  tone  is  vastly  superior  to  that  of  the  usual  Parisian 
comedy  or  variety  theater.  In  the  moving  picture  shows 
that  I  visited,  nothing  was  shown  that  was  off-color,  whereas 
Mrs.  Blackton  and  myself  left  more  than  one  theatrical  per- 

formance in  disgust.  In  discussing  this  with  others  who 
have  noted  the  same  characteristic  I  have  come  to  the  con- 

clusion that  the  strong  stand  taken  by  the  American  public 
and  the  American  importer  against  lewd  or  suggestive  pic- 

tures  has   had   a   world-wide   influence." 
"What  is  there  to  this  talk  of  an  association  of  European 

manufacturers?" "A  movement  is  afoot  to  effect  an  agreement,  but  it  is 
thwarted  by  jealousies.  The  condition  has  been  forced  upon 
the  European  manufacturer,  and  if  some  arrangement  to 
regulate  the  trade  is  not  arrived  at.  many  of  the  foreign 
manufacturers  will  go  to  the  wall.  Their  output  and  outlet 
do  not  keep  pace  with  their  expenses.  Some  would  not 
exist  if  it  were  not  for  their  export  trade.     The  field  is  over- 
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crowded  with  mediocre  talent.  Some  are  struggling  along 
from  lack  of  capital.  The  competition  is  not  stimulating,  but 

killing." 
"Do  you  think  that  the  manufacturers  in  this  couuntry  will 

eventually  sell  or  rent  direct  to  the  exhibitor?" 
"I  do  not  expect  it  and  do  not  wish  it.  This  is  proved  by 

the  fact  that  we  are  now  arranging  to  dispose  of  our  rental 
department  so  as  to  concentrate  our  energies  in  the  manu- 

facturing line.  Manufacturing  and  vending  are  two  distinct 
lines  of  trade;  moreover,  the  business  has  grown  to  such 
proportions  in  this  country  and  the  territory  to  be  covered 

is  so  vast  that  the  middleman  is  a  necessity." 
"Judging  by  the  activity  around  the  Vitagraph  factory  and 

the  number  of  new  buildings  being  erected,  you  evidently 

expect  a  long  lease  of  life  for  the  moving  picture  business?" 
"Yes,  it  is  but  in  its  youth.  The  demand  is  increasing  and we  are  prepared  to  cope  with  the  demand.  I  return  to  find 

four  studios  instead  of  two,  and  sites  are  in  reserve  for  others 

as  they  may  be  needed." 
"Have  you  anything  in  view  to  keep  up  the  interest  if  it  is 

found  that  the  public  should  tire  of  motion  pictures?" 
"Since  the  world  began,  pictures  have  been  a  source  of 

interest  and  enjoyment  and  education,  and  they  will  continue 
to  be  so.  But  you  may  like  to  know  that  our  foreign  and 
home  mechanical  departments  have  been  working  on  a  syn- 

chronizing mechanism  for  talking  pictures  which  is  now  per- 
fected, and  we  may  enter  that  field  when  we  consider  the 

time  ripe.  Heretofore  there  has  been  no  perfect  means  of 
synchronizing  the  sound  and  the  motion  of  the  lips.  We 
have  perfected  an  automatic  electrically  controlled  device 
which  will  correct  any  deviation  in  less  than  a  second,  even 
if  purposely  thrown  out  of  unison.  Also  we  expect  to  pro- 

duce the  work  of  noted  playwrights  by  actors  of  world-wide 
fame.  The  time  is  coming  when  the  moving  picture  play 
will  cater  to  a  different  class,  who  will  pay  higher  prices  to 
see  high-class  motion  pictures  in  high-class  theaters.  The 
Vitagraph  Company  will  not  be  behindhand  in  furnishing 
the  programme  necessary  for  this  upward  and  onward 

movement." 

THE  FLY-BY-NIGHT. 

Complaints  have  been  lodged  with  us  against  J.  G.  Hol- 
lingsworth  &  Co.,  or  The  American  Amusement  Company 
(a  party  by  the  name  of  Tisdale  signing  some  of  the  corre- 

spondence), that  they  are  renting  films  from  several  ex- 
changes and  never  returning  them.  One  rental  house  shipped 

on  their  order,  two  reels  to  Tyrone,  Pa.  The  express  com- 
pany says  that  the  goods  were  re-shipped  from  Tyrone  to 

Butler,  Pa.,  and  that  one  of  the  parties  interested  in  the  con- 
cern had  his  trunk  shipped  from  there  to  Jamestown,  N.  Y. 

Several  people  would  be  thankful  for  any  information  that 
would  lead  to  their  recovering  possession  of  their  property. 

FILMS  STOLEN. 

Savannah,  Ga.,  December  18th. — Between  two  and  three 
thousand  dollars'  worth  of  films  were  stolen  from  the  Criter- 

ion Theater  last  Tuesday  night.  The  pictures  were  those  of 
the  Grand  Prize  Race  at  Savannah  and  had  just  been  run  that 
day,  and  those  of  the  New  York  to  Paris  race  and  the  Dieppe 
race  of  tqo6.  The  pictures  belonged  to  Miles  Bros.  Com- 

pany and  to  the  Birmingham  Film  Exchange.  In  the  theater 
there  were  three  films  of  the  Grand  Prize  Race  and  only  one 
of  these  was  taken.  The  exact  amount  of  films  cannot  be 
given  out  yet,  as  Mr.  Lucas,  the  Southern  manager  of  the 
company,  will  have  to  check  up  first.  He  places  the  loss  be- 

tween $2,000  and  $3,000.  A  reward  of  a  hundred  dollars  has 
been  offered  by  Mr.  Lucas  for  the  name  of  the  thief  or  any 
clue   that   will   lead   to   the   recovery   of  the   films. 

Radiography  has  made  remarkable  progress  during  the 
past  two  years,  thanks  to  the  improvements  in  plates  and 
films.  Now  the  human  body  can  be  radiographed  so  quickly 
that  motion  pictures  are  practical  and  several  organs  of  the 
body  as  well  as  the  bones  can  be  seen  and  followed  in  their 
different  functions.  The  pulsations  of  the  heart  or  the  mo- 

tions of  the  bones  in  the  foot  can  be  certified  and  this  is  of 
great  value  to  medical  science.  Dr.  Rosenthal,  of  Munich, 
claims  that  he  has  photographed  the  heart  of  a  living  person. 
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Group   of   Kalem   Company   actors   now   operating   in   Florida. 

THE  SUNNY  SOUTH  IN  MOTION  PICTURES. 

Motion  pictures  of  real  Southern  scenes,  taken  among  the 
palms  and  moss-covered  pines,  will  soon  be  shown  all  over 
the  country.  The  Kalem  Company,  of  Xew  York,  is  respon- 

sible for  this  enterprise.  Several  months  ago  Mr.  Marion 
of  the  Kalem  Company  and  Mr.  Olcott,  a  stage  manager, 
made  a  trip  to  Florida  for  the  purpose  of  making  the  neces- 

sary arrangements.  With  the  assistance  of  Mr.  A.  S.  Hoyt, 
proprietor  of  the  Pastime  Theater,  of  Jacksonville,  they  se- 

cured a  lease  of  "Roseland,"  a  beautiful  estate  on  the  St. 
John's  River.  On  this  estate  is  to  be  found  almost  everything 
that  is  dear  to  the  heart  of  the  artistic  producer — an  old-time 
mansion,  with  all  its  original  setting  of  negro  cabins,  etc.;  a 
big  wharf  with  all  kinds  of  boats,  fronts  the  estate  and  with- 

in easy  reach  are  turpentine  stills,  orange  groves,  banana 
plantations,  and  every  feature  of  Southern  life  that  might  be 
required.  The  company  is  headed  by  twelve  of  the  most  ex- 

perienced artists  in  the  moving  picture  line  and  their  work 
is  in  charge  of  Mr.  Sidney  Olcott.  We  reproduce  a  photo- 

graph of  the  group  of  actors  taken  against  a  rich  background 
of  tropical  foliage.  The  first  production  of  this  company 
will  be  issued  by  the  Kalem  Company  next  week  and  will 
be  entitled  "A  Florida  Feud;  or,  Love  in  the  Everglades." 

NEW  MUSICAL  WONDER. 
A  One-Man  Orchestra  Combination. 

Managers  of  moving  picture  shows  should  be  interested  in 
the  advertisement  on  another  page  of  a  new  piano  orchestra 
attachment,  consisting  of  a  combination  of  five  instruments, 
all  under  the  easy  and  perfect  control  of  one  musician.  It 
consists  of  snare  drum,  bell  piano,  bass  drum  and  cymbals 
in  conjunction  with  any  piano,  and  a  good  pianist  can  master 
the  combination  with  short  practice.  We  have  heard  it  oper- 

ated byr  a  blind  pianist,  with  wonderful  effect,  like  that  of  an 
eight-piece  orchestra,  but  he  was  a  musical  genius.  It 
showed,  however,  that  the  outfit  was  capable  of  doing  all 
that  is  claimed  for  it  and  the  result  is  entirely  up  to  the 
musical  capacities  of  the  performer.  The  snare  drum  is 
electrically  controlled  and  operated  with  the  right  foot;  the 
bass  drum  ami  cymbals  arc  placed  behind  the  piano  and  op- 

erated by  the  left  foot:  the  bell  piano,  which  has  a  range  of 
two  octaves,  is  placed  under  the  keyboard  of  the  piano 
proper,  to  the  right  of  the  pianist,  like  the  arrangement  of  a 
two-manual  organ.  The  outfit  can  be  attached  to  any  piano 
in  fifteen  minutes  and  is  well  worth  the  price  asked.  Par- 

ticulars may  be  had  from  F.  J.  Perry.  43  West  Sixty-sixth 
street,   Xew  York. 

ILLUSTRATED  LECTURETTES. 

Scott  &  Van  Altena.  50  Pearl  street.  Xew  York,  announce 

that  they  have  in  readiness  a  lecturette  on  "Japan."  This is  a  subject  that  is  of  interest  and  lends  itself  to  the  beautiful 
coloring  which  is  distinctive  of  this  firm  of  slide  makers. 

From  Williams,  Brown  &  Earle.  of  91S  Chestnut  street.  Phil- 
adelphia. Pa.,  wc  have  also  received  a  booklet  _  describing 

a  series  of  illustrated  lectures,  for  which  motion  picture  films 
are  also  supplied.  These  will  be  further  noticed  in  our  next number. 
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WATCH  YOUR  ILLUSTRATIONS. 

As  has  been  pointed  out  in  these  columns  before,  not  all 

:>ng   illustrators   are   careful    what    pictures   they    use.      Fre- 
uently  the  pictures  have  no  connection   with  the   words  at 
II.     An   amusing   instance   was   noted   the    past    week.      In    a 

->ng  was  a  reference  to  a  steamboat  on  the  Suwanee   rivei 
he  picture  shown  represented  a  steamboat  sailing  merrily  up 
le  Hudson  with   the   Palisades  towering  in   the   background. 
was  so  incongruous  that  many  in  the  audience  noticed  it. 

|    As  a   suggestion   this   picture   could   have   been   made   sub- 
I    antially    accurate    had    it    been    a    steamboat    sailing    up    a 

nail   stream   with    woodlands    for  a  background.     It   is  not 
l  ssumed  that  all  these  illustrations  are  absolutely  true  to  the 
i   lbject  named,  but  they  could  be  made  to  interpret  the  words 

the   song.     Certainly   the   picture   of  the    Palisades   with    a 
|   earner    in    the    foreground    did    not    correctly    interpret    that 
ne  of  the  song  in  question. 

SOME   FILMS   IMPROVED. 

In  going  about  the  city  one  frequently  sees  films  repeated 
hich   have   previously   been   shown   elsewhere.      While   this 
no  violation  of  the  ethics  of  the  profession  it  is  interesting 

)  note  that  in  some  instances  the  film  has  been  improved, 

n  instance  is  the  comic,  "I  Have  Lost  the  Ball,"  referred  to i  these  columns  some  weeks  a 
Originally  the  ball  rolled  into  the  water  from  a  bridge  and 
ten  suddenly  jumped  from  the  water  to  the  bridge  again,  a 
ost  unnatural  thing  for  a  ball  to  do,  and  the  film  was  marred 
yr  this  one  thing  because  it  was  so  impossible.     As  the  film 
shown  now  this  feature  is  taken  out  and  the  ball  goes 

trough  only  one  impossible  operation.  It  rolls  up  a  steep 
ink  in  one  place,  equally  as  impossible  as  the  other.  That 
irt  could  be  taken  out  with  benefit  to  the  film. 
The  comics  which  reproduce  stage  magic  are  legitimate 
:cause  they  are  intended  to  represent  impossible  things, 
id  they  are  amusing  for  that  reason.  Rut  in  those  which 
3  not  aim  at  the  magic  and  impossible  the  introduction  of 
ech  features  mars  the  films  and  reduces  the  attractiveness 
r  exhibiting  the  clearly  impossible. 
Improbable  acts  are  always  interesting.  Even  though  they 
;em  absurd,  one  cannot  certainly  say  that  they  could  not 
appen.  But  the  clearly  impossible  imposes  upon  the  cred- 
litv  of  the  audience  and  scarcely  ever  do  they  raise  a  laugh. 
omics  made  up  of  funny  situations  such  as  one  sees  about 
im  daily,  like  falling  into  a  brook,  for  example,  will  create 
laugh  every  time,  when  the  overdone  and  strained  comics 

ill  scarcely  evoke  a  smile.  It  seems  as  though  the  cue 
as  plain  enough  for  any  manufacturer  to  follow.  And  it 
ould  seem,  too.  that  there  are  plenty  of  comic  incidents 
hich.  can  be  worked  up  without  resorting  to  and  repro- 
ticing   what   is   clearly   impossible. 

WHICH  IS  IT? 

Some  say  that  the  moving  picture  show 
Is   merely   a   passing   fad, 

Like  the  bicycle  days  or  the  ping-pong  craze 
Or  the  toys  of  some  young  lad; 

Others  say  it  is  here  to  stay, 
Until   some   genius  proves 

That  he  can  provide  more  fun  on  the  side 
Than  the  life-like  picture  that  moves 

HARRY    M.    TRILLING,  Chicago,    111. 

A  gratifying  spirit  seems  to  exist  between  the  Vitagraph 
ompany  of  New  York  and  its  employees.  Mr.  J.  Stuart 
dackton,  secretary  of  the  company,  returned  from  a  com- 
incd  business  and  pleasure  trip  to  Europe  on  the  nth  inst. 

nd  the  following  night  about  seventy  of  the  company's 
mployees  tendered  him  a  testimonial  banquet.  All  the  offi- 
ers  of  the  company  were  present  and  they  broke  bread  and 
rank  wine  with  representatives  of  every  department  of  their 
usiness.  Actors,  camera  men,  scene  painters,  mechanics 
f  various  grades,  photographers  wdio  handle  the  films  after 
ley  pass  into  the  printing  and  developing  departments, 
fnce  forces,  and  all — all  but  the  ladies  employed  by  the 
ompany — mingled  in  good  fellowship  for  several  hours, 
^he  addresses  made  indicated  that  much  of  the  Vuagraph 

Company's  success  has  been  due  to  the  respect  held  for  each 
ther  by  employers  and  employees. 

THE    VAUDEVILLE    OFFERINGS. 

At  two  theaters  tin-  vaudeville  offerings  have  been  much 
better  during    tin-   week    ji  l   than   those   of   the   pre- 
\  ions    week,      At    another    there    was         act    which    ranked 
as  high  as  any  of  the  previous  week.  The  i<  i  were  not 
better.     \.s  a  whole,  however,  the  vaudeville  was  bitter  than 
the  previous  week  and   the  audiences  showed   their  full  appre- 

ciation of  this  by  tlic   liberal  applause   which   was  given  the 
whenever  thi  li  ed. 

Apparently  managers  are  striving  for  a  steady  improve- ment in  then  acts,  and  tlie  fact  that  each  week  shows  some 
acts,   or,  as   during   the   week    jusl    p  a    number  of  acts, 
which  rank  ahead  oi  those  which  nave  L'onc  before,  is  suffi- 

cient evidence  of  the  intention  to  offer  as  good  as  is  obtain- 
able. And,  as  has  been  pointed  out  before,  this  is  the  only 

way  to  attract  and  hold  satisfied  and   large  audiences. 

THE    SONGS. 

\  notable  improvement  was  seen  in  the  quality  of  the 
of  tin-  week,  but  not  as  much  can  be  said  of  the  illus- 

trations. The  criticism  applies  to  only  a  few,  however, 
which  is  fortunate.  Some  of  the  illustrations  are  the  best 
that  have  been  shown.  But  in  two  or  three  instances  the 
quality  fell  below  the  average. 
One  house  keeps  its  regular  singer.  He  is  a  drawing 

attraction,  and  not  a  few  of  his  friends  go  in  merely  to  hear 
him  sing.  Other  houses  change  singers  each  week,  or  occa- 

sionally as  the  case  may  be.  A  good  singer,  once  engaged 
and  familiar  to  the  patrons  of  a  house,  ought  to  be  kept. 
The  songs  can  be  made  in  this  way  an  attraction  which  is 
impossible  otherwise. 
The  steady  improvement  in  the  songs  the  past  few  weeks 

has  created  a  good  deal  of  favorable  comment,  and  this 
feature  is  coming  to  be  much  more  attractive  than  it  was 
formerly. 

HANDLING  SLIDES. 

Little  things  make  or  mar  an  exhibition  in  which  illustra- 
tions to  be  seen  at  a  certain  time  form  a  part  of  the  pro- 

gramme. Where  there  are  lectures  or  lecturettes,  as  there 
are  in  some  theaters,  it  is  necessary  that  there  be  perfect 
consonance  between  the  speaker  and  the  operator,  other- 

wise the  effect  of  the  lecture  and  its  illustrations  are  lost. 
Tn  other  words,  unless  the  pictures  appear  on  the  screen  at 

the  proper  time  the  audience  gets  mixed  and  doesn't  know what   to    expect. 

Last  week  there  was  a  good  deal  of  that  thing  at  one 
theater.  The  speaker  at  one  time  was  describing  a  sugar 
plantation  when  a  valley  destroyed  by  Mont  Pelee  was  on 

the    screen.      The    speaker    was    partly    at    fault.      He    didn't 
Something  similar  happened  again  early  this  week,  but  it 

was  a  different  speaker.  He  began  to  talk  about  Rome  and 
pictures  of  Constantinople  were  shown.  He  spoke  very 
sharply  to   the  operator  and  left  the  stage. 
These  are  little  things,  but  they  are  more  or  less  annoying, 

and  when  an  audience  once  becomes  annoyed  in  that  way 
they  spread  the  news  to  others  and  ultimately  the  theater 
suffers. 

MORE   ELEVATING   PICTURES   DESIRABLE. 

There  are,  of  course,  many  exhibitions  in  the  moving  pic- 
ture line  that  give  praiseworthy  entertainments;  but  there  are 

very  many  more  that  pander  to  low  passions  and  have  noth- 
ing but  the  dollar  in  sight,  and  think  of  nothing  but  "the 

film  which  will  draw  the  biggest  crowd  without  pulling  the 

house  into  the  police  court."  If  the  moving  picture  is  to  be 
made  "an  agent  for  the  good  it  can  undoubtedly  do  some- 

thing will  ha\  e  1,1  Im  done  about  the  class  of  pictures  exhib- 
ited." .  .  "Now  it  is  up  to  you.  When  you  go  to  a 

vaudeville  house  and  see  a  picture  show  concluding  the  en- 
tertainment, write  the  owner  a  line.  Say  wdiat  you  liked 

and  what  you  didn't  like.  .  What  are  von  going  to 
"     .     .     . 

"To  see  an  Indian  bind  his  captive  and  drag  him  swiftly 
at  the  end  of  a  rope,  tied  to  his  horse,  over  rough  and  rocky 
ground,  is  not  a  pleasant  si<_>ht.  even  when  one  knows  that  a 
dummy  has  been  substituted  for  the  real  man  who  was  tied. 
.  .  .  To  see  a  knife  plunged  deep  into  the  breast  of  a 
woman  by  a  jealous  lovi  r  conv<  ys  a  picture  a  thousand  times 
as  vivid  g  of  the  act,  and,  by  the  art  of  the  picture- 
maker,  the  knife  reallj  seems  to  enter  the  flesh  and  the  blood 
to  spurt  forth,  after  which  the  victim  writhes,  rolls  her  eyes, 

and  finally  dies  in  at;ony.     Ugh!" — Review  of  Reviews. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

"The  Police  Band." — Even  the  new  expression,  "Beats  them 
all  to  a  frazzle,"  is  too  mild  to  express  the  success  of  this 
Gaumont  film.  You  are  compelled  to  laugh,  you  cannot  con- 

trol yourself,  you  cannot  resist  the  contagion.  It  is  nothing 
else  than  a  continuous  roaring,  and  if  the  film  was  200  feet 
longer,  the  folks  would  fairly  roll  under  the  seats.  If  you 
have  the  blues  go  to  the  old  Fourteenth  Street  Theater  and  a 

dose  of  "The  Police  Band"  will  cure  you. 

"A  Battle  Royal"  can  perhaps  interest  some  pugilists,  but 
it  did  not  seem  to  impress  the  audience.  The  only  one  scene 
is  too  long,  too  tiresome  and  too  confused.  The  photography 
is  not  clear  and  the  acting  could  be  better. 

"The  Angel  Child." — A  very  good  comedy  of  the  Edison 
Company,  which  greatly  amused  the  audience,  although  de- 

void of  the  long  chases  and  silly  falls.  This  film  shows 
conclusively  that  the  manufacturers  can  amuse  the  public 

in  remaining  on  natural  lines.  The  plot  is  not  of  "The  Im- 
possible Situations"  so  common  in  comic  work,  but  has  some 

semblance.  It  is  not  unnatural  for  a  widow  to  remarry  and 
for  the  daughter  to  wish  to  have  the  young  man  for  her 
husband  instead  of  having  him  for  her  stepfather. 

At  Keith's  Theater  the  pianist  added  some  charm  to  the 
film  in  following  on  his  piano  the  motions  of  the  daughter 
at  her  piano,  and  as  he  gave  us  some  very  discordant  notes, 
we  could  not  blame  the  mother  for  asking  the  girl  to  stop 
such  bad  playing. 

"Faithful  to  the  Test." — A  well-told  tale  of  war  and  love, 
in  which  the  soldier  and  his  bride  both  proved  faithful  in  the 
tests  to  which  they  were  subjected.  Perhaps  this  film  is 
chiefly  interesting  in  illustrating  very  vividly  the  sorrow 
caused  by  dragging  men  away  to  war,  even  though  it  may 
be  a  war  for  right.  The  drama  is  well  staged,  the  actors  do 
their  parts  well,  and  the  photography  is  unusually  clear.  It 
is  a  vast  improvement  upon  the  numerous  murders  which 
have  formed  such  a  conspicuous  portion  of  the  films  of  late. 

"Making  a  Sale." — Intended  to  be  funny,  but  one  fails  to 
see  where  the  fun  comes  in  when  destruction  of  property 
seems  to  be  the  only  object  of  the  principal  actor.  Pseudo 
accidents  may  be  funny,  but  wanton  destruction  of  property 
creates  a  bad  impression. 

"Love  Affair  in  Toyland." — A  unique  and  exceptionally 
attractive  Gaumont  film.  It  cannot  be  described,  but  a  game 

common  many  years  ago  known  as  "Geometry  at  Play" 
comes  the  nearest  to  it.  It  is  funny  and  in  such  an  unex- 

pected and  unique  way  that  it  wins  rounds  of  applause  where- 
ever  it  is  shown. 

"Slippery  Jim's  Repentance." — An  intensely  realistic  drama, 
which  ends  well,  though  it  has  several  unpleasant  episodes. 

Little  Heartsease,  the  judge's  daughter,  wins  the  hearts  of 
every  audience  that  sees  the  film.  The  repentance  of  the 

criminal  is  a  touching  scene.  While  it  is  not  wholly  to  one's 
liking,  it  at  least  possesses  the  merit  of  not  allowing  anyone 
to  die,  nor  is  there  any  murder.  The  action  and  photography 
are  both  good  and  the  acting  of  the  little  girl  when  she 
thinks  she  hears  Santa  Clans  is  excellent.  Withal  it  is  a 

good  film. 

"Christmas  in  Paradise  Alley.''- -A  realistic  piece  of  work, 
which  not  only  illustrates  forcibly  the  Christmas  spirit,  but 
it  also  depicts  graphically  the  hardships  of  the  poor  in  the 
tenement  districts  of  the  great  cities.  The  photography  and 
action  are  both  good  and  the  staging  is  satisfactory.  This 

plot  is  not  plain.  The  sub-title  says  that  "Jimmy  Saves  the 
Good  Samaritan."  Who  is  the  good  Samaritan0  Ts  it  the  old 
gentleman  who  is  rescued  by  the  policeman?  If  so  there  is 
nothing  to  show  us  that  he  did  anything  to  be  called  a  good 

Samaritan  and  the  boy  should  no't  he  praised  as  the  rescuer, 
as  he  remains  in  the  doorway,  while  the  policeman  is  doing 
the  rescuing  act.  The  acting  is  only  fair.  Jimmy  does  not 
seem  to  mind  the  whipping  and  the  old  gentleman  in  deliver- 

ing the  Christmas  gifts  acts  as  a  mere  messenger  boy, 

"The  Cobbler  Outwitted."  -A  comic  in  which  love  plays 
an  important  part.  The  father  is  outwitted  by  his  daughter 
and  her  beau.  The  situations  develop  some  fun,  but  the 

film's   chief  merit   is  that  it   is  short. 

"The  Quarry  Man." — It  is  regretable  that  such  an  ex- cellent film  should  not  make  a  full  reel,  as  no  one  can  ever 
get  tired  of  such  good  work.  This  film  contains  some  tine 
scenes  and  shows  much  care  on  the  part  of  the  producers. 
Tlie  scene  of  the  blind  man  listening  attentively  to  his  boy 
reading  the  newspaper,  is  a  very  touching  one  and  very  well 

acted,   even   when   the   wife   is  tempted.      Such    films    leave 
deep  impression  and  create  a  desire  to  see  them  again,  or 
least  to  talk  of  them,  and  if  our  manufacturers  were  to  gi 
us  more  of  such  productions  there  would  not  be  so  much  0 
jection  to  repeaters. 

"The   Miniature   Circus." — A    remarkable   trick   film   of 
Pathe   Freres.  which  pleases  everyone.     The   grown  pers 
able    to    realize    the    enormous    amount    of   work    required 
produce  such  a  film,  proclaim  it  a  success,  while  the  chil 
are  more  than  delighted  with  it.       It  is  a  comic  of  the  high 
type   and    tilled    with   surprises  which    develop   at   unexpecti 
turns.     The   action  is   all   that  could  be   desired  and   the 
oring  of  the  film  is  more  than  good.     For  children  this  is 
excellent  film  and  deserves  a  long  run.     Managers  will  m; 
no    mistake   in   adding   this   to   their  list.      It   leaves   a   fav 
able    impression,    and    at    the    same    time    the    audience 
been   amused. 

When  I  saw  this  film  at  Keith's  on  Fourteenth  stre 
everyone  seemed  to  enjoyr  it,  but  when  I  saw  it  at  the  o 
Manhattan  Theater,  many  of  the  spectators  complained  th; 
the  picture  was  hard  on  the  eyes.  This  was  due  to  tl 
operator,  who  was  running  his  machine  as  if  he  was  in 
speed  contest,  and  if  I  had  not  seen  previously  the  san 
film  I  would  have  called  it  a  failure.  Operators  can  eith< 
make  the  success  or  the  failure  of  a  film. 

"Magnetic  Removal." — Another  of  these  charming  trie 
films  of  the  rooster  mark.  It  was  very  amusing  to  watc 
the  glasses,  the  crockery,  etc..  move  by  themselves  in  tl 
baskets,  to  see  the  furniture  move  out  by  itself.  This  fi.1 
caused  a  laughing  explosion  seldom  witnessed  in  any  sho 

places,  and  it  was  a  cantagious  laughing;  even  the  man  wj" 
the  blues  had  to  forget  his  troubles. 

"Mother-in-Law  Breaks  All  Records." — Very  amusing  fill 
although  not  a  new  subject,  as  we  have  witnessed  sever 
runaway  automobiles.  There  is  a  very  thrilling  scene  whi 

the  auto  crosses  the  railroad  tracks.  The  machine  brea.r 
the  gate  and  clears  the  tracks  just  as  a  fast  train  is  passin 

The  scene  of  the  large  painting  is  ill-timed,  as  the  men  carr 
ing  the  big  frame  show  no  real  reason  for  stopping  such 
long  time  in  the  middle  of  the  road. 

"A  Roman  Idvl." — The  action  and  staging  of  this  film  a 
all  that  could  be  asked.  The  tinting  is  excellent,  and  as 
representation  of  certain  phases  of  ,life  in  ancient  Ron: 
perhaps,  it  is  all  that  could  be  asked.  It  is  a  thrilling  dran 
in  which  jealousy^  plays  a  prominent  part,  and  the  audien 
applauds  when  finally  the  jealous  patrician  maiden  is  hurl 
into  the  pit,  where  she  immured  the  plebeian  girl.  Films 
this  character  are  to  be  commended  because  the  less* 
taught  is  so  plainly  drawn  that  there  can  be  no  mistaking 

"No  Petticoats  for  Him." — A   comic  in   which   a   coachm 
and   a  mannish   woman   have   a    contest   in    which   the   worn 
is  victorious.     Tt   is   lively  and   well  acted   and  is   laughed 
No  more  could  be  asked. 

"Cocoa  Industry." — An  industrial  film  of  the  Edison  Cot 
pany.  Although  it  is  of  interest  to  know  the  origin  of  « 
tain  products,  in  some  cases  we  would  prefer  to  remain 
ignorance.  Two  ladies  who  were  digging  into  a  box  of  fi: 
chocolates  quickly  lost  all  appetite  for  the  bonbons  when  t; 
screen  showed  them  how  the  seeds  of  the  cocoa  tree  we 
dried  and  polished  under  the  feet  of  negroes. 

"Noisy  Neighbors." — A  comic  which  illustrates  the  poss 
bilities  of  discomfort  in  a  tlat  where  all  sorts  of  noises  a 

going  on  overhead.  Perhaps  the  victim  doesn't  offer  mut pity  when  the  floor  breaks  and  the  crowd  above  com 
tumbling  down  into  his  room.  His  belaborings  are  extreme 
real  ami  no  doubt  truly  represent  his  feelings. 

"Great  Wrong  Righted." — Another  of  those  subjects  bas< 
upon  infidelity.  It  is  worked  out  differently,  but  the  bas 
is  the  same  and  in  the  end  the  innocent  heart  is  broke 
The  technical  quality  of  the  film  is  quite  satisfactory,  but  fl 

subject  doesn't  elicit  much  interest.  Audiences  are  becomir 
tired  of  these  films  which  are  based  upon  the  infidelity  ■ 
either  husband,  or  wife,  or  lover.  And  well  they  may._  Th< 
are  served  up  in  all  sorts  of  ways  and  with  all  sorts  of  yari 
lions,  but  in  no  sense  are  they  either  edifying  or  interesting. 

"The  Doctor's  Wife." — A  well  staged,  well  acted  and  exce 
lently  photographed  film  in  which  jealousy  is  alllowedj 
play  a  prominent  part.  As  it  ends  happily  perhaps  nothit 
further  should  be  said  about  it.  At  any  rate  no  one  die 
which  is  some  improvement  upon  wdiat  has  been  handed  01 
during  the  past  two  weeks.  But  needless  suffering  is  ei 
tailed  upon  the  one  who  is  ill.  Perhaps  it  required  this  t 

complete  the  story,  but  it  isn't  exactly  relished  by  son who  see  it. 
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"All  That  Trouble  for  a  Drink."  A  comic  which  shows 
wh.it  the  power  of  a  good  suit  of  clothes  is.  Photography 
mil  acting  are  good  and  no  one  is  injured,  or  even  bothered) 
md   creates   a    hearty   laugh   always. 

"Timid  Duellers." — A  good  comic  which  is  perhaps  as  good 
i  mockery   of  a  duel   as  has   ever  been  shown.     The  photog- 
tphy  are  both  good  and  the  action  is  comical  enough  to  keep 

!:he  audience  laughing  all  the  time  the  film  is  running. 

"A   Good   Watch   Dog."      Flu    action   of  this   film   is   com- 
neudable.      It    is    a    representation    of    what    a    dog    can    do 
ind  as  an  example  of  how  a  dog  can  be  trained  it  is  unusually 

d     The  staging  and  photography  are  both  good.    The  film 
should   attract   unusual   attention. 

"Power  of  the   Habit."    -A   comic   which   seeks  to  travesty 
i  habit    and   show   how   it    may    stick   to   one,   even    after   his 
■n\ ironment   changes.     The  action  and  photography  are  both 

|?ood  and   the  staging  is  satisfactory. 

"Jerusalem." — This  is  an  excellently  photographed  film  and 
he    different    views'  oi    the    city    are    interesting    and    instruc- ive.      The  film  has  been  criticised,  but  the  writer  of  this  sees 
ittle  to   find   fault   with.     As   showing  life  in   and  about  the 

-ity  as  n  appears  every  day  it  seems  to  be  good.     Such  pic- 
ures    of   actual    life    in    distant    lands    are    always    instructive 
unl   it   is   perfectly  safe   to   assume   that   a   majority   of   those 
v!u>    look    at    the    pictures    do    not    care    particularly    for    the 
ninute   details   which   go  to   make   up   certain   phases   of  that 
ife.     The  broad   outlook   on   Jerusalem   is   good.     One   gets 
10   more  than   a   passing   glimpse   in    the   movement   of   a    film 
ind  that  is  sufficient   to  leave  a   fairly  accurate  impression  of 
;he  city  and  its  life. 

"Archie   Goes  Shopping  With  the   Girls." — A   comic   which 
rticularly  applicable  at   this   season   of  the  year.     Fortu- 

nately   not    everyone  has  the  trouble  Archie  did,  but  perhaps 
5    man    who   is   roped   into   a   shopping  expedition   by  his 

wife   or   daughter    feels   much    as    Archie   did   before    he    gets 
home. 

"Button,  Button." — A  comic  which  introduces  destruction 
it  property  as  a  result  of  a  hunt  for  a  collar  button.  It  may 
be.  and  probably  is.  funny,  but  is  so  grossly  exaggerated  as 

,  ridiculous. 

"The  Face  at  the  Window." — A  film  which  has  many  ele- 
ments of  attractiveness;  for  example,  showing  oyster  dredg- 

ers at  work,  and  similar  features  which  are  interesting  and 
instructive.  But  just  why  the  face  appears  at  the  window 
is  not  clear.  It  seems  to  mean  nothing,  and  if  it  is  used  as 
:t  portent  of  something  which  may  befall,  it  fails  to  make  the 
fact  entirely  clear.  Technically  the  film  is  fair  and  the 
action   and   staging  are   satisfactory. 

"The  Legend  of  Stars." — There  is  no  wonder  that  the  old 
Fourteenth  Street  Theater  is  always  packed  to  the  doors. 
This  film  created  the  deepest  impression  and  on  every  seat 
you  could  hear  some  expressions  of  sympathy.  It  is  a  simple, 
touching  story  that  went  to  the  heart  of  every  one  and  when 
the  little  girl  recovered  her  eyesight,  the  audience  was  fairly 
ready  to  congratulate  the  happy  parents.  These  are  the  plays 
carried  home,  as  every  spectator  is  anxious  to  repeat  the  story 
to  his  friends  and  encourage   them  to  see  it. 

"A  Visit  to  Compiegnes." — A  very  interesting  film  showing 
the  palaces,  grounds  and  parks  of  the  old  French  Empire 
days.  Some  of  the  views  called  for  many  expressions  of 
admiration. 

"A  Plucky  Young  Woman." — A  well  produced  dramatic 
film  of  Pathe.  showing  the  noble  actions  of  a  poor  girl.  The 
story  is  well  told,  with  some  very  good  effects,  and  was  well 
received  by  the  atidience. 

"The  Mohammedan  at  Home." — An  excellent  record  film, 
depicting  the  daily  life  of  a  Mohammedan,  or  some  phases 
of  it.  The  photography  is  good  and  any  one  who  sees  this 
film  will  gain  a  good  idea  of  how  a  Mohammedan  lives. 

"In  Bitter  Rivalry." — An  intensely  active  drama  of  love 
and  jealousy.  It  ends  happily  for  some,  but  one  heart  must 
needs  be  broken  before  the  film  runs  its  course.  There  is 

some  shooting,  and  the  chase  of  the  gamekeeper  when  run- 
ning after  the  poachers  is  too  long.  Technically  the  film  is 

to  be  commended.  The  subject  may  be  liked  by  some,  but 
it  leaves  a  sort  of  lugubrious  impression  behind. 

"Willing  to  Be  Courteous." — A  comic  in  which  a  gentle- 
man who  desires  merely  to  be  courteous  comes  to  grief 

numerous  times.     It  gets  a  laugh  before  it  has  run  its  course. 

"The  Invisible  Men." — A  semi-magic  comic  in  which  the 
power  to  make  themselves  invisible  is  used  to  their  advantage 
by   two    adventurers.      Some    funny    situations    are    developed 

.md  there   is  a   good   deal  ol    wild   gesticulating   which   illus- 
trates  tin   possibilities  "i  the  moving  picture  apparatus, 

"Love    Is   Ingenious."       \    comic    in    which    the    ingenuity   of 
a  lovelorn  maul  is  turned  to  account  to  secure  bet  meeting with  lur  lover, 

"The  Giant  Baby."  A  film  winch  has  some  elements  of 
tun,  though  the  bulk  of  it  is  rather  silly  than  «.th<  rwise. 
The    figure   oi    the   giant    baby   creates   some    laughter. 

"The  Patriot;  or.  The  Horrors  of  War."- -A  him  which 
might  be  used  with  profit  by  the  ad\  mates  of  peace,  The 
horrors  of  war  arc  made  very  real,  and  while  there  is  much 
killing,  it  would  be  impossible  to  carry  out  the  idea  without 
it.  The  staging  and  technical  quality  of  the  film  are  both 
so  good  that  one  actually  sickens  in  look  at  it.  A  long  sigh 
goes  up  from  the  audience  when  the  picture  is  done,  yet  it 
possesses  a  wonderful  fascination  and  one  wants  to  see  it 
again  after  looking  at  it  once. 

"Caught  With  the  Goods." — A  comic  which  develops  a 
funny  situation  in  several  instances,  and  when  the  thieves 
return  to  the  person  from  whom  they  stole  the  goods  and 
attempt  to  sell   them   the  audience  applauds  vigorously. 

"A  Policeman's  Dreams."-  A  new  phase  oi  travesties  on 
a  policeman's  life.  The  different  dreams  are  funny  and  the 
ending  is  especially  so.  Technically  the  film  is  beyond 
criticism. 

"The  Press  Gang." — A  romantic  film  in  which  love  and  a 
rejected  suitor  are  used  as  the  mediums  for  introducing  the 
audience  to  the  methods  of  the  press  gangs  of  a  century 
or  more  ago  and  the  life  on  board  ship  at  that  time.  The 
heroism  of  the  prisoner  is  used  as  a  means  for  his  return  to 
his  home  and  his  love,  where  all  ends  happily.  Technically 
the  film  is  fair  in  some  portions  and  good  in  others,  but  not 
of  even  quality. 

"Hobo  on  a  Bike"  (Urban)  is  another  amusing  film  which) 
gave  a  good  laughing  spell  to  the  audience  of  the  old  four- 

teenth Street  Theater.  Although  the  fall  of  the  heavy  stone 
was  ill  timed,  the  spectators  had  no  comment  to  make  as  th*y 
were  laughing  heartily  when  the  men  pulled  from  under  the 
stone  the  hobo  reduced  to  the  thickness  of  a  sheet  of  paper. 
.Many  persons  were  greatly  surprised  at  the  feats  of  the 
hobo,  riding  backwards  on  the  inclined  boards. 

"A  Test  of  Friendship." — An  excellent  production  of  the 
Biograph,  well  presented  and  well  received  by  the  audience. 
It  is  a  good  plot,  which  contains  a  good  moral  and  shows 
once  more  that  happiness  is  not  to  be  found  in  riches. 
If  the  manufacturers  could  change  the  second  scene  they 
would  have  an  ideal  film  for  church  entertainments,  but  the 
girls  smoking  cigarettes  and  one  of  them  sticking  her  feet 
on  the  table  with  too  much  of  her  extremities  in  view,  is 
displeasing  to  some  tastes. 

"The  Playmates." — A  well  produced  and  touching  story, 
which  called  for  many  exclamations  of  "fine,  sweet,"  etc.  It 
is  hard  to  say  if  the  dog  acted  better  than  the  little  girl  or 
the  girl  better  than  the  dog,  but  we  can  say  that  both  were 
excellent  in  their  respective  parts.  The  photography  is  of  a 
rich,  soft,  warm  tone,  which  adds  to  the  charm  of  the  pic- 

ture. The  only  fault  with  this  film  is  that  it  is  too  short,  as 
an  audience  is  never  tired  of  such  a  charming  subject. 

THE  WEEK'S  FILMS. 
As  a  whole  the  films  have  been  better  during  the  past 

week  than  for  some  time.  While  no  especially  ambitious 

one  has  been  brought  out,  excepting  possibly^  the  "Roman 
Idyl,"  the  general  run  has  been  far  ahead  of  the  average  for 
the  preceding  week.  There  were  not  so  many  killings  and 
the  silly  sort  were  not  as  numerous. 

A  number  of  excellent  films  were  produced  which  possessed 
human  interest  in  a  higher  degree  than  usual,  and  these 
served  to  hold  attention  and  maintain  the  average  at  a  high 
standard. 
The  manufacturers  who  exercise  the  restraint  that  keeps 

murders,  suicides  and  rape  out  of  their  films  will  please  a 
somewhat  disgusted  public  and  make  more  money  for  them- 

selves and  their  patrons. 

Philadelphia  film  renters  awoke  one  morning  to  find  in 
their  midst  a  lively  competitor,  who  soon  began  to  make 
himself  felt,  not  in  cutting  prices,  but  in  getting  customers 
on  the  better  service  basis.  We  refer  to  the  Liberty  Film 
Exchange,  not  new  in  the  business,  by  any  means,  but  hail- 

ing from  central  Pennsylvania,  where  they  had  already  estab- 
lished a  large  connection.  As  they  are  buyers  of  new  films 

and  not  junk  handlers,  their  connections  are  increasing steadily. 
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Don't    Use    a    Current    Saver 
UNLESS  YOU  USE  A 

GILLES  ARC  REGULATOR 
WITH    IT 

This  will  give  you  the  best  possible  control  and  finest  light  with  alternating 
current.  Consumes  no  extra  current  and  stops  all  travelling  and  pitting  of 
carbons.  Gives  a  clear  white  light  free  from  shadows.  Only  possible 
way  to  get  a  perfect  light  with  alternating  current.  Guaranteed  one  year. 
Sent  prepaid  for  $10.00  or  send  $3.00  for  examination  and  balance  on 
acceptance.     State  make  of  machine  and  amperes  used. 

RICHARD  L.  GILLES,  Distributor,  HELENA,  MONTANA 

NOTES    OF    THE    TRADE. 

A  New  Way  to  Paint  Signs 
t¥eh  butts  sign  writing  outfits 
Anyone  can  paint  all  kinds  of  signs  and  show  cards  in  half  the  time 
required  by  the  old  way  and  much  better.  We  furnish  these  SPECIAL 
OUTFITS  complete  with  ten  alphabets  and  three  sets  of  figures  of  the 
most  modern  styles  of  the  day,  from  2  to  12  inches  in  height,  not  printed 
alphabets,  but  the  real  letter,  cut  out  of  the  most  durable  material.  We 
also  furnish  with  this  outfit  a  complete  book  of  instructions  for  painting 
all  kinds  of  signs  and  cards  and  a  selection  of  beautiful  designs,  and 
guarantee  that  anyone  can  do  perfect  lettering  as  soon  as  he  receives  the 
outfit.  SPECIAL  PRICE,  FOR  A  SHORT  TIME  ONLY,  $5.00.  Send 
in  your  order  to-day.  None  sent  CO. D.  Satisfaction  guaranteed  or  money 
refunded. 

THE  BUTTS  SIGN  &  NOVELTY  CO., 
228  Temple  Court  Building  -  Denver,  Colo- 

IMPROVE 
ITTSALO 

THE  PICTURE  ON  \lbs57 
THE  SCREEN 

by  using  a  high  grade 
projection  lens. 

Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
liant picture  than  anylenses  made  here  or 

abroad.    We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 
that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE   $18.00   NET 
When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 

ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 
these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN   OPTICAL   COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave.,  So.  Rochester,  N.  Y. 

THE   BRST  MOVING    PICTURE  MACHINE. 

RHEOSTATS 
CONTAIN 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
Catalogue  and  information  upon  request. 

DRIVER-HARRIS    WIRE     CO., 
HARRISON,     N,   J. 

SEVERAL  PAYING  THEATRES  FOR 

SALE.  Apply,  Theatres,  care  of  Moving 
Picture  World.  Do  not  write  or  call  un- 

less   you    mean    business. 

Toledo,  Ohio. — J.  C.  Reed  is  installing  a  five-cent  theater 
at  1005  Starr  avenue. 

Newark,  N.  J. — Harry  Robrecht  is  arranging  to  open  a 
moving  picture  theater  in  this  city. 

Cleveland,  Ohio. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  on  East 
112th  street  is  being  constructed  at  a  cost  of  $3,200. 

St.  David,  111. — J.  D.  Kemp  contemplates  the  erection  of  a 
building  on  Main  avenue  suitable  for  his  electric  theater. 

Iola,  Kan. — The  Bales  building  on  East  Main  street  is 
being  remodeled  and  will  be  the  home  of  a  moving  picture 
theater. 

Chicago,  111. — O.  Gisel  and  H.  Beekman,  170  Thirty-first 
street,  will  erect  a  one-story  moving  picture  theater  to  cost 

$10,000. Norfolk,  Va. — The  Berkley  Amusement  Palace,  at  the  foot 
of  Chestnut  street,  reopened  under  the  new  management  of 
L.  H.  Carty. 

Sequin,  Tex. — The  Wonderland  moving  picture  theater, 
now  in  the  Opera  House  building,  will  move  to  Austin  street 
about  January  1. 

New  York  City. — Plans  have  been  filed  for  remodeling  the 
building  at  2004  Second  avenue  into  a  moving  picture  theater 
for  Anna  Domino. 

Havelock,  Neb. — The  Beaman  Theatrical  Company  have 
leased  the  McDonald  building  and  will  remodel  same  for 
moving  picture  theater. 

Mobile,  Ala. — Vance  Gunnison,  formerly  manager  of  the 
Arcade,  will  open  a  moving  picture  theater  and  vaudeville 
in  this  city  at  an  early  date. 

Meadville,  Pa. — The  Cozy  Corner  and  moving  picture  show 
owned  by  the  Park  Amusement  Company  was  destroyed  by 
fire.     Loss,  $7,000;  partially  insured. 

Salisbury,  N.  C. — Another  moving  picture  theater,  "The 
Princess,"  has  opened  up  on  East  Fisher  street.  It  will  be 
run  exclusively  for  colored  people. 

New  London,  Conn. — Bullock  &  Davis  are  to  erect  a 
moving  picture  theater  in  the  Armstrong  building.  It  will 
have  a  seating  capacity  of  1,200. 

Winnipeg,  Man. — W.  J.  Boyd  will  erect  a  moving  picture 
theater  at  the  corner  of  Smith  street  and  Portage  avenue, 
to  have  a  seating  capacity  of  about  400. 

Marion,  Ind. — Roy  Tudor  is  preparing  to  open  a  moving 
picture  theater  in  the  room  formerly  occupied  by  the  Del- 
monico  restaurant  on  East  Fourth  street. 

Dayton,  Ohio. — Rothleder  &  Schwaim.  of  Pittsburg,  have 
leased  the  old  Beckel  hall,  on  South  Jefferson  street,  and 
will  convert  same  into  a  moving  picture  theater. 

Helena,  Mont. — The  Novelty  Theater  has  closed  its  doors 
and  will  discontinue  furnishing  amusement  to  the  public. 

The  reason  for  this  is  because  of  Manager  Flatow's  ill- health. 

Richmond,  Va. — City  Electrical  Inspector  Speights  refused 
to  issue  a  permit  for  the  use  of  electric  lights  to  the  new 
"Lubin"  Theater,  on  Broad  street,  after  inspecting  the 

premises. 
Bayonne,  N.  J. — Trustees  of  the  People's  Baptist  Church, 

on  West  Twenty-third  street,  have  sold  the  edifice  to  an 
amusement  promoter  of  Elizabeth,  who  will  turn  it  into  a 
moving  picture  theater. 

Richmond,  Va. — The  new  Lubin  Theater,  situated  next  to 
the  Bijou,  has  been  granted  permission  to  open.  The  City 
Electrician  granted  the  company  five  days  in  which  to  cor- 

rect defects  in  the  wiring. 
St.  Charles,  111.,  is  soon  to  have  its  third  moving  picture 

theater.  John  Bogart,  owner  of  a  business  block  in  West 
Main  street,  is  remodeling  one  of  his  stores,  to  be  the  home 
of  a  moving  picture  theater. 
Dundee,  111.,  is  to  have  a  new  place  of  amusement  in  the 

new  Crescent  Theater  to  be  opened  at  the  corner  of  Main 
street  and  Second  avenue.  Messrs.  J.  W.  Andrews  and 
L.  W.  Lawrence  are  the  proprietors. 

Boston,  Mass. — New  England  Cameraphone  Company,  Bos- 
ton; moving  pictures;  capital,  $50,000.  Irving  F.  Moore, 

president,  350  Columbus  avenue;  Charles  G.  Polleys,  treas- 
urer. 2^5  Sutz  street,  and  Wm.  F.  Berry. 

Omaha,  Neb. — The  Western  Theater  Company,  which  will 
do  business  in  the  moving  picture  line,  has  filed  articles  of 
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Incorporation,  with  capital  .-.lock  of  $3,000.     The  directors  arc 
II    Duorly,  L.   Brinker  and   H.  G.  Moorehead. 

Omaha,  Neb.  Crown  Theater,  at  1520  Dodge  street,  a 
five-cent  moving  picture  theater,  w.i>  purchased  by  the  \A 

i 'lie. iter  Company,  a  newly  organized  corporation.     The n.inie  of  the  theater  will  be  changed  to  Majestic. 

Quincy.  111.  —The  Bijou  Theatei   Company   lias  been  incor- 
porated  with   a   capital   stock   ol   $12,000,   tor  the   purpose  of 

llicting   moving   picture   theaters       W.    N.    MeCcMiuell.  J.  T. 
[ngrahm  and  other  incorporators,  thi>  city. 

South  Bend,  Ind.  -The  laundry  building  on  East  Jefferson 
street  is  being  remodeled  for  another  five-cent  moving  pic- 

ture show.  The  promoter  of  the  new  enterprise  is  B.  Scan- 
Ion,  who  was  formerly  manager  of  the  Olympic  Theater. 

Atlantic,  Iowa.—  R.  A.  Willetis,  who  has  been  conducting 
a  moving  picture  show  in  Griswold  for  some  time,  is  in  this 
city  negotiating  for  the  building  formerly  occupied  by  Whip- 

ple &  Shrock,  where  he  intends  to  erect  a  moving  picture 
show. 

Burlington,  Vt. — The  New  Bijou,  which  opened  up  on  De- 
cember 7th,  is  a  very  tastefully  decorated  theater  with  a  seat- 

ing capacity  of  250.  No  songs  or  vaudeville  are  given,  only 
the  pictures,  and  the  house  is  playing  to  standing  room  only. 

Hutchinson  is  the   manager. 
The  Lyric  and  the  Theatorium  are  also  doing  fine  business. 

The  Lyric  runs  the  Independent  films. 

Knoxville,  Tenn.,  has  four  moving  picture  theaters.  One 
has  maintained  a  ten-cent  price  for  admission  all  the  time, 
but  of  course  suffered  more  or  less  on  account  of  the  others 
charging  live  cents  only.  Saturday  night  the  patrons  of  these 
theaters  were  shocked  to  find  ten  cents  demanded  for  en- 

trance to  these  theaters.  But  it  was  a  matter  of  no  choice, 

for  the  same  "Ten  Cents  Admission"  confronted  them  at 
everj  box  .'thee,  and  there  you  are.  Every  manager  seemed 
well  pleased  with  results.  Two  vaudeville  acts,  an  illustrated 

song  and  moving  pictures-  all  first  class — could  not  be  fur- 
nished for  five  cents  at  a  profit.  Results  will  be  watched 

with    great    interest.      All    matinees    remain    at    five    cents. 
George  Lynne,  manager  of  the  Columbia,  is  recovering 

from  a  long  illness  of  typhoid  fever. 

ECONOMY  FJLfJ  SERVICE 

410    LIBERTY    AVENUE 

PITTSBURG 

WE  HAVE  MORE  FILM  IN  STOCK  THAN 
ANY   OTHER   COMPETITOR 

EVERY  Reel  is  in  first-class  condition.  The 

old  stock  has  been  disposed  of.  We  have 

just  received  Five  Hundred  Reels  from  a 

foreign  exchange,  like  new.  We  guarantee  sub- 
jects to  please  any  audience.  We  give  all  customers 

their  proportionate  share  of  new  subjects.  If  you 
are  paying  big  prices  remember  our  service  is 
Quality  and   Low  Prices. 

2  changes,  shipped  two  at  a  time,  1000  feet  each 
4        *'  "         two         "  "  '• 
6        "  "         three      "  "  " 

12        '*  "         four 

$  6.00 
10. 00 

14.00 

25.00 

POSTER  AND  SONG   SLIDES 

WITHOUT  ADDITIONAL   CHARGE 

A  Better  Light 
at  Half-Price 

There's  a  Reason 
Our 

ECONOMY  COIL 
Which  Murders  Electric  Light  Bills 

"Claro 99 

Condenser 
Which  increase  y 

Light  25  per  c 
.«r 

A  XMAS  PRESENT ' JICH  PA^ 

DIV|r^DS 

Could  you  iVi 

L  a  Better  In  estme
nt? 

We  ptrnish  the  Hi
m  Service 

YpJi  Will  Eventuall
y  Adopt 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light
 

arid  Film  Co. 

Rochester,*  Y.,    Pit
tsburg,  Pa..    Lincoln.

  Neb. 

•lnclnn.ti.Ohio,     Des  Moi
nes,  la. 
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SITUATIONS    WANTED. 
Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  fr«e  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 
Experienced  Operators. 

R.  Clay  Crawford,  care  of  Kline  Amusement  Co.,  Franklin,  Pa.  Experi- 
enced electrician  and  operator. 

Eobert  Curry,  1G70  Third  avenue,  New  York.  Experienced  and  licensed 
operator. 
W.  F.   Chinns,  General  Delivery,   Slater,  Mo.     Experienced  on  all  machines. 
Ludwig  Wailgum,  10  Bullfinch  place,  Hotel  St.  Lion,  Boston,  Mass.  Ex- 

perienced operator;  also  wiring  and  repairing.     Have  Massachusetts  license. 
W.  A.  Lee,  expert  operator  and  electrician,  706  Marietta  street,  Excelsior 

Springs,   Mo.      References. 
T.  C.  Patrick,  14 y2  South  Main  street,  Helena,  Mont.  Experienced  on 

Edison    and    Power    machines. 
B.  J.  Keefer,  Colfax,  la.  Experienced  manager,  also  lecturer  and  effects 

producer.  Can  put  any  house  on  a  paying  basis  by  producing  the  right  kind 
of  a  show.        Am  sober  and  reliable. 

A.  C.  Wallace,  P.  O.  Box  126,  Baraboo,  Wis.  Experienced  operator.  Re- 
pairs  on   all    machines. 

Bernard  Corbett,  67  Walnut  street,  Norwood,  Mass.  Experienced  operator, 
(Massachusetts  licensed.)     References.     Capable  of  managing  house  if  desired. 

L.  Darier,  109  West  Fifty-fourth  street,  care  of  Y.  M.  C.  A.  French  branch, 
electrician  and  licensed  operator,  2  years'  experience.  Power  or  Edison machine. 

Edw.  Latell,  1396  Myrtle  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  Experienced  licensed 
operator  or   manager. 

H.  Hudson,  158  Earl  street,  Kingston,  Ont.,  Canada.  References,  David 
Heller,    938   North    Fifth   street,    Philadelphia,    Pa.     Experienced   operator. 

Fred  W.   Tross,   Orpheum  Theater,   Lockport,   N.  Y.     Four  years'   experience. 
B,  Ed.   Johnston,   P.  O.   Box  409,    Reading,    Pa.     Three  years'  experience. 
Henry  G.   Stevens,   Dugan  Hotel,   Owego,   N.   Y. 
John  Hill,  1205  South  Forty-ninth  street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.  Licensed  op- 

erator,   four   years'    experience;    can   do   wiring. 
Geo.  W.   Coventry,   Unique  Theater,   Greenville,   S.   C. 
L.  D.  Brown,  Plattsburg,  N.  Y.,  experienced  operator  or  manager.  Re- 

pairs  made   on   all   makes   of   machines. 
Erwin  F.   Lechler,   212  Kingsland   avenue,   Brooklyn,   N.    Y. 
Wm.  J.  Hibbert,  1450  California  street.  Denver,  Colo.  Licensed  operator 

and   mechanic.     Ten  years'   experience   in  the   amusement  business. 
Wm.  H.  Mallon,  expert  operator,  Genl.  Del.,  Times  Square  P.  O.  Station, 

New    York   City. 
J.    Lucas,   Jr.,    174   Wentworth   street,   Charleston,   S.   C. 
Roy  J.   Cady,   Arcade   Hotel,    Decatur,    111. 
Herbert   A.    Brown,    108  .Ottawa    street,    Lansing,    Mich. 
G.   E.    Barton,    Coatesville,   Pa.,    operator  or   manager. 
Wm.   J.   Schouler,  24  Bourne  street.   Providence,    R.   I. 
Ed.    Moore,   214   East   Main   street.    Coatesville,    Pa. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS,    ETC. 
W.  Angelo,   602  Third  avenue,   New  York.     Experienced  operator   for  the 

— \g  of   moving  pictures.      References. 

The  THEATRES  FOR  SALE. 
f8Se  iilert(llS  places  for  sale  are  all  live  and  paying  theaters  and  in  each 
by  addressl^pecjaj  reas0n  for  selling.  Further  particulars  will  be  learned 
place,   or   rep\e   Moving   Picture   World   and   giving   the   key    number   of   the 

Buffalo,    N.   V  direct   where   address   is   given. 
sition.    the    only  Moving   Picture   Theater   for   sale,    fully   equipped,    no   oppo- 

xhas   other   business,  within    a    two-mile    radius.      Reason    for    selling,    owner 
Wie  one.      For   furr%eater   now    pavs   regular   weeklv    profits.      Bargain    for 
^emie,    Rochester,   N\artiCulars,   please   address   S.   W.    Dukat,    533   Hudson 
0?§)   Fayette,  Ohio.— k 

^  business,    reason    f\fi0.     Good  business,  low  expenses  and  sure  profits. 
prisinfour  Paying   Shows,  Uing.      H.    Pawling,    Fayette,    Ohio. 
terms. \ranager,    pan  be   obtash   would   make   a   nice  circuit  for  some  enter- 

Tlie   looaVv  are  all  making  nX^at   less   than    invoice   value  and  on   suitable 
(47a )  Vs  nre:  \and  there  are  special  reasons  for  selling. 
(47b)   FYIinS  Green,   Ky.—  Se\ 
(47c)   RoeXSDUrS'>    Lid.— Seats    n=j4.     One  other  show  in  town. 
(47d)   Vamfirt'    Ind.— Seats   110.  \No   other  show   In   town. 
(47e)   Princet:   IH' — Seats   19°-      0,v  other   show   in   town. 
(47f)   Hender&  Indl — Seats  112.  ther  show   in   town. 

We)  Mt.   Verm.  K/-— Seats  230 There  is  no  better   ,Ind'— Scats-  108, 
above  circuit  of  seven  y"'sition   ln   the  countr>  \ion. 
Any  man  who  wants  to^ws'  aI1  witnin  easy  travfhe  present  time  than  the 
the  start  cmi   secure  the\into  llle  exhibiting  busiri\  distance  of  each  other. 

of  a    competent    manager  '^e  theaters  at  a  bargained  make  money  from 
reasons  for  selling  will   he  ̂i1   °"e   na-vinS  a   profit,    aSjeh  one  is  in  charge 

Full   particulars" in  resrarri'X"   tn   Parties  who  mean   bX"11    particulars   and 

<licr   si 

3.     No\ 

B.   R.   Craycroft, Nthis  unusual  proposition   mX?s- 

Picture   World!"  Thev^wil^h.  X.le  Fllm  Service,  EvansvifJV  obtained  from Ind.,   or  Moving They    will    be    sn  "— ■   -— ■>•- 

(48)  Snohomish,    Wash.-Kstablk  '°^     !   °F   8epBratc,y 
per  day  over  all  expenses.     Seats  3?     ,  1ater    now    payin-    " 
owner    to    move.      Sell    at    a     MrnA     Interest  in  another   Statr'lflt      ,     ?i° 
Snohomish.    Wash.  baigair\     Apply,    J.     D.     ThompsoNmPcls  rtne 

(49)  Massillon,     Ohio   15  000     nnm.lA. 
handsome    profit    is    for   sale'  ™    „P.™!,!:lV       Established     theater 

MUTUAL  PROTECTIVE  ASSOCIATION  OF  MOTION 
PICTURE   EXHIBITORS   OF   PHILADELPHIA. 

The  above  association  held  a  special  meeting  in  the 
Amuse-U  Parlor,  2525  Girard  avenue,  on  the  afternoon  and 
evening  of  the  13th.  There  was  a  large  attendance  and 
several  new  members  were  enrolled.  The  membership  now 
includes  almost  every  exhibitor  in  Philadelphia,  and  every- one should  be  affiliated. 
The  meeting  was  specially  called  to  discuss  the  question 

of  a  higher  license  fee,  word  having  leaked  out  from  the 
Mayor's  office  that  a  movement  was  on  foot  among  the 
large  vaudeville  theater  managers  to  have  the  smaller  shows 
placed  on  the  same  footing  of  a  $300  license  fee.  The  con- 

sensus of  opinion  was  that  the  present  fee  of  $100  was  fair 
to  the  small  exhibitor  and  was  justly  due  the  city  for  the 
protection  afforded,  but  that  the  increase  would  mean  that 
many  of  the  small  shows  which  are  now  only  earning  a 
fair  living  for  their  owners  would  be  compelled  to  close. 
It  was  also  decided  to  petition  that  these  licenses  should  be 
transferable. 

These  views  also  met  with  the  approval  of  Councilman  L. 
Collins,  who  addressed  the  meeting.     He  said  in  part: 

"The  moving  picture  show  is  the  poor  man's  theater,  the 
evening's  recreation  for  the  parents  and  the  children's  harm- less amusement.  To  impose  any  restrictions  that  would  drive 
these  places  out  of  the  residential  communities  would  de- 

prive the  people  of  what  has  come  to  be  their  chief  pleasure. 
He  believed  in  reasonable  restrictions  and  regulations  and 
considered  that  the  majority  of  these  shows  were  now  con- 

ducted in  a  thoroughly  satisfactory  manner.  He  pointed  out 
that  the  exhibitor  should  strictly  enforce,  in  and  around  his 
premises,  conformity  with  any  requirements  subject  to  his 
license  and  not  to  invite  clashes  with  the  authorities  by  neg- 

lect or  contempt  of  ordinances.  He  dwelt  upon  the  im- 
portance of  conducting  the  shows  on  a  high  moral  plane 

and  exhibiting  no  pictures  that  would  tend  to  demoralize 
the  young  or  which  would  invite  adverse  criticism  from  any 
members  of  the  community.  On  this  depended  the  stability 

of  the  business  that  they  were  building  up." After  the  business  meeting,  refreshments  of  a  substantial 
nature  were  served,  and  also  later  during  an  intermission 
of  the  programme.  This  consisted  of  something  like  thirty 
vaudeville  acts  by  aspirants  for  histrionic  fame.  Of  these 
it  may  be  said  that  it  was  well  that  some  of  them  were  tried 
out  on  the  exhibitors  and  not  on  the  public.  Bookings 
were  not  plentiful,  but  several  performers  arranged  for  dates. 

By  11  o'clock  the  vaudevillians  had  done  their  best  and worst,  and  the  event  terminated  with  a  reel  of  pictures. 
Exhibitors  in  other  cities  might  profit  by  the  example  of 

the  Philadelphia  Association,  which  was,  we  believe,  the 
first  to  be  formed — at  least,  the  first  to  be  thoroughly  or- 

ganized. 'YVe  would  like  to  hear  from  associations  in  other 
localities  and  let  the  world  be  a  medium  of  intercommunica- 

tion between  them  in  anything  that  tends  to  the  benefit  of 
the  business.  We  would  like  to  assign  a  number  to  each 
association  in  the  order  as  the3'  have  been  formed  and  regis- 

ter their  name  and  the  address  of  the  secretary  for  mutual 
convenience. 

-    business"         ~\"    """"•»"«    <™are    rueatt 

j^^isAS^sS^!1^  jlss^  ar-  Spats  300' i 
""'"-   """'»"      to   go   to   ,„,   mountains'     p",^   '£$>**   is   Slckness.   °™r 

^^^JSSr^^-Jia^J^J^  **  business.  Seats sell  for  rash  only.  $,,r,oo  Onn  n  „l  v  n.  bet™en  J60  and  $120.  Will 
Offifc  interested  ££&&&&  ^*&^£S^ 

VAN    ALLIN    COS 

Sensation  Song  Slides 
Write  for  Latest  Lists  of  New  Illustrations 

Lantern  Slides 
FOR  ANY    PURPOSE   MADE  TO  ORDER 

We  are  the  largest  manufacturers  in  the  United  States 
GET  OUR  PRICES  I 

THE  VAN   ALLIN   CO 
j  1343  Broadway,  New  York 

N  B.— All  copy  must  be  in  our  hands  on 
Wedi^sday  morning  to  ensure  publication 
in  that  week's  issue. 
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Prompt,  Reliable Lowest  Prices 

NEW  JERSEY  FILM  RENTAL  CO. 
F.  PENNINO.  Manager.  367  CENTRAL  AVE..  JERSEY  CITY.  N.J. 

We    handl*    all     New     Coodt-BIOCRAPH 
CAUMONT.  LUX.  GREAT  NORTHERN,  ETC. 

Telephone,  4139  W.  Jersey  bi  parln  Italiauo  ami  German. 
Machines  of  ill  kinds  bought  and  sold.  We  carry  everything  pertaining  lo  Ihe  buslocsa 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.  L.SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  best  colored 
s  d  e  s  on  the 
market.  Sendfor 
slit  and   prices. 

NflTIPC  *^n  account  °'  greatly  increased  business  we llU  I  luL  have  been  obliged  to  seek  larger  quarters  & 
are  now  located  at 

1851  Germantown  Ave. 

THE  PREMO  CO. 
PHILADELPHIA PA. 

FOR  SALE  Elegant 
Theatre  in  Large  Ohio  City 
Beautifully  decorated.  Cost  to  build  $4000-  Everything  in  first-class  con- 

dition. Best  location  in  town  and  doing  a  steady  and  well  paying  business. 
Particulars  will  only  be  given  those  who  mean  business.  Present  owner  de- 

sires to  leave  the  city  and  will  sell  reasonable  if  sold  at  orce,  otherwise  the 
place  is  not  for  sale.     Address,  OHIOAN,  care  of  Moving  Picture  World. 

INDEPENDENT  FILMS  PLEASE 

INVESTIGATE  this  when  you  are  ready  for 
business.  WE  do  not  promise  to  make  you 
rich,  or  give  you  something  for  nothing.  BUT 
we  DO  promise  you  the  squarest  deal  you  ever 
had  in  SUPERIOR  FILM  SERVICE. 

THAT  IS  THE  KEYNOTE  OF  OUR  SUCCESS 

WONDERLAND  FILM  EXCHANGE 

Suite  1308-09-10-1 1-12  Keenan  Block         -        Pittsburgh,  Pa. 

!m 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS 
The  Construction  is  double  walls  of 
steel,  with  two-inch  air  chamber, 
lined  with  asbestos.  There  are  no 
heat  conducting  connections  between 
the  doable  wall  combination  locks 

The  Test,  in  which  the  outer  wall? 
were  brought  to  a  white  heat,  sho% 

ed  the  contents  to  be  fully  protc' and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  res  jnabl
e 

and  will  be  sent  on  request 

empire:  film  co.      •    „ 
106-108  Fulton  Street         -         ><sw  *or,v 

Mrnrton  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 

New  Musical  Wonder 
Piano  Orchestra 

Attachment 
of  four  pieces,  capable  of  giv- 

ing the  effect  of  an  eight-piece 
orchestra 

Controlled  and  Played  by  One  Pianist 
Snare  Drum,  Bell  Piano, 
Bass  Drum  and  Cymbals, 

which,  combined  with  the 
regular  piano,  makes  a  most 
wonderful  combination.  Can  be 

Attached  to  any  Piano  in  15  Minutes 
Any  talented  pianist  can  anange  special  parts  ioA 
each  instrument.     The  effect  cannot  be  describ*"  I 
it  must  be  heard  to  be  appreciated. 

Invaluable  for  Moving  Pictn 
and  Vaudeville  Houses,   S{c. 
ing   Rinks,  Dance   Halb &  I  n     New 

PRICE  $150  neUM^ 

Particulars  rom 

Circular  Matter  a  , 

E.  J.  PERP-  Sole  *f*nt ,„„,       ,^St..  New  
Y"K  City 

43  West  '   

.tions  given  ai  151  W.  14
5th  St. 

Demons*
  

  

'jjNG  SLIDES 
L,    Peerless  Song  Slides  

 *-" 
f       Ew    ,„...«.*.     NEVER     ««"»       I

 

T>    Zre  promptly  than  ever  
before.  \J 

NORTH  AMERICAN  SLIDE  CO.,         ̂  

J  SONG   SLIDES 
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A 
REVOLUTION 

In  the  Song  Slide  Business 

Read     Read     Read     Read 

Our  GIGANTIC  Offer 
I  We  will  furnish  you  with  any  quantity  of  sets  you  may  require  for 

&  CENTS  A  WEEK Y 

'entire  weekly  supply  of  sets  forwarded  in  one 
b^nent  every  week,  which  will  not  only  save 

<r   E^-s  charges  but  will  give  your  vocalist  ample "'me  to  lean 

I 

the  songs  thoroughly  and  enable  you  to 
P*Vamme  yv  &  fe     ,  J r  songs  every  week. 

.mme 

rime  tost  in  t 
p\tion  not  charged  for. 

As  many  copies  of  musiV  .      .     ,   A  A      1 \s  you  require  included  with  every  set. 

We  Ship  lo  Any  Point ,  miei  states  „„,,  Canada 

THE  CHICAGO  SONGSUDE  EXCHANGE NINTH    FLOG3 

Masonic  Temple         -         .    \ru-  ur     • p lc  "        Chicago,  Illinois 
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FOR    RFMT   cioo°  feet  Iilm'    i  srIS  Slides, 
I  V/ll    r\l_HI    6at  a  lime,  *1'.»  weekly. 

LAU    Cil  p    iooo  fl.  reel  lilm,  $10  per  feel' I\Jt\    OrALL    Edison   Ex.  Model  M     I'.  M   1 
$50.      300,' ft.  Passion  l'lay  $.10.      Film   (leaner 
$1  per  quart. 
Will  Inn  I'.ission  Play  and  other  tilms.  Machines 

H.  Davis,  Watertown,  Wis. 

Stories   of  the    Films. 

I    BUY   FILM 
I  pay  cash  for  new  and  second-hand  film  in 

good  condition.  How  much  have  you  for  sale  ? 
bend  list  of  subjects  and  price.  Positively  no 
junk  wanted.  New  and  second-hand  machines 
and  films  in  good  condition  of  all  makes  bought, 
sold  and  exchanged.  Newman  notion  Picture 
Co.,  293  Burnside  St.,  Portland,  Oregon. 

WANTED 
Pathe   Passion  Play,  positively,  must 
be  in  first  class  condition.    Name  low- 

est price  in  first  letter. 
Newman  Motion  Picture  Co.,  293 
Burnside  Street,  Portland,  Oregon. 

PARTNER     WANTED 
with  $500  to  $1000  at  once  for  first- 
class  Travelling  Moving  Picrjire  Show. 
Bookings  ahead.  Write  for  particu- 

lars to  M  ECO,  care  of  Moving  Picture 
World. 

FOR  SALE— FILMS 
Second-hand  Power's  Machines,  Phonographs, 

Excello  Arc  Lights,  15x40  foot  black  lent,  100  Light 
Dynamo,  little  used  in  our  oulside  theatres. 

Wm .  Bulloch  American  Theatre 
716  E.  Superior  Avenue Cleveland,  Ohio 

PHOTOGRAPHER 
WANTED 

For  Lantern  Slide  Work 
One  preferred  who  is  at  present  locat- 

ed so  as  to  take  pictures  with  summer 
foliage.  State  terms  and  full  parti- 

culars in  first  letter.  Address,  P.  S. 
care  of  Moving  Picture  World. 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs    All  kinds 
Fireproof  Booths.   Resistance  Grids  and  Wire 

Repairing. 

New  YorK  Steel  $  Production  Co. 
NEWARK,  N.  J. 

Hooey  for  you.   In  towns  without  electric  service 

Our  Cylinders  of  Gas 
make  you  think  you  have  the  current.  Calcium 
Jets,  Burners,  Limes.Tubing,  EVERYTHING 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  Street  Albany,  N.  Y. 

BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 

THE    TEST    OE    FRIENDSHIP.  \.     tl„-    fallow 
(old  is  tried  In  the  fire-,  s0  n„.   tilth  ot  (rlendihip 
Ctll     "iil.v     In'     known     In     tlu>     UUOD     "f    udvrrMlty ." 
Tills  picture  toei  far  to  prova  tha  verity  >>f  tills 
maxim,  for  true  friendship  doei  team  a  rara  qual- 

ity; 11  1-  more  valuable  than  jawtla;  it  i«  tha 
wine  »i  life,  Bdward  Boas,  ■  young  millionaire, 
lias  alwnya  been  surrounded  by  ■  boat  of  fawning 
friends  (?)  and  be  made  up  IiIh  mind  to  teal  their 
sincerity.  Be  arranges  s  dinner  at  ills  mualoni 
in  which  they  are  til  Invited.  During  the  day  be 
wrote  a  letter  to  himself  to  be  delivered  to  blm 
when  the  entertainment  was  at  its  height.  This 
letter,  purporting  i"  i  "me  from  his  attorney,  telle 
Hint    be    baa    been    reduced    to    bankruptcy    by    the 
failure  Of  his  BgentS.  Aim!  now  we  see  WhO  his 
friends    me.       lie    was    all    eight     while    he    bad    It, 
but  dow  it  is  different,  and  thej  nil  leave  him  to 

iparenl  fate,  "So  this  is  what  they  call 
friendship.  Well,  it  is  as  raise  as  sin.  Hut  there 

is  true  friendship  to  be  found,  and  I'll  bud  it." So  Baying,  he  leaves  behind  his  life  of  ease  and 
enlists   In   the   army  of  the   low  born.     Securing   a 
position  as  porter  In  a  factory,  he  sees  the  oilier 
side  of  life:  how  those  poor  devils  have  to  str»i»;Kl<* 
for  a  livelihood,  and  yet  how  honest  and  open 
hearted.  None  of  that  cringing  deceit  of  Ills  own 

■  set.  Ai  the  factory  there  are  employed  n  number 
of  girls.  Jennie  Ooleman,  one  of  the  prettiest.  Is 
offered  nn  Insult  by  the  overseer,  and  Ross  knocks 
lilm  down  for  the  affront.  Jennie's  heart  went 
out  at  once  to  her  protector,  and  from  that  time 
on  they  were  friends — yes,  friends,  for  true  friend- 

ship is  love  refined,  and  purged  from  all  Its  dross. 
They  were  often  seen  together,  and  little  did 
Jennie  dream  of  the  real  being  of  the  man  she  put 
her  trust  in.  It  was  not  long  before  the  arduous 
duties  of  the  factory  told  on  Koss,  and  be  was  at 
last  thrown  on  his  back  by  severe  illness.  In  a 
poorly  furnished  room  he  lies,  without  those  neces- sities so  essential  to  his  recovery.  Here  he  Is 
visited  by  faithful  Jennie,  who,  finding  him  with- 

out food  and  other  comforts,  and  penniless,  she 
leaves  him  and  repairs  to  B  linlrdressing  establish- 

ment where  she  sells  her  wealth  of  blond  hair,  her 
crown  of  beauty  of  which  she  was  pardonably 
proud,  and  with  the  proceeds  purchases  food  and 
medicine.  When  Ross  sees  the  terrible  sacrifice 
the  s."irl  has  made  he  deeply  regrets  going  so  far, 
and  prays  for  life  and  strength  to  return  materially 
this  friendship.  He  is  granted  his  wish,  for  they 
are  married,  and  at  the  conclusion  of  the  ceremony 
she  is  transported  into  what  to  her  seems  fairy- 

land, clothed  in  gorgeous  raiment  and  bedecked 
with  jewels,  with  lackeys  and  servants  in  at- 

tendance. "True  friendship  Is  one  soul  inhabiting 
two  bodies."     Length.   775   feet. 
AN  AWFUL  MOMENT.— In  this  subject  the  Bio- 

graph  presents  a  series  of  thrilling,  at  the  same 
time  Ingenious  situations  thai  are  hound  to  hold 
the  spectator  in  a  fever  of  exciting  interest  through- 

out. The  story  is  lucidly  portrayed,  and  the  inci- 
dents follow  in  a  consistent  continuity  rarely  seen 

in  motion  pictures.  The  plot  Is  based  on  the 
Blai  k    Hand    operations.      Length.    7!i7    feet. 

EDISON    MFG.   CO. 

An   Unexpected   Santa   Claus. — Synopsis  of  Scenes: 
A    trio    of    "good-fellows"    call    on    Gayboy,     a    boon 
companion.       During     the     visit,     a     peddier     enters 
with     Christmas     decorations     for     sale.       A     happ 
idea   occurs    to   one   of    the   boys.      He   proposes   tjf 
they    buy,    decorate    the    office    and    invite    sorrlst- 
their   chorus-girl   friends   for  a   good   time  on   ' 
mas   eve.  .gaged: 

The    plan     is    carried    out.       A    caterer  trpe    set 
girls    invited:    presents    purchased,    and   ,ta    Clans, 

up.      The   Janitor   is   engaged   to   play    'detain  him telling   her   that   important   business  v 
and   give   out    the   presents.  lS   wife  g   note. 

On   Christmas   eve   Gayboy   sends,,       rj.]je    trio   ar- 
at   the   office.      The   festivities   l'lti,;     Rosebud    and 
rive,    accompanied    by    Tottie.    '  proceed    to    uncork 
Dimples.      The    double    quarte' 
the  wine   and   "whoop  it  uPlV)„,v    nafl    ,.,   [yerj    the 

In    the    meantime    Mrs.  ,m,)bv    company   while   he 
note,    and   decides   to   keelvog   tn  nnil    tllp    jnnitor   in 
works  overtime.      She    [    fo    (lnn    lljs    stilnta    Clans 
an    outside    office,    al 

su't-  ,  ,  ,  ,       the    situation,    she    bribes    him Quickly    graspln,    nWp       Looking   over    the    pres- 
let    her   take  „  '  ,;„,♦„, to 

ents.   she  sends 
kind.      She    n. he  janitor  for  a  few  of  a  different 

s  up  and  secures  a  place  to  wit- 
ious  party  in  the  next  office. 

••'r.~„7/;  -"winkletoes"  is  seen  giving  the  latest 
.,  rotVeai  "Gav  Paree."  Gayboy  is  a  close  ob- 
dance  ftj8  fHetKjs  bHSV  entertaining  the  rest  of  the 
server:    SanU    claus    ls    invoked,    and    enters    with 

thfheremirth    is    quickly    changed    to    surprise    when 
Tjttie     instead    of    receiving    a    pair    of    silk    hose. 

ets   a   pair   of   wool   socks,    and   Dottle.    In   place   of 

the   French   slippers   expected,    gets   a    pair   of   bro- 

gaThe  girls,   thinking  a  coarse  Joke  is  being  played. 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIN,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Our  film   service  makes  your  l>unk 
account  grow  Eat,  Mr,  Manager,  Write 
us  tu  ilas  and  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We   are  member*  ol  the   Mini   Service  Ainoclilloo 

WANTED 
Gentleman  (  European )  thoroughly 
experienced  in  all  departments  ol 
Moving  Picture  manufacture,  wishes 
position  as  foreman.  A.  Z.,  care  of 
Moving  Picture  World. 

WANTED 
Management  of   M.  P.  Show 

Percentage  only  or  will  lease  one 
fully  equipped 

Not   Afraid  to  Tackle  "  Dead  Ones  " 
Address 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE 
West  Union        -       -        Iowa 

NEXT 

FILM'SSUE "T^TZr  quick 
OUR 

Comedy  Subjects 

Bill  Jones'  New Year  Resolutions 
(Lgth    Approx.  600  Ft.) 

Who  Is  Smoking 
That  Rope 
1  Lgth.  Approx.  400  Ft.) 

READY 
WEDNESDAY  DEC.  23d 

ESSANAY  FILM 
MFGXQ. 

501  WfcLLS  ST.  CMGAGQlIIS. 
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EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still  Another  New   Model. 

UNDERWRITERS'  MODEL  „ Approved  by  the  New  York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 
Bureau  of  Water,  Gas  and  Electricity 

IlfiPPnVFn  Take-up. Rheostat, 
■wl  f~  ■*  W  CilLr  Automatic  Shutter, Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 

Metal  Cabinet,  Film  Guard,  Flim  Protector,  Motion 

Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  Gears. 

With  Underwriters  j  (Typ«40  Amp.  $225.00 Model  Rheostat  J         25  Amp.  $220.00 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Most  Up-to-date  Machine  on  the   Market 

(Type-B") ONE-PIN 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  Model 

$155.00 

$75.00 
An  Opportunity  to  Change  your  Two-    e-jej  nft 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism    9-^O.UU 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  370 

EDISON  FILMS 
a, 

Sibitors  who  show  them    draw  the   biggest   crowds. 

They're  high-class  and  they  please 

NEW  SUBJECTS 
C^C^e  SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  IS,  1908 

no  64oT  A.  INDUSTRY,  TRINIDAD,  B.W.I. 
Code,  VENDRIAiS.  Approx.  Length,  850  feet. 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  18,  1908 A  ST 
^E/T  WAIF'S    CHRISTMAS No.  6405. 

NEXT 
Dramatic— Pathetic— Comic 

Code.  VENDRIAN.  Approx.  Length,  900  Feet. 

PEEK'S  SUBJECTS 
A  TV   IIVFVDirr,TiENTDECEM8ER22,  1908. 

ANI!l6iNEXPECT\sANTA  CLAUS.   Comedy 

SMIPMENVEND
URECH1 

Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

TURNING  OVER  i^"™,2.'  TA  ̂      *~ no. 6407  w  w      codVv^EW  LEAF.    Comedy 
We  Are   Also    Prepared   to    Furnisr 

"CIANA 

Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

CHRISTMAS   SI?rintS   °f  °Ur  Tw°    Previ
ous       -     -         ̂ ESSES 

"The  Night  Before IXs" AND 

"A  Little  Girl  Who  Did  Not  Believer  Santa  Glaus » ALL   ORDERS    FILLED    IN    ROTA™1™    ̂ ^^ 

Edison  MANUFACTuLNr  oo MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :    72  LAKESIDE  AVE.,  ORAV 

New  Vork  Office  ; I    10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    S^k  J;  k Office  for  United  Kingdom  :    Edison  Works.  Victoria  Road,  Willesden  London's  Avenue. '\W.,  England. 
Selling  Agents:  \ 

P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.  21st  St.,  New  York  George  Breck,  70  Turk  St.,  San  FraV         r  . 
Dealers  in  All   Principal  Cities  V' 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialtv      Agents  for  Monograph,  Power's and  Edison  Machines.     Supplies  and  Sundries. 

564    Washington    Street,        -        -  Boston     Mass. 
Established  1891.  (Opposite  Adams  House).  Incorporated  1908. 

FILMS 

start  a  rough-house.  A  general  mix-up  takes  place, 
in  the  midst  of  which  the  mystery  is  solved  when 
Mrs.  Gayboy,  discarding  her  disguise,  leads  Gayboy 
out  by  the  ear.     Approximate  length.   900  feet. 

TURNING  OVER  A  NEW  LEAF.— Synopsis  of 

Scenes:  New  Year's  eve  finds  Jones  rolling  home 
from  the  club — "three  sheets  in  the  wind" — after 
a  night  spent  with  boon  companions,  watching  the 
old   year  out.    through   the  bottom   of  a   glass. 

At  home,  next  morning,  Mrs.  Jones  has  an  easy 
task  persuading  Jones  to  frame  up  a  fine  set  of 

New  Year's  resolutions.  He  promises  to  quit 
drinking,  smoking,  staying  out  late  o'  nights;  to curb  his  temper,  mind  the  baby,  do  chores,  and 
generally   act  like  a  saint. 
He  means  well,  and  makes  a  brave  start,  but 

Willie's  drum  gets  on  his  nerves  and  causes  him 
to  lose  his  temper.  To  calm  his  nerves  he  tries  a 
strong  cigar.  Asked  to  do  a  few  necessary  chores 
and  mind  the  baby,  he  refuses  point-blank,  and 
starts  for  the  club  to  find  consolation  among  kin- 

dred spirits. 
At  the  club  he  meets  a  bunch  of  converts — 

fellow  sufferers — and  they  decide  on  a  little  recre- 
ation. They  mount  a  water-wagon  and  go  for  a 

ride — but  each  saloon  passed  claims  a  victim;  they 

drop  off.  one  by  one.  until  only  a  ' •corporal' a 
guard"   is  left,    including  Jones. 

The  water-wagon  (as  if  in  league  with  the  "Evil 
One")  breaks  down  in  front  of  a  brewery,  and.  to 
keep  warm  while  repairs  are  being  made,  tbey 
enter  the  brewery.  They  emerge,  one  by  one,  and 
wend  their  way  homeward — the  last  of  all  being 

poor  Jones. He  is  so  happy  that  he  wants  to  make  a  present 
of  the  earth  to  every  one  he  meets.  Arrived  home, 
the  "delighted"  Mrs.  Jones  receives  him  with  open 
arms  (and  a  rolling-pin)  and  the  finish  may  better 
be  imagined  than  described.  Approximate  length, 
900   feet. 

ESSANAY  FILM  MFG.  CO. 
BILL  JONES'  NEW  YEAR  RESOLUTIONS.— 

This  comedy  picture  story  revolves  around  "A 
married  man  with  too  much  mother-in-law  and  an 

exacting  wife."  He  makes  the  usual  New  Year 
resolutions.  He  swears  he  will  stop  smoking,  drink- 

ing, staying  out  late  at  night,  flirting,  playing 
poker;  swears  to  arise  early  in  the  morning  to  kiss 
his  mother-in-law.  and  takes  many  other  oaths  of 
a    similar    character. 

While  he  finds  it  an  easy  thing  to  make  these 

resolutions,  he  discovers  shortly  that  it  is  exceed- 
ingly difficult  to  keep  them,  and  each  time  that 

he  is  about  to  forget  his  oath,  his  wife  appears 
suddenly  and  unexpectedly  upon  the  scene,  flashing 
before    his   eyes   his   signed   document. 
While  meekly  riding  on  the  water  wagon,  be 

accidentally  slips  off.  and  much  to  the  delight  of 
his  friends  and  the  consternation  of  his  wife  and 
mother-in-law.  he  religiously  breaks  every  oath  he has    made. 

While  the  theme  is  an  old,  old  story,  the  Essanay 
Company  have  endeavored  to  make  this  film  one 

of  the  most  laughable  productions,  and  it  is  re- 
leased at  a  most  seasonable  time.     Length.   600  feet. 

"WHO  IS  SMOKING  THAT  ROPE?"— It  is  sel- 
dom a  title  suggests  so  accurately  a  comedy  film 

as  the  above  title  does  this  laughable  conceit.  The 
story   is   bright,    full   of   action   and   rapidly    told. 

The  wife  of  an  inveterate  cigar  smoker,  to  give 
her  husband  an  agreeable  surprise,  purchases  a  box 
of  cigars  at  a  bargain  sale,  and  presents  them  to 
her  better  half.  The  label  on  the  box  states  they 
sell  for  25  cents  straight,  therefore  the  husband 

accepts  them  without  hesitation,  and  shows  his  ap- 
preciation of  the  gift  in  a  glowing  manner.  After 

fllling  his  pockets  with  the  cigars,  he  hurries  to 
his  business.  He  enters  a  car  smoking;  the  pas- 

sengers immediately  leave  the  car  and  the  con- 
ductor becomes  insensible.  He  next  enters  the 

lobby  of  a  hotel,  and  the  guests,  bell  hoys.  etc.. 
after  a  severe  tit  of  coughing,  hastily  exit  and 
the  poor  clerk  is  almost  choked  to  death.  He 
meets  a  friend  on  the  street  and  friends  at  the 
club,  and  to  his  surprise  and  chagrin,  he  is  greeted 
always  with  the  same  reception. 

At  last  a  friend  explains  the  reason,  and  fearing 

to  hurt  his  wife's  feelings,  he  purchases  another 
bos  Of  cigars  and  goes  home.  Throwing  the  con- 
tents  of  the  bos  his  wife  presented  him  with  out  of 
the  window,  he  refills  same  from  the  box  he  pur- 

chased. A  tramp  sunning  himself  outside  the 
window  picks  up  the  cigars,  starts  to  smoke  one. 
becomes  sick  and  throws  a  brick  through  tht 
win, low.  His  wife  hearing  the  noise,  hastily  enters 
the  room,  discovers  her  husband  is  not  smoking. 

picks  up  the  box  she  thinks  contains  the  cigars 
purchased  by  her.  and  hands  him  one  which  he 
smilingly   accepts.      Length.   400  feet. 

KALEM  COMPANY. 
RED  CLOUD.  THE  INDIAN  GAMBLER.— X< 

move  fascinating  theme  is  presented  to  the  dram- 
atist of  to-day  than  the  American  Indian,  the  red 

skin  of  the  pioneer  days.  And  the  Indian  is  pe- 
culiarly adapted  to  the  motion  picture  drama,  for 

we  are  able  to  show  him  in  our  wonderful 
camera,  just  as  he  is  in  his  wild  life  on  the 

The  leading  character  of  this  real  life 
Red  Cloud,  a  famous  gambler  of  the  Brule 
Briefly   the   story   is   as  follows: 

plains. 
Hav   is 

sw 
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We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
in  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
in  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  YorK,  N.T. 

70  FranMin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Kalem  Films 

LENGTH  880  FEET 

RELEASED    DECEMBER   25 

A  Splendid  Fxposition 
of  the  Primitive  Life  of 
the  Red  Man,  in  which 
special  attention  has  been 

paid  to  details  of  cos- 
tumes, etc. 

Magnificent  in  Photography 

COMING  NEXT-The  much  talked  of 

Florida  Series 
Watch  for   the    announcements 

KALEM  CO.,  Inc. 
131  West  24th  St.,  New  York  City 

lilack  Hawk  Is  ii  lii'n.l  Chief  of  II. .■  Bloox.  Hi 
iins  promised  till  onlj  daughter  ic.  Young  Baglt,  ■ 
lot  chief  of  Hi.-  i,  in. hi.  i, ...  i!,..i  cloud,  the  gam 

ii  ri\.---  ....  the  icene  and  itai '-  •  gama  ot 
"iii  Black  Hawk  loaaa  baavllj  nui  Dully 

in  mi  (Bon  !••  recoup  be  wagera  hli  daughter. 
u.'.i  ci. hi. l  again  wins  inn  whan  be  demandi  the 
Kiri.    the   old   -Li.  i    retuaea   to   pa)    the   wager   and 
Bed  Cloud   kills           We   I   i  the  peculiar 

>.     of    the    Indian    burial,     Introducing    the 
Medicine   Mm   wltl  \   council 
is   held   and    ?oun      Da   Ii    I     cho ten   to  avenge   the 
death  of   the  old   chief      Zoning    i      on 
the   war    path    and   after   an    exciting    chaae,    over- 

takes  Red   Cloud   and   kllla   bin    In    a    band  to 
Bght.      Young    Eagle   la   then    proclaimed    head   chlel 
.Mini     wins     i 
Scene  I      Indian    Love    Making,      v   ig    Eagle    In 

.1   by    the  Oblefe   Daughter, 

Scene  2.     "i  oung    I  tor  the  Girl,      \r rhni  of  the  Gambler. 

Scene  S.     Funeral   oi    Bl  ick   Haw  ■ 
Scene   i      The    Council        Death     Dei  ri  d    to    Bed 

CI. Hill. 

Scene  5.     Meeting  ol    \   g   Eagle  and   Bed  Cloud, 
Scene  6      ̂   oung    Eagle    K  Ilia    Red    I 

Eagle   Returna   with    Red   l 
Scalp   and    I  ned   Chief. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

ROMAN  IDYL.  The  Bcenoa  of  this  beautifully 
Colored   picture  are  laid   In  ancient    Rome,   where  we 

e    I'tv  i>     ri,'\  lan    going    to    the    well 
water,   and   is  m.-i    bj    the   noble  young   Marcus,   who \i   i    i oung    woman 

Patricia  is  desperatelj  In  love  with  Marcus,  and 
when  Bhe  Bees  bim  with  Plevlan  she  l   imes  In- 

sanely jealous,  and  v. .us  vengeance.  Marcu 
companies  Plevlan  as  far  as  her  borne  and  when 
be  leaves  her  be  meets  Patricia,  who  dr. 
Bower,  and  be,  In  his  gallanl  way,  stoops  and 
picks  ii  up  and  hands  it  to  her.  She  Ignores  him 

■  is  the  Bower  to  the  ground  again.  He  be- 
■  "in,  s  enraged  and  at  that  instant  Plevlan  comes 
along  and  be  joins  her.  Patricia  makes  an  in- 
sulting  remark  to  the  young  lovers,  and  as  Plevlan 
turns  t..  remonstrate  with  her,  Patricia  raises 
her  hand  to  strike  her,  but  is  stopped  by  one  ol 
ber  own  slaves,  whom  Bhe  has  Bogged  afterwards 
for  in":  When  the  young  lovers  go  on 
their  way.  the  slave  turns  to  Patricia  and  vows 

;    even   with   her  for  having  blm   punished. 
When  Marcus  mils  on  Plevlan  and  the  marriage 

is  arranged  they  are  overheard  by  Patricia,  who 

constantly  dogs  the  youth's  footsteps,  and  who 
now  awaits  her  chance  to  do  away  with  her  rival. 

lay  when  the  gentle  Plevlan  comes  to  the 

well  for  water,  she  is  seized  by  Patricia's  slaves 
and  carried  to  a  deserted  castle  and  thrown  Into 
a  cellar  to  be  lefl  there  to  die.  The  slave  who 
was  punished  hastens  off  and  informs  Marcus  of 
the  fate  of  his  fiance,  and  the  former  is  soon  on 

the  scene  with  the  girl's  father  ami  a  number 
of  servants  to  rescue  the  imprisoned  maiden.  The 
..ill  man  would  have  stoned  the  fiendish  Patricia  to 
death,  bul  Marcus,  grabbing  her.  locks  her  in 
the  cellar,  where  he  leaves  her  to  meditate  over 
her  wickedness,  while  lie  hastens  away  with  his 
bautiful   iiriile-i.i  be.       Length,   770  feet. 

NO  PETTICOATS  FOR  HIM.  — In  this  picture  we 
get  an  idea  of  the  enmity  that  existed  in  Paris 
between  the  male  and  female  cab  drivers.  A 
woman  cabbie  hails  a  cab  and  after  she  is  seated 
In  the  rig  the  driver  refuses  to  move  and  orders 
her  in  tret  out  and  walk.  This  she  refuses  to  do. 
whereupon  he  uses  force  and  drags  her  out  of 
the  carriage.  She  being  skilled  in  the  art  of 
self-defense,  mixes  it  up  with  the  officious  cabbie 
and  be  is  getting  his  share  of  punishment  when  the 
police  arrive  and  place  both  parties  under  arrest. 
They  are  bundled  into  the  cab  and  driven  to  the 
station  house  and  brought  before  the  judge,  who 
hears  the  charges  amidst  a  terrific  controversy. 
He  hits  upon  a  very  conventional  way  of  settling 
the  affair,  and  as  a  punishment  he  compels  the 
cabbie  to  give  the  woman  a  free  ride  all  over  the 
town.  She.  however,  en.iovs  the  situation  im- 

mensely and  we  see  her  sitting  passively  in  the 
cab  while  the  infuriated  driver  on  the  box  carries 
out   his  sentence. 

Finally,  just  to  show  thai  there  are  no  hard 
feelings  on  ber  part,  she  invites  the  cabbie  to 
have  a  drink,  and  we  sec  the  two  enjoying  their 
refreshments,  after  which  she  mounts  the  box 
and  consents  to  give  him  a  pleasure  trip  around 

town.      Length,    1 71    feet. 
A  PLUCKY  YOUNG  WOMAN.  A  young  man. 

who  is  a  guest  at  the  home  of  some  friends,  is 
seen  starling  out  with  his  host  and  hostess  for 

a  stroll  over  the  hitler's  vast  estate.  Before  pro- 
ceeding far  they  begin  to  suffer  from  the  heat  of 

the  sun.  so  the  host  returns  to  the  house  to  secure 

S  parasol.  The  young  man  profits  by  the  husband's 
absence  to  be  very  gracious  to  the  young  wife, 
and  so  interested  do  they  become  in  each  other 
that  they  forget  all  about  the  old  fellow,  and 
stroll  off  some  distance  throngh  the  woods.  When 
the  husband  returns  be  is  surnrised  at  not  finding 
them  at  the  spot  where  he  left  them,  but  goes  on 
expecting  to  meet  them  at  every  turn.  lie  finally 
overtakes  them  and  is  just  in  time  to  hear  his 
guest  making  love  to  his  wife.  Infuriated,  he 
rushes  up  and   grabs  the  young   man  and  deliberately 

MOVING  PICTURE 

PRINTING  SAMPLES  $1.00 

*  ****'  *  *1'V»   l!v  M.,,|   po.tpe.Jd. 

Paaiion  Play  Printing.     (  ataloguea 

I.  W.  ALLEN.  Beverly,  Mass. 

LANTERN     SLIDES 
on  Sale  or  M  ire.     30.000  to  select  froi 

price  for  pel  in. incut  hirers.     Slides   made   Iroui 

photographs  or  negatives  .11  lowest  | 
Note  New  Address 

RILEY  OPTICAL   INSTRLTIENT  CO. 

J   East    14th  Street.  New  York,  and   River 

Edge,  N.  J. 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can   be   had   only  by  the  use  of 

THR  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM    CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  f>Uc 

I  or  full  particulars  write  to 

THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO 

2654  Mission    Street,  San    l-'ranclsco,  C.I. 

LANTERN     SLIDES 
For  every  purpose  made  to  order.  Illustrated  Songs,  etc 

We  handle  the  PREMIER  Announcement  Slides 
CEO.    J.    COL     THORPE    &.    CO. 

244  West  14th  Street,  New  York 

Do   NOT  put  on  the 

PASSION      PLAY 
Without   Music    and    Lecture 
If  you  are  too  far  away  from  New  York  or 

Philadelphia  to  engage  the  services  of  the 
first  and  foremost  lecturer  on  Moving  Pictures 
in  general  and  the  Passion   Play   in  particular, 

W.  STEPHEN  BUSH 
get  his  lecture  in  print.  Complete  lecture  on 
every  scene  with  valuable  suggestions  as  to 
music  and  interesting  introductory. 

This  copyrighted  lecture  running  exactly  with 
the  pictures  and  giving  full  explanation  and 
commentary  on  every  scene  sent  postpaid  to 
any  address  in  U.  S.  or  Canada  on  receipt  of 
one   dollar.      Address 

W.  Stephen  Bush,  IS5  N.  Conestoga  St.,  Phils.,  Pa. 

May  be  reached  at  any  time  by- phone  in  residence,  Belmont  4484. 

SPECIAL  NOTICE.— I  have  prepared  spe- 
cial lectures  with  suggestions  as  to  music  and 

effects  for  every  feature  film  turned  out  by 
the  Edison  licensees.  The  list  comprises  over 
a  hundred  subjects  and  includes  the  very 
latest    feature    films.      Price    per    lecture,    25c. 

BE  SIRE  AND  GET 

S   Li   DCO     FOR   THE 

CHRISTMAS 
ILLUSTRATED  SOMG  HITS 

$5.00  it\ 
WHY  DON'T  SANTA  CLAIS  GO  NEXT 

DOOR? 
THE  HOLY  LIGHT 

THEY'LL  BE  SORRY  SOME  DAY 

SMILING  STAR 

Slides  for  above  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
I  20  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 
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Do  You 

Suppose 
DO  YOU  SUPPOSE  that  a 

House  of  OLDEST  stand- 
ing, and  now  with  four 

Completely  Equipped 
Film  Exchanges  of  its 
own,  would  continue  to 
grow  as  we  have  Year 
after  Year. 

If 
those  who  from  the  in- 

fancy of  the  Film  Busi- 
ness have  been  served 

here,  were  not  satisfied  ? 

And  If 
new  customers  were  not 
continually  coming  to  us 
because  of  the  sterling 
qualities  of  our  Service  ? 
The  advantages  that 

have  won  theirconfidence 

might  reasonably  invite 
your  preference. 

YOU  are  sure  that  what 

you  get  here  is  RIGHT. 

20th  Century 
OptiscopeCo. 

R.  G.  BACHMAN,  P.es. 

Argyle  Bldg.  -  KANSAS  CITY,  MO. 
59  Dearborn  St.  -  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Eccles  Bldg.     -     OGDEN,  UTAH 
FOREIGN    OFFICE: 

HAVANA         -        CUBA 

throws  him  into  the  river,  and  then  turn  to  his 
wife  whom  he  carries  oft  home,  leaving  the  youth 
to  his  fate. 
A  young  woman,  who  happens  to  be  near,  hears 

the  cries  of  the  helpless  man,  who  is  being  carried 
to  his  doom  by  the  swift  current.  She  plunges 
into  the  stream  and  Is  soon  at  the  side  of  the 
exhausted  man,  and,  keeping  his  head  above., water, 

strikes  out  for  shore,  and  is  successful  in  "saving him.  Her  father,  who  has  also  heard  the  cries 
for  help,  is  on  the  bank  ready  to  lend  his  aid  and, 
with  his  assistance,  they  carry  the  man  to  their 
home,   where  they  see  that  every  care  is  given  him. 
When  he  regains  his  strength  he  is  very  re- 

luctant to  have,  as  the  heroic  girl  has  found  a  place 
in  his  heart.  He  finally  screws  up  courage  to  tell 
her  of  his  love  and  is  made  supremely  happy  by 
having  her  promise  to  marry  him.  The  father's 
consent  is  then  given  and  all  ends  in  joy  and  hap- 

piness.     Length,    256   feet. 

THE  SMUGGLER'S  DAUGHTER.— A  young  of- 
ficer in  the  employment  of  the  government  is  in 

love  with  a  pretty  miss,  and  the  picture  opens 
showing  her  seated  in  front  of  her  simple  country 
home  listening  to  the  young  Romeo's  tales  of 
love.  He  must  be  about  his  business,  so  leaves 
the  girl,  and  shortly  after  his  departure  her  father 
and  one  of  his  companions  leaves  the  place  and 
go  to  their  haunt,  where  they  secure  a  lot  of 
goods  and  are  in  the  act  of  smuggling  them  over 
the  border.  They  manage  to  evade  the  officers  for 
some  time,  but  coming  along  the  road  at  an  obscure 
part  the  young  officer  jumps  out  and  seizes  them. 
He  has  the  old  man  under  his  power,  but  the  com- 

panion breaks  loose  and  sinks  a  large  knife  into 
the  officer's  back.  The  two  smugglers  make  their 
escape,  leaving  the  wounded  man  helpless  by  the 
roadside.  He  manages  to  crawl  within  calling  dis- 

tance of  his  sweetheart,  who  hears  his  cries  and 
hastens  to  his  relief.  He  tells  her  of  his  encounter 
with  the  smugglers,  and  she  hastens  to  the  sta- 

tion to  inform  the  other  officers  of  their  companion's 
injury.  They  come  with  the  girl  to  the  spot 
where  the  injured  man  is  lying,  and  carry  him  back 
to  the  station.  She  then  tells  that  she  knows 
the  culprit  and  volunteers  to  find  him,  so  going 
to  his  home  she  calls  the  fugitive,  and.  under 
the  pretense  of  loving  him,  lures  him  to  a  spot 
in  the  woods,  where  he  is  taken  prisoner  by  the 
officer.  After  they  take  him  to  the  station  the 
girl  comes  to  the  injured  man  and  while  the  other 
officer  turns  his  back  they  have  a  very  pretty 
little  love  scene  in  which  they  come  to  a  mutual 
agreement  to  be  companions  for  life,  and  seal  the 
bargain  with   a   kiss.      Length,    636   feet. 
THE  BEE  AND  THE  ROSE.— This  richly  colored 

picture  shows  us  the  Queen  of  the  bees  with  her 
suite  dancing  around  the  hive.  Suddenly  a  beauti- 

ful rose  appears  on  a  flower  bed  and  comes  to  life 
and  wanders  away  with  the  bee.  The  Queen  of 
roses  returns  to  her  former  state  and  the  bee  is 
grieved  at  the  loss  of  her  companion  and  breathes 
the  perfume  from  the  beautiful  roses  and  falls 
asleep  in  a  vine-clad  dell.  A  spider  weaves  a  web 
over  her  and  makes  her  his  prisoner,  but  a  swarm 
of  bees  soon  appear  on  the  scene  and  liberate  their 
Queen.  The  picture  ends  with  a  delightful  ballet 
composed    of    bees    and    roses.      Length,    344    feet. 

ELECTRIC      HOTEL   According      to      the      rapid 
strides  that  electricity  is  making  in  this  wonderful 
age  we  are  not  surprised  to  see  in  this  picture 
an  ideal  hotel  of  the  future  in  which  everything 
is  done  by  electricity.  We  see  a  couple  entering 
the  hostelry  and.  after  registering,  the  clerk 
touches  a  button  and  away  goes  the  baorgaire  on  to 
the  elevator,  which  stops  at  the  proper  floors  and 
the  grips  enter  the  room  without  the  aid  of  any 
one.  Many  amusing  incidents  follow.  Finally  they 
pay  the  penalty  for  all  the  latest  improvements, 
for  something  goes  wrong  with  the  electric  plant 
in  the  cellar  and  mixes  the  whole  place  up.  We 
see  all  the  furnishings  start  to  turn  in  all  direc- 

tions and  the  unfortunate  guests  find  themselves  in 
the  midst  of  the  affray.  They  manage  to  get 
to  the  door  and  are  tumbled  out  and  rolled  across 
the  street  till  out  of  the  reach  of  the  magnetic 
force,  where  they  pick  up  their  belongings  and 
hurry  home,  vowing  never  to  enter  another  electric 
hotel.      Length,    476    feet. 

VITAGRAPH  COMPANY. 
SLUMBERLAND.— Father  and  mother  nut  their 

little  boy  to  bed  on  Christinas  Eve.  hang  his  stock- 
ings in  the  fireplace  and  after  kissing  him  good- 

night, leave  the  room.  The  child  goes  to  sleep, 
and  shortly  afterward  the  stocking  is  seen  to  as- 

sume huge  proportions,  shakes,  and  the  head  of 
a  fairy  appears  at  the  top.  She  slides  out  to 
the  floor,  whirls  around  the  room,  tiptoes  to  the 
bed,  waves  her  wand  over  the  boy  and  when  he 
awakens,  beckons  him  to  conic  witli  her.  They  get 
astride  a  broom  and  By  up  flio  chimney.  The  pair 
fly  over  the  housetops,  arriving  at  last  in  the 
Arctic  regions.  The  North  Pole  is  observed  re- 

volving continuously,  and  the  boy  and  his  fairy 
companion  slide  down  it  to  the  center  of  the  earth. 
Arriving  in  this  strange  hind,  peculiar  scenes  con- 

front them.  Gnomes  and  nymphs  appear  from  be- 
hind the  rocks  and  menace  them.  Santa  Chins 

arrives  opportunely.  waves  his  hand  and  the 
strange  tilings  disappear.  The  boy  is  then  taken 
into  toyland.  Here  is  the  workshop  ami  scattered 
about    are    toys    and    novelties    in    abundance.      The 
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IMPERIAL  FILM  EXCHANGE 
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ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO. 
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Learn  to  Make 
Mirrors 

We  furnish  complete  instructions  for 
making  all  kinds  of  Mirrors  so  simply 
that  anyone  can  make  a  first-class  Mirror 
as  soon  as  they  read  over  our  copyrighted 
instructions.  For  $2.00  we  send  you  the 
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P.  A.  DASCHKE,  Manager 
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Announcement  Slides 
Everything  Pertaining  to  the  Moving 
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THE  VIASCOPE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $  I  75. OO 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
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PRINTING  for 
'ASSION  PLAY 
ND   OTHER  SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN   (St.  CO. 

26  E.  8th  Street,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

boj  Is  shown  the  wonderful  toys,  Ik  glna  n  box 
of  mysterious  blocks,  then  Bants  Olsns  places  ■ 
seed  in  ■  Bower  pot  from  which  Instantly  tprlngi 
a  Christmas  tree.  Another  wars  from  Santa's  hand 
snd  the  tree  la  Bllad  with  presents,  Then  ths 
iiro  gradual!]  trows  smallsr  and  ths  boy  places  it 
under  his  srm  The  Fairy  and  Bants  lesrs  the 
caTern  snd  the  boy  Is  alone.  He  discovers  s  large 
pumpkin,  cuta  ii  open  and  crawls  Inside  with  hi« 
Christmas  tree  and  toys,  Hs  soon  Falls  asleep 
:iini  the  gnomes  appear  shouting  and  screaming 
From  Innumerable  nooks,  Returning  to  the  bed- 

room, the  boy  starts  in  bis  sleep  snd  listens, 
Mother  and  father  are  calling  blm  From  the  Foot 
<>r  the  stairs.  Be  grabs  his  presents,  which  arc 
hi  ths  side  of  the  bed,  runs  downstairs  Into  the 
parlor,  where  a  buge  Christmas  tree  i*  loaded  with 
nil  manner  ol  presents  \  beautiful  Christmas 
fairy  story,  Length,  BBO  foot. 

SHERIDAN'S  ride.  During  the  Btlrrlng  times 
1894,  the  Dnlonlsts  were  bent  on  destroying  the 

Confederate  capltol  at  Richmond,  while  the  op- 
posing Force  were  equally  determined  to  attack 

Washington.      In   July,    General    Barlj    started    with 
20,01   avalrj      to     take     Washington.       Be     came 
within  Bight  of  the  city,  then  turned  Into  the 
Shenandoah  Valley.  General  Sheridan  was  sent  to 
attack  iiim  The]  met  ol  Winchester  on  September 
19,  where  the  Confederate  army  was  put  to  rout. 

Barl]  was  quickly  reinforced,  and  during  Sheridan's 
temporar]  absence  surprised  the  Union  army  nt 
Cedar  Creek  on  October  19  and  drove  II  back  In 
confusion,  Early's  attack  was  made  under  cover 
of  s  dense  Fog  and  the  darkness  of  early  morning. 
General  Wright,  In  command  of  the  Union  army, 
although  wounded  on  the  Field,  got  his  troops  Into 
a  new  position  about  seven  miles  In  the  roar. 
Sheridan  heard  the  cannonading  at  "Winchester,  20 
miles  away,"  and  realizing  the  Importance  of  his 
presence,  put  spnrs  to  his  "coal  black  stood."  ami never  drew  rein  until  he  dashed  to  the  Front  of  his 
retreating  troops.  As  ho  passed  the  fugutlves 
along  the  mad  he  shouted,  "Turn,  boys,  turn: 
we're  going  back."  Under  the  magnetism  of  his 
presence,  the  men  Followed  him  back  to  the  fight 
and  to  victory,  A  magnificent  war  picture. 
Length,   327   feet. 

THE    DANCER    AND    THE    KING.      A    Romantic 
Story    of    Spain.      In    the    public   sqaure    of   a    Spanish 
City,     vendors     and     peasants     are     walking     about 
when   a    native    dancer   appears    In   their    midst.      A 
nobleman    In    black    watches    the    dancer,    and    when 
she    passes    her    tambourine    drops    a    large    number 
of   coins.      The   girl    thanks   the   giver,    who   promises 
to   take    her    before    the    king.      The   premise    is    kept. 
and    shortly    afterwards    the    girl    appears    before    her 
ruler.       The     ladies    of     the    court     have     failed     to 
favorably    impress   the  king,   but  the  dancer  Is  liber- 

ally   paid    and    bidden    to    remain,    while    the    others 
are     dismissed.       When     alone     with     the     girl     the 
king   makes   desperate   love   to   her.      She   spurns   his 
attention    and    runs    from    the    room.      The    king    in 
auger    calls    four    guards,    who    are    sent    in    pursuit. 
She  reaches  her  home  and  to  her  brother  Pedro  tells 
of    her    experience.      The    boy  —for    such    he    is  -tries 
to    protect     his    sister,     but     is    beaten    off    by     the 
guards,   when   Hero,   a   handsome  adventurer  in  rags, 
enters   and   lends  assistance,    for   which    interference 
he   is   placed   under   arrest   and   dragged   away.     The 
girl    leaves    her    brother,    conceives    a    plan    for    her 
protector's     release,      and     runs     out.        Meanwhile, 
Hero,    confined   in  prison,    is   visited   by   Pedro.      The 
guard    enters    with    a    warrant    and    reads    that    the 
prisoner    is    to    be     shot.       The     guards    load     their 
guns  and   leave   the   room.     Pedro   watches   them   de- 

part,    then     removes     the     bullets     from     the     shells 
and    places    the    guns    back    in    the    racks.      Shortly 
afterward    the    guards    return,    march     the    prisoner 
out    and    station    him    against    the    wall.      When    their 
guns   are   discharged   the   prisoner   drops,    presumably 
ilead.      The    guards    depart,    when    Pedro   comes    up, 
signals    Hero    and    departs    with    him.      The    dancer 
during    this    time    visits    the    king    and    pleads    for 
Hero.      She    is   told    that    her    lover    is    to    be    shot. 
The  king  again  endeavors  to  make  love  to  her.   and. 
being    repulsed,    orders    her    confined    in    t lie    tower. 
Pedro  and  Hero  watch   the  departure   for  the  castle. 
The  boy   attracts   the   attention   of   the   guard,    while 
Hero  climbs   up   the   ivy   covering   the   walls.      In   her 
prison   above  the   girl   endeavors   to   escape,    the   king 
again    annoys    her    with    his    attentions,    when    Hero 
comes     down     the     chimney,     overpowers     the     king, 
dons   his   cloak,    and   as    (lie   guards   enter    in   answer 
to    their    ruler's    call    for    help    points    to    the    king 
and   orders   him    removed.      The    guards   do   so   in   no 
gentle    manner,    while    the    girl    and    her    lover    leave 
triumphantly.      When    the    king  regains   consciousness 
the   guards   remove    the    handkerchief   from    his   face, 
and    finding    their    mistake,    fall    to    their    knees    and 
beg    for    mercy.      Length,    650    feet. 

WEARY'S  CHRISTMAS  DINNER.  — In  front  of 
the  town  clothing  stoic  stands  a  full -dressed  dummy, 
frock  coat,  light  trousers,  white  vest,  shoes  and 
high  hat,  collar  and  tie,  a  dress  suit  case  and 
cane  beside  ir.  A  covered  country  wnjron  drives  op 
and  stops  in  front  of  the  store,  the  driver  gets  out 
and  enters,  while  from  beneath  the  straw  covering 
the  bottom  emerges  Miles,  a  tramp.  He  stretches 
himself,  glances  at  the  dummy,  conceives  an  idea 
and  immediately  proceeds  to  put  it  into  execu- 

tion. Ilr  steals  the  figure,  suit  case  and  cane,  puts 
them  in  the  wagon,  covers  himself  with  straw  as 
the    driver    innocent    of    his    load,     jumps    into    the 
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HARSTN  &  CO. 
The  Largest  Slide  Dealers  in  the  World 

NEVER     CLOSED 

Phones     3812-3813     Stuyvesant 

138  East  14th  Street    -    New  YorK  City 

PUT   YOUR   THEATRE 
ON    A     BUSINESS    BASIS 

I  will  systematize  it  and  make 
it  pay.  S.  M.  WALKER,  care 
of  The  Moving  Picture  World 

913-915  Schiller  Bldg.,  Chicago 
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theatres  and  Moving 
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carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 
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of-Door  Use. 

Address  Oept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office.  1402  Broadway 

WE    HAVE    IT! 
if  it  is  anything  used  in  the  Moving  Picture  business. 
We  sell  Moving  Picture  Machines  (any  make),  Talking 
Machines,  Records,  Films,  Slides,  Chairs,  etc.,  etc, 

THE  LARGEST  AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  HOUSE  IN  THE  WEST 

500  Page  Catalogue  Free 

THE  NEW  YORK  MOTION    PICTURE  CO. 
10401  Qolden  Gate  Avenue  .  San  Francisco,  Ccl. 

wagon  and  drives  off.  Coming  to  a  woods  on  the 
country  road,  Miles  drops  out  of  the  wagon  with 
lils  plunder  and  enters.  Here  he  changes  outfits 
with  the  dummy,  and  in  his  new  togs,  with  cane 
and  suit  ease,  cuts  quite  a  dash.  At  the  town 
hotel  a  detective  enters  and  is  showing  the  clerk 
a  notice  offering  $100  for  the  apprehension  of  a 
hotel  beat,  claiming  to  be  a  foreign  nobleman,  as 
Miles  enters,  walks  to  the  desk  and  registers 
'Miles  A.  Foot,  Dublin,  Switzerland."  He  is  showu 
to  his  room  by  a  bell-boy,  while  the  clerk  and 
officer  believe  him  to  he  the  notorious  hotel  beat. 
The  tramp  discovers  a  bill  of  fare  in  his  room, 
gives  an  order,  which  immediately  comes  up  on 
the  dumb-waiter.  Then  as  quickly  an  automatic 
sign  drops  "All  bills  payable  in  10  minutes."  Miles 
is  without  the  necessary  cash,  so  makes  up  his 
mind  to  skip.  ihe  fire  escape  offers  the  best 
chance,  so  he  packs  his  food  in  the  dress  suit  case 
and  makes  his  escape  as  the  detective  breaks  lu 
1  lie  floor.  The  tramp  reaches  the  ground,  jumps 
into  ;i  buggy  standing  near  by  and  drives  off, 
closely  followed  by  the  detective  on  foot.  Miles 
drives  on.  comes  to  the  spot  where  he  left  the 
dummy,  abandons  the  horse  and  buggy  and  eats 
his  lunch.  He  theu  opens  a  bottle  of  wine  and 

lights  a  cigar,  just  as  the  detective  and  two  po- 
licemen arrive,  put  him  under  arrest  and  march 

him  oir  to  jail.  The  closing  scene  shows  Weary 
asleep  on  a  stone  bed.  He  dreams  of  eating  a  big 
turkey  when  he  is  rudely  awakened  by  the  jailer, 
who  brings  him  his  dinner  of  bread  and  water. 

tengtb,    395    feet. 

KLEINE    OPTICAL   CO. 

THE  MONTANA  SCHOOLMARM.— Another  one 
of  those  Western  pictures  that  everybody  is  clamor- 

ing for. 
Edith  Warren,  a  young  school  teacher  from  the 

East,  takes  upon  herself  the  task  of  beginning  the 
education  of  about  sixty  young  and  lusty  inhabitants 
that  form  the  juvenile  population  of  a  thinly-settled 
district  of  Montana.  Being  an  accomplished  horse- 

woman and  readily  acquiring  the  knowledge  of  hand- 
ling a  "Colts  44,"  she  soon  becomes  the  center  of 

attraction  for  many  of  the  cowboys  on  the  big 
range.  Two  in  particular,  Jack  Carlton  and 
"Fresno"  Dolan,  are  determined,  if  perseverance 
can  win,  to  "rope"  the  little  sehoolmarm  and 
"break  her  to  double  harness." 

The  opening  scene  of  the  story  depicts  the  interior 
of  the  little  roadside  sehoolhouse  where  Miss  War- 

ren is  just  opening  the  morning  exercise  by  singing 
the   National   anthem. 

When  school  is  dismissed.  Jack  and  "Fresno"  both 
insist  on  seeing  the  sehoolmarm  home.  That  clever 
young  lady  settles  the  dispute  by  declaring  that 
she  would  honor  both  by  an  equal  share  of  her 
company  back  to  the  ranch. 

Bitter  Rivals. — Jack  accepts  the  small  favors 
shown  him  by  his  charmer,  hut  not  so  the  surly  and 

quarrelsome  "Fresno."  At  last  a  climax  between 
the  two  men  is  reached  when  "Fresno"  makes  an 

insulting  reference  to  Miss  Warren  in  his  rival's 
presence  and  is  soundly  thrashed  by  that  indignant 
young  suitor.  Realizing  that  his  fondest  hopes  can 

never  be  gratified,  "Fresno"  seeks  to  drown  his  dis- 
appointment  in   drink   and  carousing. 

A  Coward's  Deed. — One  day  while  Edith  and  Jack 
were  galloping  towards  the  school  on  their  wiry 

little  bronchos,  "Fresno"  riding  by  sees  them  and 
is  maddened  by  the  sight  of  their  apparent  happi- 

ness. But  one  thought  is  uppermost  in  his  burning 
brain — why  not  waylay  the  couple  and  by  a  well- 
directed  shot  remove  the  hated  rival  forever  from 

his  path:  Around  the  bend  sweep  the  two  lovers, 
their  horses  racing  neck  and  neck.  A  shot  rings 

out.  and  Jack's  horse  crashes  to  the  ground  with  a 
broken  leg.  "Fresno's"  aim  was  uncertain  and  his 
bullet  missed  the  mark.  Not  waiting  to  see  the 
result  of  the  shot  the  coward  takes  to  his  heels, 
now  thoroughly  frightened  at  his  own  deed.  But 
the  agile  Jack  does  not  intend  to  let  the  assassin 
escape.  Disentangling  himself  from  his  fallen  horse, 
he  quickly  starts  in  pursuit  of  his  tleeing  enemy. 

Through  the  creek  bottom  they  race,  when  "Fresno" 
suddenly  darts  behind  a  tree,  and  before  his  pur- 

suer has  had  time  to  overtake  him  he  sends  another 
shot  at  bis  enemy,  this  time  reaching  the  mark. 
Jack  falls,  badly  wounded,  and  for  a  time  is  unable 
to  move.  "Fresno"  soon  recovers  his  horse  and  we 
next  see  him  in  the  nearest  saloon  trying  to  steady 
his  nerves  by  imbibing  glass  after  glass  of  bad 
whiskey. 

The  Wounded  Horse. — We  now  return  to  the  school 
teacher,  who  stands  beside  the  wounded  horse  in 

the  road  awaiting  Jack's  return.  An  hour  passes 
and  yet  no  sign  of  her  lover.  At  length,  becoming 
alarmed  at  bis  Ions  absence,  she  mounts  her  horse 
and   leading    the   limping   mare   she   starts  off    to   try 

LOOK 
MR. 

LOOK 
FILM  EXCHANGE 

LOOK 

Why  send  out  films  to  your  trade  without  "  TITLES,"  when  I  will  make  you  the  best  "  FILM  TITLE  " 
on  the  market  for  10c  per  foot.     Colored  TITLES,  lie  per  foot.     Get  a  "TITLE  "and  keep  your  stock  moving. 
B.  L.  JAMES         -  1 08  E-  Madison  Street,  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

and  find  Jack.  A  long  search  is  at  last  rewarded 
oy  finding  him  near  the  bank  of  the  river,  where 
lie  bad  dragged  himself  in  the  hope  of  attracting 
someone's  attention.  Summoning  all  her  strength, 
the  brave  little  teacher  assists  the  wounded  maa 
to  her  horse,  and  climbing  up  behind  him  succeeds 
in  getting  him  back  to  the  ranch. 

Justice  works  swift  In  that  part  of  the  country, 

and  "Fresno"  soon  pays  the  penalty  of  his  cow- ardly  act. 

Jack's  recovery  is  at  last  an  assured  fact.  Cheered 
by  his  loyal  comrades  and  tenderly  nursed  by  the 
girl  of  his  heart,  we  leave  our  cowboy  hero  supremely 
happy  in  the  blissful  consciousness  of  having  fairly 

won  for  his  life  partner  "The  Montana  Sehoolmarm." 

THE  LITTLE  CHIMNEY  SWEEPS  (Gaumont).— 
This  is  a  story  of  two  little  lads  who  are  obliged 
to  toil  away  the  tender  years  of  their  life  without 
cheer  or  comfort,  and  even  at  this  Christmas  time, 
instead  of  experiencing  Christmas  joys,  they  an 
the   recipients  of   much  abuse. 

Their  only   friend,   a   faithful   little   dog,    however, 
intercedes   in   their   behalf,    and    manages   to   purlohi 
for  them   from  wealthy  neighbors  a  number  of  toya, 
which    he    adroitly    places    about    the    chimney    fire- 

place,  and  next  morning  causes  the  little  ones  to  be 
thrilled   with   joy.      The    parents   of   the    little   ones, 
accustomed    to    abusing    them,    are    dumfounded    at    ] 
what   they   behold,   and   see   in    this  evidence   of  the 
hand   of   fate,    and    from   now   on   endeavor   to    make    | 
life    more    pleasant    to    the    little    ones    entrusted   to    I 
their   care.      Length,   450  feet. 

THE   GOOD   PLAYTHINGS    'Gaumont).— This  Is  a 
deli'-rlitt'nlly    pleasing   short   story,    combining   perfect   I 
dramatization  and  magic.     The  recipients  of  a  num- 
ber    of    toys    are    awakened    through    expectation    of    1 

iilts   awaiting   them   in   the  morning,   and 
make   an   investigation.     Through   accident   the   light 
is      rurned   and    the    room    put   into   conflagration. 
Here   the  good   toys  received   come  to  the   front   and 

by    ingenious  operations  extinguish   the   flames,    res* 
cuing    the    little    ones,    so    that    when    the    parent!    I 
enter  they   find  the  little  ones  carefully  stowed  away    | 
and   free    from   all   harm,    and   the   fire   extinguished.    I 

Length,   170  feet. 
THE  CHRISTMAS  OF  A  POACHER  iGaumont). 

— Tli is  story  depicts  the  dismal  outlook  for  a  cheer- 
ful Christmas  in  the  home  of  a  poor  man.  and  now 

when,  in  quest  of  the  necessary  food  to  sustain 
the  life  of  the  dear  ones  at  home,  be  is  appre- 

hended by  the  police  and  taken  before  the  pro- 
prietor of  the  estate,  tbe  children  of  the  latter 

moved  to  compassion,  prevail  upon  their  fal 
donate  to  the  children  of  the  unfortunate,  some  of 
their  Christmas  toys,  of  which  they  are  possessed 
in  a  liberal  quantity.  The  father  is  given  hia 
liberty  and  the  entire  party  proceeds  to  the  home 
of  the  unfortunate,  where  sorrow  is  converted  intt  | 

joy  by  the  good  things  to  eat  and  to  entertain, 

provided  by  the  benefactor."  A  very  touching  Christ- mas story.     Length,  667  feet. 

THE  POOR  SFNGER  GIRL  (Gaumont).— Forced 
to  sing  upon  the  thoroughfares  and  dependent  upon 
the  good  will  of  her  fellow  citizens  to  maintain 
her  existence,  a  young  girl  finds  upon  the  street  a 
valuable  necklace.  This  she  endeavors  to  turn 
over  to  a  policeman,  hut  is  referred  to  headquai^ 

ters.  Before  she  can  locate  the  headquarters,  how- 
ever, she  is  apprehended  and  accused  of  theft, 

for  which  she  is  confined  in  prison.  The  mother  of 
the  unfortunate  girl  is  ill  at  home,  and  before  the 
girl  is  vindicated  of  the  charge  against  her,  the 
old  lady  expires.  When  finally  the  girl  returns 
home  with  her  accusers  and  finds  that  during  her 
absence  her  mother  has  expired,  the  accusers  are 
moved  to  compassion,  and  to  compensate  for  the 
wrong  done  the  girl  they  now  adopt  her  and  take 
her   to  a   home   of  plenty.      Length.   597   feet. 

TROUBLES  OF  AN  AIRSHIP  (Lux).— -An  aviator, 

bavins  completed  tbe  construction  .">f  his  flying 
machine,  gives  this  the  first  test.  Numerous  ludi- crous instances  are  the  result  and  the  inventor 

finally  falls  into  the  hands  of  the  police,  who  us* 
him  rather  roughly.  lie  is  finally  returned  to  bit 
laboratory  in  a  dilapidated  condition,  where  he  is 

given  plenty  of  opportunity  to  vent  his  temper 
upon    the    members    of    his    household.       Length,    500 

THEATRE  CHAIRS 
Veneered  and 

Upholstered Can  make  quick  delivery  and 

give  reasonable  terms 
of  payment. 

H.    D.   WARNER 
63  Fifth  Ave.,  Rooms  14  S  15,  N.  Y.  City 

I  have  furnished  thousands  of  Chairs  for 
Moving  Picture  Theatres  in  New  York  City  and 
vicinity.  Have  fitted  six  theatres  for  one 
company  and  several  theatres  for  many  other 

companies. 
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Films  of  Quality 
Rented 

Gaumont 

Urban -Eclipse 
Lux 

Williamson 

Eclair 

Comerio 

Great  Northern 

Biograph 

Amhrosio 

Cricks  &  Martin 

Hepworth 
Carlo  Rossi 

Latest  and  Best 
Selection  of  All  the 
Above  Well  -  Know 

Producers 

We  are  not  junk  handlers,  but 
supply  service  that  tells  at 

the  ticket  office 

Full  Line  of  Supplies 
Machines,    Carbons, 
Tickets,  Condensers, 

etc.,  etc. 

make:  known  your  wants 

Liberty  Film  Exchange 
Telephone  Walnut  3956 

1319  Market  Street    -    Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Formerly  of  Johnstown,  Pa. 
No    connection   with   any  other  House 

The  New  Kind 
of  Film  Service! 
To  Manager: 
Dear  Sir : 

Would  you  like  to  have 
an  EXCLUSIVE  film  ser- 

vice in  your  locality,  with 
all  NEW  SUBJECTS  and 

pictures  you  or  your  com- 
petitor NEVER  had? 

Subjects  that  neither  the 

Independent  or  Associa- 
tion have,  and  all  NEW 

GOODS  ? 
We  only  supply  ONE 

customer  in  a  locality,  and 

the  "  early  bird"  gets  the 
one.  IF  you  are  progres- 

sive you  will  call,  if  not, 
we  both  lose  money. 
Yours  for  the  NEW  KIND  of  Film  Service, 

A.  McMILLAN,  Pres. 

P.  S.— The  first  shipment  of  the  New  American 
Moving  Picture  Machine  will  be  on  exhibition  at  our 
office  December  15th.  Call  and  see  this  wonderful 
machine. 

Unique  Film  and  Construction Company 

79  DEARBORN  ST.  (Rooms  341-343)  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Western  representatives  of  the  American  Moving  Picture 
Machine  and  Moving  Picture  Supplies 

We  Design  and  Construct  Complete 
Moving  Picture  Theatres  from  $2,500  up 
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LATEST  FILMS  OF  ALL  MAKERS. 

If  the  films  of  any  manufacturer  are  not  correctly  listed 
It  Is  because  they  have  neglected  to  furnish  the  Informa- 

tion  requested. 

Abbreviations:  Dr. — Dramatic.  Co. — Comedy.  Ind. — 
Industrial.      Tr.— Tragic.      P. — Pathetic.     H.— Historical. 

Edison  Licensees. 
EDISON     MANUFACTURING     COMPANY. 

Nov.  17 — The   New   Stenographer    (Comedy)   900  ft. 
Nov.  17 — Colonial    Virginia     (Historical)   985  ft. 
Nov.  24 — The   Lady   or   the   Tiger    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Nov.  27 — The    King's    Pardon    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.     1 — Lord    Feathertop    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.     4— Miss    Sherlock     Holmes     (Dramatic)   600  ft. 
Dec.  4 — The  Old  Maid's  Temperance  Club  (Com- 

edy)      300  ft. 
Dec.     9— The    Tale    the    Ticker    Told    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.   11— The    Angel    Child    (Comedy)       900  ft. 
Dec.  15 — Cocoa  Industry,  Trinidad,  B.  \V.  I.  (In- 

dustrial)      850  ft. 
Dec.   18 — The  Street  Waif's  Christmas   (Serio-Comic)  .900  ft. 
Dec.  22 — An    Unexpected    Santa    Class   900  ft. 
Dec.  25 — Turning  Over  a  New  Leaf   (Comedv)   900  ft. 
Dec.  22 — An    Unexpected    Santa    Claus    (Co.)   900  ft. 
Dec.  25 — Turning   Over    a    New   Leaf    (Co.)   900  ft. 
Dee.  29 — The   Lost  New   Year's  Dinner    (Co.)   900  ft. 
Jan.      1 — A    Persistent    Suitor     (Co.)   900  ft. 

ESSANAY  FILM  COMPANY. 

Nov.  18 — Tale  of  a  Thanksgiving  Turkey   615  ft. 
Nov.  18 — The    Hoodoo    Lounge      315  ft. 
Nov.  25 — The    Impersonator's    Jokes     (Comedy)   550  ft. 
Nov.  25 — The   Ail-Wool   Garment    (Comedy)   400  ft. 
Dec.     2 — The    Somnambulist     (Dramatic)   825  ft. 
Dec.     2 — The    Obstinate    Tooth     (Comedy)   165  ft. 
Dec.    9— Christmas  Carol      1000  ft. 
Dec.  16 — The   Installment   Collector    (Comedy)   550  ft. 
Dec.  16 — A    Battle    Royal     (Comedy)....   396  ft. 
Dec.  23 — Bill  Jones'   New  Year  Resolutions   (Co.)   600  ft. 
Dec.  23 — Who   Is   Smoking   that   Rope?    (Co.)   400  ft. 

KALEM  COMPANY. 

Nov.    7 — Jerusalem  In  the  Time  of  Christ   1925  ft. 
Nov.  20 — Hannah    Dustin     (Historical)   825  ft. 
Nov.  27 — A    Ragged    Hero     (Dramatic)   855  ft. 
Dec.     4 — For  Love  of  Country    (Historic  Drama)   895  ft. 
Dec.   11 — Maggie,    the    Dock    Rat    (Drama)   825  ft. 
Dee.   18 — The   Molly   Maguires    (Dramatic)   880  ft. 
Dec.  25— Red    Cloud     (Dr.)   S80  ft. 

S.    LUBIN. 

Nov.  19 — The    Engineer     (Dramatic)   935  ft. 
Nov.  26 — The  Thanksgiving  Turkey    (Comedy)   320  ft. 
Nov.  26 — Persistency    Wins    (Comedy)   600  ft. 
Nov.  30 — The   Sexton   of   Longwyn    (Drama)   635  ft. 
Nov.  30 — Weary   Willie's   Revenge    (Comic)   270  ft. 
Dec.     3 — Hobo's    Dream    (Comic)   675  ft. 
Dec.     3— Lady    Barbers     (Comedy)   275  ft. 
Dec.  7 — The  Lighthouse  Keeper's  Daughter  (Dra- 

matic)      900  ft. 
Dec.  10— Dick's    Aunt    (Comedy)   430  ft. 
Dec.   10— Charlie's    Ma-in-Law     (Comedy)   305  ft. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

Nov.  25— L' Arlesienne    (Dramatic)      1048  ft. 
Nov.  27 — Crack     Riders     of     the     Russian     Cavalry 

(Military)        413  ft. 
Nov.  27— The     Substitute     (Comedy)   531  ft. 
Nov.  28 — The    Vagabond     (Comedy)   544  ft. 
Nov.  28 — Merry    Widow    Waltz    (Comedy)   348  ft. 
Nov.  30 — Her    Flowers     (Comic)   475  ft. 
Nov.  30 — The   Magic   Handkerchief    (Magical)   492  ft. 
Dec.     2 — A   Dear  Old   Grandma    (Dramatic)   549  ft. 
Dec.     2 — Nature  Fakir  Comes  to  Grief   (Comedy)   351  ft. 
Dec.     4 — The    Jealous   Fisherman    (Dramatic)   495  ft. 
Dee.     4 — Paris  as  Seen   from   a   Height  of  2600  Feet 

(Educational)        452  ft. 
Dec.     5— Modern   Magic    (Comic)      393  ft. 
Dec.     5 — Surprise    Package     (Comedy)   512  ft. 
Dec.     7 — The    Clown's    Daughter     (Dramatic)   771  ft. 
Dec.     7— Rubber     Heels     (Comedy)   236  ft. 
Dec.     9 — The    Deadly    Plant    (Dramatic)   436  ft. 
Dec.     9— The    Acrobatic    Maid    (Comedy)   SOS  ft. 
Dec.   11 — The    Miniature   Circus    (Comedy)   639  ft. 
Dec.  II — Mother-in-Law  Breaks  All  Records  (Com- 

edy)      302  ft. 
Dee.   12— The    Quarry    Man    (Dramatic)   574   ft. 
Dec.   12— The    Mohammedan    at    Home    (Educational)  .3S0  ft. 
Dec.  14 — Roman     Idyl     (Dramatic)   770  ft. 
Dec.  14 — No  Petticoats  for  Him    (Comedy)   171  ft. 
Dec.  16— The   One   Best   Bet    (Dramatic)   712  ft. 
Dec.   16 — A    Plucky  Young   Woman    (Comedy)   256  ft. 
Dec.  IS — The    Smuggler's    Daughter    (Dramatic)   636  ft. 
Dec.   IS — The    Bee   and   the    Rose    (Comic)   344  ft. 
Dec.  19 — Some     Dangerous     Members     of     Bostock's 

Menagerie    (Educational)       420  ft. 
Dec.   19 — Electric     Hotel     (Comedy)   476  ft. 
Dec.  21— The   Faun    (Dr.)   442  ft. 
Dec.  21— Faithful    Little    Doggy    (Co.)   2S5  ft. 
Dec.  21— Too    Much    Snuff     (Co.)   246  ft. 
Dec.  23 — Antique    Wardrobe     (Co.)   640  ft. 
IV.'    j:!— An    Awkward    Habit     (Co.)   331ft. 
Deo.  25 — The    Gallant    Guardsman     (Dr.)   571  ft. 
Dec.  25— Silhouettes    (Magical)       371  ft. 
Dec.  20— BUI   Wants  to   Marrv   a   Toe   Dancer    (Dr.).. 462  ft. 
Dec.  20— Water    Sports    (Educational)   s436  ft. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 

Nov. 
Nov. Nov. 

Nov. Nov. 

Nov. 
Nov. Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

SELIG   POLYSCOPE   COMPANY. 

5 — Actor's    Child    (Drama)   960  ft. 
12 — A    Mountain    Feud     (Dramatic)   990  ft. 
19 — The     Hidden     Treasure     (Dramatic)   950  ft. 
26 — On    Thanksgiving    Day    (Dramatic)   1000  ft. 
3 — A   Dual   Life    (Melodrama)   500  ft. 
3— The    Football    Fiend    (Comedy)   485  ft. 

10 — The   Queen   of  the   Arena    (Comedy)   980  ft. 
17 — A    Montana    Schoolmarm    (Dr.)   950  ft. 
24— The    Duke's    Motto    (Dr.)   1000  ft. 

VITAGRAPH   COMPANY. 

17— The    Elf   King    (Spectacular)   935  ft. 
21 — The    Shoemaker   of    Coepenick    (Dramatic) .  .510  ft 
21 — A   Tale   of   the    Crusades    (Dramatic)   455  ft 
24 — A    Lover's    Stratagems    (Dramatic)   590  f 
24 — The   Peasant   Girl's   Royalty    (Dramatic)   320  f 
28 — The    Miner's    Daughter     (Dramatic)   705? 
28 — Charity    Begins    at    Home    (Dramatic)   265 
1— Julius    Caesar    (Dramatic)      980  rt 
5 — How  Jones   Saw   the  Carnival   (Comedy)   652  ft. 
5 — A    Summer    Idyl     (Comedy)   300  ft. 
8 — Making    Moving    Pictures    (Educational). ..  .885  ft. 

12 — Slippery    Jim's    Repentance     (Dramatic)   565  ft. 
12 — Christmas   in    Paradise   Alley    (Dramatic) ..  .355  ft. 
15 — Slumberland     (Novelty)   590  ft. 
15 — Sheridan's    Ride     (Historic    Drama)   327  ft. 
19 — The    Dancer    and    the   King    (Dr.)   650  ft. 
19— Weary's    Christmas    Dinner    (Co.)   395  ft. 
22- -The   Merchant  of   Venice    (Dr.)   995  ft. 

Biograph  Licensees. 
BIOGRAPH   COMPANY. 

Nov.  10 — Taming  of  the   Shrew    (Comedy)   1048  ft. 
Nov.  13 — The   Guerilla    (Dramatic)      898  ft. 
Nov.  20— The    Ingrate    (Historical)       893  ft. 
Nov.  17— The  Song  of  the  Shirt    (Drama)   638  ft. 
Nov.  24 — A    Woman's    Way    (Dramatic)   676  ft. 
Nov.  27 — The  Clubman   and  the  Tramp    (Comedy)   994  ft. 
Dec.     1— The    Valet's    Wife    (Comedy)   508  ft 
Dec.     4 — Money    Mad    (Dramatic)   6S4  ft. 
Dec.  11 — The     Reckoning     (Dramatic)   462  ft 
Dec.     8 — The    Feud    and   the    Turkey    (Dramatic)   904  ft. 
Dec.  15 — The  Test  of  Friendship    (Dr.)   775  ft 
Dec.  18 — An   Awful   Moment    (Dr.)   737  ft. 

KLEINE  OPTICAL   COMPANY. 

Dec.  1-5— Jack   of   All   Trades    (Comedy)   600  ft 
Dec.  1-5 — A    Child's    Devotion     (Drama)   600  ft. 
Dec.  1-5 — Looking    for   the    Sea    Serpent    (Comedy) .  .240  ft. 
Dec.   1-5 — Making    Home    Attractive     (Comedy)   434  ft 
Dec.  1-5 — She   Could   Be    Happy   with    Either    (Com- 

edy)      507  ft. 
Dec.  1-5 — The    Bewildered    Professor    (Magic)   310  ft 
Dec.  1-5 — Thompson's   Night   with   the    Police    (Com- 

edy)      567  ft. 
Dec.  7-12 — Animated    Matches    (Magical)   257  ft. 
Dec.  7-12— A   Good   Watch    Dog    (Comedy)   327  ft. 
Dec.  7-12 — Timid    Dwellers     (Comedy)   344  ft. 
Dec.  7-12— Fighting    for    Gold    (Dramatic)   SS7  ft. 
Dec.  7-12 — The   Madman   of   the   Cliff    (Dramatic)   847  ft 
Dec.  14-19— The  Little  Chimney   Sweeps    (P.)   450  ft 
Dec.   14-19 — The    Good    Playthings     (Co.)   170  ft. 
Dec.  14-19 — The    Christmas    of   a    Poacher    (P.)   667  ft. 
Dec.   14-19 — The    Poor    Singer    Girl    (Dr.)   597  ft 
Dec.  14-19 — Troubles   of    an    Airship    (Co.)   500  ft 
Dec.   14-19 — Grimsol,    the    Mischievous   Goblin    (Co.).. 374  ft 
Dec.  14-19 — Father    and    the    Kids    (Co.)   550  ft. 
Dec.   14-19 — The   Burglar   in   the    Piano    (Co.)   367  ft. 
Dec.   14-19 — Braving   Death   to  Save   a   Life    (Dr.)   584  ft. 
Dec.   14-19 — A     Fatal     Present     (Tr.)   490  ft 
Dec.   14-19 — An    Interior    Cyclone     (Co.)   427  ft. 
Dec.   14-19— The    Angel    of    Nativity    (P.)   300  ft 
Dec.   14-19 — Christmas:     From   the   Birth   of  Christ   to 

the  Twentieth  Century    (Edu.)   —   

GREAT  NORTHERN  FILM  COMPANY. 

Nov.  IS— Blind       69S  ft. 
Nov.  IS— Othello       277  ft. 
Nov.  25 — Children   of    the   East   625  ft 
Nov.  25 — Alexandrian    Quadrille      302  ft. 
Dec.     2 — A    Sinner       495  ft. 
Dec.     2 — Dummies    on    the    Spree   302  ft 
Dec.    9 — Sherlock    Holmes      1140  ft 
Dee.  16 — Changing    of    Souls     (Comedy)   475  ft 
Dec.   10 — The    Spring    Lock    (Comic)   351ft 
Dec.  23— Hercules    the    Athlete    (Dr. )   500  ft. 
Pec.  23 — Count    Zeppelin's    Aerostat    (Ind.)   279  ft. 

WILLIAMS,    BROWN    &    EASLE. 

Nov.  12— When    Women    Rule    (Comedy)   600  ft. 
Nov.  12^Tack  in  Letter  Box   (Comedy)   300  ft. 
Nov.  25— Kind     Old     Lady      (Comedy)   395  ft 
Nov.  25 — Soldier's    Love    Token     (Dramatic)   500  ft. 

Independent. 
FILM    IMPORT    AND    TRADING    COMPANY. 

Dec.     2— Devils   in    the    Farm    (Comedy)   
Dee.     2 — Every   Age   Has   Its  Troubles    (Comedy).... 
Dec.  19 — Misdeeds  of  a  Tragical   Past    (Dramatic) . . 
Dec.  21 — My    Laundress    Inherits     (Eclair)   
Dec.  21 — Misdeeds   of   a    Tragical    Part    (Eclair).... 
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FILMS    FOR    RENT 
Write  for  Our  Confidential   Price   Us.t. 
We  Can  Seive  Yon   Money. 
Let  Us  Tell  You   How? 

THE     ILLINOIS    FILM     EXCHANGE 
Masonic  Temple Ninth  Floor) Chicago,  Illinois 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

*hre*# ISSUE 
HERCULES  THE  ATHLETE  or  Love  Behind  the  Scenes 

A  beautifully  staged  subject.     Music  Hall  stalls  and  stage  shown  with  perfect  realism.     A  thrilling  story,  full  of  interesting 
glimpses  of  the  world  behind  the  scenes.  Length  About  500  Feet 

COUNT  ZEPPELIN'S  AEROSTAT 
The  highly  interesting  series  of  pictures  showing  the  manoeuvres  of  the  noted  German  inventor,  Count  Zeppelin's  Airship. 

Length  About  279  Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY 
NORDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Biograph  Patents.    All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  Film  will  be  protected   by  the  American   Mutoseope  and  Biograph  Company 

BHB3fl 

RELEASED   DECEMBER   21 

My  Laundress  Inherits  (Ecia.r) 

flisdeeds  of  a  Tragical  Part  (Ecia.r) 
FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO. 

Representing 

WILLIAMSON,  ECLAR  AND 
145  East  23d  St.  SoaEnirkvmctSu  New  YorK  City 

Mention  the  Moving  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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A  TWO  COLUMN  SERMON 

ON  "BUNK" This  is  the  day  of  doing  things  AS  YOU  PROMISE. 

This  is  especially  true  in  the  Film  Renting  business. 

The  HOT-AIR  and  BLUSTER  that  formally  may 
have  impressed  is  now  considered  the  harmless  ravings 
of  a  wild  imagination.  And  the  distributor  of  this  style 

"dope"  gets  only  an   icy  stare  from  the  wise  manager. 

We  do  not  believe  that  our  business  is  to  dispense 
this  style  of  medicine,  but  to  furnish  you  with  a  tonic  in 
the  shape  of  PERFECT  FILM  SERVICE. 

What  you  want  are  not  promises  only  to  be  broken, 
but  promises  that  are  kept  and  which  will  bring  results 
to  you  in  the  shape  of  INCREASED  RECEIPTS. 

We  have  a  capable  organization,  the  individual  mem- 
bers of  which  have  two  principles  drummed  into  them 

—RESULTS  and  PERSONAL  SERVICE. 

We  are  in  business  to  secure  for  you  RESULTS 
which  mean  to  us  an  increase  in  business  and  an  ever 

growing  list  of  SATISFIED  CUSTOMERS. 

May  we  not  have  the  pleasure  of  receiving  a  letter 
from  you  requesting  full  information  and  terms?  The 
sooner  the  better  for  BOTH  of  us. 

And  then- — 
We  are  also  dealers  in  Moving  Picture  Machines  and 

carry  in  stock  ready  for  immediate  shipment  all  various 
models.  We  also  handle  repair  and  supply  parts  for  all 
machines. 

As  well  as — 

Carbons,  tickets,  condensers,  both  the  kind  that  break 

and  don't  break — the  first  the  best  for  us,  the  latter  the 
best  for  you.  Sure  there's  a  difference  in  price.  The 
kind  that  don't  break  cost  you  $2.00  each,  or  $3.00  for 
the  pair.     Better  send  in  a  trial  order  to-day. 

Another  thing — 

Other  exchanges  brag  about  building  theatres  com- 
plete. But,  say,  can  they  give  you  the  address  of  a 

single  one?  No!  We  are  the  only  rental  exchange 
making  a  specialty  of  this  business  and  that  can  show 

actual  examples  of  our  work.  Maybe  you  are  inter- 
ested?    If  so,  write  to-day. 

Swanson's  Curtainyline 
We  will  sell  you  for  $3.00  enough  curtainyline  to 

cover  150  square  feet  and  this  one  coating  will  last  for- 

ever. If  you  will  paint  your  curtain  with  this  prepara- 
tion we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  be  fireproof  and  that 

the  lights  and  shadows  will  stand  out  and  that  the  fig- 

ures in  the  picture  will  have  that  "live"  appearance. — SEND  FOR  SPECIAL  CIRCULAR  NO.  357. 

Lets  Us  Change  Your 
Edison  Two-Pin  Movement  to  One»Pin 

And  we  will  guarantee  that  it  will  reduce  the  flicker  in 

your  picture  75  per  cent,  or  more.  We  will  do  it  for 

$20.00.  Write  for  booklet  giving  full  information  and 

stating  the  advantages  in  having  this  change  made. 

Swanson's  Hand  Feed  Arc  Lamp 
We  desire  to  call  your  attention  to  our  new  hand 

feed  arc  lamp  as  being  the  only  lamp  on  the  market 

that  is  indestructible  and  as  having  only  one  feed  rod. 
Write  for  full  description  of  this  only  perfect  lamp. 

Does  Your  Machine  Need  Repairing  or  Adjusting? 
We  maintain  the  largest  and  most  complete  Moving 

Picture  Machine  shop  in  the  country  and  are  in  a  posi- 
tion to  turn  out  rush  orders.  We  allow  a  discount  of 

10  per  cent,  from  the  manufacturers'  list  price  on  all 
repair  parts  of  the  Edison  and  Power  machines. 

WM.  H.  SWANSON  &  CO.,  160-162-164  Lake  Street,  Chicago,  Illinois 
AMERICA'S  LAROEST  FILM  EXCHANGE 
  OR   

WM.  H.  SWANSON  ST.  LOUIS  FILM  CO.,  200-202-204  North  Seventh  St.,  St.  Louis,  Mo. 
-OR- 

WM.  H.  SWANSON  OMAHA  FILM  CO.,  Karbach  Building,  Omaha,  Nebr. 

-OR- 

WM.  H.  SWANSON  FILM  CO.,  1222  Grand  Avenue,  Kansas  City,  Mo. 

Mention  the  Morlng  Picture  World  In  your  correspondence. 
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PUBLISHED     BY 

THE  WORLD  PHOTOGRAPHIC  PUBLISHING  COMPANY.  125  E.  23d  STREET,  NEW  YORK 

A  WORD  TO  THE  WISE 
Successful   Moving   Picture   Exhibitors   Use 

POWER'S  CAMERAGRAPH 
The  best  results  with  alternating  current  are  obtained  with 

POWER'S    INDUCTOR 
SEND     FOR    CATALOOUB    O    AND    CIRCULAR    A 

NICHOLAS    POWER    COMPANY,    115-117    Nassau    Street,    Nj 

HALLBERG'S  ECONOMiZER,  »1 
SAVES  THE  nOST 

LASTS  FOR  EVER 

GIVES  Jt 
TAKEi 

ALLBERC,28  Creenwichj 

Morton  Film  Exchange 
S.  MORTON  COHN,  Pres.  PORTLAND,  ORE. 

High-Class  Film  Service  handling 
exclusively  all   Biograph  Licensee  Films. 

Parties  desiring  first-class  service  write  us 

;!At, 
INDEPENDEI 

lNVESTIG/>i business. 
rich,  or 
we had 

tha; 

i\*< THE     EAGLE 
We  rent  Films,  Machines  and  carry  every  thir 

We  positively  handle  all  newi 

143   North   Eighth  Strej 
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EASTERN 
FILM    EXCHANGE 

Wabash   Building 
PITTSBURG,  PA. 

HIGH  PRICE  Exchanges  have  requested  us 

repeatedly  to  increase  our  price  on  supplies 

and  Film  Service — you  can  bet  we  have  sat 
isfied  more  customers  and  have  made  good  on  low 

rentals.  Why  should  we  increase  prices  when  our 

profits  justify  us  in  purchasing  large  quantities  of 

film.  If  you  are  dealing  with  Mr.  Stick-Him  you  had 
better  install  our  service  immediately.  Send  list  of 
subjects  you  have  used.    No  repeaters  guaranteed. 

2  changes,  shipped  two  at  a  time,  iooo  feet  each  $  5.00 
4        "  •'        two        "  '         *'  10.00 
6        "  "        three      "  "        *'  14.00 

12        "  "        four       "  "        "  25.00 
Song  Slides  and  Beautifully  Colored  Posters  FREE 

SUPPLIES 
5octs 

Tickets  9  cts,  per  1000.   Carbons 
2  cts.  each.    Condensing  Lenses 

Moving  Picture  Lenses,  $8.00.  Stereopticon  Lenses, 
00.      Film  Cement,  10  cts.  a  bottle.      Reels  50  cts.  each. 

NOTICE— We  Guarantee  to  Fit  a  Lens  for  Any  Curtain. 

Mr.  Moving  Picture  Man 
The  Wire  Terminal  shown  here  is  designed  especially  to 

meet  the  exacting  requirements  of  Moving  Picture  work.  A 
two  piece  Terminal  made  of  copper,  is  extra  heavy,  clamp- 

ed securely  with  four  screws.  Wire  is  completely  enclosed 
and  cannot  possibly  become  loose,  and  holds  insulation 
which  keeps  it  from  fraying.  The  simplest  and  quickest 
way  to  make  your  connections.  Cuts  are  exact  size,  show, 
ing  wire  ready  to  be  clamped,  and  clamped  together  ready- to  attach  to  binding  post. 

Positively  prevents  wires  burning  off,  thereby  putting  an 
end  to  your  wire  bills.  Makes  a  brighter  and  steadier  light, 
and  gets  full  strength  of  current  by  making  perfect  contact. 
Terminal  complete,  50c.  each,  sent  prepaid  on  receipt  of  price 

ROBERT  B.  WEBB,  Mfr., 
40  Crauon  Street, 
PITTSBURGH,  PA. 

Buy  the  Best  means  Buy  a  Bal. 
!  only  Moving  Picture  Machine  TrunK  in  the  world  which  is  strong  enough 
wrry  the  machine  safely  and  light  enough  to  save  excess  baggage  charges,  is 

['  BAL  "  FIBRE  TRUNK,  and,  being  the  best,  it  is  the  cheapest. 
SEND  FOB  CATALOGUE— W 

BAL,  Inc.       -      -      -       2IO  West  42d  Street,  New  York  City 

FOR  SALE 
FOR   RFMT  6°°°  (eel  film'  3  sets  Slides* 
■  VH   IALI1  I    6  k£  a  time-  jig  per  week. 

i*oo  ft.  reels   slightly    used 
film,  $10  per  reel.  Edison  Ex. 

Model  M.  P.  M.,  $50.  3000  ft.  Passion  Play$4o. 
Wanted  to  buy  Passion  Play;  other  films  and 
machines. 

H.  Davis,  Waterttwn,  Wis. 

Fire  Risks  Removed  With  This 
COMPENSARC 
for    Alternating   Current    Only 

devices  for  Moving  Picture  Machine  Control  get  so  hot  they  are 
life  and  property. 

can't  get  hot.     Even  after  hours  of  continuous  operation  it  will 
much  as  20  degrees  while  rheostats  have  been  known  to  show 

ny  more  chances  when  a  Compensarc  removes  them  all 
short  time? 

Two-Thirds  on  Your  Electric  Light  Bills 
a  Booklet  25013.     Ask  for  It. 

ECTRIC    WORKS 

INDIANA 

7S4 
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Mw*                         vvt  FACTS    CONCERNING       fHE    NEW    ARRAN 

QyiflO     PictUrC      VVOrlCl  MKN'T    OF    niH    I'RIXCMWI.    l-AC'IORS «*  Till     Ml  )i  [I  »N    PIC]  URE  MANUF    •    I  i  RING 
wi.K  which  i.  >nco,por.«.d  INTERESTS  IX  AMERICA.    X 

J.  KM.  mL,    mL, Ak. mm  1  D 1  1  All  of  the  patents  known  b                   pd  authorities  to 
copyright.  1908.  by  have  an  importanl  bearing  on  the  manufacture  of  motion 

The     World     Photographic     Publishing     Company,  pictures  and  projecting  machines  have  been  purchased  by 
125  East  23d  Street  (Beach  Building),  New  York.  rn  incorporated  as  the  Motion  Picture  Patents 

Telephone  call,  134-1  Qrameroy.  Company,  of  which  tin'   following  are  the  office: 
Edited  by  J.  P.  Chalmers.  Presiden  r   Fran  k   L.  Dyer 

Sutn.-rlptlon:    $2.00  per  year.     Post  free  in  the  United  States,  ^   ll  E-PrI  SIDEN  I   II.     N.     MARVIN 
Mexico,  Hawaii,  Porto  Rico  and  the  Philippine  Islands.  Ikkasirkr   J.    J.    KENNEDY 

\iUit(I«Iiik  Hnten:    $L.'.00  per   Inch;   16  cents  per  line.     Class!-  c..,  .„.. ...  .....                                                ,      ",-vr>/--r-    rr     C^rT,  r 
fled   advertisements    (no   display),    3   cents   per   word,   cash   with  '  '  KiiAm   VihOM.K    l   .    OLUl-L 

___._„  It  will  be  noted  that   the  president  and  secretary  are 
Paris  Representative:  ,          ...        .          ....          r,.,          e                        —        J 

F.  GRAFTON.  27  Rue  des  Appenins.  Paris,  France.  connected     with    the     EdlSOn     Manufacturing    Company, 

Western  office:  while     the     vice-president     and   treasurer   are    from    the 
913-915  Schiller  Buiidinp  Chicago,  in.  American  Mutoscopc  and  Biograph  Company.    The  capi- 

o.  p.  von  harleman.  western  Representative.  tal  of  the  new  company  is  not  announced,  but  its  purpose 

e^_________^__^^^^^^^^__^^_^_____^_^  is   known    to   be   the   general   betterment   of   the   entire 

r>.cr,Ck.DCD                             u      o/-  business  from  the  manufacturer  to  the  exhibitor. 
Vo1-  3                          DECEMBER  26                       No.  26  The  Licensees  of  the  Motion  Picture  Patents  Company ====^=^^=^^======^=^^^===^===:===  are  as  follows  : 

I*^ClltOI*12fcl.»  Edison  Manufacturing  Company, 
.  American  Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company, 

THE   COMPLIMENTS   OF  THE   SEASON    TO  ?the  Flf^f'    ̂ 

ALL  WORLD  READERS.  George  Mehes  Company, .     ,               iL                         ..                         .  Selig  Polyscope  Company, 
A    few   months   ago   a   gentleman   occupying   a   very  -it-            iT  r>                 c  \ 

prominent    position   in   the"  Independent   field   made   the  Vitagraph  Company  of  America, remark,    which    was   afterwards   repeated  to   the   editor,  Kalem  Company,  Incorporated, 
that  this  paper  was  the  most  intelligently  conducted  and  Essanay  Company, 
the  most  valuable  of  any  that  catered  to  the  moving  pic-  George  Kleine, 
ture  industry.  Lubi^  Manufacturing  Company. .hollowing  a  policy  which  aimed  at  the  establishment 

of  this  business  on  a  sound  footing,  and  at  the  sacrifice  Motion  pictures  manufactured  under  the  license  of  the 

of  personal   interests,   we   have   advocated   reforms   and  Motion    Picture    Patents   Company   will  be   leased,   and 

foreshadowed    in    our   editorials    what,   in    our   opinion,  not  sold,  and  will  be  subject  to  return  to  the  various 

the  necessary  steps  to  safeguard  a  great  industry  manufacturers  at  stated  intervals, 

which  has  sprung  up  so  rapidly  that  its  growth  has  been  Licensed  motion  pictures  will  be  leased  for  use  only 
unhealthy.  on  projecting  machines  which  are  also  licensed  by  the 

In  our  editorial  of  August  29th  we  urged  the  forma-  Motion  Picture  Patents  Company.    There  will  be  a  nom- 

tion  of  a  manufacturers-  association  that  would  regulate  inal  hcense  fee  to  be  paid  by  each  exhibitor  and  the  funds 
the  output,  having  power  to  control  the  limit  of  use  of  thus  raised  Wl11  be  used  in  promoting  the  best  interests 

the   films,  and  governed  by  men   who  would   work  fo?-  or  *ne  business. 
the  common  weal.     In  our  editorial  of  November  14th,  None  of  the  officers  of  the  Motion   Picture   Patents 

treating   on    the    same    subject,    we    concluded   with   the  Company  are  salaried. 
following  paragraph:  ^  ̂s  hoped  by  this  movement  to  do  away  with  the 

^             ,,  ..     ,     ..               ,                        .                  ,  vexatious  litigation  which  has  long  harrassed  the  busi- To    see   all   the    leading   manufacturers  associated   together       .  „„„     .„      ..   .       ,v  i.  j    ̂ .i.  luv 

under  one  governing  body  may  seem  impossible,  but  it  is  both  ness-.to  guarantee  to  the   renters  and  the  exhibitors  a 
desirable  and  feasible.     When  it  comes  to  pass  and  their  pro-  sufficient  quantity  of  the  best  American  and  foreign  films, 
ductions  are  not  sold,  but  leased  under  proper  restrictions,  and  and  to  prevent  the  demoralized  state  of  affairs  which  now 
the  price  and  output  regulated  by  the  merits  of  the  subject,  then  prevails  abroad,  where  no  organization  exists.     All  the willthe  movingpicture  business  reach  the  high  tide  of  prosperity.  !•                      £  ..                  -n   .            /=*                                                      r 

6  y  H  J  licensees  of  the  new  Patents  Company  must  compete  for 
Passing  on  to  the  next  column,  our  readers  will  see  the  business  of  the  country  on  their  own  merits.  All  of 

that  we  are  on  the  eve  of  the  realization  of  just  such  the  licensees  are  manufacturers  except  Mr.  George 
conditions  as  were  advocated,  and  we  earnestly  hope  Kleine,  who,  as  is  well  known,  is  the  American  repre- 
that  the  gentlemen  who  have  taken  this  important  and  sentative  of  several  of  the  best  known  and  most  meritori- 
decisive  step  will  adorn  their  positions.  Sound  prin-  ous  of  the  foreign  manufacturers. 
ciples  introduced  into  every  department  of  this  business  No  increase  in  price  of  films  is  contemplated. 
will  ensure  its  onward  progress  and  redound  to  the  Among  the  prominent  patents  which  have  been  pur- 
credit  of  American  business  methods.  This  will  not  chased— in  addition  to  those  of  the  Edison  Company  and 
happen  if  the  policy  is  subversive  and  only  if  the  right  the  Biograph  Company — may  be  mentioned  the  Armat 
hand  of  fellowship  is  extended  to  all  earnest  and  meritori-  patents,  which  are  said  to  control  projecting  machines; 
ous  efforts  in  the  promotion  of  the  industry.  the   Jenkins  patents,   the   Pross   patents,   the   Vitagraph 

Progress  in  this,  as  in  other  lines,  is  never  at  a  stand-  patents,  and  the  Campbell  patent. 
stfll-  The  new  license  agreement  takes  effect  January  1,  1909. 
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THE    POLICY   OF   THE  , -ASSOCIATED    FILM 
MANUFACTURERS. 

Certainly  the  2vew  Year  ushers  in  some  remarkable 
developments  in  the  moving  picture  field.  For  the  past 
week  or  more,  the  manufacturers  have  held  important 
sessions,  also  the  officers  of  the  Film  Service  Association 
and  the  exhibitors.  The  future  policy  of  the  renters 
will  be  revealed  at  their  coming  annual  meeting ;  that 
of  the  manufacturers  is  outlined  on  the  preceding  page. 

The  newly  incorporated  Motion  Picture  Patents  Com- 
pany feel  that  they  are  in  a  position  to  dictate  the  future 

conduct  of  a  business  that  has  been  suffering  from  mal- 
adies which  threatened  its  extinction.  They  have  out- 

lined a  plan  which  has  been  agreed  to  by  all  the  leading 
manufacturers  and  importers.  We  are  pleased  that  such 
an  agreement  has  at  last  been  reached.  It  will  set  at 
rest  much  controversy  and  conflict,  by  bringing  together 
all  who  have  been  the  real  promoters  of  the  industry.  It 
will  encourage  the  better  efforts  of  those  who  look  upon 
this  as  an  honorable  profession  and  not  as  a  transitory 
speculation.  It  will  safeguard  the  interests  of  those  who 
have  labored  to  bring  it  to  its  present  position.  It  is  a 
master  stroke. 

Referring  to  the  main  points  in  the  statement  given 
out  by  the  manufacturers,  we  find  that  films  will  here- 

after only  be  leased,  to  be  returned  at  stated  intervals. 
This  will  be  a  bitter  pill  to  be  swallowed  by  the  average 
film  renter,  but  it  is  obvious  that  such  a  course  is  the 
only  one  open  to  control  the  abuse  of  the  business  by 
exhibiting  to  the  charitable  public,  stuff  that  has  earned 
its  repose  in  the  junk  heap. 

Another  important  point  is  that  these  films  will  only 
be  leased  for  use  on  machines  that  are  licensed  by  the 
Motion  Picture  Patents  Company.  This  will  be  a  vexa- 

tious point  if  applied  to  the  subversion  of  any  projecting 
machine  that  has  merit,  but  it  will  tend  to  elevate  the 
quality  of  the  show  by  relegating  some  obsolete  machines 
to  oblivion. 

Most  important  is  the  statement  that  "all  licensees  of 
the  Patents  Company  must  compete  for  the  business  of 

the  country  on  their  own  merits."  This  would  imply 
that  the  standing  order  farce  will  be  discontinued,  films 
will  be  sold  on  their  merits,  and  those  manufacturers  who 
have  profited  by  the  previous  unbusinesslike  course  will 
now  have  to  give  more  attention  to  the  quality  of  their 
productions,  or  lose  trade. 

It  has  been  hinted  that  the  number  of  film  exchanges 
may  be  reduced.  These  have  been  multiplying  in  excess 
to  the  proportion  of  exhibitors.  If  there  were  fewer  of 
the  cheap  men  in  the  rental  business  there  would  be  fewer 
of  the  cheap  shows ;  by  this  we  mean  the  kind  of  show 
that  is  responsible  for  the  spasmodic  spells  of  reform  on 
the  part  of  the  authorities.  The  mushroom  growth  of 
the  picture  business  has  passed.  Stern  measures  are 
required  to  keep  it  in  proper  bounds. 

While  it  may  be  true  that  the  proposed  regulation  of 
the  business  may  seem  to  some  to  savor  of  the  monopoly 
or  oppression  that  is  repugnant  to  every  fair-minded 
citizen,  we  hail  with  delight  the  spirit  foreshadowed  in 
the  advance  letter  of  the  manufacturers.  The  keynote  of 
the  announcement  made  by  the  Patents  Company  rings 

true  in  the  statement  that  "its  purpose  is  the  general betterment  of  the  entire  business  from  the  manufacturer 

(o  the  exhibitor."  No  one  can  cavil  at  such  a  platform, 
and  if  the  efforts  of  the  Patents  Company  to  attain  their 
end  is  conducted  in  the  spirit  of  fairness  that  we  believe 

it  will  be,  they  should  meet  with  the  earnest  co-operation 
of  all  who  have  the  interests  of  this  business  at  heart. 

It  is  obvious  that  there  will  be  opposition.  Private  inter- 
ests may  suffer,  but  we  have  it  on  good  authority  that 

members  of  the  trade  who  have  been  true  to  either  party 
during  the  period  of  controversy  and  who  have  conducted 
their  business  on  a  sound  basis,  will  have  no  cause  for 
complaint  under  the  new  regime. 

EXHIBITORS  ORGANIZING. 

It  is  with  pleasure  that  we  give  in  full,  on  another 
page,  the  caustic  remarks  of  Magistrate  Hylan  on  a 
system  of  police  persecution  which  is  common  to  many 
cities.  At  the  same  time  we  reiterate  the  advice  to 
exhibitors  to  avoid  clashes  with  the  authorities  as  far 
as  possible  by  strict  compliance  with  the  regulations  under 
which  they  have  obtained  their  licenses.  If  these  regu- 

lations are  found  to  be  oppressive,  there  is  a  better 
method  of  obtaining  relief  than  open  violation,  and  that 
is  by  organization  and  co-operation  in  petitioning  the  law- 

makers for  the  reconsideration  of  any  measures  that  may 
be  oppressive.  This  has  been  profitably  done  by  the 
exhibitors  of  Philadelphia  and  Cincinnati,  and  a  move- 

ment for  organization  to  protect  their  own  interests  is 
on  foot  among  the  exhibitors  in  several  other  cities.  Co- 

operation is  the  logical  solution  of  these  as  well  as  other 
difficulties  that  beset  the  exhibitor.  By  meeting  together 

in  friendly  conclave  they  can  better  regulate  the  compe- 
tition between  themselves.  Warfare  is  a  relic  of  the 

past.  In  this  more  enlightened  age,  international  squab- 
bles are  settled  by  peace  conferences  and  legal  differences 

are  settled  by  arbitration.  Instead  of  fighting  each  other 

by  putting  on  a  twenty-five  cent  show  for  five  cents  and 
indulging  in  competition  which  has  brought  disaster  in 
many  cases,  the  exhibitor  has  much  to  gain  and  nothing 
to  lose  by  association. 

REDUCED    RAILROAD    FARES. 

The  Association  has  secured  a  reduced  railroad  fare 

equal  to  one  and  three-fifths  for  the  round  trip.  This  is 
not  available  unless  not  less  than  one  hundred  persons 
present  certificates  to  the  agent  of  the  railroads  who 
will  be  present  at  the  Imperial  Hotel  on  the  day  of  the 
meeting.  So  as  to  avail  of  this  privilege  everybody 
should  ask  for  a  certificate  when  purchasing  a  ticket 
for  the  going  trip.  These  certificates  are  not  kept  at 
every  local  ticket  office,  but  the  ticket  agent  can  tell  the 
nearest  point  at  which  a  through  ticket  bearing  the 
certificate  can  be  obtained. 

So  far  the  New  York  Central  Lines.  Pennsvlvania. 
Erie.  B.  &  O..  D..  L  &  W.,  Lehigh  Valley.  Jersey  Central. 
Philadelphia  &  Reading,  the  Western  lines,  and  all  the 
connecting  lines  of  these  roads  have  consented  to  act. 
The  New  England  lines  have  the  matter  in  considera- 

tion and  will  coincide  if  a  sufficient  number  make  the 
request  from  their  territory. 

Film  renters,  their  delegates  or  employees  and  ex- 
hibitors who  may  desire  to  he  on  hand  at  the  meeting 

of  the  9th  of  January  are  all  requested  to  ask  for  cer- 
tificates when  purchasing  their  tickets. 

The  saving  effected  is  in  all  cases  at  least  equal  to 
the  charges  for  a  Pullman  berth,  and  so  that  it  may  be 
operative  it  is  requested  that  all  members  ask  for  cer- 

tificates when  purchasing  tickets  for  themselves  or  mem- 
bers of  their  families,  or  delegates,  or  employees.  One 

hundred  is  necessary  before  the  reduced  return  fare 
will  ho  granted. 
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THE  SKi'ONP  AW'l'AI.  MEETING  OF  THE 
FILM   SERVICE  ASSOCIATION. 

It  is  of  great  importance  that  every  membei    of  the 
Association  attend  the  second  annual  meeting,  which  is 
to  be  held  in  New  York  City  on  January  9th,  and  to  that 
cml  arrangements   have   been   made   with   die   different 
railroads  for  a  reduced  fare.  The  best  rate  that  can  be 

obtained  is  one  fare  and  three-fifths  for  the  round  trip 
and  to  those  who  have  to  come  from  a  great  distance  the 
Saving  is  considerable — at  least  enough  to  cover  Pullman 
accommodations.  For  example,  the  fare  from  Detroit  to 
New  York  is  $15.  The  full  fare  must  be  paid  on  the 
going  trip,  and  a  certificate  asked  for  from  the  ticket 
agent.  At  the  meeting  this  certificate  is  validated  by 
a  representative  of  the  railroads  and  if  it  is  presented 
when  the  return  ticket  is  purchased  the  three-fifths  fare 
is  charged.  In  the  case  of  Detroit  this  would  be  $9,  a 
saving  of  $6,  or  equivalent  to  the  charge  for  a  Pullman 
berth  both  ways.  This  rate  cannot  be  obtained  unless 
100  certificates  are  presented,  therefore  no  one  should 
neglect  to  ask  for  the  certificate.  The  privilege  is  open 
to  all  film  renters  and  manufacturers  of  moving  picture 
supplies,  members  of  their  families  or  employees,  also 
any  exhibitor  who  may  desire  to  be  on  hand  at  the  meet- 

ing on  the  Qth  of  January,  1908. 
.All   roads   Have   consented    to   the   rebate   except 

the   New   England   lines. 
INSTRUCTIONS. 

A   reduced   rate   of  one   fare   and  three-fifths   on   the   certificate  plan   has 
been  secured  for  persons  attending  the  meeting  of  Film  Service  Association 
and  Associated  Manufacturers  of  Moving  Pictures,  New  York  City 

The  following  directions  are  submitted   for  your  guidance: 
1. — Tickets  at  the  regular  full  one-way  first-class  fare  for  the  going  jour- 

ney may  he  secured  within  three  days  (exclusive  of  Sunday),  prior 
to  and  during  the  first  two  days  of  the  meeting.  The  announced 
opening  date  of  the  meeting  is  January  8,  and  the  closing  date  is 
January  15,  consequently  you  can  obtain  your  going  ticket  and 
certificate  not  earlier  than  January  5  nor  later  than  January  9, 
except  that  from  stations  from  which  it  is  possible  to  reach  place 
of  meeting  by  noon  of  January  10,  tickets  may  also  be  sold  for 
morning  trains  of  that  date.  Re  careful  that,  when  purchasing 
your  going  ticket,  you  request  a  certificate.  Do  not  make  the  mis- 

take of  asking  for  a  receipt.     ASK  FOR  A  CERTIFICATE. 
2. — Present  yourself  at  the  railroad  station  for  ticket  and  certificate  at 

least  30  minutes  before  departure  of  train  on  which  you  will  begin 
your   journey. 

3. — Certificates  arc  not  kept  at  all  stations.  If  you  inquire  at  your  home 
station,  you  can  ascertain  whether  certificates  and  through  tickets 
can  be  obtained  to  place  of  meeting.  If  not  obtainable  at  your 
home  station,  the  agent  will  inform  you  at  what  station  they  can 
be  obtained.  You  can  in  such  case  purchase  a  local  ticket  thence, 
and  there  purchase  through  ticket  and  secure  certificate  to  place  of 
meeting. 

4. — Immediately  on  your  arrival  at  the  meeting  present  your  certificate  to 
the  endorsing   officer,   Mr.    Percy   Waters. 

S. — It  has  been  arranged  that  the  Special  Agent  of  the  Trunk  Line  Asso- 
ciation will  be  in  attendance  on  January  9  and  10  from  9  a.  m.  to 

6  p.  m.,  to  validate  certificates.  A  fee  of  25  cents  will  be  charged 
at  the  meeting  for  each  certificate  validated.  If  you  arrive  at  the 

meeting  and  leave  for  home  again  prior  to  the  Special  Agent's 
arrival,  or  if  you  arrive  at  the  meeting  later  than  January  10, 
after  the  Special  Agent  has  left,  you  cannot  have  your  certificate 
validated  and  consequently  you  will  not  get  the  benefit  of  the  re- 

duction on  the  home  journey.  No  refund  of  fare  will  be  made  on 
account   of  failure   to    have   certificate  validated. 

6. — So  as  to  prevent  disappointment,  it  must  be  understood  that  the  reduc- 
tion on  the  return  journey  is  not  guaranteed,  but  is  contingent 

on  an  attendance  at  the  meeting  of  not  less  than  100  persons  hold- 
ing regularly  issued  certificates  obtained  from  ticket  agents  at 

starting  points,  showing  payment  of  regular  full  one-way  first-class 
fare  of  not  less  than  75  cents  on   going  journey. 

Notes   and    Comments. 

ALL  FILM  RENTERS.  Independent  and  F.  S.  A., 
should  attend  the  meeting  of  January  9-11.  at  the 
Hotel  Imperial.  Broadway  and  Thirty-second  street. 
New  York.  Rooms  at  the  hotel  are  $2  per  day  up- 

wards ;  for  two  persons  $3  per  day  upwards.  Room 
with  private  bath  $2.50  per  day  up ;  for  two  persons 
$4  per  day  up.  Rooms  may  be  secured  in  advance  by 
out-of-town  delegates  by  writing  to  the  manager  of 
the  Hotel  Imperial  or  to  the  Moving  Picture  World. 

"We  have  also  on  file  other  accommodations  in  the  vi- 
cinity of  the  meeting  rooms  ranging  from  50  cents 

per  day  to  $1.50  per  day  for  private  rooms  and  up  to 
$10  per   day   for  room   and   parlor. 

I  in-  way  in  which  our  Contemporaries  and  the  trade  in 
general  jumped  .it   wn  n  regard   to  the  note 
about  Pathe  a  attitude  towards  the  othei  European  manu- 

facturers proves  two  things.  First,  that  tin-  Moving  Picl 
World  i-  well  and  widen  read,  and  tcond,  that  Patl 

name  is  one  to  conjure  with  in  the  movin  pi<  ture  field.  'I  h< 
paragraph  was  senl  to  the  printei  at  the  last  moment  and 
he  cut  it  down  until  it  was  nol  sufficiently  olear  t"  those  who 
were  nol  following  up  the  reports  of  the  trade  conditions  in 
Europe. 

We  would   like  to  heai    from   the  propriel   f  a  show  in 
Centralia,  Pa.,  which  is  credited  with  having  given  the  n 
ing  picture  business  a  black  eye  in  thai  locality, 

R.  G.  Knowles,  a  noted  lecturer,  has  been  enti  the 
occupants  of  the   White    House   with  his  moving  pictures  of 
f > 1 14   game    in    Africa. 
The  Philadelphia  Fire  Marshal  is  making  a  round  of  the 

184  moving  picture  theaters  in  the  city  to  ascertain  which 
are  living  up  to  their  regulations.  Those  which  are  found 
lax  will  have  difficulty  in  renewing  their  licenses  at  the  close 
of  this  year. 

Overcrowding  was  responsible  for  an  unfortunate  acci- 
dent in  a  theater  in  Rivington  street,  New  York,  last  week. 

Standing  room  in  a  frail  gallery  was  being  used  to  its  limit, 
when  the  structure  crashed  down  on  the  heads  of  the  spec- 

tators below.  Sixteen  persons  were  severely  injured,  and 
t   is  reported  that  one  has  since  died. 
The  usher  in  the  Astor  Theater,  St.  Louis,  who  threw  a 

lighted  cigarette  on  the  floor  and  then  carelessly  placed  on 
it  a  reel  of  film  deserves  a  raise  of  some  kind,  if  not  in  sal- 

ary. A  $300  loss  should  convince  the  proprietor  of  that 
place  of  the  importance  of  establishing  a  system  and  seeing 
that   it  is  carried  out  by  careful  employees. 

Montreal,  Can.,  is  having  a  little  excitement  over  the  Sun- 
day show  problem.  As  we  mentioned  last  week,  the  Sparrow 

Amusement  Company  is  endeavoring  to  find  out  why  the 
large  theaters  cannot  be  opened  on  Sunday  as  well  as  the 
moving  picture  shows,  and  last  Sunday  the  Academy  of 
Music  and  the  Theater  Francais  were  both  open,  afternoon 
and  evening.  The  performances  in  both  places  were  music 
motion  pictures  and  songs,  humorous  and  sentimental.  Po- 

lice officials  were  in  both  places  making  notes  and  sum- 
monses will  be  served  and  a  test  case  will  decide  as  to  the 

future.  Meanwhile  the  entering  wedge  has  been  driven  and 
it  is  not  unlikely  that  these  theaters  will  gain  their  point. 
If  the  managers  of  these  places  would  rest  content  with  the 
motion  pictures  and  musical  numbers,  it  is  believed  that  no 
opposition  would  be  made,  but  if  they  attempt  to  work  off 
their  regular  week-day  vaudeville  performances  it  will  no 
doubt  raise  such  a  tempest  that  a  general  closing  will  be 
ordered,  which   would  also  affect  the   smaller  shows. 

The  New  York  Steel  and  Production  Company,  of  Xewark, 
X.  J.,  send  us  an  illustrated  circular  showing  four  styles  of 
theater  chairs,  all  of  handsome  pattern.  The  seats  are  five- 
ply  veneer,  and  the  standards  are  claimed  to  be  of  Bessemer 
structural  steel,  which  they  guarantee  for  a  period  of  twenty 
years  under  normal  cconditions.  They  invite  inspection  and 

comparison. 
The  Pacific  Coast  Borax  Company  ars  using  3,000  feet 

of  film  in  an  advertising  campaign  that  is  to  cover 

the  country,  and  are  at  present  giving  displays  in  the  West- 
ern States.  The  views  represent  scenes  in  the  famous  Death 

Valley,  the  miners  at  work,  the  famous  twenty-mule  team 
and  scenes  along  the  Tonopah  and  Tide  Water  railways. 

Moving  pictures  as  advertising  mediums  for  business  enter- 
prises  are  coming  into  general  use. 

New  Film  Titles,  to  replace  those  that  have  been  worn  out 
in  threading  up  the  machine,  seem  to  be  in  great  demand, 
judging  by  the  number  of  inquiries  we  receive.  In  answer 
to  all  we  would  say  that  these  titles  can  be  supplied  by 
B.  L.  James,  109  East  Madison  street,  Chicago,  111.,  either 
plain  or  colored.  Eberhard  Schneider.  100  East  Twelfth 
street.  New  York  City,  and  The  International  Film  Mfg.  Co., 
235  North  Eighth  street,  Philadelphia,  Pa.,  are  also  equipped 

to  supply  titles. 

Send  $2.00  for  a  Subscription  to 

the  Moving  Picture  World  — the 
representative  trade   newspaper. 
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ILLUSTRATED  LECTURETTES 

Are  the  meat  that  is  being  sandwiched  in  between  the  reels 
to  great  satisfaction  in  many  theaters,  and  Williams,  Brown 
&  Earle,  of  918  Chestnut  street,  Philadelphia,  are  to  the 
front  in  supplying  this  part  of  the  programme.  They  have 
even  gone  this  one  better  by  arranging  to  supply,  for  special 

occasions,  "Moving  Picture  Travel  Talks,"  or  reels  of  film 
accompanied  with  a  descriptive  lecture.  We  are  just  in 
receipt  of  a  booklet  describing  the  first  eight  sets  of  this 

series.  No.  1  is  "A  Tour  of  the  World,"  which,  with  2,000 
feet  of  film  and  fifty  slides  and  lecture,  furnishes  an  enter- 

tainment of  an  hour  and  a  half.  No.  2  is  "London,  the  Mod- 
ern Babylon."  No.  3,  "Belgium  and  Holland."  No.  4,  "Ire- 

land." No.  5,  "England  and  Scotland."  (We  do  not  under- 
stand why  the  smaller  section  of  the  British  Islands  should 

have  been  given  a  whole  lecture  to  itself,  unless  it  was 
expected  that  an  Irish  audience  would  not  stand  for  Erin 
being  compared  with  the  beauties  of  the  lands  of  the  Thistle 

and  the  Rose.)  No.  6  is  "Paris."  No.  7,  "Egypt  and  Arfica." 
No.  8,  "Slums  of  a  Great  City,"  introducing  the  story  of  the 
"Prodigal  Son."  Truly  an  excellent  selection  and  especially recommended  to  the  attention  of  exhibitors  and  film  rental 
houses  who  have  calls  for  special  entertainments  in  churches, 
or  exhibitors  who  want  to  run  a  high  class  entertainment  on 
special  occasions.  The  booklet  contains  full  description  and 
terms  of  rental  and  is  free  for  the  asking. *     *     * 

"Simpson's  Saunterings"  are  composed  of  12  pictures  and 
a  title  slide,  explaining  the  subject  to  be  spoken  of,  also  a 
short  printed  lecture,  which  can  either  be  spoken  or  repro- 

duced on  the  phonograph,  at  will.  The  following  is  a  list  of 
those  now  ready: 

Rubber-necking  New  York  City. 
The   Public  Institutions  of  New  York  City. 
The  Sky-Scrapers  of  New  York  City. 
Around  Manhattan  Island  on  the  Sight-Seeing  Yacht. 
The  Rhine  of  America  by  Daylight  (up  the  Hudson). 
A  Trip  to  Coney  Island. 
A  Trip  to  Paris. 
The  New  York  Fire  Department. 
New  York  Bay  and  Harbor,  and  a  number  of  others. 
Price  for  each  set  complete,  neatly  packed  in  a  box,  in- 

cluding lecture,  $6  per  set  net.  A.  L.  SIMPSON, 
113  W.   i32d  St.,  New  York. 

NEW    MOVING    PICTURE    MECHANISM. 

It  is  worthy  of  note,  in  view  of  the  recent  developments 
in  the  patent  field,  that  Mr.  Joseph  Bianchi  is  in  town,  very 
busy  and  very  secretive.  As  our  readers  well  know,  Mr 
Bianchi  is  the  inventor  and  patentee  of  the  only  practical 
non-infringing-  camera  that  has  yet  been  produced.  He  is 
also  the  inventor  of  a  projecting  machine  that  is  said  to 
evade  every  point  claimed  by  other  patentees,  in  that  it 
is  shutterless,  requires  no  tension  plate  or  loop  and  no 
intermittent  movement.  As  there  is  no  tension  or  friction 
on  the  film  at  any  point  it  will  be  seen  that  the  life  of  a  film 
will  be  largely  increased.  Mr.  Bianchi's  mechanism  has 
many  other  peculiar  and  important  advantages.  Pictures 
may  he  taken  as  slow  as  eight  per  second  and  yet  projected 
on  the  screen  with  perfect  life  motion.  The  advantage  of 
this  is  that  less  film  is  required  for  a  given  subject.  It  is 
also  the  only  mechanison  that  will  take  and  project  pictures 
of  any  size.  With  the  saving  of  film  mentioned,  it  would 
be  possible  to  produce  at  no  increase  over  the  present  cost 
of  films,  pictures  that  were  two  inches  or  more  in  diameter, 
with  this  advantage  that  a  large  picture  could  he  shown  on 
a  transparent  screen  with  the  projecting  machine  only  a  few 
feet  behind,  and  with  a  beautiful  dissolving  effect  never  be- 

fore seen.  We  have  known  oif  Mr.  Bianchi's  apparatus  for 
some  time,  but  did  not  think  it  would  serve  any  purpose 
to  announce  such  a  radical  departure  from  the  style  of  pro- 

jecting   machines    that    are    now    in    general    use. 
We  expect  that  the  statement  that  pictures  can  be  taken 

and  projected  at  the  rate  of  eight  or  ten  per  second  with 
perfect  semblance  of  life  motion,  will  bo  doubted  or  dis- 

credited. But  it  is  a  fact  that  the  number  can  be  reduced 
by  half  and  still  obtain  smooth  results.  Pictures  as  slow  as 
two  per  second  have  been  shown  that  were  satisfactory 
where  the  movement  in  the  subject  was  not  extremely  rapid. 
To  understand  Ihorw  this  can  be  accomplished  it  is  necessary 
to  forgot  that  there  is  such  n  thing  as  a  shutter  or  an  inter- 

mittent movement,  oonsociuontly  no  jerking  of  the  film  an  1 
no  flicker,  lml  a  gradual  blending  of  the  one  picture  into 
the    other. 

The  Peerless  Dissolver  is  a  really  meritorious  device  tha 
has  lately  been  placed  on  the  market  by  The  Peerless  Song 
Slide  Dissolver  Co.,  20  Newberry  Building,  Detroit,  Mich. 
It  does  the  trick  instantly  and  perfectly  and  the  cost  is  but 
a  fraction  of  that  of  a  dissolving  lantern.  The  Peerless 
dissolver  is  a  clever  device  that  takes  the  place  of  the  ordi- 

nary slide  carrier.  Two  slides  are  inserted  in  it  and  a  tilting 
arrangement  causes  the  two  pictures  to  dissolve  into  each 
other  with  a  very  pleasing  effect. 

THREE    MOVING    PICTURE    HALLS    CLOSED. 

On  Commissioner  Bingham's  order  Captain  Cornelius  G. Hayes  of  the  West  Twentieth  street  police  station  last  week 
closed  up  three  moving  picture  halls  in  his  precinct.  The 
police  said  the  halls  were  closed  because  the  fire  escapes 
in  back  of  the  buildings  do  not  comply  writh  the  law. 

MOVING    PICTURES    AT    CHURCH    SERVICE. 

Selig's  "Holy  City"  recently  formed  a  part  of  the  evening 
service  in  the  Congregational  Church  at  Ottawa,  111.  The 
pastor,  Rev.  Dr.  J.  Webster  Bailey,  said,  by  way  of  intro- 

duction, that  he  "believed  the  gospel  could  be  preached 
through  the  eye  as  well  as  the  ear."  Dr.  Bailey  explained 
the  views  as  they  were  presented  and  says  that  "moving 
pictures  illustrating  Biblical  subjects  will  be  presented  every 

few  weeks." The  above  shows  that  the  time  is  now  ripe  for  some  lead- 
ing manufacturer  to  select  a  special  company  and  have  them 

trained  to  produce  Biblical  scenes  in  a  manner  that  is  com- 
mensurate with  the  importance  of  the  task.  It  is  ridiculous 

to  assume  that  the  ordinary  moving  picture  actor,  who  is  ac- 
customed to  buffoonery,  can  adapt  himself  to  the  characters 

of  Holy  Writ.  Several  religious  subjects  have  been  produced 
which  are  very  creditable,  but  an  audience  is  more  critical 
of  such  subjects  than  even  of  the  Shakespearean  dramas,  con- 

sequently they  should  be  produced  by  a  company  which  is 
isolated  from  the  regular  work  of  the  motion  picture  studio. 
It  would  be  a  very  costly  undertaking  for  any  manufacturer 
to  produce  a  series  of  religious  films  as  they  should  be  done, 
but  their  wide  and  unceasing  range  of  usefulness  would 
eventually  bring  a  rich  harvest  to  the  promoter. 

ANOTHER   EXHIBITORS'    ASSOCIATION. 

Spokane,  Wash. — A  new  organization,  known  as  the  Spo- 
kane Moving  Picture  Managers'  Association,  has  been  organ- 
ized in  Spokane  for  the  purpose  of  getting  better  results 

generally  in  the  moving  picture  business  in  this  city. 
The  first  meeting  represented  every  theater  whose  per- 

formance consists  wholly  of  moving  pictures,  or  is  greatly 
dependent   on  them  for  its  show. 
The  officers  elected  were:  Alton  Tredick,  president;  Joseph 

E.  Arnett,  vice-president;  V.  H.  Grover.  secretary  and  treas- 
urer. The  Theatrical  Managers'  Association  have  authorized 

a  statement  to  the  effect  that  they  are  wholly  in  accord  with 
the  movement  among  moving  picture  managers  to  organize, 
and  that  this  organization  can  look  for  them  to  co-operate 
in  any  question  that  should  be  considered  of  importance  to 
the  interests  of  both  or  either. 

PICTURE  THEATERS  FINED. 

Los  Angeles,  Cal. — E.  M.  Holt,  of  545  South  Main  street, 
and  W.  C.  Ross,  of  255  South  Main  street,  proprietors  of 
moving  picture  theaters,  pleaded  guilty  in  Police  Justice 
Frederickson's  court  yesterday  to  allowing  children  under  14 
years  of  age  to  enter  their  places  of  amusement,  and  were 
fined  $25  each.  The  complaints  were  sworn  to  by  Humane 
Officer    Reynolds. 

CRUSADE  FOR  BETTER  AIR  IN  M.  P.  THEATERS. 

Chicago,  Dec.  16. — Dr.  J.  F.  Biehn,  superintendent  of  the 
city  laboratory,  announces  a  crusade  to  secure  better  air  in 

Chicago's  hundreds  of  nickel  theaters.  "There  is  absolutely 
no  ventilation  in  the  vast  majority  of  these  places  of  amuse- 

ment." said  Dr.  Biehn.  "They  are  a  menace  to  health  and 
something  must  he  done  at  once  to  improve  conditions.  We 

will   take  up   the   question  at  once." 

DONATIONS. 

Monticello,  Ind.,  Dec.  17. — The  Arc  Theater  turned  $13 
into  the  factory  fund  last  Friday  night,  and  the  Electric  $3, 
making-  a  total  of  $57  from  the  picture  shows  thus  far.     The 
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Friday  night  benefits  are  proving  a  great  attraction,  and  the 
managers  promise  to  eclipse  all  former  efforts  this  week. 
Long  Branch,  N.  J.,   Doe    u     Good   crowds  are   still   at 

tending  the    Bijou   Moving    Picture    rheater,   where   the   Sol 

diers'    Monument    Benefit   is   being   held.     For  another   week 
after  to-night  the  profits  of  the  shows  will  be  turned  over 
to  the  committee  in  charge  of  the  collections  for  the  monu- 

ment.   The  affair  promises  to  net  a  pretty  profit. 
Lebanon,  Ohio,  Dec.  1. — The  mining  picture  theaters  of 

Lebanon  will  each  give  the  proceeds  of  one  night  next  week 
for  the  purpose  of  furnishing  a  Christmas  treat  to  tin-  poor. 
The  Dreamland  will  give  -Monday  night;  the  Royal,  Wednes- 

day, and  the  Lyceum,  Friday.  These  are  the  nights  upon 
which  the  programmes  are  changed,  and  therefore  tin 
ceipts  will  be  taken  from  the  best  nights. 

TWENTIETH  CENTURY  FILM  COMPANY  INCORPO- 
RATES IN  UTAH. 

Articles  of  incorporation  have  been  filed  in  the  County 
Court  house  by  the  Twentieth  Century  Film  Company, 
which  has  heretofore  done  its  business  in  Chicago  and  St. 
Louis.  The  incorporators  are:  President.  R.  G.  Bachman, 
Chicago:  treasurer,  Harry  A.  Sims,  Ogden;  secretary-man- 

ager. W.  W.  Hodkinson,  Ogden;  director,  Charles  Zeimer. 
The  articles  provide  for  manufacture,  purchase  and  advance- 

ment oi  the  industry,  with  capital  stock  of  $4,000. 
Mr.  Sims  has  leased  a  building  on  Washington  avenue, 

and  by  January  15  will  have  completed  the  changes  and 
decorations  required  to  open  a  finely  equipped  theater. 

THERE   IS   NO    ACCOUNTING   FOR   TASTES. 

But  It   Is  a   Safe   Rule  to  be   Guided  by  Public   Sentiment. 

The  editorial  in  a  certain  trade  paper,  dated  June  20,  was 
devoted  to  an  attack  on  the  film,  "Mrs.  Guinness,  the  Female 
Bluebeard."     The  writer  thereof  said: 
"We  cannot  understand  how  any  reputable  firm  can  stoop 

so  low  as  to  bring  out  such  a  disgusting  film  as  'Mrs.  Guin- 
ness, the  Female  Bluebeard,'  and  we  hope  that  exery  exhib- 

itor will  write  to  the  public  press  in  his  neighborhood,  also 
tell  the  police  censor,  so  that  such  a  travesty  of  good  morals 
and  decency  may  be  prohibited  the  whole  country  over.  We 
cannot  speak  too  strongly  against  the  production  of  such 

films." 
If  the  would-be  censor  will  get  a  copy  of  the  Sunday 

magazine  section  of  the  St.  Louis  Post-Dispatch,  of  December 
6,  he  will  find  a  whole  page  devoted  to  an  illustrated  descrip- 

tion of  this  film  and  not  one  word  about  its  being  "disgust- 
ing." On  the  other  hand,  the  writer  of  the  article  in  the 

Dispatch  says: 
"As  the  succeeding  episodes  of  the  story  were  flashed  on 

the  screen  at  the  new  Gem  Theater  (which  is  said  to  be  the 
largest  and  most  pretentious  moving  picture  showhouse  in 
the  world)  an  audience  of  2.000  persons  applauded  with  en- 
thusiasm." We  would  remind  the  critic  that  it  is  the  province  of  the 
amusement  purveyor  or  exhibitor  to  give  the  public  what 
they  want.  It  is  the  duty  of  the  clergy  to  guide  the  public 
morally.  It  is  the  duty  of  a  newspaper  to  record  facts — 
which  fact  is  overlooked  by  the  editor  of  "moving  picture 
abuse." 

GREATER  NEW  YORK  EXHIBITORS  IN  TROUBLE. 

Headed  by  Canon  Chase,  the  Brooklyn  clergyman  who 
has  been  active  against  degrading  pictures,  and  backed  by 
the  S.  P.  C.  A.  and  other  societies,  the  police  of  Greater 
New  York  are  again  on  the  warpath  after  the  erring  exhib- 
itor. 

Canon  Chase  told  of  one  moving  picture  show  in  the  city 
which  had  been  visited  on  a  Sunday.  There  were  over  two 
hundred  little  children  in  the  place,  he  said,  with  few  adultts 
present.  The  picture  presented  for  the  entertainment  of  these 
children.  Canon  Chase  said,  showed  how  a  farmer  boy  came 
to  the  city,  went  to  the  racetrack,  won  money  and  returned 

home  to  pay  off  the  mortgage  on  his  father's  farm. 
"What  do  you  think  of  that  way  of  elevating  youth,  teach- 

ing them  to  gamble  and  justifying  the  vile  means  by  the 

picturing  of  a  noble  purpose."  Canon  Chase  is  quoted  as saying. 
A  few  arrests  were  made  at  some  moving  picture  places 

last  Sunday,  but  they  had  nothing  to  do  with  the  general 
movement.  In  some  instances  the  arrests  were  not  backed 
up    with    sufficient    evidence,    and    those    arrested    were    dis 

charged  in  courl  \  numbtn  ol  moving  pictun  men  ap- 
pealed   to    th<    Supreme    Courl    .1    few    weeks   ago    when   the 

police  go)  after  them,  seeking  injunct          ["hi    conn  upheld 
the  point-,  however,  and  id  a  numbei    ol   the  places 
have  been  obliged  to  go  out  oi  business  since  the  police  re« 
fused  to  permit  children  undei  (6  yearj  to  attend  the  shows 
unless  accompanied  by  a  parenl  01  guaruian 

"SUCCESS"  AND    MOVING   PICTURES. 

Glenmore  Davis  in  the  December  "Success"  Magazine  says: 
"There  are  six  thousand  individual  motion  picture  exhibi- tion houses  in  the  United  States.  Nine  firms  manufacture  the 

films  for  the  4,500,000  performances  which  are  given  during 
the  amusement  season.  In  the  manufacturers'  association  up- 

wards of  100  film  service  firms  are  represented  and  every 
week  21  new  reels  of  1,000  feet  each  are  placed  on  the  Amer- 

ican market.  So  keen  has  become  the  competition  in  this 
film  business  that  several  firms  maintain  a  stock  company 
which  play  for  the  taking  of  pictures.  Before  the  film  is 
finally  exposed  the  company  goes  through  a  course  of  re- 

hearsals quite  as  rigorous  as  any  preparation  for  a  Broadway 
'first  night,'  and  one  company  is  made  up  of  a  number  of 
well-known  players  headed  by  a  former  leading  man  for 
Madam  Modjeska.  Thousands  of  men,  thousands  of  ma- 

chines, millions  of  dollars  are  represented  in  the  business, 
which  has  become  so  popular  and  so  powerful,  even  in  the 
big  cities  where  other  amusements  are  plentiful,  that  three 
of  the  most  famous  New  York  playhouses  have  been  changed 
from  vaudeville  to  picture  theaters — the  Union  Square  and 
Harlem  Opera  House  and  the  Twenty-third  Street  Theater. 
One  of  these  auditoriums  brings  an  annual  rental  of  $46,000 
and  the  premium  paid  for  locations  in  this  country  is  more 
than  six  million  dollars." 

THE    MORALS    OF    THE    SHOW. 

There  is  much  to  be  said  in  favor  of  moving  pictures.  They 
are  the  amusement  of  the  people.  They  are  realistic,  attrac- 

tive, and  often  very  instructive.  It  costs  but  little  to  attend 
them,  so  that  even  the  very  poor  can  afford  to  be  enter- 

tained by  them.  When  they  are  decent,  humorous  and  afford 
pleasure  without  being  immoral,  they  really  give  needed  rest 
and  recreation  to  many  thousands  who  never  go  to  the 
higher  priced  shows. 
And  for  these  very  reasons  they  ought  to  be  censored. 

Some  of  them  are  not  fit  for  adults  to  see,  let  alone  children, 
and  everything  of  such  a  character  ought  to  be  rigorously 
eliminated.  No  other  kind  of  amusement  has  so  many  pa- 

trons, in  these  days,  as  the  moving  picture  shows,  and  these 
patrons  are  of  the  very  classes  that  should  be  supplied  with 
everything  that  is  good,  attractive,  beautiful  and  funny  with- 

out being  immoral. —  X'ew  Haven  "Register." 

Last  Sunday  afternoon  and  evening  an  important  venture 
was  indulged  in  by  Mr.  Walter  Donders  and  J.  W.  Brown- 
stein,  who  leased  the  Madison  Square  Theater  for  a  per- 

formance of  the  "Passion  Play"  and  other  selected  films, 
together  with  high-class  instrumental  and  vocal  music.  Al- 

though the  event  was  not  well  advertised,  there  was  an 
encouraging  attendance.  This  is  the  first  time  that  this 
theater  has  been  open  for  any  Sunday  performance,  and 
therefore  the  regular  patrons  were  not  aware  of  the  oppor- 

tunity to  see  such  a  splendid  show.  O.  I.  Lamberger,  Ph.  D., 

announced  the  numbers  and  lectured  during  the  "Passion 
Play"  in  an  impressive  manner.  He  handled  the  subject  as 
few  can  and  was  warmly  appreciated.  "Julius  Caesar"  and 
"Antony  and  Cleopatra"  and  a  French  drama  were  also 
shown  in  pictures,  and  the  show  of  two  hours  and  a  half 
was  a  success  intrinsically  if  not  financially. 

Philadelphia,  Pa. — William  Alkire,  r8  years  old.  who  played 
the  piano  in  a  nickelodeon,  tried  to  kill  himself  by  drinking 
carbolic  acid,  when  thrown  out  of  work.  He  will  recover. 
Alkire  was  discharged  three  weeks  ago  as  piano  player  at  a 
nickelodeon  on  Market  street.  He  has  since  been  unable  to 
obtain  work  and  became  despondent. 

"I  had  little  money  left,  no  place  to  go  and  could  not  find 
work."  he  said  Monday.     "I  did  not  know  what  to  do. 
"Then  I  thought  of  how  often  persons  in  moving  pictures killed   themselves.     It  appeared  easy. 

"In  nearly  every  picture  I  had  watched,  persons  shot 
themselves,  or  drank  acid,  or  jumped  out  of  a  window.  So 

1  bought  acid  and  drank  it." 
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POLICE   DEPARTMENT   OF    GREATER   NEW    YORK 
SCORED  FOR  INTERFERING  WITH  MOV- 

ING  PICTURE   SHOWS. 

Language  the  strongest  yet  heard  from  a  magistrate  in 
condemnation  of  the  New  York  police  regime  in  a  Brooklyn 
Police  Court  was  used  by  Magistrate  Hylan  in  dismissing 
charges  against  George  W.  Myers,  a  Myrtle  avenue  moving 
picture   show  proprietor. 
Myers  'was  charged  with  disorderly  conduct,  but  the 

magistrate  declared  himself  of  opinion  that  "if  any  one 
was  guilty  of  disorderly  conduct  in  the  premises  it  was  the 
acting  captain  and  his  subordinate  officers  in  entering  the 

defendant's  premises  in  such  a  way  as  was  calculated  to,  or 
had  the  effect  of,  leading  to  disorder,  panic  and  lawlessnesss. 

"The  policy  of  the  Police  Department  under  the  present 
administration,"  said  Magistrate  Hylan,  "is  to  make  raids 
without  evidence;  to  coerce  and  overwhelm;  to  make  demon- 

strations of  power — in  short,  to  pervert  their  authority  to 
unlawful  purposes  and  then  appear  in  court  before  a  magis- 

trate without  evidence  of  a  violation  of  the  law  as  far  as 
the  person  in  custody  is  concerned,  and  thereupon  criticise 
the  magistrate  because  the  latter  is  obliged,  for  want  of  evi- 

dence, to   discharge  the  accused. 

"No  one  has  ever  heard  of  a  captain  or  an  inspector 
being  punished  in  any  way  because  of  a  murder,  burglary 
or  highway  robbery,  or  a  crime  of  similar  degree  having 
been  perpetrated  in  his  district  or  precinct;  but  cases  are 
frequent,  on  the  contrary,  where  such  officials  are  trans- 

ferred to  remote  parts  of  the  city  or  shifted  in  some  way, 
or  even  dismissed  from  the  force  because  harmless  shows  or 
similar  inconsiderable  matters  have  been  in  existence  and 
not  quickly  detected  in  his   district  or  precinct. 

"To-day  the  city  is  overrun  and  at  the  mercy  of  the  crim- inal and  lawless  classes  of  the  immoral  and  vicious,  of 
thieves,  robbers,  gamblers,  and  of  miscellaneous  homeless 
villains  and  rowdies  whom  the  police  ought  to  give  their 
attention  to,  instead  of  childishly  interfering  with  harmless 
shows  and  the  like,  which  are  of  secondary  importance 
when  compared  with  the  horde  of  thieves,  burglars,  thugs 
and  murderers  who  infest  this  city  and  borough,  where  rob- 

beries and  holdups  are  a  matter  of  daily  occurrence.  Under 
the  rule  of  a  demoralized  and  disorganized  police  force  this 
borough  is  rapidly  becoming  the  paradise  and  favorite  hunt- 

ing grounds  of  burglars,  pickpockets,  highwaymen  and  thugs. 
Instead  of  protecting  people  from  criminals  so  that  they 
may  go  to  bed  at  night  with  a  feeling  of  security  that  they 
will  at  least  have  the  opportunity  of  awakening  again,  the 
public  is  in  a  state  of  constant  jeopardy,  both  as  to  their 
life,  limb  and   property. 

"But  the  time  has  come  when  the  Police  Department 
should  be  reorganized  and  a  practical,  competent  man  placed 
at  its  head  who  will  put  the  police  to  work  in  running  down 
the  murderers,  highway  robbers,  burglars  and  criminals  of  like 
degree  first  and  the  lesser  criminals  afterwards. 

Police  Captain  on  Trial. 

Captain  TBourke  is  to  be  tried  next  Wednesday,  on  a  charge 
of  oppression,  the  complainants  being  several  moving  pic- 

ture show  proprietors  in  his  precinct.  Magistrate  O'Reilly, sitting  in  the  Manhattan  Avenue  Court  yesterday,  held  Peter 
Licatea  in  $500  bail  for  Special  Sessions  on  a  charge  of  ille- 

gally conducting  a  moving  picture  show  in  Flushing  avenue. 
The  detectives  who  arrested  Licatea  swore  that  the  aisles 
in  his  theater  were  badly  crowded,  and  that  children  under 
the  specific  age  were  admitted  unaccompanied.  It  is  expected 
that  this  case  will  help  Bourke  in  his  defense  next  Wednes- 

day, seeing  that  Magistrate  O'Reilly  in  fixing  the  bail  re- 
marked: "I  will  support  all  officers  who  make  arrests  in 

cases  of  this  kind." *     *     * 

The  above  remarks  of  Magistrate  Hylan  will  be  appre- 
ciated by  exhibitors  in  many  cities,  but  it  is  also  evident  that 

the  police  vigilance  is  not  unnecessary.  The  following  para- 
graph in  regard  to  a  transgression  of  the  regulations  by  one 

exhibitor  shows  that  all  magistrates  are  not  likely  to  show 
such  a  friendly  attitude.  As  we  have  again  and  again  re- 

marked, exhibitors  should  avoid  clashes  with  the  authorities 
by  obeying  the  regulations  under  which  they  have  been 
granted  a  license.  We  have  no  sympathy  for.  or  patience 
with,  the  exhibitor  who  obtains  a  license,  subscribing  to 
certain  regulations  and  then  wilfully  violates  same.  It 
seems  that  the  exhibitors  in  St.  T.ouis  have  been  making 
trouble  for  the  authorities  and  themselves  by  just  such 
practices.  It  is  this  attitude  of  the  exhibitor  that  will  bring 
tlu-   business  into  disrepute. 

NEW  CAMERAPHONE  THEATER  FOR  LAKE 
CHARLES,  IA. 

A  deal  has  been  consummated  by  which  the  large  building 
on  Ryan  street  now  occupied  by  the  Tram  saloon  will,  after 
January   1,  be   occupied  by  the  Cameraphone  Theater. 

The  Cameraphone  Theater  will  be  conducted  by  Mr.  Clem- 
mons  and  Mr.  C.  X.  Blanchette,  of  Beaumont.  Tex.  These 
gentlemen  are  the  proprietors  of  the  Cameraphone  Theater 
in  Beaumont,  and  state  that  it  is  their  intention  to  fit  up 
this  new  place  of  amusement  here  with  a  view  to  making  it 
as  popular  as  the  Beaumont  house  has  proven  to  be.  Both 
gentlemen  have  had  experience  with  moving  picture  shows, 
and  say  that  they  are  certain  that  the  talking  pictures  in 
Lake  Charles  are  going  to  prove  a  great  success. 

It  is  said  that  Mr.  Clemmons  is  arranging  to  give  a  benefit 
performance  for  some  local  institution  as  soon  as  the  new 
theater  is   opened. 

F 
it 

* 
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THE  NATIONAL  FILM   COMPANY. 

RULES   FOR   OPERATORS. 

Rule  No.  1. — When  entering  this  booth  kindly  start  smok- 
ing immediately,  for  our  films  are  fire-proof  and  we  have 

nothing  that  will  burn  except  carbons. 
Rule  No.  2. — Kindly  place  your  feet  on  the  rewind  bench, 

for  we  never  have  occasion  to  use  it;  our  films  rewind  them- selves. 

Rule  No.  3. — Sit  close  to  the  film  box,  as  it  is  a  handy 
place  to  dispose  of  cigarette  butts  and  burnt  matches. 

Rule  No.  4. — Please  tell  us  all  about  the  Summer  before 
last,  when  you  were  on  the  road,  as  all  operators  have  had 
thorough  experience,  especially  those  that  took  a  course  in  a 
correspondence  school. 

Rule  No.  5. — Kindly  plant  yourself  in  our  only  chair,  as 
we  never  sit  down,  and,  above  all,  don't  forget  to  freeze  our carbons. 

Rule  No.  6. — If  3'ou  see  anything  that  would  help  complete 
your  set  of  tools,  just  help  yourself,  as  we  are  blind. 

Rule  No.  7. — Ask  all  the  questions  possible,  for  I  am  an 

expert  operator  and  electrician.  I  have  had  ten  years'  experi- ence, and  I  get  $7  per   (haps). 
100  Griswold  Street.  Detroit.  Mich. 

William  S.  Cleveland  has  added  another  wing  to  his  offices 
in  the  Knickerbocker  Theater  building.  New  York.  The 
Prudential  Vaudeville  Exchange,  of  which  Mr.  Cleveland  is 
the  whole  works,  with  the  exception  of  a  few  typewriters 
and  clerks,  has  been  growing  steadily  in  the  last  few  years. 
No  agent  ever  worked  harder  in  the  interest  of  his  clients, 
and  there. are  few  in  the  vaudeville  business  who  are  better 
qualified  to  cater  to  the  needs  of  managers  of  vaudeville 
theaters  of  high  and  low  degree,  as  well  as  performers,  as 
this  same  former  minstrel  man.  who  at  one  time  had  on  his 
several  salary  lists  every  burnt  cork  artist  of  prominence  in 
this  country,  together  with  all  the  notable  foreign  novelties 

Ishpeming,  Mich. — C.  A.  Crinnen.  manager  of  the  Wolver- 
ine Amusement  Co..  which  will  open  a  moving  picture  and 

vaudeville  theater  in  the  A^oelker  block,  corner  of  Main  street 
and  Cleveland  avenue,  left  for  Chicago,  where  he  will  pur- 

chase opera  chairs  for  his  new  enterprise. 

In  Braddock,  Pa.,  charges  have  been  made  to  the  authori- 
ties that  the  shows  in  that  town  are  not  properly  protected 

in  case  of  accident.  Braddock  exhibitors  should  take  the 
bull  by  the  horns  and  prove  that  the  safety  of  their  patrons 
is  considered  as  well  as  their  supply  of  nickels. 

St.  Joseph,  Mo. — In  the  interest  of  B.  F.  Hayden.  the  St. 
Joseph  police  think  that  they  have  discovered  the  elusive 
"Grit  Farrell."  who  has  left  a  trail  of  victims  throughout  the 
country.  It  is  claimed  that  he  made  hundreds  of  dollars  by 
advertising  for  partners  in  a  travelling  moving  picture  show, 
and  when  he  got  their  money  left  them  in  the  lurch  with 
nothing  but  an  illegal  contract  on  their  hands. 

{H   CAN  you  afford  to  miss  a  copy  of  the  Moving 

Picture  World?     $2  per  year — 52  numbers. 

Every  number  a  Christmas  number.      Send  in  your 

subscription  now  or  order  through  your  newsdealer. 
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Comments  on  Film  Subjects. 

"The  Bee  and  the  Rose."--A  beautiful  film  on  tlic  semi 
magic  order,  having  .1  number  oi  surprising  and  exception 
allv  artistic  transformations  The  work  required  in  produc 

ing  such  a  film  as  this  is  not  understood  by  the  public,  yel 

they  do  appreciate  the  films.  A  number  have  been  brought 

out  recently  of  this  type,  every  one  of  which  has  brought 

vigorous  applause  when  shown.  One  such  film  in  a  pro- 
gramme adds   immeasurably   to   its  interest. 

"The  Smuggler's  Daughter."  A  1'athe  film  which  has  some 
elements  of  dramatic  possibility  that  are  not  developed  as 

they  might  be.  The  film  is  as  good  as  the  average  run  of 
such  subjects,  the  love  story  ending  as  all  well  regulated 

love  stories  should  end.  Some  of  the  scenery  is  exception- 

ally good,  but  one  fault  mars  n.  A  wounded  man  seen  drag- 

ging himself  along  while  a  girl  runs  a  long  distance  for  aid. 
It  creates  the  impression  that  a  man  as  grievously  wounded 

as  that  would  die  a  score  of  times  before  she  could  return. 

Otherwise  there  is  no  criticism.  There  is  no  killing.  One 

man  is  dragged  to  prison,  but  the  girl  saves  her  lather  from 

a  similar  fate  by   giving  up  to  justice  a  rejected  lover 

"A  Daring  Maid."— This  film  borders  on  the  vulgar  and 
should  be  retired.  It  may  go  m  Europe,  but  severe  criticism 

is  heard  in  tirst-class  houses  here.  The  less  the  American 

public  has  of  such  broadly  suggestive  subjects  the  better. 

"The  Disintegrated  Convict." — A  comic  which  has  numer- 
ous surprises.     A  broken  up  man  returning  to  himself  again 

lew  conception  of  the  film  maker  which  attracts  favora- ble   attention. 

"A  Street  Waif's  Christmas."— A  beautifully  worked  out 

story  of  a  street  waif's  Christmas  for  which  one  has  only 
words  of  praise.  The  action  and  the  staging  are  both  good, 

and  the  denouement  of  the  story  is  touching.  It  ought  to 

influence  some  who  see  it  before  Christmas  to  go  and  do 

likewise  as  far  as  possible.  Such  films  are  not  alone  mter^ 
esting.  but   they  teach   an  important  lesson  very  forcibly. 

"Bicycle  Robbers."— One  of  the  old  familiar  chase  subjects 

in  which  the  participants  run  for  miles  apparently  and  with- 
out any  cause.  The  film  is  not  particularly  attractive,  with 

the  exception  of  the  apparent  climbing  up  the  side  of  a 

house.  Technically  the  film  is  good,  but  it  is  a  repetition  of 

the  long  chases  which  have  become  stale  with  long  reitera- tion. 

"The  Blackmailer."— Another  film  in  which  there  is  a  sui- 
cide and  a  murder.  The  action  is  fairly  good,  but  the  ending 

is  depressing.  It  does  not  compare  with  some  of  the  good 
films  which  have  been  brought  out  during  the  past  two  weeks. 

"Husband  Wanted."— This  film  develops  some  comical 
possibilities  and  closes  with  the  marriage  of  what  appear  to 
be  two  darkies.  It  gets  a  good  many  laughs  before  it  ends, 

and  tc  that  extent  is  good.  The  action  and  staging  are  satis- 
factory, but  the  subject  is  rather  below  the  average  of 

comics. 

"Grandfather's  Pills." — A  comic  which  develops  some  in- 
teresting situations  and  creates  more  than  one  laugh  before 

it  ends'  The  method  of  working  something  funny  out  of 
this  subject  is  new  and  the  film  is  good  technically. 

"Peculiar  People."— A  semi-magic  film  which  is  well  col- 
ored and  develops  some  interesting  phases.  The  enlivening 

of  two  mannikins  is  good,  and  their  actions  after  they  are 

instilled  with  magical  life  is  natural.  The  work  required  in 

making  up  a  film  of  this  character  is  enormous.  Fortunately 

they  are  appreciated  and  never  fail  to  attract. 

"A  Montana  Schoolmarm."— This  film  depicts  Western  life 
as  well  as  any  that  has  been  brought  out.  The  cowboys  are 

real  cowboys,  not  make-believe.  They  do  a  number  of  little 

things  which  shows  that  they  are  really  what  they  seem. 

For  example,  when  they  jump  off  their  horses  they  do  not 

tie  them.  They  merely  throw  the  reins  over  the  horses' 
heads,  which  is  exactly  what  cowboys  do.  There  is  a  cow- 

boy hanging  in  the  picture,  but  the  Selig  people  managed  it 

very  adroitly.  The  rope  is  shown  first,  and  the  crowd  is  seen 

pulling,  but  the  gruesome  execution  is  tactfully  hidden  be- 
hind the  trees.  The  film  is  an  excellent  one,  and  with  the 

exception  of  the  villain  there  is  no  death.  One  man  is  shot, 

but  happily  he  recovers.  The  film  is  interesting  and  is  liber- 
ally applauded. 

"An  Unexpected  Santa  Claus." — We  can  repeat  here  what 
■we  said  on  "A  Street  Waif's  Christmas"— a  good  subject 

spoiled   with   too   much   Santa   Claus.     It  is  pushing   the   im- 

agination   a    little    tOO    lai         II'.-    IHtle    bOV    -.hows    his    Strong 
beliel    in    Santa    Clans,    but    does    not    show    the    Hue    Spirit    Ol 
good  will.     Otherwise  the  film  1-.  worked  to  the  standard  ol the    Edison   Company 

"The  Faun."  This  reproduction  oi  mythology  by  1 1 1  • 
Pathe  Freres  cannot  be  called  a  success,  Such  subjects  ar< 
not   understood   bj    most   oi    the   patrons  ol    movinq    picture 
place-,  and  in  execution  it   is  iioi  up  t,>  the  standard  oi   its  man 

ufacturers.    One  of  the  scenes  is  badly  oul  of  focus,  the  color- 
ing is  not   ol   the  best   quality   and   thl  Hilly 

worked.     1  01    instance,  when  the  women  dip  their  vases  in 

the    stream    tin  >     baicU    touch    the    water.      'I  he    film    contains 
some  very   fine  natural  scenes 

"George  and  Margaret." — It  seems  that  the  managers  of 
the  old  Fourteenth  Street  Theater  know  exactly  what  the 
public  wants.  This  film  has  created  a  deep  impression.  It 
is  a  very  simple  yet  touching  story,  everything  is  natural  as 
can  be  done,  not  a  false  or  exaggerated  situation.  The  act- 

ing of  the  best  and  the  details  well  worked.  The  scene  of 
the  hospital  ward  is  as  lifelike  as  can  be.  This  film  contains 
some  very  line  views  of  a  private  park.     It  is  a  success. 

"Hermit." — The  audience  was  much  amused  with  this  film. 
A  good  foreign  production,  well  acted,  and  staged  with  much 
care.  The  photography  in  some  of  the  scenes  is  of  rare 
beauty.  The  ending  is  the  most  amusing  part,  as  when  the 
husbands  are  ready  to  chastise  their  wives  with  the  rods 
given  them  by  the  hermit,  the  said  rods  turn  into  flowers. 

"Hercules  the  Athlete." — Another  success  for  the  Great 
Northern  Film  Company.  The  photography  is  excellent 
and  the  acting  perfect.  The  subject  is  perhaps  a  little  strong, 
but  if  the  spectators  do  not  fancy  the  different  love  affairs 
of  Hercules,  they  are  well  repaid  by  the  splendid  execution 
of  the  work.  The  manufacturers  are  always  most  careful  in 
their  details,  and  in  this  film  they  do  not  show  us  a  skeleton 
for  the  Hercules,  but  a  fine  specimen  of  physical  culture, 
and  they  so  cleverly  distribute  the  lights  as  to  bring  out 
the  forms  and  muscles  of  the  man.  Such  films  with  so  easy 
and  natural  actions  can  never  tire  an  audience,  but,  on  the 
contrary,  are  pleasing  and  always  well  received.  It  is  no 
more  a  question  of  pushing  a  few  inexperienced  men  in  front 
of  a  camera,  but  it  is  real  art. 

"Too  Much  Snuff." — Although  a  production  of  the  rooster 
trade-mark,  this  film  does  not  deserve  a  special  mention,  as 

it  is  rather  silly,  in  fact,  to  quote  a  trite  saying,  it  is  "not 

up  to  snuff." "Christmas  of  the  Poachers." — The  Gaumont  folks  pre- 
sent us  here  the  best  Christmas  film  shown  this  season. 

They  show  us  the  true  spirit  of  good  will,  and  they  do  not 
spoil  their  fine  subject  by  introducing  too  much  of  the  Santa 
Claus  business.  It  is  a  very  pathetic  and  very  touching 
story,  produced  in  the  very  best  manner,  with  some  very  fine 
photographic  effects.  The  old  gentleman  is  more  than  re- 

warded when  he  pardons  the  poor  poacher  and  can  bring 
joy  to  some  poor  children.  This  is  another  success  for  the 
old   Fourteenth   Street  Theater. 

"A  Faithful  Little  Doggy." — A  comic  of  the  Pathe  Freres. 
The  main  point  of  this  film  is  concentrated  on  the  dog,  a 
most  clever  actor.  The  audience  freely  applauded  the  dog, 
and  surely  he  deserved  the  honor,  as  he  was  a  wonder.  We 
have  seen  many  dogs  in  moving  pictures,  but  seldom  a  single 
dog  to  work  by  himself  on  the  stage,  with  no  one  in  sight  to 
guide  him  in  his  actions.  It  is  perhaps  sad  to  see  that  some 
dumb  animals  can  act  better  than  some  supposed  actors. 

"Grimsol,  the  Mischievous  Goblin." — A  good  Lux  produc- 
tion, which  was  well  received  by  the  audience,  and  has  many 

interesting  features.  Although  on  the  comic  line,  this  film 
has  some  sense,  and  is  not  a  succession  of  false  and  stupid 
situations. 

"Electric  Hotel." — Cast  Sunday's  "World"  gave  a  very 
interesting  article  on  the  great  New  York  hotels,  wdiere  you 
can  get  a  dress  suit,  a  doctor,  a  chaperon,  a  minister,  etc., 
but  these  hotels  are  far  behind  the  ideas  of  Pathe  Freres. 

In  their  "Electric  Hotel"  the  manufacturers  show  us  how  we 
can  get  an  automatic  shoe  shine,  automatic  shaving,  hair- 
dressing,  etc.;  but  such  an  invention  has  its  drawbacks,  as 
when  the  switchboard  gets  out  of  order  everything:  goes 
wrong.      The   audience   certainly   enjoyed   these   new   features. 

"Cupid's  Realm"  is  an  attempt  at  fancy  work  for  which 
the  producers  are  not  prepared.  The  subject  is  rather  con- 

fused, the  photography  is  of  inferior  quality,  the  visions  are 
the  work  of  inexperienced  men,  and  so  poor  that  in  many 
cases  the  audience  has  to  guess  at  them.  Cupid  is  not  at- 

tractive; the  child  would  figure  better  as  the  little  living 
skeleton   of  a   dime  museum. 
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Don't    Use   a    Current   Saver 
UNLESS  YOU  USE  A 

GILLES  ARC  REGULATOR 
WITH    IT 

This  will  give  you  the  best  possible  control  and  finest  light  with  alternating 
current.  Consumes  no  extra  current  aod  stops  all  travelling  and  pitting  of 
carbons.  Gives  a  clear  white  light  free  from  shadows.  Only  possible 
way  to  get  a  perfect  light  with  alternating  current.  Guaranteed  one  year. 
Sent  prepaid  for  $10.00  or  send  $3.00  for  examination  and  balance  on 
acceptance.     State  make  of  machine  and  amperes  used. 

RICHARD  L.  GILLES,  Distributor,  HELENA,  MONTANA 

A Money 
Making 
PROPOSITION 
Some  Exhibitors 

are  paying  their 
rent  by  exhibiting 
Advertising  Slides 
before  the  show. 

We    make    them,  any    design,  from  your    copy.      Also 
Announcement  Slides  in  great  variety. 

SEND  FOR  PARTICULARS 

OHIO  TRANSPARENCY  CO. 

513  Superior  Building     -     Cleveland,  Ohio 

IMPROVE 
Tf5AlX| 

THE  PICTURE  ON  xm 
THE  SCREEN 

by  using  a  high  grade 
projection  lens. 

Our  lenses  give  a  sharper  and  more  bril- 
liant picture  than  anylenses  made  here  or 

abroad.    We  will  send  a  lens  on  approval 
that  makes  a  picture  the  size  you  want. 

PRICE   $18.00   NET 
When  ordering  state  the  distance  from  lens  to  screen  and  size  of  pic- 

ture. The  purchaser  of  a  new  machine  should  insist  on  getting  one  of 
these  lenses  with  it  instead  of  the  inferior  lens  usually  supplied. 

CUNDLACH-MANHATTAN   OPTICAL  COMPANY 
808  Clinton  Ave-,  So.  Rochester,  N.Y, 

CLIMAX  WIRE 
FOR 

RHEOSTATS 
Does  not  become  brittle 

Three  times  the  resistance  of  German  silver 

HIGHEST  EFFICIENCY— LOWEST  COST 

DRIVER-HARRIS  WIRE  CO. 
HARRISON,   N.J. 

"Some  Dangerous  Members  of  Bostock's  Menagerie." — A 
most  interesting  film,  showing  the  dangerous  process  of  ex- 

tracting the  poison  from  the  fangs  of  snakes.  The  snake 
charmer  gives  a  very  good  exhibition  of  his  power  over  the 
reptiles.  The  lioness  and  her  cubs  make  one  of  the  finest 
pictures,  and  is  so  natural  as  to  convey  the  impression  to  the 

spectators  that  they  are  not  at  a  moving  picture  show,  but  ' in  front  of  a  cage  of  the  Bronx  Zoo. 

"On  the  Stroke  of  Twelve." — A  production  which  should 
be  barred  from  any  respectable  place.  The  first  office  scene 
is  too  suggestive  of  immoral  desires,  and  the  second  office 
scene  is  entirely  too  brutal. 

"The  Half  Breed." — It  is  questionable  whether  the  public 
cares  to  go  into  details  as  is  done  in  this  film.  It  is  admirably 
photographed,  staged  and  acted,  but  the  execution  at  the  end 
is  disagreeable,  and  the  final  view  of  the  suspended  skeleton 
is  not  calculated  to  increase  the  desire  of  anyone  to  see  more 
like  it.  It  seems  a  pity  that  the  makers  should  so  seriously 
mar  an  otherwise  attractive  film.  The  fight  with  the  Indians 
can  be  condoned.  It  is  a  bit  of  spirited  acting  which  is  good, 
but  the  hanging  is  entirely  out  of  place,  and  should  be  sug- 

gested by  the  bringing  in  of  the  rope  and  the  leading  away 
of  the  culprit.  Executions  have  no  place  in  modern  times, 
anyhow,  and  anything  as  real  as  this  one  had  better  be 
eliminated.     The  Indians  are  the  best  yet  seen. 

"The  Deadly  Plant." — An  illustration  of  what  cupidity  and 
the  love  of  money  will  do.  Fortunately  every  poison  has  its 
antidote,  and  this  fact  is  made  use  of  to  save  a  life,  while 
the  would-be  murderer  is  hurried  away  to  prison  by  the 
officers.  This  film  has  one  merit  which  not  all  on  such  sub- 

jects possess.  It  doesn't  kill  anyone.  With  the  photography, 
staging  and  action  all  good,  this  film  is  to  be  commended 
for  its  restraint  and  its  other  excellencies. 

"The  Acrobatic  Maid." — A  knockabout  comic  which  intro- 
duces an  original  scheme  to  extract  laughs  from  the  audience, 

and  it  succeeds.  Perhaps  this  sort  of  film  is  as  good  as 
anything  which  can  be  produced  in  the  way  of  a  comic,  and 
it  may  be  worth  while  to  speak  well  of  this  one. 

"Thirteen  at  Table." — A  comic  which  introduces  a  novel 
feature  in  dinners.  The  hostess  follows  the  admonition  liter- 

ally to  go  out  in  the  highways  and  bid  those  she  found  there 
to  the  feast.  No  matter  if  the  original  guests  left,  there  were 

still  thirteen,  and  they  didn't  mind  it  a  bit. 
"Stage  Struck." — A  well  staged,  well  acted  film,  with  rather 

poor  photography  in  places.  The  thrilling  scene  where  the 
rejected  lover  cuts  the  rope,  allowing  the  performer  to  fall, 
is  so  realistic  that  everyone  catches  his  breath.  The  ending 
is  happy,  however,  and  one  need  not  feel  sad  over  the  occur- rence. 

"The  Pearl  Fisher." — A  fairy  story  which  introduces  the 
audience  to  the  bottom  of  the  ocean  and  some  beautiful 
scenes.  It  is  rather  poorly  colored,  and  the  acting  of  the 
fisher  is  overdone,  but  the  conception  is  good,  and  it  amuses. 

"A  Street  Waif's  Christmas." — A  well  produced  film  of 
some  interest  at  this  time  of  the  year.  It  is  regrettable  that 
such  a  strong  and  sympathetic  subject  should  be  marred  by 

the  desire  of  the  producers  to  put  in  a  little  too  much  "Santa 
Claus."  The  mother,  instead  of  the  nurse,  should  have  en- 

tered the  room  to  find  the  boy  sleeping  on  his  letter  to  Santa 
Claus.  She  should  have  discovered  the  letter,  and  when  she 
goes  out  and  finds  the  poor  little  girl  sleeping  in  the  snow 
and  still  holding  the  doll  of  her  boy.  she  would  understand 
the  letter  and  adopt  the  child  as  a  suitable  reward.  This  ex- 

aggerated big  doll  is  out  of  proportions,  and  a  boy  does  not 
receive  dolls.  The  picture  ends  without  showing  that  either 
father  or  mother  are  told  of  how  the  boy's  life  was  saved 
by  the  street  waif. 
"Easy  Money." — Has  the  great  advantage  of  being  very 

short.  The  subject  is  unnatural,  as  a  child  of  such  tender 
age  would  rather  be  tempted  to  open  big  eyes  to  look  at  the 
well-disposed  charitable  persons  than  to  play  the  blind  child. 
We  know  that  the  politics  of  Philadelphia  have  a  bad  reputa- 

tion, but  it  remains  to  be  seen  how  the  Quaker  City  will 
accept  the  example  shown  of  its  policemen  accepting  easy money. 

"The  Molly  Maguires"  created  no  strong  impression.  In 
the  first  scene  several  persons  made  remarks  on  the  "funny 
weepin."  The  last  scene  is  rather  ridiculous  and  called  for 
much  criticism,  as  most  of  the  spectators  could  not  under- 

stand why  the  strikers,  after  having  shown  so  much  bitter- 
ness against  Anderson,  should  cheer  him  when  the  boss  re- 

wards him  with  monev  for  his  services  as  a  traitor  fo  the 

cause.  The  burning  of  Anderson's  cottage  shows  too  much smoke   for  such   a   small   cabin. 
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Philadelphia,  Pa.,  is  to  have  another  moving  picture  theater, 
which  will  he  situated  ;it  (no  South  street 
Chicago,   111.     The    King    Film    Service    were    incorporated 

'or  $10,000;  t.i  ileal  in  moving  picture  accessories, 
•  Delaware,  Pa.     A  new  moving  picture  and  vaudeville  thea 
er  will  be  constructed  in  Laurel  street  by  J.  1).   Marvel, 
La  Harpe.  A  new  moving  picture  theater  opened  in  the 

>pera  house,  under  the  management  of   Peel    Brothers, 
Baltimore,  Md.     II     S.    Hackcrman,   1202   Paterson   avenue, 

will   open   a    moving   picture   theatei    with    .1   seating   capacity 
500. 

Tecumseh,  Mich.      The  Star  Theater  opened   December   19 

in  Mr.  Milles'  building  on  Chicago  street.     Mr.  X.  E.  Graham 
lis  the  proprietor. 

Brenham,  Tex.     I       I.  Jenison,  of  Decatur,  111.,  has  leased 
the    Hoffman    Building,    on    Allain    street,    and    will    open    a 
moving    picture    theater. 

Philadelphia,  Pa.     Jacob  Myers  &  Sons  have  plans  for  al- 
ons    to    the   building  at    1425   Columbia    avenue    to   tit    it 

for  a  moving  picture  theater. 

Bellingham,    Wash. — The    National    Amusement    Company 
d   a   room   in  the  Hannah   Building  on   Holly  street,  and 

will  open  a  moving  picture  theater  therein. 

Upper  Sandusky,  Ohio. — The  Fairy  Theater  is  again  in  the 
hands  of  L.  W.  Bonney,  who  assures  his  patrons  that  he  will 
exhibit  nothing  but  the  best  film  subjects. 

Pleasant  Hill,  Mo. — The  Harrisonville  Moving  Picture 
Theater  has  been  purchased  by  Leslie  A.  Bruce,  who  will 
make   a   number  of  improvements  and  additions. 

Coney  Island,  N.  Y. — A  new  theater  will  be  built  at  Ocean 
parkway  and  Sea  Breeze  avenue,  at  an  estimated  cost  of 
$100,000.     David  Robinson  is  owner  and  manager. 

Highland,  Ky. —  The  Highland  Amusement  Company  will 
open  a  $2,500  moving  picture  theater  at  an  early  date.  A.  W. 
Kramer,   H.  S.  Brooks  and  others  are  interested. 

Ponca,  Okla. — Senator  Brodboll  left  Ponca  to  investigate 
the  manner  in  which  moving  picture  shows  are  run  in  other 
cities,  with  a  view  of  getting  new  ideas  and  attractions  for 
his  Wonderland  in  Ponca. 

Park  Falls,  Wis. — The  Savoy  Theater,  which  was  recently 
opened  under  the  management  of  Jones  &  Murry,  is  now 

conducted  by  Mr.  Jones,  who  purchased  his  partner's  interest in  the  business. 

New  York  City.— Plans  have  been  filed  for  enlarging  the 
moving  picture  exhibition  hall  at  58  West  135th  street  by 
annexing  the  two  adjoining  buildings.  Mr.  Henry  Pincus  is 
the  proprietor. 
New  Orleans,  La. — The  Winter  Garden,  which  last  Winter 

was  the  home  of  comic  opera  and  a  vaudeville  house,  this 
year  became  a  moving  picture  house  under  the  management 
of  J.  E.  Pearce  &  Sons. 

Mishawaka,  Ind. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  opened 
for  business  in  the  Gernhart  block,  on  East  Second  street. 
The  place  has  been  remodeled  and  decorated  in  fine  style 
and  has  an  inclined  floor. 

.  Long  Island,  N.  Y. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  is  being 
constructed  at  422  Jackson  avenue.  It  will  be  known  as  the 
Plaza.  The  interior  has  been  handsomely  decorated  and 
will  have  a  seating  capacity  of  175. 

Canal  Dover,  Ohio. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  will 
occupy  the  room  which  was  formerly  the  home  of  the 
Princess  Theater  and  will  be  known  as  the  Giant.  Messrs. 
Tilburg  and  Ress  are  the  proprietors. 

Ware,  Mass. — The  moving  picture  theater  in  Dupont's  Hall has  opened  again  to  the  public.  State  Inspector  Cleveland,  of 
Springfield,  granted  a  license  to  Mr.  Dupont  to  conduct  the 
show  and  increase  the  seating  capacity  to  225. 

Louisville,  Ky. — A  new  moving  picture  theater  has  just 
been  completed  on  Fourth  avenue,  between  Chestnut  and 
Walnut.  The  operator  and  his  machine  will  occupy  an  en- 

tirely different  building  from  that  of  the  spectators.  The 
new  enterprise  will  seat  750  onlookers. 

Rochester,  N.  Y.,  Dec.  11. — A  course  of  stereopticon  travel 
lectures,  under  the  direction  of  the  Bible  School  of  First 
Presbyterian  Church,  will  begin  to-night  in  the  church  build- 

ing, Plymouth  avenue  and  Spring  street.  The  lecturers  are: 
Rev.  Clarence  A.  Barbour,  D.  D.,  Rev.  Frank  S.  Rowland, 
D.  D.,  and  Julian  Mortimer  Cochrane. 

A  Better  Light 
at  Half-Price 

There's  a  Reason 
Our 

ECONOMY  COI L 
Which  Murders  Electric  Light  Bills 

"Claro" Condensers 
Which  increase  your 

Light  25  per  cent 

AXMAS  PRESENT  WHICH  PAYS 
DIVIDENDS 

Could  you  Make  a  Better  Investment? 

We  Furnish  the  Film  Service 

You  Will  Eventually  Adopt 

Pittsburg  Calcium  Light 
and  Film  Co. 

Rochester,  N.  Y. ,    Pittsburg,  Pa  ,     Lincoln.  Neb. 
Cincinnati,  Ohio,     Des  Moines,  la. 
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SPLCIAL  SALE  OF  POWER'S  MACHINE  PARTS 
Lamp  Jaws     $2.25  per  pair,  regular  price  $3.50 
Hollers   60  each.         regular  price  .75 
Eccentric  Bushings   20  each,         regular  price  .25 
Plain  Bushings   20  each,        regular  price  .25 

DEPOSIT    REQUIRED    ON    ALL    C-O.D.    ORDERS 

IMPERIAL  FILM  EXCHANGE,  Inc.,  301  River  St.,  Troy,  N.  Y. 

Prompt,  Reliable  Lowest  Prices 

NEW  JERSEY  FILM  RENTAL  CO. 
F.  PENNINO,  Manager.  367  CENTRAL  AVE..  JERSEY  CITY.  N.  J. 

"We    handle    all     New     Goods  -  BI OGRAPH , 
GAUMONT.  LUX,  GREAT  NORTHERN,  ETC. 

Telephone,  4139  W.  Jersey  Si  parla  Italiano  and  German. 
Machines  of  all  kinds  bought  and  sold.  We  carry  everything  pertaining  to  the  business 

Simpson's  Celebrated ong  Slides 
A.L.SIMPSON,  113  W.  132  St.,  New  York  City 

The  Finest  Made.     $5  per  Set 
All  of  the  New  Song  Hits. 

SONG 
SLIDES 
The  clearest 

and  bestcolored 
si  id  es  on  the 
market.  Sendfor 
list  and  prices. 

Have  you  secured  our  slides  for  the  two  great  hits 

"There's  A  Fleet  On  The  Sea" 
"Would  You  Like  To  Take  A  Walk  With  Me" 
Your  patrons  will  want  them.   Send  your  order  to 

l85IGermantownAve. 
I       Philadelphia,  Pa. THE  PREMO  GO. 

Films  of  Quality  Rented 
LATEST  AND  BEST  SELECTIONS  OF 

THE  FOLLOWING  WELL-KNOWN  MAKERS 

Gaumont 

Urban -Eclipse 
Lux 

Eclair 
Comerio 

Full  line  of  Sup- 
plies, Machines 

Carbons,  Con 
densersjickets 
etc.,  etc. 

Great  Northern 
Biograph 
Ambrosio 

Cricks  &  Martin 

Hepworth 
Carlo  Rossi 

We  are  not  junk 
handlers,  but 

supply  service 
that  tells  at  the 
ticket  office. 

MAKE  KNOWN  YOUR  WANTS 

Liberty  Film  Exchange 
Telephone  Walnut  3956 

1319  Market  Street    -    Philadelphia,  Pa. 
Formerly  of  Johnstown,  Pa.     No  connection  with  any  other  house 

Vv 

CORRESPONDENCE. 

AN  OPEN  LETTER. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  "Index": 
Dear  Sir — The  compliments  of  the  season.  Next  time  you 

attempt  to  be  funny,  see  that  it  is  not  at  your  own  expense. 
The  "Index"  does  not  have  a  single  point  that  the  Moving 
Picture  World  desires  to  possess.  On  the  contrary,  it  is  a 

matter  of  comment  that  the  "Index"  is  not  slow  in  appro- 
priating any  good  points  that  are  inaugurated  by  the  World, 

but  we  do  not  mind  that  so  long  as  they  are  used  for  the 
good  of  the  business.  Truly  yours, 

J.  P.  CHALMERS. 

STILL  ANOTHER. 

To  the  Editor  of  the  "News": Sir  and  Bro.:  .Acrimonious  rejoinders  are  out  of  place  at 
this  season  of  friendly  greetings  and  good  will  to  men,  there- 

fore a  suitable  reply  to  your  published  venomous  attacks  has 
been  consigned  to  the  waste  paper  basket.  The  slighting 
references  in  the  "News"  to  our  Orcadian  wisdom  is  childish; 
the  claim  that  the  "News"  is  the  first  with  the  news,  mere 
braggadocio  and  bluster.  The  World  has  been  silent  as  to 
the  manner  in  which  the  "News"  has  copied  as  closely  as 
possible  the  style  and  get-up  which  I  originated  in  the  Mov- 

ing Picture  World.  Even  our  latest  idea  of  publishing  the 
stories  of  the  films  and  listing  the  productions  of  all  makers 
with  their  dates  of  release,  has  been  minutely  copied.  One 
who  is  not  competent  to  originate  a  style  and  ideas  for  him- 

self should  be  more  charitable  towards  those  from  whom  he 

helps  himself  without  as  much  as  saying  "by  your  leave." 
Wishing  you  the  compliments  of  the  season  and  a  prosperous 
New  Year.  Truly  vours, 

J.  P.  CHALMERS. 

"SIMPSON'S  SAUNTERINGS." 
New  York,  December  21,  1908. 

Moving  Picture  World,  125  East  23d  street, 
New  York  City. 

Gentlemen — I  see  by  your  last  number  that  you  are  making 
note   of  lecturettes  as  being  published  by  other  firms.     We 
wish    to    state   for   your   benefit   that    this   idea   has   been    in 
practical   operation   by  me  for   several  months  past,   as   you 
will  see  by  the  enclosed  circular.     I  call  these  short  lectures, 
"Simpson's  Saunterings,"  and  would  like  you  to  kindly  make 
a  note  in  your  columns  in  regard  to  same  and  kindly  give 
me   credit  for  being  the  first  one  in   the  field,  which   I   am. 
As   usual,   all   the   other  manufacturers   are   now   copying  my 
idea. 

Wishing  you  a  Merry  Christmas  and  a  Happy  New  Year, 
Very  sincerely  yours, 

A.  L.  SIMPSON. 

THE  CASE  OF  SWANSON  VS.  HOPPE. 

Chicago,  December  18.  1908. 
Editor  Moving  Picture  World: 
Dear  Sir — Joseph  Hoppe,  Thomas  Norman  and  Charles 

Wyatt,  the  latter  two  employees  and  the  former  half  owner 
of  the  Standard  Film  Exchange  of  Chicago,  were  last  Sep- 

tember indicted  by  the  Cook  County  Grand  Jury  for  receiv- 
ing and  concealing  stolen  property.  I  again  had  them  ar- 

rested with  several  charges  against  them  for  receiving  and 
concealing  stolen  property. 

After  a  four-day  trial  before  Judge  Gimmell,  Norman  was 
discharged  on  the  charge  of  perjury.  Charles  Wyatt  and 
Joseph  Hoppe  were  both  found  guilty  by  the  examining 
magistrate  on  four  charges  each  of  receiving  and  concealing 
stolen  property  and  were  bound  over  to  the  Grand  Jury. 

This  is  a  complete  vindication  for  me  of  Hoppe's  trumped- 
up  charge  of  conspiracy  as  a  business  rival  and  an  officer  of 
the  Film  Service  Association  to  put  him  out  of  business. Yours  very  truly, 

WM.  H.  SWANSON. 

rrltlng  to  advertisers   please  mention  the  Moving 
Picture  World. 

A  WELL  CONDUCTED  MOVING  PICTURE  SHOW. 
Santa  Rosa.  Cal.,  December  17,  1908. 

The  World  Photographic   Publishing  Company. 
Gentlemen: — I  would  like  to  correct  a  published  statement 

that  the  Catholic  Ladies'  Aid  Society  of  this  city  were  to 
open  and  conduct  a  nickelodeon.  The  facts  are  as  follows: 
The  Columbia  Amusement  Company,  Inc.,  owns  and  conducts 
"The  Nickelodeon"  and  "The  Theaterette."  and  it  is  the 

policy  of  the  management  to  give  "The  Nickelodeon."  which 
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has  .1  seating  capacity  of  .400,  one  nighl  a  month  to  benefits, 
and  the  society  had  the  house  thai  evening. 

We  find  that  while  it  cuts  out  a  night's  receipts  it  brings 
a  class  of  people  which  would  not  come  otherwise.  We 
therefore  get  their  regular  patronage,  ami  that  is  what  counts. 
We  have  made  a  huge  success  of  the  business  heir,  and 

the  secret  is  in  the  class  of  pictures  we  show.  A  pictui 
never  placed  on  our  hoards  before  we  look  it  ovei  If  it 

don't  suit,  back  it  goes.  We  let  the  renters  do  our  hooking and  hold  them  responible  if  the  goods  are  not  fit  to  be  shown 
to   the   class  of   people   to   whom   we   cater. 

Enclosed    find    photographs.      The   Theaterette   is,    without 
a  doubt,  the  prettiest  house   in   California.     The  interior  is  111 
pressed  steel,  and  the  photograph  speaks  for  the  front. 

Respectfully  yours, 

THE  COLUMBIA  AMCSKMKNT  CO.,  INC.. 
J.  R.  Crone,  Secretary, 

LOOK  OUT,  NEW  JERSEY  PICTURE  MAN. 
The  day  is  coming  when  there  will  be  woe  in  the  ranks  of 

moving  picture  men  of  Xew  Jersey.  Already  the  enemy  is 
marshalling  its  forces  against  us.  Soon  the  reformers  will 
slip  laws  through  the  State  Legislature  that  will  practically 
put  our  business  on  the  bum. 
We  exhibitors  of  Jersey  City  are  a  loyal  lot.  We  have 

spent  money,  lots  of  it,  fighting  the  foe.  We  have  beaten 
them,  and  they  are  sore.  You  know  what  fanatics  are.  Now 

that  we  have  smashed  their  "kid  law"  they  are  framing  up 
others — stronger   ones   than    ever. 
We  have  called  for  outside  help,  but  not  a  nickel  did  we 

ever  get.  Is  it  possible  that  of  all  the  nickelodeon  men  in 
New  Jersey  none  of  them  is  willing  to  spend  one  cent  to 
ward  off  this  persecution  of  cranks? 

Now,  we  cannot  keep  up  the  fight  for  the  whole  State  for- 
ever; we  are  getting  discouraged  at  the  silence  of  the  moving 

picture  men.  In  local  matters  our  association  is  the  mpst 
perfect  organization  in  the  country.  Our  whole  system 

works  like  a  clock;  we  are  all  friends,  work  for  each  other's 
interest,  and  have  accomplished  wonders. 

But  this  new  thing;  it  looms  up  so  big  before  us  that  we 
feel  our  weakness;  we  have  got  to  have  help.  We  are  not 
afraid  to  do  the  work,  but  we  need  money  and  co-operation 

to  head  this  thing  off.  Don't  let  that  gag  about  "Jersey 
justice"  fool  you. 

This  so-called  "New  Jersey  State  Charities  Aid  and  Prison 
Reform  Association"  (isn't  that  a  fine  title?)  is  a  grafting 
bunch;  no  more,  no  less.  Imagine  ourselves  being  supervised 

by  a  "prison  inspection"  gang!  What  are  we,  anyhow,  a  lot 
of  crooks  or  jail-birds?  They  have  got  us  down  to  a  fine 
level    if   that's   the    case. 

But  they  will  get  away  with  it;  don't  let  that  worry  you. 
Then,  Mr.  M.  P.  Man.  it's  up  to  you  to  sweat,  and  you  ought 
to  sweat  if  you're  not  willing  to  come  to  the  front  while  you 
have  the  chance.     Read  this  clipping: 

"Charles  H.  Edmond,  of  Mercer  County,  probation  officer and  head  of  the  State  Association  of  Probation  and  Parole 
Officers,  declared  that  all  moving  pictures  having  reference 
to  crime  should  be  barred  by  a  State  law.  He  TESTIFIED 

before  the  'State  Commission  for  Investigating  Inebriates. 
Epileptics.  Degenerates,  Dependency  and  Crime'  that  the 
cheap  theater  and  moving  picture  shows  are  largely  responsi- 

ble for  juvenile  delinquency. 

"Trenton.  N.  J.,   November  30." 
A  stitch  in  time  saves  nine.  Heed  the  warning,  men.  We 

want  to  organize  the  State  and  wipe  out  these  reform  lunatics 
once  for  all.  We  can  do  the  reforming  ourselves,  so  please 

write  us  a  check;  $10  isn't  any  too  much.  Send  your  check, 
name  and  address,  name  of  the  theater,  and  fun  particulars. 

Make  check  payable  to  Henry  A.  Fishbeck,  treasurer.  Amuse- 
ment Managers'  Association  of  Hudson  County,  care  of  the 

"Nickel,"  91  Newark  avenue,  Jersey  City,  N.  J. 
The  least  you  can  do  is  to  send  your  name,  address,  theater 

and  full  particulars.  When  we  get  these  we  will  communicate 
with  yon  direct  with  a  view  to  organizing  the  State.  We 
would  like  to  send  our  president  around  the  State  to  meet 
and  talk  with  you  and  tell  you  of  our  organization  and  our 
success.  We  know  his  force  of  argument  will  bring  you 
together  in  your  different  localities  for  the  best  interests  of 
all. 

Therefore,  gentlemen,  be  prompt  and  generous.  Be  heroes 
in  the  good  fight  to  defend  this  business  from  the  unjust  at- 

tacks of  its  enemies.  Yours  very  truly, 
HUGH  F.  HOFFMAN, 

Secretary.    Amusement    Managers'    Association    of    Hudson Countv. 

EXHIBITORS 
Stem  the  Tide 

of  adverse  public  criticism  against  demoral- 
izing picture  shows  and  win  public  approval 

by  being  the  first  in  your  locality  to  use  the  new 

moving  picture: 
travel  talks 

To  meet  the  public  demand,  we  have  prepared, 

at  great  expense,  a  series  of  short  lectures,  illus- 
trated with  motion  picture  films  made  by  one 

of  the  world's  best  photographers.  These  are 
supplemented  by  beautifully  colored  lantern 
slides  and  the  lectures  are  attractive  and  inter- 

esting and  do  not  require  the  services  of  an 

experienced  lecturer. 

RUN  THIS  SERIES  in  your 
theatre  on  Sundays  or  once  a  week  and  you 

will  draw  a  class  of  patronage  that  you  have 

not  yet  been  able  to  interest. 

Eight  lectures  are  ready  for  delivery,  each 

illustrated  by  2,000  feet  of  film  and  about  50 

slides.  The  lectures  and  films  are  arranged  so 

that  an  unbroken  show  of  two  hours  may  be 

given  or  divided  into  sections  of  from  fifteen 
minutes  to  half  hour. 

Send  for  Booklet  giving  full  particulars. 

WE    ISSUE    EACH    WEEK 

Special  Feature  Films 
SEND     FOR     LATEST     LISTS 

Biograph  licensees  and  Agents  for 

HEPWORTH    MFd.    CO. 

CRICKS    &    MARTIN 

ROBT.   W.   PAUL 

WALTER   TYLER.    Ltd. 

Williams,  Brown  &  Earle 
918  Chestnut  St.,     Philadelphia,  Pa. 
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Experi- 

Experienced   on   oil   machines. 
St.    Lion,    Boston,    Mass.      Ex- 
Have   Massachusetts  license. 
706   Marietta  street,   Excelsior 

Experienced    on 

References,    David 
Experienced    operator. 

Y.     Four  years'   experience. 
Three  years'  experience. 

Pa.     Licensed   op- 

Experienced  operator  for  the 

SITUATIONS    'WANTED. Good  Operators  out  of  work  may  have  their  names  listed  free  in  this  column 

Notify  us  when  you  have  secured  a  position. 
Experienced  Operators. 

Sydney  Baehr,  420  East  140th  street,  New  York  City.  Experienced  oper- 
ator. 
Young  man  wishes  position  as  manager;  good  hustler,  and  has  New  York 

license;   can   repair   all   machines.      Address    "Manager,"   care   of   this   paper. 
0.  N.  Wilson,  Jr.,  care  of  M.  Ahlers,  3G  Somers  street,  Brooklyn.  N.  Y. 

Licensed   operator,    with   two  years'    city   and   road   experience. 
James  Puroell,  97  Hudson  avenue,  Green  Island,  la.  Expert  operator  and 

electrician. 
Louis  Pratt,  440  First   street,   Albany,    N.   Y.     Expert  operator. 
Edw.  Jakobowski,  000  South  Seventh  avenue,  Reading,  Pa.  Operator  or 

manager. 
R.    Clay    Crawford,    care   of    Kline    Amusement   Co.,    Franklin,    Pa. 

enced   electrician   ami   operator. 
Robert  Curry,  1070  Third  avenue,  New  York.  Experienced  and  licensed 

operator. 
W.   F,   Chinns,   General   Delivery,    Slater,   Mo. 
Ludwig    Wailgum,    10   Bullfinch    place,    Hotel 

perienced  operator;   also   wiring  and   repairing. 
W.    A.    Lee,    expert  operator   and   electrician, 

Springs,    Mo.      References. 
T.    C.    Patrick,    14%    South    Main    street,    Helena,    Mont. 

Edison    and    Power    machines. 
R.  J.  Keefer,  Colfax,  la.  Experienced  manager,  also  lecturer  and  effects 

producer.  Can  put  any  house  on  a  paying  basis  by  producing  the  right  kind 
of  a   show.        Am   sober  and   reliable. 

A,  C.  Wallace,  P.  O.  Box  12G,  Baraboo,  Wis.  Experienced  operator.  Re- 
pairs  on   all    machines. 

Bernard  Corbett,  G7  Walnut  street,  Norwood,  Mass.  Experienced  operator, 
(Massachusetts  licensed.)     References.     Capable  of  managing  house  if  desired. 

L,  Darier,  109  West  Fifty-fourth  street,  care  of  Y.  M.  C.  A.  French  branch, 
electrician  and  licensed  operator,  2  years'  experience.  Tower  or  Edison machine. 
Edw.  Latell,  1396  Myrtle  avenue,  Brooklyn,  N.  Y.  Experienced  licensed 

operator   or    manager. 
H.    Hudson,    158    Earl    street,    Kingston,    Ont., 

Heller,    938   North    Fifth   street,    Philadelphia,    Pa. 
Fred  W.   Tross,   Orpheum  Theater,   Loekport,   N. 
R.   Ed.   Johnston,   P.  O.   Box  409,    Reading,   Pa. 
Henry  G.   Stevens,   Dugan  Hotel,   Owego,   N.   Y. 
John    Hill,    1205    South    Forty-ninth    street,    Philadelphia, 

erator,    four   years'    experience;    can   do   wiring. 
Geo.   W.   Coventry,   Unique  Theater,   Greenville,   S.   C. 

PHOTOGRAPHERS,   ETC. 
P.   W.   Angelo,   602  Third  avenue,   New  York, 

taking   of   moving   pictures.      References. 

THEATRES  FOR  SALE. 
The  following  places  for  sale  are  all  live  and  paying  theaters  and  in  each 

case  there  is  special  reason  for  selling.  Further  particulars  will  be  learned 
by  addressing  the  Moving  Picture  World  and  giving  the  key  number  of  the 
place,   or   replying   direct   where   address   is   given. 

(54)  Westerly,  R.  I. — Profitable  theater,  seating  400.  Good  reasons  for 
selling.      Goldstein   Bros.    Amusement   Co.,   231   Main   street,    Springfield,    Mass. 

Buffalo,  N.  Y. — Moving  Picture  Theater  for  sale,  fully  equipped,  no  oppo- 
sition, the  only  one  within  a  two-mile  radius.  Reason  for  selling,  owner 

has  other  business.  Theater  now  pays  regular  weekly  profits.  Bargain  for 
some  one.  For  further  particulars,  please  address  S.  W.  Dukat,  533  Hudson 
avenue,    Rochester,   N.   Y. 

(46)  Fayette,  Ohio. — Seats  60.  Good  business,  low  expenses  and  sure  profits. 
Other    business,    reason    for   selling.      H.    Pawling,    Fayette,    Ohio. 

(47)  Four  Paying  Shows,  which  would  make  a  nice  circuit  for  some  enter- 
prising manager,  can  be  obtained  at  less  than  invoice  value  and  on  suitable 

terms.  They  are  all  making  money  and  there  are  special  reasons  for  selling. 
The   locations  are: 

(He.)   Bowling  Green,   Ky. — Seats   154.     One  other  show  in  town. 
(47b)   Petersburg,    Ind. — Seats    120.      No   other   show   in    town. 
(47c)   Rockport,    Ind. — Seats   110.      One   other   show   in   town. 
(47d)   Vandalia,    111. — Seats   190.      One   other  show   in   town. 
(47e)   Princeton,   Ind.— Seats  112. 
(47f)   Henderson,    Ky.— Seats  230. 
(47g)  Mt.  Vernon,  Ind. — Seats  108.  No  opposition. 

There  is  no  better  proposition  in  the  country  at  the  present  time  than  the 
above  circuit  of  seven  shows,  all  within  easy  traveling  distance  of  each  other. 
Any  man  who  wants  to  go  into  the  exhibiting  business  and  make  money  from 
the  start  can  secure  the  above  theaters  at  a  bargain.  Each  one  is  in  charge 
of  a  competent  manager,  each  one  paying  a  profit,  and  full  particulars  and 
reasons  for  selling  will  be  given  to  parties  who  mean  business. 

Full  particulars  in  regard  to  this  unusual  proposition  may  be  obtained  from 
B.  R.  Craycroft,  manager,  Laemmle  Film  Service,  Evansvllle,  Ind.,  or  Moving 
Picture   World.      They  will   he   sold   together  or   separately. 

(48)  Snohomish,  Wash. — Established  theater  now  paying  a  profit  of  $10 
per  day  over  all  expenses.  Seats  225.  Interest  in  another  State  compels  the 
owner  to  move.  Sell  at  a  bargain.  Apply,  J.  D.  Thompson,  Box  533. 
Snohomish,    Wash. 

(49)  Massillon,  Ohio. — 15,000  population.  Established  theater  paying  a 
handsome  profit  Is  for  sale  on  account  of  serious  Illness  of  the  proprietor. 
Price  for  complete  show,  elegant  outfit  and  two  Edison  machines.  $2,500,  less 
than  half  its  value.  Good  show  town,  only  one  other  moving  picture  theater 
whose  lease  expires  in  Spring  and  which  cannot  be  renewed.  Further  par- 

ticulars  from    Moving   Picture    World,   or       R.    C.    Stueve,    Massillon,    Ohio. 

(50)  New  Brunswick,  N.  J. — Well  equipped  and  profitable  5-cent  theater 
will    be   sold   on    account   of  other   business. 

(51)  Lawrence,  Kan. — Paying  theater  in  college  town.  Seats  300.  has 
vaudeville  stage  and  sloping  floor.  Only  reason  for  selling  is  sickness,  owner 
being  compelled   to  go  to  the  mountains.      Price,   $1,100. 

(52)  Petoskey,  Mich, — Money-making  show  at  a  bargain  if  sold  at  once. 
Other  outside   Interests  demand  owner's   time. 

(53)  Maiden,  Mass. — Theater  In  town  of  42,000,  doing  fine  business.  Seats 
200.  Weekly  profits  over  all  expenses  average  between  $00  and  $120.  Will 
sell  for  cash  only.  $1,500.  Opportunity  will  hear  strictest  Investigation. 
Owner  Is  Interested  In  business  In  another  section  which  now  demands  whole 
attention. 

ECONOMY  FILM  SERV1CE 
410    LIBERTY    AVENUE 

PITTSBURG 

WE  HAVE  MORE  FILM  IN  STOCK  THAN 
ANY  OTHER  COMPETITOR 

EVERY  Reel  is  in  first-class  condition.  The 
old  stock  has  been  disposed  of.  We  have 
just  received  Five  Hundred  Reels  from  a 

foreign  exchange,  like  new.  We  guarantee  sub- 
jects to  please  any  audience.  We  give  all  customers 

their  proportionate  share  of  new  subjects.  If  you 

are  paying  big  prices  remember  our  service  is 
Quality  and  Low  Prices. 

2  changes,  shipped  two  at  a  time,  iooo  feet  each 

4        "               "         two         "  "  " 
6        "  "  three      "  "  " 

12        "  "         four        "  •'  " $  6. oo 

io.oo 

14.00 

25.00 
POSTER  AND  SONG   SLIDES 

WITHOUT  ADDITIONAL   CHARCE 

FIRE  PROOF  CABINETS  FOR  FILMS 
The  Construction  is  double  walls  of 
steel,  with  two-inch  air  chamber, 
lined  with  asbestos.  There  are  no 
heat  conducting  connections  between 
the  double  wall  combination  locks. 

The  Test,  in  which  the  outer  walls 
were  brought  to  a  white  heat,  show- 

ed the  contents  to  be  fully  protected 
and  in  perfect  condition. 

The  Prices  are  the  most  reasonable 
and  will  be  sent  on  request. 

empire:  film  co. 
06-1  O8   Fulton  Street New YorR 

DON'T  WINK 
your  eye  and  say  oh,  any 
slide  is  good  enough, 

THE  LEVI 
PERFECTION    SLIDE 

is  the  only  announcement  slide that  you  should  use,  WHY? 

Ask  your  competitor. 

"  that's  all." 

LEVI  CO.,  Inc. 
64  East  Mth  St.,  New  York,  U.  S.  A 

SLIDE    DEPT. 

SEVERAL  PAYING  THEATRES  FOR 

SALE.  Apply,  Theatres,  care  of  Moving 
Picture  World.  Do  not  write  or  call  un- 

less   you    mean   business. 
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WANTED   IOOO 
REELS  OLD  FILM  ! 

Give  Subjects,  Condition,  Length,  Price. 

i.  T.  MAXWELL,  BecKwith  Building 
Cleveland,  Ohio 

I    BUY   FILM 
I  pay  cash  (or  new  and  second-hand  film  in 

good  condition.  How  much  have  you  (or  sale  ? 
Send  Use  o(  subjects  and  price.  Positively  uo 
Jnnk  wanted.  New  and  second-hand  machines 
and  riliiis  in  good  condition  o(  all  makes  bought, 
■old  and  exchanged.  Newman  notion  Picture 
Co  .  293  Bumslde  St.,  Portland.  Oregon. 

WANTED 
Pathe  Passion   Play,  positively,  must 
be  in  first  class  condition.    Name  low- 

est price  in  tirst  letter. 
Newman  Motion  Picture  Co.,  293 
Burnslde  Street,  Portland,  Oregon. 

PARTNER     WANTED 
with  $500  to  $1000  at  once  for  first- 
class  Travelling  Moving  Picrure  Show. 
Bookings  ahead.  Write  for  particu- 

lars to  MECO,  care  of  Moving  Picture 
World. 

TOR  SALE— FILMS 
Second-hand    Power's    Machines,  Phonographs, xcello  Arc  Lights,  25x40  foot  black  tent,  100  Light 

I  ynamo.  little  used  in  our  oulside  theatres. 

Vm.  Bulloch  American  Theatre 
16  E.  Superior  Avenue    -     Cleveland,  Ohio 

PHOTOGRAPHER 
WANTED 

For  Lantern  Slide  Work 
One  preferred  who  is  at  present  locat- 

ed so  as  to  take  pictures  with  summer 
foliage.  State  terms  and  full  parti- 

culars in  first  letter.  Address,  P.  S. 
care  of  Moving  Picture  World. 

CHAIRS 
Folding  Steel  Opera  Chairs    All  kinds 
Fireproo(  Booths.  Resistance  Grids  and  Wire- 

Repairing. 
New  Yorh  Steel  3  Production  Co. 

NEWARK,  N.  J. 

Money  for  you.  In  towns  without  electric  service 

Our  Cylinders  of  Gas 
make  you  think  vou  have  the  current.  Calcium 
Jets,  Burners,  Limes, Tubing,  EVERYTHING 

ALBANY  CALCIUM  LIGHT  CO. 

26  William  Street       -       Albany,  N.  Y. 

Stories   of  the    Films. 

BIOGRAPH  COMPANY. 

THE     CHRISTMAS     BURGLARS.         A     Story     of 
Christmas    Eve    in    Poverty    Row.     No    matte)     bon 
caUom   or   cbarllab    be    be.    that    man    doean 
who  is  absolutely  Imperrloui  to  the  Cbrlatmai  iplrll 
i  lie   Blograpb  Illustrate!  that   (act    b)    tbla  lubject, 
in  which  a   veritable  human  vulture  la  tram 
Into  an    Arlstldea.      u    is  Obrlatmaa  eve,   and   Bin. 
Martin,    the  poor   widowed   tnothei  en-year 
..ill  child,  returni  t,>  her  cbeerless  apartment 
a   long  day'a   tramp   lu   search  ol  work,   and   all   In 
rain.      The    llttl        i  I      ber      tber    II    Santa 
clans   is   comlni ,    to   n  bleb    the   pa  heart- 

broken woman  la  unable  to  answer.  The  babj  then 
says.  "I'll  write  iiim  a  letter  to  be  sure  to  come." 
Ami    bo    sin'    » in,  s    on    a  laper,    "1  leal 
Santa,  pirns.-  don'l  forge)  tittle  Margie.  Me  and 
mamma  ain't  goi  ren      Little  Man  le,   1 1  i 
Broome  St.,  top  Bo  I        she  shows  ber  mi 
who  is  unable  to  control  ber  emotion.  Bab]  then 
hangs  n|i  ber  stocking,  putting  the  letter  In  It. 
When  the  little  one  is  asleep,  the  mother  takes  the 
noii'.  and  reading  it.  is  driven  almost  mad 
helplessness.  With  the  child's  missive  clutched  In 
her  hand,  she  takes  up  ber  cloak  and  hurries  to  the 
pawnshop,  which  is  presided  over  by  Mike  Mc- 

Laren,  an   Irish   pawnbroker.     Mike's  reputation   as 
a    philanthropist    is    not    verj    pr   meed.      On    the 
contrary  as  we  sit  him  be  appears  to  be  a  cruel, 
pitiless  Hibernian,  without  a  grain  of  charity  In 
ills  makeup.  Ah!  but  who  can  reckon  the  power 
of  the  Christmas  spirit.  Mrs.  Martin  enters  Mike's 
place  ami  proffers  ber  cloak  as  a  pledge  for  a  few 
cents,  but   Mike  throws  the  cloak  back  at  ber  with 
an  invective.  It  is  worth  nothing  to  him,  so  he 
will  allow  her  nothing.  In  her  menial  agony  she 
absentmlndedly  drops  the  baby's  letter  on  the  floor. 
Mike  picks  this  up  alter  she  leaves.  What  a 

change  comes  over  bim  as  he  reads  ihe  chilli's  In- 
nocent appeal.  Hustling  his  clerks  about,  he  bids 

them  buy  B  Christmas  tree,  ornaments,  toys  and 
provisions.  This  done,  he  enlists  the  service  of  a 

couple  of  burglars,  who  burglarize  Mrs.  Martin's apartment,  slightly  chloroforming  her  and  ber  child, 
so  as  to  be  sure  of  their  not  waking  while  they  are 
at  work.  In  comes  the  clerk  with  the  tree  and 
presents,  which  Mike  arranges,  and  when  finished 
he  goes  out  into  the  hall  to  watch  the  effect.  He 
hasn't  long  to  wait,  and  he  dances  around  like  a 
child  at  the  view  he  gets  through  the  keyhole, 
hurrying  off  before  the  inmates  learn  from  whence 
their  blessing  came.  The  little  one  attributes  it  to 
her  letter  to  Santa — and  in  truth  it  was — but  they 
never  knew  the  real  Santa.  "To  dry  up  a  single 
tear  has  more  of  honest  fame  than  shedding  seas 

of   gore."      Length,   679   feet. 

ESSANAY  FILM  MFG.  CO. 

"IN  GOLDEN  DAYS."— "In  Golden  Days"  is  a 
story  of  '49.  James  G.  Blaine  in  his  book  "Twenty 
Years  in  Congress."  declares  that  the  flower  of  the 
manhood  of  America  went  to  California,  and  they 
went  most  of  them  by  prairie  schooners. 

The  opening  of  our  tale  discloses  a  band  of  these 
men  with  their  wives  and  children  crossing  the 
valley  of  the  Humboldt  on  their  way  to  the  gold 
fields  of  California.  Suddenly  the  train  stops — a 
horse,  a  man,  comes  into  view.  He  Is  recognized 
as  the  game  hunter  of  the  band.  He  tells  them 
of  a  camp  of  white   men   further  ahead. 
The  next  scene  shows  the  now  excited  caravan 

moving  briskly  and  joyously  on,  anxious  to  meet 
people   of   their   race. 
The  third  scene  disclosps  a  white  camp  of  dead 

men  and  women  killed  by  Indians.  The  caravan 
arrives.  Horror  stricken,  they  find  the  only  living 

being  to  be  a  girl  child  of  5  years.  The  hunter's 
son,  a  boy  of  9,  runs  forward  and  takes  up  the 
child.  The  coming  picture  shows  us  the  caravan 
encamped  for  the  night.  The  huntsman  tells  the 
boy  to  sing  the  child  to  sleep.  The  boy  does  so. 
After  song  the  caravan  lies  down  to  rest  for  the 
night.  When  all  are  asleep  Indians  enter  and  kill 
every  one  except  the  boy  and  girl.  He  sings  his 
song,  and  the  Indians,  believing  him  to  possess  a 
spirit   voice,   leave   him   with   the   child. 
The  scenes  that  follow  disclose,  the  finding  of 

the  boy  and  child.  Their  adoption  by  miners  of  a 
gold  camp,  and  after  several  years  have  passed, 
rich  relatives  of  the  girl  arrive  and  take  her  to 
Europe.  The  boy  is  broken-hearted.  An  old  musi- 

cian of  the  camp,  knowing  the  value  of  the  boy's voice,  decides  to  take  him  as  a  traveling  singer  to 
Europe.  We  are  shown  the  boy  and  old  musician 
singing  in  the  streets,  until  one  day  a  famous  com- 

poser by  chance  happens  to  hear  him.  He  takes 
the  boy  and  makes  a  famous  singer  of  him.  Later 
the  boy,  now  a  young  man.  is  seen  singing  in  a 
theater.  The  girl,  now  a  young  lady,  sits  in  the 
balcony.  She  recognizes  the  hoy  companion  of  her 
childhood  by  his  voice,  and  calls  out  to  him.  The 
relatives  take  her  from  the  theater,  hut  the  boy 
follows  to  the  porch  of  her  home,  where  they  are 
united:     Length,    1,000   feet. 

Song  Slides! 
Travelogue  Slides! 

Announcement  Slides! 

Newest,  latest  sad  best.  "You  Select 
— We  Ship."  Lowest  rental  rates 
consistent  with  superior  service.  We 
also  furnish  thoroughly  competent 
illustrated  song  vocalists,  moving 

picture  and  vaudeville  pianists  trap 

drummers,  instrumentalists,  dramatic 
lecturers,  demonstrators  and  licensed 

operators 

Quick,  reliable  service. 

Our  references:  Leading  Film  Ex- 
changes, Song  Slide  Manufacturers, 

or  "Dramatic  Mirror''  of  New  York. 

Write  now  for  Circulars  and  full 

particulars. 

LEN  SPENCER'S  LYCEUM 
44  West  28th  St.  NEW  YORK 

S.    LUBIN. 
RESTORED  BY  REPENTANCE.— The  Father's 

Refusal. — A  young  man  asked  for  the  daughter's 
hand.      The    father,    however,    knowing    the    suitor's 

NEXT 

FILM  ISSUE 
ORDER  QUICK 

OUR 
Feature  Subject 

IN 
GOLDEN  DAYS 

(Lgth     1000  Ft.) 

A  story  of  the  California 

gold  fields  in  the  days  of  '49 

READY 
WEDNESDAY  DEC.  30th 

ESSATW  FILM 
MFG.CD. 

501  WfcLLS  ST.  CHICAG0,U1S. 
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EDISON    KINETOSCOPES 
Still   Another   New   Model. 

UNDERWRITERS' MODEL 
Approved  by  the  New  York  Board  of  Fire  Underwriters  and  the 

Bureau  of  Waten  Gas  and  Electricity 

IMPPOVPn  Take-up.  Rheostat, 
l¥l  ~  ■*  w  w  &  *•*  Automatic  Shutter, Revolving  Shutter,  Arc  Lamp,  Adjustable  Stand, 

Metal  Cabinet,  Film  Guard,  Film  Protector,  Motion 
Picture  Lens,  Metal  Slide  Carrier,  Film  Re-Winder, 
Steel-Faced  Fibre  Gears,  Star  Wheel,  Cam,  Cam 
Pin,  Shafts,  Sprockets,  Steel  Mitre  Gears. 

Witt  Underwriters  j  0^40  Amp.  $225.00 Model  Rheostat  }         25  Amp.  $220.00 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No.  380 

Most  Up-to-date  Machine  on  the   Market 

(Type"B") ONK-OIN 
novEn^NT 

Improved  Exhibition  Model 
One-Pin  Movement 

Universal  Model 

$155.00 

$75.00 

An  Opportunity  to   Change  your  Two-    e-ys  nn 
Pin  to  a  One-Pin  Movement  Mechanism    *-*J>UU 

Will  Improve  Your  Exhibition  50% 
Send  for  Illustrated  Descriptive  Circular  No,  370 

EDISON  FILMS 
Exhibitors  who  show  them    draw  the   biggest   crowds. 

They're  high-class  and  they  please 
NEW  SUBJECTS 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  22,   1908. 

An  Unexpected  Santa  Claus — Comedy No.  6406.  Code,  VENDURECHT.  Approx   Length,  900  feet. 

SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  25,  1908 

Turning  Over  a  New  Leaf— Comedy No.  6407. Code,  VENECIANA Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

NEXT  WEEK'S  SUBJECTS 
SHIPMENT  DECEMBER  29,  1908 

THE  LOST  NEW  YEAR'S  DINNER.     Comedy No.  6408.  Code,  VBNEYS.  Approx.  Length,  900  feet. 

SHIPMENT  JANUARY  1,  1909 

A  PERSISTENT  SUITOR.    Comedy 
No.  6409.  Code.  VENEZIANO.  Approx.  Length,  900  Feet. 

WE  CAN  ALSO  FURNISH  AT  ONCE   PRINTS  OF  OUR   NEW  CHRISTMAS  FILM  ISSUED  LAST  WEEK; 

"A  ̂ trPPt  Waif's  fihrKtmas"   "Dramatic,  Pathetic,  Comic A    Oil  CGI     "till  0    UlllldtllKft.     No640s.       code,  VENDRIAN.        Length  1015  feet 
ALSO  OUR  TWO  PREVIOUS  SUCCESSES: 

"The  Night  Before  Christmas" AND 

"A  Little  Girl  Who  Did  Not  Believe  in  Santa  Claus." 
Edison  Manufacturing  Co, 

MAIN  OFFICE  and  FACTORY  :     72  LAKESIDE  AVE.,  ORANOB,  N.  J. 

New  York  Office  :    10  Fifth  Avenue.  Chicago  Office  :    304  Wabash  Avenue. 
Office  for  United  Kingdom  :    Edison  Works,  Victoria  Road,  Willesden,  London,  N.  W.,  England. 

Selling  Agents: 
P.  L.  Waters,  41  E.  81st  St  ,  New  York  Gkorgs  Bkkck,  70  Turk  St.,  San  Francisco,  Cal. 

Dealers  in  All  Principal  Cities 

FILMS 
A  Live  Service  For  Live  Managers 

HOWARD  MOVING  PICTURE  CO. 
Members  Film  Service  Association 

Repair  Work  a  Specialty.     Agents  for  Monograph,  Power's 
and  Edison  Machines.     Supplies  and  Sundries. 

FILMS 
504    Washington    Street. 

Established  1891.  (Opposite  Adams  House). 

Boston     Mass. 
Incorporated  190S. 

reputation,    refuses.      The  sou   speaks    for   his  sister, 
but   in    vain. 

The  Elopement. — The  suitor,  who  is  more  Inter- 
ested In  the  money  of  the  girl  than  in  the  girl, 

proposes  an  elopement.  In  the  dark  of  the  nigbt 
they  elope   and  get  married. 

A  Letter  to  Father. — As  soon '  as  they  arrive  at the  hotel  the  young  husband  makes  his  wife  write 
a  letter  to  her  father  asking  for  money  and  begging 
his  forgiveness.     The  father  refuses  both. 
Disowned  by  Father  and  Cast  Off  by  Husband. — 

The  brother's  interference  is  of  no  avail.  The 
father  sends  a  letter  to  the  daughter,  telling  her 
of  being  disinherited.  When  the  husband  sees  thla 
letter  he  shows  the  young  wife  the  door.  Alone 
with  no  friends  and  no  kin  the  young  wife  in  her 
sorrow  breaks  down  on  the  street.  A  Salvation 
Army   lad  picks  her  up  and  guides  her  to  her  borne. 
The  Father  Helents. — The  pitiful  sight  of  hla 

daughter  and  the  pleading  of  his  son  induces  the 
father  to  change  bis  mind.  He  takes  bis  daughter 
to  his  heart,   restoring  her  to  her  old  place. 
Father  and  Brother  at  Work  in  the  Office.— The 

nest  scene  brings  us  to  the  father's  office,  where 
he  and  his  son  are  at  work.  A  large  amount  of 
money  has  been  received,  which  the  father  placed 
in  the  safe.  Both  father  and  son  leave  the  office 

for  a  minute,  during  which  time  the  daughter'a 
husband  steals  through  a  window,  takes  all  the 
money  out  of  the  safe  and  escapes  as  noiselessly 
as  he  appeared.  Just  then  the  son  returns  and  lm 
mediately  after  the  father.  There  is  no  money  In 
the  safe.  The  father  accuses  the  son  of  having 
stolen  the  money,  which  accusation  the  son  strongly 
refutes. 

Returning  the  Money. — The  young  husband  re- 
solves to  restore  the  stolen  money  and  earn  an  hon- 

est living.  Noiselessly  he  enters  the  window  of  the 
office  where  the  father-in-law  is  working.  The  lat- 

ter. .  thinking  a  burglar  enters  the  window,  anna 
himself  with  a  revolver  and  hides  behind  the  desk. 
The  young  husband  restores  the  money  and  is  joat 

going  to  leave  when  the  father-in-law  confronts  him. 
Explanations  follow,  father  and  husband  hurry  to 
jail  and  free  the  falsely  imprisoned  son.  He  first 
refuses  to  forgive  his  father,  but  after  everything  la 
explained,  the  old  love  between  father  and  son  la 

restored. 
Forgiven  and  United. — The  young  husband  Jolna 

them  in  going  to  their  home,  where  he  begs  for- 
giveness from  his  young  wife,  which  is  granted. 

and  a   happy   reunion  follows.      Length,    S65   feet. 

KALEM  COMPANY. 

THE  TRAIL  OF  THE  WHITE  MAN  tells  the 

story  of  a  surveying  party  which  was  blazing  the 
way  for  one  of  the  great  transcontinental  railroada 
in  the  early  seventies.  The  head  of  this  surveying 

party,  a  young  man  of  gigantic  stature  and  magnifi- 
cent physical  development,  but  of  unscrupulous 

morals,  won  the  affections  of  a  young  squaw  and 
induced  her  to  leave  her  tribe  and  home.  After  a 
while  it  became  necessary  for  the  surveying  party 
to  move  on.  The  surveyor  had  become  weary  of 

his  dusky  sweetheart  in  the  meantime  and  de- 
serted her.  The  squaw's  Indian  husband,  however, 

had  discovered  his  loss  and  had  been  doggedly  fol- 
lowing the  trail.  He  came  upon  the  young  squaw 

just  as  she  had  been  left  to  her  fate.  Enraged 
by  her  story  the  Indian  vowed  vengeance  and  after 
a  weary  pursuit  finally  came  upon  the  surveyor 
alone.  His  vengeance  was  one  of  the  most  terrible 
that  can  be  imagined,  but  I  will  leave  that  part  of 
the  story  for  the  pictures  to  tell  in  their  own 

graphic    way. 
Scene   1. — Into  the   wilderness. 
Scene  2. — Surveying  the  line;  Ogden  meets  Wild 

Fawn. 
Scene  3. — Wild  Fawn's  home;  she  flies  with  Og- 

den. Scene  4. — Two  weeks  later;  Black  Hawk  flnda 
his  squaw  gone. 

Scene  5. — Ogden  tires  of  Wild  Fawn  and  leaves 

her;    Black    Hawk's   oath. Scene   O. — Black   Hawk  on   the   trail. 
Scene  7. — The  Indian  and  the  white  man:  Black 

Hawk's    revenge. 

Scene    S. — Ogden's    death. 

SELIG  POLYSCOPE  CO. 
IN  THE  SHENANDOAH  VALLEY.— An  elaborate 

film  by  the  Selig  Company,  of  Chicago,  whieb 
should  prove  to  be  one  of  the  most  successful  of 
the  long  list  to  the  credit  of  this  house.  It  Is  • 
romance  of  a  Southern  girl  and  Northern  officer, 
but  is  said  to  be  so  free  from  partisanship  that  It 
will  he  welcome  North  and  South.  There  is  a  duel 
in  Charlestown  at  the  start  of  the  Civil  War  and 
numerous  admirably  arranged  battle  scenes,  with 

infantry,  cavalry  and  artillery.  Sheridan's  famous 
ride  from  Winchester  Is  introduced  most  ingeniously 
and  completely  and  is  followed  through  the  cooDi 
try  in  a  manner  sure  to  arouse  patriotic  enthusiasm. 

The  Chicago  Transparency  Co. 
Manufacturers  of 

Plain  aad  Colared  Lantern  Slide*  and  Illustrated  Sanff 

69    DEARBORN  STREET  CHICAGO  .III 
Frederick  T    McLeod,  Manage 
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We  have  20,000  of  these  chairs 
In  stock  and  can  ship  your  order 
In  24  hours. 

American  Seating  Company 
90  Wabash  Avenue,  Chicago,  111. 

19  W.  18th  Street,  New  Yorll,  N.T. 

70  FranKlin  Street,  Boston, 
Massachusetts. 

1235  Arch  Street,  Philadelphia,  Pa. 

Kalem  Films 

LENGTH  975   FEET 

Released  January    1st,  1909 

The  greatest  of   all  the 
Indian  Headliners. 

A  story  of  a  Surveying 
Party  in  the  early  days  of 
railroading  in  the  West. 

Photographically  Perfect 

Next  Week 

A  Florida  Feud 
Thrilling  scenes  of  real 

life  in  the  tropics 

KALEM  CO.,  Inc. 
131  West  24th  St.,  New  York  City 

the  duke's  motto,  a  blgblj  dramatic  Urn 
telling  toe  itorj  »t  h  iluk.-  ..i  tbe  middle  ami 
arhoaa  title  and  wealth  i«  coveted  t>>  a  raacal.  Ha 
hiivs  men  to  kin  the  duke  and  carry  <>rr  i>Im  in 
rant  daughter,  sn,.  is  eventually  dlaoovered  and 
»t  tiir  age  "f  18,  b:  meani  i'f  thrilling  rescue,  Min- 

is restored  t"  ber  place  a1  court,  al  a  regenta'  ball, 
bj  her  prince  charming.  The  plcturea  are  unaanall] handsome. 

PATHE  FRERES. 
the  faun,  in  tuis  artlatlcall]  colored  plctnre 

ire  aee  H"'  ":~h  taun  «ii"  la  In  loye  »nii  Diana  us 
be  appears  In  the  tores!  and  awakens  Dial 
in  r  nymphs.  She  ipurna  him  and  leaves  blm 
Bprawllng  on  the  ground,  and  goes  to  another  part, 
where  si"'  la  attracted  bj  the  awael  mualc  played 
bj  tin  ardent  lover,  sin-  listens  with  delight  and 
as  iir  is  making  love  to  her,  the  Jealous  Faun  ap- 

proaches urn!  strikes  down  the  young  lover,  and 
makes  bis  escape,  Followed  by  the 
Cupid,  the  God  ol  Love,  appears  and  gives  Diana 
a  philter  which  restores  the  young  man  to  life. 
The  Faun  leada  the  nymphs  on  ■  long  chase, 

through  ftery  caves  and  wild  wooHb,  nil  finally 
thej  overtake  him  In  a  beautiful  grotto,  where  thej 
hind  him  with  ropes  to  h  tree.  Presently  Diana  ap- 

pears mi  the  scene  and  shows  the  trimpb  of  youth 
over  the  ugly  rami,  by  having  her  nymphs  pour 
water  over  him,  which  petrifies  him,  and  lie  is 
turned  Into  a  stone  Image,  while  Diana  and  the 
nymphs  loyfully  dance  around  blm.  Length,  442 
feet. 

VITAGRAPH  COMPANY. 
THE    FLOWER    GIRL   OF    PARIS.  — In    it    thieves' 

den  in  ti  low  quarter  of  Paris,  .lean  Bambard,  a 
desperado,  and  Plgord,  one  of  his  gang,  are  appar- 

ently quarreling.  They  take  frequent  pulls  from  a 
brandy  bottle  on  the  table  between  them.  The 
door  opens  anil  Mimi,  a  very  pretty  girl,  thin  and 
pale,  enters,  carrying  a  basket  of  flowers  on  her 
arm.  She  comes  timidly  forward.  Bambard  rises 
to  his  feet,  staggers  toward  her  in  a  half  drunken 
manner,  points  to  her  full  basket  of  flowers,  roughly 
pushes  her  and  orders  her  out  again.  She  sinks 
exhausted  on  a  chair  and  pleads  for  a  rest,  but 
Bambard  strikes  ber  and  forces  her  out  the  door. 
The  two  thieves  resume  their  conversation,  and 
after  a  while  gather  some  burglar  tools,  leaving 
mother  Martin,  another  member  of  the  gang,  in 
charge   and  depart. 
The  flower  girl  wanders  along  to  a  fashionable 

part  of  the  city,  meeting  with  but  little  suecesss  in 
disposing  of  her  flowers.  An  automobile  dashes  up, 
and  Rene  Masson,  a  handsome  young  man,  alights. 
Mimi  offers^  him  a  bunch  of  flowers.  He  looks  at 
her  face,  takes  them  and  gives  in  return  several 
hank  notes.  At  this  moment  the  girl  Is  seized 
with  a  sudden  faintness.  staggers  and  would  have 
fallen  had  not  the  young  man  caught  her.  He 
places  her  in  his  auto  and  starts  for  home.  Bam- 

bard   and    Plgord,     who    have    been    watching    from 

SPECIAL    FOR 

XMAS 
New  Born  King 
Rock  of  Ages 
Holy  City 
The  Palms 

At  S4.00  Per  Set 

ALSO    lOO    SETS 
At  $2.75  per  Set 

WRITE  for  LISTS  TO-DAY 

HARSTN  &  CO. 
The  Largest  Slide  Dealers  in  the  World 

NEVER     CLOSED 

Phones     3812-3813     Stuyvesant 

138  East  14th  Street    -    New  YorK  City 

HOTEL  IMPERIAL 
ABSOLUTELY    FIREPROOF 

BROADWAY  3Jst  TO  32d  ST. 

NEW  YORK'S  MOST 
POPULAR  HOTEL 

Headquarters-  during  the 
Convention,  January  9th  to  IJth. 

Accommodations  should  be 
promptly  engaged.  Apply  to 
COPELAND  TOWNSEND,  Manager 

MOVING  PICTURE 

PRINTING  SAMPLES  $1.00 

*   ****^  A*1^V»T    Ky  Mail,  Postpaid. 

Passion  Play  Printing'.      Catalogues. 
I.  W.  ALLEN,  Beverly,  Mass. 

CALEHUFF 
A  riember  of  the 

FILM  SERVICE  ASSOCIATION 

Headquarters  for  only  the  best  of  latest 
FILMS     and   SONQ    SLIDES.      No    junk. 

MACHINES,  SUPPLIES,  Etc. 

LATEST  SONQ   SLIDES 

$5.00  per  set 

N.  E.  Cor.  4th  &  Green  Streets, 
PHILADELPHIA.    PA. 

BE  SIRE  AND  GET 

SLIDES     FOR  THE 

CHRISTMAS 
ILLUSTRATED  SONG  HITS 

$5.00   sltr 
WHY  DON'T  SANTA  CLALS  GO  NEXT 

DOOR? 

THE  HOLY  LIGHT 

THEY'LL  BE  SORRY  SOME  DAY 

SMILING  STAR 

Slides  for  above  made  by 

DeWitt  C.  Wheeler 
I  20  W.  3 1st  St.,  N.  Y.  City 

CLEAN    FILMS 
Can  be  had  only  by  the  use  of 

THE  FAMOUS  PARKER  FILM  CLEANSER 
Samples  sent  by  express  upon  receipt  of  50c 

For  full  particulars  write  to 
THE  PARKER  SUPPLY  CO. 

2654  Mission  Street,  San    Francisco,  Cat. 
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Do  You 

Suppose 
DO  YOl  SUPPOSE  that  a 

House  of  OLDEST  stand- 
ing, ana  now  with  four 

Completely  Equipped 
Film  Exchanges  of  its 
own,  would  continue  to 
grow  as  we  have  Year 
after  Year. 

If 
those  who  from  the  in- 

fancy of  the  Film  Busi- 
ness have  been  served 

here,  were  not  satisfied  ? 

And  If 
new  customers  were  not 
continually  coming  to  us 
because  of  the  sterling 
qualities  of  our  Service  ? 
The  advantages  that 

have  won  theirconfidence 
might  reasonably  invite 
your  preference. 

YOU  are  sure  that  what 
you  get  here  is  RIGHT. 

20th  Century 
OptiscopeCo, 

R.  G.  BACHMAN,  P,es. 

Argyle  Building, 
KANSAS  CITY,  MO. 

59  Dearborn  St., 
CHICAGO,  ILL. 

ccles  Building, 
OGDEN,  UTAH 

Foreign  Office: 
HAVANA,  CUBA 

across  the  street,  atari  off  in  the  same  direction. 
The  young  man  reaches  his  apartments,  carries  In 
the  unconscious  girl  and  places  her  on  a  couch. 
Forcing  some  wine  between  her  lips,  the  girl  soon 
revives  and  opens  her  eyes  In  wonderment.  She  is 
given  food  and  drink,  recovers  from  her  faintness 
and  asks  to  go.  Her  protector  accompanies  her 
and  they  have  scarcely  left  the  room  when  Bam- 
bard  and  Pigord  enter,  ransack  the  place,  carrying 
away  bank  notes,  iewels,  plate,  etc.  They  pro- 

ceed to  their  den,  tell  of  their  escapade,  also  of  the 
fainting  of  Mlmi.  A  plan  is  conceived  to  lure  the 
young  man  to  the  den  and  a  note  despatched  offer- 

ing to  return  the  plunder  for  a  cash  ransom,  and 
signed  the  flower  girl.  Rene  receives  the  decoy 
letter,  takes  a  roll  of  bank  notes,  his  revolver  and 
departs.  Mimi  returns  to  the  rendezvous,  learns  of 
the  robbery  and  also  of  the  plan  to  trap  the  young 
millionaire  and  determines  to  save  him.  She  eludes 
mother  Martin,  jumps  from  the  window  and  hurries 
to  the  police  inspector,  and,  with  several  officers, 
starts  for  the  gang's  headquarters.  Meanwhile  the 
young  millionaire  proceeds  to  the  address  given,  and 
as  he  crosses  the  threshold,  the  thieves  spring  upon 
him,  overpower  and  bind  him.  Bambard,  after  se- 

curing the  young-  man's  money,  points  bis  revolver 
at  Rene's  head.  As  he  fires,  the  door  flies  open 
and  Mimi  jumps  in  front  of  Rene  and  receives  the 
bullet  instead  of  him.  The  officers  follow  and  after 
a  short  struggle  the  gang  is  overpowered  and  taken 
away.  Rene's  bonds  are  removed.  He  rushes  over 
to  the  flower  girl,  raises  her  in  his  arms,  she  looks 
up  with  a  smile,  presses  his  hand  and  falls  back 
dead.  Rene  gazes  for  a  moment,  bends  down  and 
kisses  her  forehead  reverently.     Length,  680  feet. 

THE  HAZERS. — At  a  plain  country  home  of  a 
poor  farmer  the  old  man  and  his  wife  are  bidding 
good-bye  to  their  only  son,  whom  they  are  sending 
away  to  a  military  academy.  The  mother  fondly 
kisses  the  lad,  while  the  father  wishes  him  good 
luck.  The  old  man  has  saved  carefully  to  give  his 
boy  an  education,  and  is  happy  and  proud  as  he 
sees  him  depart.  In  his  room  at  school  the  new 
student  is  seen  working  by  lamplight.  He  is  a 
slight  built  young  man,  of  nervous  temperament, 
and  is  working  hard  to  catch  up  in  his  studies.  A 
knock  is  heard  at  his  door  and  is  followed  by  the 
entrance  of  one  of  the  students,  a  big,  burly  fellow, 
having  the  reputation  of  being  the  school  bully. 
The  big  fellow  remains  a  short  time,  then  goes  to 
his  own  room,  where  he  finds  several  of  his  pals. 
They  listen  with  interest  as  he  tells  of  a  plan  to 
haze    the    new    freshy.      He    goes    to    a    closet,    pro- 

$498  Pathe  Passion  Play 
Over  3000  feet  on  three  reels 

One  Copy  in  Cood  Order     - 
One  Copy  in  Fine    Order     - 

(colored)  ri, 

Four  bl' 

Parts 

$200 
$278 

If  $20  is  remitted  either  copy  will  be  sent 
C.O.D,  Privileged  to  examine  tor  balance. 
2,100  feet  of  films:  $43  also  2,500  feet  $50. 

HARBACH  &  CO.,  809  Filbert  St.,  Phila.,  Pa.   t» 

ELECTRIC  THEATRE  SUPPLY  CO, 
No.  47    North    I  Oth   Street 

Philadelphia,  Pa. 
We  handle  everything  pertaining  to  the  Moving  Pic- 

ture business.  Highest  qualit>  Film  service — Edbol 
License  —  Power's  and  Edison  Machines.  Hallberf 
Economizers  always  in  stock.  Operators  send  $1.00  foi 
our  Reliable  Four-iu-One  Test  Lamp. 

PRINTING  for  1 
PASSION  PLAY 
AND   OTHER  SUBJECTS       Send  for  Catalogue 

HENNEGAN  ®.  CO. 

126  £.  8tK  Stre«t,  Cincinnati,  Ohio 

PUT   YOUR   THEATRE 
ON    A    BUSINESS    BASIS 

I  will  systematize  it  and  make 
it  pay.  S.  M.  WALKER,  care 
of  The  Moving  Picture  World 
913-915  Schiller  Bldg.,  Chicago 

THE  VIASC0PE 
SPECIAL ! 
FIRE  PROOF! 

NOISELESS!  FLICKERLESS! 
NO  VIBRATION! 

Guaranteed  forever  against  defective 
workmanship  or  material 

COMPLETE,  $1  75.00 

VIASCOPE   MFG.   CO. 
Room  6,    112  East  Randolph  St.,    Chicago 

PROMPT  SERVICE 
COURTEOUS  TREATMENT 

Our  Two  Big  Catalogues 
and  the  completeness  of  our  line  has  made  us  what  we  are. 
We  handle  all  machines,  a  full  line  of  instruments  and  supplies 
and  negotiate  a 

Film  Rental  Service 
that  will  stimulate  your  Bank  Account.  Give  us  a  chance  to  convince  you. 

"Catalog  A"  is  for  Traveling  Exhibitors.     "Catalog  B"  tells  all  about 
the  Motion  Picture   Theatre.    Both   are  FREE.    State  which   is   wanted. 

AMUSEMENT  SUPPLY  COMPANY, 
1 038  Golden  Gate  Avenue,         n*»„#     /"»  8S  Dearborn  Street, 

San  Francisco,  Cat.  Mm  V ft  Mm  Ira  Chicago,  III. 

LOOK LOOK 
MR.  FILM  EXCHANGE 

LOOK 

Why  send  out  films  to  your  trade  without  "  TITLES,"  when  1  will  make  vou  the  best  "FILM  TITLE'' 
on  the  market  for  10c  per  foot.     Colored  TITLES,  lie  per  foot.     Geta  "TITLE  "  and  keep  your  stock  moving. 

B.L.JAMES         -„-.-'-  I  08  E-  Madison  Street,  CHICAGO,  ILL. 

PACKARD  VAUDEVILLE  BOOKING  CO.  inc 
SUITE  404,  405,  406,   1416  BROADWAY,  NEW  YORK 

The  best    acts    always    on  Hand    and  at    the  lowest  prices 
LET    US    BOOK    YOUR    HOUSE 
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Start  the  New  Year  right, 
and  order  from  your 

Film  Exchange 

SELIG'S next, 

"In  the 

Shenandoah    
Valley r 

the   greatest  war  picture   ever 
staged  for  motion  pictures 

RELEASED  DECEMBER  31,  1908 

Code  Word  WAR         Length  1000  Feet 

Remember 

SEL1G 
shows  to  packed  houses.  Do 
not  miss  this  WAR  picture. 
Send  for  posters  on  this  War 
picture,  price  ten  cents  a  piece, 
great  for  your  lobby. 

THE  SELIG  POLYSCOPE  CO. 

45.47.49     E.    Randolph     St. 
CHICAGO,  U.  S.  A. 

Kinetoscopes,  Films, 
Lanterns,    Accessories, 

Edison  Supplies. 

CHA8.    M.    STEBBIN8 
1028  Main  St.,    -  Kansas  City 

Chicago  Stereopticon  Co. 
Wholesale  and  Retail 

Sterecopticon  and  Lantern  Slides 

omc  Ions  ■ueeta  iinii  111  om  1 1 
covering  tbe  bod]  entirely,  tnd  k1h-«  moo  one  u 
black  cap,  Everything  being  ready,  1 1  n •  >  *ii|i  out 
ami  atari  tot  tbe  freehy'i  toon.  11  l«  11  o'clock, 
the  new  student  im^  taken  "ft  hi*  coal  and  i«  re- 
movlng  ills  aboea  when  1  knock  la  beard.  Ha  opena 
tin'  door,  the.  baaera  illp  In,  torn  a  circle  around 
bim,  cutting  "it  nny  chance,  of  retreat,     Tbe  leader 

tbe  frightened  lad  thai  ba  i«  1   lemned  t'> 
death,  orders  blm  to  dreaa  and  k"  with  them, 
Trembling  with  tear,  the  lad  obeye.  The  party 
proceed  i<»  an  old  patch  in  the  wooda  in  the  center 
<<t  which  is  a  itump  prepared  tor  the  execution. 
The    freahy,    surrounded   bj    the   white   Bgurea  with 
Mack    masks.    Is    In    a    pitiful    condition    fnini    fright, 
and   ni'is  as   if  be   were   in   ■   atnpor.     wis  ,   1    is 
removed,  hla  neck  bared,  the  leader  ordera  blm  t<> 
kneel  down  and  place  bla  bead  on  the  stump.     Tin- 
.voting  man  Is  then  dealt  a  sharp  blow  on  the  neck, 
and,  being  on  the  verge  of  nervous  collapse,  faints. 
The  hnzcrs  wait  a  while,  hut  ns  the  young  lad  re 
mains  motionless,  they  become  thoroughly  fright- 

ened, pick  op  his  body  and  hurry  hack  to  the 
school. 
Two  weeks  later  the  boy  Is  recovering  from  brain 

fever.  The  door  opens  and  the  students  responsible 
for  his  condition  enter,  meek  and  sorrowful.  They 
beg  forgiveness,  which  is  freely  given  by  the  sick 
hoy.  hut  the  principal,  entering  at  this  moment, 
sternly  Informs  them  that  they  are  expelled.  The 
sick  lad  pleads  with  the  teacher  and  finally  L-cts 
him  to  change  his  decision.  The  hazera  then  thank 
their  victim  for  his  effort  In  their  behalf,  rowing 
forever    to  renounce   the   practice.      Length.   800   feet. 

Indianapolis 
Calcium  Light  Co. 

W.  M.  SWAIV,  Manager 

116  South  Capitol  Avenue,  Indianapolis,  Ind. 

Our  film  service  makes  your  bank 
account  grow  fat,  Mr.  Manager.  Write 
us  to  day  and  we  will  tell  you  why. 

We   are  members  of  the  Film    Service  Association 

56  Fifth  Avenue CHICACO. 

CHEAP 
Steel  Frame 

Theatre  Chairs 

ABSOLUTELY 
Non  BREAKABLE 
Suitable  for  small 

theatres  and  Moving 
Picture  shows  We 
carry  these  chairs  in 
stock  and  can  ship 
immediately. 

Second  Hand  Chairs 

Also  Seating   for  Out of-Door  Use. 

Address  Dept.  W, 

STEEL  FURNITURE  CO.,  Grand  Rapids,  Mich. 
New  York  Office,  1402  Rroadwav 

C  urable Ooera  Chairs 

Opera  Chairs 
Prices 

Right 

Everything  in  the  Seating  Line 
Second-Hand    Opera   Chairs    Always in  Stock 

H.    8.    AN8LEY 
1402  Broadway,  New  York  City 

Tel.  6203.  38th  St. 

Exclusive 
Agencies  are  given  only  to  those 
who  are  representative  of  their 
class.  We  have  just  secured  the 
exclusive  agency  for 

LANG'S  PATENT  REWINDER 
PRICE  $5.00 

THE  BEST  EVER 

We  are  exclusive  Agents  for 
POWER'S  CAMERAGRAPH    and  the 
MONOGRAPH.  The  trade  supplied. 

Machines    and    parts    always    in 
stock,  likewise  supplies. 

Have  you  tried  the  Swaab  Film  Service? 

LEWIS  M.SWAAB 
340  Spruce  Street 

PHILADELPHIA,    PA. 

THEATRE    FOR    SALE 
Bijou,  Westerly,    R.  I. 

Now  playing  vaudeville  and  pictures. 
Seats  400.  Good  reason  for  selling.  Apply 
GOLDSTEIN  BROS.,  231  Main  Street, 

Springfreld,  Mass. 

PREVENTS     TIRED     EYES     AND     HEADACHES 
The  rapidity  of  our  new  shutter  has  been  so  perfected  that  30  to  40  per  cent,  less  non-exposure  (which  has  heretofore 

caused  the  tremulous  vibration  producing  so  many  tired  eyes  and  headaches)  is  found  in  the  Monograph  than  in  any 
other  machine,  making  perfect  brilliancy  of  picture  and  sharpness  of  outline.  Together  with  the  rocklike  steadiness  of 
the  pedestal  the  flicker  is  thus  entirely  eliminated. 

Five-cent  Theatre  and  Vaudeville- House  Managers  increase  their  bank  account  with  the  Motiograph.  Patrons  who 
come  once  will  always  come  again  where  they  know  they  see  the  best  pictures,  positively  rest  their  eyes  instead  of  tiring 
them,  and  where  all  fire  risks  are  removed. 

The  Motiograph 
I  908  Theatre  Model,  Especially  Approved 

by  the  Underwriters  Association 

!  POINTS  OF  EXCELLENCE  IN  THE  MOTIOGRAPH  found  in  no  other  machines  are :  A 
special  Film  Rewind  by  which  the  film  can  be  rewound  with  the  main  crank  in  two  minutes  without  removing  either  reels 
or  magazines,  saving  time  between  pictures  and  entertainments;  perfected  Fireproof  Magazines,  Fire  Traps,  with  four 
rollers  and  with  soring  actuated  flanged  guides,  preventing  side  movement  and  making  it  impossible  for  fire  to  pass  them  ; 
never  failing  Automatic  Fireproof  Shutters;  Perfect  Framing  Device  ;  Flanged  Sprocket  Rollers  to  prevent  film  being 
torn  or  ruined  by  accidentally  running  off  sprocket  wheels;  Enclosed  Gears  and  working  parts;  Perfect  Take-up  with 
new  form  of  belt  adjuster  ;  Lid  Off  Wide  Open  Lamp  House  making  it  easily  accessible ;  Improved  Arc  Lamp  with  all 
Hand  Wheel  Adjustments ;  Slide  Carrier  Swing,  saving  one  third  more  illustration  for  the  Motion  Pictures. 

FILMS    AND    SLIDES 
Headquarters  for  the  finest,  largest  and  most  complete 
stock  in  the  United  States.  The  success  of  an  entertainment 
depends  on  never  allowing  th<»  interest  of  an  audience  to 
flag;  patrons  who  have  come  once  will  come  again  when 
constgnt  change  of  programme  is  made. 

Send     For    NEW    FALL    CATALOCUE    of 

Entertainers  Supplies  explaining  everything  and showing  how  big  money  can  be  made  entertaining  the 
public,  sent  free.  Special  literature  describing  the  advan 
tages  of  the  Motiograph  for  professional  entertainers  and 
theatre  managers. 

CHICAGO  PROJECTING  CO.,  E.  D.  OTIS,  Mgr.,  Supply  Dept.,  225  Dearborn  St..Chicago,  III. 
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Popular  Songs. 

A.    L.    SIMPSON. 

118  W.  132nd  Street,  New   York. 

As    tbe    Years    Eoll   On. 
.billy    Dear. 
But    You,    My    Queen. 
Childhood. 

Come    Kiss    Yo'    Maminy    Good-nlgbt. 
Daddy's   Little   Tomboy    Girl. 
Down    in    Jungle    Town. 
Everybody    Loves    Me    But    the    One 

I  Love. 
Germany. 

Hoo!     Hoo!     Ain't    You    Coming    Out 
To-Night? 

Hurrah!    for   Uncle   Sam. 

I'm  Tying  the  Leaves  So  They  Won't Come    Down. 

I'm    Afraid    to    Come    Home    In    the 
Dark. 

In    Monkey    Land. 

It's   Only   Me    in   My    Nightie. 
I   Don't   Want   the   Morning   to   Come. 
I     Will     Always     Love     You,     Sweet- 

heart. 
1   LOst   My   Heart   When    I   Saw    Your 

Eyes. 
I    Love    You    as    tbe    Roses   Love    the 

Dew. 
M-u-m    Is    the    Word. 
Over    the    Hills   and   Far   Away. 
Roses    Bring    Dreams    of    You. 
Sweet    Rosie    May. 
Sunbonnet    Sue. 

DEWITT    C.    WHEELEE. 

1*0  W.  31st  Street,  New   York. 

Why    Doesn't    Santa    Claus    Go    Next Door? 
The   Holy   Light. 

You'll   Be    Sorry    Some    Day. 
Smiling   Star. 
There    Never    Was   a    Girl   Like    Yoo. 
Playing    School. 
Dear    Heart. 

Don't  Go  Away. 
Take  Me  Out  to  the  End  of  the  Pier. 
You     Will     Have     to     Sing     an     Irish 

Song. 

You'll    Do   the   Same   Thing   Over   for 
the    Old    Red,    White    and    Blue. 

We're    Growing    Old    Together. No   One   Knows. 
Rainbow. 
When    Night   Falls,   Dear. 

In    Mem'ry   of    You,    Sweetheart. 
It   Looks  Like  a  Big   Night  To-night. 
Mandy   Lane. 
Stars    of    the    National    Game. 
The     Little    Old     Red    School     House 

On  the  Hill. 
Good    Evening,    Caroline. 
Swing    Me    Higher    ubadlah. 
Roguish    Eyes. 

THE    PREMO    CO. 

1851  Germantown  Ave.,  Phila.,  Pa. 

As   In  Days  of  Old.    Dear  Heart. 

It's  Nice  to  Be  Loved  By  Someone. 
I   Lost   My   Heart   When  I   Saw   Your 

Eyes. 
I  Could  Learn  to  Love  You. 

I   Don't   Want   Another  Sister. 
If    You    Must    Love    Someone    Won't 

You    Please    Love    Me 
Let    Me    Call    You    Sweetheart    Once 

Again. 
There's   a   Fleet   On   the  Sea. 
Twilight   Down   In   Dixie. 

There's   a    Warm    Spot    In    My    Heart For   Tennessee. 
Under   My   Merry    Widow    Hat. 
When   tlie    Robin   Sings   Again. 
Would    You    Like    To    Take    a     Walk 

With    Me? 

Your   Picture   Says,    "Remember." 
I   Love   You   For   Yourself   Alone. 

Y'ou're  Just   the  Girl   For   Me. 
I'm  Going  To  Tell  On  You. 

SCOTT    &    VAN   ALTENA, 

59    Pearl    Street,    New    York. 

I  Never  Knew  What  Love  Was  Un- 
til  1   Fell   in    Love   with    You. 

I'm  in  Low  with  the  Man  in  the 
Moon. 

My   Garden   that    Blooms   for   Yon. 

it's  the  Pretty  Tilings  You  Say. 
Just  One   Sweet    Girl. 

When  the  Sunrise  Paints  the  Dis- 
tant  Hills   witli    Rose. 

Mlnnlhaha   Donouue. 
1  Never  Knew  What  Love  Was,  Un- 

til  I   Met   You. 

I'm    Tired    of    Living    Without    You. 
It's    Always    Nice    Weather    Indoors. 
Lectnrette  on   "Japan." 

THE     MOVING     PICTURE    WORLD 

LATEST  FILMS  OF  ALL  MAKERS. 

If  the  Alms  of  any  manufacturer  are  not  correctly  listed 
it  Is  because  they  have  neglected  to  furnish  the  Informa- 

tion   requested. 

Abbreviations:  Dr. — Dramatic.  Co. — Comedy.  Ind. — ■ 
Industrial.     Tr. — Tragic.      P. — Pathetic.     H. — Historical. 

Edison  Licensees. 
EDISON     MANUFACTURING     COMPANY. 

Nov.  17 — The    New    Stenographer    (Comedy)   900  ft. 
Nov.  17— Colonial     Virginia     (Historical)   985  ft. 
Nov.  24 — The   Lady   or   the   Tiger    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Nov.  27 — The    King's    Pardon    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.     1 — Lord    Feathertop    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.     4 — Miss    Sherlock     Holmes     (Dramatic)   600  ft. 
Dec.  4— The  Old  Maid's  Temperance  Club  (Com- 

edy)      300  ft. 

Dec.  ,9— The    Tale    the    Ticker    Told    (Dramatic)   900  ft. 
Dec.  11— The    Angel    Child    (Comedy)       900  ft. 
Dec.   15 — Cocoa    Industry,    Trinidad,    B.    W.    I.     (In- 

dustrial)      850  ft. 

Dec.   18 — The  Street  Waif's  Christmas   (Serio-Comic)  .900  ft. 

Dec.  22 — An    Unexpected    Santa    Class   '..900  ft. 
I»ec.  25 — Turning  Over  a   New  Leaf   (Comedy)   900  ft. 
Dec.  22 — An    Unexpected    Santa    Claus    (Co.)   900  ft. 
Dec.  25 — Turning   Over   a    New   Leaf    (Co.)   900  ft. 
Dec.  29 — The   Lost   New   Year's   Dinner    (Co.)   900  ft. 
Jan.      1— A    Persistent    Suitor     (Co. )   900  ft. 

ESSANAY  FILM  COMPANY. 

Nov.  18 — The    Hoodoo    Lounge   315  ft. 
Nov.  25 — The     Impersonator's    Jokes     (Comedy)   550  ft. 
Nov.  25 — The    All-Wool   Garment    (Comedy)   400  ft. 
Dec.     2 — The     Somnambulist     (Dramatic)   825  ft. 
Dec.     2— The    Obstinate    Tooth     (Comedy)   165  ft. 
Dec.     9 — Christmas    Carol      1000  ft. 
Dec.  16 — The    Installment    Collector    (Comedy)   550  ft. 
Dec.  16 — A    Battle    Royal     (Comedy)   396  ft. 
Dec.  23— Bill  Jones'   New   Year  Resolutions   (Co.)   600  ft. 
Dec.  23— Who   Is   Smoking   that   Rope?    (Co.)   400  ft. 
Dec.  30— In   Golden   Days    (Dramatic)   10U0  ft. 

KALEM  COMPANY. 

Nov.  20 — Hannah    Dustln     (Historical)   ^S25  ft. 
Nov.  27 — A     Ragged    Hero     (Dramatic)    S55  ft. 
Dec.     4 — -For   Lovp   of   Country    (Historic   Drama)   895  ft. 
Dec.  11 — Maggie,    the    Dock    Rat     (Drama)   S25  ft. 
Dec.   18 — The    Molly   Maguires    (Dramatic)   8S0  ft. 
Dec.  25— Red    Cloud     (Dr.)   880  ft. 
Jan.     1— The   Trial   of   the   White   Man    (Dramatic) .  .1175  ft. 

S.    LTJBIN. 

Nov.  26 — Persistency    Wins.    (Comedy)   600  ft. 
Nov.  30 — The    Sexton    of    Longwyn    (Drama)   635  ft. 
Nov.  30 — Weary    Willie's   Revenge    (Comic)   270  ft. 
Dec.     3 — Hobo's    Dream    (Comic)   675  ft. 
Dec.     3 — Lady     Barbers     (Comedy)   275  ft. 

Dec.  7 — The  Lighthouse  Keeper's  Daughter  (Dra- 
matic)      ,   900  ft. 

Dec.   10— Dick's    Aunt     (Comedy)   430  ft. 
Dec.  10 — Charlie's    Ma-in-Law     (Comedy)   305  ft. 
Dec.  21 — Christmas  Eve  at  Sunset   (Dramatic)   1000  ft. 
Dec.  24 — Restored    by    Repentance     (Dramatic)   865  ft. 

PATHE  FRERES. 

Nov.  25 — L' Arlesienne    (Dramatic)      1048  ft. 
Nov.  27 — Crack      Riders      of     the      Russian      Cavalry 

(Military)        413  ft. 
Nov.  27— The     Substitute     (Comedy)   531  ft. 
Nov.  28 — The    Vagabond     (Comedy)   544  ft. 
Nov.  2S — Merry    Widow    Waltz     (Comedy)   34S  ft. 
Nov.  30 — Her    Flowers     (Comic)   475  ft. 
Nov.  30— The   Magic   Handkerchief    (Magical)   492  ft. 
Dec.     2 — A  Dear  Old  Grandma    (Dramatic)   549  ft. 
Dec.     2 — Nature   Fakir  Comes  to  Grief    (Comedy)   351  ft. 
Dec.     4 — The    Jealous   Fisherman    (Dramatic)   495  ft. 
Dec.     4 — Paris   as   Seen   from   a   Height  of  2600  Feet 

(Educational)        452  ft. 
Dec.     5— Modern    Magic    (Comic)      393  ft. 
Dec.     5 — Surprise    Package     (Comedy)   512  ft. 
Dec.     7 — The    Clown's    Daughter     (Dramatic)   771ft. 
Dec.     7— Rubber     Heels     (Comedy)   236  ft. 
Dec.     9— The    Deadly    Plant    (Dramatic)   430  ft. 
Dec.     9 — The    Acrobatic    Maid    (Comedy)   508  ft. 
Dec.   11— The    Miniature    Circus    (Comedy)   639  ft. 
Dec.  11 — Mother-ln-Law  Breaks  All  Records  (Com- 

edy)      302  ft. 
Dec.   12 — The    Quarry    Man    (Dramatic)   574  ft. 
Dec.   12 — The    Mohammedan    at    Home    (Educational)  .880  ft. 
Dec.   14 — Roman     Idyl     (Dramatic)   770  ft. 
Dec.   14 — No   Petticoats   for   Him    (Comedy)   171   ft. 
Dec.   16— The   One   Best   Bet    (Dramatic)   712  ft. 

Dec.   16 — A    Plucky   Y'oung   Woman    (Comedy)   256  ft. 
Dec.  18 — The    Smuggler's    Daughter     (Dramatic)   G36  ft. 
Dec.  18— The   Bee   and   the   Rose    (Comic)   344  ft. 

Dee.   19 — Some     Dangerous      Members     of     Bostock's 
Menagerie     (Educational)       420  ft. 

Dec.   19— Electric     Hotel     (Comedy)   470  ft. 
Dee.   21— The    Faun    (Dr.)   442   ft. 
Doe.  21— Faithful    Little    Doggy    (Co.)   285  ft. 
Dec.  21— Too    Much    Snuff     (Co. )   246  ft. 
Dee.  23— Antique    Wardrobe     (Co.)   640  ft. 
Dec.  23— An    Awkward    Habit     (Co.)   331ft. 

Dee.   2.-.— The    Gallant    Guardsman     (Dr.)   571   ft. 
Dee.   25— Silhouettes     (Magical)       371ft. 
Dec.  26— Bill   Wants  to   Marry   a  Toe  Dancer    (Dr.l.. 462  ft 
Dec.  26— Water    Sports    (Educational)   436  ft. 

SELIG    POLYSCOPE    COMPANY. 

Nov. 

Nov. Nov. 

Nov. Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. Dec. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Dee. Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 

Dec. Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Nov. 
Dec. Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 
Dee. 

Dec. Dec. 

5 — Actor's    Child     (Drama)   960  ft. 
12 — A     Mountain     Feud      (Dramatic)   990  ft. 
19 — The     Hidden     Treasure     (Dramatic)   950  ft. 
26 — On    Thanksgiving    Day    (Dramatic)   1000  ft. 
3 — A   Dual    Life    (Melodrama)   500  ft. 
3— The    Football    Fiend    (Comedy)   485  ft 

lo — The   Queen   of  the   Arena    (Comedy)   980  ft. 
17 — A    Montana   Schoolmarm    (Dr.)   950  ft. 
24— The    Duke's    Motto    (Dr.)   1000  ft. 

VITAGRAPH   COMPANY. 

24 — A    Lover's    Stratagems    (Dramatic)   590  ft. 
24 — The   Peasant   Girl's   Royalty    (Dramatic)   320  ft. 
28 — The     Miner's    Daughter     (Dramatic)   705  ft. 
28 — Charity    Begins    at    Home    (Dramatic)   265  ft. 
1 — Julius    Caesar    (Dramatic)       980  ft. 
5 — How  Jones   Saw   the   Carnival   (Comedy) ...  .652  ft. 
5 — A    Summer    Idyl     (Comedy)   .,   300  ft. 
8 — Making    Moving    Pictures    (Educational)   885  ft. 

12 — Slippery  Jim's  Repentance  (Dramatic) ...  .565  ft. 
12 — Christmas   in    Paradise   Alley    (Dramatic) ..  .355  ft. 
15 — Slumberland      (Novelty)   590  ft. 
15— Sheridan's    Ride     (Historic    Drama)   327  ft. 
19— The    Dancer    and    the    King    (Dr.)   C50  ft. 
19 — Weary's    Christmas    Dinner    (Co.)   395  ft. 
22 — The    Merchant    of    Venice    (Dramatici   9S0  ft. 
26— The  Flower   Girl  of   Paris    (Dramatic)   0S0  ft 
20 — The    Hazers    i  Dramatic)   300  ft 

Biograph  Licensees. 
BIOGRAPH    COMPANY. 

20 — The    Ingrate    (Historical)       893  ft. 
17— The  Song  of  the  Shirt   (Drama)   638  ft 
24 — A    Woman's    Way    (Dramatic)   076  ft. 
27 — The  Clubman   and   the  Tramp    (Comedy)   994  ft 
1 — The    Valet's    Wife    (Comedy)   508  ft 
4 — Monev    Mad     (Dramatic)   <!84  ft 
11— The     Reckoning     (Dramatic)   462  ft 
8 — The    Feud    and    the    Turkey    (Dramatic)   904  ft. 

15 — The  Test  of  Friendship    (Dr.)   775  ft 
18 — An   Awful   Moment    (Dr.)   737  ft 
22 — The    Christmas    Burglars     (Dramatici   079  ft. 
25 — Mr.    Jones   at   the   Ball    (Comedy  i   503  ft. 

KLEINE   OPTICAL   COMPANY. 

Dec.   1-5 

(Corn- 

Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 
Dec. 

Dec. Dec. 
Dec. 
Dee. 
Dec. 
Dec. Dec. 

Nov. 
Nov. 
Dec. Dec. 

Dec. Dec. 

Dec. Dec. Dec. 

Dec. Dec. 

She    Could    Be    Happy    with    Either 

edy)       
1-5 — The    Bewildered    Professor     (Magic) 

1-5 — Thompson's    Night    with    the    Police    (Com- 
edy)  

7-12 — Animated    Matches    (Magical)   
7-12— A    Good    Watch    Dog    (Comedy)   
7-12 — Timid    Dwellers     (Comedy)   

7-12 — Fighting    for    Gold    (Dramatic)   
7-12 — The   Madman   of   the   Cliff    (Dramatic)   
14-19 — The  Little  Chimney   Sweeps    (P.)   
14-19— The    Good    Playthings     (Co.)   
14-19 — The    Christmas    of   a    Poacher    (P.)   
14-19 — The    Poor    Singer    Girl    (Dr.)   
14-19 — Troubles   of   an    Airship    (Co. )   
14-19 — Grimsol.    the    Mischievous   Goblin    (Co.) .  . 
14-19— Father    and    the    Kids    (Co.)   
14-19 — The   Burglar    in   the    Piano    (Co.)   
14-19 — Braving   Death   to   Save   a   Life    (Dr.)   
14-19 — A     Fatal     Present     (Tr.)   
14-19 — An    Interior    Cyclone     (Co.)   
14-19— The    Angel    of    Nativity     (P.)   
14-19 — Christmas:     From   the  Birth  of  Christ   to 

the   Twentieth   Century    (Bdu.)     

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY. 

25— Children    of    the    East   625  ft 
25 — Alexandrian    Quadrille       302  ft. 
2— A    Sinner       495  ft. 
2 — Dummies    on    the    Spree   302  ft. 
9 — Sherlock    Holmes      1 140  ft. 

16 — Changing    of    Souls     (Comedy)   475  ft. 
16 — The    Spring    Lock    (Comic)   351ft. 
2:!— Hercules    the    Athlete     (Dr.l   500  ft 

23 — Count    Zeppelin's    Aerostat    (Ind.)   279  ft 
:',n— The    Queen's    Love    (P.I   5S0  ft. 
30  -The   Quack    (Comic)   360  ft. 

WILLIAMS,    BROWN    &    EARLE. 

507  ft. 
310  ft 

567  ft 
257  ft 

327  ft. 344  ft. 

SS7  ft. 
S47  ft. 
450  ft 
170  ft 

i  '.07  ft. 

597  ft 
500  ft 
374  ft 

550  ft: 
367  ft 

5S4  ft. 490  ft 

427  ft. 

300  ft. 

Dee.  21 — Cabby's  Sweetheart    (Dramatic)   
Dee.  21— Baby's    Playmate    (Sensational)   
Dee.  21 — The  Baby  and  the  Loafer   (Dramatic). 
Die.   21— Spoof    and    His    Monkey    (Comedy)   
Dec.   14—  a   Free   Pardon    (Dramatic)   
Dee.  t4 — Harmless   Lunatic's   Escape   (Comedy). 

Dee.  14 — The    serpent's    Tooth     (Dramatic). 

.  .  300  ft. 

.  .  375  ft. 
.  .  .350  ft. 

.  .  .350  ft. 

.  .525  ft. 

.  .  350  ft. 
.  .  .400   ft. 

Dec,  14— How  the  Dodger  Obtained  a  Meal  (Comedy). 520  ft. 

Independent. 
FILM    IMPORT    AND    TRADING    COMPANY 

Pee.     2 — Every    Age   Has   Its  Troubles    (Comedy)... 
Pee.    19 — Misdeeds   of   a   Tragical    Past    (Dramatic). 
Dee.  21 — My    Laundress     Inherits     (Eclair)   
Dec.  21 — Misdeeds    of    a    Tragical    Part    (Eclair)... 

Jan.     2— Corslcan's    Revenge    (Dramatic)   
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SONG   SLIDES 

Read  Our 
Gigantic  Offer 

We  will  rent  )7ou  any  quantity 
of  sets  you  require  for 

50c.  per  Set  a  Week 
We  absolutely  guarantee  every 
set  to  be  complete  from  title  to 
chorus  slide. 
We  will  forward  your  entire 

weekly  supply  in  one  consign- 
ment every  week. 

Chicago  Song  Slide  Exchange 
NINTH    FLOOR. 

MASONIC  TEMPLE     -     CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Sales  Agents  for  the 

G  A  U  M  O  N  T 

CHRONOPHONE 
Talking  and  Singing 

PICTURE  MACHINES 
The  synchronism  is  perfect !  The  subjects  embrace  all  the 
latest  Stars  and  Feature  Acts.  Over  500  different  subjects 
now  ready.  Picture  theatres,  heretofore  playing  to  empty 
houses,  packed  and  jammed  to  the  guards  when  equipped 
with  the  Chronophone.  It  is  up  to  you  to  be  first.  Write 
us  quick.     Catalogues  Free. 

Selling  Agents 

Aloe  Optical  Co. 
5 1 3  Olive  Street         St.  Louis,  Mo. 

The  New  Kind 
of  Film  Service! 
To  Manager: 
Dear  Sir : 

Would  you  like  to  have 
an  EXCLUSIVE  film  ser- 

vice in  your  locality,  with 
all  NEW  SUBJECTS  and 

pictures  you  or  your  com- 
petitor NEVER  had? 

Subjects  that  neither  the 

Independent  or  Associa- 
tion have,  and  all  NEW 

GOODS  ? 
We  only  supply  ONE 

customer  in  a  locality,  and 

the  "  early  bird"  gets  the 
one.  IF  you  are  progres- 

sive you  will  call,  if  not, 
we  both  lose  money. 
Yours  for  the  NEW  KIND  of  Film  Service, 

A.  McMILLAN,  Pres. 

P.  S.— The  first  shipment  of  the  New  American 
Moving  Picture  Machine  will  be  on  exhibition  at  our 
office  December  15th.  Call  and  see  this  wonderful 
machine. 

Unique  Film  and  Construction Company 

79  DEARBORN  ST.  (Rooms  341-343)   CHICAGO,  ILL. 

Western  representatives  of  the  American  Moving  Picture 
Machine  and  Moving  Picture  Supplies 

We    Design   and    Construct  Complete 
Moving  Picture  Theatres  from  $2,500  up 
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wh,nyou«ee  PERFECT  MOTION  PICTURES 

—  THEMOTIOGRAPH 
The  Latest,  the  best  and  most  durable 

MOTION  PSCTURE  MACHINE 
Nt<>  York,  Boston,  Chicago  and  Frisco  approved 

Fhcucrless,   bteady   and    wonderfully   Brilliant    Pictures,   absolutely 
Fireproof,  Heavy,  Strong  and  Durable. 

Designed|and  built  especially  for 
MOTION    PICTURE    THEATRE    WORK 

The  Stereo  Motiograph 
combining  the    Motlograph    and    Double   Dissolving   Stereopticon    is 

Wonder  and  will  increase  your  receipts. 

ENTERPRISE  OPTICAL  MFC.  CO. 

We've  quadrupled    our  facilities  during  the 
past  few  months  and  still  unable  to 

meet  the  demand. 

WHY?  Its  the  QUALITY  OF 
MACHINE  AND  PICTURES 

We  also  manufacture  the  RHEOSTATO  Current  Saver 

saves  60 to  75%  on  Electric  Bills,  the  Model  "  B"  Calcium  Gas 
Outfit,  Non- Hop  Calcium  Jets.  Enterprise  Lanterns  etc.,  and  are 
Agents  for  Oxone,  Ox>  lithe,  Arco  Carbons,  Song  Slides,  etc. 

-  For  sale  by  progressive  and  up-to-date  dealers 
Write  for  Catalogue  and  particulars 

83-91  W.  Randolph  St.,  Chcago 

NEXT    ISSUE    JANUARY   2,    1909 

CORSICAN'S  REVENGE.     Dramatic ECLAIR 

SYNOPSIS  :   The  magnificent  and  beautiful  drama  of  Corsican  life,  portraying  the  elemental  fireof  these  island  folk  of  the 
Mediterranean  Sea.     Eclair  quality,  up  to  the  regular  standard  of  histrionic  force,  classic  settings  and  brilliant  photography. 

FILM  IMPORT  <&  TRADING  CO. 
Representing 

145  East  23d  St.  SSmtmtAlS^cuim  New  YorR  City 

^a 

GRAND  PRIX 
Awarded  First  Prize  and 

Prize  of  Honor 
at  the 

Cinematograph    Exhibition 
at  Hamburg,  1908 

NEXT 

Manufacturers  of 

Films  of  Quality 
Photographic  Excellence 

Unexcelled 

^frfErflP ISSUE 
THE  QUEEN'S  LOVE  (La  Tosca) Strong  Passionate  Production  Beautifullv  Colored  and  Tinted 

Length  About  580  Feet 

THE  QUACK 
And  His  Wonderful  Life-Renewing  Machine.    Exceedingly  Comical 

Length  About  360  Feet 

GREAT    NORTHERN    FILM    COMPANY 
NORDISK    FILM  COMPANY,  COPENHAGEN 

7  EAST  FOURTEENTH  STREET,  NEW  YORK  CITY 
Licensee  under  the   Biograph  Patents.    All  purchasers  and  users  of  our  Film  will  be  protected   by  the   American   Mutoscope  and  Biograph  Company 
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te   Film  Service 

ver,  the  choice  everywhere  of  successful 

-cnred  the  highest  quality  obtainable  that 
f  good   management.      We  can  furnish  you  with  a 
re  films  at  rates   that   are  much   lower  than   th 

;  service  and  often  lower  than  quoted  on  a  much 
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MERCURY  ARC   REC; 
A  distinctly  successful  device  for  char 
nating  current  to  direct  for  moving  pi 

J 

in 

(IFIER 

aUcr- 
arcs. 

l'ej 

UrE The  superiority  of  direct  current  over  altera^  Mgn 
quality   of   light  produced,  has  long   been 
managers  and  operators  of  moving  picture  th< 
efficiency  of  the  direct  current  system  is  res-< 
tion  of  affairs  in  which  the  theatre  mar/agen> 
out  money  for  power  that  is  frittered  ayay 
series  rheostat — in  fact  out  of  every  dqlar  i 
forty  cents  worth  of  useful  energy  is  oHain 
alternating  current  this  lost  power  caij  ho 
regulating  the  arc  voltage  with  choke  dlils 
even  then  it  requires  an  unreasonably  /arfgjj 

to  produce  a  Ught  equal  in  whiteness  1'D  tt 
current — and  it  is  never  as  steady.     IA  ot 
even  fairly  g  >od  light  from  alternating  cu 
it — and  pay  high. 
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The  ideal  method  would  be  to  obtain  <Urec; 

ing  without  using  power-consuming  rheosul 
in  series  with  the  arc.     This  is  exactly   > 
Rectifier  does,  and  we  have  a  little  booklet 

of  interesting  facts  about  the  Rectifier — in 
point  out  a  direct  way  to  save  money  on  yc( 

Booklet  368I:P.    Write  t- 

♦  from  alt
ernat 

lV^ITcU* 
   etc 

because 

\he 

^f^86  tbey
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Company .  30  Church  ̂  
Principal  Office:  Schenectady,  N.  Y.        New 

Oiftce 
Memlun  the  MoTl-ig  iMctnre  World  In  your  cor 

udeoee- 
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